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R E A D E R ’ S  G U I D E 
GENERAL NOTE: Th e Twelft h Edition of Worldmark Encyclopedia of the Nations (WEN) is comprised of 

fi ve volumes. Volume 1 is dedicated to the United Nations and its related agencies. Volumes 2 through 5, 

“Africa,” “Americas,” “Asia and Oceania,” and “Europe,” contain entries on the countries of the world.

Refl ecting the ever-changing status of the world geopolitical situation, the Twelft h Edition includes en-

tries for 194 countries, one more than the previous edition. Th is refl ects the 2006 decision of Montenegro 

to dissolve its relationship with Serbia to become an independent nation in its own right. Seven entries de-

scribe dependencies. Th is edition no longer includes volume 6, which was entitled World Leaders.

Some notable changes in previous editions include the Eleventh Edition’s inclusion of an entry on East 

Timor, coverage of the aft ermath of the terrorist attacks of 11 September 2001, and the expansion of the Eu-

ropean Union and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). Changes in the Tenth Edition included 

recording of the change in status for Macau; as of December 1999 Macau came under Chinese authority, 

and thus Macau was incorporated into the China entry (previously it was described under Portuguese Asian 

Dependency). Similarly, the entry for United Kingdom Asian Dependency (Hong Kong) was eliminated 

with the Ninth Edition; as of 1997 Hong Kong came under Chinese authority and, like Macau, is described 

in that country’s entry. Also with the Tenth Edition, the introduction of the euro as currency in the nations 

of the European Union was noted. Th e Eighth Edition of this encyclopedia (1995) reported on the dramatic 

changes in the world in the early 1990s, including the dissolution of the USSR, Czechoslovakia, and Yugosla-

via; the unifi cation of Germany; the unifi cation of Yemen; and the independence of Eritrea. Th ese changes 

resulted in twenty-fi ve new country articles. Whereas the First Edition of the Worldmark Encyclopedia of the 

Nations, in one volume, contained 119 articles, the present Twelft h Edition now contains 201.

In compiling data for incorporation into the Worldmark Encyclopedia of the Nations, substantial eff orts 

were made to enlist the assistance of the government of every nation in the world, as well as of all pertinent 

UN agencies, who cooperated by supplying data and by revising and updating materials relevant to their 

sphere of interest. Material received from offi  cial sources was reviewed and critically assessed by the editors 

as part of the process of incorporation. Materials and publications of the UN family and of intergovernmen-

tal and nongovernmental organizations throughout the world provided a major fund of geographic, demo-

graphic, economic, and social data.

In compiling historical, economic, and political data, primary materials generated by governments and 

international agencies were supplemented by data gathered from numerous other sources including news-

papers (most notably Th e European, the Financial Times, the New York Times, and the Wall Street Journal); 

periodicals (most notably Current History, Elections Today, Th e Economist, the Far Eastern Economic Review, 

Foreign Aff airs, and World Press Review); and thousands of World Wide Web sites hosted by government 

agencies and embassies.

Th e reader’s attention is directed to the Glossary of Special Terms for explanations of key terms and con-

cepts essential to a fuller understanding of the text.

COUNTRY NAMES: Country names are reported (as appropriate) in three forms: the short-form name 

(generally conformed to the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency’s World Factbook 2006), as commonly used in 

the text; the English version of the offi  cial name (generally conformed to the United Nations list of country 

names); and the offi  cial name in the national language(s). When necessary, textual usages of some short-

form names have been rectifi ed, usually through the substitution of an acronym for the offi  cial name, in 

order to strike a better balance between offi  cial usages and universal terminology. Th us the following short-

form names have been adopted throughout (except in historical context to preserve accuracy): DROC 

(Democratic Republic of the Congo—known as Zaire prior to the Ninth Edition); ROC (Republic of the 

Congo); FRG (Federal Republic of Germany); North Korea: DPRK (Democratic People’s Republic of Korea); 

and South Korea: ROK (Republic of Korea). In addition, Vietnam has replaced Viet Nam to refl ect common 

usage.

MAPS: Spellings on the individual country maps refl ect national usages and recognized transliteration 

practice. To clarify national boundaries and landforms, dark shading has been applied to waters, and lighter 

shading to lands not within that nation’s jurisdiction. Cross-hatching has been used to designate certain 

disputed areas. Rivers that run dry during certain times of the year are indicated by dashed instead of solid 

lines. 

FLAGS AND NATIONAL EMBLEMS: All depictions of fl ags, fl ag designations, and national emblems 

have been reviewed and, where necessary, corrected or changed to refl ect their offi  cial usage as of 2006. In 

general, the term “national fl ag” denotes the civil fl ag of the nation.
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CURRENCY: In most cases, currency conversion factors cited in the Twelft h Edition are as of the fi rst 

quarter of 2006.

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES: Th e general world trend toward adoption of the metric system is acknowl-

edged through the use of metric units and their nonmetric (customary or imperial) equivalents through-

out the text. Th e two exceptions to this practice involve territorial sea limits, which are reported in nautical 

miles, and various production data, for which (unless otherwise stated) units of measure refl ect the system 

in use by the country in question. All tons are metric tons (again, unless otherwise indicated), refl ecting the 

practice of the UN in its statistical reporting.

HOLIDAYS: Except where noted, all holidays listed are offi  cial public holidays, on which government of-

fi ces are closed that would normally be open. Transliterations of names of Muslim holidays have been stan-

dardized. For a fuller discussion on these points, and for a description of religious holidays and their origins 

and meanings, see the Glossary of Religious Holidays in this volume.

GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION: To update the sections on Location, Size, and Extent; Topography, 

Climate, Flora and Fauna, and Environment, the following print publications (and their publishers) were 

used: Geo-Data: Th e World Geographical Encyclopedia (Gale Group), World Development Indicators 2005 

(Th e World Bank), and World Resources (Oxford University Press). Additional data was acquired from these 

websites: Library of Congress, Country Studies: Country Profi les (http://lcweb2.loc.gov/frd/cs/profi les.html); 

Ramsar Convention on Wetlands (http://www.ramsar.org); UNESCO World Heritage Centre (http://www.

whc.unesco.org); United Nations Environment Programme (http://www.unep.org); Weather Channel: Aver-

ages and Records (http://www.weather.com/common/home/climatology.html); World Conservation Union: 

Species Survival Commission (http://www.iucn.org/themes/ssc); World Factbook 2006 (https://www.cia.

gov/cia/publications/factbook).

POPULATION DATA: Data for the four rubrics describing population (Population, Migration, Ethnic 

Groups, Languages) were compiled from numerous publications of the U.S. Department of State, the World 

Bank, the United Nations, and the Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development (OECD), 

specifi cally its publication Trends in International Migration. Also consulted were Th e State of the World’s 

Refugees (Oxford University Press) and International Committee of the Red Cross Annual Report (Interna-

tional Committee of the Red Cross)

RELIGIONS: Data for this section were compiled in large part from the 2005 International Religious 

Freedom Report released by the Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor, U.S. Department of State. 

Th is is an annual report to Congress compiled in compliance with Section 102(b) of the International Reli-

gious Freedom Act (IRFA) of 1998. Th e 2005 Report covers the period from 1 July 2004 to 30 June 2005 and 

includes the work of hundreds of State Department, Foreign Service, and other U.S. government employ-

ees. Th e authors gathered information throughout this period from a variety of sources, including govern-

ment and religious offi  cials, nongovernmental organizations, journalists, human rights monitors, religious 

groups, and academics.

TRANSPORTATION: Sources consulted for updated information on transportation include publica-

tions of the American Automobile Manufacturers Association, the International Road Transport Union, 

specifi cally its publication World Transport Data, and the World Factbook 2006.

HISTORY: In writing the History rubric, a variety of news and background information sources on each 

country were used. Full country profi les—including information on the history, economy, political institu-

tions, and foreign relations on most nations of the world—are provided by the U.S. Library of Congress and 

by the U.S. Department of State; similar formats are published by the BBC News International version and 

Th e Economist’s Country Briefi ngs feature. In consulting news sources for up-to-date information on events, 

only reported facts (not editorials) were used. Th e New York Times and the Washington Post are more com-

prehensive than the Wall Street Journal, whose focus is placed on fi nancial and business news. While the 

website of the United Nations was used extensively in compiling Volume 1 “United Nations,” of the World-

mark Encyclopedia of the Nations, its coverage of such problems as politics in the Middle East and global ter-

rorism pertained to and supported the updating of history rubrics of a number of countries. Other organi-

zations that publish journals or studies on global current events, foreign policy, international relations, and 

human rights include Amnesty International; Human Rights Watch; Foreign Aff airs, published by the Coun-

cil on Foreign Relations; and Great Decisions, published by the Foreign Policy Association. In addition, the 

offi  cial websites of each nation were consulted critically for information that could be gleaned from a state’s 

view of its own history and place in the world.

GOVERNMENT: Th e Government rubric is constructed by outlining the institutions of government as 

they were formed throughout a nation’s modern history, up to those existing under the present constitution. 

Countries of the World and Th eir Leaders Yearbook 2006 (Th omson Gale) outlines the form of government 

and provides information on political conditions. Th e U.S. Library of Congress and the U.S. Department of 
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State chronicle constitutional changes and also provide information on the form of government. Election-

world and the World Factbook 2006 provide information on offi  ceholders in place at the time of publication. 

Th e BBC News International “Country Profi les” cover current leaders and their political parties, and Th e 

Economist is comprehensive in its coverage of political structures and political forces in place and at work in 

the nations it profi les. Th e offi  cial government websites of individual nations were also consulted.

POLITICAL PARTIES: Countries of the World and Th eir Leaders Yearbook 2006 not only lists the politi-

cal parties present in each nation, but provides additional information on the political parties in its “History” 

and “Government and Political Conditions” sections. Th e Economist also has sections in its country brief-

ings labeled “political structure” and “political forces,” which describe the political climate of each nation the 

magazine profi les. In addition, Th e Economist provides a brief history of the nation, which oft en includes the 

history of political parties. Editors reviewed the profi les of selected nations prepared by the U.S. Library of 

Congress, which include comprehensive coverage of politics and political parties. Th e World Factbook 2006 

was consulted for a list of political parties, and oft en, their leaders. Th e website, Electionworld.org, describes 

the major political parties and their leaders, and also lists minor and defunct parties. Political Resources on 

the Net, a website, compiles links to a variety of sites useful to the researcher with a critical eye.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT: Countries of the World and Th eir Leaders Yearbook 2006 lists the administra-

tive subdivisions in each nation of the world; as does the U.S. State Department in its Background Notes, and 

the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency in its World Factbook 2006. Th e Economist was consulted for a descrip-

tion of regional legislatures. Th e U.S. Library of Congress “Country Profi les” briefi ngs describe administra-

tive divisions and provincial and local government. 

JUDICIAL SYSTEM: Countries of the World and Th eir Leaders Yearbook 2006, Background Notes, and 

the World Factbook 2006 all provided basic information on each nation’s judicial system. Th e Economist 

was consulted for a description of the legal systems of each nation it profi les. Th e U.S. Library of Congress 

“Country Profi les” briefi ngs provided more in-depth detail about judicial power and structure in the nations 

it profi les. Jurist, a web-based legal news and real-time legal research service based out of the University of 

Pittsburgh School of Law in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, was consulted as well for concise information on each 

nation it profi les. 

ARMED FORCES: Statistical data on armed forces was compiled from the World Factbook 2006, Th e 

Military Balance (Th e International Institute for Strategic Studies), the SIPRI Yearbook (Stockholm Interna-

tional Peace Research Institute), and other print and online sources including Current World Nuclear Arse-

nals maintained by the Center for Defense Information.

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION: Th is section was updated using data provided by news agencies 

and the following websites: World Factbook 2006 (https://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook) and Back-

ground Notes (http://www.state.gov/r/pa/ei/bgn).

ECONOMY: In addition to numerous offi  cial online sources, data on the economies of the world were 

compiled from the most recent editions of the following U.S. government publications: National Trade Esti-

mate on Foreign Trade Barriers, Country Commercial Guides, and Economic Policy and Trade Practices. Th e 

Economist was consulted for detailed information on economic structures and select indicators in its “Coun-

try Profi les” archive; it also included economic and political forecasts for the nations it profi led. Th e U.S. 

Library of Congress “Country Profi les” provided a brief historical overview of the economies of the coun-

tries it profi led, in addition to detailing the current state of various sectors of those economies. Th e Index of 

Economic Freedom (Heritage Foundation) was also consulted for its measurement of independent variables 

into broad factors of economic freedom.

INCOME: Statistics on national income were obtained from sources published by the United Nations, 

Th e World Bank, and the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). CIA fi gures are for gross domestic product 

(GDP), defi ned as the value of all fi nal goods and services produced within a nation in a given year. In most 

cases, CIA fi gures are given in purchasing power parity terms.

LABOR: Labor statistics were compiled from World Employment and Yearbook of Labour Statistics (In-

ternational Labour Offi  ce—ILO) and the ILO’s website Child Labor Statistics by Country (http://www.ilo.

org/public/english/standards/ipec/simpoc/countries.htm); the World Bank publication World Development 

Indicators 2004; and the U.S. State Department’s Human Rights Reports 2005.

AGRICULTURE, FISHING AND FORESTRY: In addition to government sources, statistical data for 

these sections was compiled from the following yearbooks published by the Food and Agriculture Organi-

zation of the United Nations: Trade; Fishery Statistics: Commodities; Fisheries; Production; Agriculture; and 

Forest Products.



MINING: Data on mining and minerals production came from various online sources and from statistics 

compiled by the Minerals Information offi  ce of the U.S. Geological Survey, U.S. Department of the Interior, 

including Volume III of the Minerals Yearbook. Th is volume of the Minerals Yearbook is published both elec-

tronically on the Internet and in various print formats available from the U.S. Government Printing Offi  ce 

Superintendent of Documents. Th e Yearbook provides an annual review of mineral production and trade 

and of mineral-related government and industry developments in more than 175 countries.

ENERGY AND POWER: Key sources consulted include Country Analysis Briefs (U.S. Energy Informa-

tion Administration, U.S. Department of Energy), Key World Energy Statistics (International Energy Agen-

cy), and World Development Indicators (Th e World Bank).

INDUSTRY : Th e primary source material for the Industry rubric was the U.S. State Department’s Coun-

try Commercial Guides, which provide a comprehensive look at countries’ commercial environments, using 

economic, political, and market analysis. Background Notes were consulted for the information on the in-

dustrial history and climate of each country profi led. Also useful was information contained in the “Country 

Profi les” published by the U.S. Library of Congress. Th e World Factbook 2006 provides a list of key economic 

indicators. Th e Economist and, to a lesser extent, BBC News were useful in providing background material 

for the Industry rubric. 

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: Th e following print sources were consulted: Th e Nature Yearbook of 

Science and Technology (Palgrave Macmillan Publishers Ltd.); NIRA’s World Directory of Th ink Tanks  (Na-

tional Institute for Research Advancement); in addition, the following websites were accessed: International 

Science and Technology Activity (maintained by Industry Canada, Government of Canada); Economics De-

partments, Institutes, and Research Centers in the World (maintained by the Department of Economics, Uni-

versity of Connecticut); Science and Technology Statistics (maintained by UNESCO Institute for Statistics); 

World Development Indicators (maintained by Th e World Bank); and Annual Statistics (patent and trade-

mark information, maintained by the World Intellectual Property Organization).

DOMESTIC TRADE: Source material for the Domestic Trade rubric came from the U.S. State Depart-

ment’s Country Commercial Guides, Background Notes, and the United Nations publication, International 

Trade Statistics Yearbook. Also used was information contained in the “Country Profi les” published by the 

U.S. Library of Congress. Th e Economist and, to a lesser extent, the BBC were consulted in providing back-

ground material for the Domestic Trade rubric. Th e World Bank’s service “Doing Business” database and the 

U.S. Commercial Service’s “Buy USA” website were consulted for information on conducting business in a 

nation, which included business hours and business regulations. Finally, most nations’ government websites 

provided information on domestic trade.

FOREIGN TRADE: Sources consulted included 2005 International Trade Statistics Yearbook (Depart-

ment of Economic and Social Aff airs, Statistics Division, United Nations) and Direction of Trade Statistics 

(Real Sector Division, IMF Statistics Department, International Monetary Fund). Th e U.S. Department of 

State’s Country Commercial Guides and Background Notes were also used. Th e Economist and the World Fact-

book 2006 were consulted in listing import and export partners and key products traded. Various UN bod-

ies—such as UNCTAD and UNESCO—provided up-to-date trade statistics.

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS: Balance of payments tables were computed from the International Mon-

etary Fund’s Balance of Payments Statistics Yearbook. In some cases, totals are provided even though not all 

components of those totals have been reported by the government of the country. Accordingly, in some in-

stances numbers in the columns may not add to the total. Supplementing the IMF’s Balance of Payments Sta-

tistics Yearbook were Th e Economist’s “Country Briefi ngs,” the World Factbook 2006, and information taken 

from the U.S. State Department, in particular, the Country Commercial Guides. “Country Profi les” from the 

U.S. Library of Congress were also used. Also consulted was the United Nations publication National Ac-

counts Statistics: Main Aggregates and Detailed Tables.

BANKING AND SECURITIES: Statistical data on securities listings and market activity was compiled in 

part from Emerging Stock Markets Factbook, 2005 (Standard and Poor’s) as well as from the websites Country 

Forecasts (www.countrywatch.com) and International Banking Statistics (www.bis.org/statistics/bankstats.

htm). Various websites specifi c to the individual countries of the world were also consulted.

INSURANCE: Primary sources for information on insurance include the online resources of the Insur-

ance Information Institute, Rowbotham and Co. LLP., PricewaterhouseCoopers, the Swiss Reinsurance-

Company, and J. Zakhour & Co., as well as numerous national websites dealing with insurance.

PUBLIC FINANCE: In addition to offi  cial government websites, analytical reports from the U.S. Depart-

ment of Commerce, and news reports, the following publications were consulted for standardized statistical 

data: World Factbook 2006, International Financial Statistics Yearbook, 2002 (International Monetary Fund), 

and Government Finance Statistics Yearbook, 2002 (International Monetary Fund).

ix



TAXATION: Information on Taxation was compiled from country data sheets published by international 

accounting fi rms (Deloitte and Ernst & Young). Addition information was obtained from the U.S. Com-

merce Department and the government websites of the countries of the world.

CUSTOMS AND DUTIES: Information on Customs and Duties was compiled from country data sheets 

published by the accounting fi rms of Deloitte and Ernst & Young. Additional information was obtained 

from the U.S. Commerce Department, the World Trade Organization and the government website of the 

countries of the world.

FOREIGN INVESTMENT: Source material for the Foreign Investment rubric included the U.S. State 

Department’s Country Commercial Guides, which provided a comprehensive analysis of the foreign direct 

investment environments of the countries of the world, as did the World Bank publication, A Better Invest-

ment Climate for Everyone. Th e International Monetary Fund’s publications International Financial Statistics 

Yearbook and Balance of Payments Statistics Yearbook, and the U.S. State Department’s Background Notes 

were consulted for the information on foreign direct investment. Also used was information contained in 

the “Country Profi les” published by the U.S. Library of Congress. Th e Economist was consulted in providing 

basic FDI fi gures and other relevant data.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: Source material for the Economic Development rubric included the 

U.S. State Department’s Country Commercial Guides and Background Notes. Th e Economist was consulted 

for economic and political forecasts for selected nations. Th e U.S. Library of Congress “Country Profi les” 

provided a brief historical overview of the economies of the countries profi led, in addition to detailing the 

current state of various sectors of those economies. Th e Index of Economic Freedom was also consulted for 

its broad description of economic freedom and development. Information on foreign aid was taken from 

the print publications and websites of the International Monetary Fund, World Bank, and the United States 

Agency for International Development (USAID).

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT: Publications consulted in the preparation of this rubric include 2005 Coun-

try Reports on Human Rights Practice (http://www.state.gov/g/drl/rls/hrrpt/2005/index.htm), International 

Save the Children Alliance Annual Report 2004 (Cambridge House), Th e State of the World’s Children (Oxford 

University Press), and the World Development Report (Oxford University Press). Additional information 

was obtained from country-specifi c websites and general news publications.

HEALTH: Statistical sources consulted include Country Health Briefi ng Papers (a series of reports pro-

duced by IHSD Limited and DFID Health Systems Resource Centre for the United Kingdom Department 

for International Development); Health Care Systems in Transition (European Observatory on Health Care 

Systems, World Health Organization Regional Offi  ce for Europe); Health in the Americas, Volume II (Pan 

American Health Organization, World Health Organization) as well as numerous websites on the individual 

nations of the world. In addition, country-specifi c health profi les published by the World Health Organiza-

tion and the World Bank were consulted.

HOUSING: Th e latest government population and housing census information available was used for 

each country through access of offi  cial government websites. Also of use was the World Bank publication 

World Development Indicators 2005. Topics accessed on the World Bank’s website included Countries and 

Regions, Urban Development, and Housing and Land. Other websites consulted included Habitat for Hu-

manity (http://www.habitat.org), United Nations Human Settlements Programme (http://unhabitat.org) 

and the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID—http://www.usaid.gov). USAID topics ac-

cessed included Locations and Urban Programs).

EDUCATION: Data on Education was obtained from various UNESCO publications including World 

Education Report, Global Education Digest, Education for All Global Monitoring Report 2005, and the UNES-

CO Statistical Yearbook. Also consulted was EdStats compiled by the World Bank (http://devdata.world-

bank.org/edstats/), the World Factbook 2006 (https://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook), the UNESCO 

website’s Country and Regional Profi les (http://www.uis.unesco.org/profi les/), and World Data on Education 

(International Bureau of Education).

LIBRARIES AND MUSEUMS: Some information concerning libraries and museums was accessed 

through offi  cial government websites of various countries when links were available to tourism, education, 

and/or cultural ministries or departments. In addition, the following websites were consulted: American 

Library Association (http://www.ala.org); International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions 

(http://www.ifl a.org); Museums of the World (http://www.museum.com); and United Nations Educational, 

Scientifi c, and Cultural Organization (http://www.unesco.org).

MEDIA: Primary sources for this section include the annual Editor & Publisher publication International 

Year Book, online data provided by UNESCO, and the media sections of the “Country Profi les” featured on 

the website of BBC News. Th e UNESCO profi les provide key statistics and indicators on education, science 

and technology, and culture and communication. In addition, government and other websites related to the 

x
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countries of the world were consulted. Additional sources consulted include the publications World Devel-

opment Indicators 2005 (World Bank), World Media Handbook (United Nations), World Factbook 2006, and 

2005 Country Reports on Human Rights Practices. 

ORGANIZATIONS: Lists of member countries were obtained through the offi  cial websites of a vari-

ety of prominent international organizations and associations, such as the International Federation of Red 

Cross and Red Crescent Societies, Amnesty International, Kiwanis International, the World Alliance of 

YMCAs, the World Organization of the Scout Movement, etc. Associations Unlimited (Th omson Gale) was 

also consulted.

TOURISM, TRAVEL, AND RECREATION: Statistical sources consulted include Yearbook of Tour-

ism Statistics and Compendium of Tourism Statistics, both published by the World Tourism Organization. 

Tourism websites of the individual countries were also consulted, as well as the United Nations publication 

Schedule of Daily Substinence Allowance Rates and the U.S. Department of State per diem travel allowances 

published online at www.state.gov/r/pa/ei/bgn.

FAMOUS PERSONS: Entries are based on information available through March 2006. Where a person 

noted in one country is known to have been born in another, the country (or, in some cases, city) of birth 

follows the personal name in parentheses. 

DEPENDENCIES: Source material for the Dependencies rubric was taken from Background Notes and 

from the website of the United Nations. Th e Library of Congress’s “Country Profi les” archive provided up-

to-date information on dependencies. Th e Economist and the website of BBC News were also consulted, as 

was Countries of the World and Th eir Leaders Yearbook 2006.

BIBLIOGRAPHY: Bibliographical listings at the end of country articles are provided as a guide to further 

reading on the country in question and are not intended as a comprehensive listing of references used in re-

search for the article. Eff ort was made to provide a broad sampling of works on major subjects and topics as 

covered by the article; the bibliographies provide, wherever possible, introductory and general works for use 

by students and general readers, as well as classical studies, recent contributions, and other works regarded 

as seminal by area specialists. Th e country article bibliographies were supplemented with information ob-

tained from a search conducted in July 2006. An extensive bibliography listing key references related to the 

facts in this encyclopedia follows. However, it is not a complete listing since many fact sheets, brochures, 

World Wide Websites, and other informational materials were not included due to space limitations.
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FROM THE

P R E FA C E
TO THE SEVENTH EDITION

Carved in stone, opposite the home of the United Nations, is an inscription taken from Isaiah: “. . . and they 

shall beat their swords into plowshares, and their spears into pruning hooks: nation shall not lift  up sword 

against nation, neither shall they learn war any more.” Th e Prophets’ sense of moral justice, which was the 

foundation of their vision of peace as expressed in this inscription, has not yet been accepted as a basis for 

political behavior. Indeed, developments in recent years have cast a dark shadow over the United Nations. 

Th e passage of resolutions and the toleration of practices inconsistent with the spirit of the Charter have 

not only instilled doubt about the eff ectiveness of the organization as a political instrument but have also 

undermined the spirit of fairness and cooperation that once characterized the work of the specialized agen-

cies. In the 1930s, the world witnessed the loss of moral force and then the political decline of the League 

of Nations. No friend of peace could wish its successor a similar fate. It is the fervent hope of the editors of 

this encyclopedia that political infl uences will not further undermine the substantive achievements of the 

United Nations. 

Th e problems of peace preoccupy the minds of people everywhere. Th e ever-intensifying complexities 

of our times, while serving to increase the responsibility of a larger number of persons, oft en also augment 

the individual’s feeling of helplessness. Yet, knowledge of other lands and ability to see their people as fellow 

human beings can enable the individual to overcome this feeling of helplessness and to act for himself and 

others. In this spirit this work was conceived and is off ered, with the hope that it may not only fi nd many 

specifi c uses, but may bring into focus a broader world view for the reader, and thus contribute to interna-

tional understanding.

MOSHE Y. SACHS

Editor and Publisher, First through Seventh Editions

F O R E W O R D 
TO THE FIRST EDITION

Th is encyclopedia is diff erent from all others produced in recent years. It is not simply a collection of miscel-

laneous facts for ready reference. It resembles more the pioneer work of those encyclopedists who ushered 

in the era of enlightenment in 18th-century France, in that it mirrors the life of men and nations at a great 

turning point in history, when the national state system of absolute sovereignties has to fi nd new adjust-

ments under the sovereignty of science. Th e old safeguards for security—mountains and oceans—no lon-

ger hold against the impact of an atomic age. Th e United Nations is the mirror of this new world in which 

international life becomes more and more interdependent. Th e political framework is therefore fi lled in by 

a comprehensive survey of the major interests of people everywhere. Such an encyclopedia should prove a 

valuable guide to the understanding not only of the United Nations but of our time.

JAMES T. SHOTWELL

6 August 1874–17 July 1965

Chairman, Editorial Advisory Board First Edition



F O R E W O R D

Although the United Nations is oft en in the news, its basic nature, its possibilities and its limitations are 

not widely understood. In its fi rst fi ft y years the organization has enormously expanded, both in member-

ship and in the scope of its work. During that period, both governments and the public have made it re-

sponsible for a variety of dangerous and complex problems, usually without providing adequate means to 

tackle them. Th is has meant that the United Nations is mostly better known for its shortcomings than for 

its achievements.

At its foundation the main functions of the UN were the maintenance of international peace and security, 

disarmament, and various forms of post-war reconstruction. Th e founders, however, recalling that the part 

which economic and social disorder had played in creating the conditions for the second world war, pro-

vided, in the Charter, a resounding mandate for the promotion of “the economic and social advancement of 

all peoples” as well as of human rights and fundamental freedoms. Th e shortcomings of this side of the UN’s 

work, by far the largest part in terms of staff  and programs, is perhaps the most serious disappointment of 

the organization’s fi rst fi ft y years.

Th e UN itself is only the instrument of its member governments. Apart from the leadership, and the lim-

ited powers of initiative, of the Secretary General, the organization depends for its eff ectiveness and for its 

development on the support and the political will of the governments. Peacekeeping operations and the in-

termediary role of the Secretary General have spasmodically enjoyed such support, although there is now 

a serious controversy as to how much the UN ought to become involved in human disasters which are not 

threats to international peace. On the economic and social side there has been a far greater reluctance to 

give the UN a leading role.

Th e UN is now going through the most important transition of its history. Virtually all of its recent peace 

and humanitarian operations are concerned with violent situations within the boundaries of a single state, 

rather than with confl icts between states as in the past. Th e media and the public seem increasingly to see 

the organization as the police and rescue organization of a world community that does not yet exist. How-

ever reluctant governments may be to authorize and to provide the necessary resources for such a role, there 

can be little doubt that if the UN fails to carry it out, along with a far more eff ective lead in economic and 

social matters, the organization will become increasingly irrelevant to the great global problems which will 

determine the future of the human race. We already have many problems of “one world.” If the UN does not 

begin to deal with them eff ectively, it will cease to be useful, and the future will be correspondingly more 

hazardous.

Th e so-called UN system covers, in theory at any rate, virtually the entire range of human activity. Aft er 

fi ft y years it needs reorganization, reform and renewal. However, its Charter and its fundamental institu-

tions are sound. If the world organization is to be strengthened to meet the enormous challenges of coming 

years, it is essential that the public understand it, so that it can be both intelligently criticized and strongly 

supported. Th is Encyclopedia provides a comprehensive and accessible basis for such understanding.

BRIAN URQUHART

Scholar-in-Residence, Th e Ford Foundation

August 1994
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FROM THE

I N T R O D U C T I O N
TO THE FIRST EDITION

Th e swift  course of domestic and world events, part of a hastened process of change, requires an enormous 

increase of basic understanding by peoples of the multiple factors infl uencing the tempo and direction of 

national developments. Th e pattern of intercultural penetration and cross-fertilizing exchanges of scientifi c 

and technological knowledge rests upon a concept of fundamental unity of diverse approaches to the central 

objective of all human endeavors: the creation of a better world, with general equality of opportunity to all 

individuals, everywhere.

Within a planet shrunk into community bounds by the progress of communications there are no substan-

tial sectors of mankind still completely isolated from the main currents of 20th-century thought and action. 

A growing sense of identifi cation among men is fostered by the adoption of certain basic standards of hu-

man rights and the slow growth of supranational law rooted in the fundamental principles that are common 

to all juridical systems.

No period in history has witnessed such accelerated search for adequate answers to the riddles that have 

so long beset humanity. Metaphysical explanations of the universe and of the individual’s place within it vie 

with each other in the vast and only superfi cially explored realm of emotions; rationalized conceptions of 

economic and social philosophies contend in the marketplace of personal loyalties with a violence that fre-

quently threatens to rend asunder the fabric of overall unity; and the march forward of freedoms and im-

provements in the status of people throughout our earth is largely clouded by the supercharged treatment of 

political aff airs in the media of mass communication.

At a time when people everywhere are truly eager for accurate, comprehensive, and timely information 

about themselves and their neighbors in the closely related various geographic areas, the vastness and mul-

tiplicity of the fi eld to be covered promotes reporting that serves little the needs of the average person: it is 

either too detailed in breadth and depth, so that only specialists can profi t from its availability, or sketchy and 

fragmentary, to the point where it contributes more to confusion than enlightenment of the users.

A specifi c reason has made necessary a new approach to analytical and basic data on each country, as a 

separate political unit, and as a member of the vast family of nations all constitute together: the universality 

of their interest in the maintenance of international peace and security through the joint exercise of agreed-

upon powers to restrain violence; to police disturbed areas where peaceful relations are endangered; to pro-

mote the application of legal procedures to the adjudication of their diff erences; and to strike at the very 

sources of controversy, which are rooted in the deep chasms among their economic and social standards and 

their consequent basic inequalities of status.

So-called realists may continue to voice their belief that confl ict among nations is an outgrowth of their 

dynamic development, and that only practical arrangements which create “balances” of power can establish 

an equilibrium within the diverse segments of the world; and theorists of the biological inevitability of war 

still proclaim the materialistic concept that only a concentration of authority in the hands of some over-

whelmingly strong state can eliminate actual armed confl ict and bring to subjected peoples the “benefi ts” of 

a freedomless “pax romana.” But mankind has made great strides since the days of empires, the conquest of 

colonial dependencies, the plagues and misery that fi xed the general expectation of human life under thirty 

years, and the spiritual darkness of illiteracy and isolation from the mainstreams of culture of variegated 

philosophical, religious, and scientifi c concepts.

Under principles of ethics the peoples and the nations emerged as possessors of rights and bearers of re-

sponsibilities, and morality took its place in the councils of power. Th e advancement toward a universal rule 

of law has been too slow for the idealists and yet most encouraging to those who believe that peaceful evo-

lutionary progress achieves more durable results than violent revolutionary change. Th e steady process of 

codifi cation of generally recognized juridical principles and the formulation of new ones through general 

consensus constitute one of the most hopeful signs of this restless era of change. International compacts such 

as the Covenant of the League of Nations and the Charter of the United Nations incorporate moral concepts 

side by side with legal standards. Th ey recognize that there are both ethical and juridical duties and rights 

that must be observed by states in their reciprocal relations and in respect of their inhabitants, subjects, and 

citizens. 
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So far-reaching are the changes already wrought within the world community, particularly for its less de-

veloped segments, that the normal processes of history have lost considerable signifi cance in the face of new 

realities recently created. 

Feeling that none of the encyclopedias and specialized sources of information do suffi  cient justice to these 

accomplishments in political freedom, economic development, social progress, and the practice of interna-

tional cooperation, Worldmark Press, Inc., decided to publish a basically new encyclopedia devoted to the 

nations.

Aft er identifying the outward symbols of each state: the capital, a map, the fl ag, the national anthem, the 

monetary unit, the system of weights and measures, holidays, and time, each article proceeds to cover, as 

thoroughly as available data permit, 50 individual phases of the country’s life, so as to furnish an overall pic-

ture of its present as rooted in the past evolution of its institutions, customs, and traditions. A precise defi -

nition of location, size, and extent of the individual territory is given, so that the reader can visualize, as a 

living reality, that which the map depicts graphically. Topography, climate, and fl ora and fauna supplement 

the other natural physical features of the respective nation.

More than by any other factor, countries are what they are because of man’s exertions to create his own 

environment, so population, ethnic groups, and language are the next items covered. Together with the sec-

tion devoted to religion, they give a basic understanding of the demographic phenomena that determine the 

basic institutions, political, economic, and social, of each sovereign unit. 

Transportation and communications follow in the description of the positive factors working for the con-

solidation of each country’s internal unity and of the reconstruction of the wider oneness of mankind. 

Next there is a historical survey, in most cases kept brief because of the availability of comprehensive ones 

in other sources of general information.

As a result of the individual national experience various types of governmental authority have been either 

adopted from the similar experience of other peoples or created to meet diff erent requirements. In the op-

eration of governments, there are diverse types of machinery which correspond to particular political phi-

losophies and which the citizens control through political parties.

Local governmental structures supplement the system of deliberative and executive authorities in charge 

of public interests.

Knowledge of the organizational pattern of the judiciary acquires considerable importance for all kinds of 

individual and corporate activities within a particular nation, so information is furnished thereon.

Th e internal stability of a country and its international security are made clear by adequate data on the 

organization and potential of the armed forces.

Because the pattern of migrations has undergone great changes, information on their eff ect upon demo-

graphic developments in each state is of deep signifi cance for any evaluation of manpower prospects and 

consumer potentials.

No nation is an isolated unit itself. Th e extent to which each government engages in international coop-

eration is a useful indicator of its concern with the peaceful handling of potential sources of tensions and 

confl icts. 

One of the phases of internal development with an international impact relates to the wide range of the 

economy. Th is encyclopedia deals comprehensively with income, labor, agriculture, animal husbandry, fi sh-

ing, forestry, mining, energy and power, industry, domestic trade, foreign trade, balance of payments, bank-

ing, insurance, securities, public fi nance, taxation, customs and duties, foreign investment, and economic 

policy.

It also gives information on health, social welfare, and housing, important in the economically less devel-

oped nations as a mainspring of economic activity and fi nancial investment for what is called the infrastruc-

ture, vital as a prerequisite of other actions to promote production, employment, higher standards of living 

and, in general, a broader enjoyment of basic human rights and fundamental freedoms. 

Th e domestic activities mentioned in the two previous paragraphs aim to help in the struggle against illit-

eracy which, even in more advanced countries, reduces the number of citizens actively engaged in political 

life and is instrumental in the growth and maintenance of discriminatory practices and arbitrary stereotypes 

within each nation and between many nations. It is of the utmost importance to know the educational fa-

cilities available for supplying trained political leaders, administrators, economists, social workers, medical 

personnel, and technicians. And to data on teaching establishments is added information on libraries and 

museums and on the organizations set up by the people of each country to promote their collective interests 

and welfare.

Th e press and other media of information and enlightenment constitute an important index of the cul-

tural standing of the people; the degree of their freedom is the best evidence of the intellectual maturity of 
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government and governed, and a signifi cant indicator of the degree to which essential human rights in the 

fi eld of opinion are truly respected.

Perhaps the most eff ective way to advance reciprocal understanding is by contacts among peoples of dif-

ferent countries and with each other’s natural environment. Th e conditions which must be met for the pur-

poses of tourism are fully explained. 

Dependencies for which each individual state assumes international responsibilities are described in de-

tail. Finally a brief roll of famous persons is a biographical listing of national fi gures. An up-to-date bibliog-

raphy closes each nation’s description.

But in our day and era nations are not islands unto themselves, busy solely with internal problems of vary-

ing magnitude. Th e fi eld of exclusively domestic concern is shrinking under the tremendous impact of easy 

communications among nations.

While the United Nations and regional organizations of states, directly or through their subsidiary or as-

sociated organs, may and do deal with practically every fi eld of human interest, other organizations restrict 

their jurisdiction to the more specifi c areas of economic or social matters. Th ey handle issues at the universal 

and at the close neighborhood levels and, large or small, they each play a part in the process of international 

cooperation to improve and give constructive meaning to the relations among peoples. Even military pacts 

have gradually broadened the scope of their concern as a result of the fi nding that merely negative aims do 

not aff ord by themselves the stability and coherence for which they were brought into being. Th e Secretary-

General of the United Nations, Mr. Dag Hammarskjšld, has repeatedly stated his views that any collective 

action conducted outside the United Nations, but consonant with the spirit of its charter, can be considered 

as cooperation toward the fundamental objectives of the world organization.

Because we live under the impact of global issues that aff ect every individual, for good or for ill, and be-

cause also of the advance of democratic processes domestically and internationally, more and more people 

are now actively concerned with the course of world aff airs. Th e best channels to voice their hopes are the 

governments democratically elected and responsible to the wishes of the citizenry. When the people dis-

agree with their authorities, whose judgment must necessarily take into account factors not always of public 

knowledge, the people then can use their nongovernmental bodies to express their prevailing views.

Th e Worldmark Encyclopedia of the Nations is a pioneer eff ort. It is our earnest hope that this fi rst edition 

may prove a truly useful tool to everyone.

BENJAMIN A. COHEN

18 March 1896–12 March 1960

Editor in Chief, First Edition



LENGTH
1 centimeter......................................................................................0.03280833 foot

1 meter (100 centimeters)...................................................................3.280833 feet

1 meter..........................................................................................1.093611 US yards

1 kilometer (1,000 meters)......................................................0.62137 statute mile

1 kilometer............................................................................0.539957 nautical mile

1 inch........................................................................................2.540005 centimeters

1 foot (12 inches)......................................................................30.4801 centimeters

1 US yard (3 feet)..............................................................................0.914402 meter

1 statute mile (5,280 feet; 1,760 yards)..................................1.609347 kilometers

1 British mile.............................................................................1.609344 kilometers

1 nautical mile (1.1508 statute miles

or 6,076.10333 feet)........................................................................1.852 kilometers

1 British nautical mile (6,080 feet)...........................................1.85319 kilometers

AREA
1 sq centimeter................................................................................0.154999 sq inch

1 sq meter (10,000 sq centimeters)...............................................10.76387 sq feet

1 sq meter....................................................................................1.1959585 sq yards

1 hectare (10,000 sq meters)...............................................................2.47104 acres

1 sq kilometer (100 hectares).......................................................0.386101 sq mile

1 sq inch..............................................................................6.451626 sq centimeters

1 sq foot (144 sq inches).............................................................0.092903 sq meter

1 sq yard (9 sq feet).....................................................................0.836131 sq meter

1 acre (4,840 sq yards)...................................................................0.404687 hectare

1 sq mile (640 acres)...........................................................2.589998 sq kilometers

VOLUME
1 cubic centimeter....................................................................0.061023 cubic inch

1 cubic meter (1,000,000 cubic centimeters)..........................35.31445 cubic feet

1 cubic meter...........................................................................1.307943 cubic yards

1 cubic inch.................................................................16.387162 cubic centimeters

1 cubic foot (1,728 cubic inches).........................................0.028317 cubic meter

1 cubic yard (27 cubic feet)...................................................0.764559 cubic meter

LIQUID MEASURE
1 liter........................................................................................0.8799 imperial quart

1 liter..............................................................................................1.05671 US quarts

1 hectoliter.........................................................................21.9975 imperial gallons

1 hectoliter...................................................................................26.4178 US gallons

1 imperial quart..................................................................................1.136491 liters

1 US quart.............................................................................................0.946333 liter

1 imperial gallon..........................................................................0.04546 hectoliter

1 US gallon..................................................................................0.037853 hectoliter

WEIGHT

1 Kilogram (1,000 grams)........................................35.27396 avoirdupois ounces

1 kilogram...............................................................................32.15074 troy ounces

1 kilogram.................................................................2.204622 avoirdupois pounds

1 quintal (100 kg).....................................................220.4622 avoirdupois pounds

1 quintal.........................................................................1.9684125 hundredweights

1 metric ton (1,000 kg).............................................................1.102311 short tons

1 metric ton...................................................................................0.984206 long ton

1 avoirdupois ounce.................................................................0.0283495 kilogram

1 troy ounce...............................................................................0.0311035 kilogram

1 avoirdupois pound...................................................................0.453592 kilogram

1 avoirdupois pound..................................................................0.00453592 quintal

1 hundred weight (cwt., 112 lb)......................................................0.50802 quintal

1 short ton (2,000 lb)...............................................................0.907185 metric ton

1 long ton (2,240 lb)...............................................................1.016047 metric tons

ELECTRIC ENERGY
1 horsepower (hp).............................................................................0.7457 kilowatt

1 kilowatt (kw)..........................................................................1.34102 horsepower

TEMPERATURE
Celsius (C).................................................................................Fahrenheit-32 X 5/9

Fahrenheit (F)..................................................................................9/5 Celsius + 32

BUSHELS
    bushels per
  lb metric ton metric ton

Barley(US) 48 0.021772 45.931

 (UK) 50 0.022680 44.092

Corn (UK, US) 56 0.025401 39.368

Linseed (UK) 52 0.023587 42.396

 (Australia, US) 56 0.025401 39.368

Oats (US) 32 0.014515 68.894

 (Canada) 34 0.015422 64.842

Potatoes (UK, US) 60 0.027216 36.743

Rice (Australia) 42 0.019051 52.491

 (US) 45 0.020412 48.991

Rye (UK, US) 56 0.025401 39.368

 (Australia) 60 0.027216 36.743

Soybeans (US) 60 0.027216 36.743

Wheat (UK, US) 60 0.027216 36.743

BAGS OF COFFEE
    bags per
  lb kg metric ton

Brazil, Columbia

 Mexico, Venezuela 132.28 60 16.667

El Salvador 152.12 69 14.493

Haiti 185.63 84.2 11.876

BALES OF COTTON
    bales per
  lb metric ton metric ton

India 392 0.177808 5.624

Brazil 397 0.180000 5.555

US (net) 480 0.217724 4.593

US (gross) 500 0.226796 4.409

PETROLEUM
One barrel = 42 US gallons = 34.97 imperial gallons = 158.99 liters = 0.15899 

cubic meter (or 1 cubic meter = 6.2898 barrels).

C O N V E R S I O N  TA B L E S *

*Includes units of measure cited in the text, as well as certain other units employed in parts of the English-speaking world and in specifi ed countries.
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A B B R E V I AT I O N S  A N D 
A C R O N Y M S

ad—Anno Domini

ADB—African Development Bank

AsDB—Asian Development Bank

AFL-CIO—American Federation of Labor–Congress of 

Industrial Organizations

AID—Agency for International Development [of the US]

AIDS—Acquired Immune Defi ciency Syndrome

am—before noon

AM—Amplitude modulation

ANZUS—Security Treaty of Australia, New Zealand, and the 

United States

Arch.—Archipelago

ASEAN—Association of Southeast Asian Nations

ASSR—Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic

AU—African Union

b.—born

bc—Before Christ

BCEAO—Central Bank of the West African States (Banque 

Centrale des États de l’Afrique de l’Ouest

BEAC—Bank of the Central African States (Banque des États 

de l’Afrique Centrale)

BENELUX—Benelux Economic Union (Belgium-Netherlands-

Luxembourg Economic Union)

Bibliog.—bibliography

BIS—Bank for International Settlements

BLEU—Belgium-Luxembourg Economic Union

Br.—British

Brig.—brigadier

c.—circa (about)

c—Celsius

CACM—Central American Common Market

Capt.—Captain

CARE—Cooperative for American Remittances to Everywhere, 

Inc.

CARICOM—Caribbean Community and Common Market

CCC—Customs Cooperation Council

CDB—Caribbean Development Bank

CEAO—West African Economic Community (Communauté 

Économique de l’Afrique de l’Ouest; replaced UDEAO)

CEMA—see CMEA

CENTO—Central Treaty Organization

CERN—European Organization for Nuclear Research

CFA—Communauté Financière Africaine

CFP—Communauté Française du Pacifi que

CGT—Confédération Générale du Travail

CIA—Central Intelligence Agency of the US

c.i.f.—cost, insurance, and freight

cm—centimeter(s)

CMEA—Council for Mutual Economic Assistance

Co.—company

Col.—colonel

COMECON—see CMEA

comp.—compiled, compiler

Cons.—Conservative

Corp.—corporation

cu—cubic

cu m—cubic meters

cwt—hundredweight

d—daily

d.—died

DDT—dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane

Dem.—Democratic

DPT—diphtheria, pertussis, and tetanus

Dr.—doctor

DPRK—Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (North Korea)

DRV—Democratic Republic of Vietnam (North Vietnam)

dwt—deadweight tons

e—evening

e—east

EAC—East African Community

EAEC—see EURATOM

EC—European Communities

ECA—Economic Commission for Africa [of the UN]

ECAFE—see ESCAP

ECE—Economic Commission for Europe [of the UN]

ECLAC—Economic Commission for Latin America and the 

Caribbean [of the UN]

ECOWAS—Economic Community of West African States

ECSC—European Coal and Steel Community

ed.—editor, edited, edition

EEC—European Economic Community (Common Market)

EFTA—European Free Trade Association

e.g.—exempli gratia (for example)

ESCAP—Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the 

Pacifi c [of the UN]

ESCWA—Economic and Social Commission for Western Asia 

[of the UN]

ESRO—European Space Research Organization

est.—estimate(d)

et al.—et alii (and others)

EU—European Union

EURATOM—European Atomic Energy Community

f.—founded

f—Fahrenheit

FAO—Food and Agriculture Organization [of the UN]

ff .—following

fl .—fl ourished

FM—frequency modulation

f.o.b.—free on board

Fr.—France, French

FRG—Federal Republic of Germany (West Germany)

FSM—Federated States of Micronesia

ft —foot, feet

ft 3—cubic foot, feet

Ft.—Fort

G-77—Group of 77
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GATT—General Agreement on Tariff s and Trade

GCC—Gulf Cooperation Council

GDP—gross domestic product

GDR—German Democratic Republic (East Germany)

Gen.—General

GHz—gigahertz

gm—gram(s)

GMT—Greenwich Mean Time

GNP—gross national product

GRT—gross registered tons (tonnage)

GSP—gross social product

HIV—human immunodefi ciency virus

HMSO—Her Majesty’s Stationery Offi  ce of the UK

ha—hectare(s)

I.—Island

IADB—see IDB

IAEA—International Atomic Energy Agency

IATA—International Air Transport Association

IBRD—International Bank for Reconstruction and Development 

(World Bank)

ICAO—International Civil Aviation Organization

ICC—International Control Commission

ICFTU—International Confederation of Free Trade Unions

ICSU—International Council of Scientifi c Unions

IDA—International Development Association

IDB/IADB—Inter-American Development Bank

i.e.—id est (that is)

IFAD—International Fund for Agricultural Development

IFC—International Finance Corporation

IGO—intergovernmental organization

IGY—International Geophysical Year

ILO—International Labor Organization

IMCO—see IMO

IMF—International Monetary Fund

IMO—International Maritime Organization (formerly IMCO)

in—inch(es)

Inc.—incorporated

Indep.—Independent

INSTRAW—International Research and Training Institute for 

the Advancement of Women [of the UN]

INTELSAT—International Telecommunications Satellite 

Consortium

INTERPOL—International Criminal Police Organization

IRU—International Relief Union

Is.—islands

ITU—International Telecommunication Union

IUCN—International Union for the Conservation of Nature and 

Natural Resources

IWC—International Whaling Commission; International Wheat 

Council

kg—kilogram(s)

kHz—kilohertz

km—kilometer(s)

km/hr—kilometer(s) per hour

kw—kilowatt(s)

kwh—kilowatt-hour(s)

L.—Lake

LAFTA—Latin American Free Trade Association

LAIA—Latin American Integration Association

lb—pound(s)

Lieut.—lieutenant

Ltd.—limited

m—meter(s); morning

m3—cubic meter(s)

mg—milligram(s)

MHz—megahertz

mi—mile(s)

mm—millimeter(s)

mph—mile(s) per hour

MPR—Mongolian People’s Republic

Mt.—Mount

Mtn.—mountain(s)

Mw—Megawatt(s)

n—north

NA—not available

NATO—North Atlantic Treaty Organization

n.d.—no date

n.e.s.—not elsewhere specifi ed

Neth.—Netherlands

NGO—nongovernmental organization

n.i.e.—not included elsewhere

NMP—net material product

NZ—New Zealand

OAPEC—Organization of Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries 

(subgroup of OPEC)

OAS—Organization of American States

OAU—see AU

OCAM—African and Malagasy Common Organization

OECD—Organization for Economic Cooperation and 

Development

OIHP—International Offi  ce of Public Health (Offi  ce 

International d’Hygiène Publique)

O. M.—Order of Merit

OPEC—Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries

orig.—original edition

oz—ounce(s)

p.—page

PAHO—Pan American Health Organization

PC of A—Permanent Court of Arbitration

PDRY—People’s Democratic Republic of Yemen (South Yemen)

PL—Public Law

PLO—Palestine Liberation Organization

pm—aft er noon

pop.—population

Port.—Portugal, Portuguese

pp.—pages

PRC—People’s Republic of China

r.—reigned

R.—river

Ra.—Range

Rep.—Republic

rev.—revised

ROC—Republic of China (Taiwan)

ROK—Republic of Korea (South Korea)

RVN—Republic of Vietnam (South Vietnam)

s—South
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S.A.—Société Anonyme

SAARC—South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation

SDI—Strategic Defense Initiative

SDRs—Special Drawing Rights

SEATO—Southeast Asia Treaty Organization

SELA—Latin American Economic System (Sistema Económica 

Latinoamericano)

Sgt.—sergeant

SHAPE—Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe

SPC—South Pacifi c Commission

sq—square

SRV—Socialist Republic of Vietnam

SSR—Soviet Socialist Republic

St.—Saint

tr.—translated

TB—tuberculosis

TV—television

UAE—United Arab Emirates

UAR—United Arab Republic

UCC—Universal Copyright Convention

UDEAC—Central African Customs and Economic Union 

(Union Douanière et Économique de l’Afrique Centrale)

UDEAO—see CEAO

UEAC—Central African Economic Union (Union des États 

de l’Afrique Centrale)

UHF—ultra high frequency

UK—United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland

UMOA—West African Monetary Union (Union Monétaire 

Ouest Africaine)

UN—United Nations

UNCHS—UN Center for Human Settlements (Habitat)

UNCTAD—UN Conference on Trade and Development

UNDOF—UN Disengagement Observer Force

UNDP—UN Development Program

UNDRO—UN Disaster Relief Coordinator, Offi  ce of

UNEF—UN Emergency Force

UNEP—UN Environment Program

UNESCO—UN Educational, Scientifi c and Cultural 

Organization

UNFICYP—UN Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus

UNFPA—UN Population Fund

UNHCR—UN High Commissioner for Refugees

UNICEF—UN Children’s Fund

UNIDO—UN Industrial Development Organization

UNIFIL—UN Interim Force in Lebanon

UNITAR—UN Institute for Training and Research

UNMOGIP—UN Military Observer Group in India and Pakistan

UNRWA—UN Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees

UNSO—UN Sahelian Offi  ce

UNTSO—UN Truce Supervision Organization

UNU—UN University

UNV—UN Volunteers

UPU—Universal Postal Union

US—United States of America

USIA—US Information Agency

USSR—Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

VHF—very high frequency

vol., vols., Vol., Vols.—volume(s)

w—west

WEU—Western European Union

WFC—World Food Council

WFP—World Food Program

WFTU—World Federation of Trade Unions

WHO—World Health Organization

WIPO—World Intellectual Property Organization

WMO—World Meteorological Organization

WTO—Warsaw Treaty Organization; World Tourism 

Organization; World Trade Organization

YAR—Yemen Arab Republic (North Yemen)
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G L O S S A RY  O F  R E L I G I O U S 
H O L I D AY S

BUDDHIST HOLIDAYS
Buddhist religious practice stems from the Hindu belief that every 

new moon or full moon day should be set apart for observance. 

In Buddhism, the half-moon days also have special status. In Sri 

Lanka, each Poya day—the day of the rise of the full moon of each 

month of the Buddhist calendar—is a public holiday. Th e follow-

ing observances are common in Southeast Asia.

Songran. Th e Buddhist New Year is a three-day springtime wa-

ter festival, in which images of the Buddha are bathed.

Vesak. Th is last full moon day of Visakha highlights a three-day 

celebration of the birth, enlightenment, and death of the Buddha. 

It falls in April or May.

Waso (Varsa; Vassa). Th is holiday begins the Buddhist equiva-

lent of Lent, a period between July and October (the rainy sea-

son in Southeast Asia), during which Buddhist monks may not 

leave their cloisters. Th e season starts with the full moon of the 

month of Asalha and ends with a festival during the full moon of 

the month of Th adingyut.

CHRISTIAN HOLIDAYS
Th e chief Christian holiday is Easter, the annual celebration of the 

resurrection of Jesus Christ. Like Passover, the Jewish feast from 

which it is derived, the date of observation is linked to the phases 

of the moon. Since the Christian calendar is a solar one rather 

than a lunar one, the date of Easter changes from year to year. Eas-

ter is celebrated on the fi rst Sunday aft er the fi rst full moon fol-

lowing the spring equinox; in the Gregorian calendar, it can occur 

as early as 22 March or as late as 25 April. Th e Easter date deter-

mines the date of many other Roman Catholic holidays, such as 

Ash Wednesday, Ascension, and Pentecost.

Important Christian celebrations and feasts that invariably oc-

cur on Sunday are not listed as holidays in the country articles 

because Sunday itself is a holiday (“holy day”) in predominantly 

Christian countries. In these lands, it is the day of rest and wor-

ship, occurring on the day aft er the Jewish Sabbath, from which it 

is derived, in commemoration of Christ’s resurrection on Easter 

Sunday.

Th e names and dates of the Christian holidays listed below are 

almost all based on Roman Catholic observances. Some of these 

holidays are also observed by Protestant denominations. By con-

trast, all countries where Eastern Orthodox rites predominate are 

Communist-ruled except Greece and the Greek-held portion of 

Cyprus; in the Communist countries, Christian holidays are not 

national holidays. For religious celebrations, some Eastern Ortho-

dox churches retain the Julian calendar, which is 13 days behind 

the Gregorian calendar. Eastern Orthodox holidays do not fully 

correspond to the list of church holidays given below.

Solemnity of Mary, Mother of God. Observed on 1 January, 

this celebration was, before a 1969 Vatican reform, the Feast of the 

Circumcision of Our Lord Jesus Christ.

Epiphany of Our Lord. Traditionally observed on 6 January 

but now observable on the Sunday falling between 2 January and 7 

January, this feast commemorates the adoration of the Magi, who 

journeyed to the place of Jesus’ birth. In the Orthodox churches, 

however, it is the feast celebrating Jesus’ baptism.

St. Dévôte Day. Observed on 27 January in Monaco in honor of 

the principality’s patron saint, this day celebrates her safe landing 

aft er a perilous voyage, thanks to a dove who directed her ship to 

the Monaco shore.

Candlemas. A national holiday on 2 February in Liechtenstein, 

this observation is now called the Presentation of the Lord, com-

memorating the presentation of the infant Jesus in the Temple at 

Jerusalem. Before a 1969 Vatican reform, it commemorated the 

Purifi cation of Mary 40 days aft er giving birth to a male child in 

accordance with a Jewish practice of the time.

St. Agatha’s Day. On 5 February is celebrated the feast day of 

the patron saint of San Marino. St. Agatha is also the patron saint 

of nurses, fi refi ghters, and jewelers.

Shrove Monday and Shrove Tuesday. Th ese two days occur 

just prior to the beginning of Lent (a term which derives from the 

Middle English lente, “spring”), the Christian season of penitence 

that ends with Easter Sunday. Th ese are days of Carnival, public 

holidays of feasting and merriment in many lands. Shrove Tues-

day is also known as Mardi Gras.

Ash Wednesday. Th e fi rst day of Lent, observed 46 days before 

Easter, is so called from the practice of placing ashes on the fore-

head of the worshiper as a sign of penitence. In the Roman Catho-

lic Church, these ashes are obtained from burning palm branch-

es used in the previous year’s Palm Sunday observation. (Palm 

Sunday commemorates the entry of Jesus into Jerusalem a week 

before Easter Sunday, and it begins Holy Week. On Ash Wednes-

day, the ashes are placed on the forehead of the communicant dur-

ing Mass. Th e recipient is told, “Remember that you are dust, and 

unto dust you shall return” or “Turn away from sin and be faithful 

to the Gospel.”

St. Patrick’s Day. Th is holiday, observed on 17 March, is cel-

ebrated in Ireland to honor its patron saint.

St. Joseph’s Day. Th e feast day in honor of Mary’s husband is 

observed on 19 March as a public holiday in several countries.

Holy (Maundy) Th ursday. Th e Th ursday preceding Easter 

commemorates the Last Supper, the betrayal of Jesus by Judas Is-

cariot, and the arrest and arraignment of Jesus. In Rome, the pope 

customarily performs a ceremony in remembrance of Jesus’ wash-

ing of his apostles’ feet (John 13:5–20).

Good Friday. Th e day aft er Holy Th ursday is devoted to re-

membrance of the crucifi xion of Jesus and is given to penance and 

prayer.

Holy Saturday. Th is day commemorates the time during which 

Jesus was buried and, like Good Friday, is given to solemn prayer.



Easter Monday. Th e day aft er Easter Sunday is a public holiday 

in many countries.

Prayer Day. Th is Danish public holiday is observed on the 

fourth Friday aft er Easter.

Ascension. One of the most important Christian feasts, Ascen-

sion is observed 40 days aft er Easter in commemoration of Jesus’ 

ascension to heaven.

Pentecost Monday (Whitmonday). Th is public holiday in 

many countries occurs the day aft er Pentecost (derived from the 

ancient Green pentekostos, “fi ft ieth”), or Whitsunday, which com-

memorates the descent of the Holy Spirit upon Jesus’ apostles on 

the seventh Sunday aft er Easter and is derived from the Jewish 

feast of Shavuot. It was an important occasion for baptism in the 

early church, and the name “Whitsunday” originated from the 

white robes worn by the newly baptized.

Corpus Christi. Th is holiday in honor of the Eucharist is ob-

served on the Th ursday or Sunday aft er Trinity Sunday, which 

is the Sunday aft er Pentecost. In the Roman Catholic and East-

ern Orthodox Churches, the Eucharist is a sacrament in which the 

consecrated bread and wine literally become the body and blood 

of Jesus Christ, a belief stemming from New Testament accounts 

of the Last Supper.

Sacred Heart. Th e Friday of the week aft er Corpus Christi is a 

holiday in Colombia. Th e object of devotion is the divine person 

of Jesus, whose heart is the symbol of his love for mankind.

Day of St. Peter and St. Paul. Th is observance, on 29 June, com-

memorates the martyrdom of the two apostles traditionally be-

lieved to have been executed in Rome on the same day (c. ad 67) 

during the persecution of Christians ordered by Emperor Nero.

St. James’ Day. Observed on 25 July, this day commemorates St. 

James the Greater, one of Jesus’ 12 apostles. St. James is the patron 

saint of Spain.

Feast of Our Lady of Angels. Th is feast, on 2 August, is cel-

ebrated as a national holiday in Costa Rica in honor of the Virgin 

Mary. Pilgrimage is made to the basilica in Cartago, which houses 

a black stone statue of the Virgin.

Assumption. Th is holiday, observed on 15 August in many 

countries, celebrates the Roman Catholic and Eastern Ortho-

dox dogma that, following Mary’s death, her body was taken into 

heaven and reunited with her soul.

Crowning of Our Lady of Altagracia. Another holiday in hon-

or of Mary, this day is celebrated in the Dominican Republic on 15 

August with a pilgrimage to her shrine. (Altagracia Day, 21 Janu-

ary, is also a holiday in the Dominican Republic.)

Day of Santa Rosa of Lima. Th e feast day in honor of the fi rst 

native-born saint of the New World, declared patron saint of South 

America by Pope Clement X in 1671, is 23 August, but in Peru, she 

is commemorated by a national holiday on 30 August.

Day of Our Lady of Mercy (Las Mercedes). Another holiday 

in honor of Mary, this observance on 24 September is a holiday in 

the Dominican Republic.

All Saints’ Day. On 1 November, a public holiday in many 

countries, saints and martyrs who have no special festival are 

commemorated. In the Middle Ages, it was known as All Hal-

lows’ Day; the evening of the previous day, October 31, was called 

All Hallow Even, from which the secular holiday Halloween is 

derived.

All Souls’ Day. Th is day, 2 November, is dedicated to prayer for 

the repose of the souls of the dead.

Immaculate Conception. Th is day, 8 December, celebrates the 

Roman Catholic dogma asserting that Mary’s conception, as the 

future mother of God, was uniquely free from original sin. In Par-

aguay, it is observed as the Day of Our Lady of Caacupé.

Our Lady of Guadalupe. Th is Mexican festival, on 12 Decem-

ber, celebrates a miracle that the Virgin Mary is believed to have 

performed on this day in 1531, when she appeared before an Am-

erindian peasant and told him to build a shrine in her honor. Th e 

shrine is now the site of a basilica in the Mexico City area.

Christmas. Th e annual commemoration of the nativity of Jesus 

is held on 25 December. A midnight Mass ushers in this joyous 

celebration in many Roman Catholic churches. Th e custom of dis-

tributing gift s to children on Christmas Eve derives from a Dutch 

custom originally observed on the evening before St. Nicholas’ 

Day (6 December). Th e day aft er Christmas—oft en called Box-

ing Day, for the boxed gift s customarily given—is a public holiday 

in many countries.

St. Stephen’s Day. Th e feast day in honor of the fi rst martyred 

Christian saint is 26 December, the day aft er Christmas. St. Ste-

phen is the patron saint of Hungary.

HINDU HOLIDAYS
Hindu holidays are based on various lunar calendars, with an ex-

tra month inserted at intervals that vary from year to year, in order 

to keep festivals from shift ing in relation to the seasons. Th e bright 

half of the month is that in which the new moon advances to the 

full moon; the dark half lasts from full moon to new moon. It is 

said that no nation has more festivals than India. Most are of only 

local or regional importance, but the following are national holi-

days in India and other countries with large Hindu populations.

Raksha Bandhan. During this festival, which usually falls in 

August, bracelets of colored thread and tinsel are tied by women 

to the wrists of their menfolk, thus binding the men to guard and 

protect them during the year. It is celebrated on the full moon of 

Sravana.

Ganesh Chaturthi. Th e festival, honoring Ganesh (Ganesha), 

god of prosperity, is held on the fourth day of the bright fort-

night of the month of Bhadrapada, corresponding to August or 

September.

Durga Puja. Th is holiday honors the Divine Mother, wife of 

Shiva and the principle of creation, in her victory over the demon 

Mashishasura. It is held during the fi rst 10 days of the bright fort-

night of Asvina (Navaratri), a period corresponding to September 

or October. Th e last day is Dussehra, an autumn festival that cele-

brates the victory of the god Rama over Ravana, king of demons.

Dewali (Deepavali; Divali). Dewali is the Hindu Festival of 

Lights, when Lakshmi, goddess of good fortune, is said to visit the 

homes of humans. Th e four-or fi ve-day festival comes at the end 

of Asvina and the beginning of Karttika, a time corresponding to 

October or November.

Shivarati (Mahashivarati). Dedicated to the god Shiva, this 

holiday is observed on the 13th day of the dark half of Magha, 

corresponding to January or February.

Th aipusam. A holiday in Malaysia, Th aipusam honors Sub-

rimaya, son of Shiva and an important deity in southern India. 
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Th e three-day festival is held in the month of Magha according to 

when Pusam, a section of the lunar zodiac, is on the ascendant.

Holi. A festival lasting 3 to 10 days, Holi closes the old year 

with processions and merriment. It terminates on the full moon of 

Phalguna, the last month, corresponding to February or March.

JEWISH HOLIDAYS
Th e basic Jewish holy day is the Sabbath, the seventh day of each 

week, starting at sundown on Friday and ending at nightfall on 

Saturday. Th is is a day of rest and is devoted to worship, religious 

study, and the family.

Other Jewish holidays (all starting at sundown and ending at 

nightfall) occur on specifi c days of specifi c months of the Jew-

ish calendar, which consists of 12 alternating months of 29 or 30 

days (two months are variable), conforming to the lunar cycle 

of roughly 29½ days. In order to reconcile the lunar year of 353, 

354, or 355 days with the solar year of 365¼ days, a 30-day month 

(Adar Sheni) is added 7 times within a 19-year cycle. In this way, 

Jewish festivals retain their seasonal origins. Th e following list, ar-

ranged in the order of the Jewish calendar, shows Jewish religious 

holidays observed in the State of Israel.

Rosh Hashanah. Th e Jewish New Year is celebrated on 1 Tishri, 

the fi rst month. In synagogues, the sounding of the shofar (ram’s 

horn) heralds the new year. Rosh Hashanah begins the observance 

of the Ten Penitential Days, which culminate in Yom Kippur. Or-

thodox and Conservative Jews outside Israel celebrate 2 Tishri, the 

next day, as well.

Yom Kippur. Th e Day of Atonement, spent in fasting, peni-

tence, and prayer, is the most solemn day in Judaism. It takes place 

on 10 Tishri.

Sukkot. Th is ancient Jewish harvest festival, which begins on 15 

Tishri, recalls the period in which harvesters left  their homes to 

dwell in the fi elds in sukkot, or booths—small outdoor shelters of 

boards, leaves, and branches—in order to facilitate gathering the 

crops before the seasonal rains began. In religious terms, it com-

memorates the 40 years of wandering in the desert by the ancient 

Hebrews aft er their exodus from Egypt. Th e 8th day of Sukkot and 

the 22d day of Tishri is Shmini Azeret/Simhat Torah, a joyous 

holiday in which the annual cycle of reading the Torah (the Five 

Books of Moses) is completed and begun anew. Outside of Israel, 

Simhat Torah and the beginning of a new reading cycle are cel-

ebrated on the next day, 23 Tishri.

Hanukkah. Th e Festival of Lights, corresponding roughly to the 

winter solstice, is celebrated over an eight-day period beginning 

on 25 Kislev, the third month. Also known as the Feast of Dedica-

tion and Feast of the Maccabees, Hanukkah commemorates the 

rededication of the Temple at Jerusalem in 164 bc. According to 

tradition, the one ritually pure container of olive oil, suffi  cient to 

illuminate the Temple for one day, miraculously burned for eight 

days, until new oil could be prepared. A feature of the Hanuk-

kah celebration is the lighting in each Jewish home of an eight-

branched candelabrum, the menorah (hanukkiah). Th is festival, 

though not a public holiday in Israel, is widely observed with the 

lighting of giant hanukkiot in public places.

Purim. Th is holiday, celebrated on 14 Adar (Adar Sheni in a 

leap year), joyously commemorates the delivery of the Jews from 

potential annihilation at the hands of Haman, viceroy of Persia, as 

described in the Book of Esther, which is read from a scroll (me-

gillah). Th e day, though not a public holiday in Israel, is widely 

marked by charity, exchange of edible gift s, and feasting.

Pesach (Passover). Pesach, lasting seven days in Israel and eight 

outside it, begins on 15 Nisan, at roughly the spring equinox, and 

recalls the exodus of the Hebrews from Egypt and their delivery 

from bondage. Th e chief festival of Judaism, Pesach begins with a 

ceremonial family meal, or seder, at which special foods (includ-

ing unleavened bread, or matzoh) are eaten and the Passover story 

(Haggadah) is read.

Shavuot. Th is festival, on 6 Sivan, celebrates the presentation of 

the Ten Commandments to Moses on Mt. Sinai and the off ering of 

the fi rst harvest fruits at the temple in Jerusalem. Th e precursor of 

the Christian Pentecost, Shavuot takes place on the 50th day aft er 

the fi rst day of Pesach.

Tishah b’Av. Th is holiday, which takes place on 9 Av, com-

memorates the destruction of the First Temple by the Babylonians 

(Chaldeans) in 586 BC and of the Second Temple by the Romans 

in ad 70. It is observed by fasting.

Th e Jewish calendar begins with the traditional date of Cre-

ation, equivalent to 3761 bc on the Christian calendar.

MUSLIM HOLIDAYS
Like the Jewish calendar, the Islamic calendar consists of 12 

months alternating between 29 and 30 days. A normal year is 354 

days; a leap day is added to the last month (Dhu’l-Hijja) 11 times 

during a 30-year cycle in order to keep the calendar in conformity 

with the phases of the moon. Like the Jewish day, the Islamic day 

runs from sundown to sundown. Unlike the Jewish calendar, how-

ever, the Islamic calendar makes no attempt to align itself with the 

solar year by the periodic addition of an extra month; therefore, 

over the course of time, Islamic festivals may occur at any sea-

son. Like the Christian and Jewish calendars, the Islamic calendar 

has a seven-day week. Friday is the principal day of worship; al-

though work is not forbidden on that day, it is suspended during 

the midday prayer session. Th e following list gives Muslim holy 

days that are observed as public holidays in one or more of the 

predominantly Muslim countries. Except where noted, a translit-

eration style refl ecting pronunciation practice in the Arab coun-

tries is given. Not given here are certain special Muslim holidays 

in Iran, the only Muslim country in which the Shi’i form of Islam 

predominates.

Muslim New Year. Although in some countries 1 Muharram, 

which is the fi rst month of the Islamic year, is observed as a hol-

iday, the new year is in other places observed on Sha’ban, the 

eighth month of the year. Th is practice apparently stems from pa-

gan Arab times. Shab-i-Bharat, a national holiday in Bangladesh 

on this day, is held by many to be the occasion when God ordains 

all actions in the coming year.

‘Ashura. Th is fast day was instituted by Muhammad as the 

equivalent of the Jewish Yom Kippur but later became voluntary 

when Ramadan replaced it as a penitential event. It also com-

memorates Noah’s leaving the ark on Mt. Ararat aft er the waters of 

the Great Flood had subsided. In Iran, the martyrdom of Husayn, 

grandson of Muhammad, is commemorated with passion plays 

on this day.

Milad an-Nabi. Th e traditional birthday of Muhammad is cel-

ebrated on 12 Rabi al-Awwal, the third month of the Islamic year.
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Laylat al-Miraj. Th is holiday, celebrated on 27 Rajab, the sev-

enth month, commemorates the night of Muhammad’s miracu-

lous ascension to heaven, during which he received instructions 

from Allah on the requirements for daily prayer.

Ramadan. Th e fi rst day of Ramadan (the ninth month) is a 

public holiday in many countries, although the religious festival 

does not offi  cially begin until the new moon is sighted from the 

Naval Observatory in Cairo, Egypt. Th e entire month commemo-

rates the period in which the Prophet received divine revelation 

and is observed by a strict fast from sunrise to sundown. Th is ob-

servance is one of Islam’s fi ve main duties for believers.

Laylat al-Qadr (Night of Power). Th is commemoration of the 

fi rst revelation of the Koran (Qur’an) to Muhammad usually falls 

on 27 Ramadan.

‘Id al-Fitr. Th e Little Festival, or Breaking-Fast-Festival, which 

begins just aft er Ramadan, on 1 Shawwal, the 10th month, is the 

occasion for three or four days of feasting. In Malaysia and Sin-

gapore, this festival is called Hari Raya Puasa; in Turkey, Şeker 

Bayrami.

‘Id al-‘Adha’. Th e Great Festival, or Sacrifi cial Feast, celebrates 

the end of the special pilgrimage season, or Hajj, to Mecca and 

Medina, an obligation for Muslims once in their lifetime if physi-

cally and economically feasible. Th e slaughter of animals pays 

tribute to Abraham’s obedience to God in off ering his son to the 

Lord for sacrifi ce; a portion of the meat is supposed to be donated 

to the poor. Th e feast begins on 10 Dhu’l-Hijja and continues to 

13 Dhu’l-Hijja (14 Dhu’l-Hijja in a leap year). In Malaysia and Sin-

gapore, this festival is celebrated as Hari Raya Haji; in Indonesia, 

Lebaran Haji; in Turkey, Kurban Bayrami.

Th e Islamic calendar begins with the entry of Muhammad into 

Medina, equivalent to ad 622 on the Christian calendar.
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G L O S S A RY  O F  S P E C I A L  T E R M S

Th e following is a selected list, with brief defi nitions and explana-

tions, of terms that appear frequently in these volumes. Not in-

cluded below are UN organs and related agencies, which are dis-

cussed under their own headings elsewhere.

adult literacy: the capacity of adults to read and write, as defi ned 

by divergent national criteria of age and ability.

ad valorem tax: a levy based on a fi xed percentage of an item’s 

value; ad valorem taxes include sales taxes, property taxes, and 

the majority of import duties.

African Development Bank: IGO founded in 1963 and with its 

headquarters at Abidjan, Côte d’Ivoire; coordinates its mem-

bers’ development fi nances and provides loans.

African Union (AU): IGO founded in July 2002 as a successor 

to the amalgamated African Economic Community (AEC) and 

the Organization of African Unity (OAU). With headquarters 

in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, the AU aims to have a single cur-

rency and a single integrated defense force, as well as other in-

stitutions of state, including a cabinet for the AU Head of State. 

Th e purpose of the organization is to help secure Africa’s de-

mocracy, human rights and a sustainable economy, especially 

by bringing an end to intra-African confl ict and creating an ef-

fective common market.

animism: the belief that natural objects and phenomena have 

souls or innate spiritual powers.

Asian Development Bank: IGO founded in 1966 and with its 

headquarters at Manila, Philippines; seeks to encourage eco-

nomic growth in Asia and the Far East and provides long-term, 

large-scale loans, with emphasis on the developing countries.

Association of South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN): IGO found-

ed in 1967 and with its headquarters at Jakarta, Indonesia; pro-

motes economic cooperation among its members.

balance of payments: a systematic record of all fi nancial transac-

tions between one country and the rest of the world.

bank of issue: a bank empowered to issue currency.

capital account: all additions to or subtractions from a stock of 

investment.

Caribbean Community and Common Market (CARICOM): 

IGO founded in 1973 and with its headquarters in Georgetown, 

Guyana; seeks the establishment of a common external tariff  

and common trade policy among its members and promotes in-

creased cooperation in agricultural and industrial development 

in the Caribbean region.

cash economy: see money economy.

central bank: a fi nancial institution that handles the transactions 

of the central government, coordinates and controls the nation’s 

commercial banks, and regulates the nation’s money supply and 

credit conditions.

Colombo Plan: formally known as the Colombo Plan for Coop-

erative Economic Development in Asia and the Pacifi c, a multi-

national mutual assistance program that took eff ect in 1951 and 

has its headquarters in Colombo, Sri Lanka.

commercial bank: a bank that off ers to businesses and individu-

als a variety of banking services, including demand deposit and 

withdrawal by check.

Commonwealth of Nations: voluntary association of the United 

Kingdom and its present dependencies and associated states, as 

well as certain former dependencies and their dependent ter-

ritories. Th e term was fi rst used offi  cially in 1926 and is em-

bodied in the Statute of Westminster (1931). Within the Com-

monwealth, whose secretariat (established in 1965) is located 

in London, England, are numerous subgroups devoted to eco-

nomic and technical cooperation.

constant prices: money values calculated so as to eliminate the ef-

fect of infl ation on prices and income.

Council of Europe: IGO founded in 1949 and with its headquar-

ters in Strasbourg, France; promotes consultation and coopera-

tion among European countries.

crude birthrate: the number of births in a year per 1,000 estimat-

ed midyear population.

crude death rate: the number of deaths in a year per 1,000 esti-

mated midyear population.

currency in circulation: the tangible portion of a nation’s money 

supply, composed of bank notes, government notes, and coins.

current account: the fl ow of goods and services, as measured by 

payments for and receipts from imports and exports, including 

interest and dividends.

current prices: money values that refl ect prevailing prices, with-

out excluding the eff ects of infl ation.

customs duty: a tax imposed on the importation or exportation 

of goods.

customs union: an arrangement between governments to estab-

lish a common tariff  policy and remove customs barriers be-

tween them.

demand deposit: a bank deposit that can be withdrawn by the de-

positor without previous notice to the bank.

direct tax: a tax that cannot be shift ed from the original payer to 

the ultimate consumer of a good or service; direct taxes include 

the income tax and the poll tax.

Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS): IGO 

founded in 1975 and with its headquarters at Lagos, Nigeria; 

seeks to establish a common tariff  policy and promote econom-

ic cooperation among its members.

economically active population: see labor force.

endangered species: a type of plant or animal threatened with ex-

tinction in all or part of its natural range. For the Seventh Edi-

tion, listings of endangered animal species are as compiled for 

each country by the International Union for Conservation of 

Nature and Natural Resources.



European Free Trade Association (EFTA): customs union 

established in 1960 and with its headquarters in Geneva, 

Switzerland.

European Union (EU): name for a supranational organization es-

tablished in 1992 by the Maastricht Treaty. Th e EU encompass-

es, among other entities, the European Coal and Steel Commu-

nity, established in 1952; the European Economic Community 

(EEC, or European Common Market), founded in 1958; and 

the European Atomic Energy Community (EURATOM), also 

established in 1958. All EU members also participate in the Eu-

ropean Parliament, which meets in Strasbourg, and the Court 

of Justice, which sits in Luxembourg.

factor cost: a concept used in determining the value of the nation-

al product in relation to the economic resources employed.

fertility rate: the average number of children that would be born 

to each woman in a population if she were to live through her 

childbearing lifetime bearing children at the same rate as wom-

en in that age range actually did in a given year.

fl y: the part of a fl ag opposite and parallel to the one nearest the 

fl agpole.

foreign exchange: all monetary assets that give residents of one 

country a fi nancial claim on another.

gross domestic product (GDP): the total gross expenditure, in 

purchasers’ values, on the domestic supply of goods and ser-

vices (fi nal use).

gross national product (GNP): the total monetary value of all fi -

nal goods and services that a nation produces.

Group of 77 (G-77): IGO founded in 1967 to represent the inter-

ests of the developing countries and taking its name from the 77 

developing nations that signed the Joint Declaration of the fi rst 

UN Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD).

Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC): IGO founded in 1981 and 

with its headquarters in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia; aims at increas-

ing cooperation among nations of the Persian (Arabian) Gulf 

region in matters of security and economic development.

hoist: the part of a fl ag nearest the fl agpole.

indirect tax: a tax levied against goods and services; sales taxes, 

excise taxes, and import duties are generally regarded as indi-

rect taxes.

infant mortality rate: the number of deaths of children less than 

one year old per 1,000 live births in a given year.

installed capacity: the maximum possible output of electric pow-

er at any given time.

Inter-American Development Bank (IDB): IGO established in 

1959 and with its headquarters in Washington, D.C.; provides 

technical assistance and development fi nancing to member na-

tions in Latin America and the Caribbean.

intergovernmental organization (IGO): a body, such as the UN, 

to which only governments belong.

international reserves: cash and other international assets read-

ily convertible into cash for the settlement of international ac-

counts by a government.

invisibles: exports and imports of services (e.g., shipping charges, 

banking services, royalties, rents, and interest).

labor force: the number of people in a population available for 

work, whether actually employed or not.

Latin American Integration Association (LAIA): IGO founded 

in 1980 as the successor to the Latin American Free Trade As-

sociation and with its headquarters in Montevideo, Uruguay; 

seeks to foster economic cooperation among Latin American 

nations.

League of Arab States (Arab League): IGO founded in 1945 

and with its headquarters in Tunis, Tunisia (formerly in Cairo, 

Egypt); attempts to coordinate national and international po-

litical activities of its members, to revive and diff use the cultural 

legacy of Arabs, and to develop Arab social consciousness.

life expectancy: the expected life span of a newborn baby at any 

given date.

lingua franca: a language widely used as a means of communica-

tion among speakers of other languages.

Marshall Plan: formally known as the European Recovery Pro-

gram, a joint project between the United States and most West-

ern European nations under which $12.5 billion in US loans 

and grants was expended to aid European recovery aft er World 

War II. Expenditures under the program, named for US Secre-

tary of State George C. Marshall, were made from fi scal years 

1949 through 1952.

money economy: a system or stage of economic development 

in which money replaces barter in the exchange of goods and 

services.

most-favored-nation clause: a provision in commercial treaties 

between two or more countries that guarantees that all partners 

to the agreement will automatically extend to each other any 

tariff  reductions that they off er to nonmember countries.

Net material product: the total net value of goods and “produc-

tive” services, including turnover taxes, produced by the econo-

my in the course of a given time period.

net natural increase: the diff erence between the crude birthrate 

and the crude death rate.

nongovernmental organization (NGO): a body, such as the In-

ternational Chamber of Commerce or Amnesty International, 

in which organizations and individuals participate, oft en with-

out government control or sponsorship.

Nordic Council: IGO founded in 1952 and with its headquarters 

in Stockholm, Sweden; a consultative body on matters of com-

mon interest to the Nordic (Scandinavian) countries.

North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO): IGO established 

in 1949 and with its headquarters in Brussels, Belgium; fosters 

cooperation in defense and other matters.

Organization of American States (OAS): IGO founded in 1948 

and with its headquarters in Washington, D.C.; seeks to achieve 

peaceful settlement of members’ disputes, promote solidarity in 

defense matters, and foster cooperation in the health, economic 

social and cultural fi elds.

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 

(OECD): IGO established in 1961 as the successor to the Or-

ganization for European Economic Cooperation and with its 

headquarters in Paris; attempts to promote economic growth, 

social welfare, higher living standards, and fi nancial stability in 

member countries.

Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC): IGO 

founded in 1960 and with its headquarters in Vienna, Austria; 

seeks to coordinate its members’ production and pricing of 

crude petroleum.

Pan American Health Organization (PAHO): IGO founded in 

1902 as the International Sanitary Bureau; its headquarters are 
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now in Washington, D.C. An OAS affi  liate, PAHO seeks to im-

prove health and environmental conditions in the Americas.

per capita: per person.

proved reserves: the quantity of a recoverable mineral resource 

(such as oil or natural gas) that is still in the ground.

public debt: the amount owed by a government.

retail trade: the sale of goods directly to the consumer.

smallholder: the owner or tenant of a small farm.

subsistence economy: the part of a national economy in which 

money plays little or no role, trade is by barter, and living stan-

dards are minimal.

supranational: transcending the limitations of the nation-state.

time deposit: money held in a bank account for which the bank 

may require advance notice of withdrawal.

turnkey project: a factory or other installation wholly built by a 

company of one country at a site in another country, which then 

assumes complete operational control over it, paying the build-

er in cash, credits, or a share of the proceeds.

turnover tax: a tax on transactions of goods and services at all lev-

els of production and distribution.

value added by manufacture: the diff erence, measured in nation-

al currency units, between the value of fi nished goods and the 

cost of materials needed to produce them.

value-added tax (VAT): see ad valorem tax.

visibles: international transactions involving movement of tan-

gible goods.

wholesale trade: the sale of goods, usually in bulk quantities, to 

intermediaries for ultimate resale to consumers.

work force: see labor force.
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numerous offi  cials of the UN, the specialized agencies, and the intergovernmental and nongovernmental 

organizations.
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ment, United Nations; William Lee, UNRWA; Ian McDonald, Chief Editor, IMF; Mehri Madarshahi, De-

partment of Administration and Management, UN; Isabelle Marsalles, Electoral Assistance Division; Alex 

Marshall and Stirling Scruggs, UNFPA; Allegra Morelli, Director, Information Division, IFAD; Ozdinch 

Mustafa, Senior Political Aff airs Offi  cer, Trusteeship Council, United Nations; Marie Okabe, Senior Liaison 

Offi  cer, UNHCR; Lisa Pachter, International Relations Offi  cer, Offi  ce of the Vice President, United Nations 

Aff airs, World Bank Group; Sarah Parkes, ITU; Carrie Power, UNIFEM; Andrew Radolf, UNESCO; Aurora 
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Th is encyclopedia greatly benefi ted from statistics and information requested of the governments of the 

nations profi led in these volumes. Th e following persons, personally or through the auspices of their of-

fi ces, graciously responded to our request for information: Mr. Arben Tashko, Embassy of the Republic of 

Albania; Mr. Hamid Belhadj, Embassy of the Democratic and Popular Republic of Algeria; Ms. Debbie O. 

Profper, Embassy of Antigua and Barbuda; Mr. Garnik Ashotovich Nanagulian, Embassy of the Republic of 

Armenia; Mr. Christopher Sweeney, Embassy of Australia; Mr. Martin G. Eichtinger, Embassy of Austria; 

Mr. Djeikhoun Nazim Molla Zade, Embassy of the Republic of Azerbaijan; Mrs. Diane A. Dean, Embassy 
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Hyde, Embassy of Belize; Mr. Augustine Moipolai Pone, Embassy of the Republic of Botswana; Mr. Eduardo 
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of Cameroon; Mr. L. Ian MacDonald, Embassy of Canada; Mrs. Maria I. M. Correa Reynolds, Embassy of 
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Mr. Issa Daher Bopuraleh, Embassy of the Republic of Djibouti; Dr. Dario Suro, Embassy of the Dominican 

Republic; Mr. Kamel Abdel Hamid Mohamed Ahmed, Embassy of the Arab Republic of Egypt; Mr. Eerik 

Niiles Kross, Embassy of Estonia; Mr. Demissie Segu Segu, Embassy of Ethiopia; His Excellency Pita Kewa 

Nacuva, Embassy of the Republic of Fiji; Mrs. Pirkko Liisa O’Rourke, Embassy of Finland; Mr. Jean Men-

delson, Embassy of France; Mr. Gott-fried Haas, Embassy of the Federal Republic of Germany; Miss Mara 

Marinaki, Embassy of Greece; His Excellency Kenneth Modeste, Embassy of Grenada; His Excellency Th e 

Most Reverend Agostino Cacciavillan, Apostolic Nunciature; Mr. Rosny Montoya Flores, Embassy of Hon-

duras; Miss Klara Breuer, Embassy of the Republic of Hungary; Mr. Jon Egill Egilsson, Embassy of Iceland; 

Mr. Sanjay Bhatnagar, Embassy of India; Mr. Subekti Dhirdjosaputro, Embassy of the Republic of Indonesia; 

Mr. Nimrod Barkan, Embassy of Israel; Mr. Alessandro Vaciago, Embassy of Italy; Mr. Seiichi Kondo, Em-

bassy of Japan; Mr. Marwan J. Muasher, Embassy of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan; Mr. Byong Suh Lee, 

Embassy of Korea; Dr. Ali Ahmad Al Tarrah, Embassy of the State of Kuwait; Mr. Ints Upmacis, Embassy of 

Latvia; Mr. Tsepiso Jeff rey Malefane, Embassy of the Kingdom of Lesotho; Dr. Alfonse Eidintas, Embassy of 

the Republic of Lithuania; Miss Colette Kinnen, Embassy of Luxembourg; Mr. Robert B. Mbaya, Embassy 

of Malawi; Mr. Alfred M. Falzon, Embassy of Malta; Mr. Banny DeBrum, Embassy of the Republic of the 

Marshall Islands; Mr. Amadou Diaw, Embassy of the Islamic Republic of Mauritania; Mr. Joaquin Gonzalez 

Casanova, Embassy of Mexico; Mr. Kodaro M. Gallen, Embassy of the Federated States of Micronesia; Mr. 

Nadmidyn Bavuu, Embassy of Mongolia; Mr. Antonio Paulo Elias Matonse Jr., Embassy of the Republic of 

Mozambique; Mr. Japhet Isaack, Embassy of the Republic of Namibia; Mr. Frans L.E. Hulsman, Embassy of 

the Netherlands; Mr. Robert Carey Moore Jones, Embassy of New Zealand; Mr. Enrique Vanegas, Embassy 

of Nicaragua; Mr. Adamou Abdou, Embassy of the Republic of Niger; Mr. Tore Tanum, Royal Norwegian 

Embassy; Mr. Salim Al Mahrooqy, Embassy of the Sultanate of Oman; Mr. Malik Zahoor Ahmad, Embassy 

of Pakistan; Miss Lerna L. Llerena, Embassy of the Republic of Panama; Mr. Christopher Mero, Embassy 

of Papua New Guinea; Mr. Jose M. Boza, Embassy of Peru; Mr. Boguslaw M. Majewski, Embassy of the Re-

public of Poland; Professor Maria Graca S. Almeida Rodrigues, Embassy of Portugal; Mrs. Natal’ya P. Seme-

nikhina, Embassy of the Russian Federation; Mr. John P. Irish, Embassy of St. Kitts and Nevis; Ms. Undine 

George, Embassy of Saint Lucia; Ms. Cecily A. Norris, Embassy of Saint Vincent and the Grenadines; Dr. 

Hamad Ibrahim Al Salloom, Embassy of Saudi Arabia; Mr. Marc R. Marengo, Embassy of the the Republic 

of Seychelles; Miss Siong Fun Lim, Embassy of the Republic of Singapore; Mr. Jaroslav Smiesny, Embassy of 

the Slovak Republic; Mr. Gregor S. Zore, Embassy of the Republic of Slovenia; Mr. Atukoralalage A. Wije-

tunga, Embassy of the Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka; Mr. Abdalla Khidir Bashir, Embassy of 

the Republic of the Sudan; Mrs. Lindiwe Audrey Nhlabatsi, Embassy of the Kingdom of Swaziland; Mr. In-

gmar J. Bjorksten, Embassy of Sweden; Mr. Francois Barras, Embassy of Switzerland; Ms. Souad Mourazen 

Al Ayoubi, Embassy of the Syrain Arab Republic; Mr. Ally O. Mjenga, Embassy of the United Republic of 

Tanzania; Mr. Oussama Romdhani, Embassy of Tunisia; Mr. Ahmet Mahfi  Egilmez, Embassy of the Repub-

lic of Turkey; Mr. Dmitro Y. Markov, Embassy of Ukraine; Mr. Atiq Mubarak Marzoog Khamis, Embassy of 

the United Arab Emirates; Mr. Nicholas W. Browne, British Embassy; Mr. Carlos Maria Irigaray, Embassy 

of Uruguay; Mr. Ramon Hernandez, Embassy of the Republic of Venezuela; Mr. Lazarous Kapambwe, Em-

bassy of the Republic of Zambia; Mr. Mark Grey Marongwe, Embassy of the Republic of Zimbabwe. Special 

acknowledgment goes to Margaret Hunter, Embassy of Turkmenistan and Veronica Rentmeesters, Embassy 

of Eritrea for their help in providing current information on their respective countries.

Th e following individuals and agencies deserve special acknowledgment for their generous assistance: Er-

nest Carter, USDA, Foreign Agricultural Service; Orlando D. Martino, Chief, Branch of Latin America and 

Canada, US Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, Division of International Minerals; Bernadette 

Michalski, Energy Analyst, US Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, Division of International Min-
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Th e UN system is oft en referred to as a “family” of organizations. 

Th e charter of the UN, signed in San Francisco on 26 June 1945, 

defi ned six main organs of the new world body, each with specifi c 

tasks and functions. However, because it was impossible to foresee 

all the demands that might be made on the organization, provi-

sion was made for extending its capacities as the need arose. Th us, 

three of the main organs are specifi cally empowered to establish 

“such subsidiary organs” as may be considered necessary for the 

performance of their functions. In addition, Article 57 of the char-

ter provides that the various specialized agencies established by 

intergovernmental agreement and having international responsi-

bilities in economic, social, cultural, educational, health, and re-

lated fi elds “shall be brought into relationship” with the UN. Since 

the signing of the charter, the UN has established numerous sub-

sidiary organs and has entered into relationship with various inde-

pendent organizations. Reproduced is a chart showing the various 

organs and bodies within the UN system.

For assistance in interpreting the chart, a brief survey of the 

UN’s main organs, the diff erent categories of subsidiary organs, 

and the related agencies is given below. A detailed description of 

the functioning of each of the main organs and an account of the 

work of selected subsidiary organs are contained in later chapters 

of the fi rst section of this volume. Th e structure and work of the 

UN specialized and technical agencies are described in the second 

section.

MAIN ORGANS OF THE UN
1. Th e General Assembly, composed of representatives of all 

member states, is the UN’s central deliberative body, empow-

ered to discuss and make recommendations on any subject 

falling within the scope of the charter itself. It also approves 

the UN’s budget and determines—alone or with the Security 

Council—part of the composition of the other main organs, 

including the Security Council.

2.  Th e Security Council, a 15-member body, has primary re-

sponsibility for maintaining international peace and security. 

In times of crisis, it is empowered to act on behalf of all mem-

ber states and to decide on a course of collective action that 

is mandatory for the entire membership. Th e charter names 

fi ve states as permanent members of the Security Council: 

China, France, the United Kingdom, Russian Federation, and 

the United States (those that were chiefl y responsible for the 

defeat of the Axis powers in 1945). Th e remaining Security 

Council members are elected by the General Assembly for 

two-year terms.

3.  Th e Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) is assigned the 

task of organizing the UN’s work on economic and social 

matters and the promotion of human rights. It consists of 

54 members elected for overlapping three-year terms by the 

General Assembly.

4. Th e Trusteeship Council operated the UN trusteeship system 

established under the charter. It was originally composed of 

member nations administering trust territories, the perma-

nent members of the Security Council, and a suffi  cient num-

ber of other members, elected by the General Assembly for 

three-year terms, to ensure an equal division of administering 

and nonadministering powers. Aft er 1975, it was composed 

of the fi ve permanent members of the Security Council—the 

United States, the sole remaining administering power, and 

the four permanent nonadministering powers. Th e last trust 

territory, the Pacifi c island of Palau, voted for affi  liation with 

the United States in late 1993. Th e Trusteeship Council voted 

in 1994 to suspend operation, convening only at the request 

of its President, a majority of its member states, the General 

Assembly, or the Security Council.

5. Th e International Court of Justice is the principal judicial or-

gan of the UN. It consists of 15 judges elected to nine-year 

terms by the General Assembly and the Security Council vot-

ing independently. It may not include more than one judge of 

any nationality. Th e Members of the Court do not represent 

their governments but are independent magistrates.

6. Th e Secretariat is the administrative arm of the organization. 

It is headed by a Secretary-General appointed by the General 

Assembly upon the recommendation of the Security Council 

for a fi ve-year, renewable term.

SUBSIDIARY ORGANS OF THE UN
Th e UN Charter specifi cally confers the right to create subsidiary 

organs upon the General Assembly, the Security Council, and the 

Economic and Social Council. Th e subsidiary bodies fl uctuate in 

number from year to year, according to the changing requirements 

of the main organ concerned. Both the General Assembly and the 

Economic and Social Council, for instance, oft en create subsidiary 

bodies to assist them in new fi elds of concern and dissolve others 

that have completed their work. Some of the subsidiary organs in 

turn set up their own subsidiary units—working groups, subcom-

mittees, and the like.

Subsidiary Organs of the General Assembly

Th e General Assembly’s subsidiary organs range in complexity 

and status from temporary committees to semiautonomous in-

stitutions that maintain their own secretariats or administrative 

departments. Th e names of the institutions or programs in exis-

tence in 2006, most of which were set up under the joint aegis of 

the General Assembly and the Economic and Social Council and 

operate through ECOSOC, appear in the lower left -hand column 

of the UN Family of Organizations chart. Th e remaining subsid-

iary organs are too numerous to list; the chart merely indicates 

their principal types: main and other sessional committees, stand-
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ing committees and ad hoc bodies, and other subsidiary organs 

and related bodies.

Th e main and sessional committees comprise representatives 

of all member states and are formally reconstituted at each regu-

lar General Assembly session to discuss the various items on the 

agenda for that year. Two sessional committees are not commit-

tees of the whole—the 28-member General Committee, which re-

views the General Assembly’s agenda prior to its adoption at each 

session, and the nine-member Credentials Committee, which ex-

amines the credentials of delegations sent to each General Assem-

bly session.

Th ere are many standing committees, ad hoc bodies, and other 

subsidiary organs and related bodies. Some of the more important 

of these are:

• the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary 

Questions (ACABQ), a 16-member expert committee which 

reviews the budgets submitted by the Secretary-General;

• the Committee for Programme and Coordination, a 34-mem-

ber committee, that reviews the programmatic aspects of the 

Secretary-General’s budget;

• the 18-member Committee on Contributions, which recom-

mends the scale of assessments that nations are required to 

pay as their share of the United Nations budget;

• the Chief Executives Board (CEB) for Coordination, for-

merly the Administrative Committee on Coordination 

(ACC), established by ECOSOC in 1946. It is composed of 

the Secretary-General and the executive heads of 26 mem-

ber organizations and is assisted by two high-level commit-

tees, the High Level Committee on Programmes (HLCP) 

and the High Level Committee on Management (HLCM). 

Its purpose is to promote cooperation on all of the substan-

tive and management issues facing the UN system.

Substantive committees have been set up by General Assembly 

resolutions to study specifi c subjects of interest—for example, 

the peaceful uses of outer space, South Africa’s former system of 

apartheid, and independence for colonial territories. Such com-

mittees, whose members are elected by the General Assembly or 

appointed by its president, usually meet several times a year. At 

each regular session, they report on their deliberations. Th ey con-

tinue as long as is considered necessary. Even when their mandate 

seems completed, they are not necessarily formally disbanded but 

may be adjourned indefi nitely and reactivated when the need aris-

es. It is through these committees that the General Assembly ac-

complishes most of its work outside the spheres of responsibility 

that are specifi cally entrusted to the Economic and Social Council, 

the Trusteeship Council, or the various semiautonomous bodies 

referred to above.

Subsidiary Organs of the Security Council

Th e Military Staff  Committee was established by the charter to 

advise the Security Council on the military aspects of maintaining 

international peace. However, the Military Staff  Committee sec-

retariat, though it holds regular formal meetings, has never been 

consulted on any of the UN’s peacekeeping operations. Th e other 

subsidiary bodies shown on the chart in the lower right-hand col-

umn were set up, as their names suggest, to conduct the council’s 

peacekeeping operations in the areas specifi ed. Between June 1948 

and May 2006, there were 60 peacekeeping operations, of which 

45 were complete. (For further information on the work of these 

bodies, see the chapter on International Peace and Security.)

Th e Security Council maintains two standing committees, each 

including representatives of all Security Council member states: 

Committee of Experts on Rules of Procedure (studies and advises 

on rules of procedure and other technical matters); and Commit-

tee on Admission of New Members. Additionally, there are vari-

ous ad hoc committees, established as needed; these comprise all 

council members and meet in closed session. Ad hoc commit-

tees include the Security Council Committee on Council meeting 

away from Headquarters; Governing Council of the United Na-

tions Compensation Commission established by Security Coun-

cil resolution 692 (1991); and Committee established pursuant to 

Resolution 1373 (2001) concerning Counter-Terrorism.

Th e Security Council, acting under Chapter VII of the char-

ter, which deals with “action with respect to threats to the peace, 

breaches of the peace, and acts of aggression,” may set up commit-

tees to monitor compliance by member states with its resolutions. 

Th ese committees include: in 1966, when it imposed mandatory 

economic sanctions against the illegal regime in Southern Rhode-

sia; in 1977, when it imposed a mandatory arms embargo against 

South Africa; in 1991, aft er Iraq’s unsuccessful invasion of Kuwait, 

to supervise the elimination of Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction; 

in 1992, concerning the situations in the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya 

and Somalia; in 1993, concerning Angola; in 1994, concerning the 

volatile situation created by Hutu rebels in Rwanda; in 1995, con-

cerning Liberia; in 1997, in the wake of years of civil war in Sierra 

Leone; in 1998, concerning an arms embargo on Yugoslavia, in-

cluding Kosovo; in 1999, concerning Afghanistan; in 2000, con-

cerning the situation between Eritrea and Ethiopia; in 2001 and 

2003, again concerning Liberia; in 2004, concerning the Demo-

cratic Republic of the Congo; in 2004, concerning Côte d’Ivoire; 

and in 2005, concerning the Sudan.

Subsidiary Organs of the Economic and Social Council

As indicated on the chart, there are four types of subsidiary organs 

of the Economic and Social Council:

1. the semiautonomous bodies (organizations, programs, and 

funds);

2. regional commissions;

3. functional commissions; and

4. sessional, standing, and ad hoc committees.

UN SPECIALIZED AND TECHNICAL AGENCIES
Th e specialized and technical agencies are separate autonomous 

organizations with their own policy-making and executive or-

gans, secretariats, and budgets. Th e precise nature of their rela-

tionship with the UN is defi ned by the terms of special agreements 

that were established with the Economic and Social Council and 

subsequently approved by the General Assembly, as provided for 

in Article 63 of the charter. Since Article 63 also empowers the 

Economic and Social Council to coordinate the activities of the 

specialized agencies through consultation and recommendations, 

they are required to report annually to it.

Mention should be made here of the special status of the Gener-

al Agreement on Tariff s and Trade (GATT), which was succeeded 
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by the World Trade Organization. At its inception in 1948, GATT 

was a treaty establishing a code of conduct in international trade 

and providing machinery for reducing and stabilizing tariff s. Th e 

treaty was concluded pending the creation of a specialized agen-

cy to be known as the International Trade Organization, whose 

draft  charter was completed in 1948 but was never ratifi ed by the 

important trading powers. With the successful conclusion of the 

Uruguay Round of GATT, a new body, the World Trade Organiza-

tion, supplanted it in 1995. (For further details, see the chapter on 

the World Trade Organization.)

Th e International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) is distin-

guished from the other agencies in that it was specifi cally estab-

lished under the aegis of the UN and is therefore considered in 

a category by itself. Th e IAEA reports annually to the General 

Assembly and only “as appropriate” to the Economic and Social 

Council. Because of the nature of its work, the IAEA also reports 

to the Security Council, again only “as appropriate.”

THE BRETTON WOODS INSTITUTIONS
Th ese institutions were created before the United Nations itself, 

at a conference at Bretton Woods, New Hampshire, in the Unit-

ed States in 1944. In the UN Charter, however, they were consid-

ered to be an integral part of the system of UN agencies. How-

ever, their agreements with the UN bind them only loosely to the 

rest of the system. Th e nature of these organizations is very diff er-

ent from the one country, one vote basis of the UN and the other 

specialized agencies (see World Bank and International Monetary 

Fund [IMF] in the second part of this volume). Membership in 

the Bretton Woods institutions is subject to fi nancial subscription, 

and voting is weighted according to members’ shares, eff ective-

ly giving wealthy countries more control than poorer countries. 

When the World Bank became affi  liated with the United Nations, 

it maintained its complete independence as far as coordination, 

refused to provide regular information to the UN, limited UN at-

tendance at its meetings, and insisted on a clause eliminating any 

UN involvement in its budgets. While there is growing coopera-

tion between the World Bank and some UN technical cooperation 

funds, like the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), 

a 1993 study by the Joint Inspection Unit found that there was not 

much operational cooperation between the UN system organiza-

tions and the World Bank organizations.

THE SIZE AND COST OF THE UN SYSTEM
Since the early 1980s, the United Nations has been criticized for 

being a “vast, sprawling bureaucracy,” and politicians have not 

hesitated to call it “bloated” or “swollen.” Th is perception led to a 

drive for reform in the mid-1980s during which major contrib-

uting countries initiated a 13 percent staff  cut. Another round of 

“rationalization” of the system and its secretariats was initiated 

in 1991. Tightening the budget remained a focus throughout the 

1990s. Th e proposed UN budget for the 2002–03 biennium was 

us$2.519 billion. Th is represented a 0.5% real resource reduction 

from the 2000–2001 biennium. During the previous six years, the 

UN had no budgetary growth. Even in dollar terms, the UN’s to-

tal budget was lower in 2002 than it was in 1994-1995. For the 

2002–2003 budget, small increases were made in areas such as: 

international peace and security; the promotion of sustained eco-

nomic growth and sustainable development; the development of 

Africa; the promotion of human rights; the coordination of hu-

manitarian assistance eff orts; the promotion of justice and inter-

national law; disarmament; drug control; crime prevention; and 

combating international terrorism. For the 2006-07 biennium, 

the General Assembly adopted a budget of us$3.79 billion, while 

limiting fi rst-year expenditures by the Secretary-General, who 

pledged further reform.
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Th e League of Nations grew out of the catastrophe of World War 

I (1914–18). Th ough the idea of the establishment of a body in 

which the nations of the world could settle their disagreements 

had been put forth periodically since antiquity, the League, cre-

ated at the 1919 Paris Peace Conference, was the fi rst organiza-

tion of sovereign states designed to be universal and devoted to 

the settlement of disputes and the prevention of war. Th e League’s 

failure to prevent the outbreak of World War II in 1939 did not 

destroy the belief in the need for a universal organization. On the 

contrary, it bred a determination to learn from the mistakes of the 

past and to build a new world body more adequately equipped to 

maintain international peace in the future.

Th e diff erences between the League of Nations and the UN be-

gin with the circumstances of their creation. First, whereas the 

Covenant of the League was formulated aft er hostilities were end-

ed, the main features of the UN were devised while war was still 

in progress. Th e more comprehensive powers assigned to the UN 

for the preservation of peace may owe something to the urgent 

conditions in which it was conceived. Second, the Covenant was 

drawn up in an atmosphere of divided attention at the Paris Peace 

Conference and was incorporated as part of the peace treaty with 

Germany. Although countries were permitted to ratify the Cov-

enant and the treaty separately, the link between them was not 

good psychology and contributed, for example, to the unwilling-

ness of the US Senate to ratify the Covenant. In contrast, the UN 

Charter was draft ed as an independent legal instrument at a con-

ference especially convened for the purpose. Th ird, the Covenant 

was hammered out behind closed doors, fi rst by the fi ve major 

powers of the era—France, Italy, Japan, the United Kingdom, and 

the United States—and eventually in conjunction with nine other 

allied nations. Th e fi nal text of the UN Charter, on the other hand, 

was the product of combined eff orts of 50 nations represented at 

the 1945 San Francisco Conference and therefore took into ac-

count the views of the smaller nations, especially their concern 

to give the new organization far-reaching responsibilities in pro-

moting economic and social cooperation and the independence 

of colonial peoples.

VOTING
Under the Covenant, decisions of the League could be made only 

by unanimous vote. Th is rule applied both to the League’s Coun-

cil, which had special responsibilities for maintaining peace (the 

equivalent of the UN’s Security Council), and to the all-member 

Assembly (the equivalent of the UN’s General Assembly). In ef-

fect, each member state of the League had the power of the veto, 

and, except for procedural matters and a few specifi ed topics, a 

single “nay” killed any resolution. Learning from this mistake, the 

founders of the UN decided that all its organs and subsidiary bod-

ies should make decisions by some type of majority vote (though, 

on occasion, committees dealing with a particularly controver-

sial issue have been known to proceed by consensus). Th e rule 

of unanimity applies only to fi ve major powers—France, China, 

the United Kingdom, the United States, and the Russian Federa-

tion—and then only when they are acting in their capacity as per-

manent members of the Security Council. Th e Security Council 

also proceeds by majority vote, but on substantive (though not on 

procedural) matters, it must include the concurring votes of all the 

permanent members. (See the section on Voting in the chapter on 

the Security Council.)

CONSTITUTIONAL POWERS TO PREVENT 
WAR AND END AGGRESSION
Th e Charter was designed to remedy certain constitutional de-

fects and omissions in the Covenant that the founders of the UN 

believed had been partly responsible for the League’s inability to 

halt the drift  toward a second world war in the 1930s. Th ese de-

fects and omissions included the absence of any provision impos-

ing a total ban on war, the provision of an overly rigid procedure 

for negotiating disputes between states, and the failure to vest the 

League’s Council with suffi  cient powers to prevent the outbreak of 

hostilities or to terminate hostilities that had already begun.

Th e Covenant forbade military aggression but did not reject the 

limited right of a state to start a war, provided that it had fi rst sub-

mitted the dispute to arbitration, judicial decision, or the Council 

of the League. If one party accepted the fi ndings of the negotiating 

body and the second did not, the fi rst might then resort to war le-

gally aft er a “cooling-off ” period.

Th e Charter recognizes no circumstances under which a nation 

may legally start a war. Article 51 does guarantee the right to indi-

vidual or collective self-defense, which is a right to respond to an 

illegal armed attack but not to initiate one. If the Security Council 

decides that a “threat to the peace” exists, it has the power to or-

der collective enforcement measures. Th ese are mandatory for all 

member states and may include economic sanctions or military 

measures, but the power rarely has been invoked. (See the chapter 

on International Peace and Security.)

MEMBERSHIP
Th e League never became the universal organization that had been 

envisaged. Moreover, it failed to secure or retain the membership 

of certain major powers whose participation and cooperation 

were essential to make it an eff ective instrument for preserving the 

peace. Despite President Wilson’s advocacy, the United States did 

not join, and the USSR joined only in 1934, when the League had 

already shown itself unable to contain the aggressive policies of 

Germany, Italy, and Japan. Th e three aggressor states themselves 

C O M PA R I S O N  W I T H  T H E 
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withdrew their membership during the 1930s to pursue their ex-

pansionist aims. Th e UN, on the other hand, is approaching the 

goal of universality, with only a few smaller countries still unrep-

resented. By November 2002, its membership had reached 191.

PROMOTION OF HUMAN WELFARE
Th e UN Charter not only lays down specifi c injunctions for in-

ternational economic and social cooperation, based on respect 

for the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peo-

ples, but also has established a special organ—the Economic and 

Social Council—to conduct the organization’s activities in this 

sphere. Th roughout its existence, the UN, together with its spe-

cialized agencies, has gradually assumed primary responsibility 

for assisting the economic and social development of nonindus-

trialized member nations, most of them former colonial territo-

ries that joined the world body long aft er it was founded. Th e UN’s 

many projects have become the cornerstone of the development 

policies adopted by almost all these countries. Since the Covenant 

of the League contained no provisions for a coordinated program 

of economic and social cooperation, there can be no comparison 

between the respective achievements of the two organizations in 

this respect. Nevertheless, the League performed valuable work 

in several fi elds: notably, working to eliminate the illegal sale of 

women and children, the “white slave” trade; providing assistance 

for refugees; reducing traffi  c in opium and other dangerous nar-

cotics; and getting nations to lessen trade restrictions.

ADMINISTRATION OF COLONIAL 
TERRITORIES
Instead of sharing the colonial possessions of their defeated en-

emies as the traditional spoils of victory, the founding members of 

the League, with admirable foresight and restraint, regarded these 

territories as international mandates, and certain member states 

were designated to administer them on behalf of the world organi-

zation. Th is mandate system in a modifi ed form was continued in 

the trusteeship system evolved by the founders of the UN. How-

ever, unlike the Covenant, the Charter expressly stipulates that the 

administering countries have an obligation to promote the pro-

gressive development of the territories placed in their charge to-

ward self-government or independence.

BALANCE SHEET OF THE LEAGUE OF 
NATIONS
Th e League failed in its supreme test. It failed to contain the ag-

gressive action of the Axis powers—Japan, Germany, and Italy—

and thus failed to halt the drift  toward a new world war. Begin-

ning in 1931, Japan, a permanent member of the League’s Council, 

waged a war of aggression against China, in defi ance of both the 

Council and the Assembly. Although the League did impose eco-

nomic sanctions against Italy, another permanent member of the 

Council, when it wantonly invaded Ethiopia in 1935, support was 

halfh earted and the action unsuccessful. Th e League was unable 

to do anything against the illegal reoccupation of the Rhineland in 

1936 by Germany, still another permanent member of the Coun-

cil; nor could it off er more than verbal protests against German 

and Italian intervention in the Spanish Civil War or the forcible 

incorporation of Austria into Germany in March 1938 and of 

Czechoslovakia into Germany the following year. Th e cumulative 

eff ect of these failures strengthened Hitler’s belief in the impo-

tence not only of the League itself but also of its principal remain-

ing members. During the summer of 1939, when the world moved 

ever closer toward war, and even when Hitler’s armies marched 

into Poland on 1 September 1939, not a single member called for 

a meeting of the League’s Council or Assembly.

Th e League’s balance sheet in political matters was not wholly 

negative, however. It was able, for example, to settle the dispute 

between Finland and Sweden over the Aland Islands, strategically 

located in the Gulf of Bothnia; the frontier controversy between 

Albania, Greece, and Yugoslavia; the potentially explosive border 

situation between Greece and Bulgaria; and the dangerous con-

fl icts between Poland and Germany over Upper Silesia and be-

tween Germany, Poland, and Lithuania over Memel. Th rough the 

League’s Permanent Court of International Justice, a border con-

troversy between Czechoslovakia and Poland was settled, as were 

the disputes between Great Britain and Turkey over the Mosul 

area and between France and Great Britain over the nationality of 

Maltese residents in the French protectorates of Morocco and Tu-

nisia. Th e League also stopped the incipient war between Peru and 

Colombia over territorial claims in the upper Amazon basin.

In addition to these successful peacekeeping activities, the 

League fi nancially assisted the reconstruction of certain states, no-

tably Austria, and was responsible for administering the Free City 

of Danzig and the Saar Territory. (Th e latter was transferred to 

Germany following a plebiscite in 1935.) It also carried out impor-

tant humanitarian work. Some of its nonpolitical activities contin-

ued throughout World War II, and its secretariat did valuable pre-

paratory work for the emerging UN. Th e League of Nations was 

not offi  cially dissolved until April 1946, fi ve months aft er the new 

world body came into being.

THE UN’S GREATER SCOPE
Th e fi eld of activity and the responsibilities of the UN are consid-

erably more extensive than those of the League. Of the specialized 

agencies in the UN system, only three—the ILO, the ITU, and the 

UPU—antedate the UN. Th e League, furthermore, never spon-

sored any such enterprises as those undertaken by, for example, 

the UN Development Program, the UN Environment Program, 

or the World Food Program. Membership in the League did not 

oblige a nation to join the Permanent Court of Justice, whereas 

all members of the UN are automatically parties to the Statute of 

the International Court of Justice, which is an integral part of the 

Charter.

Like the League, the UN has recorded several important suc-

cesses in halting local armed confl icts and the spread of disputes: 

for example, in the Congo, Kashmir, and, over long periods, Cy-

prus. However, it has oft en proved unable to take eff ective action 

in any situation where the interests of either the United States 

or the former USSR are closely involved or where the two giant 

powers seem committed to opposite sides of disputes involving 

smaller nations. Th us, it was unable to check the Soviet invasion 

of Hungary in 1956 and of Czechoslovakia in 1968; it was unable 

to take any action to halt the fi ghting that raged in Indochina dur-
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ing most of its existence; and, though progress has been made, 

it has not succeeded in fi nding a permanent solution to the pro-

longed crisis that has periodically erupted in Arab-Israeli wars in 

the Middle East.

Th e UN’s ineff ectuality in such situations caused a loss of confi -

dence in its relevance in international political relations. Nor was 

it a source of consolation that there was no discernible drift  toward 

a world war, for in most cases where the United States and the for-

mer USSR found themselves almost at the point of actual confron-

tation, as in the 1962 Cuban missile crisis, they tended to resolve 

their diff erences bilaterally, not under the aegis of the UN.

On the other hand, if the two great powers did not always fi nd 

it convenient to allow the UN to play too decisive a role in politi-

cal matters, they found it equally impractical to bypass the world 

organization altogether.

Unlike the League, the UN is the center of a network of orga-

nizations whose activities reach into many aspects of the national 

life of every member state. As such, it has come to be regarded as 

an indispensable part of the machinery for conducting multi-level 

international relations. In a world transformed by the collapse of 

the former Soviet bloc, the UN is coming of age and may begin 

to fulfi ll the dreams of its founders. While its authority contin-

ues to be challenged by countries that remain on the fringe of the 

world community, the United Nations may be seen as an embry-

onic world government.

Comparison with the League of Nations



T H E  M A K I N G  O F  T H E 
U N I T E D  N AT I O N S

Th e creation of the UN at the San Francisco Conference in June 

1945 was the culmination of four years of concentrated prepara-

tion. During these years, the idea of a world organization to re-

place the League of Nations was fi rst debated and then fl eshed out. 

Many of the important principles of the UN adopted at San Fran-

cisco were derived from earlier conferences.

DEVELOPMENTS LEADING TO THE SAN 
FRANCISCO CONFERENCE
1. Th e Inter-Allied Declaration (London Declaration) of 12 June 

1941. In a dark hour of World War II, representatives of the 

United Kingdom, Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and the 

Union of South Africa and of the governments-in-exile of 

Belgium, Czechoslovakia, France, Greece, Luxembourg, the 

Netherlands, Norway, Poland, and Yugoslavia assembled at 

St. James’s Palace in London. It was there that each pledged 

not to sign a separate peace document and declared: “Th e 

only true basis of enduring peace is the willing cooperation 

of free peoples in a world in which, relieved of the menace 

of aggression, all may enjoy economic and social security…” 

Ten days later, Hitler launched his attack against the Soviet 

Union.

2. Th e Atlantic Charter of 14 August 1941. British Prime Min-

ister Winston S. Churchill and US President Franklin D. 

Roosevelt met aboard the cruiser USS Atlanta off  the coast 

of Newfoundland and signed a declaration giving the fi rst in-

dication that the two powers would strive for the creation of 

a new world organization once peace was restored. In it, they 

announced “certain common principles … of their respective 

countries … for a better future for the world: the need for a 

secure peace; the abandonment by all nations of the use of 

force; the disarmament of aggressors; and the establishment 

of a wider and permanent system of general security.”

3. Th e Declaration by United Nations of 1 January 1942. With the 

Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor on 7 December 1941 and the 

entry of the United States into the war, the confl ict assumed 

even wider dimensions. Japan’s initial successes were stagger-

ing, and it was clear that the coalition against the Axis pow-

ers (Germany, Italy, Japan, and their allies) would need to be 

strengthened.

  On New Year’s Day 1942 in Washington, D.C., represen-

tatives of 26 states signed a declaration whose preamble 

called for subscription “to a common program of purposes 

and principles embodied in the … Atlantic Charter” and 

explicitly referred to the need for promoting respect for hu-

man rights on an international basis. In that declaration, the 

phrase “united nations” was fi rst used. It had been coined by 

President Roosevelt to express the unity of the signatory na-

tions in their determination to withstand the onslaught of the 

Axis powers. Th e declaration was subsequently signed by the 

governments of 21 additional states.

4. Th e Moscow Declaration of 30 October 1943. Th is declaration 

laid the foundation for the establishment of a new world body 

to replace the League of Nations. Meeting at a time when vic-

tory seemed in sight, the US, British, and Soviet foreign min-

isters and an ambassador from China drew up the Declara-

tion of Four Nations on General Security, which recognized 

“the necessity of establishing at the earliest practicable date 

a general international organization based on the principle 

of sovereign equality of all peace-loving States, and open to 

membership by all such States, large and small, for the main-

tenance of international peace and security.”

5. Dumbarton Oaks Conference, Washington, 21 August–7 Octo-

ber 1944. Th e Dumbarton Oaks conference was the fi rst big-

power meeting convoked specifi cally to discuss the establish-

ment of a new world organization. At the beginning of the 

conference, the delegations off ered widely diff ering propos-

als. On some of these divergent views they eventually reached 

agreement. For example, the British and Soviet delegations 

accepted an American position that favored a strong role for 

the General Assembly, in which all member states would be 

represented and which, therefore, would be the most “demo-

cratic” of the UN organs. Th ere was agreement that a small 

Security Council should be “primarily responsible for the 

maintenance of international peace and security” and that the 

big powers should have the right of veto in that body. How-

ever, a deadlock developed over a Soviet proposal that a big 

power might exercise this right in disputes in which it was 

itself involved. Th is the United States and the British refused 

to accept.

6. Yalta Conference, February 1945. Th e resultant deadlock was 

resolved at a meeting in Yalta attended by Prime Minister 

Churchill, President Roosevelt, and Marshal Stalin. Th e “Yal-

ta formula,” actually a compromise proposed by the United 

States and rejected by the USSR at Dumbarton Oaks, provid-

ed that if any of the Big Five powers was involved in a dispute, 

it would not have the right to veto Security Council recom-

mendations for peaceful settlement of the issue but would be 

able to veto a Security Council decision to invoke sanctions 

against it. Aft er some initial objections from Churchill, the 

three leaders at Yalta also managed to agree on the basic prin-

ciples of a trusteeship system for the administration of certain 

dependent territories under the aegis of the projected world 

body.

  On 11 February 1945, the three leaders announced that a 

conference would be convened in San Francisco on 25 April 

1945 for the “earliest possible establishment of a general inter-

national organization” along the lines proposed at Dumbar-

ton Oaks.

9
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THE SAN FRANCISCO CONFERENCE, 
25 APRIL–26 JUNE 1945
Despite the sudden death of President Roosevelt in early April, 

the United Nations Conference on International Organization 

convened as scheduled. President Roosevelt had been working on 

his speech to the conference before he died. Th at never-delivered 

address contains the oft en-quoted words: “Th e work, my friends, 

is peace; more than an end of this war—an end to the beginning of 

all wars; … as we go forward toward the greatest contribution that 

any generation of human beings can make in this world—the con-

tribution of lasting peace—I ask you to keep up your faith….”

China, the USSR, the United Kingdom, and the United States 

acted as the sponsoring powers, and 46 other states participated, 

comprising all those that had signed the Declaration by United 

Nations of 1 January 1942 or had declared war on the Axis pow-

ers by March 1945. Th e huge conference was attended by 282 del-

egates and 1,444 other offi  cially accredited persons from those 50 

countries and by representatives of scores of private organizations 

interested in world aff airs (50 from the United States alone). Th e 

daily output of documents averaged half a million pages.

Major Modifi cations in the Dumbarton Oaks Draft  
for the UN Charter

Aft er much debate, the smaller and medium-sized nations suc-

ceeded in restricting the Big Five’s use of the veto in the Security 

Council. Herbert V. Evatt, then deputy prime minister of Austra-

lia, who was in the forefront of that fi ght, declared: “In the end our 

persistence had some good eff ect. Th e Great Powers came to real-

ize that the smaller powers would not accept a Charter unless cer-

tain minimum demands for restriction of the veto were accepted, 

viz., that there should be no veto upon the placing of items on the 

[Security Council] agenda and no veto on discussion [in the Se-

curity Council] …. If this vital concession had not been won, it is 

likely that discussion of matters in the open forum of the Security 

Council would have been rendered impossible: If so, the United 

Nations might well have broken up.”

Another major change resulted from the desire of the smaller 

nations to give the world organization more responsibilities in so-

cial and economic matters and in colonial problems. According-

ly, the Economic and Social Council and the Trusteeship Council 

were given wider authority than was provided for in the Dumbar-

ton Oaks draft , and they were made principal organs of the UN.

Creation of a New World Court

Th e San Francisco Conference also unanimously adopted a con-

stitution—called the Statute—for an International Court of Jus-

tice to be incorporated as a main organ of the UN and to succeed 

the Permanent Court of International Justice established by the 

League of Nations. Th e Statute, which had originally been draft ed 

by jurists from 44 nations meeting in Washington in April 1945, 

became part of the Charter of the UN.

Unanimous Acceptance of the Charter

Th e UN Charter touches on so many delicate and complex mat-

ters that its unanimous acceptance has oft en been ascribed to the 

particularly auspicious circumstances prevailing in the spring of 

1945. In spite of some dissonance, the San Francisco Conference 

was imbued with a spirit of high mission. Th e Charter was worked 

out within two months. It was signed by 50 nations in all its of-

fi cial languages in an impressive ceremony on 26 June 1945. Th e 

fi ve offi  cial languages at that time were Chinese, English, French, 

Russian, and Spanish. Th e sixth offi  cial UN language, Arabic, was 

not adopted until 1973.

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE UN, 
24 OCTOBER 1945
Th e new world body offi  cially came into being on 24 October 

1945, when the Charter had been duly ratifi ed by all permanent 

members of the Security Council and a majority of the other origi-

nal signatory powers. Th is date is universally celebrated as United 

Nations Day.

SUBSEQUENT CHARTER AMENDMENT
Like other political constitutions, the UN Charter contains provi-

sions for its own amendment. Amendments to the Charter come 

into force when they have been adopted by a vote of two-thirds of 

the members of the General Assembly and ratifi ed by two thirds 

of the UN member states, including all the permanent members 

of the Security Council.

Th e amendments that have been adopted are essentially adjust-

ments made to take account of the huge increase in UN mem-

bership, which has almost quadrupled since 1945. As originally 

constituted, the 11-member Security Council and the 18-mem-

ber Economic and Social Council were considered adequate to 

refl ect the diff erent interests of the various geographical group-

ings of states within the organization. However, the admission to 

the UN during the late 1950s and early 1960s of large numbers of 

newly independent African, Asian, and Caribbean countries cre-

ated additional groupings. To accommodate their interests with-

out jeopardizing those of the older groups, the General Assem-

bly, in 1963, adopted amendments to Articles 23, 27, and 61 of 

the Charter. Th e fi rst amendment enlarged the membership of the 

Security Council to 15; the second required that decisions of the 

Security Council be made by an affi  rmative vote of nine members 

(formerly seven); the third enlarged the membership of the Eco-

nomic and Social Council to 27. All three amendments offi  cially 

came into force on 31 August 1965.

Th e Economic and Social Council was enlarged to 54 by an 

amendment to Article 61 of the Charter, which was adopted by 

the General Assembly in 1971 and became operative on 24 Sep-

tember 1973.

Charter Review. Under the Charter, a general conference of UN 

members “for the purpose of reviewing the Charter may be held 

at a date and place to be fi xed by a two-thirds vote of the mem-

bers of the General Assembly and a vote of any seven members 

[amended to nine, as of 1965] of the Security Council.” In addi-

tion, the Charter provided that if such a conference was not held 

by the tenth regular assembly session (in 1955), the proposal to 

call such a conference should be placed on the agenda. According-

ly, the 1955 General Assembly considered the matter and decided 

that a general review conference should be held at an “appropri-

ate” but unspecifi ed date in the future. A committee consisting of 

the full UN membership was established to consider the time and 

place at which the conference should be held. Th e Security Coun-

cil concurred in the General Assembly’s decision by a vote of 9 

to 1, with 1 abstention. Th e committee met every two years until 

September 1967 without recommending a conference. It then be-

The Making of the United Nations
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came inactive, recommending that any member state might re-

quest it to meet.

At its 1974 session, the General Assembly established a 42-

member Ad Hoc Committee on the Charter to consider specif-

ic proposals from governments for “enhancing the ability of the 

United Nations to achieve its purposes.” Th e committee reported 

to the 1975 Assembly session that there was a fundamental diver-

gence of opinion on the necessity for carrying out a review of the 

Charter and made no recommendations for action. Th e General 

Assembly decided, however, to continue the committee as a Spe-

cial Committee on the Charter of the UN and on the Strength-

ening of the Role of the Organization and increased its member-

ship to 47. In pursuit of its mandate, the committee has met every 

year since 1975 and has reported to each session of the General 

Assembly.

For example, in 1988 the Special Committee recommended, 

and the General Assembly adopted, a “Body of Principles for the 

Protection of All Persons under Any Form of Detention or Im-

prisonment”; in 1990 it proposed the rationalization of existing 

UN procedures, which were adopted by the General Assembly; 

and in 1991, the Special Committee considered the fi nal text of the 

Handbook on the Peaceful Settlement of Disputes between States. 

Th at same year the General Assembly requested that the Secre-

tary-General publish and disseminate the handbook.

Th e Special Committee also considers proposals concerning 

cooperation between the United Nations and regional organiza-

tions in the maintenance of international peace and security, con-

ciliation rules of the United Nations, and assistance to other states 

aff ected by the imposition of sanctions by the decision of the Se-

curity Council, pursuant to Article 50 of the Charter.

The Making of the United Nations



P U R P O S E S  A N D  P R I N C I P L E S

Th e main aims of the UN are set forth in the Preamble to the Char-

ter, in which “the peoples of the United Nations,” assembled in San 

Francisco in June 1945, expressed their determination

“to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war, which 

twice in our lifetime has brought untold sorrow to mankind, …

“to reaffi  rm faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity 

and worth of the human person, in the equal rights of men and 

women and of nations large and small, …

“to establish conditions under which justice and respect for the 

obligations arising from treaties and other sources of international 

law can be maintained, and

“to promote social progress and better standards of life in larger 

freedom….”

To accomplish these goals, they agreed

“to practice tolerance and live together in peace with one an-

other as good neighbors, …

“to unite their strength to maintain international peace and se-

curity, …

“to ensure by the acceptance of principles and the institution of 

methods, that armed force shall not be used, save in the common 

interest, and

“to employ international machinery for the promotion of the 

economic and social advancement of all peoples ….”

PURPOSES
Th e aims of the UN are embodied in a set of purposes and prin-

ciples contained in Articles 1 and 2 of the Charter, summarized 

as follows:

• to maintain international peace and security and, to that end, 

to take eff ective collective measures for the prevention and 

removal of threats to the peace and for the suppression of 

acts of aggression or other breaches of the peace, and to bring 

about by peaceful means, and in conformity with the prin-

ciples of justice and international law, adjustment or settle-

ment of international disputes or situations that might lead to 

a breach of the peace;

• to develop friendly relations among nations based on respect 

for the principle of equal rights and self-determination of 

peoples, and to take other appropriate measures to strengthen 

universal peace;

• to achieve international cooperation in solving international 

economic, social, cultural, or humanitarian problems and in 

promoting and encouraging respect for human rights and for 

fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, 

sex, language, or religion; and

• to be a center for harmonizing the actions of nations in at-

taining these common ends.

PRINCIPLES
In pursuit of these purposes, the Charter stipulates that the UN 

and its members are to act in accordance with the following 

principles:

• that the organization is based on the sovereign equality of all 

its members;

• that all members are to fulfi ll in good faith their Charter obli-

gations;

• that they are to settle their international disputes by peaceful 

means and without endangering peace, security, and justice;

• that they are to refrain in their international relations from 

the threat or use of force against other states;

• that they are to give the UN every assistance in any action that 

it takes in accordance with the Charter and shall not assist 

states against which the UN is taking preventive or enforce-

ment action;

• that the UN shall also ensure that states that are not members 

act in accordance with these principles insofar as is necessary 

to maintain international peace and security; and

• that nothing in the Charter is to authorize the UN to inter-

vene in matters that are essentially within the domestic juris-

diction of any state, though this principle is not to prejudice 

the application of enforcement measures made necessary in 

the event of a threat to or breach of the peace.
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M E M B E R S H I P

As of May 2006, the UN had 191 member states, including 51 

charter members (the 50 countries that sent representatives to the 

San Francisco conference, plus Poland, which ratifi ed the charter 

shortly aft erward) and 140 states that have joined the organization 

since 1945, the great majority of them former colonial territories 

that have achieved independence. Th e table in this chapter shows 

the growth of UN membership, the roster lists the members of the 

UN in alphabetical order and gives the dates of their admission 

to the UN. Th e roster does not take account of the several fed-

erations or unions of states that were created or dissolved during 

membership.

Th us, Syria, an original member, ceased independent member-

ship on joining with Egypt to form the United Arab Republic in 

1958. On resuming its separate status in 1961, Syria also resumed 

separate membership, which is still offi  cially dated from the coun-

try’s original day of entry. Tanganyika and Zanzibar joined the 

UN as separate states in 1961 and 1963, respectively, but in 1964 

merged to form the United Republic of Tanzania, with a single 

membership offi  cially dated from Tanganyika’s day of entry.

Similarly, Th e Federation of Malaya joined the United Nations 

on 17 September 1957. On 16 September 1963, its name was 

changed to Malaysia, following the admission to the new federa-

tion of Singapore, Sabah (North Borneo), and Sarawak. Singapore 

became an independent state on 9 August 1965 and a member of 

the United Nations on 21 September 1965.

Th e Federal Republic of Germany and the German Democrat-

ic Republic were admitted to membership in the United Nations 

on 18 September 1973. Th rough accession of the German Demo-

cratic Republic to the Federal Republic of Germany, eff ective from 

3 October 1990, the two German states have united to form one 

sovereign state.

Th e unifi cation of the two Germanys began a process of realign-

ment of nations that intensifi ed as communist governments col-

lapsed throughout Eastern Europe. In only two years 15 separate 

states from the former USSR were admitted to membership. As a 

result of this sweeping change, the former Union of Soviet Social-

ist Republics (an original member of the United Nations) became 

the Russian Federation. In a letter dated 24 December 1991, Bo-

ris Yeltsin, then president of the Russian Federation, informed the 

Secretary-General that the membership of the Soviet Union in the 

Security Council and all other United Nations organs was being 

continued by the Russian Federation with the support of the 11 

member countries of the Commonwealth of Independent States.

Czechoslovakia also was an original member of the United Na-

tions. On 10 December 1992, its Permanent Representative in-

formed the Secretary-General that the Czech and Slovak Feder-

al Republic would cease to exist on 31 December 1992 and that 

the Czech Republic and the Slovak Republic, as successor states, 

would apply for membership in the United Nations. Following the 

receipt of their applications, the Security Council, on 8 January 

1993, recommended to the General Assembly that both the Czech 

Republic and the Slovak Republic be admitted to United Nations 

membership. Both were admitted on 19 January 1993.

In 1993, the proposed admission of a part of the former Yu-

goslavia, which had been known as the Republic of Macedonia, 

formed the subject of protest from the government of Greece, 

which considers the name “Macedonia” to pertain to one of its in-

ternal states. Now bearing the unwieldy name of “Th e Former Yu-

goslav Republic of Macedonia,” the new country became a mem-

ber on 8 April 1993.

Th e Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia was an original 

member of the UN until its dissolution following the establish-

ment and subsequent admission as new members of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, the Republic of Croatia, the Republic of Slovenia, 

Th e Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, and the Federal Re-

public of Yugoslavia, which was admitted on 1 November 2000; 

in February 2003, the country changed its name to Serbia and 

Montenegro.

ADMISSION OF MEMBERS
In the words of Article 4 of the Charter, membership in the UN is 

open to all “peace-loving states which accept the obligations con-

tained in the present Charter and, in the judgment of the Orga-

nization, are able and willing to carry out these obligations.” Th e 

original members are the states that participated in the San Fran-

cisco Conference, or that had previously signed the Declaration by 

United Nations, of 1 January 1942, and subsequently signed and 

ratifi ed the Charter.

Th e procedure of admission is as follows. A state wishing to join 

submits an application to the Secretary-General, in which it for-

mally states its acceptance of the Charter obligations. Th e applica-

tion is forwarded to the Security Council. If the Security Council, 

by a vote of at least nine members (formerly seven), including all 

the permanent members, recommends the application, member-

ship becomes eff ective on the day that it is approved by a two-

thirds majority of the General Assembly. In other words, if any 

one of the Security Council’s permanent members vetoes it, or if it 

fails to obtain a suffi  cient majority in the Security Council, the ap-

plication does not reach the General Assembly at all.

Up to 1955 there were bitter controversies and years of stale-

mate in the Security Council over the applications of some coun-

tries. Usually one or more of the Big Five was on bad terms with 

the applying state, or it would choose to withhold consent as a bar-

gaining point against the other big powers. Finally, on 14 Decem-

ber 1955, by a compromise, 16 countries were admitted together. 

Since then, new applications rarely caused controversy. Most of 

the applicants have been newly independent states that applied for 

membership immediately aft er attaining independence. In most 

cases they have been admitted by unanimous vote.
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Th e outstanding exceptions were the applications of the Repub-

lic of Korea (ROK), which applied in January 1949; the Demo-

cratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK), which applied in Feb-

ruary 1949; South Vietnam, which applied in December 1951; and 

North Vietnam, which applied in December 1951. Th e two Viet-

nams and the ROK sought action on their applications in 1975. 

Th e Security Council, by a narrow vote, decided not to take up 

the ROK’s application, and the United States subsequently ve-

toed membership for the Vietnams, citing as a reason the Security 

Council’s earlier refusal to consider the membership application 

of the ROK. In response to a General Assembly recommendation, 

however, the Security Council in 1977 recommended the admis-

sion of the newly established Socialist Republic of Vietnam, and 

that country became a member in September 1977. Th e DPRK 

and the ROK maintained observer status at the General Assembly 

until September 1991, when both were admitted to membership 

simultaneously.

WITHDRAWAL FROM MEMBERSHIP
While the Covenant of the League of Nations contained provi-

sions for the legal withdrawal of members, the UN Charter delib-

erately omits all reference to the subject. Th e majority feeling at 

the San Francisco Conference was that provisions for withdrawal 

would be contrary to the principle of universality and might pro-

vide a loophole for members seeking to evade their obligations 

under the Charter.

Th us, when the fi rst—and so far the only—case of withdrawal 

arose, the procedure had to be improvised. On 1 January 1965, 

Indonesia, which then was pursuing a policy of confrontation 

against the newly formed Federation of Malaysia, announced that 

it would withdraw from the UN and its related agencies if Ma-

laysia were to take its elected seat on the Security Council. Th ree 

weeks later, Indonesia’s foreign minister offi  cially confi rmed with-

drawal in a letter to the Secretary-General, who, aft er consulta-

tions with the Indonesian mission to the UN, merely noted the 

decision and expressed hope that Indonesia would in due time 

“resume full cooperation” with the world body. Following a coup 

later in 1965, Indonesia sent a telegram to the Secretary-General, 

just before the opening of the 1966 General Assembly session, an-

nouncing its decision to “resume full cooperation with the UN 

and to resume participation in its activities.”

Arrangements were made to ensure that Indonesia’s reentry 

would take place with minimum formality. Hence, it was decided 

that Indonesia need not make a formal reapplication via the Secu-

rity Council but that the matter could be handled directly by the 

General Assembly. Citing the telegram as evidence that Indonesia 

regarded its absence from the UN as a “cessation of cooperation” 

rather than an actual withdrawal, the General Assembly’s presi-

dent recommended that the administrative procedure for reinstat-

ing Indonesia could be taken. No objections were raised, and In-

donesia was immediately invited to resume its seat in the General 

Assembly. In short, the problems raised by the fi rst case of with-

drawal from the UN were solved by treating it as if it had not been 

a matter of withdrawal at all.

Although South Africa withdrew from three of the UN’s relat-

ed agencies—UNESCO, FAO, and the ILO—because of the anti-

apartheid sentiments of their members, it did not withdraw from 

the UN itself, despite numerous General Assembly resolutions 

condemning apartheid and recommending stringent sanctions. 

South Africa rejoined UNESCO and the ILO in the late 1990s.

SUSPENSION AND EXPULSION
Th e Charter provides that a member against which the Security 

Council has taken preventive or enforcement action may be sus-

pended from the exercise of the rights and privileges of mem-

bership by the General Assembly upon the recommendation of 

the Security Council. However, only the Security Council, not 

the General Assembly, has the power to restore these rights. Any 

member that “has persistently violated the Principles” of the Char-

ter may be expelled from the UN by the same procedure. As of 

May 2006, no cases of suspension of rights or expulsion had been 

recommended by the Security Council.

Many states called for the expulsion of South Africa because 

of its apartheid policies, but no formal proposal to this eff ect was 

made. In 1974, the General Assembly called upon the Security 

Council to review the relationship between the UN and South Af-

rica in the light of the constant violation by South Africa of the 

principles of the Charter and the Universal Declaration of Hu-

man Rights. Th e Security Council considered a draft  resolution 

submitted by Cameroon, Iraq, Kenya, and Mauritania that would 

have recommended to the General Assembly the immediate ex-

pulsion of South Africa under Article 6 of the Charter. Owing to 

the negative votes of three permanent members (France, United 

Kingdom, United States), the draft  resolution was not adopted. 

Aft er the council had reported back to the General Assembly on 

its failure to adopt a resolution, the president of the General As-

sembly, Abdelaziz Boutefl ika of Algeria, ruled that the delegation 

of South Africa should be refused participation in the work of the 

General Assembly. His ruling was upheld by 91 votes to 22, with 

19 abstentions. Although remaining a member of the UN, South 

Africa was not represented at subsequent sessions of the General 

Assembly. Following South Africa’s successful democratic elec-

tions of May 1994, aft er 24 years of refusing to accept the cre-

dentials of the South African delegation, the General Assembly 

unanimously welcomed South Africa back to full participation in 

the United Nations on 23 June 1994. It also deleted its agenda item 

on “the elimination of apartheid and the establishment of a united, 

democratic and nonracial South Africa.”

REPRESENTATION OF NATIONS IN 
THE UN
Th e members of the UN are nations, not governments. Whereas 

the UN may concern itself with the character of a government at 

the time that a nation applies for admission and may occasion-

ally defer admission on these grounds (Spain under the Franco 

government, for example, applied for membership in 1945–46 but 

was not admitted until 1955), once a nation becomes a member, 

any governmental changes thereaft er do not aff ect continuance of 

membership—provided, of course, that the nation continues to 

fulfi ll its Charter obligations. Nor, under the Charter, is the ad-

mission of a new nation dependent upon whether other nations 

individually recognize and have diplomatic relations with the gov-

ernment concerned. Th ough the relations of individual members 

with a nation applying for membership will aff ect the voting in 

the Security Council and the General Assembly, strictly speaking, 

the only consideration enjoined by the Charter is the judgment by 

Membership
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YEAR OF 
ADMISSION MEMBERS

1966 Barbados, Botswana, Guyana, Lesotho
1967 People’s Democratic Republic of Yemen (since 1990, merged 

with Yemen)
1968 Equatorial Guinea, Mauritius, Swaziland
1970 Fiji
1971 Bahrain, Bhutan, Oman, Qatar, United Arab Emirates
1973 Bahamas, Germany (formerly the German Democratic 

Republic and the Federal Republic of Germany)
1974 Bangladesh, Grenada, Guinea-Bissau
1975 Cape Verde, Comoros, Mozambique, Papua New Guinea, São 

Tomé and Príncipe, Suriname
1976 Angola, Samoa, Seychelles
1977 Djibouti, Vietnam
1978 Dominica, Solomon Islands
1979 St. Lucia
1980 St. Vincent and the Grenadines, Zimbabwe
1981 Antigua and Barbuda, Belize, Vanuatu
1983 St. Kitts and Nevis
1984 Brunei Darussalam
1990 Liechtenstein, Namibia,
1991 Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, Estonia, Federated 

States of Micronesia, Latvia, Lithuania, Marshall Islands, 
Republic of Korea

1992 Armenia, Azerbaijan, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, 
Georgia, Kazakhstan, Krgyz Republic, Republic of Moldova, 
San Marino, Slovenia

1993 Andorra, Czech Republic, Eritrea, Monaco, Slovak Republic, 
the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia

1994 Palau
1999 Kiribati, Nauru, Tonga
2000 Tuvalu, Serbia and Montenegro
2002 Switzerland, Timor-Leste

Growth of United Nations Membership
YEAR OF 
ADMISSION MEMBERS

1945 Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, Belarus 
(formerly Byelorussia), Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, 
Costa Rica, Cuba, Czechoslovakia (readmitted in 1993 as two 
separate states, the Czech and Slovak Republics), Denmark, 
Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador, Ethiopia, 
France, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, India, Iran, 
Iraq, Lebanon, Liberia, Luxembourg, Mexico, Netherlands, 
New Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, 
Philippines, Poland, the Russian Federation (formerly the 
USSR), Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Syria, Turkey, Ukraine, 
United Kingdom, United States of America, Uruguay, 
Venezuela, Yugoslavia

1946 Afghanistan, Iceland, Sweden, Thailand
1947 Pakistan, Yemen (formerly Yemen Arab Republic)
1948 Myanmar (formerly Burma)
1949 Israel
1950 Indonesia
1955 Albania, Austria, Bulgaria, Cambodia (formerly Kampuchea), 

Finland, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Jordan, Lao People’s 
Democratic Republic (formerly Laos), Libya, Nepal, Portugal, 
Romania, Spain, Sri Lanka

1956 Japan, Morocco, Sudan, Tunisia
1957 Ghana, Malaysia
1958 Guinea
1960 Benin, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Central African Republic, 

Chad, Congo, Côte d’Ivoire, Cyprus, Gabon, Madagascar, Mali, 
Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Somalia, Togo, Zaire

1961 Mauritania, Mongolia, Sierra Leone, Tanzania
1962 Algeria, Burundi, Jamaica, Rwanda, Trinidad and Tobago, 

Uganda
1963 Kenya, Kuwait
1964 Malawi, Malta, Zambia
1965 Gambia, Maldives, Singapore

the members that the applying nation as represented by its gov-

ernment is “willing and able” to carry out its UN obligations. As a 

result, there are several nations in the UN that do not recognize or 

have diplomatic relations with each other.

Nations have to be represented at UN proceedings by delega-

tions that are specifi cally authorized by their governments to speak 

on their behalf. Th us, when a new ambassador appears, or when 

a new session of a UN organ convenes, it is necessary to examine 

the credentials of persons claiming to represent member states. 

Th e nine-member Credentials Committee, appointed by the Gen-

eral Assembly at the beginning of each session, must be satisfi ed 

that the person was duly appointed by his or her government and 

that that government is the offi  cial government of the respective 

member nation. Th e matter can become controversial at the UN 

if, for example, two rival governments both claim to be the only 

legitimate government of a member state and each demands that 

its own representative be seated.

A case in point was China. Th e long unresolved issue of its rep-

resentation in the UN had been one of the most important and 

controversial items on the General Assembly’s agenda. In 1971, 

however, the General Assembly decided “to restore all its rights 

to the People’s Republic of China and to recognize the represen-

tatives of its government as the only legitimate representatives of 

China to the United Nations, and to expel forthwith the represen-

tatives of Chiang Kai-shek from the place which they unlawfully 

occupy at the United Nations and in all the organizations related 

to it.”
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MEMBER STATE   DATE OF ADMISSION

Guinea-Bissau............................................................................... 17 September 1974
Guyana............................................................................................ 20 September 1966
Haiti...................................................................................................... 24 October 1945
Honduras..........................................................................................17 December 1945
Hungary............................................................................................14 December 1955
Iceland..............................................................................................19 November 1946
India...................................................................................................... 30 October 1945
Indonesia........................................................................................ 28 September 1950
Iran....................................................................................................... 24 October 1945
Iraq....................................................................................................21 December 1945
Ireland...............................................................................................14 December 1955
Israel........................................................................................................... 11 May 1949
Italy....................................................................................................14 December 1955
Jamaica.......................................................................................... 18 September 1962
Japan................................................................................................18 December 1956
Jordan...............................................................................................14 December 1955
Kazakhstan...............................................................................................2 March 1992
Kenya................................................................................................16 December 1963
Kiribati...............................................................................................14 December 1999
Korea, Democratic People’s Republic of.................................. 17 September 1991
Korea, Republic of........................................................................ 17 September 1991
Kuwait......................................................................................................... 14 May 1963
Kyrgyzstan................................................................................................2 March 1992
Lao People’s Democratic Republic..............................................14 December 1955
Latvia............................................................................................... 17 September 1991
Lebanon............................................................................................... 24 October 1945
Lesotho................................................................................................ 17 October 1966
Liberia.................................................................................................2 November 1945
Libya..................................................................................................14 December 1955
Liechtenstein................................................................................. 18 September 1990
Lithuania......................................................................................... 17 September 1991
Luxembourg........................................................................................ 24 October 1945
Macedonia, The Former Yugoslav Republic of..................................... 8 April 1993
Madagascar................................................................................... 20 September 1960
Malawi................................................................................................1 December 1964
Malaysia......................................................................................... 17 September 1957
Maldives......................................................................................... 21 September 1965
Mali................................................................................................. 28 September 1960
Malta...................................................................................................1 December 1964
Marshall Islands........................................................................... 17 September 1991
Mauritania........................................................................................... 27 October 1961
Mauritius................................................................................................... 24 April 1968
Mexico................................................................................................7 November 1945
Micronesia, Federated States of................................................ 17 September 1991
Moldova, Republic of..............................................................................2 March 1992
Monaco...................................................................................................... 28 May 1993
Mongolia.............................................................................................. 27 October 1961
Montenegro.............................................................................................. 28 June 2006
Morocco...........................................................................................12 November 1956
Mozambique.................................................................................. 16 September 1975
Myanmar.................................................................................................... 19 April 1948
Namibia...................................................................................................... 23 April 1990
Nauru.............................................................................................. 14 September 1999
Nepal.................................................................................................14 December 1955
Netherlands.....................................................................................10 December 1945
New Zealand....................................................................................... 24 October 1945
Nicaragua............................................................................................ 24 October 1945
Niger................................................................................................ 20 September 1960
Nigeria................................................................................................... 7 October 1960
Norway.............................................................................................27 November 1945
Oman...................................................................................................... 7 October 1971
Pakistan.......................................................................................... 30 September 1947
Palau.................................................................................................15 December 1994
Panama.............................................................................................13 November 1945
Papua New Guinea............................................................................ 10 October 1975
Paraguay.............................................................................................. 24 October 1945
Peru...................................................................................................... 31 October 1945
Philippines........................................................................................... 24 October 1945
Poland.................................................................................................. 24 October 1945

United Nations Member States (as of 28 June 2006)

MEMBER STATE   DATE OF ADMISSION

Afghanistan..................................................................................... 19 November 1946
Albania..............................................................................................14 December 1955
Algeria.................................................................................................... 8 October 1962
Andorra....................................................................................................... 28 July 1993
Angola.................................................................................................1 December 1976
Antigua and Barbuda.................................................................... 11 November 1981
Argentina..............................................................................................24 October 1945
Armenia.................................................................................................... 2 March 1992
Australia............................................................................................ 1 November 1945
Austria..............................................................................................14 December 1955
Azerbaijan................................................................................................ 2 March 1992
Bahamas........................................................................................ 18 September 1973
Bahrain........................................................................................... 21 September 1971
Bangladesh.................................................................................... 17 September 1974
Barbados............................................................................................9 December 1966
Belarus..................................................................................................24 October 1945
Belgium.............................................................................................27 December 1945
Belize.............................................................................................. 25 September 1981
Benin............................................................................................... 20 September 1960
Bhutan............................................................................................ 21 September 1971
Bolivia.............................................................................................. 14 November 1945
Bosnia and Herzegovina......................................................................... 22 May 1992
Botswana.............................................................................................17 October 1966
Brazil.....................................................................................................24 October 1945
Brunei Darussalam....................................................................... 21 September 1984
Bulgaria............................................................................................14 December 1955
Burkina Faso.................................................................................. 20 September 1960
Burundi........................................................................................... 18 September 1962
Cambodia.........................................................................................14 December 1955
Cameroon....................................................................................... 20 September 1960
Canada............................................................................................... 9 November 1945
Cape Verde..................................................................................... 16 September 1975
Central African Republic............................................................. 20 September 1960
Chad................................................................................................ 20 September 1960
Chile.......................................................................................................24 October 1945
China.....................................................................................................24 October 1945
Colombia............................................................................................ 5 November 1945
Comoros.......................................................................................... 12 November 1975
Congo, Democratic Republic of the........................................... 20 September 1960
Congo, Republic of the................................................................. 20 September 1960
Costa Rica......................................................................................... 2 November 1945
Côte d’Ivoire................................................................................... 20 September 1960
Croatia........................................................................................................ 22 May 1992
Cuba......................................................................................................24 October 1945
Cyprus............................................................................................. 20 September 1960
Czech Republic................................................................................... 19 January 1993
Denmark...............................................................................................24 October 1945
Djibouti............................................................................................ 20 September 1977
Dominica..........................................................................................18 December 1978
Dominican Republic............................................................................24 October 1945
Ecuador.............................................................................................21 December 1945
Egypt......................................................................................................24 October 1945
El Salvador............................................................................................24 October 1945
Equatorial Guinea.......................................................................... 12 November 1968
Eritrea......................................................................................................... 28 May 1993
Estonia............................................................................................ 17 September 1991
Ethiopia............................................................................................ 13 November 1945
Fiji...........................................................................................................13 October 1970
Finland..............................................................................................14 December 1955
France...................................................................................................24 October 1945
Gabon.............................................................................................. 20 September 1960
Gambia............................................................................................ 21 September 1965
Georgia....................................................................................................... 31 July 1992
Germany......................................................................................... 18 September 1973
Ghana....................................................................................................... 8 March 1957
Greece..................................................................................................25 October 1945
Grenada.......................................................................................... 17 September 1974
Guatemala....................................................................................... 21 November 1945
Guinea...............................................................................................12 December 1958
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United Nations Member States (as of 28 June 2006) - cont.

MEMBER STATE   DATE OF ADMISSION

Portugal............................................................................................14 December 1955
Qatar................................................................................................ 21 September 1971
Romania............................................................................................14 December 1955
Russian Federation............................................................................ 24 October 1945
Rwanda........................................................................................... 18 September 1962
St. Kitts and Nevis......................................................................... 23 September 1983
St. Lucia.......................................................................................... 18 September 1979
St. Vincent and the Grenadines.................................................. 16 September 1980
Samoa...............................................................................................15 December 1976
San Marino.............................................................................................. 2 March 1992
São Tomé and Príncipe................................................................ 16 September 1975
Saudi Arabia........................................................................................24 October 1945
Senegal........................................................................................... 28 September 1960
Serbia................................................................................................. 1 November 2000
Seychelles...................................................................................... 21 September 1976
Sierra Leone.................................................................................. 27 September 1961
Singapore....................................................................................... 21 September 1965
Slovakia............................................................................................... 19 January 1993
Slovenia...................................................................................................... 22 May 1992
Solomon Islands............................................................................ 19 September 1978
Somalia........................................................................................... 20 September 1960
South Africa...................................................................................... 7 November 1945
Spain.................................................................................................14 December 1955
Sri Lanka...........................................................................................14 December 1955
Sudan............................................................................................... 12 November 1956
Suriname............................................................................................4 December 1975
Swaziland....................................................................................... 24 September 1968

MEMBER STATE   DATE OF ADMISSION

Sweden............................................................................................ 19 November 1946
Switzerland.................................................................................... 10 September 2002
Syria..................................................................................................... 24 October 1945
Tajikistan...................................................................................................2 March 1992
Tanzania............................................................................................14 December 1961
Thailand............................................................................................16 December 1946
Timor-Leste.................................................................................... 27 September 2002
Togo................................................................................................. 20 September 1960
Tonga............................................................................................... 14 September 1999
Trinidad and Tobago..................................................................... 18 September 1962
Tunisia...............................................................................................12 November 1956
Turkey................................................................................................... 24 October 1945
Turkmenistan............................................................................................2 March 1992
Tuvalu................................................................................................ 5 September 2000
Uganda................................................................................................. 25 October 1962
Ukraine................................................................................................. 24 October 1945
United Arab Emirates.......................................................................9 December 1971
United Kingdom.................................................................................. 24 October 1945
United States of America.................................................................. 24 October 1945
Uruguay............................................................................................18 December 1945
Uzbekistan................................................................................................2 March 1992
Vanuatu........................................................................................... 15 September 1981
Venezuela.........................................................................................15 November 1945
Vietnam........................................................................................... 20 September 1977
Yemen.............................................................................................. 30 September 1947
Zambia................................................................................................1 December 1964
Zimbabwe.............................................................................................. 25 August 1980

Membership



U N I T E D  N AT I O N S 
H E A D Q U A R T E R S

THE HEADQUARTERS BUILDINGS
When the UN came into being on 24 October 1945, it had no 

home. On 11 December 1945, the US Congress unanimously in-

vited the UN to make its headquarters in the United States. In Feb-

ruary 1946, the General Assembly, meeting for its fi rst session in 

London, voted for the general vicinity of Fairfi eld and Westches-

ter counties, near New York City, but sites near Philadelphia, Bos-

ton, and San Francisco also were considered during 1946. Th en 

came the dramatic off er by John D. Rockefeller, Jr., to donate $8.5 

million toward the purchase of properties along the East River in 

midtown Manhattan. Th e City of New York rounded out the zone 

and granted rights along the river frontage. By November 1947, 

the General Assembly approved the architectural plans, and nine 

months later, the UN concluded a $65 million interest-free loan 

agreement with the US government. Th e director of planning for 

UN headquarters was Wallace K. Harrison of the United States. 

Th e international board of design consultants included G. A. Soil-

leux, Australia; Gaston Brunfaut, Belgium; Oscar Niemeyer, Bra-

zil; Ernest Cormier, Canada; Ssu-ch’eng Liang, China; Charles le 

Corbusier, Switzerland; Sven Markelius, Sweden; Nikolai D. Bas-

sow, USSR; Howard Robertson, United Kingdom; and Julio Vil-

amajo, Uruguay.

Th e fi rst structure to be completed, in the spring of 1951, was 

the 39-story marble and glass Secretariat building. In 1952, the 

conference building (with the three council halls and a number 

of conference rooms) and the General Assembly building were 

ready.

Th us, it was fi ve or six years before the UN was permanent-

ly housed. In the interim, the Secretariat was established provi-

sionally at Hunter College in the Bronx, New York, and in August 

1946, the UN moved to the Sperry Gyroscope plant at Lake Suc-

cess, Long Island. Several General Assembly sessions took place in 

the New York City Building at Flushing Meadow, and in 1948 and 

1951, the body met at the Palais de Chaillot in Paris.

A library building at the headquarters site, erected and equipped 

through a $6.6 million donation by the Ford Foundation, was ded-

icated in 1961 to the memory of former Secretary-General Dag 

Hammarskjöld.

Various furnishings and works of art for the conference and 

General Assembly buildings and the library have been donated 

by member governments. Adjoining the public lobby in the Gen-

eral Assembly building is the Meditation Room, dedicated to 

those who have given their lives in service to the UN. It includes a 

stained glass window by Marc Chagall on the theme of “Peace and 

Man.” Th e public gardens north of the General Assembly build-

ing contain sculpture and plantings donated by governments and 

individuals.

Th e United Nations headquarters was designed to serve four 

major groups: delegations, who now represent 191 member states 

and who send more than 3,000 persons to New York each year 

for the annual sessions of the General Assembly; the Secretariat, 

numbering nearly 15,000 throughout the world; visitors, who av-

erage 1,500 a day; and journalists, of whom more than 450 are 

permanently accredited while twice that number are present dur-

ing major meetings.

For a small fee, visitors may join one of the Secretariat’s tours 

of the headquarters buildings, conducted daily in 20 languages by 

some 50 guides from around 30 countries.

Capacity

Because of the increase in the number of member states, the seat-

ing capacity of the conference rooms and the General Assembly 

Hall has been enlarged. A major expansion of offi  ce and meeting 

facilities at UN headquarters was undertaken in the 1980s.

About 61,000 men and women from some 170 countries work 

for the UN and its related organs and agencies—about one-third 

of them at UN headquarters and the other two-thirds at of-

fi ces and centers around the globe. (See also the chapter on the 

Secretariat.)

Conference Services

UN headquarters, together with the organization’s offi  ces in Gene-

va and Vienna, provide the interpreters, translators, writers, edi-

tors, and conference personnel required for the many UN meet-

ings throughout the world, as well as for other meetings held 

under UN auspices.

Telecommunications System

Th e UN has its own telecommunications system. UN headquar-

ters is linked by radio with the offi  ces in Geneva and Vienna, 

which, in turn, provide liaison with UN organs and offi  ces in dif-

ferent parts of the world.

Computer System

As part of the fundamental modernization and reorganization of 

the United Nations, the organization’s bank of IBM mainframes 

was replaced in stages by an Integrated Management Information 

System (IMIS). Th e fi rst phase of the replacement, completed in 

early 1994, implemented a personnel system covering recruiting, 

hiring, promotions, and moving. Four hundred users at the head-

quarters were connected to Unix servers with personal computers 

using Windows soft ware. Eventually all administrative applica-

tions were transferred to four Unix systems organized in client-

server architecture. Other users, such as the United Nations De-

velopment Program (UNDP), the United Nations Children’s Fund 

(UNICEF), and the International Labor Organization (ILO), had 

progressively adapted the soft ware to their special requirements. 

In late 1998, a report of independent experts, initiated at the Gen-

eral Assembly’s request, favorably evaluated IMIS from both the 

technical and cost perspectives. Th eir recommendations, as well 
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as those of the General Assembly and the Board of Auditors, were 

subsequently addressed.

UN Postal Administration

UN stamps are issued under separate agreements with the post-

al authorities of the United States, Switzerland, and Austria and 

are valid for postage only on mail deposited at UN headquarters 

in New York and at the UN offi  ces in Geneva and Vienna. UN 

stamps may be obtained by mail, over the counter, or automati-

cally through the Customer Deposit Service in New York, Gene-

va, or Vienna. Only revenue from the sale of stamps for philatelic 

purposes is retained by the UN. In addition to producing revenue, 

UN stamp designs publicize the work of the organization and its 

related agencies.

RECORDS AND DOCUMENTS

Library

Th e Dag Hammarskjöld Library contains approximately 400,000 

books, 14,500 maps, over 80,000 periodicals and newspapers, and 

several hundred thousand documents and microfi ches. Th e col-

lection includes not only UN materials but also League of Nations 

records in its Woodrow Wilson Reading Room, as well as a gen-

eral reference library on subjects related to the work of the UN. 

Th e library is for use by delegations, permanent missions, and the 

Secretariat and by scholars engaged in advanced research.

Archives

Th e United Nations Archives, located at 345 Park Avenue South in 

New York, dates from the establishment of the United Nations. Its 

35 linear feet of holdings include both inactive administrative re-

cords created by Secretariat offi  ces, as well as archival records that 

constitute the organization’s institutional memory. Each year, ap-

proximately 50 researchers cull its archives for information about 

the UN’s predecessors, the Secretary-General’s “good offi  ces” role, 

and the organization’s mediating and peacekeeping activities.

Th e earliest records emanate from predecessor organizations, 

including the International Penal and Penitentiary Commission 

(1893–1951); United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Admin-

istration (1943–48), which assisted liberated areas devastated by 

World War II; United Nations War Crimes Commission (1943–

49) whose 17 Allied members together developed procedures for 

apprehending and punishing war criminals; and the United Na-

tions Conference on International Organization (1945), at which 

the United Nations was chartered.

From its very beginning, a number of regional confl icts re-

quired that the new organization assume the role of peacekeep-

er. Consequently, the UN Archives maintains records associated 

with a wide variety of peacekeeping missions, ranging from the 

UN Special Committee on Palestine (1947), to the organization’s 

electoral mission in Cambodia. Issues arising from colonialism 

also required early UN involvement. Archival holdings document 

the establishment of trusteeships for supervising elections and 

the transition to independence. Th e organization’s technical assis-

tance function in international social and economic development 

is, likewise, refl ected among the archives’ records.

Records are generally open for research at the end of 20 years. 

Strictly confi dential records, or those with special restrictions 

(such as the War Crimes Commission records), require express 

authorization for access. Th ose wishing to research UN Archives 

records should submit the Archives Researcher Application form 

to the Archives and Records Centre, 304 East 45th Street, Ground 

Floor, New York, New York 10017. Fax: (212) 963-4414. Tele-

phone: (212) 963-8683; (212) 963-8612. E-mail: arms@un.org.

Documents Services

UN headquarters houses one of the world’s largest photocopying 

and printing plants. Most UN documents are produced in photo-

copy form for the use of members and the Secretariat. Some docu-

ments, as well as many reports and studies, are issued as UN pub-

lications for sale to the public. Th ey are available in the bookshop 

at UN headquarters and from distributors worldwide.

In the United States and Canada, Bernan Associates (former-

ly UNIPUB) distributes UN publications and publishes scholar-

ly books by the United Nations University Press. It also distrib-

utes the publications of the Food and Agricultural Organization 

(FAO), International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), World 

Trade Organization (WTO), and the United Nations Education-

al, Scientifi c and Cultural Organization (UNESCO). Bernan is lo-

cated in Lanham, Maryland, and can be reached from the United 

States at (800) 274-4888 or via email at order@bernan.com. Th e 

Bernan Associates web site can also be accessed at www.bernan.

com. Other UN publications are available from the United Na-

tions Publications Sales Section at UN Headquarters, (212) 963-

8302 or (800) 253-9646 (for North America, Latin America, the 

Caribbean, and Asia and the Pacifi c); and from the Publications 

des Nations Unies (in Geneva), (41 22) 917 2600 or (41 22) 917 

2614 (for Europe, Africa, and the Middle East). Th e UN Publica-

tions offi  ce also has a web site at http://www.un.org/Pubs/sales.

htm, where the searchable catalog of UN publications may be ac-

cessed and orders placed.

PUBLIC INFORMATION SERVICES
At its fi rst session, in 1946, the General Assembly decided to cre-

ate a special Department of Public Information (DPI) in the Sec-

retariat. Recognizing that the UN’s aims cannot be achieved un-

less the world is fully informed of its objectives and activities, the 

General Assembly directed that DPI should work to promote the 

fullest possible informed understanding of UN aff airs. According-

ly, the UN provides a steady stream of information on its activities, 

covering virtually all media—press, publications, radio, television, 

fi lms, photographs, and exhibits.

Press, Publications, and Photographic Services

DPI provides information to news correspondents and facilitates 

their access to meetings, documents, and other news sources. In 

any given year, several thousand press releases are issued at UN 

headquarters, including accounts of meetings, texts of speeches, 

announcements of special programs, and background or refer-

ence papers. DPI holds daily briefi ngs and helps to arrange press 

conferences for members of delegations and senior members of 

the Secretariat and the specialized agencies.

Booklets, pamphlets, and leafl ets covering the work of the UN 

are published in many languages. Th e UN Chronicle, issued quar-

terly in the six offi  cial languages of the UN, reports on UN ac-

tivities. Th e Chronicle now has its own web site at www.un.org/

Pubs/chronicle, which includes information on the contents of in-

dividual issues as well as links to selected articles and cover im-

United Nations Headquarters
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ages from the magazine. DPI also issues a Yearbook of the United 

Nations.

To illustrate UN activities in the fi eld, photo missions are peri-

odically undertaken throughout the world. Th e photographs ob-

tained, together with extensive coverage of events at UN head-

quarters and other principal conference centers, are widely used 

by newspapers, periodicals, book publishers, and government in-

formation agencies. Posters and photo display sets are prepared for 

exhibition at UN headquarters and for worldwide distribution.

DPI press releases, background information releases, and oth-

er public information documents are available on the Internet by 

accessing http://www.un.org/news/. United Nations documents 

(major reports, and resolutions of the General Assembly, Security 

Council, and ECOSOC) can be accessed by Internet users. In the 

United States, many large libraries provide a free window onto the 

Internet, allowing access to some of the UN documents.

Radio, TV, and Film Services

A major responsibility of DPI is to assist the accredited correspon-

dents of national and commercial broadcasting organizations in 

their coverage of the UN’s work. In radio, correspondents may 

use studios and recording equipment at UN headquarters, and 

New York is linked with distant capitals by shortwave or radio-

telephone. Film and television correspondents may receive visual 

coverage of principal meetings of the Security Council and the 

General Assembly, as well as of press conferences and briefi ngs. 

Satellite transmissions carry this material around the world.

DPI broadcasts meetings of principal UN organs by shortwave 

and produces its own radio programs in the six offi  cial UN lan-

guages (Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian, and Spanish), 

reaching listeners in more than 100 countries. UN fi lms and pro-

grams are produced not only for television but also for groups in 

schools, universities, and nongovernmental organizations.

Public Inquiries Unit

Th e Public Inquiries Unit handles individual inquiries from re-

searchers and the general public seeking specifi c information 

about the United Nations and its subsidiary organizations. Th e 

unit can refer callers to the appropriate UN department or orga-

nization, and send by mail UN documents such as reports by the 

Secretary-General to the General Assembly or Security Council.

UN Information Centers

Th e network of United Nations Information Centers (UNICs), 

Services (UNISs) and Offi  ces (UNOs) links Headquarters with the 

people of the world. Located in 77 countries, these branch offi  c-

es of the United Nations Department of Public Information help 

local communities obtain up-to-date information on the United 

Nations and its activities. As of May 2006, 45 UNICs had creat-

ed their own web sites, in local languages. Th e list of UNIC web 

sites follows: Algiers, Algeria (French) www.unic.org.dz; Ankara, 

Turkey (English/Turkish) www.un.org.tr/unic.html; Antananari-

vo, Madagascar (French/Malagasy) www.onu.dts.mg; Baku, Azer-

baijan (English) www.un-az.org/dpi; Bangkok, Th ailand (English) 

www.unescap.org/unis; Beirut, Lebanon (English/Arabic) www.

escwa.org.lb; Bogota, Colombia (Spanish) www.onucolombia.org; 

Bucharest, Romania (Romanian) www.onuinfo.ro; Buenos Ai-

res, Argentina (Spanish) www.unic.org.ar; Cairo, Egypt (English) 

www.unic-eg.org; Dakar, Senegal (French) www.cinudakar.org; 

Dar es Salaam, Tanzania (English/Kiswahili) www.unic.undp.org; 

Dhaka, Bangladesh (English/Bangla) www.unicdhaka.org; Gene-

va, Switzerland (English/French) www.unog.ch/unis/unis1.htm; 

Harare, Zimbabwe (English) www.samara.co.zw/unic; Islamabad, 

Pakistan (English/Urdu) www.un.org.pk/unic/; Kiev, Ukraine 

(English/Ukrainian) www.un.kiev.ua; La Paz, Bolivia (Spanish) 

www.nu.org.bo/cinu/; Lagos, Nigeria (English) www.unicnig.org; 

Lima, Peru (Spanish) www.uniclima.org.pe/; Manama, Bahrain 

(English) www.undp.org.bh/unic/; Mexico City, Mexico (Spanish) 

www.cinu.org.mx; Minsk, Belarus (Russian) www.un.minsk.by/

dpi/dpi_r.html; Moscow, Russian Federation (Russian) www.unic.

ru; New Delhi, India (English) www.unic.org.in; Nairobi, Kenya 

(English/Kiswahili) www.unicnairobi.org; Ouagadougou, Burki-

na Faso (French) www.cinu-burkina.org; Panama City, Panama 

(Spanish) www.cinup.org; Port of Spain, Trinidad &amp; Tobago 

(English) www.unicpos.org.tt; Prague, Czech Republic (Czech) 

www.unicprague.cz; Pretoria, South Africa (English) www.un.org.

za/unzahp; Rabat, Morocco (French) www.cinu.org.ma; Rio de Ja-

neiro, Brazil (Portuguese) www.unicrio.org.br; Sydney, Australia 

(English) www.un.org.au; Tashkent, Uzbekistan (English/Uzbek) 

www.undp.uz; Tehran, Iran (English/Farsi) www.unic-ir.org; To-

kyo, Japan (Japanese) www.unic.or.jp; Tripoli, Libya (English) 

www.unic-libya.org/; Tunis, Tunisia (French) www.unic-tunis.

intl.tn; Vienna, Austria (English/German/Hungarian/Slovenian) 

www.unis.unvienna.org; Warsaw, Poland (English/Polish) www.

unic.un.org.pl; Washington, D.C., United States of America (Eng-

lish) www.unicwash.org; Windhoek, Namibia (English) www.

un.na/unic.htm; Yaounde, Cameroon (English) www.un.cm/cinu; 

and Yerevan, Armenia (English/Armenian) www.undpi.am. Th ese 

sites post calendars of events sponsored by the Centers along with 

information on major UN activities, such as the General Assem-

bly Special Session on the World Drug Problem and the establish-

ment of the International Criminal Court. Th e centers maintain 

up-to-date reference libraries of UN publications and documen-

tation and answer public inquiries. DPI material is translated into 

local languages by the centers, which work closely with local me-

dia, information agencies, educational authorities, and nongov-

ernmental organizations in their area. Th e centers also inform UN 

headquarters about local UN activities, which, in turn, are publi-

cized by DPI. In 1996, the UN began integrating the functions of 

its information centers into the offi  ce of the UN representative/

resident coordinator in the respective host country.

PRIVILEGES AND IMMUNITIES
Th e charter provides that in all territory of its member states, the 

UN shall hold whatever legal capacity, privileges, and immunities 

are necessary for the fulfi llment of its purposes and that represen-

tatives of member states and offi  cials of the UN shall have a sta-

tus allowing them independent exercise of their functions. On 13 

February 1946, the General Assembly adopted the Convention on 

the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations. As of May 

2006, 191 countries, including the United States, had acceded to 

this convention. UN staff  on offi  cial business can travel on a lais-

sez-passer issued by the UN.

Countries that have acceded to the convention exempt the sala-

ries of UN offi  cials from taxation, except for the United States and 

several other countries, where special reservations apply. Th ese 

salaries, however, are subject to a “staff  assessment,” an internal 
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UN taxation. Th e UN itself is exempt from all direct taxes, cus-

toms duties, and export and import restrictions on articles for of-

fi cial use.

Virtually all member states have established permanent mis-

sions to the UN in New York. Th eir personnel enjoy privileges and 

immunities similar to those of diplomatic missions.

HEADQUARTERS AGREEMENT BETWEEN 
THE UN AND THE US
A special headquarters agreement, signed by Secretary-General 

Trygve Lie and US secretary of state George C. Marshall at Lake 

Success on 26 June 1947, has been in force since 21 November 

1947. It defi nes the 18 acres of land in New York City located be-

tween 42nd and 48th Streets and First Avenue and the Franklin 

D. Roosevelt Drive as the Headquarters District of the United Na-

tions. Subsequently, by supplemental agreements between the UN 

and the United States, additional offi  ce space located in buildings 

in the vicinity has been included in the Headquarters District. Th e 

Headquarters District is “under the control and authority of the 

United Nations as provided in this agreement.” It is the seat of the 

UN, and the agreement stipulates that the district “shall be invio-

lable.” Federal, state, and local personnel on offi  cial duty may en-

ter it only with the consent of the Secretary-General. Th e UN may 

make regulations for the area. US federal, state, and local law, in-

sofar as it is inconsistent with UN regulations, does not apply here; 

otherwise, the US courts would have jurisdiction over actions and 

transactions taking place in the Headquarters District. Th e UN 

may expel persons from the district for violations of regulations. 

In such cases, and generally for the preservation of law and order, 

US authorities have to provide a suffi  cient number of police if re-

quested by the Secretary-General. “No form of racial or religious 

discrimination shall be permitted within the Headquarters Dis-

trict.” Other detailed provisions in the agreement between the UN 

and the US deal with the important matter of the accessibility of 

the seat of the UN to non-US citizens.

EMBLEM AND FLAG OF THE UN
Th e General Assembly adopted an offi  cial seal and emblem for 

the organization. Th e UN emblem depicts in silver against a light 

blue background a map of the earth, projected from the North 

Pole, and encircled by two symmetrical olive branches. It is a slight 

modifi cation of a design selected by the US Offi  ce of Strategic Ser-

vices for buttons used at the San Francisco Conference in 1945. 

Th e particular shade of blue is now offi  cially called United Nations 

blue. Th e emblem is used only for UN publications and confer-

ences and other offi  cially approved purposes.

Th e fi rst UN fl ag was used in Greece in 1947 in a region where 

there was fi ghting. Th e fl ag has the UN emblem in white against a 

background of United Nations blue.

Th e fl ag may be displayed not only by the UN and the special-

ized agencies and by governments but also by “organizations and 

individuals to demonstrate support of the United Nations and to 

further its principles and purposes.” It is considered “especially ap-

propriate” to display the UN fl ag on national and offi  cial holidays; 

on UN Day, 24 October; and at offi  cial events in honor of the UN 

or related to the UN.
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T H E  U N I T E D  N AT I O N S  B U D G E T

Under the Charter, it is the task of the General Assembly to “con-

sider and approve the budget of the Organization” and to appor-

tion the expenses of the UN among the member nations. From an 

administrative standpoint, the expenditures of the UN may be said 

to fall into two categories: expenditures that are included in what 

is termed the “regular budget,” to which all members are obliged 

to contribute; and expenditures for certain high-cost items or pro-

grams, for which are established separate, or “extrabudgetary,” ac-

counts or funds fi nanced by special arrangements that do not nec-

essarily involve obligatory payments by UN members.

Included in the regular budget are the costs of services and pro-

grams carried out at UN headquarters and all overseas UN offi  ces; 

the expenses of the International Court of Justice; and debt ser-

vices charges, which are also listed as “special expenses.”

Outside the regular budget, member states also are assessed, in 

accordance with a modifi ed version of the basic scale, for the costs 

of peacekeeping operations. Th e number and cost of these opera-

tions has been aggravated in recent years, in large part due to po-

litical instability in Eastern Europe, Western Asia, and Africa. In 

the period 1992–93, the Secretary-General estimated the cost for 

these operations increased sixfold. In a report to the Economic 

and Social Council, he stated, “It would be mistaken to try to at-

tach an order of importance or priority between peace and secu-

rity on the one hand, and economic and social development on 

the other. Th e two are so closely interlinked as to be indivisible.” 

Th is underlying philosophy provides the rationale for the growth 

in the number of peacekeeping operations and the expansion of 

their mandates beyond the previously traditional observer status, 

to activities such as disarming and demobilization of forces, hu-

manitarian assistance, human rights monitoring, electoral verifi -

cation, and civilian police support. Each peace-keeping operation 

is approved and budgeted separately.

Following is a list of 15 UN observation or peacekeeping opera-

tions under way as of May 2006, along with the original starting 

date: United Nations Truce Supervision Organization (UNTSO), 

June 1948; United Nations Military Observer Group in India and 

Pakistan (UNMOGIP), January 1949; United Nations Peacekeep-

ing Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP), March 1964; United Nations 

Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF) in Golan Heights, June 

1974; United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL), March 

1978; United Nations Mission for the Referendum in Western Sa-

hara (MINURSO), April 1991; United Nations Observer Mission 

in Georgia (UNOMIG), August 1993; United Nations Interim 

Administration Mission in Kosovo (UNMIK), June 1999; United 

Nations Organization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the 

Congo (MONUC), November 1999; United Nations Mission in 

Ethiopia and Eritrea (UNMEE), July 2000; United Nations Mis-

sion in Liberia (UNMIL), September 2003; United Nations Op-

eration in Côte d’Ivoire (UNOCI), April 2004; United Nations 

Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH), June 2004; United 

nations Operation in Burundi (ONUB), June 2004; and United 

Nations Mission in the Sudan (UNMIS), March 2005.

As of 31 December 2005, unpaid contributions for the peace-

keeping operations with separate assessed budgets amounted to 

us2.92 billion. Shortfalls in the receipt of assessed contributions 

were met by delaying reimbursements to states that contributed 

troops, thus placing an unfair burden on them.

United Nations activities that are fi nanced mainly by voluntary 

contributions outside the regular budget include: the United Na-

tions Development Programme (UNDP), the World Food Pro-

gram (WFP), the Offi  ce of the United Nations High Commission-

er for Refugees (UNHCR), the United Nations Children’s Fund 

(UNICEF), the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Pal-

estine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA), and the United Na-

tions Population Fund (UNFPA).

Th e member states of the specialized agencies decide on each 

agency’s budget and scale of assessments separately from the Unit-

ed Nations itself.

COMMITTEES ASSISTING THE GENERAL 
ASSEMBLY IN FINANCIAL MATTERS
In 1946, the General Assembly established two permanent sub-

sidiary organs concerned with administrative and budgetary af-

fairs. Th e Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary 

Questions is responsible for expert examination of the UN bud-

Appropriations (Gross) 1946–2007
(in US$)
YEAR APPROPRIATION

1946 $19,390,000
1947 28,616,568
1948 39,285,736
1949 43,204,080
1950 44,520,773
1951 48,925,500
1952 50,547,660
1953 49,869,450
1954 48,528,980
1955 50,228,000
1956 50,683,350
1957 53,174,700
1958 61,121,900
1959 61,657,100
1960 65,734,900
1961 71,649,300
1962 85,818,220
1963 92,876,550
1964 101,327,600
1965 108,472,800
1966 121,080,530
1967 133,084,000

YEAR APPROPRIATION

1968 141,787,750
1969 156,967,300
1970 168,956,950
1971 194,627,800
1972 208,650,200
1973 233,820,374
1974–75 606,033,000
1976–77 745,813,800
1978–79 996,372,900
1980–81 1,339,151,200
1982–83 1,472,961,700
1984–85 1,611,551,200
1986–87 1,711,801,200
1988–89 1,748,681,800
1990–91 2,134,072,100
1992–93 2,362,977,700
1994–95 2,580,200,200
1996–97 2,608,274,000
1998–99 2,488,302,000
2000–01 2,535,689,200
2002–03 2,625,178,700
2004–05 3,608,173,900
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get and the administrative budgets of the specialized agencies. 

Th e committee’s 16 members, elected by the General Assembly for 

staggered three-year terms, serve as individuals, not as govern-

ment representatives. Th e Committee on Contributions advises 

the General Assembly on the apportionment of the expenses of 

the UN among the member nations. Its 18 members are elected 

for three-year terms and also serve as individuals.

PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINING THE 
REGULAR BUDGET
Every other year, the Secretary-General presents detailed budget 

and appropriations estimates for the following biennium. (Until 

1974 there were annual budgets.) Th ese estimates are reviewed 

and sometimes revised by the Advisory Committee. Th e program-

matic aspects are reviewed by the 34-member Committee for Pro-

gram and Coordination.

Aside from the regular budget, the General Assembly also al-

lots a certain amount of money for unforeseen and extraordinary 

expenses and determines the level of the UN’s Working Capital 

Fund, to which member nations advance sums in proportion to 

their assessed contributions to the regular budget. Th e fund is 

used to fi nance appropriations pending receipt of contributions 

and may also be drawn upon by the Secretary-General for other 

purposes determined by the General Assembly.

Since the expenses of the organization can never be precisely 

predicted, the Secretary-General reviews actual expenditures for 

the current year at each regular session of the General Assembly 

and proposes adjustments in the original appropriations. Usually, 

a supplemental budget is voted, but occasionally the General As-

sembly votes reductions.

INCOME ESTIMATES
It was estimated that expenditures for 2004–05 would be off set 

in the amount of us443,851,900, to be derived as follows:

1. income from staff  assessment: us415,613,700;

2. general income: us24,009,500

3. services to public: us4,228,700.

Under UN regulations, a percentage of the earnings of the en-

tire UN staff  is deducted in lieu of taxes and credited to “income.” 

In order to avoid double taxation of staff  members of US nation-

Budget for the 2004–05 Biennium

AREA OF EXPENDITURE
PURPOSE OF EXPENDITURE AMOUNT (US$)

OVERALL POLICY-MAKING, DIRECTION, AND COORDINATION

Overall policy-making, direction, and coordination 61,543,200
General Assembly affairs and conference services 560,256,500
TOTAL 621,799,700

POLITICAL AFFAIRS

Political affairs 427,627,200
Disarmament 18,739,900
Peacekeeping operations 92,859,800
Peaceful uses of outer space 5,903,900
TOTAL 545,130,800

INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE AND LAW

International Court of Justice 34,936,000
Legal affairs 40,634,000
TOTAL 75,570,000

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION FOR DEVELOPMENT

Economic and social affairs 143,027,700
Offi ce of the High Representative for the 
Least Developed Countries, Landlocked Developing Countries, and 
Small Island Developing States 4,358,600
Africa: New Agenda for Development 9,575,000
Trade and development 114,802,300
International Trade Centre UNCTAD/WTO 26,136,300
Environment 10,915,800
Human settlements 16,012,800
Crime prevention and criminal justice 10,040,200
International drug control 21,476,100
TOTAL 356,344,800

REGIONAL COOPERATION FOR DEVELOPMENT

Economic and social development in Africa 96,242,000
Economic and social development in Asia and the Pacifi c 65,067,100
Economic development in Europe 54,761,800
Economic and social development in 
Latin America and the Caribbean 85,371,400
Economic and social development in Western Asia 50,995,600
Regular programme of technical cooperation 42,871,500
TOTAL 395,309,400

HUMAN RIGHTS AND HUMANITARIAN AFFAIRS

Human rights 64,571,300
Protection of and assistance to refugees 66,243,900
Palestine refugees 34,641,000
Humanitarian assistance 24,275,300
TOTAL 189,731,500

PUBLIC INFORMATION

Public information 162,322,600
TOTAL 162,322,600

COMMON SUPPORT SERVICES

Management and central support services 477,145,800
TOTAL 477,145,800

INTERNAL OVERSIGHT

Internal oversight 24,187,000
TOTAL 24,187,000

JOINTLY FINANCED ACTIVITIES AND SPECIAL EXPENSES

Jointly fi nanced administrative activities 10,445,200
Special expenses 81,255,900
TOTAL 91,701,100

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES

Construction, alteration, improvement, and major maintenance 104,566,600
TOTAL 104,566,600

Budget for the 2004–05 Biennium - cont.

AREA OF EXPENDITURE
PURPOSE OF EXPENDITURE AMOUNT (US$)

STAFF ASSESSMENT

Staff assessment 411,194,200
TOTAL 411,194,200

DEVELOPMENT ACCOUNT

Development Account 13,065,000
TOTAL 13,065,000

SAFETY AND SECURITY

Safety and Security 140,105,400
TOTAL 140,105,400

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 3,608,173,900
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ality, they are reimbursed by the UN for the taxes (federal, state, 

and city) levied on their UN earnings. Th e withholdings from the 

salaries of UN personnel of all other nationalities are credited 

to the member states’ accounts against their assessed contribu-

tions. Aft er taking into account staff  assessments and other items 

of income, the net estimated amount remaining must be raised 

through assessed contributions from member states.

ASSESSED CONTRIBUTIONS OF MEMBER 
STATES TO THE REGULAR BUDGET
Th e scale of contributions of member states is established by the 

General Assembly on the recommendation of its Committee on 

Contributions. Th e basic original criterion for the apportionment 

of UN expenses was the ability to pay, with comparative estimates 

of national income taken as the fairest guide. Other factors, such 

as the comparative income per capita, the ability of contributors 

to obtain foreign exchange, and, until 1974, the dislocation of na-

tional economies arising out of World War II, also were taken into 

account. In this way, the US share was at fi rst 39.89 percent, gradu-

ally declining to 31.52 percent for 1971–73.

In 1972, the General Assembly established a ceiling on the rate 

of assessment of the highest contributor, set at 25 percent. At the 

same time, it lowered the minimum rate of assessment to 0.02 per-

cent (later lowered to 0.01 percent and in 1997 lowered again, to 

0.001 percent) and requested the Committee on Contributions to 

give attention to the special economic and fi nancial problems of 

developing countries. In 2000, the General Assembly adopted a 

new scale of assessments, lowering the ceiling of the amount to be 

paid by any single country from 25 to 22 percent.

In an eff ort to introduce what it termed greater fairness and eq-

uity in the scale of assessments, the General Assembly, in 1981, re-

quested the Committee on Contributions to prepare a set of guide-

lines for the collection of more uniform and comparable data and 

statistics from member states and to study alternative methods of 

assessing “the real capacity of member states to pay.”

Th e top ten contributors for 2005 were assessed at the following 

rates (percentages):

United States: 22.0%

Japan: 19.468%

Germany: 8.662%

United Kingdom: 6.127%

France: 6.03%

Italy: 4.885%

Canada: 2.813%

Spain: 2.52%

China: 2.053%

Mexico: 1.883%

PROPOSALS TO EASE THE UN’S 
FINANCIAL DIFFICULTIES
By and large, the regular budget has never created major disputes 

among the member states, and most governments have usually 

paid their dues relatively punctually. However, beginning in 1963, 

the USSR refused as a matter of principle to contribute to certain 

items in the regular budget, such as the UN Commission for the 

Unifi cation and Rehabilitation of Korea until its dissolution by a 

consensus vote of the 1973 Assembly, or to those parts of the reg-

ular budget devoted to the redemption of UN bonds (a method 

of raising funds for certain UN peacekeeping operations). France 

has taken a similar stand in connection with the redemption of 

the bonds. In addition, a number of countries have refused to con-

tribute to the special accounts for peacekeeping operations. It was 

chiefl y these controversial expenditures which precipitated the 

UN’s fi nancial emergency in the mid-1960s.

In July 1962, the International Court of Justice, at the request 

of the General Assembly, issued an advisory opinion in which it 

declared that the expenses of the fi rst UN Emergency Force in the 

Middle East and the UN Force in the Congo constituted expenses 

of the organization within the meaning of Article 17, paragraph 2, 

of the Charter and should thus be borne by member states as ap-

portioned by the General Assembly. Th e Assembly accepted the 

court’s opinion in December 1962, but debate over peacekeep-

ing operations and the fi nancial diffi  culties continued. A number 

of other factors, moreover, contributed to the precariousness of 

the fi nancial position of the organization, notably the lateness of 

many member states in paying their assessed contributions, the 

currency fl uctuations of the 1970s (marked by two devaluations of 

the US dollar, on which the UN budget is based), and infl ation.

A Group of High-Level Intergovernmental Experts to Review 

the Effi  ciency of the Administrative and Financial Functioning of 

the UN, appointed by the General Assembly in 1985, submitted to 

the General Assembly in the following year its recommendations 

for enhancing the effi  ciency and reducing the expenditures of the 

organization. Implementation of the group’s recommendations 

was the condition which a number of states, including the United 

States, placed on further payment of their assessments.

Among the solutions proposed in 1985 were an increase in the 

Working Capital Fund to us200 million, the issue of certifi cates 

of indebtedness in the amount of the arrears—in eff ect, borrowing 

from member states—and borrowing on the open market.

In 1992, Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali request-

ed that the Ford Foundation assemble an independent advisory 

group to recommend ways to create a secure, long-term fi nancial 

base for the organization. Th e group, co-chaired by Shijuro Oga-

ta, former Deputy Governor of the Japan Development Bank, and 

Paul Volcker, former Board of Governors’ Chairman of the United 

States Federal Reserve Bank, issued its report in February 1993. 

Entitled “Financing an Eff ective United Nations,” it suggested the 

following measures:

• Dividing UN expenditures into three categories: a regular bud-

get fi nanced by assessed contributions; peacekeeping fi nanced 

by a separate assessment; and humanitarian and development 

activities fi nanced largely by voluntary contributions.

• Requiring UN member states to pay dues in four quarterly 

installments, instead of a single lump sum at the beginning 

of the year; and granting the organization authority to charge 

interest on late payments.

• Appropriation by some nations of their UN contribution ear-

lier in the year.

• Acceptance by member states of signifi cantly increased 

peace-keeping costs over the next few years, and fi nancing 

future cost from national defense budgets.

•  Creation by the UN of a $400 million revolving reserve fund 

for peacekeeping; and consideration of a unifi ed peacekeep-

ing budget, fi nanced by a single annual assessment. Th e re-
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port concluded that proposals for additional, nongovern-

mental sources of fi nancing the UN were “neither practical 

nor desirable.”

Also in 1993, the Joint Inspection Unit (JIU) of the Secretariat is-

sued a report declaring: “Th e old fi nancial malaise is emerging 

with renewed evidence. What was a chronic illness is becoming a 

critical one.” Among JIU proposals:

• Governments should adjust their national legislations to avoid 

obstacles to paying their UN contributions in full and on time.

• Replenishment of the proposed UN Peace Endowment Fund 

could take advantage of initiatives, such as the issuance of 

special stamps by member states, with revenues turned over 

to the organization.

• Countries could turn over to peacekeeping operations funds 

earmarked for aid to developing countries in which the exist-

ing critical situation is an impediment to using those funds.

• In parallel with fi nancing, cost saving is indispensable to solv-

ing the fi nancial crisis. Fighting waste and reducing expenses 

must take place in all areas of the organization.

Th e fundamental requirement for the essential fi nancial stability 

of the UN, however, remained the full and timely payment by all 

member states of their assessments, in accordance with Article 17, 

paragraph 2, of the Charter, which states that: “Th e expenses of 

the Organization shall be borne by the Members as apportioned 

by the General Assembly.”

Scale of Assessments (for calendar year 2005)

MEMBER STATE PERCENT MEMBER STATE PERCENT MEMBER STATE PERCENT MEMBER PERCENT

Afghanistan 0.002 Djibouti 0.001 Liechtenstein 0.005 São Tomé and Príncipe 0.001
Albania 0.005 Dominica 0.001 Lithuania 0.024 Saudi Arabia 0.713
Algeria 0.076 Dominican Republic 0.035 Luxembourg 0.077 Senegal 0.005
Andorra 0.005 Ecuador 0.019 Madagascar 0.003 Serbia and Montenegro 0.019
Angola 0.001 Egypt 0.12 Malawi 0.001 Seychelles 0.002
Antigua and Barbuda 0.003 El Salvador 0.022 Malaysia 0.203 Sierra Leone 0.001
Argentina 0.956 Equatorial Guinea 0.002 Maldives 0.001 Singapore 0.388
Armenia 0.002 Eritrea 0.001 Mali 0.002 Slovakia 0.051
Australia 1.592 Estonia 0.012 Malta 0.014 Slovenia 0.082
Austria 0.859 Ethiopia 0.004 Marshall Islands 0.001 Solomon Islands 0.001
Azerbaijan 0.005 Fiji 0.004 Mauritania 0.001 Somalia 0.001
Bahamas 0.013 Finland 0.533 Mauritius 0.011 South Africa 0.292
Bahrain 0.03 France 6.03 Mexico 1.883 Spain 2.52
Bangladesh 0.010 Gabon 0.009 Micronesia 0.001 Sri Lanka 0.017
Barbados 0.010 Gambia 0.001 Monaco 0.003 Sudan 0.008
Belarus 0.018 Georgia 0.003 Mongolia 0.001 Suriname 0.001
Belgium 1.069 Germany 8.562 Morocco 0.047 Swaziland 0.002
Belize 0.001 Ghana 0.004 Mozambique 0.001 Sweden 0.998
Benin 0.002 Greece 0.530 Myanmar 0.010 Switzerland 1.197
Bhutan 0.001 Grenada 0.001 Namibia 0.006 Syrian Arab Republic 0.038
Bolivia 0.009 Guatemala 0.030 Nauru 0.001 Tajikistan 0.001
Bosnia and Herzegovina 0.003 Guinea 0.003 Nepal 0.004 Thailand 0.209
Botswana 0.012 Guinea-Bissau 0.001 Netherlands 1.690 The Former Yugoslav  
Brazil 1.523 Guyana 0.001 New Zealand 0.221 Republic of Macedonia 0.006
Brunei Darussalam 0.034 Haiti 0.003 Nicaragua 0.001 Timor-Leste 0.001
Bulgaria 0.017 Honduras 0.005 Niger 0.001 Togo 0.001
Burkina Faso 0.002 Hungary 0.126 Nigeria 0.042 Tonga 0.001
Burundi 0.001 Iceland 0.034 Norway 0.679 Trinidad and Tobago 0.022
Cambodia 0.002 India 0.421 Oman 0.070 Tunisia 0.032
Cameroon 0.008 Indonesia 0.142 Pakistan 0.055 Turkey 0.372
Canada 2.813 Iran (Islamic Republic of) 0.157 Palau 0.001 Turkmenistan 0.005
Cape Verde 0.001 Iraq 0.016 Panama 0.019 Tuvalu 0.001
Central African Republic 0.001 Ireland 0.350 Papua New Guinea 0.003 Uganda 0.006
Chad 0.001 Israel 0.467 Paraguay 0.012 Ukraine 0.039
Chile 0.223 Italy 4.885 Peru 0.092 United Arab Emirates 0.235
China 2.053 Jamaica 0.008 Philippines 0.095 United Kingdom  
Colombia 0.155 Japan 19.468 Poland 0.461 of Great Britain  
Comoros 0.001 Jordan 0.011 Portugal 0.470 and Northern Ireland 6.127
Congo 0.001 Kazakhstan 0.025 Qatar 0.064 United Rep. of Tanzania 0.006
Costa Rica 0.030 Kenya 0.009 Republic of Korea 1.796 United States of America 22.000
Côte d’Ivoire 0.010 Kiribati  0.001 Republic of Moldova 0.001 Uruguay 0.048
Croatia 0.037 Kuwait 0.162 Romania 0.060 Uzbekistan 0.014
Cuba 0.043 Kyrgyzstan 0.001 Russian Federation 1.100 Vanuatu 0.001
Cyprus 0.039 Lao People’s  Rwanda 0.001 Venezuela 0.171
Czech Republic 0.183 Democratic Republic 0.001 Saint Kitts and Nevis 0.001 Vietnam 0.021
Democratic People’s  Latvia 0.015 Saint Lucia 0.002 Yemen 0.006
Republic of Korea 0.010 Lebanon 0.024 Saint Vincent and the  Zambia 0.002
Democratic Republic  Lesotho 0.001 Grenadines 0.001 Zimbabwe 0.007
of the Congo 0.003 Liberia 0.001 Samoa 0.001 Denmark 0.718 
  Libyan Arab Jamahiriya 0.132 San Marino 0.003 Total 100.00
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In 1994, the UN General Assembly created the Offi  ce of Inter-

nal Oversight Service (OIOS) as a department within the Secre-

tariat to independently monitor reports of waste, fraud, and mis-

management within the UN. OIOS focuses on high-risk activities, 

such as peace-keeping operations, humanitarian activities, and 

procurement while simultaneously providing oversight to all ac-

tivities of the UN. OIOS provides oversight through internal au-

diting, management consulting, investigations, monitoring, in-

spection, and evaluation.

In 1996, eff orts at managerial reform targeted fi ve areas of man-

agement: cost structure, human resources, information, technol-

ogy, and work programs. Th is approach has required reductions 

and redeployment of staff . Between 1984–95 and 1996–97, the UN 

eliminated 2,046 positions, and about 1,000 of the budgeted posts 

that exist now are kept vacant. Travel was reduced by 26% in 1996, 

and printing costs were reduced by 27% in early 1996, as more than 

270,000 UN documents have become available electronically.

On 23 March 2000, Under-Secretary-General for Management 

Joseph E. Connor told the General Assembly’s Fift h Committee 

(Administrative and Budgetary) that in 1999 the United Nations 

“took a step back from the fi nancial brink.” While regular budget 

and tribunals assessments were as expected, there was an increase 

in peacekeeping assessments in 1999, he added. Even with that 

increase, the obligatory cost to member states for all UN activi-

ties in 1999 was the lowest in six years: the actual assessment for 

1999 came to just over us2 billion. Th e UN had more cash than 

the previous year largely because of payments made by the United 

States to avoid losing its vote in the General Assembly. Total avail-

able cash at the end of 1999 jumped to some us1.093 billion, 

from us736 million in 1998. Amounts owed to the United Na-

tions were also lower, at us1.758 billion, down from us2.031 

billion a year earlier. And the level of the United Nations debt to 

its member states—some us800 million—was also signifi cantly 

lower than the previous three years.

The United Nations Budget
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T H E  G E N E R A L  A S S E M B LY

Th e fi rst of the UN organs established by the charter, the General 

Assembly is the pivot of the organization. All member states are 

represented. Each country, large or small, has one vote, and each 

country chooses its own representatives.

FUNCTIONS AND POWERS
Th e central position of the General Assembly is fi rmly estab-

lished in a series of charter provisions encompassing a wide range 

of functions and powers. First are the provisions setting forth its 

powers as the major deliberative body of the UN. With two ex-

ceptions (described below), the General Assembly has the right 

to discuss and make recommendations on any subject that falls 

within the scope of the charter itself, including the functions and 

powers of the other organs. Hence, it is in the General Assem-

bly that all of the UN’s important projects (except for the Security 

Council’s peacekeeping operations) originate-those dealing with 

political questions, disarmament, economic and social develop-

ment, human rights, decolonization of dependent territories, and 

development of international law.

Th e second group of charter provisions defi ning the pivotal po-

sition of the General Assembly concerns the fi nancing of the UN. 

Th e General Assembly is empowered to “consider and approve” 

the budget of the organization (which includes that of the Inter-

national Court of Justice at Th e Hague), and it also has the right 

to determine how the expenses shall be apportioned among the 

member nations.

Lastly, the General Assembly’s position is secured by provisions 

that give it specifi c powers in relation to the other organs. Th us, 

both the Economic and Social Council and the Trusteeship Coun-

cil are constituted under the direct authority of the General As-

sembly to carry out designated tasks in their respective spheres. 

Th e administrative arm of the UN, the Secretariat, is also at the 

disposition of the General Assembly. Th e General Assembly’s pow-

ers, however, are much more limited where the Security Council 

and the International Court of Justice are concerned. Designed in 

some respects to be more powerful than the General Assembly, the 

Security Council is in no way answerable to the body for its activi-

ties-although it is required to make an annual report and, when 

necessary, special reports. Also, whereas the General Assembly is 

empowered to make recommendations to the council concerning 

the maintenance of international peace, it cannot give the council 

instructions. In the case of the International Court of Justice, any 

attempt to render its activities answerable to the General Assem-

bly would have prejudiced the independent status that is normally 

accorded to judiciary bodies throughout the world. Nevertheless, 

inasmuch as the General Assembly not only has budgetary power 

but also elects the nonpermanent members of the Security Coun-

cil and, concurrently with the Security Council, all the judges of 

the International Court, it can be said to exercise an appreciable 

degree of indirect control over both these bodies.

Th us, the one UN organ on which all member states have the 

constitutional right to be represented is able to make its will felt 

throughout the organization, and indeed the entire UN system. 

Because its powers closely resemble those of a national parlia-

ment, the General Assembly has been described as a “world par-

liament.” Parliamentary powers are not to be confused, though, 

with governmental powers. Except insofar as the Economic and 

Social Council, the Trusteeship Council, and the Secretariat are 

bound to carry out its requests, the General Assembly has no pow-

er to legislate and cannot enforce its decisions upon individual 

member nations. Th e only sanctions that the General Assembly 

can wield against an uncooperative member are the suspension of 

the rights and privileges of membership and expulsion from the 

organization, but even these sanctions can be invoked only on the 

recommendation of the Security Council. In eff ect, then, all Gen-

eral Assembly decisions are purely recommendations that refl ect 

world public opinion; they have moral, though not legal, force. At 

the end of this chapter, an attempt is made to assess their eff ective-

ness on this score.

Charter Restrictions on the Assembly’s Power to Discuss and 

Recommend

Th e charter imposes two major restrictions on the General As-

sembly’s powers to discuss and make recommendations. Th e fi rst 

is embodied in the principle set out in Article 2, paragraph 7 of the 

charter, which states: “Nothing contained in the present Charter 

shall authorize the United Nations to intervene in matters which 

are essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of any state or shall 

require the Members to submit such matters to settlement....” Th is 

principle is not so restrictive as it might seem, for whether a given 

issue is or is not of a domestic character is decided by the General 

Assembly itself. It can and oft en does override by majority vote the 

attempt of a member nation to bar a particular topic from debate 

by invoking Article 2, paragraph 7 of the charter. Th e most no-

table case in point was the General Assembly’s annual discussion 

of South Africa’s apartheid policy (before it was abolished) despite 

South Africa’s contention that the matter was within its domestic 

jurisdiction. (See section on “Apartheid in South Africa” in the 

chapter on Human Rights.)

Th e second restriction is to be found in Article 12 of the Char-

ter, which states that while the Security Council is exercising its 

functions in respect to any international dispute or situation, “the 

General Assembly shall not make any recommendation with re-

gard to that dispute or situation unless the Security Council so re-

quests.” Th is stipulation, then, clearly establishes the absolute pri-

macy of the Security Council over the General Assembly in times 

of crisis. Here, the main object of the founders of the UN was to 

ensure against the possibility of the smaller nations forming a ma-

jority bloc to interfere with any decisions that might be made by 

the Big Five acting in concert as permanent members of the Secu-
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rity Council, where each possesses the right of veto. (For a discus-

sion of the veto right, see the chapter on the Security Council.)

Extension of the Assembly’s Power to Discuss and Recommend 

through the Uniting for Peace Resolution

Designed to secure maximum unity of action in moments of acute 

danger, Article 12, in fact, proved to be the chief obstacle to action 

of any kind during successive crises in the years just aft er World 

War II. Th e eff ectiveness of the entire system presupposed a spir-

it of unanimity among the great powers in their determination 

to end a particular dispute that appeared to threaten internation-

al peace and security. However, on each postwar occasion when 

the great powers might have been expected to display unanimity, 

the USSR and the four other permanent members of the Security 

Council took opposite sides in the dispute. As a result, precisely 

because each of them possessed the veto, all council action was 

deadlocked. Meanwhile, the General Assembly, prevented from 

taking action of its own accord because of Article 12, was forced 

to stand by helplessly.

It was the seriousness of the Korean crisis that fi nally impelled 

the General Assembly to take steps to break through its constitu-

tional straitjacket. Following a deadlock in the council in 1950, 

when the USSR vetoed a United States-sponsored resolution in 

connection with the entry of the People’s Republic of China into 

the Korean confl ict on the side of North Korea, the General As-

sembly adopted a resolution that enabled it to circumvent the 

restrictions imposed by Article 12. Th is act, which came to be 

known as the “Uniting for Peace Resolution,” provides that if the 

Security Council, because of lack of unanimity among its perma-

nent members, fails to exercise its primary responsibility in the 

maintenance of peace, in a case where there appears to be a threat 

to the peace, breach of the peace, or act of aggression, the Gen-

eral Assembly shall consider the matter immediately with a view 

to making recommendations to members for collective measures, 

including if necessary the use of armed force. Although the Unit-

ing for Peace Resolution thus considerably extends the General 

Assembly’s powers with respect to maintenance of international 

peace and security, it in no way represents an attempt to usurp the 

Security Council’s prerogatives. Nor does it attempt to arrogate to 

the General Assembly the enforcement powers that the charter 

accorded to the Security Council alone. Even under the Uniting 

for Peace Resolution, the General Assembly can only recommend 

that members undertake collective peacekeeping measures; it can-

not oblige them to do so. Nor can it impose peacekeeping action 

against the will of the parties to a dispute. It must obtain their ex-

plicit consent to the presence of UN personnel-observer commis-

sions, mediators, troops-in their territories.

Th e Uniting for Peace Resolution has been invoked in several 

major crises: the Middle East (1958, 1967), Hungary (1956), Suez 

(1956), the Congo (1960), Afghanistan (1980), Palestine (1980, 

1982), Namibia (1981), the occupied Arab territories (1982) and 

illegal Israeli actions in occupied East Jerusalem and the rest of 

the occupied Palestinian Territory (1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001, 

2002, 2003, 2004). In all cases, the emergency special sessions 

addressed situations in which the Security Council found itself 

deadlocked. (See the discussion of peacekeeping operations in the 

chapter on International Peace and Security.)

ORGANIZATION

Sessions
Th e General Assembly meets once a year in regular sessions that 

begin on the third Tuesday in September. Usually these sessions 

last about three months, ending before Christmas, but there is no 

fi xed time limit, and many times the General Assembly has ad-

journed, continuing the session aft er the holidays. Special sessions 

on a particular topic may be held at the request of the Security 

Council, or of a majority of UN members, or of one member if the 

majority of members concur. An emergency special session may 

be called within 24 hours by the Security Council on the vote of 

any nine members, or by a majority of UN members, or by one 

member if the majority concurs.

Th rough 2005, the Assembly convened 28 special sessions on is-

sues that demanded attention over the years, including problems 

of Palestine, UN fi nances, Namibia, disarmament, international 

economic cooperation, apartheid, drugs, the environment, popu-

lation, children, the advancement of women, sustainable develop-

ment of small island developing states, and the 60th commemora-

tion of the liberation of the Nazi concentration camps.

Sessional Committees

Most of the substantive work during regular session is conducted 

through seven “Main Committees,” which are reconstituted at ev-

ery session. Each is composed of representatives of all member 

nations.

• Th e First Committee deals with disarmament and related in-

ternational security matters.

• Th e Second Committee deals with economic and fi nancial 

matters.

• Th e Th ird Committee is concerned with social, humanitarian, 

and cultural matters and human rights.

• Th e Fourth Committee handles special political questions and 

questions concerning the granting of independence to colo-

nial territories.

• Th e Fift h Committee deals with the administrative and bud-

getary matters of the organization.

• Th e Sixth Committee debates legal questions, including the 

general development and codifi cation of international law.

• Th e Special Political Committee was created in 1948 as an ad 

hoc committee of the whole to discuss the Palestine question. 

It was subsequently absorbed by the Fourth Committee.

Th e General Assembly maintains two other sessional commit-

tees, both of which deal with General Assembly procedure. How-

ever, neither is a committee of the whole. Th e 28-member General 

Committee, composed of the General Assembly president, the 21 

vice presidents, and the chairmen of the six main committees (see 

Election of Offi  cers, below), examines the provisional agenda of 

each session and makes recommendations on the inclusion or ex-

clusion of items and on their assignment to the appropriate main 

committee. Th e Credentials Committee is a nine-member body ap-

pointed by the General Assembly at the beginning of the session 

to examine the credentials of representatives and to work out any 

problems that might arise in this connection.

Plenary Meetings

Since all the main committees are committees of the whole, the 

distinction between the General Assembly meeting in committee 

The General Assembly
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and meeting in plenum is largely one of protocol. Always conduct-

ed by the president or a vice president, plenary meetings are much 

more formal aff airs. Normally, no one below the rank of head of 

delegation may actively participate in the proceedings, and no one 

is allowed to speak from his or her chair but must go to the speak-

er’s rostrum. (None of the conference rooms in which the com-

mittees meet is provided with a speaker’s rostrum.) Th e Assembly 

Hall itself is reserved for plenary meetings and is rarely used by 

the committees.

It is in plenary meetings that all formal or ceremonial functions 

occur: opening and closing of the General Assembly session, elec-

tion of offi  cers and members of other organs, adoption of resolu-

tions and decisions on all agenda items, and addresses by heads of 

state or government or by other high national offi  cials who visit 

the UN while the General Assembly is in session. Plenary meet-

ings also constitute the forum for the statements of general policy 

that the head of each member delegation is entitled to make as 

part of what is known as the “general debate,” which takes place 

during the fi rst three weeks or so of the regular session. Because 

of the great number of questions which the General Assembly is 

called upon to consider (156 agenda items at the 2005-06 session) 

it allocates most questions to its six main committees.

Voting Procedure

Each member of the General Assembly and its committees has 

one vote. Article 18 of the charter decrees that decisions on “im-

portant” questions shall be made by a two-thirds majority of the 

members present and voting. Among the important questions 

specifi ed are recommendations with regard to maintenance of 

peace and security; election of the nonpermanent members of the 

Security Council and of the members of the Economic and So-

cial Council and the Trusteeship Council; admission of new UN 

members, suspension of rights and privileges of membership, and 

expulsion of members; questions relating to the operation of the 

trusteeship system; and budgetary questions. Decisions on other 

questions, including the determination of additional categories 

of important questions requiring a two-thirds majority vote, are 

made by a simple majority of the members present and voting. 

Th e phrase “members present and voting” means members cast-

ing either affi  rmative or negative votes; members who abstain are 

considered as not voting. Th us, although the number of absten-

tions is usually listed for information purposes, it does not count 

in the fi nal tally as to whether a resolution has received the req-

uisite majority-provided that the rules of quorum have been ob-

served. A quorum is constituted when a majority of the members 

are present; no decision may be taken without one. Th e president 

of the General Assembly, however, may declare a meeting open 

and permit the debate to proceed when at least one-third of the 

members are present. Th e chairman of a main committee may 

open a meeting when one-quarter of the members are present.

Voting may be by a show of hands, by roll call, or, in certain in-

stances such as elections, by secret ballot. Th e normal method was 

intended to be by a show of hands, but any member can request a 

roll call. Th ere has been an increasing tendency to do so, especially 

on the more contentious issues. Before a roll-call vote is taken, a 

lot is drawn to determine the country that is to vote fi rst. Starting 

with that country, voting proceeds according to the alphabetical 

order of the offi  cial names of states in English. Mechanical vot-

ing equipment was installed in the Assembly Hall and fi rst used 

at the 1965 session. Similar equipment is used in some conference 

rooms.

Seating Arrangements

Th e charter allows each member state a maximum of fi ve repre-

sentatives in the General Assembly. Most members, in addition 

to their fi ve representatives, send fi ve alternative representatives 

and a number of advisers to each session. Six seats are assigned 

to every delegation in the Assembly Hall. Both in the hall and in 

conference rooms, delegations are seated in alphabetical order ac-

cording to the offi  cial names of the countries in English. Th e seat-

ing is rearranged before each session by drawing lots to select the 

country with which the alphabetical seating will start.

Election of Offi  cers

At each regular session, the General Assembly constitutes itself 

anew. During the opening meetings, the main offi  cers are elected, 

who serve until the end of the session. If a special or emergency 

session is called, it is normally presided over by offi  cers elected in 

the previous September.

Th e fi rst offi  cer to be elected is the president. Delegates vote by 

secret ballot, and a simple majority suffi  ces. In choosing the presi-

dent, regard has to be paid to the equitable geographical rotation 

of the offi  ce among the following groups of states: African, Asian, 

Eastern European, Latin American, and Western European and 

other states. By tacit agreement, no representative of a permanent 

member of the Security Council ever is elected president of the 

General Assembly or chairman of a committee.

Following the election of the president, the main committees 

are offi  cially constituted and retire to elect their own offi  cers. Here 

again the matter of equitable geographical representation arises, 

and it is precisely regulated by a resolution adopted by the Gen-

eral Assembly in 1963. Of the six committee chairmen, one must 

be chosen from African, Asian, Eastern European, Latin Ameri-

can or Caribbean, and Western European or other states. Th e sixth 

chairmanship rotates over a period of twenty sessions between Af-

rican, Asian, and Latin American and Caribbean states.

Th e fi nal offi  cers to be elected are the 21 vice presidents. Of 

these, 16 are elected in accordance with a geographical pattern: 

six from African states, four from Asian states, three from Latin 

American and Caribbean states, two from Western European and 

other states, and one from an Eastern European state. (Th e elec-

tion of the president of the General Assembly has the eff ect, how-

ever, of reducing by one the number of vice presidencies allocated 

to the region from which the president is elected.) Th e remaining 

fi ve vice presidents represent the permanent members of the Se-

curity Council: China, France, the Russian Federation, the United 

Kingdom, and the United States.

AGENDA OF THE ASSEMBLY
Under the General Assembly’s rules of procedure, the provisional 

agenda for a regular session must be issued no later than 60 days 

before the opening. However, up to 30 days before the opening, 

the Secretary-General, any of the other principal organs of the 

UN, or any member of the UN may request the inclusion of sup-
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plementary items. Additional items may also be included at any 

time if a majority of the General Assembly agrees.

Normally, the agenda includes well over 100 items. Th e great 

majority of substantive (that is to say, nonprocedural) items arise 

out of decisions made by previous sessions, and their inclusion in 

the agenda is automatic. Th us, the General Assembly frequently 

requests the Secretary-General, a special committee, or another 

UN organ to submit a special report on a given topic. Th e report, 

at the time that it is due, automatically becomes part of the agenda 

item on the topic. Th ere also are several items that the General 

Assembly is obliged to consider at each session under the Char-

ter-for example, the annual report of the Secretary-General on the 

work of the UN and the reports of the three councils.

Adoption of the Agenda

Th e adoption of the agenda is not a mere formality. Th e General 

Assembly has to approve the entire agenda and may amend or de-

lete any item by majority vote. A decision to reject a particular 

member’s request to have an item placed on the agenda could have 

considerable political signifi cance. It is the function of the General 

Committee (which could be described as the steering committee) 

to make recommendations to the General Assembly on the in-

clusion of requested items in the agenda. Most of the pros and 

cons of including a controversial item in the agenda are thrashed 

out in this committee rather than in plenary, and the commit-

tee’s proceedings sometimes aff ord a preview of the positions that 

countries will take on certain questions when they come up for 

substantive debate. Another important function of the General 

Committee is to recommend the assignment of agenda items to 

the various main committees for debate. It may also recommend 

that an important item be debated in plenary without being re-

ferred to a committee.

EFFECTIVENESS OF THE ASSEMBLY
Depending on the nature of the question and on the views of the 

majority, General Assembly debates may lead to one or a com-

bination of the following: recommendations, phrased in varying 

degrees of urgency, to individual countries or to all countries; ini-

tiation of studies and reports; creation of new UN organs, com-

mittees of inquiry, and permanent special bodies that are assigned 

specifi c tasks; and adoption of international covenants, treaties, 

and agreements.

Signifi cance of the Enlarged Membership and Changing Voting 

Patterns

Since 1960, when the impact of the number of newly independent 

African and Asian nations fi rst began to make itself felt in the UN, 

the General Assembly’s voting patterns have undergone a marked 

alteration. Until then, the majority of controversial resolutions had 

tended essentially to refl ect a simple East-West division of opin-

ion. In the resulting lineup of votes, the Western view, marshaled 

under the leadership of the United States, easily attained comfort-

able majorities on most issues, since it was supported not only by 

the countries of Western Europe but by the Latin American states 

as well. Th e formation of what has come to be known as the “Afro-
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General Assembly Presidents

1. 1946 Paul-Henri Spaak Belgium
2. 1947 Oswaldo Aranha Brazil
3. 1948 Herbert V. Evatt Australia
4. 1949 Carlos P. Romulo Philippines
5. 1950 Nasrollah Entezam Iran
6. 1951 Luís Padilla Nervo Mexico
7. 1952 Lester B. Pearson Canada
8. 1953 Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit India
9. 1954 Eelco N. van Kleffens Netherlands
10. 1955 José Maza Chile
11. 1956 Prince Wan Waithayakon Thailand
12. 1957 Sir Leslie Munro New Zealand
13. 1958 Charles Malik Lebanon
14. 1959 Víctor Andrés Belaúnde Peru
15. 1960 Frederick H. Boland Ireland
16. 1961 Mongi Slim Tunisia
17. 1962 Sir Muhammad Zafrulla Khan Pakistan
18. 1963 Carlos Sosa Rodríguez Venezuela
19. 1964 Alex Quaison-Sackey Ghana
20. 1965 Amintore Fanfani Italy
21. 1966 Abdul Rahman Pazhwak Afghanistan
22. 1967 Corneliu Manescu Romania
23. 1968 Emilio Arenales Catalán Guatemala
24. 1969 Angie E. Brooks Liberia
25. 1970 Edvard Hambro Norway
26. 1971 Adam Malik Indonesia
27. 1972 Stanislaw Trepczynski Poland
28. 1973 Leopoldo Benites Ecuador
29. 1974 Abdelaziz Boutefl ika Algeria
30. 1975 Gaston Thorn Luxembourg
31. 1976 Hamilton S. Amerasinghe Sri Lanka
32. 1977 Lazar Mojsov Yugoslavia
33. 1978 Indalecio Liévano Colombia
34. 1979 Salim A. Salim Tanzania
35. 1980 Rüdiger von Wechmar Federal Republic of  
   Germany
36. 1981 Ismat T. Kittani Iraq
37. 1982 Imre Hollai Hungary
38. 1983 Jorge E. Illueca Panama
39. 1984 Paul J. F. Lusaka Zambia
40. 1985 Jaime de Piniés Spain
41. 1986 Humayun Rasheed Choudhury Bangladesh
42. 1987 Peter Florin German Democratic  
   Republic
43. 1988 Dante M. Caputa Argentina
44. 1989 Joseph Nanven Garba Nigeria
45. 1990 Guido de Marco Malta
46. 1991 Samir S. Shihabi Saudi Arabia
47. 1992 Stoyan Ganev Bulgaria
48. 1993 Samuel R. Insanally Guyana
49. 1994 Amara Essy Côte d'Ivoire
50. 1995 Diogo Freitas do Amaral Portugal
51. 1996 Razali Ismail Malaysia
52. 1997 Hennadiy Udovenko Ukraine
53. 1998 Didier Opertti Uruguay
54. 1999 Theo-Ben Gurirab Namibia
55. 2000 Harri Holkeri Finland
56. 2001 Han Seung-soo Republic of Korea
57. 2002 Jan Kavan Czech Republic
58. 2003 Julian Robert Hunte St. Lucia
59. 2004 Jean Ping Gabon
60. 2005 Jan Eliasson Sweden

Note: General Assembly presidents normally preside over special and 
emergency special sessions of the world body during their tenure. The 
exceptions were: José Arce of Argentina, who presided over the second 
special session in 1948, and Rudecindo Ortega of Chile, who presided over 
the fi rst and second emergency special sessions held in 1956.
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Asian group,” coupled with the general detente in East-West rela-

tions, introduced a new element into the voting equation.

Interested in wielding infl uence within the world body and pre-

occupied with the problems of development and decolonization 

rather than with cold war issues as such, African and Asian coun-

tries sought to unite themselves into an independent or “non-

aligned” voting bloc. On occasion, the unity of the group is split 

by divided interests. Th is division occurs most frequently in ma-

jor political issues of special importance to the big powers, when 

some small countries may fi nd it expedient to associate themselves 

with the big power on which they are dependent for fi nancial aid. 

At other times, notably on items connected with economic devel-

opment, African and Asian nations may join the developing coun-

tries of the Latin American group in order to create a formidable 

voting bloc that can force through requests to which the highly 

developed nations, from East and West alike, may be reluctant to 

accede.

Th en again, the emergence of what is in eff ect a fl oating third 

voting force in the General Assembly has resulted in the creation 

of special alliances as occasion demands. For example, the for-

mer Soviet bloc and the nonaligned groups oft en combined to de-

feat or hurry the West on colonial issues. Th is development also 

opened up possibilities for striking voting bargains on individual 

draft  resolutions. Accordingly, one group might support an initia-

tive taken by a second group in exchange for the latter’s support 

on a diff erent item.

Th e indiscriminate wielding of voting strength by small nations 

is subject to the law of diminishing returns. Indeed, many small 

nations have shown indications of growing restraint, realizing that 

there is little point in pushing through resolutions requiring, for 

example, increased expenditure on economic development if the 

big powers, which make the largest fi nancial contributions, are not 

prepared to implement them. Similarly, these nations have recog-

nized that there is little to be gained from trying to compel the big 

powers to go beyond their own pace in agreeing upon measures 

for disarmament or for resolving their diff erences on peacekeep-

ing issues.

One important outcome of the growing recognition by the 

small nations of the practical limitations of their voting strength, 

coupled with the realization by the Western powers that they no 

longer can be certain of majority support, even on items of par-

ticular importance to them, has been a general recourse wherever 

possible to compromise resolutions that command unanimous or 

nearly unanimous support. However, notwithstanding this partial 

solution to the problems created by the emergence of a fl oating 

third voting force in the General Assembly, the big powers, espe-

cially those from the West, have become increasingly dissatisfi ed 

with this situation, and some of their leaders have come to ques-

tion the principle of “one country, one vote.”

While the decisions of the General Assembly have no legally 

binding force for governments, they carry the weight of world 

opinion on major international issues, as well as the moral au-

thority of the world community. Even so, the fact that a resolution 

receives an overwhelming majority vote does not guarantee its ef-

fectiveness. Nor does the fact that a resolution was adopted by a 

slender margin necessarily mean that it will serve no purpose. In 

general, it may be said that a resolution will be eff ective insofar 

as its adoption is not regarded by any country as inimical to its 

national interests. Th e most eff ective resolutions, then, are those 

that concern matters on which all members are prepared to accept 

a degree of compromise (though this acceptance may not neces-

sarily be refl ected in the actual voting) and that establish goals all 

members are eager to achieve or to which they have no objection. 

Like the UN itself, resolutions can be only as eff ective as the mem-

bership wants them to be.
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T H E  S E C U R I T Y  C O U N C I L

Under the UN charter, the member States give the Security Coun-

cil primary responsibility for maintaining international peace and 

security. To facilitate its work and to ensure quick and eff ective 

action when required, the council has certain powers and attri-

butes not accorded the other organs of the UN. Th us, the council 

is empowered by the charter to enforce its decisions and prescribe 

them as a course of action legally binding upon all UN members. 

However, these prerogatives can be invoked only in times of grav-

est crisis and under explicit conditions laid down in the charter. 

Otherwise, the Security Council, like the General Assembly, can 

only recommend and advise.

Another distinctive feature of the council is the membership 

and voting privileges accorded to the fi ve countries that were chief-

ly responsible for the defeat of the Axis nations in World War II 

and, at the time of the San Francisco Conference, were regarded as 

militarily the most powerful countries in the world. By the terms 

of these privileges, China, France, the USSR, the United Kingdom, 

and the United States were each accorded permanent membership 

on the Security Council and the right to veto any substantive deci-

sion adopted by the majority of the other members. Th e underly-

ing consideration here was the desire to preserve the unanimity of 

the Big Five—that is, to ensure that no peacekeeping action would 

be taken against the will of a country considered suffi  ciently pow-

erful to oppose the council’s decision with military force and so 

open up the possibility of a third major international war.

Since all fi ve countries were actually specifi ed by name in the 

relevant charter provisions, an amendment or revision of the 

charter would be required to name diff erent nations as perma-

nent Security Council members. In turn, a charter amendment 

requires ratifi cation by all fi ve permanent members of the Security 

Council before it can come into force. In 1971, a major change was 

brought about without altering the names of permanent members. 

Th e General Assembly voted that the right to represent China be-

longed to a delegation that the People’s Republic of China would 

name and expelled the delegation from the Republic of China 

(Taiwan). On 24 December 1991, Boris Yeltsin, president of the 

new Russian Federation, sent a letter to the Secretary-General in-

forming him that the Russian Federation, as the “continuing state” 

of the former USSR, would occupy the seat of the former USSR 

on the Security Council. Th e letter stated that the Russian Federa-

tion had the support of the 11 member countries of the Common-

wealth of Independent States, most of whom subsequently became 

members of the United Nations. Th e precedent for this switch was 

cited as the 1947 accession of the newly independent India to the 

UN membership held by the former British India.

MEMBERSHIP
To expedite decision and action, the membership of the Security 

Council was deliberately restricted to a small number. Originally 

an 11-member body, it was subsequently enlarged to 15 members 

by a charter amendment that came into eff ect on 31 August 1965.

With fi ve seats permanently assigned, the remaining 10 are 

fi lled by other UN members elected by secret ballot in the General 

Assembly for two-year terms. Five seats on the Security Council 

become vacant each year. Nonpermanent members of the council 

are ineligible for immediate reelection upon retirement. In elect-

ing the nonpermanent members of the Security Council, the Gen-

eral Assembly is required to pay due regard to the past and poten-

tial contribution of nations to the maintenance of international 

peace and security, as well as to equitable geographical distribu-

tion. In view of the power of the council, nations attach great im-

portance to the choice of the nonpermanent members.

Th e problem of ensuring equitable geographical distribution of 

members elected to the Security Council has not been easy to re-

solve. Prior to the council’s enlargement, there had been a long-

standing diff erence of views on a “gentlemen’s agreement” reached 

in the early days of the UN that was intended to guarantee that 

the six nonpermanent seats would be so distributed that one of 

the seats would always be held by a Soviet bloc country. How-

ever, until 1960, only Poland and the Ukraine were elected, and 

each served for only one two-year term. In the 1959 election, Po-

land and Turkey competed for the nonpermanent council seat for 

the two-year term 1960-61. Aft er 52 ballots, the General Assem-

bly gave the seat to Poland on the basis of the following compro-

mise: though elected for two years, Poland would resign its seat at 

the end of the fi rst year and Turkey would be the sole candidate 

to fi ll the unexpired term. Under a similar arrangement, Romania 

held a seat for 1962, resigning it for 1963 to the Philippines. To 

avoid the recurrence of such situations aft er the enlargement of 

the council, the General Assembly established a fi xed pattern for 

the geographical distribution of the 10 nonpermanent seats: fi ve 

from African and Asian nations, one from East European nations, 

two from Latin American and Caribbean nations, and two from 

West European and other nations.

Th e accession of the Russian Federation, a vastly less powerful 

state than the former USSR, to a permanent seat on the Security 

Council set off  a discussion among the UN membership about the 

need to make changes to the structure of the Security Council to 

better refl ect the radical changes in the world and the organiza-

tion’s overall membership. Th e 48th General Assembly established 

an Open-Ended Working Group on the Question of Equitable 

Representation on and Increase in the Membership of the Secu-

rity Council, which held its fi rst meeting in New York on 19 Janu-

ary 1994. Th e Working Group submitted an informal report to 

the Secretary-General summarizing the results of its survey of the 

membership. It found that virtually all member states of the UN 

favored an increase in the membership of the Security Council. 

Th ere was little unanimity, however, on the criteria for revising the 

council’s composition. Responses received by the Working Group 
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proposed increasing membership by as few as four (to 19) or more 

than doubling its size (to 31). Some members suggested the num-

ber of permanent members be increased at least by one (to six), 

or perhaps as much as seven (to 12). Most states responding to 

the survey agreed that an increase in membership should not di-

minish the council’s effi  ciency. While most members favored con-

tinuing the categories of permanent and nonpermanent member-

ships, new categories were suggested: permanent seats without 

power of veto; rotating permanent seats, with or without power 

of veto; and semipermanent seats or extended membership. Some 

of the possible criteria put forward for new Security Council per-

manent membership included size of peacekeeping and fi nancial 

contributions, the size of population and territory, economic po-

tential, regional importance, geopolitical situation, and military 

capability.

In 2006, the Security Council consisted of the fi ve permanent 

members: China, France, the Russian Federation, the United 

Kingdom, and the United States; the 10 nonpermanent members, 

elected for a two-year period, were Argentina, the Republic of the 

Congo, Denmark, Ghana, Greece, Japan, Peru, Qatar, Slovakia, 

and the United Republic of Tanzania.

ORGANIZATION OF THE COUNCIL
Th e Security Council is organized to function continuously and 

to meet as oft en as necessary. Hence, a representative from each 

member state must always be available so that in an emergency 

the council can convene at once. Chairmanship rotates among the 

council’s member states according to their English alphabetical 

order, a new president (as the chairman is called) presiding ev-

ery month. It is up to the president to decide whether to preside 

during the discussion of a question that directly concerns his own 

country.

Council members normally are represented by the heads of 

their permanent missions to the UN, who have the rank of am-

bassador. Any state that is not currently a council member but is 

a party to a dispute under consideration by the council must be 

invited to send representatives to participate in the proceedings, 

though without the right to vote. (In these circumstances, the dis-

puting states concerned usually send a high government offi  cial, 

very oft en the foreign minister.) When the council is discussing a 

matter other than an actual dispute, the decision to invite the par-

ticipation of any UN member states whose interests are directly 

aff ected is left  to its discretion. Th e council has usually acceded 

to requests for such invitations. It has also granted representatives 

of national liberation organizations the opportunity to speak at a 

number of meetings.

Th e Security Council has held sessions away from its New York 

headquarters on two occasions, in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, in 1972, 

to consider questions relating to Africa, and in Panama City, Pan-

ama, in 1973, to consider questions relating to Latin America.

VOTING
Each member of the Security Council has one vote. On questions 

of procedure, a motion is carried if it obtains an affi  rmative vote of 

any nine members. On substantive matters, a resolution requires 

the affi  rmative votes of nine members, including the concurring 

votes of the permanent members. However, any member, wheth-

er permanent or nonpermanent, must abstain from voting in any 

decision concerning the peaceful settlement of a dispute to which 

it is a party.

Th e Veto

Th e veto power and its exercise by permanent members remains 

a central characteristic of the mechanism of the Security Council, 

although, since the end of the cold war, a new climate of collegial-

ity has made its use rare. Th ough the word “veto” does not occur 

in the charter, it is the common-usage term for the power of any 

of the fi ve permanent members to defeat a resolution by voting 

“nay.”

Negative votes cast in the council by its permanent members 

constitute an exercise of their veto power only on substantive 

questions, not on procedural matters. Moreover, by long-stand-

ing practice, the charter provision stipulating that all substantive 

resolutions must obtain the concurring votes of the permanent 

members has been interpreted to mean that, provided a perma-

nent member does not actually vote “nay,” a resolution may still 

be carried.

Th e veto power, then, is the constitutional instrument for giv-

ing expression to the requirement-discussed at the opening of this 

chapter-that before the Security Council invokes its authority in 

peacekeeping action, the big powers should fi rst resolve their dif-

ferences on how a particular crisis should be handled. However, 

although the principle of ensuring unanimity among the big pow-

ers was the major consideration underlying the institution of the 

veto, it was not the only one. A complementary consideration was 

the need of the major powers to ensure that their decisions would 

not be overridden by a majority vote of the smaller nations. In ef-

fect, conferring the right of veto upon a few powerful countries 

was tacit acknowledgment of the natural confl ict that exists be-

tween their interests and those of the less powerful nations. It was 

a recognition of the fact that, despite diff ering social systems and 

power rivalry, the large countries oft en share more interests with 

each other than they do with smaller nations having social sys-

tems and tenets similar to their own. And it was for exactly this 

reason that the smaller countries represented at the San Francis-

co Conference made strenuous but unsuccessful eff orts to prevent 

the institution of the veto power in the charter.

FUNCTIONS AND POWERS
Th e functions and powers assigned to the Security Council under 

the charter are the following:

• to maintain international peace and security in accordance 

with the principles and purposes of the UN;

• to investigate any dispute or situation that might lead to in-

ternational friction and to recommend methods of adjusting 

such disputes or the terms of settlement;

• to determine the existence of a threat to the peace or an act of 

aggression and to recommend what action should be taken;

• to call on members to apply economic sanctions and other 

measures not involving the use of force in order to prevent or 

stop aggression;

• to take military action against an aggressor; and

• to formulate plans for the establishment of a system to regu-

late armaments.

The Security Council
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Th e Security council also is empowered to exercise the trustee-

ship functions of the UN in areas designated as “strategic” (only 

the Trust Territory of the Pacifi c Islands was so designated).

Finally, the Council recommends to the General Assembly the 

admission of new members and the appointment of the Secretary-

General and, together with the General Assembly, elects the judg-

es of the International Court of Justice.

MAINTAINING INTERNATIONAL PEACE 
AND SECURITY
By the very act of joining the UN, all members “confer on the Se-

curity Council primary responsibility for the maintenance of in-

ternational peace and security and agree that in carrying out its 

duties under this responsibility the Security Council acts on their 

behalf ” (italics added). Th ey also consent “to accept and carry out” 

the decisions of the council on any peacekeeping action that may 

be required. Under Article 39 of the charter, the Security Coun-

cil’s powers to take such enforceable decisions come into eff ect 

only when a defi nite “threat to the peace,” an actual “breach of the 

peace,” or a particular “act of aggression” has occurred. Only if the 

council decides that one of these circumstances prevails may it 

invoke its power to take a course of enforcement action that con-

stitutes a legally binding commitment on all UN members. With 

regard to disputes between states that, in the opinion of the coun-

cil, have not yet led to a defi nite threat to the peace or do not con-

stitute an actual breach of the peace or an act of aggression, it may 

simply recommend measures for a peaceful settlement.

Th e extreme caution with which the founders of the UN as-

signed governmental prerogatives to the Security Council is re-

fl ected in the fact that its peacekeeping powers are set out in two 

quite separate chapters of the charter. Chapter VI establishes the 

council’s advisory functions in assisting the peaceful settlement of 

disputes. Chapter VII defi nes the kind of action that it may take 

in the event of threats to the peace, breaches of the peace, and acts 

of aggression.

Peaceful Settlement of Disputes

Under Chapter VI of the charter, the parties to any dispute “the 

continuance of which is likely to endanger the maintenance of in-

ternational peace and security” are enjoined to seek a settlement 

of their own accord by peaceful means, including “negotiation, 

enquiry, mediation, conciliation, arbitration, judicial settlement, 

or resort to regional agencies or arrangements....” When can the 

Security Council itself intervene? On this point, the charter is as 

unrestrictive as possible. By no means does every “situation” of 

confl icting interests lead to an actual dispute. Yet the council need 

not wait until a situation has given rise to friction before taking 

action. It may take the initiative of investigating any dispute, or 

any situation that might lead to international friction or give rise 

to a dispute, in order to determine whether the continuance of 

the dispute or situation is likely to endanger the maintenance of 

international peace and security. Moreover, any nation, whether 

a member of the UN or not, has the right to bring any dispute or 

threatening situation before the Security Council (or before the 

General Assembly). Should the parties to a dispute fail to settle 

their diff erences by peaceful means of their own choice, they are 

bound under the terms of the charter to refer the problem to the 

council.

Once the council has decided to intervene in a dispute, it can 

take several courses of action. It may recommend one of the meth-

ods of settlement listed in the charter; it may itself determine and 

recommend other “procedures or methods of adjustment” that it 

deems appropriate; or, if it considers that the continuance of the 

dispute is likely to endanger international peace and security, it 

can decide to recommend substantive terms of settlement.

Th reats to the Peace, Breaches of the Peace, 

and Acts of Aggression

If, in its opinion, there is a threat to the peace, the Security Coun-

cil has the duty to maintain peace and security by preventing the 

outbreak of actual hostilities. If there has been a breach of the 

peace or an act of aggression, its duty is to restore international 

peace and security.

Th e Security Council is empowered by the charter to call upon 

the parties to comply with any provisional measures that it deems 

necessary or desirable. Such immediate instructions to the quar-

reling states are intended, without prejudice to the rights of the 

parties, to prevent an aggravation of the confl ict. For example, the 

council may demand the immediate cessation of hostilities and 

withdrawal of the forces from the invaded territory. If either or 

both parties do not comply with these demands, the council “shall 

duly take account” of the failure to comply. In this event, the far-

thest-reaching prerogative of the Security Council can come into 

play-namely, its right to institute sanctions against the recalcitrant 

state or states.

Here again, the discretion of the Security Council is very wide. 

When the council fi nds that a threat to the peace, breach of the 

peace, or act of aggression exists, it is authorized, though not com-

pelled, by the charter to invoke sanctions. Even if its fi rst provi-

sional demands are not heeded, it may continue to press for peace-

ful settlement or take various other actions, such as the dispatch 

of a commission of inquiry, short of sanctions. On the other hand, 

the Security Council is free to invoke whatever enforcement mea-

sures it may consider necessary under the circumstances. It need 

not begin with the mildest but may, as in the Korean confl ict, im-

mediately start with the severest type of sanction-namely, the use 

of military force-if it considers that less drastic measures would 

be inadequate.

Types of Sanctions. Th e charter does not provide an exhaustive 

list of sanctions that the Security Council may invoke, but it men-

tions two types: sanctions not involving the use of armed forces, 

and military sanctions.

Sanctions not involving the use of armed forces may be of two 

kinds. One is the severance of diplomatic relations with one or 

more of the belligerent states. Th e other is economic sanctions, 

including partial or complete interruption of economic relations 

and communications, such as rail, sea, and air traffi  c, postal and 

telegraphic services, and radio. Th e purpose is to isolate the coun-

try or countries against which they are directed, physically, eco-

nomically, and morally. For example, a would-be aggressor that 

is denied certain strategic materials may be compelled to cease 

hostilities. If successful, such measures have great advantages over 

military sanctions. Th ey impose fewer burdens on the participat-

ing countries and fewer hardships on the population of the areas 
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of confl ict. Th ey also avoid the danger that once military action on 

behalf of the UN has been taken, war may spread.

Military sanctions, the charter stipulates, may include demon-

strations by air, sea, or land forces; blockade; or “other operations 

by air, sea, and land forces,” the latter including actual military ac-

tion against the off ending country or countries.

Once the Security Council has decided on specifi c sanctions, 

all members of the UN are under legal obligation to carry them 

out. Th e council may, however, at its discretion, decide that only 

certain member states shall take an active part, or it may demand 

that even nonmember states participate in economic sanctions to 

make them eff ective. Th e charter also stipulates that before any 

member state not represented on the Security Council is called 

upon to provide armed forces, that country must, upon its request, 

be invited to participate in the council’s deliberations, with a right 

to vote on the employment of its own contingents.

Th e Security Council has invoked its powers to impose sanc-

tions judiciously.

In December 1966, the council imposed mandatory economic 

sanctions against the illegal Smith regime in Southern Rhodesia 

(now Zimbabwe).

Th e council instituted a voluntary arms embargo against South 

Africa in 1963 on the grounds that arms supplied to that country 

were being used to enforce its policy of apartheid. In November 

1977, it imposed a mandatory arms embargo against South Africa. 

Although the General Assembly requested the Security Council to 

consider mandatory economic sanctions (in 1977) and a manda-

tory embargo on oil and oil products (in 1979), the council did not 

act. (Th e General Assembly passed a resolution calling for a man-

datory oil embargo and economic sanctions against South Africa 

at its 44th session in 1989.)

On 6 August 1990, in response to Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait, 

the Security Council, in its Resolution 661, imposed tight sanc-

tions: a full trade embargo barring all imports from and exports 

to Iraq, excepting only medical supplies and humanitarian food 

aid. Th e Security Council further indicated its resolve by passing 

Resolution 665 on 25 August 1990, authorizing member states to 

use force to block shipments of goods to Iraq. Finally, on 25 Sep-

tember, it passed Resolution 670 mandating a complete air trans-

port blockade of Iraq. Beginning in 1995 (Resolution 986) an “oil-

for-food” program was established in Iraq, enabling the country 

to sell up to $1 billion of oil every 90 days and use the proceeds 

for humanitarian supplies. Subsequent resolutions (1051, 1111, 

1115, 1129, 1134, 1137, 1143, 1153, 1158, 1175, 1194, 1210, 1242, 

1266, 1281, 1284, 1302, and 1409) dealt with the extension of the 

oil-for-food program established under Resolution 986, and with 

IAEA inspections of Iraqi weapons of mass destruction programs. 

Aft er the defeat of the Saddam Hussein government in March-

April 2003 by US and British forces, the UN adopted Resolution 

1483 on 22 May 2003, under which the Security Council decided 

that, except for the sale or supply to Iraq of arms and related ma-

terial, all prohibitions related to trade with Iraq and other sanc-

tions measures established by Resolution 661 and subsequent res-

olutions no longer applied. As of 28 May 2003, some $28 billion 

worth of humanitarian supplies and equipment had been deliv-

ered to Iraq under the oil-for-food program, including $1.6 billion 

worth of oil industry spare parts and equipment. An additional 

$10 billion worth of supplies were in the production and delivery 

pipeline. Aft er the lift ing of sanctions established by Resolution 

1483, a UN special representative was tasked with the job of work-

ing with the occupying forces in rebuilding Iraq, opening the way 

for the resumption of oil exports, and providing for the termina-

tion of the oil-for-food program. Th e oil for-food-program (which 

subsequently became the object of intense criticism due to charges 

of bribery, fraud, and kickbacks paid to the Hussein regime) was 

phased out on 21 November 2003.

In 1991, at the request of the foreign minister of Yugoslavia, the 

Security Council imposed its fi rst mandatory arms embargo in 

Europe in an eff ort to quell the rising tide of insurrection between 

ethnic groups in that country. By 30 May 1992, Yugoslavia had 

dissolved into four states: Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, 

and the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro). 

At that time, Slovenia, Croatia, and Bosnia-Herzegovina were ad-

mitted to UN membership. Th e Security Council, in Resolution 

757, imposed mandatory trade sanctions against the Federal Re-

public of Yugoslavia, excepting only shipments of food and medi-

cine for humanitarian purposes. Resolution 942 (1994) imposed 

sanction against the Bosnian Serbs, including freezing Bosnian 

Serb fi nancial assets held abroad, and prohibiting trade with any 

entity owned or controlled by Bosnian Serb forces, except for re-

lief supplies. Beginning with Resolution 943 (1994), the UN sus-

pended certain sanctions on the FRY; Resolution 1022 (1995) and 

Resolution 1074 (1996) terminated sanctions against the FRY and 

the Bosnian Serbs. 

On 31 March 1992, the Security Council adopted an arms and 

air traffi  c embargo on Libya (Resolution 748) in response to re-

quests by France, the United Kingdom, and the United States. 

Th ose countries sought to force Libya to extradite two Libyan 

nationals indicted in those countries for the 21 December 1988 

bombing of Pan Am Flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland, in which 

270 persons died, and the bombing of UTA Flight 772 on 19 Sep-

tember 1989 in Niger, in which 171 persons died. On 11 Novem-

ber 1993, the Security Council voted to widen those sanctions 

(Resolution 883) to include freezing Libyan bank accounts, clos-

ing the offi  ces of Libyan Arab Airlines, and prohibiting the sup-

ply of materials for construction and maintenance of airports. Th e 

sanctions also banned the supply of pumps, turbines, and motors 

used at export terminals and oil refi neries. Th e two Libyans in-

dicted for the Lockerbie bombing were later tried in a Scottish 

court sitting in the Netherlands: one of the suspects was convict-

ed for his role in the bombing. Libya subsequently took respon-

sibility for the actions of its offi  cials with regard to the bombing, 

renounced terrorism, and arranged for payment of appropriate 

compensation for the families of the victims. In response, the Se-

curity Council adopted Resolution 1506 (2003), formally lift ing 

sanctions against Libya.

On 16 June 1993, the Security Council adopted wide-ranging 

economic and trade sanctions (Resolution 841) against the mili-

tary regime in Haiti which had unseated Haitian president Jean-

Bertrand Aristide in 1991. President Aristide had been elected to 

offi  ce in a UN-supervised election. Th e council acted in conjunc-

tion with similar sanctions imposed by the Organization of Amer-

ican States. In brief, the Security Council directed members not to 

sell oil, weapons, ammunition, military vehicles, military equip-

ment, and spare parts to Haiti. In addition, it authorized mem-

bers to blockade the country to prevent those items from being 
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delivered to Haiti. It also authorized member countries to freeze 

Haitian funds. Th e sanctions were briefl y lift ed when negotiations 

produced the Governors Island agreement of 3 July 1993, in which 

the military regime agreed to restore President Aristide with the 

assistance of a UN peacekeeping mission (called the UN Mission 

in Haiti or UNMIH). On 11 October 1993 the fi rst deployment 

of UNMIH was prevented from landing at Port au Prince and the 

sanctions were reinstated three days later. On 6 May 1994, the Se-

curity Council adopted an expansion of sanctions (Resolution 

917) against Haiti. Multinational forces were peacefully deployed 

in Haiti on 19 September 1994, and President Aristide returned 

shortly thereaft er. On 29 September 1994, the Security Council 

suspended the sanctions (Resolution 944).

On 30 May 1993, in its Resolution 918, the Security Council 

imposed an arms embargo on Rwanda. It imposed the embargo in 

an eff ort to protect its UN Assistance Mission for Rwanda (UN-

AMIR) and other international humanitarian relief workers, as 

well as the civilian population, from the rampant lawlessness and 

violence that had broken out in connection with the resumption 

of that country’s civil war between ethnic Hutu and Tutsi factions. 

In May 1994, violence broke out between the factions, and killings 

were widespread. In July 1994, the Security Council established 

a commission of experts to investigate violations of international 

humanitarian law (Resolution 935), and an International Tribunal 

was established on 8 November 1994 (Resolution 955) to pros-

ecute persons responsible for the genocide.

On 8 October 1997, in its Resolution 1132, the Security Council 

imposed a petroleum and arms embargo on Sierra Leone. It did 

this following the military coup of 25 May 1997 led by the army 

in conjunction with the Revolutionary United Front (RUF), to ad-

dress the violence and loss of life that surrounded the coup, and 

to demand the military junta relinquish power, restore the demo-

cratically elected government, and return to constitutional order. 

In June 1998, the Security Council established the United Nations 

Observer Mission in Sierra Leone (UNOMSIL), aft er the demo-

cratically elected president, Alhaji Dr. Ahmed Tejan Kabbah, was 

returned to power in March of that year. Fighting continued, how-

ever, and the Security Council established the United Nations 

Mission in Sierra Leone (UNAMSIL) on 22 October 1999, a new 

and larger mission with a maximum of 6000 military personnel. 

In 2000 and 2001, the numbers of military personnel involved in 

the mission increased to 11,100 and 17,500 respectively. In order 

to stop the fl ow of rough diamonds from Sierra Leone other than 

those controlled by the government, the Security Council passed 

Resolution 1306 on 5 July 2000, extended by Resolution 1385 on 

19 December 2001. Th is action was undertaken due to the link 

between the diamond trade and human rights abuses, in particu-

lar in the case of the RUF, which committed killings, amputations, 

abductions, and torture of civilians.

On 31 March 1998, the Security Council placed an arms em-

bargo on the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Resolution 1160), 

to resolve the crisis in Kosovo, between Serbian forces and eth-

nic Albanian Kosovars. Th e North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

(NATO) launched air strikes against Serbian targets beginning on 

24 March 1999, and lasting until 10 June of that year, to stop the 

practice of ethnic cleansing of the Albanian Kosovars by the Serbs. 

On 10 June, the Security Council established an international civil 

and security presence in Kosovo (Resolution 1244). In October 

2000, Yugoslav President Slobodan Milosevic was voted out of of-

fi ce. On 10 September 2001, the Security Council terminated the 

prohibitions preventing the sale of arms and related material to 

the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, by adopting Resolution 1367.

On 15 October 1999, the Security Council imposed a limited air 

embargo and funds and fi nancial assets embargo on the Taliban 

regime in Afghanistan (Resolution 1267). With Resolution 1333 

passed on 19 December 2000, it placed an air and arms embargo 

on the country, placed restricted travel sanctions on it, and froze 

funds of Osama bin Laden and his associates in Afghanistan. Fol-

lowing the defeat of the Taliban by the US-led coalition in Novem-

ber 2001, the Security Council lift ed restrictions imposed upon 

Ariana Afghan Airlines (Resolution 1388) on 15 January 2002. 

And on 16 January (Resolution 1390), the Security Council modi-

fi ed its sanctions on the Taliban, Al-Qaeda, and Osama bin Lad-

en, holding that all states should freeze the economic resources of 

these individuals, organization, and former regime, prevent their 

entry into or transit through their territories, and prevent the sup-

ply, sale, and transfer of arms and related material to them.

In response to the war between Ethiopia and Eritrea that began 

in 1998 as a border dispute in the region around Badme claimed 

by both countries, the Security Council on 17 May 2000 placed an 

arms embargo on the two countries, and established a sanctions 

committee to address the situation (Resolution 1298). Once there 

was a cessation of hostilities in June 2000, the Security Council 

established the UN Mission in Ethiopia and Eritrea (UNMEE), 

sending 4,200 military personnel to monitor the ceasefi re and as-

sist in ensuring observance of security commitments.

With Resolution 1343, the Security Council on 7 March 2001 

applied an arms embargo on Liberia, blocked Liberian diamond 

sales, and restricted international travel by top Liberian offi  cials, in 

response to fi ghting between the Liberian government and armed 

insurgents, which began in the remote northern Lofa County in 

1998 and intensifi ed during 2000. Th e sanctions were applied due 

to international condemnation of Liberian President Charles Tay-

lor’s traffi  cking in illicit diamonds from mines in Sierra Leone, for 

destabilizing neighboring countries, and for widespread human 

rights abuses against local populations. With Resolution 1408 on 

6 May 2002, the Security Council extended the sanctions on Li-

beria for another 12 months and established a panel of experts to 

address the situation. Resolution 1497 (2003) authorized the de-

ployment of a multinational force to Liberia, subsequently known 

as UNMIL (United Nations Mission in Liberia). Resolution 1532 

(2004) froze the assets of Charles Taylor, and Resolution 1638 

(2005) authorized UNMIL to “apprehend and detain” Taylor to 

facilitate his transfer to the Sierra Leone Special Court for pros-

ecution. Resolution 1647 (2005) renewed timber, travel, arms, and 

diamond sanctions against Liberia. It also called upon Ellen John-

son-Sirleaf, Liberia’s fi rst elected president since the end of the war 

in 2003, to reform existing logging concessions and commission 

“independent external advice” to manage the country’s diamond 

resources. Charles Taylor on 29 March 2006 was arrested in Nige-

ria and delivered to UN authorities in Sierra Leone. Th e next day, 

the Sierra Leone Special Court requested that the International 

Criminal Court in Th e Hague carry out the trial with proceedings 

still to be under the direction of the Special Court.

Beginning with Resolution 864 (1993), the Security Council 

imposed an oil and arms embargo against the National Union for 
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the Total Independence of Angola (UNITA). Subsequent resolu-

tions extended the sanctions against the organization. However, 

in 2002, with the Angolan war at a close, the UN suspended sanc-

tions against UNITA through Resolutions 1412, 1439 and 1448.

An arms embargo was also imposed on Somalia in 1992 (Reso-

lution 733). Resolution 1407 (2002) established a team of experts 

to improve the enforcement of the arms embargo. Resolution 1519 

(2003) established a monitoring group to refi ne and update infor-

mation on those who violate the arms embargo. Th e monitoring 

group was reestablished in Resolution 1630 (2005).

By Resolution 1572 (2004), the Security Council imposed an 

arms embargo on Côte d’Ivoire, where civil war was ongoing; 

these sanctions were renewed by Resolution 1643 (2005). 

With Resolution 1591 (2005), the Security Council set up a 

committee to designate individuals impeding the peace process in 

the Sudan, constitute a threat to stability in Darfur and the region, 

commit violations of international humanitarian or human rights 

law or other atrocities, or violate measures implemented in accor-

dance with Resolution 1556 (2004), which demanded the govern-

ment of the Sudan disarm Janjaweed militias and apprehend and 

bring to justice Janjaweed leaders, among other measures. 

Th e Security Council’s previous reluctance to invoke its ulti-

mate prerogatives is attributable to two main factors. Th ere is a 

very strong argument that in most cases punitive measures are in-

eff ective and may even harm chances for a peaceful settlement. 

Th e provisions on the UN security system make it clear that peace 

is to be preserved whenever possible without recourse to force. 

Th e second major factor is that, before the end of the cold war, one 

or two of the permanent members would take diff erent positions 

from the other three or four, so that in most cases the council’s 

sympathies were divided between the opposing parties. Not only 

did division between the permanent members preclude punitive 

measures against one side, but it also seriously inhibited defi ni-

tive action of any kind. For example, the initial action of sending 

a UN command into Korea was made possible only by the ab-

sence of the USSR from the council at the time (in protest against 

the council’s decision on Chinese representation). Had the Sovi-

et Union been there, it would presumably have vetoed the neces-

sary resolutions. An example of the reverse situation is the issue 

of South Africa’s apartheid policies. Beginning in 1960, the Afri-

can nations appealed regularly to the Security Council to insti-

tute mandatory economic sanctions against South Africa in the 

hope of forcing it to terminate the apartheid system. Th e former 

USSR frequently expressed itself in favor of such a move, but the 

Western permanent members—in particular, South Africa’s ma-

jor trading partners, the United Kingdom and the United States—

were reluctant to impose economic sanctions.

In the post-cold war era of collegiality in the Security Council, 

the Russian Federation and the United States rarely found them-

selves on opposite poles of an argument, and imposing sanctions 

as a method to force other member states to comply with Security 

Council directives was much easier to accomplish.

Armed Forces for the UN

Although the charter contains provisions to equip the Security 

Council with armed forces in case of need (the Covenant of the 

League of Nations contained no such provisions), these require-

ments have not been implemented. Under the charter, all UN 

members “undertake to make available to the Security Council, on 

its call and in accordance with a special agreement or agreements, 

armed forces, assistance, and facilities, including rights of passage, 

necessary for the purpose of maintaining international peace and 

security.” Th ese agreements were to determine the number and 

types of military forces to be provided by the nations, their de-

gree of readiness, their location, and so on, and they were to come 

into eff ect only aft er ratifi cation by the countries concerned ac-

cording to their respective constitutional requirements. (With this 

provision in mind, the United States Congress in December 1945 

passed the “UN Participation Act,” authorizing the president of 

the United States to negotiate a special agreement with the Secu-

rity Council on the detailed provision of United States forces; the 

agreement would then require approval by legislative enactment 

or joint resolution of the United States Congress.) Th e troops and 

weapons would remain part of each country’s national military 

establishment. Th ey would not become international forces, but 

they would be pledged to the UN and, at the request of the Secu-

rity Council, would be placed at its disposal.

However, the plan to place armed forces at the disposition of 

the Security Council required wide international agreement on a 

number of steps before it could be put into operation. Th e char-

ter provides for the establishment of a Military Staff  Committee 

composed of the chiefs of staff  (or their representatives) of the fi ve 

permanent members to advise and assist the council on all ques-

tions relating to its military requirements. Th e fi rst task that the 

council assigned the Military Staff  Committee was to recommend 

the military arrangements to be negotiated with member states. 

Th e committee was never able to reach agreed positions that could 

serve as the basis for negotiation and at an early date took on the 

characteristics of a vestigial organ.

Peacekeeping

Peacekeeping operations are not mentioned in the charter, yet 

they, as opposed to enforcement measures, are the means that the 

Security Council has most frequently used to maintain the peace. 

It has dispatched observer missions and troops in several crises. 

(Th e council’s major peacekeeping operations and those under-

taken by the General Assembly are described in the chapter on 

International Peace and Security.) Although the arrangements 

for the provision of armed forces foreseen in the charter have 

not been realized, the UN has nevertheless been able to establish 

peacekeeping forces on the basis of voluntary contributions of 

troops by member states.

Until the end of the cold war, the formula had always been that 

the disputants themselves must expressly invite the council to take 

peacekeeping measures (the special situation of Korea being the 

only exception—see the chapter on International Peace and Se-

curity.) With the eruption of ethnic and nationalistic confl icts in 

Eastern Europe and Africa aft er the end of the cold war, the Se-

curity Council recognized that the increasing number and com-

plexity of peacekeeping operations warranted review. In May 

1993, it requested the Secretary-General to submit a report con-

taining specifi c new proposals to improve the capacity of the UN 

in peacekeeping. Th e Secretary-General submitted his report on 

“Improving the capacity of the United Nations for peacekeeping” 

in March 1994. In response to this analysis, on 3 May 1994, the Se-

curity Council issued a statement setting forth factors to be con-
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sidered in establishing UN peacekeeping operations. Th e factors 

to be considered in the establishment of new peacekeeping opera-

tions included:

• whether a situation exists that presents a threat to interna-

tional peace and security;

• whether regional or subregional organizations already exist 

and can assist in resolving the situation;

• whether a cease-fi re exists and whether the parties have com-

mitted themselves to a peace process intended to reach a po-

litical settlement;

• whether a clear political goal exists and whether it can be re-

fl ected in the mandate;

• whether a precise mandate for a United Nations operation 

can be formulated; and

• whether the safety and security of UN personnel can be rea-

sonably insured; in particular, whether the parties to a dis-

pute off er reasonable guarantees of safety to UN personnel.

Th e council also required an estimate of projected costs for the 

initial 90 days of a new peacekeeping operation, and for its fi rst 

six months, and an estimate of the total annual cost, before autho-

rizing any new missions. In the case of mission extensions, it also 

required estimates of the fi nancial implications.

In both “An Agenda for Peace” (1992) and his March 1994 re-

port, the Secretary-General proposed that a new mechanism had 

to be developed to enable a quick response to international crises. 

Under normal circumstances, the process of designing a mission, 

obtaining commitments for troops and equipment, establishing 

a budget, and obtaining approval for new peacekeeping missions 

could take as long as three months. Th e Security Council welcomed 

the Secretary-General’s proposal to devise stand-by arrangements 

under which member states would maintain an agreed number of 

troops and equipment ready for quick deployment. A Stand-by 

Arrangements Management Unit was established to keep track of 

units and resources available for this purpose.

SUBSIDIARY ORGANS
Besides supervising peacekeeping operations (listed in the chap-

ter on International Peace and Security), the Security Council also 

has established various standing committees and ad hoc bodies.

United Nations Special Commission (UNSCOM)

Aft er the UN-sanctioned multinational force repulsed Iraq from 

Kuwait in April 1991, the Security Council passed Resolution 687 

setting forth the terms for an offi  cial cease-fi re. Th is resolution led 

the UN into previously uncharted waters. It required Iraq to “un-

conditionally accept the destruction, removal or rendering harm-

less of ... all chemical and biological weapons and stocks of agents 

and all ballistic missiles with a range greater than 150 kilo-me-

ters....” Iraq also was forced to agree to place all its nuclear weap-

ons materials under the custody of the International Atomic En-

ergy Agency (IAEA). Th e resolution gave Iraq 15 days to submit a 

complete inventory of all its weapons of mass destruction.

To verify and implement this condition, the Security Council 

created the United Nations Special Commission (UNSCOM). Its 

mandate was to carry out immediate on-site inspections of Iraq’s 

biological, chemical, and missile capabilities; to take possession 

for destruction, removal, or rendering harmless of all chemical 

and biological weapons and all materials for research, develop-

ment, support, and manufacture of such weapons; to supervise the 

destruction by Iraq of all its ballistic missiles with a range greater 

than 150 km, including major parts, repair, and production facili-

ties; and to monitor and verify Iraq’s compliance with its under-

taking not to use, develop, construct, or acquire any of the items 

specifi ed above. UNSCOM also worked with inspectors of the 

IAEA, who were charged with similar tasks in the area of nuclear 

armaments.

In October 1991, UNSCOM reported to the Security Council 

that Iraq at fi rst adopted an attitude of noncooperation, conceal-

ment, and outright falsifi cation. Th e Security Council responded 

with Resolution 707 (1991) condemning Iraq’s violation of Reso-

lution 687 and making nine specifi c demands. In March 1992, Iraq 

declared that it was no longer in possession of any of the weapons 

described in Resolution 687, but the Security Council did not ac-

cept this. In June 1992, Iraq again supplied what it said were “full, 

fi nal and complete reports,” on the weapons programs covered by 

Resolution 687. Th ese reports also were considered to be suspect. 

Using aggressive surprise inspection techniques, UNSCOM and 

IAEA were able to compile signifi cant information on Iraq’s weap-

ons capabilities.

UNSCOM’s investigations revealed that Iraq had acquired a 

massive stockpile of weapons of mass destruction and ballis-

tic missiles. Th e international community was horrifi ed to learn 

that Iraq had established a military research program to develop 

biological weapons that had long been banned by international 

disarmament agreements (to which Iraq was ostensibly a party). 

UNSCOM discovered that the microorganisms involved in this 

research program included anthrax, botulin toxin, and gas gan-

grene. Although no facilities for the production of these biological 

weapons were found, UNSCOM did discover huge stockpiles of 

deadly chemical weapons, including warheads, aerial bombs, and 

artillery shells meant to deliver a variety of nerve gas agents, tear 

gas, and mustard gas.

IAEA/UNSCOM inspections also revealed three clandestine 

uranium enrichment programs and found conclusive evidence of 

a nuclear weapons development program aimed at an implosion-

type weapon. Th e secret development of these materials, bypass-

ing regular inspections by the IAEA, put Iraq in violation of its un-

dertakings as a member of IAEA. Th e IAEA also found that Iraq 

had violated its obligations under the Nuclear Non-Proliferation 

Treaty. By mid-1992 the IAEA had removed and destroyed most 

of the materials and facilities and forced Iraq to destroy its nuclear 

complex at al-Athir, where most of the nuclear weapons research 

had taken place. Th e IAEA transported Iraq’s nuclear fuel to Rus-

sia, where it was diluted from weapons grade to civilian reactor 

quality.

In 1998, Iraq ceased all cooperation with UNSCOM and the 

IAEA. No monitoring, inspection, or verifi cation of weapons of 

mass destruction and ballistic missiles took place as of December 

of 1998.

In December 1999, the phase-out of UNSCOM was announced: 

Th e Security Council adopted Resolution 1284, establishing the 

new United Nations Monitoring, Verifi cation and Inspection 

Commission (UNMOVIC) to assume the responsibilities of mon-

itoring the elimination of weapons of mass destruction in Iraq. 

UNMOVIC took over UNSCOM’s assets, liabilities, and archives 

and was mandated to “establish and operate a reinforced, ongoing 
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monitoring and verifi cation system, address unresolved disarma-

ment issues, and identify additional sites to be covered by the new 

monitoring system.”

On 8 November 2002, the Security Council adopted Resolution 

1441, deploring the absence of weapons inspectors since 1998 in 

Iraq and its refusal to cooperate with the IAEA and UNMOVIC, 

decided that Iraq was in material breach of its obligations un-

der previous relevant Security Council resolutions. Th e Security 

Council accorded Iraq a fi nal opportunity to comply with its dis-

armament obligations, and set up an enhanced inspections re-

gime to operate in the country. Iraq was given 30 days to submit 

a detailed report of all of its programs of chemical, biological, and 

nuclear weapons, and ballistic missile and other delivery system 

development, reports of weapons and agents stocks, and locations 

and work of research, development, and production facilities. Any 

false statements or omissions from this report would constitute 

a further material breach of its obligations. Iraq was to allow un-

impeded, unconditional, and unrestricted access to UNMOVIC 

and the IAEA of its weapons facilities. Any interference by Iraq to 

comply with the weapons inspections, or false reports of its stock-

piles and programs that it might make, would cause the Security 

Council to convene immediately to “consider” the situation and 

the need for full compliance with the previous resolutions, “in or-

der to secure international peace and security.” Dr. Hans Blix of 

Sweden served as UNMOVIC’s executive chairman from 1 March 

2000 to 30 June 2003. Demetrius Perricos was named acting exec-

utive chairman on 1 July 2003, and 16 individuals were appointed 

by the Secretary-General to serve on a College of Commissioners 

to advise the acting executive secretary. Although its inspectors 

were withdrawn from Iraq on the eve of the Iraq war which began 

on 19 March 2003, UNMOVIC continues to operate with respect 

to those parts of its mandate it can implement outside of Iraq and 

has maintained a degree of preparedness to resume work in Iraq. 

As of 2006, it maintained a roster of more than 300 experts ready 

to serve and continued to conduct training.

War Crimes

International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY). 

Reports of widespread violations of international humanitarian 

law in the bloody confl ict among the states of the former Yugo-

slavia led the Security Council to establish a Commission of Ex-

perts in October 1992. Th e commission was established to inves-

tigate the reports and submit its fi ndings to the Security Council. 

In January 1993 the commission sent a fi rst report describing the 

discovery of a mass grave in Croatia, and thousands of allegations 

of grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions and international 

humanitarian law. In February 1993, the Security Council adopt-

ed Resolution 808, establishing an international tribunal for the 

prosecution of persons responsible for the crimes discovered by 

the Commission, the fi rst such tribunal since the war crimes tri-

als conducted aft er World War II. By May 1993, the Secretary-

General had submitted a detailed report to the Security Council 

setting forth the tribunal’s legal basis, method of proceeding, and 

its statute. It was established as a subsidiary organ of the Security 

Council under Chapter VII of the charter. Its headquarters would 

be at Th e Hague, Netherlands.

On 25 May 1993, the Security Council passed Resolution 827, 

approving the report and establishing the tribunal “for the sole 

purpose of prosecuting persons responsible for the serious vio-

lations of international humanitarian law committed in the ter-

ritory of the former Yugoslavia between 1 January 1991 and a 

date to be determined by the Security Council upon restoration 

of peace....” Th e General Assembly elected 11 judges to the tribu-

nal in September 1993. However, it was not until 7 July 1994 that 

South African judge Richard Goldstone was chosen to lead the 

prosecution team and he served until 30 September 1996, aft er 

which Louise Arbour of Canada became chief prosecutor. Carla 

Del Ponte of Switzerland was chief prosecutor as of April 2006 

(she took offi  ce in 1999). As of April 2006, the ICTY president 

was Fausto Pocar (Italy) and the vice-president was Kevin Parker 

(Australia); presiding judges were Patrick Lipton Robinson (Jamai-

ca), Carmel A. Agius (Malta), and Alponsus Martinus Maria Orie 

(the Netherlands); judges were Mohammad Shahabuddeen (Guy-

ana), Mehmet Güney (Turkey), Liu Daqun (China), Andresia Vaz 

(Senegal), Th eodor Meron (United States), Wolfgang Schomburg 

(Germany) O-Gon Dwon (South Korea), Jean-Claude Antonet-

ti (France), Iain Bonomy (United Kingdom), Christine Van Den 

Wyngaert (Belgium), and Bakone Justice Moloto (South Africa); 

and ad litem judges were Joaquín Martín Canivell (Spain), Krister 

Th elin (Sweden), Albin Eser (Germany), Hans Henrik Brydensholt 

(Denmark), Claude Hanoteau (France), Janet M. Nosworthy (Ja-

maica), Frank Hoepfel (Austria), Stefan Trechsel (Switzerland), 

and Árpád Prandler (Hungary).

As of April 2006, 161 persons had been indicted for serious vio-

lations of humanitarian law in the territory of the former Yugo-

slavia; 133 of the accused had appeared in proceedings before the 

ICTY and proceedings against 89 persons had been concluded; 48 

of the accused were in custody; 23 were released; state arrest war-

rants had been issued against all accused and were outstanding on 

6 people, including former Bosnian Serb leader Radovan Karadzic 

and Karadzic’s army chief Ratko Mladic; 44 of the accused had 

been found guilty; 8 of the accused had been acquitted; 19 of the 

accused were transferred to serve sentence; 16 sentences had been 

served; 28 indictments had been withdrawn; 8 of the accused had 

died, and 3 of the accused had died aft er the commencement of 

proceedings, one of whom was former Yugoslav President Slobo-

dan Milosevic. Milosevic had been standing trial for violating the 

laws or customs of war, crimes against humanity, breaches of the 

1949 Geneva Conventions, and 2 counts of genocide and complic-

ity in genocide, for acts committed in Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croa-

tia, and Kosovo. He died of a heart attack on 11 March 2006 aft er 

fi ve years in prison in Th e Hague with just 50 hours of testimony 

left  before the conclusion of the trial. Prison terms for those found 

guilty ranged from several years to 46 years. Th e heaviest sentence 

to date had been handed on 2 August 2001 to Radislav Krstic, who 

was found guilty “by virtue of his individual criminal responsibil-

ity” on one count of genocide, one count of crimes against human-

ity, and one count of violations of the laws or customs of war. Up-

dates on the proceedings were being posted regularly on the UN’s 

web site at http://www.un.org/icty/index.html.

International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR). On 1 July 

1994, the Security Council requested the Secretary-General estab-

lish a three-member Commission of Experts to investigate allega-

tions of mass killings of civilians and genocide in Rwanda, during 

the re-eruption of civil war in that country in April 1994. It had 

been reported that as many as 250,000 civilians may have died in 
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ethnic violence. On 8 August 1994, the new government of Rwan-

da, led by members of the Tutsi ethnic group, notifi ed the Sec-

retary-General that it would cooperate with an international war 

crimes tribunal. Th e new government hoped that the promise of 

an international tribunal under the auspices of the UN would al-

lay the fears of hundreds of thousands of ethnic Hutu citizens who 

were refusing to return to Rwanda from refugee camps in neigh-

boring countries due to fear of reprisals and prosecution by the 

new government.

On 8 November 1994 the Security Council passed Resolution 

955, establishing the tribunal and empowering it to prosecute per-

sons responsible for serious violations of international humani-

tarian law in Rwanda and Rwandan citizens responsible for such 

violations committed in neighboring states during 1994.

Following the election of the fi rst judges, the tribunal began its 

work in November 1995. Progress was initially slow and the tribu-

nal was criticized for incompetence. In 1998 Judge Lennart Aspe-

gren (of Sweden) announced his resignation, protesting bad man-

agement and inadequate working conditions. Meanwhile, Rwanda 

had begun to hold trials of its own. In a press conference held 

5 March 1999, Louise Arbour, then chief prosecutor of the UN 

tribunals for the former Yugoslavia and for Rwanda, told corre-

spondents that the contrast was becoming increasingly dramatic 

between the remarkable willingness to endorse and support the 

work of the tribunals on the African continent and the tolerated 

non-compliance in the case of the states of the former Yugoslavia: 

Of the more than 70 suspects who were indicted by the Rwanda 

Tribunal, more than 60 were arrested and transferred to a deten-

tion unit at Arusha, Tanzania. Th is was in dramatic contrast to 

the lack of cooperation that the tribunal for the former Yugoslavia 

was experiencing, in which numerous arrest warrants remained 

outstanding.

As the Rwandan death toll mounted (approaching one million 

dead), the tribunal pressed on with its work. In 1999 the Secu-

rity Council appointed Carla Del Ponte (Switzerland) as the tri-

bunal’s chief prosecutor; she began work 11 August of that year. 

As of April 2006, Erik Møse (Norway) was president of the ICTR 

and Arlette Ramarosen (Madagascar) was vice-president; pre-

siding judges were Fausto Pocar (Italy), William Sekule (United 

Republic of Tanzania), and Khalida Rachid Khan (Pakistan); ap-

peals chamber judges were Mohamed Shahabuddeen (Guyana), 

Mehmet Güney (Turkey), Liu Daqun (China), Andresia Vaz (Sen-

egal), Th eodor Meron (United States), and Wolfgang Schomburg 

(Germany); trial chamber judges were Jai Ram Reddy (Fiji), Ser-

gei Alekseevich Egorov (Russia), Inés Mónica Weinberg de Roca 

(Argentina), Charles Michael Dennis Byron (St. Kitts & Nevis), 

and Asoka Nihal De Silva (Sri Lanka); ad litem judges were Solo-

my Balungi Bossa (Uganda), Flavia Lattanzi (Italy), Lee Gacugia 

Muthoga (Kenya), Florence Rita Arrey (Cameroon), Emile Fran-

cis Short (Ghana), Karin Hökborg (Sweden), Taghrid Hikmet 

(Jordan), Seon Ki Park (South Korea), and Gberdao Gustave Kam 

(Burkina Faso).

As of May 2005, the ICTR had handed down a total of 19 judg-

ments involving 25 accused. Another 25 accused were on trial. 

Th e tribunal had handed down several judgments, including that 

of Jean Kambanda, the former prime minister of Rwanda, who 

pleaded guilty to and was sentenced to life imprisonment for 

crimes of genocide, and Jean Paul Akayesu, Georges Anderson 

Ndrubumwe Rutaganda, Clement Kayishema, and Alfred Muse-

ma, who were sentenced to life imprisonment. Th e Akayesu judg-

ment and the Kambanda sentencing were the fi rst ever by an in-

ternational court for the crime of genocide. Tribunal updates were 

being posted on the ICTR’s web site at http://www.ictr.org/.

Terrorism

Following the terrorist attacks on the United States on 11 Sep-

tember 2001, the Security Council established a Counter Terror-

ism Committee (CTC) pursuant to its Resolution 1373 adopted 

28 September 2001 concerning counter-terrorism. Resolution 

1373 called upon states to prevent and suppress the fi nancing of 

terrorist acts; to refrain from providing any support to entities 

or persons involved in terrorist acts; to deny safe haven to those 

who fi nance, plan, support, or commit terrorist acts; to bring 

those individuals or entities to justice; and to exchange informa-

tion on the actions or movements of terrorists or terrorist net-

works. Th e CTC is composed of all 15 members of the Security 

Council. Subsequent Security Council resolutions were adopted 

regarding threats to international peace and security caused by 

terrorist acts, including Resolution 1377 adopted 12 November 

2001, Resolution 1438 adopted 14 October 2002, and Resolution 

1440 adopted 24 October 2002. Security Council resolution 1535 

(2004) established the Counter-Terrorism Committee Executive 

Directorate (CTED). On 14 September 2005 the Security Coun-

cil adopted resolution 1624, which deals with the issue of incite-

ment to commit acts of terrorism and expands the Committee’s 

mandate to include monitoring its implementation. Press releases 

and updates on the work of the CTC were posted at http://www.

un.org/Docs/sc/committees/1373/.
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T H E  E C O N O M I C  A N D 
S O C I A L  C O U N C I L

Many of the most outstanding accomplishments of the UN to 

date are in the economic and social fi elds. Under Article 55 of the 

charter, the organization is committed to promote the following 

goals:

“(a) higher standards of living, full employment, and conditions 

of economic and social progress and development;

“(b) solutions of international economic, social, health, and re-

lated problems; and international cultural and educational 

cooperation; and

“(c) universal respect for, and observance of, human rights and 

fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, 

sex, language, or religion.”

Th e responsibility for UN activities aimed at the achievement 

of these goals is vested in the General Assembly and, under its au-

thority, the Economic and Social Council.

FIELDS OF ACTIVITY
Th e activities of the Economic and Social Council, carried out 

through its subsidiary bodies in cooperation with the special-

ized agencies, have touched on all aspects of human well-being 

and aff ected the lives of people everywhere. A list of the major 

spheres of activity supervised by the council is given below; the 

chapters on Economic and Social Development, Technical Coop-

eration Programs, Social and Humanitarian Assistance, and Hu-

man Rights contain further information on matters directly under 

its purview.

Economic Development. Although this fi eld encompasses both 

developed and developing nations, emphasis is on the problems 

of the latter group. Th e activities of the council include evaluating 

long-term projections for the world economy; fostering interna-

tional trade, particularly in commodities, between industrialized 

and nonindustrialized countries; improving the international fl ow 

of private and public capital; promoting industrialization and the 

development of natural resources; resolving related political and 

legal issues, such as permanent sovereignty over natural resources 

and land reform; developing programs of technical cooperation 

for developing nations; and applying the latest innovations of sci-

ence and technology to improve the industrialization of develop-

ing countries.

Social Progress. Among the social problems handled under the 

aegis of the council are housing, population, international traf-

fi c in narcotic drugs, the welfare of children in the developing 

countries, and the status of the world’s refugees, the aging, and 

the disabled. Particular attention is paid to the role of women in 

development.

Human Rights. Th e council and its subsidiary organs have elab-

orated a series of important principles for the promotion of fun-

damental freedoms. Measures include the Universal Declaration 

of Human Rights and a number of declarations and recommenda-

tions on specifi c rights-for example, the rights of women, freedom 

of information and the press, and racial equality. Th e most recent 

declaration was adopted in Vienna in June 1993, namely, the “Vi-

enna Declaration and Programme of Action.”

Related Special Problems. An example of a special problem of in-

terest to the council is the improvement of statistical techniques, 

since effi  cient statistics are essential to economic and social devel-

opment. Work in this fi eld includes techniques to improve world 

statistics in specifi c economic branches, such as industry and fi -

nance; standards of national statistical services; and methods of 

comparing statistics from diff erent countries.

Problems Dealt with by the UN Related Agencies. Th e specialized 

agencies, the World Trade Organization (WTO), and the Interna-

tional Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) undertake a wide range of 

activities in the economic and social fi elds. It is a function of the 

council to coordinate these activities. Accounts of each of the re-

lated agencies are given in the separate chapters devoted to them.

FUNCTIONS AND POWERS
Under the charter, the council is authorized to make or initiate 

studies, reports, and recommendations on economic, social, cul-

tural, educational, health, and related matters; to make recom-

mendations to promote respect for, and observance of, human 

rights; to prepare draft  conventions for submission to the Gen-

eral Assembly on matters within its competence; to call interna-

tional conferences on matters within its competence and in accor-

dance with rules prescribed by the UN; to enter into agreements, 

subject to the approval of the General Assembly, with specialized 

agencies; to coordinate the activities of the specialized agencies 

and obtain regular reports from them; to perform, with the ap-

proval of the General Assembly, services at the request of mem-

ber nations or the specialized agencies; to consult with nongov-

ernmental agencies whose work is related to matters dealt with 

by the council; to set up subsidiary organs to assist its work; and 

to perform any other functions that may be assigned to it by the 

General Assembly.

COMPOSITION
Originally, the Economic and Social Council consisted of 18 

members, but the amendments to the charter that came into force 

on 31 August 1965 raised the number to 27. Another amendment 

that came into force on 24 September 1973 increased the mem-

bership to 54.

When the council was constituted in January 1946, the Gen-

eral Assembly elected the council’s fi rst 18 members for staggered 

terms: 6 members each for one, two, and three years, respective-

ly. Subsequently, all terms were changed to three years, so that 

each year one-third of the membership is elected by the General 

Assembly.
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Th e General Assembly resolutions adopting the amendments 

to the charter that increased the membership of the council also 

laid down an equitable pattern for the geographical distribution of 

the additional seats. Th e 54 members are elected with respect to 

geographic representation (i.e., to include members from African 

states, Asian states, Latin American states, Middle Eastern States, 

and European and other states). Elections are by a two-thirds ma-

jority vote on a secret ballot in the General Assembly, and immedi-

ate reelection of members is permissible. Although the permanent 

members of the Security Council have no privileged position on 

the Economic and Social Council and the charter does not guar-

antee them membership in the council, it has been the custom to 

reelect them continuously. In general, the General Assembly has 

less diffi  culty in agreeing on its Economic and Social Council se-

lections than in fi lling Security Council vacancies. Moreover, if, 

in the opinion of the council, a matter on its agenda is of particu-

lar concern to a UN member not represented on the council, it 

may invite that state to participate in its discussions but without 

a vote.

In 2006, ECOSOC had the following members: Albania, Ango-

la, Armenia, Austria, Australia, Bangladesh, Belgium, Belize, Be-

nin, Brazil, Canada, Chad, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, 

Czech Republic, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Denmark, 

France, Germany, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Guyana, Haiti, Ice-

land, India, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Lithuania, Madagascar, Mau-

ritania, Mauritius, Mexico, Namibia, Nigeria, Pakistan, Panama, 

Paraguay, Poland, Republic of Korea, Russian Federation, Saudi 

Arabia, South Africa, Spain, Sri Lanka, Th ailand, Tunisia, Turkey, 

United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom, United Republic of Tan-

zania, United States.

PROCEDURE
In 1993, the Economic and Social Council undertook a major re-

structuring. Whereas it used to hold two sessions each year, one at 

UN headquarters in the spring and one in Geneva in the summer, 

it now holds only one substantive (4-week long) meeting per year 

in summer, rotating each year between Geneva and New York. A 

president and four vice-presidents are elected by the council for 

each year. Th e council also holds an organizational session in Jan-

uary to plan its program of work for the year.

Each of the 54 members of the council has one vote. Th e big 

powers possess no veto or other special voting privilege. A pro-

posal or motion before the council may be adopted without a vote 

unless a member requests one. When a vote is taken, decisions are 

carried by a simple majority of the members present.

SUBSIDIARY ORGANS
Th e council accomplishes its substantive work through numerous 

subsidiary organs in the form of commissions, committees, and 

ad hoc and special bodies. In Article 68, the charter specifi cal-

ly states that the council “shall set up commissions in economic 

and social fi elds and for the promotion of human rights....” Several 

types of commissions and other organs have been set up within 

this provision, including the regional commissions, to deal with 

economic and social problems in the diff erent geographical areas 

of the world, and the functional commissions, to handle social, 

human rights, and environmental questions.

Regional Commissions

Th ere are fi ve regional commissions: the Economic Commission 

for Europe (ECE); the Economic and Social Commission for Asia 

and the Pacifi c (ESCAP); the Economic Commission for Latin 

America and the Caribbean (ECLAC); the Economic Commis-

sion for Africa (ECA); and the Economic and Social Commission 

for Western Asia (ESCWA). Each has its own staff  members, who 

are considered part of the regular staff  of the UN. Regional com-

mission expenditures come out of the regular UN budget. Th e re-

gional commissions are discussed in the chapter on Economic and 

Social Development.

Functional Commissions

Since 1946, the council established functional commissions and 

subcommissions to advise and assist it in its work.

Th e Statistical Commission, with 24 members, assists in devel-

oping international statistical services, promoting the develop-

ment of national statistics and improving their comparability, co-

ordinating the statistical work of the specialized agencies and the 

central statistical services of the UN Secretariat, and advising the 

UN organs on general questions relating to the collection, analy-

sis, and dissemination of statistical information.

Th e Commission on Population and Development, with 47 mem-

bers, studies population changes, including migration, and their 

eff ect on economic and social conditions and advises on policies 

to infl uence the size and structure of populations and on any other 

demographic questions on which the UN or its specialized agen-

cies may seek advice.

Th e Commission for Social Development, with 46 members, ad-

vises the council on social policies in general and on all matters in 

the social fi eld not covered by the specialized agencies; it gives pri-

ority to the establishment of objectives and programs and to social 

research in areas aff ecting social and economic development.

Th e Commission on Human Rights, with 53 members, makes 

recommendations and prepares reports to the council on human 

rights questions, including the status of women, the protection of 

minorities, the prevention of all forms of discrimination, and the 

implementation of international conventions on human rights. Its 

various working groups are composed of experts nominated by 

members to explore problems such as arbitrary detention, invol-

untary disappearances, and the rights of indigenous peoples.

Th e Commission on Human Rights has also established work-

ing groups on specifi c human rights questions, including slavery, 

indigenous populations, minorities, enforced or involuntary dis-

appearances, and mental health detainees. It also encompasses a 

Subcommission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection 

of Minorities.

Th e Commission on the Status of Women, with 45 members, pre-

pares reports on matters concerning the promotion of women’s 

rights in the political, economic, social, and educational fi elds and 

makes recommendations to the council on matters requiring im-

mediate attention in the fi eld of women’s rights. Th e commission 

has established a working group on communications concerning 

the status of women.

Th e Commission on Narcotic Drugs, with 53 members, advis-

es the council and prepares draft  international agreements on all 
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matters relating to the control of narcotic drugs. Over the years, 

the commission has established fi ve subsidiary bodies. Th e Sub-

commission on Illicit Drug Traffi  c and Related Matters in the Near 

and Middle East and the Meeting of Heads of National Drug Law 

Enforcement Agencies (HONLEA), Asia and the Pacifi c, were the 

fi rst subsidiary bodies to be established; both were convened for 

the fi rst time in 1974. Th e need for similar coordination in other 

regions of the world led to a global network of HONLEA meet-

ings: the Meeting of HONLEA, Africa, was established in 1985; 

the Meeting of HONLEA, Latin America and the Caribbean, in 

1987; and the Meeting of HONLEA, Europe, in 1990.

Th e Commission on Science and Technology for Development. 

Th e United Nations has been concerned with the eff ects of ad-

vances in science and technology to world peace and social devel-

opment since its inception in 1945 at the dawn of the nuclear era. 

In 1963 the fi rst United Nations Conference on the Application 

of Science and Technology for the Benefi t of the Less Developed 

Countries met in Geneva and began to form an agenda for inter-

national action. Th is was followed in 1979 by the United Nations 

Conference on Science and Technology for Development, held 

in Vienna, which produced the Vienna Programme of Action. 

In affi  rmation of the conference’s program, the General Assem-

bly established an Intergovernmental Committee on Science and 

Technology for Development, open to all states, to draw up policy 

guidelines, monitor activities within the United Nations system, 

promote implementation of the Vienna Programme, identify pri-

orities, and mobilize resources. In 1989, on the tenth anniversary 

of the 1979 Conference, the General Assembly expressed its disap-

pointment with the implementation of the Vienna Programme of 

Action and eventually decided to transform the Intergovernmen-

tal Committee and its subsidiary body, the Advisory Committee 

on Science and Technology for Development, into a functional 

commission of ECOSOC (General Assembly Resolution 46/235).

Th e Commission on Science and Technology for Development 

met for the fi rst time in May 1993. It has 33 members elected by 

ECOSOC for a term of four years on the principle of equitable 

geographic distribution. At its fi rst session, the commission rec-

ommended to ECOSOC that it be charged with the following 

tasks:

(a) assisting the council in providing science and technology  

policy guidelines and recommendations to member states, in 

particular developing countries;

(b) providing innovative approaches to improving the quality 

of coordination and cooperation in the area of science and 

technology within the United Nations system, with a view to 

ensuring optimum mobilization of resources;

(c) providing expert advice to other parts of the United Nations 

systems.

Th e Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice was 

established in December 1991 by General Assembly Resolution 

46/152. An existing ECOSOC Committee on Crime Prevention 

and Control was dissolved, and its funds were made available to the 

new commission, which met for the fi rst time in April 1992. Th e 

new commission is charged with developing, managing, monitor-

ing, and reviewing implementation of the Crime Prevention and 

Criminal Justice Programme created at a Ministerial Meeting held 

in Versailles, France, in 1991. In addition, it will consult member 

states on the draft ing of a convention on crime prevention and 

criminal justice. Priority areas of the commission include: nation-

al and transnational crime; organized crime; economic crime, in-

cluding money laundering; the role of criminal law in the pro-

tection of the environment; crime prevention in urban areas; and 

juvenile and violent criminality. Th e main diff erence between the 

former committee and the new commission is that the decisions 

of the commission will be decisions of the governments, rather 

than of independent experts. Decisions at this level were consid-

ered essential to tackle the problems of drug traffi  cking, illegal 

arms sales, terrorism, dumping of industrial waste, and criminal 

negligence resulting in environmental degradation, corruption, 

and fi nancial off ences. Th e commission has 40 members.

Th e Commission on Sustainable Development. As a result of the 

UN Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) 

held in Rio de Janeiro in 1992, the council established a new func-

tional commission in February 1993: the Commission on Sustain-

able Development. Th e 53-member commission began its work 

of monitoring the implementation of UNCED’s Agenda 21 action 

plan with its fi rst session in New York in June 1993. Th e com-

mission’s mandate includes: monitoring progress towards the UN 

target of providing 0.7 percent of gross national product of in-

dustrialized countries for offi  cial development assistance; consid-

ering information on the implementation of environmental con-

ventions; and recommending action to the General Assembly. Th e 

commission will interact with other UN intergovernmental bod-

ies, regional commissions, and development and fi nancial institu-

tions. A high-level Advisory Board, consisting of eminent persons 

from all regions of the world, will provide input to the commis-

sion and the council through the Secretary-General.

Th e United Nations Forum on Forests. At the 1992 UN Con-

ference on Environment and Development (UNCED) the for-

est issue was among the most controversial, polarizing develop-

ing and developed countries. At the meeting, the governments of 

UNCED came up with a set of principles regarding the manage-

ment, conservation, and sustainable development of forests. Sub-

sequently, a panel, forum, and further proposals for action were 

established, culminating in the creation of the Forum on Forests 

in 2000. Th e forum’s goals are to combat deforestation and degra-

dation of forests, to work for forest conservation and protection of 

unique types of forests and fragile ecosystems, working on reha-

bilitation and conservation strategies for countries with low forest 

cover, working for the promotion of natural and planted forests, 

and considering the economic, social, and cultural aspects of for-

ests, among other items.

Other Subsidiary Organs

Article 68 of the charter provides that, in addition to the com-

missions specifi cally mentioned in the charter, the council should 

establish “such other commissions as may be required for its func-

tions.” However, the other subsidiary organs created have not been 

given the name “commission.” Instead, they are called “standing 

committees” or “expert bodies.”

In 2006, ECOSOC had the following standing committees and 

expert bodies: Committee for Programme and Coordination, 

Commission on Human Settlements, Committee on Non-Gov-

ernmental Organizations, Committee on Negotiations with In-
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tergovernmental Agencies, Ad hoc Open-ended Working Group 

on Informatics, Committee of Experts on the Transport of Dan-

gerous Goods and on the Globally Harmonized System of Clas-

sifi cation and Labelling of Chemicals, United Nations Group of 

Experts on Geographical Names, Committee for Development 

Policy, Meeting of Experts on the United Nations Programme in 

Public Administration, Ad Hoc Group of Experts on International 

Cooperation in Tax Matters, Committee on Economic, Social and 

Cultural Rights, the Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues, and 

the Ad Hoc Open-Ended Intergovernmental Group of Experts on 

Energy and Sustainable Development. Two other related bodies 

are the International Narcotics Control Board and the Board of 

Trustees of the International Research and Training Institute for 

the Advancement of Women.

Semiautonomous bodies, which generally report both to the 

council and to the General Assembly, include the following: Com-

mittee for Programme and Coordination, High-level Commit-

tee on the Review of Technical Cooperation among Developing 

Countries, United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), United 

Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), 

United Nations Development Fund for Women, United Nations 

Development Programme (UNDP), United Nations Environment 

Programme (UNEP), Offi  ce of the United Nations High Commis-

sioner for Refugees (UNHCR), United Nations Population Fund 

(UNFPA), United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine 

Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA), and the World Food Pro-

gramme (WFP).

RELATIONS WITH NONGOVERNMENTAL 
ORGANIZATIONS
Th e charter empowers ECOSOC to make arrangements to con-

sult with international organizations of private citizens, known as 

nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and distinguished from 

intergovernmental organizations. Consultations with NGOs bring 

informed opinion other than that of governments and their of-

fi cials before the council and provide it with a source of special 

experience and technical knowledge. NGOs granted consultative 

status are divided into two categories. Th ose in Category I are or-

ganizations with a general interest in the work of the council, and 

their activities are particularly germane to it and to the UN as a 

whole. Th ose in Category II are organizations with an interest in 

some particular aspect of the work of the council. In May 1987, 35 

NGOs were listed in Category I and 299 in Category II. Another 

490 were listed on the NGO roster for consultation as the occa-

sion arises. By the late 1990s, more than 100 NGOs were listed in 

Category I, more than 600 in Category II, and more than 800 were 

listed on the roster for occasional consultation, for a total of more 

than 1,500 NGOs in consultative status. In 2006 there were 2,719 

NGOs in consultative status with the ECOSOC. All such offi  cially 

recognized organizations may send observers to the public meet-

ings of the council and its commissions and may submit memo-

randa for circulation. Representatives of Category I organizations 

are entitled to participate in council debates and propose items 

for the agenda. Representatives of Category II organizations may, 

with the permission of the chair, make oral statements at council 

meetings.

Consultative status in Category II has been granted to nearly 

all important international business associations, cooperative so-

cieties, farmers’ organizations, trade unions, and veterans’ orga-

nizations; to leading professional groups, such as associations of 

architects, engineers, lawyers, newspaper publishers and editors, 

social welfare workers, tax experts, and many others; and to vari-

ous women’s and youth associations. Many associations formed 

along denominational lines-Greek Orthodox, Jewish, Muslim, 

Protestant, and Roman Catholic-also have consultative status. 

Most organizations that enjoy such offi  cial UN standing are in-

ternational, in that they have members in more than one country. 

An organization whose membership is restricted to one particular 

country may obtain consultative status in the council only with 

the consent of the country’s government.

Th e participation of NGOs in the work of the council took a 

historic turn during preparations for the Conference on Environ-

ment and Development (UNCED) held in 1992 in Rio de Janeiro. 

More than 1,400 NGOs participated in UNCED, and their con-

tributions to the historic conference were acknowledged to be in-

valuable. In view of this remarkable participation, the Secretary-

General recommended that relevant and competent NGOs be 

accorded unusual participation in and access to ECOSOC’s new 

functional commission, the Commission on Sustainable Devel-

opment, which will monitor the progress of implementation of 

UNCED’s Agenda 21 action plan.

Since many delegations expressed the need to transform the 

United Nations into a forum that was more accessible to NGOs, 

ECOSOC established a Working Group on the Review of Ar-

rangements for Consultations with Non-Governmental Organi-

zations in 1993. Th e Working Group held its fi rst session in June 

1994 with a mandate to review the arrangements for consultation 

with nongovernmental organizations, arrangements which had 

not been revised since they were fi rst adopted by the council in 

1968.

In his 1994 Agenda for Development Secretary-General Boutros 

Boutros-Gali noted that NGOs undertake development projects 

valued at more than us7 billion annually. He stated: “Th e time 

has arrived to bring NGO and United Nations activities into an 

increasingly productive relationship of consultation and coop-

eration.” In 1996 ECOSOC adopted a resolution regarding con-

sultation with NGOs that recognized the growth of national and 

regional NGOs, the broadening role of the Committee on Non-

Governmental Organizations, and the adoption of standard rules 

for the participation of NGOs in UN international conferences. 

ECOSOC recommended that the General Assembly examine the 

question of participation of NGOs in all areas of work in the UN.

ORGANIZATION OF INTERNATIONAL 
CONFERENCES
In accordance with a charter provision, the council from time to 

time calls for international conferences on special world problems 

falling within its sphere of competence. Th us, in the 1990s, the 

UN held conferences on such subjects as the environment, popu-

lation, food, housing, and the status of women. In the early- to 

mid-2000s, the UN held conferences against racism, xenophobia, 

and related forms of intolerance, on the problem of HIV/AIDS, 

on sustainable development, disarmament, narcotic drugs, wa-

ter, biodiversity, and sustainable cities, among other issues. Th ese 

conferences led to the establishment of the UN Environment Pro-

gram, the World Food Council, the Center for Human Settlements 
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(Habitat), and other programs and to the adoption of world plans 

of action for the environment, clean water, population, the aging, 

the disabled, and other subjects of international concern.

PROPOSED RESTRUCTURING
In his 1992 Agenda for Peace, Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-

Ghali issued a wide-ranging strategy for the future of the United 

Nations system, including proposals for changes in ECOSOC. It 

was suggested that those would refl ect changes in the very defi ni-

tion of economic and social progress that had naturally resulted 

from the dissolution of the former USSR. In addition, a wealth 

of information now existed on successful and unsuccessful eff orts 

at development, information that in itself called for a fundamen-

tal change in the structure of the United Nations so that it could 

respond more eff ectively to its members’ needs in the area of eco-

nomic and social development.

In his Agenda, the Secretary-General proposed that ECOSOC 

report to the Security Council on economic and social develop-

ments that might pose threats to international peace and security. 

He also urged the creation of a high-level, intersessional mecha-

nism to enable ECOSOC to react in a timely way to new devel-

opments. He also called for lines of communication between the 

General Assembly and ECOSOC to be clarifi ed and streamlined. 

In addition, the Secretary-General urged that the relationship be-

tween ECOSOC and its subsidiary bodies be redefi ned. For ex-

ample, he reported to the General Assembly in 1992 (A/47/434) 

that members of ECOSOC were frustrated by discussing the same 

issues four times in the same calendar year: in the council’s sub-

sidiary body, in the committee session, in the council plenary, and 

in the General Assembly.

Intense negotiations occurred during a resumed session of the 

47th session of the General Assembly in June 1993. A draft  pack-

age of reforms was proposed that had as its main aim eliminating 

duplication of work in the General Assembly and ECOSOC and 

providing guidelines for a division of labor. For example, it was 

suggested that the governing bodies of the UN Development Pro-

gramme (UNDP), UN Population Fund (UNFPA), and the UN 

Children’s Fund (UNICEF) be transformed into smaller executive 

boards under the overall authority of ECOSOC. Other proposals 

would have aff ected the procedures of ECOSOC and would have 

subsumed the council’s two subcommittees (on economic and so-

cial issues) into the plenary body.

Although there was clearly a consensus on the need for re-

form and rationalization, the developing countries (in particular 

those countries that make up the Group of 77) blocked passage 

of the package because of concerns over the numerical and re-

gional composition of governing bodies of the diff erent funds and 

programs of the United Nations. Th e smallest countries felt that 

the drastic reduction in representation would exclude them from 

participation in the decision-making processes of these bodies. In 

March 1996 Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Gali emphasized 

ministerial participation and increasing involvement of the new 

global leaders for the revitalization of ECOSOC. In July 1996 he 

noted that ongoing reform eff orts produced signifi cant improve-

ments but that ECOSOC’s capacity to monitor and coordinate the 

work of the UN system needed to increase.

In his acceptance speech on 17 December 1996, Secretary-Gen-

eral-designate Kofi  Annan outlined certain goals for UN reform 

under his tenure. He pledged to make the UN leaner, more effi  -

cient and more eff ective, more responsive to the wishes and needs 

of its members and more realistic in its goals and commitments. 

One of his fi rst reforms was the creation of the Department of 

Economic and Social Aff airs (DESA) on 17 March 1997. DESA 

was created as the result of the consolidation of the Department 

for Policy Coordination and Sustainable Development, the De-

partment for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analy-

sis and the Department for Development Support and Manage-

ment Services. DESA’s program is to provide substantive support 

to the Second and the Th ird Committees of the General Assem-

bly and to ECOSOC and its subsidiary bodies. As well, as part 

of continuing reform, ECOSOC initiated in 1998 a tradition of 

meeting each April with fi nance ministers heading key commit-

tees of the Bretton Woods institutions—the World Bank and the 

International Monetary Fund. Th ese consultations initiated inter-

institutional cooperation that paved the way for the holding of an 

International Conference on Financing for Development, held in 

March 2002 in Monterrey, Mexico. At that conference, ECOSOC 

was assigned a primary role in monitoring and assessing follow-

up to the Monterrey Consensus.
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T H E  T R U S T E E S H I P  C O U N C I L

Unlike the other main organs of the UN, the Trusteeship Council 

was established for the purpose of executing a closely defi ned sys-

tem of operations. Th is is the trusteeship system, which was de-

vised to adapt the League of Nations mandate system to meet the 

requirements of a new era.

Th e 1990s witnessed the graduation of the last of the Trustee-

ship Territories to independence or free association status. Th is 

historic achievement represents the offi  cial end of colonization as 

an offi  cial political system. In only 50 years the Trusteeship Coun-

cil presided over the orderly, democratic transfer of power from 

developed nations to their former colonies.

Th e Trusteeship Council voted in 1994 to convene only at the 

request of its president, a majority of its member states, the Gen-

eral Assembly or the Security Council.

THE MANDATE SYSTEM OF THE LEAGUE 
OF NATIONS
In its political aspect, the history of the world could be read as the 

history of the creation and disintegration of successive empires, 

a chain of vicious cause and eff ect that has brought much blood-

shed and wretchedness. Aft er World War I, however, a concerted 

eff ort was made for the fi rst time, in a limited way, to break the 

chain. Recognizing that colonies are a source of friction and jeal-

ousy among wealthy nations, the victorious Allies decided not to 

appropriate for themselves the colonies of their defeated enemies. 

Instead, those territories belonging to imperial Germany and the 

Ottoman Empire that were considered unable to function as in-

dependent states were placed under international administration 

supervised by the League of Nations.

Th e founders of the League created three types of mandates for 

the administration of these territories by nations acting as “Man-

datories of the League of Nations.” Class A mandates covered ter-

ritories that were considered to be ready to receive independence 

within a relatively short period of time. Th ese territories were all 

in the Middle East: Iraq, Palestine, and Transjordan, administered 

by the United Kingdom; and Lebanon and Syria, administered by 

France. Class B mandates covered territories for which the grant-

ing of independence was a distant prospect. Th ese territories were 

all in Africa: the Cameroons and Togoland, each of which was di-

vided between British and French administration; Tanganyika, 

under British administration; and Ruanda-Urundi, under Belgian 

administration. To the territories classifi ed under Class C man-

dates virtually no prospect of self-government, let alone indepen-

dence, was held out. Th ese territories included South West Africa, 

administered by the Union of South Africa; New Guinea, adminis-

tered by Australia; Western Samoa, administered by New Zealand; 

Nauru, administered by Australia under mandate of the British 

Empire; and certain Pacifi c islands, administered by Japan.

Th e terms of the mandate system implied an acknowledgment 

of the right of the peoples of the colonial territories belonging to 

states defeated in war to be granted independence if they were 

thought to have reached a suffi  ciently advanced stage of develop-

ment. However, no provision was made in the League Covenant 

specifying that the countries designated to administer the man-

dated territories should take steps to prepare these peoples for 

eventual self-determination.

THE UN TRUSTEESHIP SYSTEM
Although the Covenant of the League forbade wars of aggres-

sion—that is, wars of conquest—the League’s founding members 

did not see the need to underwrite this provision in a positive as-

sertion of the principle of equal rights and self-determination of 

peoples. Th e UN Charter embodies an implicit recognition of the 

belief that denial of equal rights and the right of peoples to self-

determination is a potential cause of war.

Th us, Article 1 of the Charter sets forth as a basic purpose of the 

UN “to develop friendly relations among nations based on respect 

for the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peo-

ples, and to take other appropriate measures to strengthen universal 

peace” (italics added). Article 76, which sets out the main objec-

tives of the international trusteeship system that was to replace 

the mandate system of the League, leaves no doubt of the value 

attached to its role as a means of helping the UN, in the words of 

the Preamble to the Charter, “to save succeeding generations from 

the scourge of war.” Th e article reads as follows:

“Th e basic objectives of the trusteeship system, in accordance 

with the Purposes of the United Nations laid down in Article 1 of 

the present Charter, shall be:

“(a) to further international peace and security;

“(b) to promote the political, economic, social, and educational 

advancement of the inhabitants of the trust territories, and their 

progressive development towards self-government or indepen-

dence as may be appropriate to the particular circumstances of 

each territory and its peoples and the freely expressed wishes of 

the peoples concerned, and as may be provided by the terms of 

each trusteeship agreement;

“(c) to encourage respect for human rights and for fundamental 

freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language, or 

religion, and to encourage recognition of the interdependence of 

the peoples of the world; and

“(d) to ensure equal treatment in social, economic, and com-

mercial matters for all Members of the United Nations and their 

nationals, and also equal treatment for the latter in the adminis-

tration of justice….”

Th us, in addition to emphasizing the importance of the trust-

eeship system as an instrument for peace, Article 76 defi nes the 

framework for the elaboration of obligations that the countries 

designated to administer the territories placed under UN trust-

eeship must undertake toward the peoples concerned. In essence, 

these obligations amount to a pledge on the part of the adminis-
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tering authorities to work toward the liquidation of the trustee-

ship system itself by preparing the peoples in trust territories for 

independence, or at least self-government.

Th e Trust Territories and Th eir Administering Authorities

Th e Charter does not specify the actual territories to be placed un-

der UN trusteeship. Article 77 merely states that the system shall 

apply to three categories: (1) territories still under mandate,(2) 

territories “detached from enemy states as a result of the Second 

World War,” and (3) territories voluntarily placed under the sys-

tem by states responsible for their administration.

On the question of designating the administrators of trust ter-

ritories, the Charter is equally nonspecifi c. It states simply that the 

individual trusteeship agreements shall designate the authority in 

each case, which may be “one or more states or the Organization 

itself.” Th e provision that the UN itself may serve as an adminis-

tering authority is a compromise solution that was adopted when 

it was decided at the San Francisco Conference to abandon an am-

bitious plan, originally proposed by China and initially supported 

by the United States, to make the UN directly responsible for the 

administration of all trust territories.

It was decided that the powers that had administered mandates 

on behalf of the League of Nations were to conclude agreements 

with the new world organization and administer the same territo-

ries that were still dependent. Th ere was one exception. Th e Pa-

cifi c islands, which aft er World War I had been given to Japan as 

Class C mandates, were, by a special arrangement embodied in 

the Charter, classifi ed as a strategic area to be administered by the 

United States under a modifi ed trusteeship.

As a result of agreements worked out by the General Assembly, 

11 trust territories were placed under UN trusteeship, and sev-

en countries were designated as administering authorities. Th ese 

fi gures exclude the former German colony of South West Afri-

ca, which aft er World War I had been mandated to the Union of 

South Africa, because South Africa refused to place the territory 

under UN trusteeship. Th e distribution of the territories and their 

respective administering authorities was as follows:

in East Africa: Ruanda-Urundi administered by Belgium, So-

maliland by Italy, and Tanganyika by the United Kingdom;

in West Africa: Cameroons administered by the United King-

dom, Cameroons by France, Togoland by the United Kingdom, 

and Togoland by France;

in the Pacifi c: Nauru, administered by Australia and on behalf 

of New Zealand and the United Kingdom, New Guinea by Austra-

lia, Western Samoa by New Zealand, and the Pacifi c islands of the 

Marianas, Marshalls, and Carolines by the United States.

In September 1975, when New Guinea acceded to indepen-

dence, the Trust Territory of the Pacifi c Islands became the only 

Territory on the agenda of the Trusteeship Council.

By virtue of a Trusteeship Agreement approved by the Security 

Council in 1947, the Territory was placed under United States ad-

ministration as a strategic area under the terms of Article 83 of 

the Charter. In compliance with the provisions of that Article, the 

Trusteeship Council reported to the Security Council on all mat-

ters concerning the Territory, which was comprised of four enti-

ties (Northern Mariana Islands, the Federated States of Microne-

sia, the Marshall Islands and Palau).

Negotiations on the future political status of the Trust Territory 

of the Pacifi c Islands began in 1969. In 1975, the Northern Mari-

ana Islands, in a referendum observed by the Trusteeship Council, 

chose to become a Commonwealth of the United States. In a series 

of referendums held in 1983 and duly observed by the Trustee-

ship Council’s Visiting Missions, the Federated States of Microne-

sia and the Marshall Islands opted for a status of Free Association 

with the United States, while in Palau, the 75% majority required 

under its Constitution for the approval of the compact of Free As-

sociation with the United States could not be obtained in that and 

six later referendums.

In 1986, the Trusteeship Council, noting that the “peoples of the 

Federated States of Micronesia, the Marshall Islands, the North-

ern Mariana Islands and Palau have established constitutions and 

democratic political institutions providing the instruments of self 

governments,” recommended an early termination of the Trustee-

ship Agreement.

In December 1990, the Security Council considered the status 

of the Trust Territory of the Pacifi c Islands and adopted, by 14 

votes to 1, resolution 683 (1990). By that resolution, the Coun-

cil determined the objectives of the Trusteeship Agreement had 

been fully attained with respect to those three entities and that 

therefore the applicability of the Trusteeship Agreement to them 

had been terminated. Palau, therefore, remained the only entity 

under the 1947 Trusteeship Agreement. Th e Trusteeship Council 

at its annual regular sessions continued to review the situation in 

Palau.

In November, 1993, the Pacifi c island of Palau, the last of the is-

lands remaining under the Trusteeship Agreement, succeeded in 

passing a referendum for the approval of the compact of Free As-

sociation with the United States. In January 1994, the Council re-

quested the United States and Palau to agree on a date on or about 

1 October 1994 for the full entry into force of the Compact of 

Free Association, and expressed the hope that, in the near future, 

the Trusteeship Agreement would be terminated by the Security 

Council (see chapter on Independence of Colonial Peoples).

THE TRUSTEESHIP COUNCIL
Th e fact that the Trusteeship Council was made a main organ of 

the UN is evidence of the importance attached to the role of the 

trusteeship system. Th e Council’s functions, however, are decid-

edly more limited than those of the other main organs, for it acts, 

as the case may be, under the direct responsibility of the General 

Assembly in respect to trusteeships not involving areas designat-

ed as strategic or of the Security Council in respect to trustee-

ships relating to areas designated as strategic. Th e Charter provi-

sions make it clear that the Trusteeship Council only “assists” the 

General Assembly and the Security Council in implementing the 

trusteeship system. It had a purely executive capacity in supervis-

ing the day-to-day operations of the system.

Composition

Th e Charter provides that the Council is to be composed of three 

groups of members: the countries administering trust territories, 

permanent members of the Security Council that do not admin-

ister trust territories, and a number of other UN members elected 

for three-year terms by the General Assembly to ensure an equal 
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division between administering and nonadministering countries 

in the Council.

Until 1960, the Council consisted of 14 members: 7 adminis-

tering members; 2 permanent nonadministering members; and 

5 other nonadministering countries elected for three-year terms 

by the Assembly. As the various trust territories gained indepen-

dence, the size and composition of the Council changed. Th e As-

sembly decided that aft er 1968, the Council would be composed 

only of administering powers and the nonadministering perma-

nent members of the Security Council. On 16 September 1975, 

when Papua New Guinea, which includes the former trust terri-

tory of New Guinea, achieved independence, Australia ceased to 

be a member of the Council. Th is change left  a membership of 

fi ve: one administering power, the United States, and four nonad-

ministering permanent members of the Security Council—China, 

France, the USSR (today, the Russian Federation), and the United 

Kingdom.

Procedure

Each member of the Trusteeship Council has one vote. Decisions 

are made by a simple majority vote. Th e permanent members of 

the Security Council have no veto or other special voting privi-

leges. Before 1968, the Council held two regular sessions a year, 

and aft erwards, one. Special sessions may be called on the deci-

sion of the majority of the members or at the request of the Se-

curity Council or the General Assembly. Th e president and vice-

president are elected at the beginning of each regular session and 

serve for one year.

Powers

In carrying out its supervisory and administrative functions, the 

Council was specifi cally authorized under the Charter to con-

sider reports submitted by the administering authority; to accept 

petitions and examine thin consultation with the administering 

authority; to provide for periodic visits to the trust territories at 

times agreeable to the respective administering authorities; and to 

formulate a questionnaire on the political, economic, social, and 

educational progress in each trust territory, which the administer-

ing authorities were required to answer.

OPERATION OF THE TRUSTEESHIP 
SYSTEM

Trusteeship and Strategic Area Agreements

Since trusteeship territories were merely entrusted to the admin-

istering authorities, the precise terms of the agreement had to 

be carefully prescribed for each territory and approved by a two 

thirds vote of the General Assembly, or by the Security Council in 

the case of a strategic area.

Article 82 of the Charter provided that there may be designated 

in any trusteeship agreement a strategic area or areas, which may 

include part or all of the trust territory concerned. In such cases, 

all trusteeship functions of the UN were to be exercised by the Se-

curity Council.

In fact, there exists only one strategic area agreement—that 

concluded between the UN and the US government on the Pacifi c 

islands mandated to Japan aft er World War I. Most of the general 

provisions of the other trusteeship agreements are included in it, 

but the right of accessibility to the area is curtailed, and supervi-

sion by the UN is made dependent on US security requirements. 

Th e United States is also authorized to close certain areas for se-

curity reasons.

Th e Role of the Administering Authorities

Administering countries were given full legislative, administra-

tive, and judicial powers over the territories entrusted to them. If 

they so desired, they could administer the trust territory in con-

junction with one of their own colonies. Th us, the trust territory 

of Ruanda-Urundi was united administratively with the Belgian 

Congo, and Australia established an administrative union be-

tween the trust territory of New Guinea and its own dependency, 

Papua. However, UN trusteeship territories were never consid-

ered to be under the sovereignty of the administering authorities, 

which governed them only on behalf of the UN.

Th e Work of the Trusteeship Council

In essence, the work of the Council consists in the exercise of the 

powers specifi cally granted to it by the Charter for the purpose of 

supervising the operation of the trusteeship system and ensuring 

that the administering authority is carrying out its obligations as 

laid down by the trusteeship agreement.

Th e work of the Trusteeship Council has diminished progres-

sively as, one by one, the 11 trust territories either achieved inde-

pendence or, on being granted self-determination, chose to unite 

with another independent state.

In November 1993, Palau, the last remaining Trusteeship Ter-

ritory succeeded in passing a referendum approving a Compact 

of Free Association with the United States. In January, 1994, at its 

sixty-fi rst session, the Council requested the United States, in con-

sultation with the Government of Palau, the last remaining Trust-

eeship Territory, to agree on a date on or about October 1, 1994 for 

the full entry into force of the Compact of Free Association.

Th e council considered that the United States had satisfacto-

rily discharged its obligations under the terms of the Trusteeship 

Agreement and that it was appropriate for that Agreement to be 

terminated with eff ect from the date referred to above, as agreed 

upon by the two Governments.

At that session the Trusteeship Council also amended its rules 

of procedure 1 and 2, which were replaced by the following:

“Th e Trusteeship Council shall meet as and where occasion 

may require, by decision of the Trusteeship Council, or by deci-

sion of its president, or at the request of a majority of its members, 

or at the request of the General Assembly, or at the request of the 

Security Council acting in pursuance of the relevant provisions of 

the Charter.”

Th e Trusteeship Council suspended operation on 1 November 

1994 aft er Palau became independent. Th e Council amended its 

rules of procedure to drop the obligation to meet annually and 

agreed to meet as occasion required—by its decision or the deci-

sion of its president, or at the request of a majority of its members 

or the General Assembly or the Security Council. As of 2006, the 

Council remained suspended but there had been no decision by 

the General Assembly to dissolve it.
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T H E  I N T E R N AT I O N A L 
C O U R T  O F  J U S T I C E

Th e International Court of Justice was established at the San Fran-

cisco Conference in 1945. It is a successor to and resembles the 

Permanent Court of International Justice created at the time of 

the League of Nations, but its competence is wider, because mem-

bership in the League did not automatically require a nation to 

join the Permanent Court. Th e International Court, however, is 

a principal organ of the UN, so that all UN members automati-

cally become parties to its statute, which, modeled on that of the 

Permanent Court, was adopted as an integral part of the Charter. 

By joining the UN, each country binds itself, in the words of the 

Charter, “to comply with the decision of the International Court 

of Justice in any case to which it is a party.” If any party to a case 

violates this obligation, the other party “may have recourse to the 

Security Council, which may, if it deems necessary, make recom-

mendations or decide upon measures to be taken to give eff ect to 

the judgment.”

Th e Charter further provides that nonmembers of the UN may 

become parties to the statute of the court “on conditions to be de-

termined in each case by the General Assembly upon the recom-

mendation of the Security Council.” Two such countries—Nauru 

and Switzerland—became parties to the statute in this way.

Th e rules under which the court is constituted and by which 

it functions are laid down in the statute and detailed in rules ad-

opted by the court itself. Th e seat of the court is the Peace Palace 

at Th e Hague in the Netherlands, but it can meet elsewhere if it so 

desires. Th e judges are bound “to hold themselves permanently at 

the disposal of the Court.”

Th e court is funded from the regular budget of the UN, to whose 

members its services are otherwise free of charge.

JUDGES OF THE COURT
Th e court consists of 15 independent judges, known as “members” 

of the court. Th ey are elected “from among persons of high mor-

al character” without consideration of nationality, except that no 

two judges of the same nationality may serve concurrently. Th ey 

must be persons possessing the qualifi cations required in their re-

spective countries for appointment to the highest judicial offi  ces 

or be jurists of recognized competence in international law. No 

judge of the International Court of Justice may exercise any politi-

cal or administrative function or engage in any professional occu-

pation. When engaged in the business of the court, judges enjoy 

diplomatic privileges and immunities. A newly elected judge must 

“make a solemn declaration in open court that he will exercise his 

powers impartially and conscientiously.” A judge cannot be dis-

missed except by a unanimous decision of the other judges that 

“he has ceased to fulfi ll the required conditions.” No such dismiss-

al has ever occurred.

As in any court, a judge may disqualify himself from sitting on 

a particular case. Th e statute enumerates certain conditions under 

which this disqualifi cation is obligatory—for example, if a judge 

was previously involved in the case as a member of a commission 

of inquiry.

SIGNIFICANCE OF NATIONALITY OF 
JUDGES
Th e statute declares specifi cally that a judge has the right to sit on 

a case in which his own country is a party. Furthermore, any coun-

try that is a party to a case before the court may add a person to sit 

as judge on that case if there is not already a judge of its national-

ity on the court. If there are “several parties in the same interest,” 

they may add only one judge to the bench. Such ad hoc judges are 

chosen by the respective states themselves and may, or may not, be 

nationals of the states choosing them.

NOMINATION AND ELECTION OF JUDGES
Two international conferences at Th e Hague, in 1899 and 1907, 

contemplated the establishment of a permanent international 

court, but the conferees were unable to agree on a system for elect-

ing judges. Th ey did agree, however, on a convention establishing 

a Permanent Court of Arbitration. Th at convention provides that 

each country that is a party to it shall name four jurists as arbitra-

tors who will be available to consider a concrete matter for inter-

national arbitration. When the Permanent Court of International 

Justice was established aft er World War I, a solution was found for 

the diffi  cult problem of electing judges. Th e legal experts named as 

potential arbitrators under the Hague convention were given the 

right to nominate candidates, and the League of Nations elected 

the judges from among these nominees. Th is system has in es-

sence been preserved by the UN. To ensure that candidates are not 

mere government nominees, they are proposed by the groups of 

jurists already established in the Permanent Court of Arbitration 

or by similar groups specially constituted in countries not mem-

bers of that court; no national group may nominate more than 

four persons, and only two of those may bear the nationality of 

the group.

Th e list of candidates so nominated then goes to the UN. To 

be elected to a judgeship on the court, a candidate must obtain 

an absolute majority in the Security Council and the General As-

sembly, both bodies voting independently and simultaneously. If 

more than one candidate of the same nationality obtains the re-

quired votes, the eldest is elected. In electing judges to the court, 

delegates are requested to bear in mind that “the main forms of 
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civilization” and “the principal legal systems of the world” should 

be represented at all times on the international tribunal.

TERMS OF JUDGESHIPS
Judges are elected for nine years. To stagger the expiration of 

terms, the terms of fi ve of the judges named in the fi rst election 

(1946) expired at the end of three years, and the terms of fi ve oth-

ers at the end of six years, as determined by lot. Hence, fi ve judges 

are now elected every three years. Reelection is permissible and 

frequently occurs. Every three years, the court elects its president 

and vice-president from among the judges. Unless reelected, judg-

es chosen to fi ll a casual vacancy serve only for the remainder of 

their predecessor’s term.

Th e composition of the court as of 6 February 2006 was as fol-

lows: President Rosalyn Higgins (United Kingdom); Vice-Presi-

dent Awn Shawkat Al-Khasawneh (Jordan); Judges Raymond 

Ranjeva (Madagascar); Shi Jiuyong (China); Abdul G. Koroma 

(Sierra Leone); Gonzalo Parra-Aranguren (Venezuela); Th omas 

Buergenthal (United States of America); Hisashi Owada (Japan); 

Bruno Simma (Germany); Peter Tomka (Slovakia); Ronny Abra-

ham (France); Kenneth Keith (New Zealand); Bernardo Sepúlve-

da Amor (Mexico); Mohamed Bennouna (Morocco); Leonid 

Skotnikov (Russian Federation).

Normally, all judges sit to hear a case, but nine judges (not 

counting an ad hoc judge) constitute a quorum. Th e statute of the 

court makes provision for the formation of chambers for summa-

ry procedure, for particular categories of cases, or for an individ-

ual case. A Chamber for Environmental Matters were established 

by the court in July 1993. Since 1945, seven cases were referred 

to a chamber-in 1982, 1985, two in 1987, 1993, and two in 2002. 

A judgment delivered by a chamber is considered as rendered by 

the court.

PROCEDURE OF THE COURT
All questions are decided by a majority vote of the judges present. 

If the votes are equal, the president has the casting, or deciding, 

vote. Th e judgments have to be read in open court and are re-

quired to state the reasons on which they are based and the names 

of the judges constituting the majority. Any judge is entitled to 

append to the judgment a personal opinion explaining his or her 

concurrence or dissent. All hearings are public unless the court 

decides, whether at the request of the parties or otherwise, that the 

public should not be admitted.

Judgments are fi nal and without appeal. An application for revi-

sion will be considered by the court only if it is based on the dis-

covery of some decisive fact that at the time of the judgment was 

unknown to both the court and the party seeking revision. Should 

a dispute arise concerning the meaning or scope of a judgment, 

the court shall interpret it at the request of any party.

In order to simplify and expedite recourse to it, the court 

amended its Rules of Court in 1972. A completely overhauled set 

of rules, incorporating those amendments, was adopted in 1978. 

Th e latest version of the rules dates from 5 December 2000.

COMPETENCE AND JURISDICTION OF THE 
COURT
Only states can be parties in cases before the court. Hence, pro-

ceedings may not be instituted by or against an individual, corpo-

ration, or other entity that is not a state under international law. 

However, if certain rules are satisfi ed, a state may take up a case 

involving one of its nationals. Th us, the Nottebohm Case (Liech-

tenstein v. Guatemala), in which a judgment was rendered on 6 

April 1955, involved a claim by Liechtenstein in regard to injuries 

sustained by a German-born, naturalized citizen of Liechtenstein 

as a result of certain measures that Guatemala had taken during 

World War II.

All countries that are parties to the statute have automatic ac-

cess to the court and can refer any case they wish to the court. In 

addition, the Security Council may recommend that a legal dis-

pute be referred to the court.

Under the Charter, nations are not automatically obliged to 

submit their legal disputes for judgment. At the San Francisco 

Conference, it was argued by some that the court should be giv-

en compulsory jurisdiction and that UN members should bind 

themselves to accept the court’s right to consider legal disputes be-

tween them. Th is proposal would have meant that if one member 

fi led a case against another member, the court would automatical-

ly, and without reference to the second member concerned, have 

the right to try the case. Th e proposal was rejected because some 

delegates feared that such a provision might make the statute un-

acceptable to their countries. Moreover, it was generally felt that 

since the disputants in an international court are sovereign states, 

they should not be summoned against their will to submit to the 

court’s jurisdiction. Th us, the court cannot proceed to adjudicate a 

case unless all parties to the dispute have consented that it should 

do so. Such consent comes about mainly in one of the following 

three ways.

• Th ere can be a specifi c agreement between the parties to sub-

mit a dispute to the court. Th is is the simplest method and the 

one employed in several recent cases.

• Th ere can be specifi c clauses contained in treaties and con-

ventions. Many treaties and conventions expressly stipulate 

that disputes that may arise under them, such as a claim by 

one country that a treaty has been violated by another coun-

try, will be submitted to the court for decision. More than 430 

treaties and conventions, including peace treaties concluded 

aft er World War II, contain clauses to this eff ect, a fact which 

attests to the readiness of countries to agree in advance to ac-

cept judicial settlement.

•  Th ere can be voluntary recognition in advance of the com-

pulsory jurisdiction of the court in specifi ed types of disputes. 

Article 36 of the statute states that all parties to the statute 

“may at any time declare that they recognize as compulsory 

ipso facto and without special agreement, in relation to any 

other state accepting the same obligation, the jurisdiction of 

the Court in all legal disputes concerning: (a) the interpreta-

tion of a treaty; (b) any question of international law; (c) the 

existence of any fact which, if established, would constitute a 

breach of an international obligation; (d) the nature or extent 

of the reparation to be made for the breach of an international 

obligation.”

Such declarations may be made for only a limited period if desired 

and with or without any conditions, or they may state that they 

will become operative only when a particular country or number 
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of countries accept the same obligation. Th e most far reaching res-

ervation that has been attached to a declaration is the condition 

that the court must not adjudicate any dispute that the country it-

self determines to be an essentially domestic matter. In eff ect, this 

reservation leaves the country free to deny the court’s jurisdiction 

in most cases in which it might become involved. In general, the 

practical signifi cance of many of the declarations is severely lim-

ited by the right to make conditions. As of February 2006, decla-

rations recognizing the compulsory jurisdiction of the court had 

been made by 66 states, with a number of them excluding certain 

categories of dispute.

Th e jurisdiction of the court therefore comprises all legal dis-

putes which the parties to the statute refer to it and all matters spe-

cifi cally provided for in the UN Charter or in treaties and conven-

tions in force. In the event of a dispute as to whether the court has 

jurisdiction, the statute provides that the matter shall be decided 

by the court. Article 38 of the statute requires that in deciding the 

disputes submitted to it, the court shall apply the following: (1) in-

ternational conventions establishing rules recognized by the con-

testing states; (2) international custom as evidence of a general 

practice accepted as law; (3) the general principles of law recog-

nized by civilized nations; and (4) judicial decisions and teachings 

of the most highly qualifi ed publicists of the various nations as a 

subsidiary means for determining the rules of law. In certain cas-

es, however, if the parties concerned agree, the court may decide a 

case ex aequo et bono— that is, by a judgment in equity taken sim-

ply on the basis of what the court considers is right and good.

ADVISORY OPINIONS
Th e Charter provides that the General Assembly and the Security 

Council may request the court to give an advisory opinion on any 

legal question and that other UN organs and specialized agencies, 

when authorized by the General Assembly, may also request advi-

sory opinions on legal questions arising within the scope of their 

activities. In such cases, the court does not render a judgment but 

provides guidance for the international body concerned. Th us, ad-

visory opinions by their nature are not enforceable, and, although 

the bodies may receive them with respect, they may not necessar-

ily fi nd it politic to act on them. In some cases, however, the re-

questing body will be committed to abide by the court’s decision.

EXTRAJUDICIAL FUNCTIONS OF THE 
COURT
Many international conventions, treaties, and other instruments 

confer upon the International Court of Justice or its president the 

function of appointing umpires or arbitrators in certain eventuali-

ties. Furthermore, even when no treaty provision to this eff ect ex-

ists, the court or individual judges may be requested to carry out 

functions of this nature.

Review of the Role of the Court

In 1970, citing the relative lack of activity of the court, nine mem-

ber states sponsored a General Assembly agenda item on a review 

of the role of the court. In an explanatory memorandum, they not-

ed that the situation at that time was “not commensurate with ei-

ther the distinction of the judges or the needs of the international 

community.” Proposals for remedying the situation included a re-

vision of the court’s statute and rules of procedure, the appoint-

ment of younger judges and/or shorter terms of offi  ce, and wider 

acceptance of the court’s compulsory jurisdiction.

Th e subject was debated at four subsequent sessions of the Gen-

eral Assembly, culminating in the adoption in 1974 of a resolu-

tion designed to strengthen the role of the court. Th e recommen-

dations included the possible insertion of clauses in treaties that 

would provide for submission to the court of disputes arising from 

diff erences in their interpretation or application; acceptance of the 

compulsory jurisdiction of the court with as few reservations as 

possible; and greater recourse to the court by UN organs and spe-

cialized agencies for advisory opinions.

SURVEY OF COURT PRACTICE
Since the court’s inauguration in 1946, states have submitted more 

than 100 legal disputes to it, and international organizations have 

requested 25 advisory opinions.

LEGAL DISPUTES
Of the cases submitted to the court by states, some were with-

drawn by the parties or removed from the list for some other rea-

son. In still others, the court found that, under its statute, it lacked 

jurisdiction. Th e remaining 92 cases on which the court has ren-

dered judgment encompassed a wide range of topics, including 

sovereignty over disputed territory or territorial possessions, the 

international law of the sea, and commercial interests or property 

rights either of states or of private corporations and persons. (Ex-

amples of these types of disputes are given in the case histories 

below.)

Many of the cases, including some that fall into the three cate-

gories just described, involve diff erences in interpretations of spe-

cifi c bilateral or multilateral treaties and other legal instruments. 

Th us, in the case of the rights of US citizens in Morocco (France v. 

United States), the court found, on 27 August 1952, that the pro-

hibition of certain imports into Morocco had violated US treaty 

rights. However, it rejected the US claim that its citizens were not 

subject in principle to the application of Moroccan laws unless 

they had received the United States’s prior assent.

ADVISORY OPINIONS
Th e 25 advisory opinions requested by the General Assembly, Se-

curity Council, or authorized specialized agencies likewise have 

dealt with a variety of matters. Th e court, on 16 October 1975, 

rendered an opinion in response to a request made by the General 

Assembly at its 1974 session. Th e question concerned Western Sa-

hara, which was passing from Spanish administration. Morocco, 

Mauritania, and Algeria, all bordering states, took confl icting po-

sitions on ties of sovereignty that might have existed before the 

territory came under Spanish administration. Th e court conclud-

ed that no ties of territorial sovereignty between Western Sahara 

and the Kingdom of Morocco or the Mauritanian entity had exist-

ed. In the decolonization of the territory, therefore, the principle 

of self-determination through the free expression of the will of its 

people should apply in accordance with the relevant General As-

sembly resolution.

Another opinion concerned the question of whether the costs 

of the peacekeeping operations in the Middle East and the Congo 

could, within the scope of Article 17 of the Charter, be regarded 

as expenses of the organization to be fi nanced by contributions of 
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member states, as assessed by the General Assembly. In its opin-

ion, issued on 20 July 1962, the court concluded that the expenses 

of both operations could be regarded as expenses of the UN with-

in the meaning of Article 17 of the Charter.

Recent advisory opinions were rendered in July 1996 in re-

sponse to a request made by the World Health Organization on 

the Legality of the Use by a State of Nuclear Weapons in Armed 

Confl ict; and a request made by the UN General Assembly on the 

Legality or Use of Nuclear Weapons.

CASES PENDING
As of February 2006, 10 cases were pending:

1. Application of the Convention on the Prevention and Punish-

ment of the Crime of Genocide (Bosnia and Herzegovina v. 

Serbia and Montenegro)

2. Gabcikovo-Nagymaros Project (Hungary/Slovakia)

3. Ahmadou Sadio Diallo (Republic of Guinea v. Democratic 

Republic of Congo)

4. Application of the Convention on the Prevention and Punish-

ment of the Crime of Genocide (Croatia v. Serbia and Monte-

negro)

5. Maritime Delimitation between Nicaragua and Honduras in 

the Caribbean Sea (Nicaragua v. Honduras)

6. Territorial and Maritime Dispute (Nicaragua v. Colombia)

7. Certain Criminal Proceedings in France (Republic of the 

Congo v. France)

8. Sovereignty over Pedra Branca/Pulau Batu Puteh, Middle 

Rocks and South Ledge(Malaysia/Singapore)

9. Maritime Delimitation in the Black Sea (Romania v. 

Ukraine)

10. Dispute regarding Navigational and Related Rights (Costa 

Rica v. Nicaragua)

SOME CASE HISTORIES OF DISPUTES 
SUBMITTED TO THE COURT

Disputes over Territorial Claims and Territorial Possessions

In the Case Concerning Sovereignty over Certain Frontier Land 

(Belgium v. Netherlands), the court traced developments that had 

begun before the 1839 separation of the Netherlands from Bel-

gium, and in its judgment, on 20 June 1959, it decided that sover-

eignty over the disputed plots belonged to Belgium.

In a dispute regarding sovereignty over certain islets and rocks 

lying between the British Channel island of Jersey and the French 

coast, the Minquier and Ecrehos Islands Case, the United King-

dom and France invoked historical facts going back to the 11th 

century. Th e United Kingdom started its argument by claiming 

title from the conquest of England in 1066 by William, Duke of 

Normandy. France started its argument by pointing out that the 

dukes of Normandy were vassals of the king of France and that 

the kings of England aft er 1066, in their capacity as dukes of Nor-

mandy, held the duchy in fee from the French kings. Th e court de-

cided, on 17 November 1953, that “the sovereignty over the islets 

and rocks of the Ecrehos and Minquier groups, insofar as these is-

lets and rocks are capable of appropriation, belongs to the United 

Kingdom.”

In 1980, in a case brought by the United States concerning the 

seizure of its embassy in Teheran and the detention of its diplo-

matic and consular staff , the court held that Iran must release the 

hostages, hand back the embassy and make reparations. However, 

before the court fi xed the amount of reparation, the case was with-

drawn following agreement reached between the parties.

In the fi rst frontier dispute between two African states, by a spe-

cial agreement Burkina Faso and Mali submitted to a chamber of 

the court in October 1983 the question of the delimitation of part 

of the land frontier between them. In January 1986, the court or-

dered interim measures of protection in order to restore peace be-

tween the two states following armed hostilities at the end of 1985. 

Th e court gave its fi nal judgment in December 1986, establishing 

the coordinates for the delimitation of the frontier.

In 1984, Nicaragua alleged that the United States was using 

military force against it and intervening in its internal aff airs. Th e 

United States denied that the court had jurisdiction. Aft er writ-

ten and oral proceedings, the court found, however, that it had 

jurisdiction and that Nicaragua’s application was admissible. Th e 

United States refused to recognize either this ruling or the sub-

sequent 1986 judgment in which the court determined that the 

United States had acted in breach of its obligations toward Nica-

ragua, must desist from the actions in question, and should make 

reparation. Th e request by Nicaragua that the court determine the 

form and amount of reparation was withdrawn in 1991.

In a case between Libya and Chad, the two countries submit-

ted to the court a territorial dispute relating to the Aozou Strip in 

the Sahara. Libya’s claim as made in the case extended far to the 

south of that strip of land. Th e court, in a judgment of 3 Febru-

ary 1994, found wholly in favor of Chad. Aft er an agreement on 

the implementation of the judgment had been concluded between 

the two parties, Libyan forces, monitored by an observer force de-

ployed by the Security Council, withdrew from the Aozou strip by 

31 May 1994.

Disputes Relating to the Law of the Sea

Th e Corfu Channel Case (United Kingdom v. Albania), the fi rst 

case decided by the court, was brought before it at the suggestion 

of the Security Council. On 22 October 1946, two UK destroyers 

passing through the Corfu channel off  the Albanian coast struck 

mines whose explosion caused the death of 46 seamen and dam-

age to the ships. Th e British thereupon mineswept the channel. 

Albania claimed that it had not laid the mines. Th e court found 

Albania “responsible under international law for the explosions ... 

and for the damage and loss of human life that resulted therefrom” 

and determined the compensation due to the United Kingdom at 

£843,947, equivalent to approximately us2.4 million at that time. 

Th e court also found that the British mine-sweeping activities in 

Albanian territorial waters had violated international law. Th e 

unanimous rejection by the court of the British claim that the ac-

tion was justifi ed under the principle of “self-protection” consti-

tuted the fi rst judicial fi nding that the use of force for self-help is 

in certain circumstances contrary to international law.

In 1981, Canada and the United States submitted to a chamber 

of the court a question as to the course of the maritime bound-

ary dividing the continental shelf and fi sheries zones of the two 

countries in the Gulf of Maine area. In its judgment of 12 Octo-

ber 1984, the chamber of the court established the coordinates of 
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that boundary. On 3 June 1985, the court delivered a judgment 

in a dispute relating to the delimitation of the continental shelf 

between Libya and Malta that had been referred to the court in 

1982 by means of a special agreement specifi cally concluded for 

that purpose. On 14 June 1993, the court delivered a judgment 

in a maritime delimitation dispute between Denmark and Nor-

way. On 16 March 2001, the court delivered a judgment in a mari-

time and land dispute between Bahrain and Qatar. On 10 October 

2002, the court decided a case between Cameroon and Nigeria 

over the question of sovereignty over the Bakassi Peninsula, over 

the maritime boundary between the two states, and over sover-

eignty over part of Cameroon in the area of Lake Chad.

Disputes Involving Commercial Interests and Property Rights

Th e Anglo-Iranian Oil Co. Case grew out of a law passed by Iran 

on 1 May 1951, terminating the concessions of the Anglo-Iranian 

Oil Co. and expropriating the company’s refi nery at Abadan, the 

largest in the world. On 5 July, the court ordered important “inter-

im measures” enjoining the two governments to refrain from any 

action that might aggravate the dispute or hinder the operation of 

the company. Th e company was to continue under the same man-

agement as before nationalization, subject to such modifi cation as 

agreed to by a special supervisory board, which the court request-

ed the two governments to set up. A year later, however, on 22 July 

1952, the court, in its fi nal judgment, ruled that it lacked jurisdic-

tion and lift ed the “interim measures.” Th e court found that the 

1933 agreement, which gave the Iranian concession to the Anglo-

Iranian Oil Co. and which the United Kingdom claimed had been 

violated by the act of nationalization, was merely a concessionary 

contract between Iran and a foreign corporation. Th e court ruled 

that the interpretation of such a contract was not one of the mat-

ters in regard to which Iran had accepted the compulsory juris-

diction of the court. Th e controversy was settled by negotiations 

in 1953, aft er the Mossadegh regime in Iran had been replaced by 

another government.

Th e Barcelona Traction Case (Belgium v. Spain) arose out of a 

1948 adjudication by a provincial Spanish law court of the bank-

ruptcy of a company incorporated in Canada with subsidiaries 

operating in Barcelona. Belgium was seeking reparation for dam-

ages alleged to have been sustained by Belgian shareholders in the 

company as a result of the Spanish court’s adjudication, which 

Belgium claimed was contrary to international law. Th e court, on 

5 February 1970, found that the Belgian government lacked the 

standing to exercise diplomatic protection of Belgian sharehold-

ers in a Canadian company with respect to measures taken against 

that company in Spain.

(Th e complete text of all of the Court’s decisions-from 1946 up 

to the present date-can be accessed at the ICJ’s web site at www.

icj-cij.org/icjwww/idecisions.htm.)
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T H E  S E C R E TA R I AT

CHARTER REQUIREMENTS
Th e charter lays down very few requirements governing the estab-

lishment of the sixth main organ of the UN—the Secretariat. Such 

requirements as are specifi ed, in Chapter XV, may be conveniently 

listed under the following headings.

Composition. Th e charter states simply: “Th e Secretariat shall 

comprise a Secretary-General and such staff  as the Organization 

may require.”

Appointment of Staff . With regard to the Secretary-General, 

the charter stipulates that the person to hold the position “shall 

be appointed by the General Assembly upon the recommenda-

tion of the Security Council.” In other words, the Security Coun-

cil fi rst must agree on a candidate, who then must be endorsed by 

a majority vote in the General Assembly. Th e other members of 

the Secretariat are to be appointed by the Secretary-General “un-

der regulations established by the General Assembly.” Th e charter 

stipulates that the “paramount consideration” in the employment 

of staff  “shall be the necessity of securing the highest standards of 

effi  ciency, competence, and integrity.” However, to this consider-

ation is added an important rider—namely, that “due regard shall 

be paid to the importance of recruiting the staff  on as wide a geo-

graphical basis as possible.”

Functions of the Secretariat. Th e duties of the general staff  are 

not specifi ed beyond an instruction that an appropriate number 

shall be permanently assigned to the Economic and Social Coun-

cil and the Trusteeship Council and, “as required, to other organs 

of the United Nations.” With respect to the functions of the Secre-

tary-General, the charter states only that he shall be “the chief ad-

ministrative offi  cer of the Organization,” shall “act in that capaci-

ty” at all meetings of the General Assembly and the three councils, 

and shall also perform “such other functions as are entrusted to 

him by these organs.” Apart from these general requirements, the 

charter accords the Secretary-General one specifi c duty and one 

specifi c power: to make an annual report to the General Assem-

bly on the work of the organization, and he has the right to bring 

to the attention of the Security Council any matter that “in his 

opinion may threaten the maintenance of international peace and 

security.”

Th e single restriction on the Secretariat is that “in the perfor-

mance of their duties the Secretary-General and the staff  shall not 

seek or receive instructions from any government or from any 

other authority external to the Organization,” and that “they shall 

refrain from any action which might refl ect on their position as 

international offi  cials responsible only to the Organization.” As a 

corollary to this injunction, the charter puts member nations un-

der the obligation to “respect the exclusively international char-

acter of the responsibilities of the Secretary-General and the 

staff  and not to seek to infl uence them in the discharge of their 

responsibilities.”

APPOINTMENT OF THE SECRETARY-
GENERAL
Since the charter does not specify the qualifi cations for Secretary-

General and the term of offi  ce, these decisions had to be made by 

the fi rst General Assembly, in January 1946. It was agreed that, in 

making its recommendations to the General Assembly, the Secu-

rity Council should conduct its discussions in private and vote in 

secret, for the dignity of the offi  ce required avoidance of open de-

bate on the qualifi cations of the candidate. Th e General Assembly 

also decided that the term of offi  ce would be fi ve years (the Secre-

tary-General of the League of Nations was elected for 10 years) and 

that the Secretary-General would be eligible for reappointment.

Th e permanent members of the Security Council have tacitly 

agreed that the Secretary-General should not be a national of one 

of their own countries.

STRUCTURE AND COMPOSITION OF THE 
SECRETARIAT
Th e Secretariat services the other organs of the UN and admin-

isters the programs and policies laid down by them. As the scope 

and range of UN activities have widened, the staff  of the Secretar-

iat has increased in number and its organizational pattern has in-

creased in complexity. Th e major elements of the Secretariat, vari-

ously designated as offi  ces, departments, programs, conferences, 

and the like, are headed by offi  cials of the rank, but not neces-

sarily the title, of under secretary-general or assistant secretary-

general. In 1987 there were 48 offi  cials at those two levels in the 

Secretariat.

As the United Nations grew from its original 51 members in 

1945 to 191 members in 2002, the Secretariat necessarily changed 

and evolved. Between 1945 and 1994 major reform of the Secre-

tariat’s structure was undertaken fi ve times: 1953–56; 1964–66; 

1974–77; 1985–86; and 1992–94. Th e latest round of restructuring 

was requested by the General Assembly in numerous resolutions 

beginning in 1988 (41/213; 44/200; 45/254; 46/232, and 47/212A). 

Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali began the restructuring 

process upon his entry into offi  ce in January 1992. In 1991 there 

were 48 high-level posts (1 director general, 26 undersecretary-

generals, 20 assistant secretary-generals) reporting directly to the 

Secretary-General, by the 1996–1997 biennium that number had 

been reduced to 21 under secretary-generals and 15 assistant sec-

retary-generals for a total of 36. In 2006, the activities of the Sec-

retariat were organized in the following departments:

Th e Department of Political Aff airs (DPA). Th e functions of fi ve 

previous offi  ces and units were integrated into the DPA. Th e de-

partment oversees the organization’s eff orts in preventive diplo-

macy and peacemaking, collects and analyzes information to alert 

the General Assembly and Security Council of impending crises, 

and carries out mandates handed down by the General Assembly 
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and Security Council. DPA provides secretariat services to both 

bodies. It also provides electoral assistance to countries requesting 

help in strengthening the democratic process.

Th e Department of Peacekeeping Operations (DPKO). Th is de-

partment supervises the operations of the United Nations peace-

keeping missions around the world. Th e work of the United Na-

tions in this area has grown exponentially in size and complexity 

since the end of the cold war. In December 1991, peacekeeping 

missions involved approximately 11,000 troops and 4,000 civilian 

personnel with a combined budget of us500 million. At its peak 

in 1995 (when UN peacekeeping personnel were heavily deployed 

in the former Yugoslavia), the Department of Peacekeeping Op-

erations was supervising approximately 70,000 military and civil-

ian personnel, whose annualized budgets approached us3 bil-

lion. In the reorganization, the Field Operations Division, which 

had been part of the Department for Administration and Manage-

ment, was transferred to its main client, the Department of Peace-

keeping Operations. Th e annual budget was subsequently reduced 

to about us1 billion.

Th e Department for Disarmament Aff airs (DDA). Th is depart-

ment was originally established in 1982, and continued until 1992. 

It was reestablished in January 1998. Th e DDA furthers the goal 

of nuclear disarmament and non-proliferation and disarmament 

of chemical and biological weapons. It promotes disarmament ef-

forts for conventional weapons, especially land mines and small 

arms. It has fi ve branches: the Conference on Disarmament Secre-

tariat and Conference Support Branch; the Weapons of Mass De-

struction Branch; the Conventional Arms Branch; the Regional 

Disarmament Branch; and the Monitoring, Database and Infor-

mation Branch.

Th e Offi  ce for the Coordination of Humanitarian Aff airs (OCHA). 

From September 1992 to April 1996, the UN launched 64 consol-

idated inter-agency appeals for humanitarian assistance seeking 

some us11 billion in relief programs. To handle the increasing 

number of emergencies the organization’s membership request-

ed it to manage, the Secretary-General created the Department 

of Humanitarian Aff airs (DHA), incorporating the functions of 

the UN Disaster Relief Offi  ce (UNDRO) and 11 other units of the 

Secretariat. Two new units were created: the Complex Emergen-

cies Branch and the Inter-Agency Support Unit. In January 1998, 

the DHA was renamed the OCHA, as part of the Secretary-Gen-

eral’s reform program at the time. Th e new body took steps to en-

courage more active inter-agency cooperation, and streamlined 

procedures for support of fi eld coordination. Th e OCHA works 

to improve the delivery of humanitarian assistance to victims of 

disasters and other emergencies. It also acts as an advocate for 

humanitarian activities being considered by inter-governmental 

bodies. It was designed to provide quick needs assessments, fi eld 

situation analyses, and early negotiations on access to emergen-

cy situations. A major feature of this department is interagency 

coordination that allows all the organizations of the UN system 

to make consolidated appeals for humanitarian assistance and to 

better track contributions from donor governments, UN agencies, 

and nongovernmental organizations.

Th e Department of Economic and Social Aff airs (DESA). Th is de-

partment was a consolidation of the Department for Policy Co-

ordination and Sustainable Development, the Department for 

Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis and the 

Department for Development Support and Management Servic-

es. Th e DESA aims to promote broad-based and sustainable de-

velopment through an integrated approach to economic, social, 

environmental, population, and gender-related aspects of devel-

opment. It has the following divisions: Advancement of Women; 

Africa and the Least Developed Countries; Development Policy 

Analysis; Economic and Social Council Support and Coordina-

tion; Population; Public Economics and Public Administration; 

Social Policy and Development; Statistics; Sustainable Develop-

ment; and Financing for Development.

Th e Department for General Assembly and Conference Manage-

ment (DGACM).. Th is department consists of three divisions and 

one service. Th e Central Planning and Coordination Service pro-

vides central planning services for meetings and documentation, 

and coordinates conference services worldwide. Th e General As-

sembly and ECOSOC Aff airs Division provides secretariat ser-

vices and assistance to the General Assembly, the Economic and 

Social Council (ECOSOC), and the Trusteeship Council. Th e In-

terpretation, Meetings and Publishing Division provides interpre-

tation services for all of the six offi  cial languages of the UN from 

and into each other. It also prepares verbatim records of meetings 

of the General Assembly, Security Council, and other bodies, and 

prepares and prints documents and other publications. Th e Trans-

lation and Editorial Division is responsible for translating all offi  -

cial United Nations documents, meeting records, publications and 

correspondence, from and into the six offi  cial languages. It also 

provides reference services and terminology services for authors, 

editors, interpreters, translators, and verbatim reporters.

Th e Department of Public Information (DPI). Under the reor-

ganization, the Dag Hammarskjöld Library and the publishing 

services of the organization were transferred from the Offi  ce of 

Conference Services to DPI. Th e department, which creates press 

releases, publications, and radio and video programs publicizing 

the work of the organization, also took on the activities that had 

been handled by the former Offi  ce of the Spokesman for the Sec-

retary-General. Many of DPI’s fi eld offi  ces were integrated into the 

fi eld offi  ces of the UN Development Programme (UNDP) for sub-

stantial savings. DPI’s work was facilitated by the installation of an 

electronic mail system connecting peacekeeping missions, infor-

mation centers and UNDP offi  ces—increasing headquarters’ con-

tact with its far-fl ung staff .

Th e Department of Management (DM). Th is department has a 

number of offi  ces and divisions, including: the Treasury; the Of-

fi ce of Human Resources Management; the Integrated Manage-

ment Information System Project; the Procurement Division; and 

the Archives and Records Management Section.

Th e Offi  ce of Internal Oversight Services (OIOS). In August 1993, 

the Secretary-General announced the creation of a new Offi  ce of 

Inspections and Investigations, headed by an assistant secretary-

general, which would incorporate various former units of the DAM 

dealing with audit, management advisory services, evaluation, 

and monitoring. In July 1994, the General Assembly strengthened 

the offi  ce, and changed its name to the Offi  ce of Internal Oversight 

Services (resolution A/218B [29 July 1994]). Th e General Assem-

bly stipulated that the head of the new offi  ce, at the level of under-

secretary-general, should be an expert in the fi elds of accounting, 

auditing, fi nancial analysis and investigations, management, law, 

or public administration. It further stipulated that the individual 
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OSG OIOS

OSG Office of the Secretary-General
OIOS Office of Internal Oversight Services
OLA Office of Legal Affairs
DPA Department of Political Affairs
DDA Department of Disarmament Affairs
DPKO Department of Peacekeeping Operations
OCHA Office of Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs
DESA Department of Economic and Social Affairs
DGACM Department of General Assembly and

Conference Managment
DPI Department of Public Information
DM Department of Management
UNSECORD Office of the UN Security Coordinator

OHRLLS Office of the High Representative for the Least
Developed Countries, Landlocked Developing
Countries, and Small Island Developing States

ODC Office on Drugs and Crime
UNOG United Nations Office at Geneva
UNOV United Nations Office at Vienna
UNON United Nations Office at Nairobi
ECA Economic Commission for Africa
ECE Economic Commission for Europe
ECLAC Economic Commission for Latin America 

and the Caribbean
ESCAP Economic and Social Commission for Asia 

and the Pacific
ESCWA Economic and Social Commission 

for Western Asia

LISTING OF KEY ORGANIZATIONAL UNITS

SECRETARY-GENERAL

DDA DGACM DMOLA OCHA DPIDPA DPKO DESA

OHRLLS UNONUNOGUNSECORD ODC UNOV

ECLACECA ESCWAECE ESCAP

O R G A N I Z AT I O N A L  S T R U C T U R E  O F 
T H E  U N I T E D  N AT I O N S  S E C R E TA R I AT
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should serve only one fi ve-year term, and that the post would not 

be subject to geographical distribution limits. Th e watchdog offi  ce 

was given wider independence to investigate possible fraud and 

abuse within the organization. It is assisted in its task by the In-

tegrated Management Information System (IMIS), a major hard-

ware and soft ware upgrade that allows greater monitoring and au-

dit capabilities through electronic audit trails. Th e creation of this 

offi  ce had long been sought by industrialized countries concerned 

that their contributions to the United Nations were being wasted 

by fraud and abuse.

Th e Offi  ce of Legal Aff airs (OLA). Th is offi  ce advises the organi-

zation and the Secretary-General on legal matters. For example, 

the OLA has provided advice on numerous activities related to the 

International Criminal Tribunals for the former Yugoslavia and 

for Rwanda. Under the 1992 reorganization, it also assumed re-

sponsibility for the Offi  ce for Ocean Aff airs and Law of the Sea. 

Th e OLA also provides a range of advice and assistance on issues 

relating to treaty law and technical aspects of treaties.

Besides the above departments, the Centre for Human Rights, 

formerly a division, had its activities greatly expanded by a se-

ries of new mandates by the General Assembly, ECOSOC, the 

Commission on Human Rights, and expert groups in the hu-

man rights fi eld. It is the principal entity of the UN Secretariat 

dealing with human rights issues, and is responsible for super-

vising the ratifi cation and implementation of the international 

human rights agreements. Th e Secretary-General, in his 1993 re-

port (A/48/428), stated that the activities of the Centre for Hu-

man Rights were evolving from standard-setting to furthering the 

implementation of a universal culture of human rights. Th e center 

is responsible for following up the recommendations of the Sec-

ond World Conference on Human Rights held in Vienna in June 

1993. Recognizing this, the 47th session of the General Assembly 

authorized additional fi nancial resources for the center. Th e center 

is headed by an assistant secretary-general who reports directly to 

the Secretary-General.

Directly below the ranks of undersecretary-general and assis-

tant secretary-general are directors of main subdepartments and 

chiefs of specifi c bureaus within the major organizational units. 

Below them is the professional staff : personnel with qualifi ca-

tions as administrators, specialists, technical experts, statisticians, 

translators, editors, interpreters, and so on. Staff  in the category of 

general services include administrative assistants, clerical workers, 

secretaries, typists, and the like. Manual workers, such as building 

maintenance staff , are separately classifi ed.

Personnel at the professional level and above are recruited in 

the various member countries of the UN and, when serving out-

side their own country, are entitled to home-leave travel, repatri-

ation grants, and related benefi ts. General service personnel in-

clude a number of nationalities, but they are recruited locally and 

are not selected according to any principle of geographical repre-

sentation. Th e majority of general service staff  employed at UN 

headquarters are US citizens.

Organizational Distribution of Staff 

As of 2005, the global work force stood at approximately 8,900 

posts, down from 12,205 in 1984–85. Some posts currently are be-

ing kept vacant as a result of the General Assembly’s decision to 

increase vacancy rates.

Problems of Staff  Appointment According to Equitable Geo-

graphical and Gender Distribution

All UN senior staff  members are appointed by the Secretary-Gen-

eral under regulations established by the General Assembly. Some 

of the appointments, such as the UN High Commissioner for Ref-

ugees, are subject to confi rmation by the General Assembly. Staff  

recruitment, in general, is handled by the Offi  ce of Personnel, sal-

ary scales and other conditions of employment being determined 

by the General Assembly.

UN member governments attach great importance to having a 

fair proportion of their nationals employed in the Secretariat. Th e 

1962 General Assembly recommended that in applying the prin-

ciple of equitable geographical distribution, the Secretary-General 

should take into account members’ fi nancial contributions to the 

UN, the respective populations of the member countries, the rela-

tive importance of posts at diff erent levels, and the need for a more 

balanced regional composition of the staff  at the director level. It 

further recommended that in confi rming permanent contracts 

(UN staff  are initially hired on the basis of one-year contracts), 

particular account should be taken of the need to reduce under-

representation of some member states.

Th e 1975 General Assembly reaffi  rmed previously defi ned aims 

for UN recruitment policy and mentioned the following specifi -

cally: development of an international civil service based on the 

highest standards of effi  ciency, competence, and integrity; equi-

table geographic distribution, with no post, department, or unit 

to be regarded as the exclusive preserve of any member state or 

region; the recruitment of a greater number of qualifi ed women 

for professional and senior-level posts; and the correction of im-

balances in the age structure of the Secretariat.

One of the United Nations’ most disturbing lapses relates to 

the status of women within the organization’s own secretariat. 

Th e equality of men and women is a principle enshrined in the 

UN charter. However, while more than half of the Secretariat’s 

general service (nonprofessional) posts are fi lled by women, un-

til the 1990s, few women were appointed to the highest levels of 

management. No woman has even been seriously considered for 

the position of Secretary-General. Th e General Assembly called 

in 1978 for an increase in the number of women in posts at the 

professional level to 25% of total staff . Th e Secretary-General re-

ported in 1987 that the number of women in the professional 

and higher categories had increased to 25.7% of the total, com-

pared to 17.9% in 1977. In 1985, at the end of the United Nations 

Decade for Women, the number of women in professional posts 

(designated as P-1, P-2, P-3, P-4, P-5, D-1 and D-2) had risen to 

29%. However, women held only 8% of the highest administrative 

posts (director level, including assistant secretary-general and un-

dersecretary-general; designated D-1 and D-2). In response, the 

General Assembly raised its goal for women to 35% of all profes-

sional level posts, with 25% in the senior, D-level posts by 1995. 

Some of the United Nations’ semiautonomous subsidiary bodies 

already achieved progress in equitable gender representation in 

their own secretariats. Th e United Nations Population Fund (UN-

FPA) reported in 1992 that 43% of its professional posts were oc-

cupied by women and set a goal of 50% of professional posts to be 
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fi lled by women by the year 2000. UNICEF, which had women in 

24.6% of its professional posts in 1986, increased that level to 35% 

in 1992. By June 1996, women accounted for 17.9% of the high 

level posts, and had received 40.3% of promotions within the last 

year. In 1992, in an eff ort to further strengthen the position of all 

women in the Secretariat, the fi rst guidelines on sexual harass-

ment were issued.

Th e International Civil Service Commission, established by the 

General Assembly in 1972, is responsible for making recommen-

dations to that body for the regulation and coordination of service 

within the UN, the specialized agencies, and other international 

organizations that are part of the UN system. Th e commission is 

composed of 15 independent experts, appointed in their individ-

ual capacities for four-year staggered terms.

THE EVOLVING ROLE OF THE 
SECRETARIAT
Th e UN’s administrative arm has developed largely in accordance 

with the demands made upon it. In the process, it has evolved a 

distinctive character of its own, in keeping with its status as a con-

stitutionally defi ned organ of the world body.

Th e Secretary-General has played the main role in shaping the 

character of the Secretariat. As chief administrative offi  cer, the 

Secretary-General has wide discretionary powers to administer 

as he thinks fi t. As Eleanor Roosevelt, a former chairman of the 

UN Commission on Human Rights, noted in 1953, the Secretary-

General, “partly because of the relative permanence of his position 

(unlike the president of the General Assembly who changes every 

year) and partly because of his widely ramifi ed authority over the 

whole UN organization, tends to become its chief personality, its 

embodiment and its spokesman to the world.”

Each Secretary-General tries to develop the positive functions 

of the Secretariat. Although each has had his own views on the 

role of the offi  ce, all have shared the belief that the Secretariat is 

the backbone of the UN system. Th e most eloquent statement of 

that belief was probably made by Dag Hammarskjöld in a 1955 

address at the University of California: “… the United Nations is 

what member nations made it, but within the limits set by govern-

ment action and government cooperation, much depends on what 

the Secretariat makes it.” In addition to the Secretariat’s function 

of providing services and facilities for governments in their capac-

ity as members of the UN, he said, the Secretariat also “has cre-

ative capacity. It can introduce new ideas. It can, in proper forms, 

take initiatives. It can put before member governments fi ndings 

which will infl uence their actions.” Stressing the fact that mem-

bers of the Secretariat serve as international offi  cials rather than as 

government representatives, Hammarskjöld concluded that “the 

Secretariat in its independence represents an organ, not only nec-

essary for the life and proper functioning of the body, but of im-

portance also for its growth.”

In response to mounting criticism of the UN bureaucracy, the 

mismanaged and scandal-ridden oil-for-food program (see the 

discussion of the oil-for-food program in the chapter on the Sec-

retary-General under “Developments Under Kofi  Annan”), and 

reports of sexual abuses committed by peacekeeping forces, in 

2006 Secretary-General Kofi  Annan put forth a radical overhaul 

of the Secretariat entitled Investing in the “UN: For A Stronger 

Organization Worldwide.” Th e report deals with the management 

of the Secretariat and confi rms that the UN needs a signifi cant in-

vestment in how it recruits, develops, and retains its people, how 

it procures goods and sources services, and how it manages and 

accounts for taxpayer funds in its overall pursuit of effi  ciency and 

results. Th e report focuses on transforming the UN into a more 

effi  cient and accountable organization in a way that refl ects the 

fact that more than 70% of its $10 billion annual budget in the 

2000s relates to peacekeeping and other fi eld operations, up from 

around 50% of a $4.5 billion budget in the 1990s. By 2006, over 

half of the UN’s civilian staff  served in the fi eld-not only in peace-

keeping, but also in humanitarian relief, criminal justice, human 

rights monitoring and capacity-building, assistance with a cumu-

lative total of more than 100 national elections, and in the battle 

against drugs and crime. Among the specifi c recommendations of 

Kofi  Annan’s report were: the 25 departments and other entities 

reporting directly to the Secretary-General should be reorganized 

to signifi cantly reduce the reporting span; a major new leadership 

development plan is needed, covering recruitment, training and 

career development, to build middle and senior management ca-

pacity; the creation of the post of the Chief Information Technol-

ogy Offi  cer at the Assistant Secretary-General level, to oversee the 

creation and implementation of an eff ective information manage-

ment strategy; an urgent upgrading of Secretariat-wide ICT sys-

tems; shortening the cycle for reviewing and adopting the budget, 

and consolidating budget appropriation from 35 sections into 13 

parts; and consolidating peacekeeping accounts and streamlining 

trust fund management.
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T H E  S E C R E TA RY- G E N E R A L

From the outset, the secretary-general of the UN has played an 

important role in helping to settle crises that have troubled na-

tions since the end of World War II. In practice, the role has gone 

far beyond what might be anticipated from a reading of the terse 

Charter provisions for the offi  ce. Yet the role has been developed 

precisely through a skillful exploitation of the potentialities inher-

ent in those provisions.

Th e deliberative organs of the UN are political bodies intended 

to function as forums where the interests of governments can be 

represented and reconciled. Th e secretary-general and the Secre-

tariat embody the other aspect of the UN: the organization is also 

intended to be a place where people may speak not for the inter-

ests of governments or blocs but as impartial third parties. Th e 

secretary-general is consistently working in a political medium 

but doing so as a catalytic agent who, in person or through special 

missions, observers, and mediators, uses his infl uence to promote 

compromise and conciliation.

Under the Charter, the secretary-general has the right to bring 

to the attention of the Security Council any matter that, in his 

opinion, might threaten international peace and security. Th is 

right goes beyond any power granted the head of an international 

organization before the founding of the UN. Th e Charter requires 

that he submit to the General Assembly an annual report on the 

work of the organization. In this report, he can state his views and 

convey his voice to the world’s governments. Th e secretary-gen-

eral’s role has also been considerably enhanced by exploiting the 

Charter provision that he shall perform “such other functions” as 

are entrusted to him by the main organizational units of the Unit-

ed Nations.

THE ROLE OF THE UN SECRETARY-
GENERAL
In 1986, then Secretary-General Pérez de Cuéllar was invited to 

give the Cyril Foster Lecture at Oxford University. His thoughts 

on the institution of the secretary-general in an era of internation-

al evolution deserve attention.

First, he suggested that a secretary-general must avoid two 

extremes: “On one side is the Scylla of trying to infl ate the role 

through too liberal a reading of the text [of the Charter]: of suc-

cumbing, that is, to vanity and wishful thinking. On the other is 

the Charybdis of trying to limit the role to only those responsibili-

ties which are explicitly conferred by the Charter and are impos-

sible to escape: that is, succumbing to modesty, to the instinct of 

self-eff acement, and to the desire to avoid controversy. Both are 

equally damaging to the vitality of the institution. I submit that no 

secretary-general should give way to either of them.”

Pérez de Cuéllar stated that he used the annual report to the 

General Assembly as a way to initiate action and galvanize eff orts 

in other parts of the UN system. He pointed out that the secretary-

general sometimes remains the only channel of communication 

between parties in confl ict, and therefore must be able to impro-

vise in the context of “good offi  ces” missions. A disciple of “quiet 

diplomacy,” Pérez de Cuéllar said that the secretary-general must 

not only be impartial, but must be perceived to be so. He observed 

that a secretary-general needs enormous patience; he does not 

have the option of being frustrated or discouraged. He suggested 

that the secretary-general must “try to understand the roots of in-

security, the fears and resentments and the legitimate aspirations 

which inspire a people or a state to take the position they do.”

He delineated four priority areas for attention by the world 

body: (1) disarmament, and particularly, nuclear disarmament;(2) 

human rights; (3) “the shaming disparity of living standards be-

tween those who live in the developed world-the North-and their 

less fortunate brethren in the developing world-the South”; and 

(4) the world response to natural and man-made disasters.

In closing, Pérez de Cuéllar set forth his own essential require-

ments for a secretary-general:

Th e Secretary-General is constantly subjected to many 

and diverse pressures. But in the last analysis, his offi  ce is a 

lonely one. He cannot stand idle. Yet helplessness is oft en 

his lot. Th e idealism and hope of which the Charter is a 

luminous expression have to confront the narrow dictates 

of national policies. Th e Secretary-General’s eff orts must 

be based on reason but, behind many a government’s 

allegedly logical position, there are myths and silent fears. 

Th e voice of the Charter is oft en drowned by clashes and 

confl icts between states. If the Secretary-General is to 

rise above these contradictions in international life, two 

qualities are essential.

One is faith that humanity can move-and indeed is moving-

towards a less irrational, less violent, more compassionate, 

and more generous international order.

Th e other essential quality is to feel that he is a citizen of 

the world. Th is sounds [like] a cliché, but the Secretary-

General would not deserve his mandate if he did not 

develop a sense of belonging to every nation or culture, 

reaching out as best he can to the impulse for peace 

and good that exists in all of them. He is a world citizen 

because all world problems are his problems; the Charter 

is his home and his ideology, and its principles are his 

moral creed.

Th e role of the secretary-general has varied with the individual 

and with the time and circumstances. Th is chapter contains an 

outline account of the initiatives taken by the seven secretaries-

general in various international crises and areas of confl ict. Ad-
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ditional discussion of some of the main areas of confl ict may be 

found in the chapter on International Peace and Security.

THE SECRETARIES GENERAL
Th e fi rst secretary-general, Trygve Lie of Norway, was appointed 

for a fi ve-year term on 1 February 1946. On 1 November 1950, 

he was reappointed for three years. He resigned on 10 November 

1952 and was succeeded by Dag Hammarskjöld of Sweden on 10 

April 1953. On 26 September 1957, Hammarskjöld was appoint-

ed for a further fi ve-year term beginning on 10 April 1958. Aft er 

Hammarskjöld’s death in a plane crash in Africa on 17 September 

1961, U Th ant of Burma was appointed secretary-general on 3 No-

vember 1961, to complete the unexpired term. In November 1962, 

U Th ant was appointed secretary-general for a fi ve-year term be-

ginning with his assumption of offi  ce on 3 November 1961. On 2 

December 1966, his mandate was unanimously renewed for an-

other fi ve years. At the end of his second term, U Th ant declined 

to be considered for a third. In December 1971, the General As-

sembly appointed Kurt Waldheim of Austria for a fi ve-year term 

beginning on 1 January 1972. In December 1976, Waldheim was 

reappointed for a second fi ve-year term, which ended on 31 De-

cember 1981. He was succeeded by Javier Pérez de Cuéllar of Peru, 

who was appointed by the Assembly in December 1981 for a fi ve-

year term beginning on 1 January 1982. He was reappointed for a 

second fi ve-year term beginning on 1 January 1987. In late 1991, 

Pérez de Cuéllar expressed his wish not to be considered for a 

third term. On 3 December 1991, the General Assembly appoint-

ed Boutros Boutros-Ghali of Egypt to a fi ve-year term beginning 

on 1 January 1992. On 17 December 1996, Kofi  Annan of Ghana 

was appointed to a fi ve-year term that began on 1 January 1997. 

Annan was reappointed for another fi ve-year term that began on 

1 January 2002.

Trygve Lie

Born in Oslo, Norway, 1896; died in Geilo, Norway, 30 Decem-

ber 1968. Law degree from Oslo University. Active in his country’s 

trade union movement from the age of 15, when he joined the 

Norwegian Trade Union Youth Organization. At 23, became assis-

tant to the secretary of the Norwegian Labor Party. Legal adviser 

to the Norwegian Trade Union Federation (1922-35). Elected to 

the Norwegian Parliament (1935). Minister of justice (1935-39). 

Minister of trade, industry, shipping, and fi shing (1939-40). Aft er 

the German occupation of Norway in 1940 and until the libera-

tion of Norway in 1945, he was, successively, acting foreign min-

ister and foreign minister of the Norwegian government in exile 

in London. A prominent anti-Nazi, he rendered many services in 

the Allied cause during World War II. For example, he was in-

strumental in preventing the Norwegian merchant marine, one of 

the world’s largest, from falling into German hands. Reelected to 

Parliament in 1945. Headed the Norwegian delegation to the San 

Francisco Conference. Secretary-General, 1946-1952.

Dag Hjalmar Agne Carl Hammarskjöld

Born in Jönkönpirg, Sweden, 1905; died in a plane accident while 

on a peace mission near Ndola, Northern Rhodesia (now Dem-

ocratic Republic of the Congo), 17 September 1961. Studied at 

Uppsala and Stockholm universities; Ph.D., Stockholm, 1934. 

Secretary of Commission on Unemployment (1930-34). Assis-

tant professor of political economy, Stockholm University (1933). 

Secretary of the Sveriges Riksbank (Bank of Sweden, 1935-36); 

chairman of the board (1941-45). Undersecretary of state in the 

Swedish ministry of fi nance (1936-45). Envoy extraordinary and 

fi nancial adviser to the ministry of foreign aff airs (1946-49). Un-

dersecretary of state (1949). Deputy foreign minister (1951-53). 

Delegate to the Organization for European Economic Coopera-

tion (OEEC; 1948-53). Vice-chairman of the Executive Commit-

tee of the OEEC (1948-49). Swedish delegate to the Commission 

of Ministers of the Council of Europe (1951-52). Hammarskjöld 

was a member of the Swedish Academy, which grants the Nobel 

prizes, and vice-president of the Swedish Tourist and Mountain-

eers’ Association. Secretary-General, 1953-1961.

U Th ant

Born in Pantanaw, near Rangoon, Burma (now Myanmar), 1909; 

died in New York, 25 November 1974. Educated at University 

College, Rangoon. Started career as teacher of English and mod-

ern history at Pantanaw High School; later headmaster. Active 

in development and modernization of Burma’s educational sys-

tem. Author and free-lance journalist. Books include a work on 

the League of Nations (1932), Democracy in Schools (1952), and 

History of Post-War Burma (1961). Aft er Burma’s independence, 

became Burma’s press director (1947), director of broadcasting 

(1948), and secretary in the ministry of information (1949-53). 

Chief adviser to his government at many international conferenc-

es. Member of Burma’s delegation to the 1952 General Assembly. 

In 1957, moved to New York as head of Burma’s permanent del-

egation to the UN. Secretary-General, 1961-1971.

Kurt Waldheim

Born in Sankt Andrä-Wördern, Austria, 21 December 1918. Stud-

ied at the Consular Academy of Vienna and took an LL.D. at the 

University of Vienna. Member of the delegation of Austria in ne-

gotiations for Austrian State Treaty, London, Paris, and Moscow 

(1945-47). First secretary of Austria’s legation to France (1948-51). 

Counselor and head of personnel division, ministry of foreign af-

fairs, Vienna (1951-55). Permanent observer of Austria to the UN 

(1955-56). Minister, embassy to Canada, Ottawa (1956-58), and 

ambassador (1958-60). Director-general, political aff airs, ministry 

of foreign aff airs, Vienna (1960-64). Ambassador and permanent 

representative of Austria to the UN (1964- 68 and 1970-71). Aus-

trian minister of foreign aff airs (1968-70). Unsuccessful candi-

date for the presidency of Austria in 1971. UN Secretary-General, 

1972-1981. Guest Professor of Diplomacy, Georgetown Universi-

ty, Washington, D.C., 1982-84. Author of Th e Austrian Example, 

on Austria’s foreign policy in 1973; Building the Future Order, in 

1980; In the Eye of the Storm, 1985.

In 1986, during his second campaign for the Austrian presiden-

cy, information about Waldheim’s record as a German Army lieu-

tenant in World War II was reported for the fi rst time in the in-

ternational press. Despite his previous assertions that he had been 

wounded at the Russian front in 1941 and then returned to Vienna 

to study law, it was discovered he had served as a lieutenant in 

the high command of Army Group E, whose commander, Gen-

eral Alexander Loehr, was later hanged for atrocities. Th e reports 

indicated that Waldheim had served in Yugoslavia and Greece, a 

fact that he had hitherto concealed, at a time when reprisals, de-

portations, and other war crimes were being carried out by the 

German Army. In 1987, the US Justice Department, on the basis 
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of an examination of US fi les and of the records of the War Crimes 

Commission in the UN archives, placed Waldheim on a watch list, 

which is used to bar entry to the United States for people linked 

to war crimes.

An international commission of historians appointed by Wald-

heim, aft er his election to the presidency of Austria in 1986, re-

ported in February 1988 that it had found evidence that Wald-

heim was aware of war crimes during his service in the Balkans 

and had concealed his record but had found no evidence that he 

himself had committed any crime. Th e commission’s report cre-

ated a national crisis in the government of Austria and deeply di-

vided the Austrian people. A national poll showed that, while the 

majority of people did not wish him to resign (as many prominent 

intellectuals and politicians were loudly insisting), most indicated 

that they would not vote for him again. Waldheim himself insisted 

that the commission cleared him of the charge of committing war 

crimes.

However, the debate over which countries did (or did not) 

know the facts about Waldheim’s war service before or during his 

tenure as secretary-general continued to surface in the press pe-

riodically. Th ere was general agreement that public knowledge of 

the real nature of Waldheim’s war service would have disqualifi ed 

him for consideration for the post of secretary-general. In August 

1994, Representative Carolyn B. Maloney, Democrat of Manhat-

tan, introduced the War Crimes Disclosure Act, H.R. 4995, with 

the intention of forcing the Central Intelligence Agency to dis-

close parts of the Waldheim dossier which it has withheld, citing 

national security interests.

Waldheim served as president of Austria for one term, from 

1986 to 1992. In July 1994, Pope John Paul II, a long-time friend of 

Waldheim’s, awarded him the Knighthood of the Order of Pius “for 

outstanding service as secretary-general of the United Nations.” 

Th e honor is awarded to Catholics or non-Catholics for outstand-

ing services to the church or society, and is largely symbolic.

Javier Pérez de Cuéllar

Born in Lima, Peru, 19 January 1920. Graduated from the law 

school of Catholic University, Lima (1943). Joined Peruvian min-

istry of foreign aff airs (1940) and the diplomatic service (1944). 

Served as secretary at Peruvian embassies in France, the United 

Kingdom, Bolivia, and Brazil. Returned to Lima (1961) as direc-

tor of legal and personnel departments, ministry of foreign aff airs. 

Served as ambassador to Venezuela, USSR, Poland, and Switzer-

land. Member of Peruvian delegation to the 1st General Assem-

bly (1946) and of delegations to the 25th through 30th sessions 

(1970-75). Permanent representative of Peru to the UN (1971-75). 

Served as UN secretary-general’s special representative in Cyprus 

(1975-77); UN undersecretary-general for special political aff airs 

(1979-81); and secretary-general’s personal representative in Af-

ghanistan (1981). Aft er resigning from the UN, he returned to the 

ministry of foreign aff airs and voluntarily separated from the ser-

vice of his government on 7 October 1981. UN Secretary-General, 

1982-1991. In 1992 UNESCO named him chairman of its World 

Commission on Culture and Development. Th e lawyer and career 

diplomat retired in the late 1990s. He is a former professor of dip-

lomatic law at the Academia de Guerra Aérea del Peru. Author 

of Manual de derecho diplomático (Manual of International Law), 

1964.

Boutros Boutros-Ghali

Born in Cairo, Egypt, 14 November 1922. Graduated from Cai-

ro University in 1946 with a Bachelor of Law. Received his Ph.D. 

in international law in 1949 from Paris University. From 1949-77 

he was Professor of International Law and International Relations 

and head of the Department of Political Science at Cairo Univer-

sity. Boutros-Ghali was a Fulbright Research Scholar at Columbia 

University in 1954-55. He served as director of the Centre of Re-

search of Th e Hague Academy of International Law from 1963-

1964, and was a visiting professor at the Faculty of Law of Paris 

University from 1967-68. In 1977 he became Egypt’s Minister of 

State for Foreign Aff airs, and was present at the Camp David Sum-

mit Conference during the negotiations that led to the Camp Da-

vid accords between Egypt and Israel in 1978. He continued as 

Minister of State for Foreign Aff airs until 1991, when he became 

Deputy Prime Minister of Foreign Aff airs. He became a member 

of the Egyptian parliament in 1987 and was part of the secretar-

iat of the National Democratic Party since 1980. From 1980-92 

he was a member of the Central Committee and Political Bureau 

of the Arab Socialist Union. From 1970-91 he was a member of 

the UN’s International Law Commission. His professional affi  li-

ations include membership in the Institute of International Law, 

the International Institute of Human Rights, the African Society 

of Political Studies and the Académie des Sciences Morales et Poli-

tiques (Académie Française, Paris). He founded the publication 

Al Ahram Iktisadi and was its editor from 1960 to 1975. Boutros-

Ghali has authored more than 30 books and over 100 articles on 

international aff airs, international law, foreign policy, diplomacy, 

human rights, and economic and social development. UN Secre-

tary-General, 1992-1996.

Kofi  Annan

Born in Kumasi, Ghana, on 8 April 1938. Studied at the University 

of Science and Technology in Kumasi, Ghana, and in 1961 com-

pleted his undergraduate work in economics at Macalester Col-

lege in St. Paul, Minnesota. During 1961-62, he undertook gradu-

ate studies in economics at the Institut universitaire des hautes 

études internationales in Geneva. Having worked with the UN for 

over 30 years in various capacities, he is considered the fi rst Sec-

retary-General to rise from within the organization. His fi rst as-

signment with the United Nations was in 1962 as an Administra-

tive Offi  cer and Budget Offi  cer at the World Health Organization 

(WHO) in Geneva. As a Sloan Fellow in 1971-72 at the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology, he received a Master of Science 

in Management. He returned to Ghana from 1974 to 1976 and 

was the Managing Director of the Ghana Tourist Development 

Company, serving on both its board and on the Ghana Tourist 

Control Board. In the UN, he held the position of Deputy Direc-

tor of Administration and Head of Personnel in the Offi  ce of the 

UN High Commissioner for Refugees during 1980-83, Director 

of the Budget in the Offi  ce of Financial Services during 1984-87, 

and then as Assistant Secretary-General in the Offi  ce of Human 

Resources Management and Security Coordinator for the UN sys-

tem during 1987-90. From 1990 to 1992 he served as Assistant 

Secretary-General for Program Planning, Budget and Finance 

and Controller of the UN. Aft er the invasion of Kuwait by Iraq in 
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1990, he was sent to Iraq to facilitate the repatriation of over 900 

international staff , and became engaged in negotiations for the re-

lease of Western hostages. He also helped bring attention to the 

situation of the 500,000 Asians stranded in Kuwait and Iraq. He 

also headed the UN team that negotiated the possible sale of Iraqi 

oil to buy humanitarian aid. In 1992 he was appointed Assistant 

Secretary-General for Peacekeeping Operations, and became Un-

der-Secretary-General in the same department in March 1993. He 

also served as a Special Representative of the Secretary-General to 

the former Yugoslavia and as Special Envoy to the North Atlantic 

Treaty Organization (NATO) during the transitional period that 

followed the signing of the Dayton Peace Agreement. Began term 

as UN Secretary-General, January 1997, and was reappointed on 

29 June 2001 for a second term beginning on 1 January 2002.

DEVELOPMENTS UNDER TRYGVE LIE, 
1946-1952
Trygve Lie had not yet been in offi  ce three months when he took 

the initiative of advising the Security Council on the Secretariat’s 

interpretation of the Charter. Th e Council was considering its fi rst 

case, the Iranian complaint against the USSR. Th e secretary-gen-

eral delivered a legal opinion that diff ered sharply from that of the 

Security Council. Th e Council did not accept his interpretation, 

but it upheld his right to present his views. Aft er setting this prec-

edent, Lie submitted legal opinions on other matters.

During Lie’s fi rst term as secretary-general, East-West tension 

charged the UN atmosphere. As the world situation became in-

creasingly threatening, the political role of the secretary-general 

expanded. Lie took defi nite stands on three issues, each of which 

earned him the dislike of some permanent members of the Secu-

rity Council. Th e issues were Chinese representation, a plan for 

the general settlement of the cold war, and UN military action in 

the Korean War.

Chinese Representation. By the end of 1949, a number of states, 

including the USSR and the United Kingdom-permanent mem-

bers of the Security Council-had recognized the mainland govern-

ment, the People’s Republic of China. In January 1950, the USSR 

representatives, having failed to obtain the seating of the repre-

sentatives of the People’s Republic, began boycotting UN meetings 

at which China was represented by delegates of the Republic of 

China, based on Taiwan. In private meetings with delegations, Lie 

tried to solve the impasse. He adduced various reasons, including 

a ruling of the International Court of Justice, for the thesis that 

nonrecognition of a government by other governments should 

not determine its representation in the UN.

Trygve Lie’s Twenty-Year Peace Plan. Lie developed an extraor-

dinary initiative during the fi rst half of 1950. In a letter to the Se-

curity Council dated 6 June 1950, approximately two weeks before 

the outbreak of the Korean War, he said: “I felt it my duty to sug-

gest a fresh start to be made towards eventual peaceful solution of 

outstanding problems.” In his Twenty-Year Program for Achieving 

Peace Th rough the United Nations, Lie proposed new international 

machinery to control atomic energy and check the competitive 

production of armaments and also proposed the establishment of 

a UN force to prevent or stop localized outbreaks of violence.

Armed with these proposals and other memoranda, including 

the one on Chinese representation, Lie journeyed fi rst to Wash-

ington, then to London, to Paris, and fi nally to Moscow. He held 

conversations not only with foreign ministers and high-ranking 

diplomats but also with US president Harry S Truman, British 

Prime Minister Clement Attlee, French President Vincent Auri-

ol, and Soviet Premier Joseph Stalin. Lie’s reception was cordial 

in Moscow, warm in Paris, and friendly in London, but cool in 

Washington.

Th e international picture changed abruptly, however, with the 

outbreak of the Korean War. Th e attitude of a number of govern-

ments toward Lie changed dramatically as well.

Th e Korean War. An outstanding example of a secretary-general 

taking a stand on an issue was Lie’s intervention in the emergency 

meeting of the Security Council on 24 June 1950. He unequivo-

cally labeled the North Korean forces aggressors because they had 

crossed the 38th parallel, declared that the confl ict constituted a 

threat to international peace, and urged that the Security Coun-

cil had a “clear duty” to act. Aft er the Council (in the absence of 

the Soviet delegate) had set in motion military sanctions against 

North Korea, Lie endorsed this course of action and rallied sup-

port from member governments for UN military action in Ko-

rea. Th ese moves brought him into sharp confl ict with the USSR, 

which accused him of “slavish obedience to Western imperialism” 

and to the “aggression” that, in the Soviet view, the United States 

had committed in Korea.

As the Korean confl ict grew more ominous with the interven-

tion of the People’s Republic of China, Lie played an active role in 

getting cease-fi re negotiations underway in the fi eld. At the same 

time, he fully identifi ed himself with military intervention in Ko-

rea on behalf of the UN.

Extension of Lie’s Term as Secretary-General. Lie’s fi rst term as 

secretary-general was to expire on 31 January 1951. In the Secu-

rity Council, the USSR vetoed a resolution recommending him for 

a second term and subsequently announced that it would accept 

anyone other than Lie who was acceptable to the other members 

of the Council. Th e United States announced that it would veto 

anyone but Lie. Th e Council was unable to recommend a candi-

date for the offi  ce of secretary-general to the General Assembly, a 

situation unforeseen in the Charter. A resolution in the Assembly 

to extend Lie’s term by three years, beginning on 1 February 1951, 

was carried by 46 votes to 5, with 8 abstentions. Th e negative votes 

were cast by the Soviet bloc.

Th e USSR maintained normal relations with Lie until the expi-

ration of his original term on 31 January 1951. Th ereaft er, it stood 

by its previous announcement that the extension of the term was 

illegal and that it would “not consider him as secretary-general.” 

By the fall of 1951, however, its nonrecognition policy toward Lie 

subsided. However, other complications were facing Lie, and on 

10 November 1952, he tendered his resignation to the General 

Assembly.

DEVELOPMENTS UNDER DAG 
HAMMARSKJÖLD, 1953-1961
Hammarskjöld’s activities in the political fi eld were more numer-

ous and far-reaching than Lie’s had been. Both the General As-

sembly and the Security Council repeatedly relied on his initiative 

and advice and entrusted important tasks to him.

Th e 1954 General Assembly set a precedent when it asked the 

secretary-general to seek the release of 11 US fl iers held prisoner 

by mainland China. Th e Assembly resolution left  the course of ac-
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tion entirely to his judgment. Aft er various preparations, Ham-

marskjöld fl ew to Peking (now Beijing) for personal negotiations 

with that government, and the 11 fl iers were released. Th is success 

greatly increased the readiness of the Assembly to rely on the sec-

retary-general as a troubleshooter.

Th e Suez Crisis. Grave responsibilities were entrusted to the sec-

retary-general by the General Assembly in connection with the es-

tablishment and operation of the UN Emergency Force (UNEF). 

On 4 November 1956, at the height of the crisis resulting from 

British, French, and Israeli intervention in Egypt, the secretary-

general was requested to submit a plan within 48 hours for the 

establishment of a force “to secure and supervise the cessation of 

hostilities.” Th e Assembly approved his plan and, at his sugges-

tion, appointed Major-General E. L. M. Burns, Chief of Staff  of 

the UN Truce Supervision Organization, as the chief of UNEF. 

Th e Assembly authorized the secretary-general to take appropri-

ate measures to carry out his plan, and an advisory committee of 

seven UN members was appointed to assist him. Hammarskjöld 

fl ew to Egypt to arrange for the Egyptian government’s consent 

for UNEF to be stationed and to operate in Egyptian territory. He 

was given the task of arranging with Egypt, France, Israel, and the 

United Kingdom the implementation of the cease-fi re and an end 

to the dispatch of troops and arms into the area and was autho-

rized to issue regulations and instructions for the eff ective func-

tioning of UNEF.

Hammarskjöld’s Views on Developing the Role of Secretary-

General. Even before the Middle East crisis of 1956, Hammar-

skjöld had pointed to the need for the secretary-general to assume 

a new role in world aff airs. On his reelection to a second term, 

Hammarskjöld told the General Assembly that he considered it to 

be the duty of the secretary-general, guided by the Charter and by 

the decisions of the main UN organs, to use his offi  ce and the ma-

chinery of the organization to the full extent permitted by practi-

cal circumstances. But he then declared: “I believe it is in keeping 

with the philosophy of the Charter that the secretary-general be 

expected to act also without such guidance, should this appear to 

him necessary in order to help in fi lling a vacuum that may appear 

in the systems which the Charter and traditional diplomacy pro-

vide for the safeguarding of peace and security.” (Italics added.) In 

other words, inaction or a stalemate either at the UN or outside of 

it may be justifi cation for the secretary-general to act on his own.

Th us, in 1958, Hammarskjöld took an active hand in the Jor-

dan-Lebanon crisis. Aft er a resolution for stronger UN action 

failed to carry in the Security Council, he announced that he 

would nevertheless strengthen UN action in Lebanon and “accept 

the consequences” if members of the Security Council were to dis-

approve; none did. In the fall of 1959, the USSR made it known 

that it did not favor a visit by the secretary-general to Laos and, in 

particular, the assignment of a special temporary “UN ambassa-

dor” there. Yet Hammarskjöld did go to Laos to orient himself on 

the situation in that corner of Southeast Asia, and he assigned a 

high UN offi  cial as the head of a special mission to Laos. In March 

1959, Hammarskjöld sent a special representative to help Th ailand 

and Cambodia settle a border dispute. He acted at their invitation 

without specifi c authorization by the Security Council or the Gen-

eral Assembly. Th e dispute was settled.

In his report to the 1959 Assembly, he said: “Th e main signifi -

cance of the evolution of the Offi  ce of the Secretary-General ... lies 

in the fact that it has provided means for smooth and fast action 

... of special value in situations in which prior public debate on a 

proposed course of action might increase the diffi  culties ... or in 

which ... members may prove hesitant....”

Th e Congo Crisis. By far the greatest responsibilities Hammar-

skjöld had to shoulder were in connection with the UN Operation 

in the Congo (now Zaire).

On 12 and 13 July 1960, respectively, President Joseph Kasavu-

bu and Premier Patrice Lumumba of the newly independent Con-

go each cabled the secretary-general, asking for UN military assis-

tance because of the arrival of Belgian troops and the impending 

secession of Katanga. At Hammarskjöld’s request, the Security 

Council met on the night of 13 July. He gave his full support to the 

Congo’s appeal and recommended that the Council authorize him 

to “take the necessary steps” to set up a UN military assistance 

force for the Congo, in consultation with the Congolese govern-

ment and on the basis of the experience gained in connection with 

the UNEF in the Middle East. Th e Security Council so decided.

Since the Congo operation thus initiated was of much great-

er dimensions than the UNEF operation, the responsibilities im-

posed upon the secretary-general were correspondingly heavi-

er, for, although the Security Council and the General Assembly 

guided Hammarskjöld, he himself had to make extraordinarily 

diffi  cult decisions almost daily, oft en on highly explosive matters 

that arose as a result of serious rift s within the Congolese govern-

ment and many other factors.

Various member governments, including the USSR and certain 

African and Western countries, criticized Hammarskjöld for some 

actions that the UN took or failed to take in the Congo. At times, 

he had to face the possibility that some country that had contrib-

uted military contingents to the UN force would withdraw them.

When it became known in February 1961 that Lumumba, who 

had been deposed by Kasavubu early in September 1960 and later 

detained by the Léopoldville authorities, had been handed over 

by them to the Katanga authorities and subsequently murdered, 

Hammarskjöld declared that the UN was not to blame for the “re-

volting crime.” However, several delegates claimed that he should 

have taken stronger measures to protect Lumumba.

Th e “Troika” Proposal. Th e USSR had asked for Hammarskjöld’s 

dismissal long before the assassination of Lumumba. Premier 

Khrushchev, as head of the Soviet delegation to the 1960 General 

Assembly, accused Hammarskjöld of lacking impartiality and of 

violating instructions of the Security Council in his conduct of 

the UN operation in the Congo. He also proposed a basic change 

in the very institution of the secretary-general, arguing that since 

the secretary-general had become “the interpreter and executor of 

decisions of the General Assembly and the Security Council,” this 

one-man offi  ce should be replaced by a “collective executive organ 

consisting of three persons, each of whom would represent a cer-

tain group of states”—namely, the West, the socialist states, and 

the neutralist countries; the institution of a “troika,” he declared, 

would guarantee that the UN executive organ would not act to the 

detriment of any of these groups of states.

Hammarskjöld rejected the accusations against his impartial-

ity, declared that he would not resign unless the member states for 

which the organization was of decisive importance or the uncom-

mitted nations wished him to do so, and received an ovation from 

the overwhelming majority of the delegations. He also stated that 
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to replace the one-man secretary-general by a three-man body 

would greatly alter the character and limit the scope of the UN.

Outside the Soviet bloc there had been little support for the 

“troika” proposal, but some “subtroika” proposals were advanced. 

Hammarskjöld in turn suggested that his fi ve top aides, including 

a US and a Soviet citizen, advise the secretary-general on politi-

cal problems. Discussions of the question were interrupted by his 

death.

Death of Dag Hammarskjöld. Because of dangerous devel-

opments in the Congo, Hammarskjöld fl ew there in September 

1961. On the night of 17 September, the plane carrying him from 

Léopoldville to a meeting with the Katanga secessionist leader at 

Ndola, Northern Rhodesia, crashed in a wooded area about 16 

km (10 mi) west of Ndola airport. Hammarskjöld and all 15 UN 

civilian and military personnel traveling with him, including the 

crew, were killed. Th e exact cause of the tragedy has not been de-

termined. An investigation commission appointed by the General 

Assembly reported several possibilities: inadequate technical and 

security preparations for the fl ight, an attack on the plane from the 

air or the ground, sabotage, or human failure by the pilot.

DEVELOPMENTS UNDER U THANT, 1961-
1971
U Th ant’s approach to his offi  ce was diff erent from that of Ham-

marskjöld, whose dynamic conception of the secretary-gener-

al’s political role had aroused such opposition in the Soviet bloc. 

Th ant did not take the same initiatives as his predecessor, but he 

consistently sought to use the prestige of his offi  ce to help settle 

disputes. Moreover, both the General Assembly and the Security 

Council assigned him to mediate extremely delicate situations. In 

his annual reports, he put forth proposals on basic issues, such as 

disarmament and economic and social cooperation and many of 

his suggestions were adopted.

An early example of a successful initiative taken by U Th ant was 

in connection with the long-standing dispute between Indonesia 

and the Netherlands over the status of West Irian. Th e territory, 

formerly known as West New Guinea, had belonged to the Dutch 

East Indies, and Indonesia now claimed it as its own. In December 

1961, fi ghting broke out between Dutch and Indonesian troops. 

Appealing to both governments to seek a peaceful solution, the 

secretary-general helped them arrive at a settlement. Th at settle-

ment, moreover, brought new responsibilities to the offi  ce of the 

secretary-general: for the fi rst time in UN history, a non-self-gov-

erning territory was, for a limited period, administered directly by 

the world organization.

Th e Cyprus Operation. Intercommunal clashes broke out in Cy-

prus on Christmas Eve 1963 and were followed by the withdraw-

al of the Turkish Cypriots into their enclaves, leaving the central 

government wholly under Greek Cypriot control. A “peace-mak-

ing force” established under British command was unable to put 

an end to the fi ghting, and a conference on Cyprus held in London 

in January 1964 ended in disagreement. In the face of the dan-

ger of broader hostilities in the area, the Security Council on 4 

March 1964 decided unanimously to authorize U Th ant to estab-

lish a UN Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP), with a lim-

ited three-month mandate to prevent the recurrence of fi ghting, 

to help maintain law and order, and to aid in the return to normal 

conditions. Th e force was to be fi nanced on the basis of volun-

tary contributions. Th e Council also asked the secretary-general 

to appoint a mediator to seek a peaceful settlement of the Cyprus 

problem. Th e report of U Th ant’s mediator, Galo Plaza Lasso, was 

transmitted to the Security Council in March 1965 but was reject-

ed by Turkey. Plaza resigned in December 1965, and the function 

of mediator lapsed.

Another crisis occurred in November 1967, but threatened mil-

itary intervention by Turkey was averted, largely as a result of US 

opposition. Negotiations conducted by Cyrus Vance for the Unit-

ed States and José Rolz-Bennett on behalf of the secretary-general 

led to a settlement. Intercommunal talks were begun in June 1968, 

through the good offi  ces of the secretary-general, as part of the 

settlement. Th e talks bogged down, but U Th ant proposed a for-

mula for their reactivation under the auspices of his special repre-

sentative, B. F. Osorio-Tafall, and they were resumed in 1972, aft er 

Th ant had left  offi  ce.

Th e India-Pakistan War of 1965 and Confl ict of 1971. Hostilities 

between India and Pakistan broke out in Kashmir in early August 

1965 and soon spread along the entire length of the international 

border from the Lahore area to the sea. At the behest of the Se-

curity Council, whose calls on 4 and 6 September for a cease-fi re 

had gone unheeded, U Th ant visited the subcontinent from 9 to 15 

September. In his report to the Council, the secretary-general pro-

posed certain procedures, including a possible meeting between 

President Ayub of Pakistan and Prime Minister Shastri of India, to 

resolve the problem and restore the peace.

Th e Council, on 20 September, demanded a cease-fi re and au-

thorized the secretary-general to provide the necessary assistance 

to ensure supervision of the cease-fi re and withdrawal of all armed 

personnel. For this purpose, U Th ant strengthened the existing 

UN Military Observer Group in India and Pakistan (UNMOGIP), 

stationed in Kashmir, and established the UN India-Pakistan Ob-

servation Mission (UNIPOM) to supervise the cease-fi re and 

withdrawal of troops along the border outside Kashmir.

At a meeting organized by Soviet Premier Kosygin in January 

1966 in Tashkent, USSR, the leaders of India and Pakistan agreed 

on the withdrawal of all troops; this withdrawal was successfully 

implemented under the supervision of the two UN military ob-

server missions in the area. UNIPOM was disbanded in March 

1966, having completed its work.

Following the outbreak of civil strife in East Pakistan in March 

1971 and the deterioration of the situation in the subcontinent 

that summer, U Th ant off ered his good offi  ces to India and Pak-

istan and kept the Security Council informed under the broad 

terms of Article 99 of the Charter. When overt warfare broke out 

in December, the Security Council appealed to all parties to spare 

the lives of innocent civilians. Pursuant to a decision by the Coun-

cil, U Th ant appointed a special representative to lend his good of-

fi ces for the solution of humanitarian problems aft er the cease-fi re 

of 18 December 1971, which was followed by the independence 

of Bangladesh.

U Th ant’s Stand on the Vietnam War. Th roughout his tenure, U 

Th ant was deeply concerned with the question of Vietnam. By tac-

it consent, the question was never formally debated in the General 

Assembly and only cursorily touched upon in the Security Coun-

cil. Until the opening of the Paris peace talks in 1968, the secre-

tary-general was unremitting in his eff orts to persuade the parties 

in the confl ict to initiate negotiations on their own. In 1966, he put 
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forward a three-stage proposal to create the conditions necessary 

for discussion, but it was ignored by the United States.

Aft er the Paris talks began, U Th ant deliberately refrained from 

making any public statements on Vietnam “in order to avoid cre-

ating unnecessary diffi  culties” for the parties. He broke this silence 

only once, on 5 May 1970, when he expressed his deep concern 

“regarding the recent involvement of Cambodia in the war.”

U Th ant’s Second Term. U Th ant’s second term of offi  ce was 

dominated by the protracted Middle East crisis that arose in the 

aft ermath of the Six-Day War in 1967. His quick action in remov-

ing UNEF troops from the Suez area at the request of the United 

Arab Republic just before that war began occasioned much criti-

cism and some misunderstanding.

Of the two other major political confl icts during the peri-

od 1967-70, the civil war in Nigeria and the Soviet invasion of 

Czechoslovakia on 20 August 1968, only the latter was debated at 

the UN. Th e political aspects of the Nigerian situation were never 

raised in either the General Assembly or the Security Council out 

of deference to the African countries themselves, whose main ob-

jective was to keep external intervention to a minimum. However, 

as the troops of the Federal Republic of Nigeria began to penetrate 

more deeply into the eastern region (which had announced its se-

cession from Nigeria and proclaimed itself an independent state 

under the name of Biafra), the various humanitarian organs of the 

UN became increasingly concerned about the plight of the people 

there. Accordingly, in August 1968, the secretary-general took the 

initiative of sending a personal representative to Nigeria to help 

facilitate the distribution of food and medicine.

At the request of its six Western members, the Security Coun-

cil decided to debate the situation in Czechoslovakia, despite the 

protests of the USSR. On 23 August 1968, 10 members voted for a 

resolution condemning the Soviet action, which the USSR vetoed. 

Another resolution, requesting the secretary-general to send a 

representative to Prague to seek the release of imprisoned Czecho-

slovak leaders, was not put to a vote. In view-as one UN text puts 

it-of the “agreement reached on the substance of the problem dur-

ing the Soviet-Czechoslovak talks held in Moscow from August 

23 to 26,” no further action was taken by the Council. However, it 

is worth noting that U Th ant was among the fi rst world fi gures to 

denounce the invasion publicly. At a press briefi ng on 21 August at 

UN headquarters, he expressed unequivocal dismay, characteriz-

ing the invasion as “yet another serious blow to the concepts of in-

ternational order and morality which form the basis of the Char-

ter of the United Nations ... and a grave setback to the East-West 

détente which seemed to be re-emerging in recent months.”

DEVELOPMENTS UNDER KURT 
WALDHEIM, 1972-1981
Two overriding concerns shaped Waldheim’s secretary-general-

ship: concern for the preservation of the peace and concern for 

the evolution of world economic arrangements that would eff ect a 

more equitable distribution of the world’s wealth. Two other issues 

were also of special concern to Waldheim: the fi nancial position 

of the UN and terrorism. Th e fi nancial position of the UN had 

been rendered precarious by the practice of some member states, 

including the USSR, France, and the United States, of withholding 

or threatening to withhold their share of UN funds for activities 

that they questioned. When Waldheim took offi  ce, the crisis had 

become an emergency, and he dealt with it vigorously throughout 

his tenure. In September 1972, he placed the question of terrorism 

on the agenda of the General Assembly against the wishes of many 

member states. It was the fi rst time a secretary-general had ever 

placed a substantive item on the Assembly’s agenda.

Peacemaking. In 1972, on his own authority, Waldheim under-

took a number of missions on behalf of peace. Visiting Cyprus, 

he temporarily calmed the Turkish community’s concern over re-

ported arms shipments to the Greek-dominated government. He 

visited the island again in 1973 in pursuit of reconciliation. Aft er 

the hostilities in 1974, he was able to bring Greek and Turkish 

leaders together for negotiations, and he presided over the Geneva 

talks regarding Cyprus.

Waldheim’s eff orts to conciliate in the Vietnam War were re-

buff ed by both sides in 1972. He then tried, without success, to 

end the war through action by the Security Council. He visited the 

two Yemens to try to mediate a border dispute in 1972, and in the 

same year, he tried to mediate between India and Pakistan.

In the long-standing Arab-Israeli dispute, Waldheim made 

many eff orts toward a satisfactory settlement and organized the 

UN Emergency Force as a buff er between the armies of Egypt and 

Israel at the request of the Security Council in October 1973.

Striving for a New International Economic Order. Th e sixth spe-

cial session of the Assembly, in the spring of 1974, and the seventh 

special session, in September 1975, resulted in a number of deci-

sions and proposals for bridging the gap between the rich and the 

poor nations and building a “new international economic order.” 

Th e seventh special session was, in Waldheim’s words, “a major 

event, even a turning point, in the history of the United Nations 

and showed a new and highly promising capacity of the organiza-

tion to achieve practical results through consensus and through 

negotiation.”

Financial Status of the UN. Waldheim acted both to reduce the 

costs of running the UN and to bring in contributions from mem-

ber nations.

Th e US contribution to the UN, historically the highest single 

assessment, by the early 1970s stood at 31.5% of the budget. In 

October 1973, the US Congress reduced the US share to 25% of 

the UN budget; 116 other nations also had their contributions re-

duced by the UN. Th e diff erence was made up by increasing the 

assessments of Japan, China, and 10 other members and by ad-

mitting to membership the two Germanys. Waldheim helped to 

bring these changes about, fostering the notion that any country 

paying more than 25% of the UN’s expenses could wield excessive 

infl uence.

Terrorism. Incidents of terrorism increased in the early 1970s. 

In September 1972, during the XXth Olympiad in Munich, 11 Is-

raeli athletes were killed by Palestinians of the Black September 

group. Waldheim expressed himself strongly about the event and 

put the question of terrorism on the agenda of the 1972 General 

Assembly. A number of Arab and African countries took excep-

tion to his initiative, arguing that attention should be focused on 

the causes of terrorism. Although the Assembly had earlier con-

demned aerial hijacking, the resolution that it adopted on ter-

rorism did not condemn the practice but called for a study of its 

causes. Aft er OPEC offi  cials were attacked by terrorists in 1975, 

the sentiment for more ample UN action against terrorism grew 

among third-world countries.
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Waldheim’s Second Term. Waldheim entered his second term of 

offi  ce in January 1977 with few illusions about the United Nations. 

To some extent, he wrote, it was still in search of its identity and 

its true role: “It tends to react rather than foresee, to deal with the 

eff ects of a crisis rather than anticipate and forestall that crisis.” 

Th e history of the UN since its founding, he wrote, “has essen-

tially been the story of the search for a working balance between 

national sovereignty and national interests on the one hand and 

international order and the long-term interests of the world com-

munity on the other.” He said he was not discouraged, however, 

and he urged governments—particularly the major powers—to 

turn away from the age-old struggle for spheres of infl uence and 

to honor and respect their obligations and responsibilities under 

the Charter.

In 1978, Waldheim called for an eff ort to improve and stream-

line the workings of the UN, beginning with the General Assem-

bly, the agenda of which should be reviewed, he said, and items of 

lesser interest removed. He noted that the Assembly had grown in 

three decades from a body of 50 members with an agenda of 20 

items to a gathering of some 150 members and an agenda of more 

than 130 items.

Waldheim traveled extensively in East Asia in early 1979 and 

again in 1980 to get a fi rsthand view of developments in that area, 

particularly Indo-China, where, in the aft ermath of the Vietnam 

war, there was an exodus of refugees, by land and sea, from that 

country. With the tide of these and other refugees from Laos and 

Kampuchea rising daily, Waldheim convened a meeting in Gene-

va in June 1979 to help alleviate the problem.

In May 1979, pursuing a “good offi  ces” mission in Cyprus, 

Waldheim convened a high-level meeting calling for a resumption 

of intercommunal talks. Th e talks were subsequently resumed but 

broke down shortly thereaft er. Waldheim again exerted his best 

eff orts beginning in late 1979, as did the UN itself, in search of so-

lutions to unexpected crises touched off  by the Soviet invasion of 

Afghanistan and the taking of US diplomatic personnel as hostag-

es in Iran. From the outset, his eff orts were directed at freeing the 

hostages and settling relations between Iran and the United States, 

and, for this purpose, he went to Tehran himself, as did a UN com-

mission of inquiry. Waldheim noted that the war between Iran 

and Iraq, which began in September 1980, had resisted all eff orts, 

both within and outside the UN, at fi nding a peaceful solution. He 

off ered his own good offi  ces for this purpose and appointed Olof 

Palme, former Swedish prime minister, as his special representa-

tive. In regard to the Afghanistan crisis, he appointed Javier Pérez 

de Cuéllar of Peru as his personal representative.

DEVELOPMENTS UNDER JAVIER PÉREZ DE 
CUÉLLAR, 1982-1991
Secretary-General Pérez de Cuéllar presided over the United Na-

tions during one of the most remarkable decades in the political 

history of the world. During his tenure, the stalemate imposed on 

the United Nations by the rivalries of the Cold War came to an end. 

Th e political map of Europe, which had remained stable for more 

than 40 years since the end of WWII, was completely redrawn 

when the Soviet Union collapsed in 1989. East and West Germany 

were united and the Berlin Wall was reduced to rubble. Historic 

achievements in bilateral arms control and disarmament negotia-

tions lowered the level of confrontation between the West and the 

East for the fi rst time since the dawn of the nuclear era. A new 

atmosphere of consensus enabled the Security Council to begin 

providing the kind of leadership envisioned for it by the founders 

of the organization, as enshrined in the UN Charter. Long-stand-

ing political problems in Namibia, Cambodia, and Latin America 

were resolved with success by United Nations peacekeeping mis-

sions, and the evolution of the organization’s activities in helping 

organize and monitor free and fair elections in new democracies 

began. Th e winds of change were also blowing strongly in South 

Africa, where the apartheid system was beginning to crumble af-

ter more than 30 years of condemnation by the United Nations.

Th e story of Pérez de Cuéllar’s 10-year term as secretary-general 

straddles this historic evolution of the world scene at the fi n de 

siécle. Upon leaving offi  ce in December 1991, in his report on the 

work of the United Nations, he set forth his own feelings about his 

experience as secretary-general:

“Peace has won victories on several fronts.... New vistas 

are opening for States to work together in a manner they 

did not do before. Th e earlier posture of aloofness and 

reserve towards the Organization has been replaced by 

more ardent participation in its endeavors. An era of law 

and justice may not be around the corner but the United 

Nations has defi ned the direction.... Today there are far 

more solid grounds for hope than there are reasons for 

frustration and fear. Th e hope arises both from the enduring 

relevance of the philosophy of the Charter and from the 

vastly strengthened credentials of the Organization. My 

credo is anchored in that philosophy and it will remain 

so. With its return from the doldrums, and with its role 

no longer peripheral, the United Nations has come nearer 

to the vision of its Charter. Everyone who contributed to 

the process is entitled to a measure of exultation and I, for 

my part, to a feeling of fulfi llment. I profoundly appreciate 

the confi dence placed in me through this testing phase 

of international aff airs. I close on that note of faith and 

gratitude.”

Th e situation had been very diff erent when Pérez de Cuéllar fi rst 

took offi  ce, in 1982. In his fi rst report to the General Assembly, in 

September 1982, on the work of the organization, Pérez de Cuél-

lar commented on the inability of the UN to play an eff ective and 

decisive role in its capacity to keep the peace and serve as a forum 

for negotiations. Th e Falkland Islands crisis and the invasion of 

Lebanon by Israel, both major events of 1982, were clear examples 

of the failure of the international community, and its organization, 

to use the mechanisms of diplomacy to prevent international con-

fl ict. Countries seemed unwilling or reluctant to use the United 

Nations’ peacekeeping mechanisms to help them resolve their dif-

fi culties without resorting to violence. Time aft er time, he said, “we 

have seen the Organization set aside or rebuff ed, for this reason or 

for that, in situations in which it should and could have played 

an important and constructive role.” He saw this trend as danger-

ous for the world community and for the future and criticized the 

tendency of governments to resort to confrontation, violence, and 

even war in pursuit of what were perceived as vital interests.
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Another clear indication of the organization’s lack of stature 

was the crippling budgetary problems caused by some member 

states’ continuing practice of withholding part or all of their as-

sessed contributions, placing the work of the entire organization 

in a constant state of uncertainty. Clearly, at the beginning of his 

term, the United Nations stood in need of a rebirth.

Th e Middle East

Th e Iran-Iraq War. In regard to the prolonged war between Iran 

and Iraq, which had started in 1980 and taken an enormous toll 

in human lives, Pérez de Cuéllar considered it to be his overrid-

ing responsibility under the Charter not only to seek an end to the 

confl ict but also, until that goal was achieved, to try, under inter-

national humanitarian rules, to mitigate its eff ects in such areas as 

attacks on civilian population centers, use of chemical weapons, 

treatment of prisoners of war, and safety of navigation and civil 

aviation. On four occasions between 1984 and 1986, he dispatched 

specialists to investigate charges of the use of chemical weapons, 

initially against Iranian forces but later injuring Iranian civilians 

and Iraqi forces as well. In 1984 and 1985, two UN teams investi-

gated allegations of violations of promises by the two countries to 

cease deliberate attacks on purely civilian population centers, and 

in January 1985, the secretary-general dispatched a fact-fi nding 

mission to Iran and Iraq to investigate the treatment of prisoners 

of war and civilian detainees. He himself visited Tehran and Bagh-

dad in April 1985 to discuss proposals he had drawn up to initiate 

movement toward a comprehensive settlement of the war, and he 

continued to search for new approaches to this goal.

In July 1987, the Security Council unanimously adopted a res-

olution (598/1987) asking the secretary-general to send UN ob-

servers to verify and supervise a cease-fi re between Iran and Iraq 

and withdrawal to internationally recognized boundaries. Pérez 

de Cuéllar was also asked by the Council to explore the question 

of entrusting to an impartial body the task of inquiring into re-

sponsibility for the confl ict. Subsequent discussions with the two 

governments in their capitals reaffi  rmed his conviction that his 

good offi  ces could be used to facilitate the restoration of peace and 

stability in the region. On 20 August 1988, the fi ghting stopped 

and UN military observers took up the challenge of monitoring 

compliance with the cease-fi re. Th e secretary-general and his rep-

resentative continued a “good offi  ces” mission to build confi dence 

and lay the basis for a lasting peace in the region.

Th e Gulf War. In August 1990, Iraq invaded Kuwait with 100,000 

troops and took complete control of the small, under-defended 

country within 48-hours. In the four months following the inva-

sion the Security Council responded with historic speed and una-

nimity. It passed 12 resolutions condemning the invasion, invok-

ing Chapter VII of the Charter to impose economic sanctions on 

Iraq, and addressing aid to refugees and Iraq’s taking of hostag-

es. Pérez de Cuéllar remarked in his 1990 annual report that the 

council “has established that such actions, which are in direct con-

travention of the principles of the Charter and international law, 

cannot be committed with impunity.” On 29 November 1990, aft er 

three weeks of debate, the Security Council passed Resolution 678 

“authorizing Member States cooperating with the Government of 

Kuwait, unless Iraq on or before January 15, 1991, fully imple-

ments ... the foregoing resolutions, to use all necessary means to 

implement Security Council Resolution 660 and all subsequent 

relevant resolutions to restore international peace and security in 

the area.”

With the phrase “all necessary means,” a new chapter in the his-

tory of the UN began. A 680,000-strong multi-national military 

force, led by 410,000 United States troops, was authorized by this 

resolution to impose the Security Council’s will upon Iraq and 

restore the national sovereignty of Kuwait. On 16 January 1991, 

the allies began a six-week aerial bombardment of Iraq and Ku-

wait in preparation for a land attack on Kuwait. On 25 February, 

the ground attack began. Twelve days later the allied forces had 

decisively defeated Iraq’s army of occupation, decimating it and 

pushing surviving units back into Iraq. Iraqi casualties were es-

timated in the hundreds of thousands. Th e United States lost 309 

lives, some in pre-combat incidents. On 6 April, Iraq’s parliament 

offi  cially accepted the terms of Resolution 687, which it character-

ized as “unjust.”

Resolution 687 had established a 200-kilometer-long demilita-

rized zone along the Iraq-Kuwait border, extending 10 kilometers 

into Iraq and fi ve kilometers into Kuwait, to be patrolled by the 

UN Iraq-Kuwait Observer Mission (UNIKOM). Th e secretary-

general reported that UNIKOM’s 1,400 troops from 36 countries 

had been fully deployed on 9 May 1991.

In his 1991 report on the work of the organization, Pérez de 

Cuéllar pointed out that the experience of the Gulf action, moving 

as it did into areas undefi ned by the charter, suggested the need 

for “collective refl ection on questions relating to the future use of 

the powers vested in the Security Council under Chapter VII. In 

order to preclude controversy, these questions should include the 

mechanisms required for the Council to satisfy itself that the rule 

of proportionality in the employment of armed force is observed 

and the rules of humanitarian law applicable in armed confl icts 

are complied with.” He also warned that the use of Chapter VII 

measure should not be “overextended,” since the imposition of 

mandatory economic sanctions necessarily created hardships for 

third-party nations (nations not party to the confl ict, but who have 

important economic partnerships with the sanctioned state).

Th e Arab-Israeli Confl ict. In mid-1982, Israeli forces moved into 

Lebanese territory, bypassing the UN Interim Force in Lebanon 

(UNIFIL). In August of that year, at the request of Lebanon and 

with the authorization of the Security Council, Pérez de Cuél-

lar deployed military observers to monitor the violence in and 

around Beirut. He also put forward proposals for expanding the 

role of UNIFIL-deploying the force, with elements of the Lebanese 

army and internal security forces, in areas vacated by Israeli forces 

as they withdrew from Lebanon, and working out arrangements 

to ensure that southern Lebanon became a zone of peace under 

the sovereignty and authority of the Lebanese government. Th ese 

proposals were not accepted by Israel.

Pérez de Cuéllar also attempted to pursue the long-standing 

goal of convening a peace conference on the Middle East, hold-

ing numerous consultations with the parties involved. In Decem-

ber 1987, the diplomatic stalemate was shaken by a massive Pal-

estinian uprising, the intifadah, in the Israeli-occupied territories 

that forced the Palestine National Council (the PLO’s parliament 

in exile) to formally recognize Israel. However, the Israeli govern-

ment declined to reciprocate. Yasser Arafat, the head of the PLO, 

was asked to address an emergency session of the Security Coun-

cil, which had to be held in Geneva, since it was feared the United 
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States would deny him an entry-visa. At that session, the United 

States vetoed the dispatch of a UN mission to the occupied terri-

tories to monitor the treatment of Palestinians by Israeli security 

forces.

In 1990 and 1991, the United States took the lead in trying to 

reconvene a peace conference. In October 1991, US Secretary of 

State James Baker made history by convening in Madrid the fi rst-

ever direct negotiations between all parties to the confl ict. A key 

group interested in the talks were the former Palestinians, who 

since 1967 had been residing in territories under the control of 

Israelis and were represented by the PLO. Since the Israelis had 

insisted on their exclusion from the Madrid talks, little progress 

was made. In December 1991, the General Assembly repealed its 

Resolution 3379 (1975) which had equated Zionism with racism. 

Th is was only the second time in the history of the UN that the 

General Assembly had voted to rescind a resolution.

Afghanistan

Th e secretary-general and his personal representative, Diego Cor-

dovez, acting as mediator, were continuously involved, until ear-

ly 1988, in discussions and consultations aimed at negotiating a 

settlement of the situation in Afghanistan that had been brought 

about by Soviet military intervention in that country in late 1979 

and had aff ected neighboring countries, particularly Pakistan, to 

which many Afghan refugees had fl ed. Th e negotiations revolved 

around four points: agreement on noninterference and noninter-

vention; the voluntary return of refugees; international guarantees 

on the settlement, to be given by the United States and the USSR; 

and the withdrawal of foreign troops.

Th e General Assembly supported these eff orts and appealed to 

all states and national and international organizations to extend 

humanitarian relief assistance to alleviate the hardships of the Af-

ghan refugees, in coordination with the UN high commissioner 

for refugees.

Th e negotiation eff orts met with success in early April 1988, 

when agreement was reached on a treaty under which the USSR 

would withdraw its 115,000 troops from Afghanistan, Pakistan 

and Afghanistan would cease all interference in each other’s inter-

nal aff airs, Afghan refugees would be given a safe return to their 

country, and Afghanistan would become a neutral and nonaligned 

state guaranteed by the USSR and the United States. A small UN 

military observer team (UNGOMAP) was to be sent to Afghani-

stan to monitor compliance with the treaty, which was signed in 

Geneva on 14 April by Afghanistan, Pakistan, the USSR, and the 

United States. Th e USSR withdrew its troops in February 1989, 

however fi ghting continued, and rebel forces continued to receive 

aid from the United States and Pakistan. Th e USSR, for its part, 

continued to prop up the Marxist government in Kabul. UNGO-

MAP’s mandate ran out in March 1990 and the secretary-general 

replaced it with a smaller high-level Offi  ce of the Secretary-Gen-

eral in Afghanistan and Pakistan, funded out of the UN’s regular 

budget. Th is offi  ce’s purpose was to advise the secretary-general 

on the military and political situation in order to assist him in 

fi nding a settlement.

Central America

In Central America, Pérez de Cuéllar and the secretary-general 

of the Organization of American States extended, in November 

1985, a joint off er of services to the fi ve Central American coun-

tries concerned—Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Hondu-

ras, and Nicaragua—as well as to those of the Contadora Group, 

bringing to their attention the resources that the two organiza-

tions could provide, separately and together, to facilitate resolu-

tion of the region’s problems and complement the Contadora pro-

cess. Th e two leaders visited the area in January 1986 in an eff ort 

to reactivate the negotiating process. Pérez de Cuéllar welcomed 

the proposal of President Oscar Arias Sánchez of Costa Rica for a 

peace plan, put forward in February 1987 and agreed to that Au-

gust in Guatemala City by the fi ve Central American countries. He 

agreed to serve as a member of the International Committee for 

Verifi cation and Follow-up created by the Guatemala agreement 

and off ered to extend any additional assistance that would be ap-

propriate under the UN Charter.

As a result of this initiative, the countries concerned joined in a 

framework agreement, Esquipulas II, which gave the UN a man-

date to verify the commitments made by the parties to each other. 

In 1989, the secretary-general established the UN Observer Mis-

sion (ONUVEN) to supervise the electoral process in Nicaragua. 

It was the fi rst time the UN had been directly involved in elec-

toral supervision. Th e UN Observer Group in Central America 

(ONUCA) was charged with overseeing the demobilization of 

the Contra guerrillas in Nicaragua. In December 1989, the sec-

retary-general brought together the fi ve Central American presi-

dents in order to resume a dialogue between the government of 

El Salvador and the FMLN guerrillas. By July 1990, the San José 

Human Rights Accord was concluded, in which the government 

of El Salvador agreed to have its compliance monitored by a UN 

mission (UN Observer Mission in El Salvador-ONUSAL). Aft er 

20 months of negotiations, on his very last day in offi  ce, Pérez de 

Cuéllar witnessed the signing of a cease-fi re agreement in the 12-

year civil war in El Salvador, on 31 December 1991.

Th e success of the United Nations in monitoring the elections in 

Nicaragua encouraged Haiti to request the organization to moni-

tor its elections in December 1990. Th e General Assembly granted 

the request, and created the UN Observer Group for Verifi cation 

of Elections in Haiti, known by its French acronym, ONUVEH. 

Jean-Bertrand Aristide was elected president in elections declared 

by the United Nations to be free and fair. However, in September 

1991, President Aristide was overthrown by a military coup, creat-

ing an intransigent problem for Pérez de Cuéllar’s successor.

Cambodia

Hostilities between Cambodia (at that time Kampuchea) and Viet-

nam had broken out in 1978. Th e United Nations became deeply 

involved in a humanitarian mission to assist refugees in the con-

fl ict along the border of Th ailand and Cambodia. In January 1989, 

the revitalized Security Council began to take a more active role 

in the 11-year-old civil war. Th e secretary-general’s special repre-

sentative, Under Secretary Rafeeuddin Ahmed, played an essen-

tial role in the negotiating the framework for a settlement leading 

to a specifi c blueprint for the restoration of peace. In August 1989 

the Paris Conference on Cambodia was convened, but was sus-

pended within a month. Meetings in New York and Paris in 1990 

fi nally secured the agreement of all the parties to the framework 

agreement developed by the Security Council. Th e agreement was 

signed on 23 October 1991, and two more UN missions were cre-

ated: the UN Transitional Authority in Cambodia (UNTAC), and 
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the UN Advance Mission in Cambodia (UNAMIC). Th e scale and 

cost of the mandate for these missions was unprecedented. It in-

cluded repatriation of refugees from the Th ai border camps, can-

tonment of all military forces and demobilization of 70% of these 

troops, registration of voters, supervision of elections for a Con-

stituent Assembly, and supervision of the process of draft ing and 

ratifying a new constitution.

Namibia

Th e change in the players on the world stage led to the resolution 

of this long-standing issue, nearly twenty-fi ve years aft er the Gen-

eral Assembly fi rst denounced South Africa’s attempted annexa-

tion of South West Africa (now Namibia), and a dozen years aft er 

the Security Council laid out the settlement plan for its indepen-

dence. Th e Security Council’s resolution 435 of 1978 had called for 

a cease-fi re in Namibia, the abolition of apartheid laws, the with-

drawal of South Africa from Namibia, the election of a constituent 

assembly, and the establishment of the United Nations Transition-

al Assistance Group (UNTAG) to oversee free and fair elections. 

However, the presence of Cuban troops in Namibia in support of 

the liberation movement, the South West Africa Peoples’ Orga-

nization (SWAPO), created another stalemate between East and 

West. In 1988, the change in the political climate between the two 

superpowers produced an agreement that led to the withdrawal of 

the Cuban troops and the implementation of UNTAG. Th e tran-

sition began in April 1989 and 97% of the registered voters par-

ticipated in elections in November. On 21 March 1990, Namibia 

became an independent state, with SWAPO leader Sam Nujoma 

as its president. UNTAG withdrew from Namibia in March 1990. 

As Pérez de Cuéllar reported in 1990, “UNTAG turned out to be 

something far more than its somewhat pedestrian name implied. 

It established the workability of democratic procedures even in a 

terrain which at fi rst looked most unpromising. It also proved the 

executive ability of the United Nations in successfully managing a 

complex operation which brought together 8,000 men and wom-

en from more than 100 nations....”

Apartheid

Th e dramatic events that led to the dismantling of the apartheid 

system and the birth of a new South African nation are chronicled 

in the chapter on International Peace and Security. However, it 

was during Pérez de Cuéllar’s tenure as secretary-general that the 

General Assembly held its 16th Special Session (12-14 December 

1989) devoted to the question of apartheid. On 11 February 1990, 

South African President F. W. de Klerk released Nelson Mande-

la aft er 27 years of imprisonment. In response to the assembly’s 

Resolution S-16/1, the secretary-general sent a high-level mission 

to South Africa in June 1990 to investigate the progress that had 

been made toward dismantling apartheid. By the end of his ten-

ure, the process of change that would bear fruit in 1994, was fi rmly 

established.

Other Major Developments

Besides the problems of international peace and security listed 

above, the secretary-general’s reports to the General Assembly 

made it clear he observed a growing appreciation in the interna-

tional community of the need for cooperative action on a number 

of problems that transcend country borders and defy the ability of 

states to solve them independently. Th e recognition of the HIV/

AIDS pandemic, its link to the plague of drug abuse and drug traf-

fi cking, and the concomitant links to international terrorism and 

organized crime all urgently required the attention of the world 

organization.

It was in the fi nal years of Pérez de Cuéllar’s tenure that the stage 

was set for what he called a new evolution in global society, in 

which humankind would make international covenants, not only 

between individuals and nations, but also between human-kind 

and the environment: the 1987 Montreal Protocol on Substances 

that Deplete the Ozone Layer came into force in 1989; the Basel 

Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements of Haz-

ardous Wastes and Th eir Disposal was adopted in March 1989; the 

Second World Climate Conference was held in late 1990; and in 

February 1991, the fi rst negotiations by the International Negoti-

ating Committee on a framework convention on climate change 

began. Th ose negotiations would lead to the historic UN Confer-

ence on Environment and Development (UNCED), held in Rio de 

Janeiro in 1992 and dubbed the “Earth Summit.” It was during the 

fi nal years of the 1980s that an entirely new concept for the UN’s 

work was developed: sustainable development.

DEVELOPMENTS UNDER BOUTROS 
BOUTROS-GHALI 1992-1996
Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali took offi  ce in an air of 

general euphoria over the accomplishments of the United Nations 

in the post-Cold War era. However, his fi rst two years in offi  ce wit-

nessed the proliferation of intractable and appalling regional con-

fl icts in Haiti, Somalia, the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda, among 

others. Th e multiplicity and savagery of these confl icts cast a pall 

on the much hoped-for “new world order” which the end of the 

Cold War had inspired.

Soon aft er Boutros-Ghali’s inauguration, in January 1992, the 

Security Council met in its fi rst-ever summit session, at which 

the heads of states of all the members of the council convened 

in New York, in person. On 31 January 1992, they requested that 

the secretary-general submit to the Security Council “an analy-

sis and recommendations on ways of strengthening and making 

more effi  cient within the framework and provisions of the Charter 

the capacity of the United Nations for preventive diplomacy, for 

peacemaking and for peacekeeping.” Boutros-Ghali’s An Agenda 

for Peace set forth an analysis of the world organization’s new situ-

ation at a time of global transition with respect to international 

peace and security. Th is document is more fully explained in the 

chapter on International Peace and Security.

In May 1994, Boutros-Ghali responded to a 1992 request of the 

General Assembly to submit a similar report on development un-

der the agenda item “Development and International Economic 

Cooperation.” He declared that development was not only a fun-

damental human right, but also the most secure basis for peace. 

Although the UN had accomplished remarkable achievements in 

many areas, it was undeniable that aft er decades of eff orts to assist 

the developing world, the poorest nations were falling even fur-

ther behind, strangled by debt and social upheaval. Boutros-Ghali 

said that, although concerns had been expressed that the United 

Nations put greater emphasis on peacekeeping than development, 

the numbers of staff  and the regular budgetary allocations did not 

support this fear. He posited that development could not proceed 

without a fundamental basis in peace, and went on to describe 
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the ideal evolution of a peacekeeping/humanitarian aid operation 

into a situation of sustainable development.

Boutros-Ghali further maintained that protection of the envi-

ronment was another fundamental concept for development. “In 

the developing world, ecological pressure threatens to undermine 

long-term development. Among many countries in transition, de-

cades of disregard for the environment have left  large areas poi-

soned and unable to sustain economic activity in the long term. 

Among the wealthiest nations, consumption patterns are deplet-

ing world resources in ways that jeopardize the future of world 

development,” observed Boutros-Ghali. Th e concept of “sustain-

able development,” as elaborated by UNCED in 1992, had to be 

strengthened as a guiding principle of development. Social justice 

and democracy were posited as the other pillars of a successfully 

developing country.

Haiti

Elected in UN-supervised elections in December 1990 and de-

posed by a military coup in September 1991, Haiti’s President 

Jean-Bertrand Aristide turned to the United Nations and the Or-

ganization of American States for assistance. In its Resolution 46/7 

(September 1991), the General Assembly strongly condemned the 

“attempted illegal replacement of the Constitutional President of 

Haiti” and demanded that President Aristide be restored to power. 

It requested that the secretary-general cooperate with the Orga-

nization of American States (OAS) to restore the legally elected 

government in Haiti. A trade embargo and a halt to bilateral assis-

tance were imposed on the illegal government, but there was little 

progress in negotiations. In December 1992, the secretary-gener-

al appointed Dante Caputo as Special Envoy for Haiti. Th e OAS 

also endorsed Caputo in January 1993. In its Resolution 47/20B 

(20 April 1993), the General Assembly mandated a joint UN/OAS 

International Civilian Mission to Haiti (known by its French ac-

ronym, MICIVIH) to be deployed throughout Haiti to report on 

the human rights situation there. On 16 June 1993, the Security 

Council imposed sanctions on Haiti. In July, talks were held on 

Governors Island, New York, and an agreement reached on spe-

cifi c measures relating to the return of President Aristide. In Au-

gust 1993, the Security Council passed a resolution (862/1993) ap-

proving the dispatch of an advance team to prepare the way for the 

UN Mission in Haiti (UNMIH) which would supervise the transi-

tion. On 25 August 1993, the Haitian parliament ratifi ed President 

Aristide’s appointment of Robert Malval as prime minister-del-

egate during the transition period, as provided by the Governors 

Island Agreement. Th e Security Council then suspended the sanc-

tions against Haiti.

On 27 September, the Security Council approved the deploy-

ment of UNMIH. However, on 11 October, armed civilians 

(known as “attachés”) prevented the mission from debarking 

upon its arrival in Haiti. Th e attachés were known to be terror-

izing the population through assassinations, attacks on the offi  ces 

of the prime minister, and a general strike against UNMIH. It was 

also reported that police had facilitated, and in some cases partici-

pated in, these actions.

It became apparent that the military government was reneging 

on its promises under the Governors Island Agreement. On 13 

October 1993, the Security Council reimposed its oil and arms 

embargo. Th at same month, most of the personnel of MICIVIH 

were evacuated, leaving a small administrative team to report on 

the alarming violence and violations of human rights being per-

petuated, particularly against supporters of President Aristide.

In May 1994, the Security Council imposed expanded sanctions 

on Haiti, including a ban on commercial air travel. On 31 August 

1994, the Security Council, in its resolution 940 (1994), autho-

rized the use of a multinational force similar to the one used to 

repel Iraq from Kuwait. Specifi cally, the Security Council autho-

rized UN members to: “form a multinational force under unifi ed 

command and control and, in this framework, to use all necessary 

means to facilitate the departure from Haiti of the military leader-

ship, consistent with the Governors Island Agreement, the prompt 

return of the legitimately elected President and the restoration of 

the legitimate authorities of the Government of Haiti, and to es-

tablish and maintain a secure and stable environment that will 

permit implementation of the Governors Island Agreement, on 

the understanding that the cost of implementing this temporary 

operation will be borne by the participating Member States.” By 

the same resolution, the Security Council approved the eventual 

deployment of the 6,000-strong UNMIH force to assist with the 

restoration of democracy in Haiti.

Th e multinational force succeeded in landing in Haiti without 

signifi cant bloodshed, pursuant to a last-minute negotiation head-

ed by former United States President Jimmy Carter at the request 

of then President Bill Clinton. By October 1994 President Aristide 

was able to safely return to Haiti. On 16 November 1995 the Se-

curity Council commended UNMIH on the substantial progress 

it had made towards fulfi lling its mandate as set out in Resolution 

940 in 1994. Aft er a phased reduction of the military and civilian 

police personnel, 4,000 military and 300 civilian police remained 

in the mission area by February 1996.

Somalia

Th e downfall of Somalia’s President Siad Barre in January 1991 

resulted in a power struggle and clan warfare in many parts of So-

malia. In November 1991, the fi ghting intensifi ed causing wide-

spread death and destruction, and forcing hundreds of thousands 

of civilians to fl ee their homes. Almost 4.5 million people in So-

malia—over half the estimated population—were threatened by 

severe malnutrition. It was estimated that as many as 300,000 peo-

ple had died since November and at least 1.5 million were at im-

mediate risk. Th e United Nations had instituted humanitarian op-

erations in Somalia, but due to the deteriorating situation, it had 

been obliged to withdraw its personnel from the country.

In early 1992, Under Secretary-General for Political Aff airs, 

James O. C. Jonah led a team to Somalia for talks aimed at bring-

ing about a cessation of hostilities and securing access by the in-

ternational relief community to civilians caught in the confl ict. 

During that visit, unanimous support was expressed by all faction 

leaders for a United Nations role in bringing about national rec-

onciliation. On 23 January 1992, the Security Council (Resolution 

733/1992) urged all parties to cease hostilities, called for an em-

bargo on military equipment, and requested the secretary-general 

to contact all parties involved in the confl ict. In February, the sec-

retary-general obtained the agreement of the two main factions 

in Mogadishu to an immediate cease-fi re and on 3 March 1992, 

Interim President Ali Mahdi and General Mohamed Farah Aidid 

signed an “Agreement on the Implementation of a Cease-fi re.” Th e 
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agreement also included acceptance of a United Nations security 

component for convoys of humanitarian assistance and deploy-

ment of 20 military observers on each side of Mogadishu to moni-

tor the cease-fi re.

On 24 April 1992, the Security Council adopted resolution 751 

(1992) and established a UN Operation in Somalia (UNOSOM). 

Th e total strength of UNOSOM was eventually established at 

4,219 troops to protect the representatives of the six main UN or-

ganizations at work in Somalia coordinating humanitarian eff orts 

(FAO, UNDP, UNICEF, UNHCR, WFP and WHO). In addition, 

more than 30 non-governmental organizations were working in 

Somalia as “implementing partners” of the UN. However, in Oc-

tober the security situation deteriorated, as some factions refused 

to agree to the deployment of UN troops to assure delivery of hu-

manitarian aid to people in great need. According to some esti-

mates, as many as 3,000 persons a day were dying of starvation, 

while warehouses remained stocked with food supplied by the hu-

manitarian agencies. On 3 December 1992, the Security Coun-

cil unanimously adopted Resolution 794 (1992) authorizing the 

use of “all necessary means to establish as soon as possible a se-

cure environment for humanitarian relief operations in Somalia.” 

A Unifi ed Task Force (UNITAF), led by United States troops, was 

deployed in Mogadishu on 9 December 1992.

On 3 March 1993, the secretary-general recommended the Se-

curity Council establish a new force, UNOSOM II, to take over 

from UNITAF, which had deployed approximately 37,000 troops 

in southern and central Somalia. Th e secretary-general appointed 

Admiral Jonathan T. Howe (Ret.) of the United States as his new 

Special Representative for Somalia to oversee the transition from 

UNITAF to UNOSOM II. A Conference on National Reconcili-

ation in Somalia was convened on 15 March 1993 in Addis Aba-

ba, Ethiopia. It was attended by the leaders of 15 Somali political 

movements and representatives of regional organizations. Aft er 

two weeks of intensive negotiations, the 15 Somali leaders signed 

an Agreement for disarmament and security, rehabilitation and 

reconstruction, restoration of property and settlement of disputes, 

and transitional mechanisms.

UNOSOM II took over from UNITAF on 4 May 1993, and pro-

ceeded to fulfi ll its mandate to disarm the Somali factions who 

were terrorizing the people and obstructing humanitarian activi-

ties. Th is provoked the hostility of a few clan leaders. On 5 June, 

25 Pakistani soldiers were killed, 10 were missing and 54 were 

wounded in a series of ambushes and armed attacks against UN-

OSOM II troops throughout Mogadishu. Th e Security Council re-

affi  rmed that the secretary-general was authorized to take all nec-

essary measures against those responsible for armed attacks, and 

on 12 June 1993, UNOSOM II initiated decisive military action in 

south Mogadishu.

On 3 October 1993, United States Rangers, deployed in support 

of UNOSOM II, but not under UN command, launched an op-

eration in south Mogadishu aimed at capturing a number of key 

aides of General Aidid who were suspected of complicity in the 5 

June attack, as well as subsequent attacks on UN personnel and fa-

cilities. Two US helicopters were shot down by Somali militiamen 

using automatic weapons and rocket-propelled grenades. While 

evacuating the detainees, the Rangers came under concentrated 

fi re, and 18 US soldiers were killed and 75 wounded. Th e bodies of 

the US soldiers were subjected to humiliating treatment. Follow-

ing these events, the United States both reinforced its Quick Reac-

tion Force in Somalia and announced its intention to withdraw its 

forces from Somalia by 31 March 1994.

On 9 October 1993, General Aidid’s faction declared a unilater-

al cessation of hostilities against UNOSOM II, but the situation re-

mained tense. It was reported that the major factions were rearm-

ing in anticipation of renewed fi ghting. UNOSOM II’s mandate to 

force the factions to disarm was unenforceable.

Th e leaders of the two main Somali factions signed a Declara-

tion of National Reconciliation on 24 March, committing them-

selves to repudiate any form of violence. A National Reconcili-

ation Conference was scheduled for 15 May 1994; however, this 

conference was postponed. By March 1995, UNOSOM II with-

drew from Somalia. In August 1995 a wide range of

Somali factions held consultations at Nairobi, Kenya and agreed 

to work out a common political platform and to start a process 

of national reconciliation. General Aidid rejected the calls for na-

tional reconciliation, and intense fi ghting broke out against the 

militia of Ali Mahdi. Aidid’s forces occupied Baidoa and Hoddur, 

and a stalemate between faction leaders continued into 1996.

Th e Former Yugoslavia

In June 1991, the Republics of Croatia and Slovenia declared 

themselves independent from Yugoslavia. Fighting broke out 

when Serbs living in Croatia, supported by the Yugoslavian Army, 

opposed this move. European Community eff orts to end hostili-

ties were unsuccessful. On 25 September 1992, the United Nations 

Security Council unanimously adopted resolution 713 (1991) 

calling on all states to implement an arms embargo to Yugosla-

via. Th en Secretary-General Pérez de Cuéllar appointed former 

US Secretary of State Cyrus Vance as his personal envoy for Yu-

goslavia. Vance undertook several missions to Yugoslavia and dis-

cussed with the parties the feasibility of deploying a UN peace-

keeping operation. An unconditional cease-fi re was signed on 2 

January 1992, and the Security Council approved the dispatch of 

a group of 50 military liaison offi  cers to Yugoslavia to use their 

good offi  ces to promote maintenance of the cease-fi re. However, 

some political groups in Yugoslavia objected to the UN plan for 

a peacekeeping mission. Nevertheless, on 21 February 1992, the 

Security Council established the United Nations Protection Force 

(UNPROFOR) as an interim arrangement to create conditions of 

peace and security required for the negotiation of an overall settle-

ment of the Yugoslav crisis.

On 30 April 1992, the secretary-general deployed 40 military 

observers to the Mostar region of Bosnia and Herzegovina in re-

sponse to the deteriorating security situation there. However, 

fi ghting between Bosnian Muslims and Croats on one side, and 

Bosnian Serbs on the other, intensifi ed. UNPROFOR, which had 

established its headquarters in Sarajevo, the capital, was obliged to 

relocate to Zagreb, the capital of Croatia.

A situation tragically similar to that in Somalia quickly devel-

oped. UN humanitarian convoys could not reach civilians trapped 

in the confl ict. Th e Security Council, in its resolution 770 (1992) 

once again invoked Chapter VII of the Charter and called on 

states to “take nationally or through regional agencies or arrange-

ments all measures necessary” to facilitate the delivery of humani-

tarian assistance to Sarajevo and other parts of Bosnia and Her-

zegovina. Th e situation continued to deteriorate and the Security 
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Council declared a “no-fl y zone” to prevent the bombing of Sara-

jevo and other villages. On 13 March 1993 three unidentifi ed air-

craft  dropped bombs on two villages, the fi rst time that the “no-fl y 

zone” had been violated since its declaration. On 31 March the Se-

curity Council extended its ban on fl ights, and authorized NATO 

to enforce the no-fl y zone. Between the establishment of the no-

fl y zone and April 1994, 1,620 violations of the ban on fl ights over 

Bosnian airspace were registered. On 28 February 1994, NATO 

fi ghters in the airspace of Bosnia and Herzegovina shot down 

four of six jets which had defi ed the international ban on military 

fl ights and ignored two warnings.

On 27 April 1994, the Security Council increased the strength 

of UNPROFOR to 33,891. Negotiations for a resolution of the cri-

sis in the former Yugoslavia continued in July 1994.

Th e General Framework Agreement for Peace in Bosnia and 

Herzegovina (Th e Dayton Agreement)

Following a mortar attack on Sarajevo’s Makale commercial dis-

trict on 28 August 1995, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

(NATO) conducted air strikes against Bosnian Serb positions near 

Sarajevo. Th e air strikes were authorized by the United Nations 

Peace Forces, and deterred any further attacks on safe areas. By 

October 1995, a country-wide cease-fi re was in place, arranged 

by a delegation from the United States. Th e cease-fi re included ci-

vilian provisions, such as humane treatment of detained persons, 

freedom of movement, and the right of displaced persons to re-

turn to their homes.

On 21 November 1995, a series of agreements to restore peace 

in Bosnia and Herzegovina concluded in Dayton, Ohio. Th e Gen-

eral Framework Agreement for Peace in Bosnia and Herzegovina 

(known as the Dayton Agreement) was initialed by the govern-

ments of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Republic 

of Croatia, and the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. During the 

talks, several non-NATO countries, such as the Russian Federa-

tion, agreed to participate in the implementation of the Bosnian 

peace plan. Th e United Nations was not offi  cially represented dur-

ing the talks.

Th e economic sanctions against the Federal Republic of Yugo-

slavia and the Bosnian Serb party were suspended following the 

signing of the Dayton Agreement. In his 1996 annual report, Sec-

retary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali indicated that “the value 

of sanctions as a means of confl ict resolution was amply demon-

strated in the former Yugoslavia, where the conclusion of peace 

accords has been facilitated by the eff ective implementation of a 

sanctions regime.”

Aft er the signing of the Dayton Agreement, it seemed possible 

to solve the problem of repatriation for the estimated two million 

Bosnian refugees and displaced persons. Th e UN High Commis-

sioner for Refugees (UNHCR) was designated as the agency in 

charge of planning and carrying out the repatriation of the Bos-

nians who wanted to return. However, by June 1996, only 70,000-

80,000 refugees and internally displaced persons had returned to 

their homes.

Cambodia

Th e UN Transitional Authority in Cambodia (UNTAC) success-

fully undertook its mission to conduct elections and repatriate 

more than 360,000 refugees. Its 21,000 military, police, and civil-

ian personnel were fully deployed by mid-1992. Elections were 

held in May 1993, and 96% of the eligible population, nearly 4.7 

million people, registered to vote. Despite concerns about dis-

ruption by the National Army of Democratic Kampuchea, which 

had withdrawn from the process, a six-week election campaign 

in which 20 political parties took part was successfully held. On 

10 June, the secretary-general’s special representative declared his 

view that the elections had been free and fair. Th e newly elected 

Constituent Assembly held its inaugural meeting on 4 June 1993 

to begin its task of draft ing and adopting a new constitution. Th e 

four Cambodian political parties that won seats in the election 

agreed to join in an interim administration for the remainder of 

the transitional period. UNTAC’s mandate terminated in Novem-

ber 1993. A small Military Liaison Team remained in the coun-

try for six months as observers. Th e liaison team’s mandate ex-

pired on 15 May 1994, and they were replaced by three military 

offi  cers assisting the secretary-general’s special representative in 

Cambodia.

DEVELOPMENTS UNDER KOFI ANNAN, 1997-
Secretary-General Kofi  Annan came to power at a time of diff er-

ences between the UN and the US government concerning fi nan-

cial matters. At the end of 1996, the United States was us376.8 

million in arrears, but the government was reluctant to pay the 

debt because of the belief that the UN had not been thrift y with 

its budget. Th e United States held the position that the UN should 

be reduced in size, but Annan took a strong stand against further 

budget and staff  cuts. Nevertheless, Annan took action to reform 

the UN. In 1998, the organization announced it stood “poised, 

fi nally, to undertake sweeping structural change.” Th e then 185 

member states gave strong backing to a plan to overhaul the or-

ganization, making it more effi  cient and responsive to the world 

scene in the post-cold war era. Th e secretary-general was credited 

with mobilizing the General Assembly behind the “ambitious pro-

gram” while member states were lauded for not allowing individ-

ual concerns to “override their common recognition that strategic 

changes were essential to ensure the relevance and vibrancy of the 

organization in meeting current global challenges.” Reforms in-

cluded consolidation of some offi  ces and revisions to the charter 

to allow for further streamlining.

Th e Annan-led reform eff orts helped strengthen relations be-

tween the UN and its headquarters host country, the United 

States, which by the time the reorganization was announced was 

more than us1 billion in arrears to the international body. Presi-

dent Clinton praised the reform and issued strong statements of 

support for the new secretary-general. Further, the US president 

promised to work out a plan with Congress to pay the nation’s 

debt to the UN. Faced with losing its vote and infl uence in the or-

ganization (at the end of 1999), the United States later made good 

on the promise, which, combined with initiatives to ensure zero-

growth budgets, relieved the international body’s long-standing fi -

nancial crisis.

However, relations between the United States and the UN were 

strained over US military action (including the Clinton admin-

istration’s attacks on suspected terrorist bases in Afghanistan in 

August 1998, and US-British bombings of Iraqi targets in May 

2000) and inaction: Faced with wars on several fronts in Africa, in 

mid-May 2000, Kofi  Annan said that the UN peacekeeping eff orts 

needed the kind of military help that the United States was un-
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willing to provide. Th e United States had off ered only to transport 

troops from other countries to confront the crisis in Sierra Leone, 

where hundreds of UN peacekeepers were being held hostage.

Indeed, Sierra Leone was one of four peacekeeping missions 

added in 1999 alone. Th e others were in Kosovo, East Timor, and 

the Democratic Republic of the Congo (formerly Zaire). In a press 

statement about the emerging situation in Africa, Annan called 

for a “new style of peacekeeping force for a diff erent age.” Th e sec-

retary-general described it as one needing “rapid-reaction con-

tingents” who would be on-call from countries with well-trained 

and well-equipped troops, ready to move fast to pave the way for 

peacekeeping forces. He also cited the need for better intelligence 

and more intelligence sharing, admitting the UN was “completely 

sleeping on the issue of intelligence.” While world health, the envi-

ronment, the status of women, and nuclear nonproliferation were 

the emphasis of the UN’s program at the turn of the 21st century, 

the peacekeeping initiatives continued to take center stage-posing 

formidable hurdles for the UN leadership.

Th e Global Compact. In an address to the World Economic Fo-

rum on 31 January 1999, Kofi  Annan proposed an international 

initiative called the “Global Compact,” that would bring compa-

nies together with UN agencies, labor, non-governmental organi-

zations and other actors to pursue good corporate citizenship or 

responsibility. Th e focus of the initiative is to allow companies to 

develop and promote “values-based management,” rooted in inter-

nationally accepted principles. Th e Global Compact was launched 

at a meeting in New York on 26 July 2000, which brought togeth-

er senior executives from about 50 major corporations and the 

leaders of labor, human rights, environment, and development or-

ganizations. Hundreds of companies and organizations have par-

ticipated in the initiative, and the private-sector participants rep-

resent virtually all industry sectors on every continent. Th e Global 

Compact is supported by four UN agencies: the United Nations 

Environment Programme (UNEP); the Offi  ce of the High Com-

missioner for Human Rights (OHCHR); the International Labour 

Organization (ILO); and the United Nations Development Pro-

gramme (UNDP).

Millennium Declaration. In September 2000, at the UN Millen-

nium Summit, world leaders, led by the secretary-general, agreed 

to set a timetable for achieving eight major goals by 2015. Th e fi rst 

is to eradicate extreme poverty and hunger, by reducing by half the 

proportion of people living on less than one dollar a day, and by 

reducing by half the proportion of people who suff er from hunger. 

Th e second goal is to ensure that all boys and girls complete a full 

course of primary education. Th e third goal is to promote gender 

equality and empower women, by eliminating gender disparity in 

primary and secondary education. Th e fourth goal is to reduce the 

child mortality rate by 2/3 for children under fi ve. Th e fi ft h goal is 

to reduce by 3/4 the maternal mortality ratio. Th e sixth goal is to 

stop and reduce the spread of HIV/AIDS, and to stop and reverse 

the incidence of malaria and other major diseases. Th e seventh 

goal is to ensure the sustainability of the environment, by reducing 

the loss of environmental resources, by reducing by half the pro-

portion of people without sustainable access to safe drinking wa-

ter, and to achieve signifi cant improvement in the lives of at least 

100 million slum dwellers, by 2020. Th e eighth and fi nal goal is to 

develop a global partnership for development, by fi rst developing 

a rule-based and non-discriminatory open trading and fi nancial 

system; by addressing the least developed countries’ special needs, 

including tariff - and quota-free access for their exports, enhanced 

debt-relief for heavily indebted poor countries, the cancellation of 

bilateral debt, and more generous assistance for countries com-

mitted to poverty reduction; by addressing the special needs of 

landlocked and small island developing states; by developing de-

cent and productive work for youth; by providing access to aff ord-

able essential drugs in developing countries, in cooperation with 

pharmaceutical companies; and by making available, with the co-

operation of the private sector, the benefi ts of new technologies, 

especially information and communications technologies. Kofi  

Annan’s report on the project was entitled “We the Peoples: Th e 

Role of the United Nations in the 21st Century.”

In 2005, the Secretary-General issued a report to be present-

ed at the 60th session of the General Assembly, called “In Larg-

er Freedom: Towards Development, Security, and Human Rights 

for All.” World leaders came together to review progress made on 

the Millennium Development Goals since 2000. “In Larger Free-

dom” focused on the following issues: 1) Freedom from want, 

which includes strategies for reducing extreme poverty; fi nanc-

ing for development; focusing on the Doha round of trade ne-

gotiations, by which member states are to provide duty-free and 

quota-free access for all exports from Least Developed Countries; 

and debt relief. 2) Freedom from fear, which includes preventing 

catastrophic terrorism; progress on disarmament and non-prolif-

eration, including biological, chemical, and nuclear weapons; re-

ducing the prevalence and risk of war; and arriving at principles 

to be used in deciding the use of force. 3) Freedom to live in dig-

nity, including respect for the rule of law; strengthening the of-

fi ce of the High Commissioner for Human Rights; and creating 

a Democracy Fund to provide assistance to countries seeking to 

establish or strengthen democracy. 4) Strengthening the United 

Nations, including the General Assembly, the Security Council, 

the Economic and Social Council, the Secretariat, and a proposed 

Human Rights Council.

With regard to section three (Freedom to Live in Dignity) of “In 

Larger Freedom,” under the rule of law, the Secretary-General in-

troduced a concept called the “responsibility to protect” as a basis 

for collective action against genocide, ethnic cleansing and crimes 

against humanity. Th e doctrine of the “responsibility to protect” 

is in fact a restatement of international law: the world community 

has the right to take military action in the case of national authori-

ties manifestly failing to protect their populations from genocide, 

war crimes, ethnic cleansing, and crimes against humanity. It is a 

recognition that states do not have the right to do whatever they 

wish within their own borders. Th erefore, the hitherto inviolable 

principle of absolute national sovereignty becomes compromised 

by the doctrine of humanitarian intervention.

In addition to the “responsibility to protect” doctrine, other ef-

forts toward UN reform arrived at during the 2005 world summit 

included the creation of a Peacebuilding Commission to supervise 

the reconstruction of countries aft er wars; the replacement of the 

discredited UN Commission on Human Rights by a more forceful 

Human Rights Council; and reform of the Security Council. Re-

form of the Security Council hinged on calls to enlarge its mem-

bership. Th ree diff erent proposals were fl oated over the summer 

prior to the September 2005 summit. One from the African Union 

would have added 11 seats to the 15-member Council-six perma-
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nent ones, including two for Africa with veto power, and fi ve ro-

tating ones. A second measure, from a group of mid-tier countries 

including Italy and Pakistan, called for a 25-member Council with 

10 new rotating seats. Th e most heavily-promoted plan came from 

the so-called “Group of Four”—Brazil, Germany, India, and Japan. 

Th is plan posited a 25-member Council with three new members 

that would have two-year rotating terms and six permanent seats 

for the four sponsors, along with two unnamed African states. En-

largement of the Security Council did not take place as expected, 

however, due to later surfacing of national rivalries, regional divi-

sions, and great power objections to reform.

Nobel Peace Prize. On 10 December 2001, the secretary-gen-

eral and the United Nations received the Nobel Peace Prize. In 

conferring the Prize, the Nobel Committee said Mr. Annan “had 

been pre-eminent in bringing new life to the Organization.” Th e 

Committee noted the secretary-general’s attention to peace and 

security, and his regard for human rights. It also praised his work 

in combating HIV/AIDS and international terrorism, and his effi  -

cient handling of the UN’s modest resources. Th e Committee also 

stated that Mr. Annan “has made clear that sovereignty can not be 

a shield behind which member states conceal their violations.”

Peace and Security

Nigeria. Th e secretary-general was supportive of Nigeria’s peace-

ful transition from military rule under General Sani Abacha to 

a democratic government in 1999. President Olusegun Obasanjo 

was elected president of Nigeria in February 1999 as the fi rst civil-

ian leader in 15 years.

East Timor. On 25 October 1999, the UN established UNTAET, 

the United Nations Transitional Administration in East Timor, 

following an independence referendum voted upon by the people 

of East Timor. Ninety-eight percent of East Timorese voted for 

independence. UNTAET was established to administer the ter-

ritory, to exercise legislative and executive authority during the 

period of transition to independence and to support the move 

to self-government. Violence led by militias in favor of integra-

tion with Indonesia, with the support of Indonesian security forc-

es, had erupted in East Timor following the independence vote; 

many East Timorese were killed, and as many as 500,000 were dis-

placed from their homes. Th e secretary-general and the Security 

Council undertook strong diplomatic eff orts to halt the violence. 

A large-scale humanitarian relief eff ort was launched by UN agen-

cies. With Security Council Resolution 1272, UNTAET was es-

tablished as a peacekeeping operation to administer the territory 

in its transition to independence. When East Timor became an 

independent state on 20 May 2002, UNTAET’s mandate expired, 

and a successor mission, known as the United Nations Mission of 

Support in East Timor (UNMISET), was installed to support East 

Timorese authorities in the post-independence era, while under-

taking the gradual withdrawal of UN forces.

Middle East. On 24 May 2000, Israel withdrew its forces from 

Lebanon and redeployed them south of the international bor-

der, or the “blue line” designated by the UN as separating the two 

countries. Th is line was fi xed in 1923 by colonial France and Great 

Britain, and is the one UN cartographers have drawn as the bor-

der. Th e secretary-general issued a report on 16 June concluding 

that Israel had fulfi lled its obligations under Security Council Res-

olution 425 regarding withdrawal. Th e border was controlled by 

Hezbollah guerrillas, however, who did not surrender their arms. 

According to Resolution 425, the U.N. would take action to fi ll the 

vacuum created following the withdrawal of Israeli forces, and de-

ploy appropriate armed forces to restore eff ective authority in the 

area. UNIFIL forces (United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon), 

in place since 1978, were reconfi gured periodically, and the UNI-

FIL mandate has been extended every six months.

Aft er Israel’s withdrawal from Lebanon, Israeli Prime Minister 

Ehud Barak and PLO leader Yasser Arafat met in July 2000 at the 

U.S. presidential retreat at Camp David, Maryland, with the guid-

ance of President Bill Clinton, to discuss peace. For two weeks the 

leaders attempted to come up with acceptable solutions to ques-

tions such as the status of Jerusalem, the right of return of Pales-

tinian refugees, security, Israeli settlements in the occupied ter-

ritories, and borders. No agreement was reached, and the talks 

failed. On 28 September, Ariel Sharon, leader of the Likud Party, 

toured the al-Aqsa/Temple Mount complex in Jerusalem, one of 

the holiest sites to both Jews and Muslims. Sharon’s critics saw it as 

a highly provocative move. Palestinian demonstrations followed, 

and developed into what became known as the al-Aqsa intifada.

Th e confl ict escalated over the course of 2001, with an increas-

ing number of Palestinian suicide bombings directed at Israeli ci-

vilians, and harsh reprisals by Israel. In the early months of 2002, 

the situation came to a head. Israel reoccupied major parts of the 

West Bank held by the Palestinian Authority, surrounded Yasser 

Arafat’s compound in Gaza, and eventually attacked it. In March 

2002, Secretary-General Kofi  Annan criticized Israel for its actions, 

and sent a letter to Ariel Sharon (who had become Israeli Prime 

Minister in February 2001), stating that Israeli forces had been 

waging what appeared to be an all-out conventional war on Pales-

tinian civilians. “Judging by the means and methods employed by 

the [Israeli Defense Forces]-F-16 fi ghter bombers, helicopter and 

naval gunships, missiles and bombs of heavy tonnage-the fi ghting 

has come to resemble all out conventional warfare,” Annan wrote 

Sharon. “Israel is fully entitled to defend itself against terror,” An-

nan wrote. “But this right does not discharge it of its obligation to 

respect the fundamental principles and rules of international hu-

manitarian law and the law of armed confl ict with respect to the 

treatment and protection of civilians in occupied territories.”

In June 2002, US President George Bush called for the creation 

of an independent Palestinian state living side by side with Israel. 

Th is call formed the basis for what became known as the “Road 

Map”, a peace plan proposed by the so-called “Quartet”: the UN, 

the EU, the United States, and Russia. In exchange for statehood, 

under the road map the Palestinians would renounce terrorism 

and make democratic reforms. For its part, Israel would accept 

the emergence of a Palestinian government, and end settlement 

activity in the West Bank and Gaza as the terrorist threat dissipat-

ed. On 1 July 2003, Sharon and Palestinian Prime Minister Mah-

moud Abbas held a ceremonial opening to peace talks. As a sym-

bolic end of a long era, Yasser Arafat died on 11 November 2004. 

In February 2005, the leaders of Israel, the Palestinian Author-

ity, Jordan, and Egypt pledged their continuing support for the 

road map. In a move widely endorsed around the world, in August 

2005, Sharon’s planned withdrawal of Israeli settlements from the 

Gaza Strip began, and the process was completed by September 

2005. Sharon suff ered a massive stroke in January 2006, and was 
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declared “permanently incapacitated” in April 2006 by the Israeli 

cabinet, which formally ended Sharon’s term as prime minister.

Following a Hamas victory in the January 2006 Palestinian elec-

tions, the Quartet announced that future aid to the Palestinians 

would be tied to three principles: that Hamas renounce violence, 

that it recognize Israel’s right to exist, and that it express clear sup-

port for the Middle East peace process, as outlined in the 1993 

Oslo Accords. Hamas leaders rejected these demands as unfair.

Iraq. Since the expulsion of UN weapons inspectors (the UN 

Monitoring and Verifi cation Mission or UNMOVIC) from Iraq in 

November 1998, the status of Iraq’s development programs, facili-

ties for, and stocks of weapons of mass destruction (WMD) were 

unknown. Following the lead of the United States, which was de-

termined to see Iraq either removed of its potential chemical, bio-

logical, and nuclear weapons programs, or to see a regime change 

in Iraq, the UN Security Council adopted Resolution 1441 on 8 

November 2002, deciding Iraq was in material breach of its obli-

gations under previous relevant Security Council resolutions con-

cerning disarmament. Iraq was to comply with its disarmament 

obligations, and to set up an enhanced inspections regime to oper-

ate in the country, allowing unimpeded access to UNMOVIC and 

the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) to its weapons 

facilities. Any interference by Iraq to comply with the weapons in-

spections, or false reports of stockpiles and programs that it might 

make, would cause the Security Council to convene immediately 

to “consider” the situation. Secretary-General Annan, in praising 

the unanimous resolution, stated: “I urge President Saddam Hus-

sein to comply fully with the Council’s demands, for the sake of his 

people, regional security and world order.”

Eff orts to diplomatically resolve the Iraq crisis ended in fail-

ure, and on 19 March 2003 the United States launched air strikes 

against Baghdad, beginning the Iraq War. Within three weeks 

Iraqi forces had been defeated, and President Bush declared “ma-

jor combat operations” had been completed on 1 May 2003. How-

ever, on 19 August 2003 a truck bomb exploded outside the UN 

headquarters in Baghdad. Th e top UN envoy in Iraq, Brazilian 

Sergio Vieira de Mello, was killed during the explosion, along with 

more than 20 others. Kofi  Annan said the UN would not be dis-

tracted by what he called a senseless and brutal act, but also ex-

pressed disappointment that the US-led military forces had failed 

to create a secure environment for the UN’s work. Th e fi ghting in 

Iraq escalated over the years with the rise of an Iraqi insurgency, 

and, later, intense sectarian violence. On 16 September 2004, An-

nan, speaking about the US-led invasion, said, “I have indicated 

it was not in conformity with the UN charter. From our point of 

view, from the charter point of view, it was illegal.”

Th e UN’s “oil-for-food” program, established in 1995 with Res-

olution 986, allowed Iraq to sell oil to fi nance the purchase of 

humanitarian goods, in order to ease comprehensive sanctions 

imposed by the UN in 1990 (Resolution 661) following Iraq’s in-

vasion of Kuwait. Th e $64 billion “oil-for-food” program was in 

operation from 1996 to 2003, when it was phased out aft er war 

intervened and oil exports under the program ended. It was the 

largest, most complex, and most ambitious humanitarian relief ef-

fort in the history of the UN. But the program was manipulated by 

Saddam Hussein, and it generated illicit profi ts, causing it to be-

come the subject of intense criticism. In April 2004, an indepen-

dent inquiry committee, led by Paul A. Volcker, former chairman 

of the US Federal Reserve, was charged by the Secretary-General 

and the Security Council with the task of thoroughly reviewing 

the management of the program. Th e investigation concluded in 

September 2005 that Annan failed to curb corruption and mis-

management at the UN, but it did not fi nd evidence to support 

charges that he improperly infl uenced the oil-for-food program. 

Th e committee found that Annan failed to look more thoroughly 

into the activities of his son, Kojo Annan, to see if his working for 

a company that received an oil-for-food contract posed a confl ict 

of interest for his father. It also found that the amount of Hussein’s 

profi ts from kickbacks and surcharges connected to the program 

amounted to $1.8 billion, while smuggling amounted to $10.99 

billion. Th e general conclusion of the 847-page report was that the 

UN is ineffi  cient, over-politicized, corrupt, and in need of imme-

diate repair. Th e day aft er the report was issued, Kofi  Annan took 

personal responsibility for the management failures indicated in 

the report, and urged adoption of fundamental changes in the way 

the UN is administered.

Darfur. Beginning in February 2003, a confl ict in the western 

Darfur region of the Sudan erupted. Aft er the 2002 ceasefi re agree-

ment between the Sudan People’s Liberation Movement (SPLM) 

and the Sudanese government to bring an end to the 19-year old 

civil war between North and South, non-Arab rebels in Darfur 

claimed the government in Khartoum was neglecting the re-

gion. An Arab “Janjaweed” militia, recruited from local tribes and 

armed by the Sudanese government, combated non-Arab groups 

and committed systematic killings and rapes of African villagers 

in the region: hundreds of thousands of refugees fl ed to neighbor-

ing Chad. In September 2004, US Secretary of State Colin Powell 

described the killings as genocide. Th e UN described the confl ict 

as one of the world’s worst humanitarian crises, but stopped short 

of calling it genocide. By 2005, some 2 million people were living 

in refugee camps, and at least 180,000 people were estimated to 

have died as a result of the confl ict.

Terrorism. In the wake of the terrorist attacks carried out by 

Osama bin Laden and his al-Qaeda network on the United States 

on 11 September 2001, the UN Security Council established a 

Counter Terrorism Committee (CTC) pursuant to its Resolution 

adopted 28 September concerning counter-terrorism. Resolution 

1373 called upon states to prevent and suppress the fi nancing of 

terrorist acts; to refrain from providing any support to entities or 

persons involved in terrorist acts; to deny safe haven to those who 

fi nance, plan, support, or commit terrorist acts; to bring those in-

dividuals or entities to justice; and to exchange information on 

the actions or movements of terrorists or terrorist networks. Sub-

sequent Security Council resolutions were adopted regarding 

threats to international peace and security caused by terrorist acts. 

In November 2002, in speaking with President George Bush, the 

secretary-general stated: “[E]very region and people of every faith 

have also been victims of terrorists. Th is is a scourge that aff ects 

all of us, regardless of region or religion. And we need to stand 

together to defeat terrorism. And this is where the work of the 

United Nations and eff ective implementation of this Resolution 

1373 is absolutely crucial. We need to work to deprive terrorists 

of the opportunities by not giving them haven, by not giving them 

fi nancial and logistical support. And I think the counterterrorism 

committee of the Security Council is doing a good job in trying to 

make sure we all work together on it.”
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I N T E R N AT I O N A L  P E A C E 
A N D  S E C U R I T Y

Th e fi rst purpose of the UN, as stated in Article 1 of its charter, is 

the maintenance of international peace and security. To this end, 

the organization is required “to take eff ective collective measures 

for the prevention and removal of threats to the peace, and for the 

suppression of acts of aggression or other breaches of the peace, 

and to bring about by peaceful means … adjustment or settle-

ment of international disputes or situations which might lead to 

a breach of the peace.” Th e UN has undertaken this heavy respon-

sibility with varying levels of success over the years. However, in 

the nuclear era, international security in the absence of an orga-

nization like the United Nations is unimaginable. As of 31 March 

2006, 2,247 UN peacekeepers had died in the service of interna-

tional peace and security since 1945. In recognition of their in-

valuable contribution to world peace, the United Nations peace-

keeping forces were awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1988.

BASIC CHARTER PROVISIONS
Th e basic provisions of the charter defi ning the functions of the 

Security Council and the General Assembly are summarized here, 

but fuller accounts will be found in the chapters on those bodies, 

which complement the present chapter.

1. Relative Powers of the Security Council and the General As-

sembly. Under Article 24 of the charter, the Security Council has 

“primary responsibility” in questions of peace and security. It is 

invested with special powers enabling it to decide, on behalf of 

the entire UN membership, to take collective action when peace is 

threatened (Articles 39–42) and is empowered to negotiate agree-

ments with individual members of the UN for the provision of 

armed forces necessary to maintain international security and to 

determine how many members shall participate in any collective 

action undertaken (Articles 43–48).

Th e General Assembly, on the other hand, is empowered only 

to consider and make recommendations, either to the Security 

Council or to particular states, on matters pertaining to peace 

and security. Moreover, under Articles 11 and 12, it may discuss 

but may not make actual recommendations on any special dis-

pute between nations that is currently under consideration by the 

Security Council. However, though the Assembly is not expressly 

empowered to take action, neither is it expressly prohibited from 

doing so. In the only charter provision touching on the subject, 

paragraph 2 of Article 11—which is the focus of confl icting inter-

pretation in the long-standing constitutional controversy on the 

fi nancing of certain General Assembly-sponsored peacekeeping 

operations—the actual wording is as follows: “Any such question 

[of international peace and security] on which action is necessary 

shall be referred to the Security Council by the General Assembly 

either before or aft er discussion.”

2. Bringing a Dispute or Serious Situation Before the UN. Al-

though the charter fi rmly establishes the primacy of the Security 

Council over the General Assembly in matters of peace and secu-

rity, it does not stipulate that disputes or serious situations must 

be discussed in the Security Council before they are discussed by 

the General Assembly. A dispute may be brought before the UN 

in a variety of ways specifi ed in the charter without order of pref-

erence. One or more of the disputing parties may bring the matter 

before the Security Council voluntarily, or the council itself may 

choose to exercise its constitutional right to investigate a dispute 

at its own discretion; or any UN member, whether or not it is in-

volved in the dispute, may propose the matter for discussion by 

the General Assembly; or a non-UN member that is a party to 

the dispute may—under certain conditions—bring it to the atten-

tion of the General Assembly; or the Security Council may ask the 

General Assembly to discuss the matter.

Despite these liberal provisions, the charter does not stipulate 

that all political disputes between states should be brought be-

fore the UN. Article 33, for example, enjoins UN members “fi rst 

of all” to seek a solution to their diff erences on their own initiative 

(though if they fail to take this initiative, the Security Council is 

empowered to call upon them to do so). Only aft er their eff orts to 

achieve a peaceful settlement have proved fruitless are the disput-

ing parties obliged by the charter to refer the matter to the Secu-

rity Council. Again, the UN was never intended by its founders to 

be regarded as the sole international agency for dealing with po-

litical disputes. Th us, Article 52 states that nothing in the charter 

“precludes the existence of regional arrangements or agencies for 

dealing with such matters relating to the maintenance of interna-

tional peace and security as are appropriate for regional action” 

and that members participating in such regional arrangements or 

agencies “shall make every eff ort to achieve pacifi c settlement of 

local disputes through such regional arrangements or by such re-

gional agencies before referring them to the Security Council.”

POLITICAL BACKGROUND TO THE UN’S 
PEACEKEEPING ACTION 
Th e UN’s eff orts to preserve international peace and security are 

the most contentious aspect of its entire work, because of the in-

herently political nature of its role and the fact that both the Se-

curity Council and the General Assembly are essentially politi-

cal bodies, not courts of law that apportion blame and impartially 

hand down judgments drawn from a set of established legal codes. 

Th eir task in disputes brought before them is to fi nd a compro-

mise solution that is at once satisfactory to all parties, based on 

the political realities of the world situation and consistent with the 

principles of the charter. In this way, each local dispute brought 

before the UN automatically becomes a dispute involving the en-

tire membership, as nations express diff ering views on the appro-

priate action to be taken by consensus of the membership.

Th e involvement of the general membership in all disputes is 

precisely what the founders of the UN intended—as a means of 

ensuring collective international responsibility for political solu-
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tions that are both just and realistic. However, in order to pro-

vide a counterweight to the unavoidable taking of sides, they es-

tablished the principle of unanimity among the great powers by 

bestowing the right of veto on the permanent members of the Se-

curity Council. Th e workability of this principle in practice pre-

supposed a basic measure of cooperation among the great powers. 

As events turned out, however, unanimity among the great powers 

proved to be a chimera. Within a year of the signing of the charter, 

the world was in the throes of the cold war, and the United States 

and USSR were engaged in a power struggle. Th e eff ects of this un-

expected political development on the UN’s work in maintaining 

international peace and security were immediate and devastating. 

Each dispute between the smaller nations that came before the 

UN was subsumed under the developing power struggle between 

the giants. As a result, between 1945 and 1990, the Security Coun-

cil was deadlocked again and again by 279 vetoes. Furthermore, 

the charter requirements for agreement on the provision of armed 

forces for the UN could not be met.

Whereas the USSR looked to the Security Council and the veto 

as its power instrument in the UN, the United States looked to the 

support of the majority vote in the General Assembly. In order to 

circumvent the Soviet veto in the Security Council, and being at 

that time confi dent of majority support for most of its substantive 

policy objectives, the United States spearheaded a drive to turn 

the General Assembly into a body for action in periods of inter-

national crisis. Th is drive culminated in the adoption in 1950 of 

the Uniting for Peace Resolution, which empowered the General 

Assembly to undertake collective measures for maintaining or re-

storing peace when the Security Council found itself unable to 

act in times of emergency (for the terms of the resolution, see the 

chapter on the General Assembly). It was the United States, rep-

resented by Secretary of State Dean Acheson, that originated the 

proposal for the resolution. Although some of the small nations 

expressed reservations about certain clauses, most of them were 

eager to participate more fully in the UN’s peace and security re-

sponsibilities. Only India and Argentina abstained in the vote, and 

only the Soviet bloc voted against the resolution, branding it as il-

legal and contrary to the charter.

Th e Uniting for Peace Resolution has been invoked in three ma-

jor crises: the Korean War, the Suez crisis, and the Congo crisis 

(discussed under Case Histories below). In all three instances, the 

Security Council found itself deadlocked, and General Assembly 

action was deemed essential by the majority of members. Never-

theless, despite its proven usefulness as an instrument of restoring 

peace in these instances, the resolution seems unlikely to be in-

voked in future disputes. Certain countries questioned the legality 

of the resolution and of the General Assembly’s action taken under 

it, and they felt justifi ed on these grounds in refusing to contribute 

to the costs of the Suez and Congo peacekeeping operations.

At the end of the 1980s, the demise of the Soviet Union and the 

cold war dramatically changed this state of aff airs. Within a few 

short years the entire Soviet bloc was dissolved and a new era of 

cooperation between the United States and the Russian Federa-

tion raised hopes that the Security Council would begin to fulfi ll 

the function foreseen for it by the organization’s founders. How-

ever, the political vacuum created by the collapse of the East-West 

stalemate was followed by an eruption of intransigent, deadly re-

gional confl icts and civil wars, particularly in Africa and Eastern 

Europe. While 13 operations were established between 1948 and 

1988, more than 40 new operations have been authorized since 

1988. At its peak in 1995, total deployment of UN military and ci-

vilian personnel reached almost 70,000 from 77 countries. By the 

end of 1996, 16 peacekeeping operations were severely taxing the 

ability and political will of member states to respond with person-

nel and fi nancial contributions. And in 2006, the number of cur-

rent peacekeeping missions was holding steady at 15.

TYPES OF ACTION TAKEN BY THE UN
Th e UN has two main responsibilities with respect to the politi-

cal disputes that are brought before it by states: helping the par-

ties concerned to arrive at a peaceful settlement of the issue that 

caused the dispute, and maintaining the peace if animosities 

threaten to erupt into violence or restoring the peace if hostilities 

have already broken out.

An Agenda for Peace

In response to the profoundly altered global political situation, on 

31 January 1992, the Security Council met in a historic summit 

session attended by 13 heads of state and two foreign ministers. 

At that session, the Security Council requested Secretary-General 

Boutros Boutros-Ghali to prepare an analysis and recommenda-

tions on ways to strengthen UN peacekeeping eff orts. In June 1992 

the Secretary-General submitted An Agenda for Peace. Th is im-

portant document challenged member states to adapt their world 

organization to the new international situation with more eff ec-

tive and rational peacekeeping procedures. Th e document began 

by defi ning four types of peace-related activities:

Preventive Diplomacy. Defi ned as action to prevent disputes 

from arising and to prevent existing disputes from escalating into 

confl icts. Th e Secretary-General listed a number of diff erent ac-

tions that constituted preventive diplomacy: confi dence building 

(exchange of military missions, opening channels for the exchange 

of information, and providing monitoring for regional arms re-

duction agreements), fact-fi nding missions, early warning from 

regional organizations with observer status at the United Nations, 

preventive deployment of a UN force before hostilities occur, and 

the establishment of demilitarized zones.

Peacemaking. Action to bring hostile parties to agreement 

through peaceful means like those outlined in Chapter VI of 

the UN Charter, namely: negotiation, enquiry, mediation, con-

ciliation, arbitration, judicial settlement or appealing to regional 

organizations.

Th e Secretary-General suggested that the International Court 

of Justice remained an underused resource for peaceful settlement 

of international disputes. He recommended that member states 

that had not accepted the general jurisdiction of the International 

Court of Justice, do so before the end of the UN Decade of In-

ternational Law in the year 2000. Another tool for peacemaking 

was the imposition of economic sanctions under Article 41 of 

the charter. Th e main diffi  culty with this tool was compensating 

member states that would fi nd their own economies crippled by 

the imposition of sanctions on an off ending state.

Peacekeeping. Defi ned as the deployment of a UN force to the 

fi eld, usually with the consent of the parties to the confl ict. Peace-

keeping could involve military, police, and civilian personnel. Th e 

UN pioneered this new form of military deployment during the 
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early confl icts in the Middle East and the Congo. Peacekeeping 

troops serve at the request of all the parties to a confl ict, for exam-

ple, to monitor implementation of a cease-fi re, or to prevent ship-

ments of weapons across borders. Th ey may also serve to monitor 

a demilitarized zone and provide a buff er between combatants. 

Peacekeeping forces, however, are only lightly armed and autho-

rized to use force only in self-defense. By its very nature, peace-

keeping implies an even-handed treatment of all the parties in a 

confl ict.

Peace Enforcement. Although not offi  cially defi ned as a separate 

concept in An Agenda for Peace, the Secretary-General did pro-

pose the creation, under Article 43 of the charter, of forces which 

could respond quickly and forcefully to imminent or out-right ag-

gression. In fact, the UN had sometimes been called upon to send 

forces to restore a cease-fi re. In the Secretary-General’s propos-

al, these troops would be maintained and specially trained by the 

armed forces of member states. When called upon, they would be 

more heavily armed than peacekeeping forces and authorized to 

use deadly force to stop combatants. Th e Secretary-General pro-

posed that these special units would be on call for quick response 

to the early stages of an international crisis. In the post–cold war 

era, peace enforcement had already found expression in the Secu-

rity Council’s authorization of a multinational force (sanctioned 

by the UN but not, however, under UN administration) led by the 

United States to suppress Iraq’s 1991 invasion of Kuwait.

However, the concept of peace enforcement remains controver-

sial, as some experts and member countries maintain that there 

is no basis in the UN charter for an organization dedicated to in-

ternational peace to settle disputes with military force. Under the 

charter, member states are meant to settle their disputes by peace-

ful means.

On the other hand, Article 43 of the charter provides for mem-

ber states to make military forces available to the Security Coun-

cil. In fact, it was originally envisioned that the United States alone 

would provide twenty divisions (over 300,000 troops), a very large 

naval force, 1,250 bombers, and 2,250 fi ghters. Th ese provisions 

were never implemented due to lack of consensus.

In 1993, former Undersecretary-General Brian Urquhart, who 

participated in the management of 15 peacekeeping operations 

during his 40-year tenure at the United Nations, proposed the 

creation of an elite UN-trained military force made up of inter-

national volunteers, not soldiers seconded from national forces. 

Urquhart suggested that such a volunteer force would give the Se-

curity Council the ability to back up preventive diplomacy with 

immediate peace enforcement. “Clearly, a timely intervention by 

a relatively small but highly trained force, willing and authorized 

to take combat risks and representing the will of the international 

community, could make a decisive diff erence in the early stages of 

a crisis,” said Urquhart in the journal “Foreign Policy.” Urquhart 

suggested that such a force might have been used eff ectively, for 

example, during the attempted deployment of the UN Mission in 

Haiti (UNMIH). When the United States naval ship carrying the 

fi rst deployment of troops arrived at Port au Prince in October 

1993, the ship was prevented from landing by a disorganized and 

violent demonstration of armed civilians at the port. By August 

1994, the escalating crisis in Haiti had led the Security Council to 

authorize a multinational force, similar to that used in the Iraq-

Kuwait crisis, to restore the democratically elected government of 

Haiti. Th e escalation might have been prevented if UNMIH had 

been enabled to carry out its mandate.

Peace Building. Defi ned as “action to identify and support struc-

tures which will tend to strengthen and solidify peace in order to 

avoid a relapse into confl ict.”

Th e UN had already begun to develop the concept of “peace 

building” as early as 1990, when the UN Observer Group in Cen-

tral America supervised Nicaraguan elections which were certi-

fi ed to be “free and fair” by the UN Observer Mission to Verify the 

Electoral Process in Nicaragua (ONUVEN).

Since then the demand for UN electoral assistance has grown 

enormously. Before 1992, the UN supervised elections in Haiti, 

Namibia, and Nicaragua. However, between January 1992 and 

June 1994, the United Nations received 56 requests for electoral 

assistance. Th e organization’s Electoral Assistance Unit was estab-

lished in 1992 and operates within the Department of Peace-keep-

ing Operations. Following is a list of member states requesting and 

receiving assistance from 1989 to 1999: Albania, Algeria, Angola, 

Argentina, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Bangladesh, Belarus, Benin, Bra-

zil, Burundi, Burkina Faso, Cambodia, Cameroon, Cape Verde, 

Central African Republic, Chad, Colombia, Comoros, Congo, 

Democratic Republic of the Congo, Côte D’Ivoire, Croatia, Dji-

bouti, Dominican Republic, East Timor, El Salvador, Equatorial 

Guinea, Eritrea, Estonia, Ethiopia, Fiji, Gabon, Gambia, Ghana, 

Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Guyana, Haiti, Honduras, Hungary, In-

donesia, Kenya, Kyrgyzstan, Latvia, Lesotho, Liberia, Macedo-

nia, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Mexico, Moldova, Mozambique, 

Namibia, Nepal, Netherlands Antilles, Nicaragua, Niger, Nigeria, 

Pakistan, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Romania, Rus-

sia, Rwanda, São Tomé and Príncipe, Senegal, Seychelles, Sierra 

Leone, South Africa, Sudan, Swaziland, Tanzania, Togo, Uganda, 

Ukraine, Uzbekistan, Western Sahara, Yemen, and Zambia. Th e 

Electoral Assistance Unit is supported by the UN Trust Fund for 

Electoral Observation, which is a voluntary fund. Besides build-

ing peace by strengthening a country’s democratic infrastructure, 

the Secretary-General also included the following activities under 

the concept of peace building: clearing land-mines so that agri-

culture and transportation may be resumed safely; disarming the 

warring parties; taking custody of and destroying weapons; repa-

triating refugees; training security personnel; educational and cul-

tural exchanges; and joint projects to develop agriculture, improve 

transportation, or utilize shared natural resources.

Th e Cost of Waging Peace

In Renewing the United Nations System (Dag Hammarskjöld Foun-

dation, 1994), co-authors Brian Urquhart and Erskine Childers 

(former senior adviser to the UN Director General for Develop-

ment and International Cooperation) cite the following fi gures: 

“By early 1993 the UN was deploying four times the number of 

troops, 70 times more police and over 100 times the number of 

civilian personnel as in 1987, at nearly 10 times the annual cost. 

As of 30 April 1994 the UN had contributions from 66 countries 

of 65,838 troops, 2,400 military observers, and 1,307 civilian and 

police personnel, with possible further deployments (and costs) 

evolving almost weekly relative to situations like those in Haiti, 

Rwanda and the former Yugoslavia. Th e projected costs of peace-
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keeping rose from some us600 million in 1991 to an estimated 

us2.3 billion for 1993.”

In fact, in May 1994, the Secretary-General was unable to ob-

tain 5,500 troops from African nations to protect refugees and in-

ternational aid workers caught in the bloody Rwandan civil war. 

He attributed this to donor fatigue among the countries that fre-

quently assign troops to UN operations.

As of 28 February 2006, more than 1 million soldiers, police of-

fi cers, and civilians had served under the UN fl ag since the estab-

lishment of the fi rst peacekeeping mission in 1948. As of 28 Feb-

ruary 2006, 107 countries were contributing a total of some 72,800 

uniformed personnel (military and police). Th ere were also about 

5,300 international civilian personnel, 1,600 UN volunteers and 

more than 10,000 local civilian staff . 

As the world has increasingly turned to the UN to deal with 

confl icts, the cost of peacekeeping has risen accordingly. Th e an-

nual approved resources for all peacekeeping operations from 1 

July 2005 to 30 June 2006 amounted to about us5.03 billion. Th e 

estimated total cost of UN peacekeeping operations from 1948 to 

30 June 2006 was approximately $41.04 billion. However, glob-

al military expenditures in the mid-2000s amounted to around 

us1 trillion per year. Of course, these monetary fi gures do not 

adequately take into account the tragic price paid in human death 

and suff ering during war.

Most UN peacekeeping operations are not fi nanced from the 

organization’s regular budget, but from special accounts estab-

lished by the organization to fund each particular operation. Each 

member is then assessed for a share of the mission’s estimated 

cost. Special assessments for peacekeeping are divided into three 

categories. Th e fi ve permanent members of the Security Council 

pay about 22 percent more than the regular scale of assessments 

because of their greater infl uence over Security Council decisions 

(by virtue of holding the power of veto). Other developed indus-

trial states pay the same share for peacekeeping as they pay for 

the regular budget. Wealthier developing countries pay one-fi ft h 

of their regular budget share for peacekeeping. Th e poorest na-

tions (least developed countries, or LDCs) pay one-tenth of their 

regular share. Th ere are certain inequities to this arrangement. For 

example, a number of “developing” states with per capita GNPs 

of $5,000 or more still are assessed only one-fi ft h of their regu-

lar budget assessment for peacekeeping (which have included 

the United Arab Emirates, Kuwait, Qatar, Brunei, Singapore, Ba-

hamas, Israel, Cyprus, Barbados, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, Malta, 

Greece, Libya, and Oman).

A recurrent and critical problem for UN peacekeeping has been 

the consistent shortfall in the payment of members’ assessed con-

tributions. As of 31 December 2005, member states owed the UN 

a total of us2.92 billion in current and back peacekeeping dues.

Since 1945, over 130 nations have contributed personnel at var-

ious times; 107 were providing peacekeepers as of 28 February 

2006. As of 31 December 2005, the top 10 contributors of per-

sonnel to ongoing peacekeeping missions were Bangladesh, Paki-

stan, India, Jordan, Nepal, Ethiopia, Ghana, Uruguay, Nigeria, and 

South Africa. Th e small island nation of Fiji has taken part in vir-

tually every UN peacekeeping operation, as has Canada.

For the above reasons, the Secretary-General suggested in his 

Agenda for Peace that contributions to UN peacekeeping opera-

tions be fi nanced from defense budgets, rather than from foreign 

aff airs budgets. Other innovative proposals in the agenda included 

obtaining standing commitments from member states as to the 

numbers and kinds of skilled personnel they can off er the Unit-

ed Nations as new operations arise; new arrangements for train-

ing peacekeeping personnel, including indispensable civilian and 

police staff ; stockpiling basic peacekeeping equipment (vehicles, 

communications equipment, generators, etc.); and air and sea lift  

capacity to be provided by member states either free of cost or at 

lower than commercial rates.

Genesis of a Peacekeeping Mission

Many missions are planned in response to a crisis, so the steps in 

mounting them happen more or less simultaneously. When more 

time is available, the following sequence of events is usually ad-

hered to:

• Mediation. Th e Secretary-General may be instructed to dis-

patch fi eld survey missions, or may choose to send his own 

special representative to help achieve a political settlement.

• Initial Design. Th e mission concept is presented to the Secu-

rity Council for its preliminary approval.

• Security Council Directive. Th e Security Council directs the 

Secretary-General to report back within a specifi ed amount 

of time with a plan for the mission that includes its size, struc-

ture, duties, and timeline.

• Mission Design. Units of the Department of Peacekeeping 

Operations put together a plan for the mission.

• Security Council approval obtained.

• Creation and verifi cation of the mission budget.

• Submission of the budget to the Fift h Committee (Finan-

cial).

• Fift h Committee submits the budget to the General Assembly 

for approval.

• Assessment letters are sent to the member states.

Until approved by the General Assembly, the Secretary-General 

cannot make contractual commitments for equipment, transport, 

or other services in excess of a us10 million annual spending au-

thority for special circumstances. Th e length of the approval pro-

cess creates a devastating time lag when an international crisis de-

velops that requires a timely response.

Chronology of Peacekeeping Operations

Between 1945 and 28 February 2006, there were 60 UN peace-

keeping or observer missions. Th e following is a list of the UN 

peacekeeping operations, arranged in chronological order. Unless 

otherwise noted, fi gures are accurate as of February 2006.

UNTSO-United Nations Truce Supervision Organization

Duration: May 1948 to present.

Headquarters: Government House, Jerusalem.

Strength: 153 military observers.

Fatalities: 44.

Mandate: Initially to supervise the original truce of 1948; in 

1949, following the conclusion of armistice agreements between 

Israel and its Arab neighbors (Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, and Syria), 

its responsibility became to assist the parties in supervising the 

application and observance of those agreements. However, over 

the years, its activities and responsibilities have expanded to cover 

a number of UN-supervised emergency situations in Israel, Syria, 

and Lebanon.
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Composition: UNTSO’s military observers come from 23 con-

tributing countries: Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Can-

ada, Chile, China, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Ireland, 

Italy, Nepal, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Russian Federa-

tion, Slovakia, Slovenia, Sweden, Switzerland, and United States.

Six-month appropriations for 2006: Approximately us14.66 

million.

UNMOGIP-United Nations Military Observer Group in India 

and Pakistan

Duration: January 1949 to present.

Location: Th e cease-fi re line between India and Pakistan in the 

state of Jammu and Kashmir.

Strength: 44 military observers.

Fatalities: 11.

Mandate: To observe developments pertaining to the strict ob-

servance of the cease-fi re of 17 December 1971 and report to the 

Secretary-General.

Composition: UNMOGIP’s military observers come from nine 

countries: Belgium, Chile, Croatia, Denmark, Finland, Italy, Re-

public of Korea, Sweden, and Uruguay.

Six-month appropriation for 2006: Approximately us3.87 

million.

UNEF I-First United Nations Emergency Force

Duration: November 1956 to June 1967.

Location: Initially the Suez Canal sector and the Sinai penin-

sula; later, along the Armistice Demarcation Line in the Gaza area 

and the Egyptian side of the international frontier in the Sinai 

peninsula.

Strength: At peak: 6,073; at end: 3,400.

Fatalities: 107.

Mandate: To secure and to supervise the cessation of hostilities, 

including the withdrawal of the armed forces of France, Israel, and 

the United Kingdom from Egyptian territory, and to serve as a 

buff er between the Egyptian and Israeli forces.

Composition: Brazil, Canada, Colombia, Denmark, Finland, In-

dia, Indonesia, Norway, Sweden, and Yugoslavia.

Total cost: Approximately us214 million.

UNOGIL-United Nations Observation Group in Lebanon

Duration: June 1958 to December 1958.

Location: Beirut, Lebanon.

Strength: 591 military observers (maximum).

Fatalities: None.

Mandate: To ensure that there was no illegal infi ltration of per-

sonnel or supply of arms across the Lebanese border.

Composition: Forces from 21 countries.

Total cost: Approximately us3.7 million.

UNOC-United Nations Operation in the Congo

Duration: July 1960 to June 1964.

Location: Leopoldville (now Kinshasa), Republic of Congo 

(now Zaire).

Strength: Peak: 19,828.

Fatalities: 250.

Mandate: Initially, to ensure withdrawal of Belgian forces and 

assist the government in maintaining law and order; later, to 

maintain territorial integrity and independence of the Congo and 

to prevent the occurrence of civil war.

Composition: Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Denmark, Ethiopia, 

Ghana, Guinea, India, Indonesia, Ireland, Italy, Liberia, Malaysia, 

Mali, Morocco, Netherlands, Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, Sudan, 

Sweden, Tunisia, Yugoslavia.

Total cost: Approximately us400 million.

UNSF-United Nations Security Force in West New Guinea 

(West Irian)

Duration: October 1962 to April 1963.

Location: Hollandia, West Irian (now Jayaphra, Indonesia).

Strength: 1,576.

Fatalities: None.

Mandate: To maintain peace and security in the territory under 

the UN Temporary Executive Authority established by agreement 

between Indonesia and the Netherlands while the administration 

of the territory was transferred to Indonesia.

Composition: Canada, Pakistan, United States.

Total cost: Approximately us26.4 million (cost borne by Neth-

erlands and Indonesia).

UNYOM-United Nations Yemen Observations Mission

Duration: July 1963 to September 1964.

Location: Sana’a, Yemen.

Strength: 25 military observers; 114 members of a reconnais-

sance unit; 50 members of an air unit.

Fatalities: None.

Mandate: To observe and certify the implementation of the 

disengagement agreement between Saudi Arabia and the United 

Arab Republic (now Egypt and Syria).

Composition: Canada, Yugoslavia.

Total cost: Approximately us1.8 million (cost borne by Saudi 

Arabia and Egypt).

UNFICYP-United Nations Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus

Duration: March 1964 to present.

Location: Cyprus.

Strength: 923 troops and civilian police, and 143 international 

civilian personnel and local civilian staff .

Fatalities: 176.

Mandate: To prevent a recurrence of fi ghting between Turkish-

backed Cypriots and Greek-backed Cypriots; to contribute to the 

maintenance and restoration of law and order.

Composition: Th e operational elements of UNFICYP are pro-

vided by Argentina, Australia, Austria, Canada, Croatia, Finland, 

Hungary, India, Ireland, the Netherlands, Slovakia, the United 

Kingdom, and Uruguay. Th e Argentine contingent included sol-

diers from Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Paraguay, Peru, and Uruguay.

Annual cost: Approximately us46.51 million.

DOMREP-Mission of the Representative of the Secretary-Gen-

eral in the Dominican Republic

Duration: May 1965 to October 1966.

Location: Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic.

Strength: Two military observers.

Fatalities: None.
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Mandate: To observe the situation and to report on breaches of 

the cease-fi re between the two de facto authorities.

Composition: None.

Total cost: us275,831 (through UN regular budget).

UNIPOM-United Nations India-Pakistan Observation Mission

Duration: September 1965 to March 1966.

Location: Lahore, Pakistan, and Amritsar, India (deployed 

along the India/Pakistan border between Kashmir and the Ara-

bian Sea).

Strength: 96 military observers (maximum).

Fatalities: None.

Mandate: To supervise the cease-fi re along the India/Pakistan 

border (except the State of Jammu and Kashmir where UNMO-

GIP operates) and the withdrawal of all armed personnel to the 

positions held before 5 August 1965.

Composition: Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Burma, Canada, Chile, 

Denmark, Ethiopia, Finland, Ireland, Italy, Nepal, Netherlands, 

New Zealand, Nigeria, Norway, Sweden, Sri Lanka, Venezuela.

Total cost: us1,713,280.

UNEF II-Second United Nations Emergency Force

Duration: October 1973 to July 1979.

Location: Suez Canal sector and later the Sinai peninsula.

Strength: Peak: 6,973; end: 4,000.

Fatalities: 55.

Mandate: To supervise the cease-fi re between Egyptian and Is-

raeli forces; later, to supervise the redeployment of those forces 

and act as a buff er between them.

Composition: Australia, Austria, Canada, Finland, Ghana, Indo-

nesia, Ireland, Nepal, Panama, Peru, Poland, Senegal, Sweden.

Total cost: Approximately us446.5 million.

UNDOF-United Nations Disengagement Observer Force

Duration: June 1974 to present.

Location: Syrian Golan Heights.

Strength: 1,066 troops, assisted by approximately 57 military 

observers.

Fatalities: 43.

Mandate: To maintain the cease-fi re between Israel and Syria; 

supervise the disengagement of Israeli and Syrian forces; super-

vise the areas of separation and limitation.

Composition: Originally composed of Austrian and Peruvian 

infantry units and Canadian and Polish logistic elements. Cur-

rently composed of contingents from Austria, Canada, Japan, Ne-

pal, Poland, and the Slovak Republic.

Annual cost: Approximately us43.71 million.

UNIFIL-United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon

Duration: March 1978 to present.

Location: Southern Lebanon.

Strength: 1,980 troops and approximately 50 military observers; 

401 local and international civilian staff .

Fatalities: 256.

Mandate: To confi rm the withdrawal of Israeli forces from 

southern Lebanon; restore international peace and security; assist 

the government of Lebanon in ensuring the return of its eff ective 

authority in the area.

Composition: Troops provided by France, Ghana, India, Ireland, 

Italy, Poland, and Ukraine.

Annual cost: Approximately us99.23 million.

UNGOMAP-United Nations Good Offi  ces Mission in Afghani-

stan and Pakistan

Duration: April 1988 to March 1990.

Location: Kabul, Afghanistan, and Islamabad, Pakistan. Strength: 

50 military observers.

Fatalities: None.

Mandate: To assist in monitoring the implementation of the 

1988 peace settlement between Afghanistan and Pakistan.

Composition: Austria, Canada, Denmark, Finland, Fiji, Ghana, 

Ireland, Nepal, Poland, and Sweden.

Total cost: Approximately us14 million.

UNIIMOG-United Nations Iran-Iraq Military Observer Group

Duration: August 1988 to February 1991.

Location: Th e 740-mile border between Iran and Iraq (head-

quarters in both Baghdad, Iraq, and Teheran, Iran).

Strength: 400 military personnel; 93 local staff . Fatalities: 1.

Mandate: To verify, confi rm, and supervise the cease-fi re and 

withdrawal of troops.

Composition: Argentina, Australia, Austria, Bangladesh, Cana-

da, Denmark, Finland, Ghana, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Ireland, 

Italy, Kenya, Malaysia, New Zealand, Nigeria, Norway, Peru, Po-

land, Senegal, Sweden, Turkey, Uruguay, Yugoslavia, Zambia.

Total cost: Approximately us178 million.

UNAVEM I-United Nations Angola Verifi cation Mission I

Duration: January 1989 to June 1991.

Location: Luanda, Angola.

Strength: Peak: 70 military observers; 22 international staff ; 15 

local staff .

Fatalities: None.

Mandate: To monitor the withdrawal of Cuban troops from 

Angola.

Composition: Algeria, Argentina, Brazil, Congo, Czechoslova-

kia, India, Jordan, Norway, Spain, Yugoslavia.

Total cost: Approximately us16.4 million.

UNTAG-United Nations Transition Assistance Group

Duration: April 1989 to March 1990.

Location: Windhoek, Namibia.

Maximum strength: Approximately 4,500 military personnel; 

1,500 police; 2,000 civilian personnel; 1,000 election observers.

Fatalities: 19.

Mandate: To monitor and supervise the Namibia indepen-

dence plan, including supervision of elections to a Constituent 

Assembly.

Composition: Argentina, Australia, Austria, Bangladesh, Cana-

da, Denmark, Finland, Ghana, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Ireland, 

Italy, Kenya, Malaysia, New Zealand, Nigeria, Norway, Peru, Po-

land, Senegal, Sweden, Turkey, Uruguay, Yugoslavia, Zambia.

Total cost: Approximately us368.5 million.

ONUCA-United Nations Observer Group in Central America

Duration: November 1989 to January 1992.
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Location: Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, and 

Nicaragua (headquarters in Tegucigalpa).

Strength: Peak: 1,195; end: 338.

Fatalities: None.

Mandate: Initially, to verify the compliance of the fi ve Central 

American countries with their security undertakings (the Esqui-

pulas II Agreement, 1987) to cease aid to insurrectionist move-

ments in the region and not to allow their territory to be used for 

attacks on other states; later, to monitor the demobilization of the 

Nicaraguan resistance (the “Contras”).

Composition: Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Colombia, Ecuador, 

India, Ireland, Spain, Sweden, Venezuela.

Total cost: Approximately us89 million.

UNIKOM-United Nations Iraq-Kuwait Observation Mission

Duration: April 1991 to October 2003.

Location: Th e demilitarized zone along the boundary between 

Iraq and Kuwait.

Strength: Peak: 1,187 all ranks, including 254 military observers 

supported by international and local civilian staff . Due to repeated 

Iraqi incursions, in 1993 UNIKOM’s mandate was expanded to 

include taking action against such incursions.

Fatalities: 18.

Mandate: To monitor the Khawr ‘Abd Allah waterway between 

Iraq and Kuwait and the demilitarized zone; deter violations of the 

boundary; observe any hostile action; and, as expanded by Secu-

rity Council resolution 806 (1993), to resist attempts to prevent it 

by force from discharging its duties.

Composition: Argentina, Austria, Bangladesh, Canada, Chile, 

China, Denmark, Fiji, Finland, France, Germany, Ghana, Greece, 

Hungary, India, Indonesia, Ireland, Italy, Kenya, Malaysia, Nige-

ria, Norway, Pakistan, Poland, Romania, Russian Federation, Sen-

egal, Singapore, Sweden, Switzerland, Th ailand, Turkey, United 

Kingdom, United States, Uruguay, and Venezuela.

Total cost: Approximately us600 million.

UNAVEM II-United Nations Angola Verifi cation Mission II

Duration: June 1991 to February 1995.

Location: Angola.

Strength: 350 military observers, 126 police observers, 400 elec-

toral observers, 80 international civilian staff  and 155 local staff .

Fatalities: 3.

Mandate: Initially, monitor the cease-fi re between the Ango-

lan Government and UNITA, until general elections were held in 

1992; observe the elections scheduled for September 1992. When 

fi ghting broke out again aft er the elections, UNAVEM II’s mandate 

was expanded to include monitoring the new cease-fi re between 

the government and UNITA. However, the political situation con-

tinued to deteriorate, until in 1993 UNAVEM II had to evacuate 

45 of its 67 monitoring locations. Its mandate was extended three 

months at a time, as it had become an essential factor in a continu-

ous UN eff ort to facilitate the resumption of negotiations and sup-

port humanitarian activities in the country. Following the signing 

of 20 November 1994 by the Government of Angola and UNITA 

of the Lusaka Protocol, UNAVEM II verifi ed the initial stages of 

the peace agreement.

Composition: Military and police personnel are contributed by 

Argentina, Brazil, Congo, Guinea-Bissau, Hungary, India, Ireland, 

Jordan, Malaysia, Morocco, Netherlands, Nigeria, Norway, Slovak 

Republic, Spain, Sweden, and Zimbabwe.

Total cost: us175.8 million.

ONUSAL-United Nations Observer Mission in El Salvador

Duration: July 1991 to April 1995.

Location: El Salvador.

Strength: Approximately 380 military observers, 8 medical offi  -

cers, 631 police observers; there was also a provision for some 140 

civilian international staff  and 180 local staff .

Fatalities: 5.

Mandate: Initially, to verify compliance with the San José Agree-

ment on Human Rights by the government of El Salvador and the 

Frente Farabundo Marti para la Liberación Nacional (FMLN); 

monitor the human rights situation in El Salvador; investigate 

specifi c cases of alleged human rights violations; promote human 

rights in the country; make recommendations for the elimination 

of violations; and report on these matters to the Secretary-Gen-

eral. Subsequent to fi nal peace agreements which were signed in 

1992, ONUSAL’s mandate was expanded to include verifi cation of 

the cease-fi re and separation of forces; and monitoring the main-

tenance of public order while a new National Civil Police force 

was set up. Finally, ONUSAL’s mandate was expanded to observe 

national elections for the presidency, the legislative assembly, 

mayors, and municipal councils in March 1994.

Composition: ONUSAL military observers are provided by Bra-

zil, Canada, Colombia, Ecuador, India, Ireland, Spain, Sweden, 

and Venezuela. Police observers come from Austria, Brazil, Chile, 

Colombia, France, Guyana, Italy, Mexico, Spain, and Sweden.

Total cost: Approximately us107 million.

MINURSO-United Nations Mission for the Referendum in 

Western Sahara

Duration: April 1991 to present.

Location: Western Sahara. Strength: 197 military observers, 28 

troops, supported by 224 international and local staff .

Fatalities: 14.

Mandate: To verify a cease-fi re between the government of 

Morocco and the Frente Popular para la Liberación de Saguia el-

Hamra y de Rio de Oro (Frente Polisario); monitor the confi ne-

ment of Moroccan and Frente Polisario troops to designated loca-

tions; ensure release of all political prisoners or detainees; oversee 

exchange of prisoners of war; implement a repatriation program; 

identify and register qualifi ed voters; organize and ensure a free 

referendum to enable the people of Western Sahara to exercise 

their right to self-determination, to choose between indepen-

dence and integration with Morocco.

Composition: Military observers and support personnel are pro-

vided by Argentina, Austria, Bangladesh, China, Croatia, Den-

mark Egypt, El Salvador, France, Ghana, Greece, Guinea, Hondu-

ras, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Kenya, Malaysia, Mongolia, Nigeria, 

Pakistan, Poland, Republic of Korea, Russian Federation, Sri Lan-

ka, and Uruguay.

Annual cost: Approximately us47.95 million.

UNAMIC-United Nations Advance Mission in Cambodia

Duration: October 1991 to March 1992.

Location: Cambodia.

Strength: 1,504 military and civilian personnel.
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Fatalities: None.

Mandate: To immediately deploy a small advance mission 

to assist the Cambodian parties to maintain a cease-fi re while 

preparations were made for the larger UNTAC force. UNAMIC 

consisted of civilian and military liaison staff , a military mine-

awareness unit, and logistics and support personnel. Its mandate 

was expanded in January 1992 to include training Cambodians in 

mine-clearing.

Composition: Algeria, Argentina, Australia, Austria, Bangla-

desh, Belgium, Canada, China, France, Germany, Ghana, India, 

Indonesia, Ireland, Malaysia, Netherlands, New Zealand, Paki-

stan, Poland, Russian Federation, Senegal, Th ailand, Tunisia, 

United Kingdom, United States, And Uruguay.

Total cost: See UNTAC, below.

UNPROFOR-United Nations Protection Force

Duration: March 1992 to December 1995.

Location: Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, the Federal Repub-

lic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro), and the former Yugo-

slav Republic of Macedonia.

Strength: 38,599 military personnel, 684 UN military observers, 

803 civilian police, 2,017 international civilian staff , and 2,615 lo-

cal staff .

Fatalities: 167.

Mandate: In the wake of the end of the cold war, fi ghting broke 

out among ethnic and religious factions in the former Yugosla-

via. In January 1992, Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali 

sent 50 military liaison offi  cers to Yugoslavia to promote main-

tenance of cease-fi re by facilitating communication. In February, 

although some political groups in Yugoslavia were still expressing 

objections to a UN plan for a peace-keeping operation, the Secu-

rity Council established UNPROFOR for an initial period of 12 

months to create the conditions of peace and security required 

for the negotiation of an overall settlement of the Yugoslav crisis. 

UNPROFOR’s operational mandate extends to fi ve republics of 

the former Yugoslavia, as indicated above. In the rapidly deterio-

rating situation, its mandate has been enlarged in all fi ve republics 

to include such things as security at Sarajevo airport; protection 

of humanitarian convoys; monitoring of a “no-fl y zone” banning 

all military fl ights in the airspace of Bosnia and Herzegovina; bor-

der control; the creation of “safe areas” to protect civilians from 

armed attack. UNPROFOR monitored the implementation of a 

cease-fi re agreement signed by the Bosnian government and Bos-

nian Croat forces in February 1994. UNPROFOR also monitored 

the arrangements for a cease-fi re negotiated between the Bosnian 

government and Bosnian Serb forces which became eff ective on 1 

January 1995.

Composition: Military and/or civilian police personnel are pro-

vided by Argentina, Australia, Bangladesh, Belgium, Brazil, Cana-

da, Colombia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Egypt, Finland, France, 

Ghana, Ireland, Jordan, Kenya, Luxembourg, Nepal, Netherlands, 

New Zealand, Nigeria, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Russian Fed-

eration, Slovak Republic, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Tunisia, 

Ukraine, United Kingdom, United States, and Venezuela.

Total cost: Approximately us4.6 billion.

UNTAC-United Nations Transitional Authority in Cambodia

Duration: March 1992 to September 1993.

Location: Cambodia.

Strength: (Peak) 22,000 military and civilian personnel.

Fatalities: 78.

Mandate: To monitor and help implement the Paris Agreements 

signed in 1991 between the various political entities in Cambodia. 

Th e mandate included aspects relating to human rights, the orga-

nization and conduct of free and fair general elections, military 

arrangements, civil administration, the maintenance of law and 

order, the repatriation and resettlement of the Cambodian refu-

gees, and rehabilitation of essential Cambodian infrastructure. 

During its mission the Security Council requested UNTAC to 

play many roles, including human rights oversight and investiga-

tion of allegations of human rights abuses during the transitional 

period; implementing a legal framework for the electoral process; 

stabilizing the security situation; and ensuring a neutral political 

environment conducive to free and fair elections. Aft er elections 

were held in May 1993 and a newly elected Constituent Assem-

bly began work on 14 June 1993, a withdrawal schedule for UN-

PROFOR was established, leaving a smaller contingent of military 

police offi  cers and medical units to continue the work of mine 

clearance and training.

Composition: UNTAC military and/or civilian police personnel 

were provided by Algeria, Argentina, Australia, Austria, Bangla-

desh, Belgium, Brunei Darussalam, Bulgaria, Cameroon, Cana-

da, Chile, China, Colombia, Egypt, Fiji, France, Germany, Ghana, 

Hungary, India, Indonesia, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Jordan, Kenya, 

Malaysia, Morocco, Namibia, Nepal, Netherlands, New Zealand, 

Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, Philippines, Poland, Russian Federa-

tion, Senegal, Singapore, Sweden, Th ailand, Tunisia, United King-

dom, United States, and Uruguay.

Total cost: Th e total cost of both UNAMIC and UNTAC for the 

period was approximately us1,621 million.

ONUMOZ-United Nations Operation in Mozambique

Duration: December 1992 to December 1994.

Location: Mozambique.

Strength: 6,625 troops and military personnel, 354 military ob-

servers and 1,144 civilian police; there were also some 355 inter-

national staff  and 506 local staff ; in addition, during the polling, 

ONUMOZ sent out about 900 electoral observers.

Fatalities: 24.

Mandate: To help implement the General Peace Agreement 

signed in 1992 in Rome, aft er 14 years of devastating civil war be-

tween the Republic of Mozambique and the Resisténcia Nacional 

Moçambicana (RENAMO). ONUMOZ’s mandate included four 

important elements: political, military, electoral, and humanitar-

ian. ONUMOZ military wing would monitor and verify the cease-

fi re, the separation of forces of the two parties, their demobiliza-

tion and the collection, storage, and destruction of weapons. It 

would authorize security arrangements for vital infrastructures 

and provide security for United Nations and other internation-

al activities. ONUMOZ’s Electoral Division would monitor and 

verify all aspects and stages of the electoral process. ONUMOZ’s 

humanitarian component would function as an integrated com-

ponent of ONUMOZ to make available food and other relief for 

distribution to soldiers in the assembly area. Aft er successful pres-

idential and legislative elections in October 1994, and the installa-

tion of Mozambique’s new Parliament and President, ONUMOZ’s 

mandate ended on 9 December 1994.
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Composition: Th e military component includes 302 military 

observers and some 6,250 infantry and support personnel from 

Argentina, Bangladesh, Botswana, Brazil, Canada, Cape Verde, 

China, Czech Republic, Egypt, Guinea-Bissau, Hungary, India, It-

aly, Japan, Malaysia, Netherlands, Portugal, Russian Federation, 

Spain, Sweden, Uruguay, and Zambia.

Total cost: Approximately us471 million.

UNOSOM I-United Nations Operation in Somalia I

Duration: April 1992 to March 1993.

Location: Somalia.

Strength: Originally 50 military observers; expanded to include 

3,500 security personnel, and further expanded to include 719 

personnel in logistical units; there were also some 200 interna-

tional staff .

Fatalities: 8.

Mandate: To monitor a cease-fi re in the capital, Mogadishu; 

provide protection for UN personnel, equipment, and supplies at 

the seaports and airports; escort deliveries of humanitarian sup-

plies from there to distribution centers in the city and its immedi-

ate environs.

Composition: Observers were sent from Australia, Austria, Ban-

gladesh, Belgium, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Egypt, Fiji, Finland, 

Indonesia, Jordan, Morocco, New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, and 

Zimbabwe.

Total cost: Approximately us42.9 million.

UNOSOM II-United Nations Operation in Somalia II

Duration: March 1993 to March 1995.

Location: Somalia.

Strength: 28,000 military personnel and 2,800 civilian staff .

Fatalities: 147.

Mandate: To establish a secure environment throughout the 

whole of Somalia; provide assistance to the Somali people in re-

building their economy and social and political life; help reestab-

lish the country’s institutional structure; monitor that all factions 

continued to respect the various agreements; prevent resumption 

of violence and, if necessary, take appropriate action against any 

faction that violated the cessation of hostilities; maintain con-

trol of heavy weapons; seize small arms of all unauthorized el-

ements; secure and maintain security at all ports, airports, and 

lines of communications; protect personnel, installations, and 

equipment belonging to the UN and other international organi-

zations; take forceful action to neutralize armed elements that at-

tacked or threatened to attack such facilities; assist in repatriation 

of refugees; continue the program of mine clearance begun under 

UNISOM I. UNISOM II also sought to assist the Somali people 

in rebuilding their economy and society, based on a democratic 

government. In February 1994, aft er several violent incidents and 

attacks on UN soldiers, the Security Council revised the mandate 

to exclude use of coercive methods. UNISOM II was withdrawn 

in March 1995.

Composition: Military personnel are provided by Australia, 

Bangladesh, Belgium, Botswana, Canada, Egypt, France, Germa-

ny, Greece, India, Ireland, Italy, Kuwait, Malaysia, Morocco, Ne-

pal, New Zealand, Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, Republic of Korea, 

Romania, Saudi Arabia, Sweden, Tunisia, Turkey, United Arab 

Emirates, United States, and Zimbabwe.

Note: Th e United States forces deployed in Mogadishu to sup-

port UNOSOM I and UNOSOM II were not under United Na-

tions command or authority. Th e Unifi ed Task Force (UNITAF) 

spearheaded by the United States was deployed in Mogadishu on 

9 December 1992 and included military units from Australia, Bel-

gium, Botswana, Canada, Egypt, France, Germany, Greece, India, 

Italy, Kuwait, Morocco, New Zealand, Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, 

Saudi Arabia, Sweden, Tunisia, Turkey, United Arab Emirates, 

United Kingdom, and Zimbabwe.

Total cost: Approximately us1,643 million.

UNOMUR-United Nations Observer Mission in Uganda-

Rwanda

Duration: June 1993 to September 1994

Location: Uganda side of the Uganda-Rwanda border.

Strength: 81 military observers, 17 international staff , and 7 lo-

cally recruited personnel.

Fatalities: None.

Mandate: To verify that no lethal weapons and ammunitions 

are transported across the border from Uganda into northern 

Rwanda. Th e tragic slaughter in Rwanda in April 1994 prevented 

UNOMUR from fully implementing its mandate. However, the 

Observer Mission played a useful role immediately aft er the con-

clusion of the Arusha Peace Agreement.

Composition: Military observers were provided by Bangladesh, 

Botswana, Brazil, Canada, Hungary, Netherlands, Senegal, and 

Zimbabwe.

Total cost: (From inception to December 1993): us2.3 million; 

us8 million net.

UNOMIG-United Nations Observer Mission in Georgia

Duration: August 1993 to present.

Location: Georgia.

Strength: Authorized: 122 military observers and 12 police sup-

ported by 292 international and local civilian staff .

Mandate: To verify compliance with a cease-fi re agreed to on 

27 July 1993 between the government of Georgia and separatists 

in its northwestern region, Abkhazia. It would also investigate re-

ports of cease-fi re violations and attempt to resolve such incidents; 

and report to the Secretary-General about such violations. Before 

UNOMIG could be fully deployed, the cease-fi re broke down, 

and, in accordance with the instructions of the Security Council 

resolution 858 (1993), deployment was halted. In May 1994, the 

Georgian and Abkhaz sides agreed to a cease-fi re and separation 

of forces. UNOMIG then was to monitor the implementation of 

that agreement, and to verify the exit of troops and military equip-

ment from the security zone. In December 1996, a human rights 

offi  ce was opened in Abkhazia to investigate reported or alleged 

violations.

Composition: Albania, Austria, Bangladesh, Croatia, Czech Re-

public, Denmark, Egypt, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, In-

donesia, Jordan, Republic of Korea, Pakistan, Poland, Romania, 

Russian Federation, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, United King-

dom, United States, and Uruguay.

Annual cost: us36.38 million.

UNOMIL-United Nations Observer Mission in Liberia

Duration: September 1993 to September 1997.

Location: Liberia.
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Strength: 92 military personnel during electoral period (July 

1997).

Mandate: To verify the Cotonou Peace Agreement signed in 

Cotonou, Benin, between the parties to the Liberian confl ict that 

broke out in 1990 when the Liberian president, Samuel Doe, was 

overthrown, causing a complete breakdown of law and order. Th e 

UNOMIL was created at the invitation of the Economic Commu-

nity of West African States (ECOWAS), which has taken various 

initiatives to peacefully settle the confl ict, including the establish-

ment of its own military observer group, ECOMOG. UNOMIL 

was to work with ECOMOG in implementing the Cotonou Peace 

Agreement. ECOMOG has primary responsibility for the imple-

mentation of the agreement’s provisions, and UNOMIL’s role is to 

monitor the implementation procedures to verify their impartial 

application.

Composition: Th e military component was composed of per-

sonnel from Austria, Bangladesh, Belgium, China, Congo, Czech 

Republic, Egypt, Guinea-Bissau, Hungary, India, Jordan, Kenya, 

Malaysia, Nepal, Pakistan, Poland, Russian Federation, Slovakia, 

Sweden, and Uruguay.

Total cost: Approximately us81.4 million.

UNMIH-United Nations Mission in Haiti

Duration: September 1993 to June 1996.

Location: Haiti.

Strength: 1,200 troops and military support personnel, and 300 

civilian police; there was also a provision for about 160 interna-

tional staff , 180 local staff , and 18 UN volunteers.

Fatalities: 6.

Mandate: Pending the creation of a new police force, assist the 

government in monitoring the activities of those members of 

the armed forces involved in carrying out police functions; pro-

vide guidance and advice; monitor the conduct of police opera-

tions; ensure that legal requirements are fully met. However, the 

advance unit of UNMIH was prevented from landing at Port au 

Prince on 11 October 1993. Aft er the Haitian Constitutional gov-

ernment was restored in October 1994, UNMIH assisted the dem-

ocratic Haitian government in securing stability, training the Hai-

tian armed forces, and creating a separate police force. UNMIH 

also helped the legitimate constitutional government to organize 

free and fair elections for the summer of 1995.

Composition: Djibouti, France, Mali, Netherlands, Pakistan, 

Russian Federation, Togo, Trinidad and Tobago, and United 

States.

Total cost: Estimated at us315.8 million.

UNAMIR-United Nations Assistance Mission for Rwanda

Duration: October 1993 to March 1996.

Location: Rwanda.

Strength: 2,548 military personnel, 60 police offi  cers, 110 inter-

national civilian staff , and 61 locally recruited civilian staff .

Fatalities: 26.

Mandate: In the context of the Arusha peace agreement con-

cluded in August 1993 between the government of Rwanda and 

the Rwandese Patriotic Front (RPF), UNAMIR originally was to 

contribute to the establishment and maintenance of a climate con-

ducive to the secure installation and subsequent operation of the 

transitional government; assure the security of the capital city, Ki-

gali; monitor a cease-fi re agreement, including establishing an ex-

panded demilitarized zone and demobilization procedures; moni-

tor the security situation leading up to elections; assist with mine 

clearance. UNAMIR would also investigate alleged noncompli-

ance with provisions of the peace agreement and provide security 

for the repatriation of Rwandese refugees. It would also escort and 

protect humanitarian activities. Aft er renewed fi ghting in April 

1994, UNAMIR’s mandate was altered to permit intermediary ac-

tion between warring parties, and to provide security for refugees 

and civilians at risk. Aft er the cease-fi re and installation of the new 

government, UNAMIR was adjusted to ensure stability and secu-

rity in the northwestern and southwestern regions of Rwanda, to 

monitor and encourage the return of displaced persons, and sup-

port humanitarian aid, and national reconciliation.

Composition: At its peak strength UNAMIR was to be com-

posed of 2,217 formed troops and 331 military observers provid-

ed by Argentina, Austria, Bangladesh, Belgium, Canada, Congo, 

Ecuador, Egypt, Fiji, Ghana, Malawi, Mali, Nigeria, Pakistan, Rus-

sian Federation, Senegal, Tanzania, Togo, Tunisia, Uruguay, and 

Zimbabwe.

Total cost: Estimated at us437.4 million.

UNASOG-United Nations Aozou Strip Observer Group

Duration: May 1994 to June 1994.

Location: Aozou Strip, Republic of Chad.

Strength: 9 military observers and 6 international staff .

Fatalities: None.

Mandate: Established to verify the departure of the Libyan ad-

ministration and forces from the Aozou Strip in accordance with 

the decision of the International Court of Justice. UNASOG ac-

complished its mandate aft er both Chad and Libya declared the 

withdrawal complete.

Total cost: us67,471.

UNMOT-United Nations Mission of Observers in Tajikistan

Duration: December 1994 to May 2000.

Location: Tajikistan.

Strength: 81 military observers, (as of June 1998), supported by 

international and local civilian staff .

Fatalities: 7.

Mandate: Established to monitor the implementation of the 

agreement between the Tajik government and the opposition on a 

temporary cease-fi re along the Tajik-Afghan border, and to inves-

tigate reports of violations and report them to the UN and to the 

Joint Commission. UNMOT also served as a political liaison and 

coordinate services that help the effi  cient deployment of humani-

tarian assistance by the international community.

Composition: Austria, Bangladesh, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, 

Denmark, Ghana, Hungary, Indonesia, Jordan, Nepal, Nigeria, 

Poland, Switzerland, Ukraine, and Uruguay.

Total cost: Approximately us50 million.

UNAVEM III-United Nations Angola Verifi cation Mission III

Duration: February 1995 to June 1997.

Location: Angola.

Strength: 283 military observers, 7,869 troops and other mili-

tary personnel, and 288 civilian police as of 30 June 1997.

Mandate: On 1 February 1995 the Secretary-General recom-

mended to the Security Council that UNAVEM III take over from 

UNAVEM II to help adversarial parties in Angola restore peace 
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and achieve national reconciliation. UNAVEM III was to pro-

vide mediation between the government and the UNITA party, to 

monitor and confi rm the provision of legitimate government ad-

ministration throughout Angola, and promote national reconcili-

ation. UNAVEM III also was to control and verify the elimination 

of forces, monitor the cease-fi re, and ensure the neutrality of the 

Angolan National Police.

Composition: Algeria, Bangladesh, Brazil, Bulgaria, Congo, 

Egypt, France, Guinea Bissau, Hungary, India, Jordan, Kenya, Ma-

laysia, Mali, Namibia, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nigeria, Nor-

way, Pakistan, Poland, Portugal, Republic of Korea, Romania, 

Russian Federation, Senegal, Slovak Republic, Sweden, Tanzania, 

Ukraine, Uruguay, Zambia.

Fatalities: 32.

Total cost: More than us800 million.

UNCRO-United Nations Confi dence Restoration Operation

Duration: March 1995 to January 1996.

Location: Croatia.

Strength: 6,581 troops, 194 military observers and 296 civilian 

police, supported by international and locally recruited staff .

Fatalities: 16.

Mandate: UNCRO replaced UNPROFOR in Croatia, and was 

established to carry out the functions planned in the cease-fi re 

agreement of March 1994 and the economic agreement of De-

cember 1994. UNCRO also monitored and reported the crossing 

of military personnel, supplies, equipment, and weapons over in-

ternational borders between Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina, 

and Croatia and the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and 

Montenegro) at the border crossings. Th e mandate also facilitat-

ed the delivery of humanitarian aid to Bosnia and Herzegovina 

through the territory of Croatia, and monitored the demilitariza-

tion of the Prevlaka peninsula.

Cost: See UNPROFOR, above.

UNPREDEP-United Nations Preventive Deployment Force

Duration: March 1995 to February 1999.

Location: Th e Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia. 

Strength: 1,040 troops, 35 military observers, and 26 civilian po-

lice, 203 local and civilian staff .

Mandate: UNPREDEP was established on 31 March 1995 to re-

place UNPROFOR, but the mandate was basically the same: to 

monitor and report any developments in the border areas that 

could aff ect confi dence and stability in the Former Yugoslav Re-

public of Macedonia.

Composition: Argentina, Bangladesh, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, 

Czech Republic, Denmark, Egypt, Finland, Ghana, Indonesia, Ire-

land, Jordan, Kenya, Nepal, New Zealand, Nigeria, Norway, Pak-

istan, Poland, Russian Federation, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, 

Ukraine, and United States.

Fatalities: 4.

Total cost: Approximately us200 million.

UNMIBH-United Nations Mission in Bosnia and Herzegovina

Duration: December 1995 to December 2002.

Location: Bosnia and Herzegovina.

Maximum strength: 2,047 civilian police and military liaison 

personnel.

Fatalities: 17.

Mandate: Th e Security Council established the UN Internation-

al Police Task Force (IPTF) in December 1995 in accordance with 

the peace agreement signed by the leaders of Bosnia and Herze-

govina, Croatia, and the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia 

and Montenegro). Th e IPTF monitored law enforcement facili-

ties and activities, advised and trained law enforcement person-

nel, assessed threats to public order, advised authorities in Bosnia 

and Herzegovina on operating eff ective civilian law enforcement 

agencies, and accompanied law enforcement personnel in some 

responsibilities.

Composition: Argentina, Austria, Bangladesh, Bulgaria, Cana-

da, Chile, China, Czech Republic, Denmark, Egypt, Estonia, Fiji, 

Finland, France, Germany, Ghana, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, In-

dia, Indonesia, Ireland, Italy, Jordan, Kenya, Lithuania, Malaysia, 

Nepal, Netherlands, Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, Poland, Portugal, 

Romania, Russian Federation, Senegal, Spain, Sweden, Switzer-

land, Th ailand, Turkey, Tunisia, Ukraine, United Kingdom, Unit-

ed States, and Vanuatu.

Total cost: US Final fi gures were not available as of 28 Febru-

ary 2006.

UNMOP-United Nations Mission of Observers in Prevlaka

Duration: January 1996 to December 2002.

Location: Prevlaka peninsula, Croatia. 

Strength: 28 military observers, supported by 9 international 

and local civilian staff .

Mandate: With the termination of UNCRO’s mandate in Janu-

ary 1996, UNMOP became a continuation of the mission to moni-

tor the demilitarization of the Prevlaka peninsula.

Composition: Argentina, Bangladesh, Belgium, Brazil, Czech 

Republic, Denmark, Egypt, Finland, Ghana, Indonesia, Ireland, 

Jordan, Kenya, Nepal, New Zealand, Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, 

Poland, Russian Federation, Switzerland, and Ukraine.

Annual cost: Included in UNMIBH, above.

UNTAES-United Nations Transitional Administration in East-

ern Slavonia

Duration: January 1996 to January 1998.

Location: Eastern Slavonia, Baranja, and Western Sirmium, 

Croatia.

Strength: A total of 2,847 personnel, consisting of 2,346 troops, 

97 military observers, and 404 civilian police as of 21 October 

1997.

Mandate: UNTAES was set up with both military and civilian 

components. Th e military part supervised and assisted in the de-

militarization of the region, monitored the return of refugees in 

cooperation with the UNHCR, and contributed to maintaining 

the peace by its continuing presence. Th e civilian part was to set 

up a temporary police force, monitor the prison system, promote 

the return of refugees, and to organize and verify elections.

Composition: Argentina, Austria, Bangladesh, Belgium, Brazil, 

Czech Republic, Denmark, Egypt, Fiji, Finland, Ghana, Indonesia, 

Ireland, Jordan, Kenya, Lithuania, Nepal, Netherlands, New Zea-

land, Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, Poland, Russian Federation, Slo-

vak Republic, Sweden, Switzerland, Tunisia, Ukraine, and United 

States.

Annual cost: us285.8 million.

Total cost: Not available.
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UNSMIH-United Nations Support Mission in Haiti

Duration: July 1996 to July 1997.

Location: Haiti.

Strength: 225 civilian police and 1,300 military personnel fund-

ed for a total of some 1,525 military personnel on 10 July 1997. Th e 

mission was supported by international and local civilian staff . A 

number of UN Volunteers also participated in the mission.

Mandate: UNSMIH was established to help the government of 

Haiti in the professionalization of the police and to assist in the 

creation and training of an eff ective national police force.

Composition: Civilian police personnel: Algeria, Canada, 

France, India, Mali, Togo, United States. Military personnel: Can-

ada, Pakistan.

Total cost: us57.2 million (estimate).

MINUGUA-United Nations Verifi cation Mission in Guatemala

Duration: January to May 1997.

Location: Guatemala.

Strength: Mission total of 188 uniformed personnel, comprising 

145 military observers and 43 civilian police.

Mandate: Th e peacekeeping mission within the larger civilian 

and humanitarian MINUGUA mission was established by the Se-

curity Council in resolution 1094 (1997) on 20 January 1997 for 

a three-month period to verify agreement on the cease-fi re be-

tween the government of Guatemala and the Unidad Revolucio-

naria Naciónal Guatemalteca (URNG), which was signed at Oslo 

on 4 December 1996.

Total cost: us4.6 million (estimated).

MONUA-United Nations Mission of Observers in Angola

Duration: July 1997 to February 1999.

Location: Angola.

Strength: 240 personnel all ranks; consisting of 222 troops, 12 

military observers, and 6 civilian police monitors; and support-

ed by international and locally recruited civilian staff  as of May 

1999.

Fatalities: 14 (as of 31 December 1998).

Mandate: MONUA was set up to assist the Angolan parties in 

consolidating peace and national reconciliation, enhancing confi -

dence-building and creating an environment conducive to long-

term stability, democratic development, and rehabilitation of the 

country.

Composition: Bangladesh, Bolivia, Brazil, Egypt, Ghana, India, 

Jordan, Pakistan, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russian Federation, 

Senegal, Uruguay, Zambia, and Zimbabwe.

Total cost: Approximately us225.6 million.

UNTMIH-United Nations Transition Mission in Haiti

Duration: August to November 1997.

Location: Haiti.

Strength: 250 civilian police personnel and 50 military 

personnel.

Mandate: To assist the government of Haiti by supporting and 

contributing to the professionalization of the Haitian National Po-

lice (HNP).

Composition: Argentina, Benin, Canada, France, India, Mali, 

Niger, Senegal, Togo, Tunisia, and United States.

Total cost: us20.6 million.

MIPONUH-United Nations Civilian Police Mission in Haiti

Duration: December 1997 to March 2000.

Location: Haiti.

Strength: 300 civilian police personnel, including a special po-

lice unit, supported by a civilian establishment of some 72 interna-

tional and 133 local personnel and 17 United Nations Volunteers.

Mandate: MIPONUH’s main task was to assist the Government 

of Haiti in the professionalization of the Haitian National Police. 

MIPONUH, which succeeded the previous United Nations Mis-

sions in Haiti in December 1997, placed special emphasis on as-

sistance at the supervisory level and on training specialized police 

units.

Composition: Argentina, Benin, Canada, France, India, Mali, 

Niger, Senegal, Togo, Tunisia, and United States.

Total cost: Not available.

UNPSG-United Nations Civilian Police Support Group

Duration: January 1998 to October 1998.

Location: Croatia’s Danube region (Eastern Slavonia, Baranja, 

and Western Sirmium).

Strength: As of 30 September 1998, mission total: 114 police, 

supported by about 200 international and local civilian staff .

Mandate: UNPSG took over policing tasks on 16 January 1998 

from UNTAES aft er that mission’s mandate expired. Th e function 

of UNPSG was to continue monitoring the performance of the 

Croatian police in the Danube region, particularly with respect to 

the return of displaced persons, for a single nine-month period.

Composition: Argentina, Austria, Denmark, Egypt, Fiji, Fin-

land, Indonesia, Ireland, Jordan, Kenya, Lithuania, Norway, Po-

land, Russian Federation, Sweden, Switzerland, Ukraine, and 

United States.

Total cost: Approximately us30 million.

MINURCA-United Nations Mission in the Central African 

Republic

Duration: April 1998 to February 2000.

Location: Central African Republic. Strength: Maximum autho-

rization: 1,350 troops; 25 civilian police.

Mandate: Assisted in maintaining and enhancing security and 

stability in Bangui and immediate vicinity and in maintaining law 

and order there; supervised and controlled storage, and moni-

tored the fi nal disposition of weapons retrieved in disarmament 

exercise; ensured security and freedom of movement of UN per-

sonnel; assisted in capacity-building eff orts of the national police; 

provided advice and technical support regarding conduct of leg-

islative elections.

Composition: Benin, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Canada, Chad, 

Côte d’Ivoire, Egypt, France, Gabon, Mali, Portugal, Senegal, 

Togo, and Tunisia.

Annual cost: us33.3 million.

UNOMSIL-United Nations Mission of Observers in Sierra 

Leone

Duration: July 1998 to October 1999.

Location: Sierra Leone.

Strength: Military component as of 30 July 1999: 51, consisting of 

49 military observers and 2 troops, supported by a 2-per-son medi-

cal team. Civilian component as of 4 June 1999: 53, consisting of 29 

international civilian personnel and 24 locally recruited staff .
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Mandate: UNOMSIL’s military element was to monitor the mil-

itary and security situation; monitor the disarmament and demo-

bilization of former combatants concentrated in secure areas of 

the country. UNOMSIL’s civilian element was to advise, in coor-

dination with other international eff orts, the government of Si-

erra Leone and local police offi  cials on police practice, training, 

re-equipment and recruitment; advise on the reform and restruc-

turing of Sierra Leone’s police force and monitor progress; report 

on violations of international humanitarian law and human rights 

in Sierra Leone and assist the government in its eff orts to address 

the country’s human rights needs.

Composition: Bangladesh, Croatia, the Czech Republic, Den-

mark, Egypt, France, India, Indonesia, Jordan, Kenya, Kyrgyzstan, 

Malaysia, Nepal, New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, Russian Federa-

tion, Sweden, Th ailand, the United Republic of Tanzania, United 

Kingdom, Uruguay, and Zambia.

Annual cost: us40.7 million.

UNMIK-United Nations Interim Administration Mission in 

Kosovo

Duration: June 1999 to present.

Location: Kosovo province of Yugoslavia.

Strength: About 1,957 personnel of UN and partner organiza-

tions on the ground, including about 1,297 UN civilian staff . Plus 

3,159 civilian police deployed in all fi ve regions of the province 

and at four border crossings as of 27 April 2000.

Mandate: In the wake of the Kosovar confl ict, in which the Yu-

goslav government used hard-handed tactics to control an inde-

pendence movement in the southern province, the UN Security 

Council set up UNMIK. Unprecedented in its scope, UNMIK en-

compasses the activities of three non-UN organizations under the 

UN’s overall jurisdiction. UNMIK’s mandate is to provide police 

and justice functions, and an interim civil administration (UN-

led), spearhead reconstruction, including rebuilding the infra-

structure (EU-led), and reestablish institutions (OSCE-led). A 

NATO-led force is to provide an international security presence.

Annual cost: us456.4 million as of 2000.

UNTAET-United Nations Transitional Administration in East 

Timor

Duration: October 1999 to May 2002.

Location: East Timor.

Strength: Maximum military component, 9,150; civilian police 

component, 1,640.

Fatalities: 17.

Mandate: As Portugal gave up its claim to East Timor in 1975, 

Indonesian troops moved in; the half-island territory was ruled by 

Indonesia from then until it became the independent state of East 

Timor on 20 May 2002. At elections on 30 August 1999, the people 

of East Timor voted for independence. UNTAET was established 

to administer the territory and exercise legislative and executive 

authority during the transition period. UNTAET consulted and 

worked in close cooperation with the East Timorese people.

Composition: Argentina, Australia, Austria, Bangladesh, Benin, 

Bolivia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Brazil, Canada, Cape Verde, 

Chile, China, Denmark, Egypt, Fiji, France, Gambia, Ghana, Ire-

land, Italy, Jordan, Kenya, Korea (Republic of), Malaysia, Mo-

zambique, Namibia, Nepal, New Zealand, Niger, Nigeria, Nor-

way, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, Philippines, Portugal, Russian 

Federation, Samoa, Senegal, Singapore, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, 

Sri Lanka, Sweden, Th ailand, Turkey, Ukraine, United Kingdom, 

United States, Uruguay, Vanuatu, Zambia, and Zimbabwe.

Annual cost: us476.8 million.

UNAMSIL-United Nations Mission in Sierra Leone

Duration: October 1999 to December 2005.

Location: Sierra Leone.

Maximum strength: 17,500 military personnel, including 260 

military observers, and up to 170 police personnel.

Fatalities: 188.

Mandate: UNAMSIL was to cooperate with the government 

and the other parties in implementing the Lome Peace Agreement 

and to assist in the implementation of the disarmament, demobi-

lization, and reintegration plan. On 7 February 2000, the Council 

revised the mandate of the Mission and expanded its size, as it did 

once again on 19 May 2000 and 30 March 2001.

Composition: Australia, Bangladesh, Bolivia, Cameroon, Can-

ada, China, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Egypt, France, 

Gambia, Germany, Ghana, Guinea, India, Indonesia, Jordan, Ke-

nya, Kyrgyzstan, Malawi, Malaysia, Mali, Mauritius, Namibia, Ne-

pal, New Zealand, Niger, Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, Russian Fed-

eration, Senegal, Slovakia, Sri Lanka, Sweden, Tanzania, Th ailand, 

Turkey, Ukraine, United Kingdom, United States, Uruguay, Zam-

bia, and Zimbabwe.

Total cost: us2.8 billion.

MONUC-United Nations Organization Mission in the Demo-

cratic Republic of the Congo

Duration: 30 November 1999 to present.

Location: Democratic Republic of the Congo and the subregion, 

including Namibia, Rwanda, Uganda, Zambia, and Zimbabwe.

Strength: 16,920 total uniformed personnel, including 15,019 

troops, 729 military observers, and 1,072 police; supported by 

856 international, 1,419 local civilian personnel, and 471 UN 

volunteers.

Fatalities: 83.

Mandate: Aft er Democratic Republic of the Congo and fi ve re-

gional states signed the Lusaka Cease-fi re Agreement in July 1999, 

the UN Security Council (in November 1999) set up MONUC to 

maintain liaison with the parties and carry out other tasks, in-

corporating UN personnel authorized in earlier resolutions. On 

24 February 2000, the Council expanded the mission’s mandate 

and size.

Composition: Algeria, Argentina, Bangladesh, Belgium, Benin, 

Bolivia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Can-

ada, Central African Republic, Chad, China, Côte d’Ivoire, Czech 

Republic, Denmark, Egypt, France, Ghana, Guatemala, Guinea, 

India, Indonesia, Ireland, Jordan, Kenya, Madagascar, Malawi, 

Malaysia, Mali, Mongolia, Morocco, Mozambique, Nepal, Neth-

erlands, Niger, Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, Paraguay, Peru, Poland, 

Romania, Russian Federation, Senegal, Serbia and Montenegro, 

South Africa, Spain, Sri Lanka, Sweden, Switzerland, Tunisia, Tur-

key, Ukraine, United Kingdom, Uruguay, Vanuatu, Yemen, and 

Zambia.

Annual cost: us1,153.89 million.

UNMEE-United Nations Mission in Ethiopia and Eritrea

Duration: 31 July 2000 to present.
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Location: Eritrea and Ethiopia.

Strength: 3,359 military personnel, including 206 military ob-

servers; supported by 183 international and 226 local civilians, 

and 65 UN volunteers.

Fatalities: 13.

Mandate: UMEE was established following the cessation of hos-

tilities between Eritrea and Ethiopia in June 2000, to maintain liai-

son with the parties and establish the mechanism for verifying the 

cease-fi re. In September, UNMEE’s role was expanded to monitor 

the cessation of hostilities and assist in ensuring observance of se-

curity commitments. In August 2002, UNMEE engaged in dem-

ining in key areas to support demarcation, and provided adminis-

trative and logistical support for the Field Offi  ces of the Boundary 

Commission.

Composition: Algeria, Austria, Bangladesh, Bosnia and Herze-

govina, Bulgaria, China, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Fin-

land, France, Gambia, Germany, Ghana, Greece, Guatemala, In-

dia, Jordan, Kenya, Malaysia, Namibia, Nepal, Nigeria, Norway, 

Paraguay, Peru, Poland, Romania, Russian Federation, South Afri-

ca, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Tanzania, Tunisia, Ukraine, Unit-

ed States, Uruguay and Zambia.

Annual cost: us$185.99 million.

UNMISET-United Nations Mission of Support in East Timor

Duration: 20 May 2002 to 20 May 2005.

Location: East Timor.

Peak strength: 4,776 military personnel and 771 civilian police, 

supported by 465 international and 856 local civilians.

Fatalities: 25.

Mandate: East Timor became an independent state on 20 May 

2002. UNMISET was established by the Security Council to pro-

vide assistance to East Timor until all operational responsibilities 

are fully devolved to the East Timor authorities, including law en-

forcement and security.

Composition: Argentina, Australia, Austria, Bangladesh, Benin, 

Bolivia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, Chile, 

China, Croatia, Denmark, Egypt, Fiji, Gambia, Ghana, Ireland, Ja-

pan, Jordan, Kenya, Republic of Korea, Malaysia, Mozambique, 

Namibia, Nepal, New Zealand, Niger, Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, 

Peru, Philippines, Portugal, Russian Federation, Samoa, Senegal, 

Serbia and Montenegro, Singapore, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sri 

Lanka, Sweden, Th ailand, Turkey, Ukraine, United Kingdom, 

United States, Uruguay, Vanuatu, Zambia, and Zimbabwe.

Total cost: Approximately us565.5 million.

UNMIL-United Nations Mission in Liberia

Duration: September 2003-present

Location: Liberia

Strength as of 31 January 2006: 16,065 total uniformed person-

nel, including 14,832 troops and 205 military observers; 1,028 po-

lice supported by 549 international civilian personnel, 844 local 

staff  and 242 United Nations volunteers.

Fatalities: 68

Mandate: UNMIL was established by Security Council resolu-

tion 1509 (2003) to support the implementation of the ceasefi re 

agreement and the peace process; protect United Nations staff , 

facilities and civilians; support humanitarian and human rights 

activities; as well as assist in national security reform, including 

national police training and formation of a new, restructured 

military.

Composition: Argentina, Bangladesh, Benin, Bolivia, Bosnia 

and Herzegovina, Brazil, Bulgaria, China, Croatia, Czech Repub-

lic, Denmark, Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador, Ethiopia, Fiji, Finland, 

France, Gambia, Germany, Ghana, Indonesia, Ireland, Jamaica, 

Jordan, Kenya, Kyrgyzstan, Malawi, Malaysia, Mali, Moldova, Na-

mibia, Nepal, Niger, Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, Paraguay, Peru, 

Philippines, Poland, Republic of Korea, Romania, Russian Federa-

tion, Samoa, Senegal, Serbia and Montenegro, Sierra Leone, Sri 

Lanka, Sweden, Togo, Turkey, Uganda, Ukraine, United Kingdom, 

United States, Uruguay, Yemen, Zambia, and Zimbabwe.

Annual Cost: us$760.57 million.

MINUCI-United Nations Mission in Côte d’Ivoire

Duration: May 2003-April 2004.

Location: Côte d’Ivoire

Strength as of 29 February 2004: 75 military observers support-

ed by 54 international civilian personnel and 55 local staff .

Mandate: Having determined that the situation in Côte d’Ivoire 

constituted a threat to international peace and security in the 

region, the Security Council set up, on 13 May 2003, a political 

mission-MINUCI-to facilitate the implementation by the Ivori-

an parties of an agreement signed by them (the Linas-Marcoussis 

Agreement) and to complement the operations of the peacekeep-

ing force of the Economic Community of West African States and 

French troops. On 4 April 2004, MINUCI was replaced by a UN 

peacekeeping operation-the United Nations Operation in Côte 

d’Ivoire (UNOCI).

Composition: Austria, Bangladesh, Benin, Brazil, Gambia, Gha-

na, India, Ireland, Jordan, Kenya, Nepal, Niger, Nigeria, Pakistan, 

Paraguay, Philippines, Poland, the Republic of Moldova, Romania, 

Russian Federation, Senegal, Tunisia and Uruguay.

Annual Cost: us$29.9 million.

UNOCI-United Nations Operation in Côte d’Ivoire

Duration: April 2004-present.

Location: Côte d’Ivoire

Strength as of 31 January 2006: 7,594 total uniformed person-

nel, including 6,702 troops, 195 military observers; 697 police 

supported by 362 international civilian personnel, 424 local staff  

and 202 United Nations volunteers.

Fatalities: 15.

Mandate: Having determined that the situation in Côte d’Ivoire 

continued to pose a threat to international peace and security in 

the region and acting under Chapter VII of the UN Charter, the 

Security Council, by its resolution 1528 of 27 February 2004, de-

cided to establish the United Nations Operation in Côte d’Ivoire 

(UNOCI) as from 4 April 2004. UNOCI replaced the United Na-

tions Mission in Côte d’Ivoire (MINUCI), a political mission set 

up by the Council in May 2003 with a mandate to facilitate the im-

plementation by the Ivorian parties of the peace agreement signed 

by them in January 2003.

Composition: Bangladesh, Benin, Bolivia, Brazil, Cameroon, 

Canada, Central African Republic, Chad, China, Croatia, Djibou-

ti, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, France, Gambia, 

Ghana, Guatemala, Guinea, India, Ireland, Jordan, Kenya, Leba-

non, Madagascar, Moldova, Morocco, Namibia, Nepal, Niger, Ni-

geria, Pakistan, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Ro-
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mania, Russian Federation, Senegal, Serbia and Montenegro, Sri 

Lanka, Togo, Tunisia, Turkey, Uganda, Uruguay, Vanuatu, Yemen 

and Zambia.

Annual Cost: us$438.17 million.

MINUSTAH-United Nations Stabilization Mission in Haiti

Duration: June 2004-present

Location: Haiti

Strength as of 31 January 2006: 9,295 total uniformed personnel, 

including 7,519 troops and 1,776 police, supported by 455 inter-

national civilian personnel, about 516 local civilian staff  and 161 

United Nations volunteers.

Fatalities: 17

Mandate: Having determined that the situation in Haiti con-

tinued to constitute a threat to international peace and security in 

the region and acting under Chapter VII of the UN Charter, the 

Security Council, by its resolution 1542 of 30 April 2004, decid-

ed to establish the United Nations Stabilization Mission in Haiti 

(MINUSTAH) and requested that authority be transferred from 

the Multinational Interim Force (MIF), authorized by the Security 

Council in February 2004, to MINUSTAH on 1 June 2004.

Composition: Argentina, Benin, Bolivia, Bosnia and Herzegovi-

na, Brazil, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Canada, Chad, Chile, China, 

Croatia, Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador, France, Ghana, Guatemala, 

Guinea, Jordan, Malaysia, Mali, Mauritius, Morocco, Nepal, Ni-

ger, Nigeria, Pakistan, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Romania, Rus-

sia, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Spain, Sri Lanka, Togo, Turkey, United 

States, Uruguay, Vanuatu, Yemen and Zambia.

Annual Cost: us$541.30 million.

ONUB-United Nations Operation in Burundi

Duration: June 2004-present

Location: Burundi

Strength as of 31 January 2006: 5,410 total uniformed personnel, 

including 5,153 troops, 170 military observers and 87 police, sup-

ported by 318 international civilian personnel and 389 local civil-

ian staff  and 135 United Nations volunteers.

Fatalities: 20

Mandate: Having determined that the situation in Burundi con-

tinued to constitute a threat to international peace and security in 

the region and acting under Chapter VII of the UN Charter, the 

Security Council, by its resolution 1545 of 21 May 2004, decided 

to establish the United Nations Operation in Burundi (ONUB) in 

order to support and help to implement the eff orts undertaken by 

Burundians to restore lasting peace and bring about national rec-

onciliation, as provided under the Arusha Agreement.

Composition: Algeria, Bangladesh, Belgium, Benin, Bolivia, 

Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Chad, China, Egypt, Ethiopia, Gam-

bia, Ghana, Guatemala, Guinea, India, Jordan, Kenya, Kyrgyzstan, 

Madagascar, Malawi, Malaysia, Mali, Mozambique, Namibia, Ne-

pal, Niger, Nigeria, Pakistan, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Por-

tugal, Republic of Korea, Romania, Russia, Senegal, Serbia and 

Montenegro, South Africa, Spain, Sri Lanka, Th ailand, Togo, Tu-

nisia, Uruguay, Yemen and Zambia

Annual Cost: us$307.69 million

UNMIS-United Nations Mission in the Sudan

Duration: March 2005-present

Location: Sudan

Strength as of 31 January 2006: 6,300 total uniformed person-

nel, including 5,308 troops, 593 military observers, and 399 police 

supported by 579 international civilian personnel, 1,075 local ci-

vilian and 80 United Nations volunteers.

Fatalities: 1.

Mandate: Th e Security Council, by its resolution 1590 of 24 

March 2005, decided to establish the United Nations Mission in 

the Sudan (UNMIS) to support implementation of the Compre-

hensive Peace Agreement signed by the Government of Sudan 

and the Sudan People’s Liberation Movement/Army on 9 January 

2005; and to perform certain functions relating to humanitarian 

assistance, and protection and promotion of human rights.

Composition: Argentina, Australia, Austria, Bangladesh, Bel-

gium, Benin, Bolivia, Brazil, Burkina Faso, Cambodia, Canada, 

China, Croatia, Denmark, Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador, Fiji, Fin-

land, Gabon, Germany, Ghana, Greece, Guatemala, Guinea, India, 

Indonesia, Italy, Jamaica, Jordan, Kenya, Kyrgyzstan, Malawi, Ma-

laysia, Mali, Moldova, Mongolia, Mozambique, Namibia, Nepal, 

New Zealand, Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, Paraguay, Peru, Philip-

pines, Poland, Republic of Korea, Romania, Russia, Rwanda, Sa-

moa, Sri Lanka, Sweden, Switzerland, Tanzania, Th ailand, Turkey, 

Uganda, Ukraine, United Kingdom, United States, Yemen, Zam-

bia, and Zimbabwe.

Annual Cost: us$969.47 million.

SOME CASE HISTORIES OF UN ACTION
Th e cases are arranged in order of the dates when the disputes 

were fi rst brought before the UN.

Th e Middle East

Establishment of Israel. In April 1947, the General Assembly, at a 

special session, established a Special Committee on Palestine to 

make recommendations for the future status of the British man-

date. Th e resulting partition plan, which divided Palestine into an 

Arab and a Jewish state, with an international regime for the city 

of Jerusalem, was adopted by the General Assembly in November 

of the same year. A UN Palestine Commission was established to 

carry out the recommendations, and the Security Council was re-

quested to implement the plan. Th e date for termination of the 

British mandate and withdrawal of British troops was 1 August 

1948. However, violent fi ghting broke out between the Arab na-

tions and the Jewish community in Palestine. Th e Security Coun-

cil thereupon established a Truce Commission consisting of Bel-

gium, France, and the United States, while the General Assembly 

authorized a UN Mediator for Palestine to replace the Palestine 

Commission.

On 14 May 1948, the Jewish state of Israel was proclaimed. Al-

most immediately, the Arab nations instituted full-scale armed ac-

tion. Following a four-week truce at the request of the Security 

Council, hostilities were renewed on 8 July. Th is time, the Security 

Council, invoking Chapter VII of the charter, ordered the govern-

ments concerned to desist from further military action and pro-

claimed a cease-fi re.

Th rough the UN mediator, Count Folke Bernadotte, the Secu-

rity Council then established a UN Truce Supervision Organiza-

tion (UNTSO) of military observers from diff erent countries, with 

headquarters in Jerusalem, and assigned it the task of patrolling 

the frontiers. Fighting continued, however, and Count Bernadotte 
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was assassinated in September 1948. During its regular session in 

the fall of 1948, the General Assembly established a three-member 

Conciliation Commission (France, Turkey, and the United States) 

to negotiate a settlement and also established the UN Relief for 

Palestine Refugees (later replaced by UNRWA). Following nego-

tiations with the acting UN mediator, Ralph Bunche, in the fi rst 

half of 1949, Israel, Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, and Syria signed ar-

mistice agreements. Th e agreements provided for mixed armistice 

commissions to check on their implementation. UNTSO contin-

ued in operation to observe the cease-fi re and is still in existence, 

investigating complaints of armistice violations and reporting to 

the Security Council. Th e Conciliation Commission also contin-

ues to function, still trying to fulfi ll its mandate from the General 

Assembly to assist the parties concerned to negotiate a fi nal settle-

ment of all issues.

Th e Suez Crisis. In July 1956, Egypt nationalized the Suez Ca-

nal. In September, aft er Egypt’s rejection of the London Confer-

ence plan for international control of the canal, France and the 

United Kingdom informed the Security Council that Egypt’s atti-

tude was endangering the peace. Israel invaded Egypt’s Gaza Strip 

the following month, and a Security Council resolution calling 

for a cease-fi re and the withdrawal of Israeli troops was vetoed by 

France and the United Kingdom. France and the United Kingdom 

began armed intervention in the area, and thereaft er the situation 

was handled exclusively by the General Assembly under the Unit-

ing for Peace Resolution. In November 1956, the General Assem-

bly established the UN Emergency Force (UNEF) to secure and 

supervise cessation of hostilities. Since Israel would not permit 

UNEF contingents on territory under its control, the force was 

stationed on the Egyptian side of the demarcation line. Withdraw-

al of British and French forces was completed by December 1956 

and of Israeli forces by March 1957. Th e canal was cleared by April 

of the same year, and Egypt declared it open to international traffi  c 

(Israeli ships were barred, however).

Th e Six-Day War, 1967. By the mid-1960s, the tension between 

Israel and the Arab countries had begun to manifest itself in fre-

quent and sometimes major hostilities across the various armi-

stice borders. On 18 May 1967, the United Arab Republic (UAR), 

which two days earlier had begun deploying troops to the armi-

stice demarcation line in the Sinai peninsula, offi  cially requested 

Secretary-General U Th ant to withdraw all UNEF units from the 

area. Aft er consultations with the UNEF Advisory Committee, U 

Th ant ordered the withdrawal of the force that evening.

U Th ant’s prompt compliance with the UAR’s request aroused 

severe criticism in Israel and other quarters. His view was that 

both legal and practical considerations required him to act with-

out delay. In subsequent reports, he pointed out that UNEF was 

not an enforcement operation ordered by the Security Council but 

a peacekeeping operation dependent on the consent of the host 

country. His unilateral decision to disband the force was, however, 

probably the most controversial of his career as Secretary-Gen-

eral. Some of his critics challenged the legal validity of his stand, 

while many others believed that he could have used his offi  ce to 

try to persuade the UAR at least to agree to a postponement of its 

request for UNEF’s withdrawal, which they felt only helped pave 

the way for the crisis that followed.

Th e UAR occupied the fortress Sharm el-Sheikh, which com-

mands the Strait of Tiran at the mouth of the Gulf of Aqaba. On 

22 May 1967, it declared the gulf closed to Israeli ships and to 

other ships bound for Israel with strategic goods. Israel found its 

sole direct access to the Red Sea blockaded and considered the 

blockade, together with the military agreement that the UAR had 

recently signed with Jordan, a justifi ed casus belli. Regarding the 

assurances of help that it had received from Western countries in 

the course of concentrated diplomatic activity intended to avert 

the impending war as insuffi  cient, it simultaneously attacked the 

UAR, Jordan, and Syria on 5 June. Within three days, it had deeply 

penetrated the territory of each country.

Th e Security Council, in emergency session, demanded a cease-

fi re on 6 June 1967. Israel announced that it would accept a cease-

fi re provided that the other parties accepted it. Jordan announced 

acceptance on 7 June, the UAR on 8 June, and Syria on 9 June, 

and a cease-fi re accordingly took eff ect on 10 June. Violations of 

the cease-fi re, especially along the Israel-Syria border, continued 

until 13 June, when Secretary-General U Th ant was able to report 

the “virtual cessation” of all military activity. By then, Israel had 

voluntarily withdrawn its forces from much of the territory that 

it had occupied but had retained control of several areas regarded 

as essential to its security—namely, the whole of the UAR’s Sinai 

peninsula up to the Suez Canal, including Sharm el-Sheikh and 

the Gaza Strip; the Jordanian part of the city of Jerusalem and the 

West Bank area of the Jordan River; and the Golan Heights, in 

Syrian territory overlooking the Sea of Galilee. On 14 June, the 

Security Council adopted a resolution calling upon Israel to en-

sure the “safety, welfare and security” of the inhabitants of the oc-

cupied areas and upon the “governments concerned” scrupulously 

to respect the humanitarian principles governing the treatment of 

prisoners of war contained in the 1949 Geneva Convention.

An emergency special session of the General Assembly, held 

from 19 June to 21 July 1967, failed to produce a resolution that 

might serve as the frame of reference for a settlement. Th e divi-

sion of opinion between the supporters of the Arabs, including 

the Soviet bloc and several African and Asian countries, and the 

supporters of the Israeli position, including the United States and 

several Western countries, was too deep to be bridged. However, 

the General Assembly did adopt, by a vote of 99 in favor with 20 

abstentions, a resolution declaring invalid Israel’s proclamation on 

28 June that Jerusalem would thenceforward be a unifi ed city un-

der Israeli administration.

Resolution 242. For many months, the Security Council was 

equally unsuccessful in the attempt to devise an acceptable for-

mula for establishing permanent peace in the area. Finally, on 22 

November 1967, aft er weeks of quiet diplomacy and closed dis-

cussions, it adopted Resolution 242, which provided the basis of 

UN eff orts to achieve a defi nitive settlement. Th e resolution, based 

on a British draft , establishes certain principles for a peaceful set-

tlement without going into contentious specifi cs or prescribing 

priorities. Th e principles include withdrawal of Israeli forces from 

occupied areas (the text deliberately avoided requesting with-

drawal from “all” occupied areas, in view of Israel’s declaration 

that it would not give up certain strategic places, including Jorda-

nian Jerusalem); an end to states of belligerency; respect for the 

rights of all states in the area to peaceful existence; and an affi  rma-

tion of the need to guarantee free navigation through internation-

al waterways, settle the long-standing Palestine refugee problem, 

and guarantee the territorial integrity and political independence 
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of the countries involved. All parties—except, initially, Syria—ac-

cepted the formula.

Th e October War, 1973. Full-scale hostilities broke out again in 

the Suez Canal and Israel-Syria sectors on 6 October 1973. Th e Se-

curity Council met four times without considering any draft  reso-

lutions and on 12 October decided to reconvene at a later date 

aft er consultations. It did so on 21 October at the request of the 

United States and the USSR and the next day adopted Resolution 

338, which called for the immediate cessation of all military activ-

ities. It also decided that negotiations between the concerned par-

ties for a just and durable peace should begin at once. China did 

not participate in this or other votes on the question. Israel, Syria, 

and Egypt agreed to comply, each stating conditions.

A second UN Emergency Force (UNEF II) was established by 

the Security Council on 25 October 1973. Its personnel were to be 

drawn from member states, with the exception of the permanent 

members of the council, and its eventual strength was to be 7,000. 

As the force was assembled, it took up stations in zones of disen-

gagement between Israel and Egypt.

A peace conference on the Middle East was convened in De-

cember 1973 in Geneva under the auspices of the UN and the co-

chairmanship of the United States and the USSR. Th e work of the 

conference came to fruition at kilometer 101 on the Cairo-Suez 

road on 18 January 1974, when the chief of staff  of the Egyptian 

Armed Forces and the chief of staff  of the Israel Defense Forc-

es signed an Agreement on Disengagement of Forces, with the 

UNEF commander as witness. Th e agreement came into eff ect on 

25 January 1974.

It was not until 31 May 1974, in Geneva, that Syria and Isra-

el signed an Agreement on Disengagement, which called for the 

creation of a UN Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF) and 

specifi ed that it did not represent a peace agreement but a step to-

ward peace. On the same day, aft er the signing, the Security Coun-

cil adopted a resolution jointly sponsored by the United States and 

the USSR that set up UNDOF. China and Iraq did not participate 

in the vote. Th e strength of UNDOF was to be 1,250, its compo-

nents to be drawn from members of the UN that were not perma-

nent members of the Security Council. In 2006, UNDOF com-

prised some 1,000 troops, provided by Austria, Canada, Japan, 

Nepal, Poland, and the Slovak Republic, deployed between the Is-

raeli and Syrian forces on the Golan Heights.

Developments in Lebanon. On 15 March 1978, following a Pal-

estinian commando raid in Israel, Israeli forces invaded southern 

Lebanon. On 19 March, the Security Council called on Israel to 

cease its military action against Lebanese territory and decided to 

establish a UN Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL) to confi rm the 

withdrawal of Israeli forces and assist the Lebanese government in 

ensuring the return of its eff ective authority in the area.

Th e mandate of the 6,000-man UNIFIL has been extended by 

the Security Council since then. Perhaps its greatest crisis oc-

curred on the morning of 6 June 1982, when Israeli forces, com-

prising two mechanized divisions with air and naval support, 

moved into Lebanese territory, bypassing positions occupied by 

UNIFIL. Th e Israeli invasion was followed by a few days of in-

tensive exchanges of fi re with PLO and Syrian forces and by Is-

raeli air attacks on targets in the Beirut area. In subsequent days 

and weeks, the Security Council met numerous times to demand 

a cease-fi re, withdrawal of Israeli forces, and respect for the rights 

of the civilian population.

UNIFIL’s mandate was enlarged to extend protection and hu-

manitarian assistance to the population of the area; an interna-

tional survey mission was established to assess the situation on the 

spot; a UN observer group was deployed in and around Beirut to 

ensure that a cease-fi re was fully observed by all concerned; and, 

at Lebanon’s request, a 4,000-man multinational force, composed 

of contingents from France, Italy, and the United States (and later 

the United Kingdom), was deployed in the Beirut area. Th e force 

was withdrawn in 1984.

As of 31 January 2006, UNIFIL comprised some 1,980 troops, 

provided by France, Ghana, India, Ireland, Italy, Poland, and 

Ukraine. It has continued to assist the Lebanese government in en-

suring the return of its eff ective authority in southern Lebanon.

Th e Question of Palestinian Rights. Concurrently with its con-

sideration of the situation in the Middle East and of the role of 

peacekeeping forces in the region, the UN has been concerned 

with the question of Palestinian rights. In 1968, the General As-

sembly established the Special Committee to Investigate Israeli 

Practices Aff ecting the Human Rights of the Population of the 

Occupied Territories, which reports annually to it, and in 1974, 

it reaffi  rmed “the inalienable rights of the Palestinian people” to 

unhindered self-determination, national independence, and sov-

ereignty. Th e General Assembly recognized the Palestinian peo-

ple as a principal party in the establishment of a just and durable 

peace in the Middle East, and it invited the PLO to participate as 

an observer in its work and in UN conferences.

In 1975, the General Assembly established the Committee on 

the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People 

and asked it to recommend a program for the implementation of 

those rights. Th e committee recommended that a timetable be es-

tablished by the Security Council for the complete withdrawal of 

Israeli forces from the areas occupied in 1967. Th e evacuated ar-

eas, with all properties and services intact, would be taken over 

by the UN, which, with the cooperation of the League of Arab 

States, would subsequently hand them over to the PLO as the rep-

resentative of the Palestinian people. Th e General Assembly has 

endorsed the committee’s recommendations at successive sessions 

since 1976, but the Security Council has not acted on them.

An International Conference on the Question of Palestine, held 

in Geneva in the summer of 1983, adopted a declaration on Pal-

estine and a program of action for the achievement of Palestinian 

rights, which was later endorsed by the General Assembly. Th e 

conference also called for the convening of an international con-

ference on the Middle East, a proposal which the General Assem-

bly endorsed.

At its 1987 session, the General Assembly reaffi  rmed its convic-

tion that “the question of Palestine is the core of the confl ict in the 

Middle East and that no comprehensive, just and lasting peace in 

the region will be achieved without the full exercise by the Pales-

tinian people of its inalienable national rights and the immediate, 

unconditional and total withdrawal of Israel from all the Palestin-

ian and other Arab occupied territories.” Th e General Assembly 

again called for the convening of an international peace confer-

ence on the Middle East under the auspices of the UN and at the 

invitation of the Secretary-General, with the participation of the 
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fi ve permanent members of the Security Council and all the par-

ties to the Arab-Israeli confl ict, including the PLO.

Korea

At the end of World War II, the Allied powers agreed that Soviet 

troops would accept the Japanese surrender north of the 38th par-

allel in Korea and that United States forces would accept it south 

of that line. Th e two occupying powers established a joint com-

mission to set up a provisional government for the country, but 

the commission could not come to an agreement, and the United 

States brought the matter to the General Assembly in September 

1947. In November, the General Assembly created a Temporary 

Commission on Korea to facilitate nationwide elections. However, 

since the commission was denied access to northern Korea, it was 

only able to supervise elections in the southern half of the country. 

Th ese elections took place in May 1948, and in August, the United 

States transferred governmental and military functions to the duly 

elected government of the Republic of Korea (ROK). Meanwhile, 

a separate government was established in the north. In December 

1948, the General Assembly, over the objection of the USSR, es-

tablished a seven-member UN Commission on Korea (UNCOK) 

to replace the Temporary Commission and to seek reunifi cation.

On 25 June 1950, both UNCOK and the United States informed 

the Security Council that the Democratic People’s Republic of Ko-

rea (DPRK) had attacked the ROK that morning. Th e council met 

on the same day and (the USSR being absent at the time in protest 

against a council decision on Chinese representation) declared the 

attack to be a breach of the peace. It called for a cease-fi re, with-

drawal of DPRK forces to the 38th parallel, and the assistance of 

member states to the ROK. As the fi ghting continued, the Secu-

rity Council, on 27 June, recommended that UN members fur-

nish assistance to the ROK to repel the attack and restore peace 

and security. On the same day, the United States announced that 

it had ordered its own air and sea forces to give cover and sup-

port to the South Korean troops. On July 7, the Security Coun-

cil voted to recommend that states make forces available to a UN 

Unifi ed Command under the United States. (It should be noted 

that although the council had used the language of Chapter VII of 

the charter—“breach of the peace,” etc.—it did not specifi cally in-

voke the chapter itself or use its constitutional power thereunder 

to order all states to comply with its decision.) In all, 16 nations 

supplied troops: Australia, Belgium, Canada, Colombia, Ethiopia, 

France, Greece, Luxembourg, Netherlands, New Zealand, Philip-

pines, Th ailand, Turkey, South Africa, the United Kingdom, and 

the United States; the ROK also placed its troops under the UN 

Command.

On 1 August 1950, the USSR returned to the Security Coun-

cil (having by then been absent for six months) and declared that 

all the actions and decisions that had previously been taken by 

the council were illegal. On 6 November, the USSR vetoed a reso-

lution proposed by the United States. As a result of the ensuing 

deadlock, the General Assembly virtually took over the handling 

of the entire situation (the Security Council even agreeing unani-

mously, on 31 January 1951, to remove the item from its agenda). 

Th e legalistic device by which the General Assembly voted itself 

competent to continue with collective measures that under the 

charter are the exclusive preserve of the Security Council was the 

Uniting for Peace Resolution.

Even before the Security Council became deadlocked, the Gen-

eral Assembly had considered an agenda item entitled “Th e Prob-

lem of the Independence of Korea.” Under this item, it established 

the Commission for the Unifi cation and Rehabilitation of Ko-

rea (UNCURK) to replace UNCOK. Th en, on 6 November 1950, 

events were given a new twist when the People’s Republic of China 

entered the war on the side of the DPRK. Th e General Assem-

bly promptly added the agenda item entitled “Intervention of the 

Central People’s Government of the People’s Republic of China in 

Korea.” Under this item, the General Assembly established the UN 

Korean Reconstruction Agency (UNKRA) and a three-member 

Cease-fi re Group that included the president of the General As-

sembly to determine a basis for ending hostilities. Following Chi-

na’s refusal to cooperate, the General Assembly, in February 1951, 

adopted a resolution that that government had engaged in aggres-

sion. It also established a Good Offi  ces Committee and an Addi-

tional Measures Committee to supplement the Cease-fi re Group. 

Truce negotiations began in July 1951, but fi ghting continued un-

til 1953, when an armistice agreement was signed on 27 July. A 

year later, the General Assembly called for the political confer-

ence that had been provided for in the armistice agreement. Th e 

conference was held between April and June 1954, but it failed to 

resolve problems and negotiate reunifi cation of the country. UN-

KRA ceased operations in 1960, and UNCURK was dissolved by a 

consensus vote of the 1973 General Assembly.

On 18 November 1975, the General Assembly adopted two res-

olutions—one with Western support, the other with that of the 

Communist states—which were to some extent confl icting but 

which both favored dissolution of the UN Command at an early 

date. Th e fi rst resolution called for negotiations among the DPRK, 

the ROK, China, and the United States. Th e second called for ne-

gotiations between the DPRK and the United States. Th e DPRK 

declared that it would not participate in negotiations with the 

ROK.

As of April 2006, the UN Command was still in operation, and 

the Military Armistice Commission (MAC), set up to implement 

the armistice terms, continued to meet regularly in the Joint Secu-

rity Area, commonly known as the Truce Village of Panmunjom.

Kashmir

Kashmir (offi  cially, Jammu and Kashmir) was originally one of the 

princely states of British India. Under the partition plan and the 

Indian Independence Act of 1947, it became free to accede to ei-

ther India or Pakistan, on both of which it borders. On 1 January 

1948, India reported to the Security Council that tribesmen were 

invading Kashmir with the active assistance of Pakistan. Aft er the 

invasion had begun, the maharajah of Kashmir had requested ac-

cession to India and India had accepted on the understanding that, 

once normal conditions were restored, the question of accession 

would be settled by a plebiscite. Pakistan declared that Kashmir’s 

accession to India was illegal.

Th e Security Council, aft er asking the parties to mediate, called 

for withdrawal of Pakistani nationals, reduction of Indian forces, 

and arrangement of a plebiscite on Kashmir’s accession to India. 

A UN Commission for India and Pakistan (UNCIP) was sent to 
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mediate in July 1948. By 1949, UNCIP had eff ected a cease-fi re 

and was able to state that principles on a plebiscite had been ac-

cepted by both governments. In July 1949, agreement was reached 

on a cease-fi re line, and UNCIP appointed a group of military ob-

servers to watch for violations. However, it was unable to reach 

agreement on terms for the demilitarization of Kashmir prior to 

a plebiscite.

In March 1951, aft er several attempts at further negotiation 

had failed, the Security Council decided to continue the observer 

group—now called the UN Military Observer Group in India and 

Pakistan (UNMOGIP)—to supervise the cease-fi re within Kash-

mir itself. Despite continued mediation, the diff erences between 

the parties remained. Th e Security Council repeatedly considered 

the matter without achieving appreciable progress.

In August 1965 there was a sudden outbreak of serious hos-

tilities. UNMOGIP reported clashes between the regular armed 

forces of both India and Pakistan, and fi ghting continued into 

September, although the Security Council had twice called for a 

cease-fi re. Following a report that fi ghting had spread to the in-

ternational border between India and West Pakistan, the coun-

cil, on September 20, requested that both sides issue orders for a 

cease-fi re within two days and withdraw their forces to their pre-

viously held positions. Th e cease-fi re was accepted by both states, 

but continuous complaints of violations were made by each side. 

Accordingly, the Council requested Secretary-General U Th ant 

to increase the size of UNMOGIP and to establish the UN In-

dia-Pakistan Observation Mission (UNIPOM) on the India-West 

Pakistan border.

On 5 November 1965, the Security Council urged that a meeting 

between the parties be held as soon as possible and that a plan for 

withdrawal containing a time limit for execution be developed. U 

Th ant appointed a representative to meet with authorities of both 

countries on the question. On 17 February 1966, he informed the 

council that a plan and rules for withdrawals had been worked 

out. He also stated that, on 10 January, the prime minister of India 

and the president of Pakistan had agreed at Tashkent, where they 

had met at the initiative of the USSR, that their respective forces 

would be withdrawn to their original positions by 25 February. 

Th us, though the crisis remains quiescent, the confl ict itself is un-

resolved, and UNMOGIP is still in operation, with some 40 mili-

tary observers stationed in the area.

In 1971, another confl ict between the two countries broke out, 

this time in connection with the civil strife in East Pakistan, which 

later became the independent state of Bangladesh. As nearly 10 

million refugees streamed into neighboring India, tension in-

creased in the subcontinent. U Th ant conveyed his serious con-

cern to the president of Pakistan and the prime minister of India 

and, with the consent of the host governments, set up two large-

scale humanitarian programs. One of these, with the UN high 

commissioner for refugees as the focal point, was for the relief of 

the refugees in India. Th e other was for assistance to the distressed 

population in East Pakistan. U Th ant’s actions were subsequently 

unanimously approved by the General Assembly.

On 20 July 1971, the Secretary-General drew the attention of 

the president of the Security Council to the steady deterioration of 

the situation in the region, which he described as a potential threat 

to peace and security. He noted that humanitarian, economic, and 

political problems were involved, and he indicated that the UN 

should play a more forthright role to avert further deterioration. 

In October of that year, he off ered his good offi  ces to the govern-

ments of India and Pakistan, but India declined. Clashes broke out 

between the two countries, and on 3 December, U Th ant notifi ed 

the Security Council under Article 99 of the charter that the situ-

ation in the region constituted a threat to international peace and 

security.

Aft er a cease-fi re had put an end to the fi ghting on 17 December 

1971, the Security Council adopted a resolution demanding the 

strict observance of the cease-fi re until withdrawal of all armed 

forces to their previous positions should take place. Th e coun-

cil also called for international assistance to relieve the suff ering 

and for the appointment of a special UN representative to lend his 

good offi  ces for the solution of humanitarian problems. During 

1972, the refugees, with UN assistance, returned to their home-

land. Th e UN relief operation helped pave the way for the reha-

bilitation of the shattered economy of Bangladesh, which became 

a member of the UN in 1974.

As of 31 January 2006, UNMOGIP consisted of 44 military ob-

servers from nine countries: Belgium, Chile, Croatia, Denmark, 

Finland, Italy, the Republic of Korea, Sweden, and Uruguay.

Th e Congo (Zaire)

One week aft er the Democratic Republic of the Congo (former-

ly Zaire), a former Belgian colony, had become independent on 

30 June 1960, troops of the Force Publique mutinied against the 

Belgian offi  cers, demanding higher pay and promotions. As vio-

lence and general disorder spread rapidly throughout the country, 

Belgium rushed troops to the area to protect its extensive mining 

interests. On 11 July, Katanga, the richest province of the coun-

try by virtue of its Belgian-controlled copper mines, proclaimed 

its secession from the new state. On the following day, President 

Kasavubu and Prime Minister Patrice Lumumba appealed for UN 

military assistance “to protect the national territory against acts of 

aggression committed by Belgian metropolitan troops.”

In a series of meetings, the Security Council called for the 

withdrawal of Belgian troops and authorized Secretary-General 

Hammarskjöld to provide the Congolese government with such 

military and technical assistance as might be necessary until the 

national security forces, through the eff orts of the government 

with UN assistance, might be able, in the government’s opinion, 

to meet their tasks fully.

Within two days, contingents of a UN force provided by a num-

ber of countries, including Asian and African states, began to ar-

rive in the Congo, followed by UN civilian experts to help ensure 

the continued operation of essential services. Over the next four 

years, the task of the UN Operation in the Congo (UNOC) was to 

help the Congolese government restore and maintain the politi-

cal independence and territorial integrity of the country, maintain 

law and order, and to put into eff ect a wide and long-term pro-

gram of training and technical assistance.

At its peak strength, the UN force totaled nearly 20,000 offi  -

cers and men. Th e instructions of the Security Council to the force 

were strengthened early in 1961 aft er the assassination of Lumum-

ba in Katanga. Th e force was to protect the Congo from outside 

interference, particularly by evacuating foreign mercenaries and 
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advisers from Katanga and preventing clashes and civil strife, by 

force if necessary as a last resort.

Following the reconvening of the Congolese parliament in Au-

gust 1961 under UN auspices, the main problem was the attempt-

ed secession, led and fi nanced by foreign elements, of the province 

of Katanga, where secessionist gendarmes under the command 

of foreign mercenaries clashed with UN forces. Secretary-Gen-

eral Hammarskjöld died on 17 September 1961, when his plane 

crashed on the way to Ndola (in what is now Zambia), where talks 

were to be held for the cessation of hostilities.

In February 1963, aft er Katanga had been reintegrated into the 

national territory of the Congo, a phasing out of the force was be-

gun, aimed at its termination by the end of that year. At the re-

quest of the Congolese government, however, the General Assem-

bly authorized the stay of a reduced number of troops for a further 

six months. Th e force was completely withdrawn by 30 June 1964. 

Civilian aid continued in the largest single program of assistance 

undertaken by the UN up to that time, with some 2,000 experts at 

work in the nation.

Cyprus

Cyprus was granted independence from British rule in 1960 

through agreements signed by the United Kingdom, Greece, and 

Turkey. Under these agreements, Cyprus was given a constitution 

containing certain unamendable provisions guaranteeing speci-

fi ed political rights to the Turkish minority community. Th e three 

signatory powers were constituted guarantors of Cyprus’s inde-

pendence, each with the right to station troops permanently on 

the island.

Th e granting of independence had been preceded by a pro-

longed confl ict between the Greek and Turkish communities 

on the future status of Cyprus. Th e Greek Cypriots, comprising 

80 percent of the total population, originally had wanted some 

form of union with Greece, thereby provoking a hostile reaction 

among the Turkish Cypriots, who countered by demanding par-

tition. Each side was supported in its aims by the country of its 

ethnic origin. Independence did nothing to alleviate dissension 

on the island. Both sides were dissatisfi ed with the constitution 

that had been granted them, but their aims were diametrically op-

posed. Th e Turks wanted partition or a type of federal govern-

ment, whereas the Greeks wanted a constitution free of outside 

controls and of provisions perpetuating the division between the 

two communities.

Aft er three years of continuous tension, the Cyprus govern-

ment, under Greek Cypriot president Makarios, complained to 

the Security Council on 27 December 1963 that Turkey was in-

terfering in its internal aff airs and committing acts of aggression. 

Against a background of mounting violence on the island, the 

council considered the matter but did not immediately take any 

peacekeeping action.

With the consent of Cyprus, British troops had been trying to 

restore order during the crisis. However, in mid-February 1964, 

the United Kingdom informed the Security Council that its ef-

forts to keep the peace would have to be augmented. Accordingly, 

on 4 March 1964, the council unanimously authorized the estab-

lishment of the UN Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP) 

for a three-month period and at the same time requested Sec-

retary-General U Th ant to designate a UN mediator to promote 

a substantive settlement. UNFICYP became operational on 27 

March 1964, with a mandate to prevent the recurrence of fi ght-

ing, help maintain law and order, and promote a return to normal 

conditions.

A coup d’état on 15 July 1974 by Greek Cypriot and Greek ele-

ments opposed to President Makarios forced him to fl ee the coun-

try. Th is was quickly followed by military intervention by Turkey, 

whose troops subsequently established Turkish Cypriot control 

over the northern part of Cyprus. Four days aft er a cease-fi re went 

into eff ect on 16 August 1974, the UN high commissioner for ref-

ugees was asked to coordinate humanitarian assistance in Cyprus, 

where more than 200,000 persons had been dislocated as a result 

of the hostilities.

Concurrently with the functioning of UNFICYP, the UN has 

been active in promoting a peaceful solution and an agreed settle-

ment of the Cyprus problem. Th is task, fi rst entrusted to a media-

tor, has been carried out since 1968 through the good offi  ces of 

the Secretary-General. Within that framework, a series of inter-

communal talks between representatives of the Greek and Turkish 

Cypriot communities, as well as high-level meetings, were held, 

beginning in 1974, in an eff ort to reach a just and lasting solution. 

Th e intercommunal talks were discontinued aft er the Turkish Cy-

priot authorities, on 15 November 1983, proclaimed a “Turkish 

Republic of Northern Cyprus,” a step which the Security Coun-

cil called legally invalid. Secretary-General Pérez de Cuéllar met 

separately with representatives of the two sides in an eff ort to re-

sume the negotiating process. Settlement talks headed by the UN 

continued in the 1990s.

UNFICYP has continued its task of supervising the cease-fi re 

and maintaining surveillance over the buff er zone between the 

cease-fi re lines. As of 31 January 2006, the force numbered 923 

total uniformed personnel, including 854 troops and 69 police; 

supported by 33 international civilian personnel 

and 110 local civilian staff .

Apartheid in South Africa

Th e racial policy of apartheid practiced by the South African gov-

ernment not only violated the political and human rights of its 

African citizens, it also destabilized the entire southern African 

region. Th e government of South Africa’s policies towards the in-

dependence of surrounding African nations, the fl ight of South 

African freedom fi ghters to those countries, and the possibility 

that the technologically advanced government of South Africa 

might acquire nuclear capabilities, led the United Nations to con-

sider apartheid in South Africa as a real threat to international 

peace and security. More than four decades of eff ort by the Unit-

ed Nations bore fruit in April 1994, when Nelson Mandela was 

elected president of South Africa in democratic elections open to 

South African citizens of all races.

Th e racial policies of the government of South Africa were a ma-

jor concern of the UN since its earliest years. Over more than four 

decades, the General Assembly and the Security Council called 

for measures by the international community aimed at bringing 

about the end of apartheid, an Afrikaans word meaning “separate-

ness,” and at enabling the Africans of South Africa, who outnum-

ber the whites by more than 4 to 1, to exercise political, economic, 
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and all other rights in their country. In the words of a 1982 Gen-

eral Assembly resolution, the goal of the UN with regard to South 

Africa was “the total eradication of apartheid and the establish-

ment of a democratic society in which all the people of South Af-

rica as a whole, irrespective of race, color, sex or creed, will enjoy 

equal and full human rights and fundamental freedoms and par-

ticipate freely in the determination of their destiny.”

Th e question of South Africa’s racial policies was fi rst raised in 

the General Assembly in 1946, when India complained that the 

South African government had enacted legislation discriminating 

against South Africans of Indian origin. Th e General Assembly 

expressed the view that the treatment of Indians in South Africa 

should conform with South Africa’s obligations under agreements 

concluded between that country and India and its obligations un-

der the UN Charter.

Th e wider question of racial confl ict in South Africa arising 

from that government’s apartheid policies was placed on the Gen-

eral Assembly’s agenda in 1952. On that question and on India’s 

original complaint, the South African government maintained 

that the matter was essentially within its domestic jurisdiction and 

that, under the charter, the UN was barred from considering it.

Th e Security Council took up the question for the fi rst time in 

1960, following an incident at Sharpeville on 21 March in which 

South African police fi red on peaceful demonstrators protesting 

the requirement that all Africans carry “passes”; 69 people were 

killed and 180 wounded. Th e council stated that the situation in 

South Africa had led to international friction and, if continued, 

might endanger international peace and security. Th e council 

called on the South African government to abandon its policy of 

apartheid, which it termed “a crime against the conscience and 

dignity of mankind.”

In order to keep the racial policies of South Africa under review, 

the General Assembly decided, in 1962, to establish the Special 

Committee Against Apartheid. Th e committee, composed of 18 

members, was subsequently given a wider mandate to review all 

aspects of South Africa’s policies of apartheid and the internation-

al repercussions of those policies.

Th e committee’s work included the following activities: hold-

ing of meetings and hearings; the sending of missions to mem-

ber states to gain support for the struggle against apartheid; the 

organization of international conferences, special sessions, and 

seminars; and the implementation of the resolutions of the Gen-

eral Assembly and the Security Council, particularly by promot-

ing sports, cultural, consumer, and other boycotts and, with the 

UN Center Against Apartheid, cooperating with governments, 

inter-governmental organizations, trade unions, women’s organi-

zations, religious leaders, student and youth movements, and an-

tiapartheid groups in mobilizing international public opinion in 

support of action against apartheid.

Th e General Assembly also established, in 1965, the UN Trust 

Fund for South Africa, which, through voluntary contributions, 

made grants to organizations for legal aid to persons persecuted 

under South Africa’s apartheid laws, relief to such persons and 

their families, and relief for refugees from South Africa. In 1967, 

the General Assembly established the UN Educational and Train-

ing Program for Southern Africa, which granted scholarships to 

students from South Africa and Namibia for study and training 

abroad.

Arms Embargo and Other Sanctions. A voluntary arms embar-

go against South Africa was instituted by the Security Council in 

1963. Noting that some of the arms supplied to South Africa were 

being used to further its racial policies and repress the African 

people, the council called on all states to stop the sale and ship-

ment of arms, ammunition of all types, and military vehicles to 

South Africa. Subsequently, in 1970, the Security Council con-

demned violations of the arms embargo and called on all states to 

strengthen and implement it unconditionally; withhold the sup-

ply of all vehicles, equipment, and spare parts for use by South 

African military and paramilitary forces; revoke all licenses and 

patents granted for South African manufacture of arms, aircraft , 

or military vehicles; prohibit investment or technical assistance 

for arms manufacture; and cease military cooperation with South 

Africa.

Both the Security Council and the General Assembly con-

demned the shooting, on 26 June 1976, of Africans, including 

schoolchildren, demonstrating in the township of Soweto.

Th e following year, the Security Council made the arms em-

bargo against South Africa mandatory, the fi rst time that such ac-

tion had been taken against a member state under Chapter VII of 

the charter, which provides for enforcement action in the face of 

threats to international peace and security. Concerned that South 

Africa was at the threshold of producing nuclear weapons, the Se-

curity Council also decided that states should refrain from any 

cooperation with South Africa in the manufacture and develop-

ment of such weapons. It established a committee to keep under 

constant review the implementation by states of the mandatory 

arms embargo.

Meanwhile, the General Assembly, in 1970, urged states to 

terminate diplomatic and other offi  cial relations with South Af-

rica, as well as economic and all other types of cooperation, as 

an expression of international rejection of South Africa’s policy of 

apartheid, which the General Assembly called “a crime against hu-

manity.” In 1973, the General Assembly adopted the International 

Convention on the Suppression and Punishment of the Crime of 

Apartheid (see the section on Racial Discrimination in the chap-

ter on Human Rights).

In 1974, the General Assembly rejected South Africa’s creden-

tials and recommended that South Africa be totally excluded 

from participation in all international organizations and confer-

ences held under UN auspices until it abandoned its policies of 

apartheid.

Th e International Conference on Sanctions Against South Af-

rica, held in Paris in May 1981, called for further international 

action to isolate South Africa, including the imposition, under 

Chapter VII of the charter, of sanctions “as the most appropri-

ate and eff ective means to ensure South Africa’s compliance with 

the decisions of the United Nations.” Th e need for sanctions, in-

cluding disengagement of transnational corporations operating in 

South Africa and disinvestment in companies doing business with 

South Africa, remained the focal point of UN eff orts to end that 

country’s policies of apartheid.
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Other measures included a sports boycott, embodied in the In-

ternational Declaration Against Apartheid in Sports, which was 

adopted by the General Assembly in 1977, and the International 

Convention Against Apartheid in Sports, which was adopted in 

1985 and came into force on 4 April 1988.

Other Action. Other action taken by the UN in support of the 

African majority of South Africa and against that country’s poli-

cies of apartheid included:

• condemnation of South Africa’s policy of destabilization in 

southern Africa through its armed incursions into neighbor-

ing independent African states that support and assist the ef-

forts of the African majority of South Africa;

• rejection of South Africa’s policy of establishing “homelands” 

as “independent” entities within South Africa where Africans 

are forced to resettle;

• recognition of the African liberation movements of South Af-

rica—the African National Congress of South Africa (ANC) 

and the Pan Africanist Congress of Azania (PAC), both 

banned by South Africa—as “the authentic representatives 

of the over-whelming majority of the South African people”; 

and support for persons imprisoned or detained in South Af-

rica for their opposition to apartheid.

Th e Final Stages. In April 1989, the Special Committee against 

Apartheid and the Intergovernmental Group to Monitor the Sup-

ply of Shipping of Oil and Petroleum Products to South Africa 

met in New York and recommended that the Security Council im-

pose a mandatory oil embargo. It also recommended that pending 

action by the Security Council, all oil-producing, shipping, and 

handling states should enact legislation to stop the fl ow of oil to 

South Africa.

On 12–14 December 1989, the General Assembly held a Special 

Session on Apartheid and its Destructive Consequences in South 

Africa. It adopted by consensus a historic declaration which listed 

the steps that the South African regime should take to restore po-

litical and human rights in that country. It suggested guidelines 

for negotiations and for drawing up a new constitution based on 

the principles of the United Nations Charter and the Declaration 

of Human Rights. Th e declaration called upon all South Africans, 

as a matter of urgency, to join together to negotiate an end to the 

apartheid system and agree on all the measures necessary to trans-

form their country into a nonracial democracy.

In February 1990, in a dramatic development, most politi-

cal prisoners in South Africa, including Nelson Mandela, deputy 

president of the ANC, were released, and the ANC, PAC, and the 

South African Communist Party were recognized by the govern-

ment. On 22 June 1990, Nelson Mandela addressed the Gener-

al Assembly, thanking the United Nations for its eff orts to secure 

his release and that of other South African political prisoners. He 

urged the UN and individual governments to continue the sanc-

tions which they had imposed on South Africa. In May 1990, the 

government of South Africa and the ANC adopted the Groote 

Schurr Minute, which granted indemnity to political exiles and 

refugees, and paved the way for their return to South Africa. In 

August 1990, both parties agreed to the Pretoria Minute under 

which the government undertook to review emergency and secu-

rity matters, while the ANC suspended armed actions.

On 1 February 1991, South African president F. W. de Klerk an-

nounced that the basic laws of apartheid would be repealed during 

that session of Parliament. He also issued a Manifesto for the New 

South Africa, stating that the new nation should be based on jus-

tice. Th e basic laws of apartheid were repealed on 5 June 1991, and 

later that month a peace summit was held by religious and busi-

ness leaders, and some of the major parties to political violence. 

As a result, a preparatory committee, including the government 

and the ANC, was established and became known as the National 

Peace Initiative. In August 1991, the National Peace Initiative re-

leased a draft  national peace accord. Also in August, the govern-

ment and the offi  ce of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees 

(UNHCR) agreed on a plan for the voluntary repatriation of an 

estimated 40,000 South African refugees and political exiles.

In spite of the commencement of formal negotiations on con-

stitutional reforms in December 1991, not all political parties par-

ticipated and violence in the townships continued to escalate. In 

June 1992, 50 people died in the Boipatong massacre and the ANC 

suspended its participation in the talks until the government took 

more decisive action to put an end to the violence.

In July 1992, several political players in South Africa were in-

vited to come and apprise the Security Council of the situation 

in their country. Subsequently, the Security Council authorized 

the Secretary-General to appoint a special representative to go to 

South Africa to fi nd out fi rst hand what was going on in the coun-

try, so that it could be determined how the international com-

munity could assist in bringing an end to the violence and create 

conditions for a peaceful transition in South Africa. As a result of 

this mission, the Security Council adopted Resolution 772 (1992) 

authorizing the Secretary-General to deploy the UN Observer 

Mission in South Africa (UNOMSA), charged with the task of as-

sisting with strengthening the structures set up under the 1991 

peace accords. Th e resolution also invited other international or-

ganizations such as the Organization of African Unity (OAU), the 

Commonwealth and the European Union to consider deploying 

their own observers in coordination with the United Nations. Th e 

fi rst group of 50 UNOMSA observers was deployed in Septem-

ber 1992. It was widely agreed by all parties in South Africa that 

the presence of international observers greatly helped to reduce 

political tension, limit violence, and improve the climate for the 

negotiation process.

In April 1993, a new negotiating framework, the Multiparty Ne-

gotiating Council (MPNC) brought together 26 parties and was 

the most representative gathering in the history of South Africa. 

Aft er several months of protracted negotiations, in November 

1993, the MPNC adopted a number of constitutional principles 

and institutions to guide the country during a transitional peri-

od lasting until 27 April 1999. Th is interim constitution set forth 

plans for elections of a Constitutional Assembly that would draft  

a new national constitution. In response to all the positive devel-

opments, on 8 October 1993, in its Resolution 48/1 (1993), the 

184-member General Assembly unanimously ended its 31-year 

ban on economic and other ties with South Africa in the areas 

of trade, investment, fi nance, travel, and transportation. Member 

states were asked to lift  the sanctions they had imposed over the 

years under numerous UN resolutions and decisions. On 15 Oc-
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tober 1993, the Nobel Peace Prize was awarded to South African 

president F. W. de Klerk and ANC president Nelson Mandela.

Although incidents of violence continued, and some parties to 

the negotiations threatened to withdraw from the election process, 

the elections were held successfully from 26–28 April 1994. At the 

request of the South African Transitional Executive Committee, 

the Security Council increased the UNOMSA contingent to ap-

proximately 1,800 during the election period. Another approxi-

mately 900 international observers from foreign governments and 

international organizations also were deployed across the coun-

try to observe the balloting. Th e UNOMSA observers determined 

whether voters enjoyed free access to voting stations, whether the 

secrecy of the vote had been guaranteed, and that ballot boxes had 

been properly sealed, protected, and transported. It also witnessed 

the counting of the ballots and the communication of the results 

to South Africa’s Independent Electoral Commission, the body 

responsible for organizing, administering, and monitoring all as-

pects of the elections to verify that they were free and fair.

A New Era Dawns. On 27 April 1994 the new six-color fl ag of 

a South Africa liberated from apartheid was unfurled at United 

Nations headquarters in New York. On 10 May 1994, Nelson Roli-

hlala Mandela was inaugurated as the new president of the Repub-

lic of South Africa. On 25 May 1994, the Security Council lift ed 

the mandatory arms embargo it had imposed on South Africa in 

1977. On 21 June 1994, the General Assembly, in its Resolution 

48/258 (1994), declared that the mandate of the Special Commit-

tee against Apartheid had been successfully concluded, and termi-

nated its existence. By the same resolution, it removed the agenda 

item on the elimination of apartheid from the agenda of its next 

(49th) session. On 23 June 1994, South Africa was welcomed back 

to full participation in the work of the General Assembly, aft er 20 

years of banishment.
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A R M S  R E G U L AT I O N  A N D 
D I S A R M A M E N T

Only days aft er the signing of the Charter, the world entered the 

nuclear age. On 6 and 9 August, 1945, respectively, atomic bombs 

destroyed the Japanese cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Th e 

newly formed UN was thus confronted with unprecedented mili-

tary and political problems. Th e Charter had envisaged arms limi-

tation and disarmament elements in the progressive establishment 

of an international security system. It empowered the General As-

sembly to consider “principles governing disarmament and the 

regulation of armaments” and assigned to the Security Council 

the task of formulating plans to establish an appropriate system of 

controls for the “regulation of armaments,” to be submitted to the 

members of the UN. However, the revolutionary changes brought 

about by the discovery of atomic power gave the need for disar-

mament greater immediacy and an enhanced place in the sphere 

of international politics and security. Th e UN has reacted progres-

sively to this unfolding of events while the peoples of the world 

have begun to live under the threat of nuclear annihilation.

Sixty years aft er the founding of the organization, the tensions 

that dominated the international political situation during the 

Cold War period had eased, signifi cant progress was achieved 

in the fi eld of disarmament, and new opportunities opened for 

the international community to achieve security at lower levels of 

arms. At the same time, new challenges confronted the members 

of the UN as the focus of tensions among nations turned from the 

international to the regional and local level.

In the course of the past six decades, the UN has used a va-

riety of methods, techniques, and approaches in the search for 

disarmament.

INITIAL EFFORTS
Under Article II of the UN Charter, the General Assembly is em-

powered to consider “principles governing disarmament and the 

regulation of armaments” and to recommend action to be taken 

by member states or the Security Council or both. Th e Gener-

al Assembly has undertaken this kind of consideration at every 

one of its regular sessions since it fi rst met in 1946. Th e General 

Assembly’s very fi rst resolution, adopted on 24 January 1946, ad-

dressed the question of disarmament. It sought the elimination of 

atomic weapons and other weapons of mass destruction and the 

assurance that, from then on, atomic energy would be used only 

for peaceful purposes, and it established the Atomic Energy Com-

mission. In a resolution adopted in December 1946, the Gener-

al Assembly recognized the connection between the questions of 

disarmament and of international peace and security.

In 1947, the Security Council set up the Commission for Con-

ventional Armaments in order to regulate armaments and armed 

forces under an international system of control and inspection, and 

it called upon the two commissions to take immediate action.

Despite the urgency of the matter, the two commissions did 

not make much progress. In 1952, the General Assembly, in an 

attempt to break the impasse, consolidated them into a single 11-

member Disarmament Commission, which was entrusted with 

the task of preparing proposals for the regulation, limitation, and 

balanced reduction of all armed forces and armaments, by stages, 

in a coordinated, comprehensive program.

Th e early debates in the Disarmament Commission ended in-

conclusively in October 1952. In November, the fi rst hydrogen 

bomb, with a force that dwarfed that of the Hiroshima-type atom-

ic bomb, was tested by the United States at Eniwetok (now En-

ewetak), in the Pacifi c. Th e following August, a hydrogen bomb 

was exploded by the USSR.

A subcommittee of the Disarmament Commission, set up by 

the General Assembly in 1953 and consisting of representatives of 

Canada, France, the USSR, the United Kingdom, and the United 

States, held a number of meetings, but by the autumn of 1955, 

eff orts aimed at drawing up a comprehensive disarmament plan 

ended in deadlock. Th e subcommittee’s eff orts to consider partial 

disarmament measures also came to a stalemate over the next two 

years. In 1957, the General Assembly enlarged the Disarmament 

Commission from 11 to 25 nations. It was again enlarged, in 1959, 

to comprise all members of the UN, but it convened only one fur-

ther time, in 1965.

In 1959, the General Assembly unanimously adopted the fi rst 

resolution ever to be sponsored by all member states. In it, the 

General Assembly declared that it was “striving to put an end 

completely and forever to the armaments race,” and it stated that 

“the question of general and complete disarmament is the most 

important facing the world today.” Th e resolution aimed at having 

all proposals and suggestions made during the General Assembly 

debate transmitted to the Disarmament Commission “for thor-

ough consideration.”

Substantive diff erences in the approach taken to disarmament 

by the Western powers and the USSR emerged during the subse-

quent period. A Ten-Nation Committee on Disarmament, based 

on equal East-West representation, was set up in 1960 outside the 

framework of the UN to discuss general and complete disarma-

ment but became deadlocked on issues of partial or general mea-

sures. As a result, the UN began to pursue disarmament eff orts in 

two ways. While the ultimate goal remained, as it has ever since, 

“general and complete disarmament under eff ective internation-

al control,” measures that would bring about partial disarmament 

were viewed as integral to that goal and not as hindrances to its 

achievement. It was felt that devoting parallel, and at times even 

primary, attention to “collateral” measures designed to reduce 

tension and build confi dence would facilitate the complex task 

of achieving general and complete disarmament. Th e immedi-

ate hopes and expectations of the majority of nations centered on 

two such measures: the discontinuance of nuclear-weapon tests 

and the prevention of the spread of nuclear weapons. By the mid-
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1960s, the elaboration of partial disarmament measures within 

the UN began to overshadow all-embracing, long-range eff orts.

In 1961, John I. McCloy of the United States and Valerian A. 

Zorin of the USSR, representing their respective nations in for-

mal disarmament talks, submitted to the General Assembly a 

Joint Statement of Agreed Principles of Disarmament Negotia-

tions. Th ese eight principles, which were unanimously endorsed 

by the General Assembly, dealt with: (1) the stated goal of negotia-

tions—a program ensuring that disarmament was to be “general 

and complete” and was to be accompanied by reliable procedures 

for the maintenance of peace; (2) the reduction of non-nuclear 

weapons and facilities to such levels as might be agreed to be nec-

essary for the maintenance of internal order and the provision of 

personnel for a UN peacekeeping force; (3) an agreed elaboration 

of the main elements of the disarmament program; (4) implemen-

tation of the program in agreed stages, which were to have speci-

fi ed time limits; (5) balance so that at no stage could any state or 

group maintain an advantage; (6) the need for international con-

trol under an international disarmament organization to be cre-

ated within the framework of the UN; (7) the need during and af-

ter disarmament to strengthen institutions for maintaining world 

peace; and (8) the need to achieve and implement the widest pos-

sible agreement in the shortest possible time.

At the same time, the General Assembly also endorsed an agree-

ment to set up, in place of the Ten-Nation Committee, an Eigh-

teen-Nation Committee on Disarmament. When the committee 

fi rst met in Geneva in early 1962, one member, France, decided 

not to participate, explaining that it hoped that it might be pos-

sible later for the disarmament problem to be discussed among 

the powers that could contribute eff ectively to its solution. At the 

outset, the committee decided to organize so as to permit simul-

taneous work on general and complete disarmament, confi dence-

building (collateral) measures, and the discontinuance of nuclear-

weapon tests.

In 1969, the committee’s membership was enlarged to 26, and 

its name changed to the Conference of the Committee on Disar-

mament (CCD). Th e General Assembly requested the CCD, as the 

multilateral negotiating body, to work out, while continuing its 

negotiations on collateral measures, a comprehensive program to 

deal with the cessation of the arms race and general and complete 

disarmament under eff ective international control. In 1975, the 

CCD was further enlarged, to 31 members, with France still de-

clining to take its seat.

Th e scant results and continuing diffi  culties in disarmament ne-

gotiations, among other things, led, also in 1969, to the General 

Assembly’s adoption of a resolution declaring the 1970s as a Dis-

armament Decade. Th e 1980s and 1990s were also later declared 

as disarmament decades.

SPECIAL SESSIONS OF THE GENERAL 
ASSEMBLY ON DISARMAMENT

First Special Session, 1978

By 1976 it was clear that no real progress had been made to halt 

the arms race. World military expenditure was estimated at many 

times more than the amount spent globally on health, education, 

and economic development. While the nuclear-weapon powers 

were the major competitors in the arms race, military spending by 

countries outside the two main military alliances was also rising. 

Since the end of the Second World War, many millions of people 

have been killed by conventional weapons in more than 100 wars, 

most of them fought in the developing areas of the world.

In 1976, the General Assembly, deploring the “meagre achieve-

ments” up to that time of the fi rst Disarmament Decade in terms 

of truly eff ective agreements, decided, primarily at the initiative 

of developing countries, to hold a special session in 1978 devoted 

entirely to disarmament. Th e aim of the session was to set a new 

course in international aff airs, turn states away from the nucle-

ar and conventional arms race, and obtain agreement on a global 

strategy for disarmament.

Th e fi rst special session on disarmament, held at UN headquar-

ters from 23 May to 1 July 1978, was the largest, most representa-

tive meeting of nations ever convened to consider the question of 

disarmament. For the fi rst time in the history of disarmament en-

deavors, the international community of states as a whole achieved 

a consensus on a comprehensive disarmament strategy, which was 

embodied in the Final Document adopted at the session.

Th e Final Document stressed the central role and primary re-

sponsibility of the UN in the fi eld of disarmament and placed dis-

armament issues in a more comprehensive perspective than had 

ever been done before. It reaffi  rmed the fundamental importance 

of disarmament to international peace and security and stated that 

“disarmament and arms limitation agreements should provide for 

adequate measures of verifi cation satisfactory to all parties.” It 

contained specifi c measures intended to strengthen the machin-

ery dealing with disarmament within the UN system. Composed 

of four parts—an introduction, a declaration, a program of action, 

and a section on machinery—the Final Document set out goals, 

principles, and priorities in the fi eld of disarmament.

Th e Introduction stated that while the fi nal objective should 

continue to be general and complete disarmament under eff ective 

international control, the immediate goal was the elimination of 

the danger of a nuclear war and the implementation of measures 

to halt and reverse the arms race.

Th e Declaration stated that “the increase in weapons, especially 

nuclear weapons, far from helping to strengthen international se-

curity, on the contrary weakens it, … heightens the sense of inse-

curity among all states, including the non-nuclear-weapon states, 

and increases the threat of nuclear war.” It further stated that “gen-

uine and lasting peace can only be created through the eff ective 

implementation of the security system provided for in the Charter 

of the United Nations and the speedy and substantial reduction of 

arms and armed forces.” It emphasized that, in the adoption of dis-

armament measures, the right of each state to security should be 

kept in mind and that, at each stage of the disarmament process, 

“the objective should be undiminished security at the lowest pos-

sible level of armaments and military forces.”

Th e Program of Action listed priorities and measures that states 

should undertake as a matter of urgency in the fi eld of disarma-

ment. Priorities included nuclear weapons; other weapons of 

mass destruction, including chemical weapons; and conventional 

weapons, including any that might be deemed to be excessively 
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injurious or to have indiscriminate eff ects. Th e program called for 

agreements or other measures to be “resolutely pursued on a bi-

lateral, regional and multilateral basis with the aim of strength-

ening peace and security,” and it recommended that measures 

be taken and policies pursued to strengthen international peace 

and security and to build confi dence among states. Th e urgency 

of preventing the proliferation of nuclear weapons and of halting 

nuclear tests was stressed. Th e program called for full implemen-

tation of the 1967 Treaty of Tlatelolco, prohibiting nuclear weap-

ons in Latin America, and recommended steps to put into eff ect 

the proposals for the establishment of other nuclear-weapon-free 

zones. Other measures included prohibition of the development, 

production, and stockpiling of chemical weapons; limits on the in-

ternational transfer of conventional weapons; agreed reduction of 

military budgets; and further study of the question of verifi cation. 

Th e program also listed measures to be undertaken to mobilize 

world public opinion on behalf of disarmament.

Th e fi nal section, on Machinery, noted the urgency of revital-

izing the disarmament machinery and outlined the consensus 

reached on the strengthening or establishment of appropriate fo-

rums, of suitably representative character, for disarmament delib-

erations and negotiations, as well as for other activities to be un-

dertaken, including research.

Acting on the recommendations of the special session, the Gen-

eral Assembly established, as a specialized, subsidiary deliberative 

body, a revitalized Disarmament Commission composed of all 

UN members. It was assigned the mandate of making recommen-

dations on disarmament problems as requested by the General 

Assembly, and to follow up the relevant decisions and recommen-

dations of the special session on disarmament.

Th e special session recognized the continued need for a single 

multilateral negotiating forum on disarmament and recognized 

that the Committee on Disarmament in Geneva should continue 

to fulfi ll this role and to carry on the work of its predecessors—

the Ten-Nation Committee on Disarmament (1959–60), the Eigh-

teen-Nation Committee on Disarmament (1962–69) and the Con-

ference of the Committee on Disarmament (1969–78). Known as 

the Conference on Disarmament since 1979, it has a membership 

of 65 countries, including the fi ve nuclear-weapon states and most 

of the militarily powerful states of the world’s regions.

Other results of the General Assembly’s fi rst special session in-

cluded the establishment of a program of fellowships on disarma-

ment; an increased fl ow of information on disarmament to gov-

ernments, nongovernmental organizations, the media, and the 

general public; and the designation of the week beginning 24 Oc-

tober (UN Day) to be observed each year as Disarmament Week 

(see also under Studies, Research, Information, and Training 

below).

In order to enable the UN to fulfi ll its role in the fi eld of disarma-

ment and to carry out the tasks assigned to it, the special session 

took steps to strengthen the role of the section of the UN Secre-

tariat handling disarmament aff airs, the Centre for Disarmament 

Aff airs. Th e centre’s main tasks include maintaining a database on 

conventional armaments transfers, supporting ongoing delibera-

tions and negotiations in New York, Geneva, and elsewhere, fos-

tering regional confi dence and security building initiatives, and 

disseminating information to sources outside the UN.

In 1979, the General Assembly declared the 1980s as the Second 

Disarmament Decade, stating that its goals should remain consis-

tent with the ultimate objective of general and complete disarma-

ment. Th e basic goals of the Second Disarmament Decade were 

set out as follows: halting and reversing the arms race; conclusion 

of agreements on disarmament according to the objectives and 

priorities of the 1978 Final Document; strengthening internation-

al peace and security in keeping with the UN Charter; and reallo-

cating resources from military to development purposes, particu-

larly in favor of developing countries.

In the four years following the fi rst special session, the inter-

national situation in fact deteriorated: numerous events beyond 

eff ective UN infl uence evolved in such a way as to hinder inter-

national arms-limitation eff orts, particularly in the early 1980s, 

when military expenditures increased and a lack of confi dence 

permeated disarmament discussions and aff ected negotiations. 

Aft er some initial progress, negotiations stalled on virtually every 

important disarmament issue, and the 1978 Program of Action 

remained substantially unimplemented.

Second Special Session, 1982

Th e second special session of the General Assembly devoted to 

disarmament was held at UN headquarters from 7 June to 10 July 

1982. Given the international tension and armed confl icts prevail-

ing at that time, the atmosphere did not bode well for the reaching 

of further accords on sensitive, substantive issues then relating to 

the perceived national security interests of states.

At the time of the fi rst special session in 1978, the General As-

sembly had reaffi  rmed the goal of general and complete disarma-

ment, a concept that had received considerable attention even be-

fore that in the framework of the UN. Th e emphasis placed on 

general and complete disarmament slowly gave way to another ap-

proach, known as the comprehensive program of disarmament. 

Th e intent of the approach was to elaborate a program which 

would place partial measures of disarmament into a carefully con-

sidered plan, setting out objectives, priorities, and timeframes, 

with a view to the achievement of disarmament on a progressive 

basis.

A main agenda item of the session—to elaborate the strategy 

of the 1978 Program of Action into a Comprehensive Program 

of Disarmament—was not achieved. Th us, the General Assembly 

did not agree, as it had in 1978, on a formula for specifi c action. 

In the Concluding Document of the session, however, the General 

Assembly unanimously reaffi  rmed the validity of the Final Docu-

ment of the fi rst special session on disarmament. It expressed its 

profound preoccupation over the danger of war, particularly nu-

clear war, and urged member states to consider as soon as possible 

proposals for ensuring prevention of such a war. Th e General As-

sembly also stressed again the need for strengthening the central 

role of the UN in the fi eld of disarmament, for implementing the 

security system provided for in the Charter of the UN, and for en-

hancing the eff ectiveness of the multilateral negotiating body, the 

Committee on Disarmament.
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Th e committee and then the Conference on Disarmament con-

tinued to negotiate the draft  comprehensive program of disarma-

ment until 1989. At the end of the conference’s session that year, 

it was agreed to suspend work on the program until the circum-

stances were more propitious for progress.

Among the other decisions of the second special session was the 

launching of a World Disarmament Campaign to increase pub-

lic awareness of disarmament issues (see also under Studies, Re-

search, Information, and Training below). Th e General Assembly 

also decided to convene a third special session on disarmament 

(subsequently scheduled to be held in 1988 at UN headquarters).

Th ird Special Session, 1988

Th e third special session took place in 1988 against the background 

of a considerably improved international climate. Th e progress 

that had been recorded in some important fi elds of disarmament, 

in particular nuclear disarmament, was welcomed throughout the 

debates during the session.

Th e 1987 Treaty between the former Soviet Union and the United 

States on the Elimination of Th eir Intermediate-Range and Shorter-

Range Missiles (INF Treaty); the achievements of the 1986 Stock-

holm Conference on Confi dence- and Security-Building Measures 

and Disarmament in Europe; and the 1986 South Pacifi c Nuclear 

Free Zone Treaty (Treaty of Rarotonga) were indicative of the fa-

vorable trends in arms control and disarmament.

Th e progress reported on the negotiations that had begun be-

fore the commencement of the special session, between the for-

mer Soviet Union and the United States, on a treaty on the re-

duction and limitation of strategic off ensive arms (START) (see 

below), as well as progress made in the Conference on Disarma-

ment on the complete elimination of chemical weapons, also were 

highly welcomed. All this notwithstanding, member states were 

unable to adopt by consensus a fi nal document setting the pace 

and direction for future negotiations.

In December 1995, the General Assembly decided to convene a 

Fourth Special Session devoted to disarmament in 1997. However, 

as the Disarmament Commission completed its 1998 session, it 

had not come to agreement on the objectives and agenda of the 

proposed fourth special session, then pushed back to 1999. In De-

cember 1999, the General Assembly decided anew to convene the 

fourth session on disarmament and requested the Secretary-Gen-

eral to seek the views of the member states on the objectives, agen-

da, and timing. A fourth session on disarmament had not taken 

place as of April 2006.

DISARMAMENT MACHINERY

General Assembly

Th e General Assembly, as the main deliberative body of the UN, 

takes up questions concerning disarmament and related interna-

tional security matters at each of its annual sessions, through its 

First Committee, and makes recommendations. In the late 1980s 

and into the 1990s, some 25–30% of the resolutions adopted by 

the General Assembly have been concerned with disarmament 

and related international security matters; many of these resolu-

tions give mandates to the Disarmament Commission or make 

requests to the Conference on Disarmament (formerly the Com-

mittee on Disarmament) to take into consideration various ideas 

or questions under negotiation. Both the Disarmament Commis-

sion and the Conference on Disarmament report to the General 

Assembly each year.

Disarmament Commission

Th e revitalized Disarmament Commission established aft er the 

fi rst special session of the General Assembly on disarmament is 

composed of all members of the UN. It provides a deliberative 

forum for consideration of specifi c disarmament issues when the 

General Assembly is not in session. A subsidiary organ of the 

General Assembly, it meets annually at UN headquarters for ap-

proximately four weeks, usually in spring, to make recommenda-

tions to the General Assembly on specifi c disarmament problems 

and to follow up mandates given to it.

Conference on Disarmament

As a result of its fi rst special session on disarmament, the Gen-

eral Assembly mandated the Committee on Disarmament to ful-

fi ll the role of a single multilateral negotiating forum and to carry 

on the work of earlier committees. It enlarged the membership 

of the committee to 40 countries, including all fi ve nuclear-weap-

on states (China, France, the USSR, the United Kingdom, and the 

United States). Redesignated the Conference on Disarmament at 

the end of 1983, it meets in Geneva for approximately six months 

each year, usually when the General Assembly is not in session. Its 

Secretary-General is appointed, upon consultation, by the Secre-

tary-General of the UN and also serves as that individual’s person-

al representative. In 2006, the Conference on Disarmament was 

composed of 65 member states.

Th e Conference on Disarmament has a unique relationship with 

the UN. It defi nes its own rules of procedure and develops its own 

agenda, taking into account the recommendations made by the 

General Assembly. It agreed on a permanent agenda of 10 items in 

1979, and from those items it chooses an annual agenda and fi xes 

its program of work for the year. Its work in plenary meetings and 

also in subsidiary bodies dealing with specifi c items is conducted 

by consensus, since international agreements, if they are to be ef-

fective, must be generally acceptable.

Department for Disarmament Aff airs (DDA)

As a result of the General Assembly’s second session on disarma-

ment, the Department for Disarmament Aff airs was established in 

1982, and it continued until 1992. Th e Department was reestab-

lished in 1998. It provides substantive and organizational support 

for norm-setting in the area of disarmament through the work of 

the General Assembly’s First Committee, the Disarmament Com-

mission and the Conference on Disarmament. It is structured in 

fi ve branches. Th e CD Secretariat and Conference Support Branch 

provides organizational and substantive servicing to the Confer-

ence on Disarmament (CD). Th e Weapons of Mass Destruction 

Branch (WMD) supports and participates in multilateral eff orts 

to strengthen the non-proliferation of nuclear, chemical, and bio-

logical weapons. Th e Conventional Arms Branch (CAB) focuses 

on all weapons not considered WMD, to curb the fl ow of small 

arms in regions of tension, and to develop measures of practical 

disarmament. Th e Regional Disarmament Branch (RDB) provides 

support and advisory services to member states and regional and 

subregional organizations on disarmament and security matters. 

It oversees and coordinates the activities of three regional centers: 

one in Africa, one in Asia and the Pacifi c, and one in Latin Amer-
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ica and the Caribbean. And the Monitoring, Database and Infor-

mation Branch (MDI) organizes a wide variety of special events 

and programs in the fi eld of disarmament, produces DDA pub-

lications such as the Disarmament Yearbook, and maintains the 

database for specialized areas.

MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS

Multilateral Agreements

Aft er World War I, intense eff orts were made to translate the 1874 

Brussels Declaration and the subsequent Hague Conventions into 

a ban on chemical weapons and “the use of projectiles, the sole ob-

ject of which is the diff usion of asphyxiating or deleterious gases.” 

Although a total ban is still to be attained, one of the fi rst achieve-

ments, in 1925, was the Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use 

in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or Other Gases, and of Bacte-

riological Methods of Warfare, generally referred to as the Gene-

va Protocol. It bans “the use in war of asphyxiating, poisonous or 

other gases and of all analogous liquids, materials or devices,” as 

well as “the use of bacteriological methods of warfare.” Th e Geneva 

Protocol, with 133 states parties in 2005, is the point of departure 

in current eff orts toward a ban on the production, possession, and 

stockpiling of chemical weapons and helped establish the conven-

tion banning bacteriological weapons in 1972 (see below).

Concerted eff orts by the UN and by governments since 1945 at 

both the multilateral and bilateral levels, as well as on a regional 

basis, have led to a body of important agreements, treaties, and 

conventions committing their parties to various arms limitation 

and disarmament measures. Th e multilateral instruments con-

cluded so far are given below (the number of states parties as of 15 

April 2006 is shown in parentheses aft er each title).

• Th e 1959 Antarctic Treaty (45) provides for the demilitariza-

tion of Antarctica and is the fi rst treaty to put into practice 

the concept of the nuclear-weapon-free zone, later applied to 

Latin America and the South Pacifi c, as well as to the seabed 

and outer space. It prohibits any military maneuvers, weap-

on tests, building of installations, or disposal of radioactive 

wastes in the Antarctic region.

• Th e 1963 Treaty Banning Nuclear Weapon Tests in the Atmo-

sphere, in Outer Space and Under Water (Partial Test-Ban 

Treaty) (124) bans all nuclear weapon tests in the three en-

vironments designated but does not ban underground tests. 

Since 1963, the General Assembly has repeatedly urged con-

clusion of a comprehensive treaty banning all nuclear tests, 

including those conducted underground.

• Th e 1967 Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States 

in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, Including the Moon 

and Other Celestial Bodies (Outer-Space Treaty)(98) bans nu-

clear and other weapons of mass destruction from the earth’s 

orbit and prohibits the military use of celestial bodies and the 

placing of such weapons on those bodies.

• Th e 1967 Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in 

Latin America (Treaty of Tlatelolco) (33) creates the fi rst 

nuclear-weapon-free zone in a densely populated area and is 

the fi rst arms-limitation agreement to provide for control and 

verifi cation by an international organization, the Agency for 

the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in Latin America, as well 

as through the safeguards system of the International Atomic 

Energy Agency (IAEA).

• Th e 1968 Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weap-

ons (Non-Proliferation Treaty) (189) aims at preventing the 

spread of nuclear weapons to non-nuclear-weapon states, at 

guaranteeing all countries access to nuclear technology for 

peaceful purposes, and at promoting the process of nuclear 

disarmament. Th e treaty defi nes a nuclear-weapon state as 

one that had manufactured and exploded a nuclear weapon 

or other nuclear explosive device prior to 1 January 1967. 

With the broadest adherence of all treaties, it has helped so 

far to maintain the number of nuclear-weapon states at fi ve.

• Th e 1971 Treaty on the Prohibition of the Emplacement of Nu-

clear Weapons and Other Weapons of Mass Destruction on the 

Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor and in the Subsoil Th ereof (Sea-

Bed Treaty) (92) bans the placement of nuclear and other 

weapons of mass destruction and facilities for such weapons 

on or under the seabed outside a 12-mile coastal zone.

• Th e 1972 Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, 

Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) and 

Toxin Weapons and on Th eir Destruction (155) is the fi rst in-

ternational agreement providing for actual disarmament, that 

is, the destruction of existing weapons.

• Th e 1977 Convention on the Prohibition of Military or Any 

Other Hostile Use of Environmental Modifi cation Techniques 

(72) prohibits the use of techniques that would have wide-

spread, long-lasting, or severe eff ects in causing such phe-

nomena as earthquakes, tidal waves, and changes in weather 

and climate patterns.

• Th e 1979 Agreement Governing Activities of States on the 

Moon and Other Celestial Bodies (11) goes further than the 

1967 Outer-Space Treaty in prohibiting the use of the moon 

and other celestial bodies for military purposes.

• Th e 1981 Convention on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the 

Use of Certain Conventional Weapons Which May Be Deemed 

to Be Excessively Injurious or to Have Indiscriminate Eff ects 

(100) restricts or prohibits the use of mines and booby traps, 

incendiary weapons, and fragments not readily detectable in 

the human body. Th ese rules range from a complete ban on 

the use of such weapons to restrictions on their use in condi-

tions that would cause incidental loss of life or injury to civil-

ians or damage to civilian objects.

• Th e 1985 South Pacifi c Nuclear-Free-Zone Treaty (Treaty of 

Raratonga) (13), exemplifi es a positive regional limitation 

measure. Its geographical limits are contiguous with those of 

the two other major zonal treaties, the Treaty of Tlatelolco 

and the Antarctic Treaty, the three instruments covering a 

signifi cant portion of the earth’s surface.

• Th e 1990 Treaty on Conventional Armed Forces in Europe (CFE 

Treaty) (30), was a considerable post-Cold War breakthrough 

achieved at a summit meeting of the Conference on Security 

and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE). It was adopted in Paris 

in November 1990. Th e treaty entered into force on 9 Novem-

ber 1992, aft er it was signed by the original 22 participating 

states, joined by seven of the new republics formed from the 

former Soviet Union. It established limits for fi ve categories of 

weapons within its area of application, which stretches from 

the Atlantic to the Urals. Chosen for limitation were those cat-
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egories of weapons systems that would eliminate disparities 

in force levels and the capability of launching surprise attack 

or large-scale off ensives. Th e treaty was the fi rst in Europe to 

provide for the actual reduction of conventional weapons. As 

called for in the treaty, negotiations among the states party to 

the CFE Treaty soon began, aimed at limiting the personnel 

strength of armed forces. Known as the CFE-1A Agreement, it 

was signed in July 1992 at the summit meeting of the CSCE at 

Helsinki.

• Th e 1992 Treaty on Open Skies (31) establishes a regime of un-

armed aerial observation fl ights over the entire territory of its 

participants. Th e Open Sky Treaty is the most wide-ranging 

international eff ort to date to promote openness and trans-

parency of military forces and activities. Th e treaty entered 

into force in 2002.

• Th e 1993 Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, 

Production, Stockpiling and Use of Chemical Weapons and 

their Destruction (Chemical Weapons Convention) (178), 

is the fi rst disarmament agreement that would eliminate an 

entire category of weapons. Such chemical weapons exist in 

large quantities, are possessed by many countries, and have 

been used in combat even in recent years. Th e convention was 

ratifi ed by 65 countries and entered into force on 29 April 

1997.

• Th e 1995 Southeast Asia Nuclear Weapon Free Zone (SEAN-

WFZ) Treaty (Treaty of Bangkok) (10) bans the research, de-

velopment, manufacture, stockpiling, acquisition, possession 

or control over any nuclear explosive device by any means in 

Southeast Asia.

• Th e 1996 African Nuclear Weapon Free Zone Treaty (Pelind-

aba Treaty) (19) establishes a nuclear-weapon-free zone on 

the continent of Africa and all island states considered by the 

former Organization of African Unity to be part of Africa.

• Th e 1996 Comprehensive Test-Ban Treaty (CTBT Treaty) 

(132) goes further than the 1963 Partial Test-Ban Treaty in 

that it prohibits any nuclear explosion whether for weapons 

or peaceful purposes.

• Th e 1997 Convention on the Prohibition of the Use, Stockpiling, 

Production and Transfer of Anti-Personnel Mines and on Th eir 

Destruction (Mine-Ban Convention) (148) bans the use and 

development of anti-personnel mines, and commits states to 

destroy them.

• Th e 1997 Inter-American Convention Against the Illicit Manu-

facturing of and Traffi  cking in Firearms, Ammunition, Explo-

sives and Other Related Materials (Inter-American Conven-

tion)(26) was spearheaded by the member states of the Orga-

nization of American States to address the problem of illicit 

fi rearms traffi  cking, including ammunition, bombs, grenades, 

rockets, rocket launchers, missiles, and missile systems.

• Th e 1999 Inter-American Convention on Transparency in Con-

ventional Weapons Acquisitions (9) was designed to contrib-

ute more fully to regional openness and transparency in the 

acquisition of conventional weapons by exchanging informa-

tion regarding such acquisitions, for the purpose of promot-

ing confi dence among states in the Americas.

Bilateral Agreements

Over the same period, bilateral negotiations between the USSR/

Russian Federation and the United States have produced a num-

ber of agreements between the two powers, including those de-

scribed below.

• Th e 1972 Treaty on the Limitation of Anti-Ballistic Missile 

Systems (ABM Treaty and part of the SALT I agreements) 

restricts in general the development of sea-based, air-based, 

space-based, or mobile land-based antiballistic missile (ABM) 

systems and specifi cally limits development of ABM systems 

to two sites with no more than 100 launchers each. By a pro-

tocol of 1974, the deployment of ABM systems is further lim-

ited to a single area, with no more than 100 launchers. On 13 

June 2002, the United States withdrew from the ABM Treaty 

in order to pursue the development of missile defenses that 

would have been banned by the agreement.

• Th e 1972 Interim Agreement on Certain Measures with Re-

spect to the Limitation of Strategic Off ensive Arms (commonly 

regarded as SALT I) establishes limitations for a fi ve-year 

period—with a provision for extension—on the number of 

launchers of strategic weapons.

• Under the 1973 Agreement on the Prevention of Nuclear War, 

the two parties agree to make the removal of the danger of 

nuclear war and of the use of nuclear weapons an objective 

of their policies and to make all eff orts toward guaranteeing 

stability and peace.

• Th e 1974 Treaty on the Limitation of Underground Nuclear-

Weapon Tests (Th reshold Test-Ban Treaty) establishes a nu-

clear threshold by prohibiting underground nuclear-weapon 

tests having a yield exceeding 150 kilotons.

• Th e 1976 Treaty on Underground Nuclear Explosions for 

Peaceful Purposes prohibits the carrying out of any individ-

ual nuclear explosion for peaceful purposes having a yield 

exceeding 150 kilotons or any group explosion with an ag-

gregate yield exceeding 1,500 kilotons, and it includes on-site 

verifi cation procedures.

• Th e 1979 Treaty on the Limitation of Strategic Off ensive Arms 

(SALT II) establishes limits on the number and types of stra-

tegic nuclear-delivery vehicles (launchers and bombers) to 

2,400 on each side. Th e treaty also set limits on the numbers 

of MIRVed launchers. In 1986, President Ronald Reagan an-

nounced that the United States would no longer be bound 

by the SALT II limits because of Soviet violations of its arms 

control commitments.

• Th e 1987 Treaty between the Two States on the Elimination 

of Th eir Intermediate Range and Shorter-Range Missiles (INF 

Treaty) provides for the elimination of an entire class of nu-

clear weapons with a range between 55 and 5,500 kilometers 

(3,410 miles). Th e treaty entered into force on 1 June 1988 

and its provisions were implemented before the 1 June 1991 

date set by the treaty.

• Th e 1991 Treaty on the Reduction and Limitation of Strate-

gic Off ensive Arms (START Treaty) places limits on the two 

sides’ strategic nuclear forces, i.e., inter-continental ballistic 

missiles (ICBMs). Th is treaty established an unprecedented 

reduction of 35% to 40% of the states’ overall nuclear forces 

at the time and created an elaborate system for verifi cation 

of compliance. Th rough the Lisbon Protocol signed in 1992, 
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Kazakhstan, Belarus, Ukraine, and Russia became parties to 

START I as successor states to the Soviet Union.

• Th e 1993 Treaty on Further Reduction and Limitation of Stra-

tegic Off ensive Arms (START II), once implemented, was to 

bring about deep reductions in the overall levels of ICBMs, 

submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs), nuclear 

armed heavy bombers and nuclear air-launched cruise mis-

siles (ACLMs). Th e United States and Russia ratifi ed START 

II in 1996 and 2000, respectively, although Russia made entry 

into force conditional on U.S. Senate consent to ratifi cation of 

the 1997 protocol and approval of two Agreed Statements out-

lining limits on the testing of theater missile defense (TMD) 

systems. On 14 June 2002, one day aft er the U.S. withdrew 

from the ABM Treaty, Russia announced that it would no lon-

ger consider itself to be bound by START II provisions.

• Th e 2002 Treaty on Strategic Off ensive Reductions (SORT) 

(commonly referred to as the Treaty of Moscow) states that 

both the United States and Russia will reduce their num-

bers of operationally deployed nuclear warheads to between 

1,700–2,200 within ten years. It establishes a Bilateral Imple-

mentation Commission, scheduled to meet at least twice a 

year, to discuss and review the treaty’s implementation. Th e 

document does not require the destruction of strategic de-

livery systems, specify what is to be done with the warheads 

once they have been removed from launchers, or constrain 

the development of ballistic missile defenses.

MAJOR ISSUES AND DISARMAMENT 
NEGOTIATION EFFORTS

Th e Th reat of Nuclear Weapons

When the fi rst atomic bombs were exploded on 6 and 9 August 

1945, their immense destructive power confronted the world with 

military and political problems of unprecedented magnitude.

Th e catastrophic consequences of the use of nuclear weap-

ons would not be confi ned to the nuclear adversaries but would 

threaten civilization on a global scale. According to a 1984 World 

Health Organization (WHO) report on the eff ects of nuclear war 

on health and health services, as many as 10,000 megatons of nu-

clear bombs could be exploded globally in an all out nuclear war—

90% of them in Europe, Asia, and North America and 10% in Af-

rica, Latin America, and Oceania. As a result, half of the world’s 

population could instantly become war victims. About 1.5 billion 

people could die and 1.1 billion could be injured. In addition, mil-

lions of immediate survivors of an attack would die of radiation 

eff ects, disease, cold temperatures, and starvation over the follow-

ing few years. Th us, the greatest threat to humanity comes from 

nuclear arsenals, whose total destructive power has reached a level 

equivalent to more than 1 million Hiroshima bombs. Yet, each of 

the nuclear powers, albeit with expressed reluctance, considers it 

essential, either as a strategy or a necessary policy of credible de-

terrence of war, to possess operational nuclear weapons as long as 

the others have them.

A 1988 UN study on the climatic and potential physical eff ects 

of nuclear war concluded that a major nuclear war would entail 

the high risk of a global environmental disruption. A 1990 UN 

report captured the sense of the turning point in history brought 

about by the development of nuclear weapons. According to that 

report, nuclear weapons represented a historically new form of 

weaponry, which, by their multiple and far-reaching eff ects, pro-

vided a means of warfare whose mass destructive potential was 

unparalleled in human experience. Nuclear technology had made 

it possible to release more energy in one microsecond from a sin-

gle nuclear weapon than all the energy released by convention-

al weapons used in all wars throughout history. Th e same expert 

group estimated that, by 1990, the arms race had led to the gradual 

deployment on land and on the high seas of some 50,000 nuclear 

warheads. Th ey also estimated that the world stockpile of nuclear 

weapons was equivalent to some 13,000 million tons of TNT, and 

that its explosive capacity was 1 million times the explosive energy 

of the Hiroshima atomic bomb.

In 1945, only the United States had developed the technology to 

produce nuclear weapons, but by 1949, the USSR had also devel-

oped a nuclear-weapon capability, followed by the United King-

dom in 1952, France in 1960, and China in 1964. Th roughout 

the Cold War era, the United States and the former Soviet Union, 

among the fi ve nuclear-weapon states, held the vast majority of 

nuclear weapons and the most advanced delivery systems. Indeed, 

the UN, in a consensus document adopted at the fi rst special ses-

sion of disarmament in 1978, recognized the special responsibility 

that these two states bore with respect to nuclear disarmament.

Over the years, concerns have been expressed in UN forums 

that some non-nuclear-weapon states might develop nuclear-

weapon programs (the issue of so-called “threshold” states). Af-

ter the end of the war in the Persian Gulf in April 1991, it came 

to light that some of the concerns expressed, at least in the case of 

Iraq, were warranted. In November 2002, the UN Security Council 

passed Resolution 1441 calling for immediate and unconditional 

disarmament on the part of Iraq, including the possible existence 

of nuclear weapons development programs. Aft er the invasion of 

Iraq by US-led forces in 2003, no weapons of mass destruction 

were found in Iraq. In 1993–94 the defi ance of the Democratic 

Peoples’ Republic of Korea (DPRK) touched off  an internation-

al crisis. Th e DPRK refused to allow access to IAEA inspectors 

charged with monitoring peaceful nuclear facilities (see chapter 

on IAEA). Since 1994 the IAEA activities were largely limited to 

monitoring the “freeze” of the DPRK’s graphite-moderated reac-

tors and related facilities as requested by the United Nations Se-

curity Council and as foreseen in the “Agreed Framework” of Oc-

tober 1994 between the DPRK and the United States. Under the 

so-called Agreed Framework, the DPRK promised to abandon its 

nuclear program, and disavow similar nuclear activity, in return 

for the U.S.-led construction of two modern, light-water reactors 

and 500,000 tons of fuel oil a year until the reactors were complet-

ed. In October 2002, the DPRK announced that it was undertaking 

a uranium-enrichment program. Th ese developments challenged 

the UN, especially its Security Council, and the IAEA to unprece-

dented action. In January 2003, the DPRK announced it was with-

drawing from the NPT, and in April, the DPRK announced it had 

nuclear weapons. In August 2003, the DPRK agreed to take part in 

six-party talks with the United States, South Korea, Russia, China, 

and Japan. In September 2004, the DPRK said it had turned plu-

tonium from 8,000 spent fuel rods into nuclear weapons. Th en, in 

September 2005, North Korea stated it would give up its nuclear 

weapons program and rejoin the NPT.
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By the mid-2000s, another state looking to develop nucle-

ar weapons capability was Iran. In January 2002, US President 

George W. Bush labeled Iran, Iraq, and North Korea an “axis of 

evil” seeking to threaten the world with weapons of mass destruc-

tion, among other ill deeds. In September of that year, Russian 

technicians began construction of Iran’s fi rst nuclear reactor at 

Bushehr despite strong objections from the United States. Subse-

quently, following a series of back and forth assertions by Iran that 

it was suspending its nuclear enrichment program or resuming 

uranium conversion for peaceful purposes, in September 2005 the 

IAEA found Iran in violation of the NPT. In January 2006, Iran 

broke IAEA seals at its Natanz nuclear research facility. In Febru-

ary, the IAEA voted to report Iran to the Security Council over its 

nuclear activities. In April 2006, Iran announced it had succeeded 

in enriching uranium at Natanz.

With the dissolution of the Soviet Union at the end of 1991, its 

nuclear weapons were left  on the territories of four of the newly 

independent states: Belarus, Kazakhstan, Russian Federation, and 

Ukraine. Th is state of aff airs created a new set of challenges to the 

international community in the control of nuclear weapons.

Over the years, many measures have been proposed in the UN 

and other multilateral forums to limit, reduce, and eliminate nu-

clear weapons and their delivery systems; to assure non-nucle-

ar-weapons states that nuclear weapons will not be used or even 

threatened to be used against them; to prevent the spread of nucle-

ar weapons to non-nuclear-weapons states; to bring about a halt 

to all nuclear testing; to ensure the non-use of nuclear weapons; 

to bring about the cessation of the production of nuclear weapons 

as well as the production of fi ssionable material for weapons pur-

poses; to restrict the deployment of nuclear weapons by nuclear-

weapon states, and to foster cooperation in the peaceful uses of 

nuclear energy.

With the close of the Cold War era, a turning point in interna-

tional political history had been reached and the dramatic inter-

national events that occurred had direct repercussions in the area 

of nuclear disarmament. Bilateral negotiations between the Rus-

sian Federation and the United States led to several agreements 

which, when fully implemented, will result in unprecedented re-

ductions in the nuclear forces of both sides.

Th ese developments served to codify the end of the Cold War 

and helped to pave the way for further control over the nuclear 

arsenals of the two major nuclear-weapon states, as well as to en-

courage the other three declared nuclear-weapon states towards 

further eff orts in the fi eld of nuclear weapons.

Bilateral Nuclear Arms Reduction Agreements

Although the United Nations did not take part in the historic 

bilateral negotiations between the former USSR and the United 

States from 1969 to 2002, member states of the UN have respond-

ed with encouragement to the initiatives of the two major powers 

and have appealed to them to conduct their negotiations with the 

utmost determination to prevent nuclear war, reduce nuclear ar-

senals, prevent an arms race in outer space—a longstanding UN 

objective—and halt the arms race. Other nuclear-weapon states 

have declared that they would join the process of reducing nuclear 

weapons once the major powers have reduced theirs. In this con-

text, it is appropriate to review here the sequence of events that 

brought these negotiations to such a salutary conclusion and their 

far-reaching implications for global security.

The SALT Treaties

Th e Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT), which the former 

Soviet Union and the United States initiated in 1969, led in their 

fi rst phase to the signing on 26 May 1972 in Moscow of two agree-

ments: the Treaty on the Limitation of Anti-Ballistic Missile Sys-

tems (ABM Treaty), subsequently amended by a protocol of 3 July 

1974, and the Interim Agreement on Certain Measures With Re-

spect to the Limitation of Strategic Off ensive Arms, with a protocol 

attached. Both the ABM Treaty and the Interim Agreement en-

tered into force on 3 October 1972.

By signing the ABM Treaty, the United States and the former 

Soviet Union undertook not to develop, test, or deploy mobile 

land-based, sea-based, air-based, or space-based ABM systems. 

Th ey also agreed to limit ABM systems to two sites with no more 

than 100 launchers at each site. In that way, they would not build 

nationwide ABM systems, which each side viewed as destabiliz-

ing. In 1974, the treaty was amended by a protocol which limited 

each side to one ABM deployment area only. Th e former Soviet 

Union chose to maintain its ABM system in the area centered on 

its capital, Moscow, and the United States chose to maintain its 

system in an intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) deployment 

area in North Dakota. On 13 June 2002, the United States with-

drew from the ABM Treaty in order to pursue the development of 

missile defenses that would have been banned by the agreement.

Th e second phase of the talks (SALT II) began in November 

1972 and ended in June 1979 with the signing in Vienna of the 

Treaty on the Limitation of Strategic Off ensive Arms, a protocol 

which was an integral part of the treaty, and a Joint Statement 

of Principles and Basic Guidelines for Subsequent Negotiations on 

the Limitation of Strategic Arms. Th e treaty, designed to remain 

in force to the end of 1985, defi ned and identifi ed specifi c weap-

ons and included numerous detailed limitations on the testing, 

deployment, modernization and replacement, and conversion of 

particular weapons systems. A Standing Consultative Commis-

sion was set up by the two countries in 1972 to deal with any ques-

tions or doubts about compliance with SALT II. Although SALT 

II was not ratifi ed by either party, each side declared its intention 

to abide by the provisions of the treaty as long as the other did. In 

1986, President Ronald Reagan announced that the United States 

would no longer be bound by the SALT II limits because of Soviet 

violations of its arms control commitments.

The INF Treaty

Early in the 1980s, the United States and the former Soviet Union 

opened two new sets of negotiations, one on intermediate-range 

nuclear forces (INF) and one on the reduction of strategic arms 

(START). Aft er their discontinuation in December 1983, owing to 

the strained political situation between the two sides on the ques-

tion of intermediate forces in Europe, the two powers agreed in 

January 1985 to hold negotiations on the complex questions con-

cerning space and nuclear arms—both strategic and intermediate 

range—in order to work out an agreement for preventing an arms 

race in space and terminating it on earth, at limiting and reducing 

nuclear arms, and at strengthening strategic stability. Th is process 

led fi rst to the signing in December 1987 in Washington of the 
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Treaty between the Two States on the Elimination of Th eir Interme-

diate-Range and Shorter-Range Missiles (INF Treaty). It provided 

for the elimination of an entire class of nuclear weapons, namely, 

those nuclear forces with a range of between 500 and 5,500 kilo-

meters. (Nuclear weapons with a range of more than 5,500 kilo-

meters were considered to be strategic, while those with a range 

of less than 500 kilometers belonged to the category of tactical 

nuclear weapons.) Th e treaty entered into force on 1 June 1988. 

Th e INF Treaty is considered the fi rst nuclear disarmament treaty, 

as it brought about the fi rst actual reductions in the nuclear weap-

ons of the two major powers. It also was considered an important 

turning point with respect to the strict verifi cation schedule that 

it established, which included mutual arrangements for on-site in-

spections. Its provisions were fully implemented before June 1991, 

the date set by the treaty.

The START Treaties

In parallel to the negotiations being conducted on intermediate 

nuclear force, a complex series of talks were also held on reduc-

ing signifi cantly the two sides’ strategic nuclear weapons, in par-

ticular inter-continental ballistic missiles (ICBMs). Th ese negotia-

tions were fi nalized by the signing, at a summit meeting between 

President Bush and President Gorbachev in Moscow on 31 July 

1991, of the Treaty on the Reduction and Limitation of Strategic Of-

fensive Arms (START Treaty). Th e main objective of the treaty was 

to increase stability in the nuclear relationship between the former 

USSR and the United States. Th e interrelated limits and sublimits 

on the two sides’ strategic nuclear forces established by the treaty 

amounted to an unprecedented reduction of 35% to 40% of their 

overall nuclear forces at the time. Furthermore, an elaborate sys-

tem, including a full range of notifi cations, inspections, and per-

manent monitoring, was adopted for the verifi cation of compli-

ance with the terms of the treaty.

At the same time as eff orts were being carried forward to ratify 

the START Treaty and to deal with the problems raised by the dis-

solution of the former Soviet Union, the Russian Federation and 

the United States intensifi ed their negotiations on their strategic 

nuclear weapons. As a result, on 3 January 1993, President Bush 

and President Yeltsin signed the Treaty on Further Reduction and 

Limitation of Strategic Off ensive Arms (START II). Th e treaty, once 

implemented, was to bring about deep reductions in the overall 

number of nuclear warheads of the two sides including in their 

levels of inter-continental ballistic missiles (ICBMs), submarine-

launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs), nuclear armed heavy bomb-

ers and nuclear air-launched cruise missiles (ACLMs).

Entry into force of the START I Treaty was complicated by the 

breakup of the USSR in 1989. Th e Russian Federation ratifi ed the 

treaty on condition that the new republics of Belarus, Kazakhstan, 

and Ukraine also ratify the treaty and join the Nuclear Non-Pro-

liferation Treaty (NPT). Th e START I Treaty was ratifi ed by the 

United States Senate (1 October 1992), the Russian parliament (4 

November 1992), the Belarus parliament (4 February 1993), the 

Kazakhstan parliament (2 July 1992), and the Ukrainian parlia-

ment (3 February 1994). Belarus joined the NPT on 22 July 1993. 

Kazakhstan joined the NPT on 14 February 1994. Ukraine joined 

the NPT on 5 December 1994. On that date, START I entered into 

force. On 5 December 2001, the United States and the Russian 

Federation successfully reached the START I levels of 6,000 de-

ployed warheads.

Th e START II treaty provided that, in a two-phased process, 

the Russian Federation would reduce the number of its strategic 

nuclear weapons to 3,000 and the United States to 3,500, by the 

year 2003. START II was ratifi ed by the U.S. Senate in January 

1996, and by the Russian parliament in April 2000. On 14 June 

2002, one day aft er the U.S. withdrew from the ABM Treaty, Rus-

sia announced that it would no longer consider itself to be bound 

by START II provisions. In eff ect, the START II treaty was super-

seded by the Moscow Treaty (SORT) of 2002, in which both sides 

agreed to reduce operationally deployed strategic nuclear war-

heads to 1,700 and 2,200 by 2012.

Unilateral Initiatives

In addition to the joint eff orts of the two major powers to reduce 

the level of nuclear confrontation between them, a broad set of 

unilateral nuclear initiatives was announced by President Bush on 

27 September and by President Gorbachev on 5 October 1991, 

which aff ected the entire spectrum of nuclear weapons of the 

United States and the former Soviet Union. Th e broad unilateral 

initiatives announced the destruction by both sides of their tacti-

cal nuclear weapons throughout the world, as well as other signifi -

cant moves with respect to their nuclear forces. At the same time, 

President Gorbachev declared a one-year moratorium on nuclear 

weapons testing.

Upon the dissolution of the former Soviet Union at the end of 

1991, its nuclear arsenal, which was subject to the reductions and 

limitations agreed under the START Treaty, passed into the juris-

diction of four newly formed states: Belarus, Kazakhstan, the Rus-

sian Federation, and Ukraine. To address the questions raised by 

the new situation, the four states, together with the United States, 

signed on 23 May 1992 in Lisbon, a protocol to the 1991 START 

Treaty. In the document, the four states, as successor states of the 

former USSR, agreed to assume the obligations of the former So-

viet Union under the treaty, including working out arrangements 

among themselves to comply with the limits and restrictions con-

tained in the treaty. While the Russian Federation assumed the 

status of nuclear-weapon state inherited from the former USSR, 

Belarus, Kazakhstan, and Ukraine committed themselves to ad-

here to the non-proliferation treaty as non-nuclear-weapon states 

in the shortest possible time. Th ey did so in 1993 and 1994. In 

1996, Belarus joined Ukraine and Kazakhstan in removing and 

transferring to the Russian Federation the last of the remaining 

former Soviet nuclear weapons located within their territories.

Cessation of Nuclear Testing

It is widely considered that a comprehensive test ban would inhib-

it the proliferation of nuclear weapons. It would make it diffi  cult, 

if not impossible, for the nuclear-weapon states to develop new 

weapon designs and would place constraints on the refi nement of 

existing ones. On the other hand, nuclear-weapon states, includ-

ing the United States, tend to regard at least some form of testing 

as necessary so long as their security is at all dependent on a strat-

egy of nuclear deterrence.

Th e question of the discontinuance of nuclear testing has been 

discussed in the General Assembly since 1945. An estimated 1,622 

nuclear-test explosions were detonated between 16 July 1945 and 
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31 December 1986—815 by the United States, 597 by the USSR, 

140 by France, 40 by the United Kingdom, 29 by China, and 1 by 

India, which stated that its nuclear test was an experiment strictly 

for peaceful purposes.

Despite ongoing unilateral and international eff orts to ban nu-

clear testing, it continued in the 1990s. Notably, in early October 

1995, France (despite its assurances that it would not) conducted 

a nuclear test on Fangataufa Atoll in the Pacifi c. Th e blast trig-

gered a wave of protest throughout the region. Ongoing tests by 

nuclear-weapons states prompted the General Assembly on 12 

December 1995 to issue a statement saying it “strongly deplored 

all current nuclear testing and strongly urged the immediate ces-

sation of all such testing” and had adopted a resolution by a vote of 

85 in favor to 18 against, with 43 abstentions, commending those 

nuclear-weapon states observing testing moratoriums and urging 

them to continue the moratoriums pending the entry into force of 

a comprehensive nuclear test-ban treaty. In spring 1998, India and 

Pakistan, whose dispute over the Kashmir region continued, each 

conducted underground nuclear tests, causing scientists to move 

the hands of the infamous Doomsday Clock closer to midnight 

(the point of annihilation). Th ese events highlighted the urgen-

cy of reaching consensus on nuclear non-proliferation and test-

ing and underscored the role of the UN in bringing the parties to 

the table.

Partial Test Ban Treaty

Late in 1958, the nuclear powers (then the USSR, the United King-

dom, and the United States) began negotiations in Geneva on the 

discontinuance of nuclear-weapon tests. Although they accom-

plished nothing defi nitive, related and subsequent eff orts in the 

General Assembly and the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Dis-

armament and, fi nally, further negotiations led to the signing in 

Moscow on 5 August 1963 of the Treaty Banning Nuclear Weapons 

Tests in the Atmosphere, in Outer Space, and Under Water (Partial 

Test-Ban Treaty). Th e treaty prohibits any nuclear explosions for 

weapons testing or for any other purpose in the atmosphere or 

beyond its limits, including outer space; or under water, includ-

ing territorial waters or high seas. Its prohibitions also extend to 

nuclear explosions in any other environment if such an explo-

sion produces radioactive debris outside the territorial limits of 

the state under whose jurisdiction or control the explosion is con-

ducted. Further to the main provisions of the treaty, which did not 

prohibit the testing of nuclear devices underground, the parties to 

the treaty also confi rmed their intention to seek an end to all test-

ing of nuclear weapons and to continue negotiations towards that 

end, and declared their desire to end radioactive contamination of 

the environment.

Th e treaty was the fi rst international agreement to regulate nu-

clear arms worldwide, and it has been recognized as an important 

instrument in reducing international tensions and decreasing ra-

dioactive pollution. It also helped to create a climate in which ne-

gotiations on other nuclear-arms limitation agreements, notably 

the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, were able 

to take place.

France and China did not become parties to the treaty, but 

France announced in 1974 that it would not conduct any further 

atmospheric tests.

Bilateral Agreements on Nuclear Testing

In 1963, the nonaligned states in particular made strenuous eff orts 

to persuade the USSR and the United States to extend the Par-

tial Test Ban Treaty to include a ban on underground tests. Dis-

agreement about verifi cation prevented such an extension. Even 

aft er the Partial Test Ban Treaty came into eff ect, extensive un-

derground testing continued, particularly by the USSR and the 

United States.

Two bilateral treaties, between the former Soviet Union and 

the United States, placed limits on their underground nuclear 

tests. Th ese were the 1974 Treaty on the Limitation of Under-

ground Nuclear Weapon Tests (known as the threshold test-ban 

treaty) and the 1976 Treaty on Underground Nuclear Explosions 

for Peaceful Purposes. Each party agreed not to test explosives 

yielding more than the 150-kiloton limit. Because of diffi  cul-

ties with the verifi cation provisions and technology associated 

with the two treaties, they remained unratifi ed for many years, 

although the two powers complied with their provisions. Fol-

lowing three years of bilateral negotiations from November 1987 

to 1 December 1990 on nuclear testing verifi cation and yield 

measurement methodology, the two powers exchanged instru-

ments of ratifi cation of the two treaties. Th e verifi cation arrange-

ments set out in conjunction with those two treaties were un-

precedented in their openness and transparency, and helped to 

set the stage for even greater cooperation between the two major 

powers in agreements on the reduction of their nuclear-weapon 

arsenals.

Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty

Th e question of the complete cessation of all nuclear-weap-

on tests or of all nuclear explosive tests has been considered as 

a separate issue in UN bodies since 1963 and is the subject of 

many General Assembly resolutions. Between 1977 and 1980, 

the USSR, the United Kingdom, and the United States also un-

dertook trilateral negotiations on a comprehensive test-ban trea-

ty but again did not succeed in completing one. Questions of 

how to verify compliance with a ban on nuclear-weapon tests, 

how to treat nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes under the 

conditions of a ban, and whether to seek to ban all nuclear explo-

sions presented diffi  culties both in the Conference on Disarma-

ment, which was the main focus of eff orts since 1980, and in the 

bilateral discussions that commenced in July 1986 between the 

USSR and the United States.

In an eff ort to add impetus to the ongoing eff orts, the USSR 

halted all nuclear explosions for an 18-month period, from Au-

gust 1985 to February 1987. Th e United States did not reciprocate 

because it believed that such an unverifi able measure was not a 

substitute for a negotiated, binding treaty.

At the 1995 Non-Proliferation Treaty Review and Extension 

Conference, the fi rst measure agreed to was the completion of a 

Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty (CTBT) no later than 

1996. On 24 September 1996, the CTBT was opened for signa-

ture. As of 15 April 2006, it had been signed by 176 states, in-

cluding all fi ve nuclear-weapon states, and ratifi ed by 132 states. 

However, the treaty had not yet entered into force since not all 

the states whose ratifi cation is required for its entry into force 

had done so, including the United States, which rejected ratifi ca-

tion in fall 1999.
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Unilateral Actions Towards an End to Nuclear Testing

With the end of the Cold War and the improvement in interna-

tional political climate, important political strides towards the 

achievement of a comprehensive nuclear test ban were registered. 

In the early 1990s the number of underground nuclear tests being 

conducted by the nuclear-weapon states began to decrease consid-

erably. In October 1991, the former Soviet Union declared a uni-

lateral moratorium on nuclear tests, which was extended by the 

Russian Federation indefi nitely. In April 1992 France suspended 

its nuclear testing. In October 1992 the United States enacted a 

law which not only declared a unilateral moratorium on its nu-

clear tests, but also directed that aft er September 1996, the United 

States government could no longer conduct nuclear tests. How-

ever, although the United States in January 2002 stated that it had 

no plans to resume nuclear testing, the U.S. Defense Department 

made a decision to “try and upgrade our testing infrastructure,” 

especially “if the strategic circumstances in the world changed 

dramatically.” Th e United Kingdom, which has conducted for sev-

eral decades its nuclear-weapon tests at the nuclear testing site in 

the United States, has respected the declared moratorium of the 

United States and has not conducted any nuclear tests since No-

vember 1991. However, China conducted nuclear tests in June and 

October 1994. France resumed its nuclear testing program in the 

Pacifi c by conducting six under-ground tests during a fi ve month 

period that began in September of 1995. Nuclear weapons tests 

broke out on the South Asian subcontinent in 1998. India an-

nounced that it conducted fi ve underground nuclear explosions 

on 11 and 13 May 1998, its fi rst nuclear tests since 1974. In re-

sponse, Pakistan announced that it conducted fi ve underground 

nuclear explosions on 28 May and another on 30 May 1998. Th ese 

events undermined the progress that had been made to halt all 

nuclear weapons testing.

Prevention of Nuclear Proliferation

In the early years of the atomic era, it was widely assumed that 

only a few highly industrialized nations would be able to aff ord 

to manufacture nuclear weapons. However, by the mid-1960s, 

advancing technology and simplifi cation of nuclear production 

processes, particularly for electric-power generation, had led to 

the categorization of some 20 nations, including relatively small 

ones, as countries possessing a nuclear capability; there are now 

some 30 so-called “threshold” states. Th e fear of horizontal nucle-

ar proliferation has thus spawned much discussion in the General 

Assembly. During 1965 and 1966, the greater part of the Gen-

eral Assembly’s debates on disarmament was devoted to this is-

sue, especially with the emergence of China as a nuclear-weapon 

power.

In 1967, the United States and the USSR, aft er prolonged nego-

tiations, put forward identical draft  non-proliferation treaties in 

the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament, and in 1968, 

aft er further negotiation, a fi nal joint draft  was commended over-

whelmingly by the General Assembly as the Treaty on the Non-

Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons. Th e treaty came into force in 

March 1970. By 15 April 2006, it had been ratifi ed by 189 coun-

tries, including the fi ve declared nuclear-weapon states: China, 

France, the Russian Federation, the United Kingdom, and the 

United States. Th ough the treaty had received a great deal of sup-

port as refl ected by the number of ratifi cations to it, challenges to 

its objectives remained.

Th e Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) prohibits the spread of 

nuclear weapons, employing the safeguards system of the IAEA 

to provide assurance against any diversion or misuse of nuclear 

materials by non-nuclear-weapon states. It also contains provi-

sions for promoting the peaceful uses of nuclear energy; for mak-

ing nuclear equipment, materials, and information available on a 

nondiscriminatory basis to non-nuclear-weapon states for peace-

ful purposes; and for the pursuit of negotiations relating to the 

cessation of the nuclear-arms race and to nuclear and general dis-

armament. All the non-nuclear-weapon parties to the treaty must 

accept safeguards, through separate agreements, with the IAEA. 

Th e safeguards system provides for international inspection of all 

their nuclear installations. Several states that are not parties to the 

treaty have also signed safeguards agreements with the IAEA cov-

ering all or most of their installations.

Following the disintegration of the former Soviet Union at 

the end of 1991, the nuclear weapons left  on its former territo-

ry had fallen under the jurisdiction of Belarus, Kazakhstan, the 

Russian Federation, and Ukraine. While the Russian Federation 

assumed the treaty obligations of the former Soviet Union, in a 

special agreement, the Lisbon Protocol, Belarus, Kazakhstan, and 

Ukraine agreed to become non-nuclear-weapon states party to 

the NPT. Th ey did so in 1993 and 1994. In 1996, Belarus joined 

Ukraine and Kazakhstan in removing and transferring to the Rus-

sian Federation the last of the remaining former Soviet nuclear 

weapons located within their territories. Only India, Israel, Paki-

stan and Cuba remain outside the NPT regime.

In the wake of the war in the Persian Gulf, the UN Special Com-

mission (UNSCOM), appointed to eliminate Iraq’s capability to 

use weapons of mass destruction, uncovered the existence of a 

clandestine nuclear weapons program in that country. Th is rev-

elation further challenged the NPT regime and in particular the 

inspection procedures employed by the IAEA.

Seven conferences have been held to review the operation of 

the treaty—in 1975, 1980, 1985, 1990, 1995, 2000, and 2005. In 

accordance with the terms of the treaty, a conference is to be held 

25 years aft er its entry into force to decide whether it shall con-

tinue in force indefi nitely or shall be extended for an addition-

al fi xed period or periods. Since the treaty’s entry into force, the 

parties and the General Assembly have called in various contexts 

for universal adherence to the treaty as the best means of further 

strengthening the non-proliferation regime.

Some of the aspects that are of crucial importance to the exten-

sion of the NPT and the strengthening of the non-proliferation 

regime revolve around the issue of eff orts being made towards the 

cessation of the nuclear arms race and nuclear disarmament. In 

that connection, the question of the achievement of a comprehen-

sive nuclear test ban treaty has taken on paramount importance 

for many non-nuclear-weapon states. In addition, the issue of the 

granting of guarantees to non-nuclear-weapon states that nuclear 

weapons will not be used against them would make an important 

contribution to the reinforcement of the NPT structure. Many 

states have for years supported the call for the nuclear-weapon 

states to cease production of fi ssionable material for weapons pur-

poses, which they consider would contribute signifi cantly in a 

qualitative manner to the ending of the nuclear arms race.
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Notwithstanding the above caveats, the Non-Proliferation Trea-

ty remains eff ective as the cornerstone of an international non-

proliferation structure that has grown to embrace the overwhelm-

ing majority of countries of the world.

Nuclear-Weapon-Free Zones

Th e establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones in various parts 

of the world has long been considered a possible means for curb-

ing horizontal nuclear proliferation and enhancing peace and se-

curity for non-nuclear-weapon states on a regional basis.

Outer Space

Th e 1967 Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in 

the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including the Moon and 

Other Celestial Bodies, while not strictly belonging to that body 

of law which bans nuclear weapons from a particular area, is rele-

vant nonetheless to the concept of nuclear-free zones. Among oth-

er things, it provides that states parties will not place any objects 

carrying nuclear weapons or any weapon of mass destruction in 

orbit around the earth, install these weapons on celestial bodies, 

or station them in outer space.

The Seabed

Th e 1972 Treaty on the Prohibition of the Emplacement of Nuclear 

Weapons and Other Weapons of Mass Destruction on the Sea-Bed 

and the Ocean Floor and in the Subsoil Th ereof provides that states 

parties undertake not to place on or under the seabed, beyond the 

outer limit of a 12-mile coastal zone, any nuclear or other weapons 

of mass destruction or any facilities for such weapons.

Antarctica

Th e 1959 Antarctic Treaty was the fi rst international agreement 

to provide for the absence of nuclear weapons in a specifi ed area 

by having established a demilitarized zone in the Antarctic. Un-

der the terms of the treaty, Antarctica is to be used exclusively 

for peaceful purposes. All military activity, nuclear explosions, or 

disposal of radioactive waste in the area are prohibited. Th e provi-

sions of this treaty appear to have been scrupulously observed.

Latin America and the Caribbean

Th e Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in Latin America 

and the Caribbean (Treaty of Tlatelolco), signed on 14 February 

1967 at Tlatelolco, Mexico, was the fi rst treaty establishing a nu-

clear-weapon-free zone in a densely populated area. It is also the 

fi rst regional agreement to establish its own system of internation-

al verifi cation and a permanent supervisory organ, the Agency for 

the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in Latin America (known by 

its Spanish acronym OPANAL), which was set up in June 1969. 

States parties to the treaty agree to use any nuclear material or fa-

cilities under their jurisdiction exclusively for peaceful purposes 

and to prohibit the presence of nuclear weapons in their territo-

ries, under any circumstances. Th ey also agree not to engage in, 

encourage, authorize, directly or indirectly, or in any way partici-

pate in, the testing, use, manufacture, production, possession, or 

control of any nuclear weapon. Th e treaty’s verifi cation system in-

cludes the requirement that safeguards agreements be concluded 

with IAEA in respect of all the nuclear activities undertaken by 

the parties. Annexed to the treaty are two Additional Protocols. 

Under Additional Protocol I, France, the Netherlands, the United 

Kingdom, and the United States agree to guarantee nuclear-weap-

on-free status to those territories for which they are, de jure or 

de facto, internationally responsible. In August 1972, the protocol 

was signed by France, thus giving it full force as all four countries 

had now signed. Under Additional Protocol II, nuclear-weapon 

states pledge to respect fully the denuclearization of Latin Ameri-

ca and not to use or threaten to use nuclear weapons against par-

ties to the treaty. By 1979, all fi ve nuclear-weapon states had be-

come parties to it.

The South Pacifi c

Th e states party to the 1986 South Pacifi c Nuclear Free Zone Treaty 

(Treaty of Rarotonga) have undertaken not to manufacture or ac-

quire any nuclear explosive device; to control the export of fi ssion-

able material; to ensure that their nuclear activities are exclusively 

for peaceful and nonexplosive purposes and are conducted under 

strict safeguards; to ban the testing of nuclear explosive devices in 

the South Pacifi c; to prohibit the stationing of nuclear explosive 

devices in their territories; and to prevent the dumping at sea, in 

the region, of nuclear waste.

Th e treaty has three protocols, which are integral to its purpos-

es. Protocol 1 obliges France, the United Kingdom, and the United 

States to apply the terms of the treaty in respect of the territories 

for which they are responsible in the region, especially with re-

gard to prohibitions on the manufacture, stationing, and testing 

of any nuclear explosive device. Protocol 2 commits the fi ve nu-

clear-weapon states not to use or threaten to use any nuclear ex-

plosive device against parties to the treaty. Protocol 3 commits the 

fi ve nuclear-weapon states not to test any nuclear explosive device 

anywhere within the zone covered by the treaty. Th e United States, 

along with the United Kingdom and France, signed all three pro-

tocols on 25 March 1996. Russia (with understandings) and China 

signed and ratifi ed Protocols II and III; neither has zonal territo-

ries that would require adherence to Protocol I. France ratifi ed the 

protocols on 20 September 1996, and the United Kingdom ratifi ed 

the protocols on 19 September 1997.

Southeast Asia

Th e 1995 Southeast Asia Nuclear Weapon Free Zone (SEANW-

FZ) Treaty (Treaty of Bangkok) bans the research, development, 

manufacture, stockpiling, acquisition, possession or control over 

any nuclear explosive device by any means in Southeast Asia. Th e 

area designated as a nuclear free zone comprises the territories of 

all states in Southeast Asia, namely, Brunei Darussalam, Cambo-

dia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore, 

Th ailand and Vietnam, and their respective continental shelves 

and exclusive economic zones. Each state party also agrees not to 

dump at sea or discharge into the atmosphere any radioactive ma-

terial or wastes in the region. Th e Treaty of Bangkok has one pro-

tocol, specifying that all fi ve nuclear weapons states undertake not 

to use or threaten to use nuclear weapons against any state party 

to the treaty, nor to use or threaten to use nuclear weapons within 

the Southeast Asia Nuclear Weapon-Free Zone. As of 2006, none 

of the nuclear weapons states had signed the protocol, largely due 

to U.S. and French objections regarding the unequivocal nature of 
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security assurances and over the defi nitions of territory, including 

exclusive economic zones.

Africa

Th e 1996 African Nuclear Weapons Free Zone Treaty (ANWFZ) 

(commonly known as the Treaty of Pelindaba) establishes a nu-

clear-weapon-free zone on the continent of Africa and all island 

states considered by the former Organization of African Unity to 

be part of Africa. Th e treaty has three protocols. Under Protocol 

I, the fi ve nuclear powers are to agree not to use or threaten to use 

a nuclear explosive device against any treaty party or against any 

territory of a Protocol III party within the African zone. Under 

Protocol II, those fi ve powers are to agree not to test or assist or 

encourage the testing of a nuclear explosive device anywhere with 

the African zone. Protocol III is open to states with dependent ter-

ritories in the zone and obligates them to observe certain provi-

sions of the treaty with respect to these territories; only Spain and 

France may become parties to it. All fi ve nuclear weapons states 

signed the three protocols in 1996, but as of April 2006, only Chi-

na, France, and the United Kingdom had ratifi ed Protocols I and 

II. France ratifi ed Protocol III in 1997.

Proposals for Nuclear-weapon-free Zones

In addition to those areas and zones mentioned above, where 

there has been success in elaborating treaties prohibiting the use 

of nuclear weapons, the General Assembly has also discussed, 

with varying degrees of success, proposals for creating nuclear-

weapon-free zones in many other regions of the world. Th ese dis-

cussions have covered a number of geographic zones, including 

the Balkans, the Mediterranean, Northern Europe, Central Eu-

rope, the Middle East, and South Asia.

Security Assurances to Non-nuclear-weapon States

Since the conclusion of the NPT in 1968, the non-nuclear-weapon 

states have repeatedly insisted that their promise not to acquire 

nuclear weapons should be met with an assurance that nuclear 

weapons would not, under any circumstances, be used against 

them. On 19 June 1968, the Security Council recognized that ag-

gression using nuclear weapons, or the threat of doing so, against 

a non-nuclear-weapon state would warrant immediate action by 

the Security Council, above all its nuclear-weapon state perma-

nent members. Th e Security Council also reaffi  rmed the provi-

sion of the UN Charter that declares that a state, if the victim of 

an armed attack, has a right to act in individual or collective self-

defense until such time as the Security Council could take action 

to maintain peace and security.

At the 1978 special session on disarmament, four of the fi ve 

nuclear-weapon states individually declared their intention not 

to use, or threaten to use, nuclear weapons against non-nuclear-

weapon states, which met the conditions outlined in their respec-

tive declarations. At that session also, China reiterated the declara-

tion it made when it conducted its fi rst nuclear test—that it would 

never use nuclear weapons against a non-nuclear-weapon state. 

Th e nuclear-weapon states have refi ned and reasserted their re-

spective security guarantees several times since then.

Since 1979, the Conference on Disarmament has considered 

proposals for eff ective international arrangements that would as-

sure non-nuclear-weapon states against the use, or threat of use, of 

nuclear weapons. Non-nuclear-weapon states have expressed the 

view that further assurances, in legally binding form, are neces-

sary in order to eff ectively guarantee their security against nuclear 

attack. Th e Western nuclear-weapon states and their allies have 

been of the view that, in order to receive such negative security 

assurances, states must have demonstrated a commitment not to 

acquire nuclear weapons, by forming part of a nuclear-weapon-

free zone or by adhering to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty. 

Th ose non-nuclear-weapon states that are party to the NPT con-

sidered the issue of pivotal importance to the outcome of the 1995 

NPT Conference.

Prohibition of the Production of Fissionable Material

An approach to nuclear disarmament which has received much 

international attention over the years has been to stop the produc-

tion of fi ssionable material for weapons purposes.

Th e United States submitted proposals on this subject to the 

Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament and the Gener-

al Assembly during the 1960s, which included plans for inspec-

tion of certain types of nuclear reactors and separation plants; the 

dismantling of a number of nuclear weapons by both the Unit-

ed States and the former Soviet Union, to be carried out in the 

presence of observers; and the transfer or conversion of fi ssion-

able material to industries or forms in which it could be used for 

peaceful purposes.

In 1992 the United States announced a unilateral cessation of its 

national production of plutonium and highly enriched uranium 

for nuclear weapons. Among the nuclear-weapons states, both the 

Russian Federation and the United States have expressed support 

for reaching an international agreement to halt the production of 

weapons-grade fi ssionable material in the interests of non-prolif-

eration. In 1993, the General Assembly adopted without a vote 

a resolution recommending negotiation in the most appropriate 

international forum of a non-discriminatory, multilateral, and in-

ternationally and eff ectively verifi able treaty banning the produc-

tion of material for nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive 

devices.

In 1995, the UN Conference on Disarmament agreed to es-

tablish a mandate for an ad hoc committee based on the 1993 

General Assembly resolution. Th e mandate was included in the 

“Shannon Report,” named aft er then-Canadian Ambassador to 

the UN Gerald Shannon who led consultations on this issue. Be-

cause several countries resisted limiting the treaty to a ban only 

on the future production of fi ssile material, the Shannon Report 

explicitly states that the mandate to negotiate a halt to the pro-

duction of fi ssile materials for nuclear weapons does not pre-

clude any country from including the past production of fi ssile 

material. Th e Conference on Disarmament also agreed in 1998 

to convene an ad hoc committee to negotiate a ban on the pro-

duction of fi ssile materials.

OTHER WEAPONS OF MASS 
DESTRUCTION
In 1946, the General Assembly envisaged not only the elimina-

tion of atomic weapons, but also of all other major weapons of 

mass destruction. Th e dangers of such weapons to humanity can-
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not be underestimated. Even in World War I, “fi rst-generation” 

chemical agents caused some 1.3 million casualties, of which over 

100,000 were fatal. In 1948, the Commission for Conventional Ar-

maments, in setting out the limits of its jurisdiction, also defi ned 

weapons of mass destruction as including, besides atomic explo-

sive weapons, radioactive material weapons, lethal chemical and 

biological weapons, and any weapons developed in the future with 

comparable destructive eff ects.

Chemical and Biological Weapons

As mentioned earlier, the powerful sense of outrage generated by 

the use of chemical weapons during the First World War resulted 

in the signing of the Geneva Protocol of 1925 banning the use, 

but not the production, possession, or stockpiling, of chemical or 

bacteriological weapons. As a consequence, possession and acqui-

sition, particularly of chemical weapons, has continued and, in-

deed, in recent years has proliferated. Many parties to the Geneva 

Protocol have included reservations or statements with their sig-

natures that open the door to the possible retaliatory use of such 

weapons.

Th e protocol also did not provide for mechanisms to verify 

compliance or for procedures to deal with violations. Recognizing 

the shortcomings of the protocol, the international community 

continued its quest for a complete ban on chemical and biologi-

cal weapons. Although treated as a single issue previously, it was 

agreed in 1971 to separate consideration of chemical and biologi-

cal weapons in the hope that an early ban on biological weapons 

could be achieved.

Biological Weapons

Th e Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production 

and Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin Weapons 

and on Th eir Destruction entered into force on 26 March 1975 and 

was hailed as a fi rst step towards a comprehensive ban on biologi-

cal weapons.

Th e convention prohibits the development, production, stock-

piling, acquisition, or retention of microbial or other biological 

agents, or toxins whatever their origin or methods of production, 

of types and in quantities that have no justifi cation for prophylac-

tic, protective, or other peaceful purposes. It also prohibits weap-

ons, equipment, or means of delivery designed to use such agents 

or toxins for hostile purposes or in armed confl ict. Th e agents, 

toxins, weapons, equipment, and means of delivery held by states 

that became party to the convention should be destroyed or di-

verted to peaceful purposes not later than nine months aft er the 

entry into force of the convention for that state. Furthermore, any 

state party that fi nds that any other state party is not complying 

with the provisions of the convention may lodge a complaint with 

the Security Council.

In 1986, states parties decided to initiate a set of confi dence-

building measures in the form of a voluntary exchange of infor-

mation and data. Th e information to be exchanged included data 

on high-risk research centers and laboratories; outbreaks of infec-

tious diseases; publication of results of biological research; and the 

promotion of contacts among scientists in biological research.

In 1991, the states parties established an Ad Hoc Group of Gov-

ernmental Experts to identify and examine potential verifi cation 

measures from a scientifi c and technical standpoint. A majority 

of states parties have requested a special conference to review the 

results of the expert group.

In December 1996, the Fourth Review Conference of States 

Parties to the Biological Weapons Convention held a two-week 

session. Th e conference supported intensifi ed work by an ad hoc 

group to design a verifi cation protocol for the international treaty. 

Th e conference expressed hope that the group would reach agree-

ment on a draft  protocol to be considered by a special conference 

of states parties to the convention as soon as possible and before 

the Fift h Review Conference.

Th e Fift h Review Conference was convened from 19 November 

to 7 December 2001. Due to persisting divergent views and posi-

tions on certain key issues, however, the conference decided to 

adjourn its proceedings and resume its work in November 2002. 

Th e conference was reconvened from 11 to 15 November 2002 in 

Geneva. States parties adopted a fi nal report that included a deci-

sion to hold annual meetings in the next three years leading up to 

a Sixth Review Conference in late 2006. Th e Fift h Review Confer-

ence was held against a background of heightened global concern 

about the threat of biological agents such as anthrax being used as 

weapons. Extensive negotiations and draft ing sessions were held 

as the international treaty’s states parties sought to respond to 

recent developments and demands that the Biological Weapons 

Convention be vigorously and thoroughly enforced. Ninety-one 

of 144 States parties attended the session.

Chemical Weapons

In 1966, with the adoption of its fi rst resolution on the question 

of chemical and bacteriological (biological) warfare, the General 

Assembly commenced a long process of international discussions 

and negotiations on issues relevant to the question. Th e adoption 

of the resolution refl ected growing international awareness of the 

dangers involved with the possible use of such weapons of mass 

destruction.

Th e question of chemical and biological weapons was treated 

as a single issue requiring a unifi ed approach before 1971. Aft er 

agreement had been reached on the Biological Weapons Conven-

tion in 1972, attention turned more to the chemical weapons as-

pect and numerous proposals were put forward in the multilateral 

negotiating body in Geneva, including the complete texts of draft s 

conventions. In 1980, the Conference on Disarmament began 

working toward a convention on chemical weapons, but progress 

was evident only late in the decade. Th e former Soviet Union and 

the United States, the only states that had admitted to possessing 

stockpiles of chemical weapons, began a series of bilateral contacts 

that led to agreement between them on sensitive issues of verifi ca-

tion of implementation of a convention, including the question of 

challenge and on-site inspection.

Th e actual use of chemical weapons during the war between 

Iraq and the Islamic Republic of Iran in the 1980s, confi rmed by 

an investigative team appointed by the Secretary-General, focused 

greater international attention on the need to reach early agree-

ment on the prohibition of these weapons. In 1991, the war in 

the Persian Gulf and the possibility that chemical weapons might 

again be used added even greater urgency to the eff orts to rid the 

world of chemical weapons as soon as possible. On 8 Novem-

ber 2002, the Security Council adopted Resolution 1441 calling 

on Iraq to immediately disarm itself of chemical, biological, and 
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nuclear weapons. Th e threat posed by Iraq’s weapons of mass de-

struction was regarded by the UN as great, and the resolution in-

cluded language that did not preclude the use of force against Iraq 

for noncompliance. Force was indeed used against Iraq beginning 

on 19 March 2003 when US-led forces invaded Iraq, marking the 

start of the Iraq War. No signifi cant presence of weapons of mass 

destruction was found in Iraq aft er the invasion.

Th e Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Produc-

tion, Stockpiling and Use of Chemical Weapons and on Th eir De-

struction was opened for signature on 13 January 1993 in Paris, 

France. Th e required number of ratifi cations (65) was completed 

in October 1996 and the treaty entered into force 29 April 1997, 

by which time a total of 87 countries had ratifi ed it, including the 

United States (which ratifi ed it 24 April 1997). One year later, a 

total of 108 states were party to the convention. By that time the 

Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW), 

headquartered in Th e Hague, Netherlands, had already worked 

with nine cooperating states that provided the OPCW with in-

formation on past or existing chemical weapons programs. Th e 

OPCW had completed almost 200 inspections and witnessed the 

destruction of approximately 1,000 tons of nerve agents in its fi rst 

year. By April 2006, 178 countries had ratifi ed the chemical weap-

ons convention.

Th e convention is considered a genuine disarmament mea-

sure in that it provides for the elimination of an entire category of 

weapons of mass destruction. Its importance lies in the fact that 

these weapons exist in large quantities, have been used in combat 

in the past, and are believed to be possessed by a large number of 

countries. Further, the verifi cation system provided for under the 

convention is the most comprehensive to have been formulated 

for a multilateral agreement in the fi eld of disarmament.

By the terms of the convention, states parties undertake nev-

er, under any circumstances, to use chemical weapons, nor to de-

velop, produce, otherwise acquire, stockpile, or retain chemical 

weapons, or transfer them, directly or indirectly, to anyone. Th ey 

also commit themselves never to engage in any military prepara-

tions to use chemical weapons nor to assist, encourage, or induce, 

in any way, anyone to engage in any activity prohibited under the 

convention. Within a period of 10 years, each state party under-

takes to destroy chemical weapons and production facilities that 

it may own or possess, or that are located in any place under its 

jurisdiction or control, as well as all chemical weapons it has aban-

doned on the territory of another state party. Th e convention also 

bans the use of riot control agents as a method of warfare.

Th e states parties are required to submit detailed declarations 

on any chemical weapons they might possess, on old and aban-

doned chemical weapons they might have on their territory, and 

on any related chemical weapons production facilities, as well as 

on the plans and implementation of the destruction of such. Th ey 

have agreed to a comprehensive and graduated system of routine 

inspections for international monitoring of the implementation 

of their obligations under the convention. Also provided for is a 

system of short-notice, challenge inspections, by which each state 

party may request an international inspection team to monitor any 

facility or location in the territory of another state party, which is 

obliged to allow the inspection, for the purpose of clarifying and 

resolving any questions concerning possible non-compliance. An 

inspected state party may protect activities and installations that it 

considers unrelated to the inspection request.

New Weapons of Mass Destruction

Th e question of new weapons of mass destruction has been un-

der consideration since the mid-1970s in the General Assembly 

and the Conference on Disarmament, which have stated that ef-

fective measures should be taken to prevent the emergence of such 

weapons. Th e former USSR and other nations supported a gen-

eral agreement precluding laboratory development of weapons of 

mass destruction, as well as specifi c agreements as relevant possi-

bilities are identifi ed; other states feel that meaningful, verifi able 

agreements are practical only for specifi c, emergent weapons or 

systems.

A list of specifi c types of potential weapons of mass destruction 

presented by the former USSR in 1979 included the following: ra-

diological weapons, using radiological materials, a possibility al-

ready foreseen in 1948; particle-beam weapons, using charged or 

neutral particles to aff ect biological targets; and infrasonic “acous-

tic radiation” weapons and electromagnetic weapons operating at 

certain radio frequencies, either of which could have injurious ef-

fects on human organs.

Radiological Weapons

At the 1976 session of the General Assembly, the United States 

proposed an instrument prohibiting radioactive weapons. Th is 

proposal led to bilateral negotiations with the USSR and the sub-

mission in 1979 of an agreed joint initiative for consideration by 

the then Committee on Disarmament.

Since 1980, the multilateral negotiating body has considered 

proposals for reaching agreement on a convention to prohibit 

the development, production, stockpiling, or use of radiological 

weapons. Some nonaligned and neutral states of the Conference 

on Disarmament, while recognizing the potential danger of the 

development of radiological weapons, considered that a military 

attack on a civilian nuclear power installation represented a more 

dangerous risk of mass destruction caused by the release of ra-

diological substances. Th e former Soviet Union and the United 

States felt this idea altered the basic concept and content of the 

joint initiative.

Finding an acceptable way to cover both a ban on radiologi-

cal weapons in the traditional sense and a prohibition of attacks 

against peaceful nuclear facilities has since been the main prob-

lem in eff orts to negotiate a radiological weapons convention. Th is 

question has remained on the agenda of the Conference on Dis-

armament and the General Assembly, but diff erences of view con-

cerning the question of the prohibition of attacks against nuclear 

facilities have persisted. In the wake of the 11 September 2001 ter-

rorist attacks on the United States, the Conference on Disarma-

ment put more attention on the problem of radiological weapons. 

Th e possibility of terrorists obtaining possession of radiological 

material and constructing a radiation dispersion weapon or “dirty 

bomb” was one taken seriously by the Conference. Th e IAEA and 

other bodies were working on ways of improving the physical con-

trol of such material in 2006.
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PROTECTING THE ENVIRONMENT FROM 
MILITARY ACTIVITY
In recent history, the world has viewed with mounting con-

cern the specter of deliberate destruction of the environment as 

a method of warfare. Th e damage infl icted on the environment 

during the war in the Persian Gulf in 1991 and 1992 led to the 

inclusion of a new item on the agenda of the General Assembly, 

entitled “Exploitation of the environment as a weapon in times 

of armed confl ict and the taking of practical measures to prevent 

such exploitation.”

Prohibition of Environmental Modifi cation

In July 1974, following a summit meeting between the Unit-

ed States and the USSR, the two powers advocated measures to 

preclude the use of environmental modifi cation techniques for 

hostile military purposes. Th is proposal led to consideration of 

the question in the General Assembly and the Conference of the 

Committee on Disarmament and the opening for signature on 18 

May 1977 of the Convention on the Prohibition of Military or Any 

Other Hostile Use of Environmental Modifi cation Techniques. 

Th e convention entered into force in 1978. In essence, the conven-

tion bolsters existing provisions in international law protecting 

the environment by outlawing environmental modifi cation tech-

niques that would cause widespread, long-lasting, or severe eff ects 

to another state. During the process that led to the convention, 

many states decided it too narrowly defi ned the scope of the tech-

niques to be banned. By April 2006, the convention had acquired 

only 72 signatures.

Th e convening of the UN conference in Rio de Janeiro in 1992 

and the specter of oil wells set ablaze and a massive oil spill in 

the Persian Gulf during the Gulf War of 1991–92 intensifi ed the 

debate over the environmental consequences of war. Some of the 

states parties to the convention made it known that they would 

ask the Secretary-General of the UN, as depositary (the holder of 

the legal, certifi ed copies of the treaty), to convene a consultative 

committee of experts to provide views on the scope and applica-

tion of the provisions of the convention. Th e states parties also 

have confi rmed that the use of herbicides as an environmental 

modifi cation technique was a method of warfare that fell within 

the scope of the prohibition of the convention if such use upset 

the ecological balance of a region, thus causing widespread, long-

lasting, and severe eff ects.

CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS
It is a painful reality that, throughout the nuclear era and the cold 

war, and now in the post-cold war world, all armed confl icts—

almost every one of them in developing countries—have been 

fought with conventional weapons. More than 20 million people 

have died in those wars. Every year, armed confl icts are waged 

in some 30 locations on the planet, all fought with convention-

al weapons. Conventional weapons and armed forces account for 

some four-fi ft hs of global military expenditures and for approxi-

mately 80% of the world arms trade.

Th us, while consideration of nuclear questions has dominated 

disarmament debates in the UN and other forums, the problems 

posed by the conventional arms race and arms transfers have come 

increasingly to the fore, particularly in the 1980s. In the disarma-

ment forums at the UN, discussions of the issue of conventional 

disarmament have focused on four main elements: (a) limitations 

on conventional weapons themselves; (b) transparency in inter-

national arms transfers and the establishment of a UN Register 

on Conventional Arms; (c) the regional approach and the build-

ing of military confi dence and security among states; and (d) the 

strengthening of international humanitarian and disarmament 

law with respect to inhumane weapons, including the question of 

land mines.

In 1986, “conventional disarmament” was considered as a sepa-

rate item on the agenda of the General Assembly for the fi rst time, 

and, as a result, in 1987 it appeared on the agenda of the Disar-

mament Commission, indicating an increasing acceptance of the 

view that nuclear and conventional disarmament should proceed 

simultaneously.

When the question of prohibiting the use of certain convention-

al weapons, such as napalm and other incendiaries, was fi rst raised 

in the General Assembly in the late 1960s, there were numerous 

proposals for banning various weapons, such as mines and boo-

by traps, that also were deemed to cause unnecessary suff ering or 

have indiscriminate eff ects. Considerable work, including some 

under the auspices of the International Committee of the Red 

Cross and of diplomatic conferences on protocols to the Geneva 

Convention of 1949 relating to humanitarian law in armed con-

fl icts, was done in the late 1960s and the 1970s. As noted above, in 

1980, a UN conference at Geneva adopted the Convention on Pro-

hibitions or Restrictions on the Use of Certain Conventional Weap-

ons Which May Be Deemed to Be Excessively Injurious or to Have 

Indiscriminate Eff ects; the convention was opened for signature in 

1981 and came into force in December 1983.

UN Register of Conventional Arms

On 1 January 1992 the UN Register of Conventional Arms was of-

fi cially established and the fi rst reports on arms transfers during 

1992 were due to be received by the UN Centre for Disarmament 

Aff airs by 30 April 1993. In October of 1993, the Secretary-Gen-

eral presented a consolidated report on the fi rst year of operation 

of the register to the General Assembly, which brought the infor-

mation presented by states into the public domain. Information 

was received from 87 states, including most of the major suppli-

er countries, on arms imports and exports in seven categories of 

heavy conventional weapons—battle tanks, armored combat vehi-

cles, large caliber artillery systems, combat aircraft , attack helicop-

ters, warships, and missiles and missile launchers. Submissions to 

the register, which are on a voluntary basis, are to be made by 30 

April of each year. Upon the request of the General Assembly, the 

Secretary-General convened a group of experts in 1994 to exam-

ine the continuing operation of the register and its further devel-

opment. In that connection, many states asserted that the infor-

mation shared should include information on military holdings, 

on procurement through national production, and on weapons of 

mass destruction. Th ey believed that these additions to the regis-

ter would help to attract wider universality in reporting.

Th e establishment of the Register of Conventional Arms by the 

UN was a ground-breaking endeavor. Th e exchange of informa-

tion enacted by means of the register has the potential to foster 

confi dence among states and create an atmosphere more condu-

cive to self-restraint and real measures of disarmament. Th e suc-

cessful further development and operation of the register could 
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provide the member states of the UN with an eff ective instrument 

of preventive diplomacy.

Also in relation to openness and transparency in military mat-

ters, the Disarmament Commission completed its work on guide-

lines and recommendations for objective information on military 

matters, which were endorsed by the General Assembly. Also in 

1992, the Conference on Disarmament took up for the fi rst time 

an item dealing with conventional weapons under a new agenda 

item entitled “Transparency in Armaments.” It continued consid-

eration of the item in 1993 and 1994 in the framework of a subsid-

iary body of the conference, and presented a report to the General 

Assembly on its work in 1993.

In October 2002, the UN held a symposium to mark the 10th 

anniversary of the UN Register of Conventional Arms. As of April 

2006, 169 governments had reported to the Register at least once.

Inhumane Weapons

Early international humanitarian laws dealt with the eff ects of in-

humane conventional weapons. Th e St. Petersburg Declaration of 

1868 recognized that the object of warfare would not be served by 

the use of weapons that uselessly aggravate the suff ering of dis-

abled soldiers. Th e “dum-dum” bullet, developed a few years later, 

was banned by the 1899 Hague Conference as contrary to the St. 

Petersburg Declaration. Principles enunciated in the St. Peters-

burg Declaration of 1868 and the Hague Conferences of 1899 and 

1907 were repeated in the Geneva Conventions of 1949, prohib-

iting the employment of weapons, projectiles, and material and 

methods of warfare of a nature to cause superfl uous injury or un-

necessary suff ering. Between 1974 and 1977, two protocols were 

negotiated to the Geneva Conventions, but were not considered 

eff ective at adopting any prohibitions or restrictions on conven-

tional weapons.

In 1977, the General Assembly decided to convene a UN con-

ference with the aim of reaching an agreement on prohibitions or 

restrictions of use of certain conventional weapons. Th e UN Con-

ference, held at Geneva in 1979 and 1980, adopted the convention, 

which entered into force on 2 December 1983. Annexed Protocol 

I prohibits the use of any weapons that injure with fragments that 

are not detectable by X-rays. Protocol II prohibits or sets out re-

strictions on the use of mines (excluding anti-ship mines), boo-

by-traps, and other delayed action devices. Protocol III prohibits 

or outlines restrictions on the use of incendiary weapons, that is, 

weapons designed with the primary purpose of setting fi re to ob-

jects or causing injury by means of fi re.

Among other items of discussion with respect to the review of 

the convention, the vast toll in civilian life and bodily injury, to-

gether with the devastation of societies and economies in post-

confl ict situations caused by the massive and indiscriminate use of 

land mines, has been receiving greater international attention. In 

1993, the General Assembly called upon all states to adopt a mor-

atorium on the export of antipersonnel land mines. In a related 

resolution, the General Assembly requested the Secretary-Gen-

eral to prepare a report on the problems caused by the increasing 

presence of mines and other unexploded devices resulting from 

armed confl icts and on the manner in which the United Nations’ 

contribution to the solution of problems relating to mine clear-

ance could be strengthened.

As part of Secretary-General Kofi  Annan’s reform, the United 

Nations Mine Action Service (UNMAS) was created to coordi-

nate the mine-related activities of 11 UN departments and agen-

cies. Wholly funded by the Voluntary Trust for Assistance in Mine 

Action, UNMAS spearheaded the development of the Mine Ac-

tion and Eff ective Coordination: Th e United Nations Policy, a 

document that serves as the basis for the coordinated, systemwide 

approach to mine action. While UNMAS focused its eff orts on 

removing existing land-mines, the 1997 Convention on the Pro-

hibition of the Use, Stockpiling, Production and Transfer of Anti-

Personnel Mines and on Th eir Destruction aimed to eliminate, or 

at least reduce the number of, new land-mines. Th e convention 

entered into force March 1999.

CONFIDENCE-BUILDING MEASURES

Regional Confi dence-Building

Th e objective of confi dence-building measures is to contribute to-

ward reducing or eliminating the causes for mistrust, fear, ten-

sions, and hostilities, which are signifi cant factors behind the in-

ternational arms buildup. A UN study on confi dence-building 

measures, issued in 1981, represented an attempt to clarify and 

develop the concept of confi dence-building and to provide guide-

lines to governments for introducing and implementing confi -

dence-building measures and promoting public awareness of the 

concept so as to advance negotiations and enhance peace and se-

curity. In that same year, the General Assembly invited all states 

to consider the possible introduction of confi dence-building mea-

sures in their particular regions and, where possible, to negotiate 

among themselves in keeping with conditions and requirements 

prevailing in the respective regions. In fact, multilateral negotia-

tions on these issues had been under way since the early 1970s.

Th e Vienna Talks on the Mutual Reduction of Forces and Ar-

maments and Associated Measures in Central Europe, which 

commenced in 1973 among the member countries of NATO and 

the Warsaw Pact, were aimed at enhancing stability in the central 

region of the two alliances and in Europe as a whole while reduc-

ing armed forces and equipment but maintaining undiminished 

security. Aft er decades of unsuccessful eff orts in that framework, 

the two sides agreed to close down the talks in 1989 to pursue ef-

forts in the context of a new set of talks on conventional force re-

ductions within the security pillar of the Conference on Security 

and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE), ongoing since the adoption 

of the 1975 Helsinki Act.

Th e CSCE, held in Geneva and Helsinki from 1972 to 1975 

and involving 33 European countries, as well as Canada and the 

United States, further developed the concept of confi dence-build-

ing measures on a non-UN regional basis; its Final Act, issued at 

Helsinki in August 1975, included provisions on security, human 

rights, and scientifi c cooperation. Th e fi nal Stockholm Document, 

adopted in September 1986, constituted the fi rst security agree-

ment for Europe among the 35 states participating in the confer-

ence that adopts militarily signifi cant, politically binding, and ver-

ifi able confi dence-building measures. Under its terms, the CSCE 

states agreed to a new set of standards on the notifi cation and ob-

servation of certain military activities, and, most important, they 

agreed upon verifi cation of compliance by means of mandatory 

on-site inspection arrangements.
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Reviewed during 1977–78 in Belgrade and again from 1980 

to 1983 in Madrid, the conference led to the Stockholm Confer-

ence on Confi dence- and Security-Building Measures and Disar-

mament in Europe, held from 1984 to 1986, with the same states 

participating.

In Vienna in 1989, at the same time that negotiations between 

the two military alliances were initiated on conventional armed 

forces in Europe, a new set of negotiations began on confi dence 

and security-building measures (CSBMs) among all the CSCE 

participating states. Th e talks led to the adoption of the Vienna 

Document of 1990, which incorporated and expanded the provi-

sions of the Stockholm Document. Among its provisions are an 

exchange of military information among its parties on the com-

mand structure of their military forces, plans for the deployment 

of major weapon and equipment systems, and the military bud-

plans for the forthcoming year. Th e CSCE held a summit meeting 

in Paris immediately following the adoption of the Vienna CSBM 

document and adopted the Charter of Paris. Among other results, 

the participating CSCE states decided to establish a Crisis Preven-

tion Centre in Vienna, which became essentially the operational 

component of the CSBM document.

In order to consolidate further the achievements of the 1990 

Charter of Paris, the CSCE held a summit meeting in 1992. It is-

sued an important document relating to confi dence-building en-

titled the Helsinki Document–1992–Th e Challenges of Change, ad-

opted unanimously by its full membership. In Helsinki, the states 

parties decided inter alia to start a new negotiation on arms con-

trol, disarmament, and confi dence- and security-building; estab-

lished a new CSCE Forum for Security Cooperation; and strength-

ened the Confl ict Prevention Centre set up in Vienna.

In the interest of improving openness and transparency, and fa-

cilitating monitoring and compliance with existing or future arms 

control agreements and to strengthen the capacity for confl ict 

resolution and crisis management in the CSCE, a Treaty on Open 

Skies was signed in March 1992 by 24 of the CSCE participating 

states. Covering an area from Vancouver to Vladivostok, the trea-

ty allows observation fl ights by a state party over the territory of 

other state parties.

Th e UN has contributed to the process of confi dence-building 

in a number of ways. Th e Secretary-General has assisted states par-

ties to arms limitation agreements, at their request, in exchanges 

of information. Th is is the case for the newly formed Register of 

Conventional Arms, for the maintenance of an international sys-

tem for standardized reporting of military expenditures, for the 

biological weapons convention as well as for the seabed treaty.

Th e Secretary-General also has contributed to confi dence build-

ing within regions by stimulating informal discussions of regional 

and global disarmament issues at seminars and conferences orga-

nized under the auspices of the Centre for Disarmament Aff airs. 

Further, in order to promote cooperation among regional states 

towards arms limitation and disarmament, the UN has established 

three regional centers as follows: UN Regional Centre for Peace 

and Disarmament in Africa (Lomé, Togo); UN Regional Centre 

for Peace and Disarmament in Asia and the Pacifi c (Kathman-

du, Nepal), and the UN Regional Centre for Peace, Disarmament 

and the Development in Latin America and the Caribbean (Lima, 

Peru). Th e centers focus their activities on dissemination of infor-

mation, training, and regional meetings.

Zones of Peace

Th e 1971 Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace 

is considered annually by an ad hoc Committee on the Indian 

Ocean, which has proposed the convening of a conference of the 

regional states. Th ere also have been proposals for zones of peace 

and cooperation in various other regions, including the Mediter-

ranean and the South Atlantic.

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL CONSEQUENCES 
OF THE ARMS RACE
Since the 1950s, the General Assembly has appealed for the reduc-

tion of military spending and has suggested that the money thus 

saved be redeployed for economic and social development activi-

ties. A 1981 UN expert study on the relationship between disar-

mament and development saw a triangular relationship between 

disarmament, security, and development and concluded that the 

world could either continue to pursue the arms race or move to-

ward a more sustainable international and political order; it could 

not do both. A 1982 expert study on the economic and social 

consequences of the arms race and of military expenditures con-

cluded that UN mechanisms for peaceful settlement of disputes 

should be strengthened, that the use of the world’s fi nite resources 

for military ends should be discouraged, and that there should be 

extensive diversion of these resources from military applications 

to socioeconomic development.

Conference on Disarmament and Development

In 1984, the General Assembly decided to convene an Interna-

tional Conference on the Relationship Between Disarmament and 

Development. Th e conference, which took place at UN headquar-

ters in August–September 1987, considered ways and means of 

enhancing security and of releasing additional resources for de-

velopment purposes through disarmament measures.

In particular, the conference called upon the UN to make greater 

eff orts to promote collective knowledge of the nonmilitary threats 

to international security; to establish an improved and compre-

hensive database on global and national military expenditures; 

to continue to analyze the impact of global military expenditures 

on the world economy and the international economic system; to 

monitor trends in military spending, and to facilitate an interna-

tional exchange of views and experience in the fi eld of conversion 

from military to civilian production. To carry out the above work, 

a high-level task force was set up within the UN Secretariat. Th e 

Secretary-General reports each year to the General Assembly on 

the eff orts carried out in this regard.

Th e improvement in the East-West relations in the late 1980s 

and the beginning of signifi cant reductions in armed forces and 

armaments in the 1990s drew considerable attention to the issue 

of conversion of weapons, weapons testing and production facili-

ties, and redeployment of armed forces. At its 44th session in 1989, 

the General Assembly, for the fi rst time, adopted a resolution deal-

ing with the subject of conversion of military resources.

Beginning with the 1990 international conference in Moscow 

on Conversion: Economic Adjustments in an Era of Arms Re-

duction, a number of similar conferences on diff erent aspects of 
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conversion of military resources to civilian production have been 

organized by the Centre for Disarmament Aff airs and other inter-

ested UN bodies in cooperation with various host countries. Th e 

conference in Moscow was followed by an international confer-

ence on International Cooperation in Peaceful Uses of Military 

Industrial Technology in Beijing, China, in 1991. Th is was fol-

lowed by yet another international conference on aerospace com-

plex conversion held in Moscow in 1992.

Th e UN Institute for Disarmament Research (UNIDIR) submit-

ted to the General Assembly at its 47th session in 1992, through 

the Secretary-General, a study entitled Economic Aspects of Dis-

armament: Disarmament As An Investment. It found that on the 

cost side disarmament required a fundamental reallocation of re-

sources from military to civilian production, which could result in 

major problems of unemployment or underemployment of labor, 

capital, and other resources. Economic dividends of disarmament 

were likely to be small in the short term, it concluded. In the long 

term, however, disarmament would lead to signifi cant benefi ts in 

the civilian sector through the production of goods and services 

made possible through the reallocation of resources from the mil-

itary sector. Th us, in its economic aspects, the report said, disar-

mament was like an investment process involving short-run costs 

and long-run benefi ts.

Reduction of Military Budgets

Proposals for the reduction of military budgets, based on the con-

viction that such measures would facilitate the disarmament pro-

cess and help release resources for economic and social develop-

ment, were made in the General Assembly during the 1950s and 

1960s. Th roughout the 1970s and 1980s, the General Assembly 

pursued this question on two tracks. Th ere were those states that 

pressed for the identifi cation and elaboration of principles for 

freezing and reducing military budgets, while other states favored 

an eff ort by the General Assembly to broaden participation in the 

standardized reporting system.

During the same period, the General Assembly initiated a se-

ries of expert studies and established an Ad Hoc Panel on Military 

Budgeting, aimed at arriving at a generally acceptable conceptual 

defi nition of military budgets and the development of a standard-

ized system of measuring and reporting the military expenditures 

of states.

An international system for the standardized reporting of mil-

itary expenditures was introduced in pursuance of resolution 

35/142 B of 17 December 1980. A 1982 study reaffi  rmed that the 

reporting instrument was a practical method for monitoring and 

reporting on military expenditures and strongly recommended 

its continuous use. On the basis of national reports on military 

expenditures received, the Secretary-General has submitted an-

nually to the General Assembly a document on the operation of 

the reporting system. Th e General Assembly also has continued to 

recommend that member states use the reporting instrument to 

forward annually to the Secretary-General military expenditures 

for the latest fi scal year for which data are available.

Th e Disarmament Commission also considered the reduction 

of the military budgets from 1979 until 1989. Despite the progress 

and refi nement made on the reporting system, basic diff erences in 

approach to the problem of reducing military budgets remained. 

In the 1986 session of the Disarmament Commission, provisional 

agreement was achieved on a text embodying a set of principles to 

govern the action of states in freezing and reducing military bud-

gets. However, there was disagreement on the use of the standard-

ized reporting instrument. Th e item has not been on the agenda of 

the Disarmament Commission since 1990.

In 1992, the General Assembly endorsed a set of guidelines and 

recommendations for objective information on military matters 

as adopted by the Disarmament Commission at its 1992 session. 

Th e “Guidelines” are intended inter alia to encourage openness 

and transparency on military matters, to facilitate the process of 

arms limitation, reduction, and elimination, as well as to assist 

verifi cation of compliance with obligations undertaken by states 

in these fi elds.

STUDIES, RESEARCH, INFORMATION, AND 
TRAINING

Studies and Research

Since the early 1960s, the UN has prepared studies on disarma-

ment issues mandated by the General Assembly, usually with the 

assistance of experts and consultants. Th e purpose of these stud-

ies is to assist the negotiating process through analysis of specifi c 

questions, as well as to provide information in order to facilitate 

better understanding of the issues.

Th e UN Institute for Disarmament Research (UNIDIR), which 

was established in October 1980 as an autonomous institu-

tion within the UN framework, conducts independent research 

on disarmament problems, aimed at encouraging disarmament 

by expanding accessible information on proposals and con-

cepts. Located in Geneva, UNIDIR is funded principally by vol-

untary contributions from governments and public and private 

organizations.

Th e Advisory Board on Disarmament Matters functions as the 

board of trustees of UNIDIR. Its other major functions include 

advising on programs for disarmament studies and research and 

on implementation of the UN Disarmament Information Pro-

gramme. It may also advise the Secretary-General of the UN on 

specifi c disarmament and related questions.

Information

Th e Department for Disarmament Aff airs (DDA) was created 

during the UN’s late 1990s reform eff orts to coordinate the UN’s 

activities in this area. As part of this eff ort, the DDA issues the UN 

Disarmament Yearbook and a variety of other publications. Th e 

Website www.disarmament.un.org keeps track of news and devel-

opments in disarmament, including the latest treaty ratifi cations 

as well as pertinent UN resolutions and decisions.

Training

A disarmament fellowships program for young diplomats and 

public offi  cials from various countries, particularly developing 

countries, was established by the General Assembly at its fi rst spe-

cial session on disarmament. Th e program is aimed at preparing 

students for work with their governments in the fi eld of disarma-

ment and at enhancing and broadening diplomatic expertise. Dis-

armament fellows are trained each year under the auspices of the 

Department for Disarmament Aff airs.
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P E A C E F U L  U S E S  O F  O U T E R  S PA C E

In October 1957, the USSR launched the fi rst Sputnik into orbit 

around the earth. In the following year, the General Assembly for 

the fi rst time debated the question of outer space. Two items were 

proposed for inclusion on the agenda: “Th e Banning of the Use of 

Cosmic Space for Military Purposes, the Elimination of Foreign 

Bases on the Territories of Other Countries, and International Co-

operation on the Study of Cosmic Space,” proposed by the USSR; 

and a “Program for International Cooperation in the Field of Out-

er Space,” proposed by the United States. Th e very titles of these 

items indicate the diff erences that initially existed between the two 

powers in regard to an international accord on the uses of outer 

space. Th e USSR proposed that the fi rst order of business should 

be a ban on armaments in space but wished to link this goal with 

the dismantling of US overseas military bases. Th e United States 

preferred to avoid the disarmament issue altogether in this con-

nection and wished merely to emphasize that it was the common 

aim of mankind to ensure the use of outer space for peaceful pur-

poses. Th is disagreement provoked a series of disputes over the 

composition and terms of reference of the special UN body that 

should be established to deal with outer space problems. Th e USSR 

wanted a body with East-West parity, while the United States pre-

ferred a body more broadly geographical in representation.

Owing to these diff erences, the 1958 General Assembly merely 

set up an 18-member ad hoc committee to deal with questions of 

outer space. It included only three member states from the So-

viet bloc, which, because of the composition of the committee, 

declared that they would not take part in its work. Th e committee 

eventually was reduced to 13 participants.

Aft er intensive negotiations, the 1959 General Assembly set up 

the permanent 24-nation Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Out-

er Space (UNCOPUOS). Its membership was increased to 28 in 

1962, 37 in 1973, 47 in 1977, and 53 in 1980. As of 2006, there 

were 67 member states in the committee. In 1962, the committee 

organized itself into two subcommittees of the whole, one to deal 

with scientifi c and technical cooperation and the other with the 

task of evolving outer space law. Th e committee has also set up 

working groups of the whole to deal with navigation satellites, di-

rect broadcasting satellites, remote sensing satellites, and the use 

of nuclear power sources in outer space. Th e UN Offi  ce of Outer 

Space Aff airs (UNOOSA) is the offi  ce that serves as the secretariat 

for UNCOPUOS.

DEVELOPMENTS IN SCIENTIFIC AND 
TECHNICAL COOPERATION
Scientifi c and technical cooperation within the framework of the 

UN grew out of General Assembly action on the basis of recom-

mendations of the committee and has increased over the years. It 

covers various fi elds of activity, including the following.

Exchange of Information. Th e UN Secretariat produces annual 

reports on national and cooperative international projects. Since 

1961, a growing number of countries and international organiza-

tions have provided the committee with information on space ac-

tivities and programs.

Public Registry of Launchings of Space Vehicles. An essential re-

quirement for international cooperation in outer space develop-

ment is that launchings of space vehicles, together with scientifi c 

data on the results of such launchings, be made public. In 1961, 

the General Assembly decided unanimously that the UN “should 

provide a focal point” for such information and requested the Sec-

retary-General to open a public registry for this purpose. Th e in-

formation is transmitted to the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of 

Outer Space for review and is then placed in the registry.

Th e Russian Federation and the United States regularly supply 

appropriate data, as do Australia, Canada, China, France, Ger-

many, India, Italy, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the European 

Space Agency (ESA).

Cooperation with Specialized Agencies and Other International 

Organizations. By the terms of its 1961 resolution on outer space, 

the General Assembly requested the WMO to submit reports to 

the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space on the in-

ternational cooperation required in weather research. In the fol-

lowing year, it endorsed steps taken under WMO auspices that 

resulted in the establishment of the World Weather Watch, incor-

porating meteorological satellites into its operational system. Th e 

same resolution also requested the ITU to submit reports on co-

operation required to develop eff ective space communications. In 

the ensuing years, this cooperative eff ort embraced other agencies 

and international organizations having special interests in mat-

ters related to outer space, including UNEP, FAO, UNESCO, ESA, 

the International Telecommunications Satellite Organization (IN-

TELSAT), and the International Maritime Satellite Organization 

(INMARSAT).

Education and Training. Th e General Assembly has emphasized 

the need to train personnel from countries not yet advanced in 

space activities. Th e secretariat distributes a periodically revised 

directory of information taken from UN documents and carries 

out an educational program on space applications. Th e program 

creates an awareness of the potential of space applications for de-

velopment, especially in developing countries, through technical 

advisory services, seminars, and workshops and the administra-

tion of fellowships off ered by member states and international or-

ganizations for education and training.

Under the United Nations Programme on Space Applications, 

the latest eff orts are being directed towards the development and 

enhancement of knowledge and skills in the discipline through 
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the establishment and operation of centers for space science and 

technology education at the regional level.

INTERNATIONAL SPACE YEAR AND THE 
UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON 
ENVIRONMENT
In 1989, the General Assembly recommended that more attention 

be paid to all aspects related to the protection and preservation of 

the outer space environment, especially those potentially aff ecting 

the earth’s environment. In the same year, the General Assembly 

also endorsed the designation of the year 1992 as International 

Space Year and its use as a vehicle for promotion of international 

cooperation, which should be carried out for the benefi t and in 

the interests of all states, with particular emphasis on the needs of 

developing countries.

Numerous programs were carried out in support of Interna-

tional Space Year and culminated in 1992. “Mission to Planet 

Earth,” which was a central focus of the International Space Year, 

saw scientists worldwide using space technologies to assess such 

threats to the earth’s environment as global warming, deforesta-

tion, and ozone depletion. Subsequently, the General Assembly 

recommended that the United Nations should actively encour-

age the continuation of activities initiated for International Space 

Year and promote broader involvement in those activities by more 

nations.

Refl ecting the growing concern of the international communi-

ty on environmental security, the United Nations Conference on 

Environment and Development took place also in 1992 at Rio de 

Janeiro. Such concern for the protection of environment also was 

a focus of the activities for International Space Year. Th e following 

year, the Secretary-General suggested in his report that it might 

also be time to examine ways to formalize international coopera-

tion in the utilization of space systems and space technology for 

environmental purposes, particularly the implementation of the 

programs recommended in Agenda 21. Th e product of the Rio 

conference, Agenda 21 lays out a detailed program of action to 

be taken by the United Nations, other international organizations, 

national governments, and intergovernmental organizations. In 

response to the request by the Committee on the Peaceful Uses 

of Outer Space, which was subsequently endorsed by the General 

Assembly, the Secretary-General prepared an analytical report on 

the role that the committee could play in view of the decisions and 

recommendations of the United Nations Conference on Environ-

ment and Development.

UN CONFERENCES ON OUTER SPACE
Originally recommended by the General Assembly in 1959, the 

fi rst UN Conference on the Exploration and Peaceful Uses of Out-

er Space was held in August 1968 in Vienna, with 78 states and a 

large number of international organizations attending. Th e con-

ference examined the practical benefi ts to be derived from space 

research and the opportunities for international cooperation avail-

able to nations without space capability, with special reference to 

the needs of the developing countries. Th e participants submitted 

some 200 papers dealing primarily with space applications. Th ey 

reviewed 10 years of space research in practical applications—in 

communications, meteorology, navigation, and education—and 

practical benefi ts, as well as economic and legal questions pertain-

ing to international cooperation.

In August 1982, the Second UN Conference on the Exploration 

and Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (called UNISPACE 82) was held 

in Vienna, with 94 state participants and 45 observers represent-

ing intergovernmental and nongovernmental organizations. Th e 

conference dealt with the entire gamut of space sciences, technol-

ogies, and applications from scientifi c, technical, political, eco-

nomic, social, and organizational points of view. It also considered 

the legal implications of issues on the agenda and discussed grow-

ing international concern relating to military activities in outer 

space.

Th e report of the conference, adopted by consensus, dealt with 

questions relating to the prevention of an arms race in space, 

the needs and possibilities for technology transfer, coordination 

in the use of the geostationary orbit, remote sensing of earth re-

sources from space, the use of direct-broadcasting satellites, space 

transportation and space platform technologies, protection of the 

near-earth environment, the role of the UN, and other matters. 

Th e recommendations of the conference were seen as an agen-

da for nations and organizations to follow in carrying out space 

activities.

Th e Th ird United Nations Conference on the Exploration and 

Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (UNISPACE III) was held in Vienna, 

Austria (headquarters of OOSA since 1993), on 19–30 July 1999. 

Th e program included technical and space generation forums as 

well as a space exhibition and global conferences. Th e key objec-

tive was to create a blueprint for the peaceful uses of outer space in 

the 21st century. At the time of the conference there were fi ve UN 

treaties covering a range of space activities. At a UNISPACE III 

plenary meeting, the Vienna Declaration on Space and Human

Development and its related Action Plan were adopted. Th e 

Declaration and Plan were the outcome of the coordinated work 

of attendees, including representatives of governments, intergov-

ernmental bodies, civil society, and, for the fi rst time, the private 

sector, to create a practical framework for cooperation and action 

to protect the planet and prepare for the “space millennium.” Th e 

program involves using space applications for human security, 

protecting the outer space environment, increasing developing 

countries’ access to space science and its related benefi ts, raising 

public awareness of the importance of the peaceful use of outer 

space, strengthening the UN’s space activities, and promoting in-

ternational cooperation.

Recommendations included creating a voluntary United Na-

tions fund for UNISPACE III implementation; proclaiming a 

World Space Week, which is now held annually from 4 to 10 Oc-

tober; encouraging improved access by states to the International 

Space Station; supporting regional centers for space science and 

technology education set up under the auspices of the UN; and 

exploring the legal aspects of space debris, the use of nuclear pow-

er sources in space, intellectual property rights for space-related 

technologies, and ownership and access to the resources of celes-

tial bodies.

Peaceful Uses of Outer Space
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DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL LAW 
ON OUTER SPACE
Th e early work of the legal subcommittee of the Committee on the 

Peaceful Uses of Outer Space was marked by disputes that delayed 

progress on the development of outer space law. Th e majority of 

members stressed the dangers of spectacular scientifi c advances 

without corresponding legal obligations and safeguards.

In originally proposing the formulation of an international le-

gal code on outer space, the General Assembly had recommended 

that such a code be based, insofar as possible, on the existing body 

of international law (including the UN Charter) and the principle 

of freedom of space exploration for all states. But the USSR and 

the United States diff ered on certain fundamental issues from the 

time that the question was fi rst debated in the General Assembly 

in 1959. Th e most important diff erence was on the relation be-

tween the prevention of armaments in space and disarmament on 

earth.

Th e breakthrough in this quasi-procedural deadlock fi rst came 

as part of the general East-West détente that followed the partial 

nuclear test-ban treaty signed in August 1963. During its 1963 ses-

sion, the General Assembly was able to adopt by acclamation two 

important measures relating to restricting the use of outer space to 

peaceful purposes. Th e fi rst was a resolution calling upon all states 

to refrain from placing in orbit objects carrying nuclear weapons 

or other weapons of mass destruction. Th e second was a resolu-

tion embodying a Declaration of Legal Principles Governing the 

Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space. 

Th ough not an agreement with binding force, as the USSR had 

wished, it was regarded as the forerunner to a full legal treaty.

Th e Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the 

Exploration and Use of Outer Space, Including the Moon and Oth-

er Celestial Bodies, which the General Assembly unanimously ac-

claimed in 1966 and which came into force on 10 October 1967, 

was based on draft s submitted individually by both the United 

States and the USSR. Th e 17 articles of the treaty state that the ex-

ploration and use of outer space shall be carried out for the benefi t 

of all countries and shall be the province of all mankind, that outer 

space and celestial bodies are not subject to national appropriation 

by claim of sovereignty or any other means, and that exploration 

shall be carried on in accordance with international law. Parties 

to the treaty undertake not to place in orbit any objects carrying 

nuclear weapons, install such weapons on celestial bodies, or oth-

erwise station them in outer space. Th e moon and other celestial 

bodies shall be used by all parties exclusively for peaceful pur-

poses, and military bases or maneuvers on celestial bodies shall be 

forbidden. States shall regard astronauts as envoys of mankind in 

outer space and shall render them all possible assistance in case of 

accident, distress, or emergency landing. Parties launching objects 

into outer space are internationally liable for damage caused by 

such objects or their component parts. Th e principle of coopera-

tion and mutual assistance shall be followed in space exploration. 

Harmful contamination of the moon and other celestial bodies 

shall be avoided. All stations, installations, equipment, and space 

vehicles on the moon and other celestial bodies shall be open for 

inspection to representatives of other states on a reciprocal basis.

Under the 1967 Agreement on the Rescue of Astronauts, the Re-

turn of Astronauts, and the Return of Objects Launched into Outer 

Space, which came into force on 3 December 1968, contracting 

parties agree to procedures for assistance to spacecraft  personnel 

in the event of an accident or emergency landing and for the re-

turn of space objects.

Th e 1971 Convention on International Liability for Damage 

Caused by Space Objects, which came into force on 1 September 

1972, provides a procedure for the presentation and settlement of 

claims.

Under the 1974 Convention on Registration of Objects Launched 

into Outer Space, which came into force on 15 September 1976, 

a central register of objects launched into space was established 

and is maintained by the UN Secretary-General, with mandatory 

registration, as well as notifi cation to the Secretary-General of vol-

untary markings of such objects. Assistance is provided to states 

requesting help in the identifi cation of hazardous objects or those 

causing damage.

Th e Agreement Governing Activities of States on the Moon and 

Other Celestial Bodies, adopted by the General Assembly on 5 De-

cember 1979, describes the moon and its natural resources as the 

common heritage of mankind, and it reserves the moon for ex-

clusively peaceful purposes. It bars the emplacement of nuclear or 

other weapons of mass destruction on the moon and also prohib-

its the placing in orbit, or in any other trajectory to or around the 

moon, of objects carrying such weapons and the establishment of 

military bases, the testing of any type of weapons, and the conduct 

of military activities on the moon.

Th e General Assembly has adopted three more sets of principles 

based on the work of the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer 

Space. Th e Principles Governing the Use by States of Artifi cial Earth 

Satellites for International Direct Television Broadcasting, adopted 

in 1982, condition the establishment of direct-broadcasting satel-

lite services on the prior consent of receiving states. Th e Principles 

Relating to Remote Sensing of the Earth from Outer Space, adopted 

in 1986, provide for international cooperation and participation 

in remote sensing; they specify that such activities will be permit-

ted without the consent of the states being sensed but that the lat-

ter will have the right to receive data and information concerning 

their resources.

Finally, aft er many years of diffi  cult debate and negotiation 

within the Committee, the General Assembly adopted in 1992 the 

Principles Relevant to the Use of Nuclear Power Sources in Outer 

Space. Th ey provide guidelines and criteria for safe use of nuclear 

power sources in outer space, including the requirement that a 

safety review be made prior to launching of any nuclear power 

source and that results of such review be made public through the 

Secretary-General of the United Nations, who should also be noti-

fi ed of any re-entry of radioactive materials to the earth.

Refl ecting the changes in the international political and security 

environment, which provide new possibilities for the utilization of 

space technology to promote international peace, there were more 

constructive discussions within the committee in the 1990s and 

2000s on the enhancement of international cooperation in vari-

ous aspects. Th e committee and its Legal Subcommittee contin-

ued their considerations on the matters relating to the defi nition 

and delimitation of outer space and to the character and utiliza-

tion of the geostationary orbit and on legal framework for sharing 

the benefi ts of space exploration by all states.

Peaceful Uses of Outer Space
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L AW  O F  T H E  S E A

Th e earth is essentially a liquid planet, with more than 70% of its 

surface covered by water. Although geographically divided and 

labeled as continents, islands, seas, and oceans, the earth, when 

viewed from outer space, appears as one large body of water inter-

spersed with lesser land masses. Th e world’s oceans thus provide 

a common link for the more than 110 nations whose shorelines 

are washed by their waters. Despite these universal characteris-

tics, however, this last earthly frontier had become an arena for 

disputes over such matters as fi shing rights and varying claims of 

national jurisdiction, exploitation of deep sea mineral resources, 

responsibility for the protection of the environment, the right of 

innocent passage of ships, and free access to the sea for landlocked 

countries.

For centuries the doctrine that governed ocean space and re-

sources was “freedom of the seas”; coastal state claims were re-

stricted within narrow limits. Th e fi rst change in this regime 

came with the emergence of the doctrine of the continental shelf, 

spurred by the development of off shore oil and gas fi elds. Th e 

United States, in 1945, was the fi rst to proclaim jurisdiction over 

the natural resources of its continental shelf “beneath the high 

seas” (that is, beyond US territorial limits). Other nations were 

quick to follow suit, many of them seeking to extend their juris-

diction over fi sheries. In order to clarify accepted norms and cod-

ify state practice, the UN, in 1958, convened the First Conference 

on the Law of the Sea. Working on the basis of draft s prepared by 

the International Law Commission (see the chapter on Interna-

tional Law), the conference adopted the Convention on the Con-

tinental Shelf, thus establishing the new doctrine in international 

law. Th e conference adopted three other conventions—on the ter-

ritorial sea and contiguous zone, the high seas, and fi shing and 

conservation of living resources. A further attempt made in 1960, 

at the Second Conference on the Law of the Sea, failed to defi ne 

the limits of the territorial sea.

A sense of urgency was again given to problems connected with 

the deep seas in 1967, when Malta warned the General Assem-

bly that there was a danger that advanced, industrialized countries 

who were so equipped might wish to appropriate the ocean fl oor 

for their national use, not only to develop its immense resources 

but also for defense and other purposes. Malta’s delegate, Arvid 

Pardo, remarked that the “dark oceans” were “the womb” of life: 

life had emerged from the protecting oceans. Man was now re-

turning to the ocean depths, and his penetration “could mark the 

beginning of the end for man, and indeed for life as we know it … 

it could also be a unique opportunity to lay solid foundations for a 

peaceful and increasingly prosperous future for all peoples.”

Reacting to the Maltese call for international solutions, the 

General Assembly set up the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of 

the Seabed and the Ocean Floor Beyond the Limits of National 

Jurisdiction, called the Seabed Committee, to study various as-

pects of the problem and to indicate practical means to promote 

international cooperation. Th e principal results of the committee’s 

work were embodied in a Declaration of Principles, adopted by 

the General Assembly in 1970, proclaiming that the seabed and 

ocean fl oor and its resources beyond the limits of national juris-

diction “are the common heritage of mankind” and that no nation 

should exercise sovereignty or rights over any part of the area. Th e 

declaration also called for the establishment of an international 

regime to govern the exploration and exploitation of the sea’s re-

sources for the benefi t of mankind.

Recognizing that the problems of ocean space are interrelated 

and need to be considered as a whole, the General Assembly also 

decided, in 1970, to convene a new UN Conference on the Law 

of the Sea to prepare a single comprehensive treaty. Th e Seabed 

Committee, in preparation for the conference, thus had to deal 

not only with the international seabed area but also with such is-

sues as the regime of the high seas, the continental shelf and terri-

torial sea (including the question of limits), fi shing rights, preser-

vation of the marine environment, scientifi c research, and access 

to the sea by landlocked states.

THIRD LAW OF THE SEA CONFERENCE
Th e Th ird UN Conference on the Law of the Sea opened at UN 

headquarters in New York in December 1973 with a brief orga-

nizational session. Its real work commenced the following year 

in Caracas, Venezuela, with the important decision to proceed on 

the basis of a negotiated “package deal”—meaning no one provi-

sion or section would be formally approved until all others were in 

place. Th is informal approach was dictated not only by the inter-

dependence of the issues involved but also by the need to produce 

ultimately an overall balance that could command the widest sup-

port. Th e fi rst informal text, as the agreed basis for negotiations, 

was prepared in 1975. It was followed by a series of revisions.

UN CONVENTION ON THE LAW OF THE 
SEA
Th e fi nal text of the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UN-

CLOS) was approved by the conference at UN headquarters on 30 

April 1982, by a vote of 130 in favor, with 4 against (Israel, Turkey, 

United States, and Venezuela) and 17 abstentions. Following the 

signing of the Final Act of the conference in Jamaica on 10 De-

cember 1982, the UNCLOS entered into force on 16 November 

1994. As of 5 April 2006, 149 nations were keeping parties to the 

convention.

Th e UNCLOS created three international institutions dealing 

with specifi c areas of the Law of the Sea: the International Seabed 

Authority (ISBA), the International Tribunal for Law of the Sea 

(ITLOS), and the Commission on the Limits of the Continental 

Shelf (CLCS).
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THE CONTENTIOUS ISSUE OF DEEP SEA 
MINING
Although the United States had been a leader in the international 

community’s eff ort to develop an overall legal framework for the 

oceans in the Th ird United Nations Conference on the Law of the 

Sea, deep divisions arose between developing and developed na-

tions over the establishment of an international organization to 

regulate the exploration of deep sea mining in international waters 

(Part XI of the Treaty). Th ese divisions were so deep that the Unit-

ed States and other industrialized countries declined to formally 

sign the treaty, although endorsing the consensus that had been 

reached by the conference on other areas covered by the treaty.

On the economic and commercial front, the industrialized na-

tions sought a more market-oriented regime. Th ey objected to 

provisions for mandatory technology transfer, production limita-

tions from the seabed, what they perceived as onerous fi nancial 

obligations on miners, and the establishment of a subsidized in-

ternational public enterprise that, it was postulated, would com-

pete unfairly with other commercial enterprises.

In July 1990, the Secretary-General of the UN undertook in-

formal consultations aimed at achieving universal participation in 

UNCLOS. Fift een meetings were convened in the period 1990 to 

1994, resulting in major amendments to the seabed mining por-

tion of UNCLOS. In early 1993, the Clinton administration in the 

United States decided to take a more active role in the reform ef-

fort, deciding that the merit of actively participating would not be 

to fi nd an answer to every future question regarding the uses of the 

oceans, but to create a framework and channel discussions of new 

issues along lines more acceptable to the industrialized nations.

Th e Agreement Relating to the Implementation of Part XI of the 

United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (hereaft er re-

ferred to as the “agreement”) concluded on 3 June 1994. Th e agree-

ment avoids establishing a detailed regime anticipating all phases 

of activity associated with mining of the deep seabed. However, it 

sets forth economic and commercial principles consistent with a 

free market philosophy to form the basis for developing rules and 

regulations at such time as commercial mining develops in inter-

national waters.

Th e agreement retains the institutional outlines of Part XI of the 

treaty, but scales back the structure and links the activation and 

operation of institutions to the actual development of concrete in-

terest in seabed mining.

Th e agreement limits assistance to land-based producers of 

minerals to adjustment assistance fi nanced out of a portion of 

royalties from future seabed mining. It also replaces the produc-

tion control regime of Part XI by the application of GATT princi-

ples on subsidization. Th e agreement further replaces the detailed 

fi nancial obligations imposed on miners by a future system for 

recovering economic rents based on systems applicable to land-

based mining, and provides that it be designed to avoid competi-

tive incentives or disincentives for seabed mining.

At the conclusion of the informal consultations, only the Russian 

Federation made a statement reserving its position, since some of 

its proposals had not been incorporated into the agreement. It was 

then decided to convene a resumed 48th session of the General 

Assembly from 27–29 July 1994 for the purpose of adopting and 

opening for signature the agreement, at which time most of the 

abstaining industrialized nations signed the treaty. It entered into 

force on 28 July 1996 having received 40 ratifi cations.

Provisions of UNCLOS

Th e convention covers almost all human uses of the seas—navi-

gation and overfl ight, resource exploration and exploitation, con-

servation and pollution, fi shing, and shipping. Its 321 articles 

and nine annexes constitute a guide for behavior by nations in 

the world’s oceans, defi ning maritime zones, laying down rules for 

drawing boundaries, assigning legal duties and responsibilities, 

and providing machinery for settlement of disputes. Some of the 

main provisions of the convention are the following.

Territorial Sea. Coastal states would exercise sovereignty over 

their territorial sea of up to 22.2 km (12 naut mi) in breadth, but 

foreign vessels would be allowed “innocent passage” through 

those waters for purposes of peaceful navigation.

Straits Used for International Navigation. Ships and aircraft  of all 

countries would be allowed “transit passage” through straits used 

for international navigation, as long as they proceeded without 

delay and without threatening the bordering states; states along-

side the straits would be able to regulate navigation and other as-

pects of passage.

Archipelagic States. Archipelagic states, consisting of a group 

or groups of closely related islands and interconnecting waters, 

would have sovereignty over a sea area enclosed by straight lines 

drawn between the outermost points of the islands; all other states 

would enjoy the right of passage through sea lanes designated by 

the archipelagic states.

Exclusive Economic Zone. Coastal states would have sovereign 

rights in a 370-km (200-naut mi) exclusive economic zone with 

respect to natural resources and certain economic activities and 

would also have certain types of jurisdiction over marine science 

research and environmental protection; all other states would 

have freedom of navigation and overfl ight in the zone, as well as 

freedom to lay submarine cables and pipelines. Land-locked and 

other geographically disadvantaged states would have the oppor-

tunity to participate in exploiting part of the zone’s fi sheries when 

the coastal state could not harvest them all. Highly migratory 

species of fi sh and marine mammals would be accorded special 

protection.

Continental Shelf. Coastal states would have sovereign rights 

over the continental shelf (the national area of the seabed) for the 

purpose of exploring and exploiting it; the shelf would extend at 

least 370 km (200 naut mi) from shore and 648 km (350 naut mi) 

or more under specifi ed circumstances. Coastal states would share 

with the international community part of the revenue that they 

would derive from exploiting oil and other resources from any 

part of their shelf beyond 370 km (200 naut mi). A Commission 

on the Limits of the Continental Shelf would make recommenda-

tions to states on the shelf ’s outer boundaries.

High Seas. All states would enjoy the traditional freedoms of 

navigation, overfl ight, scientifi c research, and fi shing on the high 

seas; they would be obliged to adopt, or cooperate with other 

states in adopting, measures to conserve living resources.

Islands. Th e territorial sea, exclusive economic zone, and con-

tinental shelf of islands would be determined in accordance with 

rules applicable to land territory, but rocks that could not sustain 
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human habitation or economic life would have no economic zone 

or continental shelf.

Enclosed or Semienclosed Seas. States bordering enclosed or 

semi-enclosed seas would be expected to cooperate on manage-

ment of living resources and on environmental and research poli-

cies and activities.

Landlocked States. Landlocked states would have the right of 

access to and from the sea and would enjoy freedom of transit 

through the territory of transit states.

International Seabed Area. A “parallel system” would be estab-

lished for exploring and exploiting the international seabed area. 

All activities in this area would be under the control of an Interna-

tional Seabed Authority, to be established under the convention. 

Th e authority would conduct its own mining operations through 

its operating arm, called the “Enterprise,” and would also con-

tract with private and state ventures to give them mining rights 

in the area, so that they could operate in parallel with the author-

ity. Th e fi rst generation of seabed prospectors, called “pioneer in-

vestors,” would have guarantees of production once mining was 

authorized.

Marine Pollution. States would be bound to prevent and control 

marine pollution from any source and would be liable for damage 

caused by violation of their international obligations to combat 

marine pollution.

Marine Scientifi c Research. All marine scientifi c research in the 

exclusive economic zone and on the continental shelf would be 

subject to the consent of the coastal state, but coastal states would 

in most cases be obliged to grant consent to foreign states when 

the research was to be conducted for peaceful purposes.

Development and Transfer of Marine Technology. States would 

be bound to promote the development and transfer of marine 

technology “on fair and reasonable terms and conditions,” with 

proper regard for all legitimate interests, including the rights and 

duties of holders, suppliers, and recipients of technology.

States would be obliged to settle their disputes over the inter-

pretation or application of the convention by peaceful means. 

Th ey would have to submit most types of disputes to a compul-

sory procedure entailing decisions that would be binding on all 

parties. Disputes could be submitted to an International Tribunal 

for the Law of the Sea, to be established under the convention; to 

the International Court of Justice; or to arbitration. Conciliation 

also would be available, and, in certain circumstances, submission 

to conciliation might be compulsory.

International Acceptance

Th e new legal regime for the seas is now fi rmly established through-

out the world: by September 1998, 133 states had established 12-

nautical-mile territorial limits and 106 states had declared exclu-

sive economic zones. Nineteen states had declared fi shing zones 

of 200 nautical miles. Most such national legislation is derived 

directly from the provisions of the convention. Th e General As-

sembly is concerned with ensuring maximum conformity in state 

practice and each year examines the status of the convention and 

reviews developments relating to its application.

Law of the Sea
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E C O N O M I C  A N D  S O C I A L 
D E V E L O P M E N T

Article 55 of the charter, on international economic and social co-

operation, calls on the UN to promote higher standards of living, 

full employment, and conditions of economic and social progress 

and development. Th e fostering of economic and social develop-

ment, however, was only one of several objectives specifi ed in the 

charter, and no special emphasis was accorded to it. Th e League 

of Nations and the early ILO were concerned primarily with de-

fensive or protective action, such as the protection of countries 

against diseases that might cross international frontiers, preven-

tion of international traffi  c in women and children and in illic-

it drugs, and protection of workers against unfair and inhumane 

conditions of labor. Such early action in the economic and social 

fi elds was taken in a climate of thought that hardly recognized the 

concept of economic and social development.

Toward the middle of this century, however, the concept took 

root as a major objective of international cooperation, and the pri-

mary goal of the UN and the specialized agencies in the economic 

and social fi elds came to be promoting the development of the less 

developed countries.

THE RICH AND THE POOR NATIONS
Th e UN’s preoccupation with development is tied to the division 

of its membership between rich and poor nations, a division that 

the Secretary-General has frequently characterized as a leading 

long-term threat to world peace and security.

In 1945, when the UN was established, this sharp dichotomy 

could not be drawn. Th e wealth of Europe had been wasted by 

the ravages of war. Only the United States could claim to be rich, 

and even the United States, with the depression of the 1930s still a 

fresh memory, could not be confi dent of lasting prosperity. What 

made the challenge of development central to the thinking of ev-

ery aspiring country was the rapidity with which the countries of 

Western Europe recovered their prosperity and went on to attain 

higher levels of economic and social well-being than they had ever 

experienced. Meanwhile, economic expansion continued apace in 

the more prosperous countries that had not been directly hurt by 

the war—the United States, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand. 

And within a few years, in Asia, the miracle of Japan’s recovery 

and growth was matching Europe’s postwar record.

Nothing comparable occurred among the colonial peoples and 

former colonial peoples. Tropical Asia, Africa, and Latin America 

had been cultivated in preceding generations largely as append-

ages to industrial Europe and North America—on the one hand, 

supplying essential primary commodities not commonly found in 

the temperate regions and, on the other hand, serving as profi table 

markets for consumer goods produced in the temperate regions. 

Th e peoples of these economically underdeveloped areas made 

rapid political progress in the postwar era. Signifi cant economic 

progress also was recorded in a number of these countries, so that 

by the late 1950s, it was considered not only tactful but also prop-

er to refer to them as “developing” rather than “underdeveloped” 

nations. As a group, however, the developing countries were far 

outdistanced in economic growth by the temperate zone indus-

trialized countries, which were fi nding the postwar era the most 

propitious in history for their development. Before the UN had 

completed its fi rst 15 years, it was abundantly evident that a very 

disturbing gap had opened up between the industrialized and the 

developing nations and that, despite very substantial foreign aid 

eff orts, the gap was growing broader year by year.

SCOPE OF THE UN’S WORK
Th e international community was not slow to recognize the po-

litical and economic dangers inherent in such an imbalance of na-

tional wealth. As early as 1946, when “recovery” rather than “de-

velopment” dominated UN thinking on economic matters, the 

General Assembly requested the Economic and Social Council 

to study ways and means of furnishing advice to nations desiring 

help in developing their resources. As a result, the UN, in coop-

eration with the specialized agencies of the UN system, began its 

fi rst programs of technical assistance.

Th is chapter describes the principles and goals of the UN de-

velopment eff ort. It also discusses some of the factors infl uencing 

development, such as science and technology, the role of trans-

national corporations, and the use of natural resources, and it 

summarizes the work of the regional commissions. Programs of 

technical cooperation undertaken by the UN and its related orga-

nizations are described in the chapter on Technical Cooperation 

Programs, and social and humanitarian programs in the chapter 

on Social and Humanitarian Assistance. Th e work of the special-

ized agencies in supporting economic and social development is 

described in the separate chapters on those agencies.

FIRST UN DEVELOPMENT DECADE
Th e fi rst UN Development Decade was launched by the General 

Assembly in December 1961. It called on all member states to in-

tensify their eff orts to mobilize support for measures required to 

accelerate progress toward self-sustaining economic growth and 

social advancement in the developing countries. With each de-

veloping country setting its own target, the objective would be a 

minimum annual growth rate of 5% in aggregate national income 

by the end of the decade.

Th e economically advanced states were asked to pursue policies 

designed to enable the developing countries to sell more of their 

products at stable and remunerative prices in expanding markets 

in order to fi nance more of their economic development, and to 

follow policies designed to ensure developing countries an equi-

table share of earnings from extraction and marketing of their nat-

ural resources by foreign capital. Industrialized states were also 

called on to pursue policies that would lead to an increase in the 

fl ow of developmental resources and stimulate the fl ow of private 
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capital to developing countries on mutually acceptable terms. Th e 

General Assembly recommended that the fl ow of international 

capital and assistance to developing countries should be about 1% 

of the combined national incomes of the economically advanced 

countries.

Th roughout the decade of the 1960s, however, the growth rate 

in the economically advanced market economies accelerated, and 

the gap between the per capita incomes of the developing coun-

tries and those of the developed countries widened. Two-thirds 

of the world’s population living in the less developed regions of 

the world still had less than one-sixth of the world’s income. In 

1962, annual per capita income in those regions averaged $136, 

while that of the economically advanced market economies in 

North America and Western Europe averaged $2,845 and $1,033, 

respectively.

In a report issued in 1969, Secretary-General U Th ant noted 

that the slower progress in development had been accompanied 

by the emergence or aggravation of major imbalances that im-

periled future growth. Without greater progress in food produc-

tion and the more eff ective control of communicable diseases, the 

necessary conditions for steady economic and social development 

could hardly be said to have been created. At the same time, the 

Secretary-General pointed out, the experience of a few countries 

had demonstrated that “given a favorable constellation of circum-

stances and policies, an adequate and sustained pace of develop-

ment can be achieved,” and acceptance of development as a fun-

damental objective had gradually wrought a desirable change in 

attitudes and modes of action on the part of developing countries. 

Public decisions were no longer made solely in response to expe-

diency, and policies and programs previously decided upon in rel-

ative isolation were gradually being integrated and harnessed to a 

common purpose. At the international level, the Secretary-Gener-

al noted, the institutional machinery for the review and advance-

ment of international policies had been considerably strengthened 

by the creation of such bodies as the UN Conference on Trade and 

Development and the Committee for Development Planning.

Th e fi rst UN Development Decade ended in December 1970 

with one of its major goals, the attainment of a 5% growth rate, 

unattained in the developing countries. During the period 1960–

67, those countries achieved an annual rate of increase in their 

total domestic product of about 4.6%, but, because of the popu-

lation increase, the increase in their per capita gross product was 

only about 2%. Th e General Assembly concluded that one of the 

reasons for the slow progress was the absence of a framework of 

international development strategy.

SECOND UN DEVELOPMENT DECADE
At its 25th session, in 1970, the General Assembly adopted a reso-

lution outlining an international development strategy for the sec-

ond UN Development Decade—the 1970s. Th e main objectives of 

the plan were to promote sustained economic growth, particularly 

in the developing countries; ensure a higher standard of living, 

and facilitate the process of narrowing the gap between the devel-

oped and developing countries. Th e General Assembly declared 

that the developing countries bore primary responsibility for their 

development but that their eff orts would be insuffi  cient without 

increased fi nancial assistance and more favorable economic and 

commercial policies on the part of the developed countries.

Under the goals and objectives of the second decade, the Gen-

eral Assembly stated that the average annual rate of growth in the 

gross product of the developing countries as a whole should be 

at least 6%, with the possibility of attaining a higher rate in the 

second half of the decade. Such a rate of growth would imply an 

average annual expansion of 4% in agricultural output and 8% in 

manufacturing output.

Th e General Assembly also stated that it was essential to bring 

about a more equitable distribution of income and wealth in or-

der to promote social justice and effi  ciency of production; to raise 

the level of employment substantially; to achieve a greater degree 

of income security; to expand and improve facilities for educa-

tion, health, nutrition, housing, and social welfare; and to safe-

guard the environment. Th us, qualitative and structural changes 

in society should go hand in hand with rapid economic growth, 

and existing disparities—regional, sectoral, and social—should be 

substantially reduced. Th e General Assembly believed that devel-

oping countries must bear the main responsibility for fi nancing 

their development. To this end, they were asked to pursue sound 

fi scal and monetary policies and to remove institutional obstacles 

through the adoption of appropriate legislative and administrative 

reforms. At the same time, each economically advanced country 

was called upon to endeavor to provide annually to developing 

countries fi nancial resource transfers of a minimum net amount 

of 1% of its gross national product (GNP). A major part of fi nan-

cial resource transfers to the developing countries should be pro-

vided in the form of offi  cial development assistance.

Progress achieved during the fi rst half of the decade was re-

viewed by the General Assembly in 1975. It noted that the gap be-

tween the developed and the developing countries had increased 

alarmingly during the fi rst half of the decade, but it found the gen-

erally gloomy picture lightened by one element—the developing 

countries had emerged “as a more powerful factor, as a necessary 

consequence of the new and growing perception of the reality of 

interdependence.” Th e General Assembly also found that some of 

the aggregate targets set in the strategy for the decade had been 

met or exceeded, “owing mainly to the developing countries’ own 

eff orts and, to a certain extent, to external factors such as the com-

modity boom” (a short-lived rise in commodity prices between 

1972 and 1974). Th ose aggregates, however, did not refl ect the 

variation in achievement among developing countries, for many 

countries did much worse than the average. A major area of short-

fall was in agriculture, where less than half the target rate of 4% an-

nual growth was realized by the developing countries as a whole.

Th e General Assembly further noted that the net fl ow of fi -

nancial resources from developed countries in the form of offi  -

cial development assistance had decreased in real terms and as a 

percentage of GNP. At the same time, the burden of debt-service 

payments of developing countries had continued to increase in re-

lation to their export earnings.

NEW INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC ORDER
In September 1973, in Algiers, the Arab petroleum-exporting 

countries discussed the possible uses of oil as a political weap-

on. When a new Arab-Israeli confl ict broke out on 6 October, the 

Arab countries reduced the fl ow of oil to Europe and Japan and 
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suspended exports to the United States, the Netherlands, and Por-

tugal. Th e embargo against the United States was lift ed in March 

1974, that against the Netherlands in July 1974, and that against 

Portugal aft er a new regime instituted a policy leading to indepen-

dence for African territories under Portuguese administration in 

1974 and 1975. However, the measures taken by the petroleum-

exporting countries marked a turning point for the world econo-

my. Members of the Organization of Petroleum-Exporting Coun-

tries (OPEC) undertook a long-term study of the collective fi xing 

of oil prices and increased them periodically thereaft er.

On 31 January 1974, President Boumedienne of Algeria re-

quested a special session of the General Assembly to consider the 

question of all raw materials and relations between developed in-

dustrial and developing states. Within two weeks, 70 nations en-

dorsed his proposal.

Sixth Special Session of the General Assembly. Th e special ses-

sion, held in April–May 1974, adopted a declaration and program 

of action on the establishment of a new international economic 

order. Th e declaration and program of action called for a fun-

damental change in the international economic order, in the ab-

sence of which the gap between developing and developed coun-

tries would only continue to widen. Such a change would require 

the industrial countries to make adjustments in their policies and 

economies for the benefi t of the poorer countries, which in turn 

were determined to control their own resources.

Th e program of action called for eff orts to link the prices of ex-

ports of developing countries to the prices of their imports from 

developed countries. It suggested the formation of producers’ asso-

ciations, orderly commodity trading, increased export income for 

producing developing countries, and improvement in their terms 

of trade. It also looked to the evolution of an equitable relation-

ship between the prices of raw materials, primary commodities, 

and semi-manufactured goods exported by developing countries 

and the raw materials, primary commodities, food, manufactured 

and semi-manufactured goods, and capital equipment imported 

by them.

In the declaration, UN member states proclaimed their deter-

mination to work urgently for “the establishment of a new interna-

tional economic order based on equity, sovereign equality, inter-

dependence, common interest, and cooperation among all states, 

irrespective of their economic and social systems, which shall cor-

rect inequalities and redress existing injustices, make it possible 

to eliminate the widening gap between the developed and the de-

veloping countries and ensure steadily accelerating economic and 

social development in peace and justice for present and future 

generations.”

Th ough the program and declaration were adopted without a 

vote and enthusiastically supported by almost all developing and 

socialist countries, most Western European and other industri-

alized states with market economies entered reservations, oft en 

very far-reaching. Th ey warned against constraints to the fl ow of 

trade that might result from the establishment of producers’ asso-

ciations and argued that nationalization should be carried out in 

accordance with the existing rules of international law.

Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States. At its regular 

session in 1974, the General Assembly adopted a charter of Eco-

nomic Rights and Duties of States. Th e charter affi  rmed that every 

state has the right to exercise freely full permanent sovereignty 

over its wealth and natural resources, to regulate foreign invest-

ment within its national jurisdiction, and to nationalize, expro-

priate, or transfer the ownership of foreign property. Th e charter 

provided that appropriate compensation should be paid in cases 

of nationalization and that any controversies should be settled un-

der the domestic laws of the nationalizing states unless all states 

concerned agree to other peaceful means. It also set forth the right 

of states to associate in organizations of primary producers in or-

der to develop their national economies.

Seventh Special Session of the General Assembly. Th e General As-

sembly held a seventh special session devoted to development and 

international cooperation in September 1975. Th e polemical at-

mosphere in which the program and declaration on the new inter-

national economic order and the charter on the economic rights 

and duties of states had been adopted was replaced by a prag-

matic approach. Negotiations were carried on chiefl y in private 

meetings between “contact groups” representing the developing 

countries and the Western European and other states with mar-

ket economies. Since the market economy states were the buyers 

of approximately three-quarters of the exports of the developing 

countries, agreement between the two groups was essential to sig-

nifi cant progress. At the close of the session, Secretary-General 

Kurt Waldheim declared that it had been “about change rather 

than the smoother management of the status quo.”

Th e results of the special session were embodied in a resolution 

that proposed a large number of initiatives and was unanimously 

adopted by the General Assembly. It reaffi  rmed the target, origi-

nally defi ned in the strategy for the second Development Decade, 

of 1% of the GNP of developed countries to be devoted to offi  cial 

assistance to the developing countries, and it called for the accu-

mulation of buff er stocks of commodities in order to off set mar-

ket fl uctuations, combat infl ationary tendencies, and ensure grain 

and food security.

In 1979, the General Assembly called for the launching, at the 

third special session on development in 1980, of a round of global 

and sustained negotiations on international economic cooperation 

for development. Th e negotiations, however, failed to achieve the 

hoped-for progress at the special session held in September 1980, 

but at the regular session that year, an international development 

strategy for the third UN Development Decade was adopted.

THIRD UN DEVELOPMENT DECADE
In the new international development strategy adopted by the 

General Assembly for the third UN Development Decade, begin-

ning on 1 January 1981, governments pledged themselves, indi-

vidually and collectively, to fulfi ll their commitment to establish 

a new international economic order based on justice and equity. 

Th ey agreed to subscribe to the goals and objectives of the strat-

egy and to translate them into reality by adopting a coherent set of 

interrelated, concrete, and eff ective policy measures in all sectors 

of development.

Th e strategy set forth goals and objectives for an accelerated de-

velopment of the developing countries in the period 1981–90, in-

cluding the following: (1) a 7% average annual rate of growth of 

gross domestic product (GDP); (2) a 7.5% annual rate of expan-

sion of exports and an 8% annual rate of expansion of imports 

of goods and services; (3) an increase in gross domestic savings 

to reach about 24% of GDP by 1990; (4) a rapid and substantial 
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increase in offi  cial development assistance by all developed coun-

tries, to reach or surpass the target of 0.7% of GNP of developed 

countries; (5) a 4% average annual rate of expansion of agricultur-

al production; and (6) a 9% annual rate of expansion of manufac-

turing output. Other goals and objectives of the strategy included 

the attainment, by the year 2000, of full employment, of universal 

primary school enrollment, and of life expectancy of 60 years as a 

minimum, with infant mortality rates no higher than 50 per 1,000 

live births.

Th e strategy also set out a series of policy measures—in inter-

national trade, industrialization, food and agriculture, fi nancial 

resources for development, international monetary and fi nancial 

issues, science and technology for development, energy, transpor-

tation, environment, human settlements, disaster relief, and so-

cial development, as well as in technical cooperation, including 

cooperation among developing countries themselves, and special 

measures for the least-developed countries and for geographically 

disadvantaged countries, such as island and landlocked develop-

ing countries.

In fact, the 1980s was a terrible decade for the economies of de-

veloping countries. By 1990 only fi ve donor countries had met the 

UN’s target of donating 0.7% of their GNP to development: Nor-

way, the Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden, and France. Canada and 

Germany had achieved a level of 0.4% of their GNP. Th e United 

States, which had never agreed to the UN target, had given 0.2% 

of its GNP. Intransigent recession in the industrialized world, 

declining commodity prices, rising interest rates, trade barriers, 

and crippling international debt meant human suff ering for the 

vast majority of the world’s population. By 1990 4.2 billion of the 

world’s 5.3 billion people lived in developing countries. Overall 

growth in these nations shrank to about 3% annually, and per 

capita growth to 1%, compared to averages of 5.5% in the 1960s 

and 3% in the 1970s. Lending by the IMF and World Bank group 

of institutions oft en came with requirements for “restructuring” 

that carried a heavy price in terms of human sacrifi ce. Debt-laden 

developing countries found themselves spending vastly more on 

debt service than on social services.

Th is dismal result was illustrated by the fact that the number 

of countries designated by the General Assembly as “least devel-

oped” had grown from 24 in 1972 to 47 in 1991.

FOURTH UN DEVELOPMENT DECADE
In 1990, the General Assembly concluded that its goals for the 

Th ird UN Development Decade had not been attained. It set new 

priorities and goals for the growth of the developing member na-

tions with its International Development Strategy (IDS) for the 

Fourth United Nations Development Decade (1991–2000). With-

in one year of its passage, however, the former USSR had dissolved, 

forever changing the landscape of international economic rela-

tions. Many of the assumptions on which the IDS had been based 

were upset by the historic forces that were thus set in motion.

In September 1990, the Second United Nations Conference on 

the Least Developed Countries set targets for offi  cial develop-

ment assistance (ODA) to those nations. Th e General Assembly, 

through the new IDS, urged industrialized countries to reach or 

surpass those targets. It also recommended that developing coun-

tries try to raise their rate of industrialization by 8–10% and in-

crease their annual food production by 4%.

Th e General Assembly set forth six goals for the new IDS that 

amounted to an early manifestation of a new philosophy of “sus-

tainable” development that would be vigorously developed at 

the historic UN Conference on Environment and Development 

(UNCED), two years later. Th e goals of the IDS were:

• To speed up the pace of economic growth in the developing 

countries;

• To devise a development process that meets social needs, re-

duces extreme poverty signifi cantly, develops and uses peo-

ple’s capacity and skills, and is environmentally sound and 

sustainable;

• To improve the international systems of money, fi nance, and 

trade;

• To strengthen and stabilize the world economy and establish 

sound macroeconomic management practices, nationally and 

internationally;

• To strengthen international cooperation for development;

• To make a special eff ort to deal with the particular problems 

of the least developed countries.

Th e philosophy for the new IDS was based on the principle that, 

because the developed countries have the greatest infl uence on the 

international economic environment, they have a special respon-

sibility for the success of development eff orts. It also recognized 

that speeding up development would require strenuous eff orts by 

developing countries to increase domestic savings, raise invest-

ment and investment returns, hold down infl ation, exercise mon-

etary and fi scal discipline, maintain realistic exchange rates, and 

allocate resources more effi  ciently.

Improving the state of international trade was paramount for 

any development plan. Th e Uruguay Round of the GATT talks 

were stalled and protectionism was on the rise in the developed 

nations. Th e strategy proposed that the following actions be taken 

to accelerate international trade in the 1990s:

• Stand by the commitment made in 1986 to halt and reverse 

protectionism;

• Liberalize trade and improve developing countries’ access to 

all markets by reducing or removing tariff  barriers;

• Free up trade in tropical products and products based on 

natural resources;

• Bring trade in textiles under the normal rules of GATT;

• Substantially reduce agricultural subsidies and other protec-

tive policies;

• Implement and improve the generalized system of prefer-

ences under which some developing countries’ exports are 

admitted to industrialized countries at reduced rates or duty-

free;

• Ensure that regional economic arrangements and trade blocs 

conform with GATT rules;

• Make sure that GATT contracting parties adhere strictly to 

the agreement’s rules and principles.

Other provisions of the IDS included establishing more stable 

commodity markets, obtaining concessional terms for the transfer 

of technology to developing countries, and fi nding agreement on 

a way that the intellectual property system (which protects own-
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ership of copyrights, trademarks, industrial designs, and patents) 

can promote development while protecting intellectual property. 

It also recommended that work on international rules and stan-

dards to govern the exchange of technological information (the 

code of conduct on the transfer of technology), which had come 

to a halt at the end of the 1980s, should be completed.

Th e underlying causes of economic stagnation also were de-

cried. Th e IDS called for the eradication of poverty, hunger, adult 

illiteracy, lack of basic education for women, and runaway popu-

lation growth in developing countries, and noted the catastroph-

ic deterioration of the environment by shortsighted development 

projects.

In 1992, the Secretary-General gave the General Assembly 

a guardedly optimistic report on the progress of the IDS to that 

point. Th e developed market economies themselves had grown by 

only about 1% in 1991. Although a recovery had begun in 1992, 

it was considered to be weak. Th ere was concern that the urgent 

needs of the newly independent countries of the former USSR, 

oft en referred to as “economies in transition,” would divert assis-

tance from developing countries. Per capita incomes remained 

stagnant or declined in all the developing regions, except South 

and East Asia and China. Th e debt crisis of the developing coun-

tries had not worsened, but little progress had been made in terms 

of debt relief and forgiveness. However, some of the Latin Ameri-

can countries had again become creditworthy.

Th e 1993 Report on the World Social Situation, commissioned by 

the General Assembly to review the implementation of the Dec-

laration on Social Progress and Development made 20 years ear-

lier, also was cautiously optimistic. It noted the positive direction 

of reform in the United Nations system towards coordination be-

tween various UN agencies with operations in the same countries. 

“Although the major development goals, proclaimed more than 20 

years ago in the Declaration on Social Progress and Development, 

have not changed signifi cantly, the priorities, approaches and em-

phases have been reviewed and renewed, as the understanding of 

the forces behind development have deepened. Th us, emphasis is 

now on assisting the recipient countries to strengthen their insti-

tutional capacity to sustain the development process” the report 

said. In other words: helping them learn how to help themselves.

In October 1999, as the Second Committee began consider-

ation of sustainable development and economic cooperation in 

the year 2000, it reviewed a report evaluating the implementation 

of the commitments and policies agreed on in the IDS. Th e report 

concluded that though there were improvements in the 1990s, 

economic growth had not accelerated in all developing coun-

tries. Th e Uruguay Round had led to progress being made with 

the betterment of the global trading system, but the international 

fi nancial system had not been stabilized. Nor had there been a 

marked improvement in international development cooperation. 

Th e world’s least developed countries had seen “negligible” eco-

nomic and social advancement during the decade. For future pur-

poses, the report went on to diff erentiate between growth, which 

may carry with it negative social consequences, and development, 

which means more than simply increased purchasing power (as 

refl ected in gross domestic product per capita). According to the 

report, development also pertains to education, health, and envi-

ronmental standards, as well as to social (including gender) eq-

uity. For this reason, “the spotlight is now shift ing from a focus on 

macroeconomic challenges to a number of institutional precondi-

tions, including good governance, transparency and accountabil-

ity, decentralization and participation and social security,” said the 

UN report. Acceptable and viable development strategies in the 

new millennium would have to take into account the prevailing 

circumstances in developing countries, which could not be ex-

pected to keep pace with industrialized, developed societies in the 

North.

Th e economic and social initiatives of the 1990s had highlight-

ed that neither growth nor development necessarily eliminates 

poverty, which was one of the key objectives of IDS. Th e UN con-

cluded that sustainable development, of both urban and rural hu-

man settlements, was directly linked to the alleviation of poverty, 

which became the focus of economic and social development at 

the dawn of the 2000s. At the October 1999 meeting of the Sec-

ond Committee, the Group of 77 developing countries and China 

presented draft  resolutions for the fi rst United Nations Decade for 

the Eradication of Poverty (which technically began in 1997 and 

extended through 2006). On 9 December 1999 the General As-

sembly voted to implement the Decade and called on all nations to 

formulate and implement “outcome-oriented national strategies 

and programs” and set time-bound targets for poverty reduction. 

Th e Assembly further called on developed countries to strength-

en their eff orts to achieve the agreed target of 0.7% of their gross 

national product for overall offi  cial development assistance, and 

within that target to “earmark 0.15% to 0.20% of their gross na-

tional product for the least developed countries.” Acknowledg-

ing the information age, the Assembly resolution highlighted the 

importance of strengthening the cooperation between developed 

and developing nations in order to “promote capacity-building 

and facilitate access to and transfer of technologies and corre-

sponding knowledge.”

THE EARTH SUMMIT—AGENDA 21
Th e United Nations Conference on Environment and Develop-

ment (UNCED), popularly dubbed the “Earth Summit,” brought 

together 117 heads of state and government in Rio de Janeiro, 

Brazil, on 3–14 June 1992. Th e product of this historic meeting, 

an 800-page document called “Agenda 21,” set forth global mea-

sures to protect the planet’s environment while guaranteeing sus-

tainable economic growth. An important statement of the basic 

principles of sustainable development, Th e Rio Declaration on En-

vironment and Development, was adopted by acclamation. Th e 

conference also spawned a new functional commission of ECO-

SOC, the Commission on Sustainable Development, which has 

a mandate to monitor international treaties on the environment, 

provide policy direction, and coordinate action within the United 

Nations system to achieve the goals of Agenda 21.

In addition to Agenda 21, two important conventions on the en-

vironment were opened for signature and received widespread en-

dorsement: the Global Warming Convention, which set guidelines 

for regulating emissions of gases believed to cause global warm-

ing, was signed by 153 nations; and the Biodiversity Convention, 

which committed signatory nations to protection of endangered 

species and cooperation on genetic and biological technology, 

was signed by representatives of 150 countries. Th e Biodiversity 

Convention became legally binding in December 1993, aft er 30 

countries had ratifi ed it. Two important documents setting forth 
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the principles behind the concept of sustainable development also 

were widely adopted at the Earth Summit: the Statement on Forest 

Principles, recommending preservation of world forests and mon-

itoring of development impact on timberlands; and the Declara-

tion on Environment and Development, a statement of principles 

that emphasized the coordination of economic and environmen-

tal concerns.

More than two years were spent preparing for the Earth Sum-

mit and draft ing the documents that would achieve widespread 

international acceptance. However, many controversial proposi-

tions had to be deleted or scaled down in the fi nal documents to 

achieve the fi nal consensus. For example, negotiators removed or 

excluded specifi c targets on pollution controls, resource protec-

tion, and fi nancial aid to developing countries that restrain their 

economic development in order to protect their natural resourc-

es. Developing countries had sought to establish a “green fund” 

to support their eff orts to implement environmentally sustainable 

development. However, the G-7 group of industrialized countries 

succeeded in specifying that such development funds would be 

channeled through the World Bank’s Global Environment Facil-

ity (GEF), eff ectively retaining control of funding in the hands of 

the industrialized world. Th e European Community had recom-

mended a tax on fossil fuels in industrialized nations, but, opposi-

tion from oil-producing countries killed this provision. Also de-

emphasized in the fi nal documents were references to population 

control. Passages referring to contraception were completely de-

leted at the insistence of an odd coalition that included the Holy 

See (Vatican), Roman Catholic countries, and Moslem countries.

Th e sense of urgency that brought 35,000 accredited partici-

pants and 117 heads of state to Rio de Janeiro for the Earth Sum-

mit is perhaps well summed up by the UNCED secretary-general, 

Canadian Maurice Strong: “Th e Earth Summit must establish a 

whole new basis for relations between rich and poor, North and 

South, including a concerted attack on poverty as a central pri-

ority for the 21st Century. We owe at least this much to future 

generations, from whom we have borrowed a fragile planet called 

Earth.”

At the Earth Summit+5 meeting held in June 1997 in New York 

City, the objectives were to revitalize and energize commitments 

to sustainable development, to recognize failures and identify their 

causes, to recognize achievements (there were many Agenda 21 

success stories that were highlighted during the event), to defi ne 

priorities for the post-97 period, and to raise the profi le of issues 

addressed insuffi  ciently by Rio. In addition to assessing progress 

since the last meeting and outlining areas requiring urgent action, 

attendees called for greater cooperation and adherence among in-

tergovernmental organizations and developed a program of work 

for the Commission on Sustainable Development for the years 

1998–2002. Th e program included a comprehensive review of the 

program of action for the sustainable development of Small Island 

Developing States (SIDS), developing integrated management and 

planning of land resources, and developing strategic approaches 

to freshwater management.

THE 1994 AGENDA FOR DEVELOPMENT
Th e 47th General Assembly requested the Secretary-General to 

consult with member states and prepare an “agenda for develop-

ment.” Aft er obtaining submissions from member states, agencies 

of the UN system and public and private sources worldwide, he 

presented his report to the 49th General Assembly in 1994. En-

titled Development and International Economic Cooperation: An 

Agenda for Development, this wide-ranging document summa-

rized the basic tenets of the experience gained during the UN’s 

50 years of development work. Th e agenda was intended to off er 

guidelines for thought and action by member states.

One reason put forward for creating such a document was that 

with the end of the cold war, funding development projects as a 

mechanism for establishing spheres of infl uence also had end-

ed. Th e fundamental social, political, and economic changes that 

had altered the map of Europe and provided a new atmosphere of 

consensus at the United Nations, also threatened to bewilder and 

exhaust the potential donors to UN programs for development. 

Some quarters had even suggested that the UN was expending 

more for its many new peacekeeping operations than for devel-

opment. Th e Secretary-General produced statistics in an annex to 

the agenda that demonstrated that this was not the case, even ex-

empting the funds expended by the specialized agencies.

Several major themes of the agenda set forth a new underlying 

philosophy regarding international development programs.

• National governments bear the major responsibility for de-

velopment. However, the United Nations’ vast experience and 

global reach made it a unique resource for the developing na-

tions. Th e United Nations could act as facilitator and com-

municator, but it could not substitute for the commitment of 

individual states and their domestic and international part-

ners.

• However, national governments could no longer be assumed 

to be paramount economic agents. Th e internationalization 

of trade and the ascendance of the market system worldwide 

meant that governments must, however, provide a regulatory 

framework for eff ective operation of a competitive market 

system. Th ey must also invest in human capital by ensuring 

that social safety nets are in place.

• Economic growth should promote full employment and pov-

erty reduction, not just economic growth as an end in itself. 

If, despite national economic improvement, great poverty 

continued in a nation, no development eff ort could be sus-

tainable.

• No mechanism exists by which the major economies could be 

induced to make globally benefi cial structural change in their 

own economies, or to adopt more globally responsible eco-

nomic, fi scal, and monetary policies. Th is single point repre-

sents a sea change in philosophy from the “new international 

economic order” of the 1970s.

• UNCED’s historic Agenda 21 demonstrated that the environ-

ment had fi nally been recognized by the international com-

munity as a resource for development that must be nurtured 

and protected. Governments had the responsibility to provide 

the leadership and regulatory structure to protect their natu-

ral environment. Successful development required policies 

that incorporate environmental considerations. Th e Secre-

tary-General pointed out that pioneering eff orts were being 

made to make local inhabitants incentive partners rather than 

simply collateral benefi ciaries of sustainable development 

programs. As the keyword and rallying cry of the Earth Sum-
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mit, “sustainability” must be the guiding principle of develop-

ment, to be achieved by a true partnership of governments, 

international organizations, and nongovernmental organiza-

tions; a true partnership between humanity and nature.

• No development could be considered sustainable in the pres-

ence of poverty, disease, illiteracy, great unemployment, dis-

crimination against women, armed confl ict, or lack of social 

integration; the manifestations of social integration being dis-

crimination, fanaticism, intolerance, and persecution.

• Democracy and development are processes (not events) that 

are fundamentally linked because people’s participation in 

the decision-making processes that aff ect their lives gives le-

gitimacy to governments and their development programs.

In his conclusions, the Secretary-General admitted that, over the 

years, absence of clear policy guidance from the General Assem-

bly and the lack of eff ective policy coordination by ECOSOC had 

resulted in an overall lack of focus in the UN development system. 

Th e fundamental changes under way included the restructuring 

of development eff orts to be channeled through UNDP resident 

coordinators, by means of the development of one comprehensive 

“country strategy note.” Th is alone would bring about better (if not 

perfect) coordination and more rational use of available funds.

However, the Secretary-General also noted the growth of other 

obstructions to the urgent need for social and economic develop-

ment in the developing countries: “At present the UN mechanism 

is caught in a confi ning cycle. Th ere is a resistance to multilateral-

ism from those who fear a loss of national control. Th ere is a re-

luctance to provide fi nancial means to achieve agreed ends from 

those who lack conviction that assessments will benefi t their own 

interests. And there is an unwillingness to engage in diffi  cult oper-

ations by those who seek guarantees of perfect clarity and limited 

duration. Without a new and compelling collective vision, the in-

ternational community will be unable to break out of this cycle.”

MILLENNIUM SUMMIT
Th e UN’s Millennium Summit was held from 6-8 September 

2000 in New York City. Th e largest-ever gathering of world lead-

ers came up with a document, the “United Nations Millennium 

Declaration,” which contained a statement of values, principles 

and objectives for the international agenda for the 21st century. 

It also set deadlines for many collective actions. Th e leaders de-

clared that the central challenge of today was to ensure that glo-

balization becomes a positive force for all, acknowledging that at 

present both its benefi ts and its costs are unequally shared. Th e 

Declaration called for global policies and measures, correspond-

ing to the needs of developing countries and economies in tran-

sition. Th e Summit Declaration cited freedom, equality (of indi-

viduals and nations), solidarity, tolerance, respect for nature and 

shared responsibility as six values fundamental to international 

relations for the 21st century. Th ere are eight Millennium Devel-

opment Goals: 

1.  Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger.

 a. Reduce by half the proportion of people living on less than 

a dollar a day

 b. Reduce by half the proportion of people who suff er from 

hunger

2.  Achieve universal primary education.

 a. Ensure that all boys and girls complete a full course of pri-

mary schooling

3. Promote gender equality and empower women. 

 a. Eliminate gender disparity in primary and secondary edu-

cation preferably by 2005, and at all levels by 2015

4.  Reduce child mortality. 

 a. Reduce by two thirds the mortality rate among children 

under fi ve

5.  Improve maternal health.

 a. Reduce by three quarters the maternal mortality ratio

6.  Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria, and other diseases.

 a. Halt and begin to reverse the spread of HIV/AIDS

 b. Halt and begin to reverse the incidence of malaria and oth-

er major diseases

7. Ensure environmental sustainability.

 a. Integrate the principles of sustainable development into 

country policies and programs; reverse loss of environ-

mental resources 

 b. Reduce by half the proportion of people without sustain-

able access to safe drinking water

 c. Achieve signifi cant improvement in lives of at least 100 mil-

lion slum dwellers, by 2020

8.  Develop a global partnership for development. 

 a. Develop further an open trading and fi nancial system that 

is rule-based, predictable and non-discriminatory, includes 

a commitment to good governance, development and pov-

erty reduction-nationally and internationally

 b. Address the least developed countries’ special needs. Th is 

includes tariff - and quota-free access for their exports; 

enhanced debt relief for heavily indebted poor countries; 

cancellation of offi  cial bilateral debt; and more generous 

offi  cial development assistance for countries committed to 

poverty reduction

 c. Address the special needs of landlocked and small island 

developing states

 d. Deal comprehensively with developing countries’ debt 

problems through national and international measures to 

make debt sustainable in the long term

 e. In cooperation with the developing countries, develop de-

cent and productive work for youth

 f. In cooperation with pharmaceutical companies, provide ac-

cess to aff ordable essential drugs in developing countries

 g. In cooperation with the private sector, make available the 

benefi ts of new technologies-especially information and 

communications technologies

JOHANNESBURG SUMMIT
From 26 August to 4 September 2002 in Johannesburg, South Af-

rica, the UN held the Johannesburg Summit 2002, or the World 

Summit on Sustainable Development, to continue the eff orts be-

gun by the 1992 Earth Summit, and to adopt concrete steps and 

identify quantifi able targets for better implementing Agenda 21. 

Th e Summit also pledged to further implement the Millennium 

Goals set forth by the UN in 2000, including: eradicating extreme 

poverty and hunger; achieving universal primary education; pro-

moting gender equality and empowering women; reducing child 

mortality; improving maternal health; combating HIV/AIDS, ma-
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laria and other diseases; ensuring environmental sustainability; 

and developing a global partnership for development.

It was recognized that progress on sustainable development 

since the Earth Summit had been disappointing, with poverty 

deepening and environmental degradation worsening. No agree-

ments that would lead to new treaties were established, but new 

targets were set, such as:

• to halve the proportion of people without access to safe drink-

ing water and basic sanitation by 2015

• to halve the proportion of people whose income is less than 

$1 a day by 2015

• to use and produce chemicals by 2020 in ways that do not 

lead to signifi cant adverse eff ects on human health and the 

environment

• to maintain or restore depleted fi sh stocks to levels that can 

produce the maximum sustainable yield on an urgent basis 

and where possible by 2015

• to achieve by 2010 a signifi cant reduction in the current rate 

of loss of biological diversity.

Over 300 voluntary initiatives were launched by governments, 

NGOs, intergovernmental organizations, and businesses. One 

hundred eight heads of state addressed the Summit and more than 

22,000 people participated in it, including more than 10,000 del-

egates, 8,000 NGOs and representatives of civil society, and 4,000 

members of the press.

WORLD SUMMIT ON THE INFORMATION 
SOCIETY
Th e UN General Assembly Resolution 56/183 (21 December 

2001) endorsed the holding of the World Summit on the Informa-

tion Society (WSIS) in two phases. Th e fi rst phase took place in 

Geneva from 10 to 12 December 2003 and the second phase took 

place in Tunis, from 16 to 18 November 2005. A WSIS Plan of Ac-

tion sets time-bound targets to turn the vision of an inclusive and 

equitable Information Society into reality. Th e objectives of the 

Plan of Action are to build an inclusive Information Society; to 

put the potential of knowledge and information and communi-

cation technologies (ICTs) at the service of development; to pro-

mote the use of information and knowledge for the achievement 

of internationally agreed development goals, including those con-

tained in the Millennium Declaration; and to address new chal-

lenges of the Information Society, at the national, regional and in-

ternational levels. 

Targets include: 

• to connect villages with ICTs and establish community access 

points;

• to connect universities, colleges, secondary schools and pri-

mary schools with ICTs;

• to connect scientifi c and research centers with ICTs; to con-

nect public libraries, cultural centers, museums, post offi  ces 

and archives with ICTs;

• to connect health centers and hospitals with ICTs; to connect 

all local and central government departments and establish 

websites and email addresses;

• to adapt all primary and secondary school curricula to meet 

the challenges of the Information Society, taking into account 

national circumstances;

• to ensure that all of the world's population have access to tele-

vision and radio services;

• to encourage the development of content and to put in place 

technical conditions in order to facilitate the presence and use 

of all world languages on the Internet;

• to ensure that more than half the world's inhabitants have ac-

cess to ICTs within their reach.

Th e objective of the 2005 Tunis phase was to put Geneva’s Plan 

of Action into motion as well as to fi nd solutions and reach agree-

ments in the fi elds of Internet governance, fi nancing mechanisms, 

and follow-up and implementation of the Geneva and Tunis 

documents.

DEVELOPMENT PLANNING
Almost all the organizations in the UN family contribute in one 

way or another to development planning—by helping to evolve 

and introduce new planning methods, by assisting governments 

in establishing realistic growth targets, and by trying to ensure 

that overall plans take account of the needs of the diff erent sec-

tors of society.

Within the UN, problems relating to development planning are 

the concern of the Economic and Social Council’s Committee for 

Development Policy. Th e 24-member committee, established in 

1966, is a consultative body that meets annually to consider prob-

lems encountered in implementing development plans.

Th e UN Secretariat provides an account of the state of the world 

economy through its annual publication of the World Economic 

and Social Survey, which has appeared every year since 1948. Since 

1990 UNDP has stimulated debate about the concept of human-

centered development through the publication of the annual Hu-

man Development Report, written by an independent team of de-

velopment specialists and published by Oxford University Press. 

Statistical data, considered indispensable for economic and social 

development planning, also appears in a number of UN publica-

tions, including the Statistical Yearbook, Demographic Yearbook, 

Yearbook of National Accounts Statistics, Yearbook of International 

Trade Statistics, World Energy Supplies, Commodity Trade Statis-

tics, Population and Vital Statistics Report, and Monthly Bulletin 

of Statistics.

WORLD FOOD COUNCIL (WFC)
Th e world food situation in the early 1970s was marked by ex-

treme food shortages in many developing countries in Africa and 

parts of Southeast Asia, by a general lack of progress in the world 

fi ght against hunger and malnutrition, and by very slow progress 

in the creation of a system of internationally coordinated cereal 

reserves to meet crop shortfalls and other abnormal situations.

It was against this background that the General Assembly de-

cided, in 1973, to convene a conference to deal with global food 

problems. Th e UN World Food Conference, held in Rome in No-

vember 1974, called for the creation of a 36-member ministerial-

level World Food Council to review annually major problems and 

policy issues aff ecting the world food situation and to bring its 

political infl uence to bear on governments and UN bodies and 

agencies alike.

Each year up through 1992 the WFC met in plenary session at 

the invitation of one of its member states. Th e council, as a sub-

sidiary body of the UN General Assembly, reports annually to it 

through the Economic and Social Council.
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At fi rst, the WFC’s approach to solving world food problems 

was to encourage the adoption of national food strategies by de-

veloping countries. Under this plan, each country would assess its 

present food situation, including needs, supply, potential for in-

creasing food production, storage, processing, transport, distribu-

tion, marketing, and the ability to meet food emergencies. In the 

early 1980s, this concept was taken over by the World Bank.

In 1989, at its 15th session held in Cairo, Egypt, the WFC delin-

eated a Programme of Co-operative Action with four main goals 

for UN member countries within the next decade: the elimina-

tion of starvation and death caused by famine; a substantial re-

duction of malnutrition and mortality among young children; a 

tangible reduction in chronic hunger; and the elimination of ma-

jor nutritional-defi ciency diseases. Th e Programme of Co-Opera-

tive Action contained proposals for immediate action to be taken 

on food-for-work programs in rural areas where employment op-

portunities are not available and measures to make specifi c food 

items aff ordable to the poor. Over the longer term, the WFC rec-

ommended projects to create production and employment op-

portunities in rural and urban areas; community initiative proj-

ects designed to enable the communities themselves to identify 

and implement projects; vocational training schemes; retraining 

schemes; food stamp schemes. In the area of nutrition, the WFC 

recommended the implementation on an emergency basis of sup-

plementary feeding programs for children; primary health care 

programs, including programs to improve sanitation and drink-

ing water; family planning programs; nutritional education pro-

grams; and support to food and nutrition programs undertaken 

by WHO, UNICEF, and other international agencies.

At its 16th session in 1990, held in Bangkok, Th ailand, the 

council observed that most countries had not yet set specifi c goals 

and targets to implement its call to action. However, by 1991 those 

goals had been adopted by all UN member states as part of the In-

ternational Development Strategy for the Fourth United Nations 

Development Decade.

Th e WFC also considered the coordination of the activities of 

some 35 international agencies that have programs signifi cantly 

related to hunger problems. Th e WFC observed that its own role 

was that of providing a central, undivided focus on hunger and 

recommended the creation of an inter-secretariat consultative 

mechanism among the four Rome-based food organizations (FAO, 

IFAD, WFC, and WFP). In 1991, meeting in Helsingor, Denmark, 

it reiterated this support. It noted with concern the great fi nancial 

diffi  culties facing these international organizations.

Th e 18th session of the WFC met in 1992 in Nairobi, Kenya. 

Its report to the General Assembly noted that although most de-

veloping regions made some headway during the 1980s in reduc-

ing hunger and malnutrition, this was not the case for the peoples 

of Africa where disastrous droughts and civil disturbances had 

caused widespread starvation in recent years. Th e council praised 

the IFAD Special Programme for Sub-Saharan African Countries 

Aff ected by Drought and Desertifi cation. In response to the di-

sastrous problems of Africa, the WFC called for a “New Green 

Revolution,” and the intensifi ed transfer of technology to accom-

plish such a revolution. It recommended that substantial increases 

in investments in research, extension, and training were needed, 

particularly in Africa.

In 1992 the WFC also noted the problems of millions of people 

in Eastern Europe and the Commonwealth of Independent States 

(formerly the USSR) in gaining access to adequate food as a result 

of the dislocation of their economies.

In the context of the eff orts of the General Assembly to stream-

line the activities of the United Nations, the WFC considered its 

future role within the framework of the restructuring process. 

With disarming frankness, the council stated: “We agree that the 

council has fallen short of achieving the political leadership and 

coordination role expected from its founders at the 1974 World 

Food Conference.” It concluded that, in a rapidly changing world, 

the continuation of the status quo for the World Food Council 

and the United Nations as a whole was not possible. It established 

an ad hoc committee to review the mandate and future role of 

the WFC, which met in New York on 14–15 September 1992 and 

submitted its report to the 47th Session of the General Assem-

bly (1992). However, the committee could not reach agreement on 

what the council’s future role should be. Views ranged from abol-

ishing it to strengthening it and integrating its mandate with an-

other intergovernmental body. With this the committee referred 

the matter to the General Assembly, which requested the council 

members to continue attempts to agree on appropriate measures 

to be taken. Aft er informal meetings from January to May 1993, 

the council reported to the General Assembly that “Council mem-

bers are agreed on a set of principles to guide the United Nations 

response to global food and hunger problems, but disagreements 

continue to exist concerning the most eff ective institutional re-

sponse to these principles.”

In 1993 no formal WFC session was held, nor were any sub-

stantive documents prepared by the WFC secretariat. In fact, in 

December 1993, the secretariat in Rome was abolished as a re-

sult of the restructuring of the United Nations. Responsibility for 

servicing any future meetings of the WFC was given to the newly 

formed Department for Policy Coordination and Sustainable De-

velopment (DPCSD) in New York.

In November 1993 the president of the World Food Council 

held informal consultations with other WFC ministers of agricul-

ture during the biennial FAO Conference in Rome about the pos-

sibility of scheduling the next (19th) session of the council. Th e 

consultations were inconclusive and the future of the WFC was 

not taken up at the General Assembly’s 48th regular session in 

light of these ongoing discussions.

At a General Assembly plenary meeting on 26 May 1996 it was 

recommended that the World Food Council be discontinued and 

its functions absorbed by the Food and Agriculture Organization 

(FAO) and World Food Program (WFP). To eliminate duplica-

tive and overlapping eff orts, this recommendation was heeded 

and the WFC was dissolved. Th e move was generally hailed as 

a sign that the Assembly was rededicating itself to better use of 

its resources. As the FAO and WFP became heirs to the World 

Food Council’s initiatives, the restructuring was also viewed as a 

reinforcement of ECOSOC’s development-related activities. (For 

more information on the UN’s ongoing work to combat hunger 

around the globe, please see the chapter on the Food and Agricul-

ture Organization.)
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY FOR 
DEVELOPMENT
A major event of the fi rst UN Development Decade was the UN 

Conference on the Application of Science and Technology for the 

Benefi t of the Less Developed Countries, held in Geneva in 1963. 

Th e conference focused world attention on the practical possibili-

ties of accelerating development through the application of ad-

vances in science and technology and on the need for reorienting 

research toward the requirements of the developing countries.

A second conference, the UN Conference on Science and Tech-

nology for Development, held in Vienna in 1979, adopted a pro-

gram of action (the Vienna Programme) designed to put science 

and technology to work for the economic development of all 

countries, particularly the developing countries. It recommended 

the creation by the General Assembly of a high-level intergovern-

mental committee on science and technology for development, 

open to all member states, and the establishment of a voluntary 

fund to be administered by UNDP.

Th e Geneva Conference was a predominantly technical or prag-

matic conference at which developed countries provided devel-

oping countries with state-of-the-art reports on developed-coun-

try technologies. By contrast, the Vienna Conference refl ected the 

1970s discussions between developed and developing countries 

over a more equal access of the latter to the world’s science and 

technology. Th us science and technology were placed within the 

context of international diplomacy. Th e result, the Vienna Pro-

gramme of Action was a compromise that did not fully meet the 

expectations of the developing countries.

Th e Vienna Programme of Action was divided into three target 

areas: strengthening the science and technology capacities of de-

veloping countries; restructuring the existing pattern of interna-

tional scientifi c and technological relations; and strengthening the 

role of the UN system in the fi eld of science and technology and 

the provision of increased fi nancial resources.

Endorsing the recommendations of the Vienna conference, 

the General Assembly decided to establish an Intergovernmental 

Committee on Science and Technology for Development (ISTD), 

to be open to all states, and to create within the UN Secretariat a 

Center for Science and Technology for Development (CSTD) to 

provide substantive support to the committee and to coordinate 

activities within the UN system. In 1982, the General Assembly 

established the UN Financing System for Science and Technology 

for Development to fi nance a broad range of activities intended to 

strengthen the endogenous scientifi c and technological capacities 

of developing countries. In 1986, it transferred the responsibili-

ties and resources of the fi nancing system to a newly created UN 

Fund for Science and Technology for Development, administered 

by UNDP. In 1992, this new voluntary fund amounted to us1.56 

million and had funded six policy meetings in Cape Verde, Jamai-

ca, Pakistan, Togo, Uganda, and Vietnam.

In 1989, on the tenth anniversary of the Vienna Conference, the 

General Assembly expressed its disappointment with the imple-

mentation of the Vienna Programme. As part of the eff ort to ra-

tionalize and reform the entire United Nations system, in April 

1992, the General Assembly decided to transform the ISTD into a 

functional commission of ECOSOC, the Commission on Science 

and Technology for Development. Th e activities of the Centre for 

Science and Technology for Development were incorporated into 

the new Department of Economic and Social Development, with-

in its Division of Science, Technology, Energy, Environment and 

Natural Resources.

Major objectives of the commission, which held its fi rst session 

in April 1993, included:

• Assisting ECOSOC in providing science and technology 

policy guidelines and recommendations to member states, in 

particular developing countries;

• Providing innovative approaches to improving the quality 

of coordination and cooperation in the area of science and 

technology within the United Nations system, with a view to 

ensuring optimum mobilization of resources;

• Providing expert advice to other parts of the UN system.

Th e commission also requested that the Secretary-General pre-

pare proposals to improve the coordination of the diff erent bodies 

in the UN system, including the World Bank, which are involved 

in science and technology activities.

Developments, such as the United Nations Conference on En-

vironment and Development in 1992—which had substantial sci-

ence and technology components—and changing attitudes within 

intergovernmental bodies regarding the role of government and 

the private sector in view of the end of the cold war, led to the need 

for a major restructuring of the United Nations in the economic 

and social sector (including science and technology). While the 

General Assembly confi rmed the continued validity of the Vienna 

Programme of Action in its resolution on science and technology 

for development in December 1993, its objectives were merged 

with the Technology Programme of the UN Conference on Trade 

and Development (UNCTAD). UNCTAD thus became responsi-

ble for science and technology within the United Nations system. 

Major program elements of the revised work program include:

• Endogenous capacity-building and resource mobilization in 

the area of science and technology for development;

• Technology assessment and information services;

• Issues related to investment and technology transfer.

Th e Commission on Science and Technology also decided to 

adopt themes for study by working groups during the two-year 

periods between its sessions. For 1993–95, these included tech-

nology for small-scale economic activities to address the basic 

needs of low-income populations, the gender implications of sci-

ence and technology for developing countries, and the science and 

technology aspects of work being considered by the Commission 

on Sustainable Development. Th e commission also considered 

studying a variety of other issues, including the role of technology 

in military conversion, the eff ect of new and emerging technolo-

gies on industrialization, and the role of information technologies 

in developing countries.

In October 1998, it was recommended that the membership 

of the Commission on Science and Technology for Develop-

ment, along with three other subsidiaries of the Economic and 

Social Council, be reconstituted. Th e commission’s membership 

was subsequently reduced from 53 to 33, with the following geo-

graphic distribution: eight members from African states; seven 

from Asian states; six from Latin America and the Caribbean; four 

from Eastern Europe; and eight from Western European and oth-

er states. Th e body remains a functional commission of the Coun-

cil, with members holding offi  ce for four years.
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At its Fourth Session, held in May 1999 in Geneva, the focus 

was on science and technology partnerships and networking for 

national capacity-building; particular attention was paid to bio-

technology and energy. During the meeting, the commission dis-

cussed the concept of global entitlement to knowledge, the chang-

ing role of the state in the development of science and technology, 

and the role of networking and partnership in a multi-disciplinary 

approach to science and technology. In summarizing the proceed-

ings, the moderator concluded that since sustainable development 

can be thought of as composed of economic growth, social equity, 

and an adequate use of the environment, and since government is 

viewed as a “key articulator” of these, the role of science and tech-

nology in the near future should be to establish reliable frame-

works for consistent communication, eff ective fore-casting, and 

the dissemination of knowledge.

Transnational Corporations

Since the end of World War II, the role of multinational or transna-

tional corporations in international commerce has been growing, 

but information on their activities has been fragmentary and of-

ten closely held. Many of these corporations are household names. 

Th ey conduct a large portion of their business outside their host 

country, oft en recruiting management from their overseas sub-

sidiaries and recruiting shareholders around the world. Some of 

these corporations command resources greater than those of most 

governments represented at the UN. In 1989, estimated sales by 

foreign affi  liates of transnationals worldwide were us4.5 trillion. 

In comparison, world exports were only us3 trillion. In 2000, the 

top 200 transnational corporations’ combined sales were larger 

than the combined economies of all 191 countries in the world 

minus the largest nine (the United States, Japan, Germany, France, 

Italy, the United Kingdom, Brazil, Canada, and China). Th e com-

bined GDPs of the other 182 countries was $6.9 trillion, and the 

combined sales of the top 200 transnational corporations was $7.1 

trillion. Th e relationship of transnational corporations with devel-

oping countries frequently has been troubled, but they can pro-

vide capital, managerial expertise, and technology that are all ur-

gently required for development and oft en would be hard to come 

by in any other way.

In 1972, the Economic and Social Council requested the Secre-

tary-General to appoint a group of eminent persons to study the 

impact of transnational corporations on development and inter-

national relations. Th e group of 20 economists, government offi  -

cials, and corporation executives from all parts of the world met 

in 1973 and heard testimony from 50 witnesses in public hear-

ings—a procedure new to the UN. Its report, issued in 1974, rec-

ommended the creation of a permanent commission on transna-

tional corporations under the Economic and Social Council and 

an information and research center in the UN Secretariat.

In December 1974, the council established an intergovern-

mental Commission on Transnational Corporations as a stand-

ing committee (not a functional commission) to furnish a forum 

within the UN system regarding such corporations; promote an 

exchange of views about them among governments, intergovern-

mental organizations, business, labor, and consumers; assist the 

council in developing the basis for a code of conduct on the activi-

ties of transnational corporations; and develop a comprehensive 

information system on their activities.

Th e 48-member commission meets annually. At its second ses-

sion, held in Lima in March 1976, it gave priority to the elabora-

tion of a code of conduct and recommended that the Econom-

ic and Social Council establish an Intergovernmental Working 

Group on a Code of Conduct. Th e code was to be the fi rst multi-

laterally agreed framework governing all aspects of the relations 

between states and transnational corporations, with standards to 

protect the interests of both the host countries and investors in 

those countries. Th e working group held a number of negotiating 

sessions between 1977 and 1982. Negotiations continued in meet-

ings of a special session of the commission, open to all states.

In April 1991, the commission approved a text authorizing the 

preparation of recommendations on encouraging TNCs to co-

operate in eff orts to protect and enhance the environment in all 

countries for submission to the UN Conference on Environment 

and Development (UNCED) in 1992. Th e commission agreed that 

the following issues should be addressed: internationally agreed 

standards; improving management and regulation of industrial 

processes; transferring environmentally sound technologies to 

developing countries on favorable terms; using environment and 

development accounting and reporting methods; international 

environmental management; preventive measures to minimize 

risks to human life, property, and the environment; and the ques-

tion of reparations for damage. It directed its secretariat, the Cen-

ter on Transnational Corporations, to prepare its submission to 

UNCED. However, in early 1992, the center’s functions were ab-

sorbed into a new department of the Secretariat and eventually 

transferred altogether to UNCTAD (see below).

At its 1994 Substantive Session, the commission recommended 

to ECOSOC that it be integrated into the institutional machinery 

of the UN Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD). 

ECOSOC decided to transmit this recommendation to the Gen-

eral Assembly for action.

An Intergovernmental Group of Experts on International Stan-

dards of Accounting and Reporting, established by the Economic 

and Social Council in 1982, reviews issues that give rise to diver-

gent accounting and reporting practices of transnational corpora-

tions and identifi es areas where eff orts at harmonization appear 

necessary.

Th e four other priorities for the commission’s program of work 

were: establishment of an information system to advance under-

standing of the nature of transnational corporations and their ef-

fects on home and host countries; research into the eff ects of their 

operations; technical assistance; and work leading to a more pre-

cise defi nition of the term transnational corporations.

Th e UN Center on Transnational Corporations was established 

by the Economic and Social Council in 1974 as part of the UN 

Secretariat. Th e functions of the center were to develop a com-

prehensive information system on the activities of transnational 

corporations, using data from governmental, corporate, and other 

sources; to analyze and disseminate the information to all govern-

ments; to provide technical assistance and strengthen the capacity 

of host countries (especially developing countries) in their deal-

ings with transnational corporations; and to carry out political, 

legal, economic, and social research, particularly research to help 

in devising a code of conduct. By 1985, the center had established 

that the 350 largest transnational corporations (half of which were 

based in the United States) had combined sales of us2.7 trillion, 
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a sum which was larger than the combined GNP of all the devel-

oping countries, including China.

In 1990 ECOSOC requested the Center on Transnational Cor-

porations to undertake a survey of corporate environmental man-

agement to document the most advanced practices as models for 

companies that had not yet created environmental programs and 

to submit the results to UNCED. Th e “Benchmark Corporate En-

vironmental Survey,” was submitted to the UNCED preparatory 

meeting in August 1991. Twenty percent of the 163 fi rms surveyed 

responded. Th e center recommended UNCED consider the fol-

lowing recommendations in preparing its Agenda 21: increased 

international cooperation to better inform TNCs of the impact of 

their operations on the greenhouse phenomenon; include TNCs 

in the consultative process surrounding climate change studies; 

treat dioxins and PCBs as international, not just local, pollution 

problems; transnational affi  liates in developing countries should 

handle toxic wastes according to the same rules as in developed 

countries; TNCs should create safety zones around their facilities 

to lessen the potential impact of accidents; the oceans should be 

protected from land-based pollution; TNCs should sponsor pro-

grams to save wetlands and rainforests and protect biodiversity; 

TNCs should help develop a code of conduct on biotechnology. 

Th e center also pointed out that environmental rules and regula-

tions diff ered from country to country. Th e companies that re-

sponded to the survey were interested in the UN setting inter-

national guidelines, although many of them were unaware of the 

existence of current international guidelines.

In 1992, as part of the comprehensive restructuring of the UN 

secretariat, the functions of the center were incorporated into a 

new unit: the Transnational Corporations and Management Divi-

sion of the Department of Economic and Social Development. In 

May 1993, the General Assembly transferred responsibility for the 

transnational program again to the secretariat of UNCTAD.

In 2000, the UNCTAD Advisory Service on Investment and 

Technology, based on the joint work of the secretariat Divisions 

on Transnational Corporations and Investment and on Science 

and Technology, was working to help developing countries expand 

“their enterprise sector in conjunction with wider national trade, 

technology, and investment strategies.” UNCTAD provided analy-

sis of the role of the largest transnational corporations (TNCs) in 

foreign direct investment (viewed as critical to development) and 

emphasized that TNCs must exercise social responsibility in order 

to support sustainable development.

NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENERGY
Th e importance of natural resources for economic development 

was emphasized in 1970 when the Economic and Social Council 

established the Committee on Natural Resources. Th e committee 

develops guidelines for advisory services to governments, reviews 

arrangements to coordinate UN activities in natural resources de-

velopment, and evaluates trends and issues concerning natural re-

sources exploration and development, as well as prospects for se-

lected energy, water, and mineral resources.

During the 1970s, the Committee on Natural Resources played 

an important role in focusing world attention on the status of the 

global stock of water resources to meet human, commercial, and 

agricultural needs. As a result of an initiative of the committee, 

the UN Water Conference was convened in 1977 in Mar del Pla-

ta, Argentina. Th e conference adopted an action plan to guide in-

ternational eff orts to eff ectively manage, develop, and use water 

resources. To give impetus to the Mar del Plata Action Plan, the 

General Assembly, in 1980, launched the International Drinking 

Water Supply and Sanitation Decade (1981–90).

In 1973, the General Assembly established the UN Revolving 

Fund for Natural Resources Exploration, which began operation 

in 1975. Th e fund, fi nanced from voluntary contributions, is in-

tended to provide additional risk capital for mineral exploration 

in developing countries. In 1981, the fund was authorized to ex-

tend its exploration activities to geothermal energy.

During the 1970s, with the rise in and volatility of costs for 

petroleum, aff ecting the economies of all countries, particular-

ly those of the poorer countries, and the growing awareness that 

known supplies of petroleum would, in the long run, be unable 

to meet global requirements, more attention was focused on new 

and renewable sources of energy. Th is led to the General Assem-

bly’s decision to convene, in Nairobi in August 1981, the UN Con-

ference on New and Renewable Sources of Energy. Th e conference 

examined alternative forms of energy, including solar, bio-mass, 

geothermal, and ocean energy; wind power; hydropower; fuel-

wood and charcoal; peat; and the use of draft  animals for energy 

purposes. It adopted the Nairobi Program of Action for the Devel-

opment and Utilization of New and Renewable Sources of Energy 

as a blueprint for national and international action. Th e Nairobi 

Program identifi ed fi ve broad areas for concentrated action: ener-

gy assessment and planning; research, development, and demon-

stration; transfer, adaptation, and application of mature technolo-

gies; information fl ows; and education and training.

Endorsing the Nairobi Program later that year, the General As-

sembly set up an interim committee to launch immediate imple-

mentation and, in 1992, established the Committee on the Devel-

opment and Utilization of New and Renewable Sources of Energy, 

open to the participation of all states as full members. Later in 

1992, in response to the requirements of implementing UNCED’s 

Agenda 21, this committee was combined with the energy por-

tion of the Committee on Natural Resources and Energy, and be-

came a new standing committee of ECOSOC: the Committee on 

New and Renewable Sources of Energy and on Energy for Devel-

opment. Th e Committee on Natural Resources now concentrates 

mainly on water and mineral resources. Each committee had a 

membership of 24 government-nominated experts who are elect-

ed by ECOSOC.

Th e fi rst session of the new Committee on New and Renew-

able Resources and Energy met in New York from 7–18 Febru-

ary 1994. Th e Secretary-General reported to the committee that 

in 1990 new and renewable energy sources accounted for 17.7% 

of the total energy consumption. Th e drop in oil prices during the 

1980s had led to a decline in investment in renewable energy re-

sources, but growing concern for the fragile state of the world’s 

environment lent urgency to eff orts to fi nd alternatives to burn-

ing fossil fuels and wood, which were contributing to the threat 

of global warning.

At its fi rst session, the committee noted that the Nairobi Pro-

gram had led to progress in the application of large-scale technol-

ogies, such as hydropower and geothermal energy, and had helped 

bring to maturity solar energy and wind technologies. However, 

the overall impact of these new technologies remained insignifi -
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cant. Th e committee identifi ed four domains for action by mem-

ber states: more effi  cient use of energy and energy-intensive mate-

rial; increased use of renewable sources of energy; more effi  cient 

production and use of fossil fuels; and fuel substitution from high 

carbon to low carbon-based fuels. It also called for integrated na-

tional action programs for developing energy systems; for remov-

ing subsidies on conventional sources of energy; establishing sup-

port for new, environmentally sound technologies; and fi nding 

ways to use wasted energy, such as waste heat from industrial pro-

cesses. Its report to ECOSOC also recommended the establish-

ment of regional “centers of excellence” to provide training, tech-

nology support, and resource data.

Another positive development in this fi eld in the 1990s was the 

increasing recognition by the World Bank and the International 

Monetary Fund (IMF) that energy conservation makes good eco-

nomic and environmental sense. Public outcry over displacement 

of local populations by big dams and destruction of rain forests for 

grazing projects funded by the World Bank had led it to institute 

an environmental assessment on every project it undertook. In 

1992 the IMF also began to study the impact of its policies on its 

member nations’ environment. Th e bank also branched out into 

supporting new sources of energy, for example by lending Mau-

ritius us15 million to support a program to generate 10–20% 

of that nation’s future energy needs by burning sugar-cane waste 

product readily available in that country.

Addressing another important area in the energy fi eld—the use 

of nuclear energy for the economic and social development of de-

veloping countries—the General Assembly, in 1977, set in motion 

arrangements for an international conference on the subject. Th e 

fi rst global eff ort in this fi eld, the UN Conference for the Promo-

tion of International Cooperation in the Peaceful Uses of Nuclear 

Energy, was held in Geneva in 1987. Although unable to reach 

agreement on principles acceptable to all, the participants at the 

conference exchanged views and experience on topics ranging 

from the production of electricity to the various applications of 

nuclear techniques in food and agriculture, medicine, hydrology, 

research, and industry.

Th e fi rst session of the newly reconstituted Committee on Nat-

ural Resources was held in early 1993. Its second session met in 

New York in early 1994. In the 1990s the focus of the Commit-

tee on Natural Resources became the implementation of the rec-

ommendations of Agenda 21, particularly measures to promote 

the more rational and sustainable use of natural resources. In the 

chairman’s summary of the meeting, he noted that mineral and 

water resources had to be seen as fi nite and valuable resources, 

and that their production and consumption aff ected other con-

stituents of the environment. Th erefore, a holistic approach was 

required to the planning and management of natural resources 

within the geographical boundaries of each country and also in 

the consideration of the global impact of national policies or mea-

sures. A continued call was made for integrated approaches to wa-

ter and land management. Th e committee emphasized the need to 

consider natural resources as a whole, rather than by individual 

sectors, such as agriculture and industry.

Th e committee also noted that the fundamental importance of 

mineral resources to economic development and quality of life 

had not been adequately refl ected in Agenda 21. It recommended 

that the need to ensure the sustainable supply of minerals should 

be a key issue for deliberations on Agenda 21.

Th e committee’s discussion on mineral resources was infl u-

enced by the impact of privatization of state mineral enterprises 

on people in the developing countries and economies in transi-

tion. While there seemed to be a new trend toward closer under-

standing between these countries and transnational corporations, 

the committee stated that governments should promote measures 

to reduce destruction of the environment from private mining op-

erations. It also recommended that governments promote mea-

sures to encourage better use of existing resources through recy-

cling and substitution.

In 1998 the Committee on New and Renewable Sources of 

Energy and on Energy for Development and the Committee on 

Natural Resources were merged into one expert body—the Com-

mittee on Energy and Natural Resources for Development, which 

served as a subsidiary body of ECOSOC. Th e committee, which 

met biennially for two weeks, was made up of two subgroups of 12 

experts each; one sub-group dealt with energy and the other with 

water resources. Th e geographical distribution of the 24 members 

was: six members from African States; fi ve from Asia; four from 

Latin American and the Caribbean; three from Eastern Europe; 

and six from Western European and other states. Th e term of of-

fi ce was four years.

Th e reconstituted committee met for the fi rst time in April 

1999, during which it worked to prepare a draft  paper for the next, 

eighth, session of the Commission on Sustainable Development. 

Th e committee had before it various reports from the Secretary-

General, including: a report on environmentally sound and ef-

fi cient fossil energy technologies, which highlighted the need to 

increase effi  ciency of fossil energy use, improve environmental 

compatibility of fossil technologies, and shift  to fossil fuels with 

lower environmental impacts, such as natural gas; the report on 

renewable sources of energy, which emphasized wind energy and 

stressed the importance of continued research and development 

in this area; the report on rural energy policies, which stated that 

service to rural areas remains inadequate (of the estimated 3.1 bil-

lion people in rural areas, approximately 2 billion had no access 

to electricity); the report on energy and transportation, which re-

viewed global transportation trends in both developed and de-

veloping nations; and the report on spatial planning of land (in-

cluding minerals) and water resources, which identifi ed emerging 

issues and highlighted the fi nite nature of the earth’s resources.

In 2002, the work of the Committee on Energy and Natural Re-

sources for Development was transferred to the Commission on 

Sustainable Development by the Plan of Implementation of the 

World Summit on Sustainable Development. Th e UN Commis-

sion on Sustainable Development held its fourteenth session in 

May 2006.

REGIONAL COMMISSIONS
Th e fi ve regional commissions—serving Europe and the Com-

monwealth of Independent States, Asia and the Pacifi c, Latin 

America and the Caribbean, Africa, and Western Asia—have 

been established by the Economic and Social Council in recogni-

tion of the fact that many economic and social problems are best 

approached at the regional level. Th e commissions work to raise 

the level of economic and social development activity in their re-
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spective regions, as well as to maintain and strengthen relations 

among countries within and outside regions. All actions taken by 

the commissions are intended to fi t within the framework of over-

all UN economic and social policies. Th e commissions also are 

empowered, with the agreement of the governments concerned, 

to make recommendations directly to member governments and 

to the specialized agencies.

Th e commissions are subsidiary organs of the Economic and 

Social Council, to which they report annually. Th e secretariats of 

the commissions—each headed by an executive secretary with the 

rank of undersecretary-general—are integral parts of the UN staff , 

and their budgets form part of the regular UN budget.

An important part of the work of all the regional commissions 

is the preparation of regional studies and surveys, particularly an-

nual economic and social surveys that are published at the head-

quarters of each commission. Supplementing these are bulletins 

and periodicals covering a wide range of subjects—such as agri-

culture, population, transportation and communications, energy, 

industry, and housing and construction—that are widely used as 

sources of information by governments, business and industry, 

educational institutions, other UN organs, and the press.

In the early 1990s, under pressure from both developing and 

industrialized countries to reform and rationalize the scattered 

development activities of the United Nations system, Secretary-

General Boutros Boutros-Ghali proposed that the activities of all 

United Nations organs be coordinated. In December 1992, the 

General Assembly adopted his proposal with its historic Resolu-

tion A/47/199 that stressed the need for development activities 

to “be streamlined and rationalized, especially in the interrelated 

areas of programming, execution, decentralization, monitoring 

and evaluation, thus making the UN system more relevant and 

responsive to the national plans, priorities and objectives of devel-

oping countries, and more effi  cient in its delivery systems.” Under 

this plan, many of the functions carried out by various committees 

and boards of the specialized agencies and UN funds were trans-

ferred away from headquarters (in New York, or, in the case of the 

specialized agencies, Geneva or Vienna), to the regional commis-

sions (headquartered in major cities of each region) and the offi  ce 

of the UNDP resident coordinator in the specifi c countries that 

were to be served by development programs. As this strategy de-

veloped, the role of the regional commissions became more and 

more central to the work of the United Nations system.

Economic Commission for Europe (ECE)

Th e Economic Commission for Europe (ECE), with headquarters 

in Geneva, was established in 1947 to help mobilize concerted ac-

tion for the economic reconstruction of postwar Europe and to in-

crease European economic activity among countries both within 

and outside the region. To these goals was added that of providing 

governments with economic, technological, and statistical infor-

mation. Begun as an experiment at a time when severe postwar 

shortages of some commodities and surpluses of others made eco-

nomic cooperation in Europe a necessity, ECE soon became the 

only multilateral forum to deal with cooperation between East-

ern and Western Europe. Th e ECE provides a systematic means 

of intergovernmental cooperation among the countries of Europe, 

the United States, Canada, Israel, and the republics of the former 

Soviet Union.

ECE priority objectives include the development of trade, sci-

entifi c and technical cooperation, improvement of the environ-

ment, and long-term planning and projections as a basis for for-

mulation of economic policy. Th rough meetings of policy-makers 

and experts, publication of economic analyses and statistics, and 

study tours and exchanges of technical information, the commis-

sion provides a link between governments having diff erent eco-

nomic and social systems and belonging to diff erent subregional 

organizations.

Plenary meetings of the commission are held annually; its sub-

sidiary organs meet throughout the year.

ECE works closely with a number of specialized agencies, par-

ticularly the ILO and FAO; with other intergovernmental organi-

zations; and with nongovernmental organizations, which ECE has 

consulted frequently for their expertise in particular subjects.

Th e analytical work of the ECE provides both a macro- and mi-

cro-economic picture of the state of the region. It publishes statis-

tical bulletins and special reports on the state of markets in indus-

try, timber, and human settlements. It has also published guides 

for the management of joint ventures, privatization and condi-

tions for foreign direct investment.

Th e network of committees and working parties mentioned 

above carries on the ECE’s technical cooperation work. Th e ECE 

has formulated regionwide strategies and legal instruments in the 

fi elds of environment and transportation. One of its most signifi -

cant accomplishments is the establishment of a standard for elec-

tronic data interchange (the UN/EDIFACT or United Nations 

Electronic Data Interchange for Administration, Commerce and 

Transport). Th is international standard for communication be-

tween networks of computers paves the way for the development 

of paperless international trade in the twenty-fi rst century.

Th e events of 1989–91, during which the entire face of Europe 

changed beyond recognition, provided enormous challenges for 

the ECE. War in the former Yugoslavia and the resulting econom-

ic sanctions and displacement of 3 million people made a somber 

picture. Th e ECE provided technical cooperation to the countries 

of Eastern Europe in transition to a market economy. By 1994, 

these countries made up fully one-half of its expanded member-

ship. Hundreds of workshops on transition issues were conducted 

by the ECE in these countries (1994–95). Th e program of work-

shops was supplemented by the introduction of regional advisory 

services in each of the ECE’s major fi elds of activity.

Membership

As of April 2006, the following 55 countries were members of 

ECE: Albania, Andorra, Armenia, Austria, Azerbaijan, Belar-

us, Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Canada, Croa-

tia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, 

Georgia, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Israel, Italy, 

Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxem-

bourg, Malta, Monaco, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, 

Republic of Moldova, Romania, Russian Federation, San Marino, 

Serbia and Montenegro, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Swit-

zerland, Tajikistan, the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, 
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Turkey, Turkmenistan, Ukraine, United Kingdom, United States, 

and Uzbekistan.

Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacifi c 

(ESCAP)

Th e Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacifi c 

(ESCAP), with headquarters in Bangkok, Th ailand, and a Pacifi c 

Operations Center based in Port Vila, Vanuatu, serves a region 

that contains more than half the world’s population. It was estab-

lished in 1947 as the Economic Commission for Asia and the Far 

East to promote reconstruction and economic development of the 

region. Its name was changed in 1974 to refl ect equal concern with 

economic growth and social progress and to clarify its geographic 

scope. Th e commission meets annually.

ESCAP’s activities help identify common problems and facili-

tate cooperation for economic and social development at the re-

gional level. It provides technical assistance and advisory services 

to governments on request, carries out research on regional issues, 

and acts as a clearinghouse of information.

One of ESCAP’s most signifi cant meetings in the 1990s was the 

Fourth Asian and Pacifi c Population Conference (Bali, August 

1992). Th e conference was cosponsored by ESCAP and UNFPA, 

in recognition of the fact that population issues were inextricably 

linked to the cycles of poverty and the struggle for development. 

Th e conference adopted the Declaration on Population and De-

velopment (known as the “Bali Declaration”). By this declaration, 

ESCAP’s member countries set goals for themselves to adopt strat-

egies to attain replacement-level fertility (around 2.2 children per 

woman) by the year 2010 or sooner. Th ey also agreed to reduce the 

level of infant mortality to 40 per thousand live births or lower by 

the same time.

In the late 1990s, with more than 50 years of experience, ES-

CAP described itself as a regional think tank and acknowledged 

that its ultimate challenge lay in bringing some 830 million of the 

region’s poor into the economic mainstream, “enabling everybody 

to achieve a better standard of life as envisaged in the Charter of 

the United Nations.”

Membership. As of April 2006, the 53 member states of ESCAP 

were: Afghanistan, Armenia, Australia, Azerbaijan, Bangladesh, 

Bhutan, Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, China, Democratic Peo-

ple’s Republic of Korea, Fiji, France, Georgia, India, Indonesia, Is-

lamic Republic of Iran, Japan, Kazakhstan, Kiribati, Kyrgyzstan, 

Lao People’s Democratic Republic, Malaysia, Maldives, Marshall 

Islands, Micronesia (Federated States of), Mongolia, Myanmar, 

Nauru, Nepal, Netherlands, New Zealand, Pakistan, Palau, Papua 

New Guinea, Philippines, Republic of Korea, Russian Federation, 

Samoa, Singapore, Solomon Islands, Sri Lanka, Tajikistan, Th ai-

land, Timor-Leste, Tonga, Turkey, Turkmenistan, Tuvalu, United 

Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of 

America, Uzbekistan, Vanuatu, and Vietnam. It also had nine as-

sociate members: American Samoa, Guam, New Caledonia, Cook 

Islands, Hong Kong (China), Niue, French Polynesia, Macao (Chi-

na), and Northern Mariana Islands.

Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean 

(ECLAC)

Th e Economic Commission for Latin America and the Carib-

bean (ECLAC), with headquarters in Santiago, Chile, was estab-

lished in 1948 as the Economic Commission for Latin America. In 

1983, it formally incorporated the Caribbean region into its name. 

ECLAC’s aim is to help the governments of the region promote 

the economic development of their countries and improve living 

standards. To this end, it collaborates with the governments of the 

region in the investigation and analysis of regional and national 

economic problems, and provides assistance in the formulation of 

development plans. It organizes and convenes regional intergov-

ernmental meetings on topics in the fi eld of economic and social 

development. ECLAC conducts research, executes studies, dis-

seminates information, provides technical assistance, participates 

in seminars and conferences, and gives training courses.

ECLAC’s initial stress on economic growth and trade was later 

complemented with emphasis on employment, income distribu-

tion, and other social aspects of development. In recent years, the 

commission has expanded its activities to include research in such 

areas as the environment, the development and transfer of tech-

nology, and the role of transnational corporations.

In 1999, ECLAC had divisions and units dealing with the fol-

lowing: planning and operations; economic development; social 

development; international trade and fi nance development; pro-

duction, productivity, and management; statistics and economic 

projections; environment and human settlements; and natural re-

sources and infrastructure. It also had a documents and publica-

tions division. ECLAC also has two sub-regional headquarters (in 

Mexico and Port of Spain), and offi  ces in Bogota, Brasilia, Buenos 

Aires, Montevideo, and Washington, D.C.

ECLAC meets biennially; a committee of the whole carries on 

intersessional work.

Two other organizations are part of the ECLAC system: the 

Latin American and Caribbean Institute for Economic and So-

cial Planning (ILPES) in Santiago, Chile; and the Latin American 

Demographic Center (CELADE), also in Santiago. ILPES was es-

tablished in 1962 and undertakes research and provides training 

and advisory services, as well as furthering cooperation among 

the planning services of the region. CELADE was established in 

1957, but became an integral part of the commission in 1975. It 

collaborates with governments in formulating population policies 

and provides demographic estimates and projections, documenta-

tion, data processing, and training facilities.

Th e commission carries out its work in close cooperation 

with UNDP, the International Trade Center (UNCTAD/GATT), 

UNESCO, the International Maritime Organization (IMO), UNI-

CEF, and the International Telecommunications Union (ITU).

Membership. As of April 2006, ECLAC had 42 members: Anti-

gua and Barbuda, Argentina, Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Boliv-

ia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Domini-

ca, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, France, Germany 

Grenada, Guatemala, Guyana, Haiti, Honduras, Italy, Jamaica, 

Mexico, Netherlands, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Portu-

gal, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and the Gren-

adines, Spain, Suriname, Trinidad and Tobago, United Kingdom 

of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of Ameri-

ca, Uruguay, and Venezuela. It also had seven associate members: 

Anguilla, Aruba, British Virgin Islands, Montserrat, Netherlands 

Antilles, Puerto Rico, and United States Virgin Islands.
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Economic Commission for Africa (ECA)

Th e Economic Commission for Africa, with headquarters in Ad-

dis Ababa, Ethiopia, was established in 1958. It was the fi rst in-

tergovernmental organization in Africa whose geographical scope 

covered the whole of a continent in which economic and social 

conditions diff ered widely and where many countries and de-

pendent territories were among the poorest in the world. ECA’s 

chief objective is the modernization of Africa, with emphasis on 

both rural development and industrialization. Its work has been 

marked by a sense of urgency and a determination to match the 

rapid pace of African political progress with economic and social 

progress. In carrying out its functions, ECA works closely with 

the Organization of African Unity and various organizations of 

the UN system.

Th e commission’s sessions are held annually at the ministerial 

level and are known as the Conference of Ministers.

Th e approach of ECA is primarily at the level of its fi ve subre-

gions: North Africa, East Africa, Central Africa, Southern Africa, 

and West Africa. ECA members have made it clear that the sub-

regional approach is to be regarded as a necessary fi rst step and 

that pan-African economic integration remains the goal. For that 

reason, fi ve multinational programming and operational centers 

have been established: in Tangier, Morocco, for North Africa; in 

Niamey, Niger, for West Africa; in Lusaka, Zambia, for Southern 

Africa; in Yaounde, Cameroon, for Central Africa; and in Kigali, 

Rwanda, for Eastern Africa.

Work priorities for the 1990s and beyond included the broad-

ened concept of food security and poverty alleviation through 

sustainable development with emphasis on capacity building; the 

promotion of economic cooperation among African countries 

and between African and other developing countries; the physi-

cal integration of the continent in line with the goals of the UN 

Transport and Communications Decade for Africa (1991–2000); 

and greater control and sovereignty over natural resources and 

environment. In the fi eld of industrial development, ECA imple-

mented the UN Second Industrial Development Decade in Afri-

ca (IDDA) by strengthening the technological and entrepreneur-

ial capabilities of African countries. Special attention was paid to 

subregional and regional cooperation in small-scale cottage and 

rural industries and to highly advanced technology.

In 1992 ECA issued a technical publication evaluating the im-

pact of the 1992 European economic integration measures on Af-

rican agriculture. Th e publication discussed the various factors 

underlying the European single market. Th e publication under-

scored the need for galvanizing the cooperation of African nations 

in the face of moves to strengthen economic integration in other 

regions, notably Europe and North America. ECA also consulted 

with the OAU and the African Development Bank on the estab-

lishment and functioning of an African Economic Community 

(AEC).

ECA supervised the African Training and Research Centre for 

Women, which assisted ECA member states in improving the so-

cioeconomic conditions of African women and enhancing their 

participation in development. ECA pursued its eff orts to estab-

lish a regional Federation of African Women Entrepreneurs and a 

Bank for African Women to support women’s entrepreneurial ac-

tivities. ECA developed a Pan-African Development Information 

System that provides training, advisory services, data base devel-

opment, and network-building, and produces studies and publica-

tions for ECA member states, institutions, and nongovernmental 

organizations.

Beginning in July 1995, ECA embarked on major institutional 

and managerial reforms, resulting in a new strategic focus, which 

it defi ned by fi ve core programs and two cross-cutting themes. 

Th e core programs were facilitating economic and social policy 

analysis; ensuring food security and sustainable development; 

strengthening development management; harnessing information 

for development; and promoting regional cooperation and inte-

gration. Th e themes were: fostering leadership and empowerment 

for women in Africa and enhancement of ECA capacities (with 

regard to information and technology, staff  training, communica-

tion, and public awareness of programs through the mass media).

Membership. As of April 2006, the following 53 countries were 

members of ECA: Algeria, Angola, Benin, Botswana, Burkina 

Faso, Burundi, Cameroon, Cape Verde, Central African Repub-

lic, Chad, Comoros, Côte d’Ivoire, Democratic Republic of the 

Congo, Djibouti, Egypt, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Gabon, Gambia, Gha-

na, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Equatorial Guinea, Kenya, Lesotho, 

Liberia, Libya, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Mauritania, Mauritius, 

Morocco, Mozambique, Namibia, Niger, Nigeria, Republic of the 

Congo, Rwanda, São Tomé and Príncipe, Senegal, Seychelles, Sier-

ra Leone, Somalia, South Africa, Sudan, Swaziland, Togo, Tunisia, 

Uganda, United Republic of Tanzania, Zambia, and Zimbabwe.

Economic and Social Commission for Western Asia (ESCWA)

A regional economic commission for the Middle East was fi rst 

proposed in 1947–48. A commission that would include the Arab 

nations and Israel proved to be out of the question, however, and 

in 1963, the UN Economic and Social Offi  ce in Beirut (UNESOB) 

was set up. For 11 years, UNESOB assisted governments in eco-

nomic and social development and provided them with consul-

tants in such fi elds as community development, demography, in-

dustrial development planning, and statistics.

In 1972, Lebanon revived the issue of a regional commission for 

the area, and in August 1973, the Economic and Social Council 

established the Economic Commission for Western Asia to super-

sede UNESOB. In 1984, it was renamed the Economic and Social 

Commission for Western Asia (ESCWA) to refl ect the importance 

of the social aspect of its activities.

Th e commission began operations on 1 January 1974, with pro-

visional headquarters in Beirut. As defi ned by the resolution es-

tablishing the commission, its task is to initiate and participate in 

measures for facilitating concerted action for the economic recon-

struction and development of Western Asia, for raising the region’s 

level of economic activity, and for maintaining and strengthen-

ing the economic relations of countries of the region both among 

themselves and with other countries of the world.

ESCWA undertakes or sponsors studies of economic and social 

issues in the region, collects and disseminates information, and 

provides advisory services at the request of countries of the region 

on ESCWA’s fi elds of activities. Much of ESCWA’s work is carried 

out in cooperation with other UN bodies. Th e commission con-

ducts industrial studies for individual countries in conjunction 

with UNIDO. It cooperates with FAO in regional planning, food 

security, and management of agricultural resources. UNDP sup-

ports ESCWA’s work on household surveys in Western Asia and 

the Arab Planning Institute in Kuwait. Work is also undertaken 
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with UNFPA and UNIFEM in population and women’s programs, 

with ILO in statistical surveys on labor, with AGFUND in rural 

development, with UNCTAD in development planning and mari-

time transport training, with UNEP in integrating environmental 

aspects (particularly control of desertifi cation) into development 

programs, and with OIC in natural resources, industry, and trade 

issues.

Th e sessions of the commission (held every two years) are at-

tended by representatives of member states and bodies, UN bod-

ies and specialized agencies, regional and intergovernmental or-

ganizations, and other states attending as observers.

In 1992, the commission called for the establishment of an Arab 

and international interagency coordinating committee on envi-

ronment and development to promote the goals of the UN Con-

ference on Environment and Development’s (UNCED) Agenda 

21.

In May 1994, during the Commission’s seventeenth ministerial 

session in Amman, ESCWA member states voted to move the per-

manent headquarters to Beirut. Th e 8-story UN house was built in 

the Beirut Central District for this purpose.

ESCWA maintains close liaison with other UN organs and spe-

cialized agencies and with intergovernmental organizations in the 

region, such as the League of Arab States and the Arab Fund for 

Economic and Social Development.

In 1976, ESCWA decided to move its operations to Amman, 

Jordan, for one year because of the confl ict in Lebanon. Later the 

same year, it decided to accept the off er of the government of Iraq 

for Baghdad to be the site of its permanent headquarters. It moved 

to Baghdad in 1982, only to relocate to Amman during the Gulf 

War between Iraq and Kuwait in 1991. Th e permanent headquar-

ters were later moved back to Beirut in 1997. ESCWA had estab-

lished six working committees by the early 2000s; they were: sta-

tistical, social development, energy, water resources, transport, 

and liberalization of foreign trade and economic globalization.

Membership. As of April 2006, there were 13 members of ES-

CWA: Bahrain, Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Oman, Pal-

estine (Palestine Liberation Organization), Qatar, Saudi Arabia, 

Syria, United Arab Emirates, and Yemen.
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T E C H N I C A L  C O O P E R AT I O N 
P R O G R A M S

Th e International Development Strategy for the third UN Devel-

opment Decade called for a renewed emphasis on technical co-

operation and a signifi cant increase in the resources provided for 

this purpose. It recognized that technical cooperation contributes 

to the eff orts of developing countries to achieve self-reliance by 

facilitating and supporting investment, research, and training, 

among other things.

UN programs of technical cooperation may be grouped in three 

categories: (1) the UN regular program, fi nanced under the por-

tion of the UN regular budget set aside for technical coopera-

tion activities; (2) activities funded by the UN Development Pro-

gramme (UNDP); and (3) extrabudgetary activities fi nanced by 

contributions provided directly to the executing agencies by mul-

tilateral funding organizations within or outside the UN system, 

other than UNDP, and by contributions from governments and 

nongovernmental organizations.

To consolidate the responsibilities and resources within the 

UN Secretariat in support of technical cooperation activities, the 

UN General Assembly in March 1978 set up the Department of 

Technical Cooperation for Development (DTCD). In 1993, un-

der further restructuring of the United Nations, this became the 

Department for Development Support and Management Services 

(DDSMS).

DDSMS provided technical and managerial support and advi-

sory services to member states of the UN, relevant research, and 

parliamentary services to expert groups and intergovernmental 

bodies. It had a twofold mandate: (i) to act as an executing agency 

for programs and projects relating to institution-building and hu-

man resource development in areas such as development policies 

and planning, natural resources and energy planning, governance 

and public management, and fi nancial management and account-

ing; (ii) to act as a focal point for the provision of management 

services and implementation functions for technical cooperation.

In 1997 DDSMS was merged with the Department for Poli-

cy Coordination and Sustainable Development and the Depart-

ment for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis 

to form the Department of Economic and Social Aff airs (DESA). 

DESA provides policy analysis and facilitates international dia-

logue on development issues in the General Assembly, Economic 

and Social Council and the specialized inter-governmental bodies 

reporting to them. It also provides technical assistance to mem-

ber states at the national and sub-regional level. DESA’s staff  re-

searches and analyses a broad range of economic and social data 

and information on development issues and trends. It also advises 

and supports countries in implementing their development strat-

egies, with the aim being to help build national capacities as well 

as to strengthen economic and technical links among developing 

countries.

UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAMME (UNDP)
Since its earliest days, the UN system has been engaged in a grow-

ing eff ort that has two main thrusts. Th e fi rst, and most impor-

tant, is supporting the vigorous drive of the world’s developing 

countries to provide their own people with the essentials of a de-

cent life—including adequate nutrition, housing, employment, 

income, education, health care, consumer goods, and public ser-

vices. Th e second aim, which is closely related, is to help these 

countries increase their output of commodities, raw materials, 

and manufactured items, which the world increasingly needs, as 

well as to ensure them a fair return.

Th e United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) is the 

UN’s major arm—and the world’s largest channel—for interna-

tional technical cooperation for development provided on a grant 

basis. Working with the government of nearly every country—

and with more than 30 international agencies—UNDP supports 

the development eff orts of 166 countries and territories in Afri-

ca, Asia and the Pacifi c, Latin America and the Caribbean, the 

Arab states, and Europe and the Commonwealth of Independent 

States. Under the overall framework of “sustainable human devel-

opment,” the programs it supports focus primarily on building na-

tional capacities to eliminate poverty, protect and regenerate the 

environment, create employment, and empower women. Th e ulti-

mate goal is to improve the quality of human life.

Evolution of UNDP

Although UNDP came into formal existence only in January 1966, 

it really began 20 years earlier, for it grew out of two long-estab-

lished UN institutions.

In 1948, the UN General Assembly (GA) had decided to appro-

priate funds under its regular budget to enable the UN Secretary-

General to supply teams of experts, off er fellowships, and organize 

seminars to assist national development projects at the request of 

governments. About the same time, many of the specialized agen-

cies had begun to undertake similar projects. However, no sooner 

had the Regular Programs of Technical Assistance, as they were 

called, begun to operate than it became apparent that the money 

that could be spared from the regular budget would not meet de-

mand. In 1949, the General Assembly set up a separate account for 

voluntary contributions toward technical assistance and decided 

to make it a central account to fi nance the activities not only of 

the UN itself but also of the specialized agencies. Machinery was 

established for distributing fi nancial resources and coordinating 

projects, and the whole enterprise was called the Expanded Pro-

gramme of Technical Assistance (EPTA), to distinguish it from 

the UN’s technical assistance fi nanced under the regular budget. 

Th e venture proved remarkably successful. Ten years aft er it had 

begun operations, EPTA was fi nancing technical assistance in 

some 140 countries and territories. Between 1950 and 1960, the 
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number of governments contributing funds had grown from 54 to 

85, and the total annual contributions had risen from $10 million 

to $33.8 million.

In 1958, the General Assembly felt that it would be desirable 

to broaden the scope of UN technical assistance to include large-

scale preinvestment surveys and feasibility studies on major na-

tional development projects that would lay the groundwork for 

subsequent investment of capital. Th ese surveys and studies in-

volved a much greater fi nancial outlay than the kind of techni-

cal assistance then being undertaken, and the General Assembly 

decided to set up a new institution that would be run along lines 

similar to those of EPTA. Th us, the Special Fund was established 

to act as a multilateral channel for voluntary contributions to pre-

investment projects, and as a coordinating center for the work of 

the various UN agencies. Th e Special Fund began operations in 

1959; within three years, 86 governments had pledged over $110 

million.

In January 1964, the Secretary-General formally proposed 

to the Economic and Social Council that EPTA and the Special 

Fund be merged into a single enterprise. Th e advantages to be 

derived from the merger were a pooling of resources, a simplifi -

cation of procedures, improvement in overall planning, elimina-

tion of duplication, reduction in administrative costs, and a gen-

eral strengthening of UN development aid. By August 1964, the 

Council had adopted recommendations for the merger, but be-

cause of the stalemate at the 1964 General Assembly, no action 

could be taken until the following year. On 22 November 1965, 

the General Assembly unanimously voted to consolidate the two 

operations, eff ective 1 January 1966, as the United Nations Devel-

opment Programme.

Structure and Organization

Administrator and Executive Board. UNDP is headed by an ad-

ministrator, appointed by the UN Secretary-General and con-

fi rmed by the General Assembly, who is responsible to a 36-na-

tion Executive Board for all aspects of program operations. Th e 

board—representing every geographical region and both con-

tributor and program countries—reports to the General Assem-

bly through the Economic and Social Council. In addition to set-

ting overall policy guidelines, the Executive Board examines and 

approves the volume of assistance allocated to each country over 

successive fi ve-year cycles and must similarly approve all country 

programs. (Th e Executive Board began its work in 1994, replacing 

the 48-nation UNDP/UNFPA Governing Council, which had a 

similar composition and function. Th e Governing Council’s deci-

sion-making almost always took place by “consensus” rather than 

by recorded voting.)

Regional Bureaus. Regional bureaus, located at UN headquar-

ters, cover Africa, Asia and the Pacifi c, Latin America and the Ca-

ribbean, and the Arab states. Th ere is also a Division for Europe 

and the Commonwealth of Independent States. Th ese offi  ces serve 

as the administrator’s principal links with the program countries. 

Together with bureaus or divisions for strategic planning, program 

policy and evaluation, program development and support, and fi -

nance and administration, they furnish UNDP’s country-based 

Resident Representatives with day-to-day operational support.

Resident Representatives. Resident Representatives heading 

more than 140 program country offi  ces function as fi eld-level 

leaders of the UN development system. Th ey are responsible for 

seeing that UNDP-assisted country programs are carried out ef-

fectively and effi  ciently. Th ey act as chief liaison offi  cers between 

government planning authorities and the executing agencies, help 

blueprint all activities from formulation to follow-up, and are re-

sponsible for ensuring that personnel, equipment, and facilities 

are utilized to best advantage.

Resident Representatives and other staff  in UNDP’s country of-

fi ces also perform a variety of non-project-related development 

activities that make a signifi cant contribution to UNDP’s goals, 

and to the needs of its national partners. Th ese include engag-

ing in policy dialogue with national offi  cials and providing them 

with development planning advice; furnishing technical adviso-

ry and general problem-solving services, oft en at the request of 

concerned sectoral ministries; assisting in mobilizing investment 

from both internal and external sources, as well as with follow-up 

investment advice and services; acting as a focal point for govern-

ment needs in emergencies caused by natural or man-made di-

sasters; assisting in the formulation, management, and evaluation 

of UNDP country programs; and, upon request, participating in 

the coordination of external assistance from other sources and in 

the preparation of well-balanced, eff ective national development 

programs.

Training and other support is off ered on issues of special con-

cern: UNDP’s Division for Gender in Development helps to ensure 

that programs consider women’s needs and interests; the Division 

for Nongovernmental Organizations promotes increased partici-

pation of NGOs and community groups in development activities; 

the Environment and Natural Resources Group ensures that the 

environmental impact of all programs is weighed; the Short-Term 

Advisory Services program sends skilled advisers to provide top-

level technical and managerial advice in such sectors as agricul-

ture, transportation, and industry.

Functions and Guiding Principles

Th e nature of UNDP and its activities has changed over the years. 

In part, this has been in response to the evolving requirements 

and interests of the program countries. Th e changes also have re-

fl ected global concerns for particular development problems and 

issues.

In the early 1970s, UNDP had to demonstrate its ability to re-

place a basic structure, which had served it well in its formative 

stages, with a “second generation” mechanism designed to deter-

mine the nature of UNDP’s market with greater discrimination, 

and to deliver the required product with more effi  ciency. Th e cu-

mulative impact of a number of intensive inquiries into develop-

ment and development assistance—by the Pearson Commission, 

the UN Committee for Development Planning, Sir Robert Jack-

son’s study of the capacity of the UN development system, and by 

some of the major donor countries individually—helped to fash-

ion a new look for UNDP. Th e various studies agreed on needs 

for more deliberate matching of country requests for assistance 

with available resources; the introduction of forward and coordi-

nated planning and programming; more careful and appropriate 

project design; and greater quality, timeliness, and effi  ciency of 

implementation.

Th e consideration of these matters by the UNDP Governing 

Council in 1970 produced a consensus on the future of UNDP 
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that was endorsed by the General Assembly in the same year, 

translated into organizational and procedural changes in 1971, 

and brought substantially into eff ect during the next few years. 

Th e pivotal change was the introduction of “country program-

ming.” Th is involved the forward programming of UNDP assis-

tance at the country level for periods of up to fi ve years, identifi ca-

tion of the role UNDP inputs would play in specifi ed areas related 

to a country’s development objectives, and the phasing of these in-

puts. Country programming, together with a similar approach to 

regional, interregional, and global activities, is designed to achieve 

the most rational and effi  cient utilization of resources.

A necessary counterpart to the introduction of UNDP coun-

try programming was administrative reform. Th e most important 

change involved decentralization—a substantial shift  of power 

and responsibility for eff ective UNDP technical cooperation at all 

stages away from headquarters and into the program countries, 

where the UNDP Resident Representatives oft en play a lead role 

in UN development system activities within a country. Guidelines 

for the selection of these offi  cials imply that, fi rst and foremost, 

they should be eff ective managers, for it is they who cooperate di-

rectly with the governments to ensure the smooth functioning of 

development programs. In addition, they must intervene to help 

ensure more effi  cient implementation and more eff ective use of 

the results of project assistance. Upon request, they must be ready 

to play a vital part in the coordination of assistance from other 

sources with that provided by UNDP. In fact, under the restruc-

turing of the UN development system mandated by the General 

Assembly, most UNDP Resident Representatives also are desig-

nated by the UN Secretary-General as Resident Coordinators of 

all UN operational assistance for development.

In 1975, UNDP further revised its programming principles to 

include “new dimensions” in technical cooperation, designed pri-

marily to foster greater self-suffi  ciency among developing coun-

tries by relying more heavily on their own skills and expertise for 

development activities. Accordingly, UNDP redefi ned its role in 

technical cooperation to stress results achieved, rather than inputs 

required from the industrialized nations.

Seen from this perspective, the purpose of technical coopera-

tion is to promote increasing autonomy with regard to the mana-

gerial, technical, administrative, and research capabilities required 

to formulate and implement development plans in the light of op-

tions available.

In the 1990s, UNDP made other changes that had a substantial 

impact on its programming, as well as on development thinking 

in general. In 1990 the Governing Council directed UNDP to fo-

cus its activities on six themes: poverty eradication and grass roots 

participation; environment and natural resources management; 

technical cooperation among developing countries (TCDC); 

management development; transfer and adaptation of technology; 

and women in development. UNDP has also adopted a “program 

approach,” whereby funding is provided for comprehensive pro-

grams with integrated components rather than distinct, separate 

projects. Th is enables UNDP to deliver assistance that is more fo-

cused and has greater impact and sustainability.

Another change has been UNDP’s promotion of “human de-

velopment,” which puts people at the center of development, en-

larging their choices and creating opportunities through which 

they can realize their potential and express their creativity. Hu-

man development does not measure a country’s progress solely 

by its Gross National Product, but takes into account such fac-

tors as its people’s access to health services, level of education, and 

purchasing power. Since 1990 UNDP has stimulated debate about 

this concept through the publication of an annual Human Devel-

opment Report, written by an independent team of development 

specialists and published by Oxford University Press. Since then, 

a growing number of countries have received UNDP assistance 

in incorporating human development concerns into planning and 

the allocation of budgets.

Linking human development with its traditional emphasis on 

building self-reliance, UNDP has now embraced the concept of 

“sustainable human development” as the guiding principle un-

derlying all its work. As defi ned by UNDP’s administrator, James 

Gustave Speth, who took offi  ce in July 1993:

“Sustainable human development is development that 

not only generates economic growth but distributes its 

benefi ts equitably; that regenerates the environment rather 

than destroying it; that empowers people rather than 

marginalizing them. It gives priority to the poor, enlarging 

their choices and opportunities and providing for their 

participation in decisions aff ecting them. It is development 

that is pro-poor, pro-nature, pro-jobs and pro-women. In 

sum, sustainable human development stresses growth, but 

growth with employment, environment, empowerment 

and equity.”

Within this framework, UNDP identifi ed three priority goals: 

(1) strengthening international cooperation for sustainable hu-

man development and serving as a substantive resource on how 

to achieve it; (2) building developing countries’ capacities for 

sustainable human development; and (3) helping the United Na-

tions become a powerful, unifi ed force for sustainable human 

development.

With the creation of the Millennium Development Goals 

(MDGs) in 2000, the UNDP allows itself to be guided by the UN 

Core Strategy on MDGs and focuses on: 

• Campaigning and mobilization: Supporting advocacy for the 

MDGs and working with partners to mobilize the commit-

ments and capabilities of broad segments of society to build 

awareness on the MDGs; 

• Analysis: Researching and sharing best strategies for meet-

ing the MDGs in terms of innovative practices, policy and 

institutional reforms, means of policy implementation, and 

evaluation of fi nancing options; 

• Monitoring: Helping countries report advancement towards 

the MDGs and track progress; 

• Operational activities: Goal-driven assistance to support gov-

ernments to tailor MDGs to local circumstances and chal-

lenges; address key constraints to progress on the MDGs.

From its inception, UNDP has been called upon to make its 

assistance available to all countries where it can be eff ective in 

helping to meet priority needs, provided that those countries are 

members of the UN or one of its affi  liated agencies. Th is broad 

frame of reference is essential for protecting two of UNDP’s most 
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valuable assets—its universality and its large measure of freedom 

from political problems and pressures.

Planning and Programming

In the planning and programming of UNDP assistance, the largest 

role is played by the developing countries themselves. Th e process 

involves three basic steps.

First, an estimate is made of the core fi nancial resources expect-

ed to be available to UNDP over a fi ve-year period. Th is estimate 

is then divided up into Indicative Planning Figures (IPFs) for each 

country assisted, and for regional, interregional, and global pro-

grams. Th e IPFs are approved, and adjusted from time to time, by 

UNDP’s Executive Board.

Second, with its IPF as a guide, each government draws up a 

“country program,” outlining its priorities for UNDP assistance 

and allocating its share of UNDP resources among those priori-

ties. Country program formulation—in which the UNDP’s Resi-

dent Representative and locally based offi  cials of other UN agen-

cies usually participate—takes a number of factors into account. 

Among these are a country’s overall development plans, the do-

mestic resources that it can call upon for carrying out those plans, 

and the assistance expected from external sources other than 

UNDP. Each country program is then submitted to the Executive 

Board for approval.

Th e third step involves preparation of individual project re-

quests—again usually in consultation with advisers from the UN 

system. Th ese requests delineate each project’s main objectives, its 

duration, its cost, and the respective responsibilities of the govern-

ment and the UN system.

Allocation of Funds

UNDP IPFs for 1972–76, the fi rst programming cycle, were large-

ly determined by applying the same percentage of total UNDP re-

sources actually committed to each country from 1967 through 

1971 to the total of projected UNDP resources for the years 1972 

through 1976.

Completely new criteria were established by the Govern-

ing Council for the 1977–81 “second cycle.” Of the country pro-

gramming resources expected to be available during those years, 

92.5% was allocated largely on the basis of a formula involving 

each country’s population and its per capita gross national prod-

uct (GNP)—with this second factor being given somewhat greater 

weight in calculating each country’s allocation.

Under the new criteria, about 13% of total resources was devot-

ed to regional programs aimed at fostering development coopera-

tion among neighboring countries or at achieving economies by 

making expertise available to several governments from a single 

regional base. Th ere was also a separate IPF for global and interre-

gional programs, such as “breakthrough” research on high-yield-

ing strains of staple food grains.

On an overall basis, during the third cycle (1982–86), countries 

with per capita GNPs of $500 a year or less received 80% of total 

UNDP funding, as compared with 52% in the 1977–81 period and 

40% in the 1971–76 period.

In 1985, the Governing Council decided that for the fourth pro-

gramming cycle (1987–91), countries with 1983 per capita GNPs 

of $750 or less a year were to receive 80% of IPF resources, refl ect-

ing UNDP’s emphasis on assisting the poorer countries.

In the fi ft h programming cycle (1992–96) countries with year-

ly per capita GNPs of $750 or less received 87% of national IPF 

resources.

For the period 2001–03, 12% of IPF resources went to 74 mid-

dle-income countries, and 88% of IPF resources were distributed 

to 70 low-income countries, with yearly per capita GNPs of $900 

or less.

Implementation in the Field

UNDP is primarily a funding, programming, monitoring, and co-

ordinating organization. Over the years, the bulk of the fi eld work 

it has supported has been carried out by UN agencies and regional 

commissions, and by regional development banks and funds. In-

creasingly, UNDP is also calling upon national institutions and 

nongovernmental organizations for project execution.

Th e executing agencies, as they are called, perform three major 

functions. Th ey serve as “data banks” of development knowledge 

and techniques in their respective specialties. Th ey help govern-

ments plan the individual sectors in their country programs for 

UNDP assistance. As a rule, they recruit the international experts, 

purchase the equipment, and procure the specialized contract ser-

vices needed for project execution.

Th e choice of a particular agency to implement any given proj-

ect is made by UNDP in consultation with the government of the 

developing country. Th ough a single agency is always in charge of 

a particular project, oft en two or more collaborate in providing 

the services required.

Th rough its Offi  ce for Project Services, UNDP directly imple-

ments those activities that are not carried out by other executing 

agencies, providing a full range of management services, includ-

ing procurement and fi nance.

Th e progress of fi eld work is monitored through periodic re-

views, involving UNDP country offi  ce staff s, government offi  cials, 

and experts of the executing agencies. A modern computer-based 

management information system provides a continuous fl ow of 

operational data from the fi eld. When required, special missions 

are sent to program countries to evaluate project work.

Systematic eff orts are made to stimulate follow-up investments 

on surveys, feasibility studies, and other appropriate projects. 

Th ese activities—which oft en begin at very early stages of project 

implementation—involve cooperation with all likely and accept-

able sources of development fi nance—internal and external, pub-

lic and private.

In a larger sense, however, most projects have a “built-in” fol-

low-up component because they are deliberately planned to cre-

ate permanent institutions or facilities that will be taken over by 

national personnel. Th us, many projects—particularly in training, 

applied research, and development planning—not only contin-

ue, but also signifi cantly expand their work aft er UNDP support 

ends.

Typically, some 5,000 projects, ranging from two to fi ve years in 

duration, have been under way in any given year. Since 1993, how-

ever, UNDP has been making a deliberate attempt to sharpen its 

focus. It became more selective in what it would fi nance, concen-

trating in particular on capacity-building initiatives that gave pri-

ority to the poor, to creating employment, to advancing women, 

and to regenerating the environment.
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Financing and Expenditures

UNDP is fi nanced in several ways. First, the developing countries 

themselves pay a large share of the costs of their UNDP-assisted 

projects. Th eir funds are used for the salaries of local personnel, 

construction and maintenance of project buildings and facilities, 

and the purchase of locally available supplies and services. Sec-

ond, almost every member of the UN and its associated agencies 

makes a yearly voluntary contribution to UNDP’s core resources. 

Th ird, cost-sharing contributions make up a growing portion of 

UNDP’s income. Th ese are resources provided in convertible cur-

rency by program country governments, or by another country or 

organization to share in the costs of particular programs. In 1994 

it became clear that the biennial budget would have to be reduced 

further to keep administrative costs in line with declining core 

program resources. Between 1992 and 1995 us53.6 million was 

cut from the administrative budget, primarily through a 26% staff  

reduction at headquarters and 8% at the country level. Between 

1992 and 1997, UNDP reduced its administrative budget by 19% 

in real terms and decreased total regular staff  by nearly 15%. Reg-

ular staffi  ng at headquarters was decreased by 31%. As of the late 

1990s, a zero-growth budget policy was in eff ect and resources 

were being deployed from headquarters to the country offi  ces.

In 2004, the UNDP’s total income for the year was approximate-

ly $4 billion. At $842 million, regular resources exceeded the $800 

million interim target set for the year in the 2004–07 Multi-Year 

Funding Framework (MYFF). Th is marked the fi rst time since 

1997 that regular resources surpassed this level. Other (non-core) 

contributions to UNDP also rose signifi cantly in 2004, from al-

most all sources. Donor co-fi nancing topped $1.5 billion in 2004, 

resulting in a total of $2.4 billion in income from donors. Local 

resources, channeled through UNDP by program country gov-

ernments in support of their own development programs, totaled 

close to $1.4 billion. Preliminary fi gures for local resources from 

the top ten program countries in 2004 were: Argentina, Brazil, 

Honduras, Panama, Guatemala, Peru, Bulgaria, Egypt, Paraguay, 

and El Salvador.

Associated Programs

Th e UNDP administrator also is responsible for several associated 

funds and programs:

United Nations Capital Development Fund provides limit-

ed amounts of “seed fi nancing” for such social infrastructure as 

low cost housing, water supply systems, rural schools, and hos-

pitals; and for such “grass roots” productive facilities as agricul-

tural workshops, cottage industry centers, cooperatives, and credit 

programs.

United Nations Drylands Development Center (formerly the UN 

Sudano-Sahelian Offi  ce) was created in 1973 in response to the se-

vere eff ects of recurrent droughts in the Sahel, and became widely 

known by its acronym, UNSO. For many years, UNSO delivered a 

range of drought relief and development services in the Sahel un-

der the management of UNDP. In 1995, UNSO took on a global 

mandate and began to branch out from sub-Saharan Africa to all 

parts of the world aff ected by desertifi cation and drought. At that 

time it changed its name to UNDP’s Offi  ce to Combat Desertifi ca-

tion and Drought, but retained the acronym UNSO. Since 1995, 

UNSO (now the Drylands Development Center) has supported 

29 countries in Africa, 22 in Asia and 19 in Latin America and the 

Caribbean to develop national and sub-regional action plans to 

combat desertifi cation and mitigate the eff ects of drought.

United Nations Development Fund for Women provides direct 

assistance to innovative and potentially replicable projects involv-

ing women, including those to reduce workload and increase in-

come; helps to raise women’s status in society; and works to en-

sure their involvement in mainstream development activities. (see 

UNIFEM).

United Nations Volunteers program, established by the Gener-

al Assembly in 1971, is administered by UNDP from its Geneva, 

Switzerland, offi  ce. Volunteers from more than 100 professions 

serve in both UNDP and UN-assisted projects, as well as in de-

velopment programs carried out directly by host governments. 

Recruited globally, they are sent to a country only at the request, 

and with the approval, of the host government. Volunteers serve 

for two years and receive a monthly allowance to cover necessi-

ties. Th e average age of UNV specialists is 39, with an average of 

10 years’ experience in their fi eld of specialization. Th e actual age 

ranges from the mid-20s to the 60s and 70s, as retirees are wel-

comed for their experience. In the fi rst 35 years of the UNV’s ex-

istence, more than 30,000 specialists had completed thousands of 

assignments.

Th e skills most in demand for UNV specialists are: agricul-

ture, agronomy, animal husbandry, appropriate technology, au-

diovisual arts, business management, cartography, community 

development, computer programming, construction trades, data 

processing, demography, development administration, disaster 

preparedness, economics, education, electronics, employment for 

the disabled, engineering, environment, export promotion, fi sh-

eries, forestry, handicraft s, HIV/AIDS prevention, home econom-

ics, horticulture, logistics, marketing/trade promotion, medicine, 

nursing/midwifery, printing/bookbinding, public administration, 

public health, social work, statistics, teacher training, teaching 

English language, teaching math/science, technical trades/skills, 

urban/regional planning, vehicle/fl eet maintenance, veterinary 

science, vocational training, women in development, and youth 

work.
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Major contributors to UNDP’s core resources in 2004
(In millions of US$)

COUNTRY VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTION

United States $98.71
Norway 97.77
Netherlands 93.74
Japan 86.77
Sweden 85.19
United Kingdom 72.31
Denmark 60.28
Canada 47.88
Switzerland 41.27
Germany 33.25
France 20.06
Italy 18.27
Finland 17.15
Belgium 15.87
Ireland 15.79
Spain 8.15
Austria 5.48
Australia 5.03
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In 2004, some 7,300 and women of 166 nationalities were serv-

ing in 140 developing countries as volunteer specialists and fi eld 

workers. UNV professionals work alongside their host country 

peers in four main areas: technical cooperation; community-based 

initiatives for self-reliance; humanitarian relief and rehabilitation; 

and support to electoral and peace-building processes.

UN CONFERENCE ON TRADE AND 
DEVELOPMENT (UNCTAD)
Th e fi rst UN Conference on Trade and Development, which met 

in Geneva in the spring of 1964, recommended the establishment 

of a permanent UN body to deal with trade in relation to devel-

opment. Th e General Assembly, noting that international trade 

was an important instrument for economic development and that 

there was a widespread desire among developing countries for a 

comprehensive trade organization, decided to establish UNCTAD 

as one of its permanent organs in December 1964.

Th e main purpose of UNCTAD is to promote international 

trade, particularly that of developing countries, with a view to ac-

celerating economic development. UNCTAD is one of the prin-

cipal instruments of the General Assembly for deliberation and 

negotiation in respect to international trade and international 

economic cooperation. It formulates principles and policies on 

international trade, initiates action for the adoption of multilat-

eral trade agreements, and acts as a center for harmonizing trade 

and development policies of governments and regional econom-

ic groups. Th e 1992 conference reaffi  rmed UNCTAD’s functions 

to be policy analysis, intergovernmental deliberation, consensus 

building, negotiation of international agreements, monitoring, 

implementation, follow-up, and technical cooperation.

UNCTAD has 192 member states and has granted observ-

er status to a number of organizations. Th ere have been 11 ses-

sions of UNCTAD at approximately four-year intervals: Geneva 

(1964); New Delhi (1968); Santiago (1972); Nairobi (1976); Ma-

nila (1979); Belgrade (1983); Geneva (1987); Cartagena de Indias, 

Colombia (1992); Midrand, South Africa (1996); Bangkok, Th ai-

land (2000); and São Paulo, Brazil (2004).

At the ninth session of UNCTAD, in May 1996, UNCTAD’s new 

mandate sought to deal with:

• the interests of developing countries;

• competition and its relation to the law and the environment 

in developing countries;

• support for small and medium-sized enterprises;

• and to consolidate the Trade Point Network.

Th e outcome of the ninth session was a comprehensive agree-

ment by the member governments of UNCTAD on the treatment 

of development and a concrete program of work, to be imple-

mented by UNCTAD before the next general session in 2000.

In his closing statement of UNCTAD-X, Secretary-General Ru-

bens Ricupero concluded that to date global integration had af-

fected only a dozen developing countries. He called for “real rec-

iprocity,” a new international order that would remove massive 

barriers to trade in agriculture, textiles and clothing; give develop-

ing countries recognition for their eff orts in promoting economic 

solidarity—to “strengthen the move towards positive economic 

integration”; and transform existing international economic insti-

tutions so that they can “bridge the interests of both developed 

and developing countries.”

UNCTAD´s eleventh session ended with the adoption of the 

São Paulo Consensus, which once again placed UNCTAD at the 

center of the trade and development debate. Th e offi  cial confer-

ence theme was “Enhancing coherence between national develop-

ment strategies and global economic processes towards economic 

growth and development, particularly of developing countries.” 

Th is focus on coherence was examined from the following four 

angles, each one corresponding to a subtheme: development strat-

egies in a globalizing world economy; building productive capac-

ity and international competitiveness; assuring development gains 

from the international trading system and trade negotiations; and 

partnership for development.

Structure

Th e continuing work of the organization is carried out between 

sessions by the Trade and Development Board (TDB), UNCTAD’s 

executive body, established by the General Assembly. Th e TDB 

implements conference decisions and initiates studies and reports 

on trade and related development problems. Th e TDB reports an-

nually to the General Assembly through the Economic and Social 

Council. It also serves as the preparatory body for sessions of the 

conference.

Th e Trade and Development Board has several standing com-

mittees that review trends and make recommendations in specif-

ic areas, including the Commission on Trade in Goods, Services, 

and Commodities; the Commission on Investment, Technology 

and Related Financial Issues; and the Commission on Enterprise, 

Business Facilitation and Development.

Secretariat

Th e UNCTAD secretariat is located at Geneva. It provides service 

to the conference, the TDB, and its subsidiary bodies. Th e Secre-

tary-General of UNCTAD is appointed by the Secretary-General 

of the UN and confi rmed by the General Assembly.

In May 1993 the UN General Assembly assigned the UNCTAD 

secretariat responsibility for servicing two subsidiary bodies of 

the Economic and Social Council: the Commission on Transna-

tional Corporations and the Commission on Science and Tech-

nology for Development (see the section on “Economic and Social 

Development”).

Th e UNCTAD secretariat also provided technical assistance to 

developing countries in connection with the Uruguay Round of 

multilateral trade negotiations which took place under the aus-

pices of the General Agreement on Tariff s and Trade (GATT). It 

continues to provide such services for Doha Round of trade ne-

gotiations in connection with the World Trade Organization, the 

successor body to GATT.

Export Promotion and Marketing

Export promotion and marketing are the responsibility of the 

International Trade Center in Geneva, which is operated jointly 

by UNCTAD and GATT. Th e center focuses attention on export 

market opportunities and helps developing countries to train per-

sonnel in marketing and export-promotion techniques and to set 
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up the institutions and programs necessary to build up modern 

export-promotion services.

Commodities

In 1980, the Agreement Establishing the Common Fund for Com-

modities was adopted by the UN Negotiating Conference on a 

Common Fund. International agreements also have been con-

cluded for nine commodities—cocoa, coff ee, tin, olive oil, sugar, 

natural rubber, wheat, jute and jute products, and tropical tim-

bers. Th e fund came into operation in September 1989.

At its 1976 session in Nairobi, UNCTAD adopted an Integrated 

Program for Commodities aimed at setting prices for the primary 

commodities of developing countries that would take into account 

world infl ation, monetary changes, and the cost of manufactured 

imports. As part of the program, the Nairobi session agreed that 

steps would be taken to negotiate a common fund for the fi nanc-

ing of buff er stocks that would be held or sold as conditions re-

quired, thus helping to end the wide fl uctuation in commodity 

prices that has plagued developing countries dependent on these 

products as exports.

Th e eighth session of UNCTAD in 1992 recognized the need 

to formulate an eff ective international commodity policy for the 

1990s. Commodity markets remained extremely depressed and 

most of the commodity agreements achieved by UNCTAD in 

the 1980s had lapsed. In 1993 UNCTAD began to develop a mi-

cro-computer-based commodity analysis and information system 

(MICAS), which provides comprehensive, up-to-date information 

on all aspects of commodity use, production, trade, and consump-

tion. Th e system assists developing countries in managing their 

economies and competing more eff ectively in world markets.

Preferential Tariff s for Developing Countries

UNCTAD adopted the General System of Preferences (GSP) in 

1968, giving preferential tariff  treatment in developed countries to 

manufactured goods exported by developing countries. By 1999, 

operating programs gave preferential treatment to more than 

us70 billion worth of exports a year from more than 100 de-

veloping countries. However, the conference recognized that the 

more advanced developing countries benefi ted most from the sys-

tem, and in 1992 eff orts were undertaken to include more agricul-

tural products and some “sensitive” industrial products. Th ere are 

currently 13 national GSP schemes notifi ed to the UNCTAD sec-

retariat. Th e following countries grant GSP preferences: Australia, 

Belarus, Bulgaria, Canada, Estonia, the European Union, Japan, 

New Zealand, Norway, the Russian Federation, Switzerland, Tur-

key and the United States.

Shipping

UNCTAD initiated the development of the 1978 UN Convention 

on the Carriage of Goods by Sea (called the Hamburg Rules). By 

July 1993, the Hamburg Rules had received 21 ratifi cations and 

entered into force on 1 November 1993.

Th e Convention on a Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences (1974) 

provides for the national shipping lines of developing countries 

to participate on an equal basis with the shipping lines of devel-

oped countries. Th is convention became eff ective in 1983. In 1991 

the conference reviewed this convention and adopted guidelines 

towards its more eff ective implementation. Technical and struc-

tural changes in liner shipping since 1974 were taken into ac-

count. By November 2005 there were 80 contracting parties to the 

convention.

Th e UN Convention on International Multimodal Transport of 

Goods (1980) establishes a single liability organizational struc-

ture for the international carriage of given consignments of goods 

entailing use of more than one mode of transport. By November 

2005 it had received 11 ratifi cations (entry into force requires 30 

contracting parties). As of that date, the convention was not yet 

in force.

Th e UN Convention on Conditions for Registration of Ships 

(1986) introduces new standards of responsibility and account-

ability for the world shipping industry and defi nes the elements 

of the genuine link that should exist between a ship and the state 

whose fl ag it fl ies. By November 2005, 14 ratifi cations had been 

received (entry into force requires 40 contracting parties account-

ing for 25% of the world’s tonnage). As of 2006, the convention 

was not yet in force.

Th e UN International Convention on Maritime Liens and Mort-

gages (1993) entered into force in September 2004. As of July 2005, 

there were 11 contracting parties to the convention. Th e conven-

tion was designed to address the need to improve conditions for 

ship fi nancing and the development of national merchant fl eets, 

recognizing the desirability of international uniformity in the fi eld 

of maritime liens and mortgages.

Th e UN International Convention on the Arrest of Ships (1999) 

aims to regulate the circumstances under which ships may be ar-

rested or released from arrest. It covers issues such as claims for 

which a ship may be arrested, ships that can be subject to arrest, 

release from arrest, right of rearrest and multiple arrests, liability 

for wrongful arrest and jurisdiction on merits of the case. As of 

July 2005, the convention was not yet in force: entry into force re-

quires 10 contracting parties, and as of 2005 there were seven.

UNCTAD also provides technical cooperation and specialized 

training projects fi nanced in part by UNDP. Training courses cov-

er multimodal transport, improving port performance, and the 

use of the Advance Cargo Information System (ACIS) to enable 

shipping lines and railway companies to track the movement of 

cargo.

Other Multilateral Agreements and Conventions

Th e Set of Multilaterally Agreed Equitable Principles and Rules for 

the Control of Restrictive Business Practices (1980) establishes in-

ternational means for the control of restrictive business practices, 

including those of transnational corporations, adversely aff ecting 

international trade, in particular the trade and economic develop-

ment of developing countries.

Negotiations were begun in 1978 on an International Code of 

Conduct on the Transfer of Technology. Th e provisions of the pro-

posed code fall into two broad groups: those concerning the regu-

lation of the transfer of technology transactions and of the con-

duct of parties to them, and those relating to steps to be taken 

by governments to meet their commitments to the code. In 1991 

consultations were held on setting up an intergovernmental group 

of experts to prepare ground for the resumption of negotiations 

on the code of conduct.

As a result of these consultations, the Trade and Development 

Board acknowledged that it was impossible at that time to ob-

tain consensus on the outstanding issues for a draft  code of con-
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duct. In 1993 the Trade and Development Board established an 

Ad Hoc Working Group on Interrelationship between Investment 

and Technology Transfer to examine and encourage new initia-

tives on investment and technology policies that would facilitate 

technology transfer. Th is group adopted a work program aimed 

at examining issues of investment fl ows, transfer of technology 

and competitiveness, technological capacity-building in develop-

ing countries, and transfer and development of environmentally 

sound technologies. In light of the ongoing work of this group, 

the Secretary-General of UNCTAD recommended to the General 

Assembly in 1993 that further consultations on the code of con-

duct take place aft er the completion of the activities of the Ad Hoc 

Working Group.

UNCTAD also elaborated the Modes Clauses on Marine Hull 

and Cargo Insurance, which assists the insurance markets in de-

veloping countries to produce their own insurance policy clauses 

and conditions. UNCTAD also has prepared minimum standards 

for shipping agents that serve as guidelines for national authorities 

and professional associations establishing standards.

Debt Relief

In the area of money and fi nance, UNCTAD devotes particular at-

tention to the debt problems of developing countries and has ne-

gotiated measures of debt relief for the poorer among those coun-

tries, as well as a set of agreed guidelines for dealing with future 

debt problems. At its 1987 session in Geneva, UNCTAD recom-

mended a number of policy approaches and measures to deal with 

debt problems, resources for development, and related monetary 

issues; commodities; international trade; and the problems of the 

least developed countries—all aimed at revitalizing development, 

growth, and international trade in a more predictable and sup-

portive environment through multilateral cooperation.

UNCTAD and the World Bank developed a joint program to 

extend technical cooperation to developing countries in the fi eld 

of debt management. UNCTAD is responsible for the soft ware 

component of the project. Th e assistance is based on the devel-

opment and distribution of the Debt Management and Financial 

Analysis System (DMFAS), soft ware designed to enable debtor 

countries to analyze data, make projections, and plan strategies 

for debt repayment. UNCTAD trains operators to use the soft -

ware. It also provides training for senior offi  cials in raising their 

awareness of institutional reforms that might be necessary for ef-

fective debt management.

Least Developed Countries (LDCs)

In 2004 50 countries were classifi ed as least developed countries 

(LDCs). UNCTAD has taken a lead role in mobilizing support for 

LDCs by organizing three UN conferences on LDCs. Th e fi rst, 

held in Paris in 1980, adopted the Substantial New Program of 

Action (SNPA), which defi ned measures to be taken by LDCs to 

promote their own development. Th e second, also held in Paris, 

in 1990, reviewed the implementation of the SNPA and strength-

ened the program. Th e third conference held in Brussels in 2001 

focused on the eradication of poverty (see below).

UNCTAD has given political impetus to the setting of offi  cial 

development assistance at 0.7% of the GNP of donor countries. It 

also has recommended improvement of International Monetary 

Fund’s compensatory fi nancing facility for export earnings short-

falls of developing countries and the creation of special drawing 

rights for LDCs.

Th e eighth session of UNCTAD in 1992 requested that detailed 

analyses be made of the socioeconomic situations and domestic 

policies of the LDCs, their resource needs, and external factors 

aff ecting their economies. Th e ninth session of UNCTAD in 1996 

adopted the Midrand Declaration, which called for greater part-

nership between developed, developing, and the least developed 

countries.

From 14–20 May 2001, the UN held the Th ird United Nations 

Conference on the Least Developed Countries—LDC III. Th e 

eradication of poverty was the main agenda on the program. In 

2002, UNCTAD released a report on poverty in LDCs, “Escaping 

the Poverty Trap,” which was the fi rst international comparative 

analysis of poverty in the LDCs. It is based on a new set of poverty 

estimates, which enable empirically based analysis of the relation-

ship between poverty, development and globalization.

Trade in the 21st Century

Th e 1992 conference identifi ed four priority areas to be analyzed.

1. New International Partnership for Development. To assist devel-

oping countries and countries in transition to market econo-

mies increase their participation in the world economy.

2. Global Interdependence. Emphasis to be placed on the inter-

national implications of macroeconomic policies, the evolu-

tion of international trading, monetary and fi nancial systems, 

eff ective management at the international level, and the con-

sequences of enlarged economic spaces and regional integra-

tion processes.

3. Paths to Development. Th e conference called for studies of na-

tional development experiences with a view to deriving use-

ful lessons to inform future action. Th e studies would include 

consideration of general economic management and the re-

lationships between economic progress and market orienta-

tion.

4. Sustainable Development. Th e interaction between trade and 

environmental policies was to be considered. Th e promotion 

and implementation of environmentally sound technologies 

as elaborated at the UN Conference on Environment and De-

velopment in 1992 were stressed.

Th e 1992 conference also discussed trade effi  ciency and the use 

of electronic data interchange to reduce the cost of transactions. In 

July 1995, UNCTAD organized a World Symposium on Trade Ef-

fi ciency in Columbus, Ohio. Th e symposium was subtitled “New 

Technologies for Effi  cient Global Trade; UNCTAD’s Tradepoint 

Network.” Th e symposium united trade ministers, chief execu-

tives, and senior offi  cials in focusing on new technologies in the 

fi elds of banking, insurance, transportation, telecommunications, 

and information for trade. Th e promotion of international stan-

dards for electronic commerce was a key component of the sym-

posium. Th e symposium also launched a worldwide process of 

alleviating technical and procedural barriers that prevent poorer 

countries from fully participating in world trade. UNCTAD is de-

veloping a Trade Point Network of 100 operational trading points 

to facilitate this process. At the end of 1999, 114 countries were 

participating in UNCTAD’s Trade Point Program.
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In November 2002, UNCTAD handed over its Trade Point Pro-

gram to the program’s benefi ciaries, represented by the World 

Trade Point Federation (WTPF). Th e WTPF was established in 

November 2000, with its objectives being to open international 

markets to new participants and to make them more competitive 

by giving them access to the most advanced e-commerce tech-

nologies and information networks. Th e WTPF aims to develop 

the Trade Point network in close cooperation with member states 

while adhering to its developmental goals and assistance to weak-

er players in international trade.

WORLD FOOD PROGRAM (WFP)
Th e World Food Program, which the UN sponsors jointly with 

the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), began operations 

in 1963. It has since grown from a small experimental program to 

become the largest multilateral food distributor in the world. In 

2004, approximately 113 million people in 80 countries received 

direct assistance through WFP emergency operations and devel-

opment projects.

Between 1946 and 1960, several attempts were made to estab-

lish an international body to regulate international trade and to 

deal with surpluses produced by food exporting countries. None 

of these attempts were successful, mainly because some countries 

objected to interference in their trade relations. In 1955, a study 

called, “Uses of Agricultural Surpluses to Finance Economic De-

velopment in Under-developed Countries,” provided the break-

through. Th e report posited that agricultural surpluses could fi -

nance additional investment in developing countries without 

competing with the sales of domestic products or with imports 

from other countries.

At the 1961 FAO Conference, George McGovern, the head of 

the US delegation, formally proposed establishing a multilateral 

program with a fund of us100 million in commodities and cash, 

to which the United States was willing to contribute us40 mil-

lion. Th is initiative led the FAO and the UN to establish the World 

Food Program on a three-year experimental basis (January 1963 

to December 1965).

WFP uses food commodities, cash, and services contributed by 

UN member states to back programs of social and economic de-

velopment, as well as for emergency relief. At the request of gov-

ernments, WFP provides food aid for development projects to in-

crease agricultural production, rehabilitate roads and other vital 

infrastructure, protect the environment and improve health and 

education. WFP food assistance also provides basic sustenance 

for refugees and other victims of disasters. Th e aim of the WFP 

is to apply food aid in ways that will eventually make the recipi-

ents self-suffi  cient in obtaining or producing food. Th e success of 

the program’s work should ultimately be judged by the number of 

people who, over time, are able to feed themselves.

In the fi rst three decades of its existence, the program invested 

approximately us14 billion (43 million tons of food aid) to com-

bat hunger and to promote economic and social development in 

the developing world. More than 1,600 development projects and 

1,200 emergency operations were assisted by the WFP during that 

period. However, in the mid-1990s, emergency operations domi-

nated the WFP’s work. In 2001 alone, WFP delivered 2.7 million 

metric tons of emergency food aid to nearly 77 million people in 

82 countries.

WFP supplies for development purposes are used in a variety of 

ways. Early projects included a land-settlement project in Bolivia, 

the development of nomadic sheep husbandry in Syria, resettling 

nomads in Egypt, land reclamation and development in Morocco, 

and land settlement in Tanzania. Other projects contributed di-

rectly to the development of human resources by providing food 

for school children, expectant and nursing mothers, hospital pa-

tients, and adults attending education centers.

Th e program gave special attention to creating employment 

and income through food-for-work programs. In Bangladesh, a 

vulnerable-group development project, begun in 1975, continues 

to provide training in health, literacy, and income-generation for 

women. Similar projects were started in Bolivia and Mexico, while 

major land-development programs commenced in Egypt, Sudan, 

Korea, and China. Th e largest single dairy project ever undertak-

en, “Operation Flood,” in India increased milk production by 50% 

and benefi ted 30 million people.

Early in its operations, recipient governments had a major 

problem in covering the non-food costs of a project, including 

transport storage and other expenses. Th e early success of the pro-

gram (28 formal requests for aid in May 1963 rose to 193 requests 

by November 1964) led donor countries to increase their contri-

butions to cover these costs. Indeed, the WFP’s ability to quickly 

transport large quantities of food, at short notice, to remote areas 

of the world, is one of its most important areas of expertise.

In 1973 a worldwide food shortage created a serious lack of re-

sources, and the WFP governing body was unable to approve any 

new projects that year. Th e number of existing recipients and the 

size of their rations also were cut. Despite these measures there 

was a shortfall of 160,000 tons of commodities. A concerted eff ort 

was made to fi nd new funds, and in 1974 King Faisal of Saudi Ara-

bia off ered us50 million, the largest cash donation ever made. 

Th is marked a turning point because the donation came from a 

nonindustrial developing country that was, and still is, a net im-

porter of food commodities. It also marked an important change 

in the nature of donations, away from the idea of surplus disposal 

and toward a wider sharing of responsibility for those in need.

In 1975 the UN General Assembly established the International 

Emergency Food Reserve (IEFR), to be placed at the disposal of 

WFP. Th is reserve, which receives contributions from all govern-

ments, has a minimum annual target of 500,000 tons, enabling 

WFP to quickly respond to emergency situations.

In 1988 donor commitments for development activities reached 

a high point of us778 million, which represented two-thirds of 

WFP resources. By 1993 this trend had reversed and emergency 

situations were consuming more than 60% of WFP’s resources. 

Part of this increase is directly attributable to the program’s new 

relationship with the UN body that supervises refugee relief. In 

January 1992, the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UN-

HCR) worked out an agreement giving the WFP the responsibil-

ity to procure and deliver food commodities to UNHCR-managed 

refugee feeding operations.

In the last 40 years, WFP has witnessed the graduation of former 

food-aid recipients to the status of potential donors. Th e Repub-

lic of Korea, Singapore, Venezuela, Greece, Hungary, and Mexico 

are all former recipients who now boast growing economies. Th e 

program has also developed ways to use its cash contributions cre-

atively. For example, by buying more food in developing coun-
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tries for relief and development activities it has encouraged and 

expanded trade between developing countries. In 1993 the WFP 

was the largest UN purchaser of goods in developing countries.

WFP has its headquarters in Rome and development projects 

in 80 countries worldwide; over half of the WFP’s staff  are em-

ployed on a temporary basis. Permanent staff  members (number-

ing 8,829 in 2004) were employed at headquarters (802 people) 

and in the fi eld (8,027 people). It is administered by an execu-

tive director. Its governing body is the 36-member Bureau of the 

Executive Board. Half of the members of the board are elected 

by ECOSOC, the other half by the FAO Council. In 2006, the 18 

members of the executive board elected by ECOSOC were: Aus-

tralia, China, Cuba, Denmark, Ethiopia, France, India, Indone-

sia, Japan, Mexico, Norway, Pakistan, Russian Federation, Sene-

gal, Tunisia, Ukraine, United Kingdom, and Zimbabwe. Executive 

board members elected by the FAO Council were Algeria, Ango-

la, Austria, Bangladesh, Canada, Colombia, Congo (Republic of), 

Germany, Guatemala, Haiti, Kuwait, Netherlands, Niger, Slovenia, 

Switzerland, Syrian Arab Republic, Tanzania, and United States 

of America.

In 2004, WFP had us2.9 billion in expenditures. Of that 

amount, 91% was spent on relief aid, and 9% on development 

aid. Of the 5.1 million metric tons of food distributed, 1.8 million 

tons went for emergency operations, 557.5 thousand tons went for 

development projects, 1.2 million tons went for protracted relief 

and recovery operations, and 1.6 million tons for the Iraq bilateral 

operation.

In 2005, the WFP conducted one of its most complex emergen-

cy operations ever, to respond to the Indian Ocean tsunami, trig-

gered by a massive undersea earthquake on 26 December 2004, 

which killed hundreds of thousands of people across Indonesia, 

Sri Lanka, India, the Maldives, Th ailand, Myanmar and Soma-

lia, and left  hundreds of thousands more without their homes or 

livelihoods. In response, the WFP used helicopters, aircraft , car-

go ships, landing craft  and traditional trucks to provide essential 

food aid to 1.75 million tsunami survivors, averting starvation 

and widespread malnutrition in the wake of the disaster.

UNITED NATIONS POPULATION FUND 
(UNFPA)
Th e UN has been concerned with population questions since its 

earliest years, establishing the Population Commission in 1947 as 

one of the functional commissions of the Economic and Social 

Council. Th e early work of the UN on population questions con-

centrated on the improvement of demographic statistics, which 

were lacking for many areas of the world, and then began to focus 

on the application of statistical data in analytical studies and in the 

preparation of worldwide population estimates and projections. 

Th e fi rst Demographic Yearbook was published by the UN Statisti-

cal Offi  ce in 1948.

In the 1960s, however, the extraordinarily rapid rate at which 

the world’s population was growing became an urgent concern 

(between 1950 and 1960, the world population increased from 2.5 

billion to over 3 billion, and by 2000 it had doubled—reaching 6 

billion). In a resolution adopted in 1966, the General Assembly 

authorized the UN to provide technical assistance in population 

matters, and the following year, the General Assembly established 

a Trust Fund for Population Activities, renamed in 1969 the Unit-

ed Nations Fund for Population Activities (UNFPA), to provide 

additional resources to the UN system for technical cooperation 

activities in the population fi eld. In 1972, the fund was placed un-

der the authority of the General Assembly, which designated the 

Governing Council of UNDP as its administering body. By its res-

olution number 1763 (LIV) of 18 May 1973, the Economic and 

Social Council of the United Nations defi ned the mandate of UN-

FPA, and, in 1979, the General Assembly affi  rmed that the UNF-

PA was a subsidiary organ. In 1987, the fund’s name was changed 

to the United Nations Population Fund, but the acronym UNF-

PA was retained. In 1993, the General Assembly transformed the 

Governing Council of UNDP into the UNDP/UNFPA Executive 

Board, which provides intergovernmental support to and supervi-

sion of the UNFPA in accordance with overall policy guidance of 

the General Assembly and ECOSOC of the United Nations.

Th e fi rst World Population Conference, held in Bucharest in 

1974, adopted a World Population Plan of Action (WPPA) that 

stressed the relationship between population factors and over-

all economic and social development. Th e General Assembly af-

fi rmed that the plan was “an instrument of the international com-

munity for the promotion of economic development” and urged 

that assistance in the population fi eld should be expanded, partic-

ularly to UNFPA, for the proper implementation of the plan.

Th e International Conference on Population, held in Mexico 

City in August 1984, reaffi  rmed the validity of the WPPA and ad-

opted recommendations for its further implementation. Target 

mortality rates were adjusted, and emerging issues, such as mi-

gration, urbanization, computerized data processing, and aging of 

populations, were addressed. Also considered was the need for an 

intersectoral approach to population and development, for poli-

cies that respect individual and family rights, and for improve-

ment in the status of women, including their increased participa-

tion in all aspects of development.

Th e third decennial conference, the International Conference 

on Population and Development, was held in Cairo, 5–13 Septem-

ber 1994. Th e Programme of Action adopted at the Cairo confer-

ence recommended that population concerns be fully integrated 

into development planning, in order to meet the needs and im-

prove the quality of life of present and future generations. Th e pro-

gram builds upon the considerable international awareness and 

knowledge that has developed since the Bucharest and Mexico 

City conferences regarding the linkages among population issues, 

sustained economic growth, and sustainable development. Th e 

program also addresses the reproductive health and educational 

needs of individuals, especially of girls and women, and calls for 

increased investment in the social sectors, from donor agencies 

and recipient governments alike.

UNFPA supports a broad range of population activities. Nearly 

half of the fund’s assistance is used for maternal and child health 

care and family planning programs. Another 20% is used for pop-

ulation and family planning communication and education. UN-

FPA also supports developing countries in their eff orts to collect 

and analyze population data, conduct population censuses, for-

mulate population policies, and undertake research on fertility, 

mortality, and migration and their relationship to development, 

as well as on linkages between population and sustainable devel-

opment. Th e fund supports special programs concerning women, 

youth, the aged, HIV/AIDS, and population and development. 
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UNFPA is the leading source of population assistance within the 

United Nations system. Th e fund’s resources come from voluntary 

contributions from governments.

UNFPA’s Work

A major component of UNFPA’s work is disseminating informa-

tion based on its data and analysis of population trends. In the 

State of the World Population 1999 report, UNFPA called the dawn 

of the 21st century a time of choices and it urged governments to 

action. With global population quadrupling during the 20th cen-

tury, surpassing 6 billion in 1999, UNFPA stated that how fast the 

next billion people are added, what the eff ect will be on natural 

resources and the environment, and the quality of life will depend 

on policy and funding decisions that are made over the next 5 to 

10 years. Th e population report pointed to the issue of below re-

placement-level reproduction in some 60 countries, which, UN-

FPA predicted, would put pressures on these developed nations to 

provide support and medical care for the elderly. Meanwhile, HIV/

AIDS is taking a higher toll in some parts of the world (particu-

larly sub-Saharan Africa) than it is elsewhere, lowering life expec-

tancy and “erasing decades of progress in child mortality” in these 

regions. Finally, the report highlighted unbalanced consumption 

patterns around the globe, concluding that it will combine with 

continued population growth to cause environmental damage—

including the collapse of fi sheries, shrinking forests, rising tem-

peratures, and the extinction of numerous plant and animal spe-

cies. In summary, UNFPA warned that unless nations rededicate 

themselves to combating issues of overpopulation, continuing 

poverty, gender discrimination, threats such as HIV/AIDS, envi-

ronmental changes, and shrinking (relative to the population) re-

sources, the benefi ts of lower fertility that were realized in the sec-

ond half of the 20th century would be wiped out. UNFPA urged 

governments to commit action and funding to the 20-year Pro-

gramme of Action endorsed by the world’s governments in 1994 at 

the International Conference on Population and Development.

In its World Population 1999 report, UNFPA focused on global 

women’s issues and youth at risk. In both areas the organization 

called for stepped-up educational and health programs. UNFPA 

stated that despite progress, far too many women are denied edu-

cation, contraception, and decent health care, and that violence 

against women is “endemic in all countries.” Th e report went on to 

say that hundreds of millions of women continue to suff er need-

lessly from gender-based violence, unwanted pregnancies, unsafe 

abortions, and poor health. Similarly, UNFPA stated that “today’s 

young people are frequently at risk of unwanted pregnancy, HIV/

AIDS and other sexually transmitted diseases, sexual exploitation, 

and alienation from parents and communities.” Th e organization 

warned that ignoring the issues confronting women and youth in-

curs high costs—“in ill health, wasted opportunities, and social 

disruption.” According to UNFPA, studies have shown that fam-

ily life education should begin early to help young people through 

the years when they are beginning to be interested in sex. Further, 

the benefi ts of education for girls and women had been well-doc-

umented during the 1900s, yet in 1999 in developing countries, 

girls comprised two-thirds of the 130 million children not attend-

ing school. Th e call for schooling was seen to have the double ben-

efi t of educating young women and postponing childbirth.

While UNFPA releases the report annually, the 1999 document 

was expected to have far-reaching infl uence in that it was issued 

as the world turned its attention to considering the next millenni-

um, in a year when a critical population threshold (6 billion) was 

crossed, and it was followed, in 2000, by several conferences that 

used the 1999 report as the basis for discussion and program de-

velopment. Among the major conferences that took place in 2000 

were Beijing+5 Review (New York, 5–9 June 2000), the World 

Summit for Social Development and Beyond (Geneva, Switzer-

land, 26–30 June 2000), and Millennium Summit: Th e Role of the 

United Nations in the 21st Century (New York, 6–8 September 

2000).

Budget and Organization

Regular and other income in 2004 totaled us506.1 million, com-

pared to $397.9 million in 2003. Regular income in 2004 totaled 

us331.6 million, an increase of 13.4% compared to the 2003 in-

come of us292.3 million. Th is includes us322.5 million in vol-

untary contributions from donor governments, us3.5 million in 

interest income, and other income of us5.6 million. Project ex-

penditures (regular resources) in 2004 totaled us221.9 million, 

as compared to us176.4 million in 2003. Th e 2004 fi gure includes 

us181.6 million for country programs, compared to us140.5 

million in 2003; and us40.3 million for intercountry (regional 

and interregional) programs, compared to us35.9 million for 

2003. Th e 2004 fi gures also include us6.4 million for administra-

tive and operational services. Technical advisory program expen-

ditures amounted to us19.4 million.

In 2004, UNFPA provided support to 126 developing countries, 

areas and territories and countries with economies in transition: 

45 in sub-Saharan Africa, 37 in the Arab States and Europe, 21 in 

Latin America and the Caribbean, and 23 in Asia and the Pacifi c. 

Th e region of sub-Saharan Africa received the largest percentage 

of UNFPA assistance at us78.1 million, followed by Asia and the 

Pacifi c at us65.9 million, the Arab States and Europe at us28.7 

million and Latin America and the Caribbean at us21.1 million. 

Interregional assistance amounted to us28.1 million.

UNFPA publishes a range of products in a variety of media. 

Public service announcements are broadcast on national and in-

ternational television networks around the world. Th e defi nitive 

publication is the annual Th e State of World Population, a com-

prehensive demographic study of patterns in population growth 

and distribution. UNFPA also publishes the annual AIDS Update, 

which highlights assistance provided by UNFPA for HIV/AIDS 

prevention and control activities undertaken in line with national 

AIDS policies and programs and within the global strategy of the 

Joint and Co-sponsored UN Program on HIV/AIDS.

UN ENVIRONMENT PROGRAM (UNEP)
In the course of the twentieth century, and especially aft er World 

War II, the increase in the earth’s population and the advance of 

technology, with concomitant changes in patterns of production 

and consumption, led to pressure on the environment and threats 

to its stability that were new in human history. For a long time, 

the implications of these phenomena were largely ignored. In the 

decade of the 1960s, however, problems such as soil erosion; air, 

water, and marine pollution; the need for conservation of limit-

ed resources; and desiccation of once-fertile zones became acute 
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enough to awaken the consciousness of governments and people 

in all parts of the world, but especially in the industrialized coun-

tries, to the urgency of the situation. Th e UN responded with the 

decision of the 1968 General Assembly to convene a world confer-

ence on the human environment.

Th e fi rst UN Conference on the Human Environment was held 

in Stockholm in June 1972. Th e conference was a focus for, rather 

than the start of, action on environmental problems. At its conclu-

sion, the participants, representing over 90% of the world’s popu-

lation, adopted a declaration and a 109-point plan of action for the 

human environment that became the blueprint for a wide range 

of national and international programs. Th e broad intent of the 

action plan was to defi ne and mobilize “common eff ort for the 

preservation and improvement of the human environment.” Th e 

preamble to the declaration conveys the urgency, magnitude, and 

complexity of that task.

Later in 1972, on the basis of the conference’s recommenda-

tions, the General Assembly created the UN Environment Pro-

gram (UNEP), to monitor signifi cant changes in the environment 

and to encourage and coordinate sound environmental practices. 

With headquarters in Nairobi, Kenya, UNEP is the fi rst global UN 

agency to be headquartered in a developing country. Its mission is 

to provide leadership and encourage partnership in caring for the 

environment by inspiring, informing, and enabling nations and 

peoples to improve their quality of life without compromising that 

of future generations.

Twenty years aft er its inception, UNEP’s mandate was reaf-

fi rmed and strengthened in 1992 at the UN Conference on En-

vironment and Development (UNCED), held in Rio de Janeiro, 

Brazil. Out of that conference came an ambitious plan of action—

Agenda 21—with an emphasis on integrating development and 

environment into all United Nations program areas.

Th e UNEP secretariat is headed by an executive director who is 

elected by the UN General Assembly for a four-year term, upon 

the recommendation of the Secretary-General. Besides its Nairobi 

headquarters, UNEP maintains regional offi  ces in Africa, Europe, 

Asia and the Pacifi c, Latin America and the Caribbean, West Asia, 

and North America.

UNEP’s Governing Council is composed of 58 states elected by 

the General Assembly for four-year terms on the basis of equita-

ble geographic representation (16 African seats, 13 Asian seats, 10 

Latin American and Caribbean seats, 6 seats for Eastern European 

states, 13 seats for Western European and other states). Th e Gov-

erning Council generally meets every two years.

Member states on the Governing Council over the 2004-07 pe-

riod were: Antigua and Barbuda, Argentina, Bahamas, Bangla-

desh, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Canada, 

Cape Verde, Chad, China, Colombia, Congo, Costa Rica, Cuba, 

Czech Republic, France, Germany, Ghana, Greece, Hungary, In-

dia, Indonesia, Iran (Islamic Republic of), Israel, Japan, Kazakh-

stan, Kenya, Kyrgyzstan, Mexico, Monaco, Morocco, Myanmar, 

Namibia, Netherlands, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Poland, Republic of 

Korea, Romania, Russian Federation, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, So-

malia, Sudan, Sweden, Switzerland, Syrian Arab Republic, Turkey, 

Tuvalu, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, 

United Republic of Tanzania, United States of America, Uruguay, 

Zambia, and Zimbabwe.

Th e Council’s functions and responsibilities include promoting 

international cooperation in the fi eld of environment and recom-

mending policies to that end, providing general policy guidance 

for environmental programs within the UN system, keeping the 

world environmental situation under review so as to ensure that 

emerging problems requiring international assistance receive ade-

quate consideration by governments, promoting the contribution 

by international scientifi c and other professional communities to 

knowledge about the environment and the technical aspects of 

UN environmental programs, keeping under review the impact 

of national and international development policies, and review-

ing and approving the utilization of the resources of the Environ-

ment Fund.

Th e Environment Fund was set up under the authority of the 

Governing Council to fi nance wholly or partly the costs of new 

environmental initiatives within the UN system. It is made up of 

voluntary contributions. Since 2000, annual contributions to the 

Environment Fund have been growing in US dollar terms at a rate 

of between 9% and 10%. Th e number of donor countries has also 

been increasing. In 2003, 126 countries pledged or paid a total of 

$52.7 million. In 2004, contributions continued to increase. Total 

annual contributions for 2004 were estimated at $59.1 million.

For its fi rst 20 years, UNEP’s policy, as set by the Governing 

Council, has been focused on the three broad areas of environ-

mental assessment, environmental management, and interna-

tional environmental law. Many parts to the program evolved 

under these three themes. Th ere was the environmental moni-

toring capacity built up in the Global Environment Monitoring 

System (GEMS), and the establishment of a computer-based store 

of data in the International Register of Potentially Toxic Chemi-

cals (IRPTC). More computer-based capability was developed to 

show how both natural and human resources are distributed in 

the Global Resource Information Database (GRID). In addition, 

UNEP.net, a web-based interactive catalogue and multifaceted 

portal, off ers access to environmentally relevant geographic, tex-

tual, and pictorial information. Another key information system 

is INFOTERRA, UNEP’s international network for the retrieval of 

global environmental information. It is a worldwide network with 

national focal points in 177 countries, providing governments, in-

dustry, and researchers with access to a vast reservoir of environ-

mental data and information gathered from about 6,800 institu-

tions and experts in more than 1,000 priority subject areas.

Environmental management and legal instruments were devel-

oped. Th e most successful example of international environmen-

tal law can be seen in the instruments used to protect the ozone 

layer: the 1985 Vienna Convention and the 1987 Montreal Proto-

col. Expert groups convened by UNEP, with the World Meteoro-

logical Organization (WMO), the scientifi c community, and in-

dustry, led to the development of the Vienna Convention for the 

Protection of the Ozone Layer, which was adopted in March 1985. 

In September 1987 the Montreal Protocol on Substances that De-

plete the Ozone Layer was signed, setting limits for the produc-

tion and consumption of chlorofl uorocarbons (CFCs) and halons. 

Th e Montreal Protocol came into force on 1 January 1989 and was 

amended in London in June 1990, in Copenhagen in 1992, and in 

Vienna in 1995 aft er research showed that ozone depletion was 

even more severe than previously feared. Industrialized countries 

succeeded in phasing out the production and consumption of ha-
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lons by 1 January 1994, and were well on the way to the phase-out 

of chlorofl uorocarbons by the end of 1995. Th e consumption of 

CFCs in industrialized countries decreased from about 1,000,000 

tons in 1987 (when the Protocol was signed) to about 13,000 tons 

in 1996. Developing countries, although mandated to begin phase-

out only in 1999, began making progress before that time. A mul-

tilateral fund, involving UNEP, UNDP, and the World Bank, was 

established to help developing countries meet the costs of com-

plying with the revised protocol and to provide for the necessary 

transfer of technology. By 2001, the fund had already disbursed 

us1.2 billion to developing countries for transition to ozone-safe 

technology.

Th e Mediterranean Action Plan has been the model as UNEP’s 

Regional Seas Programme has spread. Today, nearly 140 countries 

take part in Regional Seas Programmes catalyzed and coordinated 

by UNEP. Action Plans cover the Mediterranean, the Kuwait re-

gion, the Red Sea, the Caribbean, the Atlantic coast of West and 

Central Africa, the Eastern African seaboard, the Pacifi c coast of 

South America, the islands of the South Pacifi c, the East-Asian 

region, the South Asian region, the Black Sea, the North-West Pa-

cifi c and the South-West Atlantic. An Action Plan for the Caspi-

an Sea is being developed. Coordination is provided through the 

UNEP Water Branch.

UNEP provides the secretariat for the Convention on Inter-

national Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora 

(CITES), which entered into force in 1975 and prohibits or regu-

lates trade in some 30,000 endangered species. Th e protection of 

endangered species under the CITES Convention has seen suc-

cessful international cooperation to stamp out trade in rare plants 

and animals.

UNEP also provides the secretariat for the Convention on 

the Conservation of Migratory Species of Wild Animals (CMS), 

which came into force in 1983. UNEP supports the World Con-

servation Monitoring Center (WCMC), which assesses the distri-

bution and abundance of the world’s species. Action plans for Af-

rican elephants and rhinos, Asian elephants and rhinos, primates, 

cats, and polar bears have been published by UNEP and IUCN.

UNEP also has contributed to the drawing up of global conven-

tions on hazardous waste, climate change, biodiversity, and de-

sertifi cation and of international guidelines, including those on 

international trade in chemicals, protection of marine environ-

ment from land-based activities, environmental impact assess-

ment and shared natural resources.

In March 1989, the Basel Convention on the Control of Trans-

boundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes and their Disposal, 

draft ed by UNEP, was adopted by 116 governments and the Eu-

ropean Community. Th e convention entered into force on 5 May 

1992. Its immediate target is to impose strict controls on the inter-

national movement of hazardous wastes and eventually to reduce 

their production. As of August 2005, 168 countries were parties to 

the convention.

In June 1992, the Convention on Biological Diversity was signed 

during the UN Conference on Environmental and Development 

in Rio de Janeiro. Th e convention was prepared by an Intergov-

ernmental Negotiating Committee, set up by UNEP’s Governing 

Council and assisted by UNEP, FAO, UNESCO, and IUCN. Its 

main aims are to conserve biological diversity and to ensure that 

its benefi ts to mankind are shared equitably.

UNEP also supports the International Board for Plant Genet-

ic Resources (IBPGR), which has established a network of gene 

banks in 30 countries to house the world’s 40 base collections. 

More than 100 countries collaborate and more than 500,000 plant 

species have been collected, evaluated, and deposited.

A joint venture between UNEP, UNDP, and the UN Sudano-

Sahelian Offi  ce (UNSO) assisted 22 Sudano-Sahelian countries to 

fi ght desertifi cation. In spite of these eff orts, implementation of 

the Plan of Action to Combat Desertifi cation was slow. UNEP’s 

Plan of Action to Combat Desertifi cation was succeeded by the 

Convention to Combat Desertifi cation, which entered into force 

in 1996. Th e UNSO was later renamed the UN Drylands Devel-

opment Center. UNEP’s activities in desertifi cation control focus 

on achieving strong support and eff ective implementation of the 

convention.

UNEP, along with the World Meteorological Organization 

(WMO), established the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change to provide scientifi c assessments on the magnitude, tim-

ing, and potential environmental and socioeconomic consequenc-

es of climate change and realistic response strategies. Negotiations 

begun in early 1991 led to the formulation of the United Nations 

Framework Convention on Climate Change, which was signed by 

154 governments in Rio de Janeiro during the 1992 United Na-

tions Conference on Environment and Development. It entered 

into force on 21 March 1994.

Th e organization also is responsible for UN activities involving 

freshwater. Among regional initiatives are the Action Plan for Lat-

in America and the Caribbean and the program for environmen-

tally sound management of inland waters in the Zambezi Basin.

UNEP, along with UNDP and the World Bank, administers the 

us3 billion Global Environment Facility (GEF), and is responsi-

ble for GEF’s Scientifi c and Technical Advisory Panel (STAP). GEF 

was established as a three-year pilot in 1991 to oversee funding 

for global environment protection in the areas of climate change, 

biodiversity, international waters, and ozone depletion. In 1992, a 

restructuring process began that resulted in agreement on funda-

mentally altered institutional arrangements for the facility, now 

known as GEFF II. UNEP will play the primary role in catalyz-

ing the development of scientifi c and technical analysis and in ad-

vancing environmental management in GEF-fi nanced activities. It 

also will be responsible for establishing and supporting the Scien-

tifi c and Technical Advisory Panel as an advisory body to the GEF. 

Th e UNDP is responsible for technical assistance activities and ca-

pacity building. Th e World Bank, the GEF Trust Fund’s repository, 

plays the primary role in ensuring the development and manage-

ment of investment projects while also mobilizing private sector 

resources that are consistent with GEF objectives and national 

sustainable development strategies. Th e GEF provides the interim 

funding mechanism for the conventions on climate change and 

biological diversity, until parties to those conventions agree on a 

permanent arrangement.

UNCED and Agenda 21 marked a new beginning for the world 

community as a whole. Agenda 21 reaffi  rmed UNEP’s role as the 

principal environment body in the UN system and expanded 

UNEP’s role to encompass a vast range of world environmental 

needs and problems, with an emphasis on regional delivery.

Five years later, at the nineteenth session of the Governing 

Council of UNEP in 1997, as part of the ongoing reform process 
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of the United Nations system, UNEP’s Governing Council adopt-

ed the Nairobi Declaration, again asserting the role and mandate 

of UNEP as the leading global environmental authority and call-

ing for assurances of fi nancial stability for the implementation of 

its agenda.

Specifi cally, the Nairobi Declaration set out the following as 

core elements of the focused mandate of a revitalized UNEP:

• To analyze the state of the global environment and assess 

global and regional environmental trends;

• To further the development of its international environmen-

tal law aiming at sustainable development;

• To advance the implementation of agreed international norms 

and policies;

• To strengthen its role in the coordination of environmental 

activities in the United Nations system in the fi eld of environ-

ment;

• To promote greater awareness and facilitate eff ective coopera-

tion among all sectors of society and actors involved in the 

implementation of the international environmental agenda;

• To provide policy and advisory services in key areas of insti-

tution building to Governments and other relevant institu-

tions.

UNEP’s integrated work program emphasizes relationships be-

tween socio-economic driving forces, environmental changes, and 

impacts on human well-being. Equipped with a stronger region-

al presence and marked by a process of continuous monitoring 

and assessment of its implementation, UNEP’s program of work 

focuses on the following areas: sustainable management and use 

of natural resources; sustainable production and consumption; a 

better environment for human health and well-being; and global-

ization of the economy and the environment.

In 2000, the fi ft h special session of the UNEP Governing Coun-

cil and the subsequent 20th session of the Governing Council 

elaborated UNEP’s areas of concentration, which included envi-

ronmental monitoring, assessment, information, and research (in-

cluding early warning); enhanced coordination of environmental 

conventions and development of environment policy instruments; 

freshwater; technology transfer and industry; and support to Af-

rica. To support these initiatives, UNEP initiated a restructuring 

that was expected to trim administration costs while developing 

the Nairobi facility as a critical UN administrative offi  ce.

At the ninth special session of the UNEP Governing Council, 

held in Dubai in 2006, major policy areas included: energy and the 

environment; chemicals management; and tourism and the envi-

ronment. Th e ninth special session was held in part as a follow-up 

to the 2002 UN World Summit on Sustainable Development. 

UN HUMAN SETTLEMENTS PROGRAM 
(HABITAT)
UN concern with the problems of human settlements, particularly 

with the deteriorating quality of living conditions in developing 

countries and the need to link urban and regional development 

programs with national development plans, led to the convening 

of the fi rst international conference on the question in Vancou-

ver, Canada, in May–June 1976. Th e declaration and plan of ac-

tion adopted by Habitat: UN Conference on Human Settlements 

(Habitat I) represented an important commitment on the part of 

governments and the international community to improve the 

quality of life for all people through human settlements develop-

ment. Th e plan of action contained 64 recommendations for na-

tional action concerning settlement policies and planning; pro-

vision of shelter, infrastructure, and services; land use and land 

tenure; the role of popular participation; and eff ective institutions 

and management.

Habitat I also recommended the strengthening and consolida-

tion of UN activities in a single organization concerned exclusive-

ly with human settlements. Acting on this recommendation, the 

General Assembly established in 1978 the UN Center for Human 

Settlements (Habitat, also UNCHS), with headquarters in Nairo-

bi, Kenya, to serve as a focal point for human settlements action 

and to coordinate human settlements activities within the UN 

system.

Th e center provides technical assistance to governments; orga-

nizes expert meetings, workshops, and training seminars; issues 

print, audio visual, and electronic publications; and disseminates 

information worldwide. In 1993 the center had under execution 

257 technical cooperation programs and projects in over 90 coun-

tries, with an overall budget in excess of us42 million for the 

year.

In 1982, the General Assembly proclaimed 1987 as the Inter-

national Year of Shelter for the Homeless. Th e objectives were to 

improve the shelter situation of the poor and disadvantaged at 

both individual and community levels, particularly in developing 

countries, and to demonstrate means of continuing those eff orts 

as ongoing national programs beyond 1987.

Beginning in 1986, the tenth anniversary of Habitat I, World 

Habitat Day has been observed each year on the fi rst Monday in 

October. As lead agency in the UN system for coordinating activi-

ties related to the Global Strategy for Shelter to the Year 2000, the 

center continues to work toward its goal of facilitating adequate 

shelter for all by that date.

Th e Habitat II Conference met in Istanbul, Turkey, in 1996, 20 

years aft er Habitat I. Subtitled “A Summit for Cities,” the UN Con-

ference on the Future of Cities has as its goal making the world’s 

cities, towns, and villages healthy, safe, just, and sustainable. Th e 

two central themes were “sustainable human settlements in an ur-

banizing world” and “adequate shelter for all.”

Th e follow-up conference took place from 6–8 June 2001; “Is-

tanbul+5: Reviewing and Appraising Progress Five Years aft er 

Habitat II” was a special session of the UN General Assembly. At 

the special session, the General Assembly adopted the Declara-

tion on Cities and Other Human Settlements in the New Millen-

nium, which reaffi  rmed the Istanbul declaration, undertook a re-

view and assessment of the Habitat Agenda, and proposed further 

actions for attaining the goals of adequate shelter for all and sus-

tainable development of human settlements.

In 2002, the agency’s mandate was strengthened and its status 

elevated to that of a fully fl edged program of the UN system. Key 

recommendations and fi ne tuning of the agenda are now under-

way as strategy clusters for achieving the urban development and 

shelter goals and targets of the Millennium Declaration-the UN’s 

development agenda that reaches to the years 2015-2020.
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UN RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL 
DEVELOPMENT (UNRISD)
Th e UN Research Institute for Social Development (UNRISD) 

was created in 1963 as an autonomous agency within the UN sys-

tem. It engages in multidisciplinary research on the social dimen-

sions of contemporary problems aff ecting development. Its work 

is guided by the conviction that, for eff ective development policies 

to be formulated, an understanding of the social and political con-

text is crucial. Th e institute attempts to provide governments, de-

velopment agencies, grass roots organizations, and scholars with a 

better understanding of how development policies and processes 

of economic, social, and environmental change aff ect diff erent so-

cial groups.

Working through an extensive network of national research 

centers, UNRISD aims to promote original research and strength-

en research capacity in developing countries.

Th e UNRISD program for the 2000–05 period included work 

in the following areas: social policy and development; democra-

cy, governance, and human rights; identities, confl ict and cohe-

sion; civil society and social movements; technology, business, 

and society.

In 1996, UNRISD conducted the War-Torn Societies Project, 

which focused on post-confl ict rebuilding and rehabilitation. Th e 

project sought to identify novel and integrated policy responses to 

the complex interactions between peacekeeping, relief, rehabilita-

tion, and development activities.

Th e UNRISD Internship Program provides a limited number 

of graduate students from around the world the opportunity to 

gain valuable experience in an international research institute set-

ting. Interns are selected on the basis of their academic experience 

and interests. Students selected for the unpaid internships spend 

a minimum of two months at UNRISD assisting project coordi-

nators in developing project proposals, compiling annotated bib-

liographies, organizing research seminars, translating correspon-

dence, and carrying out various tasks in the Reference Centre. As 

part of its mandate, UNRISD issues newsletters, books, and other 

publications, some of which are available online at http://www.

unrisd.org/.

By 2005, the institute had approximately 50 staff  members at 

its headquarters in Geneva, and is fi nanced entirely by voluntary 

contributions.

UN INSTITUTE FOR TRAINING AND 
RESEARCH (UNITAR)
In 1963, the General Assembly requested the Secretary-General 

to establish a UN Institute for Training and Research as an au-

tonomous body within the framework of the UN. UNITAR com-

menced functioning in March 1965. It is headed by an executive 

director and has a board of trustees appointed by the UN Sec-

retary-General in consultation with the president of the General 

Assembly and the president of the Economic and Social Coun-

cil. UNITAR originally had its headquarters in New York and a 

European offi  ce in Geneva. In 1993 UNITAR’s headquarters was 

transferred to Geneva. It maintains a liaison offi  ce in New York to 

coordinate training activities.

Th e mandate of UNITAR is to enhance the eff ectiveness of 

the UN in attaining its major objectives—particularly the main-

tenance of peace and the promotion of economic and social de-

velopment—through training and research. Its functions include 

ensuring liaison with UN organizations and strengthening coop-

eration with academic institutions; conducting training programs 

in multilateral diplomacy and international cooperation for dip-

lomats accredited to the United Nations and national offi  cials; and 

carrying out a wide range of training programs in social and eco-

nomic development. In addition, UNITAR responds to ad hoc re-

quests for training. For example, in 1993 UNITAR received re-

quests for programs from UNDP, UNEP, and other UN bodies.

In the late 1990s, UNITAR off ered courses in the following ar-

eas: debt, economic, and fi nancial management; foreign economic 

relations; international aff airs management; international migra-

tion policy; peacemaking and preventive diplomacy; applications 

of environmental law; chemicals and waste management; climate 

change; decentralized cooperation; and information and commu-

nication technologies.

In a typical year, UNITAR designs and conducts some 150 dif-

ferent training programs on fi ve continents for the benefi t of more 

than 8,000 national staff  and government offi  cials. In the early 

1990s training programs in diplomacy, negotiation, foreign af-

fairs management, and debt and fi nancial management were de-

veloped for newly independent countries in Europe and Central 

Asia; countries in transition in Africa, Asia, and Europe; and for 

the Palestinian negotiating team.

Th e institute’s research program originally concentrated on 

three main areas: UN institutional issues, peace and security is-

sues, and economic and social issues. Aft er restructuring in 1992, 

basic research on training was conducted only if extrabudgetary 

funds were provided.

UNITAR is supported by voluntary contributions from govern-

ments, intergovernmental organizations, foundations, and other 

nongovernmental organizations.

UN UNIVERSITY (UNU)
In 1969, Secretary-General U Th ant proposed that a UN univer-

sity be established. Th e Founding Committee was set up two years 

later, and in December 1973, the General Assembly approved a 

charter for the university. Th e following spring, the UNU Council, 

composed of academic leaders and prominent persons from 24 

countries, was appointed. Members of the university council serve 

in their individual capacities rather than as representatives of gov-

ernments. UNU commenced operations in September 1975. For 

17 years the university maintained its headquarters in a high-rise 

offi  ce building in Tokyo. In 1992 it moved to a new building in the 

Shibuya district of Tokyo constructed and made available by the 

government of Japan. Th e university maintains a liaison offi  ce in 

New York.

UNU is an autonomous organ of the General Assembly. It is 

jointly sponsored by the UN and UNESCO, whose Secretary-

General and Director General, respectively, together appoint the 

rector and members of the university council. Its charter guaran-

tees academic freedom and emphasizes the primacy of scholarly 

excellence over any other considerations—for example, choices of 

programs and personnel—in determining its activities.

Like traditional universities, UNU is concerned with the ad-

vancement of knowledge. Unlike traditional universities, howev-

er, it has no students of its own, no faculty, and no campus. It is a 

completely new institution: an international community of schol-
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ars engaged in research, postgraduate training, and the dissemina-

tion of knowledge to help solve, in the words of its charter, “press-

ing global problems of human survival, development and welfare.” 

It operates through worldwide networks of academic and research 

institutions and individual scholars who work together on proj-

ects concerned with such problems as peace, development, the en-

vironment, science, and technology. Th e UNU’s areas of concen-

tration are: peace; governance; environment; science, technology, 

and society; and development.

Th e academic activities of the university are carried out primar-

ily through a network of its research and training centers: UNU 

World Institute for Development Economics Research (UNU/

WIDER), Helsinki, Finland; UNU Maastricht Economic and So-

cial Research and Training Center on Innovation and Technology 

(UNU-MERIT), Maastricht, the Netherlands; UNU Internation-

al Institute for Soft ware Technology (UNU/IIST), Macau, China; 

UNU Institute for Natural Resources in Africa (UNU/INRA), 

Accra, Ghana; UNU Institute of Advanced Studies (UNU/IAS) 

in Yokohama, Japan; UNU Program for Biotechnology in Latin 

America and the Caribbean (UNU/BIOLAC) in Caracas, Venezu-

ela; UNU International Leadership Institute (UNU/ILI) in Am-

man, Jordan; UNU International Network on Water, Environ-

ment and Health (UNU/INWEH) in Hamilton, Ontario, Canada; 

UNU Food and Nutrition Program for Human and Social Devel-

opment (UNU-FNP) at Cornell University in Ithaca, New York 

(United States); UNU Fisheries Training Program (UNU/FTP), 

Iceland; UNU Program on Comparative Regional Integration 

Studies (UNU/CRIS), Bruges, Belgium; UNU Geothermal Train-

ing Program (UNU/GTP) in Reykjavik, Iceland; and UNU Insti-

tute for Environment and Human Security (UNI-EHS) in Bonn, 

Germany.

Between 1976 and 1996, some 1,450 UNU fellows received post-

graduate training through the university’s network. Fellows are se-

lected aft er recommendation from their home institutions, which 

must be working in an area of concern to the university, and must 

be committed to returning to work at those institutions.

Th e UNU Press publishes scholarly works on the United Na-

tions system in the areas of peace studies, regional studies, tech-

nology and development, human and social development, inter-

national law, food and nutrition, energy technology, and natural 

resources and environment. Th e UNU Press publishes one peri-

odical, Th e Food and Nutrition Bulletin, issued quarterly. UNU 

publications are distributed in North America by UNIPUB based 

in Lanham, Maryland.

UNU is supported by voluntary contributions from govern-

ments, foundations, and individuals. Its principal source of sup-

port is investment income from an endowment fund that ensures 

academic freedom and fi nancial independence. Th e annual bud-

get in 2005 was approximately us40.7 million.

UNIVERSITY FOR PEACE
Th e University for Peace was established in 1980 in San Jose, Cos-

ta Rica, to promote postgraduate studies and research on peace. A 

General Assembly resolution called on member states, NGOs, and 

intergovernmental bodies, as well as interested individuals and or-

ganizations, to contribute to the university’s Trust Fund.

In 2000, the University for Peace was in the process of major 

change and transition in which its programs, priorities, and ad-

ministrative practices were being reviewed and a new strategy and 

program was being developed. At the time, its programs included 

Culture for Peace and Democracy in Central America; Natural Re-

sources and Peace; Communications for Peace; Human Rights and 

Education for Peace; International World Center of Research and 

Information for Peace (in Montevideo, Uruguay); Gandhi Televi-

sion Center for Communication and Peace; Radio for Peace Inter-

national; and CEDIPAZ, a center for documentation and informa-

tion for peace as well as the UPEACE library. In 2001 UPEACE’s 

charter was amended, and master’s programs were being off ered 

in the following areas: Environmental Security and Peace; Gender 

and Peace Building; International Law and Human Rights; Inter-

national Law and the Settlement of Disputes; International Peace 

Studies; Media, Confl ict and Peace Studies; Natural Resources and 

Sustainable Development; and Peace Education. 

INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH AND 
TRAINING INSTITUTE FOR THE 
ADVANCEMENT OF WOMEN (INSTRAW)
Th e United Nations International Research and Training Institute 

for the Advancement of Women (INSTRAW) was established by 

the Economic and Social Council in conformity with an earlier 

decision of the General Assembly, which was based on a recom-

mendation made by the World Conference of the International 

Women’s Year held in Mexico City from 19 June to 2 July 1975. 

In 1984, INSTRAW’s statute, submitted by INSTRAW’s Board of 

Trustees, its governing body, was approved by Economic and Social 

Council resolution 1984/124 and then by General Assembly resolu-

tion No. 39/249. INSTRAW is the only autonomous research and 

training vehicle at the international level in order to contribute 

to the advancement and mobilization of women in development, 

to raise awareness of women’s issues worldwide, and to better as-

sist women to meet new challenges and directions. INSTRAW has 

been based in Santo Domingo since 1983, at the invitation of the 

Government of the Dominican Republic.

INSTRAW and its work are governed by the Board of Trust-

ees, which is composed of eleven members nominated by Mem-

ber States and appointed by the Economic and Social Council, 

based on their personal capacity and the principle of equitable 

geographical distribution. A representative of the Secretary-Gen-

eral, the Director of the Institute, a representative of each of the 

Regional Commissions of the Economic and Social Council, and 

a representative of the Host Country are ex offi  cio members of the 

Board of Trustees. Th e Institute and its work are funded by volun-

tary contributions received from States, inter-governmental orga-

nizations, non-governmental organizations, and private sources. 

Th e main responsibilities and tasks of the Board of Trustees are: 

to formulate principles, policies, and guidelines for the activities 

of the Institute; to consider and approve the work program and 

budget proposals of the Institute on the basis of recommendations 

submitted by the Director of the Institute; to make necessary or 

desirable recommendations for the operation of the Institute; and 

to report periodically to the Economic and Social Council and to 

the General Assembly.

INSTRAW’s research and training programs are aimed at plac-

ing issues relevant to the advancement of women into the eco-

nomic and political decision-making process. It does this by hold-

ing national training workshops and conducting joint research 
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and training programs and projects in collaboration with special-

ized United Nations agencies, the Commission on the Status of 

Women, United Nations Focal Points for Women, and especially, 

regarding data and statistics, with the Statistical Division of the 

United States Secretariat. INSTRAW’s training program, support-

ed by data and its research fi ndings, aims at developing training 

materials that will include women in the development process, es-

pecially in developing countries.

Two billion people in remote rural areas and urban slums of 

the developing world—half of whom are women—lack safe drink-

ing water and even rudimentary sanitation facilities. Because of 

the critical need to address the question of water for human sur-

vival, INSTRAW produced in 1986, and updated in 1991, a train-

ing package on “Women, Water Supply and Sanitation,” which has 

been the focus of ten national, regional, and international training 

seminars organized by the Institute from 1987 to 1994 in some 

African, Asian, and Latin American countries. Th e package illus-

trates the importance of women’s participation on all aspects of 

water resources, including agriculture, human resources devel-

opment and water resources management. INSTRAW’s modu-

lar training program is crucial due to negative eff ects that water 

and sanitation problems have on a large number of the world’s 

population.

Considering the importance of waste disposal for reasons of 

health and environmental sanitation, INSTRAW prepared an ad-

ditional module to include in the “Women, Water Supply and 

Sanitation” package, aimed at sensitizing the decision makers on 

the needs and ways of including women in waste management 

schemes. Produced in 1994, the new training module of “Wom-

en and Waste Management” has been used in Namibia (fi rst ever 

training seminar ever conducted in Namibia), Guyana, and Ec-

uador (where fi ve national follow-up seminars were conducted 

with a total of 159 participants), with an average of 40 partici-

pants in each country. Th is training module presents an integrat-

ed approach to environmental sanitation and provides practical 

guidelines and checklists for integrating women at the designing, 

implementation, operation and maintenance, monitoring, and 

evaluation phases. Th e module provides numerous examples of 

successful community waste management and other initiatives in 

the area of environmental sanitation around the world.

Th e multimedia training package, “Women and New and Re-

newable Sources of Energy” (NRSE), was fi rst developed by IN-

STRAW in 1989 (and updated in 1995). Th e main objective is to 

contribute with a new approach in the organization of NRSE sys-

tems by including women’s needs as well as their participation in 

the planning, technical operations, maintenance, assessment, and 

implementation of environmentally sound NRSE programs and 

projects.

INSTRAW produced in 1995 a modular training package in 

“Women, Environmental Management and Sustainable Develop-

ment.” It was developed for senior offi  cials of Ministries of En-

vironment, Natural Resources, Planning, Women’s Aff airs, Edu-

cation, Health; development planners and provincial or local 

authorities in charge of environmental programs and projects; en-

gineers in charge of designing new technologies; university pro-

fessors, trainers and managers of national training institutes and 

educational institutions training staff  on various aspects of wom-

en, environmental management, and sustainable development, 

and representatives of nongovernmental and women’s organiza-

tions involved in environmental projects.

In 1995, INSTRAW produced a training package on “Gender 

Statistics and Policy.” Th e most important feature of this training 

package is that it is designed to provide statisticians and develop-

ment planners with hands-on exercises on the actual use of exist-

ing data in policy designs. Th is package contains a pre-workshop 

module, which is designed to familiarize the users with gender is-

sues and their relevance to National policy goals, better preparing 

them for the actual training; illustration of how gender-specifi c 

statistics and indicators aff ect policy goals/targets; computerized 

statistical policy models which visually describe direct impact of 

certain variables on target policy indicators. Th is module includes 

statistical models that can be adapted at the national level.

During 1993, INSTRAW adapted existing computer models in 

order to assist policy makers in understanding the relationship be-

tween certain sectoral policies and the advancement of women. 

Th is was completed in collaboration with the Population Division 

of the former Department of Economic and Social Development. 

Th e two models, entitled “Urban Women in Development Mod-

el” and “Rural Women in Development Model” are designed as 

teaching tools and conceptual framework that can serve as a ba-

sis for recognizing the multisectoral approach needed to ensure 

equitable participation of women and men in development. Th e 

models come with an instruction manual, sample exercises, and a 

computer diskette containing the program information.

Th e United Nations leadership in recognizing women’s equal 

rights as prerequisite for their full participation in sustainable de-

velopment is not as well known as it deserves to be. INSTRAW 

attempted to address this situation in the fi rst module of the 

“Gender Training Portfolio,” published in 1993. Th is Portfolio is 

designed to describe and disseminate information on women/

gender and development for use in a variety of situations. As the 

world works toward the goal of sustainable development, people 

become more aware of the interaction of gender relations in devel-

opment planning and its eff ect on the status of women worldwide. 

INSTRAW’s aim is to promote the sharing and eff ective utiliza-

tion of such knowledge to positively infl uence development poli-

cies and help make them more responsive to the needs of both 

women and men.

In 2004 and 2005, INSTRAW was carrying out a series of activi-

ties designed to measure the global progress made on the achieve-

ment of 12 critical areas set forth in the Beijing Declaration and 

Platform for Action (PfA) in 1995. Th e Beijing PfA was estab-

lished by UN Member States during the Fourth World Confer-

ence on Women in Beijing, China, in 1995. Th e 12 critical areas 

set forth in the PfA were: the persistent and increasing burden of 

poverty on women; inequalities and inadequacies in and unequal 

access to education and training; inequalities and inadequacies in 

and unequal access to health care and related services; violence 

against women; the eff ects of armed or other kinds of confl ict on 

women, including those living under foreign occupation; inequal-

ity in economic structures and policies, in all forms of productive 

activities and in access to resources; inequality between men and 

women in the sharing of power and decision-making at all levels; 

insuffi  cient mechanisms at all levels to promote the advancement 

of women; lack of respect for and inadequate promotion and pro-

tection of the human rights of women; stereotyping of women and 
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inequality in women’s access to and participation in all communi-

cation systems, especially in the media; gender inequalities in the 

management of natural resources and in the safeguarding of the 

environment; and persistent discrimination against and violation 

of the rights of the girl child.

UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT FUND 
FOR WOMEN (UNIFEM)
In 1976, the UN General Assembly established the Voluntary Fund 

for the United Nations Decade for Women. Th e fund was created 

to provide direct support for women’s projects and to promote the 

inclusion of women in the decision-making processes of main-

stream development programs. In 1985 the New York-based orga-

nization formally joined the UN family of agencies as UNIFEM.

UNIFEM reports directly to the administrator of UNDP. It is 

overseen by a fi ve-member Consultative Committee representing 

UN member states from the world’s fi ve principal regional groups. 

Th e committee approves large projects and advises on the use of 

the fund’s resources. UNIFEM is administered by a director.

In order to support eff orts of the women of the developing 

world to achieve their objective for economic and social develop-

ment and for equality, and by so doing to improve the quality of 

life for women and men alike, the fund supports microprograms 

run by women in developing countries. For example, UNIFEM es-

timates that although women grow, process, and market between 

50% and 80% of the food consumed in developing countries, 

governments rarely record these inputs or support them with fi -

nancial credit. UNIFEM’s programs include: training women in 

improved agricultural techniques; transfer of appropriate food 

technologies such as grinding mills, graters, oil presses, solar dri-

ers, and fi sh smokers; obtaining for women increased access to 

credit for seeds, fertilizers, and equipment; and support for micro-

enterprises. UNIFEM works with the UN High Commissioner for 

Refugees (UNHCR) in assisting African refugees. At any one time 

it manages a portfolio of approximately 150 projects and has sup-

ported over 750 projects in 100 developing countries. As of 2006, 

UNIFEM focused its activities on four strategic areas: (1) femi-

nized poverty, (2) ending violence against women, (3) reversing 

the spread of HIV/AIDS among women and girls, and (4) achiev-

ing gender equality in democratic governance in times of peace 

as well as war.

In 1991 UNIFEM collaborated on the publication of Th e World’s 

Women 1970–90: Th e Trends and Statistics. Coauthored by the UN 

Statistical Offi  ce, UNICEF, and UNFPA, this publication gathered 

statistics and interpreted trends on women, families, and house-

holds; women in public life and leadership; the status of educa-

tion and training for women; health and childbearing; housing, 

human settlements, and the environment; and women’s work and 

the economy. In 2000, UNIFEM published a report tracking ac-

tions of the governments of the world in support of women’s rights 

entitled Progress of the World’s Women in 2000. In 2001, UNIFEM 

contributed analysis to frameworks UN agencies will use in eval-

uating gender equality. A new edition of Progress of the World’s 

Women, entitled Progress 2002: Volume 2, was released in May 

2003. Progress 2002 acknowledges the diffi  culty in analyzing in-

ternational progress in the area of women’s rights, and discusses 

the UN’s Millennium Development Goals (set at the September 

2000 Millennium Summit) in relation to gender equality.

Financing is provided by the governments of both industrial-

ized and developing countries, by nongovernmental organiza-

tions, foundations, corporations, private individuals, and from 

UNIFEM’s growing number of national committees. Th e bud-

get for the year ending 31 December 2004 saw UNIFEM take in 

$51.15 million in total income, and expend $32.431 million. Th e 

excess income of $18.719 million was allocated to multiyear-fund-

ed projects which last through 2006.
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S O C I A L  A N D  H U M A N I TA R I A N 
A S S I S TA N C E

International disaster relief, the special problems of children, refu-

gees, the elderly, youth, the disabled, and families are all subjects 

for which member states have directed the UN to provide interna-

tional leadership and expert guidance. Th e global nature of trade 

in illicit narcotic drugs and the internationalization of criminal 

activities were social ills that became so destabilizing at the end of 

the twentieth century that member states requested their interna-

tional organization to implement innovative global programs to 

maintain security and social justice.

INTERNATIONAL DISASTER RELIEF

Background

Th e international community is faced with the growing challenge 

of preventing, mitigating the eff ects of, and providing humanitar-

ian assistance to aff ected populations in crises that require rap-

id and eff ective response. Th e 1990s saw a dramatic increase in 

“complex emergencies” that oft en involved ethnic and civil strife. 

In mid-1994 more than 30 million people in 29 countries were 

in dire need of emergency assistance. Severe drought threatening 

over 20 million people in sub-Saharan Africa added an additional 

element of suff ering to that already faced by millions in Burundi, 

Liberia, Rwanda, Somalia, southern Sudan, and Zaire. A study re-

leased at the World Conference on Natural Disaster Reduction, 

convened by the General Assembly in May 1994, showed that the 

previous three decades had seen a steady and rapid increase in 

the number of signifi cant natural disasters—and in the numbers 

of people aff ected. As of the mid-2000s, there was an increasing 

human vulnerability in crisis situations-both in natural disasters 

(200 million aff ected in 2003) and in complex emergencies (45 

million in need of life-saving assistance in 2003).

Offi  ce of the United Nations Disaster Relief Coordinator 

(UNDRO)

Beginning in 1965, proposals were put forward in the General As-

sembly to increase the UN’s ability to help people stricken by di-

sasters, but it was the disasters of 1970 that brought international 

concern for emergency relief to a head. In 1971, the General As-

sembly established the Offi  ce of the United Nations Disaster Relief 

Coordinator (UNDRO), with headquarters in Geneva.

UNDRO was not designed to assume all the responsibilities of 

meeting disasters from its own resources. Its principal function 

was that of catalyst and coordinator of donors of aid and services. 

Its data bank and independent telecommunications system, sup-

plemented by the worldwide UN system, gave it the capacity to 

defi ne the specifi c needs arising from a disaster and to respond 

rapidly by identifying potential sources of relief. It directed and 

mobilized aid emanating from the UN system and coordinated 

aid from other sources.

UNDRO’s mandate also included assisting governments in pre-

venting disasters or mitigating their eff ects by contingency plan-

ning, in association with similarly concerned voluntary organiza-

tions. It promoted the study, prevention, control, and prediction 

of natural disasters and gathered and disseminated information 

relevant to disaster relief.

Between its inception in 1972 and 1987, UNDRO helped coor-

dinate relief and raise money for emergency aid in more than 380 

major disasters.

Th e Offi  ce for the Coordination of Humanitarian Aff airs 

(OCHA)

In December 1991, the General Assembly, by its Resolution 

46/182, recognized the need to strengthen coordination for rapid 

response to humanitarian emergencies. Over the years ad hoc ar-

rangements had sprung up in many of the UN departments and 

specialized agencies to deal with emergency relief. Sometimes 

these arrangements were found to be working at cross-purposes 

or competing for fi nancial support from the same potential do-

nors. Th e General Assembly requested the Secretary-General to 

designate an emergency relief coordinator, supported by a secre-

tariat, to ensure that the entire UN system was better prepared for, 

and more capable of rapid and coherent response to national di-

sasters and other humanitarian emergencies. Th e resolution also 

stipulated guiding principles of humanity, neutrality and impar-

tiality for the provision of humanitarian assistance. It also stressed 

respect for the sovereignty, territorial integrity and national unity 

of states.

In April 1992, the Secretary-General established the Depart-

ment of Humanitarian Aff airs (DHA), incorporating UNDRO, 

various UN units that had been dealing with specifi c emergen-

cy programs, and the secretariat for the International Decade for 

Natural Disaster Reduction. Th e Secretary-General appointed an 

Emergency Relief Coordinator to head the new department. Th e 

DHA had its headquarters in New York and an offi  ce in Geneva.

Resolution 46/182 gave the DHA three tools to speed up the 

response of the international community to emergencies: the In-

ter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC) to formulate and coor-

dinate policy; the Central Emergency Revolving Fund (CERF) as 

a quick source of emergency funding; and the Consolidated In-

ter-Agency Appeals Process (CAP), which assesses the needs of a 

critical situations and prepares a comprehensive interagency re-

sponse strategy.

With UN reforms in the late 1990s, the Offi  ce for the Coordina-

tion of Humanitarian Aff airs (OCHA) was established to manage 

complex emergencies (through the Consolidated Appeals Pro-

cess), natural disasters, and other humanitarian crises. OCHA re-

placed the Department of Humanitarian Aff airs (DHA). Th e core 

functions of OCHA are supported by 1,140 staff  members in New 

York, Geneva and in the fi eld. OCHA’s 2006 budget was approxi-

mately us128.5 million. As the successor organization to DHA, 
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OCHA took over management and coordination of DHA’s pro-

grams including IASC, CERF, and CAP.

Th e IASC is chaired by the Emergency Relief Coordinator and 

is composed of the executive heads of the following UN organi-

zations: the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP); 

the Offi  ce of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR); 

the UN Children’s Fund (UNICEF); the World Food Program 

(WFP); the World Health Organization (WHO), and the Food 

and Agriculture Organization of the UN (FAO). Other humani-

tarian organizations such as the International Committee of the 

Red Cross (ICRC), the International Federation of Red Cross and 

Red Crescent Societies (IFRC), and the International Organiza-

tion for Migration (IOM) also take part in the IASC. Representa-

tives of relevant nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) are in-

vited to participate.

In addition to coordinating overall policy on humanitarian as-

sistance, the IASC addresses issues such as: access to victims, se-

curity of personnel and relief supplies, ensuring humanitarian im-

peratives in confl ict situations, examining special needs arising 

from application of UN sanctions, demobilization of combatants, 

de-mining, resource mobilization, assistance to internally dis-

placed persons, fi eld coordination of international humanitarian 

responses, and ensuring transition from relief to development.

Th e Central Emergency Revolving Fund (CERF) of us50 mil-

lion was created under the terms of Resolution 46/182 as a cash-

fl ow mechanism for use by operational organizations, especially 

during the critical initial stages of emergencies. Th e CERF is fi -

nanced by voluntary contributions and managed by the Depart-

ment of Humanitarian Aff airs. Agencies draw on the CERF and 

repay the advances they receive as donors respond to their own 

fundraising eff orts. On 15 December 2005, the General Assembly 

adopted resolution A/RES/60/1241, upgrading the former Cen-

tral Emergency Revolving Fund to the Central Emergency Re-

sponse Fund. Th is Fund will ensure a more predictable and time-

ly response to humanitarian crises. Th e revamped Fund aims to 

achieve an overall target of $500 million and will add to the cur-

rent $50 million revolving facility, a grant facility of $450 million.

Th e Consolidated Appeals Process (CAP), coordinated and 

monitored by OCHA, is an interagency exercise by which UN sys-

tem organizations and other humanitarian organizations assess 

the full range of requirements for responding to emergencies. Th e 

CAP helps the international community to identify the most criti-

cal needs of aff ected people and to determine the most appropri-

ate ways to provide assistance. Th is process enables donors and 

agencies to concentrate their eff orts where they are needed most 

and eliminates wasteful competition among agencies for donor 

funds. From 1995 through 2002, appeals were launched for coun-

tries including Afghanistan, Albania, Angola, Bosnia and Herze-

govina, Burundi, Colombia, Congo, Democratic Republic of the 

Congo, Côte d’Ivoire, Croatia, Ecuador, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Fiji, 

Georgia, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Japan, 

Kenya, Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, Lebanon, Liberia, 

the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Occupied Palestin-

ian territory, Pakistan, Russian Federation, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, 

Somalia, South Africa, Sudan, Tajikistan, Uganda, United Repub-

lic of Tanzania, and Yugoslavia. Appeals are oft en made by region 

as well—including for the Caucasus, Great Lakes Region of Africa, 

and Southeastern Europe (including the Kosovo province of Yu-

goslavia). On average, some 20 appeals are launched annually to 

meet the requirements of nearly 40 million people. For 2006, 18 

programs required a total of $4.7 billion to ensure that 31 million 

people in 26 countries got the best available protection and assis-

tance, on time. Th e year 2005 was marked by devastating disasters-

the Indian Ocean tsunami in the fi nal days of 2004 and the South 

Asia earthquake of October 2005, on top of a disastrous hurricane 

season-which stretched all humanitarian agencies to their maxi-

mum capacity. Funding, led by private donations for the tsunami, 

reached unprecedented worldwide totals-but because the majority 

of funds were earmarked for the tsunami, most agencies and non-

governmental organizations (NGOs) still lacked suffi  cient fund-

ing to assist millions of people struck by other crises.

OCHA’s work takes place where the fi elds of international se-

curity, political aff airs, and humanitarian concerns converge. An 

important responsibility entrusted to OCHA involves humanitar-

ian diplomacy in eff orts to prevent emergencies and in negotia-

tion with parties to confl icts aimed at ensuring access to those in 

need. OCHA’s staff  is involved in policy planning and early warn-

ing functions, emergency operational support and relief coordina-

tion, and disaster mitigation. Th e OCHA maintains close contact 

with the UN Departments of Political Aff airs and Peacekeeping 

Operations in order to coordinate the security, political, and hu-

manitarian aspects of complex emergencies.

New Initiatives

To help manage its eff orts, OCHA set up Relief Web, available at 

http://www.reliefweb.int. Th e Internet site provides up-to-date 

information on complex emergencies and natural disasters col-

lected from over 170 sources. Users from over 150 countries ac-

cess an average of 200,000 documents each month. In addition, 

OCHA runs the Humanitarian Early Warning System (HEWS), 

which identifi es crises with humanitarian implications. Th rough 

analysis of fi eld-based information and the evaluation of trends, 

HEWS informs decision-makers at headquarters about the likeli-

hood and extent of crises. An extensive database of information 

for more than 100 countries supports this activity. Th e Integrated 

Regional Information Network (IRIN), at Nairobi, was set up in 

1995 to analyze and synthesize data on developments in Africa’s 

Great Lakes region. It issues daily reports and thematic studies for 

over 2,000 primary subscribers in more than 50 countries. IRIN 

at Abidjan was set up in 1997 and began providing similar reports 

covering West Africa. IRIN coverage was expected to be expanded 

in the late 1990s to cover southern Africa, Central Asia and the 

Caucasus region, as well as the Balkans. 

OCHA also facilitates the work of the Geographic Information 

Support Team (GIST), which is an inter-agency initiative that pro-

motes the use of geographic data standards and geographic in-

formation systems in support of humanitarian relief operations. 

GIST members are technical experts and information specialists 

from the UN and donor agencies involved in disaster management 

and/or humanitarian assistance. Another arm of OCHA is the In-

ternational Search and Rescue Advisory Group (INSARAG), a 

global network of more than 80 countries and disaster response 

organizations. INSARAG deals with urban search and rescue 

(USAR) related issues. INSARAG aims at establishing standards 

for international USAR teams and methodology for international 

coordination in earthquake response. Members of INSARAG are 
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both earthquake-prone and responding countries and organiza-

tions. INSARAG was established in 1991, following initiatives of 

international search and rescue teams that responded to the 1988 

Armenia earthquake. Th e Field Coordination Support Section 

(FCSS) in the Emergency Services Branch (ESB) of the UN Offi  ce 

for the Coordination of Humanitarian Aff airs (OCHA) in Geneva 

functions as INSARAG Secretariat.

International Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction

Between 1960 and 1990 deaths from natural disasters rose by a 

factor of 10, with 90% of casualties occurring in developing coun-

tries ill prepared to respond to natural disasters. Although the 

World Meteorological Organization has shown that each dollar 

spent on disaster preparedness is equivalent to 100 dollars spent 

aft er a disaster, no mechanisms existed to transfer the huge body 

of knowledge on disaster preparedness and prevention from the 

industrialized countries to developing countries. For example, 

an earthquake of 6.6 magnitude on the Richter scale in Califor-

nia in January 1994 caused fewer than 100 deaths. An earthquake 

of 6.4 magnitude in India’s Maharashtra State in September 1993 

caused 10,000 deaths. Most of the deaths in the Indian tragedy 

were caused by the collapse of homes while people slept. By con-

trast, California has long been a proving ground for earthquake-

resistant architectural innovations.

In 1989, the General Assembly declared the 1990s the Interna-

tional Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction to reduce loss of life 

and property damage resulting from natural disasters. It estab-

lished a high-level council of 10 internationally renowned person-

alities, a scientifi c and technical committee of 24 scientists from 

around the world, and approximately 120 national committees 

to promote the decade and the formulation of disaster prepared-

ness programs. 13 October was declared “International Day for 

Natural Disaster Reduction,” and observed by public gatherings 

and publicity to raise awareness of the need to implement disaster 

preparedness.

In May 1994, the World Conference on Natural Disaster Re-

duction was convened in Yokohama, Japan. Representatives 

from 147 countries and 37 nongovernmental organizations and 

observers from UN specialized agencies participated in the con-

ference, which both reviewed implementation of the General 

Assembly’s recommendations during the fi rst half of the decade 

and adopted the “Guidelines for Natural Disaster Prevention, 

Preparedness and Mitigation,” also called the “Yokohama Strat-

egy.” It noted that the fi rst half of the decade had seen some im-

provement in the fi eld of disaster response, but that the goals 

for disaster prevention and preparedness had not received wide 

publicity.

Th e conference document stated that, while natural phenom-

ena that cause disasters are outside human control, vulnerability 

of populations was a result of human activity (or nonactivity). In 

its “Strategy for the Year 2000 and Beyond,” the conference called 

for a global culture of prevention and a policy of self-reliance in 

each vulnerable country and community. Other elements of the 

strategy included education and training in disaster prevention, 

strengthening research and development for disaster reduction 

and mitigation, and improving awareness in vulnerable commu-

nities through more active use of media. Finally the conference 

called on all countries to express the political commitment to re-

duce their vulnerability by means of legislation and policy deci-

sions at the highest levels to mobilize domestic resources, devel-

op risk assessment programs, and emergency plans and to design 

projects for subregional, regional, and international cooperation. 

It also recommended an improvement in communications capa-

bilities on natural disasters among countries for preparedness and 

early warning systems.

Th rough its resolution A/RES/58/214, the General Assem-

bly convened a second World Conference on Disaster Reduction 

(WCDR) held in Kobe, Hyogo, Japan, from 18-22 January 2005, 

to coincide with the commemoration of the 10th anniversary of 

the Great Hanshin-Awaiji earthquake that occurred on 17 Janu-

ary 1995, killing more than 6,400 people and injuring more than 

40,000. Th e WCDR was to take stock of progress in disaster risk 

reduction accomplished since the Yokohama Conference of 1994 

and to make plans for the next ten years. Th e WCDR aimed to 

increase the international profi le of disaster risk reduction, pro-

mote its integration into development planning and practice, and 

strengthen local and national capacities to address the causes of 

disasters that hamper development in many countries. Discus-

sions at the WCDR resulted in two negotiated documents: a pro-

gram outcome document entitled “Building the resilience of na-

tions and communities to disasters: Hyogo Framework for Action 

2005-2015,” and the Hyogo Declaration. Delegates also took note 

of the “Review of the 1994 Yokohama Strategy for a Safer World 

and its Plan of Action” and adopted a “Common statement on the 

Special Session on the Indian Ocean Disaster: Risk Reduction for 

a Safer Future.”

Man-made Humanitarian Disasters

Perhaps the thorniest problem for OCHA (then the DHA) was the 

increase in and complexity of humanitarian disasters caused by 

internal civil strife in places like Angola, the former Yugoslavia, 

and Rwanda. In the largest exodus ever known, 2 million people 

in Rwanda abandoned their homes in one week during the re-

sumption of a civil war and the organized slaughter of hundreds of 

thousands of civilians in that country in the summer of 1994. Th e 

exodus overwhelmed the capacity of international aid organiza-

tions to deal with the crisis, and thousands of people died of chol-

era, dysentery, and other diseases in makeshift  camps hurriedly set 

up along Rwanda’s border with other countries. In August 1994, 

the UN agencies appealed to member states for us470 million to 

respond to the disaster. Th e initial response to the appeal yielded 

us137 million. In his report to the 49th General Assembly on 

“Strengthening of the Coordination of Emergency Humanitarian 

Assistance” (A/49/177), the Secretary-General stated:

Complex emergencies are presenting serious new 

challenges to humanitarian organizations and others 

involved in providing relief assistance. Disregard for 

fundamental humanitarian principles, serious violations of 

humanitarian law and threats to the safety and protection of 

relief personnel have underscored the need for enhancing 

awareness of all involved in complex emergencies—

including the Security Council—of humanitarian concerns 

and objectives and for appropriate measures to protect 

humanitarian mandates in confl ict situations. While the 

new generation of multifaceted United Nations operations 
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require close interaction between the political, military and 

humanitarian dimensions, it is important, at the same time, 

to ensure that the humanitarian component can preserve its 

unique identity by maintaining neutrality and impartiality. 

(emphasis added).

In this connection, the IASC established a set of guidelines for 

humanitarian missions in confl ict situations:

• Th e need for humanitarian relief assistance to be undertaken 

in accordance with the principles of impartiality, neutrality, 

and humanity;

• Reaffi  rmation of free, safe, and unimpeded access for human-

itarian assistance and the role of humanitarian diplomacy in 

that regard;

• Th e need for greater collaboration with nongovernmental or-

ganizations engaged in humanitarian relief;

• Th e need to ensure security and protection of all relief per-

sonnel;

• Th e need to apprise the Security Council fully on relevant hu-

manitarian issues that should be appropriately refl ected in its 

decisions on complex emergencies;

• Th e importance of shielding humanitarian assistance against 

the eff ects of sanctions, particularly in relation to vulnerable 

groups.

United Nations Drylands Development Center 

Another UN undertaking in disaster relief developed in response 

to the desiccation of the Sudano-Sahelian zone of West Africa. 

Many years of drought in Burkina Faso, Chad, Mali, Mauritania, 

Niger, and Senegal had, by 1973, resulted in a crisis and the threat 

of mass starvation in the region. In May, the Secretary-General, 

acting under resolutions of the General Assembly and the Eco-

nomic and Social Council, designated FAO as the “focal point” of 

an emergency operation of the UN system to provide and trans-

port rations, seeds for sowing, animal feed, and vaccines to vic-

tims in the six countries. Th e following month, the UN Sahelian 

Offi  ce (UNSO) was created to promote medium- and long-term 

recovery in cooperation with the Permanent Interstate Commit-

tee on Drought Control in the Sahel, known by its French acro-

nym CILSS and composed of nine aff ected states—Burkina Faso, 

Cape Verde, Chad, Gambia, Guinea-Bissau, Mali, Mauritania, Ni-

ger, and Senegal.

In 1977, UNSO’s mandate was expanded to assist the UN Envi-

ronment Programme (UNEP) in implementing the Plan of Action 

to Combat Desertifi cation in the Sudano-Sahelian Region. From 

1995 to 2002, UNSO managed us$18 million to support 29 coun-

tries in Africa, 22 in Asia and 19 in Latin America and the Carib-

bean to develop national action plans to combat desertifi cation 

and drought. UNSO mobilized general and earmarked contribu-

tions to promote sustainable management of the natural resources 

in arid and semi-arid lands. It helped governments plan and coor-

dinate natural resource management and implement fi eld projects 

on soil and water conservation and integrated land management. 

Th e UNSO was later renamed the UN Drylands Development 

Center. 

UN CHILDREN’S FUND (UNICEF)
Th e UN International Children’s Emergency Fund (UNICEF) was 

established by the General Assembly on 11 December 1946 to 

provide emergency relief assistance in the form of food, medicine, 

and clothing to the children of postwar Europe and China. In De-

cember 1950, the General Assembly extended the life of the fund 

for three years, changing its mandate to emphasize health and nu-

trition programs of long-range benefi t to children of developing 

countries. In October 1953, the General Assembly decided that 

UNICEF should continue its work as a permanent arm of the UN 

system, and charged the organization to emphasize programs giv-

ing long-term benefi t to children everywhere, particularly those 

in developing countries who are in the greatest need. Th e orga-

nization’s name was changed to the UN Children’s Fund, but the 

acronym “UNICEF” was retained. Th e UNICEF Executive Board 

reaffi  rmed its mandate in January 1996, when it adopted a state-

ment on the mission of UNICEF saying that UNICEF “is guided 

by the Convention on the Rights of the Child and strives to estab-

lish children’s rights as enduring ethical principles and interna-

tional standards of behavior towards children.”

In 1959 the General Assembly unanimously adopted the Dec-

laration of the Rights of the Child, affi  rming the right of children 

to special protection and opportunities and facilities for healthy, 

normal development.

Following a global study of the needs of children in 1961, UNI-

CEF increased the scope and fl exibility of its approach to children 

to include projects that promote the role of children as an invalu-

able “human resource” in national development, thus making it 

possible to provide aid for education.

UNICEF was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1965. In No-

vember 1989, the General Assembly voted to transform the rights 

and obligations under the 1959 Declaration into the Convention 

on the Rights of the Child (CRC), the most comprehensive treaty 

ever to address the individual rights of children and set univer-

sally accepted standards for their children. Th e convention en-

tered into force as international law in September 1990. In 2002, 

UNICEF reported that the convention had been ratifi ed by every 

country in the world except two (the United States and Somalia), 

and “therefore uniquely places children center-stage in the quest 

for the universal application of human rights.” As of May 2006, the 

United States and Somalia were still the only two countries in the 

world that had not ratifi ed the CRC.

As the only United Nations agency devoted exclusively to the 

needs of children, UNICEF promoted the full implementation of 

the Convention on the Rights of the Child by 1995. UNICEF also 

participated in the World Conference on Human Rights in Vien-

na in June 1993, speaking out forcefully on behalf of children and 

against violation of their rights.

UNICEF also participated in the International Conference on 

Population and Development in Cairo, Egypt, in September 1994; 

the World Summit for Social Development in Copenhagen, Den-

mark, in March 1995; the Fourth World Conference on Women in 

Beijing, China, in September 1995; the Habitat II World Assembly 

of Cities and Local Authorities in Istanbul, Turkey, in June 1996; 

and the World Congress against Commercial Sexual Exploitation 

of Children in Stockholm, Sweden, in August 1996, strongly pro-

moting measures for child survival, protection, and development. 

UNICEF was one of the host organizations and core participants 

of Beijing+5, the fi rst follow-up meeting to the watershed Fourth 
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World Conference on Women (1995). Convened in June 2000 in 

New York City, Beijing+5 (also called Women 2000) was set up to 

review progress and establish action plans for the next fi ve years. 

More than 150 countries and thousands of non-governmental or-

ganizations participated in programs at UN headquarters. UNI-

CEF focused on four key themes at the event: gender equality 

starts early; women’s rights and girls’ rights are independent (laws 

and structures that protect women also need to be made to protect 

girls); children’s rights cannot be achieved without girls’ rights; 

and community partnerships are needed to end violence and pre-

vent HIV/AIDS. In support of women’s issues, UNICEF funded a 

news web site, http://www.womenswire.org, to publicize areas of 

concern and advance public understanding of the issues. 

Purposes and Scope of Work

Combining humanitarian and development objectives, UNICEF’s 

primary goal is to help children of the poorest and least devel-

oped countries. It helps them directly, by supporting government 

programs to improve child health, nutrition, education, and social 

services, and indirectly, by serving as child advocate, appealing 

to governments and to the consciences of individuals worldwide 

to fi nd and commit the resources required to protect and prepare 

children adequately.

UNICEF’s mandate from the General Assembly’s 1946 resolu-

tion for “strengthening … the permanent child health and wel-

fare programs of the countries receiving assistance” has been de-

veloped and continuously adapted to current conditions. It places 

strong emphasis on community participation in the development 

and operation of services for children and has increasingly fo-

cused on community-based action. As a funding agency—as dis-

tinct from a specialized agency—UNICEF is able to work with 

various ministries and nongovernmental organizations, maintain-

ing an intersectoral approach to community action in meeting the 

needs of children.

In 1976, UNICEF adopted an approach to the provision of basic 

health and welfare services, the key element of which was com-

munity participation. Th is new approach resulted from experi-

ences in economically and politically diverse developing countries 

showing that services are likely to be not only cheaper but also 

more eff ective when community members are involved, because 

they mobilize hitherto unused abilities within the community and 

the services can be run at recurrent costs that the country and 

community can aff ord. Integration of women into the establish-

ment of community-based services is especially important, since 

their participation can have a signifi cant impact on the quality of 

life for their children.

UNICEF gives priority to the establishment of long-term pro-

grams and places special emphasis on the use of national expertise 

wherever feasible.

UNICEF cooperates with developing countries in several ways: 

it assists in the planning and extension of services benefi ting chil-

dren and in the exchange of experience between countries; it pro-

vides funds to strengthen the training and orientation of national 

personnel, complementing, wherever possible, the work of spe-

cialized agencies; and it delivers technical supplies, equipment, 

and other aid for extending services.

In September 1990, the Convention on the Rights of the Child 

entered into force, less than one year aft er its adoption by the Gen-

eral Assembly. Th at month, UNICEF organized the World Sum-

mit for Children, attended by representatives from more than 159 

countries, including 71 heads of state or government. It produced 

a Declaration and a Plan of Action, which recognized the rights of 

the young to “fi rst call” on nations’ resources and set goals for the 

year 2000, including:

• A reduction of the 1990 infant and under-fi ve child mortality 

rates by one third or to 50 to 70 per 1,000 live births respec-

tively, whichever is lower;

• A reduction by half of the 1990 maternal mortality rate;

• A reduction by half of the 1990 rate for severe malnutrition 

among children under the age of fi ve;

• Universal access to safe drinking water and to sanitary means 

of excreta disposal, and

• Universal access to basic education and completion of pri-

mary education by at least 80% of school-age children.

In September 1996, the Secretary-General of the UN reported 

to the General Assembly that signifi cant progress was made to-

ward the World Summit goals in some 90 countries in the previ-

ous 6 years. Over 150 countries had drawn up National Programs 

of Action (NPAs) to implement the goals.

Recognizing that survival and development of children is intri-

cately linked to the status of women in developing countries, the 

Executive Board, at its annual meeting in May 1994, requested the 

executive director to give high priority to UNICEF eff orts to de-

velop gender-sensitive indicators in each sectoral area of develop-

ment and to set gender-specifi c goals in national programs of ac-

tion. UNICEF supports gender equality, organized participation 

of women at all levels, and capacity-building and mobilization of 

youth for a more gender-equitable society.

At the Fourth World Conference on Women in Beijing, China, 

in September 1995, UNICEF advocated more attention and re-

sources to girls’ education and the linkage between goals for girls 

and women. It drew attention to the complementary objectives of 

the Convention on the Rights of the Child and the Convention on 

the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women.

As a result of the Beijing conference, UNICEF identifi ed the 

following areas of concern or emphasis: women and poverty; ed-

ucation and training of women; women’s health, including safe 

motherhood and reproductive health (including HIV/AIDS); 

violence against women, including family violence and harm-

ful traditional practices (such as female genital mutilation), sex-

ual abuse, and exploitation and traffi  cking in women and girls; 

women and armed confl ict; women in power and decision-mak-

ing; institutional mechanisms for the advancement of women; hu-

man rights of women; women and the media; and women and the 

environment.

In May 2002, the UN General Assembly Special Session on Chil-

dren was held, the fi rst global gathering of world leaders and chil-

dren’s advocates since the 1990 World Summit. UNICEF was in-

strumental in furthering children’s participation in the event, and 

throughout the year hosted or supported regional consultations 

and other events related to the special session. In April 2001, UNI-

CEF had launched the “Say Yes for Children” pledge campaign for 

voluntary contributions. By May 2002, when the organizers pre-

sented their achievements to the special session, nearly 100 mil-

lion people in 194 countries had joined the grass-roots campaign. 

Education was a top priority of the campaign.
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Organization

UNICEF is an integral part of the UN, with semiautonomous sta-

tus. Th e Executive Board, which is the governing body of UNI-

CEF, meets once a year to establish policy, review programs, and 

approve expenditures. It also holds regular sessions between the 

annual formal meetings. Th e Executive Board has 36 members, 

elected for a three-year term with the following regional alloca-

tion of seats: eight African states, seven Asian states, four Cen-

tral and Eastern European states, fi ve Latin American and Carib-

bean states, and 12 Western European and other states (including 

Japan). Th e board year runs from 1 January to 31 December. In 

2006, the board members included: from Africa-Algeria, Burki-

na Faso, Burundi, Djibouti, Malawi, Mozambique, Rwanda, Sen-

egal; from Asia-Bangladesh, China, Democratic People’s Republic 

of Korea, Lebanon, Myanmar, Pakistan, Republic of Korea; from 

Central and Eastern Europe-Belarus, Russian Federation, Serbia 

and Montenegro, Ukraine; from Latin America and the Carib-

bean-Argentina, Bolivia, Colombia, El Salvador, Guatemala; and 

from Western Europe and other states-Australia, Austria, Cana-

da, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Spain, 

Sweden, United States.

Th e executive director of UNICEF is appointed by the UN Sec-

retary-General in consultation with the Executive Board. Th e ad-

ministration of UNICEF and the appointment and direction of 

staff  are the responsibility of the executive director, under policy 

directives laid down by the Executive Board, and under a broad 

authority delegated to the executive director by the Secretary-

General. Th e executive director as of 2006 was Ann M. Veneman 

of the United States.

UNICEF has a network of country and regional offi  ces serving 

155 countries and territories. UNICEF maintains headquarters of-

fi ces in New York, Geneva, Brussels, Tokyo, Florence (site of the 

Innocenti Research Centre, available at http://www.unicefi cdc.org), 

Copenhagen, and Huningue (France). Eight regional offi  ces serve 

Latin America and the Caribbean, Central and Eastern Europe (in-

cluding Commonwealth of Independent States and Baltic States), 

East Asia and the Pacifi c, Eastern and Southern Africa, Middle East 

and North Africa, South Asia, and West and Central Africa.

In 2006, UNICEF employed a total staff  of approximately 10,000 

people, 85% of which were in the fi eld.

In 1985, only 27% of international professional posts were fi lled 

by women. By 1996, that fi gure had been raised to 40%. In 2000, 

UNICEF reported that it endorsed its own policy of gender equal-

ity and empowerment of women and girls by mobilizing and or-

ganizing women for participation in its programs. Th e organiza-

tion paid particular attention to ensuring that women, both in its 

offi  ces and in the fi eld, were in decision-making roles that would 

help guide UNICEF’s work.

UNICEF is supported by 37 National Committees, mostly in 

the industrialized countries, whose more than 100,000 volunteer 

members raise money through various activities, including the 

sale of greeting cards. Th e committees also undertake advocacy, 

education for development, and information activities. About 

30% of the organization’s budget is contributed through the Na-

tional Committees.

In 2006 the National Committees maintained offi  ces in An-

dorra, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Czech Republic, Den-

mark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hong Kong, 

Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Republic of Korea, 

Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nor-

way, Poland, Portugal, San Marino, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Swe-

den, Switzerland, Turkey, United Kingdom, and United States.

Cooperation with Other Agencies

UNICEF collaborates closely with the specialized agencies, includ-

ing the International Labour Organization (ILO), Food and Agri-

culture Organization (FAO), the United Nations Education, Sci-

entifi c and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), and World Health 

Organization (WHO), as well as with the units of the UN Secre-

tariat concerned with services benefi ting children. It also works 

with the funding agencies and programs of the UN system—such 

as United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), United 

Nations Population Fund (UNFPA), World Food Programme 

(WFP), the World Bank, International Fund for Agricultural De-

velopment (IFAD), and United Nations Environment Programme 

(UNEP)—to exchange information, discuss policies of coopera-

tion aff ecting the situation of children, and explore potential pro-

gram collaboration.

Close working relations are maintained with the UN Offi  ce for 

the Coordination of Humanitarian Aff airs (OCHA) and with the 

United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) in 

emergency relief and aid to refugees, respectively. UNICEF also 

works with regional development banks and the regional econom-

ic and social commissions and with bilateral aid agencies.

Of particular importance is UNICEF’s cooperation and collabo-

ration in programs with nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), 

both national and international. Th e NGO Committee on UNI-

CEF comprises over 100 international professional and voluntary 

groups involved with children and either directly or indirectly, 

through concern with aspects of social development. A roster of 

international and national correspondent organizations is continu-

ing to grow, particularly from developing countries. Some 400 or-

ganizations participate in activities and share information through 

UNICEF/NGO liaison offi  ces in New York and Geneva. Many of 

these organizations have become important supporters of UNI-

CEF by providing a channel for advocacy on behalf of children and 

by participating in fund-raising and in UNICEF programs.

Financing

UNICEF’s work is accomplished with voluntary contributions 

from both governments and nongovernmental sources. Total 

contributions for 2004 amounted to us1,978 million. Contribu-

tions from governments and intergovernmental organizations ac-

counted for 68% of this income; 29% was from nongovernmental 

and private sources; and 3% was derived from a variety of other 

sources. Th e United States remained the largest donor to UNICEF, 

providing a total of us263 million. Th e United Kingdom was the 

second largest government donor in total funds, with $188 mil-

lion, followed by Japan at $156 million and Norway at $135 mil-

lion. Th e Netherlands, Sweden, Canada, Denmark, Australia, and 

Italy were the next largest donors of total funds. Norway, Sweden, 

and the Netherlands were the top contributors in total funds per 

capita. (For a list of the top 20 donor nations and their contri-

butions to regular resources, see the following table.) Addition-

ally, the United Nations Foundation, Inc., established in 1997 by 

American businessman Ted Turner with a us1 billion grant, ap-

proved more than us18 million in funds for UNICEF in 1998. In 

2001, UNICEF was the recipient of more than $60 million from 
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the sale of a collection of modern art at the bequest of Mme. René 

Gaff é, the collection’s owner.

Expenditure

UNICEF’s total expenditure in 2004 amounted to us1,606 mil-

lion, of which $1,508 went directly to programs and $92 mil-

lion was spent on administration and other charges. Expenditure 

by program sector was as follows: early childhood development 

(34%); immunization plus (22%); girls’ education (21%); child 

protection (10%); HIV/AIDS (9%); and other (4%).

Programs

Th rough its extensive fi eld network in developing countries UNI-

CEF undertakes, in coordination with governments, local com-

munities, and other partners, programs in health, nutrition, 

education, water and sanitation, the environment, women in de-

velopment, and other activities that improve the well-being of 

children. Emphasis is placed on community-based programs in 

which people participate actively and are trained in such skills as 

health care, midwifery, and teaching.

UNICEF facilitates the exchange of programming experience 

among developing countries, and encourages governments to un-

dertake a regular review of the situation of their children and to 

incorporate a national policy for children in their comprehensive 

development plans. It also places emphasis on national capacity 

building and the use of national expertise wherever possible.

UNICEF provides assistance on the basis of mutually agreed 

priorities for children in collaboration with the governments con-

cerned. Priority is given to the world’s most vulnerable—almost all 

its resources are therefore invested in the poorest developing coun-

tries, with the greatest share going to children under fi ve years old. 

As of 2004, UNICEF maintained programs in 157 countries.

Health

Immunization
In cooperation with the World Health Organization (WHO), 

UNICEF supports the expanded Program on Immunization that 

each year prevents an estimated 2.5 million child deaths from 

six diseases—diphtheria, measles, poliomyelitis, tetanus, tuber-

culosis, and whooping cough. However, in 2001 more than 30 

million children remain unprotected against common vaccine-

preventable diseases. In October 1991, UNICEF and the WHO 

announced that their goal of protecting 80% of the world’s chil-

dren before their fi rst birthday had been achieved (compared to 

less than 5% in 1975, when the program was launched). UNICEF 

and WHO made an eff ort to raise immunization coverage for the 

six diseases to this level in all countries, eliminate neonatal tet-

anus, poliomyelitis and substantially reduce measles deaths and 

cases by the end of 1995. As a result, a large majority of countries 

have reached the immunization coverage goal of 80% for all an-

tigens except tetanus toxoid; polio has been eradicated in many 

countries; major progress has been made towards elimination of 

neonatal tetanus; and measles mortality and morbidity have been 

reduced in some regions. UNICEF procures 40% of the world’s 

doses of vaccines for children and is the main supplier to develop-

ing countries. Th e global procurement of 2.8 billion doses of vac-

cines amounted to $374 million in 2004. Also in 2004, UNICEF 

procured 2.1 billion doses of polio vaccine, valued at $203 million, 

due to the fact that in 2003 and 2004, wild poliovirus spread rap-

idly from Nigeria across West and Central Africa and into Sudan, 

paralyzing children in 12 previously polio-free countries.

Oral rehydration therapy
UNICEF works closely with WHO to control diarrheal dehydration, 

which is the single largest cause of death among children under fi ve 

years of age in the developing world. UNICEF-assisted programs 

for the control of diarrheal diseases promote the manufacture and 

distribution of prepackaged salts—oral rehydration salt (ORS)—or 

homemade solutions. Th e use of oral rehydration therapy (ORT) 

has signifi cantly increased from 17% in 1985 to 85% at present, and 

is believed to prevent more than 1.5 million deaths each year.

Acute respiratory infections (ARI)
ARI, in particular pneumonia, are the single biggest cause of child 

mortality in the world and account for over 2 million deaths among 

children under fi ve years of age in developing countries. UNICEF 

has adopted a comprehensive approach to control ARI, including 

helping countries to develop national plans and infrastructures; de-

centralizing activities to substantial level; training health workers; 

supporting access to essential drugs and appropriate technological 

devices; and helping with monitoring and communication.

Safe motherhood
In the 1990s it was estimated that more than a half million women 

die every year from causes related to pregnancy and childbirth. 

In cooperation with WHO, UNICEF worked to reduce maternal 

mortality by 50% by the year 2000, to improve prenatal care, and 

to ensure safe delivery for all pregnant women and access by all 

couples to family planning services. It also focuses on information, 

education, and communication on birth-spacing, responsible par-

enthood, and discouraging early marriage and early pregnancy.

HIV/AIDS
By December 2002, 3.2 million children (800,000 in new infec-

tions in 2002) had been infected with the human immunodefi -

ciency virus (HIV), the vast majority of whom lived in sub-Saha-

ran Africa. A report by the Joint United Nations Programme on 

HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS) indicated that the majority of the 5 million 

newly infected adults in 2002 were under 25 years old, nearly half 

of them women. It was estimated that in 2002, 42 million peo-

ple were HIV-infected worldwide. Th ere were 3.1 million AIDS 

deaths in 2002, of which 610,000 were children. By the end of 
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Top 20 Donors to UNICEF Regular and 
Other Resources 2004 (in thousands of US dollars)

NATION CONTRIBUTIONS

United States $262,782
United Kingdom 187,957
Japan 155,605
Norway 135,130
Netherlands 113,405
Sweden 111,597
Canada 86,705
Denmark 38,147
Australia 32,199
Italy 29,407
Finland 22,002
France 16,618
Switzerland 16,563
Ireland 14,158
Belgium 13,868
Germany 8,695
New Zealand 5,910
Spain 5,816
Luxembourg 3,258
Republic of Korea 3,100
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2005, there were approximately 15 million children who had been 

orphaned by HIV and AIDS.

UNICEF works closely with governments and supports preven-

tion programs such as youth health and development promotion; 

school-based interventions; sexual and reproductive health pro-

motion; family and community care; and mass communication 

and mobilization. It also helps AIDS-infected families and AIDS 

orphans. UNICEF supported HIV/AIDS prevention for adoles-

cents in 71 countries in 2001. Th at year, more than 720,000 chil-

dren contracted HIV from their mothers. UNICEF thus supports 

“prevention of mother-to-child transmission” (PMTCT) of HIV/

AIDS in 47 countries. UNICEF contributed research and logisti-

cal support to the UN General Assembly Special Session on HIV/

AIDS held in June 2001. In 2004, UNICEF procured $18.4 million 

of antiretroviral medicine, and supplied HIV and AIDS-related 

test kits and diagnostic equipment worth $2.9 million.

UNICEF participates in UNAIDS, cosponsored by the UN De-

velopment Fund (UNDF), UN Population Fund (UNFPA), UN 

Educational, Scientifi c and Cultural Organizations (UNESCO), 

World Health Organization (WHO), and the World Bank.

Nutrition

In 1996, 174 million children were malnourished as a result of 

frequent bouts of diarrhea and other illnesses, bottle-feeding of 

infants and poor weaning practices, low birth-weight, infrequent 

feeding and micronutrient defi ciencies. On average, over 50% of 

young child deaths in developing countries are associated with 

malnutrition. In 2000, UNICEF’s statistics showed that 30% of 

the world’s children were moderately to severely underweight and 

11% were wasting. UNICEF fi ghts malnutrition by empowering 

communities; protecting and promoting breastfeeding and appro-

priate child feeding practices; controlling the three main forms of 

micronutrient defi ciencies—iron, iodine, and vitamin A; improv-

ing nutrition information system; and helping countries to reach 

consensus as to the causes of malnutrition. It aims to achieve uni-

versal salt iodization to prevent iodine defi ciency disorders, and to 

eliminate vitamin A defi ciency.

UNICEF participated in the International Conference on Nu-

trition held in Rome in December 1992 and contributed to the 

formulation of the World Declaration on Nutrition and the Plan 

of Action for Nutrition adopted by the conference. Th e declara-

tion identifi ed children under fi ve years of age as the group most 

aff ected by malnutrition.

Breastfeeding
In coordination with WHO, UNICEF launched in June 1991, a 

“baby-friendly hospital initiative” to promote breastfeeding. Th e 

initiative aims at empowering women to breastfeed by ending 

the distribution of free and low-cost supplies of infant formula in 

hospitals and maternity facilities. As of 1996, 8,120 hospitals and 

maternity facilities had become “baby-friendly” by implement-

ing the “Ten Steps to Successful Breastfeeding” recommended by 

UNICEF and WHO. Baby-friendly hospitals encourage mothers 

to initiate breastfeeding immediately aft er birth and to continue 

exclusive breastfeeding, and they do not accept free and low-cost 

formula from companies.

Water supply and sanitation

Polluted water is estimated to aff ect the health of more than 1.2 bil-

lion people, and to contribute to the death of an average 15 million 

children every year. In 1994, WHO estimated the number of peo-

ple without access to clean drinking water at 1.3 billion. By 2000, 

nearly 1.2 billion people lacked access to clean water, while 2.4 

billion lacked access to adequate sanitation services. Two of every 

fi ve Africans lack access to an improved water supply. Th roughout 

Africa, rural water services lag far behind urban services. At the 

beginning of 2000, two-fi ft hs of the world’s population (2.4 billion 

people) lacked access to improved sanitation facilities. Th e major-

ity of those people lived in Asia and Africa, where fewer than half 

of all Asians have access to improved sanitation.

To meet the goals of universal access to safe drinking water and 

to sanitary means of excreta disposal, and elimination of guinea 

worm disease by the end of the decade, UNICEF allocates a large 

portion of its income to this sector (for the amount see section on 

expenditure). In addition to provision of eff ective low-cost water 

supply and sanitary services, UNICEF promotes hygiene educa-

tion and environmental protection. UNICEF is working to elimi-

nate the water-borne guinea worm disease (dracunculiasis).

Basic education

In its 1999 Annual Report, UNICEF stated that nearly a billion 

people would enter the 21st century unable to read a book or sign 

their names and that two-thirds of them were women. Th e total 

included more than 130 million school-age children, 73 million 

of them girls, who were growing up in the developing world with-

out access to basic education. UNICEF works to improve access to 

primary education and to reduce drop-out rates. It gives priority 

to the education of girls, with the aim of reducing gender dispari-

ties. At the Habitat II in Istanbul, Turkey in June 1996, UNICEF 

advocated for the inclusion of children’s concerns in the Global 

Action Plan adopted by the assembly.

At the Fourth World Conference on Women in Beijing in 1995, 

UNICEF made a successful eff ort to include girls’ education in the 

Platform for Action adopted by the conference. Also at the con-

ference, UNICEF promised to more than double its resources to 

basic education during the 1990s, with special attention to girls’ 

education. Th e organization reported on its progress at the Bei-

jing+5 conference, in New York in June 2000. In 2002, UNICEF 

was helping 74 countries break down barriers that exclude girls 

from education. In 2001, 21 countries reported improvements in 

school enrollment and retention for girls.

UNICEF supports the UN Millennium Development Goals for 

education: by 2015, all girls and boys were to be able to complete a 

quality primary and secondary education; by 2005, girls and boys 

were to be equally represented in the classroom.

Urban basic services

Almost half of the developing world’s urban dwellers are children 

whose vulnerability has increased with the rapid growth of towns 

and cities amid economic and environmental crisis and recurring 

confl ict. UNICEF revised its policy in 1993 by focusing on pover-

ty reduction, primary environmental care, rehabilitation, and pre-

ventive approaches for urban children in especially diffi  cult cir-

cumstances. It also provides advocacy and technical support and 

emphasizes the need for concerted eff ort at all levels—national, 

subnational, and community.

Children in especially diffi  cult circumstances

Around the world, millions of children are at special risk because 

of acute poverty, wars, natural calamities, disabilities, and other 
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circumstances. Children in such situations oft en become separat-

ed from their relatives, left  without the protection and security 

families provide and vulnerable to terrible forms of exploitation 

and abuse.

Over 250 million children in the world work, many of them are 

at risk from hazardous exploitative labor, in factories, in domestic 

services, on the streets, or in degrading conditions of sexual ex-

ploitation. An estimated one million children are believed to work 

as prostitutes. UNICEF supports special projects for children af-

fected in these ways, by helping provide education, reuniting fam-

ilies, and counseling to help heal trauma. It vigorously advocates 

against the exploitation of children by working with governments 

international organizations, and non-governmental organizations 

to protect child rights as set forth in the Convention on the Rights 

of the child. At the World Conference against Commercial Exploi-

tation of Children that convened in Stockholm in August 1996, 

UNICEF strongly called for the immediate end to commercial ex-

ploitation of children everywhere in the world.

Emergency relief and rehabilitation

Although most UNICEF activities focus on the “silent” emergen-

cies that claim 12 million children’s lives every year, natural disas-

ters and armed confl icts constitute the main “loud” emergencies 

that challenge the organization’s resources. In any emergency situ-

ation, UNICEF works closely with other UN agencies and many 

nongovernmental organizations (NGOs).

Removal of Land Mines
Th e scale of the land mine problem almost defi es imagination. 

Due to the persistence of armed confl icts throughout the world, 

it is estimated that there are more than 110 million land mines 

in 68 countries around the world, or one mine for every 20 chil-

dren in the world today. An estimated 25,000 people are killed or 

maimed every year by land mines—90% of these victims are civil-

ians and 5,000–6,000 are children. Th e countries most devastated 

by land-mines are Afghanistan, Angola and Cambodia. Afghan-

istan has an estimated 10–15 million mines in place. In Africa, 

countries with high numbers of lands mines are Mozambique and 

Somalia, but land mines are also destroying the lives of children in 

Asia, Central America, the Middle East, and Central and Eastern 

Europe. Th e UN has established a voluntary trust fund through 

which countries can share the burden of mine clearance. As of 

2006, UNICEF was undertaking mine action in 30 mine-aff ected 

countries worldwide, coordinating a variety of programs focused 

on mine risk education, advocacy, and survivor assistance.

UNICEF strongly advocates for a total ban of the production, 

marketing, and use of land mines and supports land mine aware-

ness programs. In November 1995, UNICEF executive board di-

rector Carol Bellamy announced UNICEF’s commitment to not 

deal with companies manufacturing or selling land mines.

Debt swaps

Since 1989, UNICEF has assisted in the conversion of foreign debt 

in developing countries to funds that supplement UNICEF’s on-

going contributions to child survival and development in basic 

education, primary health care, and water and sanitation. Th e es-

sential feature of the program is that the government concerned 

agrees to spend local currency on programs for children rather 

than using its scarce foreign exchange to service the debt.

Major UNICEF Publications

Th e State of the World’s Children (annual). Th e Progress of Nations 

(annual, fi rst appeared 1993). Ranks the nations of the world ac-

cording to their achievements for children in health, nutrition, 

and education, as well as progress in the fi eld of family planning 

and in women’s development. UNICEF Annual Report.

OFFICE OF UN HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR 
REFUGEES (UNHCR)
Th e UN Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA) was 

established on 9 November 1943, to bring material aid to war-

stricken areas of the world. Th rough its services, some 6 million 

displaced persons were repatriated. Th e constitution of a successor 

agency, broader in scope, the International Refugee Organization 

(IRO), was approved by the General Assembly on 15 December 

1946. In addition to the relief and repatriation assistance provided 

by UNRRA, the IRO was charged with the protection of refugees 

and displaced persons and with resettlement responsibilities. Th e 

IRO Preparatory Commission became operative on 30 June 1947; 

by 31 December 1951, when IRO’s operational activities ceased, 

more than 1 million persons had been resettled.

As part of a series of initiatives designed to address refugee prob-

lems following the dissolution of the IRO, the General Assembly, 

in December 1949, agreed on the necessity of setting up a body 

primarily responsible for the international protection of refugees 

and the search for durable solutions to their plight. As a conse-

quence, the Offi  ce of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees 

(UNHCR) was established as of 1 January 1951 for a limited peri-

od of three years. It was soon evident, however, that international 

assistance was needed, and as new situations that created refugees 

have continued to arise, UNHCR’s mandate has been renewed by 

the General Assembly for successive periods of fi ve years.

UNHCR was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1954 and again 

in 1981.

Organization

Th e UN High Commissioner for Refugees is elected by the Gen-

eral Assembly on the nomination of the Secretary-General and 

follows policy directives given by the General Assembly. Th e Ex-

ecutive Committee of UNHCR meets annually to review activities 

in the fi elds of protection and material assistance, approve assis-

tance projects to be included in the next year’s annual program, 

and provide overall guidance. Th e high commissioner reports to 

the committee on the implementation of special tasks that he or 

she may have been called upon to carry out—oft en at the request 

of the Secretary-General—and on the administration of special 

trust funds. In July 1994, ECOSOC recommended that the Gener-

al Assembly increase the membership of the Executive Committee 

to 50 states. In 2006, the Executive Committee had been extended 

to 66 member countries.

UNHCR headquarters are in Geneva, Switzerland. As of May 

2006, the organization had offi  ces in 116 countries and a world-

wide staff  of 6,540 of whom about 85% were at work in the fi eld.

By the end of 2004, 19.2 million people fell under the concern 

of the UNHCR. Th ey included 9.2 million refugees, 676,000 asy-

lum seekers, and 7.6 million internally displaced persons (IDPs), 

returned IDPs, stateless persons, and others of concern.
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Financing

Th e fi nancial arrangements made at the creation of UNHCR re-

fl ected the fundamental diff erence between it and the IRO. Th e 

IRO’s budget was separate from that of the UN, while a very limit-

ed amount of the basic administrative costs of UNHCR is covered 

by the regular UN budget, since UNHCR is an integral part of the 

Secretariat, rather than a specialized agency. Its substantive activi-

ties in the fi eld of protection and material assistance, however, de-

pend entirely on voluntary contributions.

At the outset, UNHCR was not allowed to appeal to govern-

ments for funds without the express authorization of the General 

Assembly. Th e fi rst funds of any magnitude put at the high com-

missioner’s disposal came from the Ford Foundation in 1952 in 

the form of a grant of us2.9 million (later increased to us3.1 

million) for a pilot program of projects intended to promote the 

local settlement of some 100,000 refugees in Europe through such 

measures as low-rent housing, small loans, vocational training, 

and rehabilitation of the handicapped. Subsequently, in 1954, the 

General Assembly authorized the high commissioner to appeal to 

governments for a four-year us16 million program oriented to-

ward permanent solutions and modeled on the Ford experimental 

undertaking. Th e target was eventually reached through us14.5 

million in contributions by governments and over us2 million 

by private organizations.

Clearing refugee camps in Europe was the main objective of 

UNHCR at this time, and the funds needed to fi nish this task were 

raised to a large extent through World Refugee Year (1959/60), a 

campaign that extended to 100 countries and areas. In 1957, UN-

HCR’s capacity to react eff ectively to unexpected situations was en-

hanced when the General Assembly authorized the high commis-

sioner to establish an emergency fund not to exceed us500,000. 

Th is innovation grew out of the experience of 1956, when some 

200,000 refugees from Hungary crossed into Austria and Yugosla-

via within a matter of weeks, prompting the high commissioner to 

appeal for funds for the emergency. By 1993, the emergency fund’s 

ceiling was raised to us25 million, with up to us8 million avail-

able for a single emergency in a given year.

With the exception of a very limited subsidy from the United 

Nations regular budget (which is used exclusively for administra-

tive costs), UNHCR’s assistance programs are funded by voluntary 

contributions from governments, intergovernmental and nongov-

ernmental organizations, and individuals. Th ese so-called “volun-

tary funds” fi nance all UNHCR assistance programs worldwide. 

UNHCR’s annual voluntary funds expenditure rose rapidly during 

the last decades of the 1900s, surpassing an annual budget of more 

than us1 billion for a fi ft h consecutive year in 1998. Th e 1999 

budget also surpassed the billion-dollar mark; the us1.17 billion 

budget was revised to cover the Kosovo emergency. In 2004, the 

budget was approximately $928.9 million.

Th e High Commissioner’s Responsibilities

Th e high commissioner’s primary responsibility is international 

protection. In addition, he or she promotes durable solutions to 

the problems of refugees through voluntary repatriation, local in-

tegration, or resettlement in another country. Whatever the fi eld 

of activity, he or she and his or her staff  are always guided by hu-

manitarian and strictly nonpolitical considerations. UNHCR’s 

ability to adhere to this policy over the years since its inception 

in 1951 has led the General Assembly to extend the scope of its 

material assistance activities, in many cases to persons who do 

not necessarily meet the defi nition of refugees contained in the 

high commissioner’s statute. Th is defi nition describes refugees as 

persons who, owing to well-founded fear of being persecuted for 

reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 

social group, or political opinion, are outside their country of na-

tionality and are unable or unwilling, because of such fear, to avail 

themselves of the protection of that country. In recent years, UN-

HCR has increasingly been called on to help not only refugees but 

also persons uprooted by man-made disasters and displaced ei-

ther outside or within their country of origin. However, UNHCR’s 

competence does not extend to refugees already receiving help 

from another UN organization, notably the Arab refugees from 

Palestine who are cared for by UNRWA (see separate section).

From its outset, UNHCR’s work was intended to be undertaken 

jointly with other members of the international community. UN-

HCR draws on the expertise of other United Nations organiza-

tions in matters such as food production (FAO), health measures 

(WHO), education (UNESCO), child welfare (UNICEF), and vo-

cational training (ILO). It also cooperates closely with the World 

Food Programme in providing basic food supplies to refugees, 

and with the World Bank and the International Fund for Agri-

cultural Development (IFAD) in implementing projects that aim 

to promote self-reliance. Over the decades, the most sustained 

and devoted service to the cause of refugees has been provided 

by nongovernmental organizations (NGOs). Over 200 NGOs co-

operate in UNHCR’s relief and legal assistance programs. In 1993, 

the Nansen Medal, awarded for outstanding service to the cause of 

refugees, recognized the valuable collaboration of one such NGO, 

Médecins sans Frontières (Doctors without Borders).

Since refugees no longer enjoy the protection of the countries 

they have fl ed, they must rely on the international community to 

provide it. Th e main vehicle for international protection is the 

1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees and its 1967 

protocol, which lays down minimum standards for the treatment 

of refugees by countries that have acceded to it. By 1 July 2004, 145 

states were party to either the convention or its protocol.

One of the most important provisions of the 1951 convention is 

that refugees must not be sent back to a country where they may 

face persecution on grounds of race, political opinion, religion, 

nationality, or membership in a particular social group (the prin-

ciple of non-refoulement). Th e convention also defi nes the rights 

of refugees in the country of asylum with respect to such matters 

as the right to work, education, access to courts, and social secu-

rity. Moreover, it provides for the issuance of travel documents by 

the country of residence to compensate for the fact that refugees 

are not in a position to use their national passports.

By its statute and under the 1951 convention, UNHCR is given 

specifi c responsibility for supervising the application of the provi-

sions of the convention. It is also available to supply technical ad-

vice to governments on appropriate legal and administrative mea-

sures to give eff ect to the stipulations of the convention.

Another important legal instrument concerning refugees is the 

Convention Governing the Specifi c Aspects of Refugee Problems 

in Africa, adopted by the Organization of African Unity in 1969. 

Th is convention, which came into force on 20 June 1974, empha-

sizes that the granting of asylum is a peaceful and humanitari-

an act that should not be regarded as unfriendly by any member 

state. A similar provision can be found in the Declaration on Ter-
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ritorial Asylum adopted by the General Assembly in December 

1967 (see the section on Other Declarations in the chapter on Hu-

man Rights).

Asylum is the key aspect of the protection work of the high 

commissioner’s offi  ce. A conference of plenipotentiaries convened 

by the General Assembly in 1977 “to consider and adopt a conven-

tion on territorial asylum” failed to achieve its objectives, and the 

absence of such a convention remains a gap in the legal basis for 

the protection of asylum-seekers.

In 1975, UNHCR undertook new duties in the fi eld of protec-

tion on a provisional basis, following the entry into force on 13 

December of the 1961 Convention on the Reduction of Stateless-

ness. Under the terms of the convention, stateless persons may ap-

ply to national authorities to have nationality accorded to them-

selves or to their children or may ask UNHCR’s assistance in 

presenting a claim.

Material Assistance Activities

UNHCR’s material assistance activities include emergency relief, 

assistance in voluntary repatriation or local integration, and re-

settlement through migration to other countries, as well as social 

services.

Africa

UNHCR’s involvement in Africa dates from 1957, when thou-

sands of people fl ed from the fi ghting in Algeria to Morocco and 

Tunisia. Working in conjunction with the League of Red Cross 

Societies, UNHCR provided both immediate and long-term as-

sistance and helped to organize the repatriation of some 200,000 

refugees in 1962, aft er the cessation of hostilities.

By 1967 there were an estimated 750,000 refugees in Africa, 

many of them victims of the struggles for independence in Guin-

ea-Bissau, Angola, and Mozambique. In 1974–75, UNHCR as-

sisted in repatriating many of these refugees to their newly inde-

pendent countries. A large-scale repatriation and rehabilitation 

program involving some 200,000 refugees and displaced persons 

in Zimbabwe was coordinated by UNHCR in 1980, and a major 

repatriation to Chad was completed in 1982.

By the early 1990s, Africa harbored over 6 million refugees, or 

around one-third of the global refugee population. During the 

previous decade, refugee situations persisted or erupted in the 

Horn of Africa, West Africa, and southern Africa. In some cas-

es, such as for Mozambican refugees in Malawi and in the Horn, 

these situations were exacerbated by drought.

A number of refugees were able to return home, notably Na-

mibians, Ethiopians, and Ugandans in the Sudan, and Somalis in 

Ethiopia. Th e repatriation of some 1.7 million Mozambicans got 

under way in mid-1993. In the Horn, a cross-border approach was 

put into action aimed at creating conditions conducive to the vol-

untary repatriation of refugees and safe return of internally dis-

placed persons. Th is approach has been characterized by the use of 

“quick impact projects” (QIPs). QIPs entail the execution of small-

scale projects, such as the repair and reconstruction of essential 

facilities; the provision of livestock, seed, and processing machin-

ery; and the establishment of small-scale businesses. Th e projects 

are designed to bridge the gap between relief and development by 

helping returnees and their communities regain self-suffi  ciency. 

In certain areas such as North-West Somalia and Mozambique, 

however, repatriation has been bedeviled by the presence of land-

mines in the areas of return.

In 1993, violent upheavals in the central African state of Bu-

rundi drove some 580,000 persons to seek refuge in neighboring 

countries. Th e following year, bloodshed engulfed neighboring 

Rwanda, creating, by May 1994, over 800,000 refugees. UNHCR 

launched emergency assistance programs to cope with refugees 

from both situations.

In 2003, fi ghting erupted in Sudan’s western region of Darfur. 

Hundreds of thousands of people were uprooted by the confl ict. 

By late 2004, some 200,000 Sudanese had fl ed across the border 

to neighboring Chad and an estimated 1.6 million were displaced 

within Darfur, where militias reportedly killed, raped and forced 

hundreds of thousands from their homes.

UNHCR estimated the cost of the annual program budget for 

Africa in 2006 at us449.4 million.

Central and Southwest Asia, North Africa, and the Middle East

In August 1974, following events in Cyprus, the high commission-

er was designated to coordinate humanitarian relief for 241,300 

people who had been uprooted and displaced. In the absence of a 

political settlement, aid is still being channeled to the island.

Events in Afghanistan in the late 1970s and the 1980s provoked 

a tremendous exodus from the country. Despite the unprecedent-

ed repatriation of 1.5 million Afghans in 1992, at the beginning 

of 1995 over 2.7 million Afghans remained in exile (1.6 million in 

Iran and 1.5 million in Pakistan). Hopes for their continued repa-

triation were stymied by a resurgence of fi ghting in Afghanistan 

in April 1992. In that year, Afghanistan itself became a country 

of asylum when some 60,000 Tajiks escaping from their country’s 

civil war found sanctuary in northern Afghanistan. By 1995, there 

were still some 18,800 Tajik refugees in Afghanistan.

Following the terrorist attacks on the United States on 11 Sep-

tember 2001, the US-led campaign (Operation Enduring Free-

dom) against the Taliban and Osama bin Laden’s al-Qaeda organi-

zation in Afghanistan began on 7 October 2001. At the beginning 

of 2002, nearly 200,000 Afghans joined 3.5 million countrymen 

already living abroad as refugees, and an additional 511,000 civil-

ians became ‘internally displaced persons’ (IDPs) within Afghan-

istan. During the fi rst quarter of 2002, however, the number of 

Afghan asylum-seekers dropped by 33% across Europe, due most 

likely to the changes in Afghanistan following 11 September. Dur-

ing the previous decade, the average monthly applications of Af-

ghan asylum-seekers submitted in Europe increased fi ve-fold.

In 1991, the Gulf War led to a situation of mass displacement, 

creating, by May 1991, some 1.4 million refugees in Iran and 

400,000 on the border with Turkey. UNHCR mounted a mas-

sive emergency assistance program for these groups, as well as for 

internally displaced Kurds in northern Iraq. By the end of 1991, 

most of the Iraqis in Iran and on the Turkish border had returned 

home. However, due to a decade of repression under Iraqi Presi-

dent Saddam Hussein, 530,100 Iraqis were refugees in Iran as of 

2001. As of 2002, Iraqi asylum-seekers replaced Afghans as the top 

nationality seeking asylum in Europe. Following the US-led attack 

on Iraq and the fall of the Hussein government in March 2003, 

UNHCR returned to Iraq to assist the estimated 500,000 refugees 

and 800,000 internally displaced persons. UNHCR established 

support for organized voluntary repatriation, since the majority 

of Iraqi refugees desired to return to their homes.

On 8 October 2005, a massive Himalayan earthquake struck 

Pakistan. Th e damage was huge with thousands killed, many more 
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injured, and several million homeless. Th e estimated death toll 

from the earthquake—which measured around 7.6 on the Richter 

scale—climbed from 10-15,000 during the fi rst day, to more than 

50,000 aft er the fi rst two weeks. Although India was also badly 

aff ected, the vast majority of casualties occurred in Pakistan-ad-

ministered Kashmir-where the epicenter was located-and parts of 

neighboring North-West Frontier Province (NWFP).

UNHCR estimated the cost of the annual program budget for 

Central and South West Asia, North Africa, and the Middle East 

in 2006 at us137.1 million.

Asia and the Pacifi c

In May 1971, the high commissioner was appointed “focal point” 

for UN assistance to millions of Bengali refugees from East Pak-

istan (later Bangladesh) in India. More than us180 million in 

cash, goods, or services was channeled through this focal point, 

mainly for emergency relief in India but also for the repatriation 

operation that began early in 1972, following the creation of Ban-

gladesh. Th e operation involved the transfer of non-Bengalis from 

Bangladesh to Pakistan and of Bengalis from Pakistan to Bangla-

desh. By the time it was concluded in July 1974, 241,300 people 

had been moved, nearly all by air, across the subcontinent in ei-

ther direction.

Another major crisis erupted in mid-1978, when nearly 200,000 

refugees from the Arakan state of Burma fl ooded into Bangladesh. 

UNHCR was again designated as coordinator of UN assistance. 

Following an agreement concluded with the Burmese govern-

ment in July 1978, repatriation began in November of that year. 

Th e UNHCR program included assistance to the returnees once 

they were back in their country of origin.

Early in 1975, the confl ict that for almost three decades had 

involved Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos came to an end with 

changes of regime in the three countries of Indochina. Since that 

time, over 2.8 million Vietnamese, Cambodians, and Lao have left  

their homes and sought asylum in neighboring countries. Th ese 

mass movements reached their peak in 1979, when some 393,560 

people arrived by boat or overland in various asylum countries 

throughout the region, and in early 1980, when additional large 

numbers of Kampucheans moved into the border area with Th ai-

land to escape hostilities in their own country.

UNHCR has undertaken to provide temporary assistance for 

Indochinese in various countries of Southeast Asia, to ask gov-

ernments to extend permanent resettlement opportunities, and to 

facilitate voluntary repatriation where feasible. In addition, large 

numbers of displaced persons in the Th ai-Kampuchean border 

area have been assisted by other UN agencies and the ICRC. By 

the beginning of 1994, some 2.7 million Indo-Chinese Refugees 

and displaced persons had been resettled, repatriated, or integrat-

ed locally, while around 88,000 remained in camps throughout the 

region.

Under the terms of a memorandum of understanding con-

cluded with the Vietnamese government in May 1979, UNHCR 

has been coordinating a program of orderly departure from Viet-

nam. A further coordinating role has been played by UNHCR in 

the funding of a major program to combat piracy against refugee 

boats and other vessels in the South China Sea. In 1995, there were 

an estimated 341,600 Vietnamese refugees, mostly seeking asylum 

in China or Hong Kong.

Th e Comprehensive Plan of Action for Indo-Chinese Refugees 

(CPA) was adopted in June 1989 with the objective of discour-

aging clandestine departures; assuring access to status determi-

nation procedures for all asylum-seekers; providing resettlement 

opportunities for bona fi de refugees; and ensuring a safe and dig-

nifi ed repatriation for those not determined to be refugees. Th e 

CPA had the eff ect of dramatically reducing the numbers of Lao 

and Vietnamese asylum-seekers; the number of Vietnamese asy-

lum-seekers, for example, dropped from 71,364 in 1989 to a mere 

55 in 1992.

Th e repatriation of Cambodians from Th ailand, which began 

in March 1992, resulted in the return home of some 387,000 ref-

ugees, or nearly the whole caseload in Th ailand. Returnees and 

the communities receiving them were assisted, in some cases, by 

means of QIPs (see the section on Africa, above), to consolidate 

their reintegration.

In 1991–92, around 250,000 mainly Muslim refugees fl ed Myan-

mar to Bangladesh. At the request of the government of Bangla-

desh, UNHCR began assisting this group in February 1992. At the 

beginning of 1995, there were some 203,900 refugees from Myan-

mar seeking asylum, mostly in Th ailand and Bangladesh.

Some 140,000 Sri Lankan Tamils sought safety from their coun-

try’s communal violence in the Indian State of Tamil Nadu. In 

Sri Lanka, UNHCR assists both the returnees and internally dis-

placed persons. In 2002, UNHCR was assisting 66,000 refugees in 

the government-run refugee camps in south India for repatria-

tion. Over 70,000 internally displaced people had also returned 

to their homes in the northeast of Sri Lanka since the beginning 

of 2002, and the trend had increased aft er a ceasefi re accord was 

signed early that year.

On 26 December 2004, an undersea earthquake in the Indian 

Ocean set off  a series of tsunamis that aff ected Indonesia, Sri Lan-

ka, India, Th ailand, Somalia, and other countries. As of May 2006, 

casualties included approximately 187,000 dead and 43,000 miss-

ing, for a total of 230,000 aff ected. Although UNHCR is not nor-

mally involved in natural disasters, the sheer magnitude of the de-

struction, the fact that UNHCR had on-the-ground presence and 

emergency capacities to respond quickly, and the fact that many of 

the aff ected populations were of concern to the Offi  ce, prompted 

the organization to take action. In January 2005, a fl ash appeal 

went out for an initial $977 million to aid 5 million aff ected people 

in a six-month period. UNHCR’s requirements were $75.8 million 

for its activities in Indonesia, Sri Lanka, and Somalia.

UNHCR estimated the cost of the annual program budget for 

Asia and the Pacifi c for 2006 at us53.8 million.

Latin America and the Caribbean

Originally, Latin America was a primary resettlement area for Eu-

ropean refugees. However, the events in Chile in September 1973 

involved UNHCR in major assistance measures for Latin Ameri-

can refugees. UNHCR had to contend fi rst with the problem of 

several thousand refugees of various nationalities in Chile, pro-

viding relief, care, and maintenance and helping establish “safe 

havens” where they could live until their resettlement could be 

arranged.

In addition to ongoing assistance to Chilean refugees, UNHCR 

was called on to assist an increasing number of Nicaraguans in 

Costa Rica, Honduras, and Panama in late 1978. By 1979, the 

number of Nicaraguan refugees receiving such assistance had ris-
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en to 100,000. However, following the change of government in 

Nicaragua in July 1979, voluntary repatriation began, and UN-

HCR launched a special program to facilitate both the return it-

self and the rehabilitation of returnees through assistance in areas 

such as agriculture, health, and housing.

In the early 1980s, Central America became an area of increas-

ingly grave concern to UNHCR. By the end of 1980, 80,000 refu-

gees from El Salvador had sought refuge in neighboring countries. 

Th e International Conference on Central American Refugees 

(CIREFCA), which was convened in May 1989, proved to be of 

considerable help in facilitating a convergence towards durable 

solutions for uprooted populations. Th e move towards democrati-

zation in the region, the success of regional peace initiatives, and 

the CIREFCA process resulted in a reduction in refugee numbers 

as a result of attainment of durable solutions. In Haiti, however, 

the overthrow of the country’s democratically elected president 

in September 1991 led to an exodus of Haitians seeking asylum in 

the region. Despite UNHCR’s plea to governments in the region to 

uphold the principle of non-refoulement, Haitian asylum-seekers 

continued to be interdicted on the high seas. Beginning in 1992, 

political violence prompted many Guatemalans to go into exile. 

At the start of 1995, UNHCR was assisting over 42,000 Guatema-

lan refugees who had gone to neighboring Mexico. About 10,000 

Guatemalans per year have returned as the situation became con-

ducive to repatriation. Due to civil war in Colombia during the 

late 1990s and into the new millennium, UNHCR was working to 

address the worsening humanitarian situation of internally dis-

placed people (IDPs) in Colombia. Th ousands of Colombians, the 

majority of whom are women and children, have been displaced 

in a country where the total number of displaced people since 

1995 has been estimated at over two million

UNHCR estimated the cost of the annual program budget for 

the Americas and the Caribbean for 2006 at us33.3 million.

Europe

When UNHCR came into existence in 1951, it inherited respon-

sibility for some 120,000 persons still living in refugee and dis-

placed persons’ camps, mainly in the Federal Republic of Germa-

ny, Austria, Italy, and Greece. Th e great majority of these persons 

had been uprooted during World War II, primarily through the 

Nazi policies of removing people from occupied territories for 

forced labor and forcibly shift ing populations for racial reasons. 

Particularly deplorable was the situation of the children born in 

the camps. Clearance of those camps was long delayed, mainly 

for lack of funds. Eventually, some 100,000 people, refugees since 

World War II, were settled as a result of UNHCR’s programs.

New movements of refugees have, however, continued to oc-

cur. One of the largest of these was the result of the Hungarian 

crisis in 1956. Th e high commissioner was called on, in October 

1956, to coordinate the activities of governments and voluntary 

organizations on behalf of the 200,000 Hungarians who sought 

refuge in Austria and Yugoslavia. From October 1956 until the 

end of 1959, about 180,000 Hungarian refugees arrived in Austria, 

and 19,000 in Yugoslavia. Th e total movement involved 203,100 

persons. Of these, 18,000 eventually chose to return to Hungary, 

9,600 elected to remain in Austria, 65,400 went to other Europe-

an countries, and 107,400 emigrated overseas; the whereabouts of 

2,700 are unknown.

In November 1991, UNHCR received a mandate from the Unit-

ed Nations Secretary-General to act as the lead United Nations 

agency to provide protection and assistance to those aff ected by 

confl ict in the former Yugoslavia, then estimated at half a mil-

lion people. By the beginning of 1995, there were 843,000 refugees 

from the former Yugoslavia seeking asylum, mostly in Croatia, 

Serbia, and Germany. Th ere also were 1,282,000 internally dis-

placed persons in Bosnia-Herzegovina and 307,000 in Croatia.

Th e war between Armenia and Azerbaijan in the early 1990s 

created some 663,100 displaced Azeris and some 299,000 refu-

gees from Azerbaijan seeking asylum in Armenia at that time, and 

201,500 refugees from Armenia seeking asylum in Azerbaijan. 

Th e military confl ict in Georgia created around 280,000 refugees 

and displaced persons. UNHCR, in coordination with the United 

Nations Department of Humanitarian Aff airs and other UN agen-

cies, operated emergency response programs in all three coun-

tries. In May 1996, UNHCR convened a regional conference to 

address the problems of refugees, displaced persons, and return-

ees in the countries of the Commonwealth of Independent States 

(CIS). UNHCR estimated at that time there were 2.4 million refu-

gees and internally displaced persons in the CIS countries.

As of May 2002, around 900,000 refugees had returned to Koso-

vo since June 1999, when UN peacekeeping troops entered the 

province. But the vast majority of these were from the Kosovo 

Albanian majority in the province. Around 231,000 people from 

Kosovo, mostly Serbs, were in the Federal Republic of Yugosla-

via, and there were around 22,000 people from minorities still dis-

placed inside Kosovo itself.

Fighting in the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (FY-

ROM) took place in early 2001, when an ethnic Albanian guerrilla 

group emerged in Macedonia and began clashing with govern-

ment security forces. By June 2001, some 48,000 people had fl ed 

Macedonia for Kosovo. By mid-2002, more than 150,000 of the 

170,000 persons displaced during the spring and summer of 2001 

had returned home.

UNHCR estimated the cost of the annual program budget for 

Europe in 2006 at us110.2 million.

UN RELIEF AND WORKS AGENCY FOR 
PALESTINE REFUGEES IN THE NEAR EAST 
(UNRWA)
Th e plight of Palestine refugees has been a serious concern of the 

UN ever since the Arab-Israeli War of 1948. When a cease-fi re 

came into eff ect early in 1949, hundreds of thousands of Arabs 

who lived in the territory that is now Israel were stranded on the 

other side of the armistice line from their homes. Th e Arab states 

claim that the refugees were driven out by the Israelis or fl ed in 

fear of reprisals. Israel, on the other hand, asserts that the Arab 

states told the Arab population to evacuate the area temporarily so 

that their armies could more easily drive the Israelis into the sea. 

(For the political background, see the section on the Middle East 

in the chapter on International Peace and Security.)

Th e refugees were given emergency relief at fi rst by the ICRC, 

the League of Red Cross Societies, and the American Friends Ser-

vice Committee, using money and supplies provided by the tem-

porary UN Relief for Palestine Refugees, established in December 

1948. In December 1949, the General Assembly created a special 

agency, the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine 

Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA), to provide relief and works 
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projects in collaboration with the local governments. In the fol-

lowing year, the General Assembly extended UNRWA’s mandate 

to June 1952 and instructed it to carry out development projects 

that would enable the refugees to be absorbed into the economy 

of the region. As originally conceived, UNRWA was a large-scale 

but defi nitely temporary operation, to be terminated by the end 

of 1952. Th e General Assembly accordingly asked Israel and its 

neighbors to secure “the permanent reestablishment of the refu-

gees and their removal from relief.” In carrying out programs of 

resettlement, however, all parties concerned, including UNRWA, 

were to act without prejudice to the rights of those refugees who 

“wished to return to their homes and live in peace with their 

neighbors.” Th ese were to “be permitted to do so at the earliest 

practicable date”; those who chose not to do so were to be com-

pensated for their losses.

Th ese goals were not achieved by 1952 and have not been met 

since then. Large-scale development projects to induce the refu-

gees to leave the camps and enable them to become self-support-

ing in their host countries were approved by the General Assem-

bly but never realized. Since 1952, UNRWA’s mandate has been 

repeatedly extended.

For more information on UNRWA, see the chapter on Interna-

tional Peace and Security.

YOUTH
Concern for youth has been expressed within the UN system 

ever since its inception and particularly since the adoption by the 

General Assembly in 1965 of the Declaration on the Promotion 

Among Youth of the Ideals of Peace, Mutual Respect and Under-

standing Between Peoples. In that declaration, the General As-

sembly stressed the importance of the role of youth in today’s 

world, especially its potential contribution to development, and 

proposed that governments give youth an opportunity to take part 

in preparing and carrying out national development plans and in-

ternational cooperation programs.

Other recommendations made to member states by the General 

Assembly relate to the preparation of youth, through education, 

for full participation in all aspects of life and development; health 

policies and programs to ensure that young people are able to take 

advantage of opportunities open to them; the adoption of all pos-

sible means to increase employment for youth; the opening up of 

channels of communication between the UN and youth organiza-

tions; and measures aimed at promoting human rights and their 

enjoyment by youth.

Th e World Youth Assembly, held at UN headquarters in July 

1970, was the fi rst international youth convocation organized by 

the UN. It brought together some 650 young people to express 

their views on issues relating to world peace, development, edu-

cation, and the environment and to discuss ways in which they 

could support the UN.

In 1979, the General Assembly decided to designate 1985—the 

twentieth anniversary of the 1965 Declaration—as International 

Youth Year, with the three themes of participation, development, 

and peace. Th e objectives of the year were to bring about wide-

spread awareness of the situation of young people and of their 

problems and aspirations, and to engage them in the development 

process. International Youth Year resulted in the endorsement by 

the General Assembly of guidelines for strategies and activities in 

favor of youth at the national, regional, and international levels in 

coming years.

In observance of the tenth anniversary of International Youth 

Year, in 1995, the General Assembly devoted a plenary meeting to 

the subject of youth to set forth goals for a world youth program of 

actions towards the year 2000 and beyond. Its principal objective 

was to provide a global framework for national and regional ac-

tion. Th e plan of action was draft ed by the UN secretariat follow-

ing the submission of proposals by member states, organizations 

of the UN system, and nongovernmental organizations.

A trust fund established for International Youth Year and re-

named the UN Youth Fund is used to support projects involving 

young people in the development of their countries.

AGING AND THE ELDERLY
In the 75 years between 1950 and the year 2025, the world elderly 

population is projected to increase from 8% to 14% of the total 

global population, or 1.2 billion persons. While the total world 

population will have grown by a factor of a little more than three, 

the elderly will have grown by a factor of six and the very old by 

a factor of 10. Th e developing countries are projected to age more 

quickly in the coming decades, and are concerned by two factors: 

a weak institutional infrastructure for accommodating the elderly, 

and the uncertainty that families will be able to continue provid-

ing traditional care for the elderly.

In 1948, Argentina fi rst presented a draft  declaration on old age 

rights to the General Assembly, which referred it to ECOSOC. 

ECOSOC requested the Secretary-General to draft  a report on 

the matter, and in 1950 he submitted a report entitled “Welfare 

of the Aged: Old Age Rights.” However, the rapid change in the 

world’s population structure was not evident in 1950, and an in-

terval of 20 years elapsed before Malta tabled another initiative on 

the agenda of the General Assembly in 1969. Th is initiative was 

followed throughout the 1970s and led to the convening of the 

World Assembly on Aging in 1982.

In 1973, the General Assembly considered a comprehensive 

report that noted the demographic increase in the absolute and 

relative size of the older populations of the world (a trend that 

was expected to continue because of medical advances and de-

creases in birth and death rates) and estimated that the number 

of persons 60 years of age or over throughout the world would 

double between 1970 and the year 2000. Th e General Assembly 

recommended guidelines to governments in formulating policies 

for the elderly, including development of programs for the welfare, 

health, and protection of older people and for their retraining in 

accordance with their needs, in order to maximize their economic 

independence and their social integration with other segments of 

the population.

In 1978, the General Assembly decided to convene a world as-

sembly for the purpose of launching “an international action pro-

gram aimed at guaranteeing economic and social security to older 

persons,” as well as opportunities for them to contribute to na-

tional development. Th e General Assembly later decided that the 

conference should also consider the interrelated issue of the aging 

of whole populations.

Th e World Assembly on Aging, held in Vienna in July–August 

1982, was attended by representatives of more than 120 countries. 

It adopted an international plan of action, both to help the aging 
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as individuals and to deal with the long-term social and economic 

eff ects of aging populations. Recommendations contained in the 

plan of action covered (1) the need to help the elderly lead inde-

pendent lives in their own family and community for as long as 

possible, instead of being excluded and cut off  from all activities of 

society; (2) the importance of giving the elderly a choice in regard 

to the kind of health care they receive and the importance of pre-

ventive care, including nutrition and exercise;(3) the need to pro-

vide support services to assist families, particularly low-income 

families, to continue to care for elderly relatives; and (4) the need 

to provide social-security schemes, to assist the elderly in fi nding 

(or returning to) employment, and to provide appropriate hous-

ing. Th e plan of action also included recommendations for meet-

ing the needs of particularly vulnerable persons, such as elderly 

refugees and migrant workers.

Th e Commission for Social Development, which is entrusted 

with reviewing implementation of the plan of action every four 

years, noted in 1985 that by the year 2025, more than 70% of per-

sons over 60 years of age would live in developing countries. In 

2025, experts estimate that the elderly population of the world will 

number 1.2 billion, six times more than the 200 million elderly 

worldwide in 1950. Th e commission listed priorities for action, 

including the creation of national committees on aging, coordi-

nated planning, strengthening of information exchange, training, 

research, and education programs.

In 1988, the UN established the International Institute on Ag-

ing in Valetta, Malta, to conduct training, research, collection and 

publication of data, and technical cooperation in the fi eld of ag-

ing. In 1990, the General Assembly designated 1 October as the 

International Day for the Elderly. In 1991, the General Assembly 

adopted a set of 18 United Nations “Principles for Older Persons” 

clustered under fi ve themes: independence, participation, care, 

self-fulfi llment, and dignity. Th e principles mandate that older 

persons should have the opportunity to work and to determine 

when to leave the work force; remain integrated in society and 

participate actively in the formation of policies that aff ect them; 

have access to health care to help them maintain the optimum 

level of physical, mental, and emotional well-being; be able to pur-

sue opportunities for their full development; and be able to live in 

dignity and security.

In 1992, the General Assembly gave its patronage to the private-

ly-created Banyan Fund Association’s World Fund for Aging, in 

Torcy, France, which assists developing countries, at their request, 

in activities aimed at formulating and implementing policies and 

programs on aging. Also in 1992, the General Assembly devoted 

four special plenary meetings in October to a conference on aging. 

It issued a Proclamation on Aging (resolution A/47/5), which re-

affi  rmed its previous resolutions and established the year 1999 as 

the International Year of the Elderly “in recognition of humanity’s 

demographic coming of age and the promise it holds for maturing 

attitudes and capabilities in social, economic, cultural and spiri-

tual undertakings, not least for global peace and development in 

the next century.” In its Resolution 47/86, the General Assembly 

adopted a set of global targets on aging for the year 2001 as a prac-

tical strategy for countries to provide for the needs of the elderly.

On 5 October 2000, the UN held a 10th Annual Celebration 

of the International Day of Older Persons, sponsored by the UN/

NGO Committee on Aging in collaboration with the UN Depart-

ment of Public Information and the UN Department of Economic 

and Social Aff airs. Th e conference raised the issue of interdepen-

dence between generations.

DISABLED PERSONS
Under the charter principles of the dignity and worth of the hu-

man being and the promotion of social justice, the General As-

sembly has acted to protect the rights of disabled persons. In 1971, 

it adopted the Declaration on the Rights of Mentally Retarded 

Persons, and in 1975, the Declaration on the Rights of Disabled 

Persons (see the section on Other Declarations in the chapter on 

Human Rights). In 1976, the General Assembly decided to pro-

claim 1981 as International Year of Disabled Persons, and it called 

for a plan of action for the year at the national, regional, and in-

ternational levels.

Th e year’s purpose, and its theme, was the promotion of “full 

participation and equality,” defi ned as the right of disabled per-

sons to take part fully in the life and development of their soci-

eties, to enjoy living conditions equal to those of other citizens, 

and to have an equal share in improved conditions resulting from 

socioeconomic development. Other objectives of the year includ-

ed increasing public understanding of disability and encourag-

ing disabled persons to organize themselves to express their views 

eff ectively.

During the year, national committees were set up in more than 

140 countries to map out plans of action to implement the ob-

jectives of the year. Regional seminars—for Asia and the Pacifi c, 

Africa, Latin America, Western Asia, and Europe—held during 

the year discussed regional cooperation on behalf of disabled per-

sons. At the international level, organizations of the UN system 

and other intergovernmental organizations, as well as nongovern-

mental organizations (NGOs), discussed ways in which the world 

community could aid the disabled through technical cooperation 

and other means.

Th e year’s activities were followed by the General Assembly’s 

adoption, in 1982, of a World Program of Action Concerning Dis-

abled Persons, aimed at continuing long-term programs at the na-

tional, regional, and international levels. To provide the necessary 

time frame for implementation of the program, the General As-

sembly proclaimed the period 1983–92 as the UN Decade of Dis-

abled Persons.

Th e World Program of Action has proved to be a valuable guide 

for improving the social, economic, and physical conditions of 

disabled persons by defi ning disability issues in the context of hu-

man rights and recommending measures aimed at equalizing op-

portunities for the full participation of disabled persons in society. 

Th e program has off ered a new approach on disability, represent-

ing a step forward in social thinking on such aspects as preven-

tion of disabilities, rehabilitation, equalization of opportunities, 

and participation of disabled persons in all aspects of life.

During the fi rst fi ve years of the Decade of Disabled Persons, 

1983–87, there was a signifi cant growth in the number of orga-

nizations of disabled persons throughout the world, which were 

able to articulate and identify their needs. Governments, NGOs, 

and regional bodies reported an increased awareness by disabled 

persons of their rights. Th ere was also an increase in research and 

exchange of information on the prevention of disabilities and the 
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rehabilitation of the disabled, on the mobility of the disabled, and 

on their participation in leisure and sports activities.

At the same time, obstacles impeding the implementation of 

the World Program of Action were identifi ed, including the de-

mographic increase in the number of disabled persons worldwide 

because of poverty, malnutrition, wars, civil unrest, and deterio-

rating social and economic conditions in many countries. Because 

of these obstacles, the General Assembly drew up a set of priority 

activities to ensure the eff ective implementation of the program of 

action during the remaining half of the decade.

Although several specialized agencies in the UN system had 

prepared guidelines and manuals on key disability issues, those 

guidelines were not incorporated into national programs in the 

majority of countries. In order to make the World Program of Ac-

tion more operational, the General Assembly called for a long-

term strategy setting out standard rules on the equalization of 

opportunities for disabled persons. In 1990 ECOSOC passed Res-

olution 1990/26 authorizing the Commission for Social Develop-

ment to establish a working group to create a set of standard rules 

for submission to the General Assembly in 1993. Th is new instru-

ment off ered governments clear policy options on how to imple-

ment measures for full equalization of opportunities for disabled 

persons.

In 1992, the last year of the designated decade, Secretary-Gen-

eral Boutros-Ghali reported that the 1981 Year for Disabled Per-

sons was so successful in getting the issue of disability and the 

concerns of disabled people on national agendas that it had come 

to be regarded as a milestone in the long struggle of disabled peo-

ple for equal rights. Four plenary sessions of the General Assem-

bly in October 1992 were devoted to a celebration and evaluation 

of the progress made during the decade. Prior to then, an Interna-

tional Conference of Ministers Responsible for Disability met in 

Montreal to seek consensus on a framework for action to continue 

the momentum generated by the decade.

It was clear that the major achievement of the decade was in-

creased public awareness of disability issues among policy-mak-

ers, planners, politicians, service providers, parents, and disabled 

persons themselves. For example, information on disability issues 

is now included in censuses and some 55 countries now maintain 

statistical information on disability. In 1960, such information was 

available in only 15 countries. Several European countries set up 

computerized information networks to share disability-related in-

formation. It was also observed that nongovernmental organiza-

tions dedicated to the welfare of disabled people were able to in-

crease their infl uence and gain the respect of their communities. 

Th e Voluntary Fund for the United Nations Decade of Disabled 

Persons had supported 161 projects by the end of 1991, for a total 

of approximately us2.9 million. By its resolution 47/88, the Gen-

eral Assembly decided that the fund would continue in the period 

beyond the Decade as the United Nations Voluntary Fund on Dis-

ability, and that its terms of reference would include support for 

action to achieve the target of a “society for all” by the year 2010. 

During the 20-month period of 1 January 1998 to 31 August 1999, 

the fund provided nearly us1 million in grants to 35 disability-

related projects.

However, despite its relative success, by the end of the decade, 

it was estimated that 300 million people with disabilities lived in 

developing countries and that only 1% of these had access to basic 

health, education, and adequate sanitation services.

THE FAMILY—SOCIETY’S BUILDING BLOCK
Although many of the UN’s resolutions and instruments deal tan-

gentially with the needs of families, the General Assembly’s fi rst 

formal recognition of the family unit’s special status as the basic 

building block of civilized society came in 1989 when it passed 

resolution A/44/82 (1989) proclaiming 1994 as the fi rst Interna-

tional Year of the Family. Th e theme of the year was “Family: re-

sources and responsibilities in a changing world,” and its motto 

was “Building the smallest democracy at the heart of society.” In 

1993, the General Assembly declared 15 May 1994 the fi rst Inter-

national Day of Families, to be celebrated annually thereaft er.

Th e General Assembly sought to raise the awareness of govern-

ments at the national, local, and regional levels about the threat 

posed to families and the possible consequences to society of the 

fragmentation and disintegration of the family unit. Th e erosion 

of social safety nets around the world had placed tremendous bur-

dens on families. Abject poverty, which aff ected 20% of the world 

population, contributed to the destruction of families, for exam-

ple, when members left  the family unit to search for employment. 

Studies showed that within the space of a few decades the tradi-

tional extended family had shrunk to the nuclear family and fi -

nally to the single-parent family. In the United Kingdom alone, 

half of all births in 1990 were to single women. UN agencies called 

for recognition of the family’s contribution towards achieving hu-

man development, alleviating poverty, and providing health care, 

nutrition, education, shelter, and employment for family mem-

bers. Th e UN called for governments to formulate “family-sen-

sitive” national policies and to assess how decisions would aff ect 

families.

Rather than try to narrowly defi ne the family, the General As-

sembly took the broadest possible approach, encouraging cele-

bration of the vast diversity observed in families throughout the 

world. A study showed that average family size varied from 2.2 

members in Sweden to 7.1 members in Iraq. In all industrial coun-

tries except the former Soviet Union, the average household size 

shrank between 1970 and 1990. In the United States the average 

household shrank from 3.1 persons in 1970 to 2.6 persons in 1990. 

On the other hand, households grew in size in Africa, south Asia, 

and the Middle East. In Algeria, for example, average household 

size grew from 5.9 persons in 1966 to 7 persons in 1987. Despite 

the many cultural and economic diff erences in families around the 

world, according to the Secretary-General, some elements of an 

international consensus regarding families emerged:

• Th e family is the natural and fundamental group unit of soci-

ety and is entitled to protection by society and the state;

• Various concepts of the family exist in diff erent social, cul-

tural, and political systems, but it is recognized that families 

are basic to the social structure and development of all societ-

ies. It is also recognized that families around the world exhibit 

many common problems.

• Gender equality, women’s equal participation in employment, 

and shared parental responsibilities are essential elements of 

modern family policy;

• Families are the fullest refl ection, at the grass-roots level, of 
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the strengths and weaknesses of the social and developmental 

environment; and

• Families, as basic units of social life, are major agents of sus-

tainable development at all levels of society, and their contri-

bution is crucial for its success.

Besides four regional preparatory meetings and two nongovern-

mental events held in 1993 to prepare for the International Year of 

the Family, the General Assembly held an International Confer-

ence on Families in October 1994. Th e secretariat for the Interna-

tional Year, based in Vienna, coordinated technical cooperation 

projects in Africa and the countries of the former Soviet Union. A 

world forum of nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) held in 

Malta in late 1993 called for the UN and its member nations to en-

ter into an ongoing process of building a family-friendly society. 

It also called for the elaboration of a declaration on the rights and 

responsibilities of families in the follow-up to the International 

Year of the Family.

Some of the most important existing international instruments 

that refer to the family are:

• the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights;

• the 1966 International Covenant on Economic, Social and 

Cultural Rights;

• the 1979 Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Dis-

crimination Against Women;

• the 1981 Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms of In-

tolerance and of Discrimination Based on Religion or Belief; 

and

• the 1989 Convention on the Rights of the Child.

CRIME PREVENTION AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Th e work of the UN in the fi eld of crime prevention and criminal 

justice has two main purposes: to lessen the human and material 

costs of crime and its impact on socioeconomic development and 

to formulate international standards and norms in crime preven-

tion and criminal justice and promote their observance.

By 1990, United Nations statistics showed that worldwide in-

cidence of assaults had risen from around 150 per 100,000 popu-

lation in 1970 to nearly 400 per 100,000 population in 1990. Th e 

incidence of theft s had more than tripled in the same period. In ad-

dition, the number of adults held in legal detention worldwide in-

creased from around 1 million in 1975 to 1,100,000 in 1980, a 10% 

jump. Another UN study showed that developed countries were 

spending an average of 2 to 3% of their budgets on crime control, 

while developing countries were devoting an average of 9 to 14% 

of their precious national resources to crime control. Traffi  c in il-

licit drugs was estimated to total us500 billion a year. Th e inter-

twined expansion of transnational organized crime and the traffi  c 

in illicit drugs, and their link to international terrorism, provided 

the most powerful arguments for international cooperation.

Historical Background

Evidence of systems of criminal justice date back to the dawn of 

human civilization. Clay tablets from 2400 BC listing a code of 

conduct have been unearthed in Syria. Th e ancient civilization of 

Sumeria left  an elaborate set of laws dating back to the twenty-fi rst 

century BC. Standards for imposing penalties on criminals were 

handled more informally, rarely being codifi ed into law before the 

advent of the modern era. Th e earliest form of international coop-

eration between sovereign nations may have been eff orts to con-

trol piracy on the high seas. However, it was the nineteenth cen-

tury that saw the development of widespread concern about the 

growth of urban crime, and the proliferation of reformatories and 

penal institutions.

Th e First International Congress on the Prevention and Repres-

sion of Crime was held in London in 1872 to consider the proper 

administration of prisons, possible alternatives to imprisonment, 

modes of rehabilitating criminals, treatment of juvenile off end-

ers, extradition treaties, and the “means of repressing criminal 

capitalists.” Th ese subjects continue to challenge the internation-

al community at the end of the twentieth century. Th e London 

congress established the International Prison Commission with a 

mandate to collect penitentiary statistics, encourage penal reform, 

and convene international conferences every fi ve years. Th e IPC 

established an affi  liation with the League of Nations and, in 1935, 

was renamed the International Penal and Penitentiary Commis-

sion (IPPC). For 75 years, the IPPC did invaluable work in the 

collection of research materials; however, at the 1935 congress, it 

became dominated by adherents of the Nazi government in power 

in Germany. During the war years a substantial part of its fund-

ing came from the Axis powers, and it became a publicist for Fas-

cist theories on the biological roots of crime and draconian mea-

sures for its control. When the United Nations was established at 

the close of World War II, it declined to accept affi  liation with the 

IPPC. Th e UN did, however, decide that the control and preven-

tion of crime would be one of its areas of concern.

United Nations Activities

On 1 December 1950, by its resolution 415(V), the United Nations 

dissolved the IPPC and offi  cially assumed its functions. Th ese 

functions include the convening of international congresses ev-

ery fi ve years, the formulation of policies, and the development of 

international programs of action. To discharge these responsibili-

ties, the General Assembly, in 1950, authorized the UN Congress 

on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Off enders to be 

convened every fi ve years.

In its resolution 415(V), the General Assembly also created an 

Ad Hoc Advisory Committee composed of seven experts to for-

mulate programs for study and action in the fi eld of crime pre-

vention and treatment of off enders. Th is ad hoc committee even-

tually became the Committee on Crime Prevention and Control 

(CCPC), established in 1971 in response to the 1970 crime con-

gress (held in Kyoto, Japan), which broadened considerably the 

scope of issues relating to criminal justice policy. Th e CCPC had 

27 members who were nominated by their governments and elect-

ed by ECOSOC. It was charged with coordinating the eff orts of 

UN bodies and prepared for the international crime congresses. It 

frequently draft ed proposed texts for international standards and 

guidelines concerning criminal justice policy.

In November 1991, a Ministerial Summit, attended by 114 state 

ministers, was held in Versailles, France, and called for creation 

of a new UN crime prevention and criminal justice program. Th e 

General Assembly responded by transforming the CCPC into a 

functional commission of ECOSOC: the Commission on Crime 

Prevention and Criminal Justice. Th e commission held its fi rst 
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session in April 1992 at Vienna. It is charged with developing, 

monitoring, and reviewing the UN’s program on crime preven-

tion and mobilizing support from member states. It coordinates 

the activities of the UN’s regional and interregional institutes on 

crime prevention and criminal justice. It also is responsible for 

preparing for UN crime congresses.

Th e Offi  ce on Drugs and Crime (ODC)

Th is branch of the UN Secretariat, headquartered in Vienna, is 

the UN’s central repository of technical expertise in matters of 

crime prevention, criminal justice, criminal law reform, and ma-

jor criminological concern. It prepares studies and reports for 

the quinquennial congresses and for the Center for International 

Crime Prevention. Th e branch collects and analyzes statistics and 

provides technical assistance to member states and regional insti-

tutes. It prepares periodic country-by-country surveys of crime 

trends and criminal justice policies. Th e branch issues two regular 

publications: Th e International Review of Criminal Policy, a jour-

nal of applied criminology published annually since 1952, and the 

Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice Newsletter, which dissemi-

nates information on United Nations activities in the fi eld.

Th e Offi  ce on Drugs and Crime also works closely with various 

regional centers, a research institute and an international comput-

er information network. Th e international standards proposed by 

the UN are meant as springboards to for appropriate national ac-

tion. Diff erences in history, culture, economic structures, and gov-

ernmental institutions dictate against a wholesale adoption of UN 

guidelines and standards. Regional centers can take into account 

the diff ering cultures and traditions of geographically linked coun-

tries and can better guide and harmonize national policies.

Th e United Nations Interregional Crime and Justice Research 

Institute (UNICRI) is based in Rome. It was founded in 1968, in 

response to concerns voiced by the 1965 Stockholm crime con-

ference, under the name United Nations Social Defence Re-

search Institute. UNICRI is housed in the heart of the old section 

of Rome, in an edifi ce built at the order of Pope Innocent X as a 

model prison for the replacement of dungeons used in the Middle 

Ages. Th e Italian government modernized the building’s interior 

and made it available to UNICRI.

UNICRI carries out fi eld research in conjunction with local in-

stitutions and experts. Th e institute is oft en charged with specifi c 

research projects in preparation for international crime congress-

es. It also holds international seminars and workshops. Its experts 

execute technical cooperation missions to assist member countries 

in implementing specifi c projects. It has a small but highly special-

ized library on criminology, penology, and related fi elds of law, 

sociology, and psychology. It also maintains a collection of United 

Nations and Council of Europe documents concerning criminal 

justice aff airs. It publishes major research papers and an annual 

catalog of relevant research from around the world. UNICRI has 

computerized its World Directory of Criminological Resources, and 

it has created the soft ware and user manual for a computerized in-

ternational expert roster. It has taken the lead in developing a UN 

global information network (see UNCJIN, below).

Th e African Regional Institute for the Prevention of Crime and 

the Treatment of Off enders (UNAFRI) was established in January 

1987, in temporary quarters at Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. It is now 

based in Kampala, Uganda. It organizes training courses and re-

search and brings together criminal justice offi  cials and develop-

ment planners from all over Africa. It has conducted a feasibility 

study on the establishment of a regional, computerized informa-

tion network to link up with the United Nations Criminal Jus-

tice Information Network (UNCJIN) (see below). UNAFRI oper-

ates under the auspices of the Economic Commission for Africa 

with fi nancial assistance from the United Nations Development 

Program.

Th e Asian and Far East Institute for the Prevention of Crime and 

the Treatment of Off enders (UNAFEI) was established in 1961 and 

is based in Tokyo, Japan. It provides facilities for training cours-

es and sends its staff  to countries within the region to conduct 

classes in cooperation with host governments. UNAFEI publishes 

a regular newsletter and studies such as Forms and Dimensions 

of Criminality in Asian Countries, Alternatives to Imprisonment in 

Asia, and Criminal Justice in Asia—the Quest for an Integrated Ap-

proach. Although UNAFEI was initially a joint venture between 

the United Nations and the government of Japan, fi nancial assis-

tance from the UN was discontinued in 1970. Th e director of UN-

AFEI is assigned by the government of Japan in consultation with 

the UN.

Th e European Institute for Crime Prevention and Control (HEU-

NI) was established in 1981 in an agreement between the United 

Nations and the government of Finland. It is based in Helsinki. 

Its funds are provided by the government of Finland with assis-

tance from other governments. HEUNI conducts training semi-

nars and holds expert meetings to study regional issues in depth. 

Its expert meetings are oft en convened in order to off er a Europe-

an perspective on draft  documents of UN criminal justice policy. 

HEUNI has been actively involved with plans for a global UN in-

formation system on crime and criminal justice. Its publications 

include: Criminal Justice Systems in Europe, Th e Role of the Victim 

of Crime in European Criminal Justice Systems, and Non-Custodial 

Alternatives in Europe.

Th e Latin American Institute for the Prevention of Crime and the 

Treatment of Delinquency (ILANUD) was established in 1975 and 

is based in San José, Costa Rica. ILANUD devises practical strate-

gies taking into account UN recommendations in criminal justice. 

It organizes regular training courses, workshops, seminars, and 

conferences for personnel in the criminal justice systems of Latin 

American governments. In 1987 it established an Agrarian Jus-

tice Program that aimed at improving procedures governing agri-

cultural production. ILANUD also implemented a computerized 

data base in its documentation center. ILANUD was established 

with fi nancial assistance from the United Nations, but now is sup-

ported mainly by the government of Costa Rica.

In 1989, the United Nations Crime and Justice Information Net-

work (UNCJIN) began operating under the auspices of the Crimi-

nal Justice Branch. UNCJIN is a computer network accessible by 

modem and gopher technology on the Internet. Th e UNCJIN go-

pher was resident on the computer system of the State University 

of New York at Albany. UNCJIN is funded in part by the United 

States Bureau of Justice Statistics, the State University of New York 

at Albany, and the Research Foundation of the State University of 

New York. UNCJIN’s goal is to establish a worldwide network to 

disseminate and exchange information concerning criminal jus-

tice and crime prevention issues. Information available through 

the UNCJIN is constantly evolving and expanding. UNCJIN data 
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and documents (many in PDF, portable document format) are 

available on their web site at http://www.uncjin.org/. In 2000 it 

included: criminal justice profi les of more than 120 countries; ba-

sic constitutional documents of countries; summaries of the lat-

est United States Supreme Court decisions; international crimi-

nal justice statistics from the UN World Crime Surveys; United 

States Bureau of Justice Statistics reports; the entire CIA Factbook; 

and an annotated list of publication outlets in criminal justice and 

criminology. One can also search the on-line library catalogs of 

major criminal justice and law libraries around the world, exam-

ine all the major United Nations rules and guidelines on criminal 

justice, and access to other UN online resources.

UN Congresses on Prevention of Crime and Treatment of 

Off enders 

Participants in UN crime congresses include criminologists, pe-

nologists, and senior police offi  cers as well as experts in crimi-

nal law, human rights, and rehabilitation. Representatives of UN 

member states and of intergovernmental and nongovernmental 

organizations also attend. Eight crime congresses were held be-

tween 1955 and 1990. Th e tenth congress was held in Vienna, Aus-

tria, in April 2000.

Th e fi rst congress, held in Geneva in 1955, was attended by del-

egates from 51 governments and representatives from the ILO, 

UNESCO, WHO, the Council of Europe, and the League of Arab 

States. Th e topics of the fi rst congress refl ected the pressing con-

cerns of Europeans recovering from the turmoil of World War II. 

Many delegates had experienced brutality and deprivation while 

incarcerated in their own countries by the occupying Fascist pow-

ers. It adopted 95 standard minimum rules for the Treatment of 

Prisoners, which set out what is accepted to be good general prin-

ciple and practice in the treatment of prisoners and are also in-

tended to guard against mistreatment. An additional rule, adopt-

ed in 1977, provides that persons arrested or imprisoned without 

charge are to be accorded the same protection as persons under 

arrest or awaiting trial and prisoners under sentence. Th e success 

of the Standard Minimum Rules paved the way for many other 

international models, standards, norms, and guidelines touching 

on every aspect of criminal justice. Th e prevention of juvenile de-

linquency was also considered at the congress, since so many chil-

dren were growing up abandoned or orphaned.

Th e second congress, held in London in 1960, was attended by 

representatives of 70 governments and delegates from 60 nongov-

ernmental organizations. In all, there were 1,131 participants. Th e 

second congress dealt with a wider range of issues than the fi rst 

congress. It considered the growing problem of juvenile delin-

quency, as well as questions of prison labor, parole, and aft er-care. 

Th e addition of new member states to the United Nations required 

the expansion of the largely European perspective that dominated 

the fi rst congress. Th e congress analyzed crime and criminal jus-

tice in relation to overall national development. Experts warned 

that economic improvement alone was not a one-way street lead-

ing away from crime. Tumultuous economic growth could lead to 

a greater prevalence of crime.

Th e third congress, held in Stockholm in 1965, addressed the 

ambitious theme of “Prevention of Criminality.” Topics on the 

agenda included a continuation of the discussion on social change 

and criminality; social forces and the prevention of crime; com-

munity-based preventive action; measures to curtail recidivism; 

probation policies; and special preventive and treatment programs 

for young adults. A total of 1,083 participants, representatives of 

74 governments and 39 nongovernmental organizations, attended 

the third congress. Th e infl uence of the increasing numbers of de-

veloping member nations made itself felt in 1965. Th e congress 

asserted that developing nations should not restrict themselves to 

mechanically copying criminal justice institutions developed in 

Western countries.

Th e fourth congress, held in Tokyo in 1970, was the fi rst to take 

place outside of Europe. Although the number of participants de-

clined slightly, to 1,014, the number of governments represented 

rose to 85. Th e fourth congress was convened under the slogan 

“Crime and Development,” refl ecting the dramatic increase in the 

number of developing countries who had become members of the 

UN during the 1960s. It stressed the need for crime control and 

prevention measures (referred to as “social defense policies”) to 

be built into development planning. Th e third congress expanded 

the theme of community-based prevention, noting the success-

ful utilization of civic involvement in the host nation, Japan. Th e 

congress also investigated the nation-by-nation implementation 

of the Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners, 

relying on results of a questionnaire submitted to member states 

before the opening of the congress.

Th e fi ft h congress, held in Geneva in 1975, the number of na-

tions represented increased to 101 and the participation of the 

specialized agencies was augmented by the presence of Interpol 

and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Develop-

ment (OECD). Th e congress’s theme was “Crime Prevention and 

Control: the Challenge of the Last Quarter of the Century.” Among 

the many topics considered were:

• changes in the form and dimension of criminality at national 

and transnational levels;

• crime as a business and organized crime;

• the role of criminal legislation, judicial procedures, and other 

forms of social control in the prevention of crime;

• the addition of crime-prevention activities to the traditional 

law enforcement roles of police;

• the implementation of the Standard Minimum Rules for the 

Treatment of Off enders;

• the economic and social consequences of crime;

• alcohol and drug abuse;

• victim compensation as a substitute for retributive criminal 

justice.

Th e fi ft h congress was responsible for two documents that rank 

in importance with the standard minimum rules: the “Declara-

tion on the Protection of All Persons from Being Subjected to 

Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or 

Punishment,” which was adopted by the General Assembly by its 

Resolution 3452 (XXX); and the “Code of Conduct for Law En-

forcement Offi  cials,” which has been called a Hippocratic oath for 

police professionals. Th e code was adopted by the General Assem-

bly in 1979. Th e declaration on torture was given binding legal 

form in 1984, when the General Assembly adopted a convention 

on the same subject (see the section on Other International Hu-

man Rights Conventions in the chapter on Human Rights).
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Th e sixth congress, held in Caracas in 1980, was the fi rst UN 

crime congress to be hosted by a developing nation and the fi rst 

held in the western hemisphere. Delegations from 102 nations, the 

ILO, WHO, the Council of Europe, Interpol, the League of Arab 

States, the Organization for African Unity, and the Pan-Arab Or-

ganization for Social Defence attended. Th e congress’s theme was 

“Crime Prevention and the Quality of Life.” It considered the fol-

lowing matters:

• new trends in crime and appropriate prevention strategies;

• the application of juvenile justice measures;

• off enses by the powerful, who quite oft en stand beyond the 

eff ective reach of the law;

• deinstitutionalization of correction measures;

• the role of UN guidelines and standards in criminal justice;

• capital punishment;

• the importance of international cooperation.

A working group of experts from Latin America and the Carib-

bean contributed an innovative approach on the classifi cation of 

crimes. It suggested that the scope of criminal law statutes should 

be broadened to include willful actions harmful to the national 

wealth and well-being—destruction of the ecology, or participa-

tion in drug traffi  cking, or traffi  cking in persons. By way of corol-

lary, the working group recommended a decrease in the number 

of statutes covering petty crimes or crimes that had little socially 

destructive eff ect.

Th e seventh congress, held in Milan in 1985, adopted the Milan 

Plan of Action as a means of strengthening international coopera-

tion in crime prevention and criminal justice. Th e plan was ap-

proved later the same year by the General Assembly, which also 

approved international instruments and principles adopted by the 

Milan Congress. Th ese were the UN Standard Minimum Rules 

for the Administration of Juvenile Justice (the Beijing Rules), the 

Declaration of Basic Principles of Justice for Victims of Crime 

and Abuse of Power, Basic Principles on the Independence of 

the Judiciary, and a Model Agreement on the Transfer of Foreign 

Prisoners.

Th e Beijing Rules aim at promoting juvenile welfare to the great-

est possible extent, thereby minimizing the necessity of interven-

tion by the juvenile justice system. Th e rules set minimum stan-

dards for the handling of juvenile off enders, enumerate the rights 

of juveniles, and include principles for adjudication and disposi-

tion of juvenile off enses and for institutional and noninstitutional 

treatment of juvenile off enders.

Th e Declaration of Basic Principles of Justice for Victims of 

Crime and Abuse of Power defi nes “victims” as persons who, in-

dividually or collectively, have suff ered harm, including physical 

or mental injury, emotional suff ering, economic loss, or substan-

tial impairment of their fundamental rights, through acts or omis-

sions that are in violation of criminal laws or constitute violations 

of internationally recognized norms relating to human rights. It 

sets forth the rights of such victims and their families to restitu-

tion, compensation, and social assistance.

Th e Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary stip-

ulate that the judiciary shall have jurisdiction over all issues of a 

judicial nature and that judges shall decide matters before them 

impartially, without any restrictions, improper infl uences, or in-

terference. Th e right of everyone to be tried by ordinary courts or 

tribunals is reaffi  rmed.

Th e Model Agreement on the Transfer of Foreign Prisoners is 

aimed at promoting the social resettlement of off enders by facili-

tating the return of persons convicted of crimes abroad to their 

country of nationality or residence to serve their sentence at the 

earliest possible stage.

Th e Milan Congress also considered questions relating to hu-

man rights in the administration of justice and to the prevention 

of juvenile delinquency and domestic violence.

Th e eighth congress was held in Havana, Cuba, from 27 August 

to 7 September 1990. Th e congress was attended by 1,400 partici-

pants from 127 countries, fi ve intergovernmental organizations, 

and 40 nongovernmental organizations. Its overall theme was “In-

ternational cooperation in crime prevention and criminal justice 

for the twenty-fi rst century.” Th e congress considered fi ve topics: 

(1) crime prevention and criminal justice in the context of devel-

opment; (2) criminal justice policies in relation to problems of 

imprisonment, other penal sanctions, and alternative measures; 

(3) eff ective national and international action against organized 

crime, terrorist criminal activities; (4) prevention of juvenile de-

linquency and protection of the young; and (5) United Nations 

norms and guidelines in crime prevention and criminal justice.

Th e eighth congress adopted a number of new instruments and 

resolutions that the General Assembly promptly approved. Th ese 

included model treaties on extradition, mutual assistance in crim-

inal matters, the transfer of proceedings in criminal matters, and 

the supervision of off enders conditionally sentenced or condition-

ally released. Other instruments passed were:

• A model treaty for the prevention of crimes against a peoples’ 

cultural heritage;

• Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law En-

forcement Offi  cials;

• Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers;

• Guidelines on the Role of Prosecutors;

• United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for Non-custodial 

Measures (the Tokyo Rules);

• Basic Principles for the Treatment of Prisoners;

• Guidelines for the Prevention of Juvenile Delinquency (the 

Riyadh Guidelines); and

• Rules for the Protection of Juveniles Deprived of Th eir Lib-

erty.

Th e conference also adopted resolutions on computerization, 

prevention of urban crime, protection of the environment, cor-

ruption in government, racketeering and illicit traffi  cking in 

narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances, computer-related 

crimes, measures against drug addiction, organized crime and 

terrorism, domestic violence, and the instrumental use of children 

in criminal activities. Th e congress also requested that guidelines 

be prepared on the management of prisoners infected with human 

immunodefi ciency virus (HIV) and those with acquired immu-

nodefi ciency syndrome (AIDS).

Th e eighth congress called for the elaboration of an eff ective 

international crime and justice program to assist countries in 

combating problems of national and transnational crime. An im-
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portant outcome was the creation of the Commission on Crime 

Prevention as a functional commission of ECOSOC.

Substantive topics at the ninth congress (in 1995) included the 

fi ght against transnational organized crime; the elimination of 

violence against women; improvements in the administration of 

justice and the rule of law; migration and crime; technical coop-

eration and coordination of activities.

Th e tenth congress (2000) took as its title “Crime and justice, 

meeting the challenges of the 21st century.” Th e congress dis-

cussed the following topics: (1) how to promote the rule of law 

and to strengthen the criminal justice system; (2) international co-

operation in combating transnational organized crime; (3) eff ec-

tive crime prevention—keeping pace with the new developments; 

and (4) off enders and victims—accountability and fairness in the 

justice process. In addition, four workshops were held on combat-

ing corruption, crimes related to the computer network, commu-

nity involvement in crime prevention, and women in the crimi-

nal justice system. At the tenth congress, a “Vienna Declaration 

on Crime and Justice” was adopted, in which delegates pledged to 

take measures to combat terrorism, traffi  cking in human beings, 

illicit trade in fi rearms, smuggling of migrants and the estimated 

$600 billion money laundering business. Considerable attention 

was paid to the need to address the rising tide of computer-related 

crime and crime resulting from xenophobia and ethnic hatred.

Th e eleventh congress (2005) took as its theme “Synergies and 

responses: strategic alliances in crime prevention and criminal 

justice.” Major issues discussed included: eff ective measures to 

combat transnational organized crime; international cooperation 

against terrorism and links between terrorism and other criminal 

activities in the context of the work of the United Nations Offi  ce 

on Drugs and Crime; corruption-threats and trends in the twen-

ty-fi rst century; economic and fi nancial crimes-challenges to sus-

tainable development; and making standards work-fi ft y years of 

standard-setting in crime prevention and criminal justice. Th e 

following workshops were held: Workshop 1: Enhancing interna-

tional law enforcement cooperation, including extradition mea-

sures; Workshop 2: Enhancing criminal justice reform, includ-

ing restorative justice; Workshop 3: Strategies and best practices 

for crime prevention, in particular in relation to urban crime and 

youth at risk; Workshop 4: Measures to combat terrorism, with 

reference to the relevant international conventions and proto-

cols; Workshop 5: Measures to combat economic crime, including 

money-laundering; and Workshop 6: Measures to combat com-

puter-related crime.

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION FOR 
NARCOTIC DRUGS CONTROL
“…Let us resolve that at this special session of the General Assem-

bly, words lead to action and that this action leads to success. Drug 

abuse is a time bomb ticking away in the heart of our civilization. 

We must now fi nd measures to deal with it before it explodes and 

destroys us.”

—Secretary-General Javier Pérez De Cuéllar (From remarks to 

the 17th Special Session of the General Assembly, 20 February 

1990)

Until the end of the 19th century, trade in narcotics was consid-

ered a legitimate business. Misuse of addiction-producing sub-

stances—opium, coca leaf, and Indian hemp—was thought to 

be the result of ingrained habits in particular areas of the world. 

Th e problem was considered a domestic one. However, modern 

technology and the expansion of transport and world trade in-

troduced a new dimension. An increasing number of alkaloids 

and derivatives were being produced from opium and coca leaves 

and easily distributed. In addition, a large number of psychotro-

pic substances (depressors of the central nervous system such as 

barbiturates, stimulants of the central nervous system such as am-

phetamines, and hallucinogens such as lysergic acid diethylamide, 

or LSD) were developed and their consumption increased enor-

mously; hence, problems once considered local became global.

Th e UN exercises functions and powers relating to the world-

wide control of narcotic drugs in accordance with a number of in-

ternational treaties concluded since 1912, when the fi rst Interna-

tional Opium Convention was signed at Th e Hague. By 1994, the 

majority of countries were parties to one or more of the treaties. 

Th e international control system is based on the cooperation of 

the states that are bound by these treaties in controlling the man-

ufacture and sale of drugs within their jurisdiction. Th e treaties 

stipulate that these states are bound to adopt appropriate legisla-

tion, introduce necessary administrative and enforcement mea-

sures, and cooperate with international control organs as well as 

with each other.

Narcotics Control Under the League of Nations

Th e League of Nations Covenant provided that League mem-

bers should “entrust the League with the general supervision over 

agreements with regard … to the traffi  c in opium and other dan-

gerous drugs.” Th e fi rst League Assembly created an Advisory 

Committee on Traffi  c in Opium and Other Dangerous Drugs to 

assist and advise the League’s Council in its supervisory tasks in 

the fi eld. Th e League established a Permanent Central Board, lat-

er renamed the Permanent Central Narcotics Board, to supervise 

the control system introduced by the second International Opium 

Convention, which came into force in 1928. Th e board was com-

posed of independent experts, to whom League members were 

required to submit annual statistics on the production of opium 

and coca leaves and on the manufacture, consumption, and stocks 

of narcotic drugs and quarterly reports on the import and export 

of narcotic drugs. Specifi c governmental authorizations were re-

quired for every import and export of narcotic drugs.

Th e Convention for Limiting the Manufacture and Regulat-

ing the Distribution of Narcotic Drugs, signed at Geneva in 1931, 

created a new technical organ, also composed of independent ex-

perts, the Drug Supervisory Body. Th e aim of the 1931 convention 

was to limit world manufacture of drugs to the amount actually 

needed for medical and scientifi c purposes.

Th e Convention for the Suppression of the Illicit Traffi  c in Dan-

gerous Drugs, signed at Geneva in 1936, called for severe pun-

ishment of illicit traffi  ckers in narcotics and extradition for drug 

off enses.

A protocol signed on 11 December 1946 (and which entered 

into force on 10 October 1947) transferred to the United Nations 

the functions previously exercised by the League of Nations under 

the pre-World War II narcotics treaties.
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Th e United Nations and International Drug Control

Historical Background
Th e functions of the League’s Advisory Committee were transferred 

to the United Nations Commission on Narcotic Drugs (CND), es-

tablished in 1946 as a functional commission of the Economic and 

Social Council. Over the years a number of bodies were created 

to carry out the work of the United Nations in the fi eld of narcot-

ics control, including the International Narcotics Board (INCB), 

the Division of Narcotic Drugs (part of the United Nations Sec-

retariat), and the United Nations Fund for Drug Abuse Control 

(UNFDAC). In addition, several specialized agencies, notably the 

World Health Organization (WHO) and the United Nations Ed-

ucational, Scientifi c and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), also 

were called on to contribute to the war on illegal drugs.

By the mid-1980s the General Assembly recognized that, while 

several important treaties had been elaborated (see under Th e 

Treaty System below), the system had not produced the desired 

result. Illicit traffi  c in drugs had achieved crisis proportions all 

over the world, threatening the stability of governments and re-

gional peace and security in Africa, Southeast Asia, Latin Amer-

ica, and the Caribbean. In 1984, the General Assembly requested 

the CND to elaborate a new treaty to explicitly treat the problem 

of illegal drug traffi  cking. In 1985 the General Assembly decided 

to convene an International conference on Drug Abuse and Illic-

it Traffi  cking in Vienna in June 1987. Th at Conference adopted 

a Declaration and a Comprehensive Multidisciplinary Outline of 

Future Activities in Drug Abuse Control.

However, the 1987 annual report of INCB revealed that drug-

traffi  cking syndicates now held enough fi nancial power to chal-

lenge the elected authorities of some South American countries. 

In addition, the spread of Acquired Immune Defi ciency Syn-

drome (AIDS) and the HIV virus had assumed pandemic pro-

portions, due in large part to the sharing of infected needles by 

drug abusers. Th e INCB noted that international drug traffi  c was 

fi nanced and organized by criminal organizations with interna-

tional links and with accomplices in fi nancial circles who helped 

“launder” money obtained through the drug trade. Member states 

proclaimed 26 June 1988 as the fi rst International Day Against 

Drug Abuse, to begin to focus public attention on the worldwide 

scope of the problem.

In February 1988, a plenipotentiary conference of the United 

Nations member states was convened in Vienna. It adopted the 

1988 United Nations Convention Against Illicit Traffi  cking in 

Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances (see under Th e Trea-

ty System below), which was immediately ratifi ed by 43 nations. 

However, for lack of suffi  cient ratifi cations and accessions, the 

convention did not come into eff ect until December 1990.

The Global Programme of Action Against Drug Abuse
In November 1989, the General Assembly expressed its alarm at 

the slow pace of accessions holding up the entry into force of the 

1988 convention. To consolidate international eff orts, the General 

Assembly held a four-day special session (its seventeenth special 

session) in February 1990 to adopt a Political Declaration (A/RES/

S-17/2) affi  rming the determination of the international commu-

nity to band together to fi ght drug traffi  cking. In its declaration the 

General Assembly recognized the links between drug traffi  cking 

and the economic and social conditions of the countries produc-

ing drugs. It also voiced its concern about the link between drug 

traffi  cking and international terrorism, and the threat posed by 

transnational crime organizations that corrupted elected govern-

ments. Th e member states resolved to “protect mankind from the 

scourge of drug abuse and illicit traffi  cking in narcotic drugs and 

psychotropic substances….” Th ey reaffi  rmed their commitment to 

support the international eff ort to eradicate drug traffi  cking both 

fi nancially and by bringing national laws into line with the vari-

ous United Nations treaties on narcotics control. Th e document 

also noted that international cooperation in restraining drug traf-

fi cking should be conducted in accordance with the principles of 

national sovereignty embodied in the United Nations charter. Th e 

General Assembly concluded the document by adopting a Glob-

al Programme of Action and declaring the period 1991–2000 the 

United Nations Decade Against Drug Abuse.

Th e 100-paragraph Global Programme of Action contained 

proposals for worldwide cooperation to stem the rising tide of 

drug abuse. Some of its provisions were based on the Multidisci-

plinary Outline mentioned above, and included:

• Raising national priorities for drug abuse prevention and re-

duction programs;

• Commissioning an analysis of the social causes generating 

drug demand;

• Providing UN fi nancial support to prevent drug abuse by 

children, and the use of children in the drug trade in develop-

ing countries;

• Having the UN act as a global information clearinghouse on 

treatment and rehabilitation of drug addicts;

• Using high resolution satellite imagery and aerial photogra-

phy (with the agreement of producing countries) to identify 

illegal narcotic cultivation;

• Convening an international conference to elaborate ways to 

prevent the diversion of the chemicals and substances used to 

process the raw materials of illicit drugs;

• Developing international mechanisms should be developed 

to prevent drug money laundering and to confi scate funds 

and property acquired with drug money;

• Promoting through the UN the exchange of information 

among states on the fl ows of drug money; coordinating anti-

drug operation training.

On 15 February 1990, just before the General Assembly’s spe-

cial session, the United States, Bolivia, Colombia, and Peru met 

in Cartagena, Colombia, and signed the Cartagena Declaration, 

agreeing to cooperate to stem the fl ow of drugs to the United States. 

Th e four countries, representing the world’s largest consumer (the 

United States) and the largest suppliers of illicit cocaine, agreed 

to wage a war on drugs on three fronts: demand reduction, con-

sumption reduction, and supply reduction. Th e United States 

agreed to fi nancially support alternative development to replace 

the coca-growing economy in Peru and Bolivia and to fund emer-

gency social programs. Th e multilateral cooperation begun at the 

Cartagena summit was extended in 1992 at a summit held in San 

Antonio, Texas, to include Mexico in the international struggle 

against drug traffi  cking organizations.
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1990 World Ministerial Summit

Th e government of the United Kingdom, in association with the 

United Nations, organized a three-day World Ministerial Sum-

mit to Reduce the Demand for Drugs and to Combat the Cocaine 

Th reat. Th e summit was held in London from 9–11 April 1990, 

and was attended by 650 delegates, most at the ministerial level, 

from 124 countries. Th e summit adopted the London Declaration 

committing the nations to giving higher priority to prevention 

and reduction of illicit drug demand at national and international 

levels. Th e London summit produced a consensus that, whereas 

producing countries had previously felt that drug abuse did not 

threaten their own populations, developing countries now real-

ized that drug abuse had become a worldwide phenomenon cut-

ting across national boundaries, class, race and income levels.

Some of the London Declaration’s provisions include:

• Drug abuse prevention and treatment should be part of na-

tional health, social, education, legal and criminal justice 

strategies;

• Drug education should be developed at all school stages;

• Prevention programs in the workplace should be developed 

and implemented;

• Mass media campaigns against drugs should be used;

• Th e United Nations Fund for Drug Abuse Control (later the 

United Nations International Drug Control Program, see be-

low) should be provided the funds to devise a strategy for the 

Andean sub-region, where most of the world’s coca is grown 

and illicitly processed into cocaine.

• Nations that had not yet done so should ratify or accede to 

the 1988 United Nations Convention Against Illicit Traffi  c 

in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances, and, in the 

meanwhile, they should try to apply its terms provisionally.

In October 1993, China, Laos, and Myanmar (referred to as 

the “Golden Triangle”) signed a Memorandum of Understanding, 

expanding existing cooperation on drug control, in cooperation 

with the UNDCP. Th e countries aimed to eliminate opium poppy 

cultivation through economic and social development programs; 

curb traffi  c in narcotic drugs and essential chemicals used in man-

ufacturing drugs; and implement programs to reduce the demand 

for illicit drugs.

Despite the growing alarm of nations, the phenomenon of il-

licit drug traffi  cking and drug abuse continued to rise. Th e 1994 

report of the INCB stated that the worldwide drug menace had 

broken past geographic limits and outgrown its traditional clas-

sifi cation as a criminal or social issue and penetrated the spheres 

of international politics and world economics. Drug organizations 

had become illegal transnational corporations. In 1994 the CND 

concluded that UNDCP should, once again, review existing inter-

national drug control instruments and activities in order to iden-

tify ways to strengthen the system and make appropriate chang-

es. In June 1994, the International Conference on Preventing and 

Controlling Money Laundering and the Use of the Proceeds of 

Crime was held in Italy (see Crime Prevention and Criminal Jus-

tice, above).

UN Bodies Concerned With Narcotics Control

The United Nations International Drug Control Programme
In December 1990, the General Assembly requested that the Sec-

retary-General merge the various units of the organization that 

were concerned with drug control into a single, integrated pro-

gram. In 1991, the United Nations International Drug Control 

Programme (UNDCP) integrated the functions of the Division 

of Narcotic Drugs, UNFDAC, and the secretariat for the INCB. 

Headquartered in Vienna, UNDCP is charged with the responsi-

bility of coordinating and leading United Nations drug control ac-

tivities. UNDCP is headed by an executive director. Th e program 

publishes a quarterly Bulletin on Narcotics as well as information 

letters, scientifi c notes, and publications on drug abuse control ac-

tivities. UNDCP’s budget comes from both the UN regular budget 

and from the voluntary Fund of UNDCP.

UNDCP’s Global Programme Against Money Laundering assists 

governments to confront criminals who launder dirty drug mon-

ey through the international fi nancial system. Th e program pro-

vides training in fi nancial investigation to business, law enforce-

ment and judicial professionals.

UNDCP’s Global Assessment Programme (GAP) supplies cur-

rent statistics on illicit drug consumption worldwide. And UND-

CP’s Legal Assistance Programme works with states to implement 

drug control treaties by helping to draft  legislation and train ju-

dicial offi  cials. More than 1,400 key personnel have received le-

gal training and over 130 countries worldwide have received legal 

assistance.

The Commission on Narcotic Drugs (CND)
Th e Commission on Narcotic Drugs is the main policy-making 

body within the United Nations system for all issues pertaining to 

international drug abuse control. It analyzes the world drug abuse 

situation and develops proposals to strengthen international ef-

forts. It is one of the functional commissions of the Economic and 

Social Council. In addition, it prepares such draft  international 

conventions as may be necessary; assists the council in exercising 

such powers of supervision over the application of international 

conventions and agreements dealing with narcotic drugs as may 

be assumed by or conferred on the council; and considers what 

changes may be required in the existing machinery for the inter-

national control of narcotic drugs and submits proposals thereon 

to the council. In addition, the commission has special functions 

under the 1961 Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs (see under 

Th e Treaty System, below), such as placing drugs under interna-

tional control and making recommendations for the implemen-

tation of the aims and provisions of the convention, including 

programs of scientifi c research and the exchange of scientifi c or 

technical information. Th e commission also reviews implementa-

tion of the Global Programme of Action, provides policy guidance 

to UNDCP, and monitors its activities. Th e commission meets an-

nually in regular or in special sessions.

The International Narcotics Control Board (INCB)
Th e International Narcotics Control Board is responsible for pro-

moting compliance with the provisions of drug control treaties. It 

was created by the 1961 Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs as a 

successor to the Permanent Central Board and the Drug Supervi-

sory Body. Th e members of the board are not government repre-

sentatives but experts acting in their private, individual capacities. 
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Th e board has important functions to perform under the treaties. 

It watches over statistics of drug production, manufacture, trade, 

and consumption and also over the estimates needed for the com-

ing year that states are required to furnish to it; if a state does not 

send estimates, the board makes them itself. Th e board may re-

quest any state to explain a condition that in its view indicates 

an improper accumulation of narcotic drugs. It may even recom-

mend, in case of diffi  culties created by a country for the interna-

tional control, that other states stop the shipment of drugs to that 

country. A most eff ective means of ensuring compliance is public-

ity: the reports of the board (and of other international bodies) 

ensure that the public is made aware of any situation that may 

contribute to the spread of drug abuse.

Other United Nations Bodies Cooperating with UNDCP
Th e United Nations Interregional Crime and Justice Research In-

stitute (UNICRI) was formerly known as the United Nations So-

cial Defence Research Institute. UNICRI carried out a four-year 

research study funded by UNDCP on the interaction between 

criminal behavior and drug abuse and on control measures ad-

opted in individual countries. It conducts research, surveys, and 

workshops on the criminal aspects of drug abuse for UNDCP. 

UNICRI is more fully described above, under the Offi  ce on Drugs 

and Crime.

Th e International Labour Organization (ILO) carries out activi-

ties on drug-related problems in the workplace and on the voca-

tional rehabilitation of recovering drug addicts. WHO and UN-

DCP prepared a multi-media resource kit to assist enterprises in 

developing solutions to those problems.

Th e World Health Organization (WHO) carries out activities 

related to drug dependence and other drug control activities as-

signed to it by international drug control treaties. WHO plays an 

integral role in determining which substances should be placed 

under international control, in accordance with the provisions of 

the 1961 Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs and the 1971 Con-

vention on Psychotropic Substances. WHO’s Global Programme 

on Drug Dependence cooperates with member states in the pre-

vention, treatment, and management of drug addiction. WHO 

also develops guidelines and manuals for teachers and health 

professionals.

Th e United Nations Educational, Scientifi c and Cultural Or-

ganization (UNESCO) focuses on the prevention of drug abuse 

through public education and awareness. UNESCO works with 

media organizations in producing radio and television programs. 

With the support of UNDCP, UNESCO is carrying out research 

projects on drug use and prevention in Africa, Asia and the Pa-

cifi c, and Latin America and the Caribbean.

Th e International Maritime Organization (IMO) is concerned 

with the transportation of illicit drugs by ships. IMO has compiled 

guidelines on the prevention of drug smuggling on ships engaged 

in international traffi  c. Th e guidelines set out security precautions, 

methods of concealments, actions to be taken when drugs are dis-

covered, identifi cation of addicts, and cooperation with customs.

Th e International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) seeks to 

counteract the shipment of illicit drugs by air. It develops techni-

cal specifi cations and guidance material for civil fl ights, and sug-

gests measures to ensure that commercial carriers are not used to 

transport illicit drugs.

Th e Universal Postal Union (UPU) has carried out studies to 

establish international measures covering the shipment of illicit 

drugs through the mails.

Th e Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 

(FAO) manages several multidisciplinary programs fi nanced by 

UNDCP. FAO covers the agricultural aspects of the drug crisis. 

Its programs are aimed at raising the income level of farmers, and 

thereby reducing the incentive to cultivate narcotic crops. It has 

participated in UNDCP-fi nanced projects in Bolivia, Myanmar, 

and Pakistan. FAO and UNDCP are studying the potential of re-

mote sensing techniques and satellite imagery (already in use by 

FAO to predict droughts and other international crop statistics) in 

the detection of illicit crops.

Th e United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) incorpo-

rates drug abuse control programs into its development projects 

in Asia and the Pacifi c, and Latin America and the Caribbean. 

UNDP’s resident coordinators and resident representatives work 

closely with the UNDCP in countries where serious drug prob-

lems exist.

Th e United Nations Children Fund (UNICEF) focuses on the 

world’s 100 million street children, who are oft en drug abusers 

and/or drug sellers. UNICEF has programs in Latin America and 

the Caribbean to strengthen families and provide services to chil-

dren in need. UNAIDS works with countries to help prevent the 

spread of HIV and help those already affl  icted with the virus. Th e 

virus can infect drug abusers who share syringe needles.

The Treaty System
One of the tasks of the UN in drug control is to adapt internation-

al treaty machinery to changing conditions. Six agreements have 

been drawn up under United Nations auspices.

Th e Paris Protocol of 1948. Th e prewar international conventions 

on narcotics applied to all addictive products of three plants—the 

opium poppy, the coca bush, and the cannabis plant—and to prod-

ucts belonging to certain chemical groups known to have addic-

tive properties. By the end of World War II, however, a number of 

synthetic narcotics not belonging to the defi ned chemical groups 

had been developed. A protocol signed in Paris on 19 November 

1948 authorized WHO to place under international control any 

new drug not covered by the previous conventions that was or 

could be addictive. Th e Paris protocol came into force on 1 De-

cember 1949.

Th e Opium Protocol of 1953. Despite earlier international trea-

ties on opium, its production continued and found its way into il-

licit channels. Th e Commission on Narcotic Drugs fi rst proposed 

an international opium monopoly, with production quotas and a 

system of international inspection. It was impossible, however, to 

obtain agreement on such important questions as the price of opi-

um and inspection rights.

A compromise was worked out by the United Nations Opium 

Conference, held in New York in May–June 1953, and was em-

bodied in a Protocol for Limiting and Regulating the Cultivation 

of the Poppy Plant, the Production of, International Trade in, and 

Use of Opium. Under this protocol, only seven states—Bulgaria, 

Greece, India, Iran, Turkey, the USSR, and Yugoslavia—were au-

thorized to produce opium for export. Producing states were re-

quired to set up a government agency to license opium poppy cul-

tivators and designate the areas to be cultivated. Cultivators were 

to deliver all opium immediately aft er harvesting to this agency, 
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the only body with the legal right to trade in opium. Th e Perma-

nent Central Narcotics Board, under the protocol, was empow-

ered to employ certain supervisory and enforcement measures 

and, with the consent of the government concerned, to carry out 

local inquiries. Th e protocol came into force in December 1964.

Th e Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, 1961. On 30 March 

1961, a conference at United Nations headquarters adopted and 

opened for signature the Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, 

1961. Th is convention, which came into force on 13 December 

1964, was a milestone in international narcotics control.

Th e fi rst objective of the convention—codifi cation of existing 

multilateral treaty law in this fi eld—was almost achieved. Th e 

second goal—simplifi cation of the international control machin-

ery—was achieved: the Permanent Central Board and the Drug 

Supervisory Body were combined as the International Narcotics 

Control Board, as described earlier. Th e third goal was extension 

of control to cover cultivation of plants grown for narcotics. Th e 

treaty continued controls on opium, including national opium 

monopolies and the obligation of governments to limit produc-

tion to medical and scientifi c purposes. Provisions dealing with 

medical treatment and rehabilitation of addicts were quite new as 

treaty obligations. Opium smoking, opium eating, coca-leaf chew-

ing, hashish (cannabis) smoking, and the use of cannabis for non-

medical purposes were prohibited. Th e convention required states 

that are parties to it to take special control measures for particu-

larly dangerous drugs, such as heroin and ketobemidone. Earlier 

treaty provisions, requiring (1) that exports and imports of nar-

cotic drugs be made only on government authorization from both 

sides, (2) that governments report on the working of the treaty, 

and (3) that they exchange, through the Secretary-General, laws 

and regulations passed to implement the treaty, were retained. 

Provisions for controlling the manufacture of narcotic drugs and 

the trade and distribution of narcotic substances also were contin-

ued, together with measures for controlling new synthetic drugs.

Th e Convention on Psychotropic Substances, 1971. During the 

1960s there was increasing concern over the harmful eff ects of 

such drugs as barbiturates, amphetamines, LSD, and tranquiliz-

ers. WHO and the Commission on Narcotic Drugs recommend-

ed that governments take legislative and administrative control 

measures.

On the basis of a draft  drawn up by the Commission on Nar-

cotic Drugs, in close collaboration with WHO, a plenipotentiary 

conference for the adoption of a protocol on psychotropic sub-

stances met in Vienna in 1971, with 71 states represented. On 21 

February 1971, it adopted and opened for signature the Conven-

tion on Psychotropic Substances, 1971. Th e convention has been 

in force since 1976.

Th e 1971 convention was a major step in the extension of in-

ternational drug control. It contains a number of prohibitive 

measures for hallucinogens that present a high risk of abuse and 

have no therapeutic application. Special provisions regarding 

substances such as LSD prescribe, among other things, prohibi-

tion of their use except for research authorized and supervised by 

governments.

Th e requirement of licenses for manufacture, trade, and distri-

bution, the supervision of these activities, and the repression of 

acts contrary to laws and regulations are applied to all of the drugs 

enumerated in the 1971 convention. Governments may lim-

it or prohibit the import (and export) of any psychotropic drug. 

With this regulatory system, governments can protect themselves 

against unwanted drugs. Psychotropic drugs used in therapy but 

with great abuse potential, such as sleeping pills, are controlled 

by requiring medical prescriptions and by supervision of export-

import activity. International trade in the most dangerous stimu-

lants—the amphetamines—is subject to a more stringent autho-

rization system. Strict record-keeping of drug movements and 

statistical reports to the International Narcotics Control Board are 

also required.

A humane provision in the treaty requires that “all practica-

ble measures for the prevention of abuse, the early identifi cation, 

treatment, education, aft er-care, rehabilitation, and social reinte-

gration of persons involved” be taken and that “either as an alter-

native to conviction or punishment or in addition to conviction or 

punishment, such abusers shall undergo measures of treatment, 

education, aft er-care, rehabilitation, and social reintegration.”

Th e Protocol Amending the 1961 Single Convention on Narcotic 

Drugs, 1972. A plenipotentiary conference adopted, on 25 March 

1972, amendments to strengthen the international narcotics con-

trol system and to include new concepts and means.

Th e International Narcotics Control Board was increased from 

11 to 13 members, to serve for fi ve years instead of three. Techni-

cal measures included in the protocol concern limitation of the 

production of opium, seizure and destruction of illicitly cultivated 

opium poppies, and the option of the board to recommend tech-

nical or fi nancial assistance to governments. Th e protocol, like the 

1971 Convention, provides for aft er-care and rehabilitation of drug 

abusers. Also, drug off enders are made extraditable in any extradi-

tion treaty. Th e protocol came into force on 8 August 1975.

Convention Against Illicit Traffi  cking in Narcotic Drugs and Psy-

chotropic Substances, 1988. In recognition of the increasing diffi  -

culty faced by law enforcement and other government agencies in 

coping with the expansion of illicit drug traffi  cking, the General 

Assembly, in 1985, requested the Commission on Narcotic Drugs 

to prepare a new convention covering areas not adequately regu-

lated by existing treaties.

In 1988, the United Nations convened a conference in Vienna 

that was attended by representatives of 106 nations. Th e confer-

ence adopted the new convention, which was immediately ratifi ed 

by 43 nations. Th e convention entered into force on 11 November 

1990.

World leaders met in New York 8–10 June 1998 in a special ses-

sion of the UN General Assembly to adopt a worldwide plan to 

substantially reduce drug demand and supply by the year 2008. 

Th e session addressed guiding principles on reducing demand for 

illicit drugs, eradication of illicit crops and alternative develop-

ment, amphetamine-type stimulants (stated as a priority requiring 

urgent action), money laundering, controlling precursor chemi-

cals (intermediate substances used to manufacture drugs), and 

judicial cooperation to promote drug control. By February 2006, 

179 states had ratifi ed the 1988 convention.

Th e 34-article convention addresses the issues of tracing, freez-

ing, and confi scating proceeds and property derived from drug 

traffi  cking. Courts may seize bank, fi nancial, or commercial re-

cords, without the imposition of bank secrecy laws. Th e conven-

tion also provides for extradition of major drug traffi  ckers, mu-

tual legal assistance between states on drug-related investigations, 
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and transfer of proceedings for criminal prosecution. Th e conven-

tion also commits states to eliminate or reduce illicit demand for 

narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances. One of the most im-

portant provisions of the treaty, Article 12, sets forth two tables 

of substances used to manufacture illicit drugs and agrees to im-

plement controls on the manufacture and shipment of such sub-

stances. In essence, Article 12 imposed the same controls on the 

chemicals used to manufacture illicit drugs as are imposed on the 

raw materials like opium and cocaine. Th e substances controlled 

by the convention included ephedrine, ergometrine, ergotamine, 

lysergic acide, 1-phenyl-2-proanone, pseudoephedrine, acetic an-

hydride, acetone, anthranilic acide, ethyl ether, phenylacetic acide, 

and piperidine.

Narcotic Drugs Under International Control
Opium and Its Derivatives. Opium, the coagulated juice of the 

poppy plant Papaver somniferum L., was known to the Sumeri-

ans living in lower Mesopotamia in 3000 BC. It was used by the 

Greeks and Arabs for medicinal purposes and was probably intro-

duced into China by the Arabs in the ninth or tenth century. Th e 

opium poppy can be grown in most of the habitable parts of the 

world and is oft en cultivated for its beautiful fl owers or its seeds, 

which are a valuable food. As an addictive drug, opium was origi-

nally eaten or drunk as an infusion. Th e practice of smoking opi-

um is only a few hundred years old.

Th e best-known derivatives of opium are morphine, codeine, 

and diacetylmorphine, more commonly called heroin. While 

morphine and codeine have valuable medicinal properties, heroin 

has no medical uses for which less dangerous analgesics cannot be 

substituted, and upon the recommendation of the Commission on 

Narcotic Drugs, its manufacture has been banned in most coun-

tries. A number of drugs are derived from morphine or are com-

pounded with it, including ethylmorphine and benzylmorphine. 

Some morphine derivatives, such as apomorphine, are not addic-

tive in themselves.

Th e most important drugs in national and international illicit 

traffi  c are still opium and its derivatives, in particular morphine 

and heroin. As a result of eff ective international controls, there has 

been little diversion of opium or opiates from legitimate channels 

into the illicit trade. Th ere is, however, illicit production of opi-

um in some countries. From these supplies, clandestine factories 

manufacture morphine that is converted into heroin. Opium con-

tains as an average 10% of morphine, which is made into diacetyl-

morphine or heroin in equal weight by relatively simple methods. 

Clandestine factories have been moving closer to the opium-pro-

ducing areas. Morphine can be extracted from poppy capsules 

whether or not the opium has been extracted; at least 30% of lic-

it morphine comes from this process. When Turkey, in 1974, re-

sumed cultivation of the opium poppy, which had been stopped 

two years earlier, it decided not to produce opium but to use the 

“poppy-straw method” for extraction of morphine. About 90% of 

the licit morphine is used to make codeine, whereas 90% of illicit 

morphine is used to make heroin. An eff ective way of eradicating 

heroin is to stop illicit poppy cultivation. Th is is the intent of the 

international treaties and also of crop substitution undertaken in 

several countries with the support of the UNDCP.

Coca Leaf and Cocaine. Coca leaves grow on an evergreen shrub, 

Erythroxylon coca, native to the mountainous western region of 

South America. Th e leaves are the raw material for the manufac-

ture of cocaine. Th e leaves themselves have been chewed by some 

of the Andean peoples for centuries to help combat hunger and 

overcome the fatigue and exhaustion caused by the high altitude.

Th e Commission on Narcotic Drugs concluded that coca-leaf 

chewing is a dangerous habit and constitutes a form of addiction. 

In 1954, the Economic and Social Council recommended that 

the countries concerned should gradually limit the cultivation 

and export of coca leaf to medical, scientifi c, and other legitimate 

purposes and should progressively abolish the habit of coca-leaf 

chewing. At the same time, it was recognized that there was little 

chance of eliminating coca-leaf addiction unless the living condi-

tions of those among whom the habit was widespread could be 

improved and that the problem must be attacked on this front as 

well.

Coca leaves are used to make licit cocaine, the production of 

which has declined to about one ton a year, but they are also used 

for the illicit market that supplies increasing quantities of this 

dangerous drug to North America, Western Europe, and other 

regions.

A new, more addictive, and more deadly form of cocaine called 

“crack” is an inexpensive, potent form of the base drug in crystal-

line form. It is usually smoked, giving a quick, intense high, which 

lasts only a few minutes. “Crack” is harmful to the brain, heart, 

lungs, and nervous system and produces serious psychological 

eff ects.

Cannabis (Marijuana). Th e plant Cannabis sativa, or the 

crude drug derived from it, is known under almost 200 diff er-

ent names—marijuana, hashish, Indian hemp, charas, ganji, kif, 

bhang, and maconha, to name a few. Widely used as an intoxicant 

by millions of people for at least 4,000 years, it can be grown in 

most parts of the inhabited world. Depending on the soil and cul-

tivation, the plant grows to a height of one to 20 feet. Th e narcotic 

resin is found in the fl owering tops.

Cannabis is used as a narcotic in many parts of Africa, the Mid-

dle East, and the Americas. Because the plant grows wild and is 

easy to cultivate illicitly, traffi  ckers have little diffi  culty in obtain-

ing cannabis. Statistics on users are not available, but their num-

ber must run well in the millions.

Synthetic Narcotic Drugs. A number of synthetic substitutes, es-

pecially for morphine, are widely used. Th ey were placed under 

control by the 1948 protocol. Th ey may and do give rise to abuse 

but in a relatively limited way, and there is little, if any, illicit traffi  c 

in them. Th e most widely known are pethidine and methadone.

Psychotropic Substances. Psychotropic substances placed under 

international control by the 1971 convention are listed, like nar-

cotic drugs, in treaty schedules that may be modifi ed from time 

to time by the Commission on Narcotic Drugs. Th ey have widely 

diff erent characteristics, and, according to complex criteria having 

to do with the dangers they present to the individual and society, 

they have been placed in four schedules with decreasing severity 

of control. In Schedule I are found mainly hallucinogens, such as 

LSD, mescaline, and psilocine. All are made by synthesis, but the 

last two are also found in plants, the peyotl cactus and the hal-
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lucinatory mushroom, respectively. Schedule II contains mainly 

drugs of the amphetamine type that stimulate the central ner-

vous system. Th ey have limited therapeutic value but are widely 

abused, especially by young people who inject them intravenously, 

possibly causing psychoses. In Schedule III are found mainly the 

most powerful depressants of the central nervous system—barbi-

turates used as hypnotics (sleeping pills) by a very large number 

of consumers everywhere. Th ese drugs, if used without therapeu-

tic necessity, produce a form of addiction that can be extremely 

dangerous. Barbiturates are oft en used in association with hero-

in, with alcohol (with an especially dangerous interaction), and 

even with stimulants. Schedule IV has some barbiturate depres-

sants and a number of tranquilizers. Th ese constitute a very large 

body of medicaments supposed to eliminate anxiety and nervous-

ness. Large quantities of such drugs as meprobamate and diaze-

pam are consumed without therapeutic need and may alter mood 

and behavior.

Methamphetamines, amphetamines and other stimulants are 

covered by the 1971 convention. In November 1996 UNDCP de-

clared that the global rise in the abuse of amphetamine-type stim-

ulants was likely to be a major drug problem in the 21st century. 

By 2000, the prediction had already been borne out. Th ese stimu-

lants have the potential to pose more health problems to society 

than heroin or cocaine because they are simple to produce and 

the necessary precursor materials are readily accessible. Phenyl-2-

propanone (P2P) is an immediate precursor that can be easily syn-

thesized into methamphetamine. Amphetamine-type stimulants 

are usually taken orally or injected. Crystalline d-methamphet-

amine hydrochloride, commonly referred to as “ice” or “crystal 

meth,” is ingested by smoking.

Social and Humanitarian Assistance
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H U M A N  R I G H T S

In the Preamble to the Charter, “the peoples of the United Na-

tions” express their determination “to reaffi  rm faith in fundamen-

tal human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person, 

in the equal rights of men and women and of nations large and 

small.” Article 1 of the Charter states that one of the purposes of 

the UN is to promote and encourage “respect for human rights 

and for fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to 

race, sex, language, or religion.” In Article 56, “all Members pledge 

themselves to take joint and separate action in cooperation with 

the Organization for the achievement” of this purpose. Th e Char-

ter vests responsibility for assisting in the realization of human 

rights and fundamental freedoms in three of the principal organs: 

the General Assembly, the Economic and Social Council, and the 

Trusteeship Council. Th e Charter also provides for the establish-

ment of commissions for the promotion of human rights as sub-

sidiary bodies of the Economic and Social Council. As early as 

1946, two such commissions were created: the Commission on 

Human Rights and the Commission on the Status of Women.

THE INTERNATIONAL BILL OF RIGHTS
At the San Francisco Conference, a proposal to embody an inter-

national bill of rights in the Charter itself was put forward but was 

not pursued because it required more detailed consideration. Th e 

idea of establishing an international bill of rights, however, was 

regarded as inherent in the Charter. Even before the Charter was 

ratifi ed and had entered into force and before the UN as an orga-

nization was established, steps were taken toward this goal. Th e 

Preparatory Commission of the UN and its Executive Committee, 

meeting in the fall of 1945, both recommended that the work of 

the Commission on Human Rights should be directed, in the fi rst 

place, toward the formulation of an international bill of rights. Th e 

General Assembly agreed with these recommendations in January 

1946. Accordingly, when the terms of reference of the Commis-

sion on Human Rights were laid down in February 1946, “an in-

ternational bill of rights” was the fi rst item on its work program.

When the Commission on Human Rights and its draft ing com-

mittee started work on this ambitious project, it turned out that 

there was disagreement among the members about the form that 

the draft  bill of rights should take. Some members thought the bill 

should be a “declaration” or “manifesto” that would be proclaimed 

by a resolution of the General Assembly. Others urged that it take 

the form of an international treaty, which, in addition to being 

approved by the General Assembly, would have to be opened for 

signature and for ratifi cation or accession by governments and 

would be binding only on those governments that had ratifi ed it 

or acceded to it. Th e relevant report of the draft ing committee re-

cords that it was agreed by those who favored the declaration form 

that the declaration should be accompanied or followed by one 

or more conventions. It was also agreed by those who favored the 

convention form that the General Assembly, in recommending a 

convention to member nations, might make a declaration wider in 

content or more general in expression. As a consequence, draft s of 

a “declaration” and of a “convention” were prepared, and studies 

were undertaken for the creation of international supervisory and 

enforcement machinery, called “measures of implementation.”

Eventually, the decision emerged that the international bill of 

rights should not be produced by one single, comprehensive, and 

fi nal act but should consist of two or more international instru-

ments, namely, a declaration and a convention (or covenant), 

and measures of implementation. Later, it was decided that there 

should be not one but two covenants—one on civil and political 

rights and the other on economic, social, and cultural rights—and 

that the provisions on the measures of implementation should be 

embodied in the texts of the covenants. Th e latter decision was 

modifi ed somewhat in 1966, when the provisions regulating one 

specifi c aspect of the implementation arrangements, the right of 

petition (communication), were included in a separate optional 

protocol.

Th e Universal Declaration of Human Rights

Th e Universal Declaration of Human Rights was prepared by the 

Commission on Human Rights in 1947 and 1948 and adopted and 

proclaimed by the General Assembly on 10 December 1948 by a 

vote of 48 in favor, none against, with 6 abstentions. Two represen-

tatives were absent. One of them stated later that, if he had been 

present, he would have voted in favor.

Th e Universal Declaration consists of a preamble and 30 arti-

cles. It proclaims—and in this regard it diff ers from the traditional 

catalog of the rights of man that are contained in various consti-

tutions and fundamental laws of the 18th and 19th centuries and 

the fi rst decades of the 20th century—not only civil and political 

rights but also rights that were eventually regulated in the Interna-

tional Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights.

Th e declaration proclaims, in Article 1, that all human beings 

are born free and equal in dignity and rights and, in Article 2, that 

everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in the 

declaration “without distinction of any kind, such as race, color, 

sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or so-

cial origin, property, birth or other status” and that “no distinc-

tion shall be made on the basis of the political, jurisdictional or 

international status of the country or territory to which a person 

belongs, whether it be independent, trust, non-self-governing or 

under any other limitation of sovereignty.”

In Articles 3 to 21, the declaration deals with the traditional civ-

il and political rights, including the right to life, liberty, and secu-

rity of person; freedom from slavery and servitude; freedom from 

torture or cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment; 

equality before the law and equal protection of the law; freedom 

from arbitrary arrest, detention, or exile; the right to be presumed 

innocent until proved guilty; the right to protection against arbi-
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trary interference with one’s privacy, family, home, or correspon-

dence and to protection against attacks upon one’s honor and rep-

utation; freedom of movement and residence; the right to leave 

any country, including one’s own; the right to seek and enjoy in 

other countries asylum from persecution; the right to a national-

ity and the right to change one’s nationality; the right of men and 

women of full age to marry, without any limitation due to race, 

nationality, or religion; freedom of thought, conscience, and reli-

gion; the right to own property and not to be arbitrarily deprived 

of it; freedom of opinion and expression; the right to peaceful as-

sembly and association; the right to take part in the government of 

one’s country; and the right to equal access to public service.

Economic, social, and cultural rights (Articles 23 to 27) are in-

troduced by Article 22, which states generally that “everyone, as a 

member of society, has the right to social security” and is entitled 

to the realization of “economic, social and cultural rights indis-

pensable for his dignity and the free development of his personal-

ity.” Th e article implies, however, that those economic, social, and 

cultural rights are not everywhere and immediately achievable. It 

states that the “realization” of these rights is to be brought about 

“through national eff ort and international cooperation and in ac-

cordance with the organization and resources of each state.”

Th e declaration affi  rms everyone’s right to work, to free choice 

of employment, to just and favorable conditions of work, and to 

protection against unemployment. It affi  rms the right of everyone 

to equal pay for equal work; to “just and favorable remuneration”; 

to form and join trade unions; to “a standard of living adequate 

for the health and well-being of himself and of his family”; and to 

“rest and leisure, including reasonable limitation of working hours 

and periodic holidays with pay.” It also proclaims “the right to se-

curity in the event of unemployment, sickness, disability, widow-

hood, old age or other lack of livelihood in circumstances beyond 

[one’s] control.” Everyone has the right to education, which “shall 

be free, at least in the elementary and fundamental stages” and 

compulsory on the elementary level. Th e declaration affi  rms ev-

eryone’s right “freely to participate in the cultural life of the com-

munity, to enjoy the arts and to share in scientifi c advancement 

and its benefi ts.”

Article 28 asserts that “everyone is entitled to a social and in-

ternational order in which the rights and freedoms set forth in 

this Declaration can be fully realized.” In the exercise of individual 

rights and freedoms, everyone shall be subject only to such limi-

tations as are determined by law. Such limitations, according to 

Article 29, shall be “solely for the purpose of securing due recogni-

tion and respect for the rights and freedoms of others and of meet-

ing the just requirements of morality, public order, and the gen-

eral welfare in a democratic society.” Article 30 states that nothing 

in the declaration may be interpreted as implying for any state, 

group, or person “any right to engage in any activity or to perform 

any act aimed at the destruction of any of the rights and freedoms” 

set forth in the declaration.

Th e Universal Declaration of Human Rights was adopted, not 

in the form of an international convention that, when ratifi ed, is 

legally binding on the states that are parties to it, but in the form of 

a resolution of the General Assembly, as “a common understand-

ing” of the rights and freedoms that member states have pledged 

themselves to respect and observe and as “a common standard of 

achievement for all peoples and all nations.” In the view of most of 

those who were instrumental in its preparation and adoption, the 

declaration was not meant to be a “binding” instrument. However, 

as soon as the declaration was adopted, it began to be used as a 

code of conduct and as a yardstick to measure the compliance by 

governments with the international standards of human rights.

In countless allegations of human rights violations that it has 

been called upon to examine, the UN has had recourse to the dec-

laration, whether it was dealing with allegations of forced labor, 

with discrimination in non-self-governing and trust territories, 

with customs and practices inconsistent with the dignity of wom-

en, or with other violations of human rights. Th e declaration also 

has played an important role in the activities of specialized agen-

cies, such as the ILO, UNESCO, and ITU, and in regional organi-

zations, such as the OAS, the Council of Europe, and the OAU.

Th e declaration has thus acquired a validity beyond that origi-

nally contemplated in 1948. Th e international community, both 

the states that had been instrumental in its creation and those that 

later achieved independence, used the declaration for the purpose 

of fulfi lling an assignment greater and more far-reaching than that 

originally carved out for it. Today, the declaration has acquired the 

status of customary international law and is valid for all states that 

have ratifi ed it.

Th e International Covenants on Human Rights

Th e Commission on Human Rights, the Economic and Social 

Council, and the General Assembly devoted 19 years (1947–66) to 

the preparation of the International Covenants on Human Rights. 

One problem that created a considerable amount of controversy, 

particularly in the early years, was whether the treaty that would 

give legal eff ect to the rights and freedoms set forth in the Univer-

sal Declaration of Human Rights should regulate only those rights 

that traditionally have been guaranteed in national constitutions 

or catalogs of rights and are known as “civil and political rights” 

or whether the treaty should also set forth “economic, social and 

cultural rights.”

As already indicated, it was eventually decided that there should 

be two covenants dealing with the two sets of provisions, respec-

tively. Th e principal reason for having two separate instruments 

regulating the two groups of rights was the fundamentally dif-

ferent character of the rights concerned, which led some even to 

question whether “economic, social and cultural rights” are, tech-

nically, rights at all—in the sense of enforceable and justiciable 

rights. Th e diff erent character of these rights made it necessary 

to provide for a diff erence in the type of international obligations 

to be undertaken by states that are parties to one or the other, or 

both, of the two covenants. Another reason for establishing two 

diff erent covenants was thought to be the necessity to adjust the 

arrangements for international supervision—the “measures of im-

plementation”—to the diff erent character of the rights.

In the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, each 

state party undertakes to respect and to ensure to all individuals 

within its territory and subject to its jurisdiction the rights recog-

nized in that covenant. In the International Covenant on Econom-

ic, Social and Cultural Rights, each state party undertakes only 

to take steps, individually and through international assistance 

and cooperation, to the maximum of its available resources, with 

a view to achieving progressively the full realization of the rights 

recognized in that covenant. Subject to certain exceptions and 
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modifi cations, the International Covenant on Civil and Political 

Rights imposes upon states parties the obligation to maintain de-

fi ned standards. Th e states parties to the International Covenant 

on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights assume the obligation to 

promote an objective—the achievement of human rights.

By and large, the two covenants between them cover the rights 

proclaimed in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, as they 

have been described above, but there are considerable diff erences 

between the Universal Declaration and the covenants.

Th e provisions of the Universal Declaration proclaiming that 

everyone has a right to own property and that everyone has the 

right to seek and to enjoy in other countries asylum from perse-

cution have no counterpart in the covenants. On the other hand, 

the covenants deal with a number of questions in regard to which 

the declaration contains no provision. An example is the provi-

sion of both covenants that all peoples have the right to self-de-

termination “by virtue of which they freely determine their po-

litical status and freely pursue their economic, social, and cultural 

development.”

Th e International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, but 

not the declaration, protects aliens against expulsion, entitles ev-

eryone not to be compelled to testify against himself or herself or 

to confess guilt, provides for a right to compensation for miscar-

riage of justice, and also provides that no one shall be liable to be 

tried or punished again for an off ense for which he or she has al-

ready been fi nally convicted or acquitted. Th e covenant prohibits 

any propaganda for war and any advocacy of national, racial, or 

religious hatred. It provides for the protection of ethnic, religious, 

and linguistic minorities. Th e declaration does not contain corre-

sponding provisions.

Th e International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural 

Rights contains provisions on the right to work and to enjoy just 

and favorable conditions of work; the right to form and join trade 

unions and, subject to the law of the land, the right to strike; the 

right to social security, including social insurance and the protec-

tion of the family; the right to an adequate standard of living and 

freedom from hunger; the right to the enjoyment of the highest 

attainable standards of physical and mental health; the right to 

education; and the right to take part in cultural life.

Th e International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultur-

al Rights and the International Covenant on Civil and Political 

Rights are legally binding human rights agreements. Both were 

adopted by the General Assembly in 1966 and entered into force 

ten years later, making many of the provisions of the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights eff ectively binding. As of 19 April 

2006, 153 states were party to the Covenant on Economic, Social, 

and Cultural Rights; and 156 states were party to the Covenant on 

Civil and Political Rights.

Measures of Implementation

Th e states parties to the Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultur-

al Rights undertake to submit to the Economic and Social Council 

reports on the measures that they have adopted and the progress 

made in achieving the observance of the rights recognized in that 

covenant. Until 1986, the Economic and Social Council entrusted 

the task of examining such reports to a working group. Since then, 

this task has been carried out by the Committee on Economic, So-

cial and Cultural Rights, an eight-member group of experts elect-

ed by the council to serve in their personal capacity. Th e commit-

tee submits to the council a summary of its consideration of the 

reports of states parties and makes suggestions and recommenda-

tions of a general nature.

Under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 

a Human Rights Committee was established to consider reports 

submitted by states parties on measures taken to implement the 

covenant’s provisions and also to consider communications alleg-

ing violations under the Optional Protocol, which provides for 

consideration of communications from individuals who claim to 

be victims of violations of any rights set forth in the covenant. 

However, only claims against states parties to the protocol can be 

considered. Th e Optional Protocol entered into force 23 March 

1976, and as of 19 April 2006, 105 states were party to it. Th e Sec-

ond Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and 

Political Rights, which aims to abolish the death penalty, was ad-

opted by the General Assembly 15 December 1989 and entered 

into force roughly two years later, when 10 states had ratifi ed it. As 

of August 2002, 47 states were party to it.

Apart from the right of individual complaint under the specifi c 

procedure of the Optional Protocol, thousands of letters and re-

ports alleging human rights violations are received each year by 

the UN. Communications containing complaints of violations 

of human rights are summarized and sent confi dentially to the 

members of the Commission on Human Rights and its Subcom-

mission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Mi-

norities; copies of the complaint also are sent to the member states 

named. Th e identity of the writers is not disclosed unless they 

have consented to disclosure. Any replies from the government 

are forwarded to the commission and subcommission.

Th e subcommission, if it fi nds that the communications appear 

to reveal “a consistent pattern of gross and reliably attested viola-

tions” of human rights, may refer the situation to the commis-

sion, which, in turn, can decide to carry out a thorough study of 

the situation or to name an ad hoc committee to investigate it. 

All these procedures are confi dential and are dealt with in private 

meetings until a report, if any, is made by the Commission on Hu-

man Rights to the Economic and Social Council.

Th e Commission on Human Rights and its subcommission also 

consider in public session each year the question of violations of 

human rights and fundamental freedoms, including racial dis-

crimination and apartheid, in various countries and territories. 

For example, since 1967, an ad hoc working group of experts of 

the commission has reported regularly on allegations of ill-treat-

ment of opponents of apartheid and other racist policies, and on 

the treatment of political prisoners and detainees, in South Africa 

and Namibia.

Since 1968, the commission has been considering the question 

of the violation of human rights in the territories occupied by Is-

rael as a result of the 1967 hostilities in the Middle East, including 

violations of the 1949 Geneva Convention concerning the protec-

tion of civilian persons in time of war.

In 1975, the commission established a fi ve-member working 

group to study the human rights situation in Chile. Th e group vis-

ited Chile in 1978 and submitted a report to the General Assembly 

and the commission. Aft er the completion of the group’s mandate, 

the commission appointed a special rapporteur in 1979 to con-

tinue to study the situation. Th e commission has also requested 
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that studies or reports be prepared by special rapporteurs or by 

the Secretary-General on the human rights situation in Afghan-

istan, Bolivia, El Salvador, Equatorial Guinea, Guatemala, Iran, 

and Poland.

In addition, the commission and its subcommission have stud-

ied specifi c phenomena of particularly serious violations of hu-

man rights. Th us, working groups have been established—on 

southern Africa, on enforced or involuntary disappearances, on 

slavery, and on indigenous populations—and special rapporteurs 

have been appointed to examine the question of summary or arbi-

trary executions and questions concerning torture, religious intol-

erance, and the use of mercenaries.

OTHER HUMAN RIGHTS CONVENTIONS
Th e UN and two of the specialized agencies, the ILO and UNES-

CO, have prepared and put into force a number of conventions 

in the human rights fi eld that, while not as comprehensive as the 

International Bill of Rights, deal with important specifi c rights. 

(Conventions on racial discrimination and on the status of wom-

en are discussed in separate sections below.)

Prevention and Punishment of Genocide

In 1948, the General Assembly adopted the Convention on the 

Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide. Th e con-

vention entered into force in 1951. As of 19 April 2006, it had 

been acceded to or ratifi ed by 138 states. Under the convention, 

genocide means any of the following acts committed with intent 

to destroy in whole or in part a national, ethnic, racial, or reli-

gious group as such: (a) killing members of the group; (b) caus-

ing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group; (c) 

deliberately infl icting on the group conditions of life calculated to 

bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part; (d) impos-

ing measures intended to prevent births within the group; and (e) 

forcibly transferring children of the group to another group. One 

result of the convention is that the states parties place it beyond 

doubt that genocide (and conspiracy, incitement, and attempt to 

commit it and complicity in it), even if perpetrated by a govern-

ment in its own territory against its own citizens, is not a matter 

essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of states but one of in-

ternational concern. States parties confi rm that genocide, whether 

committed in time of peace or in time of war, is a crime under in-

ternational law that they undertake to prevent and to punish. Any 

contracting party can call upon UN organs to intervene.

Freedom of Association

Th e Freedom of Association Convention of 1948 (in force since 

1950) was the fi rst major achievement of the joint eff orts of the 

UN and the ILO in the fi eld of international legislation on human 

rights problems. By this convention, states parties undertake to 

give eff ect to the right of workers and employers, without distinc-

tion whatsoever, to establish and join organizations of their own 

choosing without previous authorization. In exercising the rights 

provided for in the convention, workers and employers and their 

respective organizations, like other persons or organized groups, 

shall respect the law of the land. However, the law of the land shall 

not be such as to impair, nor shall it be so applied as to impair, the 

guarantees provided in the convention.

Under the Right to Organize and Collective Bargaining Con-

vention of 1949 (in force since 1951), workers shall enjoy ad-

equate protection against acts of antiunion discrimination in 

their employment, particularly in respect to acts calculated to 

make the employment of a worker subject to the condition that 

the worker shall not join a union or shall relinquish trade union 

membership.

Freedom of Information

Out of the very ambitious legislative program of the UN and the 

specialized agencies to guarantee through international instru-

ments the right set forth in Article 19 of the Universal Declara-

tion of Human Rights to seek, receive, and impart information 

and ideas through any medium and regardless of frontiers, only 

the Convention on the International Right of Correction has been 

adopted. At a UN Conference on Freedom of Information held 

in 1948, two additional conventions in this fi eld were draft ed—a 

general Convention on Freedom of Information and a Conven-

tion on the International Transmission of News—but these have 

not yet been opened for signature and ratifi cation, although the 

General Assembly has approved the latter convention.

Th e idea underlying the Convention on the International Right 

of Correction, which was opened for signature in 1953 and has 

been in force since 1962, is the attempt to transfer to the inter-

national level an institution that has been part of national law in 

a great number of countries. In the convention, the contracting 

states agree that in cases where a contracting state contends that 

a news dispatch capable of injuring its relations with other states 

or its national prestige or dignity, transmitted from one country 

to another by correspondents or information agencies and pub-

lished or disseminated abroad, is false or distorted, it may submit 

its version of the facts (called a communiqué) to the contracting 

states within whose territories such dispatch has been published 

or disseminated. Th e receiving state has the obligation to release 

the communiqué to the correspondents and information agen-

cies operating in its territory through the channels customarily 

used for the release of news concerning international aff airs for 

publication.

Protection of Refugees and Stateless Persons

In the Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees of 1951 

(in force since 1954, with a protocol of 1967) and the Conven-

tion Relating to the Status of Stateless Persons of 1954 (in force 

since 1969), far-reaching provisions for the protection of refugees 

and stateless persons were enacted. Two principles are the basis 

of both conventions: (1) there shall be as little discrimination as 

possible between nationals on the one hand and refugees or state-

less persons on the other, and (2) there shall be no discrimination 

based on race, religion, or country of origin at all among refugees 

and stateless persons.

In 1961, a conference of plenipotentiaries adopted the Conven-

tion on the Reduction of Statelessness, which entered into force 

in 1975.

Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade, and Forced Labor

Th e fi ght against slavery has been an international concern since 

the beginning of the 19th century. In more recent times, under 

the auspices of the League of Nations, the Slavery Convention of 

1926 was enacted, by which the contracting parties undertook to 

prevent and suppress the slave trade and to bring about “progres-

sively and as soon as possible” the complete abolition of slavery in 
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all its forms. Under UN auspices, the Supplementary Convention 

on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade, and Institutions and 

Practices Similar to Slavery was adopted in 1956 and has been in 

force since 1957. Under the convention, states parties undertake 

to bring about, also “progressively and as soon as possible,” the 

complete abolition or abandonment not only of slavery but also of 

other objectionable practices, such as debt bondage and serfdom.

By the Convention Concerning the Abolition of Forced Labor, 

adopted by the International Labor Conference in 1957 and in 

force since 1959, states parties undertake to suppress and not to 

make use of any form of forced or compulsory labor as a means 

of political coercion or education or as a punishment for holding 

or expressing political views or views ideologically opposed to the 

established political, social, or economic system; as a punishment 

for having participated in strikes; or as a means of racial, social, 

national, or religious discrimination.

Equality in Employment and Occupation

By the Convention on Discrimination in Employment and Occu-

pation, adopted by the International Labor Conference in 1958 (in 

force since 1960), each state party undertakes to declare and pur-

sue a national policy designed to promote, by methods appropri-

ate to national conditions and practices, equality of opportunity 

and treatment with respect to employment and occupation, with a 

view to eliminating discrimination. Th e fulfi llment of the obliga-

tions undertaken by this convention is subject to the supervisory 

arrangements that apply under the constitution of the ILO.

Equality in Education

In 1960, the General Conference of UNESCO adopted the Con-

vention Against Discrimination in Education (in force since 1962). 

Like the Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) Conven-

tion, the Convention Against Discrimination in Education pro-

hibits any distinction, exclusion, limitation, or preference based 

on race, color, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, 

national or social origin, economic condition, or birth that has 

the purpose or eff ect of impairing equality of treatment in educa-

tion. Th e establishment or maintenance of separate educational 

systems or institutions for pupils of the two sexes is not prohib-

ited, provided that these systems or institutions off er equivalent 

access to education and provide teaching staff s meeting the same 

standards of qualifi cation. A special protocol adopted in 1962 in-

stitutes a Conciliation and Good Offi  ces Commission to be re-

sponsible for seeking a settlement of any disputes that may arise 

between the states parties to the convention.

Non-Applicability of Statutory Limitations to War Crimes and 

Crimes Against Humanity

In 1968, the General Assembly adopted the Convention on the 

Non-Applicability of Statutory Limitations to War Crimes and 

Crimes Against Humanity. Th e convention, in force since 1970, 

provides that no statutory limitation shall apply to war crimes and 

crimes against humanity, irrespective of the date of their commis-

sion. It also revises and extends the concepts of war crimes and 

crimes against humanity as they were defi ned in 1945 in the Char-

ter of the International Military Tribunal and were applied and in-

terpreted by the tribunal. Th e states parties to the 1968 convention 

undertake to adopt all necessary domestic measures with a view 

to making possible the extradition of persons who have commit-

ted such crimes.

WAR CRIMES RECORDS
Records of the International Military Tribunal (Nuremberg) and 

the International Military Tribunal for the Far East (Tokyo) are 

in the UN Archives in New York. Also deposited there are the re-

cords of various national military tribunals that were submitted 

to the UN War Crimes Commission established in London by a 

meeting of Allied and Dominion representatives in October 1943, 

two years before the UN was created. Th e following 17 countries 

were members of the commission: Australia, Belgium, Canada, 

China, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, France, Greece, India, Luxem-

bourg, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, United King-

dom, United States, and Yugoslavia. Th e commission’s primary 

task was to collect, investigate, and record evidence of war crimes 

and to report to the governments concerned those instances where 

the material available appeared to disclose a prima facie case. Th e 

commission took no part in the detention of persons listed or 

in the prosecution of the cases. It ended its work in March 1948 

and deposited its records in the UN Archives with the stipulation 

that access to the records be limited to requests by governments 

for information on specifi c individuals. Following consultations 

among representatives of the former members of the commission 

in September/October 1987, its chairman recommended to the 

UN Secretary-General that the fi les be opened to governments for 

research into and investigation and prosecution of war crimes and 

to individuals, with the permission of the government of which 

they are nationals or permanent residents, for research into the 

history and work of the commission and into war crimes.

Prevention and Punishment of Crimes Against Internationally 

Protected Persons

In 1973, the General Assembly adopted the Convention on the 

Prevention and Punishment of Crimes Against Internationally 

Protected Persons, Including Diplomatic Agents. Th e convention, 

in force since 1977, aims at preventing the commission of acts of 

terrorism against heads of state, heads of government, ministers 

of foreign aff airs, representatives of states, and offi  cials of interna-

tional organizations, as well as members of their families who ac-

company them or form part of their households. Each state party 

to the convention agrees to make murder, kidnapping, or other 

attacks upon the person or liberty of an internationally protected 

person or a violent attack upon his offi  cial premises, private ac-

commodations, or means of transport a punishable crime. States 

agree to cooperate in the prevention of these crimes and in the 

prosecution and punishment of off enders.

Prevention of Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrad-

ing Treatment or Punishment

In 1975, the General Assembly proclaimed the Declaration on 

the Protection of All Persons from Being Subjected to Torture 

and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punish-

ment. Th e declaration spells out in greater detail the provisions of 

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the International 

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights that no one may be sub-

jected to torture or to cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or 

punishment.
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Th e declaration was given binding legal form in 1984, when the 

General Assembly adopted the Convention Against Torture and 

Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment. 

In the convention, which came into force on 26 June 1987, torture 

is defi ned as any act by which severe physical or mental pain is 

intentionally infl icted by, at the instigation of, or with the acqui-

escence of someone acting in an offi  cial capacity, whether to ob-

tain information or a confession; to punish, intimidate, or coerce; 

or for reasons based on discrimination. It does not include pain 

or suff ering arising only from, inherent in, or incidental to law-

ful sanctions. States parties undertake to prevent torture in their 

jurisdictions and ensure that it is legally punishable. No excep-

tional circumstances, such as war, the threat of war, internal politi-

cal instability, or any other emergency, may be invoked to justify 

torture, nor can a torturer be excused by virtue of having acted 

under orders. Th e convention provides for extradition of persons 

believed to have committed acts of torture and for protection and 

compensation for torture victims. As of 19 April 2006, 141 states 

were party to this convention.

Convention on the Rights of the Child

In November 1989, the General Assembly adopted the Conven-

tion on the Rights of the Child, based on the draft  proposed by the 

Commission on Human Rights in March of that year. Th e con-

vention, which came into force in September 1990, had 192 states 

party to it as of 19 April 2006 (the two states not party to the con-

vention as of that date were the United States of America and So-

malia). Th e convention recognizes and protects a wide range of 

civil rights and liberties. It acknowledges the importance of a se-

cure and healthy family or alternative environment; provides for 

education, leisure, and cultural activities; and states that children 

in emergencies are entitled to special protection and that children 

who are in confl ict with the law must be guaranteed basic rights. 

Th e convention also stipulates that children should be protected 

from any form of exploitation.

In accordance with article 43 of the Convention, a Committee 

on the Rights of the Child was established in February 1991. Th e 

committee meets twice a year to consider periodic reports submit-

ted by states which give details of their eff ective implementation 

of the provisions of the convention. Th e committee submits to the 

General Assembly, through the Economic and Social Council, a 

report on its activities every two years.

International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All 

Migrant Workers and Members of their Families

In December 1990, the General Assembly adopted a convention 

that takes into account the importance and extent of the migra-

tion phenomenon, which involves millions of people and aff ects a 

large number of states in the international community. In particu-

lar, the convention stipulates that all migrant workers and mem-

bers of their families have the same right to equality with nationals 

of the state where they are engaged in remunerated activity. Th e 

convention entered into force on 1 July 2003; as of April 2006, 34 

states were party to it.

REGIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS 
INSTRUMENTS
Th e work of the UN in the human rights fi eld, for which the provi-

sions of the Charter have been the point of departure, has also in-

spired important developments in the protection of human rights 

on the regional level by the Council of Europe, the Organization 

of American States, and the Organization of African Unity (now 

African Union).

Th e European Convention on Human Rights

Under the auspices of the Council of Europe, the European Con-

vention on Human Rights was signed in 1950 and entered into 

force in 1953. Th e convention is based on an early draft  of what 

is now the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. 

It was concluded by the governments of European countries “to 

take the fi rst steps for the collective enforcement of certain of the 

rights stated in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.” It was 

subsequently supplemented by fi ve additional protocols. As far as 

the substantive provisions are concerned, the European Conven-

tion and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 

cover, more or less, the same ground, although there are a number 

of important diff erences between the two instruments.

Th e European Convention established two internal organs “to 

ensure the observance of the engagements undertaken by the 

High Contracting Parties in the present Convention”—that is, 

the European Commission on Human Rights and the European 

Court of Human Rights. Any party to the convention has the right 

to refer to the commission any alleged breach of the convention 

by another party. Th e commission may also receive petitions from 

any person, nongovernmental organization, or group of individu-

als claiming to be the victim of a violation, by one of the parties, 

of the rights set forth in the convention and in the relevant pro-

tocols. Th e exercise of this power by the commission is subject to 

the condition that the state against which the complaint is directed 

has recognized this competence of the commission.

If the commission does not succeed in securing a friendly set-

tlement on the basis of respect for human rights as defi ned in the 

convention, it draws up a report on the facts and states its opinion 

as to whether the facts found disclose a breach by the state con-

cerned of its obligations under the convention. Th e fi nal decision 

is taken either by the Committee of Ministers of the Council of 

Europe, a political organ, or, if it has jurisdiction and the matter is 

referred to it, by the European Court of Human Rights.

Th e European Social Charter

Th e European Social Charter is the European counterpart to the 

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. 

Th e provisions of the European Social Charter, however, are 

more specifi c and detailed. It has established a reporting proce-

dure. Th e reports are examined by a committee of independent 

experts, which submits its conclusions to a governmental social 

subcommittee. Th e Consultative Assembly of the Council of Eu-

rope is consulted. In the fi nal stage, the Committee of Ministers 

may make any recommendation that it considers necessary to any 

contracting party in the areas of economic, social, and cultural 

rights.

Th e American Convention on Human Rights

In 1948, several months before the adoption by the General As-

sembly of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the Ninth 

International Conference of American States, meeting in Bogo-

tá, adopted the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties 

of Man. Th is declaration was followed in 1969 by the signing in 
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San José, Costa Rica, of the American Convention on Human 

Rights. Th e convention, in force since 1978, is a very comprehen-

sive instrument, similar to both the European Convention on Hu-

man Rights and the International Covenant on Civil and Political 

Rights. Th e organs of implementation of the Pact of San José are 

the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (correspond-

ing to the European Commission and to the Human Rights Com-

mittee under the International Covenant on Civil and Political 

Rights) and the Inter-American Court of Human Rights. While 

the right of petition of individuals is optional under the European 

Convention and the International Covenant on Civil and Political 

Rights, in the inter-American system, every state party accepts the 

right of petition automatically.

Th e African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights

In 1981, the Assembly of Heads of State and Government of the 

Organization of African Unity (now African Union), meeting in 

Nairobi, Kenya, adopted the African Charter on Human and Peo-

ples’ Rights. Th e charter, which came into force on 21 October 

1986, provides for an African Commission on Human and Peo-

ples’ Rights, composed of 11 members elected by the assembly, to 

promote and protect the rights set forth in the charter. Th e pro-

visions of the charter are similar to those of the Universal Dec-

laration of Human Rights but with special reference to African 

traditions of rights and freedoms, including the right to self-de-

termination and the right of peoples to dispose of their wealth and 

natural resources.

THE FIGHT AGAINST RACIAL 
DISCRIMINATION
Th e idea of the equality of races emerged as the one that, more 

than any other, has dominated the thoughts and actions of the 

post–World War II period. Th e aim of racial equality has perme-

ated the lawmaking and the standard-setting activities of the UN 

family of organizations and also the day-to-day work of many 

of its organs. Th e Charter, the Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights, and the two International Covenants on Human Rights 

prohibit discrimination on the grounds of race or color, as do the 

conventions against discrimination in employment and occupa-

tion and in education that have already been described.

Th e Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial 

Discrimination

In 1963, the General Assembly proclaimed the Declaration on 

the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, which af-

fi rms that discrimination between human beings on the grounds 

of race, color, or ethnic origin is an off ense to human dignity, a 

denial of Charter principles, a violation of the rights proclaimed 

in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and an obstacle to 

friendly and peaceful relations among peoples.

Th e International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms 

of Racial Discrimination

In 1965, the General Assembly adopted the International Con-

vention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination 

which entered into force in January 1969. As of 19 April 2006, it 

had been acceded to or ratifi ed by 170 states. Under the conven-

tion, states parties undertake not only to condemn racial discrimi-

nation and pursue a policy of eliminating it in all its forms but also 

to prohibit and bring to an end, by all appropriate means, includ-

ing legislation as required by circumstances, racial discrimination 

by any individual, group, or organization. States parties under-

take to declare it an off ense punishable by law to disseminate ideas 

based on racial superiority or hatred or that are an incitement to 

racial discrimination. Th ey also commit themselves to declare il-

legal and prohibit organizations that promote and incite racial dis-

crimination and to recognize participation in such organizations 

as an off ense punishable by law. Th e convention provides for the 

establishment of international supervisory machinery similar to 

that laid down in the International Covenant on Civil and Political 

Rights but contains tighter provisions.

Under the convention, an 18-member Committee on the Elimi-

nation of Racial Discrimination was established, which, like the 

Human Rights Committee provided for in the International Cov-

enant on Civil and Political Rights, has the function of consider-

ing reports by states and allegations by a state party that another 

state party is not giving eff ect to the provisions of the convention. 

States parties to the convention also may recognize the compe-

tence of the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimi-

nation to receive and consider petitions (communications) from 

individuals or groups of individuals. In the last instance, the Inter-

national Court of Justice can be apprised of disputes with respect 

to the interpretation and application of the convention.

Th e International Convention on the Suppression and 

Punishment of the Crime of Apartheid

In 1973, the General Assembly adopted the International Conven-

tion on the Suppression and Punishment of the Crime of Apart-

heid which entered into force in July 1976. By 19 April 2006, it 

had been acceded to or ratifi ed by 106 states. Th e convention pro-

vides that international responsibility for the crime of apartheid 

shall apply to individuals, members of organizations and institu-

tions, and representatives of a state, whether residing in the state 

in which the acts are perpetrated or elsewhere. Persons charged 

can be tried by any state party to the convention. A three-member 

group of the Commission on Human Rights meets each year to 

review progress in implementing the convention.

Th e International Declaration and the International 

Convention Against Apartheid in Sports

Th e International Declaration Against Apartheid in Sports, adopt-

ed by the General Assembly in 1977, calls on states to take all ap-

propriate action to cease sporting contacts with any country prac-

ticing apartheid and to exclude or expel any such country from 

international and regional sports bodies.

Th e International Convention Against Apartheid in Sports, ad-

opted by the General Assembly in 1985, gave the provisions of 

the declaration a binding legal form. It entered into force in April 

1988. As of 19 April 2006, it had been acceded to or ratifi ed by 59 

states.

Other Action to Combat Racism and Racial Discrimination

In 1972, the General Assembly decided to launch a Decade for Ac-

tion to Combat Racism and Racial Discrimination, to begin on 10 

December 1973, the 25th anniversary of the Universal Declaration 

of Human Rights, and in 1973, the General Assembly approved a 

comprehensive and ambitious program for the decade. Among its 

goals were the following: to promote human rights for all without 
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distinction of any kind on grounds of race, color, descent, or na-

tional or ethnic origin, especially by eradicating racial prejudice, 

racism, and racial discrimination; to arrest any expansion of racist 

policies; to identify, isolate, and dispel the fallacious and mythical 

beliefs, policies, and practices that contribute to racism and racial 

discrimination; and to put an end to racist regimes.

While there was not necessarily complete unanimity in the Gen-

eral Assembly on every phrase and formulation of the relevant de-

cisions on the decade adopted in 1972, 1973, and 1974, there was 

a general consensus in support of its goals. However, at the 1975 

session of the General Assembly, a resolution was adopted by 

which the General Assembly determined that “Zionism is a form 

of racism and racial discrimination.” Th e resolution was adopted 

by 72 votes to 35, with 32 abstentions. Among those strongly op-

posed were the nine members of the European Economic Com-

munity, as well as the United States, Canada, Australia, and New 

Zealand, and other states of Western Europe, Latin America, and 

Africa. Many of these states declared that the resolution radically 

changed the concept of the decade and would therefore change 

their attitude toward it.

Th e midpoint of the decade was marked by a world conference 

held in Geneva in August 1978. Th e conference adopted recom-

mendations for comprehensive mandatory sanctions against the 

racist regimes of southern Africa, elimination of all discrimina-

tory laws and practices, adoption of laws to punish dissemination 

of ideas based on racial superiority or hatred, and promotion of 

the rights of indigenous peoples and migrant workers. In 1979, 

the General Assembly adopted a program for the remaining four 

years of the decade, and in 1982, it decided that a second confer-

ence would be held in 1983.

Th e Second World Conference to Combat Racism and Racial 

Discrimination, held in Geneva in August 1983, was attended by 

representatives of 128 states, as well as of UN organs and special-

ized agencies and of intergovernmental and nongovernmental or-

ganizations. Th e conference adopted a declaration and a program 

of action in which it noted that “in spite of the eff orts of the inter-

national community during the Decade, at the national, regional 

and international levels, racism, racial discrimination and apart-

heid continue unabated and have shown no sign of diminishing.” 

Th e program of action contained practical suggestions on mat-

ters such as action to combat apartheid; education, teaching, and 

training; dissemination of information and the role of the mass 

media in combating racism and racial discrimination; measures 

for the promotion and protection of the human rights of minority 

groups, indigenous peoples, and migrant workers who are subject 

to racial discrimination; recourse procedures for victims of racial 

discrimination; implementation of the International Convention 

on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination and oth-

er related international instruments; national legislation and insti-

tutions; seminars and studies; action by nongovernmental organi-

zations; and international cooperation.

On the recommendation of the conference, the General Assem-

bly proclaimed the Second Decade to Combat Racism and Racial 

Discrimination, on 22 November 1983, and called for renewed 

and intensifi ed eff orts and for implementation of the program of 

action approved by the conference.

On 20 December 1993, the General Assembly proclaimed 

the Th ird Decade to Combat Racism and Racial Discrimination 

(1994–2003). Also in 1993, the Commission on Human Rights ap-

pointed a special rapporteur on contemporary forms of racism, 

racial discrimination, xenophobia and related intolerance. Th e 

special rapporteur reports on institutionalized and indirect forms 

of racism and racial discrimination against national, racial, eth-

nic, linguistic and religious minorities and migrant workers. Th e 

rapporteur’s mandate also emphasizes new manifestations of rac-

ism and xenophobia in developed countries. Th e Th ird Decade 

took a broad view of racism, noting that all societies in the world 

are affl  icted by racial discrimination. Th e roots of racism were ad-

dressed, as were changes necessary to prevent eruption of con-

fl icts caused by racial discrimination. Ethnic cleansing and geno-

cide came under consideration, as well as the institutionalization 

of xenophobia.

In 1997, the General Assembly decided to convene the Th ird 

World Conference against Racism, Racial Discrimination, Xeno-

phobia, and Related Intolerance, which took place from 31 Au-

gust to 8 September 2001 in South Africa. Th e UN slogan for the 

World Conference was “United to Combat Racism: Equality, Dig-

nity, Justice.” Five themes were identifi ed for the conference:(1) 

the sources, causes, forms and contemporary manifestations of 

racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia and related intolerance; 

(2) victims of racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia and re-

lated intolerance; (3) measures of prevention, education and pro-

tection aimed at the eradication of racism, racial discrimination, 

xenophobia and related intolerance at the national, regional, and 

international levels; (4) provision of eff ective remedies, recourses, 

redress and other measures, at the national, regional and interna-

tional levels; and (5) strategies to achieve full and eff ective equal-

ity, including international co-operation and enhancement of the 

UN and other international mechanisms in combating racism, ra-

cial discrimination, xenophobia and related intolerance.

THE WORK OF THE UN RELATING TO THE 
STATUS OF WOMEN
Th e work of the UN relating to the status of women, aimed at 

achieving equal rights for men and women, is an important part 

of the UN’s eff orts to promote and to encourage respect for human 

rights and fundamental freedoms. Th e organ given the main re-

sponsibility in this fi eld is the Commission on the Status of Wom-

en, a functional commission of the Economic and Social Council, 

established in 1946. Almost all the achievements of the UN in this 

matter are due to the initiative and work of the commission.

Th e Convention on the Political Rights of Women

Th e Convention on the Political Rights of Women, adopted in 

1952 and in force since 1954, represented the culmination of the 

endeavors of generations of fi ghters for women’s rights. It provides 

that women shall be entitled to vote in all elections, that they shall 

be eligible for election to all publicly elected bodies, and that they 

shall be entitled to hold public offi  ce and to exercise all public func-

tions on equal terms with men and without any discrimination.

Th e Convention on the Nationality of Married Women

Th e Convention on the Nationality of Married Women, adopted 

in 1957 and in force since 1958, provides that neither the celebra-

tion nor the dissolution of marriage between a national and an 
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alien, nor the change of nationality by the husband during mar-

riage, shall automatically aff ect the nationality of the wife.

Th e Convention on Consent to Marriage, Minimum Age for 

Marriage, and Registration of Marriages

Th e Convention on Consent to Marriage, Minimum Age for Mar-

riage, and Registration of Marriages, adopted in 1962 and in force 

since 1964, provides that no marriage shall be legally entered into 

without the full and free consent of both parties, such consent to 

be expressed by them in person aft er due publicity and in the pres-

ence of the authority competent to solemnize the marriage. States 

parties to the convention are committed to take legislative action 

to specify a minimum age for marriage. All marriages shall be reg-

istered in an offi  cial register by a competent authority.

In a recommendation on the same subjects as those of this con-

vention, adopted in 1965, the General Assembly stated that the 

minimum age shall be not less than 15 years.

Th e Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination Against 

Women

In 1967, the General Assembly solemnly proclaimed the Declara-

tion on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women. Th e 

declaration states that discrimination against women, denying 

or limiting as it does their equality of rights with men, is funda-

mentally unjust and constitutes an off ense against human dignity. 

Work was started on a convention to put the principles of the dec-

laration into binding legal form.

Th e Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 

Discrimination Against Women

On 18 December 1979, the General Assembly adopted the Con-

vention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against 

Women. Th e convention came into force in September 1981; as of 

19 April 2006, 182 states had ratifi ed the convention.

Under the convention, states parties undertake to adopt all ap-

propriate measures to abolish existing laws, regulations, customs, 

and practices that are discriminatory against women and to es-

tablish legal protection of the rights of women on an equal basis 

with men. Th e convention contains detailed provisions concern-

ing equal rights for women in voting and holding public offi  ce and 

in education, employment, and health care. It provides for equal-

ity before the law and for the elimination of discrimination against 

women in all matters relating to marriage and family relations.

Th e convention established a Committee on the Elimination of 

Discrimination Against Women to periodically examine reports 

by states parties on measures that they have taken to implement 

the convention. Th e 23-member committee meets annually to 

consider the reports, which are due within one year of ratifi cation 

or accession to the convention and every four years thereaft er. Th e 

committee makes recommendations and observations to states 

parties on the basis of its consideration of the reports.

International Women’s Year

In 1972, the General Assembly proclaimed the year 1975 as the 

International Women’s Year. In 1974, the Economic and Social 

Council decided to convene an international conference to exam-

ine to what extent the organizations of the UN system had imple-

mented the recommendations for the elimination of discrimina-

tion against women made by the Commission on the Status of 

Women since its establishment and to launch an international ac-

tion program aimed at achieving the integration of women as full 

and equal partners with men in the total development eff ort, elim-

inating discrimination on grounds of sex, and achieving the wid-

est possible involvement of women in strengthening international 

peace and eliminating racism and racial discrimination.

Th e World Conference of the International Women’s Year took 

place in June/July 1975 in Mexico City. It was the most represen-

tative meeting on women’s issues held to date, bringing together 

more than a thousand representatives, about 70% of them women, 

from more than 130 countries. Th e conference adopted the “Dec-

laration of Mexico on the Equality of Women and Th eir Contri-

bution to Development and Peace, 1975”; a world plan of action 

for implementation of the objectives of the International Women’s 

Year; regional plans of action; and a great number of decisions on 

concrete problems. In the Declaration of Mexico, the conference 

affi  rmed its faith in the objectives of the International Women’s 

Year—equality, development, and peace.

UN Decade for Women

Later in 1975, the General Assembly endorsed the proposals of the 

Mexico conference and proclaimed the period 1976–85 as the UN 

Decade for Women: Equality, Development, and Peace. Th e Gen-

eral Assembly called for the decade to be devoted to eff ective and 

sustained action to implement the world plan of action, and it de-

cided to convene in 1980, at the midpoint of the decade, another 

world conference to review and evaluate the progress made.

Th e second world conference, held in Copenhagen in July 1980, 

adopted a program of action for the second half of the decade, 

1980–85, to promote the three objectives of equality, develop-

ment, and peace, with special emphasis on the subtheme—em-

ployment, health, and education. It called for specifi c action to 

ensure that the objectives of the world plan were met by the end 

of the decade.

Th e program of action was endorsed later in 1980 by the Gener-

al Assembly, which decided to convene in 1985 a world conference 

to review and appraise the achievements of the decade.

1995 Fourth World Conference on Women

Th e Fourth World Conference on Women was held in Beijing, 

from 4–15 September 1995, subtitled “Action for Equality, Devel-

opment and Peace.” At preparatory meetings in 1994, the Secre-

tary-General said a turning point had been reached in the cause 

of women worldwide. Th e conference represented a vital continu-

ation of the work on development issues begun during the Unit-

ed Nations Conference on the Environment and Development 

(UNCED) in June 1992 and the World Conference on Human 

Rights held in Vienna in June 1993, and tied in with the Interna-

tional Conference on Population and Development, held in Cairo 

(5–13 September 1994) and the World Summit for Social Devel-

opment, held in Copenhagen (11–12 March 1995).

Besides receiving reports from virtually all UN organizations 

on their programs relating to the status of women, the conference 

addressed gender issues in the context of a new vision of the 21st 

century as one in which gender equality would be achieved. It also 

focused on the problems of rural women and the need to facili-

tate access to resources so that they can improve their lives and, in 

turn, the lives of their families and communities.
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2000 Beijing + 5 Conference

Th e twenty-third special session of the General Assembly on 

“Women 2000: Gender Equality, Development and Peace for the 

21st century” took place at UN Headquarters in New York from 

5–9 June 2000. Also referred to as “Beijing + 5,” it was a special 

session to review progress made since the Fourth World Confer-

ence on Women (FWCW) held in Beijing in 1995. Th e Beijing + 5 

session adopted a document and political declaration that would 

take further actions and initiatives to implement the Beijing Dec-

laration and Platform for Action emerging from the FWCW. Th e 

special session was addressed by representatives of 148 member 

states, including two prime ministers, four vice-presidents, minis-

ters and vice-ministers. Certain areas received focused attention. 

Th ese included; education; social services and health, including 

sexual and reproductive health; the HIV/AIDS pandemic; vio-

lence against women and girls; the burden of poverty on women; 

vulnerability of migrant women including exploitation and traf-

fi cking; natural disaster and environmental management; the de-

velopment of strong, eff ective and accessible national machineries 

for the advancement of women; and the formulation of strategies 

to enable women and men to reconcile and share equally work 

and family responsibilities.

Th e Nairobi Forward-Looking Strategies

Th e World Conference to Review and Appraise the Achievements 

of the UN Decade for Women was held in Nairobi, Kenya, in July 

1985, attended by representatives of 157 states, as well as observ-

ers from specialized agencies and other organizations. Th e major 

achievement of the conference was the adoption, by consensus, of 

the Nairobi Forward-Looking Strategies for the Advancement of 

Women to the Year 2000. Measures recommended included tech-

nical cooperation, training and advisory services, institutional co-

ordination, research and policy analysis, participation of women 

in activities at the international and regional levels, and dissem-

ination of information on goals and objectives for the advance-

ment of women.

Th e Declaration on the Participation of Women in Promoting 

International Peace and Cooperation 

Th e Declaration on the Participation of Women in Promoting In-

ternational Peace and Cooperation was adopted by the General 

Assembly in 1982. It states that women and men have an equal 

and vital interest in contributing to international peace and coop-

eration and that, to this end, women must be enabled to exercise 

their right to participate in the economic, social, cultural, civil, 

and political aff airs of society on an equal footing with men.

OTHER DECLARATIONS IN THE HUMAN 
RIGHTS FIELD

Th e Declaration of the Rights of the Child

In 1959, the General Assembly adopted the Declaration of the 

Rights of the Child, which proclaims that every child, without dis-

tinction or discrimination on account of race, color, sex, language, 

religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, prop-

erty, birth, or other status, whether of the child or of the child’s 

family, shall enjoy special protection and be given opportunities 

and facilities to develop physically, mentally, morally, spiritually, 

and socially in a healthy and normal manner and in conditions of 

freedom and dignity. Every child shall be entitled from birth to a 

name and nationality and shall enjoy the benefi ts of social secu-

rity. Th e child who is physically, mentally, or socially handicapped 

shall be given the special treatment, education, and care required 

by his or her particular condition. Every child is entitled to receive 

education that shall be free and compulsory, at least in the elemen-

tary stages. Every child shall be protected against all forms of ne-

glect, cruelty, and exploitation and from practices that may foster 

racial, religious, or any other form of discrimination.

Th e Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial 

Countries and Peoples

Th e Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial 

Countries and Peoples, adopted by the General Assembly in 1960, 

declares that the subjection of peoples to alien subjugation, domi-

nation, and exploitation constitutes a denial of fundamental hu-

man rights, is contrary to the Charter, and is an impediment to 

the promotion of world peace and cooperation. Th e declaration 

proclaims that all peoples have the right to self-determination.

In 1961, the General Assembly established a Special Commit-

tee on the Situation with Regard to the Implementation of the 

Declaration. (See also the chapter on Independence of Colonial 

Peoples.)

Th e Declaration on Territorial Asylum

Th e Declaration on Territorial Asylum, adopted by the General As-

sembly in 1967, supplements Article 14 of the Universal Declara-

tion of Human Rights and provides that asylum granted by a state, 

in the exercise of its sovereignty, to persons entitled to invoke Ar-

ticle 14 of the Universal Declaration, including persons struggling 

against colonization, shall be respected by all other states. It rests 

with the state granting asylum to evaluate the grounds for asylum. 

Where a state fi nds diffi  culty in granting or continuing to grant 

asylum, states individually or jointly or through the UN shall con-

sider, in the spirit of international solidarity, appropriate measures 

to lighten the burden on that state. No person entitled to invoke 

Article 14 of the Universal Declaration shall be subjected to mea-

sures such as retention at the frontier or, if he has already entered 

the territory in which he seeks asylum, expulsion or compulsory 

return to any state where he may be subjected to persecution.

Th e Declaration on Social Progress and Development

In 1969, the General Assembly solemnly proclaimed the Decla-

ration on Social Progress and Development, which sets forth the 

principles, objectives, means, and methods to eliminate obstacles 

to social progress, particularly inequality, exploitation, war, colo-

nialism, and racism. Th e declaration shows the close connections 

between social development policies and endeavors to promote 

respect for human rights. Article 1 provides that all peoples and all 

human beings, without distinction as to race, color, sex, language, 

religion, nationality, ethnic origin, family or social status, or polit-

ical or other conviction, shall have the right to live in dignity and 

freedom and to enjoy the fruits of social progress and should, on 

their part, contribute to it.

Th e Declaration on Principles of International Law Concerning 

Friendly Relations and Cooperation Among States

On 24 October 1970, the 25th anniversary of the entry into force 

of the Charter, the General Assembly adopted the Declaration on 
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Principles of International Law Concerning Friendly Relations 

and Cooperation Among States in Accordance with the Charter 

of the United Nations. One of the principles thus proclaimed is 

that states “shall cooperate in the promotion of universal respect 

for, and observance of, human rights, and fundamental freedoms 

for all, and in the elimination of all forms of racial discrimination 

and all forms of religious intolerance.”

Th e Declaration on the Rights of Mentally Retarded Persons

Th e Declaration on the Rights of Mentally Retarded Persons, ad-

opted in 1971, proclaims that the mentally retarded person has, to 

the maximum degree of feasibility, the same rights as other human 

beings: the right to proper medical care and physical therapy, edu-

cation, training, rehabilitation, and guidance; the right to econom-

ic security and to perform productive work; and the right, when 

necessary, to a qualifi ed guardian and to protection from exploita-

tion, abuse, and degrading treatment. Whenever mentally retard-

ed persons are unable to exercise all their rights in a meaningful 

way or if it should become necessary to restrict or deny them, the 

procedure used must contain proper safeguards against abuse.

Th e Declaration on the Protection of Women and Children in 

Emergency and Armed Confl icts

In 1974, the General Assembly proclaimed the Declaration on the 

Protection of Women and Children in Emergency and Armed 

Confl icts. Th e declaration states that attacks on civilians, “espe-

cially on women and children, who are the most vulnerable mem-

bers of the population,” shall be prohibited and condemned and 

that states involved in armed confl icts shall make all eff orts “to 

spare women and children from the ravages of war.”

Th e Declaration on the Rights of Disabled Persons

Th e Declaration on the Rights of Mentally Retarded Persons was 

confi rmed and expanded by the Declaration on the Rights of Dis-

abled Persons, adopted in 1975. Th e term “disabled person” means 

any person unable to ensure by himself or herself wholly or part-

ly the necessities of a normal individual and/or social life, as a 

result of a defi ciency in his or her physical or mental capacities. 

While the formulation of some of the rights set forth in the Decla-

ration on the Rights of Disabled Persons occasionally diff ers from 

that contained in the earlier instrument, there are no diff erences 

as regards the principles and purposes, except that the later dec-

laration applies also to persons who are physically, not mentally, 

handicapped.

Th e Declaration on the Use of Scientifi c and Technological 

Progress in the Interests of Peace

In 1975, the General Assembly adopted the Declaration on the 

Use of Scientifi c and Technological Progress in the Interests of 

Peace and for the Benefi t of Mankind. Th e declaration provides 

that all states shall promote international cooperation to ensure 

that the results of scientifi c and technological developments are 

used in the interests of strengthening international peace and se-

curity, freedom, and independence and that they are also used for 

economic and social development and the realization of human 

rights and freedoms. Th e declaration calls on all states to help 

prevent the use of scientifi c and technological developments to 

limit or interfere with the enjoyment of the human rights of the 

individual.

Th e Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms of Religious 

Intolerance

Th e Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms of Intolerance 

and of Discrimination Based on Religion and Belief, prepared by 

the Commission on Human Rights and adopted by the General 

Assembly in 1981, states that everyone shall have the right of free-

dom of thought, conscience, and religion and that no one shall 

be subject to discrimination on the grounds of religion or other 

beliefs.

Th e Declaration on the Human Rights of Individuals Who Are 

Not Nationals of the Country in Which Th ey Live

In 1985, the General Assembly adopted the Declaration on the Hu-

man Rights of Individuals Who Are Not Nationals of the Country 

in Which Th ey Live. Th e declaration defi nes the term “alien” as 

any individual who is not a national of the state in which he or 

she is present. It declares that all aliens shall enjoy a wide range of 

civil rights, as well as the right to safe and healthy working condi-

tions, fair wages, and equal remuneration for work of equal value; 

the right to join trade unions and other associations; and the right 

to health protection, medical care, social security, education, rest, 

and leisure. No alien shall be deprived of his or her lawfully ac-

quired assets, and aliens shall be free at any time to communicate 

with the consulate or diplomatic mission of the state of which they 

are nationals.

Th e Declaration on the Right to Development

Th e Declaration on the Right to Development was adopted by the 

General Assembly in 1986. In the declaration, the right to devel-

opment is proclaimed as an inalienable human right by virtue of 

which every person and all peoples are entitled to participate in, 

contribute to, and enjoy economic, social, cultural, and political 

development, in which all human rights and fundamental free-

doms can be fully realized. Th e right to development also implies 

the full realization of the right of peoples to self-determination, 

including their inalienable right to exercise full sovereignty over 

all their natural wealth and resources.

Declaration on the Rights of Persons belonging to National or 

Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities

In December 1992, the General Assembly reaffi  rmed that one of 

the basic aims of the United Nations was to promote and encour-

age respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms for all, 

without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion. Th e Dec-

laration on the Rights of Persons belonging to National or Ethnic, 

Religious and Linguistic Minorities invites states to protect the 

identity of minorities within their respective territories, in par-

ticular through appropriate legislation.

Declaration on the Protection of All Persons from Enforced 

Disappearance

In December 1992, the General Assembly also adopted the Decla-

ration on the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappear-

ance, which urges states to contribute by all means to the preven-

tion and eradication of this gross off ense to human dignity and 

fl agrant violation of human rights. Acts of enforced disappearance 

should be considered off enses under criminal law punishable by 
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appropriate penalties that take into account their extreme serious-

ness. Th e victims of acts of enforced disappearance, and their fam-

ilies, have the right to obtain redress and adequate compensation, 

including complete rehabilitation.

Declaration on the Right and Responsibility of Individuals, 

Groups and Organs of Society to Promote and Protect Universally 

Recognized Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms

In December 1998, the General Assembly adopted the Declara-

tion on the Right and Responsibility of Individuals, Groups and 

Organs of Society to Promote and Protect Universally Recognized 

Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, which acknowledged 

the role of individuals, groups, and associations in contributing 

to the elimination of violations of human rights. Th e declaration 

is designed to protect the rights of human rights defenders from 

summary executions, forced disappearances, torture, and arbi-

trary detentions, and to support the rights of those who have ex-

ercised legitimately and peacefully their freedom of opinion and 

expression.
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I N D E P E N D E N C E  O F 
C O L O N I A L  P E O P L E S

Since the creation of the UN, more than 80 territories that were 

formerly under foreign rule have become sovereign states and 

members of the UN. In this radical transformation of the world’s 

political map, the UN has played a signifi cant role that stems from 

the basic precepts of its charter as laid down in Article 1, which 

states that one of the purposes of the UN is to “develop friendly re-

lations among nations based on respect for the principle of equal 

rights and self-determination of peoples, …” Chapters XI, XII, and 

XIII of the charter are devoted specifi cally to measures that are de-

signed to promote the welfare of dependent peoples.

In its eff orts to implement these measures, the UN has dealt 

with two types of territories: (1) former colonial territories ad-

ministered by designated member states as UN trust territories 

pending independence, and (2) non-self-governing dependencies 

or colonies of UN member states. Since the UN powers and re-

sponsibilities diff er considerably in regard to the two categories of 

territories, this chapter has been divided into two sections.

TRUST TERRITORIES
Th e main features of the trusteeship system are outlined in the 

chapter on the Trusteeship Council. What follows here is a brief 

description of the territories originally placed under UN trustee-

ship in 1946.

Trust Territories Th at Have Achieved Independence

Th ree types of countries became part of the UN’s trusteeship sys-

tem: (1) territories still administered by a nation under a League 

of Nations mandate, (2) territories detached from enemy states as 

a result of the Second World War, and (3) territories voluntarily 

placed under the system by states responsible for their adminis-

tration. All 11 territories that were placed under the trusteeship 

system in 1946 have since achieved the goals of the charter, either 

as independent states or as parts of independent states.

Following is a list of the territories that have achieved inde-

pendence. Th e territories are listed under their administering 

powers.

Australia

Nauru (coadministered with New Zealand and the United King-

dom). Th e territory became independent on 31 January 1968, in 

accordance with a 1965 General Assembly resolution setting this 

date as the target for accession to independence.

New Guinea. Th e trust territory of New Guinea was adminis-

tered by Australia together with the non-self-governing territory 

of Papua until the two were united and became the independent 

state of Papua New Guinea in 1975.

Belgium
Ruanda-Urundi under Belgian administration. In a special session 

convened in June 1962, the General Assembly approved sepa-

rate independence for the two territories, which were established 

on 1 July 1962 as the Republic of Rwanda and the Kingdom of 

Burundi.

France
Togoland. In 1958, with the agreement of France, the UN super-

vised elections, and the territory became the independent state of 

Togo on 27 April 1960.

Cameroons. Following a notifi cation in 1958 by its legislative as-

sembly of the desire of the territory to become independent and 

acting upon the recommendation of the Trusteeship Council, the 

General Assembly, in agreement with France, resolved that on 1 

January 1960 trusteeship status would end and the territory would 

become independent as Cameroon.

Italy
Somaliland. In union with the dependency of British Somalil-

and, the territory became the sovereign state of Somalia on 1 July 

1960.

New Zealand
Western Samoa. In agreement with the administering authority, 

the UN conducted a plebiscite in May 1961, following which the 

territory attained independence on 1 January 1962.

United Kingdom
Togoland. To ascertain the freely expressed wishes of the people 

as to their political future, the UN, in agreement with the United 

Kingdom, conducted a plebiscite in 1956. As a result of the plebi-

scite, the territory united in March 1957 with the former Gold 

Coast to form the independent state of Ghana.

Cameroons. Both the northern and southern sectors of the ter-

ritory were administered as part of the federation of Nigeria, a 

British dependency. Following a plebiscite held under UN super-

vision in March 1961, the northern sector became part of newly 

independent Nigeria on 1 June 1961. Following a similar plebi-

scite, the peoples of the southern sector joined the newly indepen-

dent state of Cameroon on 1 October 1961.

Tanganyika. Following negotiations between the United King-

dom and African leaders, the territory attained independence on 

9 December 1961. It united with Zanzibar in 1964 to become the 

United Republic of Tanzania.

United States
Trust Territory of the Pacifi c Islands. By the end of 1975, only the 

Trust Territory of the Pacifi c Islands remained under the UN 

trusteeship system. It was administered by the United States un-
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der an agreement approved by the Security Council. Because it is 

a “strategic” trust territory, it was under the ultimate authority of 

the Security Council rather than the General Assembly. (See the 

chapter on the Trusteeship Council.)

Th e Pacifi c Islands, collectively known as Micronesia, include 

the former Japanese-mandated islands of the Marshalls, the Caro-

lines, and the Northern Marianas (except Guam, which was ceded 

to the United States by Spain in 1898). In 1975, a covenant for 

political union with the United States was approved by the peo-

ple of the Northern Marianas. In February 1976, the United States 

Congress gave fi nal approval for granting commonwealth status to 

the Northern Marianas. Th e Commonwealth Covenant with the 

Northern Marianas came into force on 3 November 1986.

In a referendum held on 12 July 1978, Kosrae, Pohnpei, Truk, 

and Yap—in the Caroline archipelago—approved and ratifi ed a 

draft  constitution for a proposed Federated States of Micronesia. 

Th e four districts subsequently held elections, and the Congress 

of the Federated States of Micronesia was inaugurated on 10 May 

1979. Th e Compact of Free Association with the Federated States 

of Micronesia also came into force on 3 November 1986.

On 21 December 1978, the Marshall Islands Constitutional 

Convention approved a draft  constitution, and in a referendum 

held on 1 March 1979, the voters of those islands adopted it by a 

substantial majority. Legislative power in the Marshall Islands was 

vested in the Nitijela (legislature); the fi rst general election under 

the new constitution took place on 10 April 1979. Th e Compact of 

Free Association with the Marshall Islands came into force on 21 

October 1986.

On 2 April 1979, the Constitutional Convention of Palau ad-

opted a draft  constitution, which was approved by a referendum 

on 9 July. Elections were held on 4 November 1980, and the new 

constitution came into force on 1 January 1981. However, since its 

constitution required a 75% majority for the approval of the Com-

pact of Free Association with the United States, Palau was unable 

to obtain approval for the compact in seven diff erent referendums 

over the next 10 years.

In November 1992, Palau held a constitutional amendment ref-

erendum and changed the requirement for approval to simple ma-

jority (50% plus 1). Th ereaft er, the eighth plebiscite was held in 

November 1993 and the compact was approved by 68 per cent of 

Palauans voting in favor. In January 1994, the United States in-

formed the Trusteeship Council that its government and the gov-

ernment of Palau intended to implement the compact as soon as 

practicable. Planning for the smooth transition to Palau’s new sta-

tus was under way. In late 1994 the two countries implemented the 

Compact of Free Association and with it came the offi  cial end of 

Palau’s status as a trusteeship territory.

Non-self-governing Territories

Th e delegates attending the 1945 San Francisco Conference, at 

which the UN was founded, included many spokesmen for anti-

colonialist sentiment. As a result of their eff orts and generous pro-

posals by Australia and the United Kingdom (which possessed the 

world’s largest colonial empire at the time), the charter incorpo-

rates a pledge on the part of the colonial powers to assume certain 

obligations toward the peoples of their dependencies.

CHARTER DECLARATION ON NON-SELF-
GOVERNING TERRITORIES
Th e pledge takes the form of a declaration regarding non-selfgov-

erning territories that is embodied in Article 73, Chapter XI, of the 

charter. Under Article 73, all UN members “which have or assume 

responsibilities for the administration of territories whose peoples 

have not yet attained a full measure of self-government recognize 

the principle that the interests of the inhabitants of these territo-

ries are paramount, and accept as a sacred trust the obligation to 

promote to the utmost, within the system of international peace 

and security established by the present Charter, the well-being of 

the inhabitants of these territories, …” Th is general obligation is 

then divided into fi ve specifi c obligations:(a) to “ensure, with due 

respect for the culture of the peoples concerned, their political, 

economic, social, and educational advancement, their just treat-

ment, and their protection against abuses”; (b) to “develop self-

government, to take due account of the political aspirations of the 

peoples, and to assist them in the progressive development of their 

free political institutions, according to the particular circumstanc-

es of each territory and its peoples … “; (c) to “further internation-

al peace and security”;(d) to “promote constructive measures of 

development … “; and(e) to “transmit regularly to the Secretary-

General for information purposes, subject to such limitations as 

security and constitutional considerations may require, statistical 

and other information of a technical nature relating to economic, 

social, and educational conditions in the territories for which they 

are respectively responsible….”

Today, when so many of these people have claimed and won 

their independence, the obligations contained in the declaration 

may not seem very far-reaching. For example, nothing is said 

about preparing non-self-governing territories for actual inde-

pendence—indeed, the word “independence” appears nowhere in 

the declaration. Although due account is to be taken of the “politi-

cal aspirations of the peoples,” all that is explicitly acknowledged is 

the obligation to develop “self-government,” which does not nec-

essarily imply independence.

However, the validity of the declaration must be considered in 

the context of its era. Few people at the San Francisco Conference 

foresaw how intense or universal the desire of colonial peoples 

for full political sovereignty would be. All told, the obligations in-

cluded in the declaration probably represented the maximum that 

reasonably could be expected from colonial countries at that time. 

Moreover, in the circumstances then prevailing, the agreement by 

the colonial nations, under paragraph (e) of Article 73, to submit 

information to an international body concerning their own terri-

tories—in eff ect, to yield up a degree of their sovereignty—was a 

considerable concession.

TERRITORIES COVERED BY THE 
DECLARATION
Th e somewhat unwieldy term “non-self-governing territory” was 

chosen primarily because it was broad enough to include the vari-

ous constitutional designations given by administering powers to 
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their dependencies—colony, protectorate, and so on—as well as 

all stages of political development short of actual self-government 

or independence. Th e declaration includes all those territories 

“whose peoples have not yet attained a full measure of self-govern-

ment.” However, the precise meaning of the phrase “a full measure 

of self-government” was not specifi ed in the charter, an omission 

that left  the door open for subsequent dispute and controversy.

At the outset, it was considered the responsibility of the eight 

colonial powers that were UN members to identify the dependen-

cies they regarded as non-self-governing within the meaning of 

Article 73 of the charter. At its fi rst working session, in 1946, the 

General Assembly adopted a resolution enumerating 74 non-self-

governing territories that the administering countries had identi-

fi ed as falling within the provisions of the declaration. Th e eight 

colonial countries were Australia, Belgium, Denmark, France, the 

Netherlands, New Zealand, the United Kingdom, and the United 

States. Th e combined population of their dependencies—which 

ranged from tiny Pitcairn Island, with a population of 100 per-

sons, to the Netherlands Indies, with 73 million—was estimated 

at 215 million. Th e dependencies of Spain and Portugal could not 

be included in the 1946 list, since these two colonial powers were 

not UN members at the time. (For the non-self-governing terri-

tories listed by the General Assembly in 1946 and subsequently, 

see Table 1.)

THE ROLE OF THE UN
Th e charter does not assign any particular task to the UN with 

respect to non-self-governing territories. It does not even specify 

what should be done with the information transmitted to the Sec-

retary-General. Hence, the General Assembly has considered it-

self free to defi ne its own functions.

Since, even in the very beginning, the majority of UN members 

were vehemently anticolonial, the immediate task that the Gen-

eral Assembly set for itself was to induce the colonial countries 

by every means in its power to fulfi ll their obligations under the 

charter declaration. Judging from the disputes and controversies 

that arose even as early as 1946, it seems safe to assume that this 

development was totally unforeseen by the colonial countries at 

the time of the San Francisco Conference.

Although the General Assembly lacks the power to enforce its 

recommendations, the colonial powers had no wish to see them-

selves recorded as being in constant opposition in majority deci-

sions. Consequently, they fought from the start to maintain the 

right to take the initiative in aff airs concerning their own terri-

tories and to prevent the UN from expanding its role in colonial 

matters. However, they were fi ghting a losing battle against an ir-

reversible trend of world opinion; in eff ect, the story of the UN’s 

role has essentially been one of increasing involvement in the pro-

cess of decolonization.

Disputes over the Transmission of Information

Th e fi rst dispute that arose between the colonial powers and the 

other UN members concerned the General Assembly’s desire to 

discuss the reports that had been submitted on the various ter-

ritories. Some of the colonial governments, particularly Belgium, 

contended that the mere submission of reports fulfi lled the char-

ter’s requirements under paragraph (e) of Article 73. Disregarding 

these protests, the 1947 General Assembly set up a special com-

mittee to report on the information received. In 1949, this com-

mittee was established as the Committee on Information from 

Non-Self-Governing Territories, composed of an equal number 

of administering and nonadministering countries. In the same 

year, the General Assembly adopted a standard questionnaire, 

which the administering powers were expected to answer in an-

nual reports. Th e questionnaire covered virtually every aspect of 

the social, economic, and educational conditions in the territories. 

However, because of the controversies discussed below, the com-

mittee received reports on only 56 of the 74 territories.

Cessation of Information

By 1949, some of the administering powers had unilaterally inter-

preted paragraph (e) of Article 73 to mean that when they them-

selves considered a territory to have attained self-government, 

they no longer needed to submit reports on it to the UN. On this 

basis, the United Kingdom ceased sending information on Malta 

aft er its fi rst report in 1946. Likewise, France, aft er 1946, stopped 

sending reports on certain of its territories, including Guadeloupe, 

Martinique, and New Caledonia, that it regarded as overseas de-

partments with rights equal to those of the metropolitan depart-

ments of France or as having reached a requisite stage of “internal 

autonomy.” Nor did the United States send reports on the Panama 

Canal Zone aft er 1946 (though this decision may have been made 

because Panama itself contested classifi cation of the Canal Zone 

as a non-self-governing territory). Concerned about these devel-

opments, the 1949 General Assembly, over the opposition of the 

colonial powers (the United States abstaining), decided that it was 

“within the responsibility of the General Assembly to express its 

opinion on the principles which have guided or which may in fu-

ture guide the Members concerned in enumerating the territories 

for which the obligation exists to transmit information under Ar-

ticle 73 (e) of the Charter.”

Th e General Assembly, in 1952, established a special commit-

tee to draw up a list of criteria of self-government and, at its next 

session, voted itself competent to decide on the basis of this list 

whether reports were due on a given territory. Since that time, the 

General Assembly has formally approved the cessation of reports 

on a number of territories, fi nding that they had “attained a full 

measure of self-government.” However, in each case the admin-

istering power in question had already announced, prior to that 

approval, that it would no longer transmit information on these 

territories. Th e territories and the dates of General Assembly ap-

proval were as follows: from 1953 to 1955, Puerto Rico (United 

States), Greenland (Denmark), Suriname and Curaçao (Nether-

lands); in 1959, Alaska and Hawaii (United States); in 1965, the 

Cook Islands (New Zealand); and in 1974, Niue (New Zealand).

It should be noted, however, that so long as a territory is not ac-

tually independent, the General Assembly considers that it has the 

right to reopen the question of the territory’s status at any time. 

Th us, although France ceased transmitting information on New 

Caledonia in 1947, the General Assembly decided on 2 Decem-

ber 1986 that New Caledonia was a non-self-governing territory 

within the meaning of Chapter XI of the charter and it was again 

included in the list of such territories.

In 1967, the United Kingdom announced that since a number of 

its small Caribbean dependencies—namely, Antigua, Dominica, 

Grenada, St. Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla, and St. Lucia—had achieved 
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the status of associated states with a “full measure of self-govern-

ment,” it would no longer submit reports on those territories. Th e 

General Assembly did not, however, accept the territories’ new 

status as constituting full self-government and continued to con-

sider them as non-self-governing. (All the associated states except 

Anguilla subsequently attained independence, and the United 

Kingdom resumed transmission of information regarding An-

guilla in 1984.) A similar situation arose with respect to Brunei, in 

1972, when the United Kingdom informed the Secretary-General 

that the territory had attained full internal self-government and 

that, consequently, the United Kingdom considered the transmis-

sion of information about it to be no longer appropriate. (Brunei 

became independent in 1984.)

Refusal to Transmit Information

Until the General Assembly began to assert a competence in the 

matter, the inclusion of a territory in the list of non-self-governing 

territories to which Article 73 applies was at the discretion of the 

administering power concerned. For instance, in 1946, the United 

Kingdom did not include Southern Rhodesia in the list of depen-

dent territories under its administration because the territory was 

self-governing but subsequently changed its position aft er the uni-

lateral declaration of independence by the white-majority regime 

in 1965.

When Spain and Portugal became UN members in 1955, they 

also refused to transmit information on their overseas territories, 

maintaining that these were not colonial possessions but “overseas 

provinces.” Spain retreated from this position in 1960, to the “sat-

isfaction” of the General Assembly, and began to submit reports. 

However, Portugal maintained its stand until 1974, when an inter-

nal upheaval brought about a change of government.

Th ese diff erences concerning the obligation to transmit infor-

mation under Article 73 (e) led the Assembly in 1960 to adopt 

a resolution that defi ned a “full measure of self-government” to 

mean one of three specifi c conditions: (1) emergence of the terri-

tory as a sovereign independent state, (2) free association with an 

independent state, or (3) integration with an independent state, 

both (2) and (3) to be the result of a free and voluntary choice of 

the people concerned and the people to possess certain specifi ed 

rights and safeguards in their new status. Unless one of these three 

conditions pertained, the General Assembly asserted, the admin-

istering power had an obligation to transmit information on any 

territory that is “geographically separate and is distinct ethnically 

and/or culturally from the country administering it.”

THE 1960 ASSEMBLY DECLARATION ON 
THE ENDING OF COLONIALISM
Th roughout the 1950s, the various disputes with colonial powers 

over the transmission of information on non-self-governing ter-

ritories took place against a background of steady decolonization. 

Whether gracefully granted or bitterly fought for, sovereignty was 

achieved by a growing number of former colonial dependencies. 

In 1946, at the fi rst working session of the General Assembly, only 

a handful of members had memories of recent foreign rule: India, 

the Philippines, and the four Arab countries that had been League 

of Nations mandate territories (Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, and Syr-

ia). By 1959, eight Asian countries (Burma, Cambodia, Ceylon, 

Indonesia, Laos, Malaya, Nepal, and Pakistan) and two African 

countries (Ghana and Guinea) had become sovereign indepen-

dent states. As these nations joined the UN, many of them aft er 

years of struggle against their former masters or with humiliating 

memories of the indignities of foreign rule, anticolonialist senti-

ment became increasingly bitter and signifi cantly infl uenced the 

tone of the debates in the General Assembly. Wholeheartedly sup-

ported by the Soviet-bloc nations, the newly independent nations 

began a drive to put a speedy end to colonialism altogether, thus 

going far beyond anything specifi cally spelled out in the charter.

Th e 1960 General Assembly proved to be decisive for the tri-

umph of the anticolonialist forces in the UN. At the opening of 

that session, 16 new African states and Cyprus became members, 

thereby bringing the total number of African and Asian nations to 

44 out of a total UN membership of 100. In addition, members of 

the Afro-Asian Group, as it was called, knew that they could count 

on the support of the Soviet bloc, many Latin American coun-

tries, and the Scandinavian countries. By the end of the session, 

they had draft ed the text of a Declaration on the Granting of Inde-

pendence to Colonial Countries and Peoples that was designed to 

serve as the UN’s basic framework for its work in colonial matters, 

complementing the charter declaration.

Main Provisions of the Declaration

Whereas the charter declaration had been a gentlemanly agree-

ment among masters to look aft er the welfare of their subjects, 

the General Assembly declaration, in eff ect, was an assertion of 

the right of these subject peoples to be subjects no longer. Written 

from the viewpoint of the colonial peoples themselves, the dec-

laration in its preamble recognizes “the passionate yearning for 

freedom in all dependent peoples”; the existence of “increasing 

confl icts resulting from the denial … of the freedom of such peo-

ples, which constitute a serious threat to world peace”; and “the 

important role of the United Nations in assisting the movement 

for independence in Trust and Non-Self-Governing Territories.” 

Th e declaration then lists seven provisions: (1) the subjection of 

peoples to alien domination “is contrary to the Charter of the 

United Nations and is an impediment to the promotion of world 

peace and cooperation”; (2) “all peoples have the right to self-de-

termination”; (3) inadequacy of preparedness “should never serve 

as a pretext for delaying independence”; (4) all armed action or 

repressive measures against dependent peoples “shall cease in or-

der to enable them to exercise peacefully and freely their right to 

complete independence”; (5) “immediate steps shall be taken … 

to transfer all powers to the peoples of those territories, without 

any conditions or reservations”; (6) any attempt to disrupt the na-

tional unity and territorial integrity of a country “is incompatible 

with the purposes and principles of the Charter”; and (7) all states 

“shall observe faithfully and strictly” the provisions of the Charter, 

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and “the present Dec-

laration” on the basis of equality, noninterference in the internal 

aff airs of states, and respect for the sovereign rights of all peoples.

Although the phrase “colonial powers” does not appear, the dec-

laration was clearly and fi rmly directed against those countries. 

Nevertheless, such was the force of anticolonial sentiment that no 

colonial power cared to record a negative vote. Accordingly, on 

14 December 1960, the Declaration on the Granting of Indepen-

dence to Colonial Countries and Peoples was adopted 89–0, with 

only nine abstentions (Australia, Belgium, the Dominican Repub-
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lic, France, Portugal, South Africa, Spain, the United Kingdom, 

and the United States).

Establishment of the Special Committee

A year aft er the adoption of the declaration, the USSR took the 

initiative by asking the General Assembly to discuss the problem 

of implementing it. Th e ensuing debate led to the creation of a 17-

member Special Committee on the Situation with Regard to the 

Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Indepen-

dence to Colonial Countries and Peoples. Because of the impor-

tance attached to its work, seven additional members were added 

in the following year. Since that time, the composition of the Spe-

cial Committee (in its early days called “the Special Committee of 

24”) has changed slightly when certain countries have withdrawn 

for various reasons, to be replaced by countries representing the 

same geopolitical grouping as the outgoing members. Original-

ly, the committee included three colonial or administering pow-

ers—Australia, the United Kingdom, and the United States—but 

France, Spain, and the two most recalcitrant administering coun-

tries, Portugal and South Africa, were never members. In later 

developments, both the United Kingdom and the United States 

suspended their cooperation. Th us, the committee’s deliberations 

have always been anticolonialist in tone.

In 1963, the committee’s functions were expanded to include 

the work of the 1947 Committee on Information from Non-Self-

Governing Territories, which was dissolved. At the same time, the 

General Assembly gave the committee the right to apprise the Se-

curity Council of any developments in any territory that it had 

examined that might threaten international peace and security. 

(Normally, subsidiary bodies do not have this right but must act 

through the General Assembly.) In addition, the General Assem-

bly empowered the committee to examine information on the 

trust territories, as well as on non-self-governing territories—al-

though the Trusteeship Council continued to exercise its normal 

functions until the graduation of the last trusteeship territory in 

1994. Th e committee was also empowered to send visiting mis-

sions to dependent territories. Hence, since 1963, the committee 

has been the General Assembly’s chief executive arm in colonial 

matters.

Besides considering problems connected with individual colo-

nial territories, the committee debates topics of a more general 

nature assigned to it by the General Assembly—for example, the 

role played by foreign economic and military interests that are im-

peding the attainment of independence or exploiting the natural 

resources of the territories that rightfully belong to the indigenous 

inhabitants. Th e committee has been particularly active in the dis-

semination of information on colonial problems and in mobiliz-

ing international support and assistance for the colonial peoples 

and their eff orts to achieve self-determination and independence.

In 1988, the General Assembly declared the decade 1990–2000 

the Decade for the Eradication of Colonialism. In 1991, it approved 

a plan of action for the Special Committee which it hoped would 

achieve the total elimination of colonialism by the year 2000. Th e 

plan of action called for the Special Committee to, among other 

things: formulate specifi c proposals for the elimination of the re-

maining manifestations of colonialism, and to report its fi ndings 

each year to the General Assembly; to make concrete suggestions 

to the Security Council about developments in colonial territories 

that threaten international peace and security; to pay special at-

tention to small territories, and dispatch visiting missions to those 

territories to gather information fi rsthand; and to continue to col-

lect, prepare, and disseminate studies and articles on the problems 

of decolonization, including continuation of the periodical Objec-

tive: Justice and the special series called Decolonization. In 2001, 

the General Assembly declared the period 2001-2010 the Second 

International Decade for the Eradication of Colonialism. 

In January, 1986, the United Kingdom informed the Special 

committee’s chairman that it would no longer take part in the 

Committee’s work, since, in its own opinion, all the remaining ter-

ritories under its administration had chosen to remain in close 

association with the United Kingdom. However, the United King-

dom agreed to continue to fulfi ll its obligations under the charter 

and to transmit information to the committee under Article 73e. 

Th e United Kingdom also reiterated to the Fourth Committee in 

1990 that it would respect the wishes of the people of any of its 10 

remaining territories, no matter what the size of their population.

In February 1992, the United States suspended its cooperation 

with the Special Committee, claiming that it had focused on an 

outmoded agenda instead of new approaches aimed at addressing 

the needs of the few remaining non-self-governing territories.

In 2006, the following countries were represented on the Special 

Committee: Antigua and Barbuda, Bolivia, Chile, China, Congo, 

Côte d’Ivoire, Cuba, Ethiopia, Fiji, Grenada, India, Indonesia, 

Iran, Iraq, Mali, Papua New Guinea, Russian Federation, Saint 

Kitts and Nevis, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, 

Sierra Leone, Syrian Arab Republic, Tunisia, United Republic of 

Tanzania, and Venezuela.

PROGRESS OF DECOLONIZATION
In the 10 years following the adoption of the declaration on the 

ending of colonialism (1960 to 1970), 27 territories (with a to-

tal population of over 53 million) attained independence. Some 

44 territories (with a population of approximately 28 million) re-

mained under foreign rule or control, however, and the General 

Assembly’s work in hastening the process of decolonization was 

far from completed. In Africa, an ever-widening confrontation 

had emerged between the colonial and white-minority regimes 

and the roughly 18 million Africans in Portuguese Guinea (now 

Guinea-Bissau), Angola, Mozambique, Cape Verde, and São Tomé 

and Príncipe; in Southern Rhodesia, which was legally still a Brit-

ish possession; and in the old League of Nations mandate territory 

of South West Africa, offi  cially designated as Namibia by the UN. 

Resisting all eff orts by the UN to bring an end to white-minority 

rule by peaceful means, these regimes refused to change despite 

pressures brought upon them both by the international commu-

nity and by the demands of the African peoples of the territories.

Th is refusal had led to the emergence of African national lib-

eration movements within the territories and to a series of armed 

confl icts that were seen by independent African states as a menace 

to peace and stability and as the potential cause of a bloody ra-

cial war engulfi ng the whole of Africa. Armed confl ict, beginning 

in 1960 in Angola, had, in fact, spread to all the Portuguese-con-

trolled territories on the African mainland and, as the African lib-

eration movements gained strength and support, had developed 

into full-scale warfare in Angola, Portuguese Guinea, and Mo-
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zambique, engaging large Portuguese armies and putting a serious 

strain on Portugal’s economy.

In Southern Rhodesia and Namibia, armed struggle for libera-

tion was slower to develop, but despite the essential diff erences in 

the problems presented by these territories, the General Assem-

bly—partly in response to a growing collaboration between South 

Africa, Portugal, and the white-minority regime in Southern Rho-

desia—had come to view them as aspects of a single consuming is-

sue of white-minority rule versus black-majority rights.

Th e strategy advocated by the Afro-Asian Group, supported by 

the Soviet-bloc countries and many others, for rectifying the situ-

ation in these territories was essentially to obtain recognition and 

support for their African national liberation movements and to 

seek the application, through a Security Council decision made 

under Chapter VII of the charter, of mandatory enforcement mea-

sures, including full economic sanctions and military force as cir-

cumstances warranted. However, in each case, except partially in 

that of Southern Rhodesia, the use of mandatory enforcement 

measures was decisively resisted by two permanent members of 

the Security Council, the United Kingdom and the United States, 

which, together with several other Western nations, felt that they 

could not aff ord to embark upon a policy of confrontation with 

the economically wealthy white-minority regimes of southern 

Africa.

Despite this resistance, the African and Asian nations continued 

to maintain the spotlight of attention on issues of decolonization. 

Year aft er year, one or another of the cases mentioned above was 

brought before the Security Council. Each session of the General 

Assembly, and of the Special Committee on decolonization, was 

the scene of lengthy and oft en acrimonious debates. Th is constant 

pressure led to greater recognition and status for the national lib-

eration movements of the territories in Africa and brought about 

widespread condemnation and isolation of the white regimes. In 

1971, for the fi rst time, a mission of the Special Committee visited 

the liberated areas of Guinea-Bissau at the invitation of the Afri-

can liberation movement concerned and found that the liberation 

movement had established an eff ective administration.

In 1972, the General Assembly affi  rmed for the fi rst time that 

“the national liberation movements of Angola, Guinea-Bissau 

and Cape Verde, and Mozambique are the authentic representa-

tives of the true aspirations of the peoples of those territories” and 

recommended that, pending the independence of those territo-

ries, all governments and UN bodies should, when dealing with 

matters pertaining to the territories, ensure the representation of 

those territories by the liberation movements concerned. In the 

following year, the General Assembly extended similar recogni-

tion to the national liberation movements of Southern Rhodesia 

and Namibia.

On 25 April 1974, largely as a result of internal and external 

pressures resulting from its colonial wars, a change of regime oc-

curred in Portugal that had major repercussions on the situation 

in its African territories. Th e new regime pledged itself to ending 

the colonial wars and began negotiations with the national libera-

tion movements. By the end of 1974, Portuguese troops had been 

withdrawn from Guinea-Bissau and the latter had become a UN 

member. Th is was followed by the independence and admission to 

UN membership of Cape Verde, Mozambique, and São Tomé and 

Príncipe in 1975 and Angola in 1976.

Southern Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe)

Th e problem of Southern Rhodesia, which in 1977 had a popula-

tion of almost 7 million, of whom 6.5 million were Africans, was 

not resolved until the end of the decade.

Southern Rhodesia had been given full internal self-govern-

ment by the United Kingdom in 1923, although under a consti-

tution that vested political power exclusively in the hands of the 

white settlers. Hence, the United Kingdom did not include this 

dependency in its original 1946 list of non-self-governing territo-

ries and did not transmit information on it to the UN. Although, 

by the terms of the 1923 constitution, the United Kingdom re-

tained the residual power to veto any legislation contrary to Afri-

can interests, this power was never used, and no attempt was made 

to interfere with the white settlers’ domination of the territorial 

government.

UN involvement in the question of Southern Rhodesia began in 

1961, when African and Asian members tried, without success, to 

bring pressure to bear upon the United Kingdom not to permit a 

new territorial constitution to come into eff ect. While giving Af-

ricans their fi rst representation in the Southern Rhodesian parlia-

ment, the 1961 constitution restricted their franchise through a 

two-tier electoral system heavily weighted in favor of the Euro-

pean community.

In June 1962, acting on the recommendation of the Special 

Committee, the General Assembly adopted a resolution declaring 

Southern Rhodesia to be a non-self-governing territory within the 

meaning of Chapter XI of the charter, on the grounds that the vast 

majority of the people of Southern Rhodesia were denied equal 

political rights and liberties. Th e General Assembly requested the 

United Kingdom to convene a conference of all political parties in 

Rhodesia for the purpose of drawing up a new constitution that 

would ensure the rights of the majority on the basis of “one-man, 

one-vote.” However, the United Kingdom continued to maintain 

that it could not interfere in Rhodesia’s domestic aff airs. Th e 1961 

constitution duly came into eff ect in November 1962.

On 11 November 1965, the government of Ian Smith unilater-

ally declared Southern Rhodesia independent. Th e United King-

dom, aft er branding the declaration an “illegal act,” brought the 

matter to the Security Council on the following day, and a resolu-

tion was adopted condemning the declaration and calling upon 

all states to refrain from recognizing and giving assistance to the 

“rebel” regime. On 20 November, the council adopted a resolution 

condemning the “usurpation of power,” calling upon the United 

Kingdom to bring the regime to an immediate end, and request-

ing all states, among other things, to sever economic relations and 

institute an embargo on oil and petroleum products. In 1968, the 

Security Council imposed wider mandatory sanctions against 

Southern Rhodesia and established a committee to oversee the ap-

plication of the sanctions. Th e General Assembly urged countries 

to render moral and material assistance to the national liberation 

movements of Zimbabwe, the African name for the territory.

On 2 March 1970, Southern Rhodesia proclaimed itself a re-

public, thus severing its ties with the United Kingdom. Aft er Mo-

zambique became independent in 1975, guerrilla activity along 

the border with Southern Rhodesia intensifi ed; the border was 

then closed, further threatening the economy of Southern Rhode-

sia, already hurt by UN-imposed sanctions.
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In 1977, Anglo-American proposals for the settlement of the 

Southern Rhodesian problem were communicated to the Security 

Council by the United Kingdom. Th e proposals called for the sur-

render of power by the illegal regime, free elections on the basis of 

universal suff rage, the establishment by the United Kingdom of a 

transitional administration, the presence of a UN force during the 

transitional period, and the draft ing of an independence constitu-

tion. Th e proposals were to be discussed at a conference of all po-

litical parties in Southern Rhodesia, white and African. However, 

the regime rejected the idea of such a conference. Attempts by the 

regime in 1978 and early 1979 to draft  a new constitution giving 

some political power to Africans but maintaining eff ective control 

by the white minority failed, and the struggle by forces of the lib-

eration movement, called the Patriotic Front, intensifi ed.

In August 1979, British prime minister Margaret Th atcher stat-

ed at the Conference of Commonwealth Heads of State and Gov-

ernment that her government intended to bring Southern Rhode-

sia to legal independence on a basis acceptable to the international 

community. To this end, a constitutional conference was convened 

in London on 10 September, to which representatives of the Pa-

triotic Front and the Rhodesian administration in Salisbury were 

invited. On 21 December, an agreement was signed on a draft  in-

dependence constitution and on transitional arrangements for its 

implementation, as well as on a cease-fi re to take eff ect on 28 De-

cember. Lord Soames was appointed governor of the territory un-

til elections, which took place in February 1980 in the presence 

of UN observers. On 11 March, Lord Soames formally appointed 

Robert G. Mugabe, whose party had received the majority of seats 

in the House of Assembly, as prime minister. Th e independence of 

Zimbabwe was proclaimed on 18 April 1980, and on 25 August, 

Zimbabwe became a member of the UN.

Remaining Colonial Issues

Th e 16 remaining dependent territories are almost all small is-

lands scattered about the globe. Th eir tiny populations and mini-

mal economic resources render it almost impossible for them to 

survive as viable, fully independent states. Th e 16 remaining de-

pendent territories in 2006 were: Western Sahara, Anguilla, Ber-

muda, British Virgin Islands, Cayman Islands, Falkland Islands 

(Malvinas), Montserrat, St. Helena, Turks and Caicos Islands, 

United States Virgin Islands, Gibraltar, American Samoa, Guam, 

New Caledonia, Pitcairn, and Tokelau. At the end of this chap-

ter, Table 1 sets forth all the former non-self-governing territories 

that have become independent or joined neighboring indepen-

dent states. Table 2 lists the remaining self-governing territories 

according to their colonial powers.

Although the administering powers joined with the rest of the 

UN membership in asserting that the peoples of these small ter-

ritories have an inalienable right to the exercise of self-determina-

tion, the leaders of the drive to end colonialism have doubted the 

genuineness of the preparations for achieving this goal. As evi-

dence to justify their skepticism, the African and Asian nations 

pointed out that military bases were established in some of the 

small territories, which they declared “incompatible with the 

purposes and principles of the Charter.” Moreover, in the case of 

territories that the administering powers have declared their in-

tention of preparing for self-governing status rather than for full 

independence, the majority of UN members feel that the Gener-

al Assembly should be granted an active role in ascertaining the 

wishes of the inhabitants and furnished with more comprehensive 

information on conditions prevailing in the territories. Th e Gen-

eral Assembly has approved numerous resolutions requesting the 

administering states to allow UN missions to visit the remaining 

non-self-governing territories to ascertain, fi rsthand, the wishes 

of the inhabitants, but has met with little cooperation.

Two of the territories that have been brought under the Gen-

eral Assembly’s surveillance through the Special Committee are 

United Kingdom possessions in which the issue of decolonization 

is complicated by confl icting claims of sovereignty by other na-

tions—the Falkland Islands (Malvinas), also claimed by Argenti-

na, and Gibraltar, also claimed by Spain.

With regard to another territory, Western Sahara, Spain in-

formed the Secretary-General in 1976 that it had terminated its 

presence in the territory and considered itself henceforth exempt 

from any international responsibility in connection with its ad-

ministration. Western Sahara, however, continued to be listed by 

the General Assembly as non-self-governing.

Th e Special Committee annually reviews the list of territories 

to which the declaration on decolonization is applicable. In 1986, 

France, the administering power of New Caledonia, refused to rec-

ognize the competence of the committee over the territory or to 

transmit to the UN the information called for under Article 73(e) 

of the charter. France has, however, asserted that it will respect 

the wishes of the majority of the people of New Caledonia, in ac-

cordance with the provisions of the Matignon Agreement agreed 

to by all the parties in 1988. As a result of the Nouméa Accord of 

1998, the New Caledonian parties opted for a negotiated solution 

and progressive autonomy from France rather than an immediate 

referendum. Th e transfer of powers from France began in 2000 

and will continue for 15 to 20 years, when the territory will opt for 

full independence or a form of associated statehood. As of 2006, 

New Caledonia continued to vote in French presidential elections 

and to elect parliamentary representatives to the French Senate 

and National Assembly. However, new political institutions were 

formed in New Caledonia as a result of the Nouméa Accord.

Th e Problem of Namibia (South West Africa)

Th e status of South West Africa (offi  cially designated as Namibia 

by the General Assembly in June 1968), a pre-World War I Ger-

man colony that was administered by South Africa under a League 

of Nations mandate beginning in 1920, has preoccupied the Gen-

eral Assembly almost from the fi rst moment of the UN’s existence. 

In 1946, South Africa proposed that the Assembly approve its an-

nexation of the territory. Fearing that the South African govern-

ment would seek to extend its apartheid system to South West 

Africa, the General Assembly did not approve the proposal and 

recommended instead that the territory be placed under the UN 

trusteeship system. In the following year, South Africa informed 

the General Assembly that while it agreed not to annex the territo-

ry, it would not place it under trusteeship. Although South Africa 

had reported on conditions in the territory in 1946, it declined to 

submit further reports, despite repeated requests from the Gen-

eral Assembly.

In 1950, the International Court of Justice, in an advisory opin-

ion requested by the General Assembly, held that South Africa 

continued to have international obligations to promote to the ut-
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most the material and moral well-being and social progress of the 

inhabitants of the territory as a sacred trust of civilization, and that 

the UN should exercise the supervisory functions of the League 

of Nations in the administration of the territory. South Africa re-

fused to accept the court’s opinion and continued to oppose any 

form of UN supervision over the territory’s aff airs.

In October 1966, the General Assembly, declaring that South 

Africa had failed to fulfi ll its obligations under the League of Na-

tions mandate to ensure the well-being of the people of the territo-

ry and that it had, in fact, disavowed the mandate, decided that the 

mandate was therefore terminated, that South Africa had no other 

right to administer the territory, and that thenceforth the terri-

tory came under the direct responsibility of the UN. In May 1967, 

the General Assembly established the UN Council for South West 

Africa (later renamed the UN Council for Namibia) to adminis-

ter the territory until independence “with the maximum possible 

participation of the people of the territory.” It also decided to es-

tablish the post of UN Commissioner for Namibia to assist the 

council in carrying out its mandate. Later in the same year, in the 

face of South Africa’s refusal to accept its decision and to cooper-

ate with the UN Council for Namibia, the General Assembly rec-
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Table 1

Non-Self-Governing Territories, Listed by the General Assembly in 1946 and 
Subsequent Years, That Have Become Independent States or Joined 
Neighboring Independent States

Australia

 Cocos (Keeling) Islands (integrated with Australia)
 Papua (now part of Papua New Guinea)
 Nauru
 New Guinea (now part of Papua New Guinea)
Belgium

 Belgian Congo (now Democratic Republic of the Congo)
 Burundi
 Rwanda
France

 Comoros
 Cameroon
 French Equatorial Africa 
 (now Central African Republic, Chad, Congo, and Gabon)
 French Somaliland (now Djibouti)
 French West Africa (now Burkina Faso, Côte d’Ivoire, Benin, Guinea, Mali,  
 Mauritania, Niger, and Senegal)
 Indochina (now Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam)
 Madagascar
 Morocco
 New Hebrides (Anglo-French condominium; now Vanuatu)
 Tunisia
 Togo
Italy

 Somalia
Netherlands

 Netherlands Indies (now Indonesia)
 Suriname
 West New Guinea (West Irian; now part of Indonesia)
New Zealand

 Cook Islands (self-governing in free association with New Zealand)
 Niue (self-governing in free association with New Zealand)
 Samoa
Portugal

 Angola
 Cape Verde
 Goa (united with India)
 Mozambique
 Portuguese Guinea (now Guinea-Bissau)
 São Tomé and Príncipe
 Timor-Leste
Spain

 Fernando Poo and Rio Muni (now Equatorial Guinea)
 Ifni (returned to Morocco)
United Kingdom

 Aden (now part of Yemen)
 Antigua (now Antigua and Barbuda)
 Bahamas
 Barbados
 Basutoland (now Lesotho)

 Bechuanaland (now Botswana)
 British Guiana (now Guyana)
 British Honduras (now Belize)
 British Somaliland (now Somalia)
 Brunei (now Brunei Darussalam)
 Cyprus
 Dominica
 Ellice Islands (now Tuvalu)
 Fiji
 Gambia
 Gilbert Islands (now Kiribati)
 Gold Coast (now Ghana)
 Grenada
 Jamaica
 Kenya
 Malaya (now Malaysia)
 Malta
 Mauritius
 Nigeria
 New Hebrides (Anglo-French condominium; now Vanuatu)
 North Borneo (now part of Malaysia)
 Northern Rhodesia (now Zambia)
 Nyasaland (now Malawi)
 Oman
 St. Kitts and Nevis
 St. Lucia
 St. Vincent and the Grenadines
 Sarawak (now part of Malaysia)
 Seychelles
 Sierra Leone
 Singapore
 Solomon Islands
 Southern Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe)
 Swaziland
 Trinidad and Tobago
 Uganda
 Zanzibar (now part of Tanzania)
United Nations

 Namibia (formerly South West Africa)1

United States

 Trust Territory of the Pacifi c Islands (Federated States of Micronesia,  
 Marshall Islands, Northern Mariana Islands), Palau (in free association  
 with the United States)

1. In 1966, the General Assembly terminated South Africa’s mandate over South 
West Africa and placed the territory under the direct responsibility of the UN. In 
1968, the General Assembly declared that the territory would be called Namibia, 
in accordance with its people’s wishes. Until independence, the legal 
administering authority for Namibia was the UN Council for Namibia.
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ommended that the Security Council take measures to enable the 

UN Council for Namibia to carry out its mandate.

In its fi rst resolution on the question, in 1969, the Security 

Council recognized the termination of the mandate by the Gen-

eral Assembly, described the continued presence of South Africa 

in Namibia as illegal, and called on South Africa to withdraw its 

administration from the territory immediately. In the following 

year, the Security Council explicitly declared for the fi rst time that 

“all acts taken by the government of South Africa on behalf of or 

concerning Namibia aft er the termination of the mandate are ille-

gal and invalid.” Th is view was upheld in 1971 by the International 

Court of Justice, which stated, in an advisory opinion requested by 

the Security Council, that “the continued presence of South Africa 

in Namibia being illegal, South Africa is under obligation to with-

draw its administration from Namibia immediately and thus put 

an end to its occupation of the territory.” South Africa, however, 

again refused to comply with UN resolutions on the question of 

Namibia, and it continued to administer the territory.

To secure for the Namibians “adequate protection of the natu-

ral wealth and resources of the territory which is rightfully theirs,” 

the UN Council for Namibia enacted a Decree for the Protection 

of the Natural Resources of Namibia in September 1974. Under 

the decree, no person or entity may search for, take, or distribute 

any natural resource found in Namibia without the council’s per-

mission, and any person or entity contravening the decree “may 

be held liable in damages by the future government of an inde-

pendent Namibia.” Th e council also established, in the same year, 

the Institute for Namibia (located in Lusaka, Zambia, until South 

Africa’s withdrawal from Namibia) to provide Namibians with ed-

ucation and training and equip them to administer a future inde-

pendent Namibia.

In 1976, the Security Council demanded for the fi rst time that 

South Africa accept elections for the territory as a whole under 

UN supervision and control so that the people of Namibia might 

freely determine their own future. It condemned South Africa’s 

“illegal and arbitrary application … of racially discriminatory and 

repressive laws and practices in Namibia,” its military buildup, 

and its use of the territory “as a base for attacks on neighboring 

countries.”

In the same year, the General Assembly condemned South Afri-

ca “for organizing the so-called constitutional talks at Windhoek, 

which seek to perpetuate the apartheid and homelands policies 

as well as the colonial oppression and exploitation of the people 

and resources of Namibia.” It decided that any independence talks 

regarding Namibia must be between the representatives of South 

Africa and the South West Africa People’s Organization (SWA-

PO), which it recognized as “the sole and authentic representative 

of the Namibian people.” In 1977, the General Assembly declared 

that South Africa’s decision to annex Walvis Bay, Namibia’s main 

port, was “illegal, null, and void” and “an act of colonial expan-

sion,” and it condemned the annexation as an attempt “to under-

mine the territorial integrity and unity of Namibia.”

At a special session on Namibia in May 1978, the General As-

sembly adopted a declaration on Namibia and a program of ac-

tion in support of self-determination and national independence 

for Namibia. Expressing “full support for the armed liberation 

struggle of the Namibian people under the leadership of the SWA-

PO,” it stated that any negotiated settlement must be arrived at 
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Table 2

Remaining Non-Self-Governing Territories Listed by the General Assembly, 
as of 2002

France 2

 New Caledonia
New Zealand

 Tokelau Islands
Spain

 Western Sahara 3

United Kingdom

 Anguilla
 Bermuda
 British Virgin Islands
 Cayman Islands
 Falkland Islands (Malvinas)
 Gibraltar
 Montserrat
 Pitcairn Island
 St. Helena
 Turks and Caicos Islands
United States

 American Samoa
 Guam
 United States Virgin Islands

2 On 2 December 1986, the General Assembly decided that New Caledonia 
was a non-self-governing territory within the meaning of Chapter XI of the 
UN Charter.
3 Spain informed the Secretary-General on 26 February 1976 that as of that 
date, it had terminated its presence in the territory of the Sahara and deemed it 

necessary to place the following on record: “Spain considers itself henceforth 
exempt from any responsibility of an international nature in connection with 
the administration of the territory in view of the cessation of its participation 
in the temporary administration established for the territory.” On 5 December 
1984, and in many subsequent resolutions, the General Assembly reaffi rmed 
that the question of Western Sahara was a question of decolonization, which 
remained to be resolved by the people of Western Sahara. In August 1988 the 
Kingdom of Morocco and the Frente Popular para la Liberación (Polisario Front) 
agreed in principle to the proposals put forward by Secretary-General Perez de 
Cuéllar and the Organization of African Unity. By its Resolutions 658 (1990) and 
690 (1991) the Security Council adopted a settlement plan for Western Sahara 
that included a referendum for self-determination by the people of the country. 
In September 1991, the UN achieved a cease-fi re in Western Sahara between 
the factions, through the establishment of the UN Mission for the Referendum 
in Western Sahara (MINURSO). In 1994, MINURSO began the process of 
identifying potential voters. In May 1996, the Secretary-General suspended the 
identifi cation process and most MINURSO civilian staff were withdrawn. The 
military component remained to monitor and verify the ceasefi re. In October 
1998, in an attempt to move the process of a referendum forward, the Secretary-
General presented a package of measures to the parties, which included a 
protocol on identifi cation of those remaining applicants from the three tribal 
groupings. Frente POLISARIO accepted the package the following month, and 
the government of Morocco accepted in principle in March 1999. As of 2006, the 
identifi cation process had been completed, but the parties continued to hold 
divergent views regarding an appeals process, the repatriation of refugees and 
other aspects of the plan.
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with the agreement of SWAPO and within the framework of UN 

resolutions.

Th e UN Plan for Namibian Independence. In July 1978, the Se-

curity Council met to consider a proposal by the fi ve Western 

members of the council—Canada, France, the Federal Republic of 

Germany, the United Kingdom, and the United States—for a set-

tlement of the Namibian question. Th e proposal comprised a plan 

for free elections to a constituent assembly under the supervision 

and control of a UN representative, assisted by a UN transition as-

sistance group that would include both civilian and military com-

ponents. Th e council took note of the Western proposal and re-

quested the Secretary-General to appoint a special representative 

for Namibia. In September 1978, aft er approving a report by the 

Secretary-General based on his special representative’s fi ndings, 

the council, in Resolution 435 (1978), endorsed the UN plan for 

the independence of Namibia, and it decided to establish, under 

its authority, the UN Transition Assistance Group (UNTAG) to 

ensure the early independence of Namibia through free and fair 

elections under UN supervision and control.

Th e Secretary-General’s report stated that the implementation 

of the UN plan would be carried out in three stages: (1) cessation 

of all hostile acts by all parties; (2) the repeal of discriminatory or 

restrictive laws, the release of political prisoners, and the volun-

tary return of exiles and refugees; and (3) the holding of elections 

aft er a seven-month pre-electoral period, to be followed by the 

entry into force of the newly adopted constitution and the conse-

quent achievement of independence by Namibia.

Since 1978, the General Assembly has continually reaffi  rmed 

that Security Council Resolution 435 (1978), in which the coun-

cil endorsed the UN plan for the independence of Namibia, is the 

only basis for a peaceful settlement. It has condemned South Afri-

ca for obstructing the implementation of that resolution and other 

UN resolutions, for “its manoeuvres aimed at perpetuating its il-

legal occupation of Namibia,” and for its attempts to establish a 

“linkage” between the independence of Namibia and “irrelevant, 

extraneous” issues, such as the presence of Cuban troops in An-

gola. In furtherance of the objective of bringing to an end South 

Africa’s occupation of Namibia, the General Assembly has called 

upon all states to sever all relations with South Africa, and it has 

urged the Security Council to impose mandatory comprehensive 

sanctions against South Africa. Th e General Assembly also has 

continued to authorize the UN Council for Namibia, as the le-

gal administering authority for Namibia, to mobilize international 

support for the withdrawal of the illegal South African adminis-

tration from Namibia, to counter South Africa’s policies against 

the Namibian people and against the UN, to denounce and seek 

the rejection by all states of South Africa’s attempts to perpetu-

ate its presence in Namibia, and to ensure the nonrecognition of 

any administration or political entity installed in Namibia, such as 

the so-called interim government imposed in Namibia on 17 June 

1985, that is not the result of free elections held under UN super-

vision and control.

In April 1987, the Secretary-General reported to the Security 

Council that agreement had been reached on the system of pro-

portional representation for the elections to be held in Namibia 

as envisaged in Council Resolution 435 (1978). Th us, he noted, 

all outstanding issues had been resolved, and the only reason for 

the delay in the emplacement of UNTAG and an agreement on a 

cease-fi re was South Africa’s unacceptable precondition that the 

Cuban troops be withdrawn from Angola before the implementa-

tion of the UN plan for Namibian independence.

In December 1988, aft er eight months of intense negotiations 

brokered by the United States, Angola, Cuba, and South Africa 

signed agreements on the withdrawal of Cuban troops from An-

gola and the achievement of peace in south-western Africa. On 16 

January 1989 the Security Council offi  cially declared that Namib-

ia’s transition to independence would begin on 1 April 1989 (Se-

curity Council Resolution 628/1989). Th e council also authorized 

sending the UNTAG to Namibia to supervise the transition (Secu-

rity Council Resolution 629/1989).

In one short year, from 1 April 1989 to 21 March 1990, the 

8,000-member UNTAG force established 200 outposts, including 

42 regional or district centers and 48 police stations. During the 

transition the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) 

had supervised the repatriation of 433,000 Namibian exiles who 

had been scattered throughout 40 countries. UNTAG supervised 

the registration of more than 700,000 voters, more than 97% of 

whom cast ballots in the historic election from 7–11 November 

1989 that marked the end of Namibia’s colonial history. Th e Spe-

cial Committee also dispatched a visiting mission to observe and 

monitor the election process. In that election Sam Nujoma, head 

of SWAPO, was elected the country’s fi rst president. Th e mission 

reported to the Special Committee that the people of Namibia 

had, in accordance with Security Council resolution 435 (1978), 

exercised their inalienable right to self-determination by choosing 

their representatives to a constituent assembly that was charged 

with draft ing a constitution for an independent Namibia.

In March 1990, Secretary-General Perez de Cuéllar adminis-

tered the oath of offi  ce to the new Namibian president at a his-

toric celebration. In a moving show of good faith, President F. W. 

DeKlerk of South Africa took part in the inauguration ceremo-

ny. Nelson Mandela, then leader of South Africa’s African Na-

tional Congress party and only recently released from prison in 

South Africa, also attended, as did hundreds of dignitaries from 

70 countries.

On 23 April 1990 Namibia became the 159th member of the 

United Nations.

Independence of Colonial Peoples
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I N T E R N AT I O N A L  L AW

Th e idea of developing international law through the restatement 

of existing rules is not of recent origin. In the last quarter of the 

eighteenth century, Jeremy Bentham proposed a codifi cation of 

the whole of international law. Since his time, numerous attempts 

at codifi cation have been made by private individuals, by learned 

societies and by governments. Enthusiasm for the “codifi cation 

movement”—the name sometimes given to such attempts—gen-

erally stems from the belief that written international law would 

remove the uncertainties of customary international law by fi lling 

existing gaps in the law, as well as by giving precision to abstract 

general principles whose practical application is not settled.

MODERN ANTECEDENTS OF THE 
INTERNATIONAL LAW COMMISSION
Th e intergovernmental eff ort to promote the codifi cation and de-

velopment of international law made an important advance with 

the resolution of the assembly of the League of Nations of 22 Sep-

tember 1924, envisaging the creation of a standing organ called 

the Committee of Experts for the Progressive Codifi cation of In-

ternational Law, which was to be composed so as to present the 

“main forms of civilization and the principal legal systems of the 

world.” Th is committee, consisting of 17 experts, was to prepare 

a list of subjects “the regulation of which by international agree-

ment” was most “desirable and realizable” and thereaft er to ex-

amine the comments of governments on this list and report on 

the questions which “were suffi  ciently ripe,” as well as on the pro-

cedure to be followed in preparing for conferences for their solu-

tions. Th is was the fi rst attempt on a worldwide basis to codify and 

develop whole fi elds of international law rather than simply regu-

lating individual and specifi c legal problems.

Aft er certain consultations with governments and the League 

Council, the League Assembly decided, in 1927, to convene a 

diplomatic conference to codify three topics out of the fi ve that 

had been considered to be “suffi  ciently ripe,” namely: (1) nation-

ality;(2) territorial waters; and (3) the responsibility of states for 

damage done in their territory to the person and property of for-

eigners. Delegates from 47 governments participated in the Codi-

fi cation Conference which met at Th e Hague, from 13 March to 

12 April 1930. Unfortunately, nationality was the only subject for 

which an international instrument was agreed on. No further ex-

periment in codifi cation was made by the League of Nations aft er 

1930, but on 25 September 1931, the League Assembly adopted an 

important resolution on the procedure of codifi cation, the main 

theme of which was the strengthening of the infl uence of govern-

ments at every stage of the codifi cation process.

PROVISIONS OF THE UNITED NATIONS 
CHARTER
Article I of the UN Charter calls for the adjustment or settlement 

of international disputes by peaceful means in conformity with 

the principles of justice and international law. In Article 13, the 

charter also requires the General Assembly to “initiate studies and 

make recommendations for the purpose of … encouraging the 

progressive development of international law and its codifi cation.” 

To help it fulfi ll this mandate, the General Assembly set up two 

law commissions.

Th e International Law Commission was established in 1947 as a 

permanent subsidiary organ with its own separate statute. It began 

meeting in 1949 and since that time has completed a signifi cant 

body of work.

At its 1966 session, the General Assembly established another 

commission with the specifi c object of promoting the harmoniza-

tion and unifi cation of international law in the fi eld of trade. Th e 

UN Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) held 

its fi rst meeting in 1968.

INTERNATIONAL LAW COMMISSION
Like the judges of the International Court of Justice, the 34 (origi-

nally 15) members of the International Law Commission are not 

representatives of governments. Instead, they are chosen in their 

individual capacity “as persons of recognized competence in in-

ternational law” and with due consideration to representation of 

“the main forms of civilization” and “the principal legal systems of 

the world.” No two members of the commission may be nation-

als of the same country. Th ey are elected for fi ve-year terms by 

the General Assembly, from a list of candidates nominated by UN 

member states.

Th e members of the International Law Commission do not 

serve in a full-time capacity on the International Law Commis-

sion and need not give up their other professional activities. Until 

1997, they met each year, normally in Geneva, for a session of ap-

proximately 12 weeks. In 1997, the General Assembly authorized 

the commission to hold its 50th session in two parts: the fi rst to 

be held in Geneva from 27 April to 12 June 1998, and the second 

in New York, from 27 July to 14 August 1998. In 1998 the com-

mission was authorized to convene one 12-week session in 1999, 

which was held in Geneva. Geneva was again the site in 2000, but 

the General Assembly saw fi t to divide the commission’s work into 

two parts for this, its 52nd session. In 2006, the commission’s 58th 

session was held in two parts, from 1 May to 9 June, and from 3 

July to 11 August. Th e various topics under consideration are usu-

ally assigned to individual members, who then serve as special 

rapporteurs on the item concerned, carry out the necessary stud-

ies between sessions, and submit reports to the commission at its 

annual sessions.

Functions

Although the UN Charter does not lay down any principles for de-

termining a desirable “progressive development” of international 

law, Article 1 of the Statute of the International Law Commission 
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provides that the “Commission shall have for its object the promo-

tion of the progressive development of international law and its 

codifi cation.” From the outset the discussions in the International 

Law Commission and the General Assembly have made very clear 

the main considerations involved. Th e traditional legal norms pre-

vailing at the time of the San Francisco Conference were inherited 

from an era when world politics was dominated by a handful of 

Western European nations. As a consequence, international law 

itself refl ected the values and interests of those nations. In essence, 

therefore, what has been required is an adjustment of the entire 

international legal order so as to take account of the interests and 

traditions of a much broader community of nations.

Article 15 of the Statute of the International Law Commission 

defi nes “progressive development” as the preparation of draft  con-

ventions on subjects which have not yet been regulated by inter-

national law, or in regard to which the law has not yet been suffi  -

ciently developed in the practice of states. It defi nes “codifi cation” 

as meaning the more precise formulation and systemization of 

rules of international law in fi elds where there already has been 

extensive state practice, precedent, and doctrines.

Progressive Development. Under the Statute of the International 

Law Commission, proposals for the progressive development of 

international law are not formulated by the commission, but are 

referred to it by the General Assembly, or by members of the Unit-

ed Nations and other authorized agencies. On the other hand, the 

commission itself may select topics for codifi cation.

Progressive development of international law is a conscious ef-

fort towards the creation of new rules of international law, wheth-

er by means of the regulation of a new topic or by means of the 

comprehensive vision of existing rules. Accordingly, the draft ers 

of the statute considered that when the commission is engaged in 

the progressive development of any branch of law, the consumma-

tion of the work could be achieved only by means of an interna-

tional convention. Th us the statute contemplates that the commis-

sion prepares a draft  convention, and the General Assembly then 

decides whether steps should be taken to bring about the conclu-

sion of an international convention.

Codifi cation. On the other hand, when the commission’s task is 

one of codifi cation (the mere precise formulation and systemati-

zation of existing customary law), the statute envisages two other 

possible conclusions to its work: (a) simple publication of its re-

port; and (b) a resolution of the General Assembly, taking note 

of or adopting the report. Th e statute also lays down the specifi c 

steps to be taken by the commission in the course of its work on 

progressive development and on codifi cation.

Methods of Work

Th e commission follows essentially the same method for both 

progressive development and codifi cation. A “special rapporteur” 

is appointed for each topic; an appropriate plan of work is formu-

lated; where desirable, governments are requested to furnish the 

texts of relevant laws, decrees, judicial decisions, treaties, and dip-

lomatic correspondence; the special rapporteur submits reports; 

the commission approves a provisional draft  based on those re-

ports in the form of articles, with a commentary setting forth prec-

edents, any divergence of views, and alternative solutions consid-

ered. Th e provisional draft  is issued as a commission document 

and submitted to the General Assembly, and also to governments 

for their written observations. On the basis of comments received 

from governments, together with any comments made in the de-

bates of the Sixth Committee of the General Assembly, the special 

rapporteur submits a further report, recommending the changes 

in the provisional draft  that seem appropriate. Th e commission 

then, on the basis of that report and the comments, adopts a fi nal 

draft . Th e fi nal draft  is submitted to the General Assembly with a 

recommendation regarding further action.

Special Assignments. Th e General Assembly has from time to 

time requested the International Law Commission to examine 

particular texts or to report on particular legal problems. For ex-

ample, at the specifi c request of the General Assembly, the com-

mission dealt with the following topics: draft  declaration on the 

rights and duties of states (1949); formulation of the Nürnberg 

principles (1950); questions of international criminal jurisdiction 

(1950); the question of defi ning aggression (1951); reservations to 

multilateral conventions (1951); draft  code of off enses against the 

peace and security of mankind (1951 and 1954); extended partici-

pation in general multilateral treaties concluded under the aus-

pices of the League of Nations (1962); question of the protection 

and inviolability of diplomatic agents and other persons entitled 

to special protection under international law (1972); and review of 

the multilateral treaty-making process (1979). Th e commission’s 

reports on some of these topics were presented in the form of draft  

articles with commentaries. Conclusions reached on some other 

topics did not lend themselves to draft  articles.

Scope of the Commission’s Work

Th e General Assembly does not assign all legal issues with which 

it is concerned to the International Law Commission. Th us, the 

legal aspect of an agenda item that relates to another sphere of the 

General Assembly’s work is oft en handled by a special committee 

set up to study that particular subject. Th is is the case, for example, 

with the legal aspects of the peaceful uses of outer space and with 

many matters of human rights and economic and social develop-

ment. On occasion, too, the General Assembly has established a 

special committee to consider certain legal topics that directly af-

fect the conduct of nations in the area of international peace and 

security and are therefore highly political. Th us, the agenda item 

entitled “Consideration of principles of international law concern-

ing friendly relations and cooperation among states in accordance 

with the Charter of the United Nations” was assigned to a special 

31-member committee. Aft er eight years of discussion, the com-

mittee completed a draft  declaration, as requested, in time for the 

commemorative session to celebrate the UN’s 25th anniversary in 

1970. Th e declaration embodies seven principles: the nonuse of 

force, peaceful settlement of disputes, nonintervention, sovereign 

equality, the duty to cooperate, equal rights and self-determina-

tion, and fulfi llment of obligations under the charter.

Another example of a legal topic having a strongly political char-

acter is the defi nition of aggression. Th e International Law Com-

mission originally was asked to draw up a defi nition of aggression. 

Th e task was taken over by the General Assembly only aft er the 

commission had failed to reach agreement. A special committee 

of the General Assembly draft ed the text of the Defi nition of Ag-

gression, which was adopted by the General Assembly in 1974.

Another special committee of the General Assembly draft ed 

the International Convention on the Taking of Hostages, which 

International Law
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was adopted in 1979, and still another prepared the draft  of what 

became, aft er being approved by the General Assembly in 1982, 

the Manila Declaration on the Peaceful Settlement of Interna-

tional Disputes. A special committee, originally established by the 

General Assembly in 1977, completed a draft  Declaration on the 

Enhancement of the Eff ectiveness of the Principle of Refraining 

from the Th reat or Use of Force in International Relations, which 

the General Assembly approved in 1987. Th e General Assembly 

also has established an ad hoc committee to recommend practical 

measures for elimination of the problem of international terror-

ism. Th e committee, in 1979, submitted its fi nal report and recom-

mendations to the General Assembly, which welcomed the results 

achieved. In 1980, the General Assembly established an ad hoc 

committee on the draft ing of an international convention against 

the recruitment, use, fi nancing, and training of mercenaries. Th e 

committee completed its work in 1989. In the same year, the Gen-

eral Assembly adopted a convention on the subject. In 1993, the 

General Assembly entrusted an ad hoc committee with the task 

of elaborating an international convention dealing with the safe-

ty and security of United Nations and associated personnel, with 

particular reference to responsibility for attacks on such person-

nel. Th e ad hoc committee held its fi rst session in March–April 

1994.

In 1996 the General Assembly established an ad hoc commit-

tee to elaborate an international convention for the suppression of 

terrorist bombings and, subsequently, an international convention 

for the suppression of acts of nuclear terrorism. Th is mandate con-

tinued to be renewed and revised on an annual basis by the Gener-

al Assembly in its resolutions on the topic of measures to eliminate 

international terrorism. In December 2001, the ad hoc committee 

resolved to continue to elaborate a comprehensive convention on 

international terrorism as a matter of urgency, and to formulate a 

joint organized response of the international community to ter-

rorism in all its forms and manifestations.

In 2001, the General Assembly established an ad hoc committee 

for the purpose of considering the elaboration of an internation-

al convention against the reproductive cloning of human beings. 

Th e ad hoc committee met from 25 February to 1 March 2002 to 

consider the elaboration of a mandate for the negotiation of such 

an international convention. Also in 2001, the General Assembly 

established an ad hoc committee on the scope of legal protection 

under the Convention on the Safety of United Nations and Asso-

ciated Personnel, to strengthen and enhance the protective legal 

regime for United Nations and associated personnel.

Topics Selected for Codifi cation

At its fi rst session, in 1949, the commission considered 25 topics 

for possible study. It selected 14 of these for codifi cation. Th e list 

was only provisional, and it was understood that changes might be 

made aft er further study by the commission or in compliance with 

the wishes of the General Assembly. Th e list, however, still consti-

tutes the commission’s basic long-term program of work.

Topics on which the commission has completed its work and 

submitted fi nal draft s or reports to the General Assembly in-

clude the following: rights and duties of states; ways and means 

for making the evidence of customary international law more 

readily available; formulation of Nürnberg principles; the ques-

tion of international criminal jurisdiction; reservations to multi-

lateral conventions; the question of defi ning aggression; nation-

ality, including statelessness; law of the sea; arbitral procedure; 

diplomatic intercourse and immunities; extended participation in 

general multilateral treaties concluded under the auspices of the 

League of Nations; law of treaties; special missions; relations be-

tween states and international organizations; succession of states 

in respect of treaties; question of protection and inviolability of 

diplomatic agents and other persons entitled to special protection 

under international law; the most-favored-nation clause; succes-

sion of states in respect of matters other than treaties; question 

of treaties concluded between states and international organiza-

tions or between two or more international organizations; status 

of the diplomatic courier and the diplomatic bag not accompa-

nied by diplomatic courier; jurisdictional immunities of states and 

their property; nationality in relation to the succession of states; 

responsibility of states for internationally wrongful acts; and in-

ternational liability for injurious consequences arising out of acts 

not prohibited by international law (prevention of transboundary 

damage from hazardous activities).

Th e Sixth Committee itself sometimes functions as a codifi ca-

tion body. On two occasions, with regard to the topics “Special 

Missions” and “Draft  Convention on the Prevention and Punish-

ments of Crimes against Diplomatic Agents and other Interna-

tionally Protected Persons,” the Sixth Committee was assigned the 

fi nalization of the relevant conventions. Th e General Assembly 

subsequently adopted both conventions.

In 1994, the General Assembly, on the recommendation of the 

Sixth Committee, established an ad hoc committee to elaborate an 

international convention dealing with the safety and security of 

UN personnel. Th e committee’s task was to consolidate, in a single 

document, the set of principles and obligations contained in exist-

ing treaties as well as to codify customary international law. Th e 

Sixth Committee also convened in New York in 1995 a United Na-

tions Congress on Public International Law as part of the activities 

of the UN Decade for International Law (1990–1999).

Extended Participation in Multilateral Treaties Concluded 

Under the Auspices of the League of Nations

Th e commission’s conclusions on the question of extended par-

ticipation in multilateral treaties concluded under the auspices of 

the League of Nations were submitted to the General Assembly 

in 1963. On the basis of those conclusions, the General Assembly 

decided that it was the appropriate organ of the UN to exercise the 

functions of the League Council with respect to 21 general multi-

lateral treaties of a technical and nonpolitical character concluded 

under the auspices of the former world body.

Law of Treaties

Th e most far-reaching task undertaken by the International Law 

Commission has been its work on the law of treaties—the laws 

governing the way in which treaties are to be negotiated, adopt-

ed, altered, and abrogated. Th e commission, which began work on 

this project in 1949, fi nally completed it in 1966, aft er 18 sessions. 

Th roughout this period, the commission regularly submitted pro-

visional draft  articles to the General Assembly’s Sixth Committee 

and to individual governments for comment. Accordingly, the fi -

nal draft  of 75 articles adopted by the commission and submitted 

to the General Assembly’s 1966 session included many revisions. 

At a conference that met in two sessions in Vienna in 1968 and 

International Law
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1969, the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties was adopted. 

It came into force in 1980.

During the preparation of the draft  articles on the law of trea-

ties, the commission considered whether the articles should apply 

not only to treaties between states but also to treaties concluded 

by other entities, particularly by international organizations. Th e 

commission decided to confi ne its work to treaties between states, 

but following adoption of the Vienna Convention on the Law of 

Treaties, it took up, in consultation with the principal internation-

al organizations, the question of treaties concluded between states 

and international organizations or between two or more interna-

tional organizations.

At a conference that met in Vienna in 1986, the Vienna Conven-

tion on the Law of Treaties Between States and International Or-

ganizations or Between International Organizations was adopted.

Law of the Sea

In accordance with its 1949 program, the commission worked for 

a number of years on the codifi cation of the law of the sea. Fol-

lowing a request of the 1954 General Assembly, the commission 

grouped together the articles that it had previously adopted and 

submitted a fi nal draft  on the law of the sea in 1956. Th e General 

Assembly called a special conference on the law of the sea at Ge-

neva in 1958. At that conference, four conventions were adopted: 

(1) the Convention on the High Seas, which came into force on 30 

September 1962; (2) the Convention on the Continental Shelf, on 

24 April 1964; (3) the Convention on the Territorial Sea and the 

Contiguous Zone, on 10 September 1964; and (4) the Convention 

on Fishing and Conservation of the Living Resources of the High 

Seas, on 20 March 1966. (See also the chapter on the Law of the 

Sea.)

Reduction of Statelessness

In 1954, the commission prepared two draft s, one for a conven-

tion on the elimination of statelessness and another, which would 

impose fewer obligations on states, on the reduction of stateless-

ness. General Assembly discussions showed that the fi rst and 

more sweeping draft  had no chance of acceptance. Even the mea-

sures on which countries would have to agree in order to reduce 

the number of stateless persons raised so many problems that two 

special conferences were eventually required, one in 1959 and one 

in 1961, to arrive at a Convention on the Reduction of Stateless-

ness. It came into force in 1975.

Diplomatic and Consular Relations

In 1959, the commission adopted fi nal draft  articles on diplomatic 

intercourse and immunities. Th e General Assembly endorsed the 

draft s and convened an international conference, which met in Vi-

enna in 1961 and adopted the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic 

Relations and two optional protocols, one concerning acquisition 

of nationality and the other compulsory settlement of disputes. 

Th e convention adapts to twentieth century requirements the 

rules for diplomatic intercourse formulated by the 1815 Congress 

of Vienna, which since that time have essentially governed diplo-

matic relations. It came into force on 24 April 1964.

Final draft  articles on consular relations were submitted by the 

commission to the General Assembly in 1961. On the basis of 

these draft s, an international conference, held in Vienna in 1963, 

adopted the Vienna Convention on Consular Relations and two 

protocols. It came into force in 1967.

Special Missions

In 1968 and 1969, the General Assembly considered the ques-

tion of a draft  convention on special missions on the basis of draft  

articles prepared by the commission. On 8 December 1969, the 

General Assembly adopted the Convention on Special Missions 

and an optional protocol concerning the compulsory settlement 

of disputes. Th e convention, which came into force on 21 June 

1985, provides rules applying to forms of ad hoc diplomacy—itin-

erant envoys, diplomatic conferences, and special missions sent to 

a state for limited purposes—that are not covered by the Vienna 

conventions of 1961 and 1963 relating to diplomatic and consular 

relations among states.

Protection of Diplomats

In 1973, the General Assembly adopted the Convention on the 

Prevention and Punishment of Crimes Against Internationally 

Protected Persons, Including Diplomatic Agents, on the basis of 

draft  articles prepared by the commission. Th e convention’s pre-

amble states that crimes against diplomatic agents and other in-

ternationally protected persons, jeopardizing their safety, create 

a serious threat to the maintenance of normal international rela-

tions necessary for cooperation among states. It came into force 

on 20 February 1977.

Relations Between States and International Organizations

On the basis of draft  articles prepared by the commission, the Vi-

enna Convention on the Representation of States in Th eir Rela-

tions with International Organizations of a Universal Character 

was adopted in 1975 by an international conference.

Succession of States

Work on the subject of the succession of states was begun by the 

commission in 1962. Succession of states deals with cases in which 

dependent territories gain independence, as well as those involv-

ing the transfer of territory and the union, dissolution, and sepa-

ration of states. In 1967, the commission divided the subject into 

three subtopics: succession in regard to treaties; in regard to mat-

ters other than treaties; and in regard to membership of interna-

tional organizations.

Subsequently, two conferences were convened by the General 

Assembly to consider the subject on the basis of draft s prepared 

by the commission. Th e fi rst conference, held in April 1977 and 

resumed in August 1978, adopted the Vienna Convention on Suc-

cession of States in Respect of Treaties. Th e second, which met 

in March–April 1983, adopted the Vienna Convention on Succes-

sion of States in Respect of State Property, Archives and Debts. In 

1999 the commission adopted draft  articles on the nationality of 

natural persons in relation to the succession of states.

Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Th eir Property

Th e commission completed its work on this topic in 1991 and rec-

ommended that the General Assembly convene an international 

conference to examine the 22 draft  articles and conclude a con-

vention. Th e Sixth Committee examined the draft  articles in a 

working group in 1992 and 1993 in order to resolve diff erences 

of views on some of the substantive issues raised. Th en, the Gen-

eral Assembly, in resolution 55/150 of 12 December 2000, decided 
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to establish an ad hoc committee on jurisdictional immunities of 

states and their property, to further the work done, consolidate 

areas of agreement and resolve outstanding issues undertaken by 

the International Law Commission at its 43rd session, and also on 

discussions of the Sixth Committee. Th e ad hoc committee was 

convened at United Nations Headquarters from 4 to 15 February 

2002, and met again in 2003 and 2004.

International Criminal Court

In 1992 the UN General Assembly requested that the Commis-

sion elaborate a Draft  Statute for an International Criminal Court, 

which could prosecute persons for serious crimes under interna-

tional law. Th e commission completed the draft  statute in 1994, 

and included crimes under general international law such as geno-

cide, aggression, serious violations of humanitarian law, crimes 

against humanity, unlawful seizure of aircraft , apartheid, and hos-

tage taking. Th e Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court 

was adopted by a diplomatic conference of plenipotentiaries on 17 

July 1998. Th e statute was to remain open for signature in Rome 

until 17 October 1998, aft er which it remained open for signature 

at the UN Headquarters in New York until 31 December 2000. 

Th e Rome Statute entered into force on 1 July 2002. As of 14 No-

vember 2005, 100 states were parties to the statute.

TOPICS PENDING BEFORE THE GENERAL 
ASSEMBLY

Diplomatic Protection

Th e commission completed its work on the topic of the diplomat-

ic courier in 1989 and recommended that the General Assembly 

convene an international conference of plenipotentiaries to exam-

ine the draft  articles and conclude a convention on the subject. 

Th e Sixth Committee of the General Assembly considered the is-

sue in 1990, 1991, and 1992 and decided to return to it at its 49th 

session in 1995. Th e 50th session of the General Assembly in 1996 

invited governments to submit comments regarding the commis-

sion’s suggestion to include diplomatic protection as a topic. At its 

54th session in 2002, the commission considered the report of a 

draft ing committee on diplomatic protection, adopted amended 

draft  articles and commentaries to the articles.

Current Topics

Th e following items were on the agenda of the commission at its 

58th session (in 2006): diplomatic protection; international liabil-

ity for injurious consequences arising out of acts not prohibited by 

international law (international liability in case of loss from trans-

boundary harm arising out of hazardous activities); responsibil-

ity of international organizations; shared natural resources; uni-

lateral acts of states; reservations to treaties; expulsion of aliens; 

eff ects of armed confl icts on treaties; the obligation to extradite or 

prosecute (aut dedere aut judicare); fragmentation of international 

law: diffi  culties arising from the diversifi cation and expansion of 

international law.

UN COMMISSION ON INTERNATIONAL 
TRADE LAW (UNCITRAL)
Like the International Law Commission, UNCITRAL is a per-

manent subsidiary organ of the General Assembly, which elects 

its members, observing the principle of balance among the geo-

graphical regions and the main economic and legal systems of the 

world.

In contrast to the International Law Commission, whose mem-

bers serve in their individual capacities, the UN Commission on 

International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) is composed of the rep-

resentatives of 60 (originally 29) states. Members serve six-year 

terms and are eligible for reelection. States not members of UN-

CITRAL, representatives of United Nations organs (the IMF and 

the World Bank), and some other international organizations (for 

example, the Inter-American Development Bank and the former 

Organization of African Unity, now African Union) may attend its 

sessions as observers.

Th e commission holds one regular session a year. As of 14 June 

2004, the members of UNCITRAL (and the years their member-

ships expire) were: Algeria (2010), Argentina (2007), Australia 

(2010), Austria (2010), Belarus (2010), Belgium (2007), Benin 

(2007), Brazil (2007), Cameroon (2007), Canada (2007), Chile 

(2007), China (2007), Colombia (2010), Croatia (2007), Czech 

Republic (2010), Ecuador (2010), Fiji (2010), France (2007), Ga-

bon (2010), Germany (2007), Guatemala (2010), India (2010), 

Iran (Islamic Republic of) (2010), Israel (2010), Italy (2004), Japan 

(2007), Jordan (2007), Kenya (2010), Lebanon (2010), Lithuania 

(2007), Madagascar (2010), Mexico (2007), Mongolia (2010), Mo-

rocco (2007), Nigeria (2010), Pakistan (2010), Paraguay (2010), 

Poland (2010), Qatar (2007), Republic of Korea (2007), Russian 

Federation (2007), Rwanda (2007), Sierra Leone (2007), Singa-

pore (2007), South Africa (2007), Spain (2010), Sri Lanka (2007), 

Sweden (2007), Switzerland (2010), Th ailand (2010), Th e former 

Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (2007), Tunisia (2007), Turkey 

(2007), Uganda (2010), United Kingdom of Great Britain and 

Northern Ireland (2007), United States of America (2010), Uru-

guay (2007), Venezuela (2010), and Zimbabwe (2010).

Between sessions, working groups designated by the commis-

sion meet on specifi c topics such as electronic commerce, interna-

tional contract practices, arbitration, and insolvency law.

Functions

A clear understanding of the respective rights and obligations of 

buyers, sellers, and other commercial parties facilitates the fl ow 

of trade from one country to another. When the laws of countries 

in this fi eld are at variance, impediments may arise. In establish-

ing UNCITRAL, the UN recognized that there was a need for it to 

play a more active role in removing or reducing legal obstacles to 

international trade.

UNCITRAL is charged with the task of seeking to resolve dif-

ferences in national laws by providing texts that may become the 

basis of international conventions or other agreements. Th e 1966 

General Assembly resolution establishing UNCITRAL invests it 

with seven specifi c functions in the furtherance of “progressive 

harmonization and unifi cation of the law of international trade”: 

coordinating the work of international organizations active in this 

fi eld; promoting wider participation in existing international con-

ventions, preparing new international conventions; promoting the 

means of ensuring the uniform interpretation and application of 

international conventions, collecting and disseminating informa-

tion on national legislation and legal development in the fi eld of 

international law; maintaining a close collaboration with UNC-
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TAD; and maintaining liaison with other concerned UN organs 

and specialized agencies.

Th e Work of UNCITRAL

Th e commission draws up its own program of work, subject to the 

approval of the General Assembly. It selects topics that are both 

intrinsically capable of unifi cation and ripe for fi nal settlement by 

virtue of a suffi  ciently close convergence in their treatment among 

bodies of national law. Th ree topics have been given priority: the 

international sale of goods, international payments, and commer-

cial arbitration.

Th e fi rst treaty elaborated under the auspices of UNCITRAL 

was the Convention on the Limitation Period on the International 

Sale of Goods, adopted in 1974 and called the “Limitation Con-

vention.” Th e convention fi xes at four years the period of time 

in which parties to a contract for the international sale of goods 

may sue under the contract, and it regulates various matters in 

regard to the commencement, prolongation, and termination of 

that period.

Other treaties elaborated by UNCITRAL include the UN Con-

vention on the Carriage of Goods by Sea, adopted at Hamburg, 

Germany, in 1978 (the “Hamburg Rules”), which entered into 

force in 1992; the UN Convention on Contracts for the Interna-

tional Sale of Goods, adopted in 1980 (the “United Nations Sales 

Convention”); the 1988 Convention on International Bills of Ex-

change and International Promissory Notes (the “UNCITRAL 

Bills and Notes Convention”); the 1991 United Nations Conven-

tion on the Liability of Operators of Transport Terminals in Inter-

national Trade (the “United Nations Terminal Operators Conven-

tion”); and the 1995 United Nations Convention on Independent 

Guarantees and Stand-by Letters of Credit.

A growing area of work for UNCITRAL in the 1990s was model 

laws, which become the basis or guidelines for national legislation. 

Model laws have been issued on international credit transfers (in 

1992); procurement of goods, construction, and services (1994); 

electronic commerce (1996); and cross-border insolvency (1997).

UNCITRAL also conducts a substantial training and techni-

cal assistance program, designed to disseminate information con-

cerning UNCITRAL legal texts to government offi  cials, legisla-

tors, practicing lawyers, judges, traders, and academics.
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U N I V E R S A L  D E C L A R AT I O N  O F 
H U M A N  R I G H T S

On 10 December 1948 the General Assembly of the United Na-

tions adopted and proclaimed the Universal Declaration of Hu-

man Rights. Following this act, the Assembly called upon all mem-

ber countries to publicize the text of the Declaration and “to cause 

it to be disseminated, displayed, read and expounded principally 

in schools and other educational institutions, without distinction 

based on the political status of countries or territories.” Th e full 

text of the fi nal authorized version follows. Th e UN celebrated the 

declaration’s 50th anniversary in 1998 with a special program of 

events at its headquarters.

PREAMBLE
Whereas recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal 

and inalienable rights of all members of the human family is the 

foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world,

Whereas disregard and contempt for human rights have result-

ed in barbarous acts which have outraged the conscience of man-

kind, and the advent of a world in which human beings shall enjoy 

freedom of speech and belief and freedom from fear and want has 

beep proclaimed as the highest aspiration of the common people,

Whereas it is essential, if man is not to be compelled to have 

recourse, as a last resort, to rebellion against tyranny and oppres-

sion, that human rights should be protected by the rule of law,

Whereas it is essential to promote the development of friendly 

relations between nations,

Whereas the peoples of the United Nations have in the Charter 

reaffi  rmed their faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity 

and worth of the human person and in the equal rights of men and 

women and have determined to promote social progress and bet-

ter standards of life in larger freedom,

Whereas Member States have pledged themselves to achieve, in 

co-operation with the United Nations, the promotion of univer-

sal respect for and observance of human rights and fundamental 

freedoms,

Whereas a common understanding of these rights and freedoms 

is of the greatest importance for the full realization of this pledge,

Now, Th erefore, 

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
proclaims

THIS UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF 
HUMAN RIGHTS

as a common standard of achievement for all peoples and all na-

tions, to the end that every individual and every organ of society, 

keeping this Declaration constantly in mind, shall strive by teach-

ing and education to promote respect for these rights and free-

doms and by progressive measures, national and international, to 

secure their universal and eff ective recognition and observance, 

both among the peoples of Member States themselves and among 

the peoples of territories under their jurisdiction.

Article 1

All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights 

Th ey are endowed with reason and conscience and should act to-

wards one another in a spirit of brotherhood.

Article 2

Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this 

Declaration, without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, 

sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or so-

cial origin, property, birth or other status. Furthermore, no dis-

tinction shall be made on the basis of the political, jurisdictional 

or international status of the country or territory to which a per-

son belongs, whether it be independent, trust, non-self-governing 

or under any other limitation of sovereignty.

Article 3

Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person.

Article 4

No one shall be held in slavery or servitude; slavery and the slave 

trade shall be prohibited in all their forms.

Article 5

No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or de-

grading treatment or punishment.

Article 6

Everyone has the right to recognition everywhere as a person 

before the law.

Article 7

All are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimi-

nation to equal protection of the law All are entitled to equal pro-

tection against any discrimination in violation of this Declaration 

and against any incitement to such discrimination.

Article 8

Everyone has the right to an eff ective remedy by the competent 

national tribunals for acts violating the fundamental rights grant-

ed him by the constitution or by law.

Article 9

No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention or exile.

Article 10

Everyone is entitled in full equality to a fair and public hearing by 

an independent and impartial tribunal, in the determination of 

his rights and obligations and of any criminal charge against him.
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Article 11

(1) Everyone charged with a penal off ense has the right to be pre-

sumed innocent until proved guilty according to law in a pub-

lic trial at which he has had all the guarantees necessary for his 

defense.

(2) No one shall be held guilty of any penal off ense on account of 

any act or omission which did not constitute a penal off ense, un-

der national or international law, at the time when it was commit-

ted Nor shall a heavier penalty be imposed than the one that was 

applicable at the time the penal off ense was committed.

Article 12

No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his priva-

cy, family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honor 

and reputation Everyone has the right to the protection of the law 

against such interference or attacks.

Article 13

(1) Everyone has the right to freedom of movement and residence 

within the borders of each state.

(2) Everyone has the right to leave any country, including his own, 

and to return to his country.

Article 14

(1) Everyone has the right to seek and to enjoy in other countries 

asylum from persecution.

(2) Th is right may not be invoked in the case of prosecutions gen-

uinely arising from non-political crimes or from acts contrary to 

the purposes and principles of the United Nations.

Article 15

(1) Everyone has the right to a nationality.

(2) No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his nationality nor de-

nied the right to change his nationality.

Article 16

(1) Men and women of full age, without any limitation due to race, 

nationality or religion, have the right to marry and to found a fam-

ily Th ey are entitled to equal rights as to marriage, during mar-

riage and at its dissolution.

(2) Marriage shall be entered into only with the free and full con-

sent of the intending spouses.

(3) Th e family is the natural and fundamental group unit of soci-

ety and is entitled to protection by society and the State.

Article 17

(1) Everyone has the right to own property alone as well as in as-

sociation with others.

(2) No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his property.

Article 18.

Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and re-

ligion; this right includes freedom to change his religion or be-

lief, and freedom, either alone or in community with others and 

in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief in teaching, 

practice, worship and observance.

Article 19

Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this 

right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and 

to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any 

media and regardless of frontiers.

Article 20

(1) Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and 

association.

(2) No one may be compelled to belong to an association.

Article 21

(1) Everyone has the right to take part in the government of his 

country, directly or through freely chosen representatives.

(2) Everyone has the right of equal access to public service in his 

country.

(3) Th e will of the people shall be the basis of the authority of gov-

ernment; this will shall be expressed in periodic and genuine elec-

tions which shall be by universal and equal suff rage and shall be 

held by secret vote or by equivalent free voting procedures.

Article 22

Everyone, as a member of society, has the right to social security 

and is entitled to realization, through national eff ort and inter-

national co-operation and in accordance with the organization 

and resources of each State, of the economic, social and cultural 

rights indispensable for his dignity and the free development of 

his personality.

Article 23

(1) Everyone has the right to work, to free choice of employment, 

to just and favorable conditions of work and to protection against 

unemployment.

(2) Everyone, without any discrimination, has the right to equal 

pay for equal work.

(3) Everyone who works has the right to just and favorable remu-

neration ensuring for himself and his family an existence worthy 

of human dignity, and supplemented, if necessary, by other means 

of social protection.

(4) Everyone has the right to form and to join trade unions for the 

protection of his interests.

Article 24

Everyone has the right to rest and leisure, including reasonable 

limitation of working hours and periodic holidays with pay.

Article 25

(1) Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the 

health and well-being of himself and of his family, including food, 

clothing, housing and medical care and necessary social services, 

and the right to security in the event of unemployment, sickness, 
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disability, widowhood, old age or other lack of livelihood in cir-

cumstances beyond his control.

(2) Motherhood and childhood are entitled to special care and as-

sistance All children, whether born in or out of wedlock, shall en-

joy the same social protection.

Article 26

(1) Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be free, at 

least in the elementary and fundamental stages Elementary edu-

cation shall be compulsory Technical and professional education 

shall be made generally available and higher education shall be 

equally accessible to all on the basis of merit.

(2) Education shall be directed to the full development of the hu-

man personality and to the strengthening of respect for human 

rights and fundamental freedoms It shall promote understand-

ing, tolerance and friendship among all nations, racial or religious 

groups, and shall further the activities of the United Nations for 

the maintenance of peace.

(3) Parents have a prior right to choose the kind of education that 

shall be given to their children.

Article 27

(1) Everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural life 

of the community, to enjoy the arts and to share in scientifi c ad-

vancement and its benefi ts.

(2) Everyone has the right to the protection of the moral and ma-

terial interests resulting from any scientifi c, literary or artistic pro-

duction of which he is the author.

Article 28

Everyone is entitled to a social and international order in which 

the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration can be fully 

realized.

Article 29

(1) Everyone has duties to the community in which alone the free 

and full development of his personality is possible.

(2) In the exercise of his rights and freedoms, everyone shall be 

subject only to such limitations as are determined by law solely for 

the purpose of securing due recognition and respect for the rights 

and freedoms of others and of meeting the just requirements of 

morality, public order and the general welfare in a democratic 

society.

(3) Th ese rights and freedoms may in no case be exercised con-

trary to the purposes and principles of the United Nations.

Article 30

Nothing in this Declaration may be interpreted as implying for 

any State, group or person any right to engage in any activity or to 

perform any act aimed at the destruction of any of the rights and 

freedoms set forth herein.
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A D D R E S S E S  O F  T H E  P R I N C I PA L 
U N I T E D  N AT I O N S  O R G A N I Z AT I O N S

United Nations Headquarters
One United Nations Plaza
New York, NY 10017
212/963-1234

Center for Human Rights
UN Offi  ce at Geneva
Palais des Nations
CH-1211 Geneva 10
Switzerland

Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the 
Pacifi c (ESCAP)
United Nations Building Rajadamnern Nok Avenue
Bangkok 10200
Th ailand
66/2/288 1234

Economic Commission for Europe (ECE)
Palais des Nations
CH-1211 Geneva 10
Switzerland
41/22/917 4444

Economic and Social Commission for Western Asia 
(ESCWA)
PO Box 11-8575
Riad el-Solh Square
Beirut
Lebanon
961/1/981 301

Economic Commission for Africa (ECA)
PO Box 3001
Addis Ababa
Ethiopia
251/1/51 72 00

Economic Commission for Latin America and the 
Caribbean (ECLAC)
Av. Dag Hammarskjölk s/n
Vitacura
Santiago
Chile
56/2/471 2000

Th e Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations (FAO)
Via delle Terme di Caracalla
00100 Rome
Italy
39/6/5705 1

FAO
2175 K Street NW, Suite 300
Washington, D.C. 20437
202/653-2400

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
Vienna International Centre
PO Box 100
Wagramerstrasse 5
A-1400 Vienna
Austria
43/1/23600

International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
999 University Street
 Montreal, PQ H3C 5H7
Canada
514/954-8219

International Court of Justice
Peace Palace
2517 KJ
Th e Hague
Th e Netherlands
31/70 302 2323

International Labour Organization (ILO)
4, route des Morillons
 CH-1211 Geneva 22
Switzerland
41/22/799 61 11

International Labour Organization (ILO)
1828 L Street NW #600
Washington, D.C. 20036
202/653-7652

International Labour Organization (ILO)
220 East 42nd Street
Suite 3101
New York, NY 10017
212/697-0150

ILO Publications Center
49 Sheridan Ave.
Albany, NY 12210
518/436-9686

International Maritime Organization (IMO)
4 Albert Embankment
London SE1 7SR
United Kingdom
44/20/7735 7611
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International Monetary Fund (IMF)
700 19th Street NW
Washington, D.C. 20431
202/623-7000

International Narcotics Control Board (INCB)
Vienna International Center
PO Box 500
A-1400 Vienna
Austria
43/1/26060 4163

International Telecommunication Union (ITU)
Place des Nations
CH-1211 Geneva 20
Switzerland
41/22/730 51 15

International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda
Arusha International Conference Center
P.O. Box 6016
Arusha
Tanzania
255/27/2504207-11

International Criminal Tribunal for the Former 
Yugoslavia
PO Box 13888
2501 EW - Th e Hague
Netherlands
31/70/344 53 47

International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD)
Via del Serafi co 107
I-00142 Rome
Italy
39/6/54591

International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD)
1889 F Street NW
Washington, D.C. 20006
202/289-3812

Offi  ce for Outer Space Aff airs
Vienna International Center
 PO Box 500
 A-1400 Vienna
Austria
43/1/26060 4950

UN Commission on International Trade Law 
(UNCITRAL)
Vienna International Center
PO Box 500
A-1400 Vienna
Austria 43/1/26060 4061

UN Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD)
Palais des Nations
8–14 Avenue de la Paix
CH-1211 Geneva 10
Switzerland
41/22/907 1234

UN Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD)
United Nations Headquarters
New York, NY 10017
212/883-0140

UN Department of Public Information (UNDPI)
United Nations
Room S-955
New York, NY 10017
212/963-4475

UN Development Fund for Women (UNIFEM)
304 East 45th Street
New York, NY 10017
212/906-6400

UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)
Case Postale 2500
CH-1211 Geneva
Switzerland
41/22/739 81 11

UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)
United Nations
New York, NY 10017
212/963-6200

UN Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO)
PO Box 300
Vienna International Centre
A-1400 Vienna
Austria
43/1/26026

UN Institute for Training and Research (UNITAR)
Palais des Nations
CH-1211 - Geneva 10
Switzerland
41/22/798 5850

UN International Research Training Institute for the 
Advancement of Women (INSTRAW)
César Nicolás Penson 102-A
Santo Domingo
Dominican Republic
809/685-2111

UN Interregional Crime and Justice Research Institute 
(UNICRI)
Viale Maestro del Lavoro, 10
10127 Turin
Italy
39/011/653 7111

UN Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees 
(UNRWA)
Vienna International Centre
PO Box 700
A-1400 Vienna
Austria
43/1/211 310

Addresses of the Principal United Nations Organizations
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UNRWA Headquarters
Gamal Abdul Nasser St.
Gaza City
Gaza Strip
97/28/677 733

UN Educational, Scientifi c and Cultural Organization 
(UNESCO)
7 Place de Fontenoy
B.P. 3.07 Paris
F-75700 Paris
France
33/1/45 68 10 00

UNESCO
Room DC2-900
Two United Nations Plaza
New York, NY 10017
212/963-5995

UN Children’s Fund (UNICEF)
Th ree United Nations Plaza
New York, NY 10017
212/326-7000

United Nations Centre for Human Settlements 

(UNCHS — Habitat)

PO Box 30030
Nairobi
Kenya
254/2/621234

United Nations Development Program (UNDP)
One United Nations Plaza
New York, NY 10017
212/906 5000

United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)
PO Box 30552
Nairobi
Kenya
254/2/62 1234

United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)
United Nations
Room DC2-803
New York, NY 10017
212/963-8210

United Nations Fund for Population Activities (UNFPA)
220 East 42nd St
New York, NY 10017
212/297-5020

United Nations International Drug Control Programme 
(UNDCP)
Vienna International Centre
PO Box 500
A-1400 Vienna
Austria
43/1/211 31 4115

United Nations Offi  ce at Vienna (UNOV)
Vienna International Center
PO Box 500 (Wagrammer Strasse 5)
A-1400 Vienna
Austria
43/1/211 310

United Nations Offi  ce for Drug Control and Crime 
Prevention (ODCCP)
UN International Center
PO Box 500
A-1400 Vienna
Austria
43/1/26060 0

United Nations Research Institute for Social 
Development (UNRISD)
Palais des Nations
CH-1211 Geneva 10
Switzerland
41/22/917 3020

United Nations University (UNU)
53–70 Jingumae 5-chome
Shibuya-ku
Tokyo 150–8925
Japan
81/3/3499 2811

United Nations University (UNU)
United Nations
Room DC2-1462
New York, NY 10017
212/963-6387

Universal Postal Union (UPU)
Union postale universelle
Weltpoststrasse 4
3000 Berne 15
Switzerland
41/31/350 31 11

World Bank
1818 H Street NW
Washington, D.C. 20433
202/473-1000

World Food Program (WFP)
Via C. G. Viola 68
Parco dei Medici
00148 Rome
Italy
39/6/65131

World Food Program (WFP)
United Nations
Room DC2–2500
New York, NY 10017
212/963-8364

Addresses of the Principal United Nations Organizations
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World Health Organization (WHO)
20 avenue Appia
1211 Geneva 27
Switzerland
41/22/791 21 11

World Health Organization (WHO)
9th Floor
United Nations
New York, NY 10017
212/963-6000

World Health Organization Regional Offi  ce for Africa 
(AFRO)
PO Box No. 6
Brazzaville/Congo
242 83 38 60 or 64

World Health Organization Regional Offi  ce for the 
Americas (AMRO)
525, 23rd Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20037
202/974-3000

World Health Organization Regional Offi  ce for the 
Eastern Mediterranean (EMRO)
Abdul Razzak Al Sanhouri St.
Nasr City
Cairo1
371 Egypt

World Health Organization Regional Offi  ce for Europe 
(EURO)
8, Scherfi gsvej
DK -2100 Copenhagen 0
Tel: +45 39 17 17 17

World Health Organization Regional Offi  ce for South-
East Asia (SEARO)
World Health House
Indraprastha Estate
Mahatma Gandhi Road
New Delhi 110002
India
Tel: +91 11 331 7804 or 11 331 7823

World Health Organization Regional Offi  ce for the 
Western Pacifi c (WPRO)
PO Box 2932
1000 Manila
Philippines
632 528 8001
41/22/739 51 33

World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO)
34 Chemin des Columbettes
CH-1211 Geneva 20
Switzerland
41/22/338 9111

World Meteorological Organization (WMO)
7 bis Avenue de la Paix
CP 2300–1211 Geneva 2
Switzerland
41/22/730 81 11

World Trade Organization (WTO)
Centre William Rappard
154 Rue de Lausanne
1211 Geneva 21
Switzerland

ADDRESSES OF UNITED NATIONS 
INFORMATION CENTERS AND SERVICES

Centers and Services in Africa

Center: United Nations Information Center
 Gamel Abdul Nassar/Liberia Roads
 Post Offi  ce Box 2339

Accra, Ghana
Services to:  Ghana
 Sierra Leone
Center:  United Nations Information Service
 Economic Commission for Africa
 Africa Hall
 Post Offi  ce Box 3001

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
Services to: Ethiopia
Center: United Nations Information Center
 9A, rue Emile Payen
 Boîte Postale 823

Algiers, Algeria
Services to: Algeria
Center: United Nations Information Center
 22, rue Rainitovo, Antsahavola
 Boîte Postale 1348

Antananarivo, Madagascar
Services to: Madagascar
Center: United Nations Information Center
 Avenue Foch
 Case Ortf 15
 Boîte Postale 13210

Brazzaville, Congo
Services to: Congo
Center: United Nations Information Center
 117, avenue de la Révolution
 Boîte Postale 2160

Bujumbura, Burundi
Services to: Burundi
Center: United Nations Information Center
 1 Osiris Street
 Tagher Building (Garden City)
 Boîte Postale 262

Addresses of the Principal United Nations Organizations
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Cairo, Egypt
Services to: Egypt
 Saudi Arabia
Center: United Nations Information Center
 12, Avenue Leopold S. Senghor
 Boîte Postale 154

Dakar, Senegal
Services to: Cape Verde
 Côte d’Ivoire
 Gambia
 Guinea
 Guinea-Bissau
 Mauritania
 Senegal
Center: United Nations Information Center
 Marogoro Road/Sokoine Drive
 Old Boma Building, Ground Floor
 Post Offi  ce Box 9224

Dar es Salaam, Tanzania
Services to: Tanzania
Center: United Nations Information Center
 Sanders House, 2nd Floor
 Cnr. First Street/Jason Moyo Ave.
 Post Offi  ce Box 4408

Harare, Zimbabwe
Services to: Zimbabwe
Center: United Nations Information Center
 United Nations Compound
 Gamma’a Avenue
 Post Offi  ce Box 1992

Khartoum, Sudan
Services to: Somalia
 Sudan
Center: United Nations Information Center
 Bâtiment Deuxième République
 Boulevard du 30 Juin
 Boîte Postale 7248

Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of the Congo
Services to: Democratic Republic of the Congo
Center: United Nations Information Center
 17 Kingsway Road, Ikoyi
 Post Offi  ce Box 1068

Lagos, Nigeria
Services to: Nigeria
Center: United Nations Information Center
 107, Boulevard du 13 Janvier
 Boîte Postale 911

Lomé, Togo
Services to: Benin
 Togo
Center: United Nations Information Center
 Revenue House, Ground Floor
 Cairo Road (Northend)
 Post Offi  ce Box 32905

Lusaka, Zambia
Services to: Botswana
 Malawi
 Swaziland
 Zambia
Center: United Nations Information Center
 United Nations Road
 United Nations House
 Post Offi  ce Box 301

Maseru 100, Lesotho
Services to: Lesotho
Center: United Nations Information Center
 UNDP Dubar Building

Monrovia, Liberia
Services to: Liberia
Center: United Nations Information Center
 United Nations Offi  ce Post Offi  ce
 Box 30552

Nairobi, Kenya
Services to: Kenya
 Seychelles
 Uganda
Center: United Nations Information Center
 14, Avenue Georges Konseiga
 Secteur No. 4
 Boîte Postale 135

Ouagadougou 01, Burkina Faso
Services to: Burkina Faso
 Chad
 Mali
 Niger
Center: United Nations Information Center
 Metro Park Building
 351 Schoeman Street
 Post Offi  ce Box 12677

Pretoria, South Africa
Services to: South Africa
Center: United Nations Information Center
 6, Angle avenue Tarik Ibnou Ziyad et Ruet  
 Roudana
 Boîte Postale 601, Casier ONU

Rabat, Morocco
Services to: Morocco
Center: United Nations Information Center
 Muzzafar Al Aft as Street
 Hay El-Andolous 2
 Post Offi  ce Box 286

Tripoli, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya
Services to: Libyan Arab Jamahiriya
Center: United Nations Information Center
 61, Boulevard Bab-Benat
 Boîte Postale 863

Addresses of the Principal United Nations Organizations
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Tunis, Tunisia
Services to: Tunisia
Center: United Nations Information Center
 372 Paratus Building
 Independence Avenue
 Private Bag 13351

Windhoek, Namibia
Services to: Namibia
Center:  United Nations Information Centre
 Immeuble Kamden, Rue 2044
 derriere Camp SIC TSINGA
 Boîte Postale 836

Yaoundé, Cameroon
Services to:  Cameroon
 Central African
 Republic
 Gabon

Centers and Services in the Americas

Center:  United Nations Information Center
 Avda Mariscal López esp. Saraví
 Edifi cio Naciones Unidas
 Casilla de Correo 1107

Asunción, Paraguay
Services to:  Paraguay
Center:  United Nations Information Center
 Calle 100 No. 8A-55, Piso 10
 Edifi cio World Trade Center—Torre “C”
 Apartado Aéreo 058964

Bogotá 2, Colombia
Services to:  Colombia
 Ecuador
 Venezuela
Center:  United Nations Information Center
 Junín 9140, 1er piso

1113 Buenos Aires, Argentina
Services to:  Argentina
 Uruguay
Center:  United Nations Information Center
 Calle 14 esp. S. Bustamante Edifi cio   
 Metrobol II, Calacoto
 Apartado Postal 9072

La Paz, Bolivia
Services to:  Bolivia
Center:  United Nations Information Center
 Lord Cochrane 130
 San Isidro (L-27)
 Apartado Postal 14-0199

Lima, Peru
Services to:  Peru
Center:  United Nations Information Center
 Palacio de la Cultura
 Apartado Postal 3260

Managua, Nicaragua
Services to:  Nicaragua
Center:  United Nations Information Center
 Presidente Mazaryk 29, 6º; Piso
 Col. Chaputelpic Morales

México 11570, D.F.
México
Services to:  Cuba
 Dominican Republic
 Mexico
Center:  United Nations Information Center
 Calle Gerardo Ortega y Ave. Samuel Lewis
 Banco Central Hispano Building, First Floor
 Apartado Postal 6-9083 El Dorado

Panama City, Panama
Services to:  Panama
Center:  United Nations Information Center
 2nd Floor, Bretton Hall
 16 Victoria Ave., Post Offi  ce Box 130

Port of Spain, Trinidad
Services to:  Antigua and Barbuda
 Bahamas
 Barbados
 Belize
 Dominica
 Grenada
 Guyana
 Jamaica
 Netherlands Antilles
 Saint Kitts and Nevis
 Saint Lucia
 Saint Vincent and the Grenadines
 Suriname
 Trinidad and Tobago
Center:  United Nations Information Center
 Palácio Itamaraty
 Avenida Marechal Floriano 196

20080–002 Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brasil
Services to:  Brazil
Center:  United Nations Information Center
 Edifi cio Escalón, 2º; Piso Paseo
 General Escalón y 87 Avenida Norte
 Apartado Postal 2157

San Salvador, El Salvador
Services to:  El Salvador
Center:  United Nations Information Service
 Edifi cio Naciones Unidas
 Avenida Dag Hammarskjöld
 Casilla 179-D

Santiago, Chile
Services to:  Chile
 Center: United Nations Information Center
 1775 K Street, NW, Suite 400
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Washington, D.C. 20006
 United States
Services to:  United States

Centers and Services in Asia and Oceania

Center:  United Nations Information Center
 Birlik Mahallesi, 2 Cadde No. 11
 06610 Cankaya
 P.K. 407

Ankara, Turkey
Services to:  Turkey
Center:  United Nations Information Service
 United Nations Building
 Rajadamnern-Nok Avenue

Bangkok 10200, Th ailand
Services to:  Cambodia
 China
 Hong Kong
 Lao People’s Dem. Republic
 Malaysia
 Singapore
 Th ailand
 Viet Nam
Center:  United Nations Information Center
 Post Offi  ce Box 11–8575–4656
 Riad El-Solh Square

Beirut, Lebanon
Services to:  Jordan
 Kuwait
 Lebanon
 Syrian Arab Republic
Center:  United Nations Information Center
 202-204 Bauddhaloka Mawatha
 Post Offi  ce Box 1505

Colombo 7, Sri Lanka
Services to:  Sri Lanka
Center:  United Nations Information Center
 IDB Bhaban (14th Floor)
 Begum Rokeya Sharani
 Sher-e-Bangla Nagar
 General Post Offi  ce Box 3658

Dhaka 1000, Bangladesh
Services to:  Bangladesh
Center:  United Nations Information Center
 House No. 26, 88th Street, G-6/3
 Post Offi  ce Box 1107

Islamabad, Pakistan
Services to:  Pakistan
Center:  United Nations Information Center
 Gedung Surya, 14th Floor
 Jl. M. H. Th amrin Kavling 9

Jakarta 10350, Indonesia
Services to:  Indonesia
Center:  United Nations Information Center
 Shah Mahmoud Ghazi Watt
 Post Offi  ce Box 5

Kabul, Afghanistan
Services to:  Afghanistan
Center:  United Nations Information Center
 Pulchowk, Patan
 Post Offi  ce Box 107

Pulchowk, Kathmandu, Nepal
Services to:  Nepal
Center:  United Nations Information Center
 United Nations House
 Building 69, Rd. 1901
 Post Offi  ce Box 26004

Manama, Bahrain
Services to:  Bahrain
 Qatar United Arab Emirates
Center:  United Nations Information Center
 NEDA sa Makati Building
  106 Amorsolo Street
 Legaspi Village, Makati City, 1229
  Post Offi  ce Box 7285 (ADC)

Metro Manila, Philippines
Services to:  Papua New Guinea
 Philippines
 Solomon Islands
Center:  United Nations Information Center
 55 Lodi Estate

New Delhi 110 003, India
Services to:  Bhutan
 India
Center:  United Nations Information Center
 46–48 York Street, 5th Floor
 Post Offi  ce Box 4045

Sydney, N.S.W. 2001
 Australia
Services to:  Australia
 Fiji
 Kiribati
 Nauru
 New Zealand
 Tonga
 Tuvalu
 Vanuatu
 Western Samoa
Center:  United Nations Information Center
 185 Ghaemmagham—Farahani St.
 Post Offi  ce Box 15875-4557

Teheran, Iran
Services to:  Iran
Center:  United Nations Information Center
 UNU Building, 8th Floor
 53–70, Jingumae 5-chome
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Shibuya-ku Tokyo 150–0001
 Japan
Services to:  Japan
Center:  United Nations Information Center
 6 Natmauk Road
 Post Offi  ce Box 230

Yangon, Myanmar
Services to:  Myanmar

Centers and Services in Europe

Center:  United Nations Information Center
 36 Amalia Avenue
 GR-10558

Athens, Greece
Services to:  Cyprus
 Greece
 Israel
Center:  United Nations Information Center
 Martin-Luther-King-Strasse 8

D-53175 Bonn, Germany
Services to:  Germany
Center:  United Nations Information Center
 14, rue Montoyer

B-1000 Brussels, Belgium
Services to:  Belgium
 Luxembourg
 Netherlands
 European Union
Center:  United Nations Information Center
 16 Aurel Vlaicu Street
 Post Offi  ce Box 1-701

Bucharest 79362, Romania
Services to:  Romania
Center:  United Nations Information Center
 Midtermolen 3

DK-2100 Copenhagen V, Denmark
Services to:  Denmark
 Finland
 Iceland
 Norway
 Sweden
Center:  United Nations Information Service
 United Nations Offi  ce at Geneva
 Palais des Nations

1211 Geneva 10, Switzerland
Services to:  Bulgaria
 Switzerland
Center:  United Nations Information Center
 Rua Latino Coelho No. 1
 Edifi cio Aviz, Bloco A-1, 10º

1050–132 Lisbon, Portugal
Services to:  Portugal
Center:  United Nations Information Center
 Millbank Tower (21st Floor)
 21–24 Millbank

London SW1P 4QH

 United Kingdom

Services to:  Ireland

 United Kingdom

Center:  United Nations Information Center

 Avenida General Perón, 32-1

 Post Offi  ce Box 3400

28020 Madrid, Spain

Services to:  Spain

Center:  United Nations Information Center

 4/16 Glazovsky pereulok

Moscow 121002, Russian Federation

Services to:  Russian Federation

Center:  United Nations Information Center

 1, rue Miollis

75732, Paris Cedex 15, France

Services to:  France

Center:  United Nations Information Center

 nam. Kinskych 6

150 00 Prague 5, Czech Republic

Services to:  Czech Republic

Center:  United Nations Information Center

 Palazzetto Venezia

 Piazza San Marco 50

00186 Rome, Italy

Services to:  Holy See

 Italy

 Malta

 San Marino

Center:  United Nations Information Service

 United Nations Offi  ce at Vienna

 Vienna International Center

 Wagramerstrasse 5

 Post offi  ce Box 500

A-1400 Vienna, Austria

Services to:  Austria

 Hungary

 Slovakia

 Slovenia

Center:  United Nations Information Center

 Al. Niepodleglosci 186

 Post Offi  ce Box 1

02–514 Warsaw 12, Poland

 Services to: Poland
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U N I T E D  N AT I O N S 
O N L I N E  D ATA B A S E S

Readers with access to a computer and modem can access online 

sources of information about the United Nations via the internet. 

Current United Nations press releases, resolutions, and documents 

and breaking information on the UN’s international conferences 

are maintained on the Internet at www.un.org/News. Many UN 

databases are accessible over the Internet at www.un.org/databas-

es. Th ey include:

UNBISnet  http://unbisnet.un.org

Catalogue of UN publications and documentation indexed by the 

UN Dag Hammarskjöld Library and the Library of the UN Offi  ce 

at Geneva. Also included are non-UN publications held in the col-

lection of the Dag Hammarskjöld Library. UNBISnet coverage is 

primarily from 1979 forward, however, indexing for resolutions 

of the General Assembly, Economic and Social Council, Securi-

ty Council and Trusteeship Council are included back to 1945. 

Also included on UNBISnet are voting records for all resolutions 

which were adopted by the General Assembly beginning with its 

38th session (1983–) and the Security Council beginning with 

its 1st year (1946–). Citations to speeches made in the General 

Assembly beginning with its 38th session (1983–), the Security 

Council beginning with its 38th year (1983–), the Economic and 

Social Council beginning in 1983 and the Trusteeship Council be-

ginning with its 15th special session (1982) can also be found on 

UNBISnet. 

UN-I-QUE (UN Info Quest) 

http://lib-unique.un.org/lib/unique.nsf

Provides quick access to document symbols/sales numbers for 

UN materials (1946 onwards). It does not give full bibliographic 

details nor does it replace existing bibliographic databases (UN-

BISnet, UNBIS Plus on CD-ROM) produced by the Dag Ham-

marskjöld Library. UN-I-QUE focuses upon documents and 

publications of a recurrent nature: annual/sessional reports of 

committees/commissions; annual publications; reports periodi-

cally/irregularly issued; reports of major conferences; statements 

in the General Debate.

UNISPAL (United Nations Information System on the Question 
of Palestine) http://domino.un.org/unispal.nsf
Provides users with full-text documents of the UN system rele-

vant to the question of Palestine and the Arab-Israeli confl ict in 

the Middle East since 1946.

United Nations Treaty Collection  http://untreaty.un.org/
Th is collection includes: status of multilateral treaties deposited 

with the Secretary-General; the United Nations treaty series; texts 

of recently deposited multilateral treaties; photographs of treaty 

signature ceremonies; titles of the multilateral treaties deposited 

with the Secretary-General in the UN offi  cial languages; summa-

ry of practice of the Secretary-General as depositary of multilat-

eral treaties; treaty handbook; monthly statements of treaties and 

international agreements; depositary notifi cations (CNs) by the 

Secretary-General; United Nations treaty series cumulative index; 

notes verbales from the legal counsel relating to the depositary 

practice and the registration of treaties pursuant to Article 102 of 

the Charter.

Millennium Indicators Database 
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/mi/mi_goals.asp
A framework of 8 goals, 18 targets and 48 indicators to measure 

progress towards the Millennium Development goals established 

in 2000. Each indicator is linked to millennium data series as well 

as to background series related to the target in question. 

Social Indicators 
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/demographic/social/default.htm
Social indicators covering a wide range of subject-matter fi elds 

compiled by the UN Statistics Division, Department of Econom-

ic and Social Aff airs of the United Nations Secretariat, and from 

many national and international sources in the global statistical 

system. Th e indicators are: population; youth and elderly popula-

tions; human settlements; water supply and sanitation; housing; 

health; child-bearing; education; illiteracy; income and economic 

activity; and unemployment.

InfoNation 
http://www.un.org/cyberschoolbus/index.html
A global learning project for middle and secondary students with 

statistical information on countries.
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United Nations Population Information Network 

http://www.un.org/popin/

A guide to population statistics on UN system websites.  In-

cludes data, information on publications, conferences, and 

organizations. 

ReliefWeb  http://www.reliefweb.int/w/rwb.nsf

A source of information from OCHA (UN Offi  ce for the Coor-

dination of Humanitarian Aff airs) and its news agency. Contains 

information on the latest updates in humanitarian issues, includ-

ing emergencies and natural disasters. Also contains background 

information by country.

Department of Public Information/Non-governmental 

Organizations Section  http://www.un.org/dpi/ngosection/in-

dex.html

Serves as the liaison between the Department of Public Informa-

tion and NGOs associated with DPI. Th ese organizations dissemi-

nate information about the UN to their constituencies, building 

knowledge of and support for the organization at the grassroots 

level. Currently, close to 1,600 NGOs from all regions of the world 

are associated with DPI.

Readex AccessUN 

http://www.newsbank.com/intl/accessun.html

Although not available for free on the internet, for extensive UN 

documentation, Readex AccessUN, published by NewsBank, is 

used by academic libraries, law school libraries, UN depository 

libraries, and government information centers. AccessUN of-

fers four comprehensive date ranges: 1952–present, 1966–pres-

ent, 1991–present and 1998 onward. It includes: links to related 

full-text documents/sites; access to masthead documents and of-

fi cial records; indexed periodical articles and UN treaties; vot-

ing records in selected summary record and provisional verbatim 

documents.

United Nations Online Databases



U N I T E D  N AT I O N S  D E P O S I T O RY 
L I B R A R I E S

Listed below are the libraries where United Nations publications 

and other documents are available. Specifi c information on hold-

ings is available by contacting the library directly. Many of the US 

depository libraries also have web sites. Up-to-date URLs may be 

looked up at www.un.org/MoreInfo/Deplib/usa.htm.

LIBRARIES IN THE UNITED STATES

Arkansas
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville

California
Los Angeles Public Library, Los Angeles

Stanford University Libraries, Stanford

University of California, Government and Social Science 

Information Service, Berkeley

University of California, Young Research Library, Los Angeles 

Colorado
University of Colorado at Boulder

Connecticut
Yale University Library, New Haven

District of Columbia

Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.

Florida
Florida International University, Steven and Dorothea Green 

Library, Miami

Florida State University, Robert M. Strozier Library, Tallahassee

Nova Southeastern University Law Library, Fort Lauderdale

Hawaii
University of Hawaii Library, Honolulu

Illinois
Illinois Institute of Technology, Library of International Relations, 

Chicago

Northwestern University Library, Evanston

Documents Library, University of Illinois, Urbana

Indiana
Indiana University Library, Government Publications, 

Bloomington

Indiana University School of Law, Ruth Lilly Library, Indianapolis

Iowa
University of Iowa Library, Iowa City

Kansas
University of Kansas, Anschutz Library, Lawrence

Maryland
Johns Hopkins University, Th e Milton S. Eisenhower Library, 

Baltimore

Massachusetts
Harvard College Library, Cambridge

Boston Public Library, Boston

Michigan
University of Michigan, Harlan Hatcher Graduate Library, Ann 

Arbor

Minnesota
University of Minnesota, Wilson Library, Minneapolis

Mississippi
Mississippi State University, Mitchell Memorial Library, 

Mississippi State

Missouri
Southwest Missouri State University, Meyer Library, Springfi eld

Nevada
University of Nevada Library, Reno

New Jersey
Princeton University Library, Princeton

Seton Hall University, University Library, South Orange

New Mexico
Farmington Public Library, Farmington

New York
Columbia University Law Library, New York

Cornell University, Olin Library, Ithaca

Council on Foreign Relations, New York

New York Public Library, Science, Industry and Business Library, 

New York

New York University, Elmer Holmes Bobst Library, New York

St. John’s University, Rittenberg Law Library, Jamaica
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North Carolina
University of North Carolina, Walter Davis Library, Chapel Hill

Ohio
Cleveland Public Library, Cleveland

Pennsylvania
University of Pennsylvania, Van Pelt-Dietrich Library, 

Philadelphia

University of Pittsburgh, Hillman Library, Pittsburgh

Rhode Island
Brown University, Th e John D. Rockefeller, Jr. Library, 

Providence

Tennessee
Vanderbilt University Central Library, Nashville

Texas
University of Texas, Perry-Castañeda Library, Austin

Utah
University of Utah, Marriott Library, Salt Lake City

Virginia
University of Virginia, Alderman Library, Charlottesville

Washington
University of Washington Libraries, Seattle

LIBRARIES IN PUERTO RICO

Puerto Rico
Universidad de Puerto Rico, Sistema de Bibliotecas, San Juan

Pontifi cia Universidad Católica de Puerto Rico, Ponce

LIBRARIES IN THE U.S. VIRGIN ISLANDS

St. Thomas
Virgin Islands Division of Libraries, Archives and Museum, St.  

 Th omas 

LIBRARIES IN CANADA

Alberta
University of Alberta, Rutherford Library, Edmonton

British Columbia
University of British Columbia Library, Vancouver

Manitoba
Legislative Library, Winnipeg

New Brunswick
University of New Brunswick, Harriet Irving Library, Fredericton

Nova Scotia
Dalhousie University, Killam Memorial Library, Halifax

Ontario
Queens University, Joseph S. Stauff er Library, Kingston

University of Ottawa, Bibliothèque Morrisset, Ottawa

University of Toronto Library, Toronto

Québec
McGill University, McLennan Library, Montréal

Université de Montréal, Bibliothèque des Sciences Humaines et 

Sociales, Montréal

Université Laval, Bibliothèque, Québec

Saskatchewan
University of Saskatchewan, Murray Memorial Library, 

Saskatoon

United Nations Depository Libraries



E M P L O Y M E N T  AT  T H E  U N

As of 2006, the UN Secretariat and regional commissions em-

ployed some 14,000 people. Th e mandatory retirement age for 

staff  appointed since January 1990 is 62. Th e UN off ers attractive 

remuneration packages and benefi ts. Starting salaries are based 

upon academic and professional qualifi cations, as well as the level 

of the post. Th e base salary scales are set by the General Assembly. 

Th ere is also a post adjustment element based on the cost of living 

and the rate of exchange of local currency vis-à-vis the US dollar 

at each duty station.

Th e Charter of the UN contains the principle of equality of men 

and women as it relates to the recruitment of all staff . Accordingly, 

the General Assembly set out clear directives aimed at promot-

ing the appointment of women to professional posts as one of the 

main objectives of recruitment policy, with the view of achieving 

a more equitable balance between men and women among the 

staff . 

Vacancies in the Professional category call for persons with 

professional qualifi cations in fi elds related to the work of the UN. 

Special attention is paid to the development and maintenance of 

a proper balance among member states. Entry-level posts, as a 

rule, are fi lled through competitive recruitment examinations and 

interviews organized on a rotational basis for nationals of inad-

equately represented member states. Candidates for posts in the 

Professional category are expected to have an advanced university 

degree in addition to the relevant professional experience. Vacan-

cies for the Professional category occur in the following occupa-

tions: administration; economics; electronic data processing; fi -

nance; language and related work; legal and related work; library; 

public information; social development; and statistics.

Vacancies in the category of General Service occur in the fol-

lowing occupational groups: secretarial and clerical positions; text 

processors; and accounting and statistical clerks. Th e General Ser-

vice staff  of each major offi  ce away from UN headquarters is re-

cruited locally, that is, from the area in which the particular offi  ce 

is located.

Th e specialized agencies (i.e. UNESCO, FAO, IAEA, etc.) con-

duct their own recruitment programs. Th eir clerical and secretari-

al staff  are recruited locally from among the residents of the area 

in which a particular agency is located. 

DEMOGRAPHICS OF THE SECRETARIAT
As of 2005, approximately 3.3% of staff  were in the Director cat-

egory, 35.1% in the Professional category, and 61.1% in the Gen-

eral Service and related categories. More than 72.2% of all staff  

came from 24 member states that each had more than 100 na-

tionals as staff  members. Th ere were more than 400 nationals 

in the Secretariat from each of the following six member states: 

Ethiopia, France, Kenya, the Philippines, the United Kingdom, 

and the United States. Of the 191 member states, 177 were rep-

resented in all staff  categories as compared with 174 for staff  in 

posts subject to geographical distribution. A total of 14 member 

states were unrepresented (Angola, Brunei Darussalam, Comoros, 

Kiribati, Liechtenstein, Marshall Islands, Monaco, Nauru, Palau, 

Samoa, São Tomé and Principe, Timor-Leste, Turkmenistan, and 

the United Arab Emirates). Th e global gender distribution of Sec-

retariat staff  showed an almost evenly balanced female/male staff  

distribution (51.5/48.5). Th is fi gure, however, does not indicate 

signifi cant diff erences in gender representation by grade, category, 

and department or offi  ce. In spite of a general increase in all cat-

egories, the two most senior grades of the Secretariat (Under-Sec-

retary-General and Assistant Secretary-General) had a low female 

representation (23.7%). Female staff  were also poorly represented 

in the Director category (33.25%). In the Professional category, 

the proportion of female staff  was 41.3%. It was higher at entry 

levels, where numbers were close to or above the General Assem-

bly mandate of gender parity. Female staff  constituted the major-

ity in the General Service category. As of 30 June 2005, the average 

age of the staff  was 46 years. More than half—57%—of all Secre-

tariat staff  were older than 45, 27.5% were younger than 40, and 

only 4.6% were younger than 30. Th e average length of service for 

staff  with permanent appointments was 20.7 years (23.7 years for 

Directors, 16 years for Professionals, and 25 years for staff  in the 

General Service and related categories). 

STAFF FIGURES FOR SELECTED UN 
BODIES AND RELATED AGENCIES 
(2006 ESTIMATES)
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UNHCR: 6,540

UNRWA: 24,320

UNU: 210

UNICEF: 7,000

UNCTAD: 400

WFP: 8,830

UNEP: 800

UN-HABITAT: 800

UNRISD: 20

UNIFEM: 200

INSTRAW: 25

FAO: 3,700

UNESCO: 2,840

WHO: 3,500

ICAO: 800

ILO: 2,600

ITU: 880

IMO: 300

WIPO: 940

UNIDO: 900

IAEA: 2,200

WTO (World Trade 

 Organization): 635

IMF: 2,700

World Bank: 10,000



THE UNITED NATIONS
RELATED AGENCIES
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A G E N C I E S  O F  T H E  U N I T E D 
N AT I O N S  S Y S T E M

Th e following organizations are oft en called part of the United Na-

tions “family.” Th e previous chapters have been concerned with the 

organs, programs, or funds of the United Nations that are direct-

ly governed by the General Assembly and/or the Security Coun-

cil, and which have the Secretary General as their executive head. 

Th e following organizations all have their own separate member 

states, governing bodies, executive heads, and secretariats. While 

these organizations are bound to the UN by legal agreements, they 

are not governed directly by UN organs.

Most organizations in the system are related to the United Na-

tions through legal agreements executed pursuant to Articles 57 

and 63 of the Charter. A key purpose of these special agreements, 

as stated in Article 58, was coordination of activities in the pursuit 

of economic, social, and cultural objectives. However, some provi-

sions have never been fully implemented.

Th e Specialized Agencies

Th e ILO, FAO, UNESCO and WHO all had predecessor organiza-

tions in the League of Nations but were re-established as part of 

the UN system between 1946–1994. UNIDO became a full spe-

cialized agency in 1985. Voting in the main governing bodies of 

these agencies is on the same one-nation-one-vote principle as in 

the United Nations.

Technical Agencies

Among this group are the very fi rst truly international organiza-

tions, such as the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) 

and the Universal Postal Union (UPU), which were both estab-

lished over a century ago. Th is group of agencies has a very spe-

cifi c focus, and countries are oft en represented by the head of the 

national ministry in charge of the relevant area, such as weather, 

telecommunications, postal service, intellectual property.

However, the International Atomic Energy Association (IAEA) 

was established in 1956 by the United Nations General Assembly, 

and is legally bound directly to the General Assembly. Th e other 

specialized and technical agencies report to the United Nations 

through the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC).

GATT/WTO
Th e World Trade Organization (WTO) is the successor to the 

General Agreement on Tariff s and Trade (GATT), and serves as 

the legal and institutional foundation of the multilateral trading 

system. Th e WTO helps to legally determine how governments 

frame and carry out domestic trade legislation and regulations. 

Th e WTO also serves as a forum on which international trade re-

lations can develop through collective debate, negotiation, and 

adjudication.

Th e Bretton Woods Institutions

Th e IMF and the World Bank Group are structured very diff erent-

ly from the specialized agencies. Th ese agencies were established 

under the charter of the United Nations at a special conference 

held at Bretton Woods, New Hampshire in 1944. Th e World Bank 

Group comprises fi ve separate organizations: the IBRD, the IDA, 

the IFC, MIGA, and the ICSD. Members of the IBRD can choose 

which of the four remaining organizations they wish to join.

One of the most fundamental diff erences between the UN and 

the Bretton Woods institutions is that voting in these organiza-

tions is governed according to the number of shares held by each 

member state. Th erefore, the wealthier countries have more vot-

ing power.

IFAD, while not a Bretton Woods institution, is a more recent 

addition to the specialized agency family that deals with capital 

funding operations. It raises money through replenishments. Its 

governing council is made up of three groups of countries—in-

dustrialized, oil-producing, and other developing countries. Each 

group has equal voting rights.

THE AGENCIES IN CHRONOLOGICAL 
ORDER—WITH EFFECTIVE DATES OF 
ESTABLISHMENT
Universal Postal Union 1 July 1875

International Labor Organization 11 April 1919

International Telecommunication Union 1 January 1934

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 16  

 October 1945

World Bank (originally International Bank for Reconstruction 

 and Development) 27 December 1945

International Monetary Fund 27 December 1945

United Nations Educational, Scientifi c and Cultural Organization 

 4 November 1946

International Civil Aviation Organization 4 April 1947

World Health Organization 7 April 1948

World Meteorological Organization 23 March 1950

International Atomic Energy Agency 29 July 1957

International Maritime Organization 17 March 1958

World Intellectual Property Organization 26 April 1970

International Fund for Agricultural Development 30 November

 1977

United Nations Industrial Development Organization 1 January

 1986

World Trade Organization (formerly General Agreement on Tar

 iff s and Trade) 1 January 1995

Th e arrangement of articles on the United Nations related agen-

cies follows the order of the chart on the Structure of the United 

Nations System shown in the fi rst chapter. Each article is struc-

tured in the following sections: Background, Creation, Purposes, 

Membership, Structure, Budget, Activities, Bibliography.
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T H E  I N T E R N AT I O N A L  AT O M I C
E N E R G Y  A G E N C Y

( I A E A )

CREATION
Addressing the UN General Assembly in December 1953, US 

president Dwight D. Eisenhower called for the establishment of 

an international atomic energy organization to “serve the peace-

ful pursuits of mankind.” Th e president said that he hoped the 

atomic powers, through such an organization, would dedicate 

“some of their strength to serve the needs rather than the fears of 

mankind.”

President Eisenhower stated that the USSR “must, of course, be 

one” of the countries principally involved in the proposed orga-

nization. Accordingly, as a fi rst step, the US State Department in 

the spring and summer of 1954 submitted a series of memoranda 

to the USSR suggesting the principles that should be incorporated 

in the statute of such an agency. It was, however, impossible for 

the two powers to reach agreement at that time. Th e USSR main-

tained that the issues of disarmament and peaceful uses of atomic 

energy were inseparable and that agreement on a general prohi-

bition of nuclear weapons would have to precede the creation of 

the agency. Th e United States countered with the argument that 

eff ective international control of nuclear weapons would have to 

precede their prohibition, and it announced that it was prepared 

to go ahead with international negotiations even without the par-

ticipation of the USSR.

In the summer of 1954, the United States issued invitations to 

seven other countries, including both “atomic powers” and im-

portant uranium-producing states—Australia, Belgium, Cana-

da, France, Portugal, South Africa, and the United Kingdom—to 

meet with it in Washington, D.C., to prepare a draft  statute for the 

proposed agency. In September, the USSR reversed its previous 

position. It announced its willingness to separate the issues of dis-

armament and peaceful uses of atomic energy and to accept the 

eight-power draft  statute as a basis for further negotiations and 

guidance.

In December 1954, the General Assembly unanimously adopt-

ed an “Atoms for Peace” resolution expressing the hope that the 

International Atomic Energy Agency would be established “with-

out delay” in order to assist “in lift ing the burdens of hunger, pov-

erty and disease.” An international conference on the statute was 

convened at UN headquarters in New York on 20 September 1956, 

with the participation of 81 nations, including some, such as the 

Federal Republic of Germany, that were not yet members of the 

UN itself. Aft er adopting a number of amendments, proposed for 

the most part by the atomic “have-not” powers, the conference 

unanimously adopted the statute as a whole on 26 October 1956.

On 29 July 1957, the statute came into force aft er 26 states had 

deposited instruments of ratifi cation, and the International Atom-

ic Energy Agency offi  cially came into existence. Th e fi rst General 

Conference of the IAEA was held in Vienna in October 1957, at 

which time it was decided to make Vienna the permanent head-

quarters site of the agency. Th e address of the IAEA is Wagramer 

Strasse 5, P.O. Box 100, A-1400 Vienna, Austria.

Additionally, the IAEA maintains fi eld and liaison offi  ces in 

Canada, Geneva, New York, and Tokyo; operates laboratories in 

Austria and Monaco; and supports a research center in Trieste, It-

aly, which is administered by the United Nations Educational and 

Scientifi c Organization (UNESCO).

Th e IAEA and its Director General Mohamed El Baradei were 

jointly awarded the 2005 Nobel Peace Prize for “their eff orts to 

prevent nuclear energy from being used for military purposes and 

to ensure that nuclear energy for peaceful purposes is used in the 

safest possible way.”

PURPOSES
According to the statute of the IAEA, the agency “shall seek to ac-

celerate and enlarge the contribution of atomic energy to peace, 

health and prosperity throughout the world. It shall ensure, so far 

as it is able, that assistance provided by it or at its request or under 

BACKGROUND: Th e UN came into existence at the beginning of the atomic age. Human beings’ 

success in harnessing atomic energy has made the UN’s objectives not only important but even indis-

pensable. Th e primary purpose of the UN is to prevent war. A major war involving the use of atomic 

weapons would be not simply catastrophic but very probably suicidal. Th e second objective of the UN is 

to promote the economic and social welfare of peoples throughout the world. Atomic energy promises 

to contribute greatly to worldwide prosperity. Although “atoms for peace” has been a continuing con-

cern of the UN itself, and although a number of organizations of the UN family, such as FAO and WHO, 

have been concerned with specifi c aspects of peaceful uses of atomic energy, it was not until 1957 that a 

special organization, the International Atomic Energy Agency, came into being for the express purpose 

of accelerating and enlarging the contribution of atomic energy to peace, health, and prosperity through-

out the world.
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its supervision and control is not used in such a way as to further 

any military purpose.”

Th e IAEA acts as a clearinghouse for the pooling and coordi-

nation of experience and research in the peaceful uses of nuclear 

power. It helps its member countries acquire the necessary skills 

and materials to share in the benefi ts of the atomic age. In practice, 

the IAEA has been particularly concerned with bringing the ad-

vantages of atomic energy to underdeveloped regions.

Th e IAEA is obliged under its statute to “ensure, so far as it is 

able,” that all the activities in which it takes part are directed exclu-

sively to civilian uses. A second important task of the IAEA, then, 

is to establish a system of supervision and control to make certain 

that none of the assistance programs that it fosters and none of 

the materials whose distribution it supervises are used for mili-

tary purposes. Th is aspect of the work assumed signifi cance far 

beyond its primary objective when the Treaty on the Non-Prolif-

eration of Nuclear Weapons came into force in March 1970, since 

the IAEA is the body responsible for the necessary control system 

under that treaty.

MEMBERSHIP
Any member of the UN or of any of the specialized agencies that 

signed the statute within 90 days aft er 26 October 1956 thereby be-

came a charter member of the IAEA upon ratifi cation of the stat-

ute. Other countries, even if not members of the UN or any of the 

specialized agencies, may be admitted by the General Conference 

of the IAEA upon recommendation of the Board of Governors.

As of November 2005, the IAEA had 139 members.

STRUCTURE
Th e three organs of the IAEA are the General Conference, the Board 

of Governors, and the secretariat, headed by a Director-General.

General Conference

Th e General Conference consists of all members, each having one 

vote. It meets once a year at IAEA headquarters in Vienna. Special 

sessions may be convened by the director-general at the request of 

the Board of Governors or a majority of the IAEA members. Th e 

General Conference elects 22 of the 35 members of the Board of 

Governors for a period of two years. It considers the board’s an-

nual report and approves reports for submission to the UN and 

agreements with the UN and other organizations. It approves the 

budget recommended by the board and the appointment of the 

director-general. Th e General Conference may discuss any mat-

ter concerning the IAEA and may make recommendations to the 

Board of Governors or to any of the member states.

Board of Governors

Th e 35-member Board of Governors is the body actually vested 

with “the authority to carry out the functions of the Agency in ac-

cordance with (the) Statute.” Th e board generally meets fi ve times 

each year. It is composed as follows: the outgoing Board of Gov-

ernors designates for membership on the board the 13 members 

most advanced in the technology of atomic energy and the pro-

duction of source materials and the member most advanced in the 

technology of atomic energy and the production of source mate-

rials in two of the following areas in which none of the aforesaid 

13 is located—North America, Latin America, Western Europe, 

Eastern Europe, Africa, the Middle East and South Asia, South-

east Asia and the Pacifi c, and the Far East.

Th e General Conference also elects to membership of the Board 

of Governors the following: (1) 20 members, with due regard to 

geographical representation, so that the board at all times will in-

clude in this category 5 representatives of Latin America, 4 rep-

resentatives of Western Europe, 3 representatives of Eastern Eu-

rope, 4 representatives of Africa, 2 representatives of the Middle 

East and South Asia, 1 representative of Southeast Asia and the 

Pacifi c, and 1 representative of the Far East; (2) in addition, 1 fur-

ther member from among the members of the following areas: the 

Middle East and South Asia, Southeast Asia and the Pacifi c, and 

the Far East; (3) and 1 further member from among the members 

in the following areas: Africa, the Middle East and South Asia, and 

Southeast Asia and the Pacifi c.

Member States represented on the Board of Governors for 2005-

2006 were: Algeria, Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Belarus, Belgium, 

Canada, China, Colombia, Cuba, Ecuador, Egypt, France, Ger-

many, Ghana, Greece, India, Indonesia, Japan, Republic of Korea, 

Libya, Norway, Portugal, Russian Federation, Singapore, Slovakia, 

Slovenia, South Africa, Sri Lanka, Sweden, Syria, United Kingdom 

of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America, 

Venezuela, and Yemen.

Director-General and Secretariat

Th e staff  of the IAEA is headed by a director-general, appointed 

by the Board of Governors with the approval of the General Con-

ference for a term of four years. Th e statute describes the director-

general as “the chief administrative offi  cer of the Agency,” but it 

closely limits his independent powers by providing that he “shall 

be under the authority and subject to the control of the Board of 

Governors.” Th e director-general is responsible for “the appoint-

ment, organization, and functioning of the staff .”

Th e fi rst director-general, who held the post from 1957 to 1961, 

was Sterling Cole of the United States, a former congressman. Dr. 

Sigvard Eklund, a Swedish physicist and administrator, served 

as director-general from 1961 to 1981. He was succeeded by Dr. 

Hans Blix of Sweden, a former foreign minister, who was reap-

pointed in 1993 for a fourth four-year term. On 1 December 1997, 

Blix was succeeded by Dr. Mohamed El-Baradei (of Egypt) as Di-

rector General. El-Baradei has been a senior member of the Sec-

retariat since 1984. He heads a staff  of about 2,200 from some 95 

countries.

Position in the UN System

Th e IAEA is an autonomous international organization occupying 

its own position in the UN family of organizations. Under the re-

lationship agreement between the UN and the IAEA, the IAEA is 

recognized as being “responsible for international activities con-

cerned with the peaceful uses of atomic energy.” One of the statu-

tory objectives of the IAEA is to ensure that none of the assistance 

it gives to member states is “used in such a way as to further any 

military purpose,” and the IAEA has a staff  of inspectors to re-

port violations of this rule. In case of noncompliance, the agency’s 

Board of Governors reports to the Security Council and the Gen-

eral Assembly of the UN.

IAEA has established strong cooperation arrangements with 

many of the key UN development agencies in order to advance 

the contribution of nuclear science and technology in the fi elds 

IAEA
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of agriculture, human health, industry, environmental protection, 

and other sectors. Principal partners in are the Food and Agri-

culture Organization (FAO), the United Nations Development 

Programme (UNDP), the World Health Organization (WHO), 

the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), the World 

Meteorological Organization (WMO), the International Fund for 

Agricultural Development (IFAD), the United Nations Educa-

tional, Scientifi c and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), and the 

United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO). 

Th e agency also develops cooperative arrangements with multi-

lateral development banks, bilateral donors, and non-governmen-

tal organizations and institutes such as the Inter-American Nucle-

ar Energy Commission, the Agency for the Prohibition of Nuclear 

Weapons in Latin America, the League of Arab States, the Afri-

can Union, the Nuclear Energy Agency of the OECD, and the Eu-

ropean Atomic Energy Community. Finally, the IAEA maintains 

contact with a number of nongovernmental organizations having 

consultative status with it.

BUDGET
Th e IAEA is fi nanced by regular and voluntary contributions from 

member states. For 2006, the IAEA General Conference approved 

a regular budget of €273.6 million (on the basis of an exchange 

rate of us1.00 to €1.00). Th e target for voluntary contributions 

to fi nance the IAEA program of technical cooperation was about 

us77.5 million for 2006.

ACTIVITIES

A. Assistance to Member States

Th e initial program of the IAEA, unanimously adopted by the 

1957 General Conference, emphasized activities that could be un-

dertaken while the IAEA’s experience and resources were still rel-

atively limited. High priority was given “to those activities which 

will give the maximum possible benefi t from the peaceful applica-

tions of atomic energy in improving the conditions and raising the 

standard of living of the peoples in the underdeveloped areas.”

In the light of these considerations, two of the IAEA’s major ob-

jectives are to help member states prepare for the eventual use of 

nuclear power and to encourage them in the wider use of radioiso-

topes. Although it cannot undertake actual programs of develop-

ment for its members, it can assist them in initiating and carrying 

out such programs. By the 1990s IAEA was active in assisting its 

developing members in an impressive number of fi elds:

Basic human needs

• water resources development

• agriculture (mutation breeding, fertilizer and soil nutrition, 

pest control, use of agrochemicals)

• livestock (reproduction, health, nutrition)

•  health care (radiation therapy, nuclear medicine and diagnos-

tics)

Industrial applications

• nondestructive testing

• hydrology (silt movements, geothermal studies)

• radiation processing (surface coating, radiation sterilization, 

food preservation, sterilization of medical products)

• isotopic tracers for industry

• nuclear gauging for industry (paper, steel, food processing, 

mining industries)

• radioisotope and radiopharmaceutical production

•  research reactor design and use

Electricity generation

• geology, mining and processing of nuclear raw materials

• fuel element fabrication

• metallurgy and materials testing

• power reactor design

• reactor electronics instrumentation and control

• reactor engineering and quality assurance

•  electricity system planning

Support activities

• nuclear centers and laboratories

• nuclear safety (regulation, safety standards, radiation protec-

tion, waste management, safety assessment)

• physics (atomic, nuclear, high-energy and solid-state phys-

ics)

• chemistry (nuclear, radio, radiation, and nuclear analytical 

chemistry)

Technical Cooperation

Th e IAEA has been providing technical assistance to develop-

ing member countries since 1959, in the form of expert services, 

equipment, and training, with the objective of facilitating technol-

ogy transfer in various fi elds related to nuclear energy. Th e major 

fi elds in which assistance is provided are nuclear safety, the appli-

cation of isotopes and radiation in agriculture, and nuclear engi-

neering and technology. Other important areas for assistance are 

general atomic energy development, nuclear physics and chemis-

try, prospecting for and mining and processing of nuclear materi-

als, and the application of isotopes and radiation in industry and 

hydrology, in medicine, and in biology.

Financial support for the IAEA’s technical cooperation pro-

grams comes mainly from its own voluntary technical assistance 

and cooperation fund; other sources are extrabudgetary dona-

tions and contributions in kind from member states and UNDP. 

In 2006, technical allocations increased to us78.5 million from 

us59.1 million in 2000.

Provision of Materials

Under the IAEA statute, any member desiring to set up an atomic 

energy project for peaceful purposes “may request the assistance 

of the Agency in securing special fi ssionable and other materials.”

Th e IAEA acts, on request, as an intermediary in arranging the 

supply of reactor fuel and specialized equipment from one mem-

ber state to another. Argentina, the Democratic Republic of the 

Congo, Finland, Japan, Mexico, Norway, Pakistan, and Uruguay, 

among other countries, have been benefi ciaries of such arrange-

ments. Small quantities of special fi ssionable materials have also 

been supplied to a number of countries for research purposes.

Training of Technical Personnel

Th e IAEA’s training program has retained its importance, not only 

because the need for trained staff  is pressing but also because less 

IAEA
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elaborate preparations are required for assistance of this kind than 

for technical assistance operations involving the provision of ex-

pert services and demonstration equipment.

To meet the shortage of scientifi c and technical workers, the 

IAEA has initiated a fi vefold program:

1. Fellowships. Fellowships are awarded in all subjects involving 

the peaceful uses of atomic energy, such as nuclear physics; 

the production, handling, and application of isotopes in ag-

riculture, industry, medicine, biology, and hydrology; nuclear 

chemistry; the planning, construction, and operation of re-

search and power reactors; health physics; and radiological 

protection.

2. Assignment of experts and consultants. Th e program provides 

for scientists and engineers to give advice and in-service 

training to developing countries on various subjects.

3. Survey of available facilities in member states. Th e IAEA col-

lects detailed information from its member states about their 

training and research programs, training facilities, and the 

experts that they are prepared to make available to the IAEA. 

It is thus in a position to act as an international clearinghouse 

for training in atomic energy and to promote technical coop-

eration among developing countries.

4. Training courses. Regional and interregional courses have been 

organized on such subjects as the application of isotopes and 

radiation in medicine, nuclear instrumentation for laboratory 

technicians, the use and maintenance of nuclear and related 

electronic equipment, radiological and safety protection, 

physics, the utilization of research reactors, nuclear-power 

projects and other high-technology subjects, the preparation 

and control of radiopharmaceuticals, and uranium prospect-

ing and ore analysis.

5. Expanded training programs. A number of developing coun-

tries, faced with the need to introduce nuclear power, re-

quire special assistance in the training of their key staff ; the 

agency has therefore initiated an expanded training program 

on nuclear-power project planning, implementation, and 

operation. Special training courses contribute to the devel-

opment of effi  cient legal and organizational infrastructures 

for nuclear-power programs, including instruction in quality 

assurance and safety aspects. In addition, on-the-job train-

ing is arranged on subjects for which no formal courses are 

available.

B. Exchange of Information

While its assistance programs are directed primarily to the needs 

of economically developing areas, the IAEA’s program of confer-

ences and exchange of information is designed to benefi t all of its 

members—even the most technically advanced.

Th e International Nuclear Information System (INIS), set up by 

the agency in 1970, provides worldwide coverage of the literature 

dealing with all aspects of peaceful uses of atomic energy and is 

the fi rst fully decentralized computer-based information system. 

Countries and organizations participating in the INIS collect and 

process all the relevant literature within their geographic areas 

and send it to the IAEA. In Vienna, the information is checked, 

merged, and further processed, and the resulting output is dis-

tributed to individuals and organizations around the world. Th e 

major products of the system are the magnetic tape service, the 

INIS Atomindex, and the direct availability of the INIS data base 

on-line from the IAEA computer in Vienna. Th e magnetic tapes 

and the on-line service, available to member states and participat-

ing organizations only, contain bibliographic descriptions, subject 

indexing, and abstracts and are utilized for current selective dis-

semination of information and retrospective searching. Th e INIS 

Atomindex, an international nuclear abstract journal, is published 

twice a month and is available to the public on a subscription ba-

sis. An additional service is the provision on microfi che of texts of 

all nonconventional literature submitted to the system. In 2006, 

INIS membership included over 100 countries and some 20 inter-

national organizations; it reported on over 2.5 million documents. 

Beginning in 1992 the INIS data base was made available to INIS 

member states on CD-ROM disks.

Th e IAEA also cooperates with FAO in the provision of a simi-

lar information system for agriculture, known as AGRIS.

A second important information service of the IAEA concerns 

nuclear data—numerical and associated information on neutron 

cross-sections, related fi ssion, capture, and scattering parameters 

of neutron-induced reactions, as well as other nuclear physical 

constants. Th e IAEA maintains an effi  cient system for collection 

of these data and, together with three other regional centers, in 

France, the Russian Federation, and the United States, issues CIN-

DA, an index to the literature on microscopic neutron data. It also 

compiles WRENDA, the world request list for nuclear-data mea-

surements needed both for the development of fi ssion and fusion 

reactors and for nuclear-material safeguards.

Th e IAEA plays a leading role in promoting the dissemination 

of scientifi c and technical information by organizing each year 15 

to 20 conferences, symposia, and seminars and a large number 

of smaller technical meetings. Th e IAEA has organized major in-

ternational meetings dealing with specifi c aspects of the peaceful 

uses of nuclear energy. For example, some important 2000 meet-

ings included: International Conference on the Safety of Radio-

active Waste Management (Córdoba, Spain); International Sym-

posium on the Uranium Production Cycle and the Environment, 

(Vienna); 18th IAEA Fusion Energy Conference (Sorrento, Italy); 

International Symposium on Nuclear Techniques in Integrated 

Plant Nutrient, Water, and Soil Management (Vienna); Interna-

tional Symposium on Radiation Technology in Emerging Indus-

trial Applications (Beijing); International Conference of National 

Regulatory Authorities with Competence in the Safety of Radia-

tion Sources and the Security of Radioactive Materials (Buenos 

Aires); Seminar on Nuclear Science and Technology for Diplo-

mats (Vienna); Seminar on Nuclear Law; and Latin America In-

ternational Seminar on Implementation of Systems to Prevent and 

Detect Unauthorized Uses of Nuclear and Radioactive Materials 

(Vienna).

C. Research

Th e International Center for Th eoretical Physics, in Trieste, set 

up by the IAEA in 1964, brings together specialists from develop-

ing and developed countries to carry out research and to enable 

scientists from developing countries to keep abreast of progress 

without having to leave their own countries permanently or for 

long periods. Fellowships are awarded to candidates from devel-

oping countries for training and research, and an international fo-
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rum is provided for personal contacts. Associate memberships are 

awarded by election to enable distinguished physicists to spend 

one to three months every year at the center. Senior and junior 

positions are off ered by invitation, and a federation scheme is de-

signed to forge a partnership with institutions in developing coun-

tries. Assistance has been given by Italy and by the university and 

city of Trieste. Further aid has come from the Ford Foundation 

and from UNESCO, which in 1970 undertook joint management 

of the center.

Th e IAEA has three laboratories: a small one at its headquarters 

in Vienna, the main laboratory at Seibersdorf (20 miles from Vi-

enna), and one at Monaco for research on the eff ects of radioac-

tivity in the sea. Th e laboratories undertake work in agriculture, 

hydrology, medicine, physics, chemistry, low-level radioactivity, 

and environment.

A research contract program has been established with various 

institutions in member states. Th e subjects include nuclear power 

and reactors; physics and chemistry; radioisotope and radiation 

applications in agriculture, food technology, industry, and medi-

cine; water resources development; protection of humans against 

ionizing radiation; radiation biology; medical and biological radi-

ation dosimetry; health physics and radiation protection; environ-

mental contamination; and waste treatment and disposal.

To keep abreast of scientifi c developments, members of the 

IAEA’s scientifi c staff  visit institutions in member states and con-

duct various studies. Th e IAEA has made a survey of research 

trends in the sterilization of food and drugs by ionizing radiation, 

a problem of considerable interest to both developed and develop-

ing countries.

D. Nuclear Power

Nuclear power is already an important source of electrical genera-

tion, particularly in industrialized countries, and technically and 

economically ripe for an even larger application worldwide. As 

of April 2006, there were 443 nuclear power plants in operation 

worldwide and 27 additional plants under construction.

In response to the interest of developing countries in nuclear 

power, the IAEA has played an increasing role in objective nucle-

ar-power planning studies for individual member states. Energy 

planning methodologies have been developed and made available. 

Th e IAEA has cooperated with interested member states in ap-

plying these methodologies to specifi c country cases and in as-

sessing the economic role of nuclear power in meeting increas-

ing requirements for electricity. IAEA eff orts to help strengthen 

infrastructures for the planning, implementation, and operation 

of nuclear-power projects take the form of inter-regional and na-

tional training courses; technical assistance projects, oft en in co-

operation with the World Bank; advisory missions to interested 

countries; and the publication of guidebooks.

Th e IAEA started to collect operating experience data from nu-

clear-power plants in the late 1960s and has now established a Pow-

er Reactor Information System (PRIS), which monitors the perfor-

mance of the nuclear-power plants in operation in the world. In 

addition to performance indices and data on energy production, 

the system contains information about full and partial plant out-

ages aff ecting plant operation and about power-reactor operating 

experience in the world. Periodic publications by the IAEA make 

this information available to planners and operators in member 

states. In 1995, a new version, called PRIS-PC, was made available 

online for direct access through the public telephone network. In-

ternet access became available at the end of 1996.

As an increasing number of countries are interested in the use 

of nuclear plants for heat-only production and cogeneration (for 

example, desalination combined with electricity generation), the 

IAEA periodically reviews progress in this area. In addition, sci-

entifi c meetings on nuclear power are organized to discuss such 

matters as economic competitiveness of nuclear power, integra-

tion of nuclear-power plants in electric grids, operating experi-

ence, introduction of small and medium power reactors, develop-

ment of fast-breeder and high-temperature reactors, and fusion 

technology.

In 2000, in response to the IAEA member states’ requests un-

der two resolutions at that year’s General Conference, the IAEA 

initiated “International Projects on Innovative Nuclear Reactors 

and Fuel Cycles (INPRO).” Th e project complements the U.S. De-

partment of Energy’s (DOE) Generation IV International Forum 

(GIF), in its focus on future nuclear technologies. Th e activities 

of INPRO focus on developing long-term user requirements for 

future nuclear technologies from the point of view of safety, non-

proliferation, environment, nuclear wastes, and economic com-

petitiveness. Th e IAEA held an International Conference on In-

novative Nuclear Technologies in 2003. Some of the symposia and 

conferences held by the IAEA in 2006 were: on eff ective nuclear 

regulatory systems; on management of spent fuel from nuclear 

power reactors; on verifi cation challenges; on quality assurance 

and new techniques in radiation medicine; and on the decommis-

sioning of nuclear facilities.

E. Nuclear Safety

Although each state is responsible for nuclear safety with regard to 

nuclear activities within its own territory, nuclear safety is a fi eld 

in which international cooperation can be very helpful, particu-

larly in developing safety standards and providing assistance. Th e 

IAEA’s activities in the fi eld of nuclear safety include plant siting 

and design, the transport of radioactive waste, emergency plan-

ning and preparedness, and decommissioning. Th e IAEA also be-

gan work on an historic Nuclear Safety Convention in 1991, the 

text of which was fi nalized at a major international conference 

held in Vienna in June 1994. (See Nuclear Law below.)

Th e IAEA maintains a 24-hour Emergency Response System 

(ERS) staff ed by 30 emergency duty offi  cers. In 1992 the system 

underwent its second comprehensive exercise to test procedures 

developed in support of the conventions on early nuclear acci-

dents signed as a result of the 1986 Chernobyl incident (see be-

low). In addition to periodic comprehensive tests, the communi-

cation systems used for notifi cations and requests for assistance 

are tested at least once a day.

Regulations for the safe transport of nuclear material were de-

veloped by the IAEA in 1961. Th ese were followed by Basic Safety 

Standards for Radiation Protection, which have been extensive-

ly revised in accordance with the new system of dose limitation 

recommended by the International Commission on Radiological 

Protection. Th e revised safety standards, carried out jointly with 

the ILO, WHO, and the Nuclear Energy Agency of the OECD, 

mark an important milestone in establishing international stan-
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dards for radiation protection. In 1992 IAEA published the fi rst in 

a series of radioactive waste management research abstracts.

Th e IAEA’s Nuclear Safety Standards program provides member 

states with internationally acceptable safety codes and guides on 

the many aspects of safety associated with nuclear-power plants. 

Th e program, which deals with protection against the harmful ef-

fects of ionizing radiations, is based on experience in safety prac-

tices gained by countries advanced in nuclear technology. Two 

types of safety documents—codes of practice and safety guides—

are being developed in the areas of government organization, sit-

ing, design, operation, and quality assurance of nuclear-power 

plants. For each area there is a code of practice and a number of 

related safety guides. Th e codes outline basic objectives and mini-

mum requirements that must be fulfi lled to provide an adequate 

safety level. Th e safety guides recommend procedures and ac-

ceptable technical solutions to implement the requirements and 

achieve the objectives of the codes.

In recognition of the increasing emphasis on operational safety, 

the IAEA initiated the Operational Safety Review Team (OSART) 

program in 1983 to assist regulatory authorities in the review of 

operating nuclear-power plants. Th e program provides an oppor-

tunity for member states to benefi t from outside expertise and 

experience. An Operational Safety Review Team is composed of 

about 10 experts, including IAEA staff , to cover subject areas com-

mon to all reactor types, and consultants to cover those areas that 

are reactor-specifi c. Experts from developing countries have fre-

quently been included. Th e reviews, which take up to three weeks, 

help provide an international frame of reference for regulatory 

and operating personnel and also provide the IAEA with valuable 

insights in regard to updating its regular and technical assistance 

programs.

Additional highlights of IAEA safety activities are: work on the 

management of severe accidents and on emergency response; the 

man-machine interface; probabilistic safety assessment; and ad-

vanced safety technology. Th ere is also a nuclear incident report-

ing system and an International Nuclear Event Scale Information 

Service (INES). Th ere is also a program called the Assessment of 

Safety Signifi cant Events Teams (ASSET), which complements 

OSART. ASSET missions assess, upon invitation, safety signifi cant 

events involving nuclear power plants. In recent years, there has 

been a greater emphasis on evaluation and assistance to improve 

the safe operation of Eastern European nuclear reactors.

As the number of reactor years of operation increases, the feed-

back of experience is becoming a valuable means of enhancing 

safety and reliability. Systematic reporting and evaluation of safe-

ty-related events can make it possible to identify necessary plant 

modifi cations and develop improved plant procedures. To facili-

tate the exchange of experience, both the Nuclear Energy Agency 

of the OECD and the IAEA have established incident reporting 

systems to collect and examine details of events submitted by na-

tional organizations. National coordinators screen accounts of all 

events, passing on to the OECD and the IAEA the most impor-

tant data.

Response of the IAEA to the Chernobyl Accident

In response to the accident that occurred in the fourth unit of the 

Chernobyl nuclear-power station in the USSR on 26 April 1986, 

resulting in loss of life, injuries, and considerable radioactive re-

leases, the IAEA’s Board of Governors met to elaborate proposals 

for expanded international cooperation in nuclear safety and ra-

diological protection. Th rough a group of experts who convened 

in July–August 1986, it prepared draft s of two international con-

ventions on nuclear accidents; at a post-accident review meeting 

convened by the IAEA in late August, about 600 experts from 62 

countries and 21 international organizations discussed a compre-

hensive report presented by the USSR delegation. In September 

1986, a special session of the IAEA’s General Conference, attended 

by delegates from 94 countries and 27 national and international 

organizations, adopted the two draft  conventions: the Convention 

on Early Notifi cation of a Nuclear Accident and the Convention 

on Assistance in the Case of a Nuclear Accident or Radiological 

Emergency. Th e two conventions were immediately signed by 

more than 50 countries. By 17 January 2006, the Early Notifi cation 

Convention had 98 parties. Th e Accident Assistance Convention 

had 96 parties as of 27 January 2006. In 1989, the IAEA and many 

other sister organizations embarked on the International Cher-

nobyl Project, to assess the measures taken to enable people to live 

safely in areas aff ected by radioactive contamination. It involved 

more than 200 experts from 23 countries and marked the begin-

ning of ongoing cooperation between intergovernmental organi-

zations regarding nuclear safety.

In March 1994, an international expert safety assessment team 

examined the safety situation at Chernobyl, at the invitation of 

the Ukrainian government. It concluded that there were numer-

ous safety defi ciencies in the two units of the plant that remain 

operational, noting that the shelter enclosing the destroyed reac-

tor was experiencing deterioration. Th e IAEA recommended that 

the government of Ukraine hold a meeting on the situation at the 

Chernobyl reactor. At that meeting, the Ukrainian government 

pleaded severe economic hardship and an impending shortage of 

energy as a reason to delay closing the damaged plant. It asserted 

that, with international fi nancial assistance, safety conditions at 

the plant could be improved. Th e government also asserted that 

the output of the Chernobyl station was a least-cost alternative for 

energy supply in the immediate future. In 1994, fi ve new nuclear 

plants were planned or under construction; as of 2000, two had 

received suffi  cient funding to be completed, by 2004 and 2006; 

construction on the other three had been suspended indefi nite-

ly. In 2000, representatives of the European Bank for Reconstruc-

tion and Development (EBRD) concluded that signifi cant safety 

improvements had been achieved in the fourteen nuclear power 

plants in Ukraine since 1994.

In March 2001, the Ukrainian government selected a design for 

a new shelter to be build around the Chernobyl “sarcophagus.” 

Th e EBRD agreed to the design, which would allow for the work 

to begin.

F. Radioactive Waste Management

Safe management of radioactive wastes produced in all the stag-

es of the nuclear fuel cycle is essential for the growth of nuclear 

power. Th e IAEA has been active since its establishment in all as-

pects of this fi eld, including the publication of Safety Series and 

Technical Reports, which give guidelines and recommendations; 

the holding of seminars, symposia, and conferences; and the ar-

ranging of study tours for the benefi t of member states. Major ar-

eas currently being studied by the IAEA are underground dispos-
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al, waste handling and treatment, and environmental aspects of 

waste disposal.

Safety standards and codes of practice have been prepared on 

the management of wastes produced by users of radioactive ma-

terials; the management of wastes from the mining and milling 

of uranium and thorium ores; the disposal of wastes in shallow 

ground, rock cavities, and deep geological formations; and criteria 

for underground disposal of wastes.

G. Nuclear Law

From its inception, the IAEA has been faced with the need for in-

ternational coordination and harmonization of the principles gov-

erning third-party liability in the event of nuclear damage. Th e 

absence of special legislation might leave injured victims without 

redress. Great diffi  culties might arise if diff erent nations were to 

incorporate diff erent principles and procedures in their legislation 

concerning third-party liability.

Some steps toward worldwide harmonization of compensation 

for damage arising from nuclear operations were taken through 

the adoption of two international conventions: the Brussels Con-

vention on the Liability of Operators of Nuclear Ships (1962) and 

the Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage 

(1963). Th ese two conventions set the minimum standards con-

cerning the liability of the operator of a nuclear installation or a 

nuclear ship in the event of accidents occurring during the inter-

national transport of nuclear materials.

Another convention was adopted in 1971: the Convention on 

Civil Liability in the Field of Maritime Carriage of Nuclear Matter, 

which came into force on 15 July 1975. Th is convention exoner-

ates shipowners from liability under international maritime law 

in the case of nuclear damage falling within the purview of the 

Paris Convention on Th ird Party Liability in the Field of Nuclear 

Energy (1960), which came into force in 1968, or the Vienna Con-

vention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage (1963), which came 

into force in 1977, whenever the carriage of nuclear material is 

involved; it thus eliminates what was previously a serious impedi-

ment to sea transport of such material. A joint protocol relating to 

the application of the Vienna Convention and the Paris Conven-

tions entered into force on 27 April 1992.

Th e Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material 

was adopted on 26 October 1979 at a meeting of governmental 

representatives held at IAEA headquarters. Th e convention, which 

came into force on 9 February 1987, is designed to ensure that the 

prescribed levels of physical protection are applied to potentially 

hazardous nuclear materials during international transport.

As already noted, two conventions on nuclear accidents were 

adopted at a special session of the IAEA’s General Conference in 

September 1986, in the aft ermath of the Chernobyl accident in 

April of that year: the Convention on Early Notifi cation of a Nu-

clear Accident, which came into force on 27 October 1986; and 
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the Convention on Assistance in the Case of a Nuclear Accident 

or Radiological Emergency, which came into force on 27 Febru-

ary 1987.

In 1991, in recognition of the interdependence of nations in 

the nuclear fuel cycle, the General Conference supported the idea 

of an international nuclear safety convention. A draft  conven-

tion elaborated by legal and technical experts from more than 50 

countries was submitted to the General Conference at that time. 

In June 1994, delegations from 83 member states and four inter-

national organizations met in Vienna to consider and adopt the fi -

nal text of the International Nuclear Safety Convention. Th e main 

features of the convention are the establishment of a reporting sys-

tem on the implementation by contracting states of the obliga-

tions of the convention; the assurance of a proper legislative and 

regulatory framework to govern the safety of nuclear installations; 

general safety considerations to reinforce the priority of safety; 

suffi  cient fi nancial and human resources; quality assurance; radia-

tion protection, and emergency preparedness. Th e Nuclear Safety 

Convention came into force on 24 October 1996. Th e fi rst review 

meeting was held in April 1999 in Vienna; it was attended by 45 of 

the 50 states that had by then ratifi ed the convention.

In conjunction with the increasing number of states embarking 

on nuclear programs, there has also been a growing awareness of 

the necessity for establishing both a proper legislative framework 

and specialized regulations for the licensing and control of nuclear 

installations. Th e IAEA has provided advisory services to several 

developing countries in the framing of statutory and regulatory 

provisions in such areas as the establishment of competent bodies 

on atomic energy; radiation and environmental protection; trans-

port of radioactive materials; licensing of nuclear installations; 

nuclear liability; and nuclear merchant ships.

H. Safeguards

Th e basic science and technology of nuclear energy are the same 

for both peaceful and military purposes. Th erefore, the IAEA stat-

ute requires the agency “to establish and administer safeguards” 

to ensure that materials, services, equipment, facilities, and infor-

mation that the IAEA makes available are not used “in such a way 

as to further any military purpose.” Such safeguards may also be 

applied, “at the request of the parties, to any bilateral or multilat-

eral arrangement, or, at the request of a state, to any of that state’s 

activities in the fi eld of atomic energy.”

Under the IAEA safeguards system, which was fi rst developed 

by the Board of Governors on the basis of these statutory provi-

sions in 1961 and has been continuously revised to cover all major 

aspects of the fuel cycle, the IAEA exercises its control either over 

assistance provided directly by it or under its auspices, or over 

items placed voluntarily under IAEA safeguards by any state or 

group of states—for instance, over reactors, their fuel, and fuel-

reprocessing plants.

A major development greatly aff ecting the signifi cance of the 

IAEA’s work was the coming into force in 1970 of the Treaty on the 

Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT), under which states 

without nuclear weapons and party thereto agreed to accept IAEA 

safeguards on all their peaceful nuclear activities.

Th e objective of safeguards applied under agreements conclud-

ed in connection with the NPT is the timely detection of diversion 

of signifi cant quantities of nuclear material from peaceful nuclear 

activities for the manufacture of nuclear weapons or other nuclear 

explosive devices or for purposes unknown, and the deterrence 

of such diversion by the risk of early detection. Th is objective is 

achieved by the independent verifi cation of the fi ndings of the 

national system of accountancy and control of nuclear materials, 

which a state without nuclear weapons must establish and main-

tain under the agreement. IAEA verifi cation is accomplished by 

material accountancy, containment, and surveillance, including 

inspections, whose number, intensity, and duration must be kept 

to the minimum consistent with the eff ective implementation of 

safeguards.

Th e NPT was made permanent in 1995. As of 1 May 2006, it 

had 188 state parties (including the withdrawal of the Democratic 

People’s Republic of Korea in 2003). With several complementary 

regional treaties (including the Treaty for the Prohibition of Nu-

clear Weapons in Latin America, also called the Treaty of Tlatelol-

co; and the South Pacifi c Nuclear Free Zone, or Rarotonga Treaty), 

the NPT provides the foundations of legally binding non-prolif-

eration commitments by countries around the world.

Th e (1991) discovery of a clandestine nuclear weapons develop-

ment program in Iraq aft er the Gulf War, however, demonstrat-

ed the limitations of the IAEA safeguards system to detect pos-

sible undeclared nuclear activities. Th is discovery—along with the 

emergence of new countries with new security perceptions at the 

end of the Cold War, and the 1996 report that the Democratic 

People’s Republic of Korea was not in compliance with its obli-

gations under the NPT safeguards agreement—was viewed as a 

call to action by IAEA member states. By mid-1997 a strength-

ened safeguards system was put in place to provide the interna-

tional community with early warning about the possible diver-

sion or clandestine production of nuclear materials that could be 

used for weapons purposes. At that time, the IAEA stated that the 

strength of the safeguards system depended on three interrelated 

elements: the extent to which the IAEA is aware of the nature and 

locations of nuclear and nuclear-related activities; the extent to 

which IAEA inspectors have physical access to relevant locations 

for the purpose of providing independent verifi cation of the ex-

clusively peaceful intent of a state’s nuclear program; and the will 

of the international community, through IAEA access to the Unit-

ed Nations Security Council, to take action against States that are 

not complying with their non-proliferation commitments.

Th e IAEA also applies safeguards to some of the peaceful nu-

clear activities in fi ve nuclear-weapon states—China, France, the 

Russian Federation, the United Kingdom, and the United States—

under voluntary off er agreements. India and Pakistan, both nu-

clear-weapons states as of 1998, are not parties to the Nuclear 

Nonproliferation Treaty and have not accepted “comprehensive” 

IAEA safeguards. Nor has Israel, with a well-developed nuclear 

program and the technological capability to build nuclear explo-

sive devices.

In the aft ermath of the 11 September 2001 terrorist attacks on 

the U.S., the IAEA Board of Governors approved a plan designed 

to upgrade world-wide protection against acts of terrorism involv-

ing nuclear and other radioactive materials, including those that 

could be used to make “dirty bombs.” Th e Board acknowledged 

that strong physical protection of nuclear facilities and materials 

is needed.
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In October 2002, the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea 

(DPRK) announced that it had underway an uranium-enrich-

ment program, in violation of its 1994 “Agreed Framework” with 

the U.S. In January 2003, North Korea gave notice of its withdraw-

al from the NPT, which became eff ective that April. North Korea 

thus became the fi rst state ever to withdraw from the treaty. In 

February 2005, the DPRK announced it possessed nuclear weap-

ons, and pulled out of six-party talks with the Republic of Korea, 

China, Russia, the United States, and Japan. However, later that 

year it indicated it would agree to a preliminary accord by which it 

would renounce its weapons program, with conditions.

In 2006, Iran, a party to the NPT, announced it had resumed 

activity of a uranium enrichment program, ostensibly for civilian 

purposes. Th e United States and the European Union accused Iran 

of reactivating this program to covertly develop a nuclear weap-

ons program, in violation of the NPT. In February 2006, the Board 

of Governors of the IAEA voted to report Iran to the UN Security 

Council.
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T H E  I N T E R N AT I O N A L  L A B O U R 
O R G A N I Z AT I O N  ( I L O )

CREATION
Th e International Labour Organization (ILO) was created by the 

1919 Peace Conference that followed World War I. Its original 

constitution, which formed part of the Treaty of Versailles, estab-

lished it on 11 April 1919 as an autonomous organization associ-

ated with the League of Nations.

A statement made in the constitution’s preamble—“Conditions 

of labor exist involving such injustice, hardship, and privation to 

large numbers of people as to produce unrest so great that the 

peace and harmony of the world are imperilled”—was not mere 

rhetoric. World War I had shaken many countries to their founda-

tions. Th e revolution in Russia had succeeded. All over the world 

there was labor unrest, and the conviction of the need to improve 

the lot of working people was by no means limited to labor itself. 

Organized labor, however, had been especially active during the 

war in demanding that the peace treaty include recognition of the 

rights of labor and that labor be given a voice in international mat-

ters. Th e American Federation of Labor (AFL) and other powerful 

trade-union bodies demanded in particular an international orga-

nization of labor that would wield “tremendous authority.”

At the 1919 Paris Peace Conference, the president of the AFL, 

Samuel Gompers, was chairman of the conference’s Commission 

on Labor Legislation. Th e Peace Conference, instead of establish-

ing an international organization of labor, created an organization 

in which labor, employers, and governments were to be represent-

ed on an equal footing. As so constituted, the ILO was, and still 

is, unique among international governmental organizations—the 

only one in which private citizens, namely representatives of labor 

and of employers, have the same voting and other rights as are 

possessed by governments.

Th e ILO’s principal function was to establish international labor 

and social standards through the draft ing and adoption of inter-

national labor conventions. Prior to the existence of the ILO, only 

two international labor conventions had been adopted: one, de-

signed to protect the health of workers in match factories, prohib-

ited the use of white phosphorus, a poison, in the manufacture of 

matches; the other prescribed modest restrictions on night work 

by women. Neither of these was widely ratifi ed. By contrast, more 

than 182 international labor conventions and 190 recommenda-

tions have been adopted by the ILO since 1919. International la-

bor standards are used as a benchmark by which the rights and 

conditions of human beings have been measured.

PURPOSES
Th e aims and objectives of the ILO were set forth in the pream-

ble to its constitution, drawn up in 1919. Th e preamble declares 

that “universal and lasting peace can be established only if it is 

based upon social justice.” Hence, the basic objective of the or-

ganization is to help improve social conditions throughout the 

world. Th e following examples of concrete measures “urgently 

required” are specifi cally mentioned in the preamble: regulation 

of the hours of work, including the establishment of a maximum 

working day and week; regulation of the labor supply; prevention 

of unemployment; provision of an adequate living wage; protec-

tion of the worker against sickness, disease, and injury arising 

out of his or her employment; protection of children, young per-

sons, and women; provision for old age and injury; protection of 

the interests of workers when employed in countries other than 

their own; recognition of the principle of equal remuneration for 

work of equal value; and recognition of the principle of freedom 

of association.

International action in these matters is required, the preamble 

makes clear, because “the failure of any nation to adopt humane 

conditions of labor is an obstacle in the way of other nations which 

desire to improve the conditions in their own countries.” Finally, 

in agreeing to the ILO constitution, the member governments de-

clare in the preamble that they are “moved by sentiments of jus-

BACKGROUND: Th e ILO is the only major organization originally part of the League of Nations 

system that has existed from the founding of the League in 1919 down to the present day. Its name is 

actually too narrow, for it is an organization neither of nor for labor alone. As the late James T. Shotwell, 

president emeritus of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, pointed out long ago, the ILO 

might more accurately have been termed an International Organization for Social Justice. Furthermore, 

as the organization’s responsibilities have widened, it has given increasing attention to measures designed 

to help raise general standards of living. Its work now even includes activities such as productivity train-

ing courses for management personnel and high government. Michel Hansenne, Director General of the 

ILO from 1989 to 1999, said, “Employment—the best possible employment for all—has always been, and 

will remain, the principal objective of our Organization, whose mission is to link economic growth, so-

cial justice and the creation and distribution of wealth.”
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tice and humanity as well as by the desire to secure the permanent 

peace of the world.”

Meeting in Philadelphia in 1944, the International Labour Con-

ference adopted a declaration that rephrased and broadened the 

“aims and purposes” of the ILO and “the principles which should 

inspire the policy of its members.” President Roosevelt stated that 

the Declaration of Philadelphia, as it was called, summed up the 

aspirations of an epoch that had known two world wars and that 

it might well acquire a historical signifi cance comparable to that 

of the US Declaration of Independence. Th e declaration, which 

was incorporated into the amended constitution of the ILO, af-

fi rms that labor is not a commodity; that freedom of expression 

and association are essential to sustained progress; that poverty 

anywhere constitutes a danger to prosperity everywhere; and that 

the war against want must be carried on not only with unrelenting 

vigor within each nation but also by “continuous and concerted 

international eff ort in which the representatives of workers and 

employers, enjoying equal status with those of Governments, join 

with them in free discussion and democratic decision with a view 

to the promotion of the common welfare.”

Th e Declaration of Philadelphia recognizes the “solemn obliga-

tion” of the ILO to further among nations of the world programs 

that will achieve the following:

• full employment and the raising of standards of living;

• employment of workers in the occupations for which they are 

best suited and where they can make their greatest contribu-

tion to the common well-being;

• facilities for training and the transfer of labor, including mi-

gration for employment and settlement;

• policies in regard to wages and earnings, hours, and other 

conditions of work calculated to ensure a just share of the 

fruits of progress to all and a minimum living wage to all em-

ployed and in need of such protection;

• eff ective recognition of the right of collective bargaining, the 

cooperation of management and labor in the continuous im-

provement of productive effi  ciency, and the collaboration of 

workers and employers in the preparation and application of 

social and economic measures;

• extension of social security measures to provide a basic in-

come to all in need of such protection and comprehensive 

medical care;

• adequate protection for the life and health of workers in all 

occupations;

• child welfare and maternity protection;

• adequate nutrition, housing, and facilities for recreation and 

culture; and

• assurance of equality of educational and vocational 

opportunity.

Since 1994 the ILO has been involved in a process of modern-

izing and strengthening its labor standards system.

MEMBERSHIP
Originally, ILO membership was identical with League of Nations 

membership, since adherence to the League carried with it partici-

pation in the ILO. However, several countries that were not mem-

bers of the League were admitted to the ILO, notably the United 

States, which joined in 1934. In 1946, the ILO became the fi rst 

specialized agency associated with the UN. Th e constitution of the 

ILO now provides that any nation that is a member of the UN can 

become a member of the ILO by unilaterally notifying the Direc-

tor General that it accepts the obligations of the ILO constitution. 

Other nations may be admitted to ILO membership by a two-

thirds vote of the International Labour Conference.

Th e ILO constitution originally made no provision for the ex-

pulsion of a member. However, two amendments adopted by the 

International Labour Conference in 1964 would have empowered 

the ILO membership, by a two-thirds vote, to expel or suspend 

any member that had been expelled or suspended by the UN or 

that had been found by the UN to be fl agrantly and persistently 

pursuing by its legislation a policy of racial discrimination. Th e 

amendments were adopted in response to South Africa’s policy 

of apartheid. Th ese amendments never came into force for lack 

of ratifi cations. However, in 1972, the conference adopted anoth-

er Instrument of Amendment about expulsions, which came into 

force on 1 November 1974.

A state may withdraw from the ILO by formal notifi cation of its 

intent to do so, such withdrawal to be eff ective two years aft er the 

ILO receives the notifi cation. Germany, one of the original mem-

bers, withdrew in 1935. South Africa notifi ed the organization of 

its intent to withdraw before the amendments that could have led 

to its expulsion were adopted. Its withdrawal became eff ective on 

11 March 1966. South Africa rejoined the ILO on 26 May 1994. Al-

bania withdrew in 1967. Vietnam withdrew in 1985, but rejoined 

in 1992. Fourteen other countries withdrew their membership at 

various times (11 of them during the World War II period), but 

all sooner or later rejoined the organization. Th e rules that govern 

original admission to membership also apply to readmission.

In November 1975, the United States fi led a two-year notice of 

intent to withdraw, stating at the same time that it did not desire 

or expect to leave the ILO but hoped to help the ILO “return to ba-

sic principles.” US Secretary of State Henry Kissinger said that the 

ILO had been “falling back” in four fundamental areas: workers’ 

and employers’ groups in the ILO falling under the domination of 

governments; an “appallingly selective” concern for human rights; 

“disregard of due process” in condemning member states “which 

happen to be the political target of the moment”; and “increasing 

politicization of the organization.” Th e notice of intent to withdraw 

was allowed to run its course, thereby ending US membership in 

the ILO in November 1977. On the return of the United States to 

membership in February 1980, President Jimmy Carter said: “As 

a member of the ILO and with the support of other countries, the 

United States will seek to ensure that the ILO continues to serve 

the interests of the world’s working men and women by promot-

ing more and better jobs while protecting human rights and dig-

nity.” As of 10 November 2005, the ILO had 178 members.

STRUCTURE
Th e principal organs of the ILO are the International Labour Con-

ference, the Governing Body, and the International Labour Offi  ce, 

headed by a Director General.

International Labour Conference

Th e International Labour Conference is the organization’s poli-

cy-making and legislative body, in which every member state is 
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represented. It holds one session a year at ILO headquarters in 

Geneva.

Each member country sends to the International Labour Con-

ference a national delegation consisting of four delegates. Two 

represent the government, one represents the country’s employ-

ers, and one represents the country’s workers. Alternates and ad-

visers may be sent as well. Each delegate has one independent 

vote. Discussing this system of tripartite representation in 1959, 

the Director General noted that the ILO is “the only intergovern-

mental agency in whose work nongovernment delegates take part 

on an equal footing with government representatives as a matter 

of constitutional right. Representatives of employers’ and workers’ 

organizations are included in its policy-making, standard-setting, 

and executive machinery and participate, with full voting rights, 

in all these aspects of its work.”

Th e government, employers’, and workers’ representatives to the 

conference act in many respects as three separate groups, func-

tioning somewhat as political parties function in a national leg-

islature: the three groups meet separately for informal discus-

sions of strategy; they hold caucuses; and, voting separately, they 

elect the government, the employers’, and the workers’ delegates 

to the Governing Body and to tripartite committees. If the tripar-

tite system is to function as intended, it is essential that employ-

ers’ and workers’ delegates be true representatives of their respec-

tive groups. Th e ILO constitution provides that governments must 

appoint these delegates in agreement with the “most representa-

tive” organizations of employers or workers “if such organizations 

exist.”

Governing Body

Th e Governing Body is the executive council of the ILO. It is com-

posed of 56 titular members (14 representing employers, 14 repre-

senting workers, and 28 representing governments) and 66 depu-

ty members (19 representing employers, 19 representing workers, 

and 28 representing governments).

Members of the Governing Body are elected by the correspond-

ing groups in the International Labour Conference, except that 10 

of the government representatives are appointed by countries that 

do not participate in the election of the other government repre-

sentatives since these 10 countries are entitled to permanent seats 

as “states of chief industrial importance.” Th e 10 governments per-

manently represented on the Governing Body are Brazil, China, 

France, Germany, India, Italy, Japan, the Russian Federation, the 

United Kingdom, and the United States of America. Th e remain-

ing government members, elected for three years by the 2005 con-

ference were from Argentina, Australia, Belarus, Cameroon, Can-

ada, Cuba, El Salvador, Kenya, Malawi, Morocco, Nigeria, Peru, 

Philippines, Romania, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Spain, and Sri 

Lanka. .

Th e 14 employers’ representatives on the governing body, elect-

ed for three years by the 2005 conference, included leading indus-

trialists from Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Burkina Faso, France, 

Germany, Japan, Mauritius, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Sweden, Tu-

nisia, United Kingdom, and United States.

Th e 14 members of the workers’ group, elected in 2005 for three 

years, were ranking trade union offi  cials from Algeria, Australia, 

Barbados, Canada, Colombia, Germany, Guinea, India, Japan, Ni-

geria, Russian Federation, Sweden, United Kingdom, and United 

States.

Under amendments to the ILO constitution adopted by the 

International Labour Conference in 1986—to become eff ective 

when ratifi ed or accepted by two-thirds of the members, includ-

ing 5 of the 10 permanent members of the Governing Body—the 

members of the Governing Body will be increased to 112 (56 rep-

resenting governments, 28 representing employers, and 28 repre-

senting workers) and the 10 permanent seats will be eliminated. 

As of 2006, this amendment had not yet entered into force.

Meeting several times a year, the Governing Body coordinates 

and in many ways shapes the work of the organization. It draws up 

the agenda for each session of the International Labour Confer-

ence; while the conference is empowered to change this agenda, 

it rarely does. Th e Governing Body appoints the Director-Gen-

eral of the International Labour Offi  ce. It examines the proposed 

budget submitted to it each year by the Director-General and ap-

proves it for adoption by the conference. Th e Governing Body also 

is responsible for convening the scores of other conference and 

committee meetings held under ILO auspices every year in vari-

ous parts of the world and decides what action ought to be taken 

on their resolutions and reports.

International Labour Offi  ce and Director-General

Th e International Labour Offi  ce in Geneva, headed by the Direc-

tor-General, is the ILO’s headquarters and its permanent secre-

tariat. As of 2000, its staff  consisted of about 1,900 persons from 

more than 110 countries in Geneva and in 40 fi eld offi  ces.

During World War II, when for a time Switzerland was entirely 

surrounded by Axis forces, the International Labour Offi  ce and a 

skeleton staff  were temporarily moved to Montreal, where, thanks 

to the hospitality of the Canadian government and McGill Univer-

sity, the offi  ce was able to continue its more urgent work.

Th e International Labour Offi  ce services the sessions of the 

conference, the Governing Body, and the various subsidiary or-

gans and committees. It prepares the documents for these meet-

ings; publishes periodicals, studies, and reports; and collects and 

distributes information on all subjects within the ILO’s compe-

tence. As directed by the conference and the Governing Body, it 

carries out ILO operational programs that have been decided on 

in various fi elds.

Th e ILO has had nine Directors General—Albert Th omas, 

France, 1919–32; Harold Butler, United Kingdom, 1932–38; John 

G. Winant, United States, 1939–41; Edward J. Phelan, Ireland, 

1941–48; David A. Morse, United States, 1948–70; Wilfred Jenks, 

United Kingdom, 1970–73; Francis Blanchard, France, 1973–89; 

Michel Hansenne, Belgium, 1989–99; Juan Somavia, Chile, 1999 

to present.

THE ISSUE OF INDEPENDENT WORKER 
AND EMPLOYER REPRESENTATION
Since its early days, the ILO has been troubled by a basic constitu-

tional issue: can the organization, without violating its own prin-

ciples, countenance the seating of workers’ and employers’ dele-
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gates from countries where workers’ and employers’ organizations 

are not free from domination or control by the government?

Challenges to the Credentials of Workers

When, in the early 1920s, a member of the Italian Fascist labor 

corporations appeared at Geneva to take his seat as the workers’ 

member of the Italian delegation to the ILO, his credentials were 

challenged, though unsuccessfully, by the workers’ group, which 

maintained that he was not a true spokesman for Italian labor. Ev-

ery session of the conference from 1923 to 1938 saw the creden-

tials of one or more workers’ delegates challenged on the grounds 

that these delegates did not represent an independent labor point 

of view. Among them were workers’ delegates from Austria, Bul-

garia, Germany, Greece, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, and Poland. In all 

cases, however, the delegates were seated.

Since World War II, the conference has on several occasions ac-

tually refused to seat a workers’ delegate whose credentials had 

been challenged. In 1945, it refused to seat the workers’ delegate 

chosen by the Perón regime in Argentina on the ground that work-

ers’ organizations in Argentina did not at that time enjoy freedom 

of association, action, or speech. In 1950, it refused to seat the 

workers’ delegate appointed by the government of Venezuela on 

the ground that the delegate could not have been nominated in 

agreement with the country’s most representative workers’ asso-

ciations since the government had at that time dissolved all trade 

unions. Challenges to the credentials of Argentinian and Venezu-

elan workers’ delegates on other occasions were overruled by the 

credentials committee, however, as was a 1955 challenge to the 

credentials of the Chilean workers’ delegate.

Th e Question of Employers’ Delegates from Communist 

Countries

Much greater diffi  culties arose in the past over the seating of em-

ployers’ delegates from former communist countries. When the 

fi rst employers’ delegate from the USSR, Mr. Kaoulin of the Peo-

ple’s Commissariat of Water Transport, appeared at the 1936 mari-

time conference, the employers’ group acquiesced in his seating 

but requested an examination of the constitutional questions in-
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Afghanistan
Albania
Algeria
Angola
Antigua and Barbuda
Argentina
Armenia
Australia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Bahamas
Bahrain
Bangladesh
Barbados
Belarus
Belgium
Belize
Benin
Bolivia
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Botswana
Brazil
Bulgaria
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cambodia
Cameroon
Canada
Cape Verde
Central African Republic
Chad
Chile
China
Colombia
Comoros
Congo
Congo, Democratic Republic of the
Costa Rica
Côte d’Ivoire
Croatia
Cuba
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Djibouti

Dominica
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
Egypt
El Salvador
Equatorial Guinea
Eritrea
Estonia
Ethiopia
Fiji
Finland
France
Gabon
Gambia
Georgia
Germany
Ghana
Greece
Grenada
Guatemala
Guinea
Guinea-Bissau
Guyana
Haiti
Honduras
Hungary
Iceland
India
Indonesia
Iran, Islamic Republic of
Iraq
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Jamaica
Japan
Jordan
Kazakhstan
Kenya
Kiribati
Korea, Republic of
Kuwait
Kyrgyzstan
Lao People’s Democratic Republic
Latvia

Lebanon
Lesotho
Liberia
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya
Lithuania
Luxembourg
The Former Yugoslav Republic of
 Macedonia,
Madagascar
Malawi
Malaysia
Mali
Malta
Mauritania
Mauritius
Mexico
Moldova, Republic of
Mongolia
Morocco
Mozambique
Myanmar
Namibia
Nepal
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Niger
Nigeria
Norway
Oman
Pakistan
Panama
Papua New Guinea
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Qatar
Romania
Russian Federation
Rwanda
St. Kitts and Nevis
St. Lucia
St. Vincent and the Grenadines

Samoa
San Marino
São Tomé and Príncipe
Saudi Arabia
Senegal
Serbia and Montenegro
Seychelles
Sierra Leone
Singapore
Slovakia
Slovenia
Solomon Islands
Somalia
South Africa
Spain
Sri Lanka
Sudan
Suriname
Swaziland
Sweden
Switzerland
Syrian Arab Republic
Tajikistan
Tanzania, United Republic of
Thailand
Timor-Leste
Togo
Trinidad and Tobago
Tunisia
Turkey
Turkmenistan
Uganda
Ukraine
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
United States
Uruguay
Uzbekistan
Vanuatu
Venezuela
Vietnam
Yemen
Zambia
Zimbabwe
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volved. A study duly carried out by the International Labour Of-

fi ce concluded that the ILO constitution did not require an em-

ployer to be a private person and that in countries where the state 

was the chief employer, it was for the state to choose the employ-

ers’ delegate. Th e employers’ group at the conference voted unani-

mously to reject this interpretation.

At the 1945 International Labour Conference, held in Paris 

shortly aft er the end of World War II, two constitutional amend-

ments were proposed that aimed at increasing the size of the na-

tional delegations so as to give representation to both the public 

and private sectors of the economy. Both proposed amendments 

were, for a variety of reasons, rejected by the conference. Th e em-

ployers’ group, however, issued a declaration stating that if the 

USSR, which had withdrawn from the ILO in 1940, were to re-

sume membership, “it would naturally appoint as employers’ dele-

gates a representative of the socialized management of the USSR.”

At the 1953 conference, the employers’ group challenged the 

credentials of the Czechoslovakian employers’ delegate and, when 

the USSR did rejoin the organization in 1954, challenged those 

of the Soviet employers’ delegate as well. On both occasions, the 

group was overruled by the credentials committee, which held 

that the delegates in question performed executive and manage-

rial functions corresponding to those normally exercised by em-

ployers under other economic systems.

When the Governing Board met in November 1954, it was 

sharply divided on the question of employers’ delegates from coun-

tries with nationalized economies. In hopes of facilitating a com-

promise, it appointed a special fact-fi nding committee, headed by 

Sir Arnold McNair, former president of the International Court of 

Justice, to report on the “extent of the freedom of employers’ and 

workers’ organizations” in ILO member countries “from govern-

ment domination or control.” Th e lengthy report, which the com-

mittee submitted in February 1956, was based on a study of the 

situation in 59 countries, including fi ve in the Soviet bloc.

Th e report recognized at the outset that the unique feature of 

the ILO—cooperation among representatives of government, em-

ployers, and workers—could only be meaningful if the latter rep-

resented their constituents in the true sense of the word and had 

the right “to speak and vote freely without government control.” 

On the other hand, the report noted, major changes had occurred 

in the economic structure of many countries since 1919, with gov-

ernments participating in their countries’ economic and social life 

in a wide variety of new ways. Th e ILO had long maintained that 

the principle of freedom of association is violated if the right to 

organize is subject to government authorization. However, the re-

port found, the constitutions of no less than 21 ILO countries sub-

jected the right of association to statutory regulation.

Th e Hungarian uprising of 1956 had sharp repercussions in the 

ILO, which were refl ected in the credentials dispute. Th e Govern-

ing Body expressed solidarity with the Hungarian workers “who 

were struggling to secure their fundamental rights,” and the 1957 

International Labour Conference rejected the credentials of the 

employers’ and workers’ delegates appointed by the Kádár govern-

ment, which had, in eff ect, restored the Hungarian status quo ante. 

In 1958 and 1959, the conference took the unprecedented step of 

not only rejecting the credentials of the Hungarian workers’ and 

employers’ delegates, but also refusing admission to the govern-

ment delegates.

In the meantime, various attempts were made to fi nd a general 

solution to the problem that would satisfy all concerned, includ-

ing the Western employers’ delegates. Involved in the problem was 

the fact that, under the International Labour Conference rules, 

each group—government, employers, and workers—could re-

fuse to seat delegates whose credentials it did not accept. In 1959, 

acting on a plan proposed by a tripartite committee headed by 

Roberto Ago of Italy, the ILO established a fi ve-member Appeals 

Board composed of persons of “internationally recognized inde-

pendence and impartiality” to rule on such matters.

Th e demise of the Soviet bloc in the late 1980s heralded the ar-

rival of a new era of consensus. Now that so many formerly com-

munist governments no longer adhere to a managed economy, 

challenges to credentials are much less signifi cant.

BUDGET
Th e ILO’s activities are fi nanced by a biennial budget fi xed by the 

International Labour Conference and raised from the govern-

ments of member states according to a scale of contributions ap-

proved by the conference. Th e scale ranges from 0.001% for the 

least developed countries (LDCs) to 5.45% for the United King-

dom, 6.37% for France, 9.62% for Germany, 19.22% for Japan, 

and 22% for the United States. In addition, the ILO receives for 

its technical assistance programs a share of the funds raised from 

voluntary government contributions to UNDP.

Th e 2004-05 expenditure budget amounted to us529.6 mil-

lion, with an income budget for the same amount.

ACTIVITIES

A. International Labor Standards

One of the principal achievements of the ILO has been the formu-

lation of an extensive international labor code through the draft -

ing and adoption of various standard-setting conventions and rec-

ommendations. Th e fi rst international convention adopted was 

the 1919 Hours of Work Convention, establishing the eight-hour 

day and the six-day week in industry.

A convention is similar to an international treaty and is subject 

to ratifi cation. Recommendations do not require ratifi cation. Th ey 

serve as guidelines for national policy.

By 2006, the various sessions of the International Labour Con-

ference had built up the edifi ce of the international labor code 

through the adoption of 185 conventions and 195 recommenda-

tions, covering such questions as the following:

• employment and unemployment: employment services, na-

tional development programs, and provisions for unemploy-

ment;

• various aspects of conditions of work: wages, hours, weekly 

rest periods, annual holidays with pay, and allied topics;

• employment of children and young persons: minimum age 

of admission to employment, medical examination for fi tness 

for employment, vocational training and apprenticeship, and 

night work;

• employment of women: maternity protection, night work, 

and employment in unhealthy work;

• industrial health, safety, and welfare;

• social security;
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• industrial (i.e., management-labor) relations;

• labor inspection;

• social policy in nonmetropolitan areas and concerning indig-

enous and tribal populations;

• protection of migrants; and

•  trade unionism and collective bargaining.

At fi rst, the eff ort to build up minimum labor and social stan-

dards that would be internationally valid was considered by many 

as utopian. In these fi elds, international action used to be virtually 

unknown. But the freely accepted conventions and recommenda-

tions and the ILO machinery of mutual supervision have helped 

to improve working conditions and management–labor relations, 

protect the fundamental rights of labor, promote social security, 

and lessen the frequency and intensity of labor confl icts.

Th e international labor code is continually being revised and 

extended, not only to broaden its scope but also to keep pace with 

advancing concepts of social and economic welfare. Th e follow-

ing conventions represent the heart and soul of the organization’s 

commitment to its mandate to social justice:

Selected ILO Conventions

number name

No. 29 Forced Labor Convention (1930)

No. 87 Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right 

   to Organize (1948)

No. 98 Right to Organize and Collective Bargaining 

   Convention (1949)

No. 100 Equal Remuneration Convention (1951)

No. 105 Abolition of Forced Labor Convention (1957)

No. 111 Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) 

   Convention (1958)

No. 122 Employment Policy Convention (1964)

No. 135 Workers’ Representatives Convention (1971)

No. 141 Rural Workers’ Organizations Convention (1978)

No. 144 Tripartite Consultation (International Labor 

   Standards) Convention (1976)

No. 151 Labor Relations (Public Service) (1978)

No. 155 Occupational Safety and Health Convention (1981)

No. 169 Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention (1989)

No. 174 Prevention of Major Industrial Accidents 

   Convention (1993)

No. 182 Worst Forms of Child Labor Convention (1999)

No. 184 Safety and Health in Agriculture Convention (2001)

Other important conventions are, for example, the 1960 conven-

tion and a recommendation on the protection of workers against 

ionizing radiations. Th ese instruments, in essence, provide for the 

establishment of maximum permissible doses and amounts of ra-

dioactive substances that may be taken into the body. Appropriate 

radiation levels are fi xed for workers over 16. Under these interna-

tional instruments, workers under 16 are prohibited from work-

ing in direct contact with ionizing radiations.

In pursuit of ILO eff orts to help extend the scope of social se-

curity coverage throughout the world and eliminate discrimina-

tion based upon nationality, the 1962 International Labour Con-

ference adopted a convention on the equal treatment of nationals 

and non-nationals in social security. Under this convention, a rati-

fying country shall give to nationals of other ratifying countries, 

within its territory, equal treatment with its own nationals under 

its social security legislation. Countries may accept the obligations 

of the convention in any or all of the following types of social se-

curity: medical care, sickness benefi ts, maternity benefi ts, unem-

ployment benefi ts, and family allowances.

Th e adoption of protective standard measures against occu-

pationally caused cancer was taken up at the 1974 session of the 

International Labour Conference. Two international agreements 

were drawn up, aimed at limiting the use and the adverse eff ects of 

carcinogenic (cancer-causing) substances and strengthening pro-

tective measures to be used against them.

In 1983, a convention was adopted on the rights of handicapped 

people, aimed at increasing employment opportunities for the dis-

abled. In 1986, a convention to protect workers against serious 

risks from the use of asbestos was adopted.

Th e following recommendations are representative of the ILO’s 

work during the end of the 20th century and the beginning of the 

21st century.

No. 175 Safety and Health in Construction Recommendation 

  (1988)

No. 176 Employment Promotion and Protection against 

   Unemployment Recommendation (1988)

No. 177 Chemicals Recommendation (1990)

No. 178 Night Work Recommendation (1990)

No. 179 Working Conditions in Hotels, Restaurants and 

   Similar Establishments (1991)

No. 180 Protection of Workers’ Claims in the Event of the 

   Insolvency of Th eir Employer (1992)

No. 181 Prevention of Major Industrial Accidents (1993)

No. 184 Home Work Recommendation (1996)

No. 188 Private Employment Agencies Recommendation  

  (1997)

No. 191 Maternity Protection Recommendation (2000)

No. 195 Human Resources Development Recommendation  

  (2004)

For a complete listing of ILO conventions, visit their Internet 

site www.ilo.org. Recommendations are also listed at the site.

B. Obligation of Members aft er Adoption of International 

Labor Standards

Th e ILO, it should be borne in mind, is not a world lawgiver. Th e 

International Labour Conference cannot pass legislation that by 

itself is binding on any country. However, ingenious arrange-

ments have been written into the ILO constitution to make sure 

that conventions and recommendations adopted by the Interna-

tional Labour Conference are not regarded as mere pious pro-

nouncements. Member governments must report back to the ILO 

on the measures they have taken to bring the ILO convention or 

recommendation before their competent legislative authorities, 

and they must also keep the ILO informed of decisions made by 

those authorities.
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Supervision of Application of Ratifi ed Conventions

Once a convention has been ratifi ed and has come into force, ev-

ery country that ratifi ed it is obligated to take all necessary mea-

sures to make its provisions eff ective.

By ratifying a convention, a country automatically agrees to re-

port every year to the International Labour Offi  ce on how the con-

vention is being applied in its territory. Th ese reports are much 

more than a formality. For each convention, the Governing Body 

formulates a number of questions that include requests for in-

formation on the results of labor inspection, relevant court deci-

sions, and statistics on the number of persons covered. Copies of 

each annual report prepared by a government are to be sent to the 

country’s most representative employers’ and workers’ organiza-

tions, and the report, as fi nally submitted to the ILO, has to state 

whether the government has received any comments from them 

on the practical implementation of the convention in question.

Th ese annual reports on the application of ratifi ed conventions 

are fi rst considered by a committee of independent experts and 

then by an employer-worker-government committee, which in 

turn reports to the full International Labour Conference. Th e ob-

ject of this whole system of supervision is to enable the conference 

to determine what progress has been made in implementing the 

standards set forth in the conventions. On the basis of the intel-

ligence it receives, the conference may, if it feels this to be neces-

sary, make “observations” to governments, that is, suggest to them 

ways in which they may overcome discrepancies between the pro-

visions of the conventions that they have ratifi ed and existing na-

tional laws or practices.

Th e eff ectiveness of this supervisory machinery depends, natu-

rally, on the cooperation of member governments in submitting 

their annual reports. On the whole, an increasing number of gov-

ernments have been living up to their obligations in this respect. 

If required reports are not forthcoming or if the reports submitted 

by certain countries are not really informative, the ILO supervi-

sory committees express their dissatisfaction in polite but quite 

unmistakable terms. Th ese criticisms are included in the printed 

reports of the committees and may occasion debates in the confer-

ence itself, thus giving the matter further publicity.

Th e ILO constitution provides two other procedures that may 

be followed to induce governments to carry out the provisions of 

conventions that they have ratifi ed. First, workers’ or employers’ 

organizations may make representations to the International La-

bour Offi  ce if they believe that any government, even their own, 

has failed to live up to a convention that it has ratifi ed. If the gov-

ernment concerned fails to provide a satisfactory answer to the 

allegation, the Governing Body may decide to publish the allega-

tion and, if one has been submitted, the government reply. Sec-

ond, any ILO member government may fi le a complaint against 

any other member for alleged noncompliance with a ratifi ed con-

vention. Th e ILO constitution provides that, in this event, a com-

mission of inquiry shall examine the matter, report on its fi nd-

ings, and recommend such remedial steps as it thinks proper. Th e 

fact that the ILO constitution provides for specifi c machinery to 

take up such complaints itself has contributed to the observance 

of ratifi ed international labor conventions on the part of member 

governments.

In his report to the 81st ILC in 1994, Director-General Michel 

Hansenne reported that in the preceding 30 years, close to 2,000 

cases of progress were recorded by supervisory bodies. “Th at 

means 2,000 situations in which national legislation and policy 

have been brought into line with the requirements of ratifi ed Con-

ventions,” said the Director-General.

Reports on Recommendations and Unratifi ed Conventions

Recommendations adopted by the International Labour Confer-

ence, unlike the conventions that it adopts, are not international 

treaties and are not subject to ratifi cation. Hence, these recom-

mendations can never be binding on a member government in the 

sense that the provisions of a ratifi ed convention are binding. Nev-

ertheless, the recommendations constitute an important part of the 

international labor code, and, since 1948, the Governing Body of 

the ILO has had the right to ask member governments periodical-

ly to what extent they have given or intend to give eff ect to conven-

tions not ratifi ed and to recommendations. In such case, the gov-

ernments also have to state the reasons that have so far prevented 

or delayed the ratifi cation of conventions and the modifi cation of 

national law and practices according to recommendations.

Ratifi cations

Th e number of ratifi cations that a given convention has received is 

not, in itself, an accurate measure of its acceptance or impact. Th e 

fact that a convention has not been ratifi ed by a particular coun-

try does not necessarily mean that that country has not met the 

standards prescribed in the convention. Th e United Kingdom, for 

example, advised the ILO that it did not intend to propose parlia-

mentary ratifi cation of the convention requiring a minimum 24-

hour weekly rest period for commercial and offi  ce workers. It ex-

plained that such workers in the United Kingdom were already 

assured a rest period of at least that length through established 

custom and that it was not the policy of the government to inter-

vene in matters that had already been satisfactorily settled by the 

parties concerned.

New Zealand, which in many ways has pioneered in labor legis-

lation, waited until 1938 to ratify the eight-hour-day, six-day-week 

convention of 1919. At the same time, New Zealand also ratifi ed 

the more restrictive 40-hour-week convention of 1935 and, in fact, 

remained for 18 years the only country ratifying it. Ratifi cations 

may be withheld for various reasons by a country for a number of 

years, aft er which a number of ratifi cations may be approved at 

once. Th us, in 1962 alone, Peru ratifi ed 31 diff erent international 

labor conventions.

Very oft en, countries do not ratify conventions on subjects that 

they feel do not concern them. Th e various maritime conven-

tions, for example, are primarily of interest to nations with siz-

able merchant marine fl eets. Occasionally, however, countries as 

a matter of principle ratify conventions on conditions quite alien 

to them. Th us, Switzerland ratifi ed the 1957 Convention on the 

Abolition of Forced Labor on the recommendation of the Swiss 

Federal Council, which called for ratifi cation because of the con-

vention’s humanitarian signifi cance, although “forced labor in any 

of the forms mentioned in the Convention has never existed in 

Switzerland.”

For a growing number of workers in an increasing number of 

countries, wages, working conditions, vacations, and so-called 

fringe benefi ts are being determined not through government leg-

islation but through collective bargaining. Th e international stan-

dards embodied in the ILO’s conventions, even though they may 
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not show on the statute books, frequently serve as guides for labor-

management agreements. Th e widening impact of ILO standards 

owes much to the various arrangements that have been worked 

out to make the provisions of the international labor code more 

widely known to employers’ and workers’ organizations.

Th e signifi cance of the sharply increased rate at which govern-

ments have been ratifying ILO conventions since 1960 is very 

great. Ratifi cation, particularly in a developing country, regularly 

signifi es a step forward.

C. Th e ILO as a Promoter of Human Rights

Freedom of Association

World War II stimulated the growth of trade unions and increased 

their responsibilities. In many countries, labor was recognized as 

an equal partner in the eff ort that won the war. Nevertheless, in 

various parts of the world, the position of unions was far from se-

cure, and in many countries, such a basic freedom as the worker’s 

right to join a union of his choice was respected neither in law nor 

in practice.

In 1948, the International Labour Conference adopted the Con-

vention on Freedom of Association and the Right to Organize, and 

in 1949, it adopted the Convention on the Right to Organize and 

Collective Bargaining. Th ese conventions stipulate that all work-

ers and employers shall possess the right to establish and join or-

ganizations of their own choosing without having to obtain gov-

ernment authorization. Such organizations shall have the right to 

function freely and without interference from public authorities; 

they may be dissolved or suspended only by normal judicial pro-

cedure and never by administrative authority. Workers must be 

protected against discrimination on the grounds of union mem-

bership or activities; thus, a worker may not be discharged be-

cause he joins or is active in a union. Employers and workers must 

not interfere in the establishment or operation of one another’s 

organizations; this provision outlaws such devices as employer-

dominated unions. By 2 May 2006, the fi rst of the two conventions 

had been ratifi ed by 145 countries and the second by 154.

Th e ILO Committee on Freedom of Association (CFA) has re-

corded a dramatic rise in the numbers of complaints lodged un-

der this convention: before 1990 a total of 61 complaints were re-

ceived; 49 complaints were received in 1990 alone. In total, the 

CFA handles hundreds of cases each year. Cases are received even 

when the government concerned has not ratifi ed the ILO’s free-

dom of association convention.

Th e ILO has been particularly concerned with safeguarding the 

rights enumerated in these two conventions. It has made full use 

of its regular procedure to ascertain whether all member states 

have presented the conventions to the appropriate domestic au-

thorities for ratifi cation and to supervise the implementation of 

the conventions by states that have ratifi ed them. In addition, the 

International Labour Conference has conducted reviews concern-

ing the extent to which member states, whether bound by the con-

ventions or not, have put their provisions into eff ect.

In 1969, a special review was made, in connection with the 50th 

anniversary of the ILO, of the problems and prospects of ratifi -

cation of 17 key conventions. Special bodies were set up to deal 

with complaints against governments for violation of trade-union 

rights: a committee of the Governing Body, known as the Com-

mittee on Freedom of Association, composed of government, 

employer, and worker representatives; and the quasi-judicial 

Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission, composed of nine 

independent persons serving as individuals. Th e Fact-Finding and 

Conciliation Commission is authorized to make on-the-scene in-

vestigations, but it cannot consider a case unless the government 

concerned gives its consent. Japan, in 1964, was the fi rst to do so; 

Greece was the second, in 1965. Th e government-employer-work-

er Committee on Freedom of Association, however, not being a 

semi-judicial body, may consider complaints whether or not the 

government concerned gives its consent.

Feeling that fuller factual information was needed about con-

ditions in various countries aff ecting freedom of association, the 

ILO Governing Body decided in 1958 to inaugurate a worldwide 

survey to be carried out through on-the-spot studies. Th e fi rst 

country to invite such a survey was the United States; the second 

was the USSR. An ILO survey mission visited both countries in 

1959. At the invitation of the governments of Sweden, the United 

Kingdom, Burma, and Malaya, surveys on freedom of association 

in those countries were made in 1960 and 1961.

Th e Committee on Freedom of Association considered com-

plaints of infringements of trade union rights in Poland following 

the proclamation of martial law in that country in December 1981 

and in response to measures taken against the Solidarity trade 

union. In November 1982, the Governing Body urged the Polish 

government to lift  martial law; it noted with deep concern that 

the government had dissolved all existing trade unions, including 

Solidarity, and deplored the fact that fundamental provisions of 

the new Polish labor law did not conform with ILO principles of 

freedom of association and collective bargaining. A commission 

of inquiry set up by the ILO in 1983 reported in the following year 

that Poland had infringed trade union rights laid down in two ILO 

conventions to which it was a party, and it rejected Poland’s objec-

tion to its inquiry.

Forced Labor

Before World War II, ILO’s eff orts in regard to forced labor, in-

cluding the adoption of the 1930 Convention on Forced Labor 

and the 1936 Convention on Recruiting of Indigenous Workers, 

were directed primarily toward stamping out abuses in non-self-

governing territories. A convention adopted in 1939 prescribed 

that contracts for the employment of indigenous labor must al-

ways be made in writing, and an accompanying recommendation 

called for regulation of the maximum period of time for which an 

indigenous worker could bind himself under contract. Another 

convention adopted in 1939 required all penal sanctions exacted 

against indigenous labor for breach of contract to be progressively 

abolished “as soon as possible”; when applicable to juvenile work-

ers, the sanctions against breach of contract were to be abolished 

without delay.

Aft er World War II, emphasis shift ed from protection against 

exploitation in colonial areas to the abolition of systems of forced 

labor wherever they occur, as part of the promotion of human 

rights. Th e fi rst step in this broader attack was an impartial in-

quiry into the nature and extent of forced labor, including prison 

labor, gang labor, labor service, and the like. A joint UNILO com-

mittee studied the existence in the world of systems of forced or 

“corrective” labor as a means of political coercion or as punish-

ment for political views. In 1953, the committee reported that it 
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had found two principal forms of forced labor existing in fully 

self-governing countries: one used mainly as a means of political 

coercion or political punishment, and the other used mainly for 

economic reasons.

In 1957, the International Labour Conference, by a vote of 240 

to 0, with 1 abstention, adopted the Convention on the Abolition 

of Forced Labor. Th e convention outlaws any form of forced or 

compulsory labor (a) as a means of political coercion or education 

or as punishment for political or ideological views, (b) as a means 

of obtaining labor for economic development, (c) as a means of 

labor discipline, (d) as punishment for participation in strikes, or 

(e) as a means of racial, social, national, or religious discrimina-

tion. Th e convention, one of the farthest-reaching adopted by the 

ILO, has been in force since 17 January 1959.

Discrimination in Employment and Occupation

Th e Convention on Discrimination in Employment and Occu-

pation, adopted by the International Labour Conference in 1958, 

constitutes another eff ort to promote the principle of equal rights. 

Th e convention defi nes such discrimination as any distinction, ex-

clusion, or preference based on race, color, sex, religion, political 

opinion, national extraction, or social origin that impairs equal 

access to vocational training, equal access to employment and to 

certain occupations, or equal terms and conditions of employ-

ment. Measures aff ecting a person justifi ably suspected of being 

engaged in activities prejudicial to the security of the state are not 

to be deemed discrimination, provided such a person is guaran-

teed the right of appeal. Furthermore, special measures of protec-

tion or assistance required because of sex, age, disablement, family 

responsibility, or social or cultural status are not to be considered 

discriminatory, but workers’ and employers’ organizations must in 

certain cases be consulted on such measures.

Every state ratifying the convention thereby undertakes to de-

clare and pursue a national policy designed to promote, by meth-

ods appropriate to national conditions and practice, equality of 

opportunity and treatment in respect of employment and occu-

pation, with a view to eliminating discrimination. Th is goal is to 

be accomplished through cooperation with employers’ and work-

ers’ organizations, through legislation, and through educational 

programs. Ratifying states also agree to pursue nondiscriminatory 

public employment policies and to ensure the observance of such 

policies by public vocational guidance, training, and placement 

services.

D. Maritime Questions

Th e problems of merchant sailors diff er in many respects from 

those of other workers. When plans for an international labor or-

ganization were being worked out in 1919, world seafarers’ orga-

nizations urged the creation of a separate “permanent general con-

ference for the international regulation of maritime labor” and of 

a separate “supervisory offi  ce for maritime labor.” Although it was 

eventually decided to include maritime questions as falling within 

the purview of the ILO, special ILO machinery was established to 

deal with them, including special maritime sessions of the Inter-

national Labour Conference and a Joint Maritime Commission.

Maritime sessions of the International Labour Conference are 

periodic full-scale sessions of the conference devoted exclusively 

to maritime questions. Th e fi rst such conference was held in 1920. 

Since then, some 50 conventions and recommendations concern-

ing seafarers have been adopted, pertaining to conditions of em-

ployment, health and safety, welfare, and social security. Together, 

these conventions and recommendations form the International 

Seafarers’ Code, which is binding on all subscribing countries.

Th e Joint Maritime Commission keeps questions regarding the 

merchant marine under review on a year-to-year basis. Since it 

began its work in 1920, the commission has been enlarged several 

times, mainly to provide wider geographical representation.

Conditions of Employment

Th e fi rst of the ILO’s maritime conventions, adopted in 1920, for-

bids the employment of children under 14 at sea, except on fam-

ily-operated vessels. A convention adopted in 1936 raises the 

minimum age to 15. A convention adopted in 1926 prescribes the 

standard form and content of seafarers’ articles of agreement or 

employment contracts, signing procedures, and the conditions 

under which such contracts may be terminated.

At the 1987 maritime session of the International Labour Con-

ference, a number of conventions and recommendations were ad-

opted, some of which revised and updated earlier instruments. A 

1926 convention guaranteeing repatriation of seafarers was broad-

ened to take into account developments in the shipping industry. 

Th e new instrument lists the circumstances under which repatria-

tion rights shall apply, including cessation of employment, illness, 

shipwreck, and bankruptcy of the shipowner. Another revision of 

previous instruments was adopted on seafarers’ welfare at sea and 

in port. States ratifying it will undertake to ensure that cultural 

and recreational facilities and information services are provided 

in appropriate ports and on board ship. A convention on health 

protection and medical care aims at providing seafarers with care 

comparable to that which is generally available to workers ashore.

Social Security for Seafarers

Th e fi rst step toward social insurance for seafarers was taken by a 

1920 convention which required a shipowner to pay two months’ 

wages to crew members of a lost or foundered vessel.

Th ree conventions aff ecting seafarers were adopted at the 1976 

maritime session: continuity of employment, annual leave with 

pay, and merchant shipping (minimum standards). Th e third con-

vention provides that a state which has ratifi ed the convention 

and in whose port a ship calls may take account of a complaint or 

evidence that the ship does not conform to the standards of the 

convention.

A new convention adopted in 1987 revised a number of exist-

ing instruments dealing with social security and insurance against 

illness; it requires ratifying states to provide seafarers with social 

security protection not less favorable than that enjoyed by shore 

workers for which the state has legislation in force. Member states 

would be bound to apply either minimum standards, as specifi ed 

in the Social Security (Minimum Standards) Convention, or supe-

rior standards, as laid down in other ILO instruments.

Th e standards set by these conventions, even when not ratifi ed 

by many countries, have an infl uence on collective agreements, 

national statutes, and regulations.

E. Technical Cooperation

Member states have always been able to count on the direct coop-

eration of the ILO. Th e expression “technical assistance” is to be 

found in an ILO report as early as 1930. ILO offi  cials who were 
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then sent on consultative missions to governments were the pre-

cursors of today’s experts.

Depending on priority programs established by governments, 

the activities of consultants have become an increasingly integral 

feature of national development plans. Among these priorities are 

the development of human resources, the raising of living stan-

dards, and the promotion of full employment. Th e ILO works ac-

tively with the authorities to set up and put into eff ect concrete 

cooperative projects. Th ese tasks range from brief preliminary 

missions to major projects, such as the setting up of networks of 

vocational training or management development centers, to the 

establishment of full-scale rural development programs.

A cooperative project is deemed a success when it can be fully 

taken over by the national counterparts of the country concerned 

aft er the ILO experts have left . To encourage this trend, the ILO 

has made it possible for national offi  cials to complete their training 

overseas. Many cooperative projects also provide for study grants 

and the organization of training courses and seminars. Th e sup-

ply of specialized equipment for certain services is another form 

of ILO aid—for example, equipment to set up vocational training 

centers.

Th e international technical cooperation eff ort is fi nanced in 

part by UNDP. Some of the industrialized countries also make 

funds available to the ILO for cooperative projects.

Th e ILO concentrates its eff orts on activities that produce maxi-

mum long-term results, such as the creation of institutions of vari-

ous kinds or of training centers for trainers. It also seeks to en-

list the aid of employers and workers in the technical cooperation 

eff ort.

Technical cooperation is linked to action promoting adher-

ence to international labor standards, such as aid in the area of la-

bor legislation and administration. Th is policy improves workers’ 

conditions while taking into account the realities of the situation 

in the country concerned.

Unemployment and Underemployment

Th e ILO considers help to member states in the struggle against 

unemployment to be one of its major responsibilities. Much work 

has been carried out in this area. Guided by international labor 

standards, and oft en with the practical aid of the ILO, many coun-

tries have taken steps to ease the lot of the unemployed, to orga-

nize employment bureaus, and to develop vocational training fa-

cilities. However, these measures are far from enough to solve the 

immense unemployment problem facing the world today.

A coherent set of measures is needed to solve the unemploy-

ment and underemployment problem: development of rural ar-

eas, as well as urban industrialization; training of citizens in 

modern employment techniques; and taking a census of the ac-

tive population and concentrating the development eff ort on the 

sectors and techniques calculated to absorb the maximum num-

ber of workers. In short, employment does not automatically fl ow 

from economic expansion unless it is geared to a policy designed 

to promote employment systematically. Th e International Labour 

Conference recognized this point when, in 1964, it adopted a con-

vention and a recommendation on unemployment policy; the 

promotion and planning of employment are now an integral part 

of the development eff ort. Faced with the unemployment crisis, 

the ILO launched the World Employment Program in 1969. Th is 

program was the starting point in the ILO’s eff orts to help combat 

unemployment and underemployment.

It was in keeping with the recognition that growing world pov-

erty required new initiatives that the World Employment Confer-

ence was held in 1976. Th e resulting declaration of principles and 

program of action called the world’s attention to the need for full 

employment and an adequate income for every inhabitant in the 

shortest possible time.

Th e ILO-developed concept of basic needs is paramount to the 

eff ort to get to the root of poverty. Basic needs include two ele-

ments: certain minimum requirements of a family for private con-

sumption—adequate food, shelter, and clothing are obviously in-

cluded, as would be certain household equipment and furniture; 

and essential services provided for the community at large, such as 

safe drinking water, sanitation, public transportation, and health 

and education facilities.

Th e program of the 1976 conference emphasized that strategies 

and national development plans and policies should include ex-

plicitly, as a priority objective, the promotion of employment and 

the satisfaction of the basic needs of each country’s population. 

Th e people should participate in making the decisions that aff ect 

them through organizations of their own choice. Th e concept of 

freely chosen employment is an integral part of a basic needs strat-

egy. Among measures to be taken by governments to meet the 

target of creating suffi  cient jobs for all in developing countries by 

the year 2000 are ratifi cation of selected ILO conventions; selec-

tion of development projects with a view to their employment and 

income distribution potential; and implementation of active la-

bor market policies, with consideration given to social policies de-

signed to increase the welfare of working people, especially wom-

en, the young, and the aged.

ILO operational activities and advisory missions remain im-

portant elements of the program. Regional employment teams in 

Asia, Africa, and Latin America provide technical advisory servic-

es and training courses in response to requests from a large num-

ber of countries.

Technical cooperation projects in the fi elds of employment 

planning, personnel planning, and labor-market information 

range from multiexpert, long-term projects to short-term consul-

tancies and special advisory missions.

ILO technical advisory missions for special public works pro-

grams not only help governments defi ne and, where appropriate, 

expand the scope of special public works programs and determine 

the technical feasibility of projects and organizational and staffi  ng 

needs, but also assist in the preparation of technical cooperation 

components and in management reviews of ongoing programs.

At the 78th Session of the ILC in 1991, Director General Michel 

Hansenne raised the issue of the “working poor,” the approximate-

ly 300 million people around the world who work in jobs that fall 

into what is called the “informal sector.” Almost one-third of the 

world’s gross domestic product is believed to be contributed by 

these millions working on the fringes of the recognized labor mar-

ket. Such activities range from small manufacturing enterprises to 

a single person selling rolled cigarettes on a street corner. Gener-

ally, products of the informal sector require a low level of capital 

investment, technology, and skills. Low productivity or low wages 

imply that very long hours have to be worked to achieve a subsis-

tence income.
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Th e ILO initiatives focused on the informal sector are the Re-

gional Employment Program for Latin America and the Caribbe-

an (PREALC) and the Jobs and Skills Program for Africa (JASPA). 

Th ese initiatives include gathering data, providing training and 

technical cooperation, promoting income-generating projects for 

specifi c vulnerable groups, studying ways to open traditional ap-

prenticeship and training for production schemes to women, and 

examining case studies of regulatory barriers.

Development of Human Resources

In an age when production techniques and structures are rapidly 

changing, simultaneously with a rapid increase in the world’s ac-

tive population, the entire concept of labor and vocational train-

ing must be viewed in a new light.

Many trades for which young people are being prepared will 

undergo radical transformation, and the qualifi cations that work-

ers hold today will be obsolete without frequent refresher courses. 

Moreover, there will be a steady increase in the number of workers 

switching from one sector to another—for example, from agricul-

ture to industry or from industry to commerce.

Any modern conception of developing human resources must 

take these factors into account by extending and diversifying vo-

cational training facilities: apprenticeships, technical training and 

education, advanced training, and refresher courses. Vocational 

guidance must be developed not only to aid young people to make 

a wise choice of a career but also to retrain adult workers for dif-

ferent jobs. A coherent policy aimed at utilizing human resourc-

es must, therefore, include measures that make it possible for the 

worker to continue education and training, depending on the per-

son’s aptitudes and the opportunities in the labor market.

Vocational training is one of the key elements of ILO’s technical 

cooperation program. Hundreds of projects have been mounted 

on all continents, some designed to create or strengthen national 

vocational training systems and others aimed at specifi c sectors 

of the economy: specialized industries, agriculture, handicraft s, 

commerce, the hotel trade, and tourism, among others.

Th e ILO also cooperates in projects for management develop-

ment and is active in the fi eld of vocational rehabilitation. Its long-

standing interest in handicapped people was expressed anew in 

1983 with the adoption of a recommendation and a convention 

recognizing the importance that it attaches to the formulation and 

implementation of coherent national policies. Th e convention em-

phasizes collective participation—notably that of the representa-

tives of employers’ and workers’ organizations and of the disabled 

themselves—in determining needs and developing vocational re-

habilitation services at national as well as community levels.

Th e ILO’s International Training Centre at Turin trained over 

90,000 men and women from some 170 countries from 1965 

through 2002.

Social Institutions

Th e ILO’s eff orts to foster social justice in order to improve work-

ing and living conditions and to encourage balanced economic 

and social development would be wasted if there were no social 

structures promoting large-scale participation.

To assist governments, employers’ associations, and trade 

unions in building or consolidating the necessary institutions and 

mechanisms, the ILO is active in such fi elds as labor law and ad-

ministration, labor relations, workers’ education, promotion of 

cooperatives, and rural institutions.

Th e ILO’s work in standard-setting has had a formative eff ect 

on social legislation and labor law throughout the world. Th e ILO 

also has supplied expert advice to countries requesting it on the 

measures needed to bring their legislation up to the level of inter-

national labor standards or to solve certain social problems. Many 

developing countries have sought ILO help in establishing or cod-

ifying their labor and social legislation. To ensure that the legisla-

tion is eff ectively applied, a country must have a labor administra-

tion that includes the necessary services. To meet this need and to 

help labor ministries play an active role in designing a develop-

ment policy, the ILO has mounted an increasing number of proj-

ects in this fi eld.

Th e ILO has always been keenly concerned with labor-manage-

ment relations and with the relations among trade unions, em-

ployers’ organizations, and governments. When such relations are 

cordial, they foster a climate conducive to economic and social 

progress. When they are unsatisfactory, they can impede united 

national development. Th e ILO considers labor relations to be 

good when they are based on the full recognition of freedom of 

association, in law and in practice, and when they permit labor, 

management, and government representatives to handle common 

problems.

Here again, technical cooperation is an extension of the action 

designed to set up standards and guidelines. ILO help is increas-

ingly being sought in the fi eld of industrial relations. Bipartite ILO 

missions comprising trade-union and management experts from 

industrialized countries have been sent to developing nations to 

encourage the establishment of a healthy working relationship be-

tween workers and employers. Study courses and seminars have 

been organized in various parts of the world.

Adequate training of workers’ representatives is a prerequisite if 

they are to play an eff ective role in economic and social life. Th e 

trade unions themselves are aware of this fact and are increasing 

their own training programs accordingly. To assist them in this 

task, the ILO established a workers’ education program to enable 

trade unions and workers’ education bodies to develop their ser-

vices and to provide workers and their representatives with the 

social and economic training they need. ILO eff orts have been di-

rected to such objectives as the training of unionists to help them 

take part in the planning and execution of development policies, 

the encouragement of cooperative action, and the organization of 

union research and information services.

As part of this program, the ILO has organized seminars, study 

courses, and technical discussions, oft en on a regional basis. An 

average of 50 courses of this type, including discussions on such 

matters as population and family planning, are held each year in 

diff erent parts of the world. Th ere is also a publications program, 

consisting of handbooks, booklets, bulletins, and educational ma-

terial, in addition to a fi lm and fi lmstrip lending library.

Since its earliest days, the ILO has played an important role 

in developing the cooperative movement. Its range of activities 

in this fi eld has grown with the introduction of the cooperative 

system in many developing countries. Th e governments of these 

countries recognize that cooperatives provide an instrument that 

can facilitate social and economic advancement. With their built-

in system of controls and internal management, their freely elect-
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ed councils, and public discussion of their programs, cooperatives 

can be compared to grass-roots civics classes, giving their mem-

bers a true sense of responsibility and involvement in national de-

velopment. Th ey are a unifying agent in bringing men and women 

together for constructive tasks, and they contribute to training for 

leadership. Above all, cooperatives are a key factor in rural devel-

opment, for both production and marketing.

Th e creation of processing cooperatives in rural areas for han-

dling produce, as well as the organization of cooperatives for small 

enterprises and handicraft  workshops, can aid progress toward in-

dustrialization. Whatever form they take, cooperatives raise living 

standards and increase employment opportunities. At the request 

of the governments, and with the fi nancial support of UNDP, 

ILO experts are helping countries set up or develop cooperative 

movements.

Th e interregional project for the production of materials and 

techniques for cooperative management training ended in 1990 

aft er 13 years of operation. Th e terminal evaluation considered 

the project to have achieved results of high quality and relevance, 

with almost 200,000 people having been trained in more than 60 

countries.

Enterprise and Cooperative Development

A major program to promote the establishment and eff ective op-

eration of enterprises in the formal and informal sectors, in both 

rural and urban areas, was implemented in 1991. Th e Entrepre-

neurship and Management Development Program (now the Man-

agement and Corporate Citizenship Program) seeks to develop 

managerial resources at various levels and in various sectors of the 

economy in an environment characterized by rapid change.

Projects in operation focus on four major areas: productivity 

and competitiveness; management systems and decent work; In-

ternational Labor Standards and good management practices; and 

socially responsible enterprise restructuring.

F. Problems of Key Industries

During World War II, and even earlier, it was felt that a gap exist-

ed in the structure of the ILO: special machinery was needed for 

the detailed and continuing study of specifi c industries by people 

with a thorough practical knowledge of their particular problems. 

Acting on a plan prepared by British Minister of Labour and Na-

tional Services Ernest Bevin, submitted in 1943 by the UK govern-

ment, the Governing Body established seven ILO industrial com-

mittees in 1945 “to provide machinery through which the special 

circumstances of the principal international industries [could] re-

ceive special and detailed consideration.” By 1946, industrial com-

mittees had been created to deal with the problems of the follow-

ing key industries: inland transport; coal mines; iron and steel; 

textiles; petroleum; building, civil engineering, and public works; 

and chemicals. In 1994 a total of 12 industrial committees were 

active: the Inland Transport; Coal Mines; Iron and Steel; Metal 

Trades; Textiles; Building, Civil Engineering, and Public Works; 

Chemical Industries; Committee on Work on Plantations; Advi-

sory Committee on Salaried Employees and Professional Workers; 

Hotel, Catering and Tourism; Forestry and Wood Industries; Food 

and Drink Industries.

Other ILO committees that deal with special problems of inter-

national signifi cance include the Advisory Committee on Salaried 

Employees and Professional Workers, the Permanent Agricultural 

Committee, and the Committee on Work on Plantations. Th e ILO 

has also established Asian, African, and inter-American advisory 

committees, which provide information on special regional prob-

lems. Th e ILO industrial committees are, in eff ect, small-scale spe-

cialized international labor conferences.

Resolutions adopted by these committees may call for further 

action on the part of the ILO. Th ey may also be designed for the 

guidance of employers’ associations and trade unions in their col-

lective bargaining, and they may contain suggestions addressed 

to the UN, to other specialized agencies, or to governments. Th e 

following are a few examples of subjects concerning which impor-

tant resolutions or recommendations have been adopted:

Inland transport: prevention of accidents involving dock labor; 

inland transport working conditions in Asia and Africa; auto-

matic coupling of railway cars; transport and handling of danger-

ous goods; limitation of loads carried by one person; marking of 

weights on loads; and interport competition;

Coal mines: principles for incorporation in a coal miners’ char-

ter; coal miners’ housing; productivity in coal mines; safety in coal 

mines; and the social consequences of fuel and power consump-

tion trends;

Iron and steel: regularization of production and employment at 

a high level; dismissal pay and payment for public holidays; and 

cooperation at the industry level;

Metal trades: regularization of production and employment at a 

high level; and long-term estimates of raw material requirements;

Textiles: disparities in wages in the textile industries of diff er-

ent countries;

Building, civil engineering, and public works: reduction of sea-

sonal unemployment in the construction industry; social aspects 

of the world timber situation and outlook; and national housing 

programs;

Work on plantations: the place of the plantation in the general 

economy of the countries concerned; living and working condi-

tions as related to plantation productivity; and the need for inter-

national action on commodity regulation; and

Salaried employees and professional workers: rights of the inven-

tor who is an employee; migration of salaried and professional 

workers; hygiene in shops and offi  ces; employment problems of 

musicians, actors, and other public performers; employment con-

ditions of teachers; professional problems of journalists; problems 

involved in collective bargaining for white-collar and professional 

workers; wages and working conditions of hospital and health-

service staff ; and wages and working conditions of civil servants.

G. Other Activities

The Occupational Safety and Health Information Center (CIS)

In 1976, the ILO launched the International Program for the Im-

provement of Working Conditions and Environment (PIACT), 

aimed at giving governments and employers’ and workers’ orga-

nizations help in drawing up and implementing programs for the 

improvement of working conditions and environment. Th e vari-

ous means of action included standard-setting; technical coopera-

tion, including the sending of multidisciplinary teams to member 

states at their request; tripartite meetings, particularly meetings 

of industrial committees, regional meetings, and meetings of ex-

perts; action-oriented research and studies; and gathering and dis-
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semination of information, particularly through the International 

Occupational Safety and Health Information Center.

Th e International Occupational Safety and Health Information 

Center (CIS) has as its objective to collect and disseminate world 

information that can contribute to the prevention of occupational 

accidents and diseases. Th e center is assisted by more than 120 na-

tional centers representing all continents. Th e CIS also off ers on-

line compact disc and microcomputer databases.

Th e conditions in which men and women work are at the 

very heart of the ILO’s mandate. Despite the progress achieved, 

the working conditions of a great many workers remain arduous 

or give rise to new problems as a result of technological devel-

opments. In this arena the ILO is concerned with the safety and 

healthfulness of the working environment, working time, orga-

nization and content of work, working conditions and choice of 

technology, and working and living environment.

In 1991, with the assistance of a grant from the German govern-

ment, the International Program on the Elimination of Child La-

bor (IPEC) was launched. More than 80 projects with government 

institutions, trade unions, employers’ organizations, and non-gov-

ernmental organizations (NGOs) were implemented in at least 12 

countries.

International Health Hazard Alert System

A new approach to dealing with newly discovered or suspected oc-

cupational hazards, which spread very quickly around the world, 

is the ILO’s International Health Hazard Alert System, established 

in 1977. When a new hazard is discovered, an alert is sent out by 

the ILO to the participating countries for their assessment and re-

ply. For example, the communication concerning possible health 

hazards in the use of carbonless copy papers was widely dissemi-

nated in several countries. In 1993 the Health Hazard Alert Sys-

tem circulated requests to member states for up-to-date informa-

tion on major occupational health hazards and their prevention.

Tripartite Declaration Concerning Multinational Enterprises and 
Social Policy

Th e 1977 Tripartite Declaration Concerning Multinational Enter-

prises and Social Policy applies to the fi elds of employment, train-

ing, conditions of work and life, and industrial relations. Already 

operational in the ILO, where it will continue to aff ect its pur-

poses, it was foreseen as the employment and labor chapter of the 

proposed UN Code of Conduct on Transnational Corporations 

that has been the subject of prolonged debate. In the early 1990s 

the General Assembly decided to discontinue work on this sub-

ject. However, the matter of a code of conduct for transnational 

corporations continues to be raised. In 1996, UNCTAD Secre-

tary-General Rubens Ricupero stated it would be particularly im-

portant “within the context of how to establish a balance between 

the rights and obligations of the countries that are the source of 

investments and the countries that receive the investments.” Th e 

declaration stresses the positive contributions that multinational 

enterprises can make to economic and social progress and aims 

at minimizing and resolving the diffi  culties that their various op-

erations may create. Th e principles are commended to govern-

ments and employers’ and workers’ organizations of home and 

host countries and to the multinational enterprises themselves for 

their voluntary observance.

Th e subject areas covered by the declaration conform to the 

areas of substantive competence of the ILO within the overall 

program of the UN. Th ere are 22 ILO conventions and 27 rec-

ommendations referenced in the declaration. Th e declaration is 

universal in scope; it is addressed to all of the parties in the ILO’s 

tripartite structure; it ascribes a leading role to multinational en-

terprises when they operate in developing countries; and, fi nally, 

it is voluntary.
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T H E  F O O D  A N D  A G R I C U LT U R E 
O R G A N I Z AT I O N  O F  T H E 
U N I T E D  N AT I O N S  ( FA O )

CREATION
From the mid-19th century, refl ecting a growing recognition of 

the interdependence of nations in agriculture and associated sci-

ences, international conferences were held at which there were ex-

changes of knowledge relating to biology, biochemistry, crop di-

versifi cation, and animal health. However, it was not until 1905 

that these individually valuable but unrelated eff orts were coor-

dinated with the founding of the International Institute of Agri-

culture (IIA).

One of the institute’s aims, which were necessarily modest be-

cause of public and governmental apathy, was “to get the farmer a 

square deal.” Th e words were those of David Lubin, a prosperous 

California dry-goods dealer, born in a Polish ghetto, who almost 

single-handedly founded the institute. Depressed by the plight of 

his farmer customers during the agricultural crisis of the 1890s, 

he bought and managed his own fruit farm in order to study their 

problems. Rebuff ed in his adopted country, he toured the chancel-

leries of Europe, preaching the importance of a healthy agricul-

ture as a requisite of a healthy international society. Finally, Lubin 

found a sympathetic listener in King Victor Emmanuel III of Italy. 

Under his patronage, the institute started functioning in Rome in 

1908 as a center for the dissemination of farming news, trends, 

prices, statistics, and techniques. Th ough lacking the capacity to 

initiate or directly assist projects in the fi eld, the IIA’s experience 

as a “head offi  ce” for the collection, collation, analysis, and dis-

semination of data formed a useful platform for the later launch-

ing of FAO’s similar but wider reaching activities in agriculture.

Th e League of Nations did not directly concern itself with ag-

riculture, but work done under its auspices in the relatively new 

fi eld of nutrition proved of great practical signifi cance. Ironically, 

Nazi Germany, although a sardonic critic of the League, was the 

fi rst country to base its wartime rationing system on the scientifi c 

standards of diet drawn up by the League for heavy workers, ex-

pectant mothers, children, and others. Soon, other countries did 

the same, oft en with striking results. In the United Kingdom, for 

example, the meager and oft en uninteresting but balanced diet 

dictated by the ration card actually led to an improvement in the 

nation’s nutritional health.

FAO was the end product of a series of conferences held during 

World War II. In 1941, the US Nutrition Conference for Defense, 

attended by 900 delegates, resolved that it should be a goal of the 

democracies to conquer hunger, “not only the obvious hunger that 

man has always known, but the hidden hunger revealed by modern 

knowledge of nutrition.” In line with President Franklin D. Roos-

evelt’s call in 1942 for the Four Freedoms, the Australian econo-

mist Frank McDougal proposed the creation of a “United Nations 

program for freedom from want of food” and urged the president 

that food be the fi rst economic problem tackled by the UN system 

being proposed for establishment when the war ended.

President Roosevelt convened the UN Conference on Food and 

Agriculture at Hot Springs, Virginia, in May and June 1943. Th e 

fi rst UN conference, antedating the San Francisco Conference by 

two years, it established an Interim Commission on Food and Ag-

riculture, headed by Lester B. Pearson of Canada. Th e commis-

sion drew up a draft  constitution for FAO, thus paving the way for 

the fi rst FAO Conference, held in Quebec in October 1945 and 

attended by 44 nations and a number of observers. On 16 Oc-

tober 1945, 34 nations signed the constitution that brought FAO 

into existence. By the end of the conference, the new organization, 

headed by British nutritionist Sir John Boyd Orr, had 42 member 

nations.

PURPOSES
As expressed in the preamble to the FAO constitution, member 

states are pledged to promote the common welfare through sepa-

rate and collective action to raise levels of nutrition and standards 

of living, improve the effi  ciency of the production and distribu-

tion of all food and agricultural products, better the conditions of 

“To the millions who have to go without two meals a day the 

only acceptable form in which God dare appear is food.”

Mahatma Gandhi

BACKGROUND: Hunger is still the most urgent problem confronting the greater part of human-

ity. Hundreds of millions of the world’s inhabitants are seriously and chronically undernourished. Not 

only is their diet quantitatively insuffi  cient, but it is qualitatively insuffi  cient as well, lacking the protein 

essential to health and vigor. In 2006 it was estimated that more than 850 million people did not have 

enough to eat.
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rural populations, and thus contribute toward an expanding world 

economy and ensure humanity’s freedom from hunger. Specifi cal-

ly, FAO is charged with collecting, evaluating, and disseminating 

information relating to nutrition, food, and agriculture and as-

sociated areas, including fi sheries, marine products, forestry, and 

primary forestry products.

FAO is committed to promoting and, where appropriate, rec-

ommending national and international action with respect to the 

following: (a) scientifi c, technological, social, and economic re-

search relating to nutrition, food, and agriculture; (b) improve-

ment of education and administration relating to nutrition, food, 

and agriculture and the spread of public knowledge of nutritional 

and agricultural science and practice; (c) conservation of natu-

ral resources and the adoption of improved methods of agricul-

tural production; (d) improvement of the processing, marketing, 

and distribution of food and agricultural products;(e) adoption of 

policies for the provision of adequate agricultural credit, nation-

al and international; and (f) adoption of international policies on 

agricultural commodity arrangements. Th e FAO also plays a ma-

jor role in dealing with food and agricultural emergencies such as 

drought, famine, plant diseases, and insect plagues.

Other functions of FAO are to furnish such technical assistance 

as governments may request; to organize, in cooperation with the 

governments concerned, such missions as may be needed to as-

sist them in fulfi lling obligations arising from their acceptance of 

the recommendations of the UN Conference on Food and Agri-

culture and of its constitution; and, generally, to take all necessary 

and appropriate action to implement the purposes of the organi-

zation as set forth in the preamble.

MEMBERSHIP
Th e 45 countries represented on the interim commission were en-

titled to original membership. Th e Russian Federation retained 

the entitlement to original membership previously held by the 

USSR, which was made eff ective on 11 April 2006 through the 

ratifi cation of FAO’s constitution.

Any nation may withdraw aft er four years. Among the coun-

tries that have withdrawn and later rejoined are Czechoslovakia 

(withdrew 1950, rejoined 1969), Poland (withdrew 1951, rejoined 

1957), Hungary (withdrew 1952, rejoined 1967), and South Africa 

(withdrew 1964, rejoined 1993). Taiwan withdrew in 1952.

As of 11 April 2006, FAO had 190 member nations. In addition, 

Puerto Rico was an associate member. Th e European Union was a 

member organization.

STRUCTURE
Th e principal organs of FAO are the FAO Conference, the FAO 

Council, and the secretariat, headed by a Director General.

FAO Conference

Th e supreme body of FAO is the all-member FAO Conference, 

which holds its regular biennial sessions in Rome in odd-num-

bered years. Th e conference determines the policy of FAO and 

adopts its budget. It makes recommendations relating to food, 

agriculture, fi sheries, forestry, and related matters to member na-

tions and to other international organizations. It approves con-

ventions and agreements for submission to member governments. 

It may establish commissions, working parties, and consultative 

groups and may convene special conferences. It periodically elects 

the Director General, as well as the member nations to be repre-

sented on the FAO Council. Each FAO member has one vote in 

the conference.

FAO Council

Th e FAO Council, consisting of 49 member nations elected by the 

FAO Conference for three-year terms on a rotating basis (one-

third of the membership stands down each year), meets at least 

once a year, under an independent chairman, as an interim gov-

erning body between meetings of the conference.

Director General and Secretariat

Under the supervision of the conference and the Council, the Di-

rector General has full power and authority to direct the work of 

FAO. Edouard Saouma of Lebanon was Director General from 

1975 to 1993. Dr. Jacques Diouf of Senegal began a six-year term 

as Director General in January 1994. Reelected for a second term 

in 2000 and a third term in 2006, he heads a staff  of more than 

3,700, including more than 2,000 persons working in various de-

velopment projects in the fi eld.

Headquarters and Regional Offi  ces. FAO headquarters were in 

Washington, D.C., until 1951. Since then, they have been located 

in Rome on extraterritorial grounds near the Colosseum and the 

Baths of Caracalla. Th e headquarters building was planned origi-

nally by the government of Mussolini, but construction was halted 

by World War II. Completed aft er the war, it was leased by the Ital-

ian government for the “permanent use and occupancy” of FAO at 

an annual rental of us1.

Growth in staff  and activities over the years created a need for 

more work space. Aside from additions to the main complex, of-

fi ce space was for some time rented away from the headquarters 

building. In 1993, the Italian government completed a major ex-

pansion of headquarters facilities, bringing all FAO staff  together 

at the Terme di Caracalla address for the fi rst time in 32 years.

Aside from headquarters in Rome, which also serves as the Eu-

ropean regional offi  ce, FAO has regional offi  ces for Africa in Accra, 

Ghana; Asia and the Pacifi c in Bangkok, Th ailand; Latin America 

and the Caribbean in Santiago, Chile; and the Near East in Cairo, 

Egypt. Th ere are also fi ve liaison offi  ces—in Geneva (Switzerland); 

Washington, D.C., and New York; Brussels (Belgium); and Yoko-

hama (Japan).

Th e Organization

Th e FAO comprises eight departments: Economic and Social Pol-

icy, Agriculture, Fisheries, Forestry, Sustainable Development, 

Technical Cooperation, Administration and Finance, and General 

Aff airs and Information. Th e Technical Cooperation and Sustain-

able Development Departments were created in 1994 through a 

process of restructuring to respond more eff ectively to evolving 

needs among the organization’s member nations.

BUDGET
FAO’s biennial internal budget, or Regular Programme, covers in-

ternal operations, including the maintenance of the highly quali-

fi ed staff  who conduct fi eld work, advise governments on policy 

and planning, and service a wide range of development needs. 

Th e Regular Programme is fi nanced by contributions from mem-

ber nations. It covers the costs of the organization’s secretariat, 
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its Technical Cooperation Programme, and part of several spe-

cial action programs. Th e budget for the 2006–07 biennium was 

us765.7 million.

Th e Technical Cooperation Program (TCP) was initiated in 

1976. It enables the organization to provide speedy assistance to, 

for instance, a country when disasters aff ect its food and agricul-

tural situation; practical and vocational training to complement 

training fi nanced from trust funds and other sources; and short-

term, small-scale supplementary technical assistance and policy 

advice that can be immediately useful to a country’s food and ag-

ricultural situation. Th e amount of funds allocated to TCPs has 

been increasing in each FAO budget; funds rose to us103.1 mil-

lion in 2006–07 from us91.5 million in 2001–02 and us77.4 

million in 1992–93.

Th e Field Programme implements FAO’s development strate-

gies and provides assistance to governments and rural communi-

ties. Projects are usually undertaken in cooperation with national 

governments and other agencies. Nearly half of Field Programme 

fi nances come from national trust funds and just over 40% is pro-

vided by the United Nations Development Program. FAO con-

tributes about 10% from the Regular Programme budget through 

its Technical Cooperation Programme. An increasing amount of 

money comes from donor countries that ask FAO to carry out part 

of their aid activities for them. Many of these countries also assign 

and fi nance young technicians to work in FAO projects.

ACTIVITIES
FAO collects, analyzes and disseminates information, provides 

policy and planning advice to governments, off ers direct develop-

ment assistance, and acts as an international forum for debate on 

food and agriculture issues.

Despite considerable progress in recent decades, the world 

still falls short of the goal of adequate food and nutrition for all. 

FAO estimated in 2005 that 842 million people in the develop-

ing world are chronically undernourished, consuming too little 

food to meet even minimal energy and protein needs. Millions 

suff er from lack of essential micronutrients; their symptoms in-

clude blindness, vulnerability to infectious diseases, anemia, and 

mental retardation. Th ose most at risk include the poor, the el-

derly, refugees and displaced persons, drought-prone populations, 

and children. According to data gathered between 1987 and 1998, 

two out of fi ve children in the developing world are stunted, one 

in three is underweight, and one in 10 is wasted. FAO advocates 

equitable, participatory rural development as the key to eradica-

tion of poverty, the fi rst and foremost cause of undernutrition and 

food insecurity.

Widespread hunger and malnutrition are not simply problems 

of inadequate food production; they are the most critical and cruel 

elements of poverty. Farmers in the developing world are discour-

aged from increasing food production by the lack of purchasing 

power among rural and urban populations as much as by a lack 

of technical assistance or inputs such as improved seeds and fer-

tilizers. People go hungry because they do not have the money to 

buy food, rather than because local farmers cannot produce more. 

Th e fi ght against world hunger is a major part of the battle against 

world poverty. Building up a country’s agriculture provides both 

food for the hungry and jobs for the rural populace; it contributes 

to the overall prosperity of the nation.

Food Security

Th e goal of eradicating hunger and malnutrition and ensuring 

food security for all is central to FAO’s mandate. Following the 

serious depletion of world grain reserves caused by poor harvests 

in 1972, FAO saw the need to develop an international system to 

maintain minimum world food security and off set the eff ects of 

crop failures. Th e organization made a proposal under which all 

countries, be they developed or developing, would cooperate in 

building up national food reserves under a structure of interna-

tional cooperation. Special eff orts were called for to increase the 

self-reliance of developing countries. Th e proposal was endorsed 

by the World Food Conference held in Rome in November 1974, 

and FAO was requested to prepare an International Undertaking 

on World Food Security. In 1976, the organization established the 

Food Security Assistance Scheme to carry out the work of the In-

ternational Undertaking.

In 1983, FAO’s Committee on World Food Security adopted 

a broader concept of world food security, with the ultimate ob-

jective of ensuring that all people at all times have both physi-

cal and economic access to the food they need, and in 1986, the 

FAO Council endorsed a World Food Security Compact, which 

provides a clearly defi ned moral basis for action by governments, 

organizations, and individuals directed toward securing food sup-

plies for all. Th e compact urged developing countries to promote 

domestic food production as the fi rst line of defense and to re-

examine, and if necessary revise, national policies to ensure ad-

equate incentives to farmers, particularly small-scale producers. It 

recommended that governments of developing countries prepare 

to maintain food security in times of shortage by such measures as 

early-warning systems and emergency food reserves and to pro-

mote rural development that helps increase the purchasing power 

of the poor. Developed countries, both importers and exporters, 

were asked to consider world as well as national interests when 

setting policies concerning food production, stocks, imports, and 

prices. Th ey were encouraged to continue providing emergency 

food aid to less fortunate countries, as well as to assist in increas-

ing agricultural production in those countries, and to help low-

income countries to secure imports of food, fertilizers, and other 

agricultural inputs in times of diffi  culty. Th ey were also requested 

to take into account, in negotiations on trade questions, the fact 

that the food security of many developing countries depends on 

their ability to export agricultural and other products in order to 

meet the cost of food imports.

Th e World Food Security Compact called on nongovernmental 

organizations to help stimulate public interest in food-security is-

sues, thereby facilitating additional action by governments, and it 

called for a commitment to food security on the part of individu-

als throughout the world. Th e individual was called upon not only 

to work for his own food security and that of his family but also 

to recognize that he has “a sacred obligation” to concern himself 

with the food security of those less fortunate than himself. “Fail-

ure to provide succor when it is needed,” the compact stated, “is a 

betrayal of man’s duty to his fellow men.”

In 1992, the International Conference on Nutrition (ICN) was 

convened at FAO headquarters in Rome. Organized jointly by 

FAO and WHO, the conference brought together almost 1,400 

delegates from 159 countries and the European Economic Com-

munity (EEC) to address ways of channeling greater resources to 
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the eradication of hunger and malnutrition worldwide. Th e ICN 

addressed eight important nutritional issues: preventing micronu-

trient defi ciencies; preventing and managing infectious diseases; 

improving household food security; promoting healthy diets and 

lifestyles; enhancing the capacity for care; improving food quality 

and safety; assessing, analyzing, and monitoring nutrition situa-

tions; and incorporating nutrition objectives in development poli-

cies. Attention was drawn to the fact that, though enough food is 

produced yearly to provide an adequate diet for all, the distribu-

tion of these resources is very uneven.

FAO’s activities are increasingly focused on food security as a 

question of household access to food as much as of overall food 

availability. In this context, proper identifi cation of vulnerable 

groups is fundamental. FAO is developing, at national and sub-

regional levels, an Aggregate Household Food Security Index. Th e 

conceptual basis for the index was approved by the FAO Council 

in 1993. It serves as a tool to help monitor food security trends 

worldwide. In November 1996, the FAO hosted 194 heads of state 

or government at a World Food Summit to discuss and combat 

world hunger. Leaders pledged to reduce the number of hungry 

people to 400 million by 2015. Th at pledge was reaffi  rmed at the 

June 2002 “World Food Summit: Five Years Later.” But accord-

ing to the State of Food Insecurity in the World 1999, the rate of 

progress (a reduction of 8 million undernourished people a year) 

means there is no hope of meeting the goal. Further, there is not 

uniform progress throughout the world: In the fi rst half of the 

1990s, only 37 countries achieved a reduction in the number of 

undernourished, totaling 100 million people; while across the rest 

of the developing world, the number of hungry people actually 

increased by almost 60 million. By 2005, in 19 developing coun-

tries, the number of the chronically hunger dropped by 80 million 

over 10 years. But in developing nations overall, hunger is still on 

the rise.

Information for Agriculture

Among its information functions, FAO provides technical infor-

mation for specialists through an active publishing program in the 

form of statistical yearbooks, periodicals, technical reports, sci-

entifi c monographs, training materials, and other studies of agri-

culture worldwide (see Bibliography). Most of these publications 

are translated from their original language into at least one of the 

organization’s other offi  cial languages: Arabic, Chinese, English, 

French, and Spanish.

FAO’s David Lubin Memorial Library serves as a coordinating 

center for the Worldwide Network of Agricultural Libraries (AG-

LINET). It houses over 1 million items covering agriculture, sta-

tistics, economics, food and nutrition, forestry, fi sheries, and rural 

development. Th e library’s computerized facilities supply on-de-

mand bibliographies to fi eld projects, individuals, and institutions 

in FAO’s member nations.

FAO’s fi lmstrips and its radio, television, and video programs 

cover a wide range of topics from improved farming techniques 

to animal husbandry, aquaculture, and soil conservation. Transla-

tion of these materials into local languages is encouraged in order 

to reach small farmers and extension workers unable to use one 

of the fi ve offi  cial languages. In addition, the organization pro-

vides users with access to over 40 databases on agriculture, fi sher-

ies, and forestry, as well as satellite-based information on climate 

that is crucial to monitoring and responding in a timely fashion to 

signs of drought, crop failure, and insect plagues.

Every decade, FAO sponsors a worldwide agricultural census, 

continuing and expanding the fi rst world census carried out by 

the International Institute of Agriculture in 1930.

FAO has made considerable eff orts to identify future demands 

on agriculture and how these demands might be met, based on the 

results of data collection and analysis, policy reviews, and prac-

tical knowledge of agricultural development. In 1969, FAO pub-

lished a provisional World Plan for Agricultural Development, an 

attempt to analyze the major issues that would confront world ag-

riculture in the 1970s and early 1980s. Building on this base, FAO 

submitted to the FAO Conference in 1979 a study entitled Agri-

culture: Toward 2000. Th e study’s main purpose was to provide a 

framework for the analysis of options and consideration of policy 

issues relevant to the development of world agriculture until the 

end of the century. Th e study was global in scope, but the ma-

jor emphasis was on developing countries. Approximately 90 de-

veloping countries, which, excluding China, together accounted 

for over 98% of the population of the developing countries, were 

studied individually.

In 1993, the FAO Conference launched Agriculture: Towards 

2010, the revised and updated version of a study originally pub-

lished by FAO in 1987. Designed to address how the future may 

unfold, rather than how it ought to develop, the document analyz-

es trends in food security, nutrition, and agricultural development 

to determine the most likely outcomes by the year 2010. Among 

the success stories, it foresees that world agricultural growth, al-

though lower than in the past, will continue to outpace population 

increases. Also, the majority of people in the developing countries 

are expected to experience improvement in their per capita food 

availability and nutritional situation. At the policy level, the study 

notes a growing awareness of—and greater capabilities to respond 

to—the need to increase agricultural sustainability. Trade agree-

ments are also seen as becoming more liberal and less trade-dis-

torting, even though the progress may not be smooth.

Yet despite these favorable predictions, many problems are fore-

seen as remaining, especially for the less developed nations. Sig-

nifi cant chronic undernutrition will continue to prevail in many 

countries and will likely aff ect signifi cant proportions of the pop-

ulation in entire regions such as sub-Saharan Africa. According 

to the study, if present trends continue, sub-Saharan Africa will 

replace South Asia as the global area with the highest number of 

chronically undernourished people—close to 300 million by the 

year 2010. Th ough improvements will be made in South Asia, that 

region will still have 200 million undernourished.

Th e pressures on agriculture, on forest and fi sheries resources, 

and on the environment will continue to build. Coupled with this, 

there will be few prospects for expansion of the main agricultural 

exports of the developing countries. Th e study presents detailed 

assessments of land resources potential for future crop production 

in the developing countries. Th ese assessments are accompanied 

and sustained by maps illustrating the dominant land classes for 

each major geographical area. Aside from providing projections, 

the study proposes to assist planning at the national and inter-

national level, making recommendations designed to aid people 

and governments in taking early action to reverse negative trends. 
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While doing so, it calls for continued vigilance and preparedness 

to deal with newly emerging problems.

To help in assessing potential food availability, FAO and UNES-

CO published in 1978 the Soil Map of the World. By combining 

the data in the Soil Map with inputs on climate and population, 

institutes undertaking global studies on climate change, agricul-

tural production, and soil degradation can make effi  cient projec-

tions. In 1992, FAO completed a digitized version of the Soil Map 

in a form that allows it to be used as an input into climate change 

models. Th e data was also updated and the symbols were modi-

fi ed to make it accessible to nonspecialists. Th e Soil Map is part of 

FAO’s Geographic Information System (GIS), which also provides 

data on vegetation cover and other aspects of land use.

Th e locust and grasshopper menace that periodically threatens 

Africa has given urgency to FAO’s eff orts to improve its Rome-

based Global Information and Early Warning System for Food and 

Agriculture. Th e system, established in 1975 to monitor the world’s 

food supply, sounds the alarm when food security is threatened. 

FAO prepares monthly, quarterly, and annual reports that provide 

comprehensive, up-to-date analyses of the world food situation 

and identify countries threatened by shortages. Th e reports also 

serve as a guide to potential donors and help avoid food crises.

FAO’s Remote Sensing Center collects and interprets data and 

helps establish data-receiving stations, particularly in Africa; these 

stations can interpret information on precipitation, soil moisture, 

and biomass in order to forecast harvests and can transmit the 

information to national early-warning systems. ARTEMIS, FAO’s 

Africa Real Time Environmental Monitoring Information Sys-

tem, uses high frequency environmental satellite data to produce, 

at regular intervals, images indicating the rainfall situation and 

the development of vegetation at continental scales. In combina-

tion with data from other sources, ARTEMIS enables specialists 

to make assessments of crop growing conditions, detect droughts 

at an early stage, and locate potential breeding grounds for desert 

locusts. ARTEMIS is an important tool for the GIEWS.

Research and Technical Information. FAO has stressed the im-

portance of agricultural research in developing countries, where 

the shortage of trained personnel for research remains a major 

problem. Its Research and Technology Development Division, es-

tablished in 1984, helps developing countries make the best use of 

their research resources and assists in the transfer of the fruits of 

research and technology to developing countries.

Th e Information System for the Agricultural Sciences and Tech-

nology (AGRIS) and the Current Agricultural Research Informa-

tion System (CARIS) are two worldwide networks coordinated by 

FAO in support of research and development programs in food 

and agriculture. In 2002, 241 national, international and inter-

governmental centers participated in AGRIS and CARIS centers 

around the world.

FAO operates the world’s most comprehensive bank of agricul-

tural information and statistics. Originally called AGROSTAT, 

FAOSTAT brings together FAO’s major data fi les, including data 

compiled since 1961 on annual supplies and utilization of crops, 

livestock, and fi shery and forest products, as well as on producer 

prices, population, and other topics. Other important statistical 

information maintained by FAO’s technical divisions include the 

Fisheries Statistical Database (FISHDAB), the Globefi sh Data-

bank and Electronic Library, the Forest Resources Information 

System (FORIS), and the Geographic Information System (GIS).

To meet increasing demand for agricultural data, FAO has pre-

pared the World Agricultural Information Center (WAICENT). 

WAICENT gives governments, institutions, universities, and indi-

viduals easy, economical access to information from over 40 FAO 

databases. Users can access the composite database employing a 

variety of methods including diskette, CD-ROM, computer net-

works, and telephone lines.

Advice to Governments

One of FAO’s important mandates is to provide member nations 

with advice on agricultural and food topics. Th is involves a very 

broad range of technical, policy, and planning support, princi-

pally aimed at building awareness towards key issues, generat-

ing appropriate action, and helping countries to develop their 

own capacities. Th e restructuring of FAO’s Policy Formulation, 

Investment Centre, and Field Operations divisions into a Tech-

nical Cooperation Department is intended to provide a consoli-

dated base at headquarters for the provision of direct assistance 

to member nations in policy, investment, and implementation of 

fi eld operations.

FAO’s Food Security Assistance Scheme (FSAS) helps member 

countries formulate comprehensive food security program. A fun-

damental aspect of the FSAS methodology is the use of national 

multidisciplinary teams of experts in program planning and im-

plementation. Th is approach contributes to accurate diagnosis of 

problems, realistic formulation of solutions, capacity building at 

the national level and anchoring of programs within the national 

institutional framework.

FAO’s Investment Center helps developing countries construct 

sound development programs and projects for funding by multi-

lateral organizations, linking the interests of governments and do-

nors to forge viable partnerships. During project identifi cation, 

the center carefully assesses the development priority of invest-

ment proposals, working closely with local staff  to promote self-

suffi  ciency and to complement national expertise. Th is is followed 

by detailed project preparation for consideration by fi nancing 

institutions.

Th e prime source of funding for FAO-assisted investment proj-

ects is the World Bank, particularly the IDA, but the Investment 

Center also cooperates with most of the principal multilateral fi -

nancing institutions, including the International Fund for Agri-

cultural Development (IFAD) and regional development banks. 

Rural poverty alleviation is especially important in projects for-

mulated in conjunction with IFAD.

FAO assists governments in using pesticides safely and ratio-

nally through the International Code of Conduct on the Distri-

bution and Use of Pesticides. Th e code includes a clause for Pri-

or Informed Consent (PIC), which establishes a mechanism for 

information exchange, enabling importing countries to decide 

whether they want to receive pesticides that have been banned 

or severely restricted because of threats to human health or the 

environment.

Th e Codex Alimentarius (a joint commission of FAO and 

WHO) is an international code of food standards. It is designed to 

guide the world’s food industry and to protect the health of con-

sumers by establishing defi nitions and requirements for foods, as-
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sisting in their harmonization, and, in doing so, facilitating inter-

national trade.

Th e Codex Alimentarius also responds to changes or trends in 

food production. For example, in 1999 it set up the Ad Hoc Inter-

governmental Task Force on Foods Derived from Biotechnology, 

which met for the fi rst time in March 2000 to “develop standards, 

guidelines, or other principles, where appropriate” for these prod-

ucts. Th e task force, whose members include government repre-

sentatives from Codex Alimentarius member countries, scientists, 

consumer and industry organizations and international non-gov-

ernmental organizations, was given a four-year mandate by FAO 

and WHO. FAO is involved in a continuous process of consul-

tation with its member governments, providing information, ad-

vice, and technical assistance that can help them make the best 

choices in promoting sustainable rural development.

Development Assistance

To promote sustainable agriculture and contribute to development 

that will provide long-term solutions to the fundamental prob-

lems of poverty and hunger, FAO gives practical help to develop-

ing countries through a wide range of technical assistance proj-

ects. Th e organization encourages an integrated approach, with 

environmental, social, and economic considerations included in 

the formulation of development projects. By encouraging people’s 

participation, FAO aims to draw on local expertise and ensure a 

cooperative approach to development.

Emergency Assistance and Rehabilitation

FAO’s Offi  ce for Special Relief Operations (OSRO) began opera-

tions in 1973 in response to the disastrous drought in 1972–73 in 

the semiarid countries on the southern edge of the Sahara Desert. 

In 1975, following an improvement in the Sahel situation, FAO’s 

work was extended to cover emergencies elsewhere. Th e emphasis 

in these operations is on speedy approval and delivery of assis-

tance. When disaster strikes a country, the FAO representative as-

sesses needs in close collaboration with local authorities and with 

other UN agencies. At the request of the government, emergen-

cy missions are organized by FAO to assess in detail the damages 

and losses and to prepare assistance projects for consideration by 

multilateral and bilateral agencies. Most emergency projects are 

funded by governments, nongovernmental organizations, and UN 

agencies. In many cases, FAO, through its Technical Cooperation 

Program, off ers an immediate source of funding for special relief 

operations. Supplies and equipment provided include seeds, fertil-

izers, pesticides, and livestock supplies and equipment, as well as 

logistical support. Disaster-prone countries may also receive pre-

ventive assistance to cope with calamities.

Th rough its Agricultural Rehabilitation Program for Africa, 

conceived in 1984 at the height of the Ethiopian famine, FAO 

helped channel some us194 million into 25 countries to supply 

farmers with seeds and fertilizers, repair irrigation systems, and 

rebuild cattle herds.

Since the early 1950s, FAO has coordinated the campaign 

against the destructive desert locust, which intermittently swarms 

in the Middle East, Africa, and other regions. Campaigns were 

almost continuous until 1963, when the pest was brought under 

control. Th ere have, however, been serious outbreaks of swarms 

since then, particularly between 1967 and 1970, and in 1978 in 

desert areas in India.

In 1986, FAO led the battle against the grasshopper and locust 

plagues that threatened to devastate crops in all parts of Africa. 

Th e Emergency Center for Locust Operations (ECLO), estab-

lished at FAO headquarters, directed what was to become a us50 

million continent-wide campaign that helped save more than 90% 

of crops in the Sahel alone. FAO monitored breeding areas with 

satellite imagery, implemented projects carrying out spraying mis-

sions, sent pest-control experts to advise African authorities, and 

helped set up coordinating committees of government and donor 

representatives in the most directly threatened countries. More 

than 40 donors, including both developed and developing coun-

tries, UN agencies, and nongovernmental organizations, contrib-

uted to the fi ght in 13 countries. Th e center was deactivated in the 

spring of 1989 when locusts were brought under control in some 

40 countries in Africa, the Near East, and Southwest Asia. In late 

1992, with the reappearance of the desert locust on the coastal 

plains around the Red Sea, the ECLO was immediately brought 

back into full operation.

FAO continues to strengthen its ability to prevent and respond 

to emergencies caused by pests and diseases, placing special em-

phasis on locusts and rinderpest.

INCREASING FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL 
PRODUCTION
FAO devotes a large share of the resources of its fi eld and regular 

programs each year to increasing the output of crops, livestock, 

food fi sh, and forest products.

Crop Production and Protection

FAO’s work in crop production includes collecting, conserving, 

and evaluating genetic resources; improving seed quality, pro-

duction, and distribution; increasing crop output; and preventing 

losses before harvest. Particularly important in developing coun-

tries is the supply of high-quality food-crop seed to small farmers, 

who are responsible in some countries for more than 90% of do-

mestic food production. National seed services and centers oft en 

are crucial for the supply of seeds to farmers, and much of FAO’s 

seed development work is concerned with building up these na-

tional institutions.

Many countries give high priority to cash crop production, and 

urban populations oft en have easier access to imported cereals, in-

cluding wheat, than to traditional staples, such as cassavas, bread-

fruit, sweet potatoes, yams, and plantains. Th e danger of these 

trends is twofold: increased dependency on food imports and lag-

ging production of traditional crops oft en used in rural communi-

ties as insurance against food scarcity and famine. FAO activities 

to combat these trends range from training sessions for exten-

sion staff  to pilot projects, such as helping women’s groups to start 

home vegetable gardens and working on ways to improve process-

ing and storage of perishable vegetables. FAO also has helped de-

velop varieties of wheat and barley suited to arid conditions, as 

well as more nutritive varieties.

Requests for technical assistance in horticulture are a constant 

on the FAO agenda. FAO projects cover, for example, citrus pro-

duction in the Mediterranean, date palm production in the Near 

East and the Mediterranean, protected cultivation of vegetables in 

the Near East and North Africa, promotion of tropical fruit-tree 
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production in humid and subhumid areas, and improved vegeta-

ble production in tropical semiarid and humid regions.

FAO has played a pivotal role in international crop protection 

activities for over four decades. Th e International Plant Protec-

tion Convention (IPPC) was vested in FAO in 1951. In order to 

strengthen FAO’s role as coordinator, an IPPC secretariat was cre-

ated in 1992–93. FAO’s general objective in this fi eld is to reduce 

or if possible prevent crop losses caused by pests. Specifi c objec-

tives include reducing the spread of pests across national borders 

and promoting Integrated Pest Management (IPM), which con-

sists of a “best mix” of natural control methods with a need-only 

based use of selective pesticides (see Pest Control). In cooperation 

with the World Health Organization, FAO is conducting studies 

on the eff ects of pesticide residues on humans.

Plant diseases remain one of the major checks on crop produc-

tion. Th e easiest and most economical way of coping with plant 

parasites is to breed varieties that are resistant to them. FAO-sup-

ported research has been aimed at breeding varieties with durable 

or long-term resistance. FAO recently established a Plant Genetic 

Resources Information and Seed Exchange Unit, which dissem-

inates technical information and exchanges seeds and planting 

material samples for experimental purposes. Th e main benefi cia-

ries are national and international research centers, plant breed-

ers, and FAO fi eld projects. On a national level, FAO advises gov-

ernments on seed production and legislation.

Examples of FAO activities aimed at increasing crop output 

include:

• Integrated Pest Management (IPM) programs account for 

the majority of the FAO’s fi eld projects. IPM involves farmers 

and fi eld staff  from national and local governments and from 

nongovernment institutions. Insofar as it has provided farm-

ers with better training, it has had socioeconomic benefi ts 

beyond plant protection.

• Since the early 1950s, FAO has coordinated the campaign 

against the destructive desert locust, which intermittently 

swarms in the Middle East, Africa, and other regions (see 

Emergency Assistance and Rehabilitation). FAO’s Emergency 

Center for Locust Operations is fundamental in conducting 

these campaigns.

• Th e Global Information and Early Warning System (see In-

formation for Agriculture) also contributes to crop protec-

tion, warning against potential diffi  culties and disasters.

• Th e Global System on Plant Genetic Resources supports inter-

national and regional networks for in situ and ex situ conser-

vation under the auspices of FAO. Th e system also promotes 

evaluation, management, and enhanced use of plant genetic 

resources (PGR), and prepares periodic reports on the state 

of the world’s PGR. Th e Commission on Genetic Resources 

for Food and Agriculture (CGRFA) coordinates the Code of 

Conduct for Biotechnology applied in the conservation and 

use of PGR, as well as work on farmers’ rights and support for 

an international fund for PGR.

• FAO’s agricultural research program strengthens countries’ 

capabilities to generate and develop appropriate technology 

for crop protection and production. Special attention is given 

to traditional technologies and their use by farmers, as well as 

the role of rural women and the constraints they face.

• Th e Joint FAO/IAEA Division of Nuclear Techniques in Food 

and Agriculture operates a laboratory at Seibersdorf, near 

Vienna. Th e division’s program is based on two fundamental 

approaches. Under the fi rst, the movements and transforma-

tions of isotopically labeled chemical compounds of impor-

tance in relation to soils, water, air, plants, and livestock are 

studied. Th is information is used to improve management 

of soils and water, nutrition of plants and animals, and the 

safety of agrochemical use. Th e second approach uses ioniz-

ing radiation to induce mutations for selection of useful traits 

in plants, to sterilize insects for control purposes, and to im-

prove the safety and preservation of food.

• FAO provides information on crops through a global data-

base of crop environmental requirements, with data for hun-

dreds of species.

Animal Production and Health

Livestock oft en forms a key component of the “production sys-

tems approach” promoted by FAO in agricultural development 

schemes. Th e approach is based on the principle that the produc-

tion of diff erent commodities is oft en linked and that increased 

production of one may result in increased output of another. In 

India, for example, the production of food grain increased mark-

edly in villages where dairy cooperatives function. Milk sales pro-

vide the small farmer with the cash income to purchase fertiliz-

ers, improved seeds, and irrigation water essential for increased 

grain yields. Th us, increased milk production has led to signifi -

cant improvements in farm output and living standards. Th is ap-

proach also is being applied to sheep, goat, poultry, and rabbit 

production.

FAO’s International Dairy Development Program is designed to 

help low-income countries modernize the complex chain linking 

milk producers and consumers. It helps coordinate eff orts aimed 

at improving all aspects of the dairy industry, from farmers’ orga-

nizations and veterinary services to processing plants and market-

ing channels. Th e program is aimed at assisting in the planning, 

coordination, and implementation of model projects for integrat-

ed dairy development, with the full participation of small-scale 

milk producers, the fi rm commitment of cooperating govern-

ments, and the active involvement of donors, and at making dairy-

ing a more eff ective force in rural development through its socio-

economic impact in rural areas and its contribution to nutrition.

FAO also works to improve livestock feeding and management 

by reducing to a minimum the amount of grain consumed by ani-

mals and making maximum use of pasture and fodder, crop resi-

dues, and agro-industrial by-products. An FAO database entitled 

Tropical Feeds off ers concise and updateable information on over 

500 tropical feed materials in published form and on diskette. Th is 

information is updated regularly.

Rapidly expanding human populations are increasing the de-

mand for agricultural products—among them livestock—and 

in response, production is being intensifi ed. To help foresee and 

forestall possible negative side eff ects of intensifi ed production 

and enhance positive ones, FAO is conducting studies on the in-

fl uence of livestock development practices on the natural resource 

base. Th ese studies involve livestock feed quality, use of biomass 

for animal fodder, avoidance of overgrazing, manure manage-

ment, animal waste disposal, domestic animal genetic diversity, 
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plant and animal wildlife diversity, and integration of cropping 

and livestock systems.

FAO has joined hands with animal welfare organizations to 

initiate joint activities that will promote humane treatment of 

slaughter animals while heightening the quality of meat products 

and by-products. Th e organization also has helped boost the ef-

fi ciency of village-level meat processing by developing modular 

designs for slaughtering and processing facilities. Th e designs em-

ploy aff ordable, easily available materials and modules that can 

be selected and adapted by users according to their needs. Use of 

the facilities helps reduce losses and limit contamination while in-

creasing employment—particularly for rural women—as well as 

income for small producers.

Disease continues to check animal production in most develop-

ing countries. FAO focuses concerted attention on animal health 

involving the control of important diseases such as foot-and-

mouth, rinderpest, swine fever, Rift -valley fever, trypanosomiasis, 

and Newcastle disease. In 1994 FAO established the Emergency 

Prevention System (EMPRES) for Transboundary Animal and 

Plant Pests and Diseases in order to minimize the risk of animal 

disease emergencies. Veterinary policy development and educa-

tion also are stressed.

FAO and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) have 

established a laboratory to promote nuclear-based methodology 

and related molecular techniques for diagnosis of livestock diseas-

es. Accurate diagnosis is fundamental to disease control and erad-

ication. Th e laboratory cooperates closely with national and inter-

national organizations to promote standardization and transfer of 

techniques designed specifi cally for the diffi  cult conditions oft en 

experienced in less advanced countries. Priority is being given to 

the diseases of greatest importance such as rinderpest, trypanoso-

miasis, and foot-and-mouth disease.

In 1993, FAO and UNEP fi rst published the World Watch List 

for Domestic Animal Diversity to document the state of global live-

stock genetic diversity. Monitoring, describing, and characteriz-

ing existing breeds constitute a vital part of conservation, allowing 

people to understand each species’ status, as well as its members’ 

unique qualities and potential. Th e World Watch List is the voice of 

the Global Early Warning System for Animal Genetic Resources 

in helping prevent erosion and encouraging a more eff ective use 

of farm animal genetic diversity. Th e third edition (published in 

2000) was a result of ten years of data collection in 170 countries, 

covering 6,500 breeds of domesticated mammals and birds.

Fisheries

In the 1970s, the concepts of national sovereignty over marine re-

sources off  the shores of coastal countries began to emerge. FAO 

assumed a key role in helping member nations to develop priori-

ties and build up capacities to assess, allocate, exploit, and man-

age fi sheries resources through a comprehensive Programme of 

Assistance in the Development and Management of Fisheries in 

Exclusive Economic Zones.

To respond to the demands arising from this situation, FAO con-

vened a World Conference on Fisheries and Development in 1984. 

Th e conference was the largest of its sort ever assembled, bringing 

together representatives of nearly 150 countries and over 60 inter-

national organizations to confront the fundamental problems and 

potential of world fi sheries as a vital source of food, employment, 

and income. Principles and guidelines for fi sheries management 

were endorsed by the conference to cover the contribution of fi sh-

eries to national economic, social, and nutritional goals; improved 

national self-reliance in fi sheries management and development; 

national management and optimum use of fi sh resources; the spe-

cial role and needs of small-scale fi sheries; international trade in 

fi sh and fi shery products; investment in fi sheries; and internation-

al cooperation in fi sheries management and development.

FAO’s fi sheries policy is based on the fi ve programs of action 

endorsed by the conference: fi sheries planning, management, and 

development; small-scale fi sheries; aquaculture; international 

trade in fi sh and fi shery products; and the use of fi sh in alleviating 

undernutrition.

To aid in fi sheries management, FAO collects statistics, moni-

tors fi shing trends in the world fi shing fl eet, collects biological in-

formation on resources, and assists member countries in the areas 

of fi shery analysis, research, and management.

A network of regional fi shery bodies established under the aus-

pices of FAO provides an important framework for coordinating 

fi sheries development and management. Th e fi rst of these region-

al fi shery bodies, the Indo-Pacifi c Fisheries Commission (IPFC), 

and now called the Asia-Pacifi c Fishery Commission (ASFC), was 

established in 1948. Th ere are now nine regional bodies as well 

as three other FAO and UN bodies—the Advisory Committee on 

Fisheries Research (ACFR), Coordinating Working Party on Fish-

ery Statistics (CWP), Group of Experts on the Scientifi c Aspects of 

Marine Environmental Protection (GESAMP) and the joint com-

mission (with IMO, UNESCO, WMO, WHO, IAEA, and UNEP). 

Within the FAO framework, these commissions work to facilitate 

and secure the long-term sustainable development and utilization 

of the world’s fi sheries and aquaculture. As part of this eff ort, the 

FAO publishes the State of World Fisheries and Aquaculture, the 

only worldwide watch on fi shery resources; runs the Species Iden-

tifi cation and Data Programme; and maintains FishBase, a glob-

al information system on fi shes (which can be accessed at www.

fi shbase.org). Th e FAO fi sheries departments has also been instru-

mental in assisting developing nations in mapping their Exclusive 

Economic Zones (EEZs) in order to better manage their coastlines 

and resolve disputes.

National fi sh inspection and quality assurance programs have 

been upgraded in several countries. Th is is an area of some ur-

gency because of more stringent health and sanitary requirements 

imposed in recent years by major importing countries, such as the 

United States and Japan.

In March 1999, during an international conference held by the 

FAO in Rome, representatives of some 120 countries expressed 

their growing concern about “over-fi shing of the world’s major 

marine fi shery resources, destructive and wasteful fi shing practic-

es, and excess capacity.” Th ere are too many vessels or vessels with 

too much harvesting power in a growing number of fi sheries. Th is 

leads to fewer fi sh in the sea for reproduction. In response, the 

FAO developed the Plan of Action on Fishing Capacity to achieve 

“an effi  cient, equitable and transparent management of fi shing ca-

pacity.” Th e FAO urged states to limit existing levels of fi shing and 

progressively reduce fi shing capacity. Between 2003 and 2005 each 

country supporting the international Plan of Action was to devel-

op a national plan to manage fi shing capacity and, if necessary, re-

duce it. According to the UN agency, only 6% of all major marine 
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fi sheries are under-exploited, 20% moderately exploited, 50% fully 

exploited, 15% over-fi shed, 6% depleted, and 2% recovering.

Th e 1999 Plan of Action on Fishing Capacity was part of the 

FAO’s ongoing eff ort to promote activities that protect the world’s 

oceans, which are now recognized as a natural resource that must 

be preserved. Earlier (in 1994), the FAO prepared the technical 

guidelines for fi shing operations as part of its Code of Conduct for 

Responsible Fishing. Th e code is intended to address unregulated 

fi shing and to counteract negative eff ects on marine ecosystems.

As capture fi sheries reach their peak, aquaculture is helping to 

fi ll gaps in supply. FAO promotes aquaculture development in ru-

ral communities as a valuable source of animal protein as well as 

of income and export earnings. Th e organization is supporting 

the development of a system to report aquaculture data separate-

ly from catch statistics, while concentrating on fi sh nutrition and 

breeding strain selection.

Reliable market information is a key ingredient of successful 

trade development for fi sh and fi sh products. Th e Fish Market-

ing Information Service set up by FAO establishes contacts be-

tween buyers and sellers, provides price and market information, 

and off ers technical assistance and advice on post-harvest aspects 

of fi sheries including handling, processing, equipment selection, 

and quality.

Forestry

Th e importance of forests has become increasingly recognized, es-

pecially for people in developing countries. One problem is that 

more than 250 million rural people throughout the world practice 

some form of shift ing cultivation. Th ey slash and burn trees against 

a backdrop of rapidly disappearing forests. FAO has a number of 

community forestry projects aimed at settling shift ing cultivators 

or integrating their activities into rural development plans.

Another problem is that wood, which is the major source of 

energy in developing countries, is in chronically short supply and 

women and children oft en have to walk many miles a day to gath-

er it. With inadequate, and expensive, fuel supplies, many people 

are unable to cook their food properly, and lack of fuel-wood can 

lead directly to malnutrition and disease. As the people harvest 

whatever woodland is available, the trees disappear, to be replaced 

by rangelands or deserts. In Nepal, for example, the loss of soil-

protecting trees used mainly for fuelwood and animal fodder has 

led to landslides in the foothills and the loss of lives, homes, and 

crops. Th e situation is being improved, however, through projects 

to restore and manage the watersheds and to bring the popula-

tion together in community forestry development, including the 

establishment of plantations of quickly maturing trees to provide 

fodder and fuelwood.

FAO’s Tropical Forests Action Programme is fundamental in 

contributing to the objectives set forth in UNCED’s Agenda 21 

(developed at 1992’s Earth Summit). Th e program is a major in-

ternational undertaking uniting 90 partners in the battle to com-

bat deforestation and to promote the conservation and sustain-

able development of tropical forests. Together, the partners are 

following an international strategy to integrate forestry into farm-

ing systems, develop waste forest industries, increase supplies of 

fuelwood, and conserve tropical forest ecosystems while helping 

countries solve social and economic problems.

FAO’s Forest Resources Assessment 1990 Project analyzed sat-

ellite images and existing survey data of 179 countries to assess 

deforestation between 1981 and 1990. Th e next periodic report 

was Global Forest Resources Assessment 2000; it constituted the 

most ambitious assessment to date and included new parameters 

on ecological aspects of forests, sustainable forest management, 

and non-wood goods and services. Th ese assessments provide the 

factual information to frame international discussion on forestry: 

the reports detail the location and extent of forest resources, as 

well as highlight the net changes in extent, quantity, and quality 

over time.

Th e organization has carried out a wide variety of studies to 

develop participatory approaches and mechanisms for the man-

agement, production, and utilization of renewable natural re-

sources—and of forests in particular—by rural people. FAO’s For-

ests Trees and People Programme promotes self-reliance of rural 

groups in the sustainable management of forest resources.

Other forestry priorities include planning and policy formula-

tion, national resources assessment, fi re prevention and control, 

tree planting, conservation of genetic resources, plantation devel-

opment, seed improvement, and development of harvesting and 

wood industries. Wildlife conservation and utilization also receive 

attention.

IMPROVING HANDLING AND 
DISTRIBUTION
Inadequate distribution of agricultural products causes waste of 

precious outputs and hinders agricultural development by reduc-

ing farmers’ economic returns. FAO is involved at every stage in 

the distribution chain, from prevention of food losses in storage to 

attempts to bring about more equitable international trade. Pro-

grams deal with reduction of post-harvest losses, development of 

marketing skills, and promotion of trade terms that will help pro-

ducers and exporters get a fair return.

Prevention of Post-Harvest Losses

In 1978, FAO began operations of its Action Program for the 

Prevention of Food Losses (PFL), designed primarily to reduce 

post-harvest losses of staple foods. Th e program focuses particu-

lar attention on women, major actors in the post-harvest system, 

through specifi c training activities and promotion of suitable tech-

nologies. Activities range from the development of adequate facil-

ities for handling, drying, and storage to research on post-har-

vest practices that will protect harvests while reducing or avoiding 

the use of pesticides. For instance, FAO has successfully helped 

the Pacifi c Island nations develop control measures that will al-

low them to discontinue the use of ethylene dibromide, a pesticide 

banned by the major importers of fresh fruits and vegetables pro-

duced by the island countries.

Marketing

Poor marketing of local agricultural products oft en seriously im-

pedes distribution and trade. Assistance is given to people in-

volved in marketing from the grass-roots level to the senior man-

agement of marketing boards, as well as to offi  cials responsible for 

marketing policy, legislation, and infrastructure. Direct assistance 

to marketing boards is aimed primarily at strengthening their 

management capacity and systems. FAO’s fi eld projects also sup-
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port development of rural marketing centers and strengthening of 

the role of cooperatives.

In the 1990s, FAO developed the computerized version of FAO 

Agri-Market. Th is computer soft ware program helps governments 

develop and perfect their price information systems, particular-

ly during the transition from centrally planned to market-based 

economies. Th e organization also produces Marketing Extension 

Training Series videos focusing on techniques to be used by exten-

sion offi  cers in providing marketing support to farmers.

Commodities and Trade

FAO’s work on commodities and trade covers three main areas: 

commodity and trade policy, early warning, and food security.

In commodity policies and trade, FAO plays a lead role in the 

development of agricultural commodity projections. FAO’s Inter-

governmental Commodity Groups debate on developments in 

national policies, particularly those relating to protectionism, to 

analyze problems in commodity development and develop pro-

grams of work and projects.

FAO’s Global Information and Early Warning System is housed 

in the Commodities and Trade Division (see Information for Ag-

riculture). Th e preparation of information for the GIEWS entails 

continuous fi elding of crop and food supply assessment missions 

to individual countries. GIEWS collects and analyzes a great vari-

ety of information from member nations, the private sector, and 

organizations active in the food, agriculture, and rural sectors, 

primarily in developing countries. When there are indications of 

unsatisfactory conditions, GIEWS intensifi es its monitoring, most 

oft en involving on-the-spot missions to aff ected countries.

In the area of food security, FAO relies on national teams and 

workshops to derive and internalize realistic policy conclusions. 

Th e growing realization that food security is as much a question 

of household access to food as overall food availability has led to 

the development of composite indices of household food security 

in countries worldwide. Th ese serve as a tool to governments in 

addressing the needs of vulnerable groups. Th e Food Security As-

sistance Scheme (see Advice to Governments) supports member 

nations in the formulation of comprehensive national food secu-

rity programs.

SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMENT
In November 1991, the FAO Conference launched the Interna-

tional Cooperative Framework for Sustainable Agriculture and 

Rural Development. Th e SARD framework, as it has come to be 

known, supports the integration of sustainability criteria in the 

programs and activities of the organization. Guidelines for achiev-

ing SARD were set down in the Den Bosch Declaration at a major 

international conference organized by FAO and the Netherlands 

in 1991. Preparations for the Den Bosch Conference also contrib-

uted to FAO’s input to the UN Conference on Environment and 

Development in 1992.

FAO helps member countries plan and implement environmen-

tally positive projects through sustainability assessment and re-

view of policies and plans in the agriculture and related natural 

resources sectors. Assessment and preparation of investment proj-

ects by FAO’s Investment Center focus on sustainability criteria. 

At the same time, FAO is the “task master” for the “land cluster” of 

Agenda 21: water resources, forests, fragile mountain ecosystems, 

and sustainable agriculture and rural development. Th e organiza-

tion also chairs two UN sub-committees to coordinate the imple-

mentation of Agenda 21 chapters on oceans and water resources.

To meet growing needs for food, FAO advocates equitable, par-

ticipatory rural development as the key to eradication of poverty, 

the fi rst and foremost cause of undernutrition. At the same time, 

FAO’s approach includes fi ne-tuning programs and projects to the 

continuing challenges of balancing increased production with en-

vironmental and sustainability concerns.

Th e FAO set up the Virtual Extension Research Communica-

tion Network (VERCON), which uses information and commu-

nication technologies to improve linkages among collaborating 

research and extension institutions.

Land and Water Management

Among the most basic of resources for agriculture, water and soil 

are quickly reaching their limits. As burgeoning populations de-

mand more food, the realization of the fi niteness of resources, and 

of the need to manage them carefully, becomes increasingly acute. 

Th e eff ects of soil and water degradation are especially severe in 

the developing countries, and in particular among the rural poor 

who have the most limited access to these vital resources. FAO has 

initiated many research projects to help farmers in developing na-

tions make the most of the resources available to them.

FAO helps national and nongovernmental institutions and or-

ganizations study the eff ects of erosion on soil productivity, devel-

op methods for soil reclamation, improve management of arid and 

semi-arid soils, disseminate appropriate tillage techniques, and 

monitor soil micro-organisms and bacteria as well as waterlog-

ging and salinity. Th e organization also helps rural communities 

combat deforestation and concomitant soil degradation, develop-

ing knowledge and self-reliance that makes them more effi  cient 

managers of the resources under their custody.

On the information side, in addition to providing data on soil 

use for scientists, FAO’s digitized version of the Soil Map of the 

World (see Information for Agriculture) has been modifi ed to 

make it accessible to nonspecialists. FAO contributes to techni-

cal seminars and general policy conferences on various aspects of 

soil and water management. For instance, the organization played 

a key role in the International Conference on Water and the En-

vironment held in Dublin in 1992. Th e Dublin Statement empha-

sized water’s economic value, and warned that this resource can-

not be taken for granted.

Th e FAO maintains two computer programs designed as tools 

for increasing the effi  ciency of water use in agriculture. AQUA-

STAT is a global database on water use in agriculture and rural 

development. Th ough irrigation is the major issue, AQUASTAT 

provides information on such diverse aspects as drainage, envi-

ronmental impact of water resources development, and water bal-

ance to users worldwide. Th e other computer-based system, SIMIS 

(Scheme for Irrigation Management Information System), was de-

veloped to help reduce losses in irrigation systems. Many complex 

and shift ing factors must be considered in irrigation schemes. De-

signed to be adaptable to diverse local situations in the developing 

world, the SIMIS system covers a range of irrigation management 

topics, from human resources administration, to information on 

climate, crops, soils, and machinery, to accounting codes. SIMIS 
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can process information on one or several projects, making rap-

id and precise calculations to assess needs and possibilities while 

streamlining routine activities such as billing and registration.

Th rough the International Action Plan on Water and Sustain-

able Agricultural Development, FAO has launched programs in 

numerous member nations to help them manage water resources 

effi  ciently and meet the water needs of rural people.

A joint FAO/IAEA/SIDA research program uses neutron mois-

ture meters to measure how water is used by crops and crop vari-

eties. Th e study has shown that some varieties of cereals, for exam-

ple, are up to three times more effi  cient in water use than others. 

Th e possibility of choosing water-effi  cient varieties provides farm-

ers in water-scarce areas with welcome relief.

Nutrient Management

Aft er land and water, fertilizers are the most important input for 

increasing agricultural yield. Increased effi  ciency in fertilizer use 

can cut farmers’ costs while helping to protect the environment, 

increase yields, and heighten consumer satisfaction. One of the 

Agenda 21 missions spearheaded by FAO is the achievement of 

increased food production through improvements in plant nutri-

tion systems. In 1993, the organization renamed its Fertilizer Pro-

gramme to refl ect essential changes in approach. Th e Plant Nu-

trition Programme focuses on the application of Integrated Plant 

Nutrition Systems (IPNS).

Under the program, FAO promotes IPNS activities at the farm 

level for sustainable nutrient management based on a comprehen-

sive vision of the cropping cycle. Th e objective is to help farm-

ers establish the best association of biological (manure, crop resi-

dues), mineral, and naturally occurring (soil) nutrients to achieve 

a balanced supply while controlling losses and enhancing labor 

productivity.

Breeding research for improved plant nutrition concentrates on 

selecting and incorporating traits that will enhance a variety’s nu-

trient uptake and utilization. In addition, the Plant Nutrition Pro-

gramme helps governments develop sound policies and strategies 

at the national level, encouraging them to adapt or create institu-

tions and organizations for the regulation of nutrient production, 

supply, and use.

Pest Control

FAO has numerous programs and projects aimed at reducing and 

rationalizing use of potentially harmful pesticides. Th e Interna-

tional Code of Conduct on the Distribution and Use of Pesticides 

(see Advice to Governments) identifi es potential hazards and sets 

standards for those engaged in the regulation, distribution, and 

use of pesticides—governments, industry, traders, and users—to 

increase safety, effi  cacy, and economy.

FAO focuses its fi eld work in plant protection on the application 

of the IPM strategy (see Crop Production and Protection) at the 

farm level, encouraging governments to support farmers who seek 

to improve production using these integrated methods. In Asia, 

over half a million rice growers have been able to minimize pes-

ticide use and raise profi ts using techniques learned in IPM fi eld 

schools. FAO has organized study tours to help plant protection 

specialists from countries in Africa, Latin America, and the Near 

East learn from the Asian experience. During the last two decades 

of the 20th century, pesticide use, combined with crop intensifi ca-

tion practices and the use of fertilizers, substantially increased rice 

yield by farmers in developing countries.

PROMOTING RURAL DEVELOPMENT

Agrarian Reform and Rural Development

Th e World Conference on Agrarian Reform and Rural Develop-

ment (WCARRD), sponsored by FAO in cooperation with other 

agencies of the UN system, was held at FAO headquarters in Rome 

in 1979. It was attended by more than 100 ministers and deputy 

ministers and some 1,400 other delegates from 145 countries. Th e 

conference approved a Declaration of Principles and a Program of 

Action to provide a framework for the reorientation of develop-

ment policy and strategy toward greater participation and equity 

for rural people in the development process. FAO is the UN’s lead 

agency for the implementation of the WCARRD program of ac-

tion. Much of the work involves fi eld projects to promote agrarian 

reform, land tenure improvement, and land settlement.

FAO helped to establish three regional centers to assist coun-

tries in the implementation of the program of action, and more 

generally, to coordinate activities in the area of integrated rural 

development at national level. Th e Centre on Integrated Rural De-

velopment for Asia and the Pacifi c (CIRDAP) is located in Dakha, 

Bangladesh; the Centre on Integrated Rural Development for Af-

rica (CIRDAFRICA) is located in Arusha, Tanzania; and the Cen-

tre for Agrarian Reform and Rural Development for the Near East 

(CARDNE) is located in Amman, Jordan.

Activities related to rural development form an integral and 

permanent part of FAO’s mainstream program. Every four years, 

the secretariat assists governments in the preparation of progress 

reports on implementation of the WCARRD program of action. 

FAO has organized intergovernmental consultations on WCARRD 

follow-up in Africa, Asia and the Pacifi c, and Latin America and 

the Caribbean. Interagency and Expert Consultations have been 

convened by FAO regional offi  ces. Finally, at the request of mem-

ber countries, FAO has fi elded high-level WCARRD follow-up 

missions to assist governments in reviewing national rural devel-

opment and agrarian reform strategies.

Th is support is especially crucial in the context of the transition 

from central planning and control to market orientation being un-

dergone by numerous countries.

Aid to Small Farmers

Close to half of the world’s population lives in the rural areas of 

the developing countries. Th e majority of these people can be 

considered poor, they have very small agricultural holdings from 

which to derive their existence. It is oft en diffi  cult for small farm-

ers to make their voices heard in the social, economic, and politi-

cal power structures.

FAO has numerous programs devoted to helping small farmers, 

taking into consideration the smallholders’ needs, motivations, 

capabilities, risks, and resources, and how these factors aff ect the 

production and marketing of produce or its use by the farm family. 

Governments are encouraged to consider the rural poor in their 

policies and planning, providing the necessary inputs at the right 

time, in reasonable quantities, and at acceptable prices. Emphasis 

is also placed on building collective strength among farmers for 

identifying and fi nding solutions to their problems and prepar-

ing production plans on the basis of their particular needs and 
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priorities. Farmer self-help organizations are assisted in planning 

and managing their credit requirements, and improved access to 

credit is stressed.

Th e Role of Women

Women play a crucial role in agricultural development, yet they 

are perhaps the least integrated of the players in the development 

process. FAO recognizes the vital importance of the full integra-

tion of women, and has developed a Plan of Action for the Inte-

gration of Rural Women into the Development Process. Th e plan 

outlines four principal areas of activity, focusing on the civil sta-

tus, economic, social, and decision-making spheres of rural wom-

en. Th e plan of action outlines activities in each of these spheres 

to remove existing barriers to women and foster their potential. 

FAO’s approach involves implementation of projects directed ex-

clusively at women, as well as support for the concerns of women 

in all FAO’s projects and activities.

Nutrition

FAO plays a key role in helping countries improve nutrition, pro-

mote healthy diets, and ensure access to safe food. Prime areas 

of interest include food quality control; handling, processing, and 

storage; household food security; forestry, fi sheries, crop produc-

tion, and local foods; and nutrition monitoring, assessment, plan-

ning, education, and information.

In 1992, the organization cosponsored with WHO the Inter-

national Conference on Nutrition (see Food Security). Th e con-

ference adopted a Declaration and Plan of Action for Nutrition. 

Th e countries at the conference composed a World Declaration on 

Nutrition and pledged their adherence to a plan of action for the 
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coming decades. Th e World Declaration reaffi  rmed that “poverty 

and lack of education, which are oft en the eff ects of underdevelop-

ment, are the primary causes of hunger and undernutrition.”

It emphasized the need to identify the groups most in need, tar-

geting nutritional resources fi rst and foremost to alleviating their 

lot. It also stressed that food should not be used as a tool for politi-

cal pressure. Th e importance of building knowledge among vul-

nerable groups through nutrition education was highlighted, as 

was the need for better preparedness for food emergencies result-

ing from civil strife and natural disasters.

Th e plan of action provides guidelines for governments, act-

ing in partnership with NGOs, the private sector, local communi-

ties, families and households, and the international community. 

It contains recommendations on policies, programs, and activi-

ties identifi ed through the intensive ICN consultative process and 

brings together a wide range of expert opinion from around the 

world. Th e 159 nations that participated in the ICN committed 

themselves to developing national nutrition plans with attainable 

goals and measurable targets. In the continuing follow-up to the 

ICN, FAO is assisting many governments in preparing national 

plans of action for nutrition. To support the process, the docu-

ment “Guidelines for Developing National Plans of Action for Nu-

trition” was distributed to member governments.

Many FAO nutrition projects work towards improving knowl-

edge of nutrition within households, and particularly among 

women. Awareness of the need to improve the frequency and 

quality of meals is built up through participatory, pilot-family 

programs concentrating on nutrition education and home gar-

dening. Households are encouraged either to grow the foods they 

need to fi ll their dietary gaps or to use income from home gardens 

to purchase vitamin-and-mineral-rich fruits and vegetables they 

cannot easily cultivate.

FAO has produced country nutrition profi les for 100 develop-

ing countries to provide a concise view of their food and nutrition 

status, agricultural production, and economic and demographic 

situation. Country profi les are used by governments and institu-

tions for planning and training. FAO advocates incorporating nu-

tritional information in early warning networks to supplement ag-

ricultural production data.

Th e Codex Alimentarius (see Advice to Governments) con-

tributes to raising nutritional status by developing international 

standards, codes of practice, and other recommendations for food 

quality to protect consumer health and encourage fair trading 

practices in the food trade. As of 2006, 173 countries were mem-

bers of the Codex Alimentarius Commission.

FAO’s World Food Survey, published about once a decade, pro-

vides as complete a picture as possible of the world food and nutri-

tion situation. It includes food balance sheets for almost all coun-

tries and, increasingly, household food-consumption surveys for 

developing countries.
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T H E  U N I T E D  N AT I O N S 
E D U C AT I O N A L ,  S C I E N T I F I C 

A N D  C U LT U R A L  O R G A N I Z AT I O N 
( U N E S C O )

CREATION
Occasional attempts at international cooperation in educational, 

scientifi c, and cultural matters were made before World War I, 

but no machinery existed to promote these eff orts on a worldwide 

scale. Even the League of Nations Covenant, when it was drawn 

up aft er the war, failed to mention international cooperation in 

these matters. However, thanks in great part to the eff orts of the 

Belgian delegate Henri La Fontaine, a League of Nations Com-

mittee on Intellectual Cooperation was formed. Composed of 12 

eminent persons, the committee met for the fi rst time in the sum-

mer of 1922 under the chairmanship of the French philosopher 

Henri Bergson. Among those who served on the committee were 

Marie Curie, Gilbert Murray, and Albert Einstein. Th e intellectual 

atmosphere that prevailed in the committee was a loft y one, but at 

the same time the committee established precedents in practical 

matters that have proved useful to UNESCO. Th us, the 40-odd na-

tional committees on intellectual cooperation whose creation this 

committee promoted were a precedent for the national commis-

sions now operating in 191 countries and associate members (as 

of March 2005) to further the work of UNESCO. Th e Internation-

al Institute of Intellectual Cooperation, established with the aid of 

the French government and located in Paris, began work early in 

1926 and provided a permanent secretariat for the committee.

Th e League was thus provided with a technical body to pro-

mote international activity and was active in many fi elds, espe-

cially those of interest to scholars, professionals, learned societ-

ies, librarians, and the like. Numerous conferences and symposia 

were held under the auspices of the International Institute in Par-

is. Among the topics taken up by these conferences as the world 

situation became more menacing were the psychological causes 

of war and methods of promoting peaceful change as a substitute 

for war.

More intensive international cooperation in the fi eld of edu-

cational problems began during World War II itself. A Confer-

ence of Allied Ministers of Education was convened in London in 

November 1942 to consider how the devastated educational sys-

tems of the countries under Nazi occupation could be restored 

aft er the war. Th e fi rst meeting of the conference was attended by 

representatives of eight governments in exile and the French Na-

tional Committee of Liberation. Th e conference met at frequent 

intervals throughout the war, with the participation of a growing 

number of representatives of other allied governments. Th e Unit-

ed States delegation to the April 1944 meeting of the conference 

included J. William Fulbright, then congressman and later senator 

from Arkansas, and the poet Archibald MacLeish, at that time Li-

brarian of Congress, who was later to participate in the draft ing of 

UNESCO’s constitution.

It was decided at San Francisco that one of the objectives of the 

UN should be to promote international cultural and education-

al cooperation. Addressing the closing plenary session, President 

Truman declared: “We must set up an eff ective agency for con-

stant and thorough interchange of thoughts and ideas, for there 

lies the road to a better and more tolerant understanding among 

nations and among peoples.”

Th e conference creating UNESCO was convened by the United 

Kingdom and France in London in November 1945. It was de-

cided that the new organization should deal not only with the 

transmission of existing knowledge but also with the pursuit of 

new knowledge. Hence, the encouragement of natural and social 

sciences through international cooperation was one of the prin-

cipal tasks assigned UNESCO. UNESCO’s constitution was ad-

opted by the London conference aft er only two weeks of discus-

sion and went into eff ect on 4 November 1946, when 20 states had 

deposited instruments of acceptance with the United Kingdom 

government.

BACKGROUND: “Since wars begin in the minds of men,” the preamble to the UNESCO constitution 

states, “it is in the minds of men that the defenses of peace must be constructed.” As also stated in the 

preamble, “the great and terrible war which has now ended was a war made possible by the denial of the 

democratic principles of the dignity, equality and mutual respect of men and by the propagation, in their 

place, through ignorance and prejudice, of the doctrine of the inequality of men and races.” World War 

II was too recent of an event when UNESCO was created for its founders to forget that fact. UNESCO’s 

purpose as a member of the UN family of organizations is “to contribute to peace and security by pro-

moting collaboration among the nations through education, science and culture in order to further uni-

versal respect for justice, for the rule of law and for the human rights and fundamental freedoms which 

are affi  rmed for the peoples of the world, without distinction of race, sex, language or religion, by the 

Charter of the United Nations.”
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PURPOSES
UNESCO’s functions, as prescribed in its 1945 constitution, are 

as follows:

• “to collaborate in the work of advancing the mutual knowl-

edge and understanding of peoples through all means of mass 

communication;

• to give fresh impulse to popular education and to the spread 

of culture by collaborating with members, at their request, in 

the development of educational activities; by instituting col-

laboration among the nations to advance the ideal of equality 

of educational opportunities without regard to race, sex, or 

any distinctions, economic or social; and by suggesting edu-

cational methods best suited to prepare the children of the 

world for the responsibilities of freedom; and

• to maintain, increase, and diff use knowledge by ensuring the 

conservation and protection of the world’s heritage of books, 

works of art, and monuments of history and science; by en-

couraging cooperation among the nations in all branches of 

intellectual activity, including the international exchange of 

persons active in the fi elds of education, science, and culture 

and the exchange of publications, objects of artistic and scien-

tifi c interest, and other materials of information; and by initi-

ating methods of international cooperation calculated to give 

the people of all countries access to the printed and published 

materials produced by any of them.”

Since UNESCO’s constitution specifi cally emphasizes the need 

to preserve “the independence, integrity and fruitful diversity of 

the cultures and educational systems” of the member states, the 

organization cannot impose any particular standard either on all 

its members or on any of them, and it is “prohibited from inter-

vening in matters … within their domestic jurisdiction.”

MEMBERSHIP
Any UN member may join UNESCO. Other states may be admit-

ted to UNESCO membership upon the recommendation of the 

organization’s Executive Board and the approval of its General 

Conference by a two-thirds majority. Austria, Hungary, and Japan 

joined UNESCO years before entering the UN.

Under a United Kingdom-proposed amendment to the con-

stitution adopted in 1951, territories or groups of territories not 

responsible for their international relations can be admitted as 

associate members upon application of member states or other 

authorities responsible for their international relations. Associate 

members do not have the right to vote.

A state may withdraw from UNESCO by notifying the organi-

zation’s director-general of its intention to do so; the withdrawal 

takes eff ect as of the end of the respective calendar year. South Af-

rica withdrew in December 1956 but rejoined in December 1994. 

Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Poland suspended their participa-

tion in UNESCO activities in 1952 but returned as active partici-

pants in 1954. Portugal withdrew in 1972 but returned in 1974. In 

November 1974, a vote dominated by Arab and Communist dele-

gations excluded Israel from UNESCO’s European regional group 

and withheld aid from it on the ground that it persists “in altering 

the historic features” of Jerusalem during excavations—an allega-

tion not sustained by UNESCO’s archaeological expert.

At the end of 1984, the United States withdrew from UNES-

CO, stating that “trends in the policy, ideological emphasis, bud-

get, and management of UNESCO were detracting from the or-

ganization’s eff ectiveness.” One year later, the United Kingdom 

and Singapore withdrew (the United Kingdom rejoined in 1997). 

In February 1994, the New York Times reported that the United 

States State Department had recommended that the United States 

rejoin UNESCO, which had cut its staff  by nearly 1,800 people and 

changed its stand on the controversial New World Information 

and Communications Order (NWICO). Until its departure, the 

United States had been responsible for 25% of UNESCO’s budget. 

Th e United States rejoined UNESCO in 2003.

As of March 2005, UNESCO had 191 members and 6 associate 

members.

STRUCTURE
UNESCO is an autonomous organization affi  liated with the UN 

through a relationship agreement signed in 1946. Its three princi-

pal organs are the General Conference, the Executive Board, and 

the secretariat, headed by a director-general.

General Conference

All UNESCO members have the right to be represented in the 

General Conference, which determines UNESCO’s policies and 

decides on its major undertakings. Each member state has one 

vote in the conference but may be represented by fi ve delegates. 

Th e constitution of UNESCO requires that member govern-

ments are to consult with national educational, scientifi c, and cul-

tural bodies before selecting these delegates; in countries where 

UNESCO commissions have been established, these too are to be 

consulted.

From 1946 through 1952, the General Conference met every 

year. Since then it has met generally every two years. As a rule, 

the conference takes place in Paris, but it has also met in Mexico 

City, Beirut, Florence, Montevideo, New Delhi, Nairobi, Belgrade, 

and Sofi a.

Decisions of the General Conference are made by a simple ma-

jority vote, except for certain constitutionally specifi ed matters 

that require a two-thirds majority, such as amending the UNES-

CO constitution or adopting an international convention. Mem-

ber nations are not automatically bound by conventions adopted 

by the General Conference, but the UNESCO constitution re-

quires them to submit such conventions to their appropriate na-

tional authority for ratifi cation within one year. Th e same applies 

to recommendations, which the General Conference is empow-

ered to adopt by simple majority vote.

Executive Board

Elected by the General Conference, the Executive Board is one of 

three constitutional organs of UNESCO and consists of 58 mem-

ber states serving a four-year term. It supervises the execution of 

UNESCO’s program. It meets at least twice a year. Before the Gen-

eral Conference convenes, the Executive Board reviews the budget 

estimates and work program for the following two-year period, as 

prepared by the director-general. It submits these with its recom-

mendations to the General Conference and prepares the agenda 

for the conference.

Originally, the UNESCO constitution provided that “although 

the members of the Executive Board are representatives of their 
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respective governments, they shall exercise the powers delegat-

ed to them by the General Conference on behalf of the Confer-

ence as a whole.” Until 1993, the members of the board were not 

member states, but personalities designated by name. UNESCO’s 

constitution only designated that the General Conference should 

“endeavor to include persons competent in the arts, the humani-

ties, the sciences, education and the diff usion of ideas.” In 1993, 

the General Conference changed this criteria. Since that time, the 

member states of the Executive Board are requested to appoint 

a person qualifi ed in one or more of the fi elds of competence of 

UNESCO and with the necessary experience and capacity to ful-

fi ll the administrative and executive duties of the board. Th e Gen-

eral Conference, in electing member states to the Executive Board, 

must also take into account the diversity of cultures and balanced 

geographical distribution.

Following a constitutional amendment adopted by the General 

Conference in 1972, board members are elected for four years and 

are not immediately eligible for a second term. At each session, 

the General Conference elects members to succeed those whose 

terms end with that session. A system of electoral groups of mem-

ber states, governing only elections to the Executive Board, was 

established in 1968.

Director-General and Secretariat

Th e secretariat carries out UNESCO’s programs. It is headed by a 

director-general, nominated by the Executive Board and elected 

by the General Conference. Th e staff  members are appointed by 

the director-general. Julian Huxley of the United Kingdom was 

UNESCO’s fi rst director-general. Federico Mayor Zaragoza of 

Spain was elected director-general in November 1987, succeeding 

Amadou-Mahtar M’Bow of Senegal, who had held the post since 

1974. At the 1993 General Conference, Mr. Mayor was elected for 

a second six-year term. Koichiro Matsuura of Japan was appointed 

Director-General for a six-year term at the General Conference on 

12 November 1999, and reelected on 12 October 2005 for a four-

year term.

Headquarters. UNESCO’s fi rst headquarters were in the Ho-

tel Majestic, in Paris, a building which, ironically, had served as 

the headquarters for the German army during its occupation of 

France. In 1958, the organization’s headquarters were transferred 

to a 3-hectare (7.5-acre) site, located at 7 place de Fontenoy, do-

nated to UNESCO by the government of France.

UNESCO headquarters originally consisted of a conference 

building, a secretariat building, and a building for the permanent 

delegations assigned to UNESCO. In 1965, a new building con-

structed around underground patios was added, and in 1970 and 

1977, two supplementary buildings. Th e buildings were designed 

and approved by several leading architects. Works by contempo-

rary artists are an integral part of the headquarters.

Field Offi  ces

UNESCO has been criticized by the United States since the 1980s 

for the concentration of its staff  at its headquarters offi  ce in Paris, 

rather than in the fi eld. A 1992 report by the US State Depart-

ment said that 73% of UNESCO’s total staff  of 2,697 persons were 

located in Paris. Th e same report also conceded that, despite this 

fact, 44% of the organization’s regular and extra-budgetary re-

sources were spent in the fi eld. Th is disparity, however, may sim-

ply refl ect the vastly diff erent nature of UNESCO’s mandate, as 

opposed to the mandate of technically-oriented specialized agen-

cies. In 2005, UNESCO had a staff  of 2,160, of which 680 worked 

in 58 fi eld offi  ces. Th e percentage of staff  working in the fi eld had 

not markedly changed since 1980, though the number of fi eld of-

fi ces had increased until a decentralization plan was adopted in 

the mid-2000s.

In Africa, UNESCO offi  ces are located in Bujumbura, Burundi; 

Yaounde, Cameroon; Brazzaville, Congo; Kinshasa, Democratic 

Republic of the Congo; Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; Libreville, Gabon; 

Accra, Ghana; Nairobi, Kenya; Bamako, Mali; Maputo, Mozam-

bique; Windhoek, Namibia; Abuja, Nigeria; Kigali, Rwanda; Da-

kar, Senegal; Dar es Salaam, United Republic of Tanzania; and Ha-

rare, Zimbabwe.

In the Arab world, UNESCO offi  ces are located in Cairo, Egypt; 

Amman, Jordan; Beirut, Lebanon; Rabat, Morocco; Ramallah, 

West Bank (Palestine); and Doha, Qatar.

In Asia and the Pacifi c, UNESCO offi  ces are located in Kabul, 

Afghanistan; Dhaka, Bangladesh; Phnom Penh, Cambodia; Bei-

jing, China; New Delhi, India; Jakarta, Indonesia; Tehran, Iran; 

Almaty, Kazakhstan; Kathmandu, Nepal; Islamabad, Pakistan; 

Apia, Samoa; Bangkok, Th ailand; Tashkent, Uzbekistan; and Ha-

noi, Vietnam.

In Europe and North America, UNESCO offi  ces are located in 

Venice, Italy; Bucharest, Romania; Moscow, Russian Federation; 

Geneva, Switzerland; and New York, United States.

In Latin America and the Caribbean, UNESCO offi  ces are lo-

cated in Brasilia, Brazil; Santiago, Chile; San Jose, Costa Rica; Ha-

vana, Cuba; Quito, Ecuador; Guatemala City, Guatemala; Port-

au-Prince, Haiti; Kingston, Jamaica; Mexico City, Mexico; Lima, 

Peru; and Montevideo, Uruguay.

National Commissions for UNESCO

Th e UNESCO constitution requests every member state to associ-

ate “its principal bodies interested in educational, scientifi c, and 

cultural matters with the work of the Organization, preferably by 

the formation of a National Commission….” By 2005, 191 mem-

ber states had established such broadly representative national 

commissions to collaborate with UNESCO in attaining its objec-

tives. Th ese commissions are not offi  cial UNESCO organs, but 

they provide a vital link between UNESCO and the public at large. 

Th ey advise their governments and the delegations that attend the 

UNESCO General Conference on pertinent matters and serve as 

liaison agencies and information outlets.

Th e various national commissions vary greatly in size and com-

position. Oft en the country’s minister of education is the commis-

sion’s president, and its members may include high government 

offi  cials, leaders in the fi elds of education, science, and the arts, 

and representatives of professional organizations. Th rough meet-

ings, publications, broadcasts, contests, and exhibitions, the com-

missions stimulate public interest in specifi c UNESCO projects. 

National UNESCO commissions of several countries oft en meet 

for regional conferences. National commissions are frequently 

given contracts to translate UNESCO publications and to handle 

printing and distribution of these translations.

Cooperation with Nongovernmental Organizations

Th e constitution of UNESCO states that “a peace based exclusive-

ly upon the political and economic arrangements of governments 

would not be a peace which could secure the unanimous, lasting 
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and sincere support of the peoples of the world” and that “peace 

must therefore be founded, if it is not to fail, upon the intellectual 

and moral solidarity of mankind.”

In order to attain that objective, the founders of UNESCO 

sought ways of associating the peoples of the world as closely as 

possible in the preparation and implementation of the organiza-

tion’s aims and programs. Th us, from its inception, UNESCO has 

sought the collaboration of international nongovernmental orga-

nizations (NGOs). Th e NGOs with which UNESCO cooperates 

have activities and interests paralleling those of the organization, 

ranging from specialized or scholarly organizations (of teachers, 

scientifi c researchers, philosophers, sociologists, journalists, writ-

ers, and legal experts) to mass organizations (trade unions, co-

operatives, women’s associations, and youth movements) and de-

nominational organizations.

UNESCO consults and cooperates with NGOs so as to receive 

the broadest possible assistance from them in the preparation and 

implementation of its programs, thus strengthening international 

cooperation in the fi elds of education, science, and culture.

BUDGET
For the biennium 2006–07, the General Conference approved a 

regular budget of us610,000,000. Th e organization has increased 

fi nancing for its programs while reducing administrative costs. 

us107,802,100 was for Education; us55,994,500 was for Natu-

ral Sciences; us30,838,000 was for Social and Human Sciences; 

us50,574,600 was for Culture; us32,950,400 was for Commu-

nication and Information; us38,660,100 was for General Policy 

and Direction; and us177,681,900 was for program execution 

and administration.

UNESCO’s budget is fi nanced through contributions assessed 

against member states on a sliding scale. For the biennium 2002–

03, these assessments ranged from a minimum of 0.01% of the 

total amount to 25%. UNESCO receives funds from other special-

ized agencies of the UN system—mainly UNDP, UNFPA, UNEP 

and the World Bank—and regional banks for operational assis-

tance to member states.

ACTIVITIES
UNESCO’s work is carried out principally in the fi elds of educa-

tion, the natural sciences, the social and human sciences, culture, 

and communication.

At the 27th session of the General Conference (1993), a broad 

consensus emerged on the need to concentrate eff orts on two of 

the objectives common to the United Nations system as a whole—

the consolidation of peace and the promotion of sustainable hu-

man development. Th e General Conference also underlined the 

importance of UNESCO’s role in promoting international intellec-

tual cooperation, that is, acting as an international “think tank.”

Th e Organization’s Constitution outlines UNESCO’s funda-

mental mission of promoting access to, and the transfer and shar-

ing of knowledge. UNESCO’s continued role of off ering guidance, 

advice, and assessment when needed calls for strengthening activ-

ities in the following areas: anticipating and preparing innovative 

strategies, gathering and circulating reliable information on the 

present situation and probable trends in the Organization’s fi elds 

of competence; and encouraging political leaders at the highest 

level to make fi rm commitments.

UNESCO’s recent actions have been largely determined by 

commitments made at the major intergovernmental conferences 

it has recently convened—solely or jointly with other UN agen-

cies—or in which it has participated, in particular the World Con-

ference on Education for All, held in Jomtien, Th ailand, in March 

1990, the United Nations Conference on Environment and De-

velopment (UNCED), held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, in June 1992, 

the United Nations Fourth World Conference on Women, held 

in Beijing, China, in September 1995, and the World Summit on 

Sustainable Development held in Johannesburg, South Africa, in 

August and September 2002.

Th e increasingly global nature and growing complexity of the 

problems in today’s world call for a multidisciplinary or transdis-

ciplinary approach in many of UNESCO’s activities. A good exam-

ple is the interdisciplinary project “Environment and Population 

Education and Information for Human Development,” conceived 

following the Rio Conference and aimed at the adoption of an in-

tegrated approach in order to achieve a development that is peo-

ple-centered, equitable, and sustainable.

UNESCO’s transdisciplinary Action Programme to Promote a 

Culture of Peace was created in 1993 to initiate activities in fa-

vor of the consolidation of peace following confl ict. Th is involves 

reconstituting social infrastructures, fostering national reconcili-

ation, reintegrating displaced persons, constructing a basis for a 

democratic citizenship, helping to create endogenous capabilities 

and ensuring the broadest possible involvement of the population 

in development eff orts.

Since the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, UNESCO has been at 

the forefront of UN and international action in Central and East-

ern Europe. Th e 26th Session of the General Conference (1991) 

called for UNESCO “to establish intersectoral coordination to 

support the introduction of democratic reforms” and “to establish 

close cooperation for carrying out this activity with international 

intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations, funds 

and other bodies” in support of Central and eastern Europe and 

in the newly independent states of the former Soviet Union. It was 

decided that the many existing activities in the region could be 

better focused if they were brought together under a single pro-

gram, and the Programme for Central and Eastern European De-

velopment (PROCEED) was created.

Finally, the Organization’s action in recent years has been fo-

cused on satisfying the needs of three priority target groups—the 

least developed countries, the UNESCO member states of Africa, 

and women.

A. Education

UNESCO’s largest sectoral activity, education, is the fi eld for con-

stant but changing endeavor. From originally helping to recon-

struct educational systems in war-torn Europe and carrying out 

isolated, modest projects elsewhere, UNESCO has progressed to 

large-scale undertakings, such as literacy campaigns, rural devel-

opment, science teaching, educational planning and administra-

tion, and teacher training.

UNESCO’s major education activities have focused on basic ed-

ucation, the renewal of educational systems and educational ad-

vancement and policy.

In activities following up the 1990 World Conference on Edu-

cation for All, UNESCO has assisted member states in diagnosing 
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basic learning needs, setting national education-for-all (EFA) ob-

jectives, and devising eff ective strategies to move towards EFA.

In cooperation with UNFPA, UNESCO organized the Interna-

tional Congress on Population Education and Development (Is-

tanbul, April 1993) which adopted the Istanbul Declaration and 

Action Framework for Population Education on the Eve of the 

Twenty-fi rst Century.

Emergency assistance programs and reconstruction operations 

in the fi eld of education were carried out in such countries as Af-

ghanistan, Albania, Angola, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Cambodia, 

Croatia, Iraq, Lebanon, Mozambique, Slovenia, and Somalia. Fol-

lowing the international meeting on “Peace, the day aft er,” held 

in Granada, Spain in December 1993, activities aimed at the re-

building of Palestinian educational and cultural institutions were 

initiated.

Th e Scheme of Humanitarian Assistance for Refugee Education 

(SHARE) (1993–96) responded specifi cally to the needs of refu-

gee children. Th e program went beyond the urgent but short-term 

goal of providing shelter, food, and medicines, to develop a coher-

ent policy of refugee education in cooperation with local and na-

tional authorities. Aft er initial experiences in Cambodia, Somalia, 

and Afghanistan, SHARE activities were also carried out in Slove-

nia and Croatia.

UNESCO also promotes studies and teaching in the fi elds of 

drugs, population, and the environment. In cooperation with 

WHO, the Organization has elaborated a joint prototype curricu-

lum for AIDS education in schools and disseminated documents 

and guidelines to support AIDS education programs in member 

states.

Th e UNITWIN/UNESCO Chairs Programme was launched 

in 1991 to strengthen cooperation between universities through 

twinning arrangements and promote the development of inter-

university networks in order to facilitate the exchange of knowl-

edge and improve teacher training. As of May 2006, there were 24 

UNITWIN networks.

Th e World Education Report, a biennial fi rst published in 1991, 

presents a broad but concise analysis of major trends and policy 

issues in education, including many tables, graphs, and a unique 

set of statistics—“World Education Indicators”—which give a 

country-by-country summary of key aspects of education in over 

180 countries.

In January 1993, UNESCO set up the International Commis-

sion on Education for the Twenty-First Century, under the Chair-

manship of Jacques Delors, President of the Commission of the 

European Community, to study and refl ect on the challenges fac-

ing education in the coming years, and to make recommendations 

that can serve as an agenda for renewal, innovation, and action 

for policy-makers. Th e Commission focused its refl ection on one 

central question—what kind of education is needed for what kind 

of society of tomorrow?—in its report at the end of 1995.

Th e Associated Schools Project (ASP), an international net-

work set up to experiment with ways and means for enhancing 

the role of education in preparing young people to live in a world 

community, was launched in 1953. As of 2006, it included some 

7,800 educational institutions in 175 countries, which conduct pi-

lot projects to enhance education for a culture of peace. ASPnet 

schools focus on any of four main themes of study: World Con-

cerns and the role of the United Nations system; Human Rights, 

Democracy, and Tolerance; Intercultural Learning; and Environ-

mental Concern.

Closely linked with the Associated Schools Project, oft en car-

rying out joint projects in crucial fi elds such as literacy work and 

the environment, are the 5,000 UNESCO associations, centers and 

clubs, the fi rst of which was founded in 1947. Found in some 120 

countries, with members from all age groups, they are set up in 

schools, universities, as associations or as permanent centers and, 

since 1981, are grouped together as part of the World Federation 

of UNESCO Clubs, Centers and Associations (WFUCA).

In specifi c educational areas, UNESCO’s work is supported by 

three separate institutes which conduct research and training pro-

grams. Th e International Bureau of Education (IBE), located in 

Geneva, serves as an international center for studies and publi-

cations on comparative education. Th e International Institute for 

Educational Planning (IIEP), in Paris, organizes an annual nine-

month training program for education planners and administra-

tors, and off ers training courses in the planning, fi nancing and 

management of education. Th e Institute for Education (UIE), lo-

cated in Hamburg, focuses on adult and non-formal education, 

within the framework of lifelong learning.

B. Th e Natural Sciences

UNESCO is the only organization within the UN system to have a 

mandate for the basic sciences. Th is mandate implies UNESCO’s 

commitment to the promotion of multilateral, international, and 

regional cooperation for the training of specialists from develop-

ing countries in university science education and basic research in 

the four core areas of basic science, namely mathematics, physics, 

chemistry, and biology. Projects to be implemented in these and 

allied, interdisciplinary areas are selected for the impact they will 

have on strengthening national capacities, enabling access to cur-

rent scientifi c information, human resources development, and 

their real or potential impact on sustainable development.

One of the main accomplishments of the Rio Conference on 

Environment and Development was Agenda 21, an internation-

al program of action for global sustainable development into the 

21st century. Because of its broad mandate and long experience, 

UNESCO is implicated in many aspects of UNCED follow-up, 

with particular emphasis on Agenda 21 and the conventions on 

biological diversity and climate change.

In UNESCO’s Natural Sciences sector, priority is therefore be-

ing given to implementing the recommendations of Agenda 21 by 

promoting multidisciplinary scientifi c programs which combine 

training, information and research and which are at the interface 

between environment and development. Special attention is also 

being accorded to the promotion of teaching (especially at the uni-

versity level) and research in the basic sciences and engineering.

Environment and development problems have been a major fo-

cus of the Organization’s work for the past 50 years. Beginning 

with the Arid Zone Programme in 1951, numerous UNESCO 

programs have been launched to address research, education, 

training, and policy needs related to specifi c environment and de-

velopment issues, such as water resources management and the 

conservation of biological diversity and ecological systems such as 

islands, tropical forests, and arid lands.

Th e activities of the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Com-

mission (IOC), with 129 countries participating in 2006, primar-
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ily center around narrowing down the uncertainties about the role 

of the ocean in climate and global systems. In response to Agenda 

21, the IOC adopted new strategies and action plans, especially in 

the fi eld of oceanography.

IOC has developed global and regional ocean science programs 

related to living and non-living resources, and marine pollution 

research and monitoring, and enhanced the effi  ciency of the In-

ternational Tsunami Warning System in the Pacifi c. It also orga-

nizes training and assistance and provides information, together 

with WMO, to coastal and island member states on events in the 

oceans and adjacent seas through a quarterly “Products Bulletin of 

the Integrated Global Ocean Services System,” a precursor of the 

Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS).

Th e International Hydrological Decade, another intergovern-

mental program, was launched by UNESCO in 1965. In 1975 it 

became a long-term endeavor, the International Hydrological 

Programme (IHP). In its sixth phase (2002–07), the IHP is de-

voted to the topic “Water Interactions: Systems at Risk and Social 

Challenges.” It outlined fi ve broad themes on which to concen-

trate: global changes and water resources; integrated watershed 

and aquifer dynamics; land habitat hydrology; water and society; 

and water education and training.

Under the “Diversitas” program, in cooperation with the Inter-

national Union of Biological Sciences (IUBS) and the Scientifi c 

Committee On Problems of the Environment (SCOPE) of the In-

ternational Council for Science (ICSU) (formerly International 

Council of Scientifi c Unions), UNESCO is promoting worldwide 

coordinated research on, and inventories and the monitoring of, 

biological diversity.

A Biotechnological Information Exchange System (BITES) has 

also been developed.

Th e Man and the Biosphere (MAB) Programme was launched 

in 1971 as an international program of applied research on the 

interactions between man and his environment. Th e program 

aims to provide the scientifi c knowledge and trained personnel 

to manage natural resources in a rational and sustained manner, 

giving priority to work in the fi eld at the local level, within gener-

al frameworks for scientifi c cooperation at the international level. 

Based on a network of 144 MAB national committees, the pro-

gram monitors the international biosphere reserve network, and 

has developed a number of problem-oriented research programs 

involving specialists from developing countries.

Th e International Geological Correlation Programme is a joint 

environmental activity between UNESCO and the International 

Union of Geological Sciences (IUGS), whose objectives are in-

creasing knowledge of geological processes through correlation 

studies of many locations around the world, developing more ef-

fective ways of fi nding and assessing energy and mineral resourc-

es, and improving research methods and techniques. Th e transfer 

of traditional and new technologies, such as computerized infor-

mation handling (GIS, DAS and PANGIS) and remote sensing 

analysis (e.g. GARS) to developing countries is privileged.

C. Th e Social and Human Sciences

UNESCO encourages the development of the social and human 

sciences at the international and regional levels by promoting train-

ing and research activities, as well as international exchanges.

In the fi elds of peace, human rights, and democracy, UNESCO’s 

activities are aimed at the promotion and protection of human 

rights, consolidation of peace and democracy, as well as at the pre-

vention and elimination of all forms of discrimination by means 

of research and education, dissemination of information and pub-

lications, and organization of meetings in cooperation with gov-

ernments, intergovernmental and non-governmental organiza-

tions. UNESCO’s activities in this fi eld have led to the elaboration 

of important international instruments.

Th e emergence of multicultural and multiethnic societies, ur-

banization, and globalization are the transformation processes 

at the heart of the Management of Social Transformations Pro-

gramme (MOST), established by the 1993 General Conference to 

foster policy-relevant, interdisciplinary and comparative social 

science research in three fi elds—the management of multiethnic 

societies, cities as arenas of accelerated social transformations, 

and coping locally and regionally with transnational phenomena.

Th e International Bioethics Committee, composed of special-

ists in biology, genetics, medicine, law, philosophy, and the social 

and human sciences, was set up to meet the ethical concern aris-

ing from progress in life sciences.

Within the framework of a UNESCO/UNFPA project, research 

is conducted on socio-cultural factors aff ecting demographic 

change.

UNESCO has an extensive program on the improvement of 

women’s condition, stressing the principle of equality between 

men and women and against all forms of discrimination. Th is 

program provided input for the Fourth UN World Conference 

on Women: Action for Equality, Development and Peace (Beijing, 

September 1995), and for its follow-up conference, “Beijing + 5: 

Women 2000” held in June 2000 in New York.

Th e organization’s youth program deals with the analysis of 

problems and dissemination of information concerning youth, 

enrollment of young people in the service of international co-

operation, development and peace, and action on behalf of dis-

advantaged young people. To counteract splintering of various 

and scattered information sources and networks on youth and to 

help implement youth policies from global to local levels, in 1991 

UNESCO set up the INFOYOUTH Network, a clearing house and 

information service for members states and partners.

D. Culture

UNESCO’s main cultural activities are devoted to safeguarding 

the cultural heritage, preserving and fostering respect for cultural 

identities and diversity, and promoting creative and intellectual 

expression. Almost two thousand projects were launched world-

wide in the context of the World Decade for Cultural Develop-

ment (1988–97), including projects on the “Maya World,” “Espac-

es du Baroque,” “Slave Route” and “Iron Road.” “Th e Silk Roads: 

Roads of Dialogue” project continues to assess the fi ndings of four 

expeditions carried out in previous years and a joint UNESCO/
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World Tourism Organization project for cultural tourism on the 

Silk Roads in Central Asia was launched in 1993.

Safeguarding of Cultural Heritage

Under the terms of its constitution, UNESCO was entrusted with 

the task of “ensuring the preservation and protection of the world 

heritage of works of art and monuments of historic or scientifi c 

interest.”

Training activities aimed at strengthening the application of the 

1954 Hague Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property 

in the Event of Armed Confl ict and the 1970 Convention on the 

Means of Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit Import, Export 

and Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Property continue to be an 

important part of UNESCO’s activities in this fi eld.

UNESCO’s activities in safeguarding the world’s cultural heri-

tage are best known through its campaigns to mobilize interna-

tional support. Th e fi rst such campaign was devoted to safeguard-

ing the monuments of Nubia, in Egypt, and led to the successful 

reconstruction of the Temple of Abu Simbel, a us40 million un-

dertaking. Another project, successfully brought to a conclusion 

in 1983, was the restoration of Borobudur in Indonesia. A sec-

ond Egyptian campaign was devoted to the creation of museums 

in Aswan and Cairo. As of May 2006, the World Heritage List in 

Danger included 34 sites around the world, including one in the 

United States—Everglades National Park.

Th e growing determination of member states to preserve their 

national cultural heritage has led to an increase in museum de-

velopment and in activities to preserve historical monuments and 

sites, works of art, and other cultural property. UNESCO’s contri-

bution in this fi eld has consisted mainly in the provision of con-

sultant services, equipment, supplies, and fi nancial assistance to 

individual projects throughout the world. Improving the train-

ing of specialists in the conservation, preservation, and presen-

tation of cultural heritage has involved the provision of lecturers 

and fellowships for international, regional, and subregional train-

ing projects.

UNESCO’s activities have also resulted in the adoption of a 

number of conventions and recommendations, such as the In-

ternational Convention Concerning the Protection of the World 

Cultural and National Heritage—called the World Heritage Con-

vention—adopted by the General Conference in 1972. Th e con-

vention provides, for the fi rst time, a permanent legal, adminis-

trative, and fi nancial framework for international cooperation. It 

also relates sectors that had previously been considered very dif-

ferent—the protection of cultural heritage and that of natural her-

itage—and introduces the concept of “world heritage,” transcend-

ing political and geographical boundaries. Th e convention aims to 

foster a greater awareness among all peoples of the irreplaceable 

value of world heritage and the perils to which it is exposed. It is 

intended to complement, assist, and stimulate national endeav-

ors without either competing with or replacing them. By 3 May 

2006, the convention had been ratifi ed or accepted by 178 mem-

ber states. Th e World Heritage Committee has thus far included 

812 cultural and natural sites on the World Heritage List and has 

regularly approved fi nancial support for technical cooperation 

through the World Heritage Fund.

Under its research, study, and information exchange activities, 

UNESCO has contributed to the advancement and spread of spe-

cialized knowledge concerning heritage preservation. It has issued 

a series of technical manuals on such subjects as museums, under-

water archaeology, preserving and restoring monuments and his-

toric buildings, the man-made landscape, conservation standards 

for works of art in transit and on exhibition, and conservation of 

stone. In response to the need for more elementary and accessible 

practical guidance, particularly in developing countries, a new se-

ries of technical handbooks was launched in 1975. Th e quarterly, 

Museum International, published since 1948, is an international 

forum of information and refl ection on museums of all kinds.

Study and Dissemination of Cultures

An important part of UNESCO’s activities in the fi eld of culture 

focus on cultural identity, including the preparation of general 

histories and works on various geocultural areas.

By 2006, UNESCO had published more than 10,000 titles in 

English, French, Spanish, Russian, Chinese, and Arabic, pub-

lished under its own imprint or co-published. Th e organization 

publishes some 160 new titles each year and has distributors in 

110 countries. For young readers, the World Heritage series is a 

bestseller with over 1.3 million copies printed in English, French, 

and Spanish. Large-scale international projects involving special-

ists from diff erent countries have resulted in major works such 

as Th e General History of Africa, History of Humanity, History of 

Civilizations of Central Asia, History of Latin America, and History 

of the Caribbean.

Cultural Development

Th e Universal Declaration of Human Rights asserts that everyone 

has the right to participate freely in the cultural life of society. Th is 

principle implies the right of people in diff erent societies to share 

in the cultural heritage of the world community, and it implies 

that culture cannot be the privilege of an elite few but must be re-

garded as a dimension of human life. In this spirit, since the end 

of the 1960s, UNESCO has attached increased importance to cul-

tural policies and activities related to cultural development. Th e 

principles governing UNESCO’s activities in the fi eld of culture 

stress the strengthening of the cultural dimension of develop-

ment, that is, viewing culture not only in itself but also in relation 

to certain key areas of development, such as educational systems 

(including the cultural content of education and the adaptation of 

teaching models to local culture), the environment, science, and 

communication.

In 1970 the Intergovernmental Conference on Institutional, 

Administrative, and Financial Aspects of Cultural Policies, held 

in Venice, examined the role of public authorities in defi ning and 

achieving the objectives of cultural development and acknowl-

edged for the fi rst time the responsibility of governments to pro-

vide and plan for the cultural needs of society by implementing 

appropriate cultural policies. Th e Venice conference was followed 

by a series of regional conferences on cultural policies. Discus-

sions at these meetings refl ected a need to locate humanity and 

culture at the heart of the development process, rather than con-

sidering development as only economic progress.

Th e World Conference on Cultural Policies, held in Mexi-

co City in 1982, took stock of the experience acquired in poli-

cies and practices in the fi eld of culture and gave new impetus 

to the worldwide action carried out under UNESCO’s auspices. 

Th e conference unanimously adopted the Mexico City Declara-
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tion on Cultural Policies, which proclaimed the guiding principles 

for promoting culture and strengthening the cultural dimension 

of development.

Th e World Commission on Culture and Development, under 

the Chairmanship of former UN Secretary-General Javier Pérez 

de Cuéllar was set up in December 1992 to focus on interrelations 

between culture and development in general and cultural policies 

and development models in particular. Th e Commission, com-

posed of 12 members and fi ve honorary members, presented its 

fi nal report at the end of 1995 to the UN General Assembly and 

UNESCO’s General Conference. Th e Commission’s work is cen-

tered around fi ve fundamental questions: the impact of cultural 

and socio-cultural factors on development; the impact of social 

and economic development on culture; the relationship between 

culture and models of development; the infl uence of cultural de-

velopment on individual and collective well-being; and the role of 

cultural activities and artistic creativity in development and inter-

national cooperation.

E. Communication, Information, and Informatics

UNESCO is enjoined by its constitution to “collaborate in the 

work of advancing the mutual knowledge and understanding of 

peoples, through all means of mass communication.” It is also au-

thorized to recommend international agreements to facilitate “the 

free fl ow of ideas by word and image” and to encourage the inter-

national exchange of persons active in intellectual aff airs and the 

exchange of “publications, objects of scientifi c interest, and other 

materials of information.”

New World Information and Communication Order (NWICO)

In the 1970s, developing countries began to express their con-

cern that the world’s news media were predominantly Western-

controlled. Major syndicated newspapers, press agencies like UPI, 

Reuters and Agence France Presse, the US networks, the BBC, and 

the ORTF of France, were seen to be innately biased in their re-

porting on third world countries. It was felt that those organiza-

tions were able to greatly infl uence public opinion both in their 

own nations and in the developing countries themselves. Th e new 

nations of the UN system called for a New World Information 

and Communication Order (NWICO) which would allow them 

greater access to the sources of global information. At that time, 

UNESCO considered it a constitutional responsibility, and one es-

pecially pertinent to communication, to contribute to the removal 

of imbalances and inequalities in the capacity to produce, dissem-

inate, and receive messages, and to eliminate the obstacles to a 

wider and better balanced fl ow of information.

In 1976, following a decision of the General Conference invit-

ing UNESCO to undertake a review of all the problems of com-

munication in contemporary society in the context of technologi-

cal progress and recent developments in international relations, an 

international commission was appointed to study communication 

problems. Th e commission’s recommendations were published by 

UNESCO in 1980 under the title Many Voices, One World. Th e 

General Conference considered the commission’s report in 1980 

and proposed 11 considerations on which a New World Infor-

mation and Communication Order could be based. It also urged 

UNESCO “to contribute to the clarifi cation, elaboration and ap-

plication of the concept of a New World Information and Com-

munication Order.”

In 1978 the General Conference adopted the Declaration on 

Fundamental Principles Concerning the Contribution of the Mass 

Media to Strengthening Peace and International Understanding, 

to the Promotion of Human Rights and to Countering Racialism, 

Apartheid and Incitement to War. Th is declaration raised alarm in 

Western media organizations and governments. Th e declaration 

was interpreted as implying controls on press freedom. In later de-

bates some Soviet countries proposed the licensing of journalists. 

However these proposals were never adopted, and no program of 

action based on them was ever put into action.

In the belief that high tariff s were an obstacle to the free fl ow of 

information, a UNESCO Working Group on Telecommunication 

Tariff s, established in 1979, recommended special tariff s under 

a Development Press Bulletin Service and a Conventional Press 

Bulletin Service to be applied to developing and developed coun-

tries, respectively.

Th e 1980 General Conference urged UNESCO “to contribute 

to the clarifi cation, elaboration and application of the concept of 

a New World Information and Communication Order.” However, 

the acrimonious public debate about NWICO had already dam-

aged UNESCO’s image in the West, and prompted the United 

States Congress to insert provisos in its 1982–83 appropriation for 

UNESCO stating that the funds would be withheld: “if that orga-

nization implements any policy or procedure the eff ect of which is 

to license journalists or their publications, to censor or otherwise 

restrict the free fl ow of information within or among countries, or 

to impose mandatory codes of journalistic practice or ethics.”

Although the General Conference’s espousal of NWICO was 

not cited in the United States’ 1984 decision to withdraw from 

UNESCO (see Membership), concern over the “politicization” 

it represented was emblematic of the suspicion with which the 

Western countries (in particular the United States and the Unit-

ed Kingdom) regarded Soviet infl uence in the developing world. 

Now that developing nations greatly outnumbered industrialized 

nations, it was perceived that programs of action could be passed 

in UNESCO that were contrary to the interests of the West.

In 1989 the General Conference decided, by general agreement, 

to adopt a “New Strategy” in communication. Th e objective of this 

new strategy is “to render more operational the concern of the Or-

ganization to ensure a free fl ow of information at international as 

well as national levels, and its wider and better balanced dissemi-

nation, without any obstacle to the freedom of expression, and to 

strengthen communication capacities in the developing countries, 

so that they can participate more actively in the communication 

process.” Th is last goal is implemented through UNESCO’s Inter-

national Program for the Development of Communication.

In February 1990, UNESCO organized an informal meeting of 

East-West media representatives to learn more about the needs of 

an independent press in Eastern Europe and how it could help to 

meet them. Since then, a number of regional seminars have been 

held to secure international support for strengthening press free-

dom and diversity.
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The Windhoek and Other Declarations

In April 1991, UNESCO and the United Nations convened a 

round table for media professionals in Windhoek, Namibia. Par-

ticipants assessed the situation of the press in Africa and, on 3 

May, adopted the Windhoek Declaration, which declared that “in-

dependence, pluralism and diversity” were essential for the media 

in democracy. Th e United Nations declared May 3rd, the anniver-

sary of the signing of the Windhoek Declaration, as International 

Press Freedom Day. UNESCO Director-General Federico Mayor 

declared in a speech to the World Press Freedom Committee in 

1992: “UNESCO is fully committed to the advance of press and 

media freedom. Th is means leaving codes of journalistic ethics 

and similar issues in the new and emerging democratic systems 

strictly within the purview of the press and media professionals 

themselves.” As a follow-up to the Windhoek Declaration, similar 

regional meetings were held in Almaty, Kazakhstan, in 1992 and 

in Santiago, Chile, in 1994.

Other similar declarations have been made since Windhoek, 

notably the Alma Ata Declaration (Kazakhstan, 1992) on promot-

ing independent and pluralistic media in Asia; the Sana’a Decla-

ration (Yemen, 1996) on promoting independent and pluralistic 

media in the Arab world; and the Sofi a Declaration (Bulgaria, 

1997), which declared that the move toward democracy in Central 

and Eastern European states would promote a climate that would 
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foster independent and pluralistic media. In May 2001, UNESCO 

celebrated World Press Freedom Day in Windhoek. A conference 

of journalists, editors, and representatives of NGOs and profes-

sional organizations marked the 10th anniversary of the Wind-

hoek Declaration. UNESCO celebrated World Press Freedom Day 

2006 (3 May) in Colombo, Sri Lanka.

Communication Technologies for Development

UNESCO has been particularly concerned with the problem of 

disparities in communication existing between the developed and 

developing countries, which the great strides in communication 

technologies have only served to emphasize. In this fi eld, UNES-

CO relies on two programs for the implementation of its activities: 

the International Programme for the Development of Communi-

cation (IPDC) and the Information for All Programme (IFAP).

One of the most important ways of improving information fl ow 

is by building up the resources of developing countries. Th e In-

ternational Programme for the Development of Communication 

(IPDC), set up in 1980, aims to strengthen the resources of devel-

oping countries in terms of both personnel and equipment, to fa-

cilitate production and dissemination of news and other program-

ming, thereby diminishing the imbalances that exists in the fl ow 

of information. At the 17th session of the IPDC Intergovernmen-

tal Council in March 1997, the Council concentrated on the ques-

tions of the role, crisis, and problems of media in societies in tran-

sition and the role of press freedom and independence of media 

in democracy. At its 18th session, held in Paris in March 1998, the 

IPDC decided that its fellowship program would particularly pro-

mote young journalists. At the 25th session held in March 2006, 

the IPDC decided to help fund 78 new media projects.

Th e General Information Programme (PGI) was launched in 

1976 to assist member states, particularly in the developing world, 

to increase their capacity to gather, organize, diff use and utilize in-

formation. Th e PGI assists member states in establishing nation-

al information policies. It also helps governments recognize the 

value of public records as a strategic resource for public adminis-

tration through the Records and Archives Management Program 

(RAMP). It provides access to knowledge and technical know-

how in the treatment of information and research, by training 

specialists and coordinating information systems in developing 

countries. It also undertakes the “Memory of the World” project, 

aimed at safeguarding library collections and archives.

UNESCO’s Intergovernmental Informatics Programme (IIP) 

carries out regional and national activities in its priority areas of 

training, computer networking, soft ware production, informat-

ics research and development, and national informatics strate-

gies. Among the projects approved by the IIP Bureau in the 1990s 

were the “Computer network for the countries of the Maghreb—

MaghrebNet” and the “Strengthening of the Regional Informatics 

Network for Eastern Europe—RINEE.”

In the 1990s, the Organization reinforced its program in favor 

of independent and pluralist media, notably through the Interna-

tional Freedom of Expression Exchange Network (IFEX). UNES-

CO encourages movements towards the liberalization of media 

in Africa, Asia (including Central Asia), and Central and Eastern 

Europe, by assisting member states in restructuring their broad-

casting systems, preparing appropriate legislation, and training 

media specialists.

Infrastructural projects supported by the United Nations, UN-

HCR and professional organizations for peace-building have 

been carried out in Cambodia, South Africa, and the former 

Yugoslavia.

Other Activities in Communications

Many of UNESCO’s activities in the fi eld of communications in-

volve extensive data collection, analysis, and dissemination. Th e 

World Communication Report, a reference tool which focuses 

on trends in information and communication technologies and 

their impact on the work of media professionals and on society 

at large, was published in 1989; an updated version was published 

in 1996.

An agreement with the International Telecommunication 

Union (ITU) came into eff ect in 1993 and a joint study on tele-

communication tariff s in the fi eld of education, science, and cul-

ture was completed.

UNESCO also prepared the booklet Island Agenda, which ana-

lyzes the problems facing small island states and the way in which 

UNESCO’s expertise in education, science, culture, and commu-

nication can be used to catalyze sustainable development.

In preparation for the Fourth World Conference on Women in 

Beijing in September 1995, UNESCO organized regional work-

shops on the theme of women in the media. It equally participated 

in the “Beijing +5” conference in New York in June 2000. In addi-

tion, a World Summit on the Information Society was held in Ge-

neva in December 2003 and in Tunis in November 2005.

F. Agreement on the Importation of Educational, Scientifi c, 

and Cultural Materials

Th e states that are parties to the Agreement on the Importation 

of Educational, Scientifi c, and Cultural Materials and its proto-

col, adopted by the General Conference of UNESCO at Florence 

in 1950 and at Nairobi in 1976, respectively, exempt all the fol-

lowing materials from customs duties and any other importation 

charges: books, newspapers, and periodicals; various other cat-

egories of printed or duplicated matter; manuscripts, including 

typescripts; music; geographical, hydrographic, and astronomical 

maps and charts, irrespective of language and destination; works 

of art (paintings, drawings, and sculpture) and antiques, defi ned 

as articles more than 100 years old; visual and auditory materi-

als, such as fi lms, fi lmstrips, microfi lms, sound recordings, glass 

slides, models, wall charts, and posters of an educational, scien-

tifi c, or cultural character; and scientifi c instruments and appa-

ratus, under the conditions that they be intended exclusively for 

educational purposes or pure scientifi c research, that they be con-

signed to public or private institutions approved by the importing 

country as entitled to exemption from customs duty, and that in-

struments or apparatus of equivalent scientifi c value not be manu-

factured in the importing country. Books and other publications 

for the blind and other materials of an educational, scientifi c, or 

cultural character for the use of the blind are also exempt.

G. Th e UNESCO Coupon Program

UNESCO coupons are a type of international money order per-

mitting persons living in countries with foreign-exchange restric-
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tions to purchase from abroad books and many other articles of a 

scientifi c or cultural nature.

A person living in a country that participates in the UNESCO 

coupon plan who wishes to obtain from another participating 

country an item covered by the plan buys the required UNESCO 

coupons, pays for them in local currency at the offi  cial UN rate, 

and mails them abroad without having to go through any formal-

ities. To redeem the coupons, the seller sends them to Bankers 

Trust Company in New York (for the Americas), the Japan Society 

for the Promotion of Science in Tokyo (for Asia and the Far East), 

or to UNESCO’s headquarters in Paris (for Europe and Africa). 

Th ey are redeemed in the seller’s national currency at the offi  cial 

UN exchange rate, aft er the deduction of a handling charge.

H. Encouragement of International Exchanges

As a means of promoting education, research, and international 

understanding, UNESCO aids and encourages various forms of 

exchange between its member states. It acts as a clearinghouse for 

governments, as well as international organizations, on all ques-

tions of exchange; administers its own program of fellowships and 

exchange of experts; and promotes study, training, and teaching 

abroad with the cooperation of governments and organizations.

Th e principal publication issued by the exchange service is 

Study Abroad, a trilingual publication issued every two years, list-

ing opportunities for subsidized higher education and training 

abroad through a wide variety of fellowships, scholarships, and 

educational exchange programs of nearly 3,000 awarding agencies 

in some 120 diff erent countries and territories.

I. Cooperative Action Program

UNESCO’s Cooperative Action Program (Co-Action) enables in-

dividuals and groups to make direct contributions to community 

development projects such as schools, libraries, and vocational in-

stitutions for the disabled in developing countries. An illustrated 

catalog of selected Co-Action projects describing some of the pri-

ority needs and estimated costs is issued by UNESCO.

Direct “people-to-people” relationships are established between 

donors and recipients that oft en develop into lasting friendships; 

the program has special appeal for school groups.

UNESCO
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T H E  W O R L D  H E A LT H 
O R G A N I Z AT I O N  ( W H O )

CREATION
During the 19th century, waves of communicable diseases swept 

Europe, accompanying the growth of railways and steam naviga-

tion. Yet the fi rst international sanitary conference, attended by 12 

governments, was not held until 1851. An international conven-

tion on quarantine was drawn up, but it was ratifi ed by only three 

states. Progress was slow.

Th e limited objectives of the nations participating in these ear-

ly conferences also militated against the success of internation-

al health eff orts. International public health did not come of age 

until the 20th century. Th e fi rst international health bureau with 

its own secretariat was established by the republics of the Amer-

icas in 1902—the International Sanitary Bureau. Th e name was 

changed in 1923 to the Pan American Sanitary Bureau.

Th e idea of a permanent international agency to deal with 

health questions was seriously discussed for the fi rst time at the 

1874 conference, but it was not until 1903 that the establishment 

of such an agency was recommended. By that time, scientifi c dis-

coveries concerning cholera, plague, and yellow fever had been 

generally accepted. Th e agency, known as the Offi  ce International 

d’Hygiène Publique (OIHP), was created in December 1907 by 

an agreement signed by 12 states (Belgium, Brazil, Egypt, France, 

Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal, Russia, Spain, Switzerland, the 

United Kingdom, and the United States). Th e OIHP was located 

in Paris, and its fi rst staff  consisted of nine persons. Originally a 

predominantly European institution, the OIHP grew to include 

nearly 60 countries and colonies by 1914.

World War I left  in its wake disastrous pandemics. Th e infl uen-

za wave of 1918–19 was estimated to have killed 15 to 20 million 

people, and in 1919, almost 250,000 cases of typhus were reported 

in Poland and more than 1.6 million in the USSR. Other disasters 

also made heavy demands on the OIHP, which found itself over-

burdened with work.

Early in 1920, a plan for a permanent international health or-

ganization was approved by the League of Nations. United offi  cial 

action to combat the typhus epidemic then raging in Poland was 

urged by the League’s Council. Th e OIHP, however, was unable 

to participate in an interim combined League-OIHP committee. 

Th is was partly because the United States, which was not a mem-

ber of the League, wished to remain in the OIHP but could not 

if the OIHP were absorbed into a League-connected agency. Th e 

OIHP existed for another generation, maintaining a formal rela-

tionship with the League of Nations.

Th e OIHP’s main concern continued to be supervision and im-

provement of international quarantine measures. Smallpox and 

typhus were added to the quarantinable diseases by the Interna-

tional Sanitary Convention in 1926. Also adopted were measures 

requiring governments to notify the OIHP immediately of any 

outbreak of plague, cholera, or yellow fever or of the appearance 

of smallpox or typhus in epidemic form.

Th e League of Nations established a permanent epidemiologi-

cal intelligence service to collect and disseminate data worldwide 

on the status of epidemic diseases of international signifi cance. 

Th e Malaria Commission was founded and adopted a new inter-

national approach: to study and advise on control of the disease in 

regions where it existed rather than to work out the conventional 

precautions needed to prevent its spread from country to country. 

Th e annual reports of the League’s Cancer Commission on such 

matters as results of radiotherapy in cancer of the uterus became 

an important source of international information on that disease. 

Other technical commissions included those on typhus, leprosy, 

and biological standardization.

Most of the work of the OIHP and the League’s health units was 

cut short by World War II, although the Weekly Epidemiological 

Record continued. Fear of new postwar epidemics prompted the 

Allies to draw up plans for action. At its fi rst meeting in 1943, the 

newly created United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Adminis-

BACKGROUND: In taking the pulse of global health in 1974, WHO member states concluded that 

despite vaccines, antibiotic drugs, and a host of extraordinary advances in medical technology, the world 

was far from healthy. Th ere was a “signal failure,” the 27th World Health Assembly concluded, to provide 

basic services to two-thirds of the world’s population, particularly to rural inhabitants and the urban 

poor, who, despite being the most needy and in the majority, were the most neglected. Th at assessment—

made 24 years aft er WHO’s establishment—led to a reorientation of WHO’s outlook and to the adoption 

of the goal of “health for all by the year 2000” through the approach of primary health care. Although 

WHO’s great achievement remained the eradication of smallpox, the HIV/AIDS pandemic and a viru-

lent resurgence of preventable diseases like malaria and tuberculosis posed grave challenges to the goal of 

“health for all” as the 21st century dawned. Th e main task of WHO since its founding has been to work 

to ensure that people everywhere have access to health services that will enable them to lead socially and 

economically productive lives.
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tration (UNRRA) put health work among its “primary and funda-

mental responsibilities.”

At its fi rst meeting, in 1946, the UN Economic and Social Coun-

cil decided to call an international conference to consider the es-

tablishment of a single health organization of the UN. Th e confer-

ence met in New York and on 22 July adopted a constitution for 

the World Health Organization, which would carry on the func-

tions previously performed by the League and the OIHP.

WHO did not come into existence until 7 April 1948, when its 

constitution was ratifi ed by the required 26 UN member states. In 

the meantime, UNRRA was dissolved, and a WHO Interim Com-

mission carried out the most indispensable of UNRRA’s health 

functions. Th e fi rst WHO assembly convened in June 1948.

Among the severe problems that beset the Interim Commission 

was a cholera epidemic in Egypt in 1947. Th ree cases were report-

ed on 22 September; by October, 33,000 cases were reported in 

widely separated areas on both sides of the Red Sea and the Suez 

Canal. Urgent calls for vaccine were sent out by the Interim Com-

mission within hours aft er the fi rst three cases were reported, and 

by means of a history-making cholera airlift , 20 million doses of 

vaccine were fl own to Cairo from the United States, the USSR, In-

dia, and elsewhere, one-third of them outright gift s. Th e cholera 

epidemic claimed 20,472 lives in Egypt by February 1948. During 

the epidemic the number of countries ratifying WHO’s constitu-

tion increased by almost 50%.

PURPOSES
WHO’s main functions can be summed up as follows: to act as 

a directing and coordinating authority on international health 

work, to ensure valid and productive technical cooperation, and 

to promote research.

Th e objective of WHO is the attainment by all peoples of the 

highest possible level of health. Health, as defi ned in the WHO 

Constitution, is a state of complete physical, mental, and social 

well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infi rmity. In 

support of its main objective, the organization has a wide range of 

functions, including the following:

• To act as the directing and coordinating authority on interna-

tional health work;

• To promote technical cooperation;

• To assist Governments, upon request, in strengthening health 

services;

• To furnish appropriate technical assistance and, in emergen-

cies, necessary aid, upon the request or acceptance of Gov-

ernments;

• To stimulate and advance work on the prevention and control 

of epidemic, endemic, and other diseases;

• To promote, in cooperation with other specialized agencies 

where necessary, the improvement of nutrition, housing, 

sanitation, recreation, economic or working conditions, and 

other aspects of environmental hygiene;

• To promote and coordinate biomedical and health services 

research;

• To promote improved standards of teaching and training in 

the health, medical and related professions;

• To establish and stimulate the establishment of international 

standards for biological, pharmaceutical, and similar prod-

ucts, and to standardize diagnostic procedures;

•  To foster activities in the fi eld of mental health, especially 

those activities aff ecting the harmony of human relations.

WHO also proposes conventions, agreements, and regulations 

and makes recommendations about international nomenclature 

of diseases, causes of death, and public health practices. It devel-

ops, establishes, and promotes international standards concerning 

foods and biological, pharmaceutical, and similar substances.

MEMBERSHIP
UN members can join WHO by unilateral, formal notifi cation to 

the UN secretary-general that they accept the WHO constitution. 

A non-UN member may be admitted if its application is approved 

by a simple majority vote of the World Health Assembly. Terri-

tories or groups of territories “not responsible for the conduct of 

their international relations” may be admitted as associate mem-

bers upon application by the authority responsible for their inter-

national relations.

As of May 2006, WHO had 192 member states.

STRUCTURE
Th e principal organs of WHO are the World Health Assem-

bly, the Executive Board, and the secretariat, headed by a 

director-general.

World Health Assembly

All WHO members are represented in the World Health Assem-

bly. Each member has one vote but may send three delegates. Ac-

cording to the WHO constitution, the delegates are to be chosen 

for their technical competence and preferably should represent 

national health administrations. Delegations may include alter-

nates and advisers. Th e assembly meets annually, usually in May, 

for approximately three weeks. Most assemblies have been held 

at WHO headquarters in Geneva. A president is elected by each 

assembly.

Th e World Health Assembly determines the policies of the or-

ganization and deals with budgetary, administrative, and similar 

questions. By a two-thirds vote, the assembly may adopt conven-

tions or agreements. While these are not binding on member gov-

ernments until accepted by them, WHO members have to “take 

action” leading to their acceptance within 18 months. Th us, each 

member government, even if its delegation voted against a con-

vention in the assembly, must act. For example, it must submit the 

convention to its legislature for ratifi cation. It must then notify 

WHO of the action taken. If the action is unsuccessful, it must no-

tify WHO of the reasons for nonacceptance.

In addition, the assembly has quasi-legislative powers to adopt 

regulations on important technical matters specifi ed in the WHO 

constitution. Once such a regulation is adopted by the assembly, 

it applies to all WHO member countries (including those whose 

delegates voted against it) except those whose governments spe-

cifi cally notify WHO that they reject the regulation or accept it 

only with certain reservations.

WHO is empowered to introduce uniform technical regula-

tions on the following matters:

• sanitary and quarantine requirements and other procedures 

designed to prevent international epidemics;
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• nomenclature with respect to disease, causes of death, and 

public health practices;

• standards with respect to diagnostic procedures for interna-

tional use;

• standards with respect to safety, purity, and potency of bio-

logical, pharmaceutical, and similar products in international 

commerce; and

• advertising and labeling of biological, pharmaceutical, and 

similar products in international commerce.

Th e assembly, at its fi rst session in 1948, adopted World Health 

Regulation No. 1, Nomenclature with Respect to Diseases and 

Causes of Death. Th is regulation guides member countries in 

compiling statistics on disease and death and, by providing for a 

standardized nomenclature, facilitates their comparison. World 

Health Regulation No. 2 deals with quarantinable diseases.

Each year, the assembly doubles as a scientifi c conference on 

a specifi c topic of worldwide health interest, selected in advance. 

Th ese technical discussions are held in addition to other business. 

Th ey enable the delegates, who as a rule are top-ranking public 

health experts, to discuss common problems more thoroughly 

than formal committee debates would permit. Governments are 

asked to contribute special working papers and studies to these 

discussions and, if practicable, to send experts on the matters to 

be discussed with their delegations.

Executive Board

Th e World Health Assembly may elect any 32 member countries 

(the only rule being equitable geographical distribution) for three-

year terms, and each of the countries elected designates one per-

son “technically qualifi ed in the fi eld of health” to the WHO Exec-

utive Board. Th e countries are elected by rotation, one-third of the 

membership being replaced every year, and may succeed them-

selves. Board members serve as individuals and not as representa-

tives of their governments.

Th e Executive Board meets twice a year, for sessions of a few 

days to several weeks, but it may convene a special meeting at any 

time. One of its important functions is to prepare the agenda of 

the World Health Assembly. Th e WHO constitution authorizes 

the board “to take emergency measures within the functions and 

fi nancial resources of the Organization to deal with events requir-

ing immediate action. In particular, it may authorize the direc-

tor-general to take the necessary steps to combat epidemics and 

to participate in the organization of health relief to victims of a 

calamity.”

Director General and Secretariat

Th e secretariat comprises the technical and administrative per-

sonnel of the organization. It is headed by a director-general, ap-

pointed by the World Health Assembly. Th e fi rst director-general 

of WHO was Dr. Brock Chisholm of Canada. He was succeeded 

in 1953 by Dr. Marcolino G. Candau of Brazil and in 1973 by Dr. 

Halfdan T. Mahler of Denmark. Dr. Mahler served WHO for 15 

years and was declared Director-General Emeritus upon his re-

tirement in 1988. Dr. Hiroshi Nakajima of Japan was elected Di-

rector General in 1988 and re-elected to a second fi ve-year term 

in 1993. Dr. Gro Harlem Brundtland succeeded him in 1998. In 

2003, Lee Jong-wook of South Korea became Director General.

WHO is staff ed by some 3,500 health and other experts in both 

professional and general service categories, working at headquar-

ters and in the regional offi  ces. WHO has six regional offi  ces, each 

covering a major geographic region of the world. Th ese are locat-

ed in Cairo for the Eastern Mediterranean area, in Manila for the 

Western Pacifi c area, in New Delhi for the Southeast Asia area, in 

Copenhagen for Europe, in Brazzaville for the African area, and in 

Washington, D.C., where the directing council of the Pan Ameri-

can Health Organization acts as the regional committee of WHO 

in the Americas.

While all work of direct assistance to individual member gov-

ernments is decentralized to the regional offi  ces, the Geneva 

headquarters is where the work of the regions is coordinated and 

worldwide technical services are organized, including collection 

and dissemination of information. Th e headquarters cooperates 

with the UN, the other specialized agencies, and voluntary orga-

nizations and is responsible for medical research.

WHO assistance is given in response to a request from a govern-

ment. Member governments meet annually in regional commit-

tees to review and plan WHO activities for their areas. Requests 

are consolidated by the regional directors and forwarded to the 

director-general, who incorporates regional programs and their 

estimated costs into the overall WHO draft  program and budget. 

Th e program and budget, aft er review by the Executive Board, are 

submitted to the World Health Assembly.

BUDGET
For 1949, the fi rst year of WHO’s existence, its regular bud-

get amounted to us5 million. A regular working budget of 

us951,083,000 was approved by the World Health Assem-

bly for the 2006–07 biennium. Voluntary contributions totaled 

us2,234,021,000. WHO reported that among programs support-

ed were the following: malaria prevention and control; addressing 

the global AIDS pandemic; control of a resurgence of tuberculo-

sis; fi ghting cancer, cardiovascular diseases and diabetes, especial-

ly in poor and transitional economies; addressing the health and 

economic aspects of tobacco; maternal health; food safety; mental 

health; safe blood programs, to fi ght HIV/AIDS and deal with the 

growing disease burden among women, children, and accident 

and trauma victims; and development of eff ective and sustain-

able health systems. WHO’s emergency and humanitarian relief 

operations also received additional funds, refl ecting the increased 

demands by the world community on all UN organizations to re-

spond to natural and man-made disasters.

ACTIVITIES
Under the global “health for all” strategy, WHO and its member 

states have resolved to place special emphasis on the develop-

ing countries. Nevertheless, the benefi ts of WHO’s international 

health work are reaped by all countries, including the most de-

veloped. For example, all nations have benefi ted from their con-

tributions to the WHO programs that led to the global eradica-

tion of smallpox and to better and cheaper ways of controlling 

tuberculosis.

Prevention is a key word in WHO. Th e organization believes 

that immunization, which prevents the six major communicable 
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diseases of childhood—diphtheria, measles, poliomyelitis, teta-

nus, tuberculosis, and whooping cough—should be available to 

all children who need it. WHO is leading a worldwide campaign 

to provide eff ective immunization for all children in cooperation 

with UNICEF.

Provision of safe drinking water and adequate excreta disposal 

for all are the objectives of the International Drinking Water Sup-

ply and Sanitation Decade proclaimed by the UN General Assem-

bly in 1980 and supported by WHO.

WHO is also active in international eff orts to combat the di-

arrheal diseases, killers of infants and young children. Th e wide-

spread introduction of oral rehydration salts, together with im-

proved drinking water supply and sanitation, will, it is hoped, 

greatly reduce childhood mortality from diarrhea.

WHO’s program for primary health care comprises eight essen-

tial elements:

• education concerning prevalent health problems and the 

methods of preventing and controlling them;

• promotion of food supply and proper nutrition;

• maintenance of an adequate supply of safe water and basic 

sanitation;

• provision of maternal and child health care, including family 

planning;

• immunization against the major infectious diseases;

• prevention and control of locally endemic diseases;

• appropriate treatment of common diseases and injuries; and

•  provision of essential drugs.

Th ese eight elements were defi ned in the Declaration of Alma-

Ata, which emerged from the International Conference on Prima-

ry Health Care, held in Alma-Ata, USSR, in 1978.

A. Disease Research, Control and Prevention

UNAIDS Programme

Th e Acquired Immune Defi ciency Syndrome (AIDS) pandemic 

is an international health problem of extraordinary scope and ur-

gency. Th e mission of UNAIDS is to mobilize an eff ective, equita-

ble, and ethical response to the pandemic. It strives to raise aware-

ness, stimulate solidarity, and unify worldwide action. UNAIDS 

works with countries to develop programs to prevent HIV trans-

mission and reduce the suff ering of people already aff ected. It pro-

vides technical and policy guidance to governments, other Unit-

ed Nations agencies, and non-governmental organizations. It also 

promotes and supports research to develop new technologies, in-

terventions, and approaches to AIDS prevention and care. Its in-

ception in 1988 was fi rst as the Global Programme on AIDS. UN-

AIDS combines the eff orts of six other UN system organizations, 

including UNDP, the World Bank, UNICEF, UNFPA, WHO, and 

UNESCO. Since January 1996, the joint and co-sponsored UN 

Programme on HIV/AIDS, or UNAIDS, has been operational to 

better coordinate fund raising and prevention eff orts.

WHO estimated that in 2005 approximately 40.3 million peo-

ple were living with HIV/AIDS. It was also estimated that dur-

ing 2005, 4.9 million people (including 700,000 children under 

the age of 15) became infected. It was estimated that in 2005, 3.1 

million adults and children died because of HIV/AIDS. In 2005, 

approximately 570,000 of these deaths occurred among children. 

Th e total number of deaths worldwide due to HIV/AIDS since the 

beginning of the epidemic until the end of 2005 was more than 25 

million. Of the 40.3 million people living with HIV/AIDS in 2005, 

25.8 million (approximately 70%) lived in Sub-Saharan Africa, the 

region that has been hardest hit by AIDS/HIV.

Th e disease is caused by a virus which destroys the body’s in-

nate capacity to withstand disease (the immune system). As the 

immune system is weakened, infected persons can no longer re-

sist diseases which cause diarrhea, fatigue, severe weight loss, and 

skin lesions. Eventually, the AIDS-related illnesses cause death. 

Persons become infected with the HIV virus by contact with body 

fl uids like semen (during sexual intercourse) or blood (if they re-

ceive contaminated blood during a transfusion). Intravenous drug 

users who share hypodermic needles have been shown to be at 

great risk for contracting HIV. HIV cannot be transmitted by air 

or simple touch. Th e insidious nature of the disease contributed 

to its silent explosion into the world population, since infected 

persons do not show signs of infection for as many as six to ten 

years.

AIDS was already an international epidemic (a “pandemic”) by 

the time it was fi rst recognized in 1981. In late 1983, WHO held 

the fi rst international meeting on AIDS in Geneva. In February 

1987, WHO established its Special Programme on AIDS in or-

der to develop a global strategy for AIDS control, obtain fi nan-

cial resources, and begin implementation of the program. In 1988, 

the Executive Board renamed it the Global Programme on AIDS 

(GPA). Today it is known as UNAIDS Programme. Th e main ob-

jectives of the global strategy are:

• to prevent HIV infections;

• to reduce the personal and social impact of HIV infection; 

and

• to mobilize and unify national and international eff orts 

against AIDS.

Th e global strategy was updated in 1992 to place increased em 

phasis on:

• health care for AIDS patients;

• treatment for sexually transmitted diseases;

• improving the status of women in developing countries in or-

der to reduce the risk of infection;

• providing more frank information about AIDS;

• planning for the socio-economic impact of the pandemic;

• overcoming stigmatization and discrimination directed at  

persons infected with HIV/AIDS.

A World Summit of Ministers of Health on Programmes for 

AIDS Prevention was held in London in January 1988. Th e sum-

mit proclaimed 1 December as Worlds AIDS Day. In 1989 the 

World Health Assembly resolved to make World AIDS Day the 

annual focus for worldwide eff orts against AIDS. Th at same year, 

WHO established a Global Commission on AIDS to provide the 

Director General with broad policy and scientifi c guidance from 

eminent experts representing a wide variety of disciplines. By the 

end of 1991, AIDS programs had been established in every WHO 

member country.
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In June 2001, the General Assembly held a Special Session on 

HIV/AIDS, at which 189 member states adopted a “Declaration 

of Commitment,” setting forth a plan to establish time-bound tar-

gets to which governments and the UN might be held account-

able. Th ey included the goal to reduce by 2005 HIV prevalence 

among young men and women aged 15 to 24 in the most aff ected 

countries by 25%, and by 25% globally by 2010. Also, it was hoped 

that by 2005, an overall target could be reached of annual expendi-

ture on the epidemic of between us7 billion and us10 billion in 

low and middle-income countries and those countries experienc-

ing or at risk of experiencing rapid expansion for prevention, care, 

treatment, support and mitigation of the impact of HIV/AIDS.

On 12 December 2002, a new international alliance, the Inter-

national HIV Treatment Access Coalition (ITAC), was launched 

in Geneva and Dakar. It aims to boost eff orts to provide access to 

antiretroviral drugs to the growing number of people with HIV/

AIDS in low and middle income countries.

In 2003, the WHO and UNAIDS launched a program called the 

“3 by 5 Initiative.” It was a global target to provide 3 million people 

living with HIV/AIDS in low- and middle-income countries with 

life-prolonging antiretroviral treatment by the end of 2005. It was 

a step toward the goal of making universal HIV/AIDS prevention 

and treatment accessible to all who need them as a basic human 

right.

Tuberculosis

In April 1993, WHO declared a tuberculosis (TB) global emer-

gency. WHO said that 35 years of neglect by governments, and 

a linkage to the HIV/AIDS pandemic, had led to a resurgence of 

the bacillus that causes tuberculosis. In New York City, the inci-

dence of TB rose 150% between 1980 and 1993, prompting WHO 

to declare a global TB epidemic. Th e link between HIV/AIDS and 

tuberculosis, which were fueling each other, was so pronounced 

that by 1994 WHO called the phenomenon a co-epidemic. Th e 

breakdown in health services, the spread of HIV/AIDS, and the 

emergence of strains of TB that are multidrug-resistant contrib-

uted to the worsening impact of the disease. As of 2005, although 

estimated per capita TB incidence was stable or falling in fi ve out 

of six WHO regional areas, it was still growing at 0.6% annually. 

Tuberculosis was killing approximately 1.7 million people a year. 

Health experts estimated that between 2000 and 2020, nearly one 

billion people would be newly infected, 200 million people would 

get sick, and 35 million would die from TB if the disease was not 

controlled.

Tuberculosis is an age-old killer, traces of which have been found 

in the lungs of 3,000-year-old Egyptian mummies. It is caused by 

a bacillus that infects the lungs, forming knobby lesions called 

“tubercles.” Up until the 20th century it was commonly called 

“consumption.” Today the bacillus responsible for TB is called 

Mycobacterium tuberculosis. Th e fi rst diagnostic test was discov-

ered in 1905 and the fi rst vaccine was created in France in 1921. 

Th e fi rst antibiotic eff ective against TB, streptomycin, was dis-

covered in 1944 in the United States. By 1960, chemotherapy for 

TB was so eff ective, sanitoria in mountain areas which had been 

used for more than a century to care for TB patients were closed. 

TB was presumed dead, at least in the industrialized world: pub-

lic health measures for TB control were dismantled, and funding 

for research fell to a trickle. However, multidrug-resistant (MDR) 

strains began to fl ourish as patients being treated with antibiot-

ics neglected to completely fi nish a course of treatment. In New 

York City, MDR strains accounted for only 7% of all TB strains in 

the early 1980s. By 1992, more than one-third of the strains tested 

were resistant to one drug, and almost one-fi ft h were resistant to 

the two main drugs.

WHO contends that the rise of tuberculosis in the industrial-

ized world is linked not only to HIV/AIDS, but also to inadequate 

funding of international programs to combat tuberculosis in the 

developing world. Th e organization has insisted that it will be im-

possible to control TB in the industrialized countries unless it is 

sharply reduced in Africa, Asia, and Latin America.

Th e WHO Tuberculosis Programme aimed to cut the annu-

al death toll from TB from 3 million deaths in 1992 to 1.6 mil-

lion by 2002, but that goal was not reached. WHO predicts that 

about us100 million needs to be spent each year to provide med-

icines, microscopes, and a modest infrastructure enabling poor 

countries to undertake successful tuberculosis programs. WHO 

reports that in the developing world, a complete cure could cost 

as little as us13 per patient. However, the treatment of a patient 

with a multidrug-resistant strain of TB in New York City could 

cost us180,000 per patient.

As of 2006, WHO targets were to detect 70% of new infectious 

TB cases and to cure 85% of those detected. By 2015, WHO aimed 

to reduce TB prevalence and death rates by 50% relative to 1990, 

and by 2050, to eliminate TB as a public health problem (1 case 

per million population). In 2006, the WHO launched the new 

Stop TB Strategy. Th e core of this strategy is DOTS, a TB control 

approach launched by the WHO in 1995. Since then 22 million 

people had been treated under DOTS-based services. 

The Tropical Disease Research Programme

Th e UNDP/World Bank/WHO Special Programme for Research 

and Training in Tropical Diseases (TDR) was set up in 1975 to 

target malaria, schistosomiasis (bilharzia or “snail fever”), leish-

maniasis, African trypanosomiasis (sleeping sickness), Ameri-

can trypanosomiasis (Chagas disease), lymphatic fi lariasis (which 

leads to elephantiasis), onchocerciasis (river blindness), and lep-

rosy. Almost 500 million people, nearly all of them in developing 

countries, suff er from these diseases, which can cause terrible an-

guish, deformity, and death. At the same time, they cause consid-

erable economic losses and frequently interfere with development 

projects (particularly water projects such as dams and irrigation 

schemes, and planned and unplanned forestry).

Th e death toll from the diseases—particularly among children 

from malaria in Africa—is expected to double by 2010, possi-

bly reaching four million lives a year, unless radical solutions are 

found. Population increase, the spread of parasite resistance, mass 

migrations, environmental disturbance, and disruption of control 

programs through economic devastation, civil unrest, and wars, 

all contribute to the tropical disease problem.

TDR has a mandate to:

• Develop new methods of preventing, diagnosing, and treating 

tropical diseases, methods that would be applicable, accept-

able, and aff ordable by developing countries, require minimal 

skills or supervision, and be readily integrated into the health 

services of these countries.
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• Strengthen—through training in biomedical and social sci-

ences and through support to institutions—the capability of 

developing countries to undertake the research required to 

develop and apply these new methods.

In this work, TDR collaborates closely with WHO’s Division of 

Control of Tropical Diseases (CTD), and with many other WHO 

programs and outside bodies concerned with tropical disease re-

search and control.

TDR acts to some extent like a research council, supporting in-

vestigator-initiated projects selected by peer-review, and to some 

extent as a pro-active agency commissioning the research re-

quired to reach its objectives. A quarter of TDR’s funds goes to 

research capability strengthening (RCS) in developing countries. 

Th is RCS work is being increasingly combined with the perfor-

mance of needed research: “training by doing.”

Over the eighteen years of TDR’s existence, a large number of 

drugs, diagnostic techniques, vector control agents, and other 

products have been developed, and in conjunction with nation-

al and international control programs there has been consider-

able success in applying these to reduce (or potentially reduce) the 

burden of some of the tropical diseases—notably leprosy, oncho-

cerciasis, and Chagas disease. Th e other diseases still pose major 

problems, either globally or regionally.

TDR’s research targets, and the appropriate management and 

decision-making structure to reach those targets was thoroughly 

reviewed in 1992–93. A new structure, initiated in 1994, gave the 

program greater focus on priority targets and more fl exibility to 

identify and respond to the practical health and control needs of 

populations. Th e structure is divided into three functional areas: 

basic and strategic research (STR); product research and develop-

ment (PRD); and research capability strengthening (RCS).

Basic and Strategic research. STR activities are divided into three 

areas, each of which is managed through a steering committee: 

pathogenesis and applied genomics; molecular entomology; and 

social, economic and behavioral research. Th e pathogenesis and 

applied genomics committee emphasizes using genome infor-

mation and advances in functional genomics to understand the 

mechanisms leading to disease and to the survival of parasites and 

viruses. Th e molecular entomology committee focuses on malaria 

and dengue research, aiming to develop ways to replace natural 

mosquitoes in the wild with mosquitoes that are unable to sup-

port the development of malaria parasites or the dengue virus. 

Th e third committee supports research to investigate how social, 

behavioral, political, economic, and health factors aff ect disease 

patterns and control.

Product research and development. Th is arm of TDR is divided 

into three areas. Product discovery focuses on the discovery of 

new compounds, and the research is managed by a drug research 

committee and a vaccine research committee. Product develop-

ment develops molecules to the regulatory approval and registra-

tion stage. And diagnostics research and development combines 

discovery and the development of new diagnostics.

Research Capability Strengthening. Th is program of TDR was es-

tablished to strengthen the capacity of disease-endemic countries 

to carry out and sustain research. Specifi cally, RCS aims to pro-

mote and fund research training and institution development, and 

increase the participation of developing countries’ TDR research 

and development agenda.

TDR’s particular strength is that, as part of the United Nations 

system, it enjoys a world view of the tropical disease scene and 

the standing conferred by a lack of partisan or profi t-making mo-

tivation. Th ese assets explain in large measure TDR’s rapid suc-

cess in creating an international network of over 5000 scientists, 

which gives it access to a broad range of expertise and scientifi c 

disciplines.

Th rough its WHO connection, TDR has ready access to pro-

grams and units working in related fi elds and—most importantly, 

with its new focus on the fi eld and on national control programs—

to WHO’s 192 Member States. TDR can call on government sup-

port in endemic regions in order to engage populations and facili-

ties in multi-center fi eld trials rapidly and at very low cost.

Leprosy

Leprosy, also known as Hansen’s disease, has been a serious public 

health problem in the developing countries. But the widespread 

use of multidrug therapy (MDT) has reduced the disease burden 

dramatically. In the last 15 years of the 20th century, 10 million 

leprosy patients were cured, the prevalence rate dropped by 85%, 

and the number of countries where leprosy remained a public 

health problem dropped from 122 to 24. Th e prevalence rate at 

the global level was reduced to less than one case per 10,000 per-

sons in 2000, and health experts believe there will be a natural in-

terruption of transmission over time and future generations will 

not contract the disease.

At the end of the 20th century, the prevalence rate at the global 

level was 1.4 cases per 10,000 people. At the beginning of 2005, 

the number of leprosy patients in the world was around 286,000, 

which was a 20% annual decrease in new cases detected globally 

since 2001. Approximately 410 000 new cases of leprosy were de-

tected during 2004 compared to a peak of 804 000 in 1998. At the 

beginning of 2005, 290,000 cases were undergoing treatment. In 

nine countries in Africa, Asia and Latin America, leprosy is still 

considered a public health problem; these countries account for 

about 75% of the global disease burden. Intensive eff orts are still 

needed to reach the leprosy elimination target in fi ve countries: 

Brazil, India, Madagascar, Mozambique, and Nepal. 

In order to eradicate leprosy, WHO stated that political com-

mitments needed to be strengthened in countries where leprosy 

remained a public health problem. Additionally, it said that strong 

leadership by ministries of health was absolutely necessary, par-

ticularly in some of the major endemic countries. Finally, the or-

ganization estimated that us100 million was needed for the pe-

riod 2000–05, of which us54 million had been pledged through 

1998.

Malaria

As of 2002, WHO reported that malaria was a public health prob-

lem in more than 90 countries, inhabited by a total of some 2.4 bil-

lion people or roughly 40% of the world’s population. At the time, 

worldwide prevalence of the disease was estimated to be approxi-

mately 300 clinical cases a year, with more than 90% of the cases 

occurring in sub-Saharan Africa. Up to 30% of malaria deaths in 

Africa occur in the wake of war. Of those contracting the disease, 

an estimated 100,000 die each year, with the majority of deaths 

occurring among young African children. WHO stated that other 
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high-risk groups were pregnant women, and non-immune travel-

ers, refugees and other displaced persons, and workers entering 

endemic areas.

Malaria has been a priority for WHO since its founding in 

1948. Control activities are coordinated by WHO’s Programme 

on Communicable Diseases (CDS). Th e four basic technical el-

ements of WHO’s global control strategy are: provision of early 

diagnosis and prompt treatment for the disease; planning and 

implementation of selective and sustainable preventive measures; 

early detection for the prevention or containment of epidemics; 

and, strengthening local research capacities to promote regular as-

sessment of malaria situations, in particular the ecological, social 

and economic determinants of the disease.

In 1992, WHO convened a Ministerial Conference on Malar-

ia in Amsterdam which was attended by health leaders from 102 

countries and representatives of United Nations bodies and non-

governmental organizations. Th e conference endorsed a glob-

al malaria control strategy. WHO planned to implement control 

programs in 90% of the countries aff ected by the disease no later 

than 1997. Th e target was to reduce mortality by at least 20% be-

tween 1995 and 2000.

WHO has published many books in support of its fi ght against 

malaria, including: A Global Strategy for Malaria Control, Basic 

Malaria Microscopy, Parasitic Diseases in Water Resources Devel-

opment, and books in many languages on the diagnosis and treat-

ment of malaria.

Smallpox

Th e eradication of smallpox is among the fi nest achievements of 

WHO, which coordinated the international eff ort to combat this 

disease. It is the fi rst time in history that a human malady has ever 

been totally eliminated. Th is became feasible because the virus 

causing the disease was transmitted only by direct human con-

tagion; there were no animal reservoirs or human “carriers.” Vic-

tims of the disease were immune to further attacks, while success-

ful vaccination at three-year intervals gave essentially complete 

protection.

Eradication was based on a twofold strategy of surveillance con-

tainment and vaccination. Rapid detection of cases, their immedi-

ate isolation, and the vaccination of anyone with whom the patient 

could have come in contact during the infective period, lasting 

about three weeks aft er the onset of rash, prevented further trans-

mission. Implementation of these procedures, coupled with the 

basic immunity level attributable to routine immunization, result-

ed in the eradication of smallpox everywhere in the world.

Although a global program of eradication was initiated in 1959, 

it was not until 1967, when a special WHO budget with increased 

bilateral and multilateral support was prepared, that a defi nitive 

target date of 10 years was set for global eradication. By the end of 

1977, this goal was achieved.

In 1967, 131,776 cases of smallpox were reported from 43 coun-

tries, 31 of which were classifi ed as smallpox-endemic; however, 

the actual number of cases was estimated to have been between 

10 million and 15 million, among whom possibly 1.5 to 2 mil-

lion died. Since that time, WHO has convened many international 

commissions which certifi ed smallpox eradication in 79 recently 

endemic countries. Th e global eradication of the disease was de-

clared by the World Health Assembly in 1980. By 1985, all WHO 

member states had discontinued routine smallpox vaccination, 

and no country required smallpox vaccination certifi cates from 

international travelers.

By 1993, the complete nucleotide sequence of the genomes of 

several strains of the virus had been determined, fulfi lling the re-

quirements set in 1990 for the fi nal destruction of the remaining 

stock of variola virus. On 9 September 1994, an expert committee 

agreed that the destruction of the remaining clinical specimens of 

variola virus should take place on 30 June 1995, aft er confi rmation 

by the May 1995 meeting of the World Health Assembly. Th e com-

mittee also recommended that 500,000 doses of smallpox vaccine 

be kept by WHO in case of an emergency and that the vaccine 

seed virus be maintained in the WHO Collaborating Centre on 

Smallpox Vaccine in Bilthoven, Netherlands.

In the wake of the 11 September 2001 terrorist attacks on the 

United States, many countries began to take defi nitive steps to-

ward preventing such attacks, including those that might come 

from biological weapons. Five people in the United States died as 

a result of anthrax sent through the U.S. postal system in late 2001. 

Th ose events led to concern about the possibility of smallpox be-

ing used as a biological weapon. Aft er UN Security Council Reso-

lution 1441 was passed on 8 November 2002, calling on Iraq to 

immediately disarm itself of all weapons of mass destruction (nu-

clear, biological, and chemical), and to allow UN and IAEA weap-

ons inspectors to enter the country, the United States announced a 

policy of smallpox vaccination. Smallpox vaccinations were given 

to select groups of Americans, including 500,000 military person-

nel and 500,000 civilian health care workers. Th e vaccine given to 

this population was the same as that used to eradicate smallpox as 

of 1980. Once a new vaccine was to be manufactured and licensed, 

it would be made available free to Americans who want it.

In 2002, the WHO announced that an approximate 200 mil-

lion smallpox vaccine doses were available around the world, in 

addition to new purchases made by the United States. Much of 

the vaccine was old, frozen for several decades, but new types had 

been produced. Countries seen as likely terrorist targets were un-

dertaking precautions against possible smallpox attacks. In 2002, 

they included Australia, which bought 50,000 doses of smallpox 

vaccine, and dedicated us11.4 million to anti-bioterrorism mea-

sures; Israel, which off ered 15,000 emergency workers voluntary 

smallpox inoculations in 2002, and stated it had enough vaccine 

for everyone in the country, including the West Bank and Gaza; 

the United Kingdom, which announced it had plans to vaccinate 

emergency workers and to stockpile vaccine; Germany, which 

asked its states to buy smallpox vaccine for every resident, and 

itself purchased 6 million doses in 2002 (enough to vaccinate 24 

million individuals when diluted); and Japan, which by 2002 spent 

us47.5 million on bioterror preparations, and planned to obtain 

10 million smallpox doses by 2003.

Cholera

In 1961, cholera caused by Vibrio cholerae 01 El Tor began to 

spread from its endemic locations and gradually invaded practi-

cally all countries in the Western Pacifi c and Southeast Asia re-

gions, most of which had been free from cholera for many years. 

Cholera continued to spread westward, reaching Pakistan, Af-

ghanistan, Iran, and Uzbekistan (USSR) in 1965 and Iraq in 

1966. In 1969 and 1970, it created great problems in the Middle 
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East, North and West Africa, and Europe and has since spread to 

most countries of Africa, becoming endemic in many of them. 

Its spread has been facilitated by the fact that most of the per-

sons who come in contact with El Tor vibrio become mild cases or 

carriers of the disease. Between 1984 and 1990, reported cases of 

cholera had increased from 28,893 to 70,084, a 142% increase. By 

1991, cholera had completed its spread around the globe and ap-

peared in Latin America for the fi rst time in this century. Exten-

sive epidemics also recurred in Africa. In 1991, reports received 

by WHO indicated that 594,694 people contracted cholera, and 

of that number, 19,295 people died, more than in the previous fi ve 

years combined.

Numerous fi eld and laboratory studies showed that the control 

measures were not suffi  ciently eff ective. Th e anticholera vaccines 

in use, when tested in controlled fi eld trials, were shown to pro-

tect at most about half the persons vaccinated and for less than six 

months. Some vaccines provided no protection at all.

In view of these fi ndings, WHO intensifi ed its research activi-

ties in improving treatment and vaccines; it also worked to rein-

force the ability of governments to face the problem of cholera 

within the framework of control programs directed against diar-

rheal diseases in general.

A simple and inexpensive oral-rehydration treatment, prov-

en eff ective in the 1970s for all acute diarrhea, has made cholera 

treatment substantially easier. As most of the cases of El Tor vibrio 

cholera cannot be diff erentiated from other diarrheal diseases on 

clinical grounds, WHO has developed a comprehensive and ex-

panded program for the control of all diarrheal diseases, includ-

ing cholera.

In April 1991, WHO created a Global Task Force on Cholera to 

strengthen global control eff orts and improve preparedness. A new 

strain Vibrio cholerae O139 emerged in the period 1992–93, caus-

ing new epidemics and largely replacing El Tor vibrio. Reinforced 

eff orts around the globe brought the disease under control during 

the 1990s: In 1998, the number of new cases dropped to 293,121, 

of which 10,586 died; in 2000, the raw fi gures decreased again—to 

some 140,000 cases resulting in approximately 5,000 deaths. Af-

rica accounted for 87% of these cases. In 2004, a total of 56 coun-

tries reported to the WHO 101,383 cases and 2,345 deaths.

Other communicable diseases

WHO continues to monitor and sponsor research on infl uenza, 

viral hepatitis, arthropod-borne viruses, yellow fever, Japanese en-

cephalitis, bubonic plague, meningitis, Legionellosis, and strepto-

coccal infections.

Diseases Transmissible Between Animals and Man (Zoonoses) and 

Related Problems

Since its inception, WHO has been developing veterinary pub-

lic health programs in cooperation with its member states. In the 

1970s, WHO’s veterinary public health program was reoriented 

toward more direct collaboration with member states in the de-

velopment of national and intercountry programs in which zoo-

noses and food-borne disease control receive the highest prior-

ity. Th is action was justifi ed because these diseases have become 

increasingly prevalent in many countries mainly as a result of the 

following factors: the greatly expanded international and nation-

al trade in live animals, animal products, and animal feedstuff s, 

which facilitates the spread of infection; the growth of urbaniza-

tion, coupled with the increased numbers of domestic and half-

wild animals living in close association with city populations, 

which exposes more people to zoonoses; and changing patterns of 

land use, such as irrigation, together with new systems of animal 

farming, which may lead to changes in the ecology that dissemi-

nate and increase animal reservoirs of zoonoses.

Th e 1978 World Health Assembly adopted a resolution on “pre-

vention and control of zoonoses and food-borne diseases due to 

animal products” in which member states were invited to formu-

late and implement appropriate country-wide programs for the 

control of zoonoses; to strengthen cooperation between nation-

al veterinary and public health services in improving the surveil-

lance, prevention, and control of these diseases; and to collaborate 

further in ensuring the appropriate development of zoonoses cen-

ters. Th e resolution also requested the director-general of WHO 

to continue development of national, regional, and global strate-

gies and of methods for the surveillance, prevention, and control 

of zoonoses, and to promote the extension of the network of zoo-

noses centers in all regions so that the necessary support could be 

provided to country health programs dealing with these diseases.

WHO cooperates with member states in planning, implement-

ing, and evaluating their national zoonoses and food-borne dis-

ease control programs. WHO centers, such as those in Athens 

(Mediterranean Zoonoses Control Center) and Buenos Aires (Pan 

American Zoonoses Control Center), play an increasing role in 

direct collaboration with countries and in organizing intercountry 

technical cooperation.

Global Epidemiological Surveillance

In the Weekly Epidemiological Record, WHO publishes notes on 

communicable diseases of international importance and infor-

mation concerning the application of international health regu-

lations. In the past, the publication was chiefl y a summary of the 

weekly or daily notifi cations of diseases under the regulations, 

with declarations of infected areas or of freedom from infection 

when attained. It then became the vehicle for timely reports, nar-

rative summaries, and interpretative comments on a variety of 

communicable disease topics. Annual, semiannual, or quarterly 

summaries are published on major trends in diseases and on spe-

cial programs, such as those on malaria and AIDS. Data from spe-

cial surveillance programs, such as the global infl uenza program, 

the European program for salmonella, and dengue-hemorrhagic 

fever surveillance, are summarized and published at appropriate 

intervals. Th e Weekly Epidemiological Record also communicates 

important changes in international health regulations and policies 

of member states.

Global Programme for Vaccines and Immunization

Immunization, one of the most powerful and cost-eff ective weap-

ons of disease prevention, remains tragically underutilized. Pre-

ventable diseases such as neonatal tetanus and poliomyelitis, 

which have been virtually eliminated in most of the developed 

world, continue to take a heavy toll in developing countries. Mea-

sles, whooping cough, diphtheria, and tuberculosis are serious 

health threats to children in developing countries, causing blind-

ness, deafness, and even death. In 1993, WHO reported that 8 mil-

lion children were dying annually in developing countries from 
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viral and bacterial illnesses, and 900 million were becoming se-

verely ill.

Th e Expanded Programme on Immunization (EPI). In 1974, 

with the help of UNICEF, UNDP, national donor agencies, and 

voluntary agencies, WHO initiated the Expanded Programme on 

Immunization, with the goal of providing immunizations for all 

children of the world by 1990.

In 1974, it was estimated that immunization coverage in the de-

veloping world was less than 5%. By 1987, coverage of children 

in developing countries in their fi rst year of life with one dose of 

BCG and measles vaccines and three doses of DPT and poliomy-

elitis vaccines was reported to be between 45% and 55%. Th at level 

of immunization coverage was preventing over 1 million deaths 

and almost 200,000 cases of paralytic poliomyelitis a year in the 

developing world. In its coordinating role, WHO gave priority to 

the managerial training of health workers and the development 

of cold-chain systems in order to provide for the establishment 

of vaccine delivery mechanisms capable of achieving high cov-

erage of susceptible populations with vaccines known to be safe 

and eff ective. WHO estimated that in 1990 alone, immunization 

programs reached more than 100 million infants each year, and 

saved 3.2 million children annually from measles, neonatal teta-

nus and pertussis. However, approximately 2.1 million children 

were still dying each year from the preventable diseases included 

in the EPI. Little progress had been made in extending coverage 

to hard-to-reach populations, and coverage in Africa had even be-

gun to decline.

In 1993, WHO, UNICEF, UNDP, the World Bank, and the 

Rockefeller Foundation founded the Children’s Vaccine Initiative 

(CVI). Th e Initiative undertook the research and development of a 

heat-stable oral poliomyelitis vaccine, a single-dose tetanus toxoid 

vaccine, and an improved measles vaccine which could be given 

earlier in life. In 1994, the EPI and the Children’s Vaccine Initiative 

were merged into the Global Programme for Vaccines and Immu-

nization (GPV), which also took over the activities of the WHO/

UNDP Programme for Vaccine Development. Th e GPV was es-

tablished to sustain the accomplishments of the EPI and the CVI, 

to achieve the goals for immunization and disease control set by 

the World Health Assembly and the World Summit for Children, 

and to add new and improved vaccines as they become available.

By 1999 the Global Programme for Vaccines and Immuniza-

tion became the Department of Vaccines and Biologicals. Based 

on World Health Assembly targets, three major objectives were 

defi ned for the department: (1) innovation, including facilitating 

the development of new vaccines, simplifying immunization, and 

accelerating the introduction of new or improved vaccines (pneu-

mococcal, Hib, rotavirus, and hepatitis B vaccines were given top 

priority); (2) establishing immunization systems, including in-

creasing coverage to 90%, strengthening the system for epidemio-

logical surveillance, and assuring the safety of vaccines; and (3) 

accelerated disease control through the eradication of polio by 

2000, reducing measles cases by 90%, eliminating neonatal teta-

nus, and eliminating vitamin-A defi ciency.

In June 2002, the European Region of the WHO was certifi ed 

“polio free.” Th at region included 870 million people living in 51 

member states, stretching from Iceland to Tajikistan, and includ-

ing the Russian Federation. Despite this achievement, the Polio 

Eradication Initiative faced an increase in global cases in 2002 

over 2001. In 2002, 1,919 cases were reported compared to 483 in 

2001. Th is increase was attributed to an epidemic in India, and a 

further increase in cases in Nigeria.

On 20 November 2002, the State of the World’s Vaccines and Im-

munization report was launched, which highlights the importance 

of immunization as one of the most eff ective public health initia-

tives, and advocates for international support to speed progress 

for child health and disease control in developing and industrial-

ized countries. Th e report examines the progress made in the fi eld 

of immunization, and outlines the vaccines research agenda for 

the 21st century. It also off ers policy options for promoting invest-

ment into immunization systems.

B. Prevention and Control of Noncommunicable Diseases

Cancer

Cancer, a noncommunicable disease, has been ranked as the sec-

ond or third main cause of death globally among persons who 

survive the fi rst fi ve years of life. Contrary to the general belief that 

cancer occurs mainly in the industrialized world, it is estimated 

that more than half of all cancer patients today are in developing 

countries. By the year 2015, the annual fi gure is expected to reach 

15 million cases, and by 2020, 20 million new cases. Some 70% 

of these are expected to occur in developing countries, which, as 

of the late-1990s, together had less than 5% of the resources for 

cancer control. Dramatic increases in life expectancy, combined 

with changes in lifestyles, were expected to lead to global epidem-

ics of cancer and other chronic, non-communicable diseases. In 

1997 alone, cancer claimed more than 6 million lives, or 12% of 

all deaths worldwide, and these fi gures continued to rise through 

the end of the decade.

Cancer Strategies for the New Millennium, an international 

conference, was convened in London in October 1998. It was at-

tended by more than 100 professionals from 26 countries. At the 

event, WHO Cancer Programme chief Karol Sikora said action 

was needed from national governments working in close partner-

ship with the private sector. WHO announced plans to work to re-

duce the global incidence of cancer by fi ve million per year and re-

duce mortality by six million per year by 2020. “It’s imperative that 

the private sector play its part since resources have become over-

stretched and the lives of millions of people are seriously at risk. 

Together, we can make a diff erence,” said Sikora. WHO Director-

General Dr. Gro Harlem Brundtland added that these goals were 

attainable given new strategies that are aimed at an integrated ap-

proach to cancer prevention, early detection, curative treatment, 

and palliative care. At the core of these strategies is the “cancer 

priority ladder,” which provides internationally accepted priori-

ties for developing eff ective national control program. Th e steps 

of the ladder include tobacco control, a curable cancer program, 

a healthy eating program, eff ective pain control, referral guide-

lines, clinical care guidelines, nurse education, a national cancer 

network, clinical evaluation, a clinical research program, a basic 

research program, and an international aid program. WHO said it 

would support such eff orts by off ering to its 191 member states a 

comprehensive program of expertise, channeled through national 

ministries of health and health departments.

Th e International Agency for Research on Cancer, located in 

Lyons, France, is associated with WHO and conducts research on 
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identifi cation of carcinogenic factors in the environment, as well 

as lifestyle factors in cancer development.

Cardiovascular Diseases

Th e MONICA Project. WHO coordinated the Monitoring of 

Trends and Determinants of Cardiovascular Diseases (MON-

ICA) which was established in 1979 and became operational in 

39 collaborating centers located in 26 countries in October 1984. 

Th e MONICA project was the largest collaborative epidemiologi-

cal study of these diseases ever carried out. It followed 25 million 

people between 25 and 64 years of age over a 10-year period, col-

lecting data on coronary deaths, non-fatal heart attacks, coronary 

risk factors, and coronary care. By 1993, the main results from the 

MONICA study were: cross-sectional comparisons of risk factor 

levels; relations between various risk factors; fi ve-year trends in 

risk factors; acute coronary care; medical services; cross-section-

al comparisons of incidence rates for stroke; and management of 

stroke around the world. Several optional studies are being carried 

out in connection with MONICA on nutrition, anti-oxidant vita-

mins, polyunsaturated fatty acids, physical activity and psychoso-

cial studies, and drug monitoring.

Th e MONICA data center was established at the National Pub-

lic Health Institute in Finland, and prepared the data collection 

instruments and methodology for the study. It receives and ana-

lyzes the data collected. In 1993 the MONICA study entered its 

fi nal stage of data collection. Th e fi nal results of the study were 

made available in 1998 and were made accessible online at www.

ktl.fi /monica.

Substance Abuse

Tobacco Use. Cigarette smoking is one of the principal prevent-

able causes of premature mortality and ill health, particularly in 

industrialized countries but also in developing countries, where it 

is spreading. As of 2006, more than 1 billion people in the world 

smoked, or 1 in 3 adults. According to WHO estimates, there are 

5 million deaths a year from tobacco, a fi gure expected to rise to 

about 10 million by the 2020s or early 2030s. By that date, based 

on smoking trends, tobacco was predicted to be the leading cause 

of disease burden in the world, causing about one in eight deaths. 

Seventy percent of those deaths were expected to occur in devel-

oping countries. Smoking has been shown to be linked with cir-

culatory complications in women using oral contraceptives, cause 

lower body weight in newborns of smoking mothers, decrease 

male and female fertility, and be associated with cancers of organs 

other than the lungs. Passive smoking causes a higher frequen-

cy of upper respiratory tract infections in children exposed to to-

bacco smoke. In adults, it is associated with a signifi cantly higher 

risk of lung cancer among exposed nonsmokers. Tobacco chewing 

causes cancer of the mouth.

Tobacco use is considered as a dependence disorder in WHO’s 

International Classifi cation of Diseases. WHO has taken the lead 

in international action to stem the spread of smoking and its 

harmful health consequences. It collaborates with numerous na-

tional smoking and health associations around the world, as well 

as with nongovernmental organizations and other UN agencies. 

WHO collaborating reference centers assist in analyses of toxic 

components of cigarettes. Seminars and conferences muster sci-

entifi c knowledge and political support.

In 1988, the World Health Assembly declared 31 May as a 

“World No Tobacco Day” to focus public attention and recognize 

contributions to healthy life-style free from tobacco use. In 1989 

the WHA approved a plan of action on a program called “Tobacco 

or Health.” Th e program promoted national tobacco control pro-

grams; provided advocacy and information services; and acted as 

a clearinghouse for activities in the fi eld.

To improve the global response to tobacco as an important 

health issue, in July 1998, WHO Director-General Dr. Gro Har-

lem Brundtland established the Tobacco Free Initiative (TFI). Th e 

long-term mission of global tobacco control is to reduce smoking 

prevalence and tobacco consumption in all countries and among 

all groups, thereby reducing the burden of disease caused by to-

bacco. In support of this mission, the stated goals of the TFI are 

to: strengthen global support for evidence-based tobacco control 

policies and actions; build new partnerships and reinforce ex-

isting partnerships for action; heighten awareness of the social, 

human and economic harm of tobacco in all sectors of society, 

and the need to take comprehensive actions at all levels; acceler-

ate national, regional, and global strategic planning, implementa-

tion and evaluation; commission policy research to support rap-

id, sustained, and innovative actions; mobilize adequate resources 

to support action; integrate tobacco into the broader agenda of 

health and development; and facilitate the development of an ef-

fective Framework Convention for Tobacco Control and related 

protocols. In achieving these goals, WHO stated that TFI would 

build strong internal and external partnerships with each WHO 

cluster and regional and country offi  ces, and with a range of orga-

nizations and institutions around the world. WHO has also been 

instrumental in heightening awareness of World No-Tobacco Day 

(May 31 each year).

Alcohol and Drug Abuse. WHO is the executing agency for the 

United Nations Fund for Drug Abuse Control. In collaboration 

with the International Narcotics Control Board and the United 

Nations Division of Narcotic Drugs, WHO has prepared guide-

lines on drug-abuse reporting systems that give special attention 

to data on health, to complement the law enforcement data that 

are traditionally gathered. In 1991, WHO held an Inter-regional 

Meeting on Alcohol-Related Problems in Tokyo, which recom-

mended a number of actions to reduce alcohol dependence in 

member states. In the 1992/93 biennium, the Abuse Trends Link-

age Alerting System (ATLAS) was set up to gather health-relat-

ed data from a variety of sources in order to assist in mobilizing 

eff orts to reduce demand for dependence-producing substances. 

In 1993, WHO supplied global data on substance abuse for the 

World Bank’s publication of World Development Report 1993: In-

vesting in Health.

To better lead the fi ght against substance abuse, WHO estab-

lished a Substance Abuse Department (SAB), which promoted 

the agency’s “health for all” concept by working to reduce the 

incidence and prevalence of substance abuse. In the 1990s SAB 

began developing programs, coordinating research, and work-

ing with existing health departments and other organizations to 

curtail demand for alcohol and drugs (psychoactive substances). 

SAB placed emphasis on intervention research on the eff ects of 

urbanization and drug abuse among young people; developing a 

global database of model program and best practices; strengthen-

ing country capacity to reduce alcohol abuse; and reducing HIV/
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AIDS-associated risks and consequences of substance abuse. In 

2000, the Substance Abuse Department was merged with the De-

partment of Mental Health (see “Mental Health” below) to form 

the Department of Mental Health and Substance Dependence.

C. Primary Healthcare and Health Building

Family Health

“Health for all” requires that special attention be paid to specifi c 

population groups whose health and welfare have profound social, 

demographic, and economic implications for society. Th e health 

of mothers and children is particularly important because of the 

special biological and psychosocial needs inherent in the rapid 

process of human growth, needs which must be met in order to 

ensure the survival and healthy development of the fetus and the 

child, as well as to maintain the health and development of the 

mother. Th e health of young people is also important, since the 

energy and idealism of youth are important resources that can be 

channeled to the benefi t of their societies.

WHO assists governments in the application of preventive, cu-

rative, and rehabilitative measures aimed at promoting and pro-

tecting the health of women and children and at strengthening the 

role of all family members in health care and child rearing. WHO’s 

primary approaches are the following: (1) to identify the extent 

and nature of the major health needs of mothers, children, and 

young people; (2) to develop and adapt methods for the promo-

tion of healthy behavior and the protection of women, children, 

and adolescents during vulnerable periods of rapid physiologi-

cal and social changes, particularly relating to reproduction; (3) 

to provide technical guidance in the planning, management, and 

evaluation of preventive and curative programs of maternal and 

child health, including family planning; (4) to introduce and adapt 

training approaches for improving knowledge and skills in inter-

personal and group communication and counseling, the health 

rationale for family planning, and innovative maternal and child 

health/family planning technologies; (5) to disseminate informa-

tion on the health needs of women, children, and adolescents and 

on new ways of addressing those needs; (6) to identify and support 

research in basic clinical and applied aspects of pediatrics, adoles-

cent medicine, gynecology and obstetrics, social psychology, and 

health systems; (7) to collaborate in the activities of national and 

international organizations concerned with maternal and child 

health/family planning and young people; and (8) to contribute to 

the development of intersectoral policies and programs.

In 1992, the World Health Assembly established the Global 

Commission for Women’s Health (GCWH). Th e commission is 

composed of eminent persons from diff erent professional fi elds 

and acts as an advisory body to the Directory General, providing 

independent scientifi c and technical advice on policies and strat-

egies relating to women’s health. Th e commission meets once a 

year.

At the commission’s fi ft h meeting, in February 1997, US First 

Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton joined the GCWH in setting out 

a comprehensive agenda on the issue of maternal morbidity: 

According to WHO, the annual global estimated toll is close to 

600,000 deaths (one woman dying every minute of every day) and 

eight million cases of disability from pregnancy-related causes. 

Th e GCWH dedicated itself to future advocacy to ensure that the 

tragedy of women dying in childbirth was not ignored. Th e First 

Lady noted WHO’s progress in women’s health made since 1995’s 

Beijing World Conference on Women. Th e Platform for Action, 

adopted by the Beijing Conference, highlighted the need to ensure 

universal access to appropriate, aff ordable and quality health care 

and services for women and girls as one of the 12 critical areas of 

concern requiring urgent attention by governments and the inter-

national community.

Th e agenda for women’s health was furthered at the Beijing+5 

conference, “Women 2000: Gender Equality, Development and 

Peace for the Twenty-fi rst Century,” held June 2000 in New York 

City. Among the topics that were discussed at the forum were death 

during childbirth, HIV/AIDS and other sexually transmitted dis-

eases, women in control of their own fertility, and malnutrition.

Reproductive Health

In 1993, the WHO Global Policy Council approved the following 

defi nition of reproductive health to provide a basis for action in 

this fi eld. “Within the framework of WHO’s defi nition of health 

as a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being, and 

not merely the absence of disease or infi rmity, reproductive health 

addresses the reproductive processes, functions, and system at all 

stages of life. Reproductive health implies that people are able to 

have a responsible, satisfying, and safe sex life and that they have 

the capability to reproduce and the freedom to decide if, when, 

and how oft en to do so. Implicit in this last condition are the right 

of men and women to be informed of and to have access to safe, 

eff ective, aff ordable, and acceptable methods of fertility regulation 

of their choice, and the right of access to appropriate health care 

services that will enable women to go safely through pregnancy 

and childbirth and provide couples with the best chance of having 

a healthy infant.”

Nutrition

In addition to developing criteria and norms for assessing nutri-

tional status, WHO strives to strengthen the capacities of coun-

tries to assess and evaluate their nutritional problems and asso-

ciated factors and to develop and implement sectoral strategies 

to deal with the causes of those problems. Increasing the aware-

ness of the world community of those problems for which solu-

tions have been designed and tested has resulted in a signifi cant 

increase in national programs to control iodine-defi ciency disor-

ders and vitamin A defi ciency. At the same time, improvements 

in factors that have an infl uence on nutrition, such as disease pre-

vention and management, food production, and education, have 

resulted in a decreased prevalence of undernutrition.

Th e International Conference on Nutrition, held in Rome in 

December 1992, was the culmination of more than two years’ joint 

eff ort by WHO and FAO to promote awareness of the extent and 

seriousness of nutritional and diet-related problems. Th e confer-

ence was attended by more than 1,300 people representing 159 

governments and some 160 international and nongovernmental 

organizations. Th e conference adopted the World Declaration and 

Plan of Action for Nutrition which declared its determination to 

eliminate hunger and reduce all forms of malnutrition, and called 

on the United Nations to declare an International Decade of Food 

and Nutrition. Th e conference attendees estimated that 780 mil-

lion people in developing countries do not have access to enough 

food to meet their daily needs. It reaffi  rmed the right of wom-

en and adolescent girls to adequate nutrition. Th e conference set 
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ambitious goals of eliminating famine and famine-related deaths 

by the end of the decade and reducing starvation and widespread 

chronic hunger, especially among children, women, and the aged. 

It also called for the total elimination of inadequate sanitation 

and poor hygiene, including unsafe drinking water. Governments 

were urged to promote national plans of action based on the strat-

egies developed at the conference and to allocate the fi nancial and 

human resources needed to implement the necessary programs. 

In its report, the conference referred to the nutritional goals set by 

the Fourth United Nations Development Decade and the World 

Summit for Children.

In 1995, WHO reported that 31% of the world’s children un-

der the age of fi ve who live in developing countries were under-

weight. A 1994 report urged member nations to implement the 

International Code of Marketing of Breast-milk Substitutes, ad-

opted by the WHA in 1981, to protect women in developing world 

from being manipulated into feeding their infants breast-milk 

substitutes, a practice which had been shown to put infants at risk. 

A wide range of illnesses and nutrition-related disorders are pre-

vented by breast-feeding children. WHO considers direct adver-

tising of infant formula to mothers with infants in the fi rst four to 

six months of life singularly inappropriate. Th e 1994 report stated 

that large sums were being spent misguidedly to provide breast-

milk substitutes to the countries of Central and Eastern Europe 

within the context of food aid programs. Th e report noted that an 

adequate diet is more crucial in infancy than at any other time of 

life because infants have a high nutritional requirement in relation 

to body weight. Faulty nutrition during the fi rst months has been 

proved to infl uence future health and development.

At the end of the century, WHO reported that overall prog-

ress in reducing protein-energy malnutrition among infants and 

young children was “exceedingly slow,” and that the year-2000 

goal of a 50% reduction in 1990 prevalence levels would not be 

met. Th is projected goal aimed at reducing global malnutrition by 

only 14.3% (89.8 million) in malnourished children under 5 years 

of age. In the year 2000, WHO reported an estimated 26.7% of 

the world’s children under age 5 (149.6 million children) were still 

malnourished when measured in terms of weight for age. Nev-

ertheless, this clearly represented signifi cant progress when com-

pared with the 31% who were underweight in 1995 and the 37.4% 

(accounting for 175.7 million children) who were malnourished 

in 1980. Geographically, more than 70% of children who suff er 

from protein malnourishment live in Asia, 26% in Africa and 4% 

in Latin America and the Caribbean. In 2006, one out of four pre-

school children suff ered from under-nutrition, which can severely 

aff ect a child’s mental and physical development. One out of three 

people in developing countries were aff ected by vitamin and min-

eral defi ciencies.

Rehabilitation of the Disabled

Since the early 1950s, WHO has had a program for rehabilitation 

of the disabled. Th e program was initially set up to increase aware-

ness of the problems faced by war veterans and to stimulate gov-

ernments to provide increased services for this group.

During the 1970s, the program was reoriented to promote reha-

bilitation in developing countries. A new policy was accepted by 

the World Health Assembly in 1976, making rehabilitation part of 

primary health care services. WHO then developed a whole series 

of teaching-training materials to be used at the community level. 

All of this material has been published in a manual entitled Train-

ing in the Community for People with Disabilities.

Th e basic idea governing the program is that training for dis-

abled people can be successfully given by family members, under 

the guidance and supervision of a local health worker. Referral 

services are needed for some 30%, mostly for short-term interven-

tions. Th e program stresses the importance of involving the family 

and community in rehabilitation.

New plans concentrate on development of the personnel need-

ed for providing community-based rehabilitation services at the 

community and district levels. Th e aim is to broaden the popula-

tion coverage so that most people with disabilities will have access 

to at least the essential services.

Occupational Health

WHO’s Occupational Health Program has four main aims: (1) 

health protection of the underserved working populations who 

constitute the bulk of the economically productive persons in de-

veloping countries; (2) strengthening of general health services 

through the application of occupational health technologies and 

approaches; (3) workers’ participation in their health care deliv-

ery systems; and (4) development of occupational health science, 

technology, and practice.

Th e program incorporates identifi cation and control of “work-

related diseases,” recognition of neurobehavioral changes from 

occupational exposure to health hazards, control of occupational 

impairment in reproductive functions and other delayed eff ects 

and of adverse occupational psychosocial hazards, and the appli-

cation of ergonomics as a factor in health promotion. WHO co-

operates with countries in the development of their institutional 

framework for the health care of working people. Special atten-

tion is given to occupational health concerns of employed women, 

children, the elderly, migrant workers, and other groups.

Environmental Health

Safe drinking water, proper community sanitation (sewage dis-

posal systems), rural and urban development, and housing stan-

dards are among the priorities of WHO’s environmental health 

program. Many of WHO’s projects in this area are carried out in 

collaboration with other United Nations agencies, including UNI-

CEF, the World Bank, UNDP, and FAO.

Beginning in 1986, WHO sponsored a series of international 

consultations on cost recovery in community water supply and 

sanitation. Its Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality have been 

applied in developing countries. WHO has studied the technical 

aspects of wastewater reuse in agriculture and collaborated with 

UNEP, the World Bank, and FAO in formulating guidelines and 

defi ning strategies for safe wastewater reuse in agriculture.

WHO is also concerned with prevention and control of envi-

ronmental pollution, and has produced technical manuals on the 

disposal of hazardous waste. Th e WHO/ILO/UNEP International 

Programme on Chemical Safety (IPCS) was established in 1980. It 

provides information on the risks to human health and the envi-

ronment of potentially toxic chemicals, and guidance in the safe 

use of chemicals. Th e IPCS was designated by UNCED as the nu-

cleus for international cooperation on environmentally sound 

management of toxic chemicals.
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In 1992, the WHO Commission on Health and the Environ-

ment published Our Planet, Our Health, one of several documents 

that served as the basis of WHO’s contribution to the United Na-

tions Conference on Environment and Development (the Earth 

Summit) held in Rio de Janeiro in June 1992. Th e WHO endorsed 

a new global strategy for health and environment based on the 

Commission’s recommendations. In August and September 2002, 

the UN hosted a World Summit on Sustainable Development 

(WSSD) in Johannesburg, South Africa, as a 10-year follow-up 

to the 1992 Earth Summit. Th e WHO’s contributions to WSSD 

focused on both overall, long-term benefi ts for social, economic, 

and environmental development that resulted from investment in 

people’s health, and on the health aspects of specifi c issues on the 

summit’s agenda. Its emphases included:

• Th e positive impact of health both as a good in its own right 

and as a means of advancing economic development and pov-

erty reduction.

• Th e direct impact of environmental degradation and unsus-

tainable use of natural resources on people’s health, as well as 

the indirect impact on the livelihoods (and, therefore, health) 

of the poor.

• Th e need to assess the impact on people’s health of develop-

ment policies and practices.

• Th e importance of partnerships and alliances as a means of 

addressing threats to health and promoting sustainable devel-

opment.

In the interest of helping member states pursue programs of 

sustainable development and healthy environments, WHO set 

up the Protection of the Human Environment (PHE) program 

and web site http://www.who.int/peh/. To organize its eff orts, the 

WHO has distinguished between environmental threats to human 

health that are “traditional hazards” (those associated with lack 

of development) and threats that pose “modern hazards” (those 

associated with unsustainable development). Traditional hazards, 

which are related to poverty and lack of development, include lack 

of access to safe drinking-water; inadequate basic sanitation in the 

household and community; food contamination with pathogens; 

indoor air pollution from cooking and heating; inadequate solid 

waste disposal; occupational injury hazards in agriculture and cot-

tage industries; and natural disasters, including fl oods, droughts, 

and earthquakes. Modern environmental hazards, which are re-

lated to excessive development (development without regard to 

adequate health and the environment and which requires the un-

sustainable consumption of natural resources) include water and 

air pollution; hazardous waste accumulation and disposal; chemi-

cal and radiation hazards; deforestation and land degradation; cli-

mate change; and depletion of the ozone layer.

WHO’s environmental health activities include risk assessment 

and research, which help provide evidence for legislators to for-

mulate laws and standards. In this work, WHO collaborates with 

national health and environment authorities. WHO also supports 

analysis of the current environmental situation and trends to as-

sist in the development of international initiatives to combat haz-

ards that cross national boundaries.

Mental Health

In 2006 the WHO estimated that approximately 25% of individu-

als would be aff ected by mental, neurological, or behavioral prob-

lems at some stage in life. Th e vast majority of these people are be-

lieved to suff er from depression, anxiety disorders, schizophrenia, 

dementia, and epilepsy. One-third may be aff ected by more than 

one neuropsychiatric ailment and three-quarters of those aff ected 

live in developing countries.

In the 1990s World Health Organization substantially expanded 

its investment in mental health; the Department of Mental Health 

represented one of its major arms for this purpose. Th e mission of 

the department was to mainstream mental health within the UN 

system and the health sector of its member states; to increase par-

ity between physical and mental health, and between the rights 

of those aff ected by mental problems and those not aff ected; to 

design eff ective mental health policies promoting social cohe-

sion; and to identify, disseminate, and implement cost-eff ective 

interventions.

In 2000, the Department of Mental Health was merged with the 

Substance Abuse Department to form the Department of Men-

tal Health and Substance Dependence. With respect to mental 

health, the department has two broad objectives: closing the gap 

between what is needed and what is currently available to reduce 

the burden of mental disorders worldwide, and promoting mental 

health. Th e department leads the mhGAP (mental health Glob-

al Action Programme) focusing on forging strategic partnerships 

that will enhance countries’ capacity to address the stigma and 

burden of mental disorders and promote the mental wellbeing of 

populations. Over 100 centers around the world collaborate with 

the WHO in pursuing mental health objectives.

A number of international collaborative studies have been spon-

sored and coordinated by WHO. Th ese have focused on the form 

and course of mental disorders in diff erent cultures, the develop-

ment of prevention and treatment methods, the operation of men-

tal health services, and psychosocial aspects of health and health 

care. International exchange of information is fostered through 

publications, training courses, seminars, and networks of collabo-

rating research and training centers in some 40 countries.

Th e mental health program also includes projects concerned 

with the development of standardized procedures, diagnostic clas-

sifi cations, and statistics necessary for an improved mental health 

information system and collaboration in mental health research, 

and a major program concerned with the prevention and treat-

ment of alcohol and drug dependence.

In the late 1980s WHO launched an Initiative of Support to 

People Disabled by Mental Illness, intended to facilitate the dis-

semination of information about good practice in community ser-

vices for people with chronic mental illnesses. Th e initiative seeks 

to reduce the disabling eff ects of chronic mental illness and high-

light social and environmental barriers which hinder treatment 

and rehabilitation. Th e Initiative sought to involve the patient in 

decisions aff ecting his or her care. Th e prerequisites to that in-

volvement were considered to be: the right to be empowered; the 

right to representation; the right to have access to one’s own medi-

cal records; the right to be free of stigmatizing labels.

In 1989, WHO began a major study to investigate the types and 

frequency of psychological problems in 14 countries. By 1992, it 

had screened 25,000 patients aged 18 to 65. Th e patients were clas-
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sifi ed in diff erent categories according to the symptoms, and their 

progress was followed for a one-year period.

In December 1991, the United Nations General Assembly, in 

its resolution 46/119, approved the Principles for the Protection 

of Persons with Mental Illness and the Improvement of Mental 

Health Care. Th is gave mental health advocacy groups a tool to 

publicize their views on empowerment. Th e Initiative has pro-

duced publications, including Schizophrenia: Information for Fam-

ilies, which has been translated into 15 languages.

WHO considers the promotion of mental health—that is, the 

improvement of the position that mental health occupies in the 

scale of values of individuals, communities, and societies—as one 

of its fundamental tasks and as being essential for human develop-

ment and the quality of life.

D. Pharmaceuticals

Pharmaceutical Products in International Commerce

Since 1964, WHO has studied ways of ensuring that all drugs ex-

ported from a country comply with its domestic drug quality re-

quirements. A Certifi cation Scheme on the Quality of Pharmaceu-

tical Products Moving in International Commerce was adopted 

by the World Health Assembly in 1969, and a revised version in 

1975. According to the scheme, in which about 124 countries are 

participating, the health authorities of the exporting countries 

provide a certifi cate that the product is authorized for sale in the 

exporting country and that the plant in which the product is pro-

duced is subject to regular inspection to ensure that it conforms 

to good practices of manufacture and quality control as recom-

mended by WHO. Also under the scheme, the importing country 

may request from the authorities of the exporting country addi-

tional information on the controls exercised on the product. In 

addition to the product certifi cate issued by the competent au-

thority of the exporting country, batch certifi cates, stating that the 

quality of the batch complies with quality specifi cations and indi-

cating the expiration date and storage conditions, may be issued 

either by the competent authority of the exporting country or by 

the manufacturer.

International Biological Standardization

Biological substances cannot be characterized entirely by physical 

or chemical means. Th eir activity can be controlled only by tests 

in which laboratory animals, microorganisms, cell cultures, or an-

tigen-antibody reactions are used. Such assays use biological ref-

erence materials which have previously been determined, usually 

under the form of an international unitage system, by calibration 

against appropriate international reference materials.

Much work in this fi eld was done under League of Nations aus-

pices. By 1945, 34 international biological standards had been es-

tablished for such substances as antibiotics, antibodies, antigens, 

blood products and related substances, and hormones. Since then, 

WHO has enlisted the collaboration of more than 100 laboratories 

to conduct international collaborative studies, and there are now 

more than 200 international standards available to national con-

trol authorities throughout the world.

Th e work on biological standardization has expanded consid-

erably and comprises a number of additional activities, including 

the establishment of international reference reagents, mainly for 

the purpose of diagnosis and identifi cation. Furthermore, in or-

der for manufacturers and national control authorities to achieve 

the production of biological substances which are safe and potent, 

international requirements on production and control have been 

prepared and are published in the Technical Report Series, released 

each year by the WHO Expert Committee on Biological Standard-

ization. Such requirements are kept up to date in the light of devel-

oping technology. By the end of 1999, 48 sets of international re-

quirements had been published. In addition, guidelines have been 

published on such subjects as the setting up of biological stan-

dards, the testing of kits used for the assay of biological substanc-

es, and the use of interferon therapy.

A complete list of international standards and international ref-

erence reagents is published by WHO in Biological Substances.

Pharmaceutical Quality Control

International Pharmacopoeia. Attempts to establish internation-

ally agreed-upon specifi cations for therapeutic agents have been 

made since the 1850s. By 1910, limited agreements were reached 

concerning certain potent drugs. Since 1951, WHO has published 

the International Pharmacopoeia, which provides internationally 

acceptable standards for the purity and potency of pharmaceutical 

products moving in international commerce that are available for 

adoption by member states in accordance with the WHO consti-

tution and resolutions of the World Health Assembly.

Th e fi rst edition, consisting of two volumes and a supplement, 

was issued between 1951 and 1959. Th e second edition was pub-

lished in 1967; a supplement was added in 1971 and additional 

monographs in 1972. Work on the third edition, started in 1975, 

aims to accommodate the needs of developing countries by off er-

ing sound standards for the essential drugs. Five volumes were is-

sued in 1979, 1981, 1988, and 1994, and 2003.

International Nonproprietary Names for Pharmaceutical Sub-

stances. Many pharmaceutical substances are known not only by 

their nonproprietary, generic, or scientifi c names but by various 

trade names as well. In order to identify each pharmaceutical sub-

stance by a unique, universally available nonproprietary name, 

WHO has set up a procedure to select international nonpropri-

etary names for pharmaceutical substances. Such names are pub-

lished regularly in the WHO Chronicle. By the end of 1987, over 

5,400 names had been proposed and published in 48 lists. A ninth 

cumulative list was published in 1996, and includes over 6,500 

names.

WHO Collaborating Center for Chemical Reference Substances. 

As a further service in the area of drug quality control, the WHO 

Collaborating Center for Chemical Reference Substances was 

established in Sweden, at the Apotekens Centrallaboratorium, 

in 1955. Its function is to collect, assay, and store international 

chemical reference substances and to make them available free to 

national and nonprofi t laboratories and institutes and, for a nomi-

nal fee, to commercial fi rms. About 140 chemical reference sub-

stances needed for tests and assays described in the International 

Pharmacopoeia are available.

Good Practices in the Manufacture and Quality Control of Drugs. 

To assist member states with technical advice on adequate con-

trol processes in drug manufacture, the World Health Assembly, 

in 1969, recommended the requirements in a publication entitled 

Good Practices in the Manufacture and Quality Control of Drugs. A 

revised text was adopted in 1975 by the assembly. Today it is pub-
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lished in two volumes as Quality Assurance of Pharmaceuticals: A 

Compendium of Guidelines and Related Materials. Th e text con-

tains requirements pertaining to personnel, premises, and equip-

ment of manufacturing establishments and general hygienic and 

sanitation measures. Special requirements pertain to raw mate-

rials, manufacturing operations, and labeling and packaging of 

products. Th e organization and duties of a quality-control depart-

ment and a quality-control laboratory are specifi ed.

Essential Drugs. As early as 1975, the WHA had received reports 

of the experiences of a few countries who had adopted schemes of 

basic or essential drugs. Th e purpose was to help people in devel-

oping countries whose basic health needs could be met through 

the existing supply system by giving them access to the most nec-

essary drugs. Th e WHA recommended that member states draw 

up national drug policies to ensure that the most essential drugs 

were available at a reasonable price, and to stimulate research and 

development to produce new drugs adapted to the real health re-

quirements of developing countries. Th ere was recognition that 

developing countries could not aff ord to waste scarce resources 

on drugs which either did not meet majority needs, or which were 

priced at a level which their societies could not aff ord.

In 1977, a WHO committee of experts met to determine how 

many drugs were really needed to ensure a reasonable level of 

healthcare for as many people as possible. It was determined that, 

in country aft er country, a surprisingly uniform picture of drug 

selection emerged. At the village health post or dispensary level, 

10 to 15 drugs meet immediate needs. At the health center level, 

where the diagnostic and local facilities are better and the staff  

more highly trained, about 30 to 40 drugs will suffi  ce for 80% to 

90% of all complaints. District and provincial hospitals may need 

around 100 to 120 drugs, and the large referral and teaching hos-

pitals the full range of 200 to 400. Th e committee’s fi rst Model List 

of Essential Drugs appeared in 1977 and contained some 200 items. 

By 1994 the list numbered 270 drugs. All of the drugs and vaccines 

on the list were of proven safety and effi  cacy, and possessed well 

understood therapeutic qualities. Most were no longer protected 

by patent and could be produced in quantity at reasonable cost. 

Th e Model List is revised every two years in order to respond to 

evolving needs and pharmaceutical advances. Th e list is not meant 

to be defi nitive, but to serve as a guideline for each country to pick 

and choose from in order to adopt a list of essential drugs accord-

ing to its own priorities. Th e 14th edition was published in 2005: it 

contains 312 medicines.

In 1981, WHO launched its Action Programme on Essential 

Drugs to help narrow the list of drugs that would be essential for 

small medical units in developing countries. Th is program as-

sists countries in developing their own legislation and methods 

of fi nancing comprehensive drug programs. It also assists them in 

implementing the quality control monitoring regimes mentioned 

above. Th e Action Programme also provides support for train-

ing personnel in the areas of drug management and rational use. 

It supports national and regional seminars at which hundreds of 

health staff  from countries throughout the world receive practical 

training. In the area of research, the program encourages research 

aimed at fi lling gaps in existing knowledge about the best means 

of selecting, procuring, and distributing drugs. Th is research seeks 

to discover how providers make decisions on which drugs to pre-

scribe, or how and why patients use—or fail to use—medicines. 

Th is research has direct bearing on the ways in which vital medi-

cines can be made available and accessible to the greatest number 

of people. More than 100 countries have adapted the Model List to 

match their own patterns of disease and fi nancial resources.

E. Research Promotion and Development

Th rough its advisory committees on medical research—one for 

each of the six WHO regions and one at the global level—WHO 

provides guidelines for research planning, execution, and imple-

mentation in health programs directly linked to national priori-

ties. Th e committees also off er an appropriate forum for the dis-

cussion of national and regional experiences and for the detailed 

formulation of scientifi c and technological policies in the fi eld of 

health. Research programs and activities are developed in close 

coordination with medical research councils or analogous bod-

ies, with particular emphasis on the strengthening of managerial 

capacities at all levels.

WHO’s coordinating role in research calls for the development 

of a system for the exchange of scientifi c information and the en-

listment of the collaboration of groups of scientists and research 

workers in various areas on solving key problems and developing 

methods for most eff ectively combining their eff orts.

Over the years, more than 1200 institutions with the necessary 

expertise and facilities have been designated by WHO as “WHO 

Collaborating Centers.” WHO also designates expert adviso-

ry panels. Financial assistance is sometimes provided by WHO 

through technical services agreements, partially off setting the 

much larger expenses borne by the centers themselves.

In order to increase the research potential of member countries, 

WHO has developed a program to train research workers. Th e du-

ration of grants varies, but as far as possible, they are made suffi  -

ciently long to permit the candidate to gain an adequate knowl-

edge of methods and techniques and, very oft en, to carry out, 

under supervision, a specifi c piece of research.

Communication among scientists is also promoted. A scientist 

from one country is enabled to visit scientists in other countries 

for a period of up to three months, thus facilitating personal con-

tact and the exchange of ideas.

WHO promotes meetings, symposia, seminars, and training 

courses in special techniques, bringing together scientists from 

various parts of the world. Reports of such meetings are circulat-

ed, when appropriate, to the scientifi c community.

F. Health Personnel Development

WHO’s role in health personnel development is to collaborate 

with member states in their eff orts to plan, train, deploy, and man-

age teams of health personnel made up of the numbers and types 

that are required (and that they can aff ord) and to help ensure that 

such personnel are socially responsible and possess appropriate 

technical, scientifi c, and management competence.

WHO is attempting to raise the political, economic, and social 

status of women as health care providers in the formal and in-

formal health care system and in the community and to ensure 

that they receive the education, training, and orientation to enable 

them to expand the scope and improve the quality of the health 

care that they provide to themselves, each other, their families, 

and other members of the community.

Promotion of community-oriented educational programs with 

team and problem-based methods of teaching/learning is another 
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approach. Th e programs are designed to prepare personnel to per-

form tasks directly related to identifi ed service requirements of 

specifi c concern to the country. Appropriate teaching and learn-

ing materials, including those for self-teaching and audiovisual 

purposes, adapted to diff erent cultures and languages, are pro-

moted for all categories of health personnel.

Fellowships occupy an important place in WHO’s program as 

one of the ways to provide opportunities for training and study in 

health matters which are not available in the fellow’s own coun-

try and for the international exchange of scientifi c knowledge and 

techniques relating to health. WHO encourages the nomination, 

selection, and evaluation of fellows based on and determined by a 

member state’s personnel development policy, in line with its na-

tional policy for health development, so that fellowships can con-

tribute to the training of the type and amount of personnel needed 

to achieve the global target of “health for all.” WHO awards fel-

lowships preferably to candidates who will be directly involved in 

primary health care programs.

In many countries, however, the problem is no longer one of 

shortage of health professionals, but rather of establishing or 

maintaining the right balance between them to ensure that the 

necessary knowledge and skills are available. WHO is sponsor-

ing studies to develop information systems and methods to help 

countries achieve this balance.

Nursing. Th e WHA, in 1992, recommended that each country 

develop a national action plan for nursing. A global advisory group 

on nursing and midwifery was established by the 45th WHA, and 

held its fi rst meeting in 1992. It recommended that, as the larg-
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est group of health personnel in any country, nursing and mid-

wifery be declared a priority area for WHO action. A WHO study 

group on nursing beyond the year 2000 convened in July 1993. It 

adopted the Nursing Declaration of Alma-Ata, which recognizes 

that a multiprofessional, multidisciplinary approach is needed to 

prepare healthcare providers to work in a rapidly changing en-

vironment. As a starting point, every health ministry was urged 

to establish a position of chief nurse, with appropriate staff  and 

budget.

G. Public Information and Education for Health

To integrate health education and information for health, WHO 

established the Division of Public Information and Education 

for Health. Its major tasks, in close cooperation with all regions, 

are to work with governments in developing coordinated infor-

mation/education programs aimed at promoting healthy behav-

ior and increasing self-reliance among individuals and commu-

nities, and to work with technical units in planning, developing, 

and implementing an information/education component in their 

programs.

Th e need for promotion, advocacy, and greater public aware-

ness of health issues is a recurring theme in virtually all WHO 

programs. WHO considers health education as the sum of activi-

ties that will encourage people who want to be healthy to know 

how to stay healthy, to do what they can individually and collec-

tively to maintain health, and to seek help whenever it may be 

needed.

WHO has developed many computerized information resourc-

es over the years, including WHOLIS, the WHO library informa-

tion system, which is available on diskette and on the Internet. 

WHODOC, a regular listing of new WHO publications and docu-

ments is also available on diskette and on the Internet. See United 

Nations Databases for a descriptive listing of WHO’s computer-

ized databases.

H. Health Legislation

While WHO is aware of the importance of health and related leg-

islation to the delivery of personal and environmental health ser-

vices in countries, it has no mandate to propose model legislation. 

On the other hand, it recognizes member states’ need for rele-

vant and timely information. WHO is mandated to maintain an 

awareness of all signifi cant new laws and regulations in the fi eld of 

health, and to disseminate information thereon as rapidly as pos-

sible. Th e main vehicle for information transfer is its International 

Digest of Health Legislation which is now issued only in an elec-

tronic form. A demand for information on HIV/AIDS legislation 

prompted WHO to develop a computerized database that covers 

relevant legislation as well as literature on the legal, ethical, and ju-

dicial aspects of AIDS. Data on other subjects, such as legislation 

to combat smoking, have also been computerized.

In February 1994, the First International Conference of Medical 

Parliamentarians was held in Bangkok, organized by the Asian Fo-

rum of Parliamentarians on Population Development and the In-

ternational Medical Parliamentarians Organization in close coop-

eration with WHO. More than 80 medical parliamentarians from 

33 countries attended the conference to discuss fi ve specifi c ar-

eas: environmental health, population and development; narcot-

ics drug abuse; organ transplantation; public health and develop-

ment; and maternal and child health and AIDS. Th e conference 

adopted the Bangkok Declaration and Call for Action which set 

forth goals and priorities for the establishment of national legisla-

tion in the fi ve subject areas.

Th e International Medical Parliamentarians Organization 

(IMPO) was admitted into offi  cial relations with WHO in 1995, 

joining the ranks of the numerous NGOs that have working rela-

tionships with WHO. In 1999, IMPO had individual members in 

more than 30 countries, including many developing nations.

WHO



T H E  I N T E R N AT I O N A L  C I V I L 
AV I AT I O N  O R G A N I Z AT I O N 

( I C A O )

CREATION
Th e fi rst international civil aviation conference, held in 1910 and 

attended by European governments only, since transoceanic fl ight 

was then regarded as no more than a wild dream, was a failure. 

Almost another decade elapsed before an international conven-

tion, signed in Paris in 1919, created the International Commis-

sion for Air Navigation. Th e commission was to meet at least once 

a year and concern itself with technical matters. An international 

committee of jurists was also established, to concern itself with the 

intricate legal questions created by cross-border aviation. In 1928, 

a Pan-American convention on commercial aviation was adopted 

at a conference held in Havana to deal with problems then emerg-

ing as international fl ights became more frequent in the Western 

Hemisphere. Although some progress in obtaining agreement on 

international fl ight regulations had been made by the end of the 

1930s, most nations still granted very few concessions to each oth-

er’s airlines, and no agreement existed permitting foreign planes 

to fl y nonstop over the territory of one country en route to another 

country.

Th e Chicago Conference of 1944

Th e tremendous development of aviation during World War II 

demonstrated the need for an international organization to as-

sist and regulate international fl ight for peaceful purposes, cover-

ing all aspects of fl ying, including technical, economic, and legal 

problems. For these reasons, in early 1944, the United States con-

ducted exploratory discussions with its World War II allies, on the 

basis of which invitations were sent to 55 allied and neutral states 

to meet in Chicago in November 1944.

In November and December 1944, delegates of 52 nations met 

at the International Civil Aviation Conference in Chicago to plan 

for international cooperation in the fi eld of air navigation in the 

postwar era. It was this conference that framed the constitution 

of the International Civil Aviation Organization—the Convention 

on International Civil Aviation, also called the Chicago Conven-

tion. Th is convention stipulated that ICAO would come into be-

ing aft er the convention was ratifi ed by 26 nations. To respond to 

the immediate needs of civil aviation, a provisional organization 

was created and functioned for 20 months until, on 4 April 1947, 

ICAO offi  cially came into existence.

In essence, the conference was faced with two questions: (1) 

whether universally recognized navigational signals and other 

navigational and technical standards could be agreed upon, and 

(2) whether international rules concerning the economics of air 

transport could be established. One group of countries, led by the 

United States, wanted an international organization empowered 

only to make recommendations regarding standard technical pro-

cedures and equipment. In its economic aspects, these countries 

believed, air transportation should be freely competitive. Th is pol-

icy would also best serve the interests of the “consumer nations” 

that had no international airlines of their own. Another group 

of countries, led by the United Kingdom, favored a stronger or-

ganization, which would have a great deal to say about the eco-

nomics of civil aviation. It would be empowered to allocate the 

international routes that the airlines of diff erent countries would 

be allowed to fl y, regulate the frequency of fl ights, and fi x rates. 

A radical proposal, advanced by New Zealand and supported by 

Australia, called for international ownership and operation of in-

ternational air transport.

Th e Convention on International Civil Aviation fi nally adopt-

ed by the conference was something of a compromise between 

the American and British positions. Th e convention established 

for the fi rst time an independent international body, the Inter-

national Civil Aviation Organization, to supervise “order in the 

air,” obtain maximum technical standardization for internation-

al aviation, recommend certain practices that member countries 

BACKGROUND: In 1910, a conference on international air law code, attended by representatives 

of 18 European nations, was convened in Paris, France. In 1919, following World War I, the Paris Peace 

Conference created the International Air Convention to govern aspects of civil aviation. Th e Conven-

tion, ratifi ed by 38 nations, began the process of creating an International Commission for Air Naviga-

tion (ICAN); ICAN established headquarters in Paris in December 1922, with Albert Roper as general 

secretary. Following World War II (in November 1944), 32 nations signed a Convention on International 

Civil Aviation establishing the permanent International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) to oversee 

international cooperation on regulations, standards, and procedures governing civil aviation. It took 

three years for the ratifi cation process, but in 1947 ICAO took over the ICAN offi  ces in Paris.
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should follow, and carry out other functions. Countries ratifying 

or acceding to the convention thereby agreed in advance to con-

form to the greatest possible extent to ICAO-adopted civil avi-

ation standards and to endeavor to conform to ICAO-adopted 

recommendations.

In the economic fi eld, ICAO has no regulatory powers, but 

one of its constitutional objectives is to “prevent economic waste 

caused by unreasonable competition.” In addition, under the con-

vention, member states undertake to have their international air-

lines furnish ICAO with traffi  c reports, cost statistics, and fi nan-

cial statements showing, among other things, all receipts from 

operations and the sources of such revenues.

Th e Chicago Convention affi  rms every state’s “complete and ex-

clusive sovereignty over the airspace above its territory.” It pro-

vides that nonscheduled fl ights may, subject to certain permis-

sible conditions and limitations, be made by the civil aircraft  of 

one country into or over the territory of another. Scheduled inter-

national air service, however, may be operated from one country 

into or over the territory of another country only with the latter’s 

authorization, and member states are permitted to establish ar-

eas prohibited to foreign aircraft  as long as these regulations are 

non-discriminatory. Pilotless as well as conventional aircraft  are 

covered by these provisions. Th e term airspace is not precisely de-

fi ned, however, and with the development of rockets and long-

range missiles, the problem of deciding where a country’s airspace 

ends and where outer space begins has become a matter of practi-

cal concern. Th is problem has come under study by the UN Com-

mittee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space.

An important matter considered by the Chicago conference was 

the question of the exchange of commercial rights in internation-

al civil aviation. It was not possible to reach an agreement satis-

factory to all states attending the conference. Hence, the question 

was covered not in the Convention on International Civil Avia-

tion that serves as ICAO’s constitution but in two supplementa-

ry agreements adopted by the conference: the International Air 

Services Transit Agreement and the International Air Transport 

Agreement. Th ese two treaties do not form part of the ICAO con-

stitution and are binding only on the ICAO member states that 

have ratifi ed them.

Th e International Air Services Transit Agreement guarantees 

(1) the freedom of civil aircraft  to fl y over foreign countries and 

territories as long as they do not land, and (2) the freedom of civil 

aircraft  to make nontraffi  c landings, for refueling or overhaul only, 

in foreign territory. Th e agreement thus established for the fi rst 

time the principle of automatic right of transit and of emergency 

landing.

Th e International Air Transport Agreement, also known as the 

Five Freedoms Agreement, affi  rms, in addition to the two free-

doms covered by the transit agreement, three other freedoms of 

the air: (3) freedom to transport passengers and cargo from an 

aircraft ’s homeland to other countries, (4) freedom to transport 

passengers and cargo from other countries to an aircraft ’s home-

land, and (5) freedom to carry air traffi  c between countries other 

than the aircraft ’s homeland.

Because the Chicago Convention was adopted in December 

1944, ICAO possesses a constitution older than the UN Charter. 

Countries were much slower in ratifying the Chicago Convention, 

however, than they were in ratifying the UN Charter. For this rea-

son, ICAO did not come into being until 4 April 1947, 30 days af-

ter the convention had been ratifi ed by the required 26 states.

PURPOSES
ICAO’s aims and objectives, as stated in the Chicago Convention, 

are to foster the planning and development of international air 

transport so as to ensure the safe and orderly growth of interna-

tional civil aviation throughout the world; encourage the arts of 

aircraft  design and operation for peaceful purposes; encourage 

the development of airways, airports, and air navigation facili-

ties for international civil aviation; meet the needs of the peoples 

of the world for safe, regular, effi  cient, and economical air trans-

port; prevent economic waste caused by unreasonable competi-

tion; ensure that the rights of contracting states are fully respected 

and that every contracting state has a fair opportunity to operate 

international airlines; avoid discrimination between contracting 

states; promote safety of fl ight in international air navigation; and 

promote generally the development of all aspects of international 

civil aeronautics.

MEMBERSHIP
As of 9 May 2006, ICAO had 189 member states.

STRUCTURE
Th e three main organs of ICAO are the assembly, the council, and 

the secretariat, headed by the Secretary General.

Assembly

Th e all-member assembly meets every three years. Every mem-

ber state has one vote in the assembly, and decisions are made by 

a simple majority vote unless otherwise specifi ed by the Chicago 

Convention. Sessions have been held in many diff erent cities.

Th e assembly makes policy recommendations, reviews the 

work of ICAO, off ers guidance to other ICAO bodies, elects the 

council, and determines the budget. Th e assembly may amend the 

ICAO constitution by a two-thirds majority vote, and it has done 

so on several occasions. But amendments come into force for the 

states that ratify them only aft er they have been ratifi ed by at least 

two-thirds of the ICAO member states as specifi ed by the assem-

bly. In other words, the assembly may feel that it would not be fair 

to introduce a particular innovation in international civil aviation 

unless certain states would abide by it. On the other hand, the as-

sembly possesses a rather unusual prerogative to induce wide rati-

fi cation of an amendment it has adopted: if a member state does 

not ratify a particular amendment within a given period of time, 

the assembly has the right to revoke that country’s membership 

in ICAO. However, this provision (Article 94[b]) has never been 

invoked.

Council

Th e council is a permanent body, composed of 36 member states 

elected by the assembly for three-year terms. In selecting the 

membership of the council, the assembly is required by the Chica-

go Convention to give adequate representation to nations of ma-

jor importance in air transport, to nations that provide the largest 

share of facilities for international civil air navigation, and to na-
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tions whose inclusion on the council will ensure broad geographi-

cal representation.

Assad Kotaite of Lebanon has been president of the council 

since 1976.

Th e council’s powers are unusually broad, as compared with 

those of the executive councils of most other specialized agencies. 

It adopts international standards and recommended practices re-

garding civil air navigation and transport. It may act as arbiter be-

tween member states on disputes relating to the interpretation or 

application of the Chicago Convention and its annexes. It may in-

vestigate any situation that presents avoidable obstacles to the de-

velopment of international air navigation. In general, it may take 

whatever steps are necessary to maintain the safety and regularity 

of operation of international air transport.

Secretary General and Secretariat

Th e ICAO secretariat is headed by a Secretary General, who is ap-

pointed by the council. Th e Secretary General appoints the staff  of 

the ICAO secretariat and supervises and directs its activities. Th e 

Council appointed Dr. Taïeb Chérif of Algeria Secretary General 

for a three-year term beginning 1 August 2003.

ICAO headquarters are at 999 University Street, in the center of 

Montreal, occupying a 15-story tower with an adjoining complex 

off ering complete conference facilities. ICAO maintains regional 

offi  ces in Paris, Bangkok, Cairo, Mexico City, Nairobi, Lima, and 

Dakar to assist member states in providing aeronautical services.

BUDGET
Th e program budget for the 2005-07 triennium was us197 mil-

lion. Contributions by member states are assessed on a sliding 

scale determined by the assembly.

ACTIVITIES

A. International Standards and Recommended Practices

By joining ICAO—that is, by accepting the Chicago Convention—

states undertake to collaborate in securing the highest practicable 

degree of uniformity in regulations, standards, procedures, and 

organization in all matters in which such uniformity will facilitate 

and improve air navigation. Hence, one of ICAO’s chief tasks is to 

adopt such international standards and recommendations and to 

keep them up-to-date through modifi cations and amendments.

A standard, as defi ned by the fi rst ICAO Assembly, is “any spec-

ifi cation for physical characteristics, confi guration, material, per-

formance, personnel, or procedures, the uniform application of 

which is recognized as necessary for the safety or regularity of in-

ternational air navigation and to which member states will con-

form.” Standards may thus include specifi cations for such matters 

as the length of runways, the materials to be used in aircraft  con-

struction, and the qualifi cations to be required of a pilot fl ying an 

international route. A recommendation is any such specifi cation, 

the uniform application of which is recognized as “desirable in the 

interest of safety, regularity, or effi  ciency of international air navi-

gation and to which member states will endeavor to conform.”

Preparing and revising these standards and recommendations is 

largely the responsibility of ICAO’s Air Navigation Commission, 

which plans, coordinates, and examines all of ICAO’s activities 

in the fi eld of air navigation. Th e commission consists of 15 per-

sons, appointed by the council from among persons nominated 

by member states. If the council approves the text, it is submitted 

to the member states. While recommendations are not binding, 

standards automatically become binding on all member states, ex-

cept for those who fi nd it impracticable to comply and fi le a diff er-

ence under Article 38 of the Chicago Convention.

Annexes to the Chicago Convention

Th e various standards and recommendations that have been ad-

opted by ICAO are grouped into 18 annexes to the Chicago Con-

vention. Th e aim of most of the annexes is to promote progress in 

fl ight safety, particularly by guaranteeing satisfactory minimum 

standards of training and safety procedures and by ensuring uni-

form international practices. Th e 18 annexes are the following:

1.  Personnel Licensing—licensing of fl ight crews, air traffi  c con-

trollers, and aircraft  maintenance personnel.

2.  Rules of the Air—rules relating to the conduct of visual and 

instrument fl ights.

3.  Meteorological Services—provision of meteorological services 

for international air navigation and reporting of meteorologi-

cal observations from aircraft .

4.  Aeronautical Charts—specifi cations for aeronautical charts 

for use in international aviation.

5.  Units of Measurement—dimensional systems to be used in 

air-ground communications.

6.  Operation of Aircraft —Part I: International Commercial Air 

Transport; Part II: International General Aviation; Part III: 

International Operations–Helicopters. Th ese specifi cations 

will ensure in similar operations throughout the world a level 

of safety above a prescribed minimum.

7.  Aircraft  Nationality and Registration Marks—requirements 

for registration and identifi cation of aircraft .

8.  Airworthiness of Aircraft —certifi cation and inspection of air-

craft  according to uniform procedures.

9.  Facilitation—simplifi cation of customs, immigration, and 

health inspection regulations at international airports.

10. Aeronautical Telecommunications—standardization of com-

munications equipment and systems and of communications 

procedures.

11. Air Traffi  c Services—establishment and operation of air traffi  c 

control, fl ight information, and alerting services.

12. Search and Rescue—organization and operation of facilities 

and services necessary for search and rescue.

13. Aircraft  Accident Investigation—uniformity in the notifi ca-

tion, investigation, and reporting of aircraft  accidents.

14. Aerodromes—specifi cations for the design and equipment of 

aerodromes.

15. Aeronautical Information Services—methods for the collec-

tion and dissemination of aeronautical information required 

for fl ight operations.

16. Environmental Protection. Vol. I: Aircraft  Noise—specifi ca-

tions for aircraft  noise certifi cation, noise monitoring, and 

noise exposure units for land-use planning; Vol. II: Aircraft  

Engine Emissions—standards relating to vented fuel and 

emissions certifi cation requirements.

17. Security—specifi cations for safeguarding international civil 

aviation against acts of unlawful interference.
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18. Safe Transport of Dangerous Goods by Air—specifi cations for 

the labeling, packing, and shipping of dangerous cargo.

B. Air Navigation

It is evident that air navigation covers an extremely broad spec-

trum of activities, ranging from short take-off  and landing air-

planes to supersonic transports, from security questions to the 

impact of aviation on the environment, from training and operat-

ing practices for pilots to the facilities required at airports.

ICAO’s program regarding the environment provides a case in 

point. Growing air traffi  c and increased use of jet engines have 

heightened public awareness of the environmental impact of civ-

il aviation. In 1968, ICAO instituted activities aimed at reducing 

aircraft  noise. Th e fi rst measures involved development of inter-

nationally agreed standards for the noise certifi cation of aircraft  

(contained in Vol. I of Annex 16 to the Chicago Convention), 

which resulted in a quieter generation of jet aircraft .

Comparable studies of aviation’s share in air pollution have re-

sulted in the development of standards (Vol. II of Annex 16) relat-

ing to the control of fuel venting and of smoke and gaseous emis-

sions from newly manufactured turbojet and turbofan engines for 

subsonic airplanes.

Concern about the continuing threat of violence against inter-

national civil aviation and its facilities, including the unlawful sei-

zure and the sabotage of aircraft , led to adoption by the council of 

Annex 17 to the Chicago Convention, containing standards and 

recommended practices aimed at safeguarding international civil 

aviation against acts of unlawful interference. In addition, com-

prehensive guidance material on the subject has been developed. 

As part of its continuing eff ort to improve air safety, ICAO has 

adopted standards for the safe transport of dangerous goods by 

air. Th ese form Annex 18 to the Chicago Convention. ICAO stud-

ies many other important subjects, such as all-weather operations, 

supersonic operations, application of space techniques to aviation, 

automated-data interchange systems, and visual aids.

C. Facilitation of International Air Transport

From the beginning of ICAO’s history, the need to facilitate inter-

national air transport—to remove obstacles that would impede the 

free passage of aircraft , passengers, crew, baggage, cargo, and mail 

across international boundaries—was evident. Th is need is inher-

ent in the speed of air travel itself; if, for example, customs, immi-

gration, public health, and other formalities require one hour at 

each end of a transoceanic fl ight of six hours, the total duration of 

the trip is increased by 33%.

ICAO has therefore developed, over the years, a comprehensive 

facilitation program that is refl ected in the international standards 

and recommended practices of Annex 9 to the Chicago Conven-

tion, as well as in the recommendations and statements of the 

ICAO Council and the Facilitation Division. Broadly speaking, 

the program aims at eliminating all nonessential documentary re-

quirements, simplifying and standardizing the remaining forms, 

providing certain minimum facilities at international airports, 

and simplifying handling and clearance procedures. Th e program 

is concerned with such measures as liberalization of visa require-

ments and entry procedures for temporary visitors; the develop-

ment of machine-readable passports and visas; speedy handling 

and clearance procedures for cargo, mail, and baggage; and the 

elimination, as far as possible, of requirements for documentation 

or examination in regard to transit traffi  c.
In addition to reducing procedural formalities, ICAO’s eff orts 

are aimed at providing adequate airport terminal buildings for 
passengers and their baggage and for air cargo, with all related 
facilities and services. Special attention is given to improving the 
accessibility of air transport to elderly and disabled passengers. 
Th e continuous growth in air traffi  c makes it necessary for air-
port administrations to review the adequacy of their facilities at 
regular intervals. When modifi cations in existing terminals or the 
building of new ones are contemplated, close coordination and 
cooperation between planners and users must be established from 
the earliest moment, even before any design is made. Proper air-
port traffi  c fl ow arrangements, with a suffi  cient number of clear-
ance channels, baggage delivery positions, and cargo handling fa-
cilities, are necessary for the speedy processing of traffi  c through 

clearance control.

D. Regional Planning for Air Navigation

While worldwide uniformity is desirable for certain matters per-

taining to civil aviation, others are best approached on a region-

al basis, since operating conditions vary a great deal from region 

to region. In the North Atlantic region, for example, long-range 

ocean fl ying predominates, whereas in Europe many international 

fl ights are short overland jumps. To deal with these diff erent con-

ditions and to facilitate detailed planning, ICAO has mapped out 

the following regions: Asia/Pacifi c, Middle East, Europe, Africa, 

Latin America and the Caribbean, South America, North Atlan-

tic, and North America, which all have Planning and Implementa-

tion Regional Groups (PIRGs). At meetings held for each of them, 

detailed plans are drawn up for the facilities, services, and proce-

dures appropriate to that region. Th e regional plans specify the 

air navigation facilities and services that are required, and the lo-

cations where they are required, for communications, air traffi  c 

control, search and rescue, meteorology, and so on. ICAO’s plans 

for the nine regions are regularly revised or amended to meet the 

needs of increasing traffi  c and to take into account technical de-

velopments in civil aviation.

ICAO’s regional offi  ces are its principal agents in advising and 

assisting states in regard to implementation. Th e offi  ces direct as 

much of their resources as possible to giving practical help, among 

other ways through frequent visits to states by members of the 

technical staff . In addition, ICAO allots funds for long-duration 

advisory implementation missions to help member countries 

overcome local defi ciencies.

Shortcomings are taken up by the regional offi  ces and the ICAO 

secretariat with the governments concerned. More complex cas-

es may require study by the Air Navigation Commission and, if 

necessary, by the ICAO Council. Th e problem of eliminating de-

fi ciencies in navigational services and facilities is one that ICAO 

considers critical.

Th e major diffi  culties are lack of funds for facilities and services, 

a shortage of trained personnel, and administrative and organiza-

tional diffi  culties. ICAO has encouraged governments to upgrade 

their facilities through loans for capital expenditures, technical 

assistance, and other means. It also produces manuals and other 

documentation to assist states in setting up aviation training pro-
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grams for fl ight and ground personnel and off ers advice on main-

tenance and improvement of technical standards.

E. Jointly Operated or Financed Services

Under the Chicago Convention, every ICAO member state is re-

quired to provide air navigation facilities and services on its own 

territory. Navigational facilities and services must also be provid-

ed for air routes traversing the high seas and regions of undeter-

mined sovereignty. Th e ICAO Council is constitutionally autho-

rized at the request of a member state to “provide, man, maintain, 

and administer any or all of the airports and other air navigation 

facilities, including radio and meteorological services, required 

in its territory for the safe, regular, effi  cient, and economical op-

eration of the international air services of the other contracting 

states.” Th e council also may act on its own initiative to resolve a 

situation that might impair the “safe, regular, effi  cient, and eco-

nomical operation” of international air services. Although ICAO 

has not yet undertaken the actual supervision of any nation’s in-

ternational air navigation facilities and services, two international 

agreements are in eff ect to furnish such services and facilities in 

parts of the North Atlantic region through so called “joint-sup-

port” programs.

Under these joint-support agreements, the nations concerned 

provide services, facilities, or cash payments based on the use by 

their own aircraft  of the routes involved. Th e two existing agree-

ments are the Agreement on the Joint Financing of Certain Air 

Navigation Services in Greenland and the Faroe Islands and the 

Agreement on the Joint Financing of Certain Air Navigation Ser-

vices in Iceland.

Th e vast majority of aircraft  that utilize the special traffi  c-con-

trol, navigational, and meteorological services furnished from Ice-

land and Greenland for transatlantic crossings are neither Icelan-

dic nor Danish. Hence, some 20 countries, including Iceland and 

Denmark, provide the funds necessary for the operation of these 

services.

ICAO administers these two agreements, the Secretary General 

having certain responsibilities and the ICAO Council having oth-

ers. A special standing body, the Committee on Joint Support of 

Air Navigation Services, advises the council in these matters. Th e 

operation and costs of the services are constantly reviewed, and 

international conferences are held. In the early 1970s, charges for 

the use of the aeronautical facilities and services were imposed on 

all civil aircraft  crossing the North Atlantic. Th ese “user charges” 

covered only 40% of the costs allocable to civil aviation but were 

increased to 50% for the years 1975 to 1978, 60% for 1979 and 

1980, 80% for 1981, and 100% thereaft er.

F. Technical Assistance

In recognition of the importance of the airplane for international 

and domestic transport in countries where road and railway ser-

vices are lacking, and as a means of aiding these countries in their 

social and economic development, ICAO has, from its inception, 

operated technical assistance programs through UNDP and other 

UN organs.

Assistance programs executed by ICAO fall into three main cat-

egories. UNDP obtains its funds from donor countries and allo-

cates these funds among recipient countries in the form of coun-

try, intercountry, and interregional projects. Th e Funds-in-Trust 

program provides fi nancial assistance for specifi c projects in the 

country receiving the technical assistance. Th e Associate Experts 

program provides experts from certain countries to work under 

ICAO guidance.

Each civil aviation project may include one or more of the fol-

lowing forms of assistance: experts to provide specialist advice to 

the civil aviation administration or national airline; fellowships to 

allow nationals to be trained abroad in civil aviation disciplines, 

oft en at civil aviation training centers that have been established 

through ICAO technical assistance; and equipment, such as radio 

navigational aids or communication facilities, to ensure safe and 

regular air service.

Fellowships have been awarded in many fi elds, including 

training as pilots, aircraft  maintenance technicians, air traf-

fi c controllers, radio and radar maintenance technicians, com-

munication offi  cers, airport engineers, electronics engineers, air 

transport economists, aeronautical information offi  cers, aeronau-

tical meteorologists, aviation medicine specialists, accident inves-

tigation experts, fl ight operations offi  cers, airport fi re offi  cers, and 

instructors.

Major types of equipment provided include air traffi  c control, 

radar, and fl ight simulators; training aircraft ; radio communica-

tion and radar systems; distance-measuring equipment; very high 

frequency omni radio ranges; instrument landing systems; nondi-

rectional beacons; “navaid” fl ight-test units; airworthiness data-

acquisition systems; language laboratories; audiovisual aids; visual 

approach slope indicator systems; and fi refi ghting vehicles.

Major training institutions assisted by ICAO include civil avia-

tion training centers in Egypt, Ethiopia, Gabon, Indonesia, Kenya, 

Mexico, Nigeria, Singapore, Th ailand, Trinidad and Tobago, and 

Tunisia.

G. International Conventions Prepared Under ICAO

Th e increasing number of incidents of unlawful interference with 

civil aviation, beginning in the 1960s—aircraft  hijacking, the plac-

ing of bombs on board aircraft , and attacks on aircraft , passen-

gers, and crew members at airports—led to the adoption of three 

conventions.

• Th e Tokyo Convention of 1963. Th e Convention on Off enses 

and Certain Other Acts Committed on Board Aircraft  does 

not defi ne specifi c off enses, but it does have the virtue of en-

suring that there will always be a jurisdiction (namely, that 

of the state of registry of the aircraft ) in which a person who 

has committed an off ense on board an aircraft  can be tried. 

Th e convention also provides for the powers and duties of the 

aircraft  commander and others respecting restraint and dis-

embarkation of the suspected off ender. It provides a detailed 

code of behavior for states in whose territory the suspected 

off ender has disembarked and also stipulates the steps to be 

taken in the event of the hijacking of an aircraft .

• Th e Hague Convention of 1970. Th e Convention for the Sup-

pression of the Unlawful Seizure of Aircraft  defi nes the of-

fense of unlawful seizure and provides for universal jurisdic-

tion over, and arrest and custody of, the suspected off ender. 

It also stipulates that prosecution or extradition of the sus-

pected off ender should take place without many restrictions.
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• Th e Montreal Convention of 1971. Th e Convention for the Sup-

pression of Unlawful Acts Against the Safety of Civil Aviation 

defi nes a number of acts of unlawful interference directed 

against international civil aviation. It provides for universal 

jurisdiction over the off ender and, in general, contains rules 

for custody, extradition, and prosecution similar to those in 

the Hague Convention.

All three conventions are concerned with the preservation of 

the means of international communication and provide specifi -

cally that in the case of the unlawful seizure of an aircraft , any 

contracting state in which the aircraft  or its passengers or crew 

are present shall facilitate the continuation of the journey of the 

passengers and crew as soon as practicable and shall return the 

aircraft  and its cargo to the person lawfully entitled to possession.

Th e cooperative international action contemplated by the To-

kyo, Hague, and Montreal conventions is intended to eliminate 

safe havens for hijackers and saboteurs.

Two additional international instruments in the fi eld of aviation 

security have been developed under the auspices of ICAO.

• Th e Protocol for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts of Violence 

at Airports Serving International Civil Aviation, Supplemen-

tary to the Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts 

against the Safety of Civil Aviation. Th e protocol was signed 

at Montreal on 24 February 1988 and came into force as of 6 

August 1989. Th is protocol adds to the defi nition of “off ence” 

given in the Montreal Convention of 1971, including actions 

that are likely to endanger airport safety. It establishes uni-

versal jurisdiction over the off ender and applies the Montreal 

Convention’s rules of custody, extradition, and prosecution.

• Th e Convention on the Marking of Plastic Explosives for the 

Purposes of Detection, opened for signature at Montreal in 

1991 and came into force on 21 June 1998. Th is convention 

requires that each state party prohibit and prevent the manu-

facture of unmarked plastic explosives. Four detection agents 

are defi ned in the convention’s technical annex. Th e conven-

tion also requires each state party to prevent the movement of 

unmarked explosives out of its territory. It also provides for 

the destruction of certain kinds of existing stocks of plastic 

explosives.

Regime and Liability of Air Carriers

Much of ICAO’s work has been devoted to keeping up-to-date the 

regime and limits of liability of air carriers in the case of death of, 

or injury to, passengers and in the carriage of cargo and postal 

items by air.

• Th e Warsaw Convention of 1929. Th e Convention on the Uni-

fi cation of Certain Rules Relating to International Carriage by 

Air, adopted during the early days of aviation, dominated the 

fi eld of aviation passenger liability for almost half a century. It 

limits the liability, except in cases of gross negligence on the 

part of the carrier, to a maximum of 125,000 Poincaré gold 

francs (about us10,000). Th e Hague Protocol of 1955 dou-

bled the existing limits of liability. In 1971, by the Guatemala 

City Protocol, the rule of the Warsaw Convention based on 

presumption of fault yielded to strict liability, irrespective of 

fault. However, it will be some time before the 1971 protocol 

comes into force because at least 30 states, including fi ve with 

major air traffi  c, must ratify it. (As of May 2002, only 7 states 

had ratifi ed the protocol). An interesting feature of the Gua-

temala City Protocol is that although it provides for a limit of 

about us100,000 per passenger, there is also provision for 

a domestic supplement if a state that is party to the protocol 

wishes to have a higher limit. In 1975, an International Con-

ference on Air Law, convened under the auspices of ICAO, 

adopted new amendments to the Warsaw Convention, as 

amended by the Hague Protocol. Under the new provisions, 

the carrier is responsible for cargo damage, irrespective of 

fault. Another major change concerns the method of calculat-

ing the liability limits by turning from a solely gold monetary 

basis to a dual system, allowing countries that are members 

of the IMF to base passenger, baggage, and cargo liability on 

Special Drawing Rights, whereas countries not members of 

the IMF would declare liability limits in monetary units based 

on gold.

• Th e Guadalajara Convention of 1961. Th e Guadalajara Con-

vention, supplementary to the Warsaw Convention, contains 

rules with regard to carriage performed by other than the 

contracting carrier, that is to say, by a carrier that had not 

issued the ticket to the passenger, or the air waybill to the 

consignor. In this case, both the contracting carrier and the 

actual carrier would be held jointly and severally liable under 

the Warsaw Convention or that convention as amended by 

the Hague Protocol.

• Th e Rome Convention of 1952. Th e Convention on Damage 

Caused by Foreign Aircraft  to Th ird Parties on the Surface 

includes the principle of absolute liability of the aircraft  op-

erator for damage caused to third parties on the surface but 

places a limitation on the amount of compensation, expressed 

in Poincaré gold francs and calculated in relation to the air-

craft  concerned. However, a diplomatic conference convened 

in 1978 under ICAO auspices adopted a protocol for the 

amendment of the Rome Convention. Th e basic feature of the 

protocol is a substantial increase in the limits of liability and 

the expression of the limits in the Special Drawing Rights of 

the IMF.

• Th e Geneva Convention of 1948. Th e Convention on the Inter-

national Recognition of Rights in Aircraft  was prepared in or-

der to promote the use of loans in fi nancing the sale of aircraft  

by providing protection of the lender’s rights in an aircraft  

whenever the aircraft  is in the territory of another state that is 

party to the Geneva Convention.

Other legal subjects on ICAO’s work program include the es-

tablishment of a legal framework for global navigation of satellite 

systems; expediting the ratifi cation of Montreal protocols Nos. 3 

and 4 of the “Warsaw System”; study of the instruments of the 

“Warsaw System”; liability rules that might be applicable to air 

traffi  c services providers; and the implication of the UN Conven-

tion on the Law of the Sea for the application of ICAO’s Chicago 

Convention.
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T H E  U N I V E R S A L  P O S TA L 
U N I O N  ( U P U )

CREATION
Although generally taken for granted, present-day postal service 

is of relatively recent origin. Th e use of postage stamps for prepay-

ment of postage was not introduced until 1840, when the United 

Kingdom established a unifi ed postage charge, the famous penny 

rate, to be paid by the sender of a letter regardless of the distance 

it had to travel. Until that year, the postal fee based on distance 

was oft en very high and was not paid by the sender but by the ad-

dressee. If the addressee could not pay, the letter was returned. 

Gradually, other countries introduced adhesive stamps, and their 

use spread to international mail. In 1863, on the initiative of the 

United States, representatives of 15 postal administrations met in 

Paris to consider the problem of standardizing international post-

al practices.

Th e decisive development came with the meeting of the fi rst in-

ternational Postal Congress at Bern in 1874, at the suggestion of 

the German government. Th e Bern Congress was attended by del-

egates from 22 countries: 20 European countries (including Rus-

sia), Egypt, and the United States. Th e congress adopted a treaty 

concerning the establishment of a General Postal Union—com-

monly known as the Bern Treaty—signed on 9 October 1874. Th is 

was the forerunner of the series of multilateral Universal Post-

al Union conventions and came into force in the following year, 

when the union was formally established, on 1 July 1875, to ad-

minister its operative regulations.

Th e 1874 Convention provided for subsequent postal congress-

es to revise the convention in the light of economic and techni-

cal developments. Th e second congress, held in Paris in 1878, 

changed the name of the General Postal Union to the Univer-

sal Postal Union (UPU). Four more congresses were held prior 

to World War I: Lisbon, 1885; Vienna, 1891; Washington, 1897; 

and Rome, 1906. Th ere were fi ve congresses between the wars: 

Madrid, 1920; Stockholm, 1924; London, 1929; Cairo, 1934; and 

Buenos Aires, 1939. Th e fi rst post–World War II congress met in 

Paris in 1947 and arranged for the UPU to be recognized as a spe-

cialized agency of the UN family in 1948. Other congresses met 

at Brussels, 1952; Ottawa, 1957; Vienna, 1964; Tokyo, 1969; Lau-

sanne, 1974; Rio de Janeiro, 1979; Hamburg, 1984; Washington, 

1989; Seoul, 1994, Beijing, 1999; and Bucharest, 2004.

PURPOSES
Th e basic objective of the union was stated in the 1874 Conven-

tion, reiterated in all successive revisions, and embodied in the 

constitution: “Th e countries adopting this Constitution comprise, 

under the title of the Universal Postal Union, a single postal ter-

ritory for the reciprocal exchange of letter-post items.” Th e 1924 

congress added: “It is also the object of the Postal Union to se-

cure the organization and improvement of the various interna-

tional postal services.” Th e 1947 congress added another clause: 

“and to promote the development of international collaboration 

in this sphere.”

In recognition of the union’s continued interest and newly as-

sumed responsibilities in the fi eld of development aid, the con-

gress held in Vienna in 1964 enlarged the UPU’s goals to include 

the provision of postal technical assistance to member states. Un-

der the single-territory principle, all the union’s member countries 

are bound by the constitution and convention to observe certain 

fundamental rules pertaining to ordinary mail. Ordinary mail un-

der the Lausanne Convention includes letters, postcards, printed 

papers, small packets, and literature for the blind, such as books 

in Braille. Although the convention lays down basic postage rates 

for ordinary mail sent to addresses in UPU territory, variations are 

permitted within generous limits. Postal authorities of all member 

states are pledged to handle all mail with equal care, regardless 

of its origin and destination, and to expedite mail originating in 

BACKGROUND: Every day, more than 1.2 billion letters are posted for delivery within national bor-

ders, accounting for more than 430 billion letters each year. In addition, each day, close to 20 million 

pieces of mail cross international boundaries, accounting for nearly 7.4 billion items posted in interna-

tional service (over a third of them by developing countries) and are swift ly and safely delivered to their 

destinations. To handle this traffi  c, postal services employ more than 6 million employees who work at or 

out of some 700,000 permanent post offi  ce outlets around the globe. Th e orderly and economical move-

ment of international mail is made possible by the Constitution and Convention of the Universal Postal 

Union, the basic Acts under which the UPU operates. Since 190 countries now come under these Acts, 

the provisions aff ect virtually the entire world population. Under the Constitution, UPU member coun-

tries form a single postal territory for the reciprocal exchange of letter-post items, and freedom of transit 

is guaranteed throughout the entire territory of the Union.
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other UPU countries on a level comparable to the best means of 

conveyance used for their own mail.

In the past, foreign mail was delivered to its destination with-

out charge to the country where it was posted, and each country 

retained the postage collected on international mail. Since mid-

1971, however, where there is an imbalance between mail sent and 

received, the postal administration of the country receiving the 

larger quantity is authorized to ask for repayment at a standard 

rate (fi xed by the Postal Congress) to off set its excess costs. How-

ever, each country reimburses, at standard rates fi xed by the Uni-

versal Postal Congress, all intermediary countries through which 

its mail passes in transit.

Freedom of transit—the basic principle of the union—is guar-

anteed throughout UPU territory. Specifi c regulations provide for 

the dispatch of mail and for the return of undeliverable mail to 

the sender. Certain articles, such as opium and other drugs and 

infl ammable or explosive agents, are excluded from the interna-

tional mails.

Four optional postal agreements supplement the convention. 

Th ey cover parcel mail, money orders, giro (postal checks), and 

cash on delivery.

MEMBERSHIP
Th e original treaty allowed “overseas” countries to be admitted 

to the union subject to the agreement of administrations having 

postal relations with them. Th e 1878 congress decreed, however, 

that any country could accede directly to the union merely by uni-

lateral declaration and communication of that declaration to the 

Swiss government. Th is system was revised by the Paris congress of 

1947, which ruled that applications for membership in the union 

could be fi led only by sovereign states and had to be channeled 

through the Swiss government. Approval is then required by at 

least two-thirds of the full membership. At the 1964 Vienna Con-

gress, it was also decided that any member nation of the UN could 

accede directly to the UPU by a formal declaration addressed to 

the Swiss government. Since Washington Congress 1989, the gov-

ernment of the country concerned will address it directly to the 

Director General of the International Bureau, who will notify the 

member countries of the accession or consult with them on the 

application for admission, as the case may be.

Dependent territories were granted collective membership by a 

special postal conference held in Bern in 1876. Membership in the 

UPU as of May 2006 had reached 190 independent states.

RESTRICTED POSTAL UNIONS
Members of the UPU may establish restricted unions and make 

special agreements concerning the international postal service, 

provided always that they do not introduce provisions less favor-

able to the public than those provided for by the Acts of the UPU 

to which the member countries concerned are parties. Restricted 

unions are the Association of European Public Postal Operators 

(POSTEUROP), the Arab Permanent Postal Commission (APPC), 

the European Postal Financial Services Commission (CSFPE), the 

Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administrations 

of Central Africa (CAPTAC), the European Conference of Post-

al and Telecommunications Administrations (CEPT), the African 

Posts and Telecommunications Union (APTU), the Baltic Postal 

Union (BPU), the Postal Union of the Americas, Spain and Por-

tugal (PUASP), the African Postal Union (APU), the Pan African 

Postal Union (PAPU), the Asian-Pacifi c Postal Union (APPU), the 

Nordic Postal Union (NPU), and the South and West Asian Postal 

Union (SWAPU).

STRUCTURE
Th e permanent organs of the UPU are the Universal Postal Con-

gress, the Council of Administration, the Postal Operations Coun-

cil, and the International Bureau.

Universal Postal Congress

Th e Universal Postal Congress brings together the plenipotentia-

ries of all member countries and is the supreme authority of the 

Universal Postal Union. Th e congress meets in principle every fi ve 

years. One of the major accomplishments of congresses held since 

the fi rst Berne Congress in 1874 has been to allow UPU member 

countries to develop and integrate new products and services into 

the international postal network. In this way, such services as reg-

istered letters, postal money orders, international reply coupons, 

small packets, postal parcels, and expedited mail service, have 

been made available to the great majority of the world’s citizens.

Th e congress’ main function is legislative. However beginning 

in the late 1990s, the tendency was to increasingly delegate regula-

tory power to the two UPU councils, leaving the congress to focus 

on broad policy issues.

Council of Administration

Th e Council of Administration (CA), formerly called the Execu-

tive Council, consists of a chairman and 40 member countries and 

meets in principle each year at UPU headquarters in Berne. (Th e 

chairmanship of the Council of Administration is given automati-

cally to the host country of the preceding Congress.) It ensures 

the continuity of the union’s work between congresses, supervises 

union activities, and studies regulatory, administrative, legislative 

and legal issues of interest to the UPU. In order to ensure the agen-

cy’s ability to react quickly to changes in the postal environment, 

the CA has been given the power to approve proposals from the 

Postal Operations Council for the adoption of regulations or new 

procedures until the next congress has decided on the matter. Th e 

CA can also take measures necessary to resolve urgent matters. 

Th e CA approves the annual budget and accounts of the UPU, 

as well as yearly updates of the UPU’s Programme and Budget. It 

is also responsible for promoting and coordinating all aspects of 

technical assistance among member countries.

Postal Operations Council

Th e Postal Operations Council (POC), formerly called the Con-

sultative Council for Postal Studies, is the technical and operation-

al body of the UPU and consists of 40 elected member countries. 

It deals with the operational, economic, and commercial aspects 

of international postal services. At its fi rst meeting aft er each Con-

gress, the POC revises the regulations. It promotes the introduc-

tion of new postal products by collecting, analyzing, and making 

public the results of experiments with new products undertaken 

by some postal services. It also prepares and issues recommenda-

tions to member countries concerning standards for technologi-

cal, operational, or other processes where uniformity of practice 

is essential. Th e POC’s program focuses on helping postal services 

to modernize and upgrade their products, including not only let-
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ter post but also expedited mail service, postal parcels, and postal 

fi nancial services.

Th e chairmanship of the Postal Operations Council for the 

period between congresses is decided through election by the 

council.

International Bureau

Th e International Bureau, established by the Treaty of Berne in 

1874, is located in Berne and provides secretariat and support fa-

cilities for the UPU’s bodies. It serves as liaison, provides informa-

tion and consultation services, and promotes technical coopera-

tion among UPU members. It also acts as a clearing house for the 

settlement of accounts between postal administrations for inter-

administration charges related to the exchange of postal items and 

international reply coupons.

Th e International Bureau is responsible for ensuring the repre-

sentation of the UPU in its external relations, notably with inter-

national organizations. However, it does not intervene in relations 

between postal administrations and their customers.

In the new UPU structure approved by the Seoul Congress 

(1994), the International Bureau took on a stronger leadership 

role in certain activities, including the application of Electronic 

Data Interchange (EDI) technology and monitoring the quality 

of postal service on a global scale. To carry out its activities, the 

International Bureau implemented modern management tech-

niques including total quality management, a strategic planning 

UPU

Members of the UPU (as of May 2006)

Afghanistan
Albania
Algeria
Angola
Antigua and Barbuda
Argentina
Armenia
Australia and Australian territories
Austria
Azerbaijan
Bahamas
Bahrain
Bangladesh
Barbados
Belarus
Belgium
Belize
Benin
Bhutan
Bolivia
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Botswana
Brazil
Brunei Darussalam
Bulgaria
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cambodia
Cameroon
Canada
Cape Verde
Central African Republic
Chad
Chile
China (including Hong Kong and   
 Macao)
Colombia
Comoros
Congo, Republic of
Congo, Democratic Republic of the
Costa Rica
Côte d’Ivoire
Croatia
Cuba
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark (including Faroe Islands and  
 Greenland)
Djibouti
Dominica
Dominican Republic

Ecuador
Egypt
El Salvador
Equatorial Guinea
Eritrea
Estonia
Ethiopia
Fiji
Finland
France and French overseas 
 departments and territories
Gabon
Gambia
Georgia
Germany
Ghana
Greece
Grenada
Guatemala
Guinea
Guinea-Bissau
Guyana
Haiti
Honduras
Hungary
Iceland
India
Indonesia
Iran (Islamic Republic of)
Iraq
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Jamaica
Japan
Jordan
Kazakhstan
Kenya
Kiribati
Korea, Democratic 
 People’s Republic of
Korea, Republic of
Kuwait
Kyrgyzstan
Lao People’s Democratic Republic
Latvia
Lebanon
Lesotho
Liberia
Libyan Jamahiriya
Liechtenstein

Lithuania
Luxembourg
Madagascar
Malawi
Malaysia
Maldives
Mali
Malta
Mauritania
Mauritius
Mexico
Moldova
Monaco
Mongolia
Morocco
Mozambique
Myanmar
Namibia
Nauru
Nepal
Netherlands
Netherlands Antilles and Aruba
New Zealand and New Zealand 
territories
Nicaragua
Niger
Nigeria
Norway
Oman
Pakistan
Panama
Papua New Guinea
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Qatar
Romania
Russian Federation
Rwanda
St. Kitts and Nevis
St. Lucia
St. Vincent and the Grenadines
Samoa
San Marino
São Tomé and Príncipe
Saudi Arabia
Senegal
Serbia and Montenegro
Seychelles

Sierra Leone
Singapore
Slovakia
Slovenia
Solomon Islands
Somalia
South Africa
Spain
Sri Lanka
Sudan
Suriname
Swaziland
Sweden
Switzerland
Syrian Arab Republic
Tajikistan
Tanzania, United Republic of
Thailand
The Former Yugoslav Republic of   
 Macedonia
Timor-Leste
Togo
Tonga
Trinidad and Tobago
Tunisia
Turkey
Turkmenistan
Tuvalu
Uganda
Ukraine
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
United Kingdom overseas territories
United States
United States territories
Uruguay
Uzbekistan
Vanuatu
Vatican
Venezuela
Vietnam
Yemen
Zambia
Zimbabwe

Independent countries whose situa-
tion with regard to the UPU has not 
yet been settled: Andorra, Marshall 
Islands, Micronesia (Federated States 
of), Palau.
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process, and a performance evaluation system based on individual 

objectives.

BUDGET
Since 1992, the UPU has pursued zero real growth budgeting, 

maintaining its annual budget increases at or below the level of in-

fl ation. Th e 1996 budget was set at 35 million Swiss francs, where, 

as of 2006, it remained. Th e UPU’s budget expenses are fi nanced 

jointly by member countries, based on a contribution class sys-

tem. Upon admission to the UPU, new member countries are free 

to choose one of ten contribution classes ranging from one to 50 

units. An additional contribution class of one-half unit is reserved 

for the least developed countries. Th ere are at present fi ve coun-

tries with the maximum of 50 contribution units.

ACTIVITIES

A. Clearing accounts for international services

Th e UPU acts as a central offi  ce for the international postal traffi  c 

carried on by its members. In principle, UPU member states re-

tain the revenue they derive from the sale of postage stamps and 

from other fees and charges for foreign-bound mail. Administra-

tions must, however, reimburse one another for the transporta-

tion of foreign mail in intermediate transit and for the imbalance 

between international mail sent and received (terminal dues). At 

the end of each year, the International Bureau draws up an annual 

general clearing account for transit and terminal charges, stating 

the balances due.

Every two years the International Bureau publishes a general 

clearing account for the international reply coupons that it sup-

plies to facilitate payment of international correspondence. Some 

165 countries now sell these coupons, and all countries must ac-

cept them as payment for postage.

B. Information services

Th e UPU acts as an international clearinghouse for postal infor-

mation. At the request of postal administrations, the International 

Bureau circulates inquiries concerning the operation of the var-

ious postal systems and makes the replies available to all UPU 

members. Inquiries may concern domestic, as well as internation-

al, postal practices and cover subjects as diverse as the texts of 

propaganda permitted on letters and packages, mobile post offi  ces 

on motorboats, the opening of new offi  ces of exchange, introduc-

tion of summer time, and national regulations for the dispatch of 

radioactive substances.

Th e International Bureau publishes a number of international 

postal handbooks, including the following: Postal Statistics (inter-

nal and international); List of Prohibited Articles (prohibited from 

the mails); and the Multilingual Vocabulary of the International 

Postal Service, designed to ensure that terms used by diff erent na-

tional postal services convey an identical meaning. Th e bureau 

also prepares an annotated edition of UPU legislation, which in-

cludes discussion of principles, opinions, decisions, and practices 

underlying current international postal procedures and the pres-

ent organization of the union.

C. Arbitration and interpretation of international postal rules

If a diff erence of opinion on the interpretation of UPU legislation 

between two or more postal administrations cannot be resolved 

by direct negotiations, the matter is settled by in-house arbitra-

tion. Th e countries concerned may also designate a single arbitra-

tor, such as the International Bureau of the UPU.

D. Revision of rules and adoption of guidelines for 

international services

Th e main function of the Universal Postal Congress, as noted 

above, is to study and revise the acts of the union on the basis 

of proposals put forward by member countries, the Council of 

Administration, and the Postal Operations Council. At the 23rd 

Congress, held in Bucharest, Romania, in 2004, the most impor-

tant decisions taken were: the adoption of the Bucharest World 

Postal Strategy, a four-year roadmap for governments, postal op-

erators, and the bodies of the UPU; the creation of a Consultative 

Committee, a new UPU body that represents the interests of ex-

ternal stakeholders and private sector partners in the work of the 

UPU; the adoption of a complete package of proposals aimed at 

making the system used to compensate postal administrations for 

processing and delivering letter mail coming from other countries 

(called terminal dues) more country-specifi c and refl ective of real 

costs; the approval of a new country classifi cation system that is in 

line with that of the UN Development Programme (UNDP); the 

introduction of a Quality of Service Fund that will ensure that the 

countries most in need get more funds for improving their postal 

infrastructure and quality of service; the adoption of a worldwide 

quality of service standard and targets for international mail ser-

vices; the adoption of a series of resolutions highlighting the need 

to improve security, combat terrorism and money laundering 

through the use of the mail network; decisions to modernize and 

expand postal fi nancial services through the use of modern tech-

nology such as electronic fund transfers and computerized ac-

counting methods; the adoption of a proposal to amend the UPU 

Convention to legally defi ne the Electronic Postmark (EPM), for-

mally recognizing it as a new optional postal service; the adop-

tion of a resolution ruling that items sent through extraterritorial 

offi  ces of exchange (ETOEs) are to be considered as commercial 

items not subject to the UPU Acts, and that any country or opera-

tor wishing to set up an ETOE on the territory of a UPU mem-

ber country must obtain prior agreement from the host country; 

measures to make postal parcels more competitive; and measures 

to enhance awareness of environmental protection. Th e 24th Con-

gress is due to be held in Nairobi, Kenya, in 2008.

E. Technical assistance

Th e principle of technical assistance is contained in Article 1 of 

the UPU constitution; it was couched in general terms in order to 

give the union fl exibility in the use of all forms of technical coop-

eration, present and future.

Requests for UPU assistance in technical cooperation matters 

cover all sectors: planning, organization, management, opera-

tions, training, and fi nancial services. Th e aid provided comes in 

three forms: recruiting and sending experts, consultants, or vol-

unteers; granting vocational training or further training fellow-

ships for individual or group courses; and supplying equipment 

and training or demonstration aids.

Th e UPU executes country and intercountry projects cover-

ing all aspects of the postal services and the three components 

of experts, fellowships, and equipment. Projects common to sev-

eral countries, which form a very important part of this program, 
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make it possible to solve, economically and rationally, the prob-

lems that arise in a given region, especially by setting up inter-

country postal training schools. Th ese regional and interregional 

projects are carried out in conjunction with the restricted postal 

unions and the UN regional commissions.

In the 1990s, the UPU undertook a global Electronic Data In-

terchange (EDI) project. Th rough the development of computer 

applications that facilitate international mail processing and al-

low exchange of electronic data, postal services have the ability to 

track mail shipments from end to end and to provide customers 

with tracking information on time-certain products such as ex-

pedited mail service (EMS). It is expected that within a few years, 

exchanges of postal data via EDI will become a common feature of 

the majority of postal services.

Funds from the UPU budget make it possible to provide addi-

tional assistance to that of UNDP—namely, in the form of short 

consultant missions of three months at most, at the request of the 

postal administration concerned. A noteworthy feature is that, for 

many missions, the consultants’ countries of origin also share the 

cost of this form of technical cooperation by continuing to pay all 

or part of the salaries of their offi  cials during the mission. At the 

same time, since 1991 the UPU also has funded integrated projects 

incorporating short-term consultants’ missions, vocational train-

ing fellowships, and items of minor equipment. Th e UPU Special 

Fund, set up in 1966 and maintained by voluntary contributions 

from member countries, is mainly designed to fi nance training 

and to further training activities in the form of fellowships, equip-

ment, and training courses or study cycles. Some developed coun-

tries provide the International Bureau with funds for the man-

agement of associate experts in order to supplement the staff  of 

ongoing projects and to give young people with suffi  cient training 

the opportunity to improve their professional qualifi cations.

Lastly, under a resolution adopted by the Council of Admin-

istration in 1967, governments may avail themselves of techni-

cal assistance instead of payment, which they fi nance themselves 

from funds in trust; the International Bureau then undertakes to 

manage the projects implemented in this way. Of course, the UPU, 

through the International Bureau, continues to act as an interme-

diary, wherever expedient, for supplying assistance in kind to de-

veloping countries on the basis of off ers from developed coun-

tries. It also has made a special eff ort in the fi eld of vocational 

training by assessing the needs to be met and listing the facilities 

available in the various member countries. Th is eff ort is refl ected 

in the establishment or reinforcement of national or multinational 

schools and the organization of study cycles for the further train-

ing of senior staff  and of instructor-training courses; with this aid, 

a large number of postal administrations now have qualifi ed post-

al instructors.

F. Postal Studies

Th e 1989 Washington Congress adopted the practice of having 

major UPU studies divided into specifi c sub-study areas. Th e ma-

jor technical studies covered the following areas: the post and its 

markets (commercial strategies, delivery network and customer 

analysis, press and publishing, parcel-post products/services), de-

velopment of rapid services (EMS and electronic mail), operations 

and quality of service (improvement of the postal system, moni-

toring, mail circulation standards), modernization (automation, 

coding, telematics, technology research), management (interna-

tional accounting, productivity indices, security, decentraliza-

tion), human resources (adapting to the demands of competition, 

training), and postal development.

UPU reports are published as the Collection of Postal Studies, 

which is available in four languages.
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T H E  I N T E R N AT I O N A L 
T E L E C O M M U N I C AT I O N 

U N I O N  ( I T U )

CREATION
Two plenipotentiary conferences were held in 1932 at Madrid—

one covering telephone and telegraph and the other radiotelegraph 

communication. Th e two existing conventions were amalgamated 

into a single International Telecommunication Convention (the 

word telecommunication signifying “any transmission, emission 

or reception of signs, signals, writing, images and sounds, or in-

telligence of any nature by wire, radio, optical, or other electro-

magnetic systems”). Th e countries accepting the new convention, 

which came into force on 1 January 1934, formed the Internation-

al Telecommunication Union.

Th e International Telecommunication Convention of 1932 has 

been revised six times. Th e Plenipotentiary Conference of the 

ITU, meeting in Atlantic City in 1947, radically changed the or-

ganization to keep up with developments in telecommunication: 

for example, a new permanent organ, the International Frequency 

Registration Board, was created to cope with the overcrowding of 

certain transmission frequencies; and an agreement was drawn up 

under which the ITU was recognized by the UN as the specialized 

agency for telecommunication. Th e convention was further mod-

ifi ed in certain respects by plenipotentiary conferences in 1952, 

1959, 1965, 1973, and 1982.

In 1989, the Plenipotentiary Conference held in Nice created 

a High-Level Committee to propose wide-ranging recommen-

dations about the role of ITU in a world totally transformed by 

the convergence of telecommunications and computer technolo-

gy and the globalization and privatization of telecommunications 

providers. An historic Additional Plenipotentiary Conference 

was convened in Geneva in December 1992 to adopt far-reaching 

structural changes to the union and a thoroughly revised constitu-

tion and convention. Th e new constitution offi  cially entered into 

force on 1 July 1994. However, the structural changes were con-

sidered so important to maintaining the organization’s relevance 

in the rapidly changing technological world that the new structure 

was implemented as of 1 March 1993. Th e Constitution has been 

amended at subsequent plenipotentiary conferences.

PURPOSES
Th e new Constitution of the International Telecommunication 

Union (Geneva, 1992) cites the following purposes for the union:

• to maintain and extend international cooperation between all 

members of the union for the improvement and rational use 

of telecommunications of all kinds;

• to promote and to off er technical assistance to developing 

countries in the fi eld of telecommunications;

• to promote the development of technical facilities and their 

effi  cient operation;

• to promote the extension of the benefi ts of the new telecom-

munication technologies to all the world’s inhabitants;

• to harmonize the actions of members in the attainment of 

these ends;

• to promote, at the international level, the adoption of a broad-

er approach to telecommunications issues, an approach that 

includes other world and regional organizations and nongov-

ernmental organizations concerned with telecommunica-

tions.

MEMBERSHIP
As of May 2006, ITU had 190 member nations. Although mem-

bership in the union itself is open only to sovereign states, the 

union’s three sectors and their various conferences are open to 

telecommunications companies, scientifi c organizations, indus-

trial groups, fi nancing and development institutions, internation-

BACKGROUND: Th e International Telecommunication Union is the oldest of the intergovernmen-

tal organizations that have become specialized agencies related to the UN. In 1865, a convention estab-

lishing an International Telegraph Union was signed in Paris by the plenipotentiaries of 20 continental 

European states, including two extending into Asia—Russia and Turkey. Th ree years later, a permanent 

international bureau for the union was established in Bern, Switzerland. Th is bureau, which operated 

until 1948, was the forerunner of the present General Secretariat of the ITU. In 1885, at Berlin, the fi rst 

regulations concerning international telephone services were added to the telegraph regulations annexed 

to the Paris convention. By the end of the nineteenth century, radiotelegraphy, or “wireless,” had been de-

veloped, and for the fi rst time it was possible to communicate directly between shore stations and ships at 

sea. Rival wireless companies frequently refused to accept one another’s messages, however. In 1903, an 

international conference was called to consider the problem, and in 1906, in Berlin, 29 maritime states 

signed the International Radiotelegraph Convention, establishing the principle of compulsory intercom-

munication between vessels at sea and the land. Th e International Radiotelegraph Conference, which 

met in Washington in 1927, drew up for the fi rst time a table of frequency allocations.
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al and regional telecommunication organizations, and the United 

Nations itself as well as its specialized agencies. Indeed, the 1992 

constitution makes it clear that the participation of private sector 

organizations in the union’s work is encouraged. In the late 1990s, 

some 360 members (scientifi c and industrial companies, public 

and private operators, broadcasters, regional/international orga-

nizations) took part in ITU’s ongoing standardization work.

STRUCTURE
Th e new structure of ITU combines the activities of its previous 

bodies into three “pillars” supporting the work mandated by the 

Plenipotentiary Conference: the Radiocommunication Sector, the 

Telecommunication Standardization Sector, and the Development 

Sector. Each sector’s work is directed by international and regional 

conferences, supported by a bureau under the administration of a 

director. Th e bureau directors are assisted by “Advisory Groups” 

that are open to representatives of national telecommunication 

administrations, authorized organizations, and study groups. Th e 

Plenipotentiary Conference also elects the ITU Council, which 

acts as an intersessional administrative body guiding the work of 

the organization in the four-year intervals between conferences. 

Th e organization’s General Secretariat, headquartered in Gene-

va, is administered by a Secretary-General, assisted by a Deputy 

Secretary-General as well as the directors of Radiocommunica-

tion Bureau, Telecommunication Standardization Bureau, and the 

Telecommunication Development Bureau. Yoshio Utsumi of Ja-

pan was elected ITU Secretary-General by the Minneapolis Pleni-

potentiary Conference (October 1998).

Plenipotentiary Conference

Th e supreme body of the ITU is the Plenipotentiary Conference, 

in which each member has one vote. Previously, it met at intervals 

of fi ve or more years—in Atlantic City in 1947, Buenos Aires in 

1952, Geneva in 1959, Montreux in 1965, Torremolinos in 1973, 

Nairobi in 1982, and Nice in 1989. In 1992 the extraordinary Ad-

ditional Plenipotentiary Conference met in Geneva to fundamen-

tally revamp the organization. Th e fi rst session of the Plenipoten-

tiary Conference aft er the restructuring was held in Kyoto, Japan, 

in September 1994. Th e Plenipotentiary Conference convened in 

Minneapolis in 1998 and in Marrakesh in 2002. In 2006, the Pleni-

potentiary Conference was due to be held in Antalya, Turkey.

Th e Plenipotentiary Conference sets general policies for fulfi ll-

ing the purposes of the union; receives reports on the organiza-

tion’s activities since the previous conference and takes decisions 

on those reports; establishes the budget in light of decisions tak-

en by the ITU Council; fi xes salary scales; elects member nations 

to the ITU Council; elects the secretary-general; the deputy sec-

retary-general; the directors of the bureaus of the three sectors, 

and the members of the Radio Regulations Board; considers and 

adopts amendments to the constitution and the convention; con-

cludes agreements between ITU and other organizations that may 

be concluded by the ITU Council. In general the conferences fo-

cus on long-term policy issues.

Th e ITU Council

Th e ITU Council (formerly called the Administrative Council) 

traces its history back to the New Jersey Plenipotentiary Confer-

ence of 1947. It is composed of 46 member nations elected by the 

plenipotentiary along a regional formula: the Americas have eight 

seats, Western Europe has eight seats, Eastern Europe has fi ve 

seats, Africa has 13 seats, and Asia and Australasia has 12 seats. 

Th e council members hold offi  ce until the next plenipotentiary, at 

which time they may be reelected.

Th e ITU Council guides the work of the union between sessions 

of the plenipotentiary. It approves the budgets of the union and 

controls its fi nances. It is responsible for the coordination of ITU’s 

work with other United Nations organizations.

Th e members of the ITU Council for 2002-06 were: Region A 

(Americas): Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Cuba, Mexico, Suriname, 

United States, Venezuela; Region B (Western Europe): France, 

Germany, Italy, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Switzerland, Turkey; Re-

gion C (Eastern Europe): Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Poland, Ro-

mania, Russia; Region D (Africa): Algeria, Burkina Faso, Cam-

eroon, Egypt, Ghana, Kenya, Mali, Morocco, Nigeria, Senegal, 

South Africa, Tunisia, Uganda; and Region E (Asia and Austral-

asia): Australia, China, India, Indonesia, Iran (Islamic Republic 

of), Japan, Korea (Republic of), Malaysia, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, 

Th ailand, Vietnam.

Th e Radiocommunications Sector

World Radiocommunication Conferences

World Radiocommunication Conferences (WRCs) revise the ra-

dio regulations and any associated frequency assignment and al-

lotment plans; address any radiocommunication matter of world-

wide character; instruct the Radio Regulations Board and the 

Radiocommunication Bureau, and review their activities; and de-

termine questions for study by the Radiocommunication Assem-

bly and its study groups in preparation for future Radio-commu-

nication Conferences. WRCs are normally convened every two or 

three years.

Radiocommunication Conferences and Assemblies

Every two to three years the Radiocommunication Conference 

and a Radiocommunication Assembly meet to review and revise 

the Radio Regulations on the basis of an agenda adopted by the 

ITU Council. Radiocommunication conferences are open to all 

ITU member administrations and to the United Nations and its 

specialized agencies, regional telecommunication organizations, 

and intergovernmental organizations operating satellite systems. 

In addition, telecommunication operators authorized by their 

country to participate in the work of the Radio Sector are admit-

ted to the conferences.

Th e Radiocommunication Assemblies provide the technical ba-

sis for the work of the conferences. Th e assemblies create study 

groups of experts and decide on the priority, urgency, and time-

scale for study of specifi c issues. Th e study groups are made up 

of experts from both administrations and public/private sector 

entities.

Radiocommunication Bureau

Th e Radiocommunication Bureau, or BR, is the executive arm of 

the Radiocommunication Sector, and is headed by an elected di-

rector. Th e director of BR acts as Executive Secretary to the Radio 

Regulations Board, and is responsible for the coordination of the 

work of the sector. Th e BR provides administrative and techni-

cal support to radiocommunications conferences, assemblies, and 
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study groups; records and registers frequency assignments and or-

bital characteristics of space services; provides advice to member 

states on the fair and eff ective use of the radio-frequency spec-

trum and satellite orbits, and assists in resolving cases of harmful 

interference; prepares and edits publications developed within the 

sector; provides technical information, and works closely with the 

Telecommunication Development Bureau in assisting developing 

countries.

Radio Regulations Board

Th e Radio Regulations Board is a part-time, 12-member body of 

experts that approves the rules of procedure to register radio fre-

quency assignments and equitable utilization of the geo-station-

ary satellite orbit. It also investigates complaints by ITU members 

about frequency interference, and formulates recommendations 

to resolve such problems. It holds up to four meetings a year in 

Geneva. Th e board members, elected at the Plenipotentiary Con-

ference, serve as custodians of international public trust and not 

as representatives of their respective member states or region, 

hence they cannot be part of national delegations at conferences. 

Th e Radio Regulations Board replaced the former fi ve-member 

International Frequency Registration Board (IFRB), which was a 

full time body.

Radiocommunication Advisory Group

Th e Radiocommunication Advisory Group (RAG) has the follow-

ing duties: to review the priorities and strategies adopted in the 

Radiocommunication Sector; to monitor progress of the work of 

Study Groups; to provide guidance for the work of Study Groups; 

and to recommend measures for fostering cooperation and co-

ordination with other organizations and other ITU sectors. Th e 

RAG provides advice on these matters to the Director of the Ra-

diocommunication Bureau. Radiocommunication Assemblies 

may refer specifi c matters within its competence to RAG.

Th e Telecommunication Standardization Sector

World Telecommunication Standardization Assemblies

Th ese assemblies are held every four years to approve, modify, or 

reject draft  standards (called “Recommendations” because of their 

voluntary character). Th e conferences set the work program for 

the study groups that elaborate these recommendations. Th e Tele-

communication Standardization Study Groups are groups of ex-

perts in which administrations and public/private sector entities 

participate. Th ey focus on the standardization of telecommunica-

tion services, operation and performance of equipment, systems, 

networks, services, tariff s, and accounting methods.

Telecommunication Standardization Bureau

Th e bureau is headed by a director elected by the plenipotentiary. 

It prepares for assemblies and meetings and processes and pub-

lishes information received from administrations about the appli-

cation of the International Telecommunication Regulations. Th is 

information includes international telephone routes, statistics, 

notifi cations, and operational bulletins. It also is responsible for 

updating the documents and data bases of the Telecommunica-

tion Standardization Sector.

Th e Telecommunication Development Sector

World and Regional Telecommunication Development Conferences

Th ese conferences fi x objectives and strategies for balancing 

worldwide and regional development in telecommunications. 

Th ey serve as a forum for studying policy, organization, opera-

tion, regulatory, technical, and fi nancial questions related to the 

needs of developing countries. A World Telecommunication De-

velopment Conference is held every four years and a number of 

Regional Telecommunication Development Conferences are held 

within that same period. Th e resolutions, decisions, recommen-

dations, and reports of the conferences are submitted to the pleni-

potentiary. Th e development conferences direct the work of the 

Telecommunications Development Bureau. Th e conferences also 

set up study groups on issues specifi c to developing countries.

The Telecommunication Development Bureau

Th is body is the administrative arm of the Development Sector. Its 

duties and responsibilities cover a variety of functions including 

program supervision, technical advice, collection and processing 

of relevant information for publication in machine-readable and 

other formats. Th e bureau is headed by an elected director who 

organizes and manages the work of the Sector.

General Secretariat

Th e General Secretariat is at ITU headquarters in Geneva, Switzer-

land. It handles arrangements for ITU conferences and meetings 

and maintains liaison with member states and with the UN, the 

specialized agencies, and other international organizations. It also 

carries out the ITU’s extensive publication program. It is headed 

by the secretary-general. Yoshio Utsumi of Japan was elected ITU 

Secretary-General by the Minneapolis Plenipotentiary Confer-

ence in 1998.

Th e Secretariat also organizes an international commercial tele-

communications exhibition called TELECOM, held in Geneva 

every four years. It also cosponsors regional telecommunications 

exhibitions with member administrations (Asia TELECOM, Af-

rica TELECOM, Americas TELECOM, and Europa TELECOM). 

Th ese trade shows feature a comprehensive display of telecommu-

nication equipment and services, including digital transmission, 

switching technologies, and digital networks. In conjunction with 

TELECOM, ITU sponsors a FORUM which deals with emerging 

trends in telecommunications technology, administration, man-

agement, fi nancing, research, and equipment supply.

BUDGET
Th e ordinary budget includes expenditures pertaining to the ITU 

Council, the Geneva headquarters, and the various conferences 

and meetings. Th e technical cooperation special accounts budget 

includes administrative expenditure for technical assistance to de-

veloping nations and is fi nanced by the UNDP. Th e publications 

budget includes production costs of all publications and is self-fi -

nanced through sales.

At each Plenipotentiary Conference, member countries choose 

a class of contribution. Th e lowest classes are reserved for coun-

tries designated least developed countries by the United Nations. 

Th e ordinary budget is then divided by the number of units as-
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signed to each member. However, regional radio conferences re-

quire additional contributions.

All other organizations (private enterprises, international orga-

nizations, etc.) that take part in the work of the union’s three sec-

tors must also choose a contribution class; however, their units 

are 1/5th the value of the member countries’ contributory unit. 

Separate contributions must be made for participation in any of 

the various conferences of the union.

Th e total budget for 2004–05 amounted to SFR 328,872,000.

ACTIVITIES

Background

In the early 1980s ITU members recognized that advances in tech-

nology were fundamentally changing the nature of telecommuni-

cations and the very principles upon which the union was found-

ed. Th ese fundamental changes were behind the restructuring of 

the union, which was completed in 1994. An understanding of 

these changes is fundamental to understanding ITU’s activities in 

the rapidly evolving world of telecommunications.

From 1900 to the 1980s telecommunication was generally un-

derstood to mean essentially the transmission of voice telephone 

signals. Governments and the telecommunications industry 

shared easily communicable goals: provide telephone service for 

every business and home and arrive at international technologi-

cal standards that would allow telephone connections between all 

countries. Until the 1980s telecommunication equipment tech-

nology evolved comparatively slowly, allowing enough time for 

ITU’s international bodies to set standards without inhibiting the 

progress of technology development. In the area of pricing (tar-

iff s) there was widespread acceptance that densely populated areas 

would produce enough income for telephone companies to cover 

their expenses for providing coverage for remote, sparsely popu-

lated areas.

In the 1980s technological advances in the digitization of tele-

phone signals, soft ware control, component miniaturization, and 

sharply decreasing switching and transmission costs brought 

about an explosion in products and services that could now trans-

mit not only voice, but also data, text, image, and video informa-

tion. Telecommunications became less a stand-alone industry and 

more intimately connected with the computer industry. It could 

be said that the two technologies had “converged,” fundamentally 

reshaping the way all kinds of information services could be de-

livered to people and businesses. Similarly, wired and “wireless” 

telecommunications also began to converge. Wireless systems 

(cellular telephones, for example) began to compete with exist-

ing networks at every level through terrestrial and satellite-based 

communications systems.

At the same time, the equipment supply industry was trans-

formed by shorter innovation cycles and global marketing eff orts. 

Th is drastically shortened the time available for consultation and 

adoption of international standards. Finally, the profi tability eth-

ic of the computer industry began to replace the universal cover-

age ethic of the telecommunications industry. Businesses began 

to demand cost-based pricing, which would reduce their costs in 

increasingly competitive global markets. However, the growth of 

cost-based pricing would eff ectively deny telecommunications 

to isolated or sparsely populated countries or regions, since they 

could never aff ord to pay enough to be as profi table as densely 

populated areas. In other words, the competitive environment 

produced “islands” of high telecommunication capability where 

profi table customers existed and “deserts” of low telecommunica-

tions capability where profi table returns could not be achieved.

Th is trend strengthened towards the end of the 1980s with the 

end of the cold war. An international consensus emerged that mar-

ket-based economies were the most effi  cient way to deliver goods 

and services and promote economic growth. Previously, most of 

the world’s countries had government-controlled telecommunica-

tions departments.

In the new atmosphere of deregulation and privatization, many 

state-owned telecommunications departments would become 

state-owned corporations, and perhaps eventually private corpo-

rations. Telecommunications companies in industrialized coun-

tries found their main opportunity for growth was to change from 

off ering only domestic services to off ering services region-wide 

or even globally, competing with the domestic services of other 

nations.

ITU’s Secretary-General, Dr. Pekka Tarjanne, told an interna-

tional gathering in Tokyo in 1994 that: “Today’s ITU does not ful-

ly refl ect the dramatic changes that have taken place in telecom-

munications. Th e Union remains largely the preserve of dominant 

carriers, with little active participation by new players in the tele-

communications industry or by major users. Th is trend strongly 

suggests the need for greater private sector participation by the 

new players in the telecommunications industry…. How can non-

governmental players be given a greater voice in ITU decision-

making processes without infringing on the sovereign rights of 

nations?” Th e future evolution of the organization and its activi-

ties will revolve around this dilemma.

Th e activities of the organization were defi ned in the 1992 con-

stitution as:

• allocating bands of the radio frequency spectrum, allotting 

radio frequencies, registering radio frequency assignments, 

and registering orbital positions in the geostationary-satellite 

orbit in order to avoid harmful interference between radio 

stations of diff erent countries;

• coordinating eff orts to eliminate harmful interference be-

tween radio stations of diff erent countries;

• facilitating the worldwide standardization of telecommunica-

tions;

• delivering technical assistance to developing countries that 

want to create, develop, and improve their telecommunica-

tions systems;

• fostering collaboration among its members to establishing 

rates at levels as low as possible while ensuring effi  cient ser-

vice;

• promoting measures that would save lives through the coop-

eration of telecommunications services; and

• promoting the establishment of preferential and favorable 

lines of credit from international fi nancial and development 

organizations for extending telecommunications services to 

the most isolated areas in countries.
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PUBLICATIONS
One of the most important duties of ITU headquarters is to collect 

and collate essential telecommunication data and to edit and pub-

lish the numerous documents essential for the day-to-day opera-

tion of the various telephone, telegraph, and broadcasting systems 

of the world. Among the documents regularly issued by the ITU 

are the International Frequency List; the quarterly High Frequency 

Broadcasting Schedules; yearly radio statistics; lists of coast, ship, 

and fi xed stations; codes and abbreviations in general use; lists of 

radiolocation stations; an alphabetical list of call signs; summaries 

of international monitoring information; the ITU Newsletter (for-

merly the Telecommunication Journal) and similar publications, 

all generally issued in English, French, and Spanish editions, or 

in a single trilingual edition. A new bi-weekly publication was 

launched in 2000, the BR International Frequency Information 

Circular. Published in CD-ROM format, the circular represents a 

consolidated regulatory snapshot of activities in the satellite and 

terrestrial radio markets. Many of ITU’s technical documents are 

available in electronic forms: online as part of ITUDOC, on CD-

ROM discs, or on other computer-readable media.

Telecom Information Exchange Services (TIES) and ITUDOC

Th is on-line computer communication service is based at ITU 

headquarters for telecommunications-related information ex-

change. Th e system off ers electronic mail, bulletin boards, doc-

ument interchange, computer conferencing, and distributed ac-

cess to ITU data bases such as global telecom services and tariff s, 

as well as notifi cation of telecommunication information. It also 

contains a terminology infobase of 30,000 telecommunications 

terms in English, French, and Spanish.

ITUDOC allows users of the Internet to retrieve ITU docu-

ments and publications from a central computer server at ITU 

headquarters. It also allows participants in ITU’s work to submit 

their contributions electronically.
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ITU MEMBER COUNTRIES (as of May 2006)

Afghanistan
Albania
Algeria
Andorra
Angola
Antigua and Barbuda
Argentina
Armenia
Australia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Bahamas
Bahrain
Bangladesh
Barbados
Belarus
Belgium
Belize
Benin
Bhutan
Bolivia
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Botswana
Brazil
Brunei Darussalam
Bulgaria
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cambodia
Cameroon
Canada
Cape Verde
Central African Republic
Chad
Chile
China
Colombia
Comoros
Congo, Republic of
Congo, Democratic Republic of the
Costa Rica
Côte d’Ivoire
Croatia
Cuba
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark

Djibouti
Dominica
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
Egypt
El Salvador
Equatorial Guinea
Eritrea
Estonia
Ethiopia
Fiji
Finland
France
Gabon
Gambia
Georgia
Germany
Ghana
Greece
Grenada
Guatemala
Guinea
Guinea-Bissau
Guyana
Haiti
Honduras
Hungary
Iceland
India
Indonesia
Iran (Islamic Republic of)
Iraq
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Jamaica
Japan
Jordan
Kazakhstan
Kenya
Kiribati
Korea, Democratic 
 People’s Republic of
Korea, Republic of
Kuwait
Kyrgyzstan
Lao People’s Democratic Republic
Latvia
Lebanon

Lesotho
Liberia
Libya
Liechtenstein
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Madagascar
Malawi
Malaysia
Maldives
Mali
Malta
Marshall Islands
Mauritania
Mauritius
Mexico
Micronesia
Moldova
Monaco
Mongolia
Morocco
Mozambique
Myanmar
Namibia
Nauru
Nepal
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Niger
Nigeria
Norway
Oman
Pakistan
Panama
Papua New Guinea
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Qatar
Romania
Russian Federation
Rwanda
St. Kitts and Nevis
St. Lucia
St. Vincent and the Grenadines
Samoa

San Marino
São Tomé and Príncipe
Saudi Arabia
Senegal
Serbia and Montenegro
Seychelles
Sierra Leone
Singapore
Slovakia
Slovenia
Solomon Islands
Somalia
South Africa
Spain
Sri Lanka
Sudan
Suriname
Swaziland
Sweden
Switzerland
Syrian Arab Republic
Tajikistan
Tanzania
Thailand
The Former Yugoslav Republic of   
 Macedonia
Togo
Tonga
Trinidad and Tobago
Tunisia
Turkey
Turkmenistan
Tuvalu
Uganda
Ukraine
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
United States
Uruguay
Uzbekistan
Vanuatu
Vatican
Venezuela
Vietnam
Yemen
Zambia
Zimbabwe
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T H E  W O R L D  M E T E O R O L O G I C A L 
O R G A N I Z AT I O N  ( W M O )

CREATION
Beginning in 1853, many of the world’s leading maritime coun-

tries tried to establish an international system for collecting me-

teorological observations made by ships at sea.

Th e fi rst international meteorological congress was held in Vi-

enna in 1873; it led to the founding of the International Mete-

orological Organization, composed of directors of meteorologi-

cal services from various countries and territories throughout the 

world. Th is body carried out ambitious programs to perfect and 

standardize international meteorological practices.

As transportation, communications, agriculture, and industry 

developed in the 20th century, they increasingly relied on me-

teorology, while meteorology itself relied to an increasing extent 

on advances in science and technology to perfect its methods of 

observing and predicting weather phenomena. Hence, the clos-

est possible collaboration was called for between the International 

Meteorological Organization and other international bodies.

A conference of directors of national meteorological services 

met in Washington in 1947 under the auspices of the International 

Meteorological Organization and adopted the World Meteorolog-

ical Convention, establishing the World Meteorological Organiza-

tion as a UN specialized agency. On 23 March 1950, aft er 30 sign-

ers had ratifi ed or acceded to the convention, it came into force. 

Th e fi rst WMO congress opened in Paris on 19 March 1951.

PURPOSES
As set forth in the World Meteorological Convention, the purpos-

es of the WMO are sixfold:

• to facilitate worldwide cooperation in the establishment of 

networks of stations for meteorological, hydrological, and 

other geophysical observations and to promote the establish-

ment and maintenance centers charged with the provision of 

meteorological and related services;

• to promote the establishment and maintenance of systems for 

rapid exchange of weather information;

• to promote standardization of meteorological and related ob-

servations and ensure uniform publication of observations 

and statistics;

• to further the application of meteorology to aviation, ship-

ping, water problems, agriculture, and other human activi-

ties;

• to promote activities in operational hydrology and coopera-

tion between meteorological and hydrological services; and

• to encourage research and training in meteorology and, as ap-

propriate, to assist in coordinating the international aspects 

of such research and training.

MEMBERSHIP
Membership in the WMO is not limited to sovereign states; it may 

include territories that maintain their own meteorological servic-

es. Membership is open to any of the 45 states and 30 territories 

attending the 1947 conference in Washington that signed the con-

vention or to any member of the UN with a meteorological ser-

vice. Any of these automatically becomes a member of the WMO 

upon ratifying or acceding to the convention. Any other state, ter-

ritory, or group of territories maintaining its own meteorological 

services may become eligible for membership upon approval of 

two-thirds of the WMO membership. As of May 2006, the WMO 

had 189 members.

BACKGROUND: Th e practical uses of meteorology are to instruct, advise, and warn mankind about 

the weather. Th us, it can help prevent devastation caused by fl ood, drought, and storm; it can also assist 

the peoples of the world in best adapting their agriculture and industry to the climatic conditions under 

which they live.

For meteorology, international cooperation is indispensable. Th e reasons are expressed in the follow-

ing words of President John F. Kennedy: “… there is the atmosphere itself, the atmosphere in which we 

live and breathe and which makes life on this planet possible. Scientists have studied the atmosphere for 

many decades, but its problems continue to defy us. Th e reasons for our limited progress are obvious. 

Weather cannot be easily reproduced and observed in the laboratory. It must, therefore, be studied in all of 

its violence wherever it has its way. Here, new scientifi c tools have become available. With modern com-

puters, rockets and satellites, the time is ripe to harness a variety of disciplines for a concerted attack.… 

Th e atmospheric sciences require worldwide observation and, hence, international cooperation.”
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STRUCTURE
Th e WMO is headed by a president and three vice-presidents, 

elected by the World Meteorological Congress. Th ere is also an 

Executive Council and a secretariat.

World Meteorological Congress

Th e World Meteorological Congress is the supreme body of the or-

ganization and is composed of the delegates representing its mem-

ber states and territories. (According to the World Meteorological 

Convention, the principal delegate of each member “should be the 

director of its meteorological service.”) Th e congress, which meets 

every four years, determines changes in the constitution and func-

tions of the various WMO bodies, adopts regulations covering 

meteorological practices and procedures, and determines gener-

al policies for carrying out the purposes of the organization and 

related matters. It also establishes the regional associations and 

technical commissions.

Each member of the congress has one vote. Election of individ-

uals to serve in any capacity in the organization is by a simple ma-

jority of the votes cast; other questions are decided by two thirds 

of the votes cast for and against. On certain subjects, only mem-

bers that are states may vote.

Executive Council

Th e Executive Council has 47 members: the president and the 

three vice-presidents of the WMO; the presidents of the six re-

gional associations; and 37 directors of meteorological services 

from the member countries, elected by the congress. Meeting at 

least once a year, the council carries out the activities of the orga-

nization and the decisions of the congress. Its own decisions are 

reached by a two-thirds majority.

Regional Associations

Th ere are six regional associations: one each for Africa, Asia, 

South America, North and Central America, the Southwest Pa-

cifi c, and Europe. Th e regional associations are composed of the 

WMO members whose meteorological networks lie in or extend 

into the respective regions. Th ey meet when necessary and exam-

ine from a regional point of view all questions referred to them by 

the Executive Council. Each association has the responsibility for 

coordinating meteorological activity.

Technical Commissions

Th e technical commissions are composed of experts in meteorol-

ogy. Th ey study various meteorological problems and make rec-

ommendations to the executive committee and the congress. Th e 

WMO has established eight commissions for the following areas: 

basic systems; instruments and methods of observation; atmo-

spheric sciences; aeronautical meteorology; agricultural meteo-

rology; marine meteorology; hydrology; and climatology. Each 

commission meets every four years.

Secretary-General and Secretariat

Th e secretariat, in Geneva, completes the structure of the WMO. 

Its staff , under the direction of a Secretary-General, undertakes 

studies, prepares publications, acts as secretariat during meetings 

of the various WMO bodies, and provides liaison between the var-

ious meteorological services of the world. Th e Secretary-General 

is Michel Jarraud of France, elected for a four-year term beginning 

on 1 January 2004. He is assisted by a staff  of about 250.

BUDGET
Contributions to the WMO’s regular budget are assessed upon 

members by the congress. Th e maximum expenditure for the fi -

nancial period 2004–2007 as approved by the Fourteenth World 

Meteorological Congress is SFr 253.8 million. Extrabudgetary re-

sources support scientifi c components of programs such as tech-

nical cooperation, education and training, improvement of the 

World Weather Watch, and some urgent environmental and cli-

matological monitoring, research, and cooperative work. Extra-

budgetary expenditures are funded through UNDP, the WMO 

Voluntary Cooperation Program, and funds-in-trust.

ACTIVITIES

A. World Weather Watch

Th e World Weather Watch (WWW) was established by the Fift h 

World Meteorological Congress, held in Geneva in 1967. Its pur-

pose is to make available to each national meteorological service 

meteorological and related environmental information required 

in order to enjoy the most effi  cient and eff ective meteorological 

and related environmental services possible in both applications 

and research. No other scientifi c discipline has such international 

interdependence. Th e WWW has three essential elements:

1. Th e Global Data-Processing System provides meteorological 

analyses and forecast products to all meteorological services. 

It is composed of three world meteorological centers, in Mel-

bourne, Moscow, and Washington, D.C.; 26 regional meteo-

rological centers; and more than 150 national meteorological 

centers.

2. Th e Global Observing System provides observational data 

from surface-based observing stations and platforms and 

from meteorological satellites of its space-based subsystem.

3. Th e Global Telecommunication System consists of telecom-

munication facilities and arrangements necessary for the 

rapid and reliable exchange of the observational data and 

processed products required by meteorological services. Th e 

system is organized into the main telecommunication net-

work (the core of the system), six regional meteorological 

telecommunication networks, and national meteorological 

telecommunication networks that interconnect meteorologi-

cal centers through approximately 240 data links.

Th e WWW also has two support functions:

1. WWW Data Management is concerned with the overall real-

time management of data and product selection and presen-

tation to recipients in appropriate standard formats and codes 

and with the monitoring of the data availability, quality, and 

operational status of the WWW system.

2. WWW Systems Support Activities make available to WMO 

members information on new WWW technology, operation-

al experience, and proven methodology.
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Also grouped under the WWW umbrella are WMO’s satellite 

and emergency response activities. Emergency response activi-

ties involve the coordination and implementation of procedures 

and response mechanisms in case of nuclear accidents, as well as 

the Instruments and Methods of Observation Programme and the 

Tropical Cyclone Programme (TCP). Th e TCP, is designed to as-

sist more than 50 countries in areas vulnerable to tropical cyclones 

to minimize destruction and loss of life by improving forecasting 

and warning systems, and disaster preparedness measures.

B. World Climate Programme

Th e World Climate Programme (WCP) established by the eighth 

WMO Congress in 1979 comprises four major component pro-

grams: the World Climate Applications and Services Programme 

(WCASP); the World Climate Data and Monitoring Programme 

(WCDMP); the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP); 

and the World Climate Impact Assessment and Response Strate-

gies Programme (WCIRP).

Th e objectives of the WCP are:

• facilitate the eff ective collection and management of climate 

data and the monitoring of the global climate system, includ-

ing the detection and assessment of climate variability and 

changes;

• foster the eff ective application of climate knowledge and in-

formation for the benefi t of society and the provision of cli-

mate services, including the prediction of signifi cant climate 

variations both natural and as a result of human activity;

• assess the impacts of climate variability and changes that 

could markedly aff ect economic or social activities and ad-

vise governments thereon and contribute to the development 

of a range of socioeconomic response strategies that could be 

used by governments and community;

• improve the understanding of climate processes for determin-

ing the predictability of climate, including its variability and 

change; identifying the extent of human infl uence on climate; 

and developing the capability for climate prediction.

WMO is directly responsible for WCASP and WCDMP and for 

the overall coordination of the WCP, but has joint responsibility 

with the International Council for Science (ICSU) and the Inter-

governmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC) of UNESCO 

for the WCRP. UNEP is responsible for the WCIRP. Several other 

international organizations such as FAO, UNESCO, WHO, and 

UNDP are actively involved.

Th e close cooperation required for the WCP, which is com-

plex and multidisciplinary, is achieved through interagency meet-

ings and through the Climate Exchange Co-ordination Activities. 

Within the program, priority attention is given to the food, water, 

and energy sectors.

Th e World Climate Programme provides an interagency, inter-

disciplinary framework to address the full range of climate change 

issues, including research into the economic and social conse-

quences of climate change. It is the major international program 

supporting the work of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change, the process of implementation of the Framework Con-

vention on Climate Change, and relevant to the implementation 

of Agenda 21, the seminal statement of the 1992 UN Conference 

on Environment and Development (the “Earth Summit”).

Th e eleventh World Meteorological Congress decided that the 

WCP should be supported by the Global Climate Observing Sys-

tem (GCOS) as an essential activity associated with the World Cli-

mate Programme.

Th e basic objectives of the WCRP are to increase understanding 

of climate mechanisms and to determine to what extent climate 

can be predicted and the possible infl uence of man’s activities on 

climate. Achieving these objectives requires input from many sci-

entifi c disciplines. To assist in this, coordination and overall guid-

ance is provided by the WMO/ICSU Joint Scientifi c Committee. 

Th e eleventh WMO Congress decided that UNESCO’s Intergov-

ernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC) should be invited 

to join in WCRP. Continuing eff orts are made at model develop-

ment and global climate analysis, in particular the assessment of 

cloud prediction schemes and the representation of ocean-atmo-

sphere interface fl uxes in atmospheric general circulation models. 

Projects to assemble quality-controlled, consistent global climato-

logical sets of sea-surface temperature and precipitation also have 

been established. Continual support is given to WCRP activities 

concerned with the study of climate forcing, including research on 

radiation codes used in climate models, aerosol sensitivity investi-

gations and the global ozone research and monitoring projects.

C. Applications of Meteorology

Th e WMO’s Aeronautical Meteorology Programme serves to fur-

ther the application of meteorology to aviation. It is keyed to en-

sure, jointly with ICAO, the continuous development of regulato-

ry and guidance material required for the provision of services to 

aviation in accordance with the operational requirements of avia-

tion. It also contributes to the implementation and improvement 

of meteorological services necessary to ensure the safety, regular-

ity, and effi  ciency of air transport.

Th e overall purpose of the WMO’s Marine Meteorological Pro-

gramme is the promotion of the required marine meteorological 

services over the high seas and coastal areas, including special-

ized ocean services and the application of marine climatological 

information for planning marine activities. Th e program also in-

cludes development of a comprehensive marine environmental 

monitoring service, a coordinated ocean data management sys-

tem, and activities within the Integrated Global Ocean Services 

System, a joint venture of the WMO and the Intergovernmental 

Oceanographic Commission until 1999, when the two organiza-

tions merged.

Th e purpose of the Agricultural Meteorology Programme is 

to help WMO members develop the capability to provide the 

agricultural community with practical information—based on 

knowledge of the climate, recent weather, and short-, medium-, 

and long-term forecasts—that can be used to improve production, 

reduce risks and crop losses, decrease pollution by agricultural 

chemicals, diminish costs, and increase the effi  ciency of the use 

of energy in agriculture. In turn, these immediate goals can help 

members achieve self-suffi  ciency in food production and increase 

export earnings from agriculture. At the international and region-

al levels, the program helps to identify requirements for informa-

tion in agricultural meteorology, assess the impact of weather and 

climate fl uctuations on food production, and apply agrometeoro-
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logical methods to improve land use, crop selection, and manage-

ment practices.

Th e Public Weather Services Programme (PWS) of WMO was 

established in 1994. Its main purpose is to assist the National Me-

teorological and Hydrological Services to provide comprehensive 

and reliable weather and related services to the public. Th e PWS 

assists members to communicate weather information and fore-

casts to the users and warns them of severe weather. Th e PWS ex-

changes and coordinates hazardous weather information among 

neighboring countries. It also works to improve public under-

standing of meteorological events and engages in education and 

training programs.

D. Atmospheric Research and Environment Programme

Th e purpose of the Atmospheric Research and Environment Pro-

gramme (AREP) is to contribute to the advancement of atmo-

spheric sciences and to assist members in providing better meteo-

rological services by fostering research in meteorology and related 

environmental fi elds. It also is aimed at ensuring that members 

have relevant information and guidance to make the best use of 

the results of research applied for the benefi t of their national 

economies and quality of life. Th e transfer of technology is en-

sured through support, within available resources, for the partici-

pation of scientists from developing countries in AREP.

AREP has fi ve main components: the Global Atmosphere 

Watch (GAW); the Programme on Short- and Medium-Range 

Weather Prediction Research; the Programme on Long-range 

Forecasting Research; the Tropical Meteorology Research Pro-

gramme (TMRP); and the Programme on Physics and Chemistry 

of Clouds and Weather Modifi cation Research (PCCWMR).

Global Atmosphere Watch (GAW). Th is worldwide system inte-

grates most monitoring and research activities involving the mea-
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surement of atmospheric composition. It is intended to serve as 

an early warning system to detect further changes in the ozone 

layer and in long-range transport of pollutants, including acidity 

and toxicity of rain, as well as the atmospheric burden of aero-

sols. Th e instruments of these globally standardized observa-

tions and related research are the WMO Global Ozone Observ-

ing System (GOOS), operating about 140 stations in more than 

60 countries, and the WMO Background Air Pollution Monitor-

ing Network (BAPMoN), which has nearly 200 stations in more 

than 90 countries. GAW is the main contributor of data on chemi-

cal composition and physical characteristics of the atmosphere to 

the Global Environment Monitoring Systems (GEMS) of UNEP. 

GAW will be a main component of the Global Climate Observ-

ing System (GCOS). Th rough GAW, WMO collaborates with the 

UN Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) and is responsible 

for the meteorological part of the Monitoring and Evaluation of 

the Long-Range Transmission of Air Pollutants in Europe. In this 

respect WMO has arranged for the establishment of two Meteo-

rological Synthetizing Centers (in Oslo and Moscow) that provide 

daily analysis of the transport of pollution over Europe. GAW also 

gives attention to atmospheric chemistry studies, prepares assess-

ments, and encourages integrated environmental monitoring.

Weather Prediction Research Programs (WPRP). Th ese pro-

grams assist members in improving their weather services by ex-

changing the results of research on weather prediction. It accom-

plishes this goal by means of international conferences, technical 

reports, and progress reports on numerical weather prediction. 

Th e Programme on Short- and Medium-Range Weather Predic-

tion Research aims at strengthening members’ research with em-

phasis on improving the accuracy of short- and medium-range 

weather forecasting, including forecasting of local weather phe-

nomena (particularly severe phenomena). Th e main objective of 

the Programme on Long-Range Forecasting Research is to fos-

ter members’ research eff orts in the development, introduction, 

and improvement of operational long-range weather forecasting 

systems.

Tropical Meteorology Research Programme. Th is program aims 

at the promotion and coordination of members’ eff orts into such 

important problems as monsoons, tropical cyclones, droughts 

in the arid zones of the tropics, rain-producing tropical weather 

systems, and the interaction between tropical and mid-latitude 

weather systems. Th e goal is to be of economic benefi t to tropical 

countries by improving members’ forecasting abilities.

Physics and Chemistry of Clouds and Weather Modifi cation Re-

search Programme (PCCWMP). Th is program encourages scien-

tifi c research in physics and chemistry of clouds and its applica-

tion to all fi elds where clouds have a major role. Examples include 

weather enhancement (rain making) and hail suppression. Th e 

program provides information on worldwide weather modifi ca-

tion projects and guidance in the design and evaluation of experi-

ments. It also studies the role of clouds in the transport, transfor-

mation, and dispersion of pollution.

E. Hydrology and Water Resources

Th e purpose of the WMO’s Hydrology and Water Resources Pro-

gramme is to promote worldwide cooperation in the assessment 

of water resources and their development through the coordinat-

ed establishment of hydrological networks and services, includ-

ing data collection and processing, hydrological forecasting and 

warnings, and the supply of meteorological and hydrological data 

to be used for the design of projects. Th e three components of the 

program are: the Operational Hydrology Programme—Basic Sys-

tems; the Operational Hydrology Programme—Applications and 

Environment; and the Programme on Water-related Issues.

Th e emphasis is on the operational hydrology program, and 

particularly its hydrological operational multipurpose subpro-

gram, the main aim of which is to provide an effi  cient means and 

systematic institutional framework for transfer of operational hy-

drological technology to and between developing countries.

Th e program for applications and services in regard to water 

resources provides technical support for WMO activities dealing 

with environmental problems, such as the Tropical Cyclone Pro-

gramme, the World Climate Programme, and WMO activities re-

lating to droughts and desertifi cation.

F. Education and Training

Th e Education and Training Programme is designed to support 

the scientifi c and technical programs of the WMO, as well as to 

assist in the development of the required personnel in the national 

meteorological and hydrological services of member countries.

Activities under the program include surveys of personnel 

training requirements; the development of appropriate training 

programs; the establishment and improvement of regional train-

ing centers; the organization of training courses, seminars, and 

conferences; and the preparation of training materials in the form 

of compendia of lecture notes, problem workbooks, and visual 

and audiovisual aids. Th e program also arranges individual train-

ing programs and provides fellowships. Training programs place 

several hundred specialists in advanced courses each year.

Th e program provides advice on education and training in me-

teorology and operational hydrology and on the availability of 

suitable training facilities. A training library is maintained. Films 

are provided on a loan basis to members on request.

Th e Panel of Experts on Education and Training serves as the 

focal point of the program.

G. Technical Cooperation

Th e WMO’s technical cooperation activities—in the form of fel-

lowships, expert missions, equipment, and assistance for group 

training, such as workshops and seminars—are carried out 

through UNDP, the Voluntary Cooperation Programme, trust-

fund arrangements, and the regular budget of the organization. 

Assistance has been given in support of projects ranging from the 

establishment, organization, and operation of meteorological and 

hydrological services to the application of meteorology in increas-

ing food production and assessing alternative energy sources.

WMO’s Voluntary Cooperation Program (VCP) is maintained 

by contributions from members to the Voluntary Cooperation 

Fund and to the Equipment and Services Program. Although pri-

ority is given to the implementation of the World Weather Watch, 

the VCP also provides assistance and supports other WMO pro-

grams in such fi elds as agrometeorology, hydrology, and climate. 

It grants fellowships to nationals of developing countries.
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Under trust-fund arrangements, countries make funds avail-

able through the WMO for technical cooperation activities either 

in the country providing the funds or in another country.

Activities under the WMO’s regular budget are only a small 

percentage of the total assistance and are confi ned mainly to the 

awarding of fellowships and participation in group training.

H. WMO Regional Program

WMO provides support through three regional offi  ces and six 

subregional offi  ces: Regional Offi  ce for Africa (Burundi), Re-

gional Offi  ce for Asia and the South-West Pacifi c (Switzerland), 

and Regional Offi  ce for Americas (Paraguay); Subregional Offi  c-

es are West Africa (Nigeria), Eastern and Southern Africa (Ke-

nya), South-West Pacifi c (Samoa), North and Central Ameri-

ca and the Caribbean (Costa Rica), Asia (Bahrain), and Europe 

(Switzerland). 

Th e Regional Program helps bridge the gap between developed 

and developing countries and accelerates the implementation and 

operation of the World Weather Watch, operational hydrology, 

and Global Atmosphere Watch. Th e Regional Program also as-

sists in implementing the recommendations made by the six Re-

gional Associations and provides the necessary support to their 

presidents. It contributes to activities of regional intergovernmen-

tal bodies as well as to high-priority activities such as those relat-

ing to climate change, sustainable development, and protection of 

the environment resulting from UNCED and the UN Framework 

Convention on Climate Change.
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T H E  I N T E R N AT I O N A L 
M A R I T I M E  O R G A N I Z AT I O N 

( I M O )

CREATION
Th e convention establishing the International Maritime Organiza-

tion (originally called the Inter-Governmental Maritime Consul-

tative Organization) was drawn up in 1948 by the UN Maritime 

Conference in Geneva, but it was 10 years before the convention 

went into eff ect. Th e conference decided that the IMO’s success 

depended on participation by most of the nations with large mer-

chant navies, and it specifi ed that the organization would come 

into being only when 21 states, including seven having at least 

1 million gross tons of shipping each, had become parties to the 

convention. On 17 March 1958, the convention went into eff ect. 

Th e fi rst IMO Assembly met in London in January 1959. Th e re-

lationship of the IMO to the UN as a specialized agency was ap-

proved by the UN General Assembly on 18 November 1958 and 

by the IMO Assembly on 13 January 1959.

PURPOSES
Th e purposes of the IMO, as set forth in the convention, are the 

following:

• to facilitate cooperation among governments on technical 

matters of all kinds aff ecting shipping engaged in interna-

tional trade;

• to encourage the general adoption of the highest practicable 

standards in matters concerning maritime safety, effi  ciency of 

navigation, and the prevention and control of marine pollu-

tion;

• to encourage the removal of discriminatory action and un-

necessary restrictions by governments engaged in interna-

tional trade, so as to promote the availability of shipping ser-

vices to world commerce without discrimination;

• to consider matters concerning unfair restrictive practices by 

shipping concerns; and

• to consider any matters concerning shipping that may be re-

ferred to the IMO by any UN organ or specialized agency.

MEMBERSHIP
Any state invited to the 1948 Maritime Conference or any mem-

ber of the UN may become a member of the IMO by accepting the 

1948 convention. Any other state whose application is approved 

by two-thirds of the IMO membership becomes a member by ac-

cepting the convention. If an IMO member responsible for the in-

ternational relations of a territory (or group of territories) declares 

the convention to be applicable to that territory, the territory may 

become an associate member of the IMO. As of 30 August 2005 

there were 166 IMO members and three associate members.

STRUCTURE
Th e IMO’s structure comprises the Assembly, the Council, the 

Maritime Safety Committee, the Marine Environment Protec-

tion Committee, the Legal Committee, the Technical Cooperation 

Committee, and the secretariat, headed by a Secretary-General.

Assembly

Th e governing body of the IMO is the Assembly, composed of all 

IMO members. Th e Assembly determines the work program and 

votes on the budget to which all members contribute. It meets 

once every two years in regular sessions, but may also meet in ex-

traordinary session if necessary.

BACKGROUND: Th e seven seas, accounting for about two-thirds of the earth’s surface, are the only 

truly international part of our globe. Except for a marginal belt a very few miles wide, touching on the 

shores of countries, the greater part of the world’s oceans and maritime resources are the common prop-

erty of all nations. Since ancient times, however, “freedom of the seas” has too oft en been a theoreti-

cal ideal rather than a reality. In each historic era, the great maritime powers tended to use their naval 

might to dominate the sea. Some of those powers, while serving their own interests, served the world as 

a whole, as in the great explorations of unknown continents. Many sought to use the waters for purely 

national interests, particularly in matters aff ecting straits and other narrow waterways. Private shipping 

interests, oft en supported by their national governments, have been even more competitive, and interna-

tional cooperation in maritime matters has been very limited.

Th e need for an international organization to develop and coordinate international maritime coopera-

tion was expressed by President Woodrow Wilson, who called for “universal association of the nations 

to maintain the inviolate security of the highway of the seas for the common and unhindered use of all 

the nations of the world.” However, it was not until aft er the creation of the UN that such an organiza-

tion came into being.
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Council

Between sessions of the Assembly, the Council performs all func-

tions of the organization except that of recommending the adop-

tion of maritime safety regulations, a prerogative of the Maritime 

Safety Committee. Th e Council also has an important policymak-

ing role. Draft s of international instruments and formal recom-

mendations must be approved by the Council before they can be 

submitted to the Assembly.

Th e Council is made up of 40 members elected by the Assembly 

for two-year terms: ten members represent states with the larg-

est international shipping services; ten represent states with the 

largest international sea borne trade; and 20 represent states, not 

elected under the foregoing categories, that have special interests 

in maritime transport or navigation and whose presence in the 

Council will ensure representation of the world’s major geograph-

ic areas. Th e Council normally meets twice a year. Th e members 

of the Council for 2006-07 were: (from the fi rst category) China, 

Greece, Italy, Japan, Norway, Panama, Republic of Korea, Russian 

Federation, United Kingdom, United States; (from the second cat-

egory) Argentina, Bangladesh, Brazil, Canada, France, Germany, 

India, Netherlands, Spain, Sweden; and (from the last category) 

Algeria, Australia, Bahamas, Belgium, Chile, Cyprus, Denmark, 

Egypt, Indonesia, Kenya, Malaysia, Malta, Mexico, Philippines, 

Portugal, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, South Africa, Th ailand, and 

Turkey.

Committees

Th e Maritime Safety Committee is made up of all IMO member 

states. Its work is carried out mainly through nine sub-committees 

working in the following areas: bulk liquids and gases; carriage 

of dangerous goods, solid cargoes and containers; fi re protection; 

radiocommunication and search and rescue; safety of navigation; 

ship design and equipment; stability and load lines and fi shing 

vessels safety; standards of training and watch-keeping; fl ag state 

implementation.

Th e Marine Environment Protection Committee is responsible 

for all matters relating to the prevention and control of marine 

pollution from ships.

Th e Legal Committee, established in the aft ermath of the Tor-

rey Canyon disaster of 1967 to deal with the legal problems arising 

from that incident, is responsible for any legal matter within the 

scope of the IMO.

Th e Technical Cooperation Committee coordinates the work of 

the IMO in providing technical assistance in the maritime fi eld, 

especially to developing countries.

Th e Facilitation Committee is a subsidiary body of the Coun-

cil. It was established in May 1972 and deals with IMO’s work in 

eliminating unnecessary formalities and “red tape” in internation-

al shipping.

Secretary-General and Secretariat

Th e secretariat consists of a Secretary-General, appointed by the 

Council with the approval of the Assembly, and an internation-

al staff  of about 300. IMO headquarters are at 4 Albert Embank-

ment, London, England, UK, SE1, 7SR.

Th e Secretary-General since 2004 is Eft himios E. Mitropoulos 

of Greece. He heads a staff  of approximately 300.

BUDGET
Th e IMO Assembly approved a budget of 49,730,300 for the 

2006–07 biennium. Contributions to the IMO budget are based 

on a formula that is diff erent from that used in other agencies. Th e 

amount paid by each member state depends primarily on the ton-

nage of its merchant fl eet. In 2006 the top ten contributors to the 

IMO budget (and the percentage of the total budget) were Pana-

ma, 18.47%; Liberia, 7.72%; Bahamas, 5.03%; United Kingdom, 

4.64%; Greece, 4.34%; Singapore, 4.02%; Japan, 3.76%; Marshall 

Islands, 3.58%; United States, 3.44%; and China, 3.34%. 

ACTIVITIES
Th e IMO’s general functions, as stipulated in its convention, are 

“consultative and advisory.” It thus serves as a forum where mem-

bers can consult and exchange information on maritime matters. 

It discusses and makes recommendations on any maritime ques-

tion submitted by member states or by other bodies of the UN 

and advises other international bodies, including the UN itself, 

on maritime matters. Various other intergovernmental agencies 

deal with specialized maritime matters, such as atomic propul-

sion for ships (IAEA), health at sea (WHO), maritime labor stan-

dards (ILO), meteorology (WMO), oceanography (UNESCO), 

and ship-to-ship and ship-to-shore communications (ITU). One 

of the functions of the IMO is to help coordinate the work in these 

diff erent fi elds.

Th e IMO is also authorized to convene international conferenc-

es when necessary and to draft  international maritime conven-

tions or agreements for adoption by governments. Th ese confer-

ences, and the conventions resulting from them, have been mainly 

concerned with two subjects of primary concern to the IMO: safe-

ty at sea and the prevention of marine pollution.

A. Safety at Sea

A conference convened by the IMO in 1960 adopted the Interna-

tional Convention on Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) to replace an 

earlier (1948) instrument. Th e convention covered a wide range 

of measures designed to improve the safety of shipping, including 

subdivision and stability; machinery and electrical installations; 

fi re protection, detection, and extinction; lifesaving appliances; 

radiotelegraphy and radiotelephony; safety of navigation; carriage 

of grain; carriage of dangerous goods; and nuclear ships. A new 

convention, incorporating amendments to the 1960 agreement, 

was adopted in 1974 and entered into force in 1980. Th e SOLAS 

convention was updated with the SOLAS Protocol of 1978, which 

entered into force in 1981, and with the SOLAS Protocol of 1988, 

which entered into force in February 2000. In December 2002, 

amendments were adopted related to maritime security, which 

were scheduled to enter into force in July 2004.

In 1966, an IMO conference adopted the International Conven-

tion on Load Lines (LL), which sets limitations on the draught 

to which a ship may be loaded, an important consideration in its 

safety. Th e convention was updated by the LL Protocol of 1988, 

which entered into force in February 2000. Th e 1969 International 

Convention on Tonnage Measurement of Ships is designed to es-

tablish a uniform system for tonnage measurement.

Two conventions were adopted in 1972, following IMO con-

ferences: the Convention on the International Regulations for 

Preventing Collisions at Sea, which concerns traffi  c separation 
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schemes; and the Convention for Safe Containers, which provides 

uniform international regulations for maintaining a high level of 

safety in the carriage of containers by providing generally accept-

able test procedures and related strength requirements.

Th e International Convention on the International Maritime 

Satellite Organization, adopted in 1976, concerns the use of space 

satellites for improved communication, enabling distress mes-

sages to be conveyed much more eff ectively than by conventional 

radio.

Th ree additional conventions concern safety at sea: the 1977 

Torremolinos Convention for the Safety of Fishing Vessels, which 

applies to new fi shing vessels of 24 m (79 ft ) in length or longer; 

the 1978 Convention on Standards of Training, Certifi cation, and 

Watch-keeping for Seafarers, which aims to establish internation-

ally acceptable minimum standards for crews; and the 1979 Inter-

national Convention on Maritime Search and Rescue, which is de-

signed to improve existing arrangements for carrying out search 

and rescue operations following accidents at sea.

In September 1994, a roll-on/roll-off  (ro-ro) automobile ferry 

the Estonia capsized and quickly sank, killing over 900 people. 

Following the disaster, the IMO Maritime Safety Committee made 

major changes to the safety standards of ro-ro passenger ships, in-

cluding amendments to the 1974 International Convention for the 

Safety of Life at Sea.

B. Prevention of Marine Pollution

Th e 1954 Oil Pollution Convention, for which the IMO became 

depositary in 1959, was the fi rst major attempt by the maritime 

nations to curb the impact of oil pollution. Following a conference 

convened by the IMO, the 1954 convention was amended in 1962, 

but it was the wreck of the oil tanker Torrey Canyon in March 1967 

that fully alerted the world to the great dangers that the transport 

of oil posed to the marine environment. In 1969, two new conven-

tions were adopted: the Convention on Intervention on the High 

Seas in Cases of Oil Pollution Casualties, which gives states the 

right to intervene in incidents on the high seas that are likely to 

result in oil pollution; and the Convention on Civil Liability for 

Oil Pollution Damage, which is intended to ensure that adequate 

compensation is available to victims and which places the liability 

for the damage on the shipowner.

Two years later, a conference convened by the IMO led to the 

adoption of the Convention for the Establishment of an Inter-
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national Fund for Compensation for Oil Pollution Damage. Th e 

fund, with headquarters in London, is made up of contributions 

from oil importers. If an accident at sea results in pollution dam-

age which exceeds the compensation available under the Civil Li-

ability Convention, the fund is made available to pay an additional 

amount.

Th ese three conventions all deal with the legal aspects of oil 

pollution, but the continuing boom in the transportation of oil 

showed that more work needed to be done on the technical side 

as well. Th e problem of oil pollution—not only as a result of ac-

cidents but also through normal tanker operations, especially the 

cleaning of cargo tanks—was so great in some areas that there was 

serious concern for the marine environment.

In 1973, a major conference was convened by the IMO to dis-

cuss the whole problem of marine pollution from ships. Th e re-

sult of the conference was the International Convention for the 

Prevention of Pollution from Ships, which deals not only with oil 

but also with other sources of pollution, including garbage, sew-

age, and chemicals. Th e convention greatly reduces the amount 

of oil that can be discharged into the sea by ships and bans such 

discharges completely in certain areas, such as the Black Sea and 

the Red Sea. It gives statutory support for such operational proce-

dures as “load on top,” which greatly reduces the amount of mix-

tures to be disposed of aft er tank cleaning, and for segregated bal-

last tanks.

A series of tanker accidents that occurred in the winter of 

1976/77 led to demands for further action and to the convening 

of the Conference on Tanker Safety and Pollution Prevention in 

1978. Th e most important measures adopted by the conference 

were incorporated in protocols to the 1974 Convention on Safety 

of Life at Sea and the 1973 Marine Pollution Convention.

Th e protocol to the 1973 convention strengthened the provi-

sions regarding oil pollution and at the same time was modifi ed to 

incorporate the parent convention. It was amended in 1984, and 

further amendments were made in 1985 to Annex II, which deals 

with pollution by noxious liquid substances carried in bulk.

In 1989, a conference of leading industrial nations in Paris 

called upon IMO to develop further measures to prevent oil pol-

lution from ships. In 1990 IMO adopted the International Con-

vention on Oil Pollution Preparedness, Response and Coopera-

tion (OPRC). Th e convention provides a global framework for 

international cooperation in combating major incidents or threats 

of marine pollutions. Parties to the convention will be required 

to establish measures for dealing with pollution incidents and 

ships and operators of off shore oil units will be required to have 

oil pollution emergency plans. Th e convention also calls for the 

establishment of stockpiles of oil spill-combating equipment, the 

holding of oil spill-combating exercises, and the development of 

detailed plans for dealing with pollution incidents. It entered into 

force in May 1995.

In addition, through its Maritime Environment Protection 

Committee, the IMO has been working on various other projects 

designed to reduce the threat of oil pollution—for example, the 

Regional Oil-Combating Center, established in Malta in 1976 in 

conjunction with UNEP. Th e Mediterranean is particularly vul-

nerable to pollution, and a massive oil pollution incident there 

could be catastrophic. Th e center’s purpose is to coordinate anti-

pollution activities in the region and to help develop contingency 

plans that could be put into eff ect should a disaster occur. Th e 

IMO has also taken part in projects in other regions, including the 

Caribbean and West Africa.

C. Other Maritime Questions

In 1965, the IMO adopted the Convention on Facilitation of Mari-

time Traffi  c, the primary objectives of which are to prevent un-

necessary delays in maritime traffi  c, to aid in cooperation between 

states, and to secure the highest practicable degree of uniformity 

in formalities and procedures.

In association with the IAEA and the European Nuclear Energy 

Agency of the OECD, the IMO convened a conference in 1971, 

which adopted the Convention on Civil Liability in the Field of 

Maritime Carriage of Nuclear Matter.

Th e Convention on Carriage of Passengers and Th eir Luggage, 

adopted in 1974, establishes a regime of liability for damage suf-

fered by passengers carried on seagoing vessels. It declares the car-

rier liable for damage or loss suff ered by passengers if the incident 

is due to the fault or neglect of the carrier. Th e limit of liability was 

originally set at us55,000 per carriage, but on 1 November 2002, 

a new protocol was adopted by the IMO, which would substantial-

ly raise that liability limit, to approximately us325,000. It was due 

to enter into force 12 months aft er being accepted by 10 states.

Another convention on liability, the 1976 Convention on Limi-

tation of Liability for Maritime Claims, covers two types of claims: 

claims arising from loss of life or personal injury and claims aris-

ing from damage to ships, harbor works, or other property. To 

further clarify liability issues, in 1996 the IMO adopted the Inter-

national Convention on Liability and Compensation for Damage 

in connection with the Carriage of Hazardous and Noxious Sub-

stances by Sea (called the HNS Convention); as of 1 May 2006, it 

had not entered into force.

In addition to such conventions, whose requirements are man-

datory for nations that ratify them, IMO has produced numer-

ous codes, recommendations, and other instruments dealing with 

maritime questions. Th ese do not have the legal power of conven-

tions but can be used by governments as a basis for domestic leg-

islation and for guidance. Some of the recommendations deal with 

bulk cargoes, safety of fi shermen and fi shing vessels, liquefi ed gas-

es, dangerous goods, timber deck cargoes, mobile off shore drilling 

units, noise levels on ships, and nuclear merchant ships.

Certain codes dealing with the transport of bulk chemicals and 

liquefi ed gas, have been made mandatory through amendments to 

the International Convention on Safety of Life at Sea.

In 1988, IMO adopted the Convention for the Suppression of 

Unlawful Acts Against the Safety of Maritime Navigation, which 

entered into force in 1992. Th e main purpose of the convention is 

to ensure that appropriate action is taken against persons commit-

ting unlawful acts against ships and fi xed platforms engaged in the 

exploitation of off shore oil and gas.

Th e International Convention on Salvage was adopted in 1989, 

and entered into force in July 1996. Th e convention is intended to 

replace an instrument adopted in Brussels in 1910. Th at conven-

tion incorporated the “no cure, no pay” principle that has been in 

existence for many years and is the basis of most salvage opera-

tions today. However, it did not take compensation into account. 

Th e new convention seeks to remedy this by making provisions 
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for “special compensation” to be paid to salvers when there is a 

threat to the environment.

D. Technical Assistance and Training

While the adoption of conventions, codes, and recommendations 

has been the IMO’s most important function, in recent years the 

agency has devoted increasing attention to securing the eff ective 

implementation of these measures throughout the world. As a re-

sult, the IMO’s technical assistance activities have become more 

important, and in 1975 it established the Technical Cooperation 

Committee. Th e purpose of the technical assistance program is 

to help states, many of them developing countries, to ratify IMO 

conventions and to reach the standards contained in the conven-

tions and other instruments.

Advisors and consultants employed by the IMO, in the fi eld and 

at headquarters, deal with such matters as maritime safety admin-

istration, maritime legislation, marine pollution, training for deck 

and engineering personnel, the technical aspects of ports, and the 

carriage of dangerous goods.

Th rough its technical assistance program, the IMO is able to of-

fer advice in these and other areas and to assist in the acquisition 

of equipment and the provision of fellowships. IMO relies almost 

exclusively on extra-budgetary sources for fi nancing the Interna-

tional Technical Cooperation Program (TCP) and in the 1990s 

funding became a serious problem, in particular since the stra-

tegic reorientation of the United Nations Development Program 

(UNDP), traditionally the core provider of TCP funding. For ex-

ample, in 1990 approximately us5.6 million was received from 

UNDP; by 1997 this support had dwindled to us3.93 million. In 

2000, IMO’s funding partners for the TCP included international 

funding agencies, regional development banks, donor countries, 

recipient countries, the private sector (shipping and port indus-

tries), non-Governmental organizations involved in maritime and 

port activities, and individuals.

Th e World Maritime University, in Malmö, Sweden, which was 

established under the auspices of the IMO and opened in 1983, 

provides advanced training for more than 100 maritime personnel 

annually—senior maritime teachers, surveyors, inspectors, tech-

nical managers, and administrators from developing countries. 

Funded by UNDP and by Sweden and other countries, the univer-

sity off ers two-year courses in maritime education and training, 

maritime safety administration, general maritime administration, 

and technical management of shipping companies, as well as fi eld 

and other training. It is designed to help meet the urgent need 

of developing countries for high-level maritime personnel and to 

contribute to maintaining international standards for maritime 

safety and preventing pollution of the seas by ships. Th e univer-

sity serves as the apex of an international system of training in 

the maritime fi eld, collaborating with regional, subregional, and 

national maritime training institutions throughout the world. By 

2002 the university had produced more than 1,400 graduates from 

over 130 countries.
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T H E  W O R L D  I N T E L L E C T U A L 
P R O P E R T Y  O R G A N I Z AT I O N 

( W I P O )

CREATION
Th e 1883 Paris Convention established the International Union 

for the Protection of Industrial Property, also called the Paris 

Union. Th e convention is open to all states. Its most important 

functions have to do with patents for inventions and marks for 

goods and services.

Th e term industrial property is applied in its widest sense in the 

convention. In addition to inventions, industrial designs, trade-

marks, service marks, indications of source, and appellations of 

origin, it covers small patents called utility models in a few coun-

tries, trade names or the designations under which an industrial 

or commercial activity is carried on, and the suppression of unfair 

competition.

Th e convention states that members must provide the same 

protection of rights in industrial property to nationals of the other 

members as they provide to their own nationals. It permits for-

eigners to fi le for a patent that will apply in all member states with-

in a year aft er fi rst fi ling in the country of origin. Additionally, it 

defi nes conditions under which a state may license the use of a 

patent in its own territory—for example, if the owner of the patent 

does not exploit it there.

Th e 1886 Bern Convention established the International Union 

for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works, also called the 

Bern Union. It also is open to all states. Its function is the pro-

tection of copyright, the main benefi ciaries of which include au-

thors of books and articles; publishers of books, newspapers, and 

periodicals; composers of music; painters; photographers; sculp-

tors; fi lm producers; and creators of certain television programs. 

Under the convention, each member state must accord the same 

protection to the copyright of the nationals of the other member 

states as it accords to that of its own nationals. Th e convention also 

prescribes some minimum standards of protection—for example, 

that copyright protection generally continues throughout the au-

thor’s life and for 50 years thereaft er. It includes special provisions 

for the benefi t of developing countries.

In 1893, the secretariats of the Paris Union and the Bern Union 

were joined in the United International Bureaus for the Protection 

of Intellectual Property (BIRPI).

Th e World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) was es-

tablished by a convention signed at Stockholm 14 July 1967 by 51 

states. When the convention entered into force on 26 April 1970, 

WIPO incorporated BIRPI and perpetuated its functions. BIRPI 

still has a function for members of the Paris or Bern unions that 

have not yet joined WIPO.

WIPO became the fourteenth specialized UN agency, the fi rst 

new one since 1961, when the General Assembly approved that 

status on 17 December 1974.

PURPOSES
Th e purposes of WIPO are twofold: (1) to promote the protection 

of intellectual property throughout the world through coopera-

tion among states and, where appropriate, in collaboration with 

any other international organization; and (2) to ensure adminis-

trative cooperation among the unions.

Intellectual property comprises two main branches: industrial 

property, chiefl y in inventions, trademarks, and industrial designs; 

and copyright, chiefl y in literary, musical, artistic, photographic, 

and cinematographic works.

Th e WIPO Convention lists rights in intellectual property re-

lating to literary, artistic, and scientifi c works; performances of 

artists; phonograms; broadcasts; inventions in all fi elds of human 

endeavor; scientifi c discoveries; industrial designs; trademarks; 

service marks; and commercial names and designations. Th e con-

vention also off ers protection against unfair competition and cov-

ers all other rights resulting from intellectual activity in the indus-

trial, scientifi c, literary, or artistic fi elds.

BACKGROUND: Intellectual property includes industrial property, such as inventions, trademarks, 

and designs, on the one hand, and the objects of copyright and neighboring rights on the other. Until 

a century ago, there were no international instruments for the protection of intellectual property. Leg-

islative provisions for the protection of inventors, writers, dramatists, and other creators of intellectual 

property varied from country to country and could be eff ective only within the borders of states adopting 

them. It came to be widely recognized that adequate protection of industrial property encourages indus-

trialization, investment, and honest trade. Th at the arts would be advanced by legal safeguards in favor 

of their practitioners had long been argued, but such safeguards were diffi  cult to devise and enact into 

law. Th e Paris Convention of 20 March 1883 and the Bern Convention of 9 September 1886 represented 

initial steps toward systematic provision of the two sorts of international protection that led eventually 

to the creation of the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO).
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As of May 2006, WIPO administered the following 23 unions or 

treaties (in addition to the convention establishing WIPO), listed 

in the chronological order of their creation:

1. Industrial property (15): the Paris Union (1883), for the pro-

tection of industrial property; the Madrid Agreement (1891), 

for the repression of false or deceptive indications of source 

on goods; the Madrid Union (1891), for the international reg-

istration of marks; the Hague Union (1925), for the interna-

tional deposit of industrial designs; the Nice Union (1957), for 

the international classifi cation of goods and services for the 

purpose of registration of marks; the Lisbon Union (1958), 

for the protection of appellations of origin and their interna-

tional registration; the Locarno Union (1968), establishing an 

international classifi cation for industrial designs; the Interna-

tional Patent Cooperation (IPC) Union (1970), for the estab-

lishment of worldwide uniformity of patent classifi cation; the 

Strasbourg Patent Classifi cation Treaty (PCT) Union (1971), 

for cooperation in the fi ling, searching, and examination of 

international applications for the protection of inventions 

where such protection is sought in several countries; the Vi-

enna Union (1973), establishing an international classifi ca-

tion of the fi gurative elements of marks; the Budapest Union 

(1977), for the international recognition of the deposit of mi-

croorganisms for the purpose of patent procedure; the Nai-

robi Treaty (1981), on the protection of the Olympic symbol; 

the Washington (DC) Treaty (1989) on intellectual property 

in respect of integrated circuits; the Geneva Trademark Law 

Treaty (1994); the Agreement on the Trade-Related Aspects 

of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS Agreement; 1995/96) 

between WIPO and the World Trade Organization; and the 

Singapore Treaty on the Law of Trademarks (2006), as of 1 

May 2006 not yet in force.

2. Copyright and neighboring rights (8): the Bern Union (1886), 

for the protection of literary and artistic works; the Rome 

Convention (1961), for the protection of performers, produc-

ers of phonograms, and broadcasting organizations, jointly 

administered with the ILO and UNESCO; the Geneva Con-

vention (1971), for the protection of producers of phono-

grams against unauthorized duplication of their phonograms; 

the Brussels Convention (1974), relating to the distribution 

of program-carrying signals transmitted by satellite; the Film 

Register Treaty (1989), on the international registration of 

audiovisual works; the WIPO Copyright Treaty (1996); the 

WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty (1996); and the 

Patent Law Treaty (2000), which applies to national and re-

gional applications for patents for invention.

MEMBERSHIP
Membership in WIPO is open to any state that is a member of 

any of the unions, is a member of the UN or any of the specialized 

agencies or the IAEA, is party to the Statute of the International 

Court of Justice, or is invited by the General Assembly of WIPO 

to become a party to the WIPO Convention. Th e 183 members of 

WIPO (W), 169 members of the Paris Union (P), and 160 mem-

bers of the Bern Union (B) as of 1 May 2006 are listed in the table 

on the next page.

STRUCTURE
Th e Paris and Bern unions each have an assembly consisting of 

the member states, meeting biennially. An executive committee 

elected by the General Assembly, consisting of one-fourth of the 

member states, meets annually. Th e other unions, in most cases, 

have an assembly but no executive committee.

WIPO itself has four organs: the General Assembly, the Con-

ference, the Coordination Committee, and a secretariat called the 

International Bureau.

General Assembly

Th e General Assembly consists of all states party to the WIPO 

Convention that are also members of any of the unions. It meets 

biennially and has the highest authority of all the organs.

Conference

Th e Conference consists of all states party to the WIPO Con-

vention, whether or not they are members of one or more of the 

unions. It meets biennially to discuss matters of general interest 

in the fi eld of intellectual property, as well as to establish WIPO’s 

program of technical legal assistance and the budget for that 

program.

Coordination Committee

Th e Coordination Committee meets annually. It consists of execu-

tive committee members of the Paris or the Bern union or both.

International Bureau

Th e International Bureau, located in Geneva, is the secretariat of 

the various governing bodies of WIPO and the unions. In 2006 

it consisted of a staff  of 938 people from 95 diff erent countries, 

headed by a Director General. Arpad Bogsch, of the United States, 

was elected to successive terms as Director General since the es-

tablishment of WIPO in 1974. In 1997 he was replaced by Kamil 

Idris of Sudan as Director General.

BUDGET
Until January 1994, the budget was entirely met from contribu-

tions of member states; from fees paid by applicants for interna-

tional protection of inventions, international registration of trade-

marks and appellations of origin, and deposit of industrial designs; 

and from the sale of publications. Beginning with the 1994–95 bi-

ennium, the WIPO governing bodies instituted a system of uni-

tary contributions. Th e advantages of the unitary contribution 

system are that it makes the administration of contributions sim-

pler, and will be an incentive for states to join more unions, since 

adherence will not increase the amount of their contribution. In 

addition, the governing bodies adopted a new formula for con-

tributions that was intended to signifi cantly lower overall cost of 

contributions for developing countries. About 85 percent-approx-

imately SFR 540 million-of WIPO’s budgeted expenditure for the 

2004-2005 biennium came from earnings from registration sys-

tems. Th e remaining 15 percent came mainly from contributions 

from member states and sales of WIPO publications. All this in-
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come fi nances WIPO’s operating expenditures, slightly over SFR 

320 million per year.

ACTIVITIES

A. Assistance to Developing Countries

One of the main objectives of WIPO is to assist developing coun-

tries in the fi elds of both industrial property and copyright.

In the fi eld of industrial property, WIPO’s chief aims are the fol-

lowing: (1) to encourage and increase, in quantity and quality, the 

creation of patentable inventions in developing countries by their 

own nationals and in their own enterprises and thereby to in-

crease their technological self-reliance; (2) to improve conditions 

for the acquisition of foreign patented technology; (3) to increase 

the competitiveness of developing countries in international trade 

through better protection of trademarks; and (4) to make it easier 

and cheaper for developing countries to locate the technological 

information contained in patent documents.

In the fi eld of copyright, the main objectives are the following:

• to encourage and increase the creation of literary and ar-

tistic works in developing countries by their own nationals 

and thereby to maintain their national culture in their own 

languages and corresponding to their own ethnic and social 

traditions and aspirations; and

• to improve conditions for the acquisition of the right to use 

or enjoy the literary and artistic works in which copyright is 

owned by foreigners.

In order to attain these objectives, most developing countries 

need to create or modernize domestic legislation and governmen-
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Members of WIPO and of the Paris and Bern Unions (as of 10 May 2006)

(W = WIPO, P = PARIS, B = BERN)

Afghanistan W
Albania W, P, B
Algeria W, P, B
Andorra W, P, B
Angola W
Antigua and Barbuda W, P, B
Argentina W, P, B
Armenia W, P, B
Australia W, P, B
Austria W, P, B
Azerbaijan W, P, B
Bahamas W, P, B
Bahrain W, P, B
Bangladesh W, P, B
Barbados W, P, B
Belarus W, P, B
Belgium W, P, B
Belize W, P, B
Benin W, P, B
Bhutan W, P, B
Bolivia W, P, B
Bosnia and Herzegovina W, P, B
Botswana W, P, B
Brazil W, P, B
Brunei Darussalam W
Bulgaria W, P, B
Burkina Faso W, P, B
Burundi W, P
Cambodia W, P
Cameroon W, P, B
Canada W, P, B
Cape Verde W, B
Central African Republic W, P, B
Chad W, P, B
Chile W, P, B
China W, P, B
Colombia W, P, B
Comoros W, P, B
Congo W, P, B
Congo, (DRC) W, P, B
Costa Rica W, P, B
Côte d’Ivoire W, P, B
Croatia W, P, B
Cuba W, P, B
Cyprus W, P, B
Czech Republic W, P, B
Denmark W, P, B

Djibouti W, P, B
Dominica W, P, B
Dominican Republic W, P, B
Ecuador W, P, B
Egypt W, P, B
El Salvador W, P, B
Equatorial Guinea W, P, B
Eritrea W
Estonia W, P, B
Ethiopia W
Fiji W, B
Finland W, P, B
France W, P, B
Gabon W, P, B
Gambia W, P, B
Georgia W, P, B
Germany W, P, B
Ghana W, P, B
Greece W, P, B
Grenada W, P, B
Guatemala W, P, B
Guinea W, P, B
Guinea-Bissau W, P, B
Guyana W, P, B
Haiti W, P, B
Holy See (Vatican) W, P, B
Honduras W, P, B
Hungary W, P, B
Iceland W, P, B
India W, P, B
Indonesia W, P, B
Iran, Islamic Republic of W, P
Iraq W, P
Ireland W, P, B
Israel W, P, B
Italy W, P, B
Jamaica W, P, B
Japan W, P, B
Jordan W, P, B
Kazakhstan W, P, B
Kenya W, P, B
Korea, Democratic 
People’s Republic of W, P, B
Korea, Republic of W, P, B
Kuwait W, B
Kyrgyzstan W, P, B
Laos W, P

Latvia W, P, B
Lebanon W, P, B
Lesotho W, P, B
Liberia W, P, B
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya W, P, B
Liechtenstein W, P, B
Lithuania W, P, B
Luxembourg W, P, B
Madagascar W, P, B
Malawi W, P, B
Malaysia W, P, B
Maldives W
Mali W, P, B
Malta W, P, B
Mauritania W, P, B
Mauritius W, P, B
Mexico W, P, B
Micronesia, Federated States of B
Moldova, Republic of W, P, B
Monaco W, P, B
Mongolia W, P, B
Morocco W, P, B
Mozambique W, P
Myanmar W
Namibia W, P, B
Nepal W, P, B
Netherlands W, P, B
New Zealand W, P, B
Nicaragua W, P, B
Niger W, P, B
Nigeria W, P, B
Norway W, P, B
Oman W, P, B
Pakistan W, P, B
Panama W, P, B
Papua New Guinea W, P
Paraguay W, P, B
Peru W, P, B
Philippines W, P, B
Poland W, P, B
Portugal W, P, B
Qatar W, B
Romania W, P, B
Russian Federation W, P, B
Rwanda W, P, B
St. Kitts and Nevis W, P, B
St. Lucia W, P, B

St. Vincent 
and the Grenadines W, P, B
Samoa W
San Marino W, P
São Tomé and Príncipe W, P
Saudi Arabia W
Senegal W, P, B
Serbia and Montenegro W, P, B
Seychelles W, P
Sierra Leone W, P
Singapore W, P, B
Slovakia W, P, B
Slovenia W, P, B
Somalia W
South Africa W, P, B
Spain W, P, B
Sri Lanka W, P, B
Sudan W, P, B
Suriname W, P, B
Swaziland W, P, B
Sweden W, P, B
Switzerland W, P, B
Syrian Arab Republic W, P, B
Tajikistan W, P, B
Thailand W, B
The Former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia W, P, B
Togo W, P, B
Tonga W, P, B
Trinidad and Tobago W, P, B
Tunisia W, P, B
Turkey W, P, B
Turkmenistan W, P
Uganda W, P
Ukraine W, P, B
United Arab Emirates W, P, B
United Kingdom W, P, B
United Rep. of Tanzania W, P, B
United States of America W, P, B
Uruguay W, P, B
Uzbekistan W, P, B
Venezuela W, P, B
Vietnam W, P, B
Yemen W
Zambia W, P, B
Zimbabwe W, P, B
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tal institutions, accede to international treaties, and have more 

specialists in the fi elds of industrial property and copyright.

WIPO’s assistance consists mainly of advice, training, and the 

furnishing of documents and equipment. Advice is given by the 

staff  of WIPO, by experts chosen by WIPO, or at international 

meetings convened by WIPO. Training may be individual (on the 

job) or collective (in courses, seminars, and workshops) and may 

take place in the interested developing country, in an industri-

alized country, or in another developing country. Th e resources 

for such activities are provided in WIPO’s budget or from donor 

countries or organizations, particularly UNDP.

More than 8,000 men and women from some 140 developing 

countries annually benefi t from the 350 courses, seminars, and 

other meetings held under WIPO’s cooperation for development 

program. In addition, the International Bureau gave advice and 

assistance to offi  cials from newly independent governments of 

the former Soviet Union in connection with the preparation and 

enactment of intellectual property laws, the establishment of in-

dustrial property offi  ces, as well as adherence to WIPO-admin-

istered treaties. In particular, the International Bureau advised 

the Interstate Council on the Protection of Industrial Property 

(which groups nine states from the former Soviet Union: Arme-

nia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, the Republic of Moldova, 

the Russian Federation, Tajikistan, Ukraine, and Uzbekistan) on 

a plan to set up a regional patent system under the Eurasian Pat-

ent Convention.

B. Other Activities

In order to adapt the treaties administered by WIPO to changing 

circumstances and needs, a constant watch is kept to see whether 

they need to be revised. Th e Paris Convention, for example, has 

had six revisions, the last in Stockholm in 1967, and the Bern Con-

vention has had fi ve, the last in Paris in 1971. WIPO also keeps in-

ternational classifi cations of patents, trademarks, and industrial 

designs under review in order to keep them up-to-date.

In addition, WIPO observes changes in international industrial, 

trade, and cultural relations that seem to call for adaptations not 

only in the treaties administered by WIPO but also in national 

laws, regional arrangements, contractual practices, and profes-

sional activities in the fi eld of intellectual property.

Th us, for example, in the fi eld of industrial property, WIPO is 

considering the possibilities of uniform provisions in national pat-

ent laws, particularly concerning the eff ects on the patentability of 

an invention or a public disclosure of the invention by the inven-

tor prior to fi ling a patent application. It also advocates laws and 

treaty provisions that would give more effi  cient protection against 

the counterfeiting of goods and would protect the intellectual cre-

ators of microchips or integrated circuits and inventions in bio-

technology, including genetic engineering.

In the fi eld of copyright, WIPO has been engaged, in some cases 

jointly with UNESCO, in recommending laws for the protection 

of computer programs, for works created by employee-authors, 

for expressions of folklore, for more eff ective protection of authors 

and performers in connection with cable television, and for pro-

tection against piratical editions of books, phonograms, and vid-

eotapes and excessive unauthorized reproduction. WIPO is also 

studying the copyright law aspects of the rental of phonograms 

and videograms, of direct broadcast satellites, and of electronic 

libraries and the possibility of creating an international register of 

audiovisual works.

In 1993, WIPO established the WIPO Worldwide Academy to 

conduct encounter sessions on current intellectual property is-

sues at the policy level for government offi  cials from developing 

countries. WIPO also awarded to three nationals from developing 

countries the fi rst long-term scholarships to institutions in indus-

trialized countries for intellectual property law studies.

Th e WIPO Arbitration and Mediation Center was established 

in July 1994 to off er enterprises and individuals four dispute-set-

tlement procedures: mediation, arbitration, expedited arbitration 

(for small-scale disputes), and a combined procedure of media-

tion and arbitration.

Th e rise in the use of the Internet in the late 1990s and into 

the 2000s presented challenges for the intellectual property sys-

tem in guaranteeing the orderly development of the digital society. 

WIPO developed the Digital Agenda, a work program to be devel-

oped in the new millennium, to respond to the connections be-

tween the Internet, digital technologies, and the intellectual prop-

erty system. Th e Digital Agenda also aims to integrate developing 

countries into the Internet environment.

WIPO also developed a project called WIPOnet, a global in-

tellectual property information network. It facilitates the digital 

exchange of intellectual property information between member 

states, and works to develop global standards and guidelines for 

the protection and enforcement of intellectual property rights.

International Registrations

Th e International Patent Documentation Center, established in 

Vienna in 1972 under an agreement between WIPO and the gov-

ernment of Austria, puts on computer the principal bibliographic 

data of almost 1 million patent documents a year and permits the 

retrieval of the data required for various purposes by patent offi  ces, 

industry, and research and development institutions. Th e fi nancial 

and operational responsibility lies with the Austrian government, 

but WIPO assists the center in its contacts with the patent offi  ces 

of the various countries.

Th e International Bureau of WIPO, in Geneva, maintains four 

registration services in the fi elds of patents, trademarks, industrial 

designs, and appellations of origin.

WIPO



T H E  I N T E R N AT I O N A L  F U N D 
F O R  A G R I C U LT U R A L 

D E V E L O P M E N T  ( I FA D )

CREATION
IFAD was one of the major initiatives of the World Food Confer-

ence, held in Rome in 1974, following two years of negotiations. 

Th e agreement establishing the fund was adopted by 91 govern-

ments on 13 June 1976 and was opened for signature or ratifi ca-

tion on 20 December 1976, following attainment of the target of 

us1 billion in initial pledges. Th e agreement came into force on 

30 November 1977.

PURPOSES
Th e objective of the fund is to mobilize additional resources to be 

made available on concessional terms to help developing coun-

tries improve their food production and nutrition. Th e fund is 

unique in that its projects are focused exclusively on agricultural 

development, concentrating on the poorest sections of the rural 

populations in developing countries. It deals with all aspects of 

agriculture, including crops, irrigation, agricultural credit, stor-

age, livestock, and fi sheries.

Th e UN Social Summit in Copenhagen agreed in 1995 that each 

member country would devise a program to halve the incidence 

of “dollar poverty” between 1995 and 2015. In 1996 OECD agreed 

to set their country-specifi c aid into the context of these national 

programs. Rural areas of developing countries contain over 75% 

of the world’s dollar-poor. Th erefore, policies for the reduction of 

rural poverty must make a large contribution if the poverty reduc-

tion target is to be achieved.

MEMBERSHIP
IFAD had a total of 164 member nations in 2006, compared with 

91 at the time of its establishment. In February 1997, all member 

states were reclassifi ed as follows: Category I (developed coun-

tries) were reclassifi ed as List A countries; Category II (oil-export-

ing developing countries) reclassifi ed as List B countries; and Cat-

egory III (other developing countries) reclassifi ed globally as List 

C Countries. In 2002 there were 23 List A countries, 12 List B 

countries, and 129 List C countries.

STRUCTURE
IFAD is a new kind of institution in the UN system. Th e governing 

bodies that supervise its operations refl ect an innovative formula 

that brings together the interests of industrialized countries. As 

an action-oriented organization, the fund normally works by con-

sensus rather than by voting. Originally there were 1,800 votes, 

distributed equally among each of the three categories (600). Un-

der a new system, of the 1,800 votes, 790 are membership votes 

divided equally among all members. Aft er subtracting the mem-

bership votes from the original 1,800 votes, the remaining 1,010 

contribution votes are distributed among members in accordance 

with their paid share of cumulative convertible currency contri-

butions. Th e 790 membership votes are redistributed each time a 

new member joins IFAD. 

Th e three main organs are the Governing Council, the Execu-

tive Board, and the secretariat, headed by a president.

In 2002, IFAD’s professional staff  numbered 134 and general 

service staff  numbered 181.

Governing Council

Th e highest governing body of the fund is the Governing Council, 

which meets once a year and on which all members are represent-

ed by a governor and an alternate governor. Th e council adopts 

the fund’s budget, approves the applications of new members, 

and elects the president of the fund and members of the Execu-

tive Board.

Executive Board

Th e Executive Board, composed of 18 members and 18 alternates, 

oversees the operations of the fund, including its investments and 

work program. Th e board holds three sessions a year.

President and Secretariat

Th e president of the fund, elected for four years, is responsible for 

its management. He is chairman of the Executive Board and heads 

the secretariat. Lennard Båge of Sweden was elected in February 

2001 and reelected for a second four-year term in February 2005. 

Th e fund’s headquarters are located at 107, Via del Serafi co 00142 

Rome, Italy.

BUDGET
During 1996–97, IFAD developed a strategy to streamline budget 

formulation. An internal reorganization made a considerable con-

tribution to cost-eff ectiveness, reducing administrative costs by 

BACKGROUND: Th e International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD) is the fi rst interna-

tional institution established exclusively to provide additional resources for agricultural and rural de-

velopment in developing countries and to channel those resources to the poorest rural populations in 

Africa, Near East and North Africa, Asia, and Latin America and the Caribbean that suff er from chronic 

hunger and malnutrition.
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over 23% during the period 1993–97 (while the loan volume over 

the same period increased by approximately 20%). Th e program 

of work for 2005 was us500 million. As of 2005, IFAD had 192 

ongoing programs and projects worth a total of us6.1 billion.

ACTIVITIES

A. Loans and Resources

Th e fi rst project loans were approved by IFAD’s Executive Board 

in April 1978. At the end of the three-year period, 1978–80, the 

fund’s cumulative commitments amounted to nearly us900 mil-

lion in loans and grants for some 70 of its developing member 

states.

For the period 1981–83, IFAD expanded its operational pro-

gram. By 1983, IFAD’s total fi nancial commitments since April 

1978 exceeded us1.4 billion for projects and programs in some 

80 member countries in Africa, Near East and North Africa, Asia, 

and Latin America and the Caribbean. By mid-1987, IFAD had 

extended loans totaling us2.3 billion to 89 developing countries 

to fi nance 204 projects. From 1978 to 2002, IFAD fi nanced 617 

projects in 115 countries, committing us7.7 billion in loans and 

us31.9 billion in grants. Th ese assisted 47 million rural poor 

households, equivalent to 257 million people. Loans were ex-

tended to lower income countries at highly concessional terms, 

repayable over 40 years, including a grace period of ten years and 

a 0.75% service charge per annum.

Th e fi rst replenishment of IFAD resources was unanimously ap-

proved by the fund’s Governing Council in January 1982. Mem-

ber countries off ered to provide contributions totaling us1 bil-

lion for the period 1981–83, including us620 million from List 

A (developed) countries, us450 million from List B (oil export-

ing developing) countries, and us32 million from List C (other 

developing) countries.

In 1986, the Governing Council agreed on a second replenish-

ment of IFAD’s resources totaling us488 million, of which List A 

countries pledged us276 million; List B countries, us184 mil-

lion; and List C countries, us28 million. In 1990, the Governing 

Council agreed on a third replenishment. Member countries of-

fered to provide contributions totaling us567 million of which 

List A countries pledged us378 million; List B countries, us124 

million, and List C countries, us65 million. A fourth replenish-

ment, totaling us470 million, began in February 1997. Of this, 

us419 million was pledged as of 9 December 1999. A fi ft h re-

plenishment, totaling us473 million, covered the period 2001–

03. Over the IFAD V period, donor contributions covered 46% of 

IFAD’s total resource needs, and the rest were met through refl ows 

from past loans (49%) and investment income (5%). A seventh re-

plenishment was being prepared in 2005.

B. Lending Policies and Operations

IFAD loan operations fall into two groups: projects initiated by the 

fund and projects cofi nanced with other fi nancial and develop-

ment institutions. IFAD-initiated projects are those for which the 

fund has taken the lead in project identifi cation and preparation 

and in mobilizing additional resources from other fi nancial agen-

cies where necessary.

Most of IFAD’s assistance has been provided on highly conces-

sional terms—loans repayable over 50 years with a 10-year grace 

period and an annual service charge of 1%. About one-quarter of 

the loans are repayable over 20 years at 4% annual interest, while a 

few have been off ered at 8% over 15–18 years. However, at its 17th 

session of January 1994, the Governing Council adopted a resolu-

Members of IFAD (as of May 2006)

LIST A: DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

Australia
Austria
Belgium
Canada
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany

Greece
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Luxembourg
Netherlands
New Zealand

Norway
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingom
United States

LIST B: OIL-EXPORTING DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Algeria
Gabon
Indonesia
Iran
Iraq

Kuwait
Libyan Arab
 Jamahiriya
Nigeria
Qatar

Saudi Arabia
United Arab Emirates
Venezuela

LIST C: OTHER DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Afghanistan
Albania
Angola
Antigua and Barbuda
Argentina
Armenia
Azerbaijan
Bangladesh
Barbados
Belize
Benin
Bhutan
Bolivia
Bosnia and
 Herzgovina
Botswana
Brazi
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cambodia
Cameroon
Cape Verde
Central African
 Republic
Chad
Chile
China
Colombia
Comoros
Congo
Congo, DRC
Cook Islands
Costa Rica
Côte d’Ivoire
Croatia
Cuba
Cyprus
Djibouti
Dominica
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
Egypt
El Salvador
Equatorial Guinea
Eritrea
Ethiopia
Fiji

Gambia
Georgia
Ghana
Grenada
Guatemala
Guinea
Guinea-Bissau
Guyana
Haiti
Honduras
India
Israel
Jamaica
Jordan
Kazakhstan
Kenya
Kiribati
Korea, Democratic
 People’s Republic of
Korea, Republic of
Kyrgystan
Laos
Lebanon
Lesotho
Liberia
Madagascar
Malawi
Malaysia
Maldives
Mali
Malta
Mauritania
Mauritius
Mexico
Moldova, Republic of
Mongolia
Morocco
Mozambique
Myanmar
Namibia
Nepal
Nicaragua
Niger
Oman
Pakistan
Panama
Papua N. Guinea

Paraguay
Peru
Philippines
Romania
Rwanda
St. Kitts and Nevis
St. Lucia
St. Vincent and the  
 Grenadines
Samoa
São Tomé and  
 Príncipe
Senegal
Seychelles
Sierra
Leone
Solomon Islands
Somalia
South Africa
Sri Lanka
Sudan
Suriname
Swaziland
Syrian Arab Republic
Tajikistan
Tanzania, United  
 Republic of
Thailand
The Former Yugoslav  
 Republic of 
 Macedonia
Timor-Leste
Togo
Tonga
Trinidad and Tobago
Tunisia
Turkey
Uganda
Uruguay
Vietnam
Yemen
Yugoslavia 
 (suspended)
Zambia
Zimbabwe
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tion which amended the lending terms and conditions for the fi rst 

time since the fund’s establishment.

In the future, those developing members countries having a 

Gross National Product (GNP) per capita of us805 or less in 

1992 prices, or which qualify for loans from the World Bank’s “soft  

loan” agency, the International Development Association, will 

normally be eligible to receive loans from IFAD on highly con-

cessional terms. Loans on highly concessional terms will be free 

of interest but will bear a service charge of 0.75% per annum and 

have a repayment period of 40 years, including a grace period of 

10 years. Th e total amount of loans provided each year on highly 

concessional terms will be approximately two-thirds of the total 

lent annually by IFAD.

IFAD loans represent only a part of the total project costs; the 

governments concerned contribute a share. In most of its projects, 

IFAD has cooperated with the World Bank (IBRD and IDA); the 

African, Asian, Inter-American, and Islamic development banks; 

the Arab Fund for Economic and Social Development; the Central 

American Bank for Economic Integration; the World Food Pro-

gramme; the EU; OPEC; and other multi-institutions.

IFAD, while seeking to preserve an appropriate balance in its 

regional allocations, also has attempted to respond to the spe-

cial needs of the 74 low-income, food-defi cit countries. Well over 

80% of the fund’s loans were channeled to these countries in the 

1978–95 period. Th e regional shares of IFAD-supported projects 

approved between 1978–95 under both regular and special pro-

grams were: Africa (sub-Sahara), 41%; Asia and the Pacifi c, 26%; 

Latin America and the Caribbean, 16%; and Near East and North 

Africa, 16.4%.

In January 1986, IFAD, as the fi rst international fi nancial insti-

tution to respond to the socioeconomic crisis in sub-Saharan Af-

rica, in the wake of the disastrous droughts and famines of 1983–

85, launched the Special Programme for Sub-Saharan African 

Countries Aff ected by Drought and Desertifi cation (SPA), with a 

target for resource mobilization of us300 million. Th is target was 

outrun by contributions reaching us322.8 million from fi ve de-

veloping countries and the European Community.

Th e program aims to restore the productive capacity of small 

farmers, promote traditional food crops mainly grown by small-

holders, and initiate small-scale water control schemes, in addi-

tion to recommending measures for environmental protection 

and providing assistance to governments in regard to policy.

By January 1993, a second phase of the program became ef-

fective. While it preserves the focus of the fi rst phase, it extends 

its conceptual frame and operational scope. Specifi cally it carries 

environmental and soil conservation objectives from on-farm to 

off -farm (particularly in the common property resource domain), 

and addresses overall coping strategies of households and com-

munities through economic diversifi cation. New commitments in 

2001 totaled us405 million for 25 loans averaging us16 million 

each.

In selecting an area of a country for assistance, IFAD deter-

mines whether the area is geographically or functionally isolated 

from the rest of the national economy; the extent to which its pop-

ulation has a lower average per capita income than the national 

average; the degree to which the area is food-defi cient; whether 

it has relatively inadequate delivery systems and infrastructure in 

comparison with the rest of the country; and the proportion of 

poverty—for example, the proportion of landless—in comparison 

with other rural areas. In terms of impact, IFAD’s projects, at full 

development, will help some 30 million poor rural households out 

of hunger and poverty.

C. Technical Assistance

IFAD provides grant fi nancing for technical assistance in proj-

ect preparation, institutional development, agricultural research, 

training, and other activities which support the fund’s activities.

IFAD



T H E  U N I T E D  N AT I O N S 
I N D U S T R I A L  D E V E L O P M E N T 

O R G A N I Z AT I O N  ( U N I D O )

CREATION
UNIDO was established by the General Assembly in November 

1966 as an autonomous organization within the UN to promote 

and accelerate the industrialization of developing countries and 

to coordinate the industrial development activities of the UN 

system.

Th e fi rst General Conference of UNIDO was held in Vienna in 

1971. Th e second General Conference, held in Lima in 1975, pro-

posed the conversion of UNIDO into a specialized agency “in or-

der to increase its ability to render assistance to developing coun-

tries in the most effi  cient ways.” Th e conference also adopted the 

Lima Declaration and Plan of Action, which called for developing 

countries to reach the target of 25% of world industrial output by 

the year 2000.

In 1979, a conference of plenipotentiaries, meeting in Vienna, 

adopted a constitution for UNIDO, to become eff ective when at 

least 80 states had ratifi ed it. Th is was achieved on 21 June 1985, 

and UNIDO’s conversion into a specialized agency became eff ec-

tive on 1 January 1986.

PURPOSES
UNIDO’s mandate from the General Assembly is to act as the cen-

tral coordinating body for industrial activities within the United 

Nations system and to promote industrial development and coop-

eration at global, regional, national, and sectoral levels.

In the wake of the reorganization of the activities of the United 

Nations and its specialized agencies in the early 1990s, UNIDO 

identifi ed fi ve development objectives that provide a new concep-

tual framework for the organization’s future programs:

• industrial and technological growth and competitiveness;

• human resource development;

• equitable development through industrialization;

• environmentally sustainable industrial development; and

• international cooperation in industrial investment and tech-

nology.

By applying its expertise at three levels—policy, institution, and 

enterprise—UNIDO acts as:

• the central coordinating agency for matters related to indus-

trial development;

• a focal point for industrial technology;

• an honest broker for industrial cooperation;

• a center of excellence on industrial development issues; and

• a global source of industrial information.

MEMBERSHIP
As of 21 August 2003, UNIDO had a membership of 171, an in-

crease of 21 countries since 1987. Th e growth in membership was 

mainly caused by the emergence of the newly independent na-

tions of Central and Eastern Europe in the wake of the collapse of 

the Soviet Union. A few of the most industrialized countries chose 

to withdraw from UNIDO, claiming that the organization is inef-

fi ciently operated. In December 1995, the United States decided to 

withdraw, followed by Germany in November 1996 and the Unit-

ed Kingdom in December 1996. Th e United Kingdom and Ger-

many later rejoined, but as of 2003, the United States had not.

STRUCTURE
Th e four organs of UNIDO are the General Conference, the In-

dustrial Development Board, the program and budget committee, 

and the secretariat, headed by a Director-General.

General Conference

UNIDO’s strategies and policies in regard to industrial develop-

ment are outlined at its General Conference, which meets every 

two years and is composed of representatives of all members. Since 

the organization’s inception, the General Conference has met in 

1971 (Vienna), 1975 (Lima), 1980 (New Delhi), 1984 (Vienna), 

1985 (Vienna—UNIDO’s transition to a specialized agency), 1987 

(Bangkok), 1989 and 1991 (Vienna), 1993 (Yaoundé), 1995, 1997, 

1999, 2001, 2003, and 2005 (Vienna).

BACKGROUND: Industrialization is one of the primary goals of the developing countries, to in-

crease their share of world manufacturing output and decrease their dependence on imported goods and 

services and on their traditional raw-materials export economies. Th e United Nations Industrial De-

velopment Organization (UNIDO), the newest specialized agency of the UN, seeks to further that goal 

through its programs of technical cooperation with developing countries, designed to aid in the planning 

and implementation of industrial projects, the training of personnel in manufacturing and managerial 

skills, the transfer of technology and the provision of information, and the promotion of investment in 

industry in developing countries.
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Industrial Development Board

Th e Industrial Development Board consists of 53 members elect-

ed by the General Conference for four-year terms. Th e board re-

views the implementation of the work program and the budget 

and makes recommendations to the General Conference on pol-

icy matters, including the appointment of the Director-General, 

when required. It meets once during General Conference years, 

and twice in other years.

As of 2 December 2005 the members of the Industrial Devel-

opment Board were: Afghanistan, Algeria, Austria, Belgium, Bo-

livia, Brazil, Burkina Faso, Chile, China, Colombia, Côte d’Ivoire, 

Cuba, Czech Republic, Egypt, Ethiopia, France, Germany, Ghana, 

Greece, Guatemala, India, Indonesia, Iran (Islamic Republic of), 

Ireland, Italy, Japan, Kenya, Luxembourg, Mexico, Morocco, the 

Netherlands, Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, Paraguay, Poland, Re-

public of Korea, Russian Federation, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Slo-

vakia, South Africa, Spain, Sri Lanka, Switzerland, Syrian Arab 

Republic, Th ailand, Tunisia, Turkey, Ukraine, United Kingdom, 

Uruguay, and Zimbabwe.

Program and Budget Committee

Th e program and budget committee is composed of 27 members 

elected for two-year terms. Member states meet once a year to as-

sist the board in the preparation and examination of the work pro-

gram, budget, and other fi nancial matters.

As of 2 December 2005 the members were: Algeria, Austria, 

Burkina Faso, China, Côte d’Ivoire, Cuba, Ethiopia, France, Ger-

many, Greece, Guatemala, Hungary, Iran (Islamic Republic of), 

Italy, Japan, Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, Republic of 

Korea, Mexico, Pakistan, Peru, Poland, Russian Federation, South 

Africa, Switzerland, Tunisia, Turkey, and the United Kingdom.

Director-General and Secretariat

Th e Director-General of UNIDO, elected by the General Confer-

ence in December 2005 for a four-year term was Kandeh Yum-

kella of Sierra Leone.

Prior to its conversion into a specialized agency, UNIDO was 

headed by an executive director appointed by the Secretary-Gen-

eral of the UN. Th e fi rst two executive directors were Ibrahim 

Helmi Abdel-Rahman (1967–74) and Abd-El Rahman Khane 

(1975–85). Domingo L. Siazo, Jr., of the Philippines was the fi rst 

Director General of UNIDO when it became a specialized agency 

in 1985. He served as Director General from 1985 to 1993, when 

he was succeeded by Mauricio de Maria y Campos of Mexico (to 

1997). Carlos Alfredo Magarinos of Argentina served from 1997 

to 2005.

UNIDO maintains a professional staff  of more than 500 at its 

Vienna headquarters, including engineers, economists, and tech-

nology and environment specialists, and more than 100 in the 

fi eld.

Offi  ces

UNIDO is headquartered in Vienna, Austria. It maintains liaison 

offi  ces at UN headquarters in New York and at the UN offi  ce in 

Geneva. UNIDO maintains 43 fi eld offi  ces worldwide. UNIDO 

operates Investment Promotion Units (IPUs) in Egypt, Jordan, 

Morocco, Tunisia and Uganda, all of which are fi nanced by the 

Italian government, and an associate member in Turkey. It also 

has 35 National Cleaner Production Centers (NCPCs), estab-

lished by UNIDO and UNEP, and 10 International Technology 

Centers in Brazil, China, India, Italy, the Republic of Korea, and 

the Russian Federation.

BUDGET
Funding for UNIDO activities is drawn from the regular budget, 

the operational budget, and voluntary contributions. Th e regular 

budget is derived from member states’ assessed contributions. Th e 

operational budget is derived from the implementation of proj-

ects. Th e estimated volume of UNIDO operations for 2006-07 

was €355.8 million. Th e breakup was as follows: regular budget 

€150.8 million, operational budget €19.9 million and anticipated 

voluntary contributions €185.1 million. Most costs of expert ad-

vice, equipment, and other forms of technical assistance, in part-

nership with and at the request of developing countries, are met 

by the UNDP, for which UNIDO is an executing agency. Special 

UNIDO projects use the Industrial Development Fund (IDF), es-

tablished in 1976 with a “desirable funding level of us50 million 

annually.” UNIDO annually awards about 200 contracts valued at 

about us20 million. Spending on training in the form of fellow-

ships, study tours, and group training annually amounts to about 

us15 million.

ACTIVITIES
Forty-nine integrated programs were formulated and approved 

as of May 2006, most of which had been developed and were in 

operation.

A. Technical Cooperation

For 2005, UNIDO’s programs and projects totaled approximately 

us463 million. Of that total, 41% had been allocated to sub-Saha-

ran Africa and 43% to the least developed countries in the world.

UNIDO’s objectives in technical cooperation are the following:

• To elaborate programs and projects for the industrial devel-

opment of developing countries, including special measures 

for the least developed countries;

• To formulate policies and strategies for the development of 

UNIDO’s operational activities, from diff erent sources of fi -

nance and with particular focus on the country, subregion, 

and region concerned;

• To prepare technical cooperation programs and formulate 

specifi c projects, in collaboration with other UN bodies and 

with governments, as well as through participation in round-

table meetings or consultative groups;

• To help improve the eff ectiveness of technical cooperation 

programs by assessing the progress made and the results 

achieved by projects at intermediate and fi nal stages and by 

feeding back into the programming process the results of 

their impact; and

• To maintain a program of UNIDO country directors that en-

hances the services rendered to the developing countries.

In seeking to industrialize their economies, developing coun-

tries face a wide spectrum of problems, ranging from preparation 

of national plans, development of sectoral programs, and elabora-

tion of appropriate policies and strategies of industrial develop-

ment, to concerns relating to the technical processes to be em-
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ployed in manufacturing any specifi c product, preparation of 

preinvestment studies, organization of production facilities, train-

ing of personnel in new skills, management of factory operations, 

and establishment of an industrial infrastructure to support in-

dustrial enterprises and to mobilize fi nancial resources for invest-

ment in industrial production.

UNIDO assists in addressing these problems by in-depth stud-

ies on specifi c priority problems of industrialization in particular 

countries, with consideration given to important concerns, such 

as the rehabilitation of troubled industries, international coopera-

tion for small-and medium-sized industry development, institu-

tional development for technology transfer and adaptation, and 

technical cooperation among developing countries.

UNIDO also works to increase the resources available for tech-

nical cooperation purposes, working with traditional as well as 

new funding sources, such as trust funds under which the de-

veloping countries themselves fi nance UNIDO technical assis-

tance projects, and mobilizing the support of nongovernmental 

organizations.

Industrial Operations Technology

A common problem of developing countries is how best to exploit 

their natural resources and other comparative advantages in order 

to ensure a worthwhile share for themselves in world production 

and trade in manufactured products, including replacement of 

imported industrial products with locally manufactured ones. In 

order to increase industrial production in developing countries, 

UNIDO assists them, through the implementation of technical

cooperation projects, in acquiring the technological base and 

know-how that will enable them to establish, expand, rehabilitate, 

and improve the effi  ciency and productivity of industrial facilities 

in the main branches of industry. It provides this help through di-

rect assistance to manufacturing enterprises or through the estab-

lishment or strengthening of specialized technology centers ser-

vicing individual industrial sectors.

UNIDO also extends assistance in the effi  cient utilization of en-

ergy resources by industry, in the industrial-scale production of 

fuel and feedstock from renewable resources, and in promoting 

environmentally sustainable industrial development. Continued 
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Members of UNIDO (as of 21 August 2003)

Afghanistan
Albania
Algeria
Angola
Argentina
Armenia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Bahamas
Bahrain
Bangladesh
Barbados
Belarus
Belgium
Belize
Benin
Bhutan
Bolivia
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Botswana
Brazil
Bulgaria
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cambodia
Cameroon
Cape Verde
Central African Republic
Chad
Chile
China
Colombia
Comoros
Congo
Congo, Democratic Republic of the
Costa Rica
Côte d’Ivoire
Croatia
Cuba
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Djibouti
Dominica

Dominican Republic
Ecuador
Egypt
El Salvador
Equatorial Guinea
Eritrea
Ethiopia
Fiji
Finland
France
Gabon
Gambia
Georgia
Germany
Ghana
Greece
Grenada
Guatemala
Guinea
Guinea-Bissau
Guyana
Haiti
Honduras
Hungary
India
Indonesia
Iran
Iraq
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Jamaica
Japan
Jordan
Kazakhstan
Kenya
Korea, Democratic 
 People’s Republic of
Korea, Republic of
Kuwait
Kyrgyzstan
Lao People’s Democratic Republic
Lebanon
Lesotho

Liberia
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Madagascar
Malawi
Malaysia
Maldives
Mali
Malta
Mauritania
Mauritius
Mexico
Moldova, Republic of
Monaco
Mongolia
Morocco
Mozambique
Myanmar
Namibia
Nepal
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Niger
Nigeria
Norway
Oman
Pakistan
Panama
Papua New Guinea
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Qatar
Romania
Russian Federation
Rwanda
São Tomé and Príncipe
Saudi Arabia
Senegal
Serbia and Montenegro

Seychelles
Sierra Leone
Slovakia
Slovenia
Somalia
South Africa
Spain
Sri Lanka
St. Kitts and Nevis
St. Lucia
St. Vincent and the Grenadines
Sudan
Suriname
Swaziland
Sweden
Switzerland
Syrian Arab Republic
Tajikistan
Tanzania, United Republic of
Thailand
The Former Yugoslav Republic of   
 Macedonia
Timor-Leste
Togo
Tonga
Trinidad and Tobago
Tunisia
Turkey
Turkmenistan
Uganda
Ukraine
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
Uruguay
Uzbekistan
Vanuatu
Venezuela
Vietnam
Yemen
Zambia
Zimbabwe
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attention is given to the establishment of pilot and demonstration 

plants to accelerate the utilization of locally available raw materi-

als, including industrial and agricultural wastes. Particular atten-

tion is given to technical assistance in chemical industries and in 

the production of capital goods, including equipment for telecom-

munications and transportation, especially in support of rural de-

velopment and in the manufacture of pesticides, fertilizers, and 

agricultural equipment.

Industrial Institutions and Services

In order to increase industrial production, developing countries 

have to make extensive use of planning techniques and preinvest-

ment studies and also need to establish and strengthen institution-

al infrastructures and support services and the skills required to 

set up and operate manufacturing enterprises. Institutional infra-

structures are particularly critical in order to compensate, at least 

in part, for the absence of a long tradition of industrial develop-

ment in most developing countries. Th ere is a continuous demand 

for the establishment or strengthening of institutions dealing with 

standardization and quality control, industrial research, small-

scale industries, and rural development. Th e lack of production, 

managerial, and entrepreneurial skills is frequently the greatest 

obstacle to industrial development.

Th rough its technical cooperation programs, UNIDO seeks to 

assist developing countries, particularly in the development of hu-

man resources, by identifying priority areas for industrial train-

ing and for the establishment of national institutes for research 

and development and for training and consultancy that may be-

come centers for training of personnel, including training in man-

agement and in the preparation of preinvestment studies, project 

implementation, and operation of industrial enterprises. UNIDO 

extends assistance through fellowships, study tours, and group 

training programs.

B. Investment Promotion

Another major focus of UNIDO activities is the acceleration of in-

vestment in the private and public sectors of developing countries, 

in a manner consistent with their national plans and policies, and 

through the implementation of technical cooperation projects in 

the fi eld of industrial investment.

Although there is a need for a massive fl ow of fi nancial and 

technical resources from outside sources to implement projects 

necessary to achieve the targets of industrial growth laid down in 

the plans of developing countries, the lack of sound and well-pre-

pared investment projects backed by suitable entrepreneurs has 

been a more serious obstacle to the fl ow of these needed resources 

than the lack of investment funds. Information is scarce regard-

ing the sources of fi nancing and the identifi cation of enterprises 

that are suitable and willing to participate in manufacturing proj-

ects in developing countries or to redeploy their industrial plants 

to developing countries. At the same time, there is oft en a lack of 

awareness among development fi nance institutions and entrepre-

neurs in industrialized and selected developing countries of the 

possibilities for cooperation with project sponsors in developing 

countries.

UNIDO seeks to stimulate industrial development in develop-

ing countries by promoting cooperation between industrialists in 

both developed and developing countries in the generation, for-

mulation, and promotion of investment projects through invest-

ment promotion services, access to information stored in comput-

er data banks, and links with international, regional, subregional, 

and national development fi nance institutions.

UNIDO’s Investment Promotion Resources Information System 

contains thousands of records on industrial investment project 

proposals, potential partners, development fi nance institutions, 

investment-related institutions, and project sponsors. UNIDO 

also maintains investment service offi  ces in Athens, Vienna, Par-

is, Cologne, Seoul, Tokyo, Zurich, Warsaw, Washington, and Mi-

lan, which serve as a direct link to businesses and governments 

in developing countries and can be the “eyes and ears” of fi rms in 

industrialized countries interested in investment opportunities in 

developing countries.

C. Information and Consultations

Th rough its Industrial and Technological Information Bank, 

UNIDO seeks to accelerate the fl ow of information to developing 

countries, many of which lack access to such information and to 

technological trends and advances. It also assists in advancing the 

capacities of developing countries for acquisition of technology 

through workshops and advisory services and through its System 

of Consultations. At both the regional and interregional levels, 

UNIDO’s System of Consultations is an instrument in promoting 

industrial cooperation among developing countries.

UNIDO



T H E  W O R L D  T R A D E 
O R G A N I Z AT I O N  ( W T O )

CREATION
Th e origin of the WTO can be traced back to the creation of the 

International Trade Organization at the 1944 Bretton Woods’ 

Conference. While the terms of the ITO charter were being draft -

ed and debated (a process which began in February of 1946 and 

lasted until their a fi nal draft  was produced in March 1948) and 

countries pondered whether they would join the organization, 

representatives from a group of 17 nations assembled in Geneva 

and concluded an interim agreement (GATT) to lower trade bar-

riers and tariff s among themselves. Th e agreement, which was to 

take eff ect on 1 January 1948, was not meant to be a permanent 

trade body but rather a stopgap agreement to serve until the time 

that the ITO would be put in place.

However, when the Truman Administration decided not to 

submit the charter creating the ITO to the US Senate for ratifi ca-

tion (since there were not enough votes in the Senate in favor of 

ratifi cation) the plan to create the ITO was abandoned leaving the 

GATT Treaty in its place.

While the GATT functioned well enough, the leading members 

wished to replace it with a world-wide trade-regulating body like 

the WTO for a number of reasons. First, the GATT rules applied 

to trade only in merchandise goods. In addition to goods, the 

WTO covers trade in services and trade-related aspects of intel-

lectual property (through the agreement on Trade-related Aspects 

of Intellectual Property Rights—TRIPs). Second, while GATT was 

a multilateral instrument, by the 1980s many new agreements of 

a plurilateral, and therefore selective nature had been added. Th e 

agreements which constitute the WTO are almost all multilat-

eral and, thus, involve commitments for the entire membership. 

Th ird, Th e WTO dispute settlement system is faster, more auto-

matic, and thus much less susceptible to blockages, than the old 

GATT system.

But beyond these practical and functional reasons for establish-

ing the WTO, there were also more philosophical and symbolic 

reasons. Th e GATT was a set of rules, a multilateral agreement, 

with no institutional foundation, only a small associated secre-

tariat which had its origins in the attempt to establish an Inter-

national Trade Organization in the 1940s. By contrast, the WTO 

is a permanent institution with its own secretariat. Moreover, the 

GATT was applied on a “provisional basis” even if, aft er more than 

forty years, governments chose to treat it as a permanent com-

mitment while the WTO commitments are fully and functionally 

permanent.

For the above reasons, the creation of a new, permanent trade 

body became one of the principal objectives about half-way 

through the GATT’s Uruguay round, which ran from 1986 to 

1994. A draft  for the new international trade body, the WTO, was 

draft ed and formally approved at the Ministerial Conference held 

in the ancient trade center of Marrakesh in July of 1994. Under 

the terms of the so-called “Final Act” signed there, the GATT was 

replaced by the WTO on 1 January 1995.

Th e Preamble of the Agreement Establishing the WTO states 

that members should conduct their trade and economic relations 

with a view to “raising standards of living, ensuring full employ-

ment and a large and steadily growing volume of real income and 

eff ective demand, and expanding the production of and trade 

in goods and services, while allowing for the optimal use of the 

world’s resources in accordance with the objective of sustainable 

development, seeking both to protect and preserve the environ-

ment and to enhance the means for doing so in a manner consis-

tent with their respective needs and concerns at diff erent levels of 

development.”

Furthermore, members recognize the “need for positive eff orts 

designed to ensure that developing countries, and especially the 

least-developed among them, secure a share in international trade 

commensurate with the needs of their economic development.”

To contribute to the achievement of these objectives, WTO 

Members have agreed to enter into “reciprocal and mutually ad-

vantageous arrangements directed to the substantial reduction of 

tariff s and other barriers to trade and to the elimination of dis-

criminatory treatment in international trade relations.”

BACKGROUND: Th e World Trade Organization (WTO) was established on 1 January 1995 as the 

legal and institutional foundation of the multilateral trading system. It provides the principal contractual 

obligations determining how governments frame and implement domestic trade legislation and regula-

tions. And it is the platform on which trade relations among countries evolve through collective debate, 

negotiation and adjudication. Th e WTO is the embodiment of the results of the Uruguay Round trade 

negotiations and the successor to the General Agreement on Tariff s and Trade (GATT).
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As the successor to GATT, WHO celebrated the golden jubilee 

of the multilateral trading system in May 1998.

PURPOSES
Th e fundamental principles of the WTO are:

• Trade without discrimination. Under the “most-favored na-

tion” (MFN) clause, members are bound to grant to the prod-

ucts of other members no less favorable treatment than that 

accorded to the products of any other country. Th e provision 

on “national treatment” requires that once goods have en-

tered a market, they must be treated no less favorably than 

the equivalent domestically-produced good.

• Predictable and growing access to markets. While quotas are 

generally outlawed, tariff s or customs duties are legal in the 

WTO. Tariff  reductions made by over 120 countries in the 

Uruguay Round are contained in some 22,500 pages of na-

tional tariff  schedules which are considered an integral part 

of the WTO. Tariff  reductions, for the most part phased in 

over fi ve years, will result in a 40% cut in industrial countries’ 

tariff s in industrial products from an average of 6.3% to 3.8%. 

Th e Round also increased the percentage of bound product 

lines to nearly 100% for developed nations and countries in 

transition and to 73% for developing countries. Members 

have also undertaken an initial set of commitments cover-

ing national regulations aff ecting various services activities. 

Th ese commitments are, like those for tariff s, contained in 

binding national schedules.

• Promoting fair competition. Th e WTO extends and clarifi es 

previous GATT rules that laid down the basis on which gov-

ernments could impose compensating duties on two forms 

of “unfair” competition: dumping and subsidies. Th e WTO 

Agreement on agriculture is designed to provide increased 

fairness in farm trade. An agreement on intellectual property 

will improve conditions of competition where ideas and in-

ventions are involved, and another will do the same thing for 

trade in services.

• Encouraging development and economic reform. GATT provi-

sions intended to favor developing countries are maintained 

in the WTO, in particular those encouraging industrial coun-

tries to assist trade of developing nations. Developing coun-

tries are given transition periods to adjust to the more diffi  cult 

WTO provisions. Least-developed countries are given even 

more fl exibility and benefi t from accelerated implementation 

of market access concessions for their goods.

MEMBERSHIP
As of 11 December 2005, there were 149 member nations of the 

WTO. Th ere were over 30 applicants negotiating membership at 

that time. All GATT signatory nations who signed the Final Act 

of the Uruguay Round in Marrakesh in July of 1994 automatically 

became original members of the WTO. In addition, several other 

countries who joined the GATT later in 1994 and signed the Final 

Act of the Uruguay Round and became original WTO members. 

When the WTO became eff ective on 1 January 1995, there were 76 

original WTO members and another 50 nations at various stages 

in the membership process.

Aside from the original WTO members, any nation or “customs 

territory” having full autonomy in the conduct of its trade policies 

may accede to the WTO on terms agreed with WTO members. 

Th e process of a nonmember nation joining the WTO takes place 

in several stages. In the fi rst stage of the accession procedures 

the applicant government is required to provide the WTO with a 

memorandum covering all aspects of its trade and economic poli-

cies having a bearing on WTO agreements. Th is memorandum 

becomes the basis for a detailed examination of the accession re-

quest in a working party.

Alongside the working party’s eff orts, the applicant government 

engages in bilateral negotiations with interested member govern-

ments to establish its concessions and commitments on goods and 

its commitments on services. Th is bilateral process, among other 

things, determines the specifi c benefi ts for WTO members in per-

mitting the applicant to accede. Once both the examination of the 

applicant’s trade regime and market access negotiations are com-

plete, the working party draws up basic terms of accession.

Finally, the results of the working party’s deliberations con-

tained in its report, a draft  protocol of accession, and the agreed 

schedules resulting from the bilateral negotiations are presented 

to the General Council or the Ministerial Conference for adop-

tion. If a two-thirds majority of WTO members vote in favor, the 

applicant is free to sign the protocol and to accede to the Organi-

zation; when necessary, aft er ratifi cation in its national parliament 

or legislature.

Aft er becoming a member, many countries are represented in 

the WTO by permanent diplomatic missions in Geneva usually 

headed by a special Ambassador.

As a result of regional economic integration—in the form of 

customs unions and free trade areas—and looser political and 

geographic arrangements, some groups of countries act to-

gether in the WTO with a single spokesperson in meetings and 

negotiations.

Th e largest and most comprehensive grouping is the European 

Union and its 25 member states. Th e EU is a customs union with 

a single external trade policy and tariff . While the member states 

coordinate their position in Brussels and Geneva, the European 

Commission alone speaks for the EU at almost all WTO meet-

ings. Th e EU is a WTO member in its own right as are each of its 

member states.

It is important to note that any country can withdraw at any 

time from the WTO.

STRUCTURE
Th e highest WTO authority is the Ministerial Conference which 

meets at least once every two years and is composed of representa-

tives from all WTO signatories. Th e day-to-day work of the WTO, 

however, falls to a number of subsidiary bodies, principally the 

General Council, which is required to report to the Ministerial 

Conference. Th e General Council meets several times a year in 

the Geneva headquarters. Like the Ministerial Conference, the 

General Council is composed of representatives from all member 

nations. As well as conducting its regular work on behalf of the 

Ministerial Conference, the members of the General Council also 

convene as the Dispute Settlement Body (DSB) and as the Trade 

Policy Review Body. At the next level are the Goods Council, Ser-
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vices Council and Intellectual Property (TRIPS) Council, which 

report to the General Council.

Five other bodies are established by the Ministerial Confer-

ence and report to the General Council: the Committee on Trade 

and Development, the Committee on Trade and Environment, 

the Committee on Regional Trade Agreements, the Committee 

on Balance of Payments, and the Committee on Budget, Finance 

and Administration. A Trade Negotiations Committee was also 

established in November 2001 as a result of the Doha Declaration 

(see below). At the second Ministerial Conference in Geneva in 

1998, ministers decided that the WTO would also study the area 

of electronic commerce, a task to be shared by existing councils 

and committees.

Each of the plurilateral agreements of the WTO—those on civ-

il aircraft , government procurement, dairy products and bovine 

meat—have their own management bodies which report to the 

General Council.

Th e DSB itself also establishes subsidiary bodies for the reso-

lution of trade disputes. One such set of bodies are called “pan-

els.” Th ese panels are set up on an ad-hoc basis and last only long 

enough to hear the merits of a particular trade dispute between 

WTO members and reach a decision as to whether unfair trade 

practices are involved. Aft er the DSB approves the formation of 

a panel, the WTO Secretariat will suggest the names of three po-

tential panelists to the parties to the dispute, drawing as neces-

sary on a list of qualifi ed persons. If there is real diffi  culty in the 

choice, the Director-General can appoint the panelists. Th e panel-

ists serve in their individual capacities and are not subject to gov-

ernment instructions.

Th e DSB also has the responsibility of establishing an Appellate 

Body to review decisions made by individual panels. Th e Appel-

late Body is modeled aft er the structure of the U.S. Federal Appeals 

Courts: the Appellate Body is composed of seven persons, three of 

which are assigned to each appeal from a panel’s judgment. Th e 

members of the Appellate Body must be broadly representative of 

WTO membership, and are required to be persons of recognized 

standing in the fi eld of law and international trade, and not affi  li-

ated with any government. Each member serves a four-year term.

Th e procedural operation of panels and the Appellate Body are 

described below under the heading of “Activities.”

SECRETARIAT
Th e WTO Secretariat is located in Geneva. It had 635 staff  in 2006 

and is headed by a Director-General, and four Deputy Directors-

General. Its responsibilities include the servicing of WTO dele-

gate bodies with respect to negotiations and the implementation 

of agreements. It has a particular responsibility to provide tech-

nical support to developing countries, and especially the least-

developed countries. WTO economists and statisticians provide 

trade performance and trade policy analyses while its legal staff  

assist in the resolution of trade disputes involving the interpre-

tation of WTO rules and precedents. Other Secretariat work is 

concerned with accession negotiations for new members and pro-

viding advice to governments considering membership. Despite 

the increased responsibilities of the WTO when compared with 

the GATT, there has been no signifi cant increase in administrative 

or other staffi  ng levels. Pascal Lamy of France, the fi ft h Director-

General, began his four-year appointment on 1 September 2005.

BUDGET
Th e WTO’s annual budget for 2006 was 175 million Swiss francs, 

with individual contributions calculated on the basis of shares in 

the total trade conducted by members. Part of the budget also 

goes to the International Trade Center.

ACTIVITIES

A. Reviewing Member Nations’ Trade Policies

Surveillance of the national trade policies of WTO member na-

tions is a fundamentally important activity running throughout 

the work of the WTO. At the center of this work is the Trade Poli-

cy Review Mechanism (TPRM).

Reviews are conducted on a regular, periodic basis. Th e four 

biggest traders—the European Union, the United States, Japan 

and Canada—are examined approximately once every two years. 

Th e next 16 countries in terms of their share of world trade are 

reviewed every four years; and the remaining countries every six 

years, with the possibility of a longer interim period for the least-

developed countries.

Th e review examines the overall trading practices of a WTO 

member rather than focusing on the legal compatibility of any 

particular trade policy or practice.

Reviews are conducted in the Trade Policy Review Body 

(TPRB)—established at the same level as the General Council. 

Th e TPRB conducts its review through the use of two documents: 

a policy statement prepared by the government under review, and 

a detailed report prepared independently by the WTO Secretariat. 

Th ese two reports, together with the proceedings of the TPRB are 

published aft er the review meeting.

In addition to the TPRM, many other WTO agreements con-

tain obligations for member governments to notify the WTO Sec-

retariat of new or modifi ed trade measures. For example, details of 

any new anti-dumping or countervailing legislation, new techni-

cal standards aff ecting trade, changes to regulations aff ecting trade 

in services, and laws or regulations concerning the TRIPs agree-

ment all have to be notifi ed to the appropriate body of the WTO. 

Special groups are also established to examine new free-trade ar-

rangements (e.g. regional trade associations like NAFTA—Th e 

North American Free Trade Agreement) and the trade policies of 

acceding countries.

In 2000, new talks began on agriculture and services. At the 

WHO’s Fourth Ministerial Conference held during November 

2001 in Doha, Qatar, these talks were extended, and a number of 

other issues were added to the WTO agenda. Th e Doha Declara-

tion set 1 January 2005 as the date for completing all but two of the 

negotiations. Th at deadline was missed, but members unoffi  cially 

aimed to fi nish the negotiations by the end of 2006. A Trade Nego-

tiations Committee (TNC) was also set up by the Doha Declara-

tion, operating under the authority of the General Council.

B. Settling Trade Disputes

Th e WTO also functions to settle trade disputes between mem-

ber nations. Indeed, one of the goals of the WTO is to dissuade 

members from taking unilateral action against perceived viola-

tions of the trade rules and to instead seek recourse in the mul-

tilateral dispute settlement system and to abide by its rules and 

fi ndings. Unlike the situation in a TPRM review, where a nation’s 
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overall trade policy is examined, a trade dispute between member 

nations usually involves the legality of a particular trade policy or 

practice. Which one member nation, the complainant, has called 

into question.

When any such trade dispute arises, the nations party to the dis-

pute fi rst engage in bilateral meetings between themselves (usually 

conducted by the nations’ respective representatives in Geneva). If 

this fails the WTO Director-General, who, acting in an ex offi  cio 

capacity, will try conciliation or mediation to settle the dispute.

If consultations and mediation fail to arrive at a solution aft er 60 

days, the complainant can ask the Dispute Settlement Body (DSB) 

to establish a panel to examine the case. Generally, the DSB can-

not refuse to establish a panel and must constitute the panel with-

in 30 days of its establishment.

Each party to the dispute submits to the panel a brief on the 

facts and arguments in the case, in advance of the fi rst substantive 

meeting. At that fi rst meeting, the complainant presents its case 

and the responding party its defense. Th ird parties which notifi ed 

their interest in the dispute may also present views. Formal rebut-

tals are made at the second substantive meeting.

Th e panel then submits an interim report, including its fi ndings 

and conclusions, to the parties, giving them one week to request 

a review. Th e period of review is not to exceed two weeks, during 

which the panel may hold additional meetings with the parties. A 
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Albania 8 September 2000
Angola 1 December 1996
Antigua and Barbuda 1 January 1995
Argentina 1 January 1995
Armenia 5 February 2005
Australia 1 January 1995
Austria 1 January 1995
Bahrain 1 January 1995
Bangladesh 1 January 1995
Barbados 1 January 1995
Belgium 1 January 1995
Belize 1 January 1995
Benin 22 February 1996
Bolivia 13 September 1995
Botswana 31 May 1995
Brazil 1 January 1995
Brunei Darussalam 1 January 1995
Bulgaria 1 December 1996
Burkina Faso 3 June 1995
Burundi 23 July 1995
Cambodia 13 October 2004
Cameroon 13 December 1995
Canada 1 January 1995
Central African Republic 31 May 1995
Chad 19 October 1996
Chile 1 January 1995
China 11 December 2001
Colombia 30 April 1995
Congo 27 March 1997
Costa Rica 1 January 1995
Côte d'Ivoire 1 January 1995
Croatia 30 November 2000
Cuba 20 April 1995
Cyprus 30 July 1995
Czech Republic 1 January 1995
Democratic Republic of the Congo 1 January 1997
Denmark 1 January 1995
Djibouti 31 May 1995
Dominica 1 January 1995
Dominican Republic 9 March 1995
Ecuador 21 January 1996
Egypt 30 June 1995
El Salvador 7 May 1995
Estonia 13 November 1999
European Communities 1 January 1995
Fiji 14 January 1996
Finland 1 January 1995
Former Yugoslav 
Republic of Macedonia 4 April 2003
France 1 January 1995
Gabon 1 January 1995

Gambia 23 October 1996
Georgia 14 June 2000
Germany 1 January 1995
Ghana 1 January 1995
Greece 1 January 1995
Grenada 22 February 1996
Guatemala 21 July 1995
Guinea 25 October 1995
Guinea Bissau 31 May 1995
Guyana 1 January 1995
Haiti 30 January 1996
Honduras 1 January 1995
Hong Kong, China 1 January 1995
Hungary 1 January 1995
Iceland 1 January 1995
India 1 January 1995
Indonesia 1 January 1995
Ireland 1 January 1995
Israel 21 April 1995
Italy 1 January 1995
Jamaica 9 March 1995
Japan 1 January 1995
Jordan 11 April 2000
Kenya 1 January 1995
Korea, Republic of 1 January 1995
Kuwait 1 January 1995
Kyrgyz Republic 20 December 1998
Latvia 10 February 1999
Lesotho 31 May 1995
Liechtenstein 1 September 1995
Lithuania 31 May 2001
Luxembourg 1 January 1995
Macau, China 1 January 1995
Madagascar 17 November 1995
Malawi 31 May 1995
Malaysia 1 January 1995
Maldives 31 May 1995
Mali 31 May 1995
Malta 1 January 1995
Mauritania 31 May 1995
Mauritius 1 January 1995
Mexico 1 January 1995
Moldova, Republic of 16 July 2001
Mongolia 29 January 1997
Morocco 1 January 1995
Mozambique 26 August 1995
Myanmar 1 January 1995
Namibia 1 January 1995
Nepal 23 April 2004
Netherlands 1 January 1995
New Zealand 1 January 1995

Nicaragua 3 September 1995
Niger 13 December 1996
Nigeria 1 January 1995
Norway 1 January 1995
Oman 9 November 2000
Pakistan 1 January 1995
Panama 6 September 1997
Papua New Guinea 9 June 1996
Paraguay 1 January 1995
Peru 1 January 1995
Philippines 1 January 1995
Poland 1 July 1995
Portugal 1 January 1995
Qatar 13 January 1996
Romania 1 January 1995
Rwanda 22 May 1996
Saint Kitts and Nevis 21 February 1996
Saint Lucia 1 January 1995
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines 1 January 1995
Saudi Arabia 11 December 2005
Senegal 1 January 1995
Separate Customs Territory of Taiwan,  
 Penghu, Kinmen and Matsu 1 January 2002
Sierra Leone 23 July 1995
Singapore 1 January 1995
Slovak Republic 1 January 1995
Slovenia 30 July 1995
Solomon Islands 26 July 1996
South Africa 1 January 1995
Spain 1 January 1995
Sri Lanka 1 January 1995
Suriname 1 January 1995
Swaziland 1 January 1995
Sweden 1 January 1995
Switzerland 1 July 1995
Tanzania 1 January 1995
Thailand 1 January 1995
Togo 31 May 1995
Trinidad and Tobago 1 March 1995
Tunisia 29 March 1995
Turkey 26 March 1995
Uganda 1 January 1995
United Arab Emirates 10 April 1996
United Kingdom 1 January 1995
United States 1 January 1995
Uruguay 1 January 1995
Venezuela 1 January 1995
Zambia 1 January 1995
Zimbabwe 3 March 1995

WTO Members (as of 11 December 2005)

MEMBER/DATE OF MEMBERSHIP
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fi nal report is submitted to the parties and three weeks later, it is 

circulated to all WTO members.

If the panel decides that the measure in question is inconsistent 

with the terms of the relevant WTO agreement, the panel recom-

mends that the member concerned bring the measure into con-

formity with that agreement. It may also suggest ways in which the 

member could implement the recommendation. Panel reports are 

adopted by the DSB 60 days aft er being issued, unless one party 

notifi es its decision to appeal or a consensus emerges against the 

adoption of the report.

Th e WTO dispute settlement mechanism gives the possibility 

of appeal to either party in a panel proceeding. However, any such 

appeal must be limited to issues of law covered in the panel report 

and the legal interpretation developed by the panel. Appeals are 

heard by the standing Appellate Body established by the DSB.

An Appellate Body can uphold, modify or reverse the legal fi nd-

ings and conclusions of the panel. As a general rule, the appeal 

proceedings are not to exceed 60 days but in no case shall they 

exceed 90 days.

Th irty days aft er it is issued, the DSB adopts the report of the 

Appellate Body which is unconditionally accepted by the parties 

to the dispute—unless there is a consensus against its adoption.

Aft er the DSB adopts the report of the panel or the Appellate 

Body, the DSB has the responsibility of implementing the deci-

sion. At a DSB meeting held within 30 days of the adoption of the 

panel or appellate report, the party against whom the panel or the 

Appellate Body has ruled, must state its intentions in respect of 

the implementation of the recommendations. If it is impractical 

to comply immediately, the member will be given a grace period 

(set by the DSB) to come into compliance. If it fails to act within 

this period, it is obliged to enter into negotiations with the com-

plainant in order to determine a mutually-acceptable compensa-

tion—for instance, tariff  reductions in areas of particular interest 

to the complainant.

If aft er 20 days, no satisfactory compensation is agreed, the 

complainant may request authorization from the DSB to sus-

pend concessions or obligations against the other party. Th e DSB 

should grant this authorization within 30 days of the expiration of 

the grace period established by the DSB.

Th ere is a peculiar component of the WTO structure, the Dis-

pute Settlement Review Commission, that applies solely to the 

United States. Th e commission is composed of fi ve appellate judg-

es and is activated whenever a panel decision is made against the 

United States. Th e commission analyzes the decision to determine 

whether it was unjustifi ed, that is whether the panel exceeded its 

authority in making the decision or whether the panel went be-

yond the powers in the Uruguay round in making the decision. 

If the commission determines that three unjustifi ed decisions oc-

curred within any fi ve year period a member of Congress can be-

gin the process of removing the United States from the WTO. It 

should be noted that since any member can withdraw at any time 

from the WTO, the existence of this commission does not explic-

itly enhance US power in the WTO. It was created primarily as a 

mechanism to assure the US Congress that the WTO would moni-

tor itself against any anti-US bias and in fact the commission was 

established within the WTO to secure the support of Senator Rob-

ert Dole for US entry into the WTO.

C. Training and Technical Instruction to Developing Countries

Th e WTO Secretariat has also continued GATT’s program of 

training courses. Th ese take place in Geneva twice a year for offi  -

cials of developing countries. Since their inception in 1955 and up 

to the end of 1994, the courses have been attended by nearly 1400 

trade offi  cials from 125 countries and 10 regional organizations. 

Beginning in 1991, special courses have been held each year in 

Geneva for offi  cials from the former centrally-planned economies 

in transition to market economies.

Th e WTO Secretariat, alone or in cooperation with other in-

ternational organizations, conducts missions and seminars and 

provides specifi c, practical technical cooperation for governments 

and their offi  cials dealing with accession negotiations, implement-

ing WTO commitments or seeking to participate eff ectively in 

multilateral negotiations. Courses and individual assistance is giv-

en on particular WTO activities including dispute settlement and 

trade policy reviews. Moreover, developing countries, especially 

the least-developed among them, are helped with trade and tariff  

data relating to their own export interests and to their participa-

tion in WTO bodies.

Th e WTO continues the GATT’s participation in operating the 

International Trade Center (which it operates jointly with World 

Bank’s Economic Development Institute). Th e Center responds to 

requests from developing countries for assistance in formulating 

and implementing export promotion programs as well as import 

operations and techniques. It provides information and advice on 

export markets and marketing techniques, and assists in estab-

lishing export promotion and marketing services and in training 

personnel required for these services. Th e Center’s help is freely 

available to the least-developed countries. Since the beginning, 

GATT/WHO has trained more than 1,700 offi  cials from develop-

ing countries.

D. Participation in Global Economic Policy-Making

An important aspect of the WTO’s mandate is to cooperate with 

the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank and other mul-

tilateral institutions to achieve greater coherence in global eco-

nomic policy-making.

Although the original agenda (established at a GATT meeting 

in Punta del Este, Uruguay in 1986) made no mention of a world 

trade body, a draft  for such an organization was put forth in 1991 

and quickly gained interest among many members for establish-

ing such an organization.
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T H E  I N T E R N AT I O N A L 
M O N E TA RY  F U N D  ( I M F )

CREATION
Th e United Kingdom, the United States, and their allies were con-

vinced that international economic and fi nancial cooperation 

through intergovernmental institutions was required to prevent 

a more serious recurrence of the economic and monetary cha-

os of the 1930s. Two plans were proposed almost simultaneous-

ly in 1943: a United States plan for an International Stabilization 

Fund, referred to as the White plan, aft er H. D. White, then as-

sistant to the United States secretary of the treasury; and a Brit-

ish plan for an International Clearing Union, referred to as the 

Keynes plan, aft er the British economist John Maynard Keynes. 

Both plans called for international machinery to stabilize curren-

cies and—a radical innovation—a prohibition against altering ex-

change rates beyond narrow limits without international approval. 

Both would have introduced a new international currency unit 

defi ned in terms of gold. Th e American plan called for partici-

pating nations to contribute to a relatively limited stabilization 

fund of about $5 billion, on which they would be permitted to 

draw in order to bridge balance-of-payments defi cits. Th e Brit-

ish plan would have established a system of international clearing 

accounts, under which each member country could borrow up to 

its own quota limit, while its creditors would be credited with cor-

responding amounts, expressed in international currency units. 

Both plans were discussed with fi nancial experts of other powers, 

including the Republic of China, the French Committee for Lib-

eration, and the USSR. Th e International Monetary Fund as fi nal-

ly constituted resembled the United States-suggested stabilization 

fund. Th e proposal to establish a new international monetary unit 

was deferred for the time being.

Th e Bretton Woods Conference

A conference called by President Franklin D. Roosevelt and at-

tended by delegates from all 44 United and Associated Nations 

was held from 1 to 22 July 1944 at Bretton Woods, New Hamp-

shire. Th e Bretton Woods Conference produced the constitutions, 

or Articles of Agreement, of two agencies conceived as sister insti-

tutions: the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the Interna-

tional Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD).

Th e IMF came into existence on 27 December 1945, when 29 

governments, responsible for 80% of the quotas to be contributed 

to the Fund, signed the IMF Articles of Agreement. An agreement 

with the UN, under which the IMF became a specialized agency, 

entered into force on 15 November 1947.

PURPOSES
Th e purposes of the IMF are the following:

• to promote international monetary cooperation;

• to facilitate the expansion and balanced growth of interna-

tional trade and contribute thereby to the promotion and 

maintenance of high levels of employment and real income;

• to promote exchange stability, maintain orderly exchange 

arrangements among member states, and avoid competitive 

currency depreciations;

• to assist in establishing a multilateral system of payments of 

current transactions among members and in eliminating for-

eign-exchange restrictions that hamper world trade; and

• to alleviate serious disequilibrium in the international bal-

ance of payments of members by making the resources of the 

Fund available under adequate safeguards, so as to prevent 

the members from resorting to measures that endanger na-

tional or international prosperity.

MEMBERSHIP
Th e original members of the IMF were the 29 nations whose gov-

ernments had ratifi ed the Articles of Agreement by 27 Decem-

ber 1945. Any other state, whether or not a member of the UN, 

may become a member of the IMF in accordance with terms pre-

scribed by the Board of Governors. Th e IMF had 184 members as 

of 10 May 2006. (See membership list at the end of this section.) 

Membership in the IMF is a prerequisite to membership in the 

IBRD. A member may withdraw from the IMF at any time, and its 

BACKGROUND: Th e 1930s was a period not only of great political upheaval but also of grave fi -

nancial and economic diffi  culty. Th e gold standard was largely abandoned, and currency exchange rates 

fl uctuated wildly. Economic chaos was aggravated by a lack of coordination between governments that 

imposed controls on international fi nancial transactions and engaged in ruthless economic warfare.

During World War II, most countries realized that they would emerge from the confl ict with depleted 

economic resources just when they would have to confront a reconstruction eff ort of staggering dimen-

sions. It was also known that the United Kingdom would emerge from the war as the world’s principal 

debtor nation and the United States, whose productive capacity had greatly increased during the war, as 

the world’s principal creditor nation.
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withdrawal becomes eff ective on the day that a written notice to 

that eff ect is received by the Fund.

If a member state fails to fulfi ll its obligations under the IMF 

Articles of Agreement, the Fund may declare that country ineli-

gible to use its resources. If, aft er a reasonable period has elapsed, 

the member state persists in its failure to live up to its obliga-

tions, the Board of Governors may require it to withdraw from 

membership.

Th e Th ird Amendment of the IMF’s Articles of Agreement 

came into force on 11 November 1992. It allows for the suspen-

sion of voting and related rights of a member that persists in its 

failure to fulfi ll its obligations under the Articles.

IMF Members and Their Quotas (as of 9 May 2006) - cont.

MEMBER/QUOTA

Afghanistan, Islamic State of 161.9
Albania 48.7
Algeria 1,254.7
Angola 286.3
Antigua and Barbuda 13.5
Argentina 2,117.1
Armenia 92.0
Australia 3,236.4
Austria 1,872.3
Azerbaijan 160.9
Bahamas 130.3
Bahrain 135.0
Bangladesh 533.3
Barbados 67.5
Belarus 386.4
Belgium 4,605.2
Belize 18.8
Benin 61.9
Bhutan 6.3
Bolivia 171.5
Bosnia and Herzegovina 169.1
Botswana 63.0
Brazil 3,036.1
Brunei Darussalam 215.2
Bulgaria 640.2
Burkina Faso 60.2
Burundi 77.0
Cambodia 87.5
Cameroon 185.7
Canada 6,369.2
Cape Verde 9.6
Central African Republic 55.7
Chad 56.0
Chile 856.1
China 6,369.2
Colombia 774.0
Comoros 8.9
Congo, Democratic Republic of the 533.0
Congo, Republic of 84.6
Costa Rica 164.1
Côte d’Ivoire 325.2
Croatia 365.1
Cyprus 139.6
Czech Republic 819.3
Denmark 1,642.8
Djibouti 15.9
Dominica 8.2
Dominican Republic 218.9
Ecuador 302.3
Egypt 943.7
El Salvador 171.3
Equatorial Guinea 32.6
Eritrea 15.9
Estonia 65.2
Ethiopia 133.7
Fiji 70.3
Finland 1,263.8
France 10,738.5
Gabon 154.3
Gambia 31.1
Georgia 150.3
Germany 13,008.2

Ghana 369.0
Greece 823.0
Grenada 11.7
Guatemala 210.2
Guinea 107.1
Guinea-Bissau 14.2
Guyana 90.9
Haiti 81.9
Honduras 129.5
Hungary 1,038.4
Iceland 117.6
India 4,158.2
Indonesia 2,079.3
Iran, Islamic Republic of 1,497.2
Iraq 1,188.4
Ireland 838.4
Israel 928.2
Italy 7,055.5
Jamaica 273.5
Japan 13,312.8
Jordan 170.5
Kazakhstan 365.7
Kenya 271.4
Kiribati 5.6
Korea, Republic of 1,633.6
Kuwait 1,381.1
Kyrgyz Republic 88.8
Lao People’s Democratic Republic 52.9
Latvia 126.8
Lebanon 203.0
Lesotho 34.9
Liberia 71.3
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya 1,123.7
Lithuania 144.2
Luxembourg 279.1
Macedonia, the Former Yugoslav Republic of 68.9
Madagascar 122.2
Malawi 69.4
Malaysia 1,486.6
Maldives 8.2
Mali 93.3
Malta 102.0
Marshall Islands 3.5
Mauritania 64.4
Mauritius 101.6
Mexico 2,585.8
Micronesia, Federated States of 5.1
Moldova 123.2
Mongolia 51.1
Morocco 588.2
Mozambique 113.6
Myanmar 258.4
Namibia 136.5
Nepal 71.3
Netherlands 5,162.4
New Zealand 894.6
Nicaragua 130.0
Niger 65.8
Nigeria 1,753.2
Norway 1,671.7
Oman 194.0
Pakistan 1,033.7

Palau 3.1
Panama 206.6
Papua New Guinea 131.6
Paraguay 99.9
Peru 638.4
Philippines 879.9
Poland 1,369.0
Portugal 867.4
Qatar 263.8
Romania 1,030.2
Russia 5,945.4
Rwanda 80.1
St. Kitts and Nevis 8.9
St. Lucia 15.3
St. Vincent and the Grenadines 8.3
Samoa 11.6
San Marino 17.0
São Tomé and Príncipe 7.4
Saudi Arabia 6,985.5
Senegal 161.8
Serbia and Montenegro 467.7
Seychelles 8.8
Sierra Leone 103.7
Singapore 862.5
Slovak Republic 357.5
Slovenia 231.7
Solomon Islands 10.4
Somalia 44.2
South Africa 1,868.5
Spain 3,048.9
Sri Lanka 413.4
Sudan 169.7
Suriname 92.1
Swaziland 50.7
Sweden 2,395.5
Switzerland 3,458.5
Syrian Arab Republic 293.6
Tajikistan 87.0
Tanzania 198.9
Thailand 1,081.9
Timor-Leste 8.2
Togo 73.4
Tonga 6.9
Trinidad and Tobago 335.6
Tunisia 286.5
Turkey 964.0
Turkmenistan 75.2
Uganda 180.5
Ukraine 1,372.0
United Arab Emirates 611.7
United Kingdom 10,738.5
United States 37,149.3
Uruguay 306.5
Uzbekistan 275.6
Vanuatu 17.0
Venezuela 2,659.1
Vietnam 329.1
Yemen 243.5
Zambia 489.1
Zimbabwe 353.4
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STRUCTURE
Th e Fund has a Board of Governors, composed of as many gov-

ernors as there are member states; 24 executive directors; and a 

managing director and staff .

Board of Governors

All powers of the IMF are vested in its Board of Governors, on 

which all member states are represented. Each member state ap-

points one governor and one alternate governor, who may vote 

when the principal governor is absent. A government customarily 

appoints its minister of fi nance, the president of its central bank, 

or another high-ranking offi  cial as its governor. For example, in 

2006, the United States governor was Secretary of the Treasury 

John W. Snow, and the alternate, Federal Reserve Board Chairman 

Ben S. Bernanke.

Th e principle that applies in most international bodies—one 

nation, one vote—does not apply in the IMF Board of Governors. 

Multiple votes are assigned to IMF member states, more votes be-

ing assigned to those subscribing larger quotas to the Fund’s re-

sources. Each member has 250 votes plus 1 additional vote for 

each SDR 100,000 of its quota. (Th e SDR is an international re-

serve asset created by the Fund. See section F.) Th e total number of 

votes of all IMF members was 2,175,345 on 2 May 2006, of which 

the United States held about 17.1%, Germany and Japan about 6% 

each, and the United Kingdom and France about 5% each.

Each governor is entitled to cast all the votes allotted to his 

country as a unit. On certain matters, however, voting power var-

ies according to the use made of the Fund’s resources by the re-

spective member. IMF decisions are made by a simple majority of 

the votes cast, unless otherwise stipulated in the constitution. Th e 

Board of Governors regularly meets once a year. It may also be 

convened for other than annual meetings.

Except for such basic matters as admission of new members, 

quota changes, and the like, the Board of Governors delegates 

most of its powers to the Executive Directors of the Fund.

Th e Board of Governors has an advisory committee, the Inter-

national Monetary and Financial Committee (IMFC), formerly 

known as the Interim Committee, which meets twice a year. Its 

composition refl ects that of the Executive Board; each country 

that appoints, and each group that elects, an Executive Director, 

also appoints a member to the IMFC. Th ese members are gover-

nors of the Fund, ministers, or others of comparable rank.

Executive Board

Th e 24 executive directors (and 24 alternates) of the IMF are re-

sponsible for the Fund’s general operations, and for this purpose 

they exercise all the powers delegated to them by the Board of 

Governors. Th ey “function in continuous session” at the Fund’s 

headquarters and meet as oft en as business may require, usually 

several times a week.

Of the 24 executive directors, fi ve are appointed by the coun-

tries having the largest quotas (United States, Japan, Germany, 

France, and the United Kingdom), and the other 19 are elected by 

regional groups of the remaining members. Th e IMF’s managing 

director also serves as chairman of the Executive Board.

Managing Director and Staff 

Th e managing director, who is chosen by the executive direc-

tors, is responsible for the conduct of the ordinary business of the 

Fund. He is appointed for a fi ve-year term and may not serve con-

currently as a governor or executive director of the IMF. Th e man-

aging director chairs meetings of the executive directors but may 

vote only in case of a tie.

Th e permanent headquarters of the IMF are at 700 19th Street, 

N.W., Washington, D.C. 20431. As of 10 May 2006, the staff  con-

sisted of 2,693 persons from 141 countries.

Th e IMF has a regional offi  ce for Asia and the Pacifi c, located 

in Tokyo.

BUDGETS
Th e Fund’s income considerably exceeds its administrative ex-

penditures. Th is income is derived principally from charges on 

the Fund’s transactions. Th e IMF’s annual expenses are fi nanced 

largely by the diff erence between annual interest receipts and an-

nual interest payments. In fi scal year 2005, interest and charges re-

ceived from borrowing countries and other income totaled us$3.6 

billion, while interest payments on the portion of members’ quota 

subscriptions used in IMF operations and other operating expens-

es amounted to us$2.6 billion. Th e remainder was added to the 

IMF’s General Resources Account, the funds available for lending 

to member countries.

ACTIVITIES

A. Resources of the IMF

Th e Fund obtains its necessary fi nancial resources from the accu-

mulated subscriptions made by its members. How much a mem-

ber government subscribes to the Fund’s resources is determined 

by the quota assigned to that country. As mentioned above, the 

quota also determines the country’s voting strength in the IMF. 

Furthermore, the quota, which is expressed in SDRs, determines 

the amounts that the country may draw from the Fund’s currency 

pool, as well as the country’s allocations of SDRs.

In determining a member’s quota, the IMF considers relevant 

economic data, including the country’s national income, its inter-

national reserves, and the volume of its imports and exports.

Th e method of payment for initial quota subscriptions or in-

creases in quotas was modifi ed when the Second Amendment to 

the Articles of Agreement went into eff ect in 1978. Under the orig-

inal Articles, members were required to pay 25% of their quota 

in gold and the remainder in their own currencies. Following the 

Second Amendment, an amount not exceeding 25% of new mem-

bers’ initial quotas, or existing members’ increases in quotas, is 

paid in reserve assets, while the remainder is paid in the members’ 

own currencies.

Th e Fund is required by its constitution to review its members’ 

quotas at regular intervals of not more than fi ve years and to pro-

pose called-for adjustments in quotas. A member may also at any 

time request an adjustment of its own quota. All quota changes 

must be approved by an 85% majority of the total voting power.

Several reviews of the adequacy of members’ quotas have led to 

general and selective increases of Fund quotas. A special review 

in 1958/59 resulted in a 60.7% increase in quotas, which was fol-

lowed by a 30.7% general increase in 1965 and a further 35.4% 

general increase in 1970. Th e 1976 review of quotas was aff ected 

by developments in the international monetary system, including 

the quadrupling of oil prices. As a result of that review, total quo-
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tas were increased by 33.6%, to SDR 39 billion, refl ecting a dou-

bling of the collective share in total quotas of the major oil-ex-

porting countries. Th e share of all other developing countries was 

maintained at its then existing level. Th e 1978 review provided for 

a 50.9% general quota increase for most members and addition-

al special increases for 11 members. Consents to increases under 

this review raised total quotas to SDR 59.6 billion. Th e 1983 re-

view increased quotas by 47.5%, to SDR 90 billion, and the quo-

tas increased by 50.0% in November 1992 as a result of the Ninth 

General Review (in 1990).

Th e Tenth General Review in 1995 did not result in an increase. 

As of September 1996, total quotas amounted to SDR 145.3 billion 

(about us210 billion). In September 1997, the IMF’s Executive 

Board concluded the Eleventh General Review, which resulted in 

an agreement on an overall increase in quotas of 45%, to SDR 213 

billion (about us308 billion in March 2006). Th e IMF stated that 

the increase refl ected changes in the size of the world economy, 

the scale of potential payments imbalances, and the rapid global-

ization and liberalization of trade and payments. Th e quota in-

crease became eff ective in January 1999. Th e Twelft h General Re-

view began in December 2001 with the formation of a Committee 

of the Whole to consider the possible need to increase quotas, but 

the review concluded in January 2003 had no increase in quotas.

Th e Fund is authorized under its Articles to supplement its re-

sources by borrowing. In January 1962, a four-year agreement was 

concluded with 10 industrial members (the Group of 10)—subse-

quently joined by Switzerland as an associate and by Saudi Ara-

bia under a special arrangement in 1983—by which they under-

took to lend to the Fund to fi nance drawings by participants of 

the General Arrangements to Borrow (GAB) “if this should be 

needed to forestall or cope with an impairment of the interna-

tional monetary system.” Th ese General Arrangements to Borrow 

have been renewed every four or fi ve years, most recently in No-

vember 2002.

On 19 January 1983, the ministers of the Group of 10 agreed 

in principle to enlarge the GAB to SDR 17 billion, from approxi-

mately SDR 6.0 billion, and to permit the Fund to borrow under 

the enlarged credit arrangements to fi nance exchange transac-

tions with members that are not GAB participants. In addition, 

the ministers agreed to authorize Swiss participation in the agree-

ment. Th e amounts of credit arrangements (in millions of SDRs) 

are as follows: the United States, 4,250; the Deutsche Bundes-bank 

of Germany, 2,380; Japan, 2,125; France, 1,700; the United King-

dom, 1,700; Saudi Arabia, 1,500; Italy, 1,105; Switzerland, 1,020; 

Canada, 892.5; the Netherlands, 850; Belgium, 595; and the Riks-

bank of Sweden, 382.5.

In January 1997, the IMF approved the New Arrangements 

to Borrow (NAB). Th e NAB combines with the GAB to provide 

supplementary resources to the IMF. Th e amount of the resources 

available to the IMF under the NAB (which became eff ective No-

vember 1998) and the GAB is SDR 34 billion (about us45 bil-

lion), twice the amount of the GAB alone.

Th e Fund has also, in the past, supplemented its resources by 

borrowing, for example, for the oil facility for 1974 and 1975 and 

for the supplementary fi nancing facility, whose resources of SDR 

7,784 billion were borrowed from 14 members or institutions.

B. General Obligations of IMF Members

Th e economic philosophy of the Bretton Woods Agreement holds 

that monetary stability and cooperation and the unhampered 

movement of money, especially in payment of current interna-

tional transactions, will promote national and international pros-

perity. Th is principle is refl ected in certain general obligations 

that countries undertake by accepting the IMF’s Articles of Agree-

ment. Th e Articles favor stabilization measures to help overcome 

short-term balance-of-payments diffi  culties, and they discourage 

exchange controls under normal conditions. Th e Agreement also 

enables the Fund to help governments in short-term payments 

diffi  culties.

C. Consultations

Consultations with members are an essential component of the 

Fund’s work and provide a major instrument for Fund surveil-

lance of members’ policies in several key areas.

Article IV of the Articles of Agreement, entitled “Obligations 

Regarding Exchange Arrangements,” allows individual mem-

bers considerable freedom in the selection of their exchange ar-

rangements, but it also stipulates general obligations and specifi c 

undertakings.

In order to help the Fund ensure observance of these obligations 

through the exercise of “fi rm surveillance” over exchange-rate 

policies, members are required to consult with the Fund regularly 

under Article IV, in principle on an annual basis. Th ese consulta-

tions provide an opportunity for detailed review of the economic 

and fi nancial situation and the policies of members from both the 

national and international viewpoints. Th ey also help the Fund 

deal expeditiously with members’ requests for the use of Fund 

resources and for proposed changes in policies or practices that 

are subject to Fund approval. For the individual member, regu-

lar consultations provide the occasion for an external appraisal of 

policies and for discussion of any special diffi  culties that may arise 

from the actions of other members.

Members availing themselves of the transitional arrangements 

permitted under Article XIV of the Articles of Agreement to 

maintain multiple exchange rates or other restrictions on current 

international payments are required to consult annually with the 

Fund. Article VIII countries have accepted the obligation to avoid 

such practices. Consultations under Article IV include the regular 

consultations under Article VIII and Article XIV and are required 

for all members.

Between annual consultations, there is a supplemental surveil-

lance procedure under which the managing director initiates an 

informal and confi dential discussion with a member whenever 

he thinks that a modifi cation in the member’s exchange arrange-

ments or exchange-rate policies or the behavior of the exchange 

rate of its currency may be important or may have important ef-

fects on other members.

Special consultations with selected countries also supplement 

regular consultations in connection with the periodic reviews of 

the world economic outlook undertaken by the Executive Board. 

Th e purpose of these consultations is to provide up-to-date 

knowledge of the economic situation in countries whose external 

policies are regarded as being of major importance to the world 

economy.
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D. Transactions Between the Fund and Its Members

Use of Resources

Members of the Fund may draw on its fi nancial resources to meet 

their balance-of-payments needs. As of 31 March 2006, the IMF 

had credits and loans outstanding to 75 countries for an amount of 

us34 billion. Financial assistance is made available under a num-

ber of policies and facilities. Member countries may, for example, 

use the reverse tranche and the credit tranche, or they may receive 

emergency assistance. Th e IMF has set up various facilities for 

specifi c purposes—the Compensatory and Contingency Financ-

ing Facility (CCFF); the Buff er Stock Financing Facility (BSFF); 

the Extended Fund Facility; and the Structural Adjustment Facil-

ity (SAF), which was superseded by the Enhanced Structural Ad-

justment Facility (ESAF). (For full descriptions of these policies 

and facilities, see farther on.).

For any drawing, a member is required to indicate to the Fund 

that the desired purchase is needed to stabilize its balance-of-pay-

ments or reserve position or to deal with adverse developments in 

its reserves.

When a member draws on the Fund, it uses its own currency 

to purchase the currencies of other member countries or SDRs 

held by the General Resources Account. Th us, a drawing results 

in an increase in the Fund’s holdings of the purchasing member’s 

currency and a corresponding decrease in the Fund’s holdings of 

other currencies or SDRs that are sold. Within a prescribed time, a 

member must reverse the transaction (unless it is a reserve tranche 

purchase; see farther on) by buying back its own currency with 

SDRs or currencies specifi ed by the Fund. Usually, repurchases are 

to be made within three to fi ve years aft er the date of purchase. 

However, under the extended Fund facility, the period for repur-

chases is within four and a half to ten years, and under the supple-

mentary fi nancing facility, within three and a half to seven years. 

In addition, a member is expected normally to repurchase as its 

balance-of-payments or reserve position improves.

Reserve Tranche. Th e diff erence between a member’s quota and 

the Fund’s holdings of that member’s currency is referred to as the 

member’s reserve tranche. Purchases in the reserve tranche—a re-

serve asset that can be mobilized by the member with minimum 

delay—are subject to balance-of-payments need but not to pri-

or challenge, economic policy conditions, or repurchase require-

ments. Th is drawing does not constitute a use of IMF credit, as 

its reserve position is considered part of the member’s foreign re-

serves, and is not subject to an obligation to repay.

Credit Tranche. Credits under regular facilities are made avail-

able to members in tranches (segments) of 25% of quota. For fi rst 

credit tranche drawings, members must demonstrate reasonable 

eff orts to overcome their balance of payments diffi  culties. Upper 

credit tranche drawings (over 25%) are normally phased in rela-

tion to certain conditions or “performance criteria.”

Policy on Emergency Assistance. Th e IMF provides emergency 

assistance to members to meet balance of payments needs arising 

from sudden and unforeseeable natural disasters and in post-con-

fl ict situations. Normally this takes the form of an outright pur-

chase of up to 25% of quota, provided the member is cooperating 

with the IMF. For post-confl ict cases, additional access of up to 

25% of quota can be provided.

All requests for the use of the Fund’s resources other than use 

of the reserve tranche are examined by the Fund to determine 

whether the proposed use would be consistent with the provisions 

of the Articles of Agreement and with Fund policies.

Th e criteria used by the Fund in determining whether its assis-

tance should be made available are more liberal when the request 

is in the fi rst credit tranche (that is, when the Fund holdings of 

a member’s currency are above 100% but not above 125% of the 

member’s quota) than when it is in the higher credit tranches (that 

is, when the Fund’s holdings following the drawing exceed 125% 

of quota).

A member requesting a direct purchase expects to draw the full 

amount immediately aft er approval of the request; under a stand-

by arrangement (SBA), a member may make the agreed drawing 

at any time during the period of the standby arrangement.

Requests for purchases in the higher credit tranches require 

substantial justifi cation. Such purchases are almost always made 

under standby or similar arrangements. Th e amount available un-

der a standby arrangement in the upper credit tranches is phased 

to be available in portions at specifi ed intervals during the standby 

period, and the member’s right to draw is always subject to the ob-

servance of certain key policy objectives described in the program 

or to a further review of the situation.

Compensatory and Contingency Financing Facility. In November 

1987, the Executive Board began to examine the need to address 

external contingencies in Fund arrangements and the design of 

appropriate contingency fi nancing mechanisms. Th ese delibera-

tions resulted in the establishment of the Compensatory and Con-

tingency Financing Facility (CCFF) in August 1988. Th e CCFF 

incorporated existing facilities—the Compensatory Financing Fa-

cility (established in 1963), which provided fi nancial assistance to 

members experiencing temporary export shortfalls, and the facili-

ty providing compensatory fi nancing for excesses in cereal import 

costs that were largely attributable to circumstances beyond the 

members’ control. Th e CCFF also introduced a new element—the 

external contingency mechanism (ECM). Th is mechanism gave 

members with fund arrangements the opportunity to protect 

themselves from unexpected, adverse external developments.

Th e compensatory element of the CCFF is designed to provide 

compensation to member countries experiencing shortfalls in ex-

port earnings and/or excesses in cereal import costs Th e eligibility 

criteria require that the shortfall/excess be temporary and stem 

from factors beyond the authorities’ control, and that the member 

have a balance of payments need. In addition, where the mem-

ber is experiencing balance of payments diffi  culties beyond the 

eff ects of the temporary shortfall/excess, the member is expected 

to cooperate with the Fund in an eff ort to address them. Th e ex-

port shortfall (cereal import excess) is calculated as the amount by 

which a member’s export earnings (cereal import costs) for a 12-

month period are below (above) their medium-term trend. Other 

provisions of the CCFF ensure that requests for compensatory fi -

nancing are met in a timely fashion, in particular that a request 

cannot be made later than six months aft er the end of the shortfall 

year, and that the calculation for the shortfall year may include up 

to 12 months of estimated data.

Th e Buff er Stock Financing Facility. In 1969 the BSFF was estab-

lished to provide assistance to members in connection with their 

contributions to international buff er stocks of primary products, 

operating in the context of approved international commodity 

agreements (ICAs). Th e BSFF was the Fund’s contribution to ef-
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forts to stabilize commodity prices, which were seen at the time 

as excessively volatile, with damaging consequences for the stabil-

ity of export earnings of developing countries heavily dependent 

on commodity exports. Th e BSFF provides support in the context 

of those ICAs whose objective is the stabilization of internation-

al prices through market intervention by buff er stocks, and that 

satisfy certain participation requirements adopted by the United 

Nations Economic and Social Council, in particular that they are 

open to participation of both consuming and producing coun-

tries, and that they do not maintain artifi cially high prices through 

long-term restrictions of supply. Th e IMF had, as of December 

1999, authorized the use of its resources in connection with buf-

fer stocks of cocoa, tin, sugar, and natural rubber. At that time, all 

eligible commodity agreements had expired (he last to expire was 

the 1987 International Natural Rubber Agreement in December 

1993): there were no agreements under which drawings under the 

BSFF could be made. But the Fund has recently been requested to 

consider whether the International Rubber Agreement (1995) was 

suitable for BSFF support.

Extended Facility. Under the extended facility, the Fund may 

provide assistance to members to meet their balance-of-pay-

ments defi cits for longer periods and in amounts larger in relation 

to quotas than under the credit tranche policies. For example, a 

member might apply for assistance under the facility if it has se-

rious payments imbalances relating to structural maladjustments 

in production, trade, and prices and if it intends to implement 

a comprehensive set of corrective policies for two or three years. 

Use of the facility might also be indicated by an inherently weak 

balance-of-payments position that prevents the pursuit of an ac-

tive development policy.

Drawings under extended arrangements generally take place 

over periods of up to three years, although this may be extended 

to four years.

Structural Adjustment Facility. In response to the particularly 

diffi  cult situation confronting the low-income members of the 

Fund, the Executive Board established in March 1986 a Structur-

al Adjustment Facility (SAF) within the Fund’s Special Disburse-

ment Account. Th is facility provided concessional balance-of-pay-

ments assistance—in conjunction with the World Bank and other 

lenders—to low-income countries eligible for IDA loans that were 

facing protracted balance-of-payments problems and were under-

taking comprehensive eff orts to strengthen their balance-of-pay-

ments position.

In December 1987 the IMF established the Enhanced Structural 

Adjustment Facility (ESAF). As successor to the SAF, it was simi-

lar in objectivity, eligibility and program features, but diff ered in 

scope, terms of access, and funding sources. Th e ESAF was re-

newed and extended since its creation; in September 1996 the IMF 

decided to make it a permanent facility, as the centerpiece of the 

agency’s strategy to help low-income countries. It also decided 

that the IMF’s participation in the initiative to lower the debt of 

the heavily indebted poor countries (HIPCs) would be through 

special, more concessional ESAF operations. Th e HIPC Initiative 

was established in 1996, to reduce the debt burdens of the world’s 

poorest countries. As of May 2006, 29 low-income countries were 

receiving debt relief under the HIPC Initiative.

Poverty Reduction and Growth Facility (PRGF). In September 

1999, the IMF established the Poverty Reduction and Growth Fa-

cility (PRGF), as a low-interest lending facility for poor countries, 

to replace the ESAF. Th is allowed the IMF to include a more ex-

plicit focus on poverty reduction in the context of a growth ori-

ented strategy. Th ese broad objectives were reaffi  rmed in the IMF 

staff  review of the PRGF in March 2002, and other reviews in 2004 

and 2005.

Conditionality

A country making use of the Fund’s resources is generally re-

quired to implement economic policies aimed at achieving a vi-

able balance-of-payments position over an appropriate period of 

time. Th is requirement is known as “conditionality,” and it refl ects 

the principle that balance-of-payments fi nancing and adjustment 

must go hand in hand.

A comprehensive review of the guidelines for conditional-

ity was undertaken in 1979. Th ese guidelines include the use of 

consultation clauses in Fund-supported programs, the phasing of 

purchases, and the injunction that objective indicators for moni-

toring performance be limited only to those variables necessary 

to ensure achievement of the objectives of the programs. In ad-

dition, the guidelines emphasize the need to encourage members 

to adopt corrective measures at an early stage of their balance-of-

payments diffi  culties; to recognize that in many cases adjustment 

will take longer than the period associated with standby arrange-

ments; to provide for the adoption of a fl exible approach for the 

treatment of external borrowing in adjustment programs; and to 

stress the necessity to pay due regard to the domestic social and 

political objectives, the economic priorities, and the circumstanc-

es of members, including the causes of their payments problems.

Within the context of the guidelines, Fund-supported programs 

emphasize a number of major economic variables, including cer-

tain fi nancial aggregates, such as domestic credit, public sector fi -

nancial needs, and external debt, as well as some key elements of 

the price system, including the exchange rate, interest rates, and, 

in exceptional cases, the prices of commodities that bear signifi -

cantly upon public fi nances and foreign trade.

Th e Fund-supported corrective strategy provides for a reorien-

tation of the economy toward sustained growth and avoids purely 

defl ationary policies that may have a deleterious eff ect on invest-

ment and fail to encourage the required shift  of resources to the 

external sector.

Charges for Use of Resources and Remuneration on Creditor 

Positions

Th e Fund applies charges for the use of its resources, except for 

reserve tranche purchases. A service charge of 0.5% is payable on 

purchases other than reserve tranche purchases. In addition, the 

Fund levies charges on balances of members’ currencies resulting 

from purchases. Th e rate of charge on purchases in the four credit 

tranches and under the extended Fund facility, the compensatory 

fi nancing facility, and the buff er-stock fi nancing facility is deter-

mined at the beginning of each fi nancial year on the basis of the 

estimated income and expense of the Fund during the year and a 

target amount of net income. Th e average rate of charge on the use 

of the Fund’s ordinary resources as of 1 May 2006 was 4.87%, aft er 

adjustments for burden sharing, and an average rate of remunera-
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tion of 3.25%. Members that use the Fund’s borrowed resources 

pay charges that refl ect the Fund’s borrowing costs plus a margin.

When the Fund’s holdings of a member’s currency are reduced 

below a specifi ed level, the member acquires a creditor position 

in the Fund on which it earns remuneration (that is, interest). 

Th e Fund pays remuneration on creditor positions at a rate de-

termined by a formula based on short-term market interest rates 

in the United States, the United Kingdom, Germany, France, and 

Japan.

E. Technical Assistance

Technical assistance is a major activity of the Fund. Staff  offi  cials 

are sent to member countries, sometimes for extended periods, 

to give advice on stabilization programs, the simplifi cation of ex-

change systems, the modifi cation of central banking machinery, 

the reform of fi scal systems and budgetary controls, or the prep-

aration of fi nancial statistics. Th e Fund collects and publishes a 

considerable number of statistics supplied by members. As part of 

its technical cooperation, the Fund established the IMF Institute 

in May 1964 to coordinate and expand its training program for 

staff  members of fi nance ministries and central banks. Th e IMF 

established the Joint Vienna Institute in the Fall of 1992. In May 

1998, the IMF inaugurated its Singapore Regional Training Insti-

tute (STI). Additionally, the agency operates other regional train-

ing programs. Today, the IMF provides approximately 300 person-

years of technical assistance annually to its member countries. In 

the late 1990s technical assistance projects grew larger and more 

complex, requiring multiple sources of fi nancing to underwrite 

costs.

F. Special Drawing Rights (SDRs)

Th e SDR is an international reserve asset created by the Fund 

and allocated to its members as a supplement to existing reserve 

assets. Th e Fund has allocated a total of SDR 21.4 billion in six 

allocations.

Th e last allocation of SDRs in the third basic period was made 

on 1 January 1981, when a total of SDR 4,052 million was allo-

cated to the 141 countries that were members of the Fund at that 

time. Similar amounts were allocated in each of the two previous 

years. Th e Fund allocates SDRs to its members in proportion to 

their quotas at the time of allocation. In deciding on the timing 

and amount of SDR allocations, the Fund considers whether there 

exists a global need to supplement existing reserve assets, and it 

takes into account the objectives of the Fund’s Articles of Agree-

ment, which call upon Fund members to collaborate with each 

other and with the Fund with a view to making the SDR the prin-

cipal reserve asset of the international monetary system.

A proposal for a special one-time allocation of SDRs was ap-

proved by the IMF’s Board of Governors in September 1997 

through the proposed Fourth Amendment of the Articles of 

Agreement. Th is allocation would double cumulative SDR alloca-

tions to SDR 42.8 billion. Its intent is to enable all members of the 

IMF to participate in the SDR system on an equitable basis and 

correct for the fact that countries that joined the Fund subsequent 

to 1981-more than one-fi ft h of the current IMF membership-have 

never received an SDR allocation. Th e Fourth Amendment will 

become eff ective when three-fi ft hs of the IMF membership (111 

members) with 85% of the total voting power accept it. As of end-

August 2005, 131 members with 77.3% of total voting power had 

accepted the proposed amendment. Approval by the United States, 

with 17.1% of total votes, would put the amendment into eff ect. 

All 184 member countries of the Fund are participants in the 

SDR Department and are eligible to receive allocations. Th ey may 

use SDRs in transactions and operations among themselves, with 

prescribed “other holders,” of which there are now 15, and with 

the Fund itself. Th e SDR is the Fund’s unit of account, and, in-

creasingly, commercial transactions and private fi nancial obliga-

tions are being denominated in SDRs.

Members with a balance-of-payments need may use SDRs to 

acquire foreign exchange in a transaction with designation—that 

is, one in which another member, designated by the Fund, pro-

vides currency in exchange for SDRs. Th e Fund designates mem-

bers to provide currency on the basis of the strength of their bal-

ance-of-payments and reserve positions. However, a member’s 

obligation to provide currency does not extend beyond the point 

at which its holdings are three times the net cumulative allocation 

that it has received. Fund members and “other holders” may also 

use SDRs in a variety of voluntary transactions and operations by 

agreement. Th ey may buy and sell SDRs, both spot and forward, 

use SDRs in swaps and in settlement of fi nancial obligations, or 

make donations (grants) with SDRs.

Th e valuation of the SDR is determined on the basis of a basket 

of fi ve currencies. Since 1981, the currencies of France, Germa-

ny, Japan, United Kingdom, and United States have been included 

in the fi ve-year reviews since these countries have the largest ex-

ports of goods and services. With the introduction of the euro on 

January 1, 1999, the currency amounts of the deutsche mark and 

French franc were replaced with the euro. Th e latest review of the 

SDR valuation basket was completed in November 2005. Th e val-

ue of the SDR in U.S. dollar terms is calculated daily as the sum 

of the values in U.S. dollars of the specifi c amounts of four cur-

rencies (euro, U.S. dollar, Japanese yen, pound sterling), based on 

exchange rates quoted at noon at the London Market. On 10 May 

2006, SDR 1 equaled us1.49106. Th e SDR exchange rate is post-

ed daily on the IMF web site http://www.imf.org.

G. Gold Sales by the Fund

Th e Fund’s original Articles of Agreement required members to 

pay one-fourth of their quota subscription in gold. Th e establish-

ment of the SDR in 1969 and the Second Amendment to the Ar-

ticles of Agreement in 1978 virtually eliminated the monetary role 

of gold from the Articles, although gold still remains an important 

component in the reserve holdings of member countries. As a re-

sult of these developments, the Executive Board decided to sell off  

a portion of the Fund’s gold holdings, beginning in 1976. In May 

1980, the Fund completed a four-year gold sales program, through 

which 50 million oz, or one-third of the Fund’s gold holdings at 

the beginning of the period, were sold. One-sixth of the gold (25 

million oz) was sold to members at the former offi  cial price of 

SDR 35 an ounce. Another one-sixth was sold at auction for the 

benefi t of developing countries. Some of the profi ts from these 

auctions were used to fi nance a trust fund, providing concessional 

balance-of-payments assistance to eligible developing countries. 

Repayments of these concessional loans form the basic funding 

for the structural adjustment facility.
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Executive Directors of the IMF and Voting Power (as of 2 May 2006)

 CASTING VOTES BY TOTAL % OF
DIRECTOR VOTES OF COUNTRY VOTES1 FUND TOTAL2

Nancy P. Jacklin United States 371,743 371,743 17.08
Shigeo Kashiwagi Japan 133,378 133,378 6.13
Karlheinz Bischofberger Germany 130,332 130,332 5.99
Pierre Duquesne France 107,635 107,635 4.95
Tom Scholar United Kingdom 107,635 107,635 4.95

ELECTED   
Willy Kiekens (Belgium)    
 Austria 18,973  
 Belarus 4,114  
 Belgium 46,302  
 Czech Republic 8,443  
 Hungary 10,634  
 Kazakhstan 3,907  
 Luxembourg 3,041  
 Slovak Republic 3,825  
 Slovenia 2,567  
 Turkey 9,890 111,696 5.13
Jeroen Kremers (Netherlands)    
 Armenia 1,170  
 Bosnia and Herzegovina 1,941  
 Bulgaria 6,652  
 Croatia 3,901  
 Cyprus 1,646  
 Georgia 1,753  
 Israel 9,532  
 Macedonia, Former Yugoslav Republic of 939  
 Moldova 1,482  
 Netherlands 51,874  
 Romania 10,552  
 Ukraine 13,970 105,412 4.84
Moisés Schwartz (Mexico)    
 Costa Rica 1,891  
 El Salvador 1,963  
 Guatemala 2,352  
 Honduras 1,545  
 Mexico 26,108  
 Nicaragua 1,550  
 Spain 30,739  
 Venezuela 26,841 92,989 4.27
Arrigo Sadun (Italy)    
 Albania 737  
 Greece 8,480  
 Italy 70,805  
 Malta 1,270  
 Portugal 8,924  
 San Marino 420  
 Timor-Leste 332 90,968 4.18
Jonathan Fried (Canada)    
 Antigua and Barbuda 385  
 Bahamas 1,553  
 Barbados 925  
 Belize 438  
 Canada 63,942  
 Dominica 332  
 Grenada 367  
 Ireland 8,634  
 Jamaica 2,985  
 St. Kitts and Nevis 339  
 St. Lucia 403  
 St. Vincent and the Grenadines 333 80,636 3.71

Tuomas Saarenheimo (Denmark)    
 Denmark 16,678  
 Estonia 902  
 Finland 12,888  
 Iceland 1,426  
 Latvia 1,518  
 Lithuania 1,692  
 Norway 16,967  
 Sweden 24,205 76,276 3.51
Jong Nam Oh (Korea)    
 Australia 32,614  
 Kiribati 306  
 Korea 16,586  
 Marshall Islands 285  
 Micronesia, Federated States of 301  
 Mongolia 761  
 New Zealand 9,196  
 Palau 281  
 Papua New Guinea 1,566  
 Philippines 9,049  
 Samoa 366  
 Seychelles 338  
 Solomon Islands 354  
 Vanuatu 420 72,423 3.33
Sulaiman M. Al-Turki (Saudi Arabia)    
 Saudi Arabia 70,105 70,105 3.22
Peter J. Ngumbullu (Tanzania)    
 Angola 3,113  
 Botswana 880  
 Burundi 1,020  
 Eritrea 409  
 Ethiopia 1,587  
 Gambia, The 561  
 Kenya 2,964  
 Lesotho 599  
 Malawi 944  
 Mozambique 1,386  
 Namibia 1,615  
 Nigeria 17,782  
 Sierra Leone 1,287  
 South Africa 18,935  
 Sudan 1,947  
 Swaziland 757  
 Tanzania 2,239  
 Uganda 2,055  
 Zambia 5,141 65,221 3.00
Hooi Eng Phang (Malaysia)    
 Brunei Darussalam 2,402  
 Cambodia 1,125  
 Fiji 953  
 Indonesia 21,043  
 Lao People’s Democratic Republic 779  
 Malaysia 15,116  
 Myanmar 2,834  
 Nepal 963  
 Singapore 8,875  
 Thailand 11,069  
 Tonga 319  
 Vietnam 3,541 69,019 3.17

 CASTING VOTES BY TOTAL % OF
DIRECTOR VOTES OF COUNTRY VOTES1 FUND TOTAL2
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Shakour Shaalan (Egypt)    
 Bahrain 1,600  
 Egypt 9,687  
 Iraq 12,134  
 Jordan 1,955  
 Kuwait 14,061  
 Lebanon 2,280  
 Libyan Arab Jamahiriya 11,487  
 Maldives 332  
 Oman 2,190  
 Qatar 2,888  
 Syrian Arab Republic 3,186  
 United Arab Emirates 6,367  
 Yemen, Republic of 2,685 70,852 3.26
Wang Xiaoyi (China)    
 China 63,942 63,942 2.94
Thomas Moser (Switzerland)    
 Azerbaijan 1,859  
 Kyrgyz Republic 1,138  
 Poland 13,940  
 Serbia and Montenegro 4,927  
 Switzerland 34,835  
 Tajikistan 1,120  
 Turkmenistan 1,002  
 Uzbekistan 3,006 61,827 2.84
Aleksei V. Mozhin (Russia)    
 Russian Federation 59,704 59,704 2.74
Eduardo Loyo (Brazil)    
 Brazil 30,611  
 Colombia 7,990  
 Dominican Republic 2,439  
 Ecuador 3,273  
 Guyana 1,159  
 Haiti 1,069   
 Panama 2,316  
 Suriname 1,171  
 Trinidad and Tobago 3,606 53,634 2.46
Abbas Mirakhor (Iran, Islamic Republic of)    
 Afghanistan 1,869  
 Algeria 12,797  
 Ghana 3,940  
 Iran, Islamic Republic of 15,222  
 Morocco 6,132  
 Pakistan 10,587  
 Tunisia 3,115 53,662 2.47

B.P. Misra (India)    
 Bangladesh 5,583  
 Bhutan 313  
 India 41,832  
 Sri Lanka 4,384 52,112 2.39
Héctor R. Torres (Argentina)    
 Argentina 21,421  
 Bolivia 1,965  
 Chile 8,811  
 Paraguay 1,249  
 Peru 6,634  
 Uruguay 3,315 43,395 1.99
Damian Ondo Mañe (Equatorial Guinea)    
 Benin 869  
 Burkina Faso 852  
 Cameroon 2,107  
 Cape Verde 346  
 Central African Republic 807  
 Chad 810  
 Comoros 339  
 Congo, Democratic Republic of 5,580  
 Congo, Republic of 1,096  
 Côte d’Ivoire 3,502  
 Djibouti 409  
 Equatorial Guinea 576  
 Gabon 1,793  
 Guinea 1,321  
 Guinea-Bissau 392  
 Madagascar 1,472  
 Mali 1,183  
 Mauritania 894  
 Mauritius 1,266  
 Niger 908  
 Rwanda 1,051  
 São Tomé and Príncipe 324  
 Senegal 1,868  
 Togo 984 30,749 1.41

TOTAL   2,175,345 3,4,5 99.97 6

Executive Directors of the IMF and Voting Power (as of 2 May 2006) - cont.

 CASTING VOTES BY TOTAL % OF
DIRECTOR VOTES OF COUNTRY VOTES1 FUND TOTAL2

 CASTING VOTES BY TOTAL % OF
DIRECTOR VOTES OF COUNTRY VOTES1 FUND TOTAL2

1Voting power varies on certain matters pertaining to the General Department with use of the Fund’s resources in that Department.
2Percentages are of total votes (2,176,037) in the General Department and the Special Drawing Rights Department.
3The total number of votes as of 2 May 2006, 2,176,037, does not include the votes of Somalia, which did not participate in the 2004 Regular Election of Executive 
Directors. The total votes of this member is 692.
4Liberia's voting rights were suspended effective 5 March 2003 pursuant to Article XXVI, Section 2 (b) of the Articles of Agreement.
5Zimbabwe's voting rights were suspended effective 6 June 2003 pursuant to Article XXVI, Sectionm 2 (b) of the Articles of Agreement.
6This fi gure may differ from the sum of the percentages shown for individual Directors because of rounding.



T H E  W O R L D  B A N K  G R O U P

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 
RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 
(IBRD)

Background

As early as February 1943, United States Undersecretary of State 

Sumner B. Welles urged preparatory consultation aimed at the es-

tablishment of agencies to fi nance reconstruction and develop-

ment of the world economy aft er WWII. Th e United States and the 

United Kingdom took leading roles in the negotiations that were 

to result in the formation of the IBRD and the IMF. Th e IBRD is 

the main lending organization of the World Bank Group and, like 

its sister institution, the International Monetary Fund (IMF), was 

born of the Allies’ realization during World War II that tremen-

dous diffi  culties in reconstruction and development would face 

them in the postwar transition period, necessitating international 

economic and fi nancial cooperation on a vast scale. Th e IBRD, 

frequently called the “World Bank,” was conceived in July 1944 at 

the United Nations Monetary and Financial Conference in Bret-

ton Woods, New Hampshire, United States.

Purposes

Although one of the Bank’s early functions was to assist in bring-

ing about a smooth transition from wartime to peaceful econo-

mies, economic development soon became the Bank’s main ob-

ject. Today, the goal of the World Bank is to promote economic 

development that benefi ts poor people in developing countries. 

Loans are provided to developing countries to help reduce poverty 

and to fi nance investments that contribute to economic growth. 

Investments include roads, power plants, schools, and irrigation 

networks, as well as activities like agricultural extension services, 

training for teachers, and nutrition-improvement programs for 

children and pregnant women. Some World Bank loans fi nance 

changes in the structure of countries’ economies to make them 

more stable, effi  cient, and market oriented. Th e World Bank also 

provides technical assistance to help governments make specifi c 

sectors of their economies more effi  cient and more relevant to na-

tional development goals.

Membership

Th e Bank’s founders envisioned a global institution, the member-

ship of which would eventually comprise all nations. Membership 

in the IBRD rose gradually from 41 governments in 1946 to 184 

as of May 2006.

A government may withdraw from membership at any time by 

giving notice of withdrawal. Membership also ceases for a mem-

ber suspended by a majority of the governors for failure to fulfi ll 

an obligation, if that member has not been restored to good stand-

ing by a similar majority within a year aft er the suspension. Only 

a few countries have withdrawn their membership from the Bank, 

and all but Cuba (withdrew in 1960) have rejoined.

Although the Soviet Union took part in the 1944 Bretton Woods 

Conference, and signed the fi nal act establishing the IMF and the 

IBRD, it never ratifi ed the Articles of Agreement or paid in the 

20% of its subscribed capital that was due within 60 days aft er the 

Bank began operations. Had it joined, the Soviet Union would 

have been the Bank’s third largest shareholder, aft er the United 

States and the United Kingdom. Over the next four decades, as 

the Bank grew in size and scope, it couldn’t fulfi ll its founders’ in-

tentions of being a truly global institution due to the absence of 

the Soviet Union. Th en, at the beginning of the 1990s, as political 

and economic change swept through the 15 republics of the USSR, 

the Soviet government indicated its interest in participating in 

the international fi nancial system and sought membership in the 

IMF and World Bank. On 15 July 1991, Soviet President Mikhail 

Gorbachev formally applied for membership for the USSR in the 

IBRD and its three affi  liates (IFC, IDA and MIGA). However, by 

December 1991, the USSR had ceased to exist. During 1992, the 

Russian Federation and 15 former Soviet republics (including the 

Baltic states) applied for membership and were accepted. Eleven 

of them also applied to IDA, 14 to IFC and 15 to MIGA. To ac-

commodate these countries, the total authorized capital of the 

bank was increased.

A “graduating” country is one where lending is being phased 

out. As of 2002 there were 27 countries that had “graduated” from 

the IBRD. Th ese include (with the fi scal year of their fi nal loan): 

France (1947), Luxembourg (1948), Netherlands (1957), Belgium 

(1958), Australia (1962), Austria (1962), Denmark (1964), Mal-

ta (1964), Norway (1964), Italy (1965), Japan (1967), New Zea-

land (1972), Iraq (1973), Iceland (1974), Finland (1975), Israel 

(1975), Singapore (1975), Ireland (1976), Spain (1977), Greece 

(1979), Oman (1987), Bahamas (1989), Portugal (1989), Cyprus 

(1992), Barbados (1993), the Republic of Korea (1995), and China 

(1999).

Th e World Bank Group comprises fi ve organizations: the International Bank for Reconstruction and De-

velopment (IBRD), the International Development Association (IDA), the International Finance Corpo-

ration (IFC), the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA), and the International Centre for 

the Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID).
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Structure

Board of Governors

All powers of the Bank are vested in its Board of Governors, 

composed of one governor and one alternate from each member 

state. Ministers of Finance, central bank presidents, or persons of 

comparable status usually represent member states on the Bank’s 

Board of Governors. Th e board meets annually.

Th e Bank is organized somewhat like a corporation. Accord-

ing to an agreed-upon formula, member countries subscribe to 

shares of the Bank’s capital stock. Each governor is entitled to cast 

250 votes plus 1 vote for each share of capital stock subscribed by 

his country.

Executive Directors

Th e Bank’s Board of Governors has delegated most of its authority 

to 24 executive directors. According to the Articles of Agreement, 

each of the fi ve largest shareholders—the United States, Japan, 

Germany, France and the United Kingdom—appoints one execu-

tive director. Th e other countries are grouped in 19 constituen-

cies, each represented by an executive director who is elected by a 

group of countries. Th e number of countries each of these 19 di-

rectors represents varies widely. For example, the executive direc-

tors for China, the Russian Federation, and Saudi Arabia represent 

one country each, while one director speaks for 24 Francophone 

African countries and another director represents 22 mainly Eng-

lish-speaking African countries.

President and Staff

Th e president of the Bank, elected by the executive directors, is 

also their chairman, although he is not entitled to a vote, except 

in case of an equal division. Subject to their general direction, the 

president is responsible for the conduct of the ordinary business 

of the Bank. Action on Bank loans is initiated by the president and 

the staff  of the Bank. Th e amount, terms, and conditions of a loan 

are recommended by the president to the executive directors, and 

the loan is made if his recommendation is approved by them.

According to an informal agreement, the president of the Bank 

is a US national, and the managing director of the IMF is a Euro-

pean. Th e president’s initial term is for fi ve years; a second term 

can be fi ve years or less. Past presidents of the Bank include Rob-

ert S. McNamara (1968–81), A. W. Clausen (1981–86), Barber B. 

Conable (1986–91), Lewis T. Preston (1991–95), James D. Wolfen-

sohn (1995-2005), and Paul Wolfowitz (2005- ). Wolfowitz heads a 

staff  of approximately 10,000 persons from around the world.

Th e IBRD’s headquarters are at 1818 H Street, N.W., Washing-

ton, D.C. 20433.

Budget

A total administrative budget of us1,320 million was approved 

for fi scal year 2005.

Activities

A. FINANCIAL RESOURCES

Authorized capital. At its establishment, the IBRD had an autho-

rized capital of us10 billion. Countries subscribing shares were 

required to pay in only one-fi ft h of their subscription on joining, 

the remainder being available on call but only to meet the IBRD’s 

liabilities if it got into diffi  culties. Moreover, not even the one-fi ft h 

had to be paid in hard cash at that time. Th e sole cash require-

ment was the payment in gold or US dollars of 2% of each coun-

try’s subscription. A further 18% of the subscription was payable 

in the currency of the member country concerned, and although 

this sum was technically paid in, in the form of notes bearing no 

interest, it could not be used without the member’s permission. In 

1959, each member was given an opportunity to double its sub-

scription without any payment. Th us, for countries joining the 

IBRD aft er the 1959 capital increase and for those subscribing to 

additional capital stock, the statutory provisions aff ecting the 2% 

and 18% portions have been applied to only one-half of their total 

subscriptions, so that 1% of each subscription that is freely usable 

in the IBRD’s operations has been payable in gold or US dollars, 

and 9% that is usable only with the consent of the member is in 

the member’s currency. Th e remaining 90% is not paid in but is 

subject to call by the IBRD.

Financial Resources for Lending Purposes. Th e subscriptions of 

the IBRD’s members constitute the basic element in the fi nancial 

resources of the IBRD. Subscribed capital for fi scal year 2005 was 

about us189.7 billion. Th e Bank also draws money from bor-

rowings in the market and from earnings. In 2005, the Bank’s out-

standing borrowings were us101.3 billion, raised in the capital 

markets of the world. Th e IBRD is able to raise large sums at in-

terest rates little or no higher than are paid by governments be-

cause of confi dence in the Bank engendered by its record of sta-

bility since 1947 and the investors’ knowledge that if the IBRD 

should ever be in diffi  culty, it can call in unpaid portions of mem-

ber countries’ subscriptions. In connection with its borrowing op-

erations, the Bank also undertakes a substantial volume of curren-

cy and interest rate swap transactions. Th ese swaps have enabled 

the IBRD to lower its fund-raising costs and to expand its direct 

borrowing transactions to markets and currencies in which it oth-

erwise would not have borrowed.

B. LENDING OPERATIONS

Th e IBRD lends to member governments, or, with govern-

ment guarantee, to political subdivisions, or to public or private 

enterprises.

Th e IBRD’s fi rst loan, us250 million for postwar reconstruc-

tion, was made in the latter part of 1947. Altogether, it lent us497 

million for postwar reconstruction, all to European countries. Th e 

IBRD’s fi rst development loans were made in the fi rst half of 1948. 

As of 30 June 2005, the cumulative total of loans made by the Bank 

was over us407 billion. Th e Bank’s lending commitments in FY 

2005 were $13.6 billion, refl ecting an increase of $2.6 billion over 

FY 2004 ($11.0 billion).

Loan Terms and Interest Rates. Th e IBRD normally makes long-

term loans, with repayment commencing aft er a certain period. 

Th e length of the loan is generally related to the estimated use-

ful life of the equipment or plant being fi nanced. Since July 1982, 

IBRD loans have been made at variable rates. Th e lending rate on 

all loans made under the variable-rate system is adjusted semi-

annually, on 1 January and 1 July, by adding a spread of 0.5% to 

the IBRD’s weighted average cost during the prior six months of 

a “pool” of borrowings drawn down aft er 30 June 1982. Since July 

1989, only borrowings allocated to lending have been included in 

the cost of borrowings with respect to new loans and existing vari-

able rate loans that are amended to apply the new cost basis. Be-

fore July 1982, loans were made at fi xed rates, and, accordingly, the 
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semiannual interest-rate adjustments do not apply to payments 

made on these older loans.

C. PURPOSES OF THE LOANS

Th e main purpose of the Bank’s operations is to lend to develop-

ing member countries for productive projects in such sectors as 

agriculture, energy, industry, and transportation and to help im-

prove basic services considered essential for development. Th e 

main criterion for assistance is that it should be provided where it 

can be most eff ective in the context of the country’s specifi c lend-

ing programs developed by the Bank in consultation with its bor-

rowers. In the late 1980s, the World Bank came under criticism 

that its policies, intended to encourage developing countries to re-

structure their economies in order to render them more effi  cient, 

were actually imposing too heavy a burden on the world’s poorest 

peoples. Th is, and charges by environmentalists that World Bank 

lending had underwritten projects that were severely detrimental 

to the environment of developing countries, led to a re-thinking of 

the Bank’s policies in the 1990s.

Implementing the Bank’s Poverty Reduction Strategy. Th e funda-

mental objective of the World Bank is sustainable poverty reduc-

tion. Underpinning this objective is a two-part strategy for reduc-

ing poverty that was proposed in the World Development Report 

1990. Th e fi rst element is to promote broad-based economic 

growth that makes effi  cient use of the poor’s most abundant asset, 

labor. Th e second element involves ensuring widespread access to 

basic social services to improve the well being of the poor and 

to enable them to participate fully in the growth of the economy. 

Progress in implementing the poverty-reduction strategy is clearly 

visible in Bank-wide statistics on new lending. At the September 

1999 annual meetings of the World Bank Group and IMF, minis-

ters agreed to link debt relief to the establishment of a poverty re-

duction strategy for all countries receiving World Bank/IMF con-

cessional assistance.

Sector and Structural Adjustment Lending. Bank lending for sec-

tor adjustment and structural adjustment increasingly supports 

the establishment of social safety nets and the protection of public 

spending for basic social services.

In its assistance to countries that are preparing adjustment pro-

grams, the Bank works with them to (a) design the phasing of pro-

grams to accommodate the needs of the poor, (b) give priority to 

relative price changes in favor of the poor early in the reform pro-

cess, (c) secure adequate resources for the provision of basic social 

services aimed at the poor, and (d) design social safety nets into 

economic-reform programs. Th ese eff orts better position of the 

poor to be major benefi ciaries of the economic growth and associ-

ated employment opportunities that are facilitated by the imple-

mentation of adjustment programs.

Human Resource Development. Bank lending for human re-

source development has largely been committed for education, 

and its focus has been towards development of basic education. 

Lending for education increased from an average us700 million 

during the 1980s to an average us1,907 million during the fi rst 

four years of the 1990s. In 2005 the amount climbed to us1,951.1 

million.

Bank lending for population, health, and nutrition has expand-

ed even more rapidly. Average yearly lending to this sector during 

the 1980s was us207 million, while lending during fi scal 2005 

was us2,216.4 million.

Th e Environment. Th e Bank has continued to support environ-

mental protection eff orts with loans totaling us2,493.8 million 

in fi scal year 2005, compared to us404 million in fi scal 1990. But 

the full story cannot be told by stand-alone environmental proj-

ects. As of the late 1990s, half of all World Bank projects now have 

an environmental component of some kind.

In fi scal 1993 the World Bank undertook structural changes 

to respond to growing borrower demand for Bank assistance in 

environmental issues, and to the need for internal strengthening 

of monitoring and implementation. A Vice Presidency for En-

vironmentally and Socially Sustainable Development was estab-

lished. Th ree departments were placed under this vice presiden-

cy—the Environment Department, the Agriculture and Natural 

Resources Department, and the Transport and Urban Develop-

ment Department.

Th e Global Environment Facility is a cooperative venture be-

tween the World Bank, the United Nations Development Pro-

gramme, the United Nations Environment Programme, and 

national governments. Th e Facility provides grants to help devel-

oping countries deal with environmental problems that transcend 

boundaries, such as airborne pollution produced by smokestacks 

or hazardous waste dumped into rivers. Th e GEF gives priority to 

four objectives: limiting emissions of greenhouse gases; preserv-

ing biodiversity; protecting international waters; and protecting 

the ozone layer.

Private Sector Development. Th e promotion of private sector 

growth in developing member countries has always been central 

to the Bank’s overall mission of fostering sustainable growth and 

reducing poverty. In December 1999, the Bank Group announced 

a restructuring to better align and expand its work related to the 

private sector. Th e reforms took eff ect 1 January 2000. Th e reorga-

nization tightened the link between the Bank’s public sector work 

and its private sector transactions in the developing world, which 

are made through the IFC. Th e World Bank helps governments to 

formulate policy frameworks that encourage a positive environ-

ment for business to function as the primary engine of growth 

while the IFC, the private sector arm of the Bank Group, provides 

advice and makes loans and equity investments in companies 

in developing countries. According to an IFC offi  cial the chang-

es were in response to “one of the biggest challenges facing [the 

Bank’s] client countries: How to create a favorable business envi-

ronment and help fi nance small and medium enterprises.” In ad-

dition to creating a new combined unit to coordinate Bank Group 

activities, help capitalize local fi nancial institutions, and teach 

them the business of fi nancing small and medium enterprises, the 

restructuring also involved the creation of joint World Bank-IFC 

departments, or product groups, for industries where there is a 

strong interface between public policy and private sector transac-

tions. Th ree new industry groups, telecommunications/informat-

ics, oil/gas/petrochemicals, and mining, include both policy and 

transaction capacity. Beyond the new industry groups, the prin-

cipal advisory services focused on the private sector in both the 

World Bank and IFC are coordinated under single management.
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D. OTHER ACTIVITIES

Technical Assistance. Th e Bank provides its members with a wide 

variety of technical assistance, much of it fi nanced under its lend-

ing program. Th e volume of technical assistance in which the 

Bank is involved as lender, provider, or administrator rose sharply 

during the 1990s. In addition to loans and guarantees to develop-

ing countries, the World Bank carries out its mission by providing 

advice and assistance with telecommunications sector reform and 

national information infrastructure strategies. Special programs in 

this category include InfoDev and TechNet. Th e Information for 

Development Program (InfoDev) began in September 1995 with 

the objective of addressing the obstacles facing developing coun-

tries in an increasingly information-driven world economy. It is a 

global grant program managed by the World Bank to promote in-

novative projects on the use of information and communication 

technologies (ICTs) for economic and social development, with a 

special emphasis on the needs of the poor in developing countries. 

In recognition of the critical role that science and technology play 

in promoting economic growth and social progress, in July 1999 

TechNet was created as a cross-cutting thematic group to promote 

knowledge and education in the areas of science and technology 

and informatics. TechNet acts as a clearing-house and network for 

professionals inside and outside the Bank.

Interagency Cooperation. Th e Bank’s overarching purpose is 

helping to reduce global poverty. To this end, the institution en-

courages the involvement of other development agencies in pre-

paring poverty assessments and works closely with other UN 

agencies in preparing proposals to improve the quality of poverty-

related data. At the country level, the Bank is broadening its ef-

forts to coordinate work with UNDP, UNICEF, and the Interna-

tional Fund for Agricultural Development in specifi c countries on 

preparing or following up poverty assessments and planned hu-

man development assessments.

Coordination between the Bank and the UN system on pov-

erty at the project level is extensive, particularly in the design of 

social funds and social action programs. Together with other UN 

agencies, the World Bank has taken the lead in mobilizing groups 

of donors, both multilateral and bilateral, to tackle specifi c areas 

of concern—for example, the Consultative Group on Internation-

al Agricultural Research (CGIAR), which is cosponsored by the 

FAO, UNDP, and the World Bank. Th e Bank is an active partner 

in interagency activities which include the follow-up to the World 

Conference on Education for All and the World Summit for Chil-

dren; the Safe Motherhood Inter-Agency Group; the Onchocerci-

asis (riverblindness) Control Programme; the Global Programme 

for AIDS; and the Task Force for Child Survival. Th e Bank also has 

links with the United Nations at the political and policy making 

level in the work of the General Assembly and its related commit-

tees, and the Economic and Social Council.

Th e Economic Development Institute was the Bank’s depart-

ment responsible for such dissemination. Th rough seminars, 

workshops and courses, EDI enabled policy-makers to assess and 

use the lessons of development to benefi t their own policies. On 

10 March 1999, the World Bank unveiled the successor to the EDI, 

the World Bank Institute (WBI). Th e new learning entity also ab-

sorbed the World Bank’s Learning and Leadership Center. Th e 

WBI drives the Bank’s learning agenda, working in three main 

areas: training, policy services, and knowledge networks. WBI is 

located at World Bank headquarters in Washington, D.C.. Many 

of its activities are held in member countries in cooperation with 

regional and national development agencies and education and 

training institutions. Th e Institute’s distance education unit con-

ducts interactive courses via satellite links worldwide. While most 

of WBI’s work is conducted in English, it also operates in Arabic, 

Chinese, French, Portuguese, Russian and Spanish.

Economic Research and Studies. Th e Bank’s economic and so-

cial research program, inaugurated in 1972, is undertaken by the 

Bank’s own research staff  and is funded out of its administrative 

budget. Th e research program is shaped by the Bank’s own needs, 

as a lending institution and as a source of policy advice to mem-

ber governments, and by the needs of member countries. Its main 

purposes are to gain new insights into the development process 

and the policies aff ecting it; to introduce new techniques or meth-

odologies into country, sectoral, and project analyses; to provide 

the analytical bases for major Bank documents, such as the World 

Development Report; and to help strengthen indigenous research 

capacity in developing countries.

INTERNATIONAL CENTRE FOR 
SETTLEMENT OF INVESTMENT DISPUTES 
(ICSID)
Developing countries depend heavily on foreign private capital to 

fi nance development. Such capital fl ows are sensitive to legal and 

political conditions in developing countries. Th e International 

Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes is an autonomous 

institution founded in 1966 to promote increased fl ows of inter-

national investment by providing facilities for the conciliation and 

arbitration of disputes between governments and foreign inves-
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Total Loans by Region in Millions of US Dollars
(as of 30 June 2005)

REGION AMOUNT

Africa $3,887.5
East Asia and Pacifi c 2,883.3
South Asia 4,993.3
Europe and Central Asia 4,093.5
Latin America and the Caribbean 5,165.7
Middle East and North Africa 1,283.6
 ————
TOTAL 22,307

Total Loans by Major Purpose in Millions of US Dollars
(as of 30 June 2005)

PURPOSE AMOUNT

Agriculture, Fishing, and Forestry $1,933.6
Law and Justice and Public Administration 5,569.3
Information and Communication 190.9
Education 1,951.1
Finance 1,675.1
Health and Other Social Services 2,216.4
Industry and Trade 1,629.4
Energy and Mining 1,822.7
Transportation 3,138.2
Water, Sanitation, and Flood Protection 2,180.2
 ————
TOTAL 22,307
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tors. ICSID also provides advice, carries out research, and pro-

duces publications in the area of foreign investment law. Its pub-

lications include a semiannual law journal, ICSD Review-Foreign 

Investment Law Journal, and multivolume collections of Invest-

ment Laws of the World and Investment Treaties. As of May 2006, 

ICSID had 143 member countries, and as of December 2002 it 

had tried 104 cases; 104 other cases were pending. Disputes have 

dealt with investments in agriculture, banking, construction, en-

ergy, health, industry, mining, and tourism.

MULTILATERAL INVESTMENT GUARANTEE 
AGENCY (MIGA)
MIGA was established in 1988. Its main purpose is to promote 

the fl ow of foreign direct investment among member countries 

by insuring investments against non-commercial (political) risk, 

and by providing promotional and advisory services to help mem-

ber countries create an attractive investment climate. MIGA off ers 

four basic types of coverage:

Currency Inconvertibility. Protects against losses arising from an 

inability to convert local currency investment returns into foreign 

exchange for transfer outside the host country;

Expropriation. Protects against loss from acts by the host gov-

ernment that may reduce or eliminate ownership of, or control 

over, rights to the insured investment;

War and Civil Disturbance. Protects against losses arising from 

military action or civil disturbance that destroys or damages tan-

gible assets of the project enterprise or interferes with its opera-

tions; and

Breach of Contract. Protects against losses from the investor’s in-

ability to obtain and/or enforce a decision or award against a host 

country that has repudiated or breached an investment contract.

Since its inception, MIGA by 2006 had issued nearly 800 guar-

antees for projects worth more than us14.7 billion in 91 devel-

oping countries. As of 10 May 2006, 167 countries had completed 

membership requirements with an additional 4 countries in the 

process of becoming members.

THE INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
ASSOCIATION (IDA)

Background

Th e world’s poorer countries have gone heavily into debt to fi -

nance their development. Th e total outstanding debt of 90 such 

countries rose from us51 billion in 1970 to an estimated us485 

billion in 1985. Annual interest and amortization charges on this 

debt had, by 1985, reached over us100 billion. Many countries 

have long since arrived at the point where they can no longer af-

ford to raise all the development capital that they are in a position 

to use at ordinary rates of interest and in the time span of conven-

tional loans, IBRD loans included.

Th e International Development Association (IDA), an affi  liate 

of the World Bank, was established in 1960 to promote economic 

development in the world’s poorest countries—those that cannot 

aff ord to borrow from the IBRD. It is the largest single multilat-

eral source of concessional lending to low-income countries. Th e 

following criteria are used to determine which countries are eli-

gible to borrow IDA resources: relative poverty, defi ned as GNP 

per capita below an established threshold (as of 2004, us965); 

lack of creditworthiness to borrow on market terms and therefore 

a need for concessional resources to fi nance the country’s devel-

opment program; good policy performance, defi ned as the imple-

mentation of economic and social policies that promote growth 

and poverty reduction. As of May 2006, 81 countries were eligible 

to borrow from the IDA. At the time, these countries were home 

to 2.5 billion people, comprising half of the total population of the 

developing nations, and 1.5 billion of these people survived on in-

comes of us2 or less a day.

Th e IDA’s loans are interest-free and repayable over very long 

terms, with extended grace periods. As a result, the IDA’s resourc-

es, unlike the resources of a regular lending institution, must be 

regularly replenished through contributions if the agency is to 

continue in business.

Creation

Th e creation of an international agency such as the IDA was dis-

cussed in the UN at various times during the 1950s. A report 

drawn up in 1951 by a group of experts on fi nancing and econom-

ic development referred to the need for an “international develop-

ment authority.” Although such proposals were at fi rst opposed by 

the United States, the IDA as it was fi nally launched was largely 

the result of US initiative. In 1958, the US Senate passed a resolu-

tion introduced by Senator A. S. (“Mike”) Monroney calling for 

cooperative international action along these lines. On 1 October 

1959, the IBRD’s Board of Governors approved, without objec-

tions, a motion of US Secretary of the Treasury Robert Anderson 

that a new agency, under the name International Development 

Association, be established as an affi  liate of the Bank.

Th e debate that preceded the Board’s action revealed poten-

tial disagreements among members of the Bank on a number of 

points, such as the terms that the IDA should set for its loans, 

the permissible restrictions that countries subscribing to the IDA’s 

capital could place on the use of funds supplied in their national 

currencies, and related matters. Rather than decide these matters 

itself, the Board of Governors asked the Executive Directors of the 

IBRD to draw up Articles of Agreement for the IDA, which would 

then be submitted to the Bank’s member governments.

Th e IDA’s Articles of Agreement were accordingly draft ed by 

the Executive Directors of the IBRD and early in 1960 transmit-

ted to the member governments of the Bank. Th e next step was for 

those governments desiring to join the IDA to take whatever leg-

islative or other action might be required to accept membership 

and to subscribe funds.

Th e new lending association came into existence on 24 Septem-

ber 1960, when governments whose subscriptions to its capital ag-

gregated us650 million, or 65% of the projected one-billion-dol-

lar goal, had accepted membership. Th e IDA started operations in 

November of that year.

Purposes

In the preamble to the Articles of Agreement, the signatory gov-

ernments declare their conviction that mutual cooperation for 

constructive economic purposes, healthy development of the 

world economy, and balanced growth of international trade foster 

peace and world prosperity; that higher standards of living and 

economic and social progress in the less developed countries are 

desirable not only in the interest of the latter but also for the in-

ternational community as a whole; and that achievement of these 
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objectives would be facilitated by an increase in the international 

fl ow of capital, public and private, to assist in the development of 

the resources of less developed countries.

As stated in its Articles of Agreement, the purposes of the IDA 

are “to promote economic development, increase productivity, 

and thus raise standards of living in the less-developed areas of the 

world included within the Association’s membership, in particu-

lar by providing fi nancing to meet their important developmental 

requirements on terms which are more fl exible and bear less heav-

ily on the balance of payments than those of conventional loans, 

thereby furthering the developmental objectives of the [IBRD] 

and supplementing its activities.”

Membership

As of May 2006, IDA had 165 member countries, of which 81 were 

eligible to borrow. Between its founding in 1960 and 2006, IDA 

lent approximately us161 billion to 108 countries. It lends, on 

average, about us6–8 billion a year (us6–8.7 billion in FY 2005) 

for diff erent types of development projects. When a country’s 

Gross National Product (GNP) exceeds IDA’s eligibility threshold 

and it becomes creditworthy to borrow from IBRD, it is no longer 

eligible for IDA’s interest-free credits. It may then borrow from 

IBRD at market rates. Some countries, such as India and Indo-

nesia, are eligible for a combination of fi nancing from both IBRD 

and IDA. Such countries are known as “blend” borrowers. Coun-

tries that once borrowed from IDA but became too prosperous to 

qualify included China, Costa Rica, Chile, Egypt, Morocco, South 

Korea, Th ailand, and Turkey.

Structure

Th e IDA is administered by the same offi  cers and staff  who admin-

ister the aff airs of the IBRD. Th e president of the Bank also serves 

as the president of the IDA, and the governors and the executive 

directors of the Bank serve in the same capacity in the IDA. As in 

the IBRD, a member’s voting power in the IDA is roughly propor-

tionate to its capital subscription.

Budget

Since the IDA relies entirely on the IBRD’s staff  and facilities for all 

its activities, it reimburses the Bank through a management fee for 

administrative expenses incurred on its behalf.

Activities

A. Financial Resources

Th e IDA’s funds are obtained from three main sources: mem-

bers’ subscriptions; periodic “replenishments” provided by rich-

er members and certain special contributions; and transfer of in-

come from the IBRD and repayments on IDA credits.

While IBRD raises most of its funds on the world’s fi nancial 

markets, IDA is funded largely by contributions from the govern-

ments of the richer member countries. As of 30 June 2005, their 

cumulative contributions since IDA’s beginning totaled us124.35 

billion. Donors get together every three years to replenish IDA 

funds. Th e 14th replenishment fi nances projects over the three 

years beginning 1 July 2005. Funding for the 14th Replenishment 

will allow IDA to lend about us33 billion, of which donors’ con-

tributions will provide a little over half.

Th e largest pledges to the 14th replenishment were made by 

the United States, Japan, Germany, France, United Kingdom, Italy 

and Canada. Some less wealthy nations also contribute to IDA. 

Turkey and Korea, for example, once borrowers from IDA, be-

came donors. Other contributors to the 14th replenishment were 

Australia, Austria, Barbados, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Greece, 

Iceland, Ireland, Israel, Kuwait, Luxembourg, Netherlands, New 

Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Slovenia, 

Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and Venezuela. Brazil, Czech Repub-

lic, Hungary, Mexico, Poland, Russia, Slovak Republic, and South 

Africa, though all then eligible to borrow from IBRD, made con-

tributions to IDA’s 14th replenishment.

Aside from their contributions under replenishment agree-

ments, a number of countries have agreed over the years to make 

voluntary increases and special contributions in excess of their 

normal shares. Since 1964, the IDA has received regular support 

from the IBRD through the transfer of some of its net income not 

needed for the Bank’s own purposes. When combined with repay-

ments by IDA borrowers and contributions from the World Bank’s 

net income, the 13th replenishment will fi nance a total of about 

us23 billion in development credits.

B. Terms of IDA Lending

IDA provides credits to its borrowers, interest-free with a 20-, 35-, 

or 40-year fi nal maturity and a 10-year grace period. Although 

IDA does not charge interest, it does charge a small administra-

tive fee of 0.75% against the outstanding balance of credits to meet 

administrative expenses. Th ere is also a commitment fee of 0.5% 

of 50 basis points, but this has been waived since fi scal year 1989. 

IDA’s credits are thus highly concessional with a grant element of 

about 85%.

C. IDA Operations

While the IDA’s fi nancial terms are liberal, its economic and tech-

nical criteria for development credits are exactly the same as those 

applied by the IBRD in lending on conventional terms. Each cred-

it must be justifi ed by the borrowing country’s economic position, 

prospects, and policies. Credits are extended only for high-prior-

ity purposes that, in the words of the IDA’s Articles of Agreement, 

will “promote economic development, increase productivity, and 

thus raise standards of living in the less-developed areas of the 

world.”

Since the IDA’s resources have been considerably less than the 

need of developing countries for additional external fi nance on 

easy terms, they must be carefully rationed on the basis of need 

and prospects for their most eff ective use. Borrowing countries 

typically have per capita GNPs below an established threshold. 

Most eligible countries have incomes below us965 per capita.

D. IDA’S Evolving Role

IDA has taken an active role in helping governments undertak-

ing structural adjustment to protect and expand social and en-

vironmental programs. It supports rural development programs 

and projects which aim to increase agricultural productivity and 

ensure adequate food supplies. IDA also fi nances projects that 

give special attention to improving women’s incomes and status 

in their communities. Th e Association has markedly increased its 

support for population, health, and nutrition projects.

Environmental concerns have been integrated into all aspects 

of IDA’s operations. Th e Association is helping borrowers devel-

op their own Environmental Action Plans to identify the policy 
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changes and investments that are required for environmentally 

sustainable development.

In fi scal 2005, IDA disbursed us8.7 billion; of this amount, 

45% went to countries in sub-Saharan Africa, 33% to South Asia, 

12% to East Asia and the Pacifi c, 6% to Eastern Europe and Cen-

tral Asia, and the remainder to poor countries in North Africa and 

in Latin America. New commitments in FY 2005 comprised 160 

new operations in 64 countries.

IDA is the largest single source of multilateral concessional 

funds. Its annual net disbursements of around us8.4 billion are 

about 30% of net concessional multilateral disbursements, and 

12% of Offi  cial Development Assistance. Th e Association also 

helps mobilize and coordinate aid from other multilateral organi-

zations and donor countries. IDA’s involvement is oft en a catalyst 

for other bilateral aid donors and regional development banks to 

participate in providing assistance. On average, for every dollar 

IDA commits, 50 cents of cofi nancing is mobilized.

THE INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
CORPORATION (IFC)

Background

Th e International Finance Corporation is the member of the 

World Bank Group that promotes the growth of the private sector 

in less developed member countries. Th e IFC’s principal activity is 

helping fi nance individual private enterprise projects that contrib-

ute to the economic development of the country or region where 

the project is located. Th e IFC is the World Bank Group’s invest-

ment bank for developing countries. It lends directly to private 

companies and makes equity investments in them, without guar-

antees from governments, and attracts other sources of funds for 

private-sector projects. IFC also provides advisory services and 

technical assistance to governments and businesses.

Creation

Within a few years of the founding of the International Bank for 

Reconstruction and Development (IBRD), it became evident that 

suffi  cient provision had not been made for fi nancing the develop-

ment of the private sector in countries looking to the UN system 

for aid. Th e Bank’s charter restrained it from making equity (capi-

tal stock) investments or from lending money, directly or indirect-

ly, to a private company without a governmental guarantee. Yet 

“venture capital” was the very thing needed in many developing 

countries to get a variety of productive enterprises underway, and 

the amount of venture capital available through private banking 

and investment channels was inadequate.

Th e fi rst public suggestion for an international institution to 

close this gap appeared in a report, “Partners and Progress,” which 

Nelson Rockefeller (then chairman of the advisory board of the 

Point 4 Program) had submitted to President Harry S. Truman 

in 1951. Th e matter was taken up by the staff  of the IBRD, and in 

1952, the Bank submitted proposals for such an institution to the 

UN Economic and Social Council. Some members of the Council, 

including the United Kingdom and the United States, voiced the 

fear that the proposed institution might deter the fl ow of private 

capital to the developing countries. Th ey also objected in principle 

to an inter-governmental organization’s having the right to pur-

chase shares in private companies.

Th e majority of members of the Economic and Social Council, 

however, strongly endorsed the idea of an international fi nancial 

institution to aid private sector development, and by late 1954, a 

compromise was worked out. Th e International Finance Corpora-

tion, as originally established, could lend money to private enter-

prises without government guarantees, but it was not empowered 

to make equity investments, though loans with certain equity fea-

tures, such as stock options, were allowed. Th e 31 countries nec-

essary to launch the IFC pledged their consent over the next 18 

months, and the IFC formally came into existence on 14 July 1956 

as a separate legal entity affi  liated with the IBRD.

Th e IFC’s early investments oft en included such features as stock 

options and other profi t-sharing devices in lieu of direct equity fi -

nancing, but the terms were complex and diffi  cult to negotiate, 

and it soon became apparent to all concerned that IFC’s eff ective-

ness was severely circumscribed by the restriction on equity in-

vestment. Proposals to amend the charter so as to permit the IFC 

to hold shares were put to the Board of Directors and the Board of 

Governors and approved in 1961—with the support, this time, of 

both the United Kingdom and the United States. Th e revision of 

IFC’s charter in 1961 to permit investment in equities made it pos-

sible to broaden and diversify operations, as well as to simplify the 

terms of investment. With the demand for IFC’s services steadily 

expanding, the Board of Directors amended the charter again in 

1965 to permit the IFC to borrow from the IBRD up to four times 

its unimpaired subscribed capital and surplus.

Purposes

IFC’s purpose is to foster economic growth by promoting private 

sector investment in its developing member countries. It accom-

plishes this by providing venture capital for productive private 

enterprises in association with local investors and management, 

by encouraging the development of local capital markets, and 

by stimulating the fl ow of private capital. Th e Corporation is de-

signed to supplement, rather than replace, private capital. It plays 

an important catalytic role in mobilizing additional project fund-

ing from other investors and lenders, either in the form of cofi -

nancing or through loan syndications, the underwriting of debt 

and equity securities issues, and guarantees. In addition to project 

fi nance and resource mobilization, IFC off ers a full array of advi-

sory services and technical assistance in such areas as capital mar-

ket development, corporate restructuring, risk management, and 

project preparation and evaluation, and advises governments on 

creating an environment that encourages the growth of private en-

terprise and foreign investment.

Membership

Membership in the IFC is open to all members of IBRD. As of May 

2006, IFC had 178 member states.

Structure

Th e structure of IFC is similar to that of the IBRD. IFC’s Board of 

Governors consists of those governors of the Bank (IBRD) whose 

countries are also members of IFC. Its Board of Directors is com-

posed of all the Executive Directors of the Bank. Th e annual meet-
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ing of the IFC Board of Governors is held in conjunction with the 

annual meeting of the Board of Governors of the IBRD. IFC head-

quarters are at 2121 Pennsylvania Ave. N.W., Washington, D.C., 

20433.

Th e fi rst president of the IFC was Robert L. Garner, formerly 

vice-president of the IBRD. Since 1961, the president of the Bank 

also has been the president of the Corporation. Th e immediate 

direction of the Corporation is the responsibility of the executive 

vice-president, Lars H. Th unell, whose term became eff ective 1 

January 2006. IFC has more than 2,400 staff , 55% of whom work 

in Washington, and 45% of whom are stationed in over 80 IFC 

fi eld offi  ces.

Activities

A. Financial Resources

IFC’s investments are funded out of its net worth—the total of 

paid-in capital and retained earnings. Of the funding required for 

its lending operations, 80% is borrowed in the international fi nan-

cial markets through public bond issues or private placements; the 

remaining 20% is borrowed from the IBRD.

Earnings and Borrowings. IFC’s operating income for fi scal 

year 2005 was us1.95 billion; its net income was us2.02 billion. 

Paid-in capital was us2.4 billion; retained earnings were us7.4 

billion; and borrowings amounted to us2 billion. IFC may bor-

row from the IBRD for use in its lending operations as long as the 

Corporation’s total borrowings do not exceed four times its unim-

paired subscribed capital and surplus.

Disbursements. In 2005 IFC approved 236 new projects in 67 

countries. Th e total project cost of commitments was us19.3 bil-

lion. Since its founding in 1956 and through 2005, IFC committed 

more than us49 billion of its own funds and arranged us24 bil-

lion in syndications and underwriting for 3,319 companies in 140 

developing countries.

B. Investment Policies

Unlike the IBRD, IFC lends to private companies and does not ac-

cept guarantees from host-country governments. It also makes eq-

uity investments in developing-country businesses, and mobilizes 

additional loan and equity fi nancing in the international fi nan-

cial markets. Because of the success of IFC’s operations, its bond 

issues in the international markets have earned triple-A ratings 

from Moody’s and Standard and Poor’s.

IFC is the single largest source of direct fi nancing for private 

sector projects in developing countries. Although IFC invests and 

lends on market terms, it does not compete with private capital. It 

fi nances projects unable to obtain suffi  cient funding on reasonable 

terms from other sources. Normally, IFC does not fi nance more 

than 25% of total project costs, so as to ensure that most of the 

project fi nancing comes from private investors and lenders. And 

while IFC may buy up to 35% of the stock of a company, it is never 

the largest shareholder and does not take part in a fi rm’s manage-

ment. But since IFC does not accept government guarantees, it 

shares all project risks with its partners.

IFC fi nances the creation of new companies as well as the ex-

pansion or modernization of established companies in sectors 

ranging from agribusiness to manufacturing to energy to mining. 

A number of IFC projects involve building up the fi nancial sectors 

of developing countries, for example by fi nancing the creation of 

institutions such as investment banks and insurance companies.

IFC can provide loans, equity investments, and arrange qua-

si-equity instruments—in whatever combination is necessary 

to ensure that a project is soundly funded from the outset. Th e 

Corporation can provide additional fi nancial support through 

contingent fi nancing or full or partial guarantees of other sources 

of fi nancing. In the past few years, IFC has made derivative prod-

ucts, such as currency and interest rate swaps, available to com-

panies in developing countries. It has intermediated several such 

swaps for companies in Bolivia, Egypt, Ghana, and Mexico, help-

ing them gain access to risk-management techniques commonly 

used by companies in industrialized countries but not normally 

available to companies in the developing world.

C. IFC Investments

Th e IFC’s history has been marked by growth in the number and 

size of investments and by a continued search for new ways to 

assist its member countries. An improved policy environment in 

many of IFC’s developing member countries has helped the Cor-

poration to make a larger contribution to economic development. 

Helping companies in developing countries achieve a proper bal-

ance between debt and equity fi nancing is a key IFC objective.

In addition to approving debt and equity fi nancing for its own 

account, in 2005 the Corporation approved the mobilization of 

us5.3 billion in fi nancing from other investors and lenders 

through loan syndications and the underwriting of securities is-

sues. It also mobilized considerable cofi nancing. Th us, for every 

us1 of fi nancing approved by IFC for its own account, other in-

vestors and lenders will provide us4.75.

Th e effi  cient provision of services in such sectors as power, wa-

ter, transportation, and communications is critical to successful 

private sector development. A growing number of IFC’s member 

countries are opening these sectors, once the preserve of the state, 

to private investment and management.

Th e countries of Eastern and Central Europe and the former 

Soviet republics are a new focus of IFC’s work. IFC’s role includes 

fi nancing private-sector projects and advising governments on 

creating a modern fi nancial sector, selling off  state-owned enter-

prises, and attracting foreign investment.

IFC advised governments offi  cials in Russia and Ukraine on dif-

ferent techniques for privatizing state enterprises, and developed 

privatization programs that can be used as models by local author-

ities in both republics. It helped design and implement the auction 

of small enterprises in three regions in Russia—Nizhny Novgorod, 

Volgograd, and Tomsk—and in the city of L’viv, Ukraine, and pro-

duced a manual on the privatization of small enterprises.

In many developing countries small-scale entrepreneurs with 

promising ideas are oft en unable to get the fi nancing or advice 

they need to start or expand businesses. IFC has set up project de-

velopment facilities in Sub-Saharan Africa, Central America and 

the Caribbean, the South Pacifi c Islands, and Poland to help en-

trepreneurs prepare project proposals. Although these facilities do 

not themselves fund projects, they help entrepreneurs fi nd loans 

and equity fi nancing on reasonable terms. Th e Africa Enterprise 
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Fund, established in 1989, is a special program devoted to fi nanc-

ing small and medium-sized businesses in Sub-Saharan Africa.

Advisory Services and Technical Assistance. In the course of con-

ducting project appraisals, IFC may provide considerable techni-

cal assistance to companies—for example, by helping them se-

lect a technical partner or a technology, identify markets for their 

products, and put together the most appropriate fi nancial pack-

age. Th e Corporation also advises companies on fi nancial restruc-

turing, helping them reduce their debt.

IFC advises member governments on an array of issues, such as 

capital markets development. It helps governments create and put 

in place the regulatory, legal, and fi scal frameworks necessary for 

fi nancial institutions to operate effi  ciently. IFC also provides ad-

vice on privatization and on restructuring state enterprises slated 

for privatization. Th e Foreign Investment Advisory Service, estab-

lished by IFC and operated jointly with the Multilateral Invest-

ment Guarantee Agency and IBRD, advises governments on at-

tracting direct foreign investment.
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IBRD Subscriptions and Voting Power (as of 31 March 2006)

MEMBER SUBSCRIPTIONS1 NUMBER OF VOTES % OF TOTAL

Afghanistan 30 550 0.03
Albania 83 1,080 0.07
Algeria 925.2 9,502 0.59
Angola 267.6 2,926 0.18
Antigua and Barbuda 52 770 0.05
Argentina 1,791.1 18,161 1.12
Armenia 113.9 1,389 0.09
Australia 2,446.4 24,714 1.53
Austria 1,106.3 11,313 0.70
Azerbaijan 164.6 1,896 0.12
Bahamas 107.1 1,321 0.08
Bahrain 110.3 1,353 0.08
Bangladesh 485.4 5,104 0.32
Barbados 94.8 1,198 0.07
Belarus 332.3 3,573 0.22
Belgium 2,898.3 29,233 1.81
Belize 58.6 836 0.05
Benin 86.8 1,118 0.07
Bhutan 47.9 729 0.05
Bolivia 178.5 2,035 0.13
Bosnia and Herzegovina 54.9 799 0.05
Botswana 61.5 865 0.05
Brazil 3,328.7 33,537 2.07
Brunei Darussalam 237.3 2,623 0.16
Bulgaria 521.5 5,465 0.34
Burkina Faso 86.8 1,118 0.07
Burundi 71.6 966 0.06
Cambodia 21.4 464 0.03
Cameroon 152.7 1,777 0.11
Canada 4,479.5 45,045 2.78
Cape Verde 50.8 758 0.05
Central African Republic 86.2 1,112 0.07
Chad 86.2 1,112 0.07
Chile 693.1 7,181 0.44
China 4,479.9 45.049 2.78
Colombia 635.2 6,602 0.41
Comoros 28.2 532 0.03
Congo 92.7 1,177 0.07
Congo, Democratic
 Republic of 264.3 2,893 0.18
Costa Rica 23.3 483 0.03
Côte d’Ivoire 251.6 2,766 0.17
Croatia 229.3 2,543 0.16
Cyprus 146.1 1,711 0.11
Czech Republic 630.8 6,558 0.41
Denmark 1,345.1 13,701 0.85
Djibouti 55.9 809 0.05
Dominica 50.4 754 0.05
Dominican Republic 209.2 2,342 0.14
Ecuador 277.1 3,021 0.19
Egypt 710.8 7,358 0.45
El Salvador 14.1 391 0.02
Equatorial Guinea 71.5 965 0.06
Eritrea 59.3 843 0.05
Estonia 92.3 1,173 0.07
Ethiopia 97.8 1,228 0.08
Fiji  98.7 1,237 0.08
Finland 856.0 8,810 0.54
France 6,939.7 69,647 4.30
Gabon 98.7 1,237 0.08
Gambia 54.3 793 0.05
Georgia 158.4 1,834 0.11
Germany 7,239.9 72,649 4.49
Ghana 152.5 1,775 0.11
Greece 168.4 1,934 0.12
Grenada 53.1 781 0.05
Guatemala 200.1 2,251 0.14
Guinea 129.2 1,542 0.10

Guinea-Bissau 54.0 790 0.05
Guyana 105.8 1,308 0.08
Haiti 106.7 1,317 0.08
Honduras 64.1 891 0.06
Hungary 805.0 8,300 0.51
Iceland 125.8 1,508 0.09
India 4,479.5 45,045 2.78
Indonesia 1,498.1 15,231 0.94
Iran, Islamic Republic of 2,368.6 23,936 1.48
Iraq 280.8 3,058 0.19
Ireland 527.1 5,521 0.34
Israel 475.0 5,000 0.31
Italy 4,479.5 45,045 2.78
Jamaica 257.8 2,828 0.17
Japan 12,700.0 127,250 7.86
Jordan 138.8 1,638 0.10
Kazakhstan 298.5 3,235 0.20
Kenya 246.1 2,711 0.17
Kiribati 46.5 715 0.04
Korea, Republic of 1,581.7 16,067 0.99
Kuwait 1,328.0 13,530 0.84
Kyrgyz Republic 110.7 1,357 0.08
Lao People’s 
 Democratic Republic 17.8 428 0.03
Latvia 138.4 1,634 0.10
Lebanon 34.0 590 0.04
Lesotho 66.3 913 0.06
Liberia 46.3 713 0.04
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya 784.0 8,090 0.50
Lithuania 150.7 1,757 0.11
Luxembourg 165.2 1,902 0.12
Macedonia,
 Former Yugoslav Rep. of 42.7 677 0.04
Madagascar 142.2 1,672 0.10
Malawi 109.4 1,344 0.08
Malaysia 824.4 8,494 0.52
Maldives 46.9 719 0.04
Mali 116.2 1,412 0.09
Malta 107.4 1,324 0.08
Marshall Islands 46.9 719 0.04
Mauritania 90.0 1,150 0.07
Mauritius 124.2 1,492 0.09
Mexico 1,880.4 19,054 1.18
Micronesia 47.9 729 0.05
Moldova 136.8 1,618 0.10
Mongolia 46.6 716 0.04
Morocco 497.3 5,223 0.32
Mozambique 93.0 1,180 0.07
Myanmar 248.4 2,734 0.17
Namibia 152.3 1,773 0.11
Nepal 96.8 1,218 0.08
Netherlands 3,550.3 35,753 2.21
New Zealand 723.6 7,486 0.46
Nicaragua 60.8 858 0.05
Niger 85.2 1,102 0.07
Nigeria 1,265.5 12,905 0.80
Norway 998.2 10,232 0.63
Oman 156.1 1,811 0.11
Pakistan 933.9 9,589 0.59
Palau 1.6 266 0.02
Panama 38.5 635 0.04
Papua New Guinea 129.4 1,544 0.10
Paraguay 122.9 1,479 0.09
Peru 533.1 5,581 0.34
Philippines 684.4 7,094 0.44
Poland 1,090.8 11,158 0.69
Portugal 546.0 5,710 0.35
Qatar 109.6 1,346 0.08

VOTING POWER

MEMBER SUBSCRIPTIONS1 NUMBER OF VOTES % OF TOTAL

VOTING POWER
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Romania 401.1 4,261 0.26
Russian Federation 4,479.5 45,045 2.78
Rwanda 104.6 1,296 0.08
St. Kitts And Nevis 27.5 525 0.03
St. Lucia 55.2 802 0.05
St. Vincent and the 
Grenadines 27.8 528 0.03
Samoa 53.1 781 0.05
San Marino 59.5 845 0.05
São Tomé and Príncipe 49.5 745 0.05
Saudi Arabia 4,479.5 45,045 2.78
Senegal 207.2 2,322 0.14
Serbia and Montenegro 284.6 3,096 0.19
Seychelles 26.3 513 0.03
Sierra Leone 71.8 968 0.06
Singapore 32.0 570 0.04
Slovak Republic 321.6 3,466 0.21
Slovenia 126.1 1,511 0.09
Solomon Islands 51.3 763 0.05
Somalia 55.2 802 0.05
South Africa 1,346.2 13,712 0.85
Spain 2,799.7 28,247 1.75
Sri Lanka 381.7 4,067 0.25
Sudan 85.0 1,100 0.07
Suriname 41.2 662 0.04
Swaziland 44 690 0.04
Sweden 1,497.4 15,224 0.94
Switzerland 2,660.6 26,856 1.66

Syrian Arab Republic 220.2 2,452 0.15
Tajikistan 106 1,310 0.08
Tanzania 129.5 1,545 0.10
Thailand 634.9 6,599 0.41
Timor-Leste 51.7 767 0.05
Togo 110.5 1,355 0.08
Tonga 49.4 744 0.05
Trinidad And Tobago 266.4 2,914 0.18
Tunisia 71.9 969 0.06
Turkey 832.8 8,578 0.53
Turkmenistan 52.6 776 0.05
Uganda 61.7 867 0.05
Ukraine 1,090.8 11,158 0.69
United Arab Emirates 238.5 2,635 0.16
United Kingdom 6,939.7 69,647 4.30
United States 26,496.9 265,219 16.39
Uruguay 281.2 3,062 0.19
Uzbekistan 249.3 2,743 0.17
Vanuatu 58.6 836 0.05
Venezuela 2,036.1 20,611 1.27
Vietnam 96.8 1,218 0.08
Yemen 221.2 2,462 0.15
Zambia 281 3,060 0.19
Zimbabwe 332.5 3,575 0.22
 ——— ——— ———
TOTAL 157,266.1 1,618,661 100%

1Millions of 1994 US Dollars

IBRD Subscriptions and Voting Power (as of 31 March 2006) - cont.

MEMBER SUBSCRIPTIONS1 NUMBER OF VOTES % OF TOTAL

VOTING POWER

MEMBER SUBSCRIPTIONS1 NUMBER OF VOTES % OF TOTAL

VOTING POWER

Member countries of IBRD, IFC, IDA, MIGA and ICSID (as of 31 March 2006)
 IBRD IFC IDA MIGA ICSID

Afghanistan X X X X X
Albania X X X X X
Algeria X X X X X
Angola X X X X 
Antigua and Barbuda X X  X 
Argentina X X X X X
Armenia X X X X X
Australia X X X X X
Austria X X X X X
Azerbaijan X X X X X
Bahamas X X  X X
Bahrain X X  X X
Bangladesh X X X X X
Barbados X X X X X
Belarus X X  X X
Belgium X X X X X
Belize X X X X 
Benin X X X X X
Bhutan X X X  
Bolivia X X X X X
Bosnia-Herzegovina X X X X X
Botswana X X X X X
Brazil X X X X 
Brunei Darassalam X    X
Bulgaria X X  X X
Burkina Faso X X X X X
Burundi X X X X X
Cambodia X X X X 
Cameroon X X X X X
Canada X X X X 
Cape Verde X X X X 
Central African Republic X X X X X
Chad X X X X X
Chile X X X X X

China X X X X X
Colombia X X X X X
Comoros X X X  X
Congo X X X X X
Congo, Dem. Rep. of the X X X X X
Costa Rica X X X X X
Côte d’Ivoire X X X X X
Croatia X X X X X
Cyprus X X X X X
Czech Republic X X X X X
Denmark X X X X X
Djibouti X X X  
Dominica X X X X 
Dominican Republic X X X X 
Ecuador X X X X X
Egypt X X X X X
El Salvador X X X X X
Equatorial Guinea X X X X 
Eritrea X X X X 
Estonia X X  X X
Ethiopia X X X X 
Fiji X X X X X
Finland X X X X X
France X X X X X
Gabon X X X X X
Gambia X X X X X
Georgia X X X X X
Germany X X X X X
Ghana X X X X X
Greece X X X X X
Grenada X X X X X
Guatemala X X X X X
Guinea X X X X X
Guinea-Bissau X X X  
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Guyana X X X X X
Haiti X X X X 
Honduras X X X X X
Hungary X X X X X
Iceland X X X X X
India X X X X 
Indonesia X X X X X
Iran, Islamic Republic of X X X X 
Iraq X X X  
Ireland X X X X X
Israel X X X X X
Italy X X X X X
Jamaica X X  X X
Japan X X X X X
Jordan X X X X X
Kazakhstan X X X X X
Kenya X X X X X
Kiribati X X X  
Korea, Republic of X X X X X
Kuwait X X X X X
Kyrgyz Republic X X X X 
Lao People’s Dem. Rep. X X X X 
Latvia X X X X X
Lebanon X X X X X
Lesotho X X X X X
Liberia X X X  X
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya X X X X 
Lithuania X X  X X
Luxembourg X X X X X
Macedonia, Former 
 Yugoslav Rep. of X X X X X
Madagascar X X X X X
Malawi X X X X X
Malaysia X X X X X
Maldives X X X X 
Mali X X X X X
Malta X X  X X
Marshall Islands X X X  
Mauritania X X X X X
Mauritius X X X X X
Mexico X X X  
Micronesia X X X X X
Moldova X X X X 
Mongolia X X X X X
Morocco X X X X X
Mozambique X X X X X
Myanmar X X X  
Namibia X X  X 
Nepal X X X X X
Netherlands X X X X X
New Zealand X X X  X
Nicaragua X X X X X
Niger X X X  X
Nigeria X X X X X
Norway X X X X X
Oman X X X X X
Pakistan X X X X X
Palau X X X X 
Panama X X X X X

Papua New Guinea X X X X X
Paraguay X X X X X
Peru X X X X X
Philippines X X X X X
Poland X X X X 
Portugal X X X X X
Qatar X   X 
Romania X X  X X
Russian Federation X X X X 
Rwanda X X X  X
St. Kitts and Nevis X X X X X
St. Lucia X X X X X
St. Vincent and 
 the Grenadines X  X X X
Samoa X X X X X
San Marino X    
São Tomé and Príncipe X  X  
Saudi Arabia X X X X X
Senegal X X X X X
Serbia and Montenegro X X X X 
Seychelles X X  X X
Sierra Leone X X X X X
Singapore X X X X X
Slovak Republic X X X X X
Slovenia X X X X X
Solomon Islands X X X X X
Somalia X X X  X
South Africa X X X X 
Spain X X X X X
Sri Lanka X X X X X
Sudan X X X X X
Suriname X   X 
Swaziland X X X X X
Sweden X X X X X
Switzerland X X X X X
Syrian Arab Republic X X X X X
Tajikistan X X X X 
Tanzania X X X X X
Thailand X X X X 
Timor-Leste X X X X X
Togo X X X X X
Tonga X X X  X
Trinidad and Tobago X X X X X
Tunisia X X X X X
Turkey X X X X X
Turkmenistan X X  X X
Uganda X X X X X
Ukraine X X X X X
United Arab Emirates X X X X X
United Kingdom X X X X X
United States X X X X X
Uruguay X X  X X
Uzbekistan X X X X X
Vanuatu X X X X 
Venezuela X X  X X
Vietnam X X X X 
Yemen X X X X X
Zambia X X X X X
Zimbabwe X X X X X

Member countries of IBRD, IFC, IDA, MIGA and ICSID (as of 31 March 2006) - cont.
 IBRD IFC IDA MIGA ICSID  IBRD IFC IDA MIGA ICSID
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Executive Directors of the IBRD, IFC, and IDA, and IBRD Voting Power (on 31 March 2006)

 CASTING TOTAL % OF
DIRECTOR VOTES OF VOTES TOTAL

APPOINTED

Robert B. Holland United States 265,219 16.39
Yoshio Okubo Japan 127,250 7.87
Eckhard Deutscher Germany 72,649 4.49
Pierre Duquesne France 69,647 4.30
Tom Scholar United Kingdom 69,647 4.30

ELECTED
Gino Alzetta (Belgium)  77,669 4.80
 Austria  
 Belarus  
 Belgium  
 Czech Republic  
 Hungary  
 Kazakhstan  
 Luxembourg  
 Slovak Republic  
 Slovenia  
 Turkey  
Luis Marti (Spain)  72,786 4.50
 Costa Rica  
 El Salvador  
 Guatemala  
 Honduras  
 Mexico  
 Nicaragua  
 Spain  
 Venezuela  
Jan Willem van der Kaaij (Netherlands)  72,208 4.46
 Armenia  
 Bosnia And Herzegovina  
 Bulgaria  
 Croatia  
 Cyprus  
 Georgia  
 Israel  
 Macedonia, Former Yugoslav Rep. of  
 Moldova  
 Netherlands  
 Romania  
 Ukraine  
Marcel Masse (Canada)  62,217 3.85
 Antigua and Barbuda  
 Bahamas  
 Barbados  
 Belize  
 Canada  
 Dominica  
 Grenada  
 Guyana  
 Ireland  
 Jamaica  
 St. Kitts And Nevis  
 St. Lucia  
 St. Vincent and the Grenadines  
Otaviano Canuto (Brazil)  58,124 3.59
 Brazil  
 Colombia  
 Dominican Republic  
 Ecuador  
 Haiti  
 Panama  
 Philippines  
 Suriname  
 Trinidad And Tobago  

Biagio Bossone (Italy)  56,705 3.50
 Albania  
 Greece  
 Italy  
 Malta  
 Portugal  
 San Marino  
 Timor-Leste  
Joong-Kyung Choi (Republic of Korea)  55,800 3.45
 Australia  
 Cambodia  
 Kiribati  
 Korea, Republic of  
 Marshall Islands  
 Micronesia, Fed. States of  
 Mongolia  
 New Zealand  
 Palau  
 Papua New Guinea  
 Samoa  
 Solomon Islands  
 Vanuatu  
Mathias Sinamenye (Burundi)  55,190 3.41
 Angola  
 Botswana  
 Burundi  
 Eritrea  
 Ethiopia  
 Gambia, The  
 Kenya  
 Lesotho  
 Liberia  
 Malawi  
 Mozambique  
 Namibia  
 Nigeria  
 Seychelles  
 Sierra Leone  
 South Africa  
 Sudan  
 Swaziland  
 Tanzania  
 Uganda  
 Zambia  
 Zimbabwe  
Dhanendra Kumar (India)  54,945 3.40
 Bangladesh  
 Bhutan  
 India  
 Sri Lanka  
Sid Ahmed Dib (Algeria)  51,544 3.19
 Afghanistan  
 Algeria  
 Ghana  
 Iran, Islamic Republic of  
 Morocco  
 Pakistan  
 Tunisia  
Thorsteinn Ingolfsson (Iceland)  54,039 3.34
 Denmark  
 Estonia  
 Finland  
 Iceland  
 Latvia  
 Lithuania  
 Norway  
 Sweden  

 CASTING TOTAL % OF
DIRECTOR VOTES OF VOTES TOTAL
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Pietro Veglio (Switzerland)  49,192 3.04
 Azerbaijan  
 Kyrgyz Republic  
 Poland  
 Serbia and Montenegro  
 Switzerland  
 Tajikistan  
 Turkmenistan  
 Uzbekistan  
Jiayi Zou (China)  45,049 2.78
 China  
Yahya Alyahya (Saudi Arabia)  45,045 2.78
 Saudi Arabia  
Alexey G. Kvasov (Russian Fed.)  45,045 2.78
 Russian Federation  
Mahdy Ismail Aljazzaf (Kuwait)  47,042 2.91
 Bahrain  
 Egypt  
 Iraq  
 Jordan  
 Kuwait  
 Lebanon  
 Libyan Arab Jamahiriya  
 Maldives  
 Oman  
 Qatar  
 Syrian Arab Republic  
 United Arab Emirates  
 Yemen  
Herwidayatmo (Indonesia)  41,096 2.54
 Brunei Darussalam  
 Fiji  
 Indonesia  
 Lao People’s Dem. Rep.  
 Malaysia  
 Myanmar  
 Nepal  
 Singapore  
 Thailand  
 Tonga  
 Vietnam  

Jaime Quijandria (Peru)  37,499 2.32
 Argentina  
 Bolivia  
 Chile  
 Paraguay  
 Peru  
 Uruguay  
Paulo F. Gomes (Guinea-Bissau)  32,252 1.99
 Benin  
 Burkina Faso  
 Cameroon  
 Cape Verde  
 Central African Republic  
 Chad  
 Comoros  
 Congo  
 Congo, Dem. Rep. of  
 Côte d’Ivoirwe  
 Djibouti  
 Equatorial Guinea  
 Gabon  
 Guinea  
 Guinea-Bissau  
 Madagascar  
 Mali  
 Mauritania  
 Mauritius  
 Niger  
 Rwanda  
 São Tomé and Príncipe  
 Senegal  
 Togo  

NOTE: Somalia (802 votes) did not participate in the 2004 regular elections of 
executive directors.

Executive Directors of the IBRD, IFC, and IDA, and IBRD Voting Power (on 31 March 2006) - cont.

 CASTING TOTAL % OF
DIRECTOR VOTES OF VOTES TOTAL

 CASTING TOTAL % OF
DIRECTOR VOTES OF VOTES TOTAL
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P O L A R  R E G I O N S

ANTARCTICA
Antarctica, the coldest and second-smallest continent (aft er Aus-

tralia), is centered on the South Pole and is situated almost entirely 

within the Antarctic Circle at 66 1/2° S. Some 97% of the total area 

of about 13,924,000 sq km (5,376,000 sq mi) is covered by ice, 

and the continent contains about 90% of the world’s ice and 70% 

of the fresh water. Antarctica is bounded by the Southern Ocean. 

Th e nearest points of land are the southern tip of South Ameri-

ca, South Georgia, the South Sandwich Islands, the South Orkney 

Islands, and the South Shetland Islands. All of these islands are 

located within the Antarctic Convergence, which encircles Ant-

arctica at approximately 1,600 km (1,000 mi) from the coast and 

divides the cold Antarctic waters from the warmer waters of the 

four oceans, in a zone of perpetual turbulence.

Th e Southern Ocean, which totally encircles Antarctica, was de-

limited in 2000 as a result of a decision of the International Hydro-

graphic Organization. It was delimited from the southern parts 

of the Atlantic, Indian, and Pacifi c Oceans, and extends from the 

Antarctic coast north to 60° S latitude. Th e Southern Ocean en-

compasses 360° of longitude, and is slightly more than twice the 

size of the United States, or 20,327,000 sq mi (52,646,000 sq km). 

It is smaller than the Atlantic, Indian, and Pacifi c Oceans, but larg-

er than the Arctic Ocean.

Some 200 million years ago, Antarctica was joined to South 

America, Africa, India, and Australia in a large single continent, 

Gondwanaland; subsequent geological changes caused the break-

up into separate continental masses. Recent geological studies and 

fossil fi nds indicate that Antarctica once had a tropical environ-

ment, but that its present ice sheet is at least 20 million years old.

Th e Transantarctic Mountains divide the continent into two 

parts: the larger East Antarctic ice sheet, with land mostly above 

sea level; and the smaller West Antarctic ice sheet, with land most-

ly below sea level. Th e highest point is the Vinson Massif (4,897 

m/16,066 ft ), in the Ellsworth Mountains of West Antarctica. Th e 

South Pole lies at an altitude of about 3,000 m (9,800 ft ). Th e Ant-

arctic ice sheet averages 2,160 m (7,090 ft ) in depth and is 4,776 

m (15,670 ft ) deep at its thickest point. Glaciers form ice shelves 

along nearly half the coastline. Th e larger ice shelves—the Amery 

in the east, Ross in the south, and Ronne in the northwest—move 

seaward at speeds of from 900 to 1,300 m (2,950–4,250 ft ) per year. 

Sea ice up to 3 m (10 ft ) thick forms a belt about 500 km (300 mi) 

wide that encircles the continent in winter. Ice-free areas are locat-

ed generally along the coast and include the dry valleys in south-

ern Victoria Land and the Bunger Oasis in Wilkes Land. Largely 

ice-free areas where much scientifi c activity takes place are on the 

coast of the Antarctic Peninsula, and on Ross Island in McMurdo 

Sound.

An increased amount of calving of the Antarctic ice shelves 

became an issue of international concern beginning in 2000. In 

March 2000, the largest iceberg ever recorded split off  from the 

Ross Ice Shelf. Known as B-15, the iceberg was approximately the 

size of Connecticut—it weighed about 2 billion tons and mea-

sured some 4,250 sq mi (11,007 sq km) before breaking up into 

fi ve smaller sections. In March 2002, the Larson B ice shelf col-

lapsed, causing 720 billion tons of ice to fl oat into the South At-

lantic Ocean. Th e Larson ice shelf was reduced to 60% of its for-

mer size.

Although Antarctica produces icebergs as part of a natural 

process, many scientists hold that global warming is one factor 

responsible for the increase in calving. Since the 1950s, ocean 

temperatures have increased by an average of half a degree Fahr-

enheit near the surface, and a tenth of a degree at deep levels. Th e 

Antarctic waters are warming more than four times faster than 

those in the rest of the world, with temperatures rising some 2.5° 

since 1950. Th ese warmer waters could be melting the undersides 

of Antarctica’s ice shelves. (See GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE 

below)

Th e severity of the Antarctic cold varies with location and alti-

tude. East Antarctica has the coldest climate; the Antarctic Penin-

sula in the west has the mildest, with summer temperatures gen-

erally remaining above freezing. Th e mean annual temperature of 

the interior regions is  57° C ( 71° F); mean temperatures at the 

coastal McMurdo station range from  28° C ( 18° F) in August to  3° 

C (27° F) in January. Th e world’s record low temperature of  89.2° 

C ( 128.6° F) was registered at what was the Soviet’s Vostok station 

on 24 August 1960; highs of 15° C (59° F) have been measured on 

the northernmost Antarctic Peninsula. Th e interior is a vast des-

ert, with annual precipitation averaging below 3 cm (1 in). Th e 

coastland is considerably more humid, with annual precipitation 

of about 25 cm (10 in) along the coasts of East Antarctica and the 

Antarctic Peninsula. Adélie Coast, in the southeast near the South 

Magnetic Pole, has recorded average wind speeds of 64 km/hr (40 

mph), with gusts of nearly 320 km/hr (200 mph).

Because of its polar location, Antarctica has six months of con-

tinuous daylight from mid-September to mid-March, with the 

maximum 24 hours of light received at the summer solstice on 

22 December; and six months of continuous darkness from mid-

March to mid-September, with the winter solstice occurring on 22 

June. In summer, the continent receives more solar radiation than 

even the Equator over a 24-hour period.

Although Antarctica has no native humans or large terrestrial 

mammals, it does have a varied marine life ranging from micro-

scopic plankton to the largest whales and including about 100 spe-

cies of fi sh. Land life includes bacteria, lichens, mosses, two kinds 

of fl owering plants (in the ice-free areas), penguins, and some 

fl ying birds. Six types of seal—the crabeater, Weddell, elephant, 

leopard, fur, and Ross—thrive in Antarctica and together number 

about 32.7 million, with the crabeaters accounting for nearly 94% 

of the total. Th e once-numerous fur seals were reduced by un-

controlled slaughter (about 1 million were killed on South Geor-
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gia alone in 1820–22) to near extinction by 1870. Th is ended the 

Antarctic fur-sealing industry; since then, the number of fur seals 

has gradually increased, to more than 1 million, mostly on South 

Georgia. In 1972, the 12 nations active in the Antarctic signed the 

Convention for the Conservation of Antarctic Seals, which pro-

hibits the killing of fur, elephant, and Ross seals, and sets annu-

al quotas for the harvest of crabeater, leopard, and Weddell seals. 

Th e treaty entered into force in 1978, and as of 2005 had been rati-

fi ed by 16 nations. In 1982, the Convention on the Conservation 

of Antarctic Marine Living Resources entered into force, assuring 

the protection of ecosystems found in the Antarctic waters; as of 

2005, 31 countries and the European Union (EU) were parties to 

the treaty.

Exploitation by humans threatens the survival of the Antarctic 

whales—the sperm, blue, humpback, fi n, minke, and sei—which 

decreased in number from more than 1,500,000 at the beginning 

of the 20th century to fewer than 700,000 by the mid-1980s. Since 

1972, the International Whaling Commission (IWC) has set quo-

tas by species on the taking of whales, and the survival of all spe-

cies of Antarctic whales seemed assured by the early 1980s. In 

1982, the IWC approved a moratorium on the commercial kill-

ing of all whales that began in 1985. However, Japanese fi shermen 

caught 3,087 whales in 1985 and 2,769 in 1986. Japan promised to 

end commercial whaling in 1988 but announced plans to harvest 

300 minke (nonendangered) whales in Antarctic waters for “re-

search” purposes during the winter of 1987–88; these plans were 

criticized by the IWC. In 2003, the IWC voted to uphold the ban 

on commercial whaling, despite a proposal from Japan to allow 

for an allocation of 50 minke whales. As of June 2005 there were 

66 members of the IWC. Canada is a former member of the IWC 

but is generally adheres to IWC regulations and decisions. In Au-

gust 2003, Iceland conducted a whale hunt for 38 minke whales 

for what it deemed to be research purposes. Whale meat not used 

for research was to be sold commercially in Iceland. It was the fi rst 

whale hunt since Iceland ceased whaling operations in 1989. Ice-

land is a member of the IWC.

Exploration

Th e ancient Greeks reasoned that there must be an “Antarctic” 

(opposite the Arctic) to balance the large land mass in the North-

ern Hemisphere, but it was not until the 19th century that defi nite 

proof was found that the continent existed. British Capt. James 

Cook had crossed the Antarctic Circle and circumnavigated the 

continent without sighting land (1772–75). In 1820, however, 

two other British mariners, William Smith and James Bransfi eld, 

discovered and mapped the Antarctic Peninsula, which was also 

explored by the American sea captain Nathaniel Palmer and the 

Englishman James Weddell, who discovered the sea that bears his 

name. Russian Adm. Fabian von Bellingshausen sailed around 

Antarctica during his 1819–21 voyage and found Queen Maud 

Land and Peter I Island.

On 7 February 1821, US Capt. John Davis made the fi rst known 

landing on the continent at Hughes Bay, in the northwest. Many 

other British and US sealers explored the area, including 11 ship-

wrecked Englishmen who spent the winter of 1821 on King George 

Island, in the South Shetlands. Palmer and Benjamin Pendle-

ton led a pioneering expedition in 1828–30 that included James 

Eights, the fi rst American scientist to visit Antarctica. In 1837, a 

French expedition under J. S. C. Dumont d’Urville discovered the 

Adélie Coast (named for his wife) in eastern Antarctica. A year 

later, Lt. Charles Wilkes of the US Navy sailed along the coast of 

eastern Antarctica for about 2,400 km (1,500 mi), thereby defi -

nitely establishing that Antarctica was a continent, not a cluster of 

islands. During his 1839–43 Antarctic voyage, British Capt. James 

C. Ross discovered Victoria Land and the sea and the ice shelf that 

were later named in his honor.

With the decline of the fur seal industry, Antarctic exploration 

was neglected for about 50 years, until Norwegian and Scottish 

whalers began operating in the area. A Norwegian whaling cap-

tain, Carl Anton Larsen, explored the east coast of the Antarctic 

Peninsula in 1892 and found the fi rst fossils. Th us began a period 

of intensive exploration during which 9 countries sent 16 expedi-

tions to Antarctica. Another Norwegian captain, Leonard Kris-

tensen, landed at Cape Adare, on McMurdo Sound, in 1895. It 

was there that a British expedition, led by a Norwegian, Carsten 

Egeberg Borchgrevink, established a base in 1899; Borchgrevink 

became the fi rst explorer to probe inland by sledge. Swedish, Scot-

tish, Belgian, and French expeditions also arrived, and four Brit-

ish expeditions set up bases on Ross Island. From there, Sir Ernest 

Henry Shackleton sledged to within 156 km (97 mi) of the South 

Pole on 9 January 1909.

Th is feat encouraged fi ve national expeditions to compete for 

the goal in 1911, and the competition narrowed to a “race to the 

pole” between Capt. Robert F. Scott and Roald Amundsen of Nor-

way. Amundsen and four companions, with sledges and 52 dogs, 

left  their base on the Ross Ice Shelf on 20 October, scaled 3,000-m 

(10,000-ft ) glaciers in the Queen Maud Mountains, ascended to 

the icy plateau, and located the South Pole by celestial observa-

tion on 14 December. Th ey returned to their base by late Janu-

ary 1912. Meanwhile, Scott’s party of fi ve explorers, who had left  

McMurdo Sound on 1 November, reached the pole on 18 Janu-

ary 1912, only to fi nd that Amundsen had beaten them there by 

more than a month. Disheartened, they met with mishaps on the 

return journey and, weakened by food shortages and exhausted 

from man-hauling their sledges, they all perished on the ice in late 

March. Another expedition that ended badly was led in 1914–15 

by Shackleton, who lost his ship Endurance in heavy pack ice in the 

Weddell Sea and, with fi ve companions, made a perilous 1,300-km 

(800-mi) journey in an open whale boat to South Georgia Island, 

where he got help to rescue his stranded men. Shackleton died at 

South Georgia in 1922, while preparing another expedition.

Technological advances were applied to Antarctic exploration 

aft er World War I. An Australian, Sir Hubert Wilkins, in 1928 be-

came the fi rst man to fl y an airplane along the Antarctic Penin-

sula. Th e following year, US Navy Adm. Richard Evelyn Byrd fl ew 

over the South Pole, with his Norwegian-American pilot Bernt 

Balchen; Byrd established the Little America base on the Ross Ice 

Shelf, and was the fi rst explorer to coordinate airplanes, radios, 

aerial cameras, and other technological aids for the purpose of ex-

ploration. Another American, Lincoln Ellsworth, was the fi rst to 

complete a transantarctic fl ight, from the Antarctic Peninsula to 

the Ross Ice Shelf, in 1935. American, British, German, and Nor-

wegian scientifi c expeditions did considerable aerial mapping of 

the continent throughout the 1930s; research in oceanography 

and marine biology by a British expedition resulted in the discov-

ery of the Antarctic Convergence. Th e US expedition of 1939–41, 
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headed by Byrd, established two continuing bases in the Antarctic, 

but the program ended with the outbreak of World War II.

Scientifi c Research

Aft er the war, the United States took the lead in conducting sci-

entifi c research in Antarctica. Th e Navy’s Operation Highjump 

(1946–47), the largest expedition ever made to the continent, in-

volved 4,700 men, 13 ships, and 25 airplanes to map extensive 

coastal areas by aerial photography. Th e Antarctic Research Ex-

pedition (1947–48), headed by Finn Ronne, was a privately spon-

sored US expedition to the continent. A major joint international 

expedition (1949–52), mounted by the United Kingdom, Norway, 

and Sweden, initiated the use of geophysical methods on a large 

scale to determine the thickness of ice caps. Th e former USSR also 

mounted expeditions, in 1946–47 and 1951–52.

Th e greatest scientifi c undertaking involving the Antarctic was 

the International Geophysical Year (IGY) of 1957/58, in which 67 

nations participated. Th e purpose of the IGY’s Antarctic program 

was to study the eff ects of the continent’s huge ice mass on glob-

al weather, the oceans, the aurora australis, and the ionosphere. 

More than 50 Antarctic stations were established by 12 countries: 

Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Chile, France, Japan, New Zealand, 

Norway, South Africa, the United Kingdom, the United States, 

and the former USSR. Th e United States built a supply base and 

airfi eld on Ross Island, a station at the South Pole that was provi-

sioned by air, and four other stations. Th e former USSR had 4 bas-

es, the United Kingdom 14, Argentina 8, and Chile 6. Th e South 

Pole was the terminus of three pole-to-pole observation chains 

along three meridians, and the US station at Little America ana-

lyzed meteorological reports from all over the world. Valuable in-

formation was gleaned from meteorological and seismic observa-

tions, studies of the upper atmosphere, magnetic measurements, 

and ice-sheet core drillings. Th e fi rst surface transantarctic cross-

ing, between the Weddell and Ross seas, was accomplished by the 

Commonwealth Transantarctic Expedition. Aft er the IGY, very 

little of the continent remained to be explored.

An important result of the IGY’s success was the continuation 

of signifi cant research programs in Antarctica aft er 1958. Old sta-

tions were either closed or replaced with new buildings, and new 

stations were opened. Th e United States constructed a year-round 

scientifi c village at McMurdo Sound, heated and lighted by a small 

atomic power plant that also used waste heat to distill seawater 

(the atomic reactor was replaced by diesel-powered units in 1972). 

Besides McMurdo Station, the United States maintains two other 

year-round stations, at the South Pole and on Anvers Island, off  

the Antarctic Peninsula. Other countries maintaining year-round 

stations are the former USSR 7, Argentina 6, the United Kingdom 

4, Chile 3, Australia 3, Japan 2, and 1 each by Brazil, China, the 

Federal Republic of Germany (FRG), France, India, Italy, New 

Zealand, Poland, and South Africa.

Transportation services are essential to Antarctic operations; for 

example, transportation expenses accounts for about half of the 

United States’s yearly expenditure in Antarctica Th e United States, 

along with Argentina and New Zealand, routinely uses aircraft  to 

carry both passengers and priority supplies to Antarctic stations. 

However, only four airfi elds can handle wheeled aircraft , those of 

Argentina, Chile, the former USSR, and the United States. France 

reportedly built a fully equipped airport on the Adélie Coast. Air 

transport to other bases is by ski-equipped aircraft . Th e United 

States has a fl eet of transport airplanes which can carry large loads 

virtually anywhere in Antarctica. Transport between stations in 

the interior is provided mainly by tractor-trains and ski-equipped 

light aircraft . Th e longest surface supply route is from the former 

Soviet’s Mirnyy station on the east coast to Vostok station in the 

interior, a distance of nearly 1,400 km (860 mi). Most nations op-

erating in Antarctica rely on shipping for long-distance transpor-

tation and employ icebreakers to clear channels of pack ice. When 

conditions are favorable, ships offl  oad cargo directly onto land or 

the ice shelf; when harbors are blocked by ice, tractors and heli-

copters carry passengers and cargo to shore.

Territorial Claims and International Cooperation

Seven nations have made separate territorial claims in Antarcti-

ca. Five of the claims begin at 60° S latitude and continue in the 

shape of a pie wedge to the South Pole. Th e exceptions are the 

claims of the United Kingdom, which start at 50° S in order to in-

clude the South Sandwich and South Georgia Islands of the Falk-

land chain; and of Norway, the northern and southern boundar-

ies of which are undefi ned. Th e United Kingdom, the fi rst nation 

to claim a “slice” of the continent (in 1908), was followed by New 

Zealand (1923), France (1924), Australia (1933), Norway (1939), 

Chile (1940), and Argentina (1943). Th e claims of Argentina and 

Chile overlap with each other and with that of the United King-

dom. Neither the United States nor the former USSR has claimed 

any Antarctic territory, and neither recognizes the claims of other 

nations. Since international law requires “eff ective occupation” as 

the basis for ownership, and since no nation has met the criteria 

by sustaining such permanent occupation in Antarctica, these ter-

ritorial claims have not been recognized by other countries, by the 

UN, or by any other international body.

In order to clarify the issue of territorial claims and to form a 

legal framework for the activities of nations in Antarctica, the 12 

countries that had participated in the IGY signed the Antarctic 

Treaty on 1 December 1959: Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Chile, 

France, Japan, New Zealand, Norway, South Africa, the former 

USSR, the United Kingdom, and the United States. All 12 had rati-

fi ed the treaty by 23 June 1961, when it duly entered into force. 

Other nations that conduct Antarctic research are entitled to con-

sultative membership; as of 2003, 27 nations had consultative sta-

tus. As of January 2005, there were 45 nations party to the treaty: 

Poland (1961), Czech Republic (1962), Slovak Republic (1962), 

Denmark (1965), the Netherlands (1967), Romania (1971), Brazil 

(1975), Bulgaria (1978), Germany (1979), Uruguay (1980), Papua 

New Guinea (1981), Italy (1981), Peru (1981), Spain (1982), Chi-

na (1983), India (1983), Hungary (1984), Sweden (1984), Finland 

(1984), Cuba (1984), the Republic of Korea (1986), Austria(1987), 

the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (1987), Ecuador 

(1987), Greece (1987), Canada (1988), Colombia (1989), Swit-

zerland (1990), Guatemala (1991), Ukraine (1992), Turkey(1996), 

Venezuela (1999), and Estonia (2001).

Th e Antarctic Treaty provides that “Antarctica shall be used for 

peaceful purposes only,” and prohibits military bases, weapons 

testing (including nuclear explosions), and disposal of radioactive 

wastes. It seeks to foster freedom of scientifi c investigation and 

cooperation between nations, with the free exchange of scientifi c 

programs, observations, results, and personnel guaranteed. Th e 
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treaty neither recognizes nor nullifi es any preexisting territorial 

claims, but it does forbid any new claim or enlargement of any ex-

isting claim. Th e document specifi es that contracting parties have 

the right to designate observers, and that such observers shall at 

all times have the right to inspect any station or installation. Th e 

treaty provides for the peaceful settlement of all disputes by the 

parties concerned or by the International Court of Justice. It also 

specifi es periodic meetings between member states to exchange 

information and to enact measures in furtherance of treaty objec-

tives. In 1991 the treaty was reviewed and renewed by 39 nations. 

Th e nations agreed to maintain the unique status of Antarctica 

for another 50 years. Th e nations also agreed to establish regula-

tions and guidelines with respect to Antarctica’s mineral and natu-

ral resources.

Scientifi c research has continued under the provisions of the 

treaty, but the emphasis has shift ed from short-term reconnais-

sance to long-term, large-scale investigations of Antarctic phe-

nomena. Detailed study of the ice sheet has brought about in-

creased understanding of global weather and climatic changes. Th e 

largest cooperative program completed to date has been the Inter-

national Antarctic Glaciological Project (1971–81), conducted by 

Australia, France, the former USSR, the United Kingdom, and the 

United States. Th e principal objectives are to measure precisely 

the East Antarctic ice sheet by means of core drillings through 

the ice to bedrock at several coastal and interior locations, and to 

make extensive aerial surveys of the area. Another collaborative 

project, Polar Experiment (POLEX)–South (1975–85), mounted 

by Argentina, the former USSR, and the United States, expand-

ed on existing national research programs on the atmosphere, 

ocean currents, and the ice sheet. Th e Dry Valley Drilling Project 

(1971–76), a joint project conducted by Japan, New Zealand, and 

the United States, included geophysical exploration and bedrock 

drilling in the McMurdo Sound area. Th e Ross Ice Shelf Project, 

an ongoing US endeavor begun in 1973, has incorporated contri-

butions from at least 12 other nations to measure the surface and 

under-ice topography, ice thickness, gravity, and seismic activity 

of the Ross Ice Shelf. Another US project, inaugurated in Novem-

ber 1983, involved the most intensive study yet of the relation-

ship between the West Antarctica ice sheet and the global climate. 

A Soviet exploration project (1975–80) in the Filchner Ice Shelf 

of West Antarctica used aerial photography and geological sur-

veys to evaluate the area’s mineral resources. During the austral 

summers of 1983–86, international research resulted in signifi cant 

discoveries of plant and animal fossils in Antarctica that provid-

ed new data on the geologic, climatic, and oceanic history of the 

Southern Hemisphere; enabled glaciologists to learn more about 

cycles of ice ages; and facilitated studies of Antarctic sea-ice algae 

and bacteria thought to be vital to the advancement of genetic en-

gineering. In addition, a satellite link was established between the 

United States and the McMurdo and South Pole stations. In the 

late 1980s, some of the most compelling research in Antarctica 

was focused on study of the springtime depletion of stratospheric 

ozone—a phenomenon popularly termed “the ozone hole”—al-

lowing high levels of potentially harmful ultraviolet radiation to 

reach the earth’s surface.

Resources

Estimates of Antarctica’s mineral deposits are imprecise. A US 

Geological Survey study has concluded that the continent may 

contain some 900 major mineral deposits, but that only about 20 

of these are likely to be found in ice-free areas. Two minerals, iron 

ore and coal, have been discovered in quantities that, were they 

accessible, would be commercially attractive. Small amounts of 

copper, chromium, platinum, nickel, gold, and hydrocarbons have 

also been found. Mineral exploration has been limited to compar-

atively small ice-free areas, but the Dufek Massif in the Pensacola 

Mountains of the Transantarctic Range shows the most potential 

for discovery of valuable metals. Off shore deposits of oil and natu-

ral gas show the greatest economic promise: traces of natural gas 

were discovered in a core taken from the Weddell Sea in 1972. 

However, the diffi  culty of operating in the harsh Antarctic climate, 

the inaccessibility of the deposits, and the high cost involved in 

mining and transportation make mineral exploitation of Antarc-

tica unlikely for some time, if ever.

THE ARCTIC
Th e northernmost area of the earth’s surface, the Arctic may be 

defi ned as all land and water within the Arctic Circle at 66° 31n 

N. However, the regional boundary may also be considered the 

10° C (50° F) atmospheric isotherm for the warmest month (July), 

which extends well below the Arctic Circle in some places and co-

incides roughly with the tree line. Th e region, centered around the 

North Pole, includes the ice-covered Arctic Ocean basin, which 

is surrounded by the northern mainland and islands of North 

America and Eurasia, with outlets to the Bering Sea and the North 

Atlantic Ocean. Th e Arctic Ocean, with an area of about 14 mil-

lion sq km (5.4 million sq mi), comprises nearly two-thirds of the 

total area. Principal land masses are the northern reaches of the 

former USSR, Scandinavia, Greenland, Canada, and Alaska.

Unlike Antarctica, the Arctic region has a year-round habitable 

climate at its fringes, a permanent population, and established ter-

ritorial sovereignty over all land areas. Th e Arctic also is of great 

strategic importance because of its central location between North 

America and Eurasia; the northern tip of Canada lies only about 

4,000 km (2,500 mi) from what was the Soviet city of Murmansk 

on the great circle route. As a consequence of such proximity, the 

Arctic region is the site of many radar stations maintained by Can-

ada, the former USSR, and the United States to monitor air traffi  c 

and to provide early warning of an air attack.

Th e continental shelf around the Arctic basin occupies more 

than half the ocean area, a much larger proportion than in any 

other ocean; the edge of the continental shelf near Franz Josef 

Land lies about 1,500 km (930 mi) from the Eurasian mainland. 

Th e landmasses that extend above the Arctic Circle exhibit three 

major types of landforms: rugged uplands and deep fj ords formed 

by glaciation; swampy coastal plains and high ice plateaus cov-

ered by glacial deposits; and folded mountains, including the high 

peaks of the Canadian Rocky Mountains, Alaska’s Brooks Range, 

and the rounded slopes of the Ural Mountains of the former USSR. 

Principal rivers fl owing into the Arctic Ocean are the Mackenzie, 

in Canada, and the Ob’, Yenisey, Lena, and Kolyma, in the former 

USSR. Major seas in the Arctic include the Chukchi, East Siberian, 

Laptev, Kara, Barents, Norwegian, Greenland, and Beaufort.
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Th e Arctic Ocean remains frozen throughout the year (except 

for its fringes during summer) and is virtually icelocked from 

October to June. Th e vast Arctic ice pack expands from an av-

erage area of 7.8 million sq km (3 million sq mi) in summer to 

an average of 14.8 million sq km (5.7 million sq mi) during win-

ter. Th e average thickness of the ice pack is estimated at 3–3.5 m 

(9.8–11.5 ft ). Ice “islands” up to 60 m (200 ft ) thick and 30 km (19 

mi) wide break away from the moving ice pack off  North America 

and fl oat slowly in erratic circles before disintegrating or exiting 

to the North Atlantic. Smaller fragments called icebergs break off  

glaciers in Greenland and northeastern Canada and move south-

ward via the East Greenland and Labrador currents into Atlantic 

shipping lanes. An estimated 1,000 icebergs each year cross 55° N, 

and nearly 400 reach the Grand Banks off  Newfoundland. A few 

icebergs have traveled as far as 4,000 km (2,500 mi) over a three-

year period and have been sighted as far south as Bermuda.

Th e most recent Ice Age climaxed about 15,000 years ago, when 

continental ice sheets covered most of the Northern Hemisphere. 

Th e retreat of the glaciers was stabilized some 8,500 years ago in 

Europe and 7,000 years ago in North America. Th e warming pe-

riod that followed reached its maximum in historic times during 

AD 800–1000, making possible the Viking colonization of Arctic 

lands, and from the 1880s to the 1940s, when extensive Arctic ex-

ploration occurred. However, a minor cooling trend that began in 

the 1940s had severe eff ects in the Arctic, increasing the ice-cov-

ered area substantially and reducing the annual mean air temper-

atures by several degrees, thereby shortening the summer season 

along the Arctic coast of Eurasia by nearly a month.

Th e Arctic experiences alternating six-month periods of win-

ter darkness and summer daylight, including 24 hours of daylight 

within the Arctic Circle during the summer equinox (hence the 

designation “land of the midnight sun”). Th e region is subject to 

long, cold winters and short, cool summers. Th e snow cover is rel-

atively light, averaging 20–50 cm (8–20 in) and lasting for about 

10 months over the frozen ocean. Air temperatures above the pack 

ice average  30° C ( 22° F) in January and near 0° C (32° F) in July. 

Annual mean temperatures on land vary from  12° C (10° F) at 

Barrow, Alaska, and  16° C (3° F) on Resolute Island, in northern 

Canada, to 0° C (32° F) at Murmansk, in what was the western 

USSR. Annual mean temperatures in Greenland are low because 

of the island’s high elevation and vast interior ice sheet; they range 

from  40° C ( 40° F) in January to  10° C (14° F) in July, tempera-

tures signifi cantly colder than those of the North Pole. Total an-

nual precipitation varies from 10 to 25 cm (4–10 in) on the Arctic 

ice pack to 45 cm (18 in) or more in Greenland.

A climate-dependent phenomenon is the presence of perennial-

ly frozen ground, or permafrost, which has impeded human use of 

land in the Arctic region. Permafrost, occurring wherever ground 

temperatures remain below freezing for two or more years, un-

derlies most of the Arctic landmass of Alaska and Greenland, half 

of that in Canada and the former USSR, and parts of Scandinavia. 

It also has been found under coastal seabeds of the Arctic Ocean. 

Th e maximum thickness of permafrost has been measured at 500 

m (1,640 ft ) in Canada, 900 m (2,950 ft ) in Alaska, and 1,500 m 

(4,920 ft ) in the former USSR. Alternate freezing and thawing of 

the outer permafrost layer shortens the growing season during the 

summer and causes serious engineering problems for construc-

tion and mining operations in the Arctic region.

Vegetation on the Arctic tundra, or treeless plain, is limited to 

mosses, lichens, sedges, and a few fl owering plants which blossom 

during the brief spring and summer seasons. Th e outer edges of 

the Arctic ice pack support a small number of animal species by 

providing an overhead platform for algae and plankton, which are 

eaten by fi sh that, in turn, serve as food for seals, walruses, and 

birds; the food chain is continued by foxes and polar bears which 

feed upon young seals. Altogether, the Arctic has about 20 species 

of land mammals, including the moose, caribou, reindeer, wolf, 

and squirrel. Th e arrival of migratory birds each spring increases 

the bird population enormously.

Principal fi sh are cod, herring, and capelin, a true Arctic fi sh; all 

of these have great commercial value, as do shrimp and crab. Since 

15 October 1975, when Iceland extended its fi shing zone to 200 

nautical mi, all nations bordering the Arctic have done the same, 

and fi sh catch quotas are now under national management.

Th e ecological cycle of Arctic life has been damaged by hu-

man encroachment, but in recent years the natural environment 

has been increasingly protected by the fi ve circumpolar countries 

(Canada, Denmark, Norway, the former USSR, and the United 

States). In 1956, the former USSR prohibited hunting of the po-

lar bear, and in 1973 the fi ve nations agreed to protect the bear’s 

habitat. During construction in the 1970s of the trans-Alaska oil 

pipeline from Prudhoe Bay on the Arctic coast to the port of Val-

dez on the Gulf of Alaska, the US government required contrac-

tors to clean up the work site and to restore displaced vegetation; 

drillers were directed to trap and remove spilled oil. Th e pipeline 

carrying hot oil was suspended above ground level to prevent the 

permafrost from thawing, and crossings under the pipeline were 

provided at intervals for caribou and moose migrations. Th e Alas-

ka Native Claims Settlement Act (1971) set aside about one-fourth 

of the state’s area for wilderness preserves, wildlife refuges, and na-

tional parks. To prevent or control oil spills in the Arctic Ocean, 

Canada in 1970 authorized a 161-km (100-mi) off shore pollution 

control zone north of the 60° line. Th e former USSR has estab-

lished nature preserves on several islands off  the Kola Peninsula, 

east of the Barents Sea, and on Wrangel Island. In 1973, Norway 

established nature reserves and national parks in its Svalbard ter-

ritory in the Barents Sea, and the next year, Denmark designated 

the northeastern third of Greenland as a national park.

Th e 19-million acre Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR) 

lies in the northeast corner of Alaska, 1,300 miles south of the 

North Pole and entirely within the Arctic Circle. ANWR is located 

less than 100 mi east of Prudhoe Bay, the United States’s largest oil 

fi eld, which, together with three smaller fi elds, accounts for 25% 

of US domestic oil production. In the early 2000s, the debate over 

whether to begin petroleum exploration and drilling in ANWR, 

(regarded as the highest petroleum potential onshore yet to be ex-

plored in North America), or to preserve it as a wilderness area, 

was fi erce.

Settlement and Exploration

Th e Arctic region was settled some 10,000 to 12,000 years ago, af-

ter the last Ice Age, by peoples of Central Asia, probably of Mon-

goloid stock, who pursued animal herds northward in the wake of 

retreating glaciers. Th e ancestors of the Lapps migrated to north-

ern Scandinavia and the Kola Peninsula, while further east diverse 

peoples settled along the Arctic coast. At about the same time, 
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the forebears of the American Indians came from Asia via a land 

bridge across the Bering Strait or traveled along the Aleutian Is-

lands to North America. It is believed that the Eskimos arrived in 

Alaska much later.

Th ese migratory peoples adapted to the harsh Arctic environ-

ment by inventing snowshoes, the kayak, the igloo, and primitive 

tools. Th ey fashioned clothing and tents of caribou or reindeer 

skins, perfected effi  cient hunting techniques, and evolved distinc-

tive forms of social organization. Gradually, over the course of 

centuries, these hunter-gatherers made the transition to herding 

and trading; especially for the Indians and Eskimos of Canada and 

the United States, however, intense contact with modern culture 

in the 20th century has meant abrupt change. In addition to Indi-

ans and Eskimos, principal indigenous Arctic population groups 

include the mixed Eskimo-Caucasian peoples of Greenland; the 

Lapps in Scandinavia; and the Samoyedic, Yakuts, Tungus-Man-

churian, and Chukchi peoples of the former USSR. Th ese aborigi-

nal peoples constituted about half of the Arctic’s total population.

Th e fi rst explorers in Arctic waters were the Vikings (North-

men) from Scandinavia, who ventured into the North Atlantic as 

far as Greenland and the North American continent in the 10th 

and 11th centuries. It is generally accepted that the Norse chieft ain 

Leif Ericson explored part of the northeastern North American 

mainland, which he called Vinland, although its actual location is 

disputed. During the 16th and 17th centuries, European explor-

ers such as Martin Frobisher, William Baffi  n, and William Barents 

probed the Arctic Ocean for the fabled Northwest Passage around 

North America to the Orient. Arctic geographical landmarks have 

been named aft er them and for Vitus Bering, the Danish explorer 

who sailed in the service of Russia in 1728 through the strait that 

bears his name. In the late 18th century, while developing trade 

routes for English fur companies, Alexander Mackenzie and Sam-

uel Hearne followed Canadian rivers to reach the Arctic coast. In 

1819, William Parry sailed west through the northern Canadian 

islands as far as M’Clure Strait before being stopped by heavy pack 

ice. Th at year, Swedish explorer Nils Nordenskjöld became the 

fi rst to complete the Northeast Passage along the Russian Arctic 

coast. Th e disappearance in 1845 of Sir John Franklin’s expedition 

spurred further exploration and the mapping of many Canadian 

islands in the Arctic Ocean. Norwegian explorer Roald Amund-

sen successfully transited the Northwest Passage for the fi rst time, 

from 1903 to 1906.

Amundsen’s accomplishment shift ed the emphasis of Arctic ex-

ploration to reaching the North Pole. American explorer Robert 

E. Peary came within 280 km (174 mi) of the goal in his 1905–

06 expedition, and on 6 April 1909, he and his party, including 

four Eskimos, were the fi rst men to reach the North Pole. In 1926, 

Adm. Richard E. Byrd, of Antarctic exploration fame, and his co-

pilot Floyd Bennett were the fi rst to fl y over the pole, and Amund-

sen and Lincoln Ellsworth fl ew from Spitsbergen (now Svalbard) 

across the pole to Alaska. In 1958, the US atomic-powered subma-

rine Nautilus was the fi rst underwater vessel to navigate the North 

Pole, and in 1960, the Skate, a US submarine, became the fi rst to 

surface at the pole. Th e Soviet icebreaker Arktika was the fi rst sur-

face vessel to reach it, in 1977.

Unresolved Arctic territorial disputes concern Norway’s exclu-

sive claim to the resources of the Svalbard continental shelf and 

confl icting Norwegian-Soviet claims in the Barents Sea. Aft er the 

Antarctic Treaty was signed in 1959, hopes were raised for a simi-

lar agreement in regard to the Arctic, but the strategic importance 

of the Arctic region, its increasing economic value, and complex 

legal problems involving national sensitivities have thus far pre-

vented the attainment of such an accord.

Arctic Development

Th e fi ve nations with territories within the Arctic Circle have all 

developed the area’s natural resources to some degree, but the for-

mer USSR has taken the lead both in populating the region and in 

exploiting its rich mineral deposits and other resources. Th e larg-

est Arctic city is Murmansk, with a population of about 308,100 

(2004), and there are some 30 other ex-Soviet cities and towns 

in the Arctic with more than 10,000 inhabitants. In contrast, the 

largest town on the North American mainland located north of 

the Arctic Circle is Inuvik, in Canada’s Northwest Territories, with 

a population of 3,451 (2004); Godthaab, the capital of Greenland, 

has approximately 14,500 (2005) residents. Th e estimated popula-

tion of what Russia terms its “far north” (including areas in eastern 

Siberia as far south as 55° N) is about 11 million (2004). Th e ma-

jority live in mining districts or coastal settlements based on fi sh-

ing and military activities, and the rest are concentrated in north-

ern river valleys, or scattered in the hinterlands. Canada’s Yukon 

Territory, Northwest Territories, and Nunavut Territory (created 

in 1999), have over 40% of the country’s land area but less than 1% 

of the total population. Alaska is the largest but fourth least popu-

lous of all the states of the United States (North Dakota, Vermont, 

and Wyoming have fewer people).

Beginning in the 1930s, with the establishment of the northern 

sea route to link coastal and river settlements, the Soviet govern-

ment undertook the exceptionally costly task of fostering indus-

trial development of the Arctic region. Because the harsh climate, 

the shortage of housing and amenities, and the low level of social 

services discouraged voluntary migration to the area, the Soviet 

government off ered special resettlement inducements to workers, 

such as high wages and extensive fringe benefi ts. As a result, So-

viet migration to the far north was nearly equal to the region’s nat-

ural population increase between 1940 and 1970. However, labor 

turnover was rapid, with most new workers staying only one to 

three years. Th e most important economic activity was the min-

ing of large nickel, copper, tin, platinum, cobalt, iron, and coal de-

posits. Eastern Siberia produced more than half the country’s total 

output of nickel and much of the nation’s copper, while the Kola 

Peninsula’s apatite deposits provided at least two-thirds of the raw 

materials used to produce phosphate fertilizer. Eastern Siberia 

also produced about 90% of the former USSR’s annual output of 

diamonds and tin. In addition, valuable oil fi elds and about two-

thirds of proved Soviet natural gas reserves was located in western 

Siberia. Expansion of Soviet mining operations in the Arctic re-

gion continued into the 1980s and up until its collapse in the early 

1990s. As of the mid-2000s, Russia was discussing further Arctic 

development, including mining.

Th e most signifi cant economic development in the Arctic dur-

ing the 1970s was the $4.5-billion trans-Alaska oil pipeline project 

and the exploitation of vast petroleum reserves (estimated at more 

than 10 billion barrels) at Alaska’s Prudhoe Bay. Construction be-

gan on the 1,270-km (789-mi) pipeline to Valdez in 1974, and oil 

began to fl ow through the pipeline in 1977. Tens of thousands of 
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American workers migrated to Alaska to take part in the proj-

ect (earning the highest average wage rates in the United States), 

and many stayed there aft er its completion, thereby contribut-

ing to Alaska’s population increase of 32.4% during the decade. 

Coal reserves estimated at 5 trillion tons are located on Alaska’s 

North Slope; coal is mined at Healy, between Anchorage and Fair-

banks. Gold, copper, lead, zinc, tin, platinum, tungsten, and ura-

nium have been mined in the past, and there are known reserves 

of silver, lead, nickel, cobalt, mercury, molybdenum, and asbestos. 

However, the remoteness of mining sites and the high production 

costs continued to hinder mineral development (except for oil) in 

the 1980s and 1990s.

Valuable minerals produced in the Canadian Arctic include 

gold, silver, lead, zinc, copper, nickel, platinum, cadmium, and 

uranium. Canada also has proved oil reserves totaling 1.5 bil-

lion barrels in the Mackenzie River delta and off shore areas of the 

Beaufort Sea. Although Greenland also has considerable miner-

al resources, only lead, zinc, and coal have been mined in recent 

years. Th e two largest iron mines in Scandinavia are situated in 

the vicinity of Kiruna, in Swedish Lapland, and in Norway, near 

the Soviet border. Both Norway and the former USSR operate coal 

mines in Svalbard, and both have explored for off shore oil beneath 

the Barents Sea.

Lack of adequate transportation facilities long hampered Arc-

tic development. Since World War II, however, a network of air, 

water, and land routes has been developed, and modern technol-

ogy has made most polar areas accessible. Scheduled fl ights from 

many airfi elds scattered throughout the region link cities and re-

mote towns in Alaska, Canada, and the former USSR. In Green-

land, where the rugged terrain makes the building of airstrips 

both diffi  cult and costly, there is scheduled jet helicopter service. 

Air transport serves both military and civilian needs in Norway’s 

polar region and links Svalbard with the mainland. Although wa-

ter transport is seasonal because of ice-blocked channels in winter, 

large quantities of cargo generally move by ship. Several hundred 

Russian vessels, including icebreakers, ply the 2,800-km (1,740-

mi) northern sea route between Novaya Zemlya and the Bering 

Strait, moving an estimated 4 million tons of cargo annually dur-

ing 2–4 months of navigability.

Th e former USSR and Norway use waterborne shuttles to sup-

ply Svalbard and to convey coal to their respective home ports. 

Canada’s shipping service for Hudson Bay, the Arctic islands, and 

the Mackenzie River delta is provided by the coast guard and by 

private companies. Th e Alaskan ports of Prudhoe Bay and Barrow 

are served by ships for a two-month period during late summer. 

Inland waterways provide important supply links in the Soviet 

Arctic and northwestern Canada.

Land routes in the Arctic are relatively undeveloped in the cold-

er regions. However, railroad lines in North America that pen-

etrate the Arctic Circle include Alaska’s heavily used Anchor-

age–Fairbanks line, and a Canadian railroad, providing a link 

to Churchill, on Hudson Bay. A number of Russian railroads 

serve the Arctic region, including the ports of Murmansk and 

Arkhangel’sk. Canada has Arctic highways that connect Inuvik 

with Dawson and with the Great Slave Lake towns of Hay Riv-

er and Yellowknife. Th e most heavily traveled highway is Alaska’s 

Arctic haul road between the Yukon River and Prudhoe Bay; this 

road was instrumental in hauling supplies and equipment to build 

the trans-Alaska oil pipeline. Th e Soviet Arctic has few roads, but 

the Murmansk area in the west connects with a well-developed 

Scandinavian road network.

Scientifi c Research

Scientifi c research in the Arctic region is directed mainly toward 

economic development and military applications. Research stud-

ies have dealt primarily with the Arctic’s role in global air and 

water circulation and with such natural phenomena as pack ice, 

permafrost, geomagnetism, the aurora borealis, and other upper 

atmospheric conditions.

International cooperation has long played a vital role in Arctic 

research, dating back to the 1882/83 and 1932/33 International 

Polar Years. Th e most intensive multinational scientifi c study of 

the Arctic was accomplished during the International Geophysi-

cal Year (1957/58), in which some 300 Arctic stations were set up 

to monitor polar phenomena. Th e United States and the former 

USSR each launched two drift ing stations on the pack ice to gather 

data on Arctic currents and the topography of the Arctic seabed. 

It was found that little marine life existed on the Arctic Ocean 

fl oor and that rocks were scattered in profusion on the ocean bot-

tom. Th e land stations obtained detailed information on the au-

rora borealis, ionosphere, and polar magnetic fi eld. During 1969–

75, Canada and the United States jointly conducted an Arctic ice 

experimental program involving manned and unmanned drift ing 

stations to determine the dynamics of sea-ice movement within 

the polar environment.

Scientifi c eff orts by the former USSR in the Arctic have exceed-

ed the combined activities of all the other circumpolar nations. 

By the late 1970s, the former USSR operated at least 100 polar 

stations and more than a dozen specially equipped sea and air ve-

hicles to collect data on weather, ocean currents, and sea ice, with 

the aim of maintaining shipping services over the northern sea 

route. Drift ing ice stations maintained year-round make a variety 

of meteorological observations and conduct oceanographic and 

geophysical experiments. Each year, Russia mounts air expedi-

tions to hundreds of sites along the ice pack, emplacing nearly two 

dozen automatic buoys to radio data on environmental conditions 

to the mainland.

US Arctic research centers mainly on Alaska but extends also to 

northern Canada, Greenland, and the Arctic Ocean. Civilian re-

search is coordinated by the National Science Foundation (NSF), 

which awards funds for research to universities; the principal 

research centers are at Fairbanks and Barrow. Small outposts to 

gather weather information have been established at US military 

facilities in Alaska and at radar stations on the 4,800-km (3,000-

mi) Distant Early Warning (DEW) line extending from Alaska to 

Greenland.

Th e United States operates an average of one drift ing ice station 

per year in the Arctic Ocean, supplemented by automatic data 

buoys. Ice reconnaissance fl ights are conducted, as well as ocean 

surveys by icebreakers and submarines in the Bering and Green-

land seas. In the early 1980s, the NSF conducted a six-year project, 

called Processes and Resources of the Bering Sea Shelf (PROBES), 

to study the marine ecosystem of the Bering Sea in order to pre-

dict the environmental impact of both natural events and human 

activities. In 1987, the NSF initiated a follow-up program, Inner 

Shelf Transfer and Recycling (ISHTAR), conducted in the Ber-
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ing and Chukchi seas to study the ways in which seasonal and 

annual variations in the northward transport of water infl uence 

life processes. In 1985, scientists from the National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) embarked on a study of a 

5,200-sq km (2,000-sq mi) polynya (open water in pack ice that is 

a source of heat in an extremely cold area) in the Bering Sea, hop-

ing to assess its eff ects on weather patterns, wind behavior, and 

ocean currents. In the summer of 1981, the United States cooper-

ated with Denmark and Switzerland to obtain ice cores from the 

bottom of the Greenland ice sheet, which represents a record of 

the climate over the past 130,000 years. Other recent US programs 

include studies of the geology and geophysics of the Arctic basin 

and research in Alaska on so-called surging glaciers, which move 

forward at the unusually rapid rate of several miles a year.

Other circumpolar nations have concentrated their Arctic re-

search on the land and continental shelf. Canada’s ongoing Polar 

Continental Shelf Project, begun in 1959, makes intensive studies 

of the North American continental shelf, Arctic islands, and Arc-

tic Ocean. From March to October of each year, Canada also con-

ducts aerial surveys of sea ice in the Arctic Ocean, Baffi  n Bay, and 

Beaufort Sea. Norway’s Polar Institute, in Oslo, supervises map-

ping and scientifi c surveys of Svalbard, Jan Mayen, and the Arctic 

Ocean. In Greenland, the United States participates in geophysical 

and weather studies at Th ule Air Base. Scientists from Russia, the 

United Kingdom, France, and other countries also conduct geo-

logical and biological research on the Danish dependency.

GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE
Recent shift s in the global climate, while not proven to be caused by 

humans, by 2006 conformed to a prevailing scientifi c view: with-

out signifi cant changes in emissions rates, global warming from 

the buildup of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases is likely 

to lead to substantial, and largely irreversible, transformations of 

climate, ecosystems, and coastlines later in the 21st century. Th e 

Earth’s average surface temperature rose approximately 1 degree 

Fahrenheit over the 20th century, to about 59 degrees Fahrenheit, 

but the rate of warming from the 1970s until the mid-2000s was 

three times the average rate of warming since 1900. Seas have ris-

en from some six to eight inches globally over the 20th century 

and the rate of rise increased markedly in the 1990s. Th e 1990s 

were the warmest decade on record, with 1998 the warmest year 

on record. Although there is a debate about the pace and extent of 

climate change, one thing remains clear: an increase in the levels 

of greenhouse gases will cause more global warming. Th e impact 

of such change on wildlife, agriculture, disease, local weather, and 

the height of the world’s oceans is also debated.

In April 2006, the journal Nature published a study of estimates 

that foresaw a probable warming of some 5 degrees Fahrenheit 

should the concentration of carbon dioxide reach twice the 280-

parts-per-million fi gure that had been the norm on Earth for at 

least 400,000 years. Th is fi gure is both far higher than conserva-

tive warming rates focused on by climate change skeptics, and far 

lower than the rates projected by those fearful of further climate 

change. As a result, by approximately 2100, sea levels could be 

several feet higher than they were in 2005, resulting in retreating 

shorelines as the Antarctic and Arctic ice sheets erode.

Many scientists say that to avoid a doubling of carbon diox-

ide concentrations, energy effi  ciency must be increased drasti-

cally in the near future. Th ey argue that by the mid-21st century, 

there must be a complete transformation of energy technology. 

Nevertheless, some scientists report that they lack incontrovert-

ible evidence to connect recent weather to the human infl uence 

on climate. However, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change (IPCC), a worldwide network of 2,500 leading scientists 

and experts sponsored by the UN, reported in 2001 that most of 

the warming observed over the last 50 years is attributable to hu-

man activities. Th ese scientists project a global warming of be-

tween 1.4 and 5.8 degrees C (2.5 to 10.4 degrees F) as early as 

2100, the fastest rate of change since the end of the last ice age. In 

addition to the rise in sea levels and fl ooding of low-lying coastal 

areas and islands, rainfall patterns would change, increasing the 

threat of drought or fl oods, and a more variable climate would 

bring more extreme weather conditions, such as intense storms 

and heat waves. According to the IPCC, Arctic sea ice has thinned 

by 40% in recent decades in summer and autumn, and decreased 

in extent by 10-15% since the 1950s in spring and summer. Global 

snow cover has shrunk by 10% since the 1960s, and mountain gla-

ciers have sharply retreated. Th e Northern Hemisphere has seen 

earlier plant fl owering, earlier bird arrival and earlier emergence 

of insects.

Th e 1992 UN Convention on Climate Change-ratifi ed by 186 

nations-holds that developed countries, which account for some 

20% of the global population and about 60% of annual emissions 

of carbon dioxide, should lead eff orts to reduce greenhouse gas 

emissions. Forty-one industrialized nations listed in Annex 1 of 

the Convention agreed to a voluntary aim of returning their green-

house gas emissions to 1990 levels by the year 2000. Th is goal was 

not met by many. States parties then launched a new round of talks 

to decide on stronger and more detailed commitments for indus-

trialized countries. Th e outcome was the Protocol to the Conven-

tion agreed in Tokyo, Japan, in 1997. Th e Kyoto Protocol contains 

legally binding targets by which developed countries must reduce 

their combined emissions of six greenhouse gases by at least 5% 

by the period 2008-12, calculated as an average over those fi ve 

years. Cuts in the three most important gases-carbon dioxide, 

methane, and nitrous oxide-are to be measured primarily against 

a base year of 1990. By reducing greenhouse gas emissions to 5% 

below 1990 levels, the Kyoto Protocol will result in 2010 emissions 

levels that are about 20% below what they would have been in the 

absence of the Protocol. Th e legally binding emissions commit-

ments under the Kyoto Protocol apply only to developed coun-

tries, leaving to the future the question of similar commitments 

for developing countries. Th e Protocol entered into force on 16 

February 2005, with the ratifi cation of 55 nations and by including 

developed nation parties accounting for at least 55% of 1990 car-

bon dioxide emissions. Shares of 1990 carbon dioxide emissions 

included: United States, 36.1%; European Union, 24.2%; Russian 

Federation, 17.4%; and Japan, 8.5%. As of April 2006, 163 nations 

had ratifi ed the Protocol, including all EU members, the Russian 

Federation, and Japan. Th e United States at that date was a signa-

tory to the Protocol, but had not ratifi ed it.

Polar Regions
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Table 1: World Demographic Indicators

   2025 PROJECTED DENSITY PER DENSITY PER   
COUNTRY 2005 POPULATION POPULATION SQ MI SQ KM % UNDER 15 % OVER 65 % URBAN

Afghanistan 29,929,000 50,252,000 119 46 45 2 22
Albania 3,170,000 3,509,000 286 110 27 8 42
Algeria 32,814,000 40,604,000 36 14 31 5 49
Andorra 74,000 81,000 426 164 15 13 92
Angola 15,375,000 25,876,000 32 12 46 2 33
Antigua and Barbuda 80,000 87,000 471 182 26 8 37
Argentina 38,592,000 46,424,000 36 14 27 10 89
Armenia 3,033,000 3,258,000 264 102 22 11 65
Australia 20,351,000 24,233,000 7 3 20 13 91
Austria 8,151,000 8,396,000 252 97 16 15 54
Azerbaijan 8,388,000 9,700,000 251 97 26 7 51
The Bahamas 319,000 398,000 60 23 30 5 89
Bahrain 731,000 965,000 2,744 1,059 28 3 87
Bangladesh 144,233,000 189,971,000 2,594 1,002 35 3 23
Barbados 258,000 272,000 1,554 600 22 12 50
Belarus 9,776,000 9,399,000 122 47 16 14 72
Belgium 10,458,000 10,809,000 887 342 17 17 97
Belize 292,000 396,000 33 13 36 4 49
Benin 8,439,000 14,254,000 194 75 44 3 40
Bhutan 970,000 1,432,000 53 20 40 4 21
Bolivia 8,922,000 12,018,000 21 8 37 4 63
Bosnia and Herzegovina 3,840,000 3,677,000 195 75 18 12 43
Botswana 1,640,000 1,583,000 7 3 39 4 54
Brazil 184,184,000 228,874,000 56 22 29 6 81
Brunei Darussalam 363,000 494,000 163 63 32 3 74
Bulgaria 7,741,000 6,565,000 181 70 14 17 70
Burkina Faso 13,925,000 22,459,000 132 51 46 3 17
Burundi 7,795,000 13,913,000 725 280 47 3 9
Cambodia 13,329,000 18,939,000 191 74 37 3 15
Cameroon 16,380,000 22,440,000 89 34 44 3 48
Canada 32,225,000 36,027,000 8 3 18 13 79
Cape Verde 476,000 692,000 306 118 42 6 53
Central African Republic 4,238,000 5,487,000 18 7 43 4 41
Chad 9,657,000 16,979,000 19 7 48 3 24
Chile 16,136,000 19,078,000 55 21 24 7 87
China 1,303,701,000 1,476,000,000 353 136 22 8 37
Colombia 46,039,000 58,294,000 105 41 32 5 75
Comoros 671,000 1,127,000 779 301 43 3 33
Congo (DROC) 60,764,000 107,982,000 67 26 48 3 30
Congo (ROC) 3,999,000 7,404,000 30 12 46 3 52
Costa Rica 4,331,000 5,568,000 220 85 30 6 59
Côte d’Ivoire 18,154,000 25,114,000 146 56 41 3 46
Croatia 4,438,000 4,318,000 203 78 17 16 56
Cuba 11,275,000 11,824,000 263 102 21 10 76
Cyprus 965,000 1,087,000 270 104 20 11 65
Czech Republic 10,212,000 10,217,000 335 129 15 14 77
Denmark 5,418,000 5,527,000 326 126 19 15 72
Djibouti 793,000 1,107,000 89 34 41 3 82
Dominica 70,000 78,000 242 93 28 8 71
Dominican Republic 8,862,000 11,038,000 471 182 34 5 64
East Timor 947,000 1,938,000 165 64 41 3 8
Ecuador 13,032,000 17,473,000 119 46 33 7 61
Egypt 74,033,000 101,092,000 191 74 36 5 43
El Salvador 6,881,000 9,052,000 847 327 33 5 59
Equatorial Guinea 504,000 762,000 47 18 43 4 45
Eritrea 4,670,000 7,244,000 103 40 45 3 19
Estonia 1,345,000 1,171,000 77 30 16 16 69
Ethiopia 77,431,000 118,354,000 182 70 44 3 15
Fiji 842,000 939,000 119 46 30 4 46
Finland 5,246,000 5,427,000 40 15 18 16 62
France 60,742,000 63,377,000 285 110 19 16 76
Gabon 1,384,000 1,809,000 13 5 40 4 81
The Gambia 1,595,000 2,625,000 366 141 45 3 26
Georgia 4,501,000 4,178,000 167 64 19 13 52
Germany 82,490,000 82,017,000 598 231 15 18 88
Ghana 22,019,000 32,846,000 239 92 40 3 44
Greece 11,100,000 11,394,000 218 84 15 18 60
Grenada 101,000 96,000 769 297 35 8 39
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Table 1: World Demographic Indicators (cont.)

   2025 PROJECTED DENSITY PER DENSITY PER   
COUNTRY 2005 POPULATION POPULATION SQ MI SQ KM % UNDER 15 % OVER 65 % URBAN

Guatemala 12,701,000 19,962,000 302 117 42 4 39
Guinea 9,453,000 15,806,000 100 39 44 3 33
Guinea-Bissau 1,586,000 2,875,000 114 44 46 3 32
Guyana 751,000 703,000 9 3 28 5 36
Haiti 8,288,000 12,887,000 774 299 42 3 36
Honduras 7,212,000 10,700,000 167 64 41 4 47
Hungary 10,086,000 9,588,000 281 108 16 16 65
Iceland 295,000 335,000 7 3 23 12 94
India 1,103,596,000 1,363,000,000 869 336 36 4 28
Indonesia 221,932,000 275,406,000 302 117 30 5 42
Iran 69,515,000 89,042,000 110 42 30 4 67
Iraq 28,807,000 44,664,000 170 66 42 3 68
Ireland 4,125,000 4,530,000 152 59 21 11 60
Israel 7,105,000 9,262,000 874 337 28 10 92
Italy 58,742,000 57,630,000 505 195 14 19 90
Jamaica 2,666,000 3,048,000 628 242 31 7 52
Japan 127,728,000 121,136,000 876 338 14 20 79
Jordan 5,795,000 8,265,000 168 65 37 3 79
Kazakhstan 15,079,000 15,927,000 14 5 27 8 57
Kenya 33,830,000 49,357,000 151 58 43 2 36
Kiribati 92,000 141,000 326 126 40 3 43
Korea (DPRK) 22,912,000 25,755,000 492 190 27 8 60
Korea (ROK) 48,294,000 49,836,000 1,260 486 19 9 80
Kuwait 2,589,000 4,610,000 376 145 26 2 96
Kyrgyzstan 5,172,000 6,713,000 67 26 33 6 57
Laos 5,924,000 8,712,000 65 25 40 4 19
Latvia 2,300,000 2,156,000 92 36 15 16 68
Lebanon 3,779,000 4,581,000 941 363 28 6 87
Lesotho 1,804,000 1,604,000 154 59 38 5 13
Liberia 3,283,000 5,800,000 76 29 46 2 45
Libya 5,766,000 8,323,000 8 3 35 4 86
Liechtenstein 35,000 40,000 567 219 18 11 21
Lithuania 3,415,000 3,134,000 136 53 18 15 67
Luxembourg 457,000 544,000 457 176 19 14 91
Macedonia 2,039,000 2,120,000 205 79 20 11 59
Madagascar 17,308,000 28,177,000 76 29 45 3 26
Malawi 12,341,000 23,750,000 270 104 46 3 14
Malaysia 26,121,000 36,058,000 205 79 33 5 62
Maldives 294,000 398,000 2,538 980 36 4 27
Mali 13,518,000 24,031,000 28 11 47 3 30
Malta 405,000 396,000 3,278 1,266 18 13 91
Marshall Islands 59,000 83,000 849 328 42 3 68
Mauritania 3,069,000 4,973,000 8 3 43 3 40
Mauritius 1,243,000 1,426,000 1,578 609 25 7 42
Mexico 107,029,000 129,381,000 142 55 31 5 75
Micronesia 108,000 115,000 400 154 40 4 22
Moldova 4,206,000 3,967,000 323 125 20 10 45
Monaco 33,000 44,000 44,000 16,988 13 22 100
Mongolia 2,646,000 3,390,000 1 0 31 4 57
Morocco 30,704,000 38,762,000 178 69 30 5 57
Mozambique 19,420,000 27,556,000 63 24 44 3 32
Myanmar 50,519,000 59,002,000 193 75 29 5 29
Namibia 2,031,000 2,061,000 6 2 40 4 33
Nauru 13,000 17,887 1,529 590 41 2 100
Nepal 25,371,000 36,093,000 446 172 39 4 14
Netherlands 16,296,000 16,934,000 1,033 399 19 14 62
New Zealand 4,107,000 4,702,000 39 15 22 12 86
Nicaragua 5,774,000 8,318,000 115 44 42 3 59
Niger 13,957,000 26,376,000 29 11 48 2 21
Nigeria 131,530,000 190,287,000 369 142 43 3 44
Norway 4,620,000 5,114,000 37 14 20 15 78
Oman 2,436,000 2,984,000 30 12 33 3 76
Pakistan 162,420,000 228,822,000 528 204 42 4 34
Palau 21,000 23,000 118 46 24 5 70
Panama 3,232,000 4,239,000 111 43 29 6 62
Papua New Guinea 5,887,000 8,205,000 33 13 40 2 13
Paraguay 6,158,000 8,565,000 39 15 32 4 54
Peru 27,947,000 35,725,000 56 22 32 5 73
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Table 1: World Demographic Indicators (cont.)

   2025 PROJECTED DENSITY PER DENSITY PER   
COUNTRY 2005 POPULATION POPULATION SQ MI SQ KM % UNDER 15 % OVER 65 % URBAN

Philippines 84,765,000 115,675,000 732 283 35 4 48
Poland 38,163,000 36,661,000 306 118 17 13 62
Portugal 10,576,000 10,356,000 298 115 16 17 53
Qatar 768,000 1,027,000 181 70 25 2 92
Romania 21,612,000 18,129,000 235 91 16 14 53
Russia 143,025,000 130,175,000 22 8 16 13 73
Rwanda 8,722,000 12,906,000 858 331 44 2 17
Saint Kitts and Nevis 48,000 57,000 345 133 28 8 33
Saint Lucia 163,000 209,000 681 263 30 7 30
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines 111,000 117,000 737 285 30 6 55
Samoa 188,000 193,000 171 66 41 4 22
San Marino 30,000 30,000 1,295 500 15 16 84
São Tomé and Príncipe 153,000 225,000 413 159 38 4 38
Sa’udi Arabia 24,573,000 37,160,000 30 12 37 3 86
Senegal 11,658,000 17,348,000 153 59 42 3 43
Serbia and Montenegro 10,722,000 10,537,000 272 105 19 14 52
Seychelles 81,000 88,000 466 180 26 8 50
Sierra Leone 5,525,000 8,663,000 199 77 41 3 37
Singapore 4,296,000 5,108,000 17,946 6,929 20 8 100
Slovakia 5,382,000 5,237,000 284 110 18 12 56
Slovenia 1,998,000 2,014,000 256 99 14 15 51
Solomon Islands 472,000 700,000 42 16 40 3 16
Somalia 8,592,000 14,862,000 35 14 45 3 33
South Africa 46,923,000 47,779,000 100 39 33 4 53
Spain 43,484,000 46,164,000 223 86 15 17 76
Sri Lanka 19,722,000 22,208,000 779 301 27 6 30
Sudan 40,187,000 61,339,000 42 16 44 2 36
Suriname 447,000 480,000 7 3 29 6 74
Swaziland 1,138,000 1,009,000 170 66 43 3 25
Sweden 9,029,000 9,936,000 52 20 18 17 84
Switzerland 7,446,000 7,401,000 467 180 16 16 68
Syria 18,389,000 27,410,000 257 99 37 3 50
Taiwan 22,731,000 23,625,000 1,627 628 19 9 78
Tajikistan 6,813,000 9,181,000 123 47 40 4 27
Tanzania 36,481,000 52,604,000 100 39 45 3 32
Thailand 65,002,000 70,150,000 328 127 23 7 31
Togo 6,145,000 9,613,000 280 108 43 3 33
Tonga 102,000 137,000 352 136 39 5 33
Trinidad and Tobago 1,305,000 1,343,000 659 254 21 7 74
Tunisia 10,043,000 11,583,000 159 61 27 7 65
Turkey 72,907,000 90,211,000 244 94 29 6 65
Turkmenistan 5,240,000 6,579,000 28 11 32 4 47
Tuvalu 10,000 14,000 1,000 386 36 6 47
Uganda 26,907,000 55,810,000 289 112 51 2 12
Ukraine 47,110,000 41,650,000 202 78 15 16 68
United Arab Emirates 4,618,000 6,875,000 143 55 25 1 78
United Kingdom 60,068,000 64,687,000 635 245 18 16 89
United States 296,483,000 349,419,000 80 31 21 12 79
Uruguay 3,419,000 3,831,000 50 19 24 13 93
Uzbekistan 26,444,000 33,851,000 153 59 35 5 37
Vanuatu 218,000 304,000 46 18 42 3 21
Vatican 798 1,000 5887 2,273   100
Venezuela 26,749,000 35,406,000 76 29 31 5 87
Vietnam 83,305,000 103,187,000 650 251 29 7 26
Yemen 20,727,000 39,644,000 102 39 46 4 26
Zambia 11,227,000 15,798,000 39 15 45 3 35
Zimbabwe 13,010,000 14,430,000 86 33 40 3 34

source: World Development Indicators, Washington, DC: Th e World Bank, 2005. World Factbook, Washington, DC: Central Intelligence Agency, 2005.
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Table 2: World Income Indicators

    GDP PER GDP GROWTH    
COUNTRY YEAR GDP UNIT CAPITA RATE INFLATION RATE % AGRICULTURE INDUSTRY SERVICES

Afghanistan 2004 21.5 billion 800 8 16.3 38 24 38
Albania 2005 18.05 billion 4,900 6 2.5 23.6 20.5 55.9
Algeria 2005 237 billion 7,300 7.1 4.7 10 59.5 30.5
Andorra 2003 1.9 billion 26,800 2 4.3   
Angola 2005 27.66 billion 2,500 14.1 17.7 8 67 25
Antigua and Barbuda 2002 750 million 11,000 3 0.4 3.9 19.2 76.8
Argentina 2005 537.2 billion 13,600 8.2 11.8 10.5 35.8 53.7
Armenia 2005 15.27 billion 5,100 8 2.4 24.9 34.6 40.5
Australia 2005 642.7 billion 32,000 2.7 2.7 4 26.4 69.6
Austria 2005 269.4 billion 32,000 1.9 2.3 2.3 30.8 66.9
Azerbaijan 2005 36.53 billion 4,600 18.3 12 14.1 45.7 40.2
The Bahamas 2005 5.685 billion 18,800 3 1.2 3 7 90
Bahrain 2005 14.08 billion 20,500 5.9 2.7 0.6 42.5 56.9
Bangladesh 2005 299.9 billion 2,100 5.2 6.7 20.5 26.7 52.8
Barbados 2005 4.831 billion 17,300 2.5 -0.5 6 16 78
Belarus 2005 77.77 billion 7,600 7.8 11.5 11.1 38.4 50.4
Belgium 2005 329.3 billion 31,800 1.5 2.7 1.3 24.7 74
Belize 2004 1.778 billion 6,800 3.8 3 22.5 23 54.5
Benin 2005 8.676 billion 1,200 4.2 3.2 33.9 13.6 52.5
Bhutan 2003 2.9 billion 1,400 5.3 3 45 10 45
Bolivia 2005 23.59 billion 2,700 3 5.4 12.6 35 52.4
Bosnia and Herzegovina 2005 28.26 billion 6,800 5.2 1.4 14.2 30.8 55
Botswana 2005 16.64 billion 10,100 4.5 8.3 2.4 46.9 50.7
Brazil 2005 1.58 trillion 8,500 2.6 6.8 10 39.4 50.6
Brunei Darussalam 2003 6.842 billion 23,600 3.2 0.3 5 45 50
Bulgaria 2005 66.96 billion 9,000 5.4 4.5 10.1 30.2 59.7
Burkina Faso 2005 16.94 billion 1,200 5 3 39.5 19.3 41.3
Burundi 2005 4.432 billion 700 5.5 14 45.6 20.8 33.6
Cambodia 2005 28.71 billion 2,100 4 4.3 32.9 29.2 37.9
Cameroon 2005 32.35 billion 2,000 5 1.5 44.8 17.3 37.9
Canada 2005 1.077 trillion 32,800 2.8 2.3 2.2 29.1 68.7
Cape Verde 2005 2.99 billion 6,200 5.5 1.8 12.1 21.9 66
Central African Republic 2005 4.47 billion 1,200 2.5 3.6 55 20 25
Chad 2005 18.3 billion 1,900 14 5.5 23.7 38.6 37.7
Chile 2005 180.6 billion 11,300 5.9 4 6.2 46.5 47.3
China 2005 8.158 trillion 6,200 9.2 1.9 14.4 53.1 32.5
Colombia 2005 303.1 billion 7,100 4.3 5 12.5 34.3 53.3
Comoros 2002 441 million 600 3 3 40 4 56
Congo (DROC) 2005 46.27 billion 800 6.5 9 55 11 34
Congo (ROC) 2005 2.52 billion 800 5.5 2 6.7 62.4 30.9
Costa Rica 2005 40.32 billion 10,000 3.2 13.8 8.6 28.3 63.1
Côte d’Ivoire 2005 24.81 billion 1,400 -1.5 2 27.7 16.7 55.6
Croatia 2005 53.29 billion 11,600 3.2 3.2 8.1 31 60.8
Cuba 2005 37.05 billion 3,300 5.2 4.2 5.5 26.1 68.4
Cyprus 2005  billion 21,600 3.8 2.3 3.8 20 76.2
Czech Republic 2005 184.9 billion 18,100 4.6 2 3.4 39.3 57.3
Denmark 2005 182.1 billion 33,500 2.2 1.9 2.2 24 73.8
Djibouti 2002 619 million 1,300 3.5 2 3.5 15.8 80.7
Dominica 2003 384 million 5,500 -1 1 18 24 58
Dominican Republic 2005 58.52 billion 6,500 4.1 4.3 10.7 31.5 57.8
East Timor 2004 370 million 400 1 1.8 25.4 17.2 57.4
Ecuador 2005 52.66 billion 3,900 3 2 7.4 31.8 60.8
Egypt 2005 337.9 billion 4,400 4.5 5.4 15 36.7 48.4
El Salvador 2005 33.89 billion 5,100 2 4.7 9.8 30.3 60
Equatorial Guinea 2005 25.69 billion 50,200 18.6 5 2.4 95.5 2.2
Eritrea 2005 4.471 billion 1,000 2 15 8.7 26.3 65
Estonia 2005 21.81 billion 16,400 7.1 4 4.1 29.1 66.8
Ethiopia 2005 59.93 billion 800 6.5 6 40.1 12.7 47.2
Fiji 2005 5.398 billion 6,000 2 1.6 16.6 22.4 61
Finland 2005 158.4 billion 30,300 1.7 1.2 3.1 30.4 66.5
France 2005 1.816 trillion 29,900 1.5 1.9 2.5 21.4 76.1
Gabon 2005 8.031 billion 5,800 2.1 1.5 6 58.8 35.1
The Gambia 2005 3.094 billion 1,900 7.1 8.8 35.5 12.2 52.3
Georgia 2005 16.13 billion 3,400 10 8 16 26.8 57.2
Germany 2005 2.446 trillion 29,700 0.8 2 1.1 28.6 70.3
Ghana 2005 51.8 billion 2,500 4.3 15 35.5 25.6 39
Greece 2005 242.8 billion 22,800 3.3 3.8 6.2 22.1 71.7
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Table 2: World Income Indicators (cont.)

    GDP PER GDP GROWTH    
COUNTRY YEAR GDP UNIT CAPITA RATE INFLATION RATE % AGRICULTURE INDUSTRY SERVICES

Grenada 2002 440 million 5,000 2.5 2.8 7.7 23.9 68.4
Guatemala 2005 62.78 billion 4,300 3.1 9.1 22.8 19.1 58.1
Guinea 2005 20.74 billion 2,200 2 25 23.7 36.2 40.1
Guinea-Bissau 2005 1.101 billion 800 2.8 4 62 12 26
Guyana 2005 3.002 billion 3,900 0.5 5.5 36.8 20.2 43
Haiti 2005 12.94 billion 1,600 3.5 13.3 30 20 50
Honduras 2005 20.56 billion 2,900 4 9.2 12.7 31.2 56.1
Hungary 2005 159 billion 15,900 3.7 3.7 3.9 30.9 65.3
Iceland 2005 10.26 billion 34,600 5.9 4.1 11.8 22.3 65.9
India 2005 3.678 trillion 3,400 7.1 4.4 20.6 28.1 51.4
Indonesia 2005 899 billion 3,700 5.3 9.3 15.1 44.5 40.4
Iran 2005 551.6 billion 8,100 4.8 16 11.8 43.3 44.9
Iraq 2005 94.1 billion 3,400 2.4 40 7.3 66.6 26.1
Ireland 2005 136.9 billion 34,100 4.9 2.7 5 46 49
Israel 2005 139.2 billion 22,200 4.3 1.3 2.8 37.7 59.5
Italy 2005 1.645 trillion 28,300 0 1.9 2.1 28.8 69.1
Jamaica 2005 11.69 billion 4,300 3.2 14.9 4.9 33.8 61.3
Japan 2005 3.867 trillion 30,400 2.1 -0.2 1.3 25.3 73.5
Jordan 2005 27.7 billion 4,800 5.5 3.9 3.5 29.9 66.7
Kazakhstan 2005 132.7 billion 8,700 9 7.4 7.8 40.4 51.8
Kenya 2005 39.45 billion 1,200 5 12 16.3 18.8 65.1
Kiribati 2001 79 million 800 1.5 2.5 30 7 63
Korea (DPRK) 2005 40 billion 1,800 1  30 34 36
Korea (ROK) 2005 983.3 billion 20,300 3.7 2.8 3.8 41.4 54.8
Kuwait 2005 51.62 billion 22,100 4.5 3.5 0.5 52.1 47.4
Kyrgyzstan 2005 9.324 billion 1,800 2 4.2 37.1 21.9 41
Laos 2005 11.92 billion 1,900 7.2 9.4 48.6 25.9 25.5
Latvia 2005 29.42 billion 12,800 7.8 5.9 4.1 26 69.9
Lebanon 2005 19.49 billion 5,100 0.5 2.4 12 21 67
Lesotho 2005 6.123 billion 3,300 2 4.7 15.4 44.2 40.4
Liberia 2005 2.593 billion 700 8 15 76.9 5.4 17.7
Libya 2005 48.19 billion 8,400 8.5 -1 7.6 49.9 42.5
Liechtenstein 1999 825 million 25,000 11 1  40 
Lithuania 2005 49.38 billion 13,700 6.4 2.6 5.7 32.4 62
Luxembourg 2005 29.37 billion 62,700 3.5 2.6 0.5 16.3 83.1
Macedonia 2005 15.55 billion 7,400 4 1 11.7 32.1 56.2
Madagascar 2005 15.82 billion 900 6.5 10 28.7 16.5 54.8
Malawi 2005 7.629 billion 600 1 15.4 35.9 14.5 49.6
Malaysia 2005 248 billion 10,400 5.1 2.9 7.2 33.3 59.5
Maldives 2002 1.25 billion 3,900 2.3 1 20 18 62
Mali 2005 11.83 billion 1,000 5.5 4.5 45 17 38
Malta 2005 7.485 billion 18,800 1.4 2.8 3 23 74
Marshall Islands 2001 115 million 1,600 1 2 14 16 70
Mauritania 2005 6.185 billion 2,000 5.5 7 25 29 46
Mauritius 2005 16.36 billion 13,300 3.8 5.6 6.1 29.9 64
Mexico 2005 1.066 trillion 10,000 3 4.1 4 26.5 69.5
Micronesia 2002 277 million  2,000 1 1 50 4 46
Moldova 2005 9.367 billion 2,100 6 12 20.5 23.9 55.6
Monaco 2000 870 million 27,000 0.9 1.9 17  
Mongolia 2005 6.01 billion 2,200 5.5  11 20.6 21.4 58
Morocco 2005 139.5 billion 4,300 1.8 2.1 21.7 35.7 42.6
Mozambique 2005 25.59 billion 1,300 7 7.8 24.2 41.2 34.6
Myanmar 2005 76.2 billion 1,800 1.5 18 54.6 45 50
Namibia 2005 15.78 billion 7,800 4.2 2.7 9.3 27.8 62.9
Nauru 2001 60 million 5,000  -3.6 
Nepal 2005 42.17 billion 1,500 2.5 2.9 40 20 40
Netherlands 2005 500 billion 30,500 0.6 1.6 2.1 24.4 73.5
New Zealand 2005 97.39 billion 24,100 2.5 3 4.7 27.8 67.6
Nicaragua 2005 16.05 billion 2,800 3.5 10.1 16.8 27.6 55.6
Niger 2005 10.2 billion 900 3.8 0.2 39 17 44
Nigeria 2005 132.1 billion 1,000 5.2 15.6 26.8 48.8 24.4
Norway 2005 194.7 billion 42,400 3.8 2.1 2.2 37.2 60.6
Oman 2005 40.14 billion 13,400 1.9 0.4 2.8 40 57.1
Pakistan 2005 385.2 billion 2,400 8.4 9.2 21.6 25.1 53.3
Palau  174 million  9,000 1 3.4 
Panama 2005 22.16 billion 7,300 4.3 2.5 7.6 17.9 74.5
Papua New Guinea 2005 13.32 billion 2,400 1.1 1.7 35.2 38.3 26.4
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Table 2: World Income Indicators (cont.)

    GDP PER GDP GROWTH    
COUNTRY YEAR GDP UNIT CAPITA RATE INFLATION RATE % AGRICULTURE INDUSTRY SERVICES

Paraguay 2005 30.9 billion 4,900 3.3 7.5 27.5 24 48.5
Peru 2005 168.9 billion 6,000 5.6 1.6 8 27 65
Philippines 2005 451.3 billion 5,100 4.7 7.9 14.8 31.7 53.5
Poland 2005 489.3 billion 12,700 3.3 2.1 2.8 31.7 65.5
Portugal 2005 194.8 billion 18,400 0.7 2.4 5.2 28.9 65.9
Qatar 2005 22.47 billion 26,000 8.8 7.8 0.2 81 18.8
Romania 2005 186.4 billion 8,300 5.2 8.9 13.1 33.7 53.2
Russia 2005 1.535 trillion 10,700 5.9 12.9 5 35 60
Rwanda 2005 11.24 billion 1,300 4.8 8 37.6 22.8 39.6
Saint Kitts and Nevis 2002 339 million 8,800 -1.9 1.7 3.5 25.8 70.7
Saint Lucia 2002 866 million 5,400 3.3 3 7 20 73
Saint Vincent 
 and the Grenadines 2002 342 million 2,900 0.7 -0.4 10 26 64
Samoa 2002 1 billion 5,600 5 4 14 23 63
San Marino 2001 940 million 34,600 7.5 3.3 
São Tomé and Príncipe 2003 214 million 1,200 6 15.1 16.7 14.8 68.4
Sa’udi Arabia 2005 340.5 billion 12,900 6.4 0.6 3.3 74.7 21.9
Senegal 2005 20.56 billion 1,800 6.1 1.7 16.1 21.4 62.5
Serbia and Montenegro    2,600 4 15.5 16.6 25.5 57.9
Seychelles 2002 626 million 7,800 -3 4.4 3.2 30.4 66.4
Sierra Leone 2005 5.012 billion 800 5.5 1 49 31 21
Singapore 2005 131.3 billion 29,700 4.5 0.3 0  33.6 66.4
Slovakia 2005 85.14 billion 15,700 5.1 2.8 3.6 29.7 66.7
Slovenia 2005 42.09 billion 20,900 3.8 2.4 2.8 36.9 60.3
Solomon Islands 2002 800 million 1,700 5.8 10 42 11 47
Somalia 2005 4.825 billion 600 2.4  65 10 25
South Africa 2005 527.4 billion 11,900 4.5 4.6 3.4 31.6 65.1
Spain 2005 1.014 trillion 25,100 3.3 3.4 3.4 28.7 67.9
Sri Lanka 2005 86.72 billion 4,300 4.7 11.2 17.7 27.1 55.2
Sudan 2005 85.46 billion 2,100 8.6 11 38.7 20.3 41
Suriname 2005 2.077 billion 4,700 4 23 13 22 65
Swaziland 2005 6.239 billion 5,300 1.8 4 15.1 49.7 35.3
Sweden 2005 266.5 billion 29,600 2.4 0.5 1.8 28.6 69.7
Switzerland 2005 262.1 billion 35,000 1.2 1.2 1.5 34 64.5
Syria 2005 63.86 billion 3,500 1.4 2.6 25 31 44
Taiwan 2005 610.8 billion 26,700 3.6 1.8 1.6 29.3 69
Tajikistan 2005 8.808 billion 1,200 8 8 24 28.4 47.7
Tanzania 2005 26.62 billion 700 6.1 4 43.2 17.2 39.6
Thailand 2005 545.8 billion 8,300 4.6 4.8 9.3 45.1 45.6
Togo 2005 9.018 billion 1,600 2.8 5.5 39.5 20.4 40.1
Tonga 2002 244 million 2,300 1.5 10.3 23 13 64
Trinidad and Tobago 2005 13.79 billion 12,700 6.5 6.8 0.7 57 42.3
Tunisia 2005 76.91 billion 7,600 4.9 2 13.8 30.7 55.6
Turkey 2005 551.6 billion 7,900 5.1 7.7 11.7 29.8 58.5
Turkmenistan 2005 29.38 billion 5,900 7 10 26.9 39.5 33.6
Tuvalu 2000 12.2 million 1,100 3 5 
Uganda 2005 45.97 billion 1,700 9 9.7 31.1 22.2 46.9
Ukraine 2005 321.2 billion 6,800 4.4 13.9 18.5 44.7 36.8
United Arab Emirates 2005 74.51 billion 29,100 6.7 4.5 4 58.5 37.5
United Kingdom 2005 1.867 trillion 30,900 1.8 2.2 1.1 26 72.9
United States 2005 12.37 trillion 41,800 3.5 3.2 1 20.7 78.3
Uruguay 2005 32.92 billion 10,000 6.2 4.9 7.1 27.7 65.2
Uzbekistan 2005 52.21 billion 1,900 5.4 7.1 38 26.3 35.7
Vanuatu 2003 580 million 2,900 1.1 3.1 26 12 62
Vatican 
Venezuela 2005 161.7 billion 6,400 8.3 15.7 4.6 48.2 47.2
Vietnam 2005 251.8 billion 3,000 7.6 8 21 40.9 38.1
Yemen 2005 17.2 billion 800 2.5 9.6 13.3 47.9 38.8
Zambia 2005 10.28 billion 900 5.8 19 21.7 29.5 48.8
Zimbabwe 2005 23.98 billion 1,900 -4 246.7 17.9 24.3 57.9

source: World Factbook, Washington, DC: Central Intelligence Agency, 2005.
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Table 3: World Education Indicators  

COUNTRY YEAR TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEAR NONE PRIMARY SECONDARY TERTIARY

Afghanistan 2000 63.7 49.0 79.2 1979 89.0 6.5 1.1 3.0
Albania 1997 7       
Algeria 2000 36.7 24.9 48.7     
Andorra         
Angola 1998 58 44 72     
Antigua and Barbuda 1960 11 10 12     
Argentina 2000 3.1 3.1 3.1 1991 5.7 22.3 25.3 12.0
Armenia 1989 1 1 2     
Australia 1980 0 0 0     
Austria 1974 26   1991 0.0 0.0 94.0 6.1
Azerbaijan 1989 3 1 4     
The Bahamas 2000 3.9 4.6 3.2 1990 3.5 25.4 57.7 13.5
Bahrain 2000 12.4 9.0 17.3 1991 38.4 26.2 25.1 10.3
Bangladesh 2000 59.2 48.3 70.5 1981 70.4 16.7 7.4 1.3
Barbados 1995 2.6 2 3.2 1980 0.8 63.5 32.3 3.3
Belarus 2000 59.2 48.3 70.5 1981 70.4 16.7 7.4 1.3
Belgium 1980 1        
Belize 1991 29.7 29.7 29.7 1991 13.0 64.3 14.9 6.6
Benin 2000 62.5 47.8 76.4 1992 78.5 10.8 8.2 1.3
Bhutan 2000 52.7 38.9 66.4     
Bolivia 2000 14.4 7.9 20.6 1992 23.5 20.4 15.2 9.9
Bosnia and Herzegovina          
Botswana 2000 22.8 25.6 20.2 1993 20.4 44.1 19.8 1.4
Brazil 2000 14.7 14.9 14.6 1989 18.7 57.0 11.9 5.5
Brunei Darussalam 2000 8.4 5.3 11.8 1981 32.1 28.3 30.1 9.4
Bulgaria 2000 1.5 0.9 2.0 1992 4.7 12.5 35.7 15.0
Burkina Faso 2000 77.0 66.8 86.9     
Burundi 2000 51.9 43.7 59.5 1990 75.4 19.9 2.5 0.6
Cambodia 1990 65 52 78 1993 30.5 47.0 16.2 1.0
Cameroon 2000 24.6 18.2 30.8     
Canada 1986 3   1991 1.0 4.0 34.3 21.4
Cape Verde 2000 26.5 15.7 34.7     
Central African Republic 2000 53.5 40.4 65.5 1988 70.7 19.5 7.3 2.0
Chad 2000 46.4 33.1 59.2     
Chile 2000 4.3 4.1 4.5 1992 5.8 48.0 33.9 12.3
China 2000 15.0 7.7 22.6 1990 29.3 34.3 34.4 2.0
Colombia 2000 8.2 8.2 8.2 1993 11.9 27.3 13.3 10.4
Comoros 2000 43.8 36.5 50.9     
Congo (DROC) 2000    1984 52.4 30.3 14.6 1.3
Congo (ROC) 2000 19.3 12.5 25.6 1984 58.8 13.0 11.0 3.0
Costa Rica 2000 4.4 4.5 4.3     
Côte d’Ivoire 2000 53.2 45.4 61.5 1988  48.2 43.1 8.7
Croatia 2000 1.7 0.6 2.7 1991 10.2 43.6 39.5 6.4
Cuba 2000 3.6 3.5 3.6 1981 3.7 22.6 40.2 5.9
Cyprus  2000 3.1 1.3 5.0 1992 5.1 13.0 34.2 17.0
Czech Republic  1   1991 0.3 31.4 58.6 8.5
Denmark 1980 1   1991  38.7 3.4 19.6
Djibouti 2000 48.6 35.0 61.6     
Dominica 1970 6 6 6 1981 6.6 80.5 11.1 1.7
Dominican Republic 2000 16.2 16.0 16.3     
Ecuador 2000 8.1 6.4 9.8 1990 1.7 43.7 22.6 12.7
Egypt 2000 44.7 33.4 56.3 1986 64.1 16.5 14.8 4.6
El Salvador 2000 21.3 18.4 23.9 1992 37.2 46.0 9.8 6.4
Equatorial Guinea 2000 16.8 7.5 25.5     
Eritrea          
Estonia 1998 0 0 0 1989 2.2 39.0 45.1 13.7
Ethiopia 2000 61.3 56.1 66.6 1994 80.1 6.3 2.1 1.0
Fiji 2000 7.1 5.0 9.1 1986 10.9 35.9 24.9 4.5
Finland 1980 1   1990  49.4 35.3 15.4
France 1980 1 1 1 1990 0.6 51.1 36.9 11.4
Gabon 2000 29.2 20.2 37.8     
The Gambia  2000 63.5 56.2 70.4     
Georgia 1995 36.8 26.3 46.7     
Germany 1977 1        
Ghana 2000 29.8 20.5 38.8     
Greece 2000 2.8 1.4 4.0 1991 5.7 12.7 6.7 8.7
Grenada 1970 2 2 2 1981 2.2 87.8 8.5 1.5
Guatemala 2000 31.3 23.8 38.9 1981 55.0 27.3 2.9 2.2
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Table 3: World Education Indicators (cont.)  

COUNTRY YEAR TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEAR NONE PRIMARY SECONDARY TERTIARY

Guinea 2000 58.9 44.9 73.0     
Guinea-Bissau 2000 63.2 47.0 78.6 1979 91.1 7.5 0.6 0.1
Guyana 2000 1.5 1.0 1.9 1980 8.1 72.9 17.3 1.8
Haiti 2000 51.4 49.0 53.5 1986 59.5 30.5 9.3 0.7
Honduras 2000 27.8 27.5 28.0 1983 33.5 51.3 4.3 3.3
Hungary 2000 0.6 0.5 0.7 1990 1.3 24.3 33.6 10.1
Iceland 1976 0       
India 2000 44.2 31.4 57.9 1991 57.5 28.0 7.2 7.3
Indonesia 2000 13.0 8.1 17.9 1990 54.5 26.4 16.8 2.3
Iran 2000 23.1 16.3 30.0     
Iraq 1995 42 29.3 55 1987 52.8 21.6 11.6 4.1
Ireland 1981 2   1991 0.0 37.2 19.1 13.1
Israel 2000 3.9 2.1 5.7 1983 10.5 42.4 35.9 11.2
Italy 2000 1.5 1.1 1.9 1991 2.1 12.2 30.7 3.8
Jamaica 2000 13.3 17.5 9.3 1991 0.0 67.5 29.9 2.7
Japan 1970 1   1990 0.3 33.6 43.7 20.7
Jordan 2000 10.2 5.1 15.6     
Kazakhstan 1989 2 1 4 1989 7.7 29.2 50.7 12.4
Kenya 2000 17.5 11.0 24.0 1979 58.6 32.2 7.9 1.3
Kiribati         
Korea (DPRK) 1990 1 1 1     
Korea (ROK) 2000 2.2 0.8 3.6 1995 8.7 0.9 15.7 21.1
Kuwait 2000 17.7 15.7 20.1 1988 25.6 8.6 15.1 16.4
Kyrgyzstan 1989 3 1 4     
Laos 2000 38.2 26.4 49.5     
Latvia 2000 0.3 0.2 0.4 1989 0.6 18.5 46.3 13.4
Lebanon 2000 13.9 7.7 19.6     
Lesotho 2000 16.1 26.4 6.4     
Liberia 2000 46.6 30.1 63.2     
Libya 2000 20.2 9.1 32.4 1984 59.7 15.4 5.2 2.7
Liechtenstein 1981 0 0 0     
Lithuania 2000 0.5 0.3 0.6 1989 9.1 21.3 57.0 12.3
Luxembourg 1980 0 0 0 1991  39.7 40.3 10.8
Macedonia     1994 28.0 30.6 6.7 
Madagascar 1990 20 12 27     
Malawi 2000 39.7 25.5 53.3 1987 55.0 31.8 2.7 0.4
Malaysia 2000 12.5 8.5 16.4 1996 16.7 13.0 19.4 6.9
Maldives 2000 3.7 3.7 3.6 1990 0.9 61.6 6.3 1.7
Mali 2000 59.7 52.1 66.8     
Malta 2000 7.9 8.6 7.2     
Marshall Islands 1980 7 0 12     
Mauritania 2000 60.1 49.4 70.5 1988 60.8 34.1 3.8 1.3
Mauritius 2000 15.7 12.3 19.0 1990 18.3 42.6 7.2 1.9
Mexico 2000 9.0 6.9 10.9 1990 18.8 28.6 12.7 9.2
Micronesia 1980 11 9 12     
Moldova 2000 1.1 0.4 1.7 1989 12.7 17.1 58.9 11.3
Monaco         
Mongolia 2000 0.7 0.8 0.7 1989 13.4 22.8 13.9 23.4
Morocco  2000 51.1 38.1 64.0     
Mozambique 2000 56.2 40.1 71.6 1980 81.0 18.1 0.8 0.1
Myanmar 2000 15.3 11.0 19.4 1983 55.8 27.7 14.5 2.0
Namibia 2000 17.9 17.1 18.8 1991  49.1 43.8 4.0
Nauru         
Nepal 2000 58.6 40.9 76.2 1991 69.7 16.2 8.9 0.6
Netherlands 1979 1       
New Zealand 1980 1   1991 0.0 36.8 16.3 39.1
Nicaragua 2000 35.7 35.8 35.6     
Niger 2000 84.3 76.5 91.7     
Nigeria 2000 35.9 27.7 43.8     
Norway 1976 1   1994 0.0 0.0 37.3 18.7
Oman 2000 28.1 19.6 38.3 1996 71.7 11.5 5.9 11.1
Pakistan 2000 56.7 42.4 72.2 1990 73.8 9.7 5.8 2.5
Palau 1980 8 7 10     
Panama 2000 8.1 7.4 8.7 1990 11.7 20.2 12.6 13.2
Papua New Guinea 2000 24.0 16.3 32.3 1980 82.6 8.2 3.9 0.3
Paraguay 2000 6.7 5.6 7.8 1992 7.0 22.8 12.2 6.6
Peru 2000 10.1 5.3 14.6 1993 16.4 34.7 27.2 20.5
Philippines 2000 4.6 4.5 4.8 1995 3.8 20.8 17.3 22.0
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Table 3: World Education Indicators (cont.)  

COUNTRY YEAR TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEAR NONE PRIMARY SECONDARY TERTIARY

Poland 2000 0.2 0.2 0.2 1988 1.5 5.6 47.8 7.9
Portugal 2000 7.8 5.2 10.0 1991 16.1 61.5 14.8 7.7
Qatar 2000 18.7 19.5 16.8 1986 53.5 9.8 10.1 13.3
Romania 2000 1.8 0.9 2.7 1992 5.4 24.4 63.2 6.9
Russian Federation 2000 0.6 0.2 0.8 1989  36.9 49.0 14.1
Rwanda 2000 33.0 26.3 39.4     
Saint Kitts and Nevis 1980 3 3 2 1980 1.1 29.0 66.6 2.3
Saint Lucia 1980 33 35 31 1991 0.0 75.5 21.2 3.4
Saint Vincent and the
 Grenadines 1970 4 4 4 1980 2.4 88.0 8.2 1.4
Samoa 1971 3 3 3     
San Marino 1976 4 3 5     
São Tomé and Príncipe 1991 27 15 38 1981 56.6 18.0 4.6 0.3
Sa’udi Arabia 2000 23.0 15.9 32.8     
Senegal 2000 62.7 52.8 72.4     
Serbia and Montenegro 1991 93 88.9 97.2      
Seychelles 1971 42 14 40 1987 12.1 44.9 35.7 4.6
Sierra Leone 2000 63.7 49.3 77.4 1985 64.5 18.7 9.7 1.5
Singapore 2000 7.6 3.6 11.5 1995 14.3 11.2 36.9 7.6
Slovakia     1991 0.7 37.9 50.9 9.5
Slovenia 2000 0.3 0.3 0.4 1991 0.7 45.1 42.4 10.4
Solomon Islands         
Somalia 1990 76 64 86     
South Africa 2000 14.9 14.2 15.5 1995 13.0 17.1 26.7 8.8
Spain 2000 2.3 1.4 3.2 1991 65.3 65.3 25.5 8.4
Sri Lanka 2000 8.4 5.5 11.1 1981 15.9 48.9 34.1 1.1
Sudan 2000 42.9 31.7 54.0 1983 76.7 18.6 1.9 0.8
Suriname 2000 5.8 4.1 7.4     
Swaziland 2000 20.2 19.1 21.3 1986 42.0 24.0 13.2 3.3
Sweden 1979 1   1995  18.2 14.7 21.0
Switzerland 1980 1   1980  75.6 8.9 11.5
Syria 2000 25.6 11.7 39.6     
Taiwan 1998 6 7 21     
Tajikistan 2000 0.8 0.4 1.1 1989 9.8 13.0 65.5 11.7
Tanzania 2000 24.8 15.9 33.4 1988 0.0 89.7 7.8 2.0
Thailand 2000 4.4 2.8 6.0 1990 10.7 69.6 13.7 5.1
Togo 2000 42.9 27.8 57.4 1981 76.5 13.5 8.7 1.3
Tonga 1996 1.5 1.6 1.3 1986 9.6 34.6 51.1 2.8
Trinidad and Tobago 2000 1.8 1.0 2.5 1990 4.5 56.8 32.3 3.4
Tunisia 2000 29.2 18.6 39.9 1984 66.3 18.9 12.0 2.8
Turkey 2000 14.8 6.4 23.3 1993 30.6 6.6 21.9 21.9
Turkmenistan 1989 2 1 3     
Tuvalu     1991 0.8 71.4 16.2 7.0
Uganda 2000 32.7 22.3 42.9 1991 46.1 41.4 8.9 0.5
Ukraine 1989 2 0 3     
United Arab Emirates 2000 23.5 24.8 20.5     
United Kingdom 1978 1       
United States 1979 3 3 3 1994 0.6 8.2 44.6 46.5
Uruguay 2000 2.2 2.6 1.8 1996 3.4 53.6 31.7 10.1
Uzbekistan 1996 1 1 1     
Vanuatu 1979 47 43 52 1979 37.2 34.3 14.7 7.3
Vatican         
Venezuela 2000 7.0 6.7 7.3 1993 8.0 43.7 38.3 10.1
Vietnam 2000 6.7 4.3 9.0 1989 16.6 69.8 10.6 2.6
Yemen 2000 53.8 32.6 75.0     
Zambia 2000 22.0 14.8 28.8 1993 18.6 54.8 12.9 1.5
Zimbabwe 2000 7.3 4.5 10.1 1992 22.3 53.2 19.4 4.9
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Table 4: World Agriculture

   ARABLE PERMANENT  CROP AND LIVESTOCK PER CAPITA FOOD CEREAL YIELDS
COUNTRY LAND AREA (SQ KM) LAND CROPS OTHER PRODUCTION  PRODUCTION (HG/HA)2002–2004

Afghanistan 647,500 12.13 0.21 87.66 
Albania 28,748 20.1 4.21 75.69 1.9 2.1 31,433
Algeria 2,381,740 3.17 0.28 96.55 4.9 3.3 13,228
Andorra 468 2.13 0 97.87 
Angola 1,246,700 2.65 0.23 97.12 4.0 1.1 5,023
Antigua and Barbuda 443 18.18 4.55 77.27 0.4 -0.6 15,709
Argentina 2,766,890 10.03 0.36 89.61 2.4 1.2 32,119
Armenia 29,800 16.78 2.01 81.21 0.6 1.6 19,756
Australia 7,686,850 6.15 0.04 93.81 3.0 2.4 17,088
Austria 83,870 16.59 0.85 82.56 0.6 0.5 56,120
Azerbaijan 86,600 20.62 2.61 76.77 3.2 3.6 25,874
The Bahamas 13,940 0.58 0.29 99.13 5.9 4.5 20,609
Bahrain 665 2.82 5.63 91.55 2.7 0.0 
Bangladesh 144,000 55.39 3.08 41.53 3.7 1.7 34,098
Barbados 431 37.21 2.33 60.46 1.5 1.2 26,093
Belarus 207,600 26.77 0.6 72.63 0.9 1.4 26,303
Belgium 30,528    -0.4 -0.6 85,038
Belize 22,966 3.05 1.39 95.56 4.3 1.9 27,603
Benin 112,620 23.53 2.37 74.1 6.5 4.3 10,604
Bhutan 47,000 2.3 0.43 97.27 -0.5 -3.1 15,908
Bolivia 1,098,580 2.78 0.19 97.03 3.7 1.6 18,796
Bosnia and Herzegovina 51,129 19.61 1.89 78.5 1.3 -0.5 32,202
Botswana 600,370 0.65 0.01 99.34 -0.1 -1.8 2,116
Brazil 8,511,965 6.93 0.89 92.18 4.5 3.0 31,292
Brunei Darussalam 5.770 2.08 0.87 97.05 10.4 7.8 16,667
Bulgaria 110,910 29.94 1.9 68.16 -0.3 0.3 30,261
Burkina Faso 274,200 17.66 0.22 82.12 6.4 2.6 9,877
Burundi 27,830 35.57 13.12 51.31 0.6 -0.7 13,333
Côte d’Ivoire 322,460 10.23 11.16 78.61 1.8 -0.1 11,382
Cambodia 181,040 20.44 0.59 78.97 5.7 3.2 20,416
Cameroon 475,440 12.54 2.52 84.94 2.9 0.6 17,098
Canada 9,984,670 4.57 0.65 94.78 1.8 1.0 26,833
Cape Verde 4,033 11.41 0.74 87.85 4.8 2.6 1,828
Central African Republic 622,984 3.1 0.15 96.75 3.0 1.5 10,471
Chad 1,284,000 2.8 0.02 97.18 3.7 0.9 7,125
Chile 756,950 2.62 0.43 96.95 1.9 0.6 52,393
China 9,596,960 14.86 1.27 83.87 4.8 4.0 49,802
Colombia 1,138,910 2.01 1.37 96.62 1.6 0.1 34,752
Comoros 2,170 35.87 23.32 40.81 1.5 -1.4 13,341
Congo (DROC) 2,345,410 2.86 0.47 96.67 -2.4 -4.6 7,804
Congo (ROC) 342,000 1.45 0.15 98.4 2.3 -0.7 7,796
Costa Rica 51,100 4.4 5.87 89.73 1.2 -0.8 39,649
Croatia 56,542 25.82 2.19 71.99 2.1 2.4 44,320
Cuba 110,860 27.63 6.54 65.83 4.4 4.0 31,670
Cyprus 9,250 10.81 4.32 84.87 2.5 1.5 24,437
Czech Republic 78,866 38.82 3 58.18 0.8 0.9 42,970
Denmark 43,094 52.59 0.19 47.22 0.4 0.1 60,026
Djibouti 23,000 0.04 0 99.96 1.8 -0.6 16,250
Dominica 754 6.67 21.33 72 -0.7 -1.4 13,248”
Dominican Republic 48,730 22.49 10.26 67.25 0.2 -1.5 47,222
East Timor 15,007 8.2 4.57 87.23 0.6 0.3 19,941
Ecuador 283,560 5.71 4.81 89.48 2.4 1.1 22,040
Egypt 1,001,450 2.92 0.5 96.58 4.1 2.2 71,912
El Salvador 21,040 31.37 11.88 56.75 0.9 0.0 24,452
Equatorial Guinea 28,051 4.63 3.57 91.8 -0.1 -2.2 
Eritrea 121,320 4.78 0.03 95.19 0.3 -2.7 2,976
Estonia 45,226 12.05 0.35 87.6 -2.3 -1.1 21,841
Ethiopia 1,127,127 10.01 0.65 89.34 3.9 1.5 13,044
Fiji  18,270 10.95 4.65 84.4 -0.8 -1.9 22,911
Finland 338,145 6.54 0.02 93.44 0.6 0.4 32,309
France 547,030 33.46 2.03 64.51 0.8 0.4 70,341
Gabon 267,667 1.21 0.64 98.15 1.6 -0.9 16,410
The Gambia 11,300 27.88 0.44 71.68 3.2 0.3 11,071
Georgia 69,700 11.51 3.79 84.7 -0.5 0.7 20,487
Germany 357,021 33.13 0.6 66.27 1.5 1.4 63,240
Ghana 239,460 17.54 9.22 73.24 5.8 3.5 14,063
Greece 131,940 20.45 8.59 70.96 -0.6 -1.0 35,387
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Table 4: World Agriculture (cont.)

   ARABLE PERMANENT  CROP AND LIVESTOCK PER CAPITA FOOD CEREAL YIELDS
COUNTRY LAND AREA (SQ KM) LAND CROPS OTHER PRODUCTION  PRODUCTION (HG/HA)2002–2004

Grenada 344 5.88 29.41 64.71 -1.1 -0.6 10,000
Guatemala 108,890 13.22 5.6 81.18 2.2 -0.1 17,351
Guinea 245,857 4.47 2.64 92.89 2.7 0.8 14,056
Guinea-Bissau 36,120 8.31 6.92 84.77 2.9 0.0 11,376
Guyana 214,970 2.23 0.14 97.63 3.0 2.6 37,933
Haiti 27,750 28.11 11.53 60.36 0.7 -0.5 8,685
Honduras 112,090 9.53 3.21 87.26 1.4 -1.3 13,996
Hungary 93,030 49.58 2.06 48.36 2.2 2.7 42,499
Iceland 103,000 0.07 0 99.93 0.8 -0.1 
India 3,287,590 48.83 2.8 48.37 2.3 0.6 23,129
Indonesia 1,919,440 11.03 7.04 81.93 2.5 1.1 42,294
Iran 1,648,000 9.78 1.29 88.93 3.0 1.7 23,871
Iraq 437,072 13.12 0.61 86.27   
Ireland 70,280 16.82 0.03 83.15 0.6 -0.5 70,298
Israel 20,770 15.45 3.88 80.67 2.6 0.4 31,087
Italy 301,230 26.41 9.09 64.5 -0.1 -0.1 48,864
Jamaica 10,991 15.83 10.01 74.16 0.1 -0.8 11,670
Japan 377,835 11.64 0.9 87.46 -1.1 -1.3 59,489
Jordan 92,300 3.32 1.18 95.5 2.3 -0.9 10,731
Kazakhstan 2,717,300 8.28 0.05 91.67 -0.3 0.5 10,567
Kenya 582,650 8.01 0.97 91.02 2.0 0.0 14,660
Kiribati 811 2.74 47.95 49.31 2.6 1.1 
Korea (DPRK) 120.540 22.4 1.66 75.64 0.1 -0.6 33,103
Korea (ROK) 98,480 16.58 2.01 81.41 0.8 0.2 59,909
Kuwait 17,820 0.84 0.17 98.99 10.3 6.1 21,361
Kyrgyzstan 198,500 6.55 0.28 93.17 1.7 0.8 27,670
Laos  236,800 4.01 0.34 95.65 5.9 3.5 31,741
Latvia 64,589 28.19 0.45 71.36 -1.3 -0.2 22,905
Lebanon 10,400 16.35 13.75 69.9 -0.5 -2.5 24,864
Lesotho 30,355 10.87 0.13 89 0.2 -0.1 9,628
Liberia 111,370 3.43 1.98 94.59 6.1 -2.0 9,167
Libya 1,759,540 1.03 0.19 98.78 2.1 0.2 6,256
Liechtenstein 160 25 0 75 
Lithuania 65,200 44.81 0.9 54.29 0.8 1.3 27,884
Luxembourg 2,586 23.94 0.39 75.67 -3.2 -4.5 56,900
Macedonia 25,333 22.01 1.79 76.2 0.5 -0.2 27,472
Madagascar 587,040 5.03 1.02 93.95 1.0 -1.7 20,594
Malawi 118,480 20.68 1.18 78.14 6.1 6.1 11,353
Malaysia 329,750 5.46 17.54 77 3.4 1.5 32,749
Maldives 300 13.33 30 56.67 3.3 0.2 10,000
Mali 1,240,000 3.76 0.03 96.21 3.3 -0.8 8,223
Malta 316 31.25 3.13 65.62 0.7 0.2 40,798
Marshall Islands 11,854 
Mauritania 1,030,700 0.2 0.01 99.79 2.6 -0.3 9,587
Mauritius 2,040 49.02 2.94 48.04 1.5 0.9 48,544
Mexico 1,972,550 12.66 1.28 86.06 2.4 0.9 28,246
Micronesia 702 5.71 45.71 48.58 
Moldova 33,843 54.52 8.81 36.67 -1.1 -.04 26,591
Monaco 2 0 0 100 
Mongolia 1,564,116 0.76 0 99.24 2.4 1.5 6,757
Morocco 446,550 19 2 79 3.7 2.1 11,921
Mozambique 801,590 5.43 0.29 94.28 4.9 2.4 8,619
Myanmar 678,500 14.92 1.31 83.77 4.3 2.8 35,171
Namibia 825,418 0.99 0.01 99 -0.7 -3.0 4,105
Nauru 21 0 0 100 
Nepal 147,181 16.07 0.85 83.08 3.3 1.0 22,575
Netherlands 41,526 21.96 0.77 77.27 -1.0 -1.5 79,738
New Zealand 268,680 5.54 6.92 87.54 2.5 1.8 64,866
Nicaragua 129,494 14.81 1.82 83.37 5.7 3.0 17,923
Niger 1,267,000 11.43 0.01 88.56 4.7 1.2 4,151
Nigeria 923,768 33.02 3.14 63.84 2.5 -0.3 10,582
Norway 324,220 2.7 0 97.3 -0.9 -1.4 39,008
Oman 212,460 0.12 0.14 99.74 3.1 0.1 23,180
Pakistan 803,940 24.44 0.84 74.72 3.1 0.6 23,322
Palau 458 8.7 4.35 86.95 
Panama 78,200 7.26 1.95 90.79 0.8 -1.1 24,471
Papua New Guinea 462,840 0.49 1.4 98.11 2.2 -0.1 37,606
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Table 4: World Agriculture (cont.)

   ARABLE PERMANENT  CROP AND LIVESTOCK PER CAPITA FOOD CEREAL YIELDS
COUNTRY LAND AREA (SQ KM) LAND CROPS OTHER PRODUCTION  PRODUCTION (HG/HA)2002–2004

Paraguay 406,750 7.47 0.24 92.29 3.2 1.3 20,258
Peru 1,285,220 2.88 0.47 96.65 3.3 1.6 30,694
Philippines 300,000 19 16.67 64.33 3.0 1.1 28,251
Poland 312,685    1.7 1.7 31,306
Portugal 92,391 17.29 7.84 74.87 1.3 1.1 27,746
Qatar 11,437 1.64 0.27 98.09 7.3 5.3 41,304
Romania 237,500 39.49 1.92 58.59 2.2 2.5 29,581
Russia 17,075,200 7.17 0.11 92.72 0.8 1.3 18.907
Rwanda 26,338 45.56 10.25 44.19 7.6 2.4 10,011
Saint Kitts and Nevis 261 19.44 2.78 77.78 0.2 0.5 
Saint Lucia 616 6.45 22.58 70.97 -2.6 -3.3 0
Saint Vincent and the 
 Grenadines 389 17.95 17.95 64.1 0.3 -0.4 30,717
São Tomé and Príncipe 1,001 8.33 48.96 42.71 2.8 0.2 25,000
Samoa 2,944 21.13 24.3 54.57 2.0 1.1 
San Marino 61 16.67 0 83.33 
Saudi Arabia 1,960,582 1.67 0.09 98.24 1.6 -1.4 37,611
Senegal 196,190 12.51 0.24 87.25 2.2 -0.3 9,443
Serbia and Montenegro 102,387    0.8 0.8 35,047
Seychelles 455 2.17 13.04 84.79 1.7 0.7 
Sierra Leone 71,740 7.95 1.05 91 -0.8 -2.9 12,101
Singapore 693 1.47 1.47 97.06 -5.9 -8.1 
Slovakia 48,845 29.23 2.67 68.1 0.3 0.4 39,538
Slovenia 20,273 8.53 1.43 90.04 1.1 1.1 49,271
Solomon Islands 28,450 0.62 2.04 97.34 3.4 0.3 38,737
Somalia 637,657 1.64 0.04 98.32 
South Africa 1,219,912 12.1 0.79 87.11 1.5 0.4 26,756
Spain 504,782 27.18 9.85 62.97 3.1 2.8 33,945
Sri Lanka 65,610 13.96 15.24 70.8 0.2 -0.9 33,052
Sudan 2,505,810 6.78 0.17 93.05 3.2 0.9 5,925
Suriname 163,270 0.36 0.06 99.58 -1.1 -1.9 38,455
Swaziland 17,363 10.25 0.81 88.94 -0.4 -1.9 11,138
Sweden 449,964 5.93 0.01 94.06 0.5 0.4 48,817
Switzerland 41,290 9.91 0.58 89.51 -0.1 -0.2 60,052
Syria 185,180 24.8 4.47 70.73 4.3 2.0 19,109
Taiwan 35,980 24 1 75 -0.4 -1.0 60,183
Tajikistan 143,100 6.52 0.89 92.59 0.4 -0.7 19,773
Tanzania 945,087 4.23 1.16 94.61 2.2 -0.4 14,756
Thailand 514,000 27.54 6.93 65.53 1.3 0.0 27,079
Togo 56,785 44.2 2.11 53.69 2.8 -0.5 10,037
Tonga 748 20 14.67 65.33 -0.7 -1.3 
Trinidad and Tobago 5,128 14.62 9.16 76.22 2.8 2.4 26,877
Tunisia 163,610 17.05 13.08 69.87 6.7 5.6 14,218
Turkey 780,580 29.81 3.39 66.8 1.7 0.1 22,982
Turkmenistan 488,100 4.51 0.14 95.35 0.8 0.8 27,896
Tuvalu 26 0 66.67 33.33 
Uganda 236,040 21.57 8.92 69.51 2.8 -0.3 16,509
Ukraine 603,700 53.8 1.5 44.7 0.5 1.3 25,422
United Arab Emirates 82,880 0.77 2.27 96.96 9.3 6.7 34,230
United Kingdom 244,820 23.23 0.2 76.57 -0.6 -1.0 70,822
United States 9,631,420 18.01 0.21 81.78 1.3 0.2 61,384
Uruguay 176,220 7.77 0.24 91.99 1.8 1.6 37,773
Uzbekistan 447,400 10.51 0.76 88.73 0.2 -0.6 34,554
Vanuatu 12,200 1.64 6.97 91.39 0.2 -2.4 5,385
Vatican 
Venezuela 912,050 2.85 0.88 96.27 2.5 0.6 32,416
Vietnam 329,560 20.14 6.93 72.93 5.3 3.5 44,844
Yemen 527,970 2.91 0.25 96.84 3.1 -0.7 8,715
Zambia 752,614 6.99 0.04 92.97 2.0 -0.2 15,136
Zimbabwe 390,580 8.24 0.33 91.43 1.2 -0.1 6,052

source: Th e State of Food and Agriculture, Rome: Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, 2005. World Factbook, Washington, DC: 

Central Intelligence Agency, 2005.
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Table 5: Current Account Indicators

(In millions of US dollars)
    BALANCE ON BALANCE ON BALANCE ON CURRENT CURRENT ACCOUNT
COUNTRY YEAR EXPORTS IMPORTS GOODS SERVICES INCOME TRANSFERS BALANCE

Afghanistan        
Albania 2003 447.2 -1,783.5 -1,336.3 -82.9 170.4 841.9 -406.8
Algeria        
Andorra        
Angola 2002 8,327.9 -3,760.1 4,567.8 -3,115.2 -1,634.6 32 -150.1
Antigua and Barbuda 2002 44.8 -335.64 -290.84 217.16 -34.5 5.61 -102.56
Argentina 2003 29,566 -13,119 16,447 -1,541 -7,669 602 7,838
Armenia 2003 696.13 -1,130.21 -434.08 -68.34 93.35 218.48 -190.58
Australia 2003 70,596 -85,852 -15,256 -319 -14,552 -78 -30,205
Austria 2003 89,619 -88,479 1,140 1,662 -1,836 -2,330 -1,363
Azerbaijan 2003 2,624.6 -2,723.1 -98.5 -1,614.5 -442.1 134.2 -2,020.9
The Bahamas 2003 424.8 -1,629.5 -1,204.7 900.4 -163.1 37.6 -429.8
Bahrain 2003 6,689.8 -5,079.3 1,610.5 197 -536 -1,340 -68.4
Bangladesh 2003 6,928.2 -9,349.3 -2,421.1 -731.6 -223.1 3,558.3 182.5
Barbados 2003 264.2 -1,065.6 -801.4 646.7 -106.9 92.2 -169.4
Belarus 2001 7,256.2 -8,063.1 -806.9 410.4 -42.8 154.1 -285.2
Belgium 2003 203,299 -193,767 9,532 1,919 6,830 -6,658 11,623
Belize 2002 310.4 -500.3 -189.9 53.4 -72.1 45.9 -162.7
Benin 2001 373.5 -553 -179.5 -44.8 -13.5 77.3 -160.5
Bhutan        
Bolivia 2003 1,573.4 -1,498.3 75.1 -179.4 -301.1 441 35.6
Bosnia and Herzegovina 2003 1,498 -5,425.9 -3,927.9 190.7 242.7 1,398.6 -2,096
Botswana 2002 2,318.6 -1,642.3 676.3 -20.1 -698.2 212.3 170.2
Brazil 2003 73,084 -48,283 24,801 -5,100 -18,552 2,867 4,016
Brunei Darussalam        
Bulgaria 2003 7,444.8 -9,922.8 -2,478 599.6 -489.1 691.7 -1,675.8
Burkina Faso 2001 223.5 -509.3 -285.8 -104.7 -24.5 34.1 -380.8
Burundi 2003 37.5 -130 -92.5 -39.4 -17.3 112 -37.3
Cambodia 2003 2,046.2 -2,595.6 -549.3 132.1 -183.1 445.1 -155.2
Cameroon 1995 1,735.9 -1,109 626.9 -194.2 -412.2 69.5 89.9
Canada 2003 285,794 -244,281 41,513 -7,727 -16,738 221 17,268
Cape Verde 2003 52.83 -343.95 -291.11 20.83 -16.65 209.69 -77.25
Central African Republic 1994 145.9 -130.6 15.3 -80.7 -22.7 63.4 -24.7
Chad 1994 135.3 -212.1 -76.8 -144.6 -7.4 191 -37.7
Chile 2003 21,046 -18,031 3,015 -766 -3,280 438 -594
China 2001 266,075 -232,058 34,017 -5,933 -19,175 8,492 17,401
Colombia 2003 13,584 -13,258 326 -1,551 -3,447 3,216 -1,456
Comoros 1995 11.32 -53.5 -42.18 -15.34 1.01 37.56 -18.96
Congo (DROC)        
Congo (ROC) 2003 1,461.1 -449.9 1,011.2 -460.2 -546.1 -7.5 -2.6
Costa Rica 2003 6,124.7 -7,294.4 -1,169.6 838.6 -848.6 212.6 -967
Côte d’Ivoire 2003 5,844.1 -3,320 2,524 -1,015.2 -687.1 -468.9 352.8
Croatia 2003 6,285.2 -14,206.3 -7,921 5,641.5 -1,212.9 1,393.7 -2,098.6
Cuba        
Cyprus 2003 955.4 -4,089.8 -3,134.4 2,935.8 -387.1 144 -441.8
Czech Republic 2003 48,736 -51,242 -2,505 559 -4,166 540 -5,661
Denmark 2003 65,202 -55,060 10,142 3,811 -3,981 -3,833 6,139
Djibouti 1995 33.5 -205 -171.5 64.2 17.2 67 -23
Dominica 2002 42.93 -102.35 -59.42 25.98 -18.47 13.82 -38.09
Dominican Republic 2003 5,439.4 -7,883.4 -2,444 2,219.2 -1,243.6 2,335.5 867.1
Ecuador 2003 6,197 -6,268 -71 -692 -1,465 1,772 -455
Egypt 2003 8,987 -13,189 -4,201 4,599 -254 3,599 3,743
El Salvador 2003 3,162.4 -5,436 -2,273.6 -169.4 -407.7 2,117.1 -733.6
Equatorial Guinea 1996 175.31 -292.04 -116.73 -179.7 -45.02 -2.59 -344.04
Eritrea 2000 36.8 -471.4 -434.6 32.5 -1.4 298.8 -104.7
Estonia 2003 4,603.4 -6,183 -1,579.5 850.7 -576.7 106.3 -1,199.2
Ethiopia 2003 504.3 -1,922 -1,417.7 46.5 -24.2 1,196.4 -199
Fiji 1999 537.7 -653.3 -115.6 135.3 -35.5 28.5 12.7
Finland 2003 52,487 -39,097 13,390 -1,968 -1,115 -1,013 9,295
France 2003 361.87 -360.83 1.04 14.93 7.59 -19.18 4.38
Gabon 1999 2,498.8 -910.5 1,588.3 -586.1 -568.9 -43 390.4
The Gambia 1997 119.61 -207.09 -87.48 34.68 -7.57 36.82 -23.56
Georgia 2003 830.6 -1,466.6 -636 52.5 34.3 152 -397.1
Germany 2003 753.1 -601.44 151.66 -50.42 -13.85 -32.53 54.87
Ghana 2003 2,562.4 3,276.1 -713.7 -273.7 -156.9 1,399.2 254.9
Greece 2003 12,578 -38,184 -25,606 13,033 -2,924 4,272 -11,225
Grenada 2002 41.99 -181.42 -139.43 44.88 -44.79 23.13 -116.22
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Table 5: Current Account Indicators (cont.)

(In millions of US dollars)
    BALANCE ON BALANCE ON BALANCE ON CURRENT CURRENT ACCOUNT
COUNTRY YEAR EXPORTS IMPORTS GOODS SERVICES INCOME TRANSFERS BALANCE

Guatemala 2003 3,048.3 -6,175 -3,126.7 -68 -318.1 2,461.9 -1,050.9
Guinea 2003 609.3 -644.3 -35 -173.6 -111.7 132.9 -187.5
Guinea-Bissau 2002 54.38 -58.5 -4.12 -20.98 -8.76 25.17 -8.69
Guyana 2003 512.8 -571.7 -58.9 -19.9 -52.1 247.1 -90.6
Haiti 2003 333.2 -1,115.8 -782.7 -123 -14.3 906.8 -13.1
Vatican        
Honduras 2003 2,078.2 -3,065.4 -987.2 -77 -183.3 968.2 -279.2
Hungary 2003 43,229 -46,594 -3,365 -197 -4,455 653 -7,364
Iceland 2003 2,386 -2,596 -210 -105 -242 -16 -572
India 2002 50,701 -62,742 -12,041 6,790 -3,564 14,630 5,815
Indonesia 2003 63,252 -39,262 23,990 -12,107 -6,218 1,869 7,534
Iran 2000 28,345 -15,207 13,138 -914 -200 621 12,645
Iraq        
Ireland 2003 89,570 -51,763 37,807 -14,306 -26,142 536 -2,105
Israel 2003 30,155 -32,333 -2,177 312 -4,359 6,377 154
Italy 2003 293.26 -283.56 9.7 -1.38 -22.1 -8.16 -21.94
Jamaica 2003 1,385.6 -3,329.4 -1,943.8 564.7 -571.4 1,189.1 -761.4
Japan 2003 449.12 -342.72 106.4 -33.91 71.24 -7.51 136.22
Jordan 2003 3,081.6 -5,077.9 -1,996.3 -270 122.5 3,106.7 962.9
Kazakhstan 2003 13,232.6 -9,144.5 4,088.2 -2,365.2 -1,740.9 -164.7 -182.5
Kenya 2003 2,412.2 -3,554.8 -1,142.6 482.3 -88.2 816.3 67.7
Kiribati 1994 6.149 -27.275 -21.126 0.33 14.833 7.346 1.383
Korea (DPRK) 2003 197,637 -175,476 22,161 -7,611 596 -2,824 12,321
Korea (ROK)        
Kuwait 2003 20,959 -9,698 11,261 -4,641 3,326 -2,379 7,567
Kyrgyzstan 2003 590.3 -673 -82.7 7 -61.7 93.4 -44
Laos 2001 311.1 -527.9 -216.8 134.5 -33.8 33.7 -82.4
Latvia 2003 3,171 -5,169 -1,998 583 -59 518 -956
Lebanon        
Lesotho 2002 354.8 -736 -381.2 -20.1 161.4 121.3 -118.8
Liberia        
Libya 1999 7,276 -4,302 2,974 -930 311 -219 2,136
Liechtenstein        
Lithuania 2003 7,657.8 -9,362 1,704.2 614.4 -482.2 293.7 -1,278.4
Luxembourg 2003 11,233 -13,696 -2,463 8,535 -3,025 -556 2,492
Macedonia 2003 1,359 -2,210.5 -851.5 654.6 -32.4 607.9 -278.5
Madagascar 2003 856 -1,109 -254 -275 -79 169 -439
Malawi 2002 422.4 -573.2 -150.8 -172.5 -38.5 161.1 -200.7
Malaysia 2003 104,999 -79,289 25,711 -3,955 -5,928 -2,447 13,381
Maldives 2003 152 -414.3 -262.3 311.1 -37 -42.2 -30.4
Mali 2002 875.1 -712.5 162.7 -217.6 -240.2 146.4 -148.8
Malta 2003 2,504.9 -3,194.1 -689.2 435.6 37.3 -54.3 -270.7
Marshall Islands        
Mauritania 1998 358.6 -318.7 40 -118.5 -31.5 187.5 77.2
Mauritius 2003 1,939 2,216.7 -277.7 373.7 -30.1 55.8 121.7
Mexico 2003 164,922 -170,546 -5,624 -5,521 -11,814 13,712 -9,247
Micronesia        
Moldova 2003 806.3 -1,428.6 -622.3 -39.5 215 304.5 -142.3
Monaco        
Mongolia 2002 524 -680.2 -156.2 -81.9 -4.5 84.6 -158
Morocco 2003 8,771 -13,117 -4,345 2,617 -792 4,073 1,552
Mozambique 2003 880.2 -1,228.2 -347.9 -244.3 -165.7 242.4 -515.6
Myanmar 2003 2,510.1 -1,932.4 577.7 -55 -601.8 128.8 49.6
Namibia 2003 1,260.2 -1,726 -465.9 111.1 226.3 399 270.6
Nauru        
Nepal 2003 694.1 -1,681.9 -987.8 106.6 -20.2 1,011.7 110.3
Netherlands 2003 252,380 -225,733 26,648 -1,186 -1,244 -7,813 16,405
New Zealand 2003 16,828 -17,219 -391 803 -3,895 145 -3,337
Nicaragua 2003 1,049.1 -2,021.2 -972.1 -123.1 -203.2 1,817.3 -779.5
Niger 1995 288.1 -305.6 -17.5 -118.5 -47.1 31.5 -151.7
Nigeria 1999 12,876 -8,588 4,288 -2,496 -2,578 1,292 506
Norway 2003 69,071 -41,162 27,910 2,244 1,367 -3,076 28,444
Oman 2003 11,670 -6,086 5,584 -1,602 -863 -1,672 1,446
Pakistan 2003 11,869 -11,969 -100 -311 -2,217 6,225 3,597
Palau        
Panama 2003 5,051.3 -6,143.3 -1,092 1,262.6 -819.9 241.3 -408
Papua New Guinea 2001 1,812.9 -932.4 880.5 -376.9 -230.2 8.6 282.1
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Table 5: Current Account Indicators (cont.)

(In millions of US dollars)
    BALANCE ON BALANCE ON BALANCE ON CURRENT CURRENT ACCOUNT
COUNTRY YEAR EXPORTS IMPORTS GOODS SERVICES INCOME TRANSFERS BALANCE

Paraguay 2003 2,260.5 -2,520.7 -260.2 241.7 -0.1 164.6 146
Peru 2003 8,986 -8,255 731 -930 -2,082 1,221 -1,061
Philippines 2003 34,842 -36,095 -1,253 -1,227 5,215 612 3,347
Poland 2003 61,007 -66,732 -5,725 527 -3,639 4,234 -4,603
Portugal 2003 32,757 -46,114 -13,357 3,931 -2,418 3,408 -8,437
Qatar        
Romania 2003 17,618 -22,155 -4,537 70 -705 1,861 -3,311
Russia 2003 135,929 -75,436 60,493 -11,092 -13,171 -385 35,845
Rwanda 2002 67.2 -233.3 -166.1 -136.3 -18.8 194.9 -126.2
Saint Kitts and Nevis 2002 64.42 -177.59 -113.17 10.91 -38.17 16.41 -124.02
Saint Lucia 2002 69.97 -277 -207.03 133.61 -43.5 13.02 -103.89
Saint Vincent and 
 the Grenadines 2002 40.45 -157.22 -116.77 76.38 -14.03 12.14 -42.27
Samoa 1999 20.33 -115.66 -97.51 36.76 0.39 41.55 18.15
San Marino        
São Tomé and Príncipe 2002 5.12 -28 -22.88 -0.03 -4.71 4.85 -22.77
Sa’udi Arabia 2003 95,369 -33,913 61,546 -15,453 -1,285 -15,016 29,701
Senegal 2002 1,066.5 1,603.9 -537.4 -18.2 -129.9 368.6 -317
Seychelles 2002 236.7 -376.26 -139.57 105.24 -92.54 -3.77 -130.64
Sierra Leone 2003 109 -311.2 -202.2 -25.2 -9.9 162.6 -74.7
Singapore 2003 157,809 -128,490 29,319 1,137 -1,125 -1,144 28,187
Slovakia 2003 21,944 -22,593 -649 241 -119 245 -282
Slovenia 2003 12,913 -13,538.4 -625.4 606.6 -187.8 107.8 -98.9
Solomon Islands 1999 164.57 -110.04 54.53 -31.19 -16.92 15.06 21.48
Somalia        
South Africa 2003 38,703 -35,002 3,701 -952 -3,386 -818 -1,456
Spain 2003 159,545 -202,468 -42,923 30,922 -11,919 -56 -23,676
Sri Lanka 2003 5,133.2 -6,004.8 -871.6 -301.2 -192.6 1,205.3 -159.8
Sudan 2003 2,354.6 -2,651.2 -296.6 -549.3 -582.3 701.6 -762.5
Suriname 2003 487.8 -458 29.8 -135.6 -48.5 -4.7 -159
Swaziland 2002 955.2 -1,034.6 -79.4 -25.6 48.3 10.3 -46.3
Sweden 2003 102,080 -83,147 18,933 1,883 297 1,732 22,844
Switzerland 2003 115,443 -108,482 6,961 15,066 26,429 -5,166 43,292
Syria 2002 6,668 -4,458 2,210 -324 -925 479 1,440
Taiwan        
Tajikistan 2003 906.2 -1,025.7 -119.5 -33 -70.3 218.1 -4.8
Tanzania 2002 902.5 -1,511.3 -608.8 -46.8 -16.2 420.5 -251.3
Thailand 2003 78,397 -66,790 11,606 -2,729 -1,802 890 7,965
Togo 2002 424.2 -575.6 -151.4 -58.1 -21.6 91.2 -139.9
Tonga 2002 18,126 -73,373 -55,247 -9,309 2,820 58,416 -3,319
Trinidad and Tobago 2002 3,920 -3,682.3 237.7 264 -479.8 54.5 76.4
Tunisia 2003 8,027 -10,297 -2,269 1,325 -1,632 1,307 -730
Turkey 2003 51,206 -65,240 -14,034 10,505 -5,427 2,106 -6,850
Turkmenistan 1997 774.2 -1,005.1 -230.9 -402.8 84.9 -31.3 -580.2
Tuvalu        
Uganda 2003 563 -1,255.9 692.9 -214.3 -175.5 705.3 -377.4
Ukraine 2003 23,739 -24,008 -269 1,557 -581 2,184 2,891
United Arab Emirates        
United Kingdom 2003 307 -384.3 -77.3 -269.12 36 -16.04 -33.46
United States 2003 716.41 -1,260.71 -544.3 47.79 33.29 -67.44 -530.66
Uruguay 2003 2,273.3 -2,091.5 181.8 162.6 -363.9 71.6 52.1
Uzbekistan        
Vanuatu 2003 26.84 -91.8 -64.96 40.55 -11.75 -5.08 -41.25
Venezuela 2003 26,861 -10,341 16,520 -2,616 -2,387 7 11,524
Vietnam 2002 16,706 -17,760 -1,054 -750 -721 1,921 -604
Yemen 2003 3,934.3 -3,557.4 376.9 -685.9 -909.4 1,367.1 148.7
Yugoslavia        
Zambia 2000 757 -978 -221 -226 -120 -18 -584
Zimbabwe 1998 1,961.1 -1,803.5 157.6 -328.5 -293.7 39.6 -424.9

source: Balance of Payment Statistics Yearbook, Washington, DC: International Monetary Fund, 2004.
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Table 6: Government Revenues and Expenditures

  REVENUES EXPEND.       ENVIRONMENTAL
COUNTRY YEAR ($ MILLIONS) ($ MILLIONS) DEFENSE EDUCATION HEALTH SOCIAL SECURITY HOUSING PROTECTION

Afghanistan 2005 269 561      
Albania 2005 1,900 2,300 4.0 10.2 7.3 24.7 4.8 
Algeria 2005 42,000 30,700      
Andorra 1997 385 342      
Angola 2005 8,500 10,000      
Antigua and Barbuda 2000 123.7 145.9      
Argentina 2005 42,600 39,900 3.2 4.1 4.9 37.9 1.3 0.2
Armenia 2005 786.1 930.7      
Australia 2005 249,800 240,200 6.5 9.3 14.2 34.5 0.7 0.2
Austria 2005 148,600 154,500 2.2 10.2 13.0 47.4 1.1 0.3
Azerbaijan 2005 31,800 29,800 11.1 3.2 0.8 33.1  
The Bahamas 2004 100 100 2.9 18.7 16.2 5.7 1.2 
Bahrain 2005 4,600 3,400 16.5 15.4 7.6 4.4 9.9 
Bangladesh 2005 5,900 8,500 10.1 17.9 6.7 3.5 7.7 0.1
Barbados 2000 847 886 2.0 19.3 11.7 5.3 1.5 6.6
Belarus 2005 5,900 6,300 4.6 4.1 3.6 47.9  
Belgium 2005 180,400 180,500 2.9 2.7 14.9 34.8  0.1
Belize 2005 262 329 5.4 20.5 8.2 5.9 2.6 
Benin 2005 766.8 1,000      
Bhutan 1996 146 152  17.0 10.8  6.8 
Bolivia 2005 2,900 3,400 6.2 22.6 9.6 17.0 0.8 0.9
Bosnia and Herzegovina 2005 4,300 4,400      
Botswana 2005 3,700 3,700      
Brazil 2004 140,600 172,400 3.5 6.1 6.2 47.3 0.6 
Brunei Darussalam 2003 4,900 4,200      
Bulgaria 2005 11,200 11,000 6.6 5.2 11.9 37.3 0.7 
Burkina Faso 2005 1,000 1,300      
Burundi 2005 215.4 278 27.7 18.0 2.6 0.2  
Cambodia 2005 559.4 772      
Cameroon 2005 3,200 2,700 9.5 12.0 3.4 0.5 1.0 
Canada 2004 159,600 152,600 5.8 2.1 2.7 46.6 1.3 0.6
Cape Verde 2005 328.1 393.1      
Central African Republic         
Chad 2005 765.2 653.3      
Chile 2005 29,200 24,700 6.3 17.6 13.9 31.4 0.9 0.3
China 2005 392,100 424,300 10.4 1.5 0.2 3.0 0.4 
Colombia 2005 46,800 48,700      
Comoros 2001 27.6       
Congo (DROC) 2004 700 750      
Congo (ROC) 2005 1,300 100      
Costa Rica 2005 2,700 3,100  21.6 20.9 17.3  
Côte d’Ivoire 2005 2,400 2,800      
Croatia 2005 17,600 19,300 5.3 8.0 16.0 42.8 3.5 
Cuba 2005 22,100 23,600      
Cyprus 2003   3.9 11.8 6.3 24.5 3.9 
Czech Republic 2005 48,100 53,000 4.7 9.4 16.6 32.6 2.5 1.3
Denmark 2005 148,800 142,600 4.6 12.6 0.9 41.3 1.6 
Djibouti 1999 135 182      
Dominica 2001 73.9 84.4      
Dominican Republic 2005 5,300 5,400 6.0 16.8 12.9 9.4 8.4 0.7
East Timor 2004 107.7 73      
Ecuador 2005 8,800 8,100      
Egypt 2005 18,000 24,500 10.1 19.2 4.9 0.9 4.0 
El Salvador 2005 2,800 3,100 3.4 15.0 13.3 14.2 7.9 0.2
Equatorial Guinea 2005 1,900 711.5      
Eritrea 2005 248.8 409.4      
Estonia 2005 5,100 500 5.0 7.3 16.3 31.4  
Ethiopia 2005 2,300 2,800 33.0 13.1 4.9 1.6 2.0 
Fiji 2000 427.9 531.4      
Finland 2005 99,600 97,100 4.0 12.5 8.2 47.2 0.7 0.5
France 2005 1,060,000 1,100,000 5.2 9.8   0.8 0.2
Gabon 2005 2,400 1,600      
The Gambia 2005 46.63 62.6      
Georgia 2005 872,500 100 6.0 4.1 1.0 32.4 0.6 
Germany 2005 1,200,000 1,300,000 3.6 0.4 19.3 54.8 0.9 0.1
Ghana 2005 3,200 3,500      
Greece 2005 94,100 103,400      
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Table 6: Government Revenues and Expenditures (cont.)

  REVENUES EXPEND.       ENVIRONMENTAL
COUNTRY YEAR ($ MILLIONS) ($ MILLIONS) DEFENSE EDUCATION HEALTH SOCIAL SECURITY HOUSING PROTECTION

Grenada 1997 85.8 102.1      
Guatemala 2005 3,300 4,000 4.7 17.6 7.0 0.6 11.2 0.8
Guinea 2005 305.6 590.4      
Guinea-Bissau         
Guyana 2005 320.1 362.6      
Haiti 2005 400 600.8      
Vatican 2002 245.2 260.4      
Honduras 2005 1,600 1,900      
Hungary 2005 51,400 58,300 3.0 5.2 5.8 30.2 0.4 0.5
Iceland 2005 6,900 6,700  10.0 26.2 20.7 0.9 
India 2005 111,200 135,800 14.3 2.2 1.6  4.2 
Indonesia 2005 56,100 58,700 3.0 3.7 1.3 8.6 1.3 
Iran 2005 48,800 60,400 9.3 8.2 6.2 22.6 7.5 0.6
Iraq 2005 19,300 24,000      
Ireland 2005 70,400 69,400 2.9 13.6 16.3 25.9 2.1 
Israel 2005 43,800 58,000 20.2 15.0 12.8 25.6 1.3 0.2
Italy 2005 785,700 861,500      
Jamaica 2005 3,200 3,300 1.7 15.7 6.3 2.5 1.9 0.2
Japan 2005 1,400,000 1,700,000      
Jordan 2005 3,600 4,600 21.7 14.9 10.3 2.4 2.5 3.7
Kazakhstan 2005 1,200 1,200 5.5 3.2 2.6 27.5 1.4 0.4
Kenya 2005 3,700 3,800 8.5 26.1 5.4 6.3 3.0 0.7
Kiribati 2000 28.4 37.2      
Korea (DPRK)         
Korea (ROK) 2005 184,000 187,400 12.5 17.7 0.4 14.3 2.2 
Kuwait 2005 47,200 20,700 17.3 14.8 7.2 20.4 4.8 
Kyrgyzstan 2005 516.3 539.9 7.5 21.7 10.5 10.8 6.1 
Laos 2005 319.3 434.6      
Latvia 2005 5,600 5,800 4.5 6.5 11.2 35.0 1.1 
Lebanon 2005 4,900 6,500 10.3 8.0 3.3 2.0 0.8 0.1
Lesotho 2005 738.5 792.1      
Liberia 2000 85.4 90.5      
Libya 2005 25,300 15,400      
Liechtenstein 1998 424.2 414.1      
Lithuania 2005 8,400 9,100 5.2 7.2 12.1 28.9  0.6
Luxembourg 2005 15,100 15,800 0.8 10.0 12.6 45.2 0.8 1.4
Macedonia 2005 2,100 2,200      
Madagascar 2005 703.6 853  20.7 8.0 1.9  3.9
Malawi 2005 844.6 913.9      
Malaysia 2005 30,500 34,600      
Maldives 2002 224 282 9.0 18.3 10.3 3.2 14.7 
Mali 2002 764 828      
Malta 2005 2,500 2,700 1.6 11.6 11.4 35.2 2.5 0.3
Marshall Islands 1999 42 40      
Mauritania 2002 421 378      
Mauritius 2005 1,300 1,700 0.8 15.8 8.4 20.1 4.5 4.2
Mexico 2005 173,200 175,400 3.0 24.7 5.0 20.1 6.9 
Micronesia 1998 161 160      
Moldova 2005 100 100 1.7 9.2 6.2 36.5  0.5
Monaco 1995 518 531      
Mongolia 2004 582 602 5.9 6.3 4.7 22.8 0.3 0.3
Morocco 2005 12,900 16,700 12.9 17.8 3.2 9.3 0.4 
Mozambique  100 1,900      
Myanmar 2005 523.5 769.3 21.5 14.6 5.3 2.0 1.0 
Namibia 2005 1,900 200 9.0 22.4 10.6 7.3 9.0 
Nauru 1996 23.4 64.8      
Nepal 2000 665 1100 10.0 17.8 5.4 5.5 4.6 
Netherlands 2005 291,800 303,700 3.6 10.8 10.4 41.5 0.5 0.4
New Zealand 2005 43,100 37,500 2.9 21.2 16.5 35.9 1.5 
Nicaragua 2005 1,100 1,300      
Niger 2002 320 320      
Nigeria 2005 12,800 13,500      
Norway 2005 176,100 131,300 5.0 6.5 15.9 40.7 0.2 0.3
Oman 2005 14,300 10,600 35.3 15.9 6.6 5.6 6.4 
Pakistan 2005 15,400 18,400 19.9 1.9 0.8 0.2 0.3 
Palau 1999 57.7 80.8      
Panama 2005 3,400 3,900  16.2 18.0 20.6 3.7 
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Table 6: Government Revenues and Expenditures (cont.)

  REVENUES EXPEND.       ENVIRONMENTAL
COUNTRY YEAR ($ MILLIONS) ($ MILLIONS) DEFENSE EDUCATION HEALTH SOCIAL SECURITY HOUSING PROTECTION

Papua New Guinea 2005 1,300 1,300 2.4 10.0 5.7 1.5 0.4 
Paraguay 2005 1,300 1,300      
Peru 2005 21,800 22,400  6.7 12.6 40.2 0.4 
Philippines 2005 12,300 15,700 4.9 15.5 1.6 4.1 0.2 
Poland 2005 52,700 63,200 3.4 4.8 0.8 51.5 2.0 
Portugal 2005 78,800 90,200      
Qatar 2005 17,300 11,300      
Romania 2005 29,900 31,300 5.1 5.9 15.5 31.4 1.9 
Russia 2005 176,700 125,600 11.4 3.0 1.1 35.1  0.3
Rwanda 2005 509.9 584.6      
Saint Kitts and Nevis 2003 89.7 128.2      
Saint Lucia 2000 141.2 146.7      
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines 2000 94.6 85.8  17.5 12.7 10.1 1.6 
1.3
Samoa 2002 105 119      
San Marino 2000 400 400  9.4 18.1 32.8 2.3 3.2
São Tomé and Príncipe 2005 26.3 59.4      
Sa’udi Arabia 2005 143,700 89,600      
Senegal 2005 1,600 1,900 7.3 13.7 3.5  2.8 
Serbia and Montenegro 2005 11,400 11,100      
Seychelles 2005 343.3 332.2 3.6 9.7 6.3 13.9 2.5 
Sierra Leone 2000 96 351      
Singapore 2005 18,600 18,200 28.5 23.4 5.6 4.2 10.8 
Slovakia 2005 21,400 23,100 4.7 3.4 20.3 33.2 0.8 0.7
Slovenia 2005 16,000 16,700 2.8 13.9 14.9 40.9 0.9 0.9
Solomon Islands 2003 49.7 75.1      
Somalia         
South Africa 2005 65.,900 70,600      
Spain 2005 440,900 448,400 3.7 1.6 15.3 39.3 0.1 0.2
Sri Lanka 2005 3,800 5,400 12.6 9.6 6.4 12.3 3.1 
Sudan 2005 6,100 5,700 27.5 7.6 1.0  0.1 
Suriname 2003 400 440      
Swaziland 2005 805.6 957.1 7.6 19.8 8.0 0.4 3.6 
Sweden 2005 210,500 205,900 5.7 6.4 2.9 47.2 0.6 0.5
Switzerland 2005 138,100 143,600 6.2 3.3 0.3 55.3 1.0 
Syria 2005 5,600 6,500 23.6 9.2 2.3 5.3 1.0 
Taiwan 2005 70,900 80,100      
Tajikistan 2005 442.3 542.6 9.4 3.7 1.6 20.3 0.8 
Tanzania 2005 2,200 2,600      
Thailand 2005 30,600 31,700 7.3 22.8 10.7 11.6 3.8 0.1
Togo 2005 251.3 292.9      
Tonga 2000 39.9 52.4      
Trinidad and Tobago 2005 4,500 4,000      
Tunisia 2005 7,300 8,300 4.9 20.1 5.5 21.9 5.1 
Turkey 2005 93,500 115,300 6.7 6.4 3.2 6.3 0.9 
Turkmenistan 2005 1,400 1,500      
Tuvalu 2000 22.5 11.2      
Uganda 2005 1,800 1,900      
Ukraine 2005 22,900 24,400 5.1 7.2 3.1 44.7 0.1 
United Arab Emirates 2005 34,900 29,400 30.1 17.3 7.2 3.2 1.6 
United Kingdom 2005 881,400 951,000 6.9 12.5 17.0 39.8 1.9 1.3
United States 2005 2,100,000 2,4000,000 19.1 2.6 23.4 32.0 2.0 
Uruguay 2005 4,400 4,800 4.2 7.6 6.6 56.5 1.6 
Uzbekistan 2005 2,800 2,900      
Vanuatu 2003 52.6 54.3  18.1 9.3  3.7 
Venezuela 2005 39,600 41,200 4.4 18.5 7.6 8.9 3.5 
Vietnam 2005 11,600 12,900  13.7 3.6 10.5  
Yemen 2005 5,600 5,700 18.8 21.8 4.4  1.6 
Zambia 2005 1,600 1,800 3.9 14.4 13.2 1.3 2.3 
Zimbabwe 2005 1,400 1,900 7.1 24.2 8.1 18.2 4.4 

Revenue and expenditure fi gures are calculated on an exchange rate basis

source: World Factbook, Washington, DC: Central Intelligence Agency, 2005. Government Finance Statistics Yearbook, Washington, DC: International Mon-

etary Fund, 2004.
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Table 6: Government Revenues and Expenditures (cont.)

  REVENUES EXPEND.       ENVIRONMENTAL
COUNTRY YEAR ($ MILLIONS) ($ MILLIONS) DEFENSE EDUCATION HEALTH SOCIAL SECURITY HOUSING PROTECTION

Grenada 1997 85.8 102.1      
Guatemala 2005 3,300 4,000 4.7 17.6 7.0 0.6 11.2 0.8
Guinea 2005 305.6 590.4      
Guinea-Bissau         
Guyana 2005 320.1 362.6      
Haiti 2005 400 600.8      
Vatican 2002 245.2 260.4      
Honduras 2005 1,600 1,900      
Hungary 2005 51,400 58,300 3.0 5.2 5.8 30.2 0.4 0.5
Iceland 2005 6,900 6,700  10.0 26.2 20.7 0.9 
India 2005 111,200 135,800 14.3 2.2 1.6  4.2 
Indonesia 2005 56,100 58,700 3.0 3.7 1.3 8.6 1.3 
Iran 2005 48,800 60,400 9.3 8.2 6.2 22.6 7.5 0.6
Iraq 2005 19,300 24,000      
Ireland 2005 70,400 69,400 2.9 13.6 16.3 25.9 2.1 
Israel 2005 43,800 58,000 20.2 15.0 12.8 25.6 1.3 0.2
Italy 2005 785,700 861,500      
Jamaica 2005 3,200 3,300 1.7 15.7 6.3 2.5 1.9 0.2
Japan 2005 1,400,000 1,700,000      
Jordan 2005 3,600 4,600 21.7 14.9 10.3 2.4 2.5 3.7
Kazakhstan 2005 1,200 1,200 5.5 3.2 2.6 27.5 1.4 0.4
Kenya 2005 3,700 3,800 8.5 26.1 5.4 6.3 3.0 0.7
Kiribati 2000 28.4 37.2      
Korea (DPRK)         
Korea (ROK) 2005 184,000 187,400 12.5 17.7 0.4 14.3 2.2 
Kuwait 2005 47,200 20,700 17.3 14.8 7.2 20.4 4.8 
Kyrgyzstan 2005 516.3 539.9 7.5 21.7 10.5 10.8 6.1 
Laos 2005 319.3 434.6      
Latvia 2005 5,600 5,800 4.5 6.5 11.2 35.0 1.1 
Lebanon 2005 4,900 6,500 10.3 8.0 3.3 2.0 0.8 0.1
Lesotho 2005 738.5 792.1      
Liberia 2000 85.4 90.5      
Libya 2005 25,300 15,400      
Liechtenstein 1998 424.2 414.1      
Lithuania 2005 8,400 9,100 5.2 7.2 12.1 28.9  0.6
Luxembourg 2005 15,100 15,800 0.8 10.0 12.6 45.2 0.8 1.4
Macedonia 2005 2,100 2,200      
Madagascar 2005 703.6 853  20.7 8.0 1.9  3.9
Malawi 2005 844.6 913.9      
Malaysia 2005 30,500 34,600      
Maldives 2002 224 282 9.0 18.3 10.3 3.2 14.7 
Mali 2002 764 828      
Malta 2005 2,500 2,700 1.6 11.6 11.4 35.2 2.5 0.3
Marshall Islands 1999 42 40      
Mauritania 2002 421 378      
Mauritius 2005 1,300 1,700 0.8 15.8 8.4 20.1 4.5 4.2
Mexico 2005 173,200 175,400 3.0 24.7 5.0 20.1 6.9 
Micronesia 1998 161 160      
Moldova 2005 100 100 1.7 9.2 6.2 36.5  0.5
Monaco 1995 518 531      
Mongolia 2004 582 602 5.9 6.3 4.7 22.8 0.3 0.3
Morocco 2005 12,900 16,700 12.9 17.8 3.2 9.3 0.4 
Mozambique  100 1,900      
Myanmar 2005 523.5 769.3 21.5 14.6 5.3 2.0 1.0 
Namibia 2005 1,900 200 9.0 22.4 10.6 7.3 9.0 
Nauru 1996 23.4 64.8      
Nepal 2000 665 1100 10.0 17.8 5.4 5.5 4.6 
Netherlands 2005 291,800 303,700 3.6 10.8 10.4 41.5 0.5 0.4
New Zealand 2005 43,100 37,500 2.9 21.2 16.5 35.9 1.5 
Nicaragua 2005 1,100 1,300      
Niger 2002 320 320      
Nigeria 2005 12,800 13,500      
Norway 2005 176,100 131,300 5.0 6.5 15.9 40.7 0.2 0.3
Oman 2005 14,300 10,600 35.3 15.9 6.6 5.6 6.4 
Pakistan 2005 15,400 18,400 19.9 1.9 0.8 0.2 0.3 
Palau 1999 57.7 80.8      
Panama 2005 3,400 3,900  16.2 18.0 20.6 3.7 
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Table 7: World Electronic Media Indicators

  RADIOS PER TELEVISION SETS PERSONAL COMPUTERS TELEPHONE CELLULAR INTERNET
COUNTRY 1000 PEOPLE PER 1000 PEOPLE PER 1000 PEOPLE MAIN LINES PHONES  USERS

Afghanistan 114 14  50,000 600,000 25,000
Albania 260 318 11.7 255,000 1,100,000 75,000
Algeria 244 114 7.7 2,288,000 13,661,000 845,000
Andorra    35,000 51,900 11,000
Angola 78 52 1.9 96,300 1,094,100 172,000
Antigua and Barbuda    38,000 54,000 20,000
Argentina 697 326 82.0 8,700,000 13,512,400 10,000,000
Armenia 264 229 15.8 582,500 203,300 150,000
Australia 1,996 722 565.1 11,660,000 16,480,000 14,189,544
Austria 763 637 369.3 3,791,000 7,990,000 4,650,000
Azerbaijan 22 334  1,025,400 1,456,500 408,000
The Bahamas    139,900 186,000 93,000
Bahrain    191,600 649,800 152,700
Bangladesh 49 59 7.8 831,000 2,781,600 300,000
Barbados    135,700 200,100 150,000
Belarus 199 362  3,284,300 4,098,000 1,600,000
Belgium 793 541 318.1 4,801,000 9,131,700 5,100,000
Belize    33,700 91,700 35,000
Benin 445 12 3.7 72,800 75,100 100,000
Bhutan    30,300 22,000 20,000
Bolivia 671  22.8 625,400 1,800,800 350,000
Bosnia and Herzegovina 243   928,000 1,050,000 225,000
Botswana 150 44 40.7 136,500 823,100 60,000
Brazil 433 369 74.8 42,382,200 65,605,000 25,900,000
Brunei Darussalam    90,000 137,000 56,000
Bulgaria 543  51.9 2,726,800 4,729,700 630,000
Burkina Faso 433 12 2.1 81,400 572,200 53,200
Burundi 220 35 1.8 23,900 153,000 25,000
Cambodia 113 8 2.3 36,400 498,400 41,000
Cameroon 161 75 5.7 110,900 2,259,000 167,000
Canada 1,047 691 487 20,610,000 14,984,400 20,900,000
Cape Verde    73,400 81,700 25,000
Central African Republic 80 6 2.0 10,000 60,000 9,000
Chad 233 2 1.7 13,000 210,000 60,000
Chile 759 523 119.3 3,318,300 9,566,600 5,600,000
China 339 350 27.6 311,756,000 334,824,000 111,000,000
Colombia 548 319 49.3 7,767,000 10,400,600 3,585,688
Comoros    13,200 16,100 8,000
Congo (DROC) 385 2  10,000 2,600,000 50,000
Congo (ROC) 109 13 4.3 13,800 490,000 36,000
Costa Rica 816  197.2 1,343,200 923,100 1,000,000
Côte d’Ivoire 185 61 9.3 238,000 2,190,000 300,000
Croatia 330  173.8 1,887,600 2,553,000 1,014,000
Cuba 185 251 31.8 768,200 75,800 150,000
Cyprus    86,228 143,178 298,000
Czech Republic 803 538 177.4 3,427,700 10,782,600 4,800,000
Denmark 1,400 859 576.8 3,487,800 5,168,000 3,762,500
Djibouti    11,100 34,500 9,000
Dominica    21,000 41,800 18,500
Dominican Republic 181   936,200 2,534,100 800,000
East Timor      1,000
Ecuador 422 252 31.1 1,612,300 3,544,200 624,600
Egypt 339 229 21.9 10,400,000 14,045,134 5,000,000
El Salvador 481 233 25.2 887,800 1,832,600 587,500
Equatorial Guinea    9,600 55,500 5,000
Eritrea 464 53 2.9 39,300 20,000 50,000
Estonia 1,136 507 440.4 444,000 1,255,700 670,000
Ethiopia 189 6 2.2 435,000 178,000 113,000
Fiji    102,000 109,900 61,000
Finland 1,624 679 441.7 2,368,000 4,988,000 3,286,000
France 950 632 347.1 33,870,200 44,551,800 26,214,174
Gabon 488 308 22.4 38,700 489,400 40,000
The Gambia 394 15 13.8 38,400 175,000 49,000
Georgia 568 357 31.6 683,200 840,600 175,600
Germany 570 675 484.7 54,574,000 71,300,000 48,722,055
Ghana 695 53 3.8 313,300 1,695,000 368,000
Greece 466 519 81.7 6,348,800 9,305,700 3,800,000
Grenada    32,700 43,300 8,000
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Table 7: World Electronic Media Indicators (cont.)

  RADIOS PER TELEVISION SETS PERSONAL COMPUTERS TELEPHONE CELLULAR INTERNET
COUNTRY 1000 PEOPLE PER 1000 PEOPLE PER 1000 PEOPLE MAIN LINES PHONES  USERS

Guatemala 79 145 14.4 1,132,100 3,168,300 756,000
Guinea Bissau 178 36  10,600 1,300 26,000
Guinea 52 47 5.5 26,200 111,500 46,000
Guyana    102,700 104,600 145,000
Haiti 18 60  140,000 400,000 500,000
Vatican    5,120  
Honduras 411 119 13.6 390,100 707,200 223,000
Hungary 690 475 108.4 3,577,300 8,727,200 3,050,000
Iceland    190,500 290,100 225,000
India 120 83 7.2 67,285,000 69,193,321 50,600,000
Indonesia 159 153 11.9 9,990,000 30,000,000 18,000,000
Iran 281 173 90.5 14,571,100 4,300,000 7,500,000
Iraq 222  8.3 1,034,200 574,000 36,000
Ireland 695 694 420.8 2,019,100 3,780,000 2,060,000
Israel 526 330 242.6 3,000,000 7,222,000 3,200,000
Italy 878  230.7 25,957,000 62,750,000 28,870,000
Jamaica 795 374 53.9 390,700 2,200,000 1,067,000
Japan 956 785 382.2 58,788,000 91,473,900 86,300,000
Jordan 372 177 44.7 617,300 1,594,500 600,000
Kazakhstan 411 338  2,500,000 2,758,900 400,000
Kenya 221 26 6.4 299,300 2,546,200 1,500,000
Kiribati    4,500 500 2,000
Korea (DPRK) 154 160  980,000  
Korea (ROK) 1,034 458 558.0 26,595,100 36,586,100 33,900,000
Kuwait 570 418 162.8 497,000 2,000,000 600,000
Kyrgyzstan 110 49 12.7 416,400 263,400 263,000
Laos 148 52 3.5 90,067 520,546 20,900
Latvia 700 859 188.0 650,500 1,536,700 810,000
Lebanon 182 357 80.5 630,000 888,000 600,000
Lesotho 61 35  37,200 159,000 43,000
Liberia 274   6,900 47,300 1,000
Libya 273  23.4 750,000 127,000 205,000
Liechtenstein    19,900 11,400 20,000
Lithuania 524 487 109.7 820,000 3,421,500 968,000
Luxembourg    360,100 539,000 270,800
Macedonia 205   525,000 830,000 392,671
Madagascar 216 25 4.9 58,700 333,900 90,000
Malawi 499 4 1.5 93,000 222,100 46,100
Malaysia 420 210 166.9 4,446,300 14,611,900 10,040,000
Maldives    31,500 113,200 19,000
Mali 180 33 1.4 74,900 400,000 50,000
Malta    206,500 306,100 301,000
Marshall Islands    5,510 1,198 2,000
Mauritania 148 44 10.8 39,000 522,400 14,000
Mauritius 379 299 116.5 353,800 510,000 180,000
Mexico 330 282 82.0 18,073,200 38,451,100 16,995,400
Micronesia    12,000 12,800 12,000
Moldova 758 296 17.5 863,400 787,000 406,000
Monaco    33,700 19,300 16,000
Mongolia 50 81 77.3 142,300 404,400 200,000
Morocco 243 167 19.9 1,308,600 9,336,900 3,500,000
Mozambique 44 14 4.5 77,600 708,000 138,000
Myanmar 66 7 5.6 424,900 92,500 63,700
Namibia 134 169 99.3 127,900 286,100 75,000
Nauru    1,900 1,500 300
Nepal 39 8 3.7 417,900 116,800 175,000
Netherlands 980 648 466.6 7,861,000 14,800,000 10,806,328
New Zealand 991 574 413.8 1,800,500 3,027,000 3,200,000
Nicaragua 270 123 27.9 214,500 738,600 125,000
Niger 122 10 0.6 24,100 148,300 24,000
Nigeria 200 103 7.1 1,027,500 9,147,200 1,769,700
Norway 3,324 884 528.3 2,228,000 4,163,400 3,140,000
Oman 621 553 35.0 242,700 805,000 245,000
Pakistan 105 150 4.2 4,502,200 5,022,900 7,500,000
Palau    6,700 1,000 
Panama 300 191 38.3 376,100 855,900 300,000
Papua New Guinea 86 23 58.7 62,000 15,000 170,000
Paraguay 188  34.6 280,800 1,770,300 150,000
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Table 7: World Electronic Media Indicators (cont.)

  RADIOS PER TELEVISION SETS PERSONAL COMPUTERS TELEPHONE CELLULAR INTERNET
COUNTRY 1000 PEOPLE PER 1000 PEOPLE PER 1000 PEOPLE MAIN LINES PHONES  USERS

Peru 269 172 43.0 2,049,800 4,092,600 4,570,000
Philippines 161 182 27.7 3,437,500 32,935,900 7,820,000
Poland 523 229 142.0 12,458,000 29,260,000 10,600,000
Portugal 299 413 134.4 4,238,300 10,362,100 6,090,000
Qatar    190,900 490,300 165,000
Romania 358 697 96.6 4,389,100 10,215,400 4,500,000
Russia 418  88.7 39,616,000 74,420,000 23,700,000
Rwanda 85   23,200 138,700 38,000
Saint Kitts and Nevis    25,000 10,000 10,000
Saint Lucia    51,100 93,000 55,000
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines    19,000 57,000 8,000
Samoa    13,300 10,500 6,000
San Marino    20,600 16,800 14,300
São Tomé and Príncipe    7,000 4,800 20,000
Saudi Arabia 326 265 130.2 3,695,100 9,175,800 2,540,000
Senegal 126 78 21.2 244,900 1,121,300 482,000
Serbia and Montenegro 297  27.1   
Seychelles    21,200 54,500 20,000
Sierra Leone 259 13  24,000 113,200 2,005
Singapore 672 303 622.0 1,847,800 4,256,800 2,421,800
Slovakia 965 409 180.4 1,250,400 4,275,200 2,276,000
Slovenia 405 366 300.6 812,300 1,739,100 950,000
Solomon Islands    6,200 1,500 8,400
Somalia 60 14  200,000 500,000 89,000
South Africa 336 177 72.6 4,844,000 19,500,000 3,600,000
Spain 330 564 196.0 17,934,500 38,646,800 17,142,198
Sri Lanka 215 117 13.2 1,130,923 3,084,845 280,000
Sudan 461 386 6.1 1,028,900 1,048,600 1,140,000
Suriname    81,300 212,800 30,000
Swaziland 162 34 28.7 46,200 113,000 36,000
Sweden 2,811 965 621.3 6,447,000 9,775,000 6,800,000
Switzerland 1,002 552 708.7 5,262,600 6,275,000 4,944,438
Syria 276 182 19.4 2,660,000 2,345,000 800,000
Taiwan    13,529,900 25,089,600 13,800,000
Tajikistan 141 357  245,200 47,600 5,000
Tanzania 406 45 5.7 149,100 1,640,000 333,000
Thailand 235 300 39.8 6,797,000 27,379,000 8,420,000
Togo 263 123 32.0 60,600 220,000 221,000
Tonga    11,200 9,000 3,000
Trinidad and Tobago 534 345 79.5 321,300 651,200 160,000
Tunisia 158 207 40.5 1,203,500 3,563,000 835,000
Turkey 470 423 44.6 19,125,200 34,707,500 5,500,000
Turkmenistan 279 182  376,100 52,000 36,000
Tuvalu    700 0 1,300
Uganda 122 18 4.0 71,600 1,165,000 200,000
Ukraine 889  19.0 12,142,000 13,735,000 5,278,100
United Arab Emirates 309 252 129.0 1,187,700 3,683,100 1,384,800
United Kingdom 1,445 950 405.7 32,943,000 61,091,000 37,800,000
United States 2,109 938 658.9 268,000,000 194,479,364 203,824,428
Uruguay 603  110.1 1,000,000 652,000 680,000
Uzbekistan 456 280  1,717,100 544,100 880,000
Vanuatu    6,800 10,500 7,500
Venezuela 292 186 60.9 3,346,500 8,421,000 3,040,000
Vietnam 109 197 9.8 10,124,900 4,960,000 5,870,000
Yemen 65 308 7.4 798,100 1,072,000 220,000
Zambia 179 51 8.5 88,400 300,000 231,000
Zimbabwe 362 56 52.7 317,000 423,600 820,000

source: World Development Indicators, Washington, DC: Th e World Bank, 2005. World Factbook, Washington, DC: Central Intelligence Agency, 2006. 
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Bouvet Island—Europe: Norway

Brazil—Americas

British Antarctic Territory—Americas: UK American 

Dependencies

British Guiana—Americas: Guyana

British Honduras—Americas: Belize

British Indian Ocean Territory—Africa: UK African 

Dependencies

British Virgin Islands—Americas: UK American Dependencies

Brunei Darussalam—Asia

Bulgaria—Europe

Burkina Faso—Africa

Burma—Asia: Myanmar

Burundi—Africa

Caicos Islands—Americas: UK American Dependencies

Cambodia—Asia

Cameroon—Africa

Canada—Americas

Canary Islands—Europe: Spain

Cape Verde—Africa

Caroline Islands—Asia: Federated States of Micronesia; Palau

Carriacou—Americas: Grenada

Cayman Islands—Americas: UK American Dependencies

Central African Republic—Africa

Ceuta—Europe: Spain

Ceylon—Asia: Sri Lanka

Chad—Africa

Chile—Americas

Chilean Antarctic Territory—Americas: Chile

China—Asia

Christmas Island (Indian Ocean)—Asia: Australia

Christmas Island (Pacifi c Ocean)—Asia: Kiribati

Cocos Islands—Americas: Costa Rica

Cocos (Keeling) Islands—Asia: Australia

Colombia—Americas

Columbus, Archipelago of—Americas: Ecuador (Galapagos 

Islands)

Comoros—Africa

Congo—Africa

Congo, Democratic Republic of (former Zaire)—Africa

Cook Islands—Asia: New Zealand

I N D E X  T O  C O U N T R I E S  A N D 
T E R R I T O R I E S

Th is alphabetical list includes countries and dependencies (colonies, protectorates, and other territories) described in the encyclopedia. 

Countries and territories described in their own articles are followed by the continental volume (printed in italics) in which each appears. 

Country articles are arranged alphabetically in each volume. For example, Argentina, which appears in  Americas, is listed this way: Ar-

gentina—Americas. Dependencies are listed here with the title of the volume in which they are treated, followed by the name of the ar-

ticle in which they are dealt with. In a few cases, an alternative name for the same place is given in parentheses at the end of the entry. Th e 

name of the volume Asia and Oceania is abbreviated in this list to Asia.
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Coral Sea Islands—Asia: Australia

Corn Islands—Americas: Nicaragua

Costa Rica—Americas

Côte d’Ivoire—Africa

Croatia—Europe

Cuba—Americas

Curaçao—Americas: Netherlands American Dependencies: 

Netherlands Antilles

Cyprus—Asia

Czech Republic—Europe

Czechoslovakia—Europe: Czech Republic; Slovakia

Democratic Republic of Congo (former Zaire)—Africa

Denmark—Europe

Diego Garcia—Africa: UK African Dependencies: British Indian 

Ocean Territory

Diego Ramirez Island—Americas: Chile

Djibouti—Africa

Dominica—Americas

Dominican Republic—Americas

Dubai—Asia: United Arab Emirates

Dutch Guiana—Americas: Suriname

Easter Island—Americas: Chile

East Germany—Europe: German Democratic Republic

East Timor—Asia

Ecuador—Americas

Egypt—Africa

El Salvador—Americas

England—Europe: United Kingdom

Equatorial Guinea—Africa

Eritrea—Africa

Estonia—Europe

Ethiopia—Africa

Falkland Islands—Americas: UK American Dependencies 

(Malvinas)

Faroe Islands—Europe: Denmark

Federated States of Micronesia—Asia

Fiji—Asia

Finland—Europe

Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia—Europe

Formosa—Asia: Taiwan

France—Europe

French African Dependencies—Africa

French American Dependencies—Americas

French Guiana—Americas: French American Dependencies

French Pacifi c Dependencies—Asia

French Polynesia—Asia: French Pacifi c Dependencies

French Somaliland—Africa: Djibouti

French Southern and Antarctic Lands—Asia: French Pacifi c 

Dependencies

Fujairah—Asia: United Arab Emirates

Gabon—Africa

Galapagos Islands—Americas: Ecuador

Gambia—Africa

Georgia—Europe

German Democratic Republic (GDR)—Europe: Germany

Germany—Europe

Germany, East—Europe: Germany

Germany, Federal Republic of (FRG)—Europe: Germany

Germany, West—Europe: Germany

Ghana—Africa

Gibraltar—Europe: United Kingdom

Gilbert Islands—Asia: Kiribati

Graham Land—Americas: UK American Dependencies: British 

Antarctic Territory

Great Britain—Europe: United Kingdom

Greece—Europe

Greenland—Europe: Denmark

Grenada—Americas

Grenadines—Americas: Grenada; St. Vincent and the Grenadines

Guadeloupe—Americas: French American Dependencies

Guam—Asia: US Pacifi c Dependencies

Guatemala—Americas

Guiana, British—Americas: Guyana

Guiana, Dutch—Americas: Suriname

Guiana, French—Americas: French American Dependencies

Guinea—Africa

Guinea-Bissau—Africa

Guinea, Portuguese—Africa: Guinea-Bissau

Guyana—Americas

Haiti—Americas

Heard and McDonald Islands—Asia: Australia

Honduras—Americas

Honduras, British—Americas: Belize

Hong Kong—Asia: China

Howland, Baker, and Jarvis Islands—Asia: US Pacifi c 

Dependencies

Hungary—Europe

Iceland—Europe

Ifni—Africa: Morocco

India—Asia

Indochina—Asia: Cambodia; Laos; Vietnam

Indonesia—Asia

Inner Mongolia—Asia: China

Iran—Asia

Iraq—Asia

Ireland—Europe

Ireland, Northern—Europe: United Kingdom

Irian Jaya—Asia: Indonesia

Israel—Asia

Italy—Europe

Ivory Coast—Africa: Côte D’Ivoire

Jamaica—Americas

Jammu and Kashmir—Asia: India; Pakistan

Jan Mayen Island—Europe: Norway

Japan—Asia

Johnston Atoll—Asia: US Pacifi c Dependencies

Jordan—Asia
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Juan Fernandez Island—Americas: Chile

Kampuchea—Asia: Cambodia

Kashmir—Asia: India; Pakistan

Kazakhstan—Asia

Kazan Islands—Asia: Japan (Volcano Islands)

Kenya—Africa

Khmer Republic—Asia: Cambodia

Kiribati—Asia

Korea, Democratic People’s Republic of (DPRK)—Asia

Korea, North—Asia: Korea, Democratic People’s Republic of

Korea, Republic of (ROK)—Asia

Korea, South—Asia: Korea, Republic of

Kuwait—Asia

Kyrgyzstan—Asia

Laccadive, Minicoy, and Amindivi Islands—Asia: India: 

Lakshadweep

Lakshadweep—Asia: India

Lao People’s Democratic Republic—Asia

Laos—Asia: Lao People’s Democratic Republic

Latvia—Europe

Lebanon—Asia

Leeward Islands—Americas: UK American Dependencies; 

Antigua and Barbuda; St. Kitts and Nevis

Lesotho—Africa

Liberia—Africa

Libya—Africa

Liechtenstein—Europe

Line Islands—Asia: Kiribati

Lithuania—Europe

Luxembourg—Europe

Macau—Asia: China

Macedonia, Former Yugoslav Republic of—Europe

Macquarie Island—Asia: Australia

Madagascar—Africa

Madeira—Europe: Portugal

Malagasy Republic—Africa: Madagascar

Malawi—Africa

Malaya—Asia: Malaysia

Malaysia—Asia

Malden and Starbuck Islands—Asia: Kiribati

Maldive Islands—Asia: Maldives

Maldives—Asia

Mali—Africa

Malta—Europe

Malvinas—Americas: UK American Dependencies (Falkland 

Islands)

Mariana Islands—Asia: US Pacifi c Dependencies

Marquesas Islands—Asia: French Pacifi c Dependencies: French 

Polynesia

Marshall Islands—Asia

Martinique—Americas: French American Dependencies

Matsu Islands—Asia: Taiwan

Mauritania—Africa

Mauritius—Africa

Mayotte—Africa: French African Dependencies

Melilla—Europe: Spain

Mexico—Americas

Micronesia, Federated States of—Asia: Federated States of 

Micronesia

Midway—Asia: US Pacifi c Dependencies

Moldova—Europe

Monaco—Europe

Mongolia—Asia

Montenegro—Europe

Montserrat—Americas: UK American Dependencies: Leeward 

Islands

Morocco—Africa

Mozambique—Africa

Muscat and Oman—Asia: Oman

Myanmar—Asia

Namibia—Africa

Nauru—Asia

Navassa—Americas: US

Nepal—Asia

Netherlands—Europe

Netherlands American Dependencies—Americas

Netherlands Antilles—Americas: Netherlands American 

Dependencies

Nevis—Americas: St. Kitts and Nevis

New Caledonia—Asia: French Pacifi c Dependencies

New Guinea—Asia: Papua New Guinea

New Hebrides—Asia: Vanuatu

New Zealand—Asia

Nicaragua—Americas

Nicobar Islands—Asia: India

Niger—Africa

Nigeria—Africa

Niue—Asia: New Zealand

Norfolk Island—Asia: Australia

North Borneo—Asia: Malaysia

Northern Ireland—Europe: United Kingdom

Northern Mariana Islands—Asia: US Pacifi c Dependencies

Northern Rhodesia—Africa: Zambia

North Korea—Asia: Korea, Democratic People’s Republic of

North Vietnam—Asia: Vietnam

Northwest Territories—Americas: Canada

Norway—Europe

Nosy Boraha and Nosy Be—Africa: Madagascar

Nyasaland—Africa: Malawi

Ocean Island—Asia: Kiribati (Banaba)

Ogasawara Islands—Asia: Japan (Bonin Islands)

Okinawa—Asia: Japan

Oman—Asia

Outer Mongolia—Asia: Mongolia

Pacifi c Islands, Trust Territory of the—Asia: Federated States of 

Micronesia; Marshall Islands; Palau; US Pacifi c Dependencies

Pakistan—Asia

Pakistan, East—Asia: Bangladesh
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Palau—Asia

Palmyra Atoll—Asia: US Pacifi c Dependencies

Panama—Americas

Papua New Guinea—Asia

Paracel Islands—Asia: China (Xisha Islands)

Paraguay—Americas

Peru—Americas

Peter I Island—Europe: Norway

Petit Martinique—Americas: Grenada

Philippines—Asia

Phoenix Islands—Asia: Kiribati

Pitcairn Island—Europe: United Kingdom

Poland—Europe

Polar Regions—United Nations

Portugal—Europe

Portuguese Timor—Asia: East Timor

Puerto Rico—Americas: United States

Qatar—Asia

Queen Maud Land—Europe: Norway

Quemoy Islands—Asia: Taiwan

Ras al-Khaimah—Asia: United Arab Emirates

Réunion—Africa: French African Dependencies

Rhodesia—Africa: Zimbabwe

R’o Muni—Africa: Equatorial Guinea

Romania—Europe

Ross Dependency—Asia: New Zealand

Ruanda-Urundi—Africa: Burundi; Rwanda

Russia—Europe

Rwanda—Africa

Ryukyu Islands—Asia: Japan

Sabah—Asia: Malaysia

St. Christopher—Americas: St. Kitts and Nevis

St. Christopher and Nevis—Americas: St. Kitts and Nevis

St. Helena—Africa: UK African Dependencies

St. Kitts—Americas: St. Kitts and Nevis

St. Kitts and Nevis—Americas

St. Lucia—Americas

St. Pierre and Miquelon—Americas: French American 

Dependencies

St. Vincent and the Grenadines—Americas

Sala y Gómez Island—Americas: Chile

Samoa—Asia

Samoa, American—Asia: US Pacifi c Dependencies

Samoa, Western—Asia: Samoa

San Ambrosio Island—Americas: Chile

San Andrés and Providentia—Americas: Colombia

San Felix Island—Americas: Chile

San Marino—Europe

São Tomé and Príncipe—Africa

Sarawak—Asia: Malaysia

Saudi Arabia—Asia

Scotland—Europe: United Kingdom

Senegal—Africa

Serbia—Europe

Seychelles—Africa

Sharjah—Asia: United Arab Emirates

Sierra Leone—Africa

Sikkim—Asia: India

Singapore—Asia

Slovakia—Europe

Slovenia—Europe

Society Islands—Asia: French Pacifi c Dependencies: French 

Polynesia

Solomon Islands—Asia

Somalia—Africa

Somaliland, French—Africa: Djibouti

South Africa—Africa

South Arabia, Federation of—Asia: Yemen

Southern Rhodesia—Africa: Zimbabwe

Southern Yemen—Asia: Yemen

South Georgia—Americas: UK American Dependencies: 

Falkland Islands

South Korea—Asia: Korea, Republic of

South Vietnam—Asia: Vietnam

South West Africa—Africa: Namibia

Spain—Europe

Spanish Guinea—Africa: Equatorial Guinea

Spanish Sahara—Africa: Morocco

Spratly Islands—Asia: Vietnam

Sri Lanka—Asia

Sudan—Africa

Suriname—Americas

Svalbard—Europe: Norway

Swan Islands—Americas: US

Swaziland—Africa

Sweden—Europe

Switzerland—Europe

Syria—Asia

Tahiti—Asia: French Pacifi c Dependencies: French Polynesia

Taiwan—Asia

Tajikistan—Asia

Tanganyika—Africa: Tanzania

Tanzania—Africa

Th ailand—Asia

Tibet—Asia: China

Timor, East—Asia

Tobago—Americas: Trinidad and Tobago

Togo—Africa

Tokelau Islands—Asia: New Zealand

Tonga—Asia

Transkei—Africa: South African Homelands

Trinidad and Tobago—Americas

Tristan da Cunha—Africa: UK African Dependencies: St. Helena

Trust Territory of the Pacifi c Islands—Asia: Federated States of 

Micronesia; Marshall Islands; Palau; US Pacifi c Dependencies

Tuamotu Islands—Asia: French Asian Dependencies: French 

Polynesia

Tunisia—Africa

Turkey—Asia

Turkmenistan—Asia
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Turks and Caicos Islands—Americas: United Kingdom American 

Dependencies

Tuvalu—Asia

Uganda—Africa

Ukraine—Europe

Umm al-Qaiwain—Asia: United Arab Emirates

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR)—Asia: Azerbaijan; 

Kazakhstan; Kyrgzstan; Tajikistan; Turkmenistan; Uzbekistan; 

Europe: Armenia; Belarus; Estonia; Georgia; Latvia; Lithuania; 

Moldova; Russia; Ukraine

United Arab Emirates (UAE)—Asia

United Arab Republic—Africa: Egypt

United Kingdom (UK)—Europe

United Kingdom African Dependencies—Africa

United Kingdom American Dependencies—Americas

United Kingdom Asian and Pacifi c Dependencies—Europe: 

United Kingdom

United States of America (US)—Americas

United States Pacifi c Dependencies—Asia

Upper Volta—Africa: Burkina Faso

Uruguay—Americas

Uzbekistan—Asia

Vanuatu—Asia

Vatican—Europe

Venezuela—Americas

Vietnam—Asia

Vietnam, North—Asia: Vietnam

Vietnam, South—Asia: Vietnam

Virgin Islands, British—Americas: UK American Dependencies

Virgin Islands of the US—Americas: United States

Volcano Islands—Asia: Japan (Kazan Islands)

Wake Island—Asia: US Pacifi c Dependencies

Wales—Europe: United Kingdom

Wallis and Futuna—Asia: French Asian Dependencies

Western Sahara—Africa: Morocco

Western Samoa—Asia: Samoa

West Germany—Europe: Germany, Federal Republic of

West Irian—Asia: Indonesia

Windward Islands—Americas: Dominica; St. Lucia; St. Vincent 

and the Grenadines

Xisha Islands—Asia: China (Paracel Islands)

Yemen, People’s Democratic Republic of (PDRY)—Asia: Yemen

Yemen, Republic of—Asia

Yemen Arab Republic (YAR)—Asia: Yemen

Yugoslavia—Europe: Serbia and Montenegro

Yukon Territory—Americas: Canada

Zaire—Africa: Congo, Democratic Republic of

Zambia—Africa

Zimbabwe—Africa
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